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PREFACE

Difficulties Encountered in Compiling the Statute Text. The orig
inal design of the Penal Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure
was to present the criminal laws with such completeness that ·they
could be administered without it being necessary to refer to the civil

.statutes, In pursuance of. this policy, the original constructors of
the Codes gathered together and placed in the Codes every constitu
tional and legislative enactment whicli had any bearing on the crim
inal law of the State. To accomplish this result the Code Commis
sioners were compelled to dismember acts of the Legislature, placing
parts of them in the civil statutes and other parts in the criminal
statutes. In a great many cases it was found necessary to place the
same provisions in both statutes. The Legislature while sanctioning
the establishment of this statutory system failed to observe it and

carry it into effect in its subsequent legislation. It failed to legislate
separately for the two statutes. It probably was not feasible to

do so. Acts were amended as acts after they had been dismembered
and divided between the civil and criminal statutes. This situation
has rendered the work of compiling the text somewhat difficult. The
problem of discriminating between the acts which are appropriate' for
the criminal statutes and those for the 'civil statutes has not been easy
of solution. It has been the aim of the editors to follow the methods

employed in the preparation of the Revised Statutes as far as those
methods could be determined from an examination of the contents of
the revised criminal codes.

-

The editors have been liberal in adding
provisions to the compilation and it is their belief that the 'Codes as

compiled contain everything that the practitioner could reasonably
expect to find in a criminal statute.

, Defects in the Revision of 1911. The Revised Criminal Statutes of
1911 possess so many defects that it is not safe in all cases to rely
on them to ascertain the existing law of the State on the subject of
crime and criminal procedure. The act adopting the revision con

tained no clause repealing laws not incorporated therein. In view
of the absence of a repealing provision and on account of the serious
defects in the work of revision, the courts have deprived the Revised
Criminal Statutes of 1911 of much of the usual sanctity accorded to
Revised Statutes. Among the decisions bearing on this subject at
tention is particularly called to Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 156 S. W.
626, Stevens v. State, 70 App. 565, 159 S. W. 505, Robertson v.

State, 70 App. 307, 159 S. W. 713, Williams v. State, 71 App. 6, 159
S. W. 732.

The defects in the Revised Criminal Statutes are as follows:
(a) The omission of subsisting laws not repealed or held uncon

stitutional' by the courts. A table has been prepared for each Code
showing the laws omitted therefrom and which have been carried into
the, new compilation. This. table appears immediately preceding the

(iii>.
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Table of Session Laws in each of the Codes. Representative examples
of, omitted laws appear at articles 220, 664b-664d, 695e, 852a, 1255a
and 1521a of the Penal Code, and articles 97a, 109a, 264a, 291a, 632a,
844a, 1105a, 1117h, and 1163a of the Code of Criminal Procedure.

(b) The inclusion of laws which had become obsolete or which had
been amended, repealed, or superseded by later legislation. There are

a great many instances in which the revisers fell into this error. In
each case an explanatory note will be found in this compilation follow

ing the repealed or superseded provision. Representative examples
will be found by referring to the explanatory notes under articles
109, 111, 150-154, 403, 418, 678, 850, 853, 857, 901, 1054, 1263, 1458,
1464� 1488, 1513 and 1551-1554 of the Penal' Code, and articles 140,
165, 302, 646, 648, 963, 1010, and 1129 of the Code of Criminal Pro
cedure.

(c) Failure to observe the changes in the civil statutes involving
either the creation of a new offense or repealing or modifying ex

isting provisions of the criminal codes. For representative examples
of this defect see the explanatory notes under articles 409, 1278, 1414,
1488, 1491-1503, 1526 and 1531d of the Penal Code, and articles 618,
661a, 889, and 1081 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. The editors
who prepared this compilation have carefully examined the civil leg
islation subsequent to the Revised Statutes of 1895, and in many cases

have found provisions affecting the criminal branch of the law which
were not carried into the Revised Criminal Statutes of 1911. These
have been inserted at their appropriate places in the compilation.
Examples of this work appear at articles 115a, 115b, 120, 616, 681,
753, 835, 1252, 1487a, 1487b and 1617a of the Penal Code, and arti
cles 845 and 846 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.

(d) Errors in classification and arrangement of the laws and in
the molding of their language in attempting to accommodate them to
the revision. This has resulted in many cases in giving a legislative
act a wider or a more restricted scope on the face of the revision than
was intended by the Legislature when the act was passed. For repre
sentative examples see explanatory notes under articles 100, 220,
1256, 1278 and 1284 of the Penal Code, and articles 625, 646, 648, 899,
900, 1117a-1117e, and 1127a of the Code of Criminal Procedure.

(e) Lack of uniformity and coherence in the distribution of laws
between the subdivisions of the statutes, and the separation of similar
or related laws which should have been gathered together. In an un

official compilation of the laws it is not possible to correct errors of
this nature existing in the basic revised statutes. The editors of this
compilation, however, have made many cross-references and explan
atory notes tending to remove the misleading effect or inconvenience
arising from errors of classification of the laws. FQr examples of
this feature of the work see explanatory notes under articles 593, 622,
712, 730, 836, 850 and 1054 of the Penal Code, and articles 899, 900,
and 1117a of the Code of Criminal Procedure.

(f) Failure to refer to the earlier enactments of the laws, and er

roneous references to the Session Laws. This information is essential
to a correct understanding of. the history of the legislation. Many
errors inthe references have been corrected in this compilation. Ex
amples of this work may be seen by comparing articles 852 and 869
of this compilation of the Penal Code with the corresponding articles
in the Revised Penal Code.
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The Annotations. Both the Penal Code and Code of Criminal
Procedure have been carefully and completely annotated. The anno

tations extend from the earliest decisions up to and including volume
178 of the Southwestern Reporter. The decisions of the federal courts

affecting the criminal statutes of Texas have also been carried into the
annotations. The work of annotation has been done by the same

editorial staff that prepared the annotations for Vernon's Sayles' Civil
Statutes for 1914. In annotating the criminal statutes the publishers
have availed themselves of the material found in Willson's Texas
Criminal Stat1�tes of 1897 and the supplements thereto. Errors of
classification found in the 'Willson books have been corrected and
omitted cases have been supplied. The publishers have endeavored
to avoid needless duplication of annotations. To effect this purpose
it has not followed the practice heretofore prevailing in Texas of

placing notes on matters of practice under the statute article defining
the crime, as well as under the article defining the particular practice
in question. A decision directly involving a matter of practice defined
by statute is placed under the procedure statute. Matters of procedure
not directly defined by statute are placed 'under the article relating to

the crime on which the prosecution was based. Thus notes on the

sufficiency of an indictment in matters not particularly dealt with by
a procedure statute are placed under the statute defining the particular
crime, while notes on subjects based on the procedure statutes are

placed under those statutes. Liberal cross-references have been made
between the various articles of the statutes.

The Index. A separate index has been prepared for each Code in
accordance with the plan of the Revised Criminal Statutes. The in
dices in the new compilation are more complete than those of the Re
vised Statutes. While the index headings used in the Revised Statutes
appear in the indices of the present compilation, many new headings
have been added and the old ones have been made more complete.
Where the annotations cover subj ects extending beyond the literal
text of the statute, those. subj ects have been carried into the index,
thus making the annotations more readily accessible and giving them
the character of an Index Digest.

Tables of Session Latus. Immediately preceding the index in each
of the Codes appears a table showing the place in the new compilation
where the' new laws passed at the regular and called sessions of 1911,
1913 and 1915, are to be found. Preceding each of these tables is
an additional table showing subsisting laws enacted during the period
between the revision of 1895 and that of 1911, and carried into the.
new compilation on account of their omission from the Revised Crim
inal Statutes of 1911. In these tables of omitted laws appear a few
acts relating to criminal matters passed prior to the revision of 1895
.which were not carried into that revision, but which .survive the re-

pealing clause in the act adopting such revision by having been incor
porated in the Revised Civil Statutes of 1895 and 1911.

*
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A BILL TO BE ENTITLED

"AN ACT to Adopt and Establish a 'PENAL

CODE' and a 'CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE'
for the State of Texas."

Section 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE
LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF TEX

AS, That the following titles, chapters and ar

ticles shall. hereafter constitute the PENAL
CODE of the State of Texas:
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THE PENAL CODE

TITLE 1

GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE
-

WHOLE CODE
Chap.
1. The general objects of the Code,

principles on which it is founded,
rules for its interpretation.

2. Definitions.

Chap.
3. Persons punishable under this Code

and the circumstances which ex

cuse, extenuate or aggravate an

offense.

CHAPTER ONE

THE GENERAL OBJECTS OF THE CODE, THE PRINCI
PLES ON WHICH IT IS FOUNDED, AND RULES FOR

THE INTERPRETATION OF PENAL LAWS
Art.

1. Design of the Code.
2. Object of punishment.
3. All penalties must be affixed by

written law.' ,

4. Common law the rule of construc-
tion, when.

5. Special provisions control general.
6. Unintelligible law not operative.
7. Judges to report defects in the law.
8. Prosecuting officers to make simi

lar reports.
9. General rule of construction.

10. Words specially defined, how un

derstood.

Art.
11. Innocence presumed.
12. No offense against a law not in

force.
13. When criminal laws take effect.
14. Ignorance no 'excuse.
15. Effect of modification by subse-

quent law.
16. Repeal, effect of.
17. When new penalty is substituted.
18. Change of definition, effect of.
19. Previous offenses not affected by

this Code.
20. No cumulative penalties.

Article 1. [1] Design of the Code==The design of enacting
this Code is to define in plain language every offense against the
laws of this state, and affix to each offense its proper punishment.
[Po C. 1.]

Cited, Leeper and Powell v. State, 29 App, 63; 14 S. W. 398; Wilkerson v. State, 2
App. 255; Ex parte Spiller, 63 App. 93, 138 S. W. 1013; Ex parte Lingenfelter, 64
App. 30, 142 S. W. 555, Ann. Cas. 1914C, 765; Essery v. State, 72 App. 414, 163 S.
W.17.

Construction of Code.-The court will construe the Code so that all its provIsions
may' be upheld if consistent with the intent of the Legislature. Talley v. State
(Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 255.

Juvenile delinquents.-The statute authorizing the dismissal of indictments
against boys under 17 and girls under 18, and the institution of proceedings against
them as delinquents, is not in contravention of this article. Ex parte Bartee (Cr.
App.) 174 S. W. 1051.

Art. 2. [2] Object of punishment.-The object of punishment
is to suppress crime and reform the offender. [Po C. 2.]

Cited, Cockrum v. State, 24 Tex. 394; Wilkerson v. State, 2 App. 255.

Art. 3. [3] All penalties must be affixed by written law.-In
order that the system of penal law in force in this state may be com

plete within itself, and that no system of foreign laws, written or

unwritten, may be appealed to, it is declared that no person shall be
punished for any act or omission, unless the same is made a penal
offense, and a penalty is affixed thereto by the written law of this
state. [Po C. 3.]

See post, art. 53.
Cited, Ex parte Spiller, 63 App. 93, 138 S. W. 1013; Ex parte Lingenfelter, 64 App.

30, 142 S. W. 555, Ann. Cas. 1914C, '165.
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Art. 3 GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO WHOLE CODE (Title 1

1. Enactment of laws.
2. Special session laws.
3. Legislative journals.
4. Emergency clause.
5. Public and local laws.
6. Subjects and titles of acts.
7. Amendments of statutes.

8. Punishable offenses.
9. Offenses eo nomine.

10. Constructive offenses.
11. -- Previous law.
12. -- Criminal contempt.
13. -- Juvenile delinquents.
14. Municipal ordinances.

1. Enactment of laws.-Dnder the previous constitution laws could not depend
on the approval of the people at the polls. State v. Swisher, 17 Tex. 441.

2. -- Special session laws.-As to passage of laws at special session, see

Baldwin v. State, 21 App. 591, 3 S. W. 109; Brown v. State, 32 App. 119, 22 S. W.
596; Long v. State, 58 App. 209, 127 S. W. 208, 21 Ann. Cas. 405.

3. -- Legislative Journals.-As to legislative journals, see R'y v. Hearne,
32 Tex. 547; Blessing v. Galveston, 42 Tex. 641; Dsener v. State, 8 App. 177;
Williams v. Taylor, 83 Tex. 667, 19 S. W. 156; Ewing v. Duncan, 81 Tex. 230, 16
S. W. 1000; Hunt v: State, 22 App, 396, 3 S. W. 233.

4. -- Emergency clause.-As to emergency clause see Const. art. 3, sec. 39;
Ex parte Murphy, 27 App. 492, 11 S. W. 487; Giebel v. State, 28 App. 151, 12 S. W.
591; Kenyon v. State, 31 App, 13, 23 S. W. 191; Williams v. Taylor, 83 Tex. 667,
19 S. W. 156; Ewing v. Duncan, 81 Tex. 230, 16 S. W. 1000; Graves v. State, 6 App.
288; Lanham v. State, 7 App, 126.

5. -- Public and local laws.-As to public and local laws, see Cordova v. State,
6 App. 207; Graves v. State, Id. 228; Bejarino v. State, Id. 265; Handline v. State,
Id. 347; Cox v. State, 8 App. 254, 34 Am. Rep. 746; Lastro v. State, 3 App. 363;
Bohl v. State, Id. 683; Davis v. State, 2 App. 425; Ham v. State, 4 App, 645; Ex
parte Lynn, 19 App. 293; Donaldson v. State, 15 App. 25; Beyman v. Black, 47
Tex. 558; Baldwin v. State, 21 App. 591, 3 S. W. 109. See Const., art. 3, secs. 56, 57;
art. 16, secs. 20, 22, 23; art. 11, secs. 5, 8; art. 5, sec. 22.

6. -- Subjects and titles of acts.-As to subjects in titles, see Nobles v.

State, 38 App. 330, 42 S. W. 978; Fehr v. State, 36 App. 93, 35 S. W. 381, 650;
Floeck v. State, 34 App. 314, 30 S. W. 794; Tabor v. State, 34 App. 631, 31 S. W. 662,
53 Am. St. Rep. 726; Ex parte Fagg, 38 App, 573,44 S. W. 294, 40 L. R. A. 212; Gun
ter v. Mortgage Co., 82 Tex. 496, 17 S. W. 840; Day Co. v. State, 68 Tex. 526, 4 S.
W. 865; Ry, v . Smith, 54 Tex. 1; Holden v. State, 1 App, 225; Ha.sselmeyer v. State,
1 App, 690; Ex parte Mabry, 5 App, 93; English v. State, 7 App, 171; Albrecht v.

State, 8 App. 216, 34 Am. Rep. 737; Robinson v. State, 15 Tex. 312; State v. Shadle,
41 Tex. 404; GiddingS v. San Antonio, 47 Tex. 548, 26 Am. Rep. 321; Stone v. Brown,
54 Tex. 330; State v. McCracken, 42 Tex. 383; Johnson v. State, 9 App. 249; COX
V. State, 8 App. 254, 34 Am. Rep. 746; Breen v. Ry, Co., 44 Tex. 302; R. R. Co. v.

Smith Co., 54 Tex. 1; R. R. Co. v. Odum, 53 Tex. 343; Tadlock v. Eccles, 20 Tex.
782, 73 Am. Dec. 213; Cannon v. Hemphill, 7 Tex. 184; Davey v. Galveston County,
45 Tex. 291; Woods v. Durrett, 28 Tex. 429; Ex parte House, 36 Tex. 83; Murphey
V. Menard, 11 Tex. 673; State v. Deitz, 30 Tex. 511; Roddy v. State, 16 App, 502;
Stone v. Brown, 54 Tex. 331; Land Co. v. State, 68 Tex. 526, 4 S. W. 865. See
Const., art. 3, sec. 35, and notes.

.

Titles must be liberally construed. Ex parte Segars, 32 App. 553, 25 S. W. 26;
Nichols v. State, 32 App, 391, 23 S. W. 680; Tabor v. State, 34 App. 631, 31 S. W.
662, 53 Am. St. Rep. 726.

7. -- Amendments �f statutes.-As to mode, see Hasselmeyer v. State, 1 App.
690. Const., art. 3. sec. 36.

8. Punishable offenses.-It seems to have been the intention, in adopting
the Codes, to prevent all future penal enactments unless they were appended to
and made parts thereof. State v. Garcia, 38 Tex. 543.

Unless the written law makes an act or omission an offense, and affixes thereto
a penalty, such act or omission can not be punished. Rogers v. State, 8 App. 401;
Smith v. State, 7 App. 286. The object of this article was to prohibit prosecution for
what was an offense at common law, but not made penal by our statutes. Cain v.

State, 20 Tex. 355; Allen v. State, 34 Tex. 230; State v. Flynn, 35 Tex. 354; State
v. Randle, 41 Tex. 292; Johnson v. State, 4 App. 63. And see Ringo v. State, 54
App, 561, 114 S. W. 119.

If the inculpatory acts enumerated in two different articles of the Code be the
same, and the penalties prescribed be different, neither is enforcible because of un

certainty as to penalty. Cooper v. State, 25 App, 530, 8 S. W. 654. See in illustra
tion the offenses defined by arts. 269, 477.

Because it fixes minimum penalty only, a penal statute is not vitiated. Myers v.

State, 51 App. 463, 103 S. W. 859.
Indictment for pandering held insufficient. Houseman v. State (Cr. App.) 173

S. W. 1036.
9. -- Offenses eo nomine.-If an act or omission eo nomine, is made a penal

offense, and a penalty is affixed thereto, it becomes an offense punishable under
this article. Robinson v. State, 11 App. 309; Ex parte Bergen, 14 App. 52; Cross v.

State, 17 App. 476; Smith v. State, 7 App. 286.
Sodomy and Fabrication of notarial certificate, formerly "not defined," are now

punishable offenses. Ex parte Bergen, 14 App. 52; Cross v. State, 17 App. 476;
Rogers v. State, 8 App. 401; Prindle v. State, 31 App. 551, 21 S. W. 360, 37
Am. St. Rep. 833. So, also, is fornication. Kelley v. State, 32 App, 579, 25 S. W.
425.

Pursuing business of peddling patent medicines without paying occupation tax
is a penal offense. South v. State, 72 App. 381, 162 S. W. 510.

10. -- Constructive offenses.-Our statutes are wholly intolerant of construc
tive offenses and constructive punishments. Republic v. Bynum, DalIam, 376; Mur-
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Chap. 1) GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO WHOLE CODE Art. 4

ray v. State, 21 App. 620, 2 S. W. 757, 57 Am. Rep. 623; Beeson v. State, 23 App.
406, 5 S. W. 118; Terry v. State, 25 App. 715, 8 S. W. 934.

11. -- Previous law.-Under the previous law "fornication" not being de
fined in the code, could not be punished. State v. Foster, 31 Tex. 578; State v.

Smith, 32 Tex. 167; State v. Rahl, 33 Tex. 76; Wolff v. State, 6 App, 195. Nor for
the same reason could "sodomy." Fennell v. State, 32 Tex. 378; Frazier v. State,
39 Tex. 390. But the offense of "establishing a lottery" was held to be sufficiently
defined. State v. Randle, 41 Tex. 292.

12. -- Criminal contempt.-In the absence of statute making a criminal con

tempt an offense, habeas corpus to review an order committing relator to prison
for such a contempt is not a "criminal case." Per Harper and Prendergast, JJ.;
Davidson, P. J., dissenting. Ex parte Wolters, 64 App. 2a8, 144 S. W. 531.

13. -- Juvenile delinquents.-The statute authorizing the dismissal of indict
ments against boys under 17 and girls under 18, and the institution of proceedings
against them as delinquents, is not in contraventton of this article. Ex parte Bar
tee (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 1051.

14. Municipal ordinances.-As to municipal ordinances, see Ex parte Coombs,
38 App. 648, 44: S. W. 854; Ex ;parte Freeland, 38 App. 321, 42 S. W. 295; Ex
parte Fagg, 38 App. 573, 44 S. W. 294, 40 L. R. A. 212; Harris County v. Stewart,
91 Tex. 133, 41 S. W. 650; Leach v. State, 36 App. 248, 36 S. W. 471; Ex parte
Bell, 32 App. 308, 22 S. W. 1040, 40 Am. St. Rep. 778.

Art. 4. [4] Common law rule of construction, when.-The
principles of the common law shall be the rule of construction,
when not in conflict with the Penal Code or Code of Criminal Pro
cedure, or with some other written statute of the state. [Act Feb.
12, 1858, p. 156; P. C. 4.]

Cited, Slack v. State, 61 App. 372, 136 S. W. 1073, Ann. Cas. 1913B, 112; Ex parte
Lingenfelter, 64 App. 30, 142 S. W. 555, Ann. Cas. 1914C, 765.

Rules for construction of ConSrtltutlon.-A constitution is not to receive a tech
nical construction, like a common law. mstrument or a statute; it is to be in
terpreted so as to carry out the great principles of government, not to defeat them.
Hunt v. State, 7 App. 212. No principle of construction can empower the courts to
treat as mere matter of form any express provision of the constitution. Cox v.

State, 8 App. 254, 34 Am. Rep. 746. Constitutional provisions are absolutely manda
tory, and can in no case be regarded as directory merely, to be obeyed or not, with
in the discretion of either or all of the departments of government. Hunt v. State.
22 App. 396, 3 S. W. 233; Holley v. State, 14 App. 505; Cox v. State, 8 App. 254, 34
Am. Rep. 746. Legislative power, except where the constitution has imposed limits
upon it, is practically absolute. And where limitations upon it are imposed, they
are to be strictly construed, and are not to be given effect as against the general
power of the legislature, unless such limitations clearly inhibit the act in question.
If the act itself is within the scope of legislative authority, it must stand. Baldwin
v. State, 21 App. 591, 3 S. W. 109. Legislatures are not empowered to interpret the
constitution, nor to abrogate the settled judicial construction of a constitutional
provision. Powallvv. State, 17 App. 345. The distinguishing characteristic between
the federal and a state constitution is, that the former is but a grant of legis
lative power, and congress, in framing laws, can exercise only such authority as is
granted: whereas, state constitutions are but limitations upon the plenary power
with which otherwise the legislative department of the state was originally invest
ed. The congress of the United States can enact no laws but such as the federal
constitution, either expressly or by implication, authorizes it to enact. On the
other hand, the power of a state legislature to enact laws is absolute, except as

restrained by constitutional limitations, and these limitations are created and im
posed by express words, or by necessary implication. In construing the constitu
tion, the courts of the state must understand that the framers of the instrument,
and the people who adopted it, employed and interpreted the words and language
of the instrument in their ordinary sense. The object of construction, as applied
to a written constitution, is to give effect to the intent of the people in adopting
it. In the construction of written laws, it is the intent of the lawmaker that is
to be enforced, which intent is to be found in the instrument itself; and it is to be
presumed that language has been employed with sufficient precision to convey it,
and, unless examination demonstrates that such presumption does not hold good
in the particular case, nothing remains but to enforce it. Where a law is plain
and unambiguous, whether it be expressed in general or limited terms, the legisla
ture must be understood to mean what they have clearly expressed, and in such
case no room is left for construction. The courts are not at liberty to' search else
where for possible or even probable meanings, when one is plainly declared in the
instrument itself. The constitution of the state is simply a chart containing limita
tions upon power, and when it declares how power may be exercised over any sub
ject, then no power can be exercised over that subject in any manner not clearly
within the plain import of the language of the constitution. Mere silence, or fail
ure to provide for some particular feature of the subject, can not be construed into'
a neglect, omission, or an ignoring of that feature. It is a general rule that when
the constitution gives a general power, or enjoins a duty, it also gives by im
plication every particular power necessary for the exercise of the one or the en

joyment of the other. The implication under this rule, however, must not be
conjectural or argumentative. And it is further modified by another rule, that,
where the means for the exercise of a general power are given, no other or differ
ent means can be implied as being more effective or coavenlent, And another rule
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Art. 4 GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO WHOLE CODE (Title 1

is, that when the constitution defines the circumstances under which a right may
be exercised, or a penalty imposed, the specification is an implied prohibition
against legislative interference to add to the condition, or to extend the penalty
to other cases. Holley v. State, 14 App. 505. In expounding a constitutional pro

vision, such construction should be employed as will prevent any clause, sentence,
or word from being superfluous, void, or insignificant. The thing to be sought is the

thought expressed. Contemporaneous legislative construction is always considered
of force. Cordova v. State, 6 App. 207. Effect is to be given, if possible, to the
whole instrument, and to every section and clause. Lastro v. State, 3 App. 363.

And further on this subject, see Coombs v. State, 38 App. 648, 44 S. W. 854;
Thomas v. State, 40 Tex. 36; Huntsman v. State, 12 App, 620; Trigg v. State, 49
Tex. 645; Gordon v. State, 43 Tex. 330; Hobbs v. State, 53 App. 71, 112 S. W. 308,
following Porch v. State, 51 App. 7, 99 S. W. 1122, overruling Cline v. State, 36 App.
320, 36 S. W. 1099, 37 S. W. 722, 61 Am. St. Rep. 850, and Childers v. State, 30 App,
160. 16 S. W. 903, 28 Am. St. Rep. 899; State v. Sims, 43 Tex. 521; Ex parte Brown.
38 App, 295. 42 S. W. 554; 70 Am. St. Rep. 743; Smisson v. State, 71 Tex. 222, 9 S.
W. 112; Holmes v. State, 20 App, 509; Leach v. State, 36 App, 248, 36 S. W. 471.

In interpreting a provision of a Constitution or Bill of Rights. words should be
given their natural signification in the order and grammatical arrangement in
which they are placed. .and if, thus regarded, the words convey a definite meaning
involving no absurdity or contradiction between the parts. that meaning must be
given effect. Kemper v. State, 63 App. 1. 138 S. W. 1025.

Construction of statutes.-See as to rules of construction of the Penal Code and
the Code of Procedure. Martin v. State, 40 Tex. 19; State v. Randle. 41 Tex. 292;
Wilkerson v. State. 2 App, 255 (overruling Smith v. State, 43 Tex. 643); Nelson v.

State, 1 App. 41; Williams v. State, Id. 465. See, also, notes to art. 9, post.
Under the rule that, when a provision is adopted from the Constitution or laws

of another state or country. the construction placed thereon by the courts of that
state or countsv is also impliedly adopted, the known and the settled construc
tion of English statutes embodied in our own statutes or Constitution was implied
ly adopted along with the statutes. Robertson v. State, 63 App. 216, 142 S. W. 533,
Ann. Cas. 1913C. 440.

Rules for determining constitutionality of laws.-There is no question of the
power of the courts to pronounce a statute unconstitutional and invalid. Lastro
v. State. 3 App, 363. The rule is to ascertain whether the legislature is restricted or

limited by the constitution. Logan v. State. 5 App, 306. But legislative enact
ments will not be held invalid unless clearly inconsistent with the constitution.
Where there is a reasonable doubt in the judicial mind whether an act of the
legislature is in conformity with the constitution, the legislation must be sup
ported. Lastro v. State, 3 App. 363; Cordova v. State. 6 App. 207; Ex parte Mabry,
5 App. 93; Holley v. State. 14 App. 505; Ry, Co. v. Gross, 47 Tex. 428. See this doc
trine criticised by Justice Lipscomb. in Thomas v. State, 9 Tex. 335. But where the
conviction is clear, the duty of the court to condemn unwarranted legislation is im
perious. The obligation of allegiance is to support the constitutive law; and
that obligation is rendered eminently imperative upon the courts of last resort,
they being the special depositories of the charter of the nation's constitutional
will, and its peculiar guardians against all infractions. If a legislative act impugn
the principles of the constitution, the act must yield; and, whenever it is brought
before the courts. must be declared void. A government can scarcely be deemed
free when the rights of the people are left solely dependent on the will of a legis
lative body, without any restraint. The judiciary is not only a co-ordinate branch
of the government, but is a check interposed to keep the other branches within the
limitations of the constitution; and the exercise of this great and paramount duty
is essential to the existence and transmission of freedom. Ex parte Mabry, 6
App. 93. When a penal law prohibits two or more acts, it may be constitutional
and valid as to one of the acts, and unconstitutional and invalid as to the oth
er. Ex parte Kennedy, 23 App. 77, 3 S. W. 114; Holley v. State, 14 App. 506. The
constitution of the United States being framed for the establishment of a na

tional government, it is a settled rule of construction of that instrument. that the
limitations it imposes upon the powers of government are in all cases to be un

derstood as limitations upon the government of the Union only, except where the
states are expressly mentioned. The fifth amendment to the constitution of the
United States is not, therefore, a limitation upon the states, and the power to
prosecute crime by information. or by other mode than by indictment of a grand
jury, not being surrendered by the states, they may, and some of them do, ex

ercise such power. Pitner v. State, 23 App. 366, 5 S. W. 210. In all cases involving
clearly and unquestionably the constitutionality and validity of state laws, with
reference to provisions of the constitution of the United States, the decisions
of the supreme court of the United States clearly, certainly, and unequivocally ex

pressed, are binding upon state courts. But see this case for an instance in which
a state court declines to follow a decision of the supreme court of the United
States, for several.reasons. Asher v. State, 23 App. 662, 5 S. W. 91, 59 Am. Rep. 783
In determining the validity of a statute, assailed upon the ground that its en

actment was not in conformity with some express requirement of the constitution.
the courts are not confined to the verity usually imported on the face of the stat
ute, if prima facie valid, but may go behind it to ascertain if the express require
ment of the constitution was observed in its enactment. See a discussion of the
decisions in Blessings v. Galveston, 42 Tex. 641, and Usener v. State, 8 App, 177.
which hold a contrary doctrine to that just stated. Hunt v. State, 22 App. 396, 3
S. W. 233. See, also, Baldwin v. State, 21 App. 591, 3 S. W. 109. See, also, �
parte Tipton, 28 App. 438, 13 S. W. 610, 8 L. R. A. 326.

If a provision inconsistent with the constitution be found inserted, it may be
invalidated without interference with other provisions. Albrecht v. State, 8 App.
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Chap. 1) GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO WHOLE CODE Art. 9

216, 34 Am. Rep. 737. It cannot be adjudged unconstitutional merely because it

may contravene "public policy" or established customs and .traditions, Ib.; and
when duly promulgated as laws, courts have no concern with mere irregularities
in the mode of their adoption. Usener v. State, 8 App. 177.

-- Legislative pollcy.-The courts are not concerned with the policy, expedi
ency, propriety or the wisdom of the law-making power. and will not inquire in
to such matters. Engelking v. Von Wamel, 26 Tex. 469; Smith v. State, 18 App.
454; Davis v. State, 2 App, 425; Stapp v. State, 3 App. 138; Albrecht v. State, 8

App. 216, 34 Am. Rep. 737.

Art. 5. [5] Special provisions control genera1.-In the con

struction of this Code each general provision shall be controlled by
a special provision on the same subject, if there be a conflict. [Po
C.5.]

Cited, Cockrum v. State, 24 Tex. 394; Ex parte Woods, 52 App, 575, 108 S. W.
1171, 16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 450, 124 Am. St. Rep. 1107; Ex parte Spiller, 63 App. 93,
138 S. W. 1013; Ex parte Lingenfelter, 64 App. 30, 142 S. W. 555, Ann. Cas. 1914C•.

765.
Where there is a conflict between a general and a special provision, the speclal

provision must prevail in respect to the subject matter of it. Warren v. Bhuman,
5 Tex. 441; Erwin v. Blanks. 60 Tex. 583.

Art. 6. [6] Unintelligible law not operative.-Whenever it ap
pears that a provision of the penal law is so indefinitely framed or

of such doubtful construction that it can not be understood, either
from the language in which it is expressed, or from" some other
written law of the state, such penal law shall be regarded as wholly
inoperative. [Po C. 6.]

Cited, Augustine v. State, 41 App. 59, 52 S. W. 77. 96 Am. St. Rep. 765; French
v. State, 14 App. 76. And see Ex parte Woods, 52 App. 575, 108 S. W. 1171, 16
L. R. A. (N. S.) 450, 124 Am. St. Rep. 1107; Ex parte Spiller, 63 App. 93, 138 S. W.
1013; Ex parte Lingenfelter, 64 App. 30, 142 S. W. 555, Ann. Cas. 1914C, 7,65.

Definiteness of laws.-The expression "light repairs" is indefinite. State v. In
ternational & G. N. Ry. Co. (Civ. App.) 165 S. W. 892.
-- License law.-Peddling patent medicines without paying the occupation

tax is punishable. South v. State, 72 App. 381, 162 S. W. 510.
-- Punishment.-Indeterminate sentence law held indefinite. Ex parte M;ar

shall, 72 App. 83, 161 S. W. 112.

Art. 7. [7] Judges to report defects in the law.-Whenever a

court trying an offense is of opinion that the law is so defective as

to have no operation, or when it appears that there has been a fail
ure to provide for any offense, or class of offenses, which ought to
be made punishable, the judge of such court shall report the same

to the legislature at its next session, after such defect or omission
shall have been discovered. [Po C. 7.]

Art. 8. [8] .Prosecuting officers to report defects in the law.
It is also declared to be the duty of the attorney general to call the
attention of the legislature, in his reports which are required by
law to be made to the governor, to any defects or omissions in the
penal law which he may observe, and in like manner the district
and county attorneys shall communicate to the attorney general
such suggestions as they may deem important touching the same

subject. [Po C. 8.]
Art. 9. [9] General rule of construction.-This Code and ev

ery other law upon the subject of crime which may be enacted shall
�e .const.rued ac<:ording to the plain import of the language in �hich
It IS wntten, WIthout regard to the distinction usually made be
!ween the construction of penal �aws and laws upon other sub
jects ; and no person shall be punished for an offense which is not
made penal by the plain import of the words of a law. [Act Feb. 12,
1858, p. 156; P. C. 9.]

See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 5502 .

.

Cited, Slack v. State, 61 App. 372, 136 S. W. 1073, Ann. Cas. 1913B, 112; Ex parteSplller, sa App, 93, 138 S; W. 1013; Jaynes v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 441' Es-
sery v. State, '12 App. 414, 163 S. W. 17.

'
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Art. 9 GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO WHOLE CODE (Title 1

6. Construction with reference to oth-
er statutes.

7. -- Conflicting provisions.
8. -- Acts of same session.
9. Provisos and exceptions.

10. Statute adopted from other state or

country.
11. Revisions and codes.

1. Common law rule changed-Legislative intent.-In the construction, of a

statute the legislative intent, if that intent can be ascertained, must govern.
When that intention is discovered, it will prevail even over the literal import of
words. Cain v. State, 20 Tex. 355; Walker v. State, 7 App. 245, 32 Am. Rep. 595; Sar
tain v. State, 10 App. 651, 38 Am. Rep. 649; Fowler v. Poor, Dallam, 401; Hanrick v.

Hanrick, 54 Tex. 109; Brooks v. Hicks, 20 Tex. 666; Rigby v. State, 27 App. 55,
] 0 S. W. 760: Scoby v. Sweatt, 28 Tex. 713; Edwards v. Morton, 92 Tex. 152, 46
S. W. 792; Albrecht v. State, 8 App. 313; Ex: parte Robinson, 28 App, 511, 13 S. W.
786; Ex parte Creel, 29 App, 439, 16 S. W. 256; Parshall v. State, 62 App. 177, 138
S. W. 759; Oliver v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 604; Lee v. State (Cr. App.) 148
S. W. 567, 40 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1132.

This article does away with the strict construction of penal statutes, and the
plain import of language and the legislative intent, when manifest, control. Gen
try v. State (Cr. App.) 152 s. W. 635; State v. Forrest, 30 Tex. 503; Speer v. State, 2
App, 246; Turman v. State, 4 App. 586; McGregor v. State, 4 App. 599; Graves v.

State, 6 App. 228; Walker v. State, 7 App. 245, 32 Am. Rep. 595; Randolph v. State,
9 Tex. 521; Ex parte Gregory, 20 App. 210, 54 Am. Rep. 516; Murray v. State, 21 App,
620, 2 S. »r. 757, 57 Am. Rep. 623; Searcy v. State, 40 App. 460, 50 S. W. 699, 51 S.
W. 1119, 53 S. W. 344; Bowman v. State, 38 App. 14, 40 S. W. 796, 41 S. W. 635;
Ex parte Woods, 52 App. 575, 108 S. W. 1171, 16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 450, 124 Am.
St. Rep. 1107; Williams v. State, 52 App, 371, 107 S. W. 1125; Oliver v. State (Cr.
App.) 144 S. W. '604; Barnes v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 1043; Bradfield v. State
(Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 734.

When a statute is capable of two constructions equally reasonable, that should
be adopted which effects the intention of the law-making power, unless qualified
or restricted by some patent provision of law rendering a contrary construction im

perative. Albrecht v. State, 8 App. 313; Rigby v. State, 27 App, 55, 10 S. W. 7'60;
Ex parte Creel, 29 App, 439, 16 S. W. 256; Ex parte Murphy, 27 App. 492, 11 S.
W. 487; Ex parte Evers, 29 App. 539, 16 S. W. 343; State v. Connor, 86 Tex. 133,
23 S. W. 1103; Oliver v: State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 604.

Penal laws are not to be construed so strictly as to defeat the obvious intention
of the Legislature. Oliver v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 604; Randolph v. State, 9
Tex. 521.

To arrive at the legislative intention the several parts of the act must be con

strued together. Estes v. State, 10 Tex. 300.
At common law, strict construction was applicable to highly penal statutes.

Estes v. State, 10 Tex. 300; Ser.nett v. State, 17 Tex. 308.
When the words of a statute are not explicit, the intention is to be collected

from the context, the occasion and necessity of the law, the mischief felt, and the
remedy in view. Croomes v. State, 40· App. 672, 51 S. W. 924, 53 S. W. 882.

The intent of legislative acts is to be gathered from their entire context, as

showing their general purpose, and particular words are to be taken in the sense

in which, looking at the entire act, they appear to have been used, rather than
according to their accepted lexicographic definition. City of Houston v. Potter,
41 Civ. App. 381, 91 S. W. 389.

The court, in construing the legislative intent in the adoption of the statute,
may take into consideration contemporaneous legislative history. Williams v.

State, 52 App. 371, 107 S. W. 1121.
To interpret the meaning of a statute, it is to be ascertained what was the fair,

natural, and probable intent of the Legislature, taking into consideration contem
poraneous history and the habits and activities of the people. Ex parte Roquemore,
60 App. 282, 131 S. W. 1101, 32 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1186.

A thing which is within the intention of the liegislature is as much within the
statute as if it were within the letter, while a thing which is within the letter is
not within the statute, unless it be within its intention. Oliver v. State. (Cr. App.)
144 s. W. 604.

The intention may be collected from the cause or necessity of the act. Oliver v.

State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 604.

2. Meaning of language.-For the purpose of ascertaining the intention of the
legislature in enacting a statute the language employed in the act is first to be re

sorted to. If the words employed are free from ambiguity and doubt, and express
plainly, clearly, and distinctly the intent, according to the most natural import of
the language, there is no occasion to look elsewhere. Murray v. State, 21 App. 620,
2 S. W. 757, 57 Am. Rep. 623; Smith v. Sta.te, 18 App. 454; State v, Delesdenier, 7
Tex. 76; Engelking v. Von Warnel, 26 Tex. 469; Holley v. State, 14 App. 506; Dodson
v. Bunton, 81 Tex. 655, 17 S. W. 507; Ex parte Woods, 52 App, 575, 108 S. W. 1171,
16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 450, 124 Am. St. Rep. 1107. See, also, Fire Ass'n v. Love, 101
Tex. 376, 108 S. W .. 158. 810.

Where a statute is ambiguous, remarks in debate made by the person propos
ing it are admissible to aid in its construction. Ex parte Peede (Cr. App.) 170
S. W. 749.

Only where there is ambiguity in the words of a statute may the court leave
its strict letter and construe it in accordance with what appears from an examina
tion of the whole act to have been the intention of the Legislature. Sparks v.
State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 351.

1. Common law rule changed-Legis
lative intent.

2. Meaning of language.
3. -- General and specific words or

provisions.
4. -- Grammatical errors.

5. Preamble.
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Chap. 1) GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO WHOLE CODE Art. 9

3. -- General and specific words or provislons.-Wh?m a particular class is
spoken of, and general words follow, the class first mentioned is to be taken as the
most comprehensive, and the general words treated as referring to matters ejusdem
generis, with such class. Murray v. State, 21 App. 620, 2 S. W. 757, 57 Am. Rep.
623; R. v. Bynum, Dallam, 376; Ex parte Muckenfuss, 52 App, 467, 107 S. W. 1131.

When there is nothing in the statute to limit its general words, they must have
general effect. Laughter v. Seela, 59 Tex. 177.

Whenever it is found that an act makes a general provision, apparently for all

cases, and at the same time contains a special provision for a particular class
of cases, the special provision must govern as to the particular class. Perez v.

Perez, 59 Tex. 322.
4. -- Grammatical errors.-"Grammatical errors shall not vitiate a law, and

a transposition of words and clauses may be resorted to when the sentence or

clause is without meaning as it stands, and in no case shall the punctuation of a

law control or affect the intention of the legislature in the enactment." Vernon's
Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 5503. This rule, though declared in a civil statute, is ap

plicable and binding in the construction of a penal statute. Murray v. State, 21 App.
620, 2 S. W. 757, 57 Am. Rep. 623; Rigby v. State, 2'7 App. 55, 10 S. W. 760; Brad
street v. Gill, 72 Tex. 115, 9 S. W. 753, 2 L. R. A. 405, 13 Am. St. Rep. 768; Ex

parte Rodriguez, 39 'I'ex. 705, compared.
5. Preamble.-In the interpretation of a statute, resort may be had to the

preamble, but it cannot limit or control the express provisions of the statute. And
the statement of legislative reasons in the preamble will not affect the validity of
the statuto. Sutherland v. De Leon, 1 Tex. 250, 46 Am. Dec. 100; Ex parte Greg
ory, 20 App, 210, 54 Am. Rep. 516. And see Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 15,6. S. W. 626.

6. Construction with reference to other sltatutes.-It is a well settled rule in the
construction of statutes, and for the purpose of arrtving at the legislative intentions,
that all laws in pari materia, or on the same subject-matter, are to be taken to
gether, examined and considered as :if they were one law. Cain v. State, 20 Tex.
355; Napier v. Hodges, 31 Tex. 287; Taylor v. State, 3 App, 169; Walker v. State,
7 App, 245, 32 Am. Rep. 59'5; Bryan v. Sundberg, 5 Tex. 418; Selman v. Wolfe, 27
Tex. 68; Hanrick v. Hanrick, 54 Tex. 101.

Where one statute deals with a subject comprehensively and another statute
deals with part of the same subject in a more definite way, the two should be read
together if possible with a view to giving effect to both, but, under any necessary
conflict, the special act must prevail. Ex parte Townsend, 64 App. 350, 144 S. W.
628, Ann. Cas. 1914C, 814.

7. -- Conflicting provislons.-W'here there is an irreconcilable repugnancy be
tween two statutes, or statutory provislons, the rule seems to be, that the statute
or provision last enacted controls the former enactment, and is to be regarded as

the law. This rule, however, obtains only in cases where there is such absolute re

pugnancy, as that both statutes or provision-s can not stand together, and the
court is, of necessity, compelled to give effect to one as expressive of the legisla
tive intention rather than the other. Cain v. State, 20 Tex. 355; Davis v. State,
2 App, 425; Chiles v. State, 1 App. 27; Ex parte Segars, 32 App, 553, 25 S. W. 26;
Nobles v. State, 38 App, 330, 42 S. W. 978; Ratigan Y. State, 33 App. 301, 26 S. W.
407; Ragazine v. State, 47 App. 46, 84 S. W. 832. And see Gulf Ry. Co. v. Ram
bolt, 67 Tex. 654, 4 S. W. 356; Ex parte Wood, 36 App, 7, 34 S. W. 965.

A construction which repeals former statutes, by implication, is not to be
favored; the repugnancy must be plain and unavoidable. Neill v. Keese, 5 Tex.
23, 51 Am. Dec. 746; Bryan v. Sundberg, 5 Tex. 418; Williams v. State, 52 App. 371,
107 S. W. 1121.

Where two statutes can be given a construction to uphold both, it must be
done. Williams v. State, 52 App. 371, 107 S. W. 1121; Lovett v. Casey, 17 Tex.
594.

Where there are several statutes upon the same subject, containing n'o express
provisions of repeal, the 'Presumption is that they are governed by one spirit and
policy and are intended to be consistent and harmonious; and it is the duty of
the Court, so far as is consistent with the language used, to give effect to that
intention. This is most expressly' so, in respect to statutes passed at the same
session. Neill v. Keese, 5 Tex. 23, 51 Am. Dec. 746.

Where a subsequent statute, though not repugnant, in all its provisions, to a

prior one, is clearly intended to prescribe the only rule which should govern, or
where it is framed from another, some parts being omitted, the subsequent stat
ute must be construed to repeal the prior one. Bryan v. Sundberg, 5 Tex. 418.

When the new statute, itself, comprehends the entire subject, and creates a
new, entire, and independent system, respecting that subject matter, it repeals all
previous laws respecting the same subject matter. Bryan v. Sundberg, 5 Tex. 418.

B. -- Acts of same session.-In the construction of acts of the same session.
the whole must be taken and construed as one act. Thus, it would not be a rea
sonable mode of construing acts of the legislature, so to construe them as to make
one act repeal another passed at the same session. It can not be supposed that
it was the legislative intention that acts thus passed should abrogate and repeal
one another. Neill v. Keese, 5 Tex. 23, 51 Am. Dec. 746; Cain v. State, 20 Tex. 355;
Austin v. Ry, Co., 45 Tex. 234; Walker v, State, 7 App. 245, 32 Am. Rep. 595; Lovett
v. Casey, 17 Tex. 594; McGrady v. Terrell, 98 Tex. 427, 84 S. W. 641; Garrison v.
Richards (Civ. App.) 107 S. W. 861; .Joliff v. State, 53 App, 61, 109 S. W. 176;
Laughter v. Seela, 59 Tex. 177; Barnes v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 548, L. R. A.
1915C, 101; Ex parte Nitsche (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 1101.

9. Provisos and exceptions.-The office of a proviso, generally, is either to ex
cept something from the enacting clause, to restrain its generality, or to' exclude
some possible ground of misinterpretation of it, as extending to cases not intended
by the Iegtslature to be brought within its purview. A proviso must be considered
in arriving at the intention of the legislature. Graves v, State, 6 App. 228. See,

t



Art. 9 GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO WHOLE CODE (Title 1

also, Campbell v. Wiggins, 85 Tex. 424, 21 S. W. 599; Ex parte Wood, 36 App. 7,
34 S. W. 965.

Exceptions in statute not extended by implication. Roberts v. Yarboro, 41 Tex.
449; Markham v. Carothers, 47 Tex. 21; Wallace v. Stevens, 74 Tex. 559, 12 S.
W.283.

Proviso construed strictly. Roberts v, Yarboro, 41 Tex. 450; Collins v. Warren,
63 Tex. 311.

State bound by rules of practice when no exception in its favor Je made by
law. State v. Kroner, 2 Tex. 493.

Courts have no authority to extend exceptions in an act beyond the cases em
braced in a fair construction of the act. Reynolds v. State, 1 App. 616.

On exceptions in local option law, aee Gilbert v. State, 32 App. 596, 25 S·.
W.632.

10. Statute adopted from other state or country.-The settled construction of
English statutes embodied in our own statutes or Constitution was impliedly adopt
ed along with the statutes. Robertson v. State, 63 App. 216, 142 S. W, 533, Ann.
Cas. 1913C, 440.

11. Revisions and codes.-A subsequent statute which revises the entire sub
ject-matter of a prior one, and which is intended as a substitute therefor, repeals
the prior one, though it contain no repealing clause. Bryan v. Sundberg, 5 Tex.
418; Holden v. State, 1 App. 225; Stirman v. State, 21 Tex. 734 .

.

The presumption is that the codifiers and the legislature did not intend to
change the laws as they formerly stood, and accordingly a statute should be con

strued in the light of the former law. Ex parte Muckenfuss, 52 App. 467, 107 S. W.
1131 (following Runnels v. State, 45 App. 446, 77 S. W. 459); Braun v. State,
40 App. 236, 49 S. W. ,620.

.

The Legislature, in re-enacting a statute in substantially the same terms, will
be considered to intend that it shall be given the same meaning given the former
statute by the courts. Adams v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 940.

Where the meaning and intent of a revision or codification of the statutes is
not plain, resort may be had to the original acts in order to arrive at a correct
construction of the provisions. Stevens v. State, 70 App. 565, 159 S. W. 505.

The adoption of the Revised Code constituted a re-enactment of the laws in
cluded therein, which are to be construed the same as other acts passed by the
Legislature. Stevens v. State, 70 App. 565, 159 S. W. 506.

Art. 10. [10] Words specially defined, how understood.
Words which have their meaning specially defined shall be under
stood in that sense, though it be contrary to their usual meaning;
and all words used in this Code, except where a word, term or

phrase is specially defined, are to be taken and construed in the
sense in which they are understood in common language, taking in
to consideration the context and subject matter relative to which
they are employed. [Po C. 10 and 28.]

This is O. C., arts. 10 and 28, revised and consolidated.
See article 25, C. C. P.; Lynch V. State, 32 App. 45, 22 S. W. 47, 26 S. W. 409.
Cited, Hardeman v. State, 16 App, 1, 49 Am. Rep. 821; Hall v. State, 16 App. 6,

49 Am. Rep. 824; Anderson v. State, 17 App. 305; Bell v. State, 18 App. 53, 51 Am.
Rep. 293; Loyd v. State, 19 App. 137; Murray v. State, 21 App, 620, 2 S. W. 757, 57
Am. Rep. 623; Oliver v. State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 604; Bradfield v. State (Cr.
App.) 166 S. W. 734; Baskins v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 723; Sparks v, State
(Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 351.

Gener�1 and specific words.-See note under Art. 9.

Definltions.-"Knowingly" and "pass," as those words are used in the statute
denouncing the offense of uttering a forged instrument, are not words of technical
signification, and the omission of the trial court to define the same to the jury
was not error. Peterson v. State, 25 App, 70, 7 S. W. 530. See, also, Bautsch v.
State, 27 App. 342, 11 S. W.414; Childers v. State, 30 App. 160, 16 S. W. 903, 28 Am.
St. Rep. 899.

It is unnecessary to define words generally understood. Blackburn v. State, 71
App. 625, 160 S. W. 687. Such as "procured." Currington v. State, 72 App. 143,
161 S. W. 478. And "break." Williams v. State, 24 App. 17, 5 S. W. 655. "Night
time" defined. Laws v. State, 26 App, 643, 10 S. ·W. 22()1. "Living together" de
fined. Bird v. State, 27 App. 635, 11 S. W. 641, 11 Am. St. Rep. 214. "Meet" as
used in article 1133, P. C., defined. Pitts v. State, 29 App. 374, 16 S. W. 189. "Mon
ey" and "property" in embezzlement defined. Taylor V. State, 29 App. 466, 16 S.
W.302.

Definition of terms in charge.-See notes under Art. 735, C. C. P.

Mandatory or directory words.-The word "may" held used in contradistinction
to "shall." Hahn v. State (Cr. App.) 165 8'. W. 218.

Art. 11. [11] Innocence presumed.-Every person accused of
an offense shall be presumed to be innocent until his guilt is estab
lished to the satisfaction of' those whose province it is to try him.
[P.C.l1.]

Cited, Kemper v. State, 63 App. 1, 138 S. W. 1025.
Intent presumed.-See Art. 51 and notes thereunder.
Burden of proof on defendant.-See Art. 52 and notes.

Presumption of Innocence.-See C. C. P., art. 785 and notes.
H



Chap. 1) GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO WHOLE CODE

Art. 12. [12] No offense against a law not in force.-No act

or omission can be punished as an offense unless the law making it

penal was in force at the time when such act or omission took place.
[Po C. 12.]

See Bill of Rights, §§ 16-19; C. C. P., art. 3. See Ex parte Allison, 99 Tex. 466,
90 S. W. 870, 2 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1111, 122 Am. St. Rep. 653.

Ex post facto law.-A statute transferring the power of assessing punishments
from the judge to the jury is not ex post facto. Holt v. State, 2 Tex. 363; Dawson

v. State, 6 Tex. 347. Nor one changing the death penalty to the alternative punish
ment of death or imprisonment. McInturf v. State, 20 App. 335. Nor one authoriz

ing the amendment of defendant's name in an indictment then pending. State v.

Manning, 14 Tex. 402. But the legislature can not give a statute of limitation a re

storative effect, so as to authorize a prosecution already barred. State v. Sneed, 25
Tex. Supp, 66; De Cordova v . Galveston, 4 Tex. 470; State v. Asbury, 26 Tex. 83;
Carr v. State, 36 App. 390, 37 S. W. 426. Nor could the accused be deprived of the

right to plead in abatement to the grand jury under an indictment found before the

Code took effect. Martin v. State, 22 Tex. 214. Nor can a conviction be authorized

on less or different testimony than was required at the date of the offense. Callo

way v. State, 7 App. 585; Hannahan v. State, 7 App. 664; Murray v. State, 1 App.
417; Holt v. State, 2 Tex. 363; Valesco v. State, 9 App, 76; Johnson v. State, 16

App. 402. But see Mrous V. State, 31 App, 597, 21 8'. W. 764, 37 Am. St. Rep. 834.

Nor can cumulative sentences not before authorized be imposed. Hannahan V.

State, 7 App. 664; Baker V. State, 11 App. 262; Prince v. State, 44 Tex. 480.
A statute which authorizes a conviction for an offense on a prosecution for an

other offense is also ex post facto. Simco v. State, 8 App, 406.
As to law permitting judge to make order in vacation, see Ex parte Boyd, 50

App. 309, 96 S. W. 1079.
As to trusts and monopolies, see Waters-Pierce Oil CO. V. State, 48 Civ. App .

. 162, 106 S. W. 918.
As to blacklisting employes, see St. Louis Southwestern Ry. CO. V. Hixon

(Civ. App.) 126 S. W. 338.
As to intoxicating liquors, see Ex parte Roper, 61 App. 68, 134 ·S. W. 334;

Clark v. State, 61 App, 697, 136 S. W. 260.
As to seduction, see Thacker V. State, 62 App. 294, 136 8'. W. 1095.

Art. 15

Art. 13. [13] When laws take effect.-No law of the legisla
ture defining an offense, or affixing a penalty thereto, shall take
effect until after the expiration of ninety days from the day of the

adjournment of the session at which such penal law was enacted,
unless the legislature shall otherwise determine. [Po C. 13.]

See sec. 39, art. 3, Const.; Johnson v. State, 35 App. 273, 33 S. W. 232.

Act without emergency clause.-Belcher v. State, 39 App. 121, 44 S. W. 1106.

Number of votes' required to pass emergency statute.-Missouri, K. & T., Ry,
Co. v'. McGlamory, 92 Tex. 150, 41 S. W. 466.

Computation of 90 days.-Halbert V. San Saba Springs Land & Live-Stock
Ass'n, 89' Tex. 230, 34 8'. W. 639, 49 L. R. A. 193.

Statute operates on the day It becomes a law.-Galveston, H. & S. A. Ry. Co.
v. Lynch, 22 Clv. App. 336, 55 S. W. 389.

Art. 14. [14] Ignorance no excuse.-After a law has taken
effect, no person shall be excused for its violation upon the ground
that he was ignorant of its provisions. [Po C. 13.]

Ignorance as excuse.-Ignorance Of law is no excuse, and every person is re

quired, at his peril, to take cognizance of it. Chaplin V. State, 7 App. 87; Thomp
son v. State, 26 App. 94, 9 S. W. 486; Hughes V. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 173;
Collmorgen v. State (Cr. App.) 168 s. W. 619.

Ignorance of fact is a different matter and may be a' defense. Hailes V. State,
15 App. 93. Compare with Jones v. State, 32 App, 533, 26 S. W. 124.

.

When the criminality of an act depends solely upon the intention with which
it was done, the ignorance of the party charged, or his inability to obtain proper
information, may be considered in determining his guilt. State v. Sparks, 27
Tex. 705.

Local custom cannot supersede a law. Lawrence V. State, 20 App. 636 (over
ruling Debbs v. State, 43 Tex. 650); McNeely v. State, 49 App. 286, 92 S. W. 419.

No one is excused by his ignorance of the law; knowledge of the law being con

clusively presumed. Crain V. State (Cr. App.) 153 s. W. 155.
The acts of every person must be reviewed from the standpoint that he knew

the law. Taff v. State (Cr. App.) 156 S. W. 214.

Mistake of law.-See post, Art. 46.

Art. 15. [15] Effect of 'modification by subsequent law.
When the penalty for an offense is prescribed by one law, and
altered by a subsequent law, the penalty of such second law shall
not be. inflicted for a breach of the law committed before the second
shall have taken effect. In every such case the offender shall be

9



Art. 15 GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO WHOLE CODE (Title 1

tried under the law in force when the offense was committed, and if
convicted, punished under that law; except that when by the pro
visions of the second law the punishment of the offense is amelio
rated, the defendant shall be punished under such last enactment,
unless he elect to receive the penalty prescribed by the law in force
when the offense was committed. [Po C. 14.]

Punishment, and election as to penalty.-See Greer V. State, 22 Tex. 588; Rich
V. State, 9' App. 176.

When the punishment for an offense is ameliorated by statute after its commis
sion, the defendant, upon conviction, must be punished according to the later enact
ment, unless he elect to receive the penalty affixed by the former law, and such
election must be made before verdict. The defendant can not elect, except in case
of amelioration. If the later statute increases the punishment, he must be pun
ished according to the former law. Maul V. State, 25 Tex. 168; Veal V. State, 8
App. 474; Perez v. State, Id. 610; McInturf V. State, 20 App, 335; Allen V. State, 7
App, 298; Doran V. State, Id. 385; Noftsinger V. State, Id. 301; Wall V. State, 18
Tex. 682, 70 Am. Dec. 302; Blount V. State, 34 App. 640, 31 S. W. -652; Ledbetter v;
State (Cr. App.) 29 8'. W. 479.

The punishments for murder were not ameliorated by the Code, Wall V. State, 18
Tex. 682, 70 Am. Dec. 302; nor by the amendments of 1858, Cockrum V. State, 24
Tex. 394; nor by the Constitution of 1870, Art. V, § 8. The latter only vested in the
jury a power of commuting punishment theretofore vested in the executive, Daw
son v. State, 33 Tex. 491; Hunt v. State, 7 App, 212; nor, it seems, was the change
effected by the revision of 1879. Walker V. State, 7 App. 245, 32 Am. Rep. 595.

Where two offenses are included in the same indictment, and the penalty as to
one or more of such offenses has been ameliorated, the defendant has the right to
elect as to either or all so ameliorated. If the election be as to the highest of
fense only, which has been ameliorated and there has been no amelioration as to
the lower offenses, on conviction of one of such lower offenses, the punishment
must be fixed according to former law. Maul V. State, 25 Tex. 166; Jenkins V. State,
28 App. 86, 12 S. W. 411; Johnson v. State, 28 App. 562, 13 S. W. 1005.

In Noftsinger v. State, 7 App. 301, which was a prosecution for murder in the
first degree, the defendant elected to be punished under the former law fixing the
punishment at death absolutely, which punishment was assessed against him, and
on appeal the conviction was affirmed. But had not the defendant elected to be
punished under the former law, it would have been the imperative duty of the court
to have given him the benefit of the ameliorated punishment. McInturf V. State, 2()
App. 335.

In Doran V. State, 7 App. 385, the conviction was for murder in the first degree.
At the time of the commission of the offense the penalty was death absolutely.
At the time of the trial the penalty had been changed to the alternative one of
death or confinement for life in the penitentiary. Held, that the court should have
submitted to the jury the alternative punishment.

One who committed a homicide before the law abolishing the degrees of mur

der became effective was entitled to pe tried and sentenced under the old law.
mu v, State, 72 App. 109, 161 S. W. 118. See, also, Johnson V. State, 72 App. 178,
161 S. W. 1098; Ybarra V. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 10.

.

The court should charge the jury as to the definition of murder under the old
law, but, as to the penalty, under the new law. Robbins V. State (Cr. App.) 166
S. W. 528 .

. Objection to charge with a requested instruction held to constitute an "elec
tion" to be tried under the murder law existing when the offense was committed.
Herrera v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 719.

Failure to object to instruction may be treated as an election to be tried under
the old law. Echols V. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 786.

-- Amelioratlon.-The offense was committed before the new law took effect
but the trial was had after. The old law provided for fine or imprisonment, while
the new law provided for fine or imprisonment or both, so that the punishment
was not ameliorated, though both fine and imprisonment was less under the new

law. Hence the penalty under the old law should have been charged. Kendall v.

State, 55 App. 139, 114 S. W. 833.

-- Doubt as to penalty.-If it is doubtful whether the later statute mitigates
the penalty, defendant should be permitted to decide for himself. The greater
punishment does not necessarily produce the most physical suffering, but that
which is most ignominious. Herber V. State, 7 Tex. 72; see, also, Greer v. State, 22
Tex. 588.
-- Trlal.-An ameliorating statute taking effect after the trial has com

menced, is not operative in the case. From beginning to end the case must be
tried under the law in force when the trial began. Simms V. State, 8 App. 230;
Myers V. State, Id. 321.

-- Violation of local option law.-One charged with violating the local op
tion law, prior to the statute making a sale of intoxicating liquor a felony, is
properly tried and punished under the statute, making a sale of liquor a misde
meanor, in force at the time of the offense. Sandoloski V. State (Cr. App.) 143 S.
yv. 151.

Art. 16. [16] Repeal, _
effect of.-The repeal of a law, where

the repealing statute substitutes no other penalty, will exempt
from punishment ·all persons who may have offended against the
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Chap. 1) GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO WHOLE CODE

provisions of such repealing [repealed] law, unless it be otherwise
declared in the repealing statute. [Po C. 15.]

Cited, Ex parte Cassens, 57 App. 377, 122 S. W. 888; Cook V. State, 71 App. 532,
160 S. W. 465; Johnson V. State, 72 App. 178, 161 S. W. 1098; Robbins v, State (Cr.
App.) 166 S. W. 528.

Effect on pending proceedings.-This article applies as well to proceedings in an

appellate court, as to the court having original cognizance of the offense. Wall v.

State, 18 Tex. 682, 70 Am. Dec. 302; Sheppard V. State, 1 App. 522, 28 Am. Rep. 422;
Hubbard V. State, 2 App. 506; Tuxton V. State, 4 App, 472; Halfin V. State, 5 App.
212; Chaplin V. State, 7 App. 87; Monroe v. State, 8 App, 343; Fitze V. State, 13

App.372; Mulkey V. State, 16 App, 53; Whisenhunt V. State, 18 App. 491; Woodlief
V. State, 21 App. 412, 2 S. W. 812; Boone v. State, 12 App. 184; Etter V. R'y Co., 2

Willson Civ. Cas. Ct. App, § 58; Kenyon V. State, 31 App. 13, 23 S. W. 191.
The repeal of a law substituting no other penalty, operates to nullify convic

tions under the repealed statute. Fitze V. State, 13 App. 372; Monroe V. State,
8 App. 343; Boone V. State, 12 App. 184; Kenyon V. State, 31 App, 13, 23 S. W. 191;
Sullivan V. State, 32 App. 50, 22 S. W. 44. And see Dickinson V. State, 38 App.
472, 41 S. W. 759, 43 S. W. 520; Ex parte Coombs, 38 App. 648, 44 S. W. 854;
Hall V. State, 52 App. 195, 106 S. W. 149, dismissing appeal from conviction under

repealed law.

Local option law.-The foregoing rule does not apply to the local option law,
nor does the repeal exempt from prosecution those who offended the law while
in operation. This statute is constitutional. Ezzell V. State, 29 App. 521, 16 S.
W.782.

Effect of repeal of civil statute.-The repeal of a civil statute for the enforce
ment of which a penalty has been enacted, operates as a repeal of the latter.
State V. Robinson, 19 Tex. 478.

Mode of repeal.-A statutory provision may be repealed by an amendment of
the act which omits the provision. State V. Andrews, 20 Tex. 230; Holden v. State,
1 App. 225.

'The legislature can repeal a definite part of a section or article by omitting
and not re-enacting the repealed part. Such mode is constitutional. Chambers v,

State, 25 Tex. 307. And see Greer v. State, 22 Tex. 588, and compare Chaplin v.

State, 7 App. 87.
A general repealing clause extends only to those acts on the same subject, or

parts of such acts, clearly inconsistent with the repealing act, and only to' the ex

tent of the conflicting provisions. Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 156 s. W. 626.
-- Amendments.-Where a section of a statute is amended, and the amend

ment is made in such terms that it stands in the stead of such section, and by a

subsequent act the said section is expressly repealed, the amendment is also
repealed. Greer V. State, 22 Tex. 588.

An enactment which purports merely to amend a repealed act is of no effect.
The amendatory act fails when a repealing and an amendatory act, referring to the
same law, take effect on the same day. Robertson V. State, 12 App. 541.

-- Legislative Intent.-The question of repeal is one of legislative intent.
Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 156 S. W. 626; Parshall V. State, 62 App. 177, 138 S. W.
759.

.

-- Implied repeal.-Repeals by implication are not favored. Hunt V. State, 7
.App. 212; 'l'houvenin V. Rodrigues, 24 Tex. 468; Napier V. Hodges, 31 Tex. 287;
Walker V. State, 7 App. 245, 32 Am. Rep. 595; Harold V. State, 16 App. 157; Frasher

. v. State, 3 App, 264, 30 Am. Rep. 131; Taylor V. State, 3 App. 169; Rogers V. Wat
rous, 8 Tex. 62, 58 Am. Dec. 100; Tunstall V. Wormley, 54 Tex. 476; Ex parte Keith,
47 App. 283, 83 S. W. 683. And see also generally, Cain V. State, 20 Tex. 355; Stir
man V. State, 21 Tex. 734; Ex parte Valasquez, 26 Tex. 178; Berry v. State (Cr.
App.) 156 S. W. 626.

To constitute a repeal by implication, the new statute must cover the whole
subject-matter of the old one, and prescribe different penalties. There must be
an irreconcilable repugnancy between the two acts, and the repugnancy must be
plain and unavoidable. Walker v. State, 7 App. 245, 32 Am. Rep. 595; Cain v. State,
20 Tex. 370; Austin v. State, 61 App. 573, 135 S. W. 1167; Berry V. State (Cr. App.)
156 S. W. 626; Morales V. State, 36 App. 234, 36 S. W. 435, 846.

Where a new law covers the whole subject-matter of an old and prescribes a
different penalty, the old law is repealed by implication. Robertson v. State, 70
App. 307, 159 S. W. 713; Stebbins V.· State, 22 App, 32, 2 S. W. 617.

To make a later act repeal a previous one of the same session, there must be an

irreconcilable repugnancy. Even if the acts are of differerrt sessions, in the absence
of an express appeal they must be reconciled. if posstble, Taylor V. State, 3 App. 169;
and the rules laid down in Rogers V. Watrous, 8 Tex. 62, 58 Am. Dec. 100, are not
applicable in the construction of acts passed at the same session. Cain V. State, 20
Tex. 355. But if they are Irreconctlably repugnant the later must prevail, Chiles v.

State, 1 App, 27; and the later statute controls, although it is a municipal charter.
Davis V. State, 2 App. 425.

.

When a subsequent statute, revising the subject-matter of a former one, is
evidently intended as a substitute for it, although it contains no express words
to such effect, it must be held to operate to repeal the former, to the extent to
which its provisions are revised and supplied. Harold V. State, 16 App. 157; Holden
V. State, 1 App. 226; Stirman v. State, 21 Tex. 734; Etter V. R'y Co., 2 Willson Civ.
Cas. Ct. App. § 58; Cain V. State, 20 Tex. 355; Rogers v. Watrous, 8 Tex. 62, 58 Am.
Dec. 100; Ex parte Valasquez, 26 Tex. 178.

This rule applies to a subsequent general law and a pre-existing special law
as, for instance, the Terrell election law and the local option law. Ex parte
Keith. 47 App. 283. 83 S. W. 683; Arrington v. State, 48 App. 541, 89 S. W. 6�3;

Art. 16
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Art. 16 GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO WHOLE CODE (Title .1

Williams v. State, 52 App. 371, 107 S. W. 1121; Joliff v. State, 53 App. 61, 109 S.
W.176.

Special laws and legislation to be made operative by the voters of a particular
locality, and laws of kindred character, are not repealed by general laws unless
specially mentioned in such general laws, or. the purpose to repeal is clearly mani
fest. Ex parte Neal, 47 App. 441, 83 S. W. 83l.

Revision including repealed laws.-Repealed'laws remained repealed though in
cluded in the revision by the commissioners. Robertson v. State, 70 App. 307, 159
S. W. 713.

Art. 17. [17] When new penalty is substituted.-When by
the provisions of a repealing statute a new penalty is substituted for
an offense punishable under the act repealed, such repealing statute
shall not exempt from punishment a person who, has offended
against the repealed law while it was in force, but in such case the
rule prescribed in article 15 shall govern. [Po C. 16.]

Cited, Johnson v. State, 72 App. 178, 161 S. W. 1098.

Penalty.-Where the penalty is simply increased by the new law, the prosecu
tion under the old law is not abated. Gill v. State, 30 Tex. 514; Roberts v. State,
17 App. 148.

One charged with homicide committed before the new murder law can be tried
and convicted under the old law but he is punishable under the new law. Cook v.

State, 71 App, 532, 160 S. W. 465; Ybarra v. State (Cr. App.) 164 s. W. 10; Rob
bins v. State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 528; Herrera v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 719;
Echols v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 786. And see James v. State, 72 App. 457, 163
S. W. 61; Hill v. State, 72 App, 109, 161 S. W. 118; Jones v. State, 72 App. 504, 163
S. W. 81; Sorrell v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 299.

See, also, notes under art. 15.

Art. 18. [18] Change of definition, effect of.-If an offense be
defined by one law, and by a subsequent law the definition of the
offense is changed, no such change or modification shall take effect
as to offenses already committed; but all offenders against the first
law shall be tried, and their guilt or innocence determined in ac

cordance with the provisions thereof. [Po C. 17.]
Cited, Johnson v. State, 28 App. 562, 13 S. W. 1005; Herrera v. State (Cr. App.)

170 s. W. 719.
Murder.-As to trial and punishment under statute consolidating the offenses of

first and second degree murder, and substituting a new penalty. See Cook v. State,
n App. 532, 160 S. W. 465; Hill v. State, 72 App, 109, 161 S. W. 118; Johnson v.

State, 72 App. 178, 161 S. W. 1098; James v. State, 72 App. 457, 163 S. W. 61; Jones
v, State, 72 App. 504, 163 S. W. 81; Ybarra v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S� W. 10; Rob
bins v. State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 528; Sorrell v. State (Cr. App.) 169 s. W. 299.

See, also, notes under art. 15.

Art. 19. [19] Previous offenses not affected by this Code.-No
offense committed, and no fine, forfeiture or penalty incurred under
existing laws, previous to the time when this Code takes effect,
shall be affected by the repeal herein of any such existing laws, but
the punishment of such, offenses, and the recovery of such fines and
forfeitures, shall take place as if the law repealed had still remained
in force, except that when any penalty, forfeiture or punishment
shall have been mitigated by the provisions of this Code, such pro
vision shall apply to and control any judgment to be pronounced
after this Code shall take effect, for any offense committed before
that time, unless the defendant elect to be punished under the
provisions of the repealed law. [Po C. 18.]

.

See Chaplin V. State, 7 App. 87; Walker v. State, 7 App. 245, 32 Am. Rep. 595;
'Ybarra v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 10; Robbins V. State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 528.

Change of penalty.-See art. 15 and notes.

Art. 20. [20] No cumulative penalties.-N0 penalty affixed to

.an offense by one law shall be considered a� cumulative of penalties
,prescribed under a former law, and -in every case where a new

penalty is prescribed for an offense, the penalty of the first law
'shall be considered as repealed, unless the contrary be expressly
,provided in the law last enacted. [Po C. 19.]

See Goldsticker V. Ford, 62 Tex. 385.
Cited, Roberts v. State, 17 App. 148; Ex parte Spiller, 63 App. 93, 138 S. W. 1013.
Cumulative rerr.edy.-In Bush v. Republic, 1 Tex. 455, it is held that if a statute

'prohibits an act, under a penalty to be enforced by indictment, and a subsequent
statute gives a qui tam action for such penalty, the latter is merely cumulative

.or, and does not repeal, the remedy given by the former statute.
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Chap. 2) GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO WHOLE CODE Art. 25

CHAPTER TWO

DEFINITIONS
Art.
21. "Whoever," "any person," eto.,

"he," "they," "man," "woman,"
defined.

22. Words expressive of rstattonshtp,
etc., include what.

23. Singular includes plural and mas

culine feminine.
24. "Person" includes the state or any

corporation.

Art.
25. "Accused" and "defendant" synon-

ymous.
26. "Criminal Action" defined.
27. "Convict" defined.
28. "Criminal process" defined.
29. "Preceding" and "succeeding" de

fined.
30. "Writing" and "oath."
31. "Signature" defined.

Article 21. [21] Definition of terms.-The general terms,
"whoever," "any person," "any' one," and the relative pronouns,
"he," and "they," as referring to these terms, include females as

well as males, unless there is some express declaration to the con

trary. The word "man" is used to signify a male person of any
age; and the word "woman" a female person of any age.. [Po
C.20.]

Cited, Cromeans v. State, 59 App. 611, 129 S. W. 1129.
Man.-See Holliday v, State, 35 App. 133, 32 S. W. 538; White v. State (Cr.

App.) 151 S. W. 826.

Woman.-The woman named as prosecutrix may testify to her age and that
she was just past 14 at the time of the offense. Rogers v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S.
W. 631.

.

Art. 22. [22] Words expressive of relationship, state, condi
tion, trust, etc., include what.-The use of any word expressive of

"relationship," "state," "condition," "office" or "trust," of any per
son, as of "parent," "child," "ascendant," "descendant," "minor,"
"infant," "ward," "guardian," or the like, or of the relative pronouns
"he" or "they," in reference thereto, includes both males and fe-
males. [Po C. 21.]

.

See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 5502, subd. 3; Willson's Cr. Forms, 166.
Parent.-An information charging the sale of intoxicating liquor to a minor,

without the written consent of the "father" of said minor, was held bad, the
statute being without the written consent of the "parent." The use of the word
"father," or "mother" is not equivalent to the word "parent" which would include
both. Lantznester v. State, 19 App. 320.

Child.-See McGregor v. State, 4 App. 599; Allen V. State, 7 App, 298.
In aggravated assault, see art. 1022 (5) and notes:

Art. 23. [23] Singular includes plural, and masculine feminine.
-The use of the singula � number includes the plural, and the plu
ral the singular; and w ilrds used in the masculine gender include
the feminine also, unless, by reasonable construction, it appears that
such was not the intention of the language. [Po C. 22.]

See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 6502, sub. 3 and 4.

Art. 24. [24] "Pe -son" includes state or any corporation.
Whenever any property or interest is intended to be protected by a

provision of the penal law, and the general term "person," or any
other general term, is used to designate the party whose property it
is intended to protect, the provision of such penal law, and the pro
tection thereby given, shall extend to the property of the state, and
of all public or private corporations. [P. C. 23.]

See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 5504, sub. 2.

Art. 25. [25] "Accused" and "defendant". synonymous.-The
word "accused" is intended to refer to any person who, in a legal
manner, is held to answer for any offense, at any stage of the pro
ceeding, or against whom complaint, in a lawful manner, is made,
charging the commission of an offense, including all proceedings
from the order for arrest to the final execution of the law; and the
word "defendant" is used in the same sense. [Po C. 24.]

Oefinltlon.-"Accused" and "defendant" defined. Pierce v, State, 17 App. 232;
Brown v, State, 65 App. 572, 118 S. W. 139.
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Art. 26. [26] "Criminal action" defined.-A "criminal action,"
as used in this Code, means the whole, or any part, of the procedure
which the law provides for bringing offenders to justice; and the
terms "prosecution," "criminal prosecution," "accusation," and
"criminal accusation," are used in the same sense. [Po C. 25.]

Cited, Russell v. State, 37 App. 314, 39 S. W. 674.

·Oefinltions.-"Criminal action," "prosecution," "accusation," defined. Bautch V.

State, 27 App, 342, 11 S. W. 414; Childers v. State, 30 App. 160" 16 S. W. 903, 28 Am.
se. Rep. 899.

Art. 27. [27] "Convict" defined.-An accused person is term
ed a "convict" after final condemnation by the highest court of re

sort which, by law, has jurisdiction of his case, and to which he
may have thought proper to appeal. [Po C. 26.]

See Pate v. State, 21 App. 193, 17 S. W., 461; Kingsbury v. State, 37 App. 259, 39
S. W. 365; Underwood v. State, 38 App. 193, 41 S. W. 618; Gulf, C. & S. F. Ry.
Co. v. Johnson, 98 Tex. 76, 81 S. W. 4.

Cited, Areia v. State, 26 App, 193, 9 S. W. 685; Woods v. State, 26 App. 490,
10 S. W. 108; Jones v. State, 3� App. 135, 22 S. 'vir. 404; Evans v. State, 35 App.
485, 34 S. W. 285; Woodmen of the World v. Dodd (Civ. App.) 134 S. W. 254.

Witness.-Until an accused has accepted sentence or judgment has been affirm
ed, he is not incompetent as a witness. Stanley v. State, 39 App, 483, 46 S. W.
645.

One asking for a rehearing, is not an incompetent witness. Bowles v. State (Cr.
App.) 150 s. W. 626.

See notes under Code Cr. Proc. arts. 788 (3), 797.

Art. 28. [28] "Criminal process" defined.-The term "criminal

process" is intended to signify' any capias, warrant, citation, attach
ment, or other written order issued in a criminal proceeding, wheth
er the same be to arrest, commit to jail, collect money, or for what
ever other purpose used. [Po C. 27.]

See Const., art. V, sec. 12; C. C. P., art. 19.

Art. 29. [29] "Preceding" and "succeeding" defined.-The
word "preceding" means the next preceding, and the word "suc
ceeding" the next succeeding, whenever used, to designate any par
ticular article, chapter or title of the Code. [Po C. 29.]

See Vernon's Sayles' Civ, St. 1914, art. 5504, sub. 8 and 9.

Art. 30. [30] "Writing" and "oath."-The word "writing" in
cludes printing; the word "oath" includes affirmation. [Po C. 30.]

See Vernon's Sayles'. Civ. St. 1914, art. 5504, subds. 3 and 4.
Oefinitions.-Printed form of indictment may be used, it being the "written"

statement of the grand jury. Winn v. State, 5 App. ,621; O'Bryan V. State, 27
App. 339, 11 S. W. 443.

Art. 31. [31] "Signature" defined.-The word "signature" in
cludes the mark of a person unable to write his name. A mark shall
have the same effect as a signature, whert the name is written by
some other person, and the mark made near thereto, by the person
unable to write his name. [Po C. 31.]

,

See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 5504, sub. 6.
What constitutes signing.-"Sign" means to subscrJ,be the signer's name at the

bottom of a written instrument. Wade v. State, 22 App. 256, 2 S. W. 594.
Validity of unsigned Instrument.-Not necessary to bind a party to it that a con

tract or agreement be signed at the end, provided he ",rote his name in the body
to gtve it authenticity. Price v. State, 12 App. 238, citing Fulshear V. Randon, 18
Tex. 275, 70 Am. Dec. 281. ,

Deed acknowledged but not signed held valid. Newt� V. Emerson, 66 Tex. 142,
18 S. W. 348. .

Wlll in testator's handwriting, but not signed, is valid.: Lawson V. Dawson's Es-
tate, 21 Civ. App, 361, 53 S. W. 64. .\ •

...
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Ohap.3) GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO WHOLE CODE Art. 34:

CHAPTER THREE

OF THE PERSONS PUNISHABLE UNDER THIS CODE,
AND THE CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH EXCUSE,
EXTENUATE, OR AGGRAVATE AN OFFENSE

Art.
32. The persons punishable under this

Code.
33. Indians not punishable, except

when.
34. Children not punishable.
35. Persons under seventeen years not

punishable capitally.
36. Married women, offenses by, etc.
37. Husband, etc., instigating offense,

punishment doubled.
38. "Minor" defined.
39. Insanity a defense.
40. Proof of insanity according to com

mon law.
41. Intoxication as a defense.

Art.
42. Officer justified, when.
43. Peace officer justified, when.
44. Duress a defense, when.
45. Accidents excused, when.
46. No mistake of law excuses.
47. Mistake of fact excuses, when.
48. Act done by mistake a felony,

when.
49. A misdemeanor, when.
50. Felony committed by mistake, ete.,

lowest punishment affixed.
51. Intention presumed.
52. Burden of proof on defendant,

when.

Article 32. [32] The persons punishable under this Code.-All
persons, whether inhabitants of this state or of the United States,
or aliens, are amenable to punishment for offenses which are de
fined and made punishable under the provisions of this Code. The
exceptions to the general rule here laid down are given in the sub
sequent articles of this title. [Act October 31, 1866, p. 70; P.
C.32.]

See arts. 950, 1431, 1432, post, and notes. See, also, arts. 5275, 5276, Vernon's
Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.

Operation of laws as to nonresidents.-The penal laws of the state are operative
on nonresidents within the state. Ex parte Asher, 23 App, 662, 5 S. W. 91, 59
Am. Rep. 783.

Allens.-Aliens are subject to the law of the territory wherein the crime is com

mitted. Ex parte Martinez (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 959.
Excuse for violation of law.-That third persons have also violated the law is no

excuse or justification. Hickman v. State, 64 App. 161, 141 S. W. 973.

Art. 33. [33] Indians not punishable, except when.-No act
done within the uninhabited portion of the state, by individuals be
longing to the several Indian tribes, in their intercourse with each
other, or with other tribes, and affecting no other person, is consid
ered an offense against this Code, but in all other respects, such in
dividuals are upon a footing with all other persons, both as to pro
tection and liability to punishment. [Act October 31, 1866, p. 70;
P. C. 35.]

Government of Indians.-Jones v. Laney, 2 Tex. 342.

Art. 34. [34] Children not punishable.-No person shall in
any case be convicted of any offense committed before he was of
the age of nine years, except perjury, and for that only, when it
shall appear by proof that he had sufficient discretion to understand
the nature and obligation of an oath; nor of any other offense com

mitted between the years of nine and thirteen, unless it shall ap
pear by proof that he had discretion sufficient to understand the
nature and illegality of the act constituting the offense. [Act 1905,
p. 83; P. C. 36.]

Cited, Johns v. State, 63 App, 416, 140 S. W. 1093.

8. Infancy alone not a defense.
9. -- Infancy of person executing

fraudulent mortgage.
10. -- Minor may plead guilty.
11. Competency as witnesses.
12. Juvenile delinquents.

1. Discretion.
2. Evidence.
3. Non-expert testimony.
4. Burden of proof.
5. Question for jury.
6. Instructions:
7. No issue as to discretion

when accused is over 13.

1. Discretion.-See Gardiner v: State, 33 Tex. 692.
Proof that the defendant knew the difference between good and evil, or that

he was possessed of the intelligence of ordinary boys .of his age, doea not fill the
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requirements of the statute. It must be shown that he understood the nature and

illegality of the act. Wusnig v. State, 33 Tex. 651; Parker v. State, 20 App. 451;
Carr v. State, 24 App. 562, 7 S. W. 328, 5 Am. St. Rep. 905; Allen v. State (Cr: App.)
37 s. W. 757; Keith v. State, 33 App, 341, 26 S. W. 412; Linhart v. State, 33 App,
504, 27 S. W. 260; Price v. State, 50 App, 71, 94 S. W. 901; Simmons v. State, 50

App. 527, 97 S. W. 1052; Ragsdale v. State, 61,App. 145, 134 S. W. 234; Scott v.

State, 71 App. 41, 158 S. W. 814; Smith v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 838.

2. -- Evldence.-Proof of discretion need not be made by direct and positive
evidence, but may be shown by circumstances. Ragsdale v. State, 61 App. 145, 134
S. W. 231; Wusnig v. State, 33 Tex. 651; Carr v. State, 24 App. 562, 7 S. W. 328, 6
Am. St. Rep. 905; Allen v. State (Cr. App.) 37 s. W. 757; Scott v. State, 71 App,
41, 158 S. W. 814.

Sufficiency of evidence of felonious intent. See Gardiner v. State, 33 Tex. 692;
Rocha v. State, 38 App. 69, 41 S. W. 611; Price v. State, 50 App. 71, 94 S. W. 901;
Binkley v. State, 51 App. 54, 100 S. W. 780.

3. -- Non-expert testlmony.-Binkley v. State, 51 App. 54, 100 S. W. 780.
4. -- Burden of proof.-Nonage must be proved by the accused; but, when

the fact is shown the state must prove discretion. Scott v. State, 71 App. 41, 158
S. W. 814; Wusnig v. State, 33 Tex. 651; McDaniel v. State, 5 App, 475; Ake v.

State, 6 App. 398, 32 Am. Rep. 586; Carr v. State, 24 App. 562, 7 S. W. 328, 5 Am.
St. Rep. 905; Ex parte Walker, 28 App. 246, 13 S. W. 861; Walker v. State, 28 App.
503, 13 S. W. 860; Ellis v. State, 30 App. 601, 18 S. W. 139; Parker v. State, 20 App,
451; Gardiner v. State, 33 Tex. 692; Wilcox v. State, 32 App. 284, 22 S. W. 1109;
s. c., 33 App. 392, 26 S. W. 989; Binkley v. State, 51 App, 54, 100 S. W. 780; Rags
dale v. State, 61 App. 145, 134 S. W. 234; and, see Ingram v. State, 29 App. 33, 14
S. W. 457; Keith v. State, 33 App, 341, 26 S. W. 412; Simmons v. State, 50 App.
527, 97 S. W. 1052.

5. -- Question for Jury.-See Allen v. State (Cr. App.) 37 S. W. 757.
Question for court and not jury. Freasier v. State (Cr. App.) 84 s. W. 360.
6. -- Instructlons.-See Rocha v. State, 38 App. 69, 41 S. W. 611.
In a prosecution against an infant for the theft of horses, a charge that, if the

infant be found to be less than 13 years of age, then he cannot be convicted, un

less he has discretion sufficient to understand the nature and illegality of the
theft, sufficiently presented the question of the infant's incapacity. Pyron v. State,
138 S. W. 705.

7. -- No issue as to discretion when accused Is over 13.-Neal v. State (Cr.
App.) 101 s. W. 212.

8. Infancy alone not a defense.-A minor who has arrived at years of dis
cretion may be convicted of a violation of the local option law. Brown v. State, 47
App. 326, 83 S. W. 378.

9. -- Infancy of person executing fraudulent mortgage.-Lively v. State (Cr.
App.) 74 s. W. 321.

10. -- Minor may plead gullty.-See Ex parte White, 50 App, 473, 98 S. W.
850.

11. Competency as wltnesses.-8ee art. 788, subd. 2, C. C. P., and notes
thereunder.

An infant of under 7 years is competent to testify in a capital felony. Smith v.

State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 838. But, see Freasier v. State (Cr. App.) 84 S. W. 360.
12. Juvenile dellnquents.-See C. C. P. art. 1195, et seq. and notes.

Art. 35. [35] Persons under seventeen years not punishable
capitally.-A person, for an offense committed before he arrived at
the age of seventeen years, shall in no case be punished with death;
but may, according to the nature and degree of the offense, be
punished by imprisonment for life, or receive any of the other pun
ishments affixed in this Code to the offense of which he is guilty.
[P.C.3�]

.

Cited, Wilcox v. State, 32 App. 284, 22 S. W. 1109; Smith v, State (Cr. App.) 164
S. W. 838.

Constitutionality of law.-The statute is constitutional. Ex parte Walker, 28
App. 246, 13 S. W. 861.

Evidence of non-age.-See Binkley v. State, 51 App. 54, 100 S. W. 780.
The burden of proving nonage rests upon the defendant. The maxim that the

burden of proof never shifts from the state, means only that it never shifts in so
far as it is necessary to make out the specific crime charged, by establishing the
corpus delicti, and the constituent elements of the crime. Ake v. State, 6 App,
398, 32 Am. Rep. 586; Jones v. State, 13 App, 1; Taylor v. State, 3 App, 169; Ellis
v. State, 30 App. 601, 18. S. W. 139; Wilcox v. State, 33 App. 392, 26 S. W. 989.

Evidence in a murder trial held sufficient to warrant the jury in finding that
accused was more than 17 years old. Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 177 s. W. 965.

Bail.-A person under the' age of seventeen years can not be punished with
death. A capital offense is such only as can be punished with death. By force
of this statute (art. 35), murder committed by a person under seventeen years
old is per se bailable. Ex parte Walker, ·28 App. 246, 13 S. W. 861; Walker v.

State, 28 App. 503, 13 S. W. 860.
.

This article does not apply to an application, when accused was committed to
an insane asylum after the offense and before convictton, for leave to take him out
of the asylum on bond, in the absence of anything to suggest non-age at the time
of the offense. Wilson v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 117.
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Chap. 3) GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO WHOLE CODE Art. 39

punishment.-An accused under 17 years old, convicted of a capital offense, can

not be punished with death. Ex parte Walker, 28 App. 246, 13 S. W. 861; ·Walker

v. State, 28 App. 503, 13 S. W. 860; Ingram v. State, 29 App. 33, 14 S. W. 457.

Where evidence failed to show defendant seventeen years old, conviction with
death penalty was erroneous, see Wilcox v. State, 32 App. 284, 22 S. W. 1109. See,
also dissenting opinion of Judge Simpkins, Id.

Minor sixteen years old, violating local option law, shown to have discretion, is

punishable. Brown v. State, 47 App. 326, 83 S. W. 378.
The punishment for rape is imprisonment for life or for not less than 5 years;

the maximum punishment of death not applying where accused is under 17 years.

Munger v. State, 57 App, 384, 122 S. W. 874.
__ Instructions and verdict.-If the jury are instructed to find for life impris

onment instead of capital punishment, in case of guilt and that accused was under

seventeen, a verdict assessing the, former punishment is good, without an express

finding as to age. Taylor v. State, 3 App. 169.

Accomplice.-See art. 83.

Juvenile delinquents.-See C. C. P., art. 1195 et seq.

Art. 36. [36] Married woman, offenses by, etc.-A married
woman who commits an offense by the command or persuasion of
her husband shall not, in any case, be punished by death, but may
be imprisoned for life, or a term of years, ·according to the nature
and degree of the crime; and, in cases not capital, she shall receive

only one-half. the punishment to which she would otherwise be lia
ble. [Po C. 38.]

See, post, art. 84.
Married woman as prlnclpal.-A married -woman may be convicted as principal

with her husband in the commission of a crime, such as keeping a bawdy house,
where she did not act under coercion or duress. Barker v. State, 64 App. 106, 141
S. W. 529.

Art. 37. [37] Husband, etc., instigating offense, double pun
ishment.e=When it shall appear that a minor was aided or instigat
ed in the commission of an offense by a relation in the ascending
line, or by his guardian, or an apprentice under age by his master,
or a wife by her husband, such relation, guardian, master or hus
band shall, at the discretion of the jury, in capital cases, he punish
ed by death, and, in cases not capital, shall receive double the pun
ishment imposed by law in

.

ordinary cases for the same offense.
[Act Oct. 31, 1866, p. 71; P. C. 39.]

See, also, post, art. 84.

Instigating offense.-Information, evidence and charge held to sustain a con

viction of instigating· a minor to loiter on school grounds. lUng v. State (Cr. App.)
169 S. W. 675.

Art. 38. [38] "Minor" defined.-The word "minor" as here
and elsewhere used in this Code signifies a person under the age of
twenty-one years. [Po C. 40.] .

Cited, Schenault v. State, 10 App. 410.
Criminal responslbillty.-Minor cannot be convicted of aggravated assault and

battery on a female or child. Schenault v. State, 10 App. 410; Henkel v. State, 27
App. 510, 11 S. W. 671; White v : State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 826; nor can a minor
be held responsible for fraudulent disposition of mortgaged property. Jones V.

State, 31 App. 252, 20 S. W. 578.
"Adult" defined.-George v. State, 11 App. 95; Schenault v. State, 10 App. 410;

Henkel v. State, 27 App. 510, 11 S. W. 671; Ellers v. State (Cr. App.) 55 S. W. 813.

EVi�ence of age.-Andrews v. State, 13 App. 343.

Art. 39. [39] Insanity a defense.-No act done in a state of in
sanity can be punished as an offense. No person who becomes in
sane after he committed an offense shall be tried for the same while
in such condition. No person who becomes insane after he is found
guilty shall be punished for the offense while in such condition.
[Po C. 41.]

See Code Cr. Proc. § 780.

1. Criminal responsibility in general.
2. Delusion.
3. Partial insanity.
4. Kleptomania.
5. Insanity produced by Intoxtcatlng

liquors or drugs.'
6. Moral insanity and irresistible im

pulse.
'1. Somnambulism.

1 PEN.CODE TEX.-�

8. Tempora.ry insanity.
9. Trial of issue of insanity.

10. Instructions.
11. Bail.
12. Evidence.
13. Issue on plea of guilty.
14. Separate trial of insanity after con

viction.
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Art. 39 GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO WHOLE CODE (Tit�e 1

1. Criminal responsibility in general.-The law does not require, as the con

dition on which criminal responsibility shall follow the commission of crime, the
possession of one's faculties in full vigor, or a mind unimpaired by disease orTn
firmity. The mind may be weakened by disease, or impaired, and yet the accused
be criminally responsible for his acts. The accused can only discharge himself
from responsibility by proving that his intellect was so disordered that he did not
know the nature and quality of the act he was doing, and that it was an act
which he ought not to do. If he had sufficient intelligence to know what he was

doing, and to know that the act was wrong, and had the will and power to refrain
from doing it, he is, in contemplation of law, responsible for the act committed.
The rule adopted in this state as to the character of insanity which will exempt
from responsibility for crime, is that at the time of committing the crime the ac

cused was laboring under such a defect of reason, from disease of the mind, as not
to know the nature or quality of the act he was doing, or, if he did know it, that
he did not know he was doing wrong. The inquiry should be directed to his knowl
edge of right and wrong, with respect to the very act with which he is charged.
Carter v. State, 12 Tex. 500, 62 Am. Dec. 539; Webb v. State, 5 App. 596; Williams
v. State, 7 App. 163; Clark v. State, 8 App. 350; King v. State, 9 App. 515; Warren
V. State, 9 App. 619, 35 Am. Rep. 745; Johnson V. State, 10 App. 571; Pettigrew v.

State, 12 App. 225; King v. State, 13 App. 277; Thomas v. State, 40 Tex. 60;
Erwin v. State, 10 App. 700; Burkhard v. State, 18 App. 599; Powell v. State, 37
Tex. 348; Jones v. State, 31 App. 252, 20 S. W. 578; Carr v. State, 24 App, 562,
7 S. W. 328, 5 Am. St. Rep.' 905; Walker, Ex parte, 28 App, 246, 13 S. W. 861;
Evers v. State, 31 App. 318, 20 S. W. 744, 18 L. R. A. 421, 37 Am. St. Rep. 811; Friz
zell v. State, 30 App, 42, 16 S. W. 751; Lacy v. State, 30 App. 119, 16 S. W. 761;
Lovegrove V. State, 31 App, 491, 21 S. W. 191; Merritt v. State, 39 App. 70, 45 S.
W. 21; Lowe V. State, 44 App. 224, 70 S. W. 206; Mitchell v. State, 52 App, 37, 106
S. W. 124; Rusk v. State, 53 App. 338, 110 S. W. 58; McConnell v. State, 22 App.
354, 3 S. W. 702, 58 Am. Rep. 647; Massengale v. State, 24 App. 181, 6 S. W. 35;
Giebel v, State, 28 App. 151, 12 S. W. 591; Riley V. State (Cr. App.) 44 S. W. 498;
Cannon v. State, 41 App. 467, 56 S. W. 351; Griffith v. State, 47 App. 64, 78 S. W.
347; Kirby v. State, 49 App. 517, 93 S. W. 1030; Kelley v. State, 51 App. 151, 101 S.
W. 230; Hogue v. State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 905; Roberts V. State (Cr. App.) 150
S. W. 627; Woods v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 633; Montgomery v. State (Cr.
App.) 151 S. W. 813; Witty v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 229.

The test of insanity is confined to the capacity to distinguish between the right
and wrong of the particular act. and does not go to the capacity and will power
of person affected with insanity to restrain his actions. Hurst v. State, 40 App.
382, 46 S. W. 635, 50 S. W. 719.

There are no degrees of insanity as a criminal defense; one's guilt being
tested by the question whether he knew the nature and quality of his act. Kirby
v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 455.

Insanity is "a defect of reason and disease of the mind." Shaffer v. State (Cr.
App.) 151 s. W. 1061.

Insanity must have controlled the will and taken away the freedom of moral
action. Witty v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 229.

Insanity merely exempts the accused from punishment without exonerating him
from the charge of committing the offense. Witty v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W.
229.

2. Oeluslon.-See Merritt v. State, 39 App, 70, 45 S. W. 21; Riley v. State (Cr.
App.) 44 s. W. 498.

rI'here is no difference between delusion and insanity. Boren v. State, 32 App.
637, 25 S. W. 775.

3. Partial Insanlty.-In general insanity, where the party claims total irrespon
sibility, general proof as to his) knowledge of right and wrong is the test. If the
issue be partial insanity, the inquiry is to his mental status at the time of, and
with respect to, the particular act charged. Carter v. State, 12 'I'ex, 500, 62 Am.
Dec. 539.

This rule applies to the character of evidence to be tendered in the two different
cases, and is subordinate to the general test, which is, "a knowledge of right from
wrong." Giebel v. State, 28 App. 151, 12 S. W. 591. And see Rusk v. State, 53 App,
338, 110 S. W. 58.

4. Kleptomanla.-Kleptomania is an uncontrollable propensity to steal, and is
a species of insanity. Looney v. State, 10 App, 520, 38 Am. Rep, 646; Harris v.
State, 18 App. 287; Massengale v. State, 24 App. 181, 6 S. W. 35; Giebel v. State 28
App. 151, 12 S. W. 591; Frizzell v. State, 30 App. 42, 16 S. W. 751; Lowe v. State: 44
App. 224, 70 S. W. 206.

5. Insanity produced by IntOXicating liquors or drugs.-See art. 41 and notes
thereunder.

6. Moral insanity and Irresistible impulse.-For a discussion of the doctrines of
"moral insanity" and "irresistible impulse" the case of Leache v. State, 22 App, 279,
3 S. W. 539, 58 Am. Rep. 638, is referred to, from which it would seem that these
doctrines are not recognized as law in this state, any farther than is conceded in
that case, and in the case of King v. State,. 9 App. 515. See, also, Hurst v. State, 40
App. 378, 46 S. W. 635, 50 S. W. 719; Lowe v. State, 44 App. 224, 70 S. W. 206;
Cannon v. State, 41 App. 467, 56 S. W. 361; Hogue v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W.
905; Kirby v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 455.

The law of uncontrollable impulse, superinduced by passion, is not recognized.
Anderson v. State (Gr. App.) 148 S. W. 802. .

7. Somnambulism.-Somnambulism is not an indication of insanity. Fisher v.
State, 30 App, 503, 18 S. W. 90.

8. Temporary insanity.-Distinction between "temporary" and "settled" insani
ty. Kelley v. State,. 31 App. 216, 20 S. W. 357.
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9. Trial of Issue of Insanity.-Procedure after conviction, see Code Cr. Proc.
art. 1017 et seq.

The issue of insanity must be tried by the jury on affidavit, and, before trlal,
on indictment. Guagando v. State, 41 Tex. 626.

When one has been tried as to his sanity and found by the jury to be insane,
this does not prevent his being tried for an offense and convicted, the plea of in
sanity being urged on the latter trial. Chase v State, 41 App. 560, 55 S. W. 833.

The issue may be tried under the general plea of not guilty, along with other
issues submitted to the same jury impaneled to try the special issue. Wilson v.

State, 58 App. 596, 127 s. W. 548.
A finding that defendant was guilty of aggravated assault only held conclusive

against the issue of insanity. Hogue v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 905.
Where it appears that accused has been adjudged insane, his trial should be

continued until the jury has been impaneled to determine the question of sanity at
the time of trial. Witty v. State (Cr. App.) 153 s. W. 1146. See, also, Witty v.

State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 229.

10. Instructions.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 929.
Evidence warranting charge, see notes under art. 735, C. C. P.
For approved charges upon this defense, see Clark v State, 8 App. 350; King v.

State, 9 App. 515; Massengale v. State, 24 Tex. 181, 6 S. W. 35; Frizzell v. State, 30
App, 42, 16 S. W. 751; Williams v. State, 7 App. 163; Duke v. State, 61 App. 441,
134 S. W. 705; Maxey v. State (Cr. APP.) 145 s. W. 952; Kirby v. State (ICr. App.)
150 s. W. 455; Montgomery v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W 813.

When the defense is the insane propensity to steal known as kleptomania, and
there is evidence tending to sustain that defense, the charge should distinctly
present and specifically treat of the peculiar issue thus raised, and not stop with
submitting the usual test of the defendant's ability in general to distinguish right
from wrong. Looney v. State, 10 App. 520', 38 Am. Rep. 646.

Charge on issue of insanity produced by use of alcoholic stimulants, approved.
Rather v. State, 25 App, 623, 9 S. W. 69.

It is proper for the court to charge on insanity generally and then apply the
law to particular facts proved by defendant as to delusion. Merrrtt v. State, 40
App, 365, 50 S. W. 384.

.

It is not error for the court to charge that the issue of insanity must be "clearly
proved." Smith v. State, 31 App. 14, 19 S. W. 252; Giebel v, State, 28 App. 151, 12
S. W. 591; Smith v. State, 22 App. 316, 3 S. W. 684.

For criticism of a charge upon insanity, see Boren v. State, 32 App. 637, 25 S. W.
775; Hunt v. State, 33 App. 252, 26 S. W. 206.

The words "lucid interval", being generally well-understood, 'need not be defin
ed. Montgomery v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 813.

11. Ball.-One found to have become insane before trial may be restrained in an

asylum, until he becomes sane, and he must be returned for trial to the custody
of the court having jurisdiction, and he may non be released on bail. Wilson v.
State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 117.

12. Evldence.-See art. 40,. and notes.

13. Issue on plea of gullty.-See arts. 565, 566, 781, C. C. P.

14. Separate tr-lal of Insanity after convlction.-See arts. 1017-1030, O. C. P.
See, also, notes under art. 39, ante.

Art. 40. [40] Proof of insanity according to- common law.-The
rules of evidence known to the common law in respect to the proof
of insanity shall be observed in all trials where that question is in
issue. The manner of ascertaining whether the insanity is real or

pretended, when it is alleged that the defendant became insane
after the commission of the offense, is prescribed in the Code of
Criminal Procedure. [Po C. 42.]
1. Presumptions.
2. Burden of proof.
3. -- Plea of guilty.
4. Mental condition in general.
5. Reputation.
6. Medical works.

1. Presumptions.-Every person is presumed to be of sane mind, until the con

trary is shown. Carter v State, 12 Tex 500, 62 Am. Dec. 539; Fisher v. State, 30
App. 502,.18 S. W. 90 (following Webb v. State, 5 App. 596; s. c., 9 App, 490); King
v. State, 9 App. 515; Massengale v. State, 24 App. 181, 6 S. W. 35; Guerrero v.
State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 731.

If insanity be proved to ·have existed at any particular period, it is ordinarily
presumed to have continued. But this is the rule where the insanity proved is of
a permanent character. Where the insanity is temporary or recurrent such pre
sumption does not prevail, but, on the contrary, in such case, the law presumes the
offense of such persons to have been committed in a lucid interval, unless it ap
pears to have been committed in the time of his distemper. Leache v. State, 22 App.
279, 3 S. W. 539, 58 Am. Rep. 638; Webb v. State, 5 App. 596; Smith v. State, 22 App.
316, 3 S. W. 684; Hunt v: State, 33 App, 252, 26 S. W. 206; Nugent v. State, 46 App.
67, 80 S. W. 84; Sims v: State, 50 App. 563, 99 S. W. 555; Wooten v. State, 51 App.
428, 102 S. W. 416; Witty v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 1146.

For charge of court on this question, see Hunt v. State, 33 App. 252, 26 S. W.
206.

7. Opinion evidence-Nonexperts.
8. -- Experts.
9. -- Hypothetical questions.

10. Sufficiency of evidence.
11. Charge of court.
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Judgment in an insanity inquisition is only presumptive or prima facie evidence
<of insanity as to the time prior and subsequent to the adjudication. Witty v. State
(Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 1146.

The presumption from such adjudication does not prevent submission of the
issue of insanity to the jury. Witty v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 229.

The burden is on the state to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that one proved
insane prior to the offense was sane at the time of the offense and responsible for
his acts. Id.

As to effect of use of whisky containing cocaine, see Maddox v, State (Cr. App.)
173 s. W. 1026.

2. Burden of proof.-Accused has the burden of proving insanity by a prepon
derancs of evidence. Roberts v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 627; Carter v. State,
12 Tex. 500, 62 Am. Dec. 539; Leache v. State, 22 App, 279, 3 S. W. 539, 58 Am.
Rep. 638; Hurst v. State, 40 App. 388, 46 S. W. 635, 50 S. W. 719; Boren v. State,
32 App. 637, 25 S. W. 775; Webb v. State, 5 App, 596; s. c., 9 App. 490; King v.

Btate, Id. 515; Johnson v. State, 10 App. 571; Jones v. State, 13 App. 1; King v.

Btate,' Id. 277; Mendiola v. State, 18 App, 462; Smith v. State, 19 App. 95; Fisher
v. State, 30 App, 503, 18 S. W. 90; Lovegrove v. State, 31 App, 491, 21 S. W. 191;
Stanfield v. State, 5{) App, 69, 94 S. W. 1057; McCullogh v. State, 50 App, 132, 94
.S. W. 1066; Fults v. State, 50 App, 502, 98 S. W. 1057; Kirby v. State (Cr. App.)
150 s. W. 455; Welch v. State, 71 App, 17, 157 S. W. 946; Douglass v. State (Cr.
App.) 165 S. W. 933; Guerrero v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 731.

But where accused has been adjudged insane the state must show that he was

'Sane at the time of the offense. Witty v. State (Cr. App.) 153 s. W. 1146, 171 S. W•

.229; Morse v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 927; Graham v. State (Cr. App.) 163 S.
W. 726; Douglass v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 933.

It is not error to refuse to instruct for acquittal if there was a reasonable doubt
of the defendant's sanity when he committed the homicide. King v. State, 9 App .

.515; Webb v. State. Id. 490.
Insanity being established by a judgment of court, itl devolves on the state to

.show its temporary nature. Hunt v. State, 33 App, 252, 26 S. W. 206.
It is not necessary that insanity be established beyond a reasonable doubt;

it is sufficient if it satisfies the minds of the jury. Williams v. State, 37 App. 348,
.89 S. W. 687.

Insanity must be clearly proved to authorize the jury to flnd that question in
favor of accused. Wilson v. State, 58 App. 596, 127 S. W. 548.

3. -- Plea of guJlty.-Sanity of defendant is an issue under plea of guilty,
and evidence on that issue should be introduced in connection with the plea. Bur
ton v. State, 33 App. 138, 25 S. W. 782.

On a plea of guilty, the burden of proof is on the state to show that accused
was sane when he committed the offense. Harris v. State (Cr. App.) 172 s. W. 975.

4. Mental condition In general.-Evidence of the state of mind of the accused,
both before and after the alleged criminal act is admissible. Webb v. Sts.te, 5 App,
,596; Warren v. State, 9 App. 619, 35 Am. Rep'. 745; Hunt v. State, 33 App. 252, 26 S.
W. 206; Leache v. State, 22 App. 279, 3 S. W. 539, 58 Am. Rep. 638; Williams v.

State, 37 App. 348, 39 S. W. 687; Gannon v. State, 41 App. 467, 56 S. W. 351. 'See,
.also, Maxey v. State (Dr. App.) 145 s. W. 952.

As to physical tests and evidence, especially expert and non-expert, see McLeod
v. State, 31 App. 331, 20 S. W. 749; Shaffer v, State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 1061;
-Graham v. State (Cr. 'App.) 163 s .. W. 726.

Letters written by defendant as evidence of sanity. Hunt v. State, 33 App. 252,
26 S. W. 206.

'

Where defendant tries to show that he acted upon insane delusions, state can

show that the facts which he claimed to be delusions were real to rebut: his theory
-or insane delusion. Merritt v. State, 40 App. 361, 50 S. W. 384.

General insanity renders the party wholly irresponsible, and general proof as

to his knowledge of right and wrong is an appropriate test. In cases of partial
insanity, the inquiry must be more particularly directed to the mental status at the
time of and with reference to the particular act charged. Giebel v. State, 28 App.
151, 12 S. W. 591; Frizzell v. State, 30 App. 42, 16 S. W. 751; Fisher v. State, 30
App. 603, 18 S. W. 90.

On trial of grandmother for murder of infant grandchild to which she had been
devotedly attached, defense was insanity, evidence conflicting. Held, that the judg
ment should have been set aside. Newberry v. State, 32 App, 145, 22 S. W. 412.

Defendant's manner at the trial having been introduced to show his insanity
testimony of an expert that he was simulating is admissible. Burt v. State, 38 App.
,397, 40 S. W. 1000, 43 S. W. 344, 39 L. R. A. 305, 330.

'

Accused's demeanor and appearance during trial may be shown as a circum
.stance to prove sanity or insanity. Lane v. State, 59 Ap'P. 595, 129 S. W. 353.

As to self-serving declaration, see Maxey v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 952.
The state may prove in rebuttal acts tending' to establish sanity, though such

rebuttal evidence shows the commission of other offenses. Witty v. State (Cr.
App.) 171 S. W. 229.

The state may show that conduct of the accused did not occur when he was
not in view of the jury. Guerrero v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 731.

Where accused's defense was that he had. been drinking to excess in the near

past, was subject to spells of despondency, was of a melancholy and brooding dis
position, and at such times did not comprehend the full measure of his acts, and
was a paranoiac, though not insane, evidence of his condition six years or more
before the homicide would be admissible on the issue of his condition at the homi
cide, if any facts or circumstances in evidence showed his mental condition to be
-other than that of a. sane man at the homicide. Myers v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S.
W.1167.
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5. Reputatlon.-Insanity cannot be proved by general reputatton, Cannon v.

State, 41 App. 467, 56 S. W. 351; Ellis v. State, 33 App. 86, 24 S. W. 894; W'Omble

v. State, 39 App, 24, 44 S. W. 827; First Nat. Bank 'Of Na.vaaota, v. McGinty, 29

Civ. App, 539, 69 S. W. 495; Wilson v . State, 58 App, 596, 127 S. W. 548.

N'Or by what third persons have said. Montgomery v: State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W.

813.
6. Medical works.-A chapter in a standard medical work 'On mental and ner

vous diseases not competent, M'Ontg'Omery v. State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 813.

7. Opinion evldence.-Nonexperts.-Up'On an issue 'Of insanity, witnesses who are

not experts, are permitted to state their opiniona and ooncluslons UP'On the facts

to which they testify. McClackey v. State, 5 App, 320; Webb v. State, Id. 596;
Th'Omas v. State, 40 Tex. 60; Holcomb v. State, 41 Tex. 125; Campbell v. State,
10 App. 560; Harris v. State, 18 App, 287; Mendiola v. State, 18 App, 462; Carr

v. State, 24 App. 562, 7 S. W. 328, 5 Am. St. Rep. 905; Williams v, State, 37

App, 348, 39 S. W. 687; Burt v. State, 38 App, 397, 40 S. W. 1000, 43 S. W. 344,
39 L. R. A. 305, 330. A contrary doctrine was held in Hickman v. State, 38

Tex. 190; but that deciston is evidently no longer- the rule in this state. In

Gehrke v. State, 13 Tex. 568, it was held that nonexpert witnesses should not

be permitted t'O testify that they were conversant with persons well known to

be insane, and that the conduct and appearance of the prisoner were like such as

they had 'Observed in said insane, and that the prtsoner, in their opinlon, looked

and acted like 'One insane. In Thomas v. State, 40 Tex. 60, it is said that the

holdrng in the Gehrke case is not in conntct with the rule stated in the first sen

tence 'Of this note. And in Webb v. State, 5 App, 596, the Gehrke case is declared
'Overruled upon this point. Carr v. State, 24 App. 562, 7 S. W. 328, 5 Am. St. Rep.
905; McLe'Od v. State, 31 App. 331, 20 S. W. 749. The opmlon 'Of nonexperts is corn

petent evidence 'Only when the facts and circumstances up 'On which it is based
are stated by such witness. Ellis v. State, 33 App. 86, 24 S. W. 894; Merritt v.

State, 39 App, 70, 45 S. W. 21; Th'Omas v. State, 40 Tex. 60'; H'Olcomb v. State, 41
Tex. 125; McClackey v. State,'5 App. 320; Webb v. State, Id., 596; Harris v. State,
18 App. 287; Mendiola v. State, rd., 462; Burton v. State, 33 App, 138, 25 S. W.
782; Adams v. State, 34 App. 470, 31 S. W. 372, 'Overruling Gehrke v. State, 13 Tex.

568; Williams v. State, 37 App. 348, 39 S. W. 687; Betts v. State, 48 App. 562, 89
S. W. 413; Henderson v. State, 49 App, 478, 93 S. W. 551; Sims v. State, 50 App,
563, 99 S. VI. 555; Freeman v. State, 46 App. 318, 81 S. W. 953; Williams v. State (cr.
App.) 53 S. W. 860; Fults v. State, 50 App, 502, 98 S. W. 1057; Wells v, State, Id.,
499, 98 S. W. 851.

A nonexpert may testify as to a mental oondltlon if he has knowledge 'Of the
person's habits and conduct. Key v, State, 72 App, 129, 161 S. W. 130; Lane v:

State, 59 App, 595, 129 S. W. 353; Jordan v. State, 64 App. 187, 141 S. W. 786; Max
ey v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 952; Kirby v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 455; Wit
ty v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 1146; Brice v. State, 72 Appo. 219, 162 S. W. 874.

But such witness cannot give an optnion 'On a theoretical questlon, based 'On

facts with which he is not familiar, 'Or give an opinion as to what will be the re

sult 'Of a given course 'Of conduct or' disease as producing insanity. Maxey v, State
(Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 952.

Witnesses who testified that they had been acquainted with accused could tes
tify that they had never noticed anything peculiar about his conduct 'Or appear
ance or speech which would lead them to conclude that he was insane; such tes
ttmonv being a statement 'Of facts rrom which the jury might form their 'Own judg
ment. Turner v. State, 61. App. 97, 133 S. W. 1052; Rogers' v. State, 71 App. 149,
159 S. W. 40.

Where sheriff gives defendant warning, such sheriff may give his opmion as to
the sanity 'O·f defendant based 'On a conversation with him. Burt v: State, 38 App.
397, 40 S. W. 1000, 43 S. W. 344, 39 L. R. A. 305, 330.

A nonexpert's testimonv that he did not believe that accused had mental strength
to rorm and execute a design to take Ufe, held, properly excluded. Lane v, State,
59 App, 595, 129 S. W. 353.

A jailer is not disqualified to testify because accused was in jail at the time wit
ness made the observations 'On which opinton is based. Kirby v. State (Cr. App.)
150 s. W. 455.

8. -- Experts.-The opinlon 'Of medical experts is admissible as to the mental
state 'Of a person whom they have examined. Pigg v. State, 43 Tex. 108; 'I'homaa v.

State, 40 Tex. 60. They may also state their optnion UP'On the whole evidence, if
they have heard it all, or UP'On a hypothetical statement which is in conrormltv
with the whole evidence. But it is inadmissible to permit an expert to give his
opinlon upon anything short 'Of the whole evidence in the case, whether he has
personally heard it, 'Or it is stated to him hypothetically. N'Or can he be asked as
to an hypotheais having no roundatton in the evidence in the case, 'Or resting 'On
statements made to him by persons 'Out 'Of court, The proper question to be pro
pounded to an expert to elicit his opinion upon the evidence in the case, 'Or UP'On a

hypothetical statement 'Of it, is, "If the symptoms and Indlca.tioris testified to by
the 'Other witnesses are proved, and if the jury are satisfied 'Of the truth 'Of them,
was the defendant in your opmton insane?" Webb v. State, 9 App. 490; Th'Omas v.

State, 40 Tex. 60; Jotmson v. State, 10 App. 571; Betts v. state; 48 App. 522, 89 S.
W. 413; Turner v. State, Id., 585, 89 S. W. 975.

Where the expert has not heard the evidence, each side has the right to an

opinton rrom the witness upon any hypothesis reasonably consistent with the evi
dence, and, if meagerly presented in the exarrrina.tlon on, 'One side, it may be fully
presented 'On the 'Other; the whole examtnatton being within the control 'Of the court,
whose duty it is to see that it is fairly and reasonably conducted, He may' be'
asked by. either party as to the reasons UP'On which his opmlon is based; 'Or he
may, with leave 'Of the cour-t, give such explana.tlon 'On his 'Own account. Beyond
this he can not go in such examination, though be may be examined In details in or-
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der to test his credibility and judgment. Leache v. State, 22 App. 279, 3 S. W. 539,
58 Am. Rep. 638.

A minister of the gospel, who had read some authors upon moral and intellec
tual science, but nothing upon insanity or medical jurisprudence, is not an expert.
Burt v. State, 38 App. 397, 40 S. W. 1000, 43 S. W. 344, 39 L. R. A. 305, 330.

An expert may base his opinion upon the conduct of defendant while in jail,
though defendant was unwarned. Burt v. State, 38 App, 397, 40 S. W. 1000, 43 S.
W. 344, 39 L. R. A. 305, 330.

An expert witness must be introduced as such. (Cannon v. State, 41 App, 467,
56 S. W. 351.

Defendant may show what he said to an expert in order to present the facts
on which the opinion was based. Spivey v. State, 45 App. 496, 77 S. W. 444.

A physician who was not familiar with accused, having only seen him two or

three times, and who had never noticed anything wrong with him except on one

occasion, when accused seemed to have been greatly excited, was crying, and
complained that deceased had assaulted him a few moments before, was not com

petent to testify as to accused's sanity or insanity. Cox v. State, 60 App. 471, 132
S. W. 125.

After a physician had given expert testimony tending to show that one accused
of murder was a monomaniac, it was not error to exclude testimony by him as to
various statements made to him by accused concerning past transactions, where
such statements were not sought to be shown to establish a basis for the witness'
opinion. Kirby v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 455.

9. -- Hypothetical questions.-On hypothetical questions, medical and non

medical expert witnesses, see Burt v. State, 38 App, 397, 40 S. W. 1000, 43 S. W. 344,
39 L. R. A. 305, 330; Shaffer v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 1061.

Defendant, contending that a question is not full and complete, must submit
a proper question. Shirley v. State, 37 App. 475, 36 S. W. 267.

10. Sufficiency of evldence.-As to sufficiency of evidence to support plea of in
sanity, see Lovegrove v. State: 31 App. 491, 21 S. W. 191; Newberry v. State, 32 App.
145, 22 S. W. 412; Jordan v. State, 64 App, 187, 141 S. W. 786; Woods v . State (Cr.
App.) 150 S. W. 633; Montgomery v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 813; Lee v. State,
72 App. 237, 162 S. W. 843.

11. Charge of court.-See notes under art. 39, Penal Code, and art. 735, C. C. P.
Willson's Cr. Forms, 929.

Art. 41. [41] Intoxication as a defense.-Neither intoxication
nor temporary insanity of mind, produced by the voluntary recent
use of ardent spirits, shall constitute any excuse in this state for
the commission of crime, nor shall intoxication mitigate either the
degree or the penalty of crime, but evidence of temporary insanity
produced by such use of ardent spirits may be introduced by the
defendant in any criminal prosecution in mitigation of the penalty
attached to the offense for which he is being tried, and, in cases of
murder, for the purpose of determining the degree of murder of
which the defendant may be found guilty. It shall be the duty of
the several district and county judges of this state, in any criminal
prosecution pending before them, where temporary insanity is re

lied upon as a defense and the evidence tends to show that such in
sanity was brought about by the immoderate use of intoxicating
liquors, to charge the jury in accordance with the provisions of this
article. [Gen. Laws, 17th Leg., p. 9.]

Cited, Perales v. State, 72 App, 176, 161 S. W. 482.

1. Intent and effect of statute in gen
eral.

2. Intoxication as defense.
3. -- Delirium tremens or mania a

potu.
4. Evidence of intoxication in general.
5. Admissibility in mitigation of pun

ishment.
6. Admissibility on question of motive

and intent.
7. Admissibility to determine degree of

crime--Decisions prior to statute.

1. Intent and effect of statute In general.-The meaning of our statute regu
lating intoxication as a defense to crime is: 1. Mere intoxication from the recent
use of ardent spirits will not, of itself, in any case excuse crime. 2. Mere in
toxication will neither mitigate the degree nor the penalty of crime. 3. Temporary
insanity produced by such use of ardent spirits is evidence which may be used in all
cases in the mitigation of the penalty, and also in murder, for the further purpose
of determining the degree. Clore v . State, 26 App. 624, 10 S. W. 242. See, also, Wil
liams v. State, 25 App. 76, 7 S. W. 661; Houston v. State, 26 App. 657, 14 S. W. 352;
Reagan v, State, 28 App. 227, 12 S. W. 601, 19 Am. St. Rep. 833; Ex parte Evers, 29
App. 539, 16 S. W. 343; Sherar v. State, 30 App. 349, 17 S. W. _621. For an elaboration
of the doctrine, and on charge of the court with respect thereto, see Lyle v. State, 31
App. 103, 19 S. W. 903; Kelley v, State, 31 App. 216, 20 S. W. 357; Ward v. State, 19
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App. 664; Evers v. State, 31 App. 318, 20 S. W. 744, 18 L. R. A. 421, 37 Am. St.

Rep. 811; Delgado v. State, 34 App. 157, 29 S. W. 1070; De Alberts v. State, 34

App. 508, 31 S. W. 391; Wright v. State, 37 App. 627, 40 S. W. 491; Howard v.

State, 37 App. 494, 36 S. W. 475, 66 Am. SL Rep. 812; Little v. State, 42 App. 551,
61 S. W. 483; Cleland 'v, State (Cr. App.) 66 S. W. 189; Young v. State, 53 App. 416,
110 S. W. 445, 126 Am. St. Rep. 792; Kelly v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 110; Lucas
v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 527.

2. Intoxication as defense.-Intoxication or temporary Insanity caused by the

voluntary recent use of liquor will constitute no excuse for the commission of
crime. Lyles v. State, 64 App. 621, 142 S. W. 692; Wright v. State, 37 App. 627, 40

S. W. 491; Little v. State, 42 App, 551, 61 S. W. 483; Perkins v. State (Cr. App.) 144
S. W. 241; Stevens v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 944; Brice v. State, 72 App. 219,
162 S. W. 874.

3. -- Delirium tremens or mania a potu.-Mania a potu or delirium tremens

is a species of insanity, and excuses unlawful acts, although the intoxication which
caused it may have been voluntary. Carter v. State, 12 Tex. 600, 62 Am. Dec. 539;
Zembrod v. State, 25 Tex. 519; Erwin v: State, 10 App. 700. See, also, Johnson v.

State, 1 App. 146; Wenz v. State, Id. 36; Loza v. State, Id. 488, 28 Am. Rep. 416;
Colbath v. State, 4 App. 76; McCarty v. State, Id. 461; Brown v. State, Id., 276;
Payne v. State, 5 App. 35; Pugh v. State, 2 App. 539; Walker v. State, 7 App, 627;
Thomas v. State, 4(} Tex. 36; Farrer v. State, 42 Tex. 265; Ferrell v. State, 43 Tex.
503; Outlaw v. State, 35 Tex. 481; Jeffries v. State, 9 App. 598; Gaitan v. State,
11 App, 544; Scott v. State, 12 App. 31..

T'empor-ar-y insanity produced by the use of intoxicating liquor is no defense un

less the intoxicants have been used so continuously for so long a time and so ex

cesstvely as to produce delirium tremens or mania a potu, and the crtminal act
takes place while the person is suffering therefrom. Truett v. State (Cr. App.)
168 S. W. 523. See, also, Kelley v. State, 31 App. 216, 20 S. W. 357, Citing Clore
v. State, 26 App. 624, 10 S. W. 242; Evers v. State, 29 App. 539, 16 S. W. 343;
Carter v. State, 12 Tex. 500, 62 Am. Dec. 639; Evers v. State, 31 App, 318, 20 S.
W. 744, 18 L. R. A. 421, 37 Am. St. Rep. 811.

4. Evidence of Intoxication In general.-Opinion evidence, see Stewart v. State,
38 App, 627. 44 S. W. 505.

That accused took two drinks of cherry bitters shortly before the assault is
admissible on the issue of his intoxication. Wrage v. State (Cr. App.) 60 S. W. 65.

5. Admissibility In mitigation of punishment.-Evidence of intoxication is ad
missible in a homicide case in mitigation of the punishment. Lyles v. State, 64
App. 621, 142 S. W. 592.

6. Admissibility on question of motive and intent.-See Scott v. State, 12 App.
31; Reagan v. State, 28 App. 227, 12 S. W. 601, 19 Am. St. Rep. 833.

Under this article, evidence of the defendant's intoxication is properly limited
to mitigation of the punishment to be assessed, and cannot be considered in de
termining intent. Baldwin v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 312; Stoudenmire v. State,
68 App. 258, 125 S. W. 399.

Prior to the enactment of the statute drunkenness was adm.issible on the issue
of motive and intent. Wenz v. State, 1 App, 36; Loza v. State, 1 App. 488, 28
Am. Rep. 416.

Where law imputes an intent from t.he act committed evidence of intoxication to
negative intent is not admissible. Little v. State, 42 App. 651, 61 S. W. 483.

Intoxication adm.issible to show that defendant, prosecuted for breach of the
peace in rattling prosecutor's door, thought it was the door of another. Garrett
v. State, 49 App. 235, 91 S. W. 577.

7. Admissibility to determine degree of crime-Decisions prior to statute.-Fer
rell v. State, 43 Tex. 603; Colbath v. State, 4 App. 76; Brown v. State, 4 App. 276;
McCarty v. State, 4 App. 461.

8. -- Decisions under the statute.-Temporary insanity produced by the
use of intoxicating liquors will not reduce hom.icide to manslaughter. Harris v.
State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 657; Clore v. State, 26 App, 624, 10 S. W. 242; Houston
v. State, 26 App. 657, 14 S. W. 352; Gaitan v. State, 11 App. 544; Hernandez v.

State, 32 App. 271, 22 S. W. 972; l\<Iays v. State, 50 App. 165, 96 S. W. 329; Truett
v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 523.

Intoxication which does not amount to or produce temporary insanity is not ad
m.issible in evidence even for the purpose of determining the degree of murder.
Young v. State, 53 App. 416, 110 S. W. 448, 126 Am. St. Rep. 792; Evers v. State,'
31 App. 318, 20 S. W. 744, 18 L. R. A. 421, 37 Am. St. Rep. 811; Delgado v. State, 34
App, 157, 29 S. W. 1070; Gonzales v. State, 31 App. 508, 21 S. W. 253; Ex parte
Evers, 29 App, 639, 16 S. W. 343.

Intoxication or temporary insanity produced by recent use of intoxicating liq
uors will be considered in passing on the question whether one is guilty of murder
in the first or second degree, but it cannot be considered in fixing the grade of
offense in any other instance. Lyles v. State, 64 App. 621, 142 S. W. 692; Burk
hard v. State, 18 App. 599; Ward v. State, 19 App. 664; Bramlette v. State, 21
App. 611, 2 S. W. 765, 57 Am. Rep. 622.

Degrees of murder having been abolished, temporary insanity from the recent
use of intoxicating liquors is available 'only in mitigation of punishment. Harris
v. State (Cr. App.) 169 s. W. 657.

9. Toxlcomanla.-See Otto v, State, 47 App. 128, 80 S. W. 625, 122 Am. St. Rep.
682.

A person rendered temporarily insane by the. voluntary recent use of. cocaine
or morphine cannot, during such insanity, be guilty of an assault with intent to
murder; Edwards v. State, 38 App. 386, 43 S. W. 112, 39 D. R. .A. 262; Edwards v.

State (Cr. App.) 54 S. W. 689.
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The statute does not apply to a morphine fiend, whose mind at the time of an

offense was in an unbalanced condition; but if, from the use of morphine, his
mind was incapable of rational action, he would not be responsible therefor. Moss

v. State, 57 App, 620, 124 S. W. 647, 136 Am. St. Rep. 1001. See Edwards v. State,
38 App. 386, 43 S. W. 112, 39 L. R. A. 262.

10. CombinatIon of causes of insanity.-One insane from the combined use of

drugs and intoxicants, so that he did not know what he Was doing, cannot be con

victed of crime. Lawrence v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 636; Edwards v. State, 38
App. 386, 43 S. W. 112, 39 L. R. A. 262; Cannon v. State, 41 App. 467, 56 S. W. 351;
Phillips v. State, 50 App. 481, 98 S. W. 869. '_

11. -- Evidence.-As to evidence whether whisky contained so much cocaine
as to render accused temporarily insane, see Maddox v. State (Cr. App.) 173 s. W.
1026.

Where accused claimed that deceased gave him whisky containing cocaine, and
that he was thereby rendered insane, evidence that deceased was drunk on the
morning of the homicide was inadmissible. Maddox v. State (Cr. App.) 173 s. W.
1026.

12. Common law rule.-Prior to the preceding enactment there was no stat
ute relating to intoxication as a defense in criminal trials, but such defense was

often interposed, and the courts passed upon it in the light of the common law.
It was held that intoxication merely is not insanity, and where it was voluntary.
could never afford an excuse nor even a palliation for crime. Carter v. State. 12
Tex. 500, 62 Am. Dec. 539; Zembrod v. State, 25 Tex. 519; Colbath v. State, 2
App. 391.

'I'o preserve his rationality is due from every person to society, and no in
justice is done anyone by holding him for his acts while voluntarily drunk. Col"
bath v. State, 4 App, 76. Simple voluntary intoxication is no excuse for crime.
Carter v. State, 12 Tex. 500, 62 Am. Dec. 539; Outlaw v. State, 35 Tex. 481; Payne
v. State, 5 App. 35.

It may be important in determining the character of his acts, as well as the

purpose and intent with which they were done, Ferrell v. State, 43 Tex. 503; Wenz
v. state, 1 App. 36; especially when the question is whether the murder is of the
first or second degree, Colbath v. State, 2 App, 391; s. c. 4 App, 76; Brown v.

State, 4 App. 275; McCarty v. State, 4 App, 461; or the assault was "with intent
to murder," Thomas v. State, 40 Tex. 36; Walker v. State, 7 App. 627; or the "en
try" was burglarious, Johnson v. State, 1 lApp. 146; or the "taking" was with
fraudulent intent, Loza v. State, 1 App. 488, 28 Am. Rep. 416.

It will not reduce a hom.icide to manslaughter; it can only be regarded in de
termining between the two degrees of murder. Farrer v. State, 42 Tex. 265; Fer
rell v. State, 43 Tex. 503; Gaitan v. State, 11 App, 544; Pugh v. State, 2 App. 539.

13. Charge of court.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 931; Navarro v. State (Cr. App.)
43 s. W. 105.

In a murder case, the following charge upon the issue of intoxication was held
to be in accordance with the statute, viz.: "You are charged that intoxication pro
duced by the voluntary recent use of ardent spirits constitutes no excuse for the
commission of crime; nor does intoxication mitigate either the degree or the
penalty of crime. However, in a case where the defendant is accused of murder.
as in the case before you, you may take into consideration the mental condition
of the defendant for the purpose of determining the degree of murder, if you
should find him guilty of murder." Charles v. State, 13 App. 658.

Where, in a prosecution for burglary, defendant claimed to have been so drunk
as not to know what he was doing, and there was no evidence of insanity except
that produced by use of intoxicating liquors, the court gave proper instructions
under the article of the Penal Code as to parties drunk from the recent use

of intoxicants, there was no error in refusing other instructions as to the neces

sity of intent at the time of breaking and entering, and as to intoxication bear
ing on the question. Doyle v. State, 59 App. 39, 126 S� W. 113l.

Where accused was intoxicated at the time of the alleged attempt to rape, a

charge on the question of intent should have been given. Reagan v. State, 28 App.
227, 12 S. W. 601, 19 Am. St. Rep. 833.

On a trial for homicide, where, although the evidence showed that deceased
was drunk and somewhat boisterous, no occasion for killing him on that account
appeared, it was not error to fail to charge relative to his condition. Jackson v.

State, 71 App. 297, 158 S. W. 813.
A charge conforming substantially to the language of the statute, is, ordi

narily, sufficient. Williams v. State, 25 App, 76, 7 S. W. 066l.
For a correct charge on drunkenness as a defense in case of assault with in

tent to rob, see Scott v. State, 12 App, 31.
Instruction as to effect of intoxication; held, error, but not reversible error.

Tippett v. State, 37 App. 186, 39 S. W. 120.
Charge on combined use of drugs and whisky, approved. Cannon v. State,

41 App. 467, 56 S. W. 351.
Sufficiency of instruction on temporary insanity, see Young v. State, 53 App,

416, 110 S. W. 445, 126 Am. St. Rep. 792.
Where, on a trial for burglary, the undisputed evidence showed that accused

entered, in the nighttime, the private residence of prosecutor, and that, if ac

cused intended to steal, he was detected and arrested before accomplishing that
purpose, and accused proved that he was so intoxicated that he did not know
what he was doing, and the court charged that, if accused was so intoxicated
that he did not have sufficient mind to form an intent, he must be acquitted, and
that, before conviction, the jury must find that he entered with the intent to
steal, a conviction will not be disturbed. Black v. State (Cr. App.) 165 s. W. 671.

The charge as to mental condition produced by drugs should be separate and
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independent from a charge as to temporary insanity produced by ardent spirits.
Edwards v. State, 38 App, 386, 43 S. W. 112, 39 L. R. A. 262; Otto v. State, 47

App. 128, 80 S. W. 525, 122 Am. St. Rep. 682; Phillips v. State, 50 App. 481, 98 S.
W. 868; Burton v. State, 46 App. 493, 81 S. W. 742.

See, also, notes to Code Cr. Proc. art. 735.

14. Inconsistent Instructlons.-Tippett v. State, 37 App. 186, 39 S. W. 120.

15. -- Request for Instructlons.-See C. C. P. art. 737.

16. -- Harmless error.-See art. 743, and notes.

17. Bill of exceptlons.-See notes under art. 743 C. C. P.

Art. 42. [42] Officer justified, when.-A person in the lawful
execution of a written process or verbal order from a court or

magistrate is justified for any act done in obedience thereto. [Po
C.43.]

See, post, arts. 349 arid 1092 et seq. C. C. P. arts. 52, 53. 181. 183, 185, 186, and

chaps. 1 and 2 of title 5.

Art. 43. [43] Peace officer justified, when.-A peace officer is
in like manner justified for any act which he is bound by law to per
form, without warrant or verbal order. [Po C. 44.]

See article 42 and citations thereunder.

Art. 44. [44] Duress, a defense, when.-A person forced by
threats or actual violence to do an act is not liable to punishment
for the same. Such threats, however, must be-

l. Loss of life or great personal injury.
2. They must be such as are calculated to intimidate a person of

ordinary firmness.
3. The act must be done when the person threatening is actually

present.
The violence intended by this article must be such actual force as

restrains the person from escaping, or such ill treatment as is cal
culated to render him incapable of resistance. [Po C. 45.]

Power of control over accused.-The person threatening must have been so
near to accused as to have him under his power and control at the time the of
fense is committed. Paris v. State, 35 App. 82, 31 S. W. 855.

Duress Inducing bigamous marrlage.-On trial for bigamy it is no defense that
defendant's second marriage was entered into under duress to avoid conviction for
seduction. Medrano V. State, 32 App, 214. 22 S. W. 684, 40 Am.. St. Rep. 775.

Instructlon.-An instruction held, within the spirit, if not the letter, of this ar

ticle. Stanley v. State, 16 App. 392.

Art. 45. [45] Accidents excused, when.-No act done by acci
dent is an offense, except in certain cases specially provided for,
where there has been a degree of carelessness or negligence which
the law regards as criminal. [Po C. 46.]

Accldent.-See Dickenson V. State, 24 App. 121, 5 S. W. 648; Powell v. State, 32
App. 230, 22 S. W. 677; Richards v. State, 35 App. 38, 30 S. W. 805; Wheatly V.

State (Cr. App.) 39 s. W. <672; Clark V. State, 19 App. 495; Pierce v. State, 21
App. 540; McCoy v. State, 25 Tex. 33, 78 Am. Dec. 520. See, also, art. 48.

To kill While playing with a gun believed to be unloaded, held no offense. Mc
Cray V. State, 63 App. 522, 140 S. W. 442.

Mere evidence that accused did not know that the substance she sold was in
toxicating held insufficient to raise the issue that she acted by accident. Mol
lenkopf v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 799.

Evidence held to require the submission of the question whether the discharge
of a pistol was accidental. Maldonado v. State, 70 App. 205, 156 S. W. 647.

To strike one so that he falls fracturing his skull is not aggravated assault.
Calvert V. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 744.
-- Homlclde.-See Art. 1111. post.
Instructlons.-Evidence under. which this article should have been given in

charge. Miller v. State, 52 App. 72. 105 S. W. 502.
This and article 46 should be given in charge to jury when there is evidence of

mistake, and of good faith in defendant's belief that he was the owner of the tim
ber cut down. Thomas v. State, 54 App, 377. 112 S. W. 1049.

Facts held to require charge on accidental assault. Owens v. State, 62 App.
129, 136 S. W. 1057. But, see Jordan v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 881.

Charge as to accidental homicide held insufficient. Hamilton v. State, 64 App.
175, 141 S. W. 966.-

Charge in a case of aggravated assault by driving held not drawn so as to meet
this article. Perkins v. State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 241.

Art. 46. [46] No mistake of law excuses.-No mistake of law
excuses one committing an offense; but, if a person laboring under
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a mistake, as to a particular fact, shall do an act which would other
wise be criminal, he is guilty of no offense. [Po C.47.]

See art. 14. Also, watson v. State, 13 App. 76; Alonzo v. State, 15 App. 378,
49 Am. Rep. 207; Price v. State, 18 App. 474, 51 Am. Rep. 322; Pressler v. State,
13 App, 95; Heskew v. State, 14 App. 606; Tardiff v. State, 23 Tex. 169; Chaplin
v. State, 7 App, 87; State v. Sparks, 27 Tex. 705; Shaw v. State, 23 App. 493, 5
S. W. 317; Weatherford v. State, 31 App. 530, 21 S. VV. 251, 37 Am. St. Rep. 828;
Thompson v. State, 26 App. 94, 9 S'. W. 486; Jones v, State (Cr. App.) 165 s. W.
144; Baskins v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 723.

Ignorance as excuse.-See Art. 14 and notes.

Mistake of law.-On trial for bigamy it is no defense that defendant's first wife
had deserted him for more than three. years and that he had been informed and
believed that he was released from her. Medrano V. State, 32 App, 214, 22 S. W.
684, 40 Am. St. Rep. 775.

,

'

Evidence that defendant was told that it was no offense to open a saloon on

election day, after the polls closed, is no defense. Steinberger v. State, 35 App. 492,
34 S. W. 617. Nor was it a defense in a prosecution for unlawfully carrying a

weapon that defendant was told by others that it was proper for him to carry the
weapon. Clopton v. State (Cr. App.) 44 S. W. 173. See, also, Jones V. State, 32
App. 533, 25 S. W. 124.

One who shows that he did not know that the act he purposely committed was

an offense, does not show a mistake' excusing him. Hickman V. State, 64 App. 161,
141 S. W. 973.

Accused may not show in defense an absence of intent to violate the law. Mor
ris v. State, 64 App, 498, 142 S. W. 876.

Carrying a pistol as a deputy constable under authority conferred by a con

stable having no authority to appoint deputies, was a mistake of law. Johnson V.

State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 833.
A deputy sheriff's belief that he had a right to carry a pistol in a county other

than that of his appointment was a mistake of law, and not of fact, and did not
excuse him. Ransom v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 932.

Mistake of fact.-See notes under article 47.

Instructions.-See Pressler v. State, 13 App. 95. Evidence under which this ar

ticle should have been given in charge. Corneltus v. State, 54 App. 173, 112 S.
W. 1050.

Art. 47. [47] Mistake of fact, excuse, when.-The mistake as

to fact which will excuse, under the preceding article, must be such
that the person so acting under a mistake would have been excusa

ble had his conjecture as to the fact been correct; and it must also
be such mistake as does not arise from a want of proper care on the
part of the person committing the offense. [Po C. 48.]

Cited, Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 144; Baskins V. State (Cr. App.) 171
S. W. 723.

Perjury.-See Art. 305 and notes.

Mistake of fact.-Information to the accused concerning a matter which, �f
true, would render it probable that the fact about which he claims to have been
mistaken might therefore exist, is not an existtng fact, supposed or real, concern

ing which he could be mistaken. A delusion as to facts, created under such cir
cumstances is a "want of care" on his part. Tardiff v. State, 23 Tex. 169.

Articles 46 and 47 of this Code, refer to acts "otherwise criminal" or acts in
themselves criminal if unexcused, and not to acts which become criminal only
when committed with a fraudulent or felonious intent. Bray v. State, 41 Tex.
203; Neely v, State, 8 App, 64. See, also, Pressler v. State, 13 App. 95.

If a person honestly believes himself entitled to exercise an office, he can not be
punished for false personation. Brown v. State, 43 Tex. 478.

One who shows that he did not know that the act he purposely committed was

an offense, does not show a mistake excusing him. Hickman v. State, 64 App. 161,
141 S. W. 973.

Mistake as to age of minor to whom liquor is sold. -Preasler- v. State, 13
App. 95.

Mistaken belief by accused that his certificate to practice medicine had been
filed for record. Pettit v. State, 28 App. 240, 14 S. W. 127.

Mistake as to age of female abducted. Mason v. State, 29 App. 24, 14 S. W. 71.
Mistake as to consent of owner with respect to loosening boards on fence. Gid

dings v. State, 47 App. 360, 83 S. W. 694.
Mistake as to ownership of wood taken. Donahoe v. State, 23 App. 457, 5 S. W.

245.
It is no defense that one who sold liquor in a local option district did not

know that the liquor was intoxicating. Penn v. State, 43 App, 608, 68 S. W. 170;
McDaniel v. State (Cr. App.) 65 S. W. 1068. See, also, Phillips V. State, 29 Tex.
226; Petteway v. State, 3,6 App. 97, 35 S. W. 646; Pike V. State, 40 App. 614, 51
S. W. 395; Allen v. State (Cr. App.) 59 S. W. 264.

This article is applicable to all offenses unless it be that such offenses are taken
out of the statute by some certain provision of the law. If it is applicable to a
murder case, it ought certainly to apply to a case of a sale of whisky under a mis
take of fact. Patrick v. State, 45 App. 587, 78 S. W. 948, overruling Penn V. State,
43 App. 608, 68 S. W. 170.

If one is clearly of the impression that he had the right to do what, he did,
and there are good reasons for this impression he is not guilty of wrongdoing, if
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the fact does not exist which he believes to exist. Giddings v. State, 47 App. 360,
83 S. W. 694.

Mistake as to intoxicating character of liquor sold in local option territory.
Reed v. State, 53 App. 4, 108 S. W. 368, 126 Am. St. Rep. 765.

One charged with allowing a minor in a poolroom held entitled to show that
he acted in good faith and on mistake of fact as to the parent's consent. Simpson
v. State, 58 App, 253, 125 S. W. 398.

To kill while playing with a gun believed to be unloaded held no offense. Me

Cray v. State, 63 App. 522, 140 S. W. 442.
An employe must show not only that he did not know that intoxicating liquors

were for sale and that he did not knowingly sell them, but also that he could not
have known by an exercise of proper care. Mealer v. State cc-. App.) 145 s. \V.
353.

As to marriage under a mistake of fact, see Coy v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W.
22l.

Proper care.-Proper care in avoiding mistake of fact, is a question which is
controlled by the particular facts of the case, and is an issue which is to be de
termined by the jury upon the evidence adduced. The court, in its charge upon
this issue, should give the two preceding articles, without attempting to define
the meaning of the words "proper care." Those words are not technical, having
.a fixed legal meaning, but are plain, common, well understood words, and need no

explanation. W'atson v. State, 13 App. 76; Hailes v. State, 15 App. 93; Guest
v. State, 24 App, 235, 5 S. W. 841; Mason v. State, 29 App, 24, 14 S. W. 71;
Weatherford v. State, 31 App. 530, 21 S. W. 251, 37 Am. St. Rep. 828; Pettit v,

State, 28 App. 240, 14 S. W. 127.
An employe must show not only that he did not know that intoxicating liquors

were for sale and that he did not knowingly sell them, but also that he could not
have known by an exercise of proper care. Mealer v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S.
W.353.

One must use care to ascertain whether liquor was intoxicating or not before
offering to sell it. Mollenkopf v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 799-.

Instructions.-Court must charge it in cases in which evidence raises mistake
of fact. Jackson v. State, 47 App, 85, 79 S: W. 521, 80 S. W. 631; Mayne v. State,
48 App. 93, 86 S. W. 329; Uloth v. State, 48 App. 295, 87 S. W. 823; Walker v,

State, 50 App. 495, 98 S. W. 843; Byrd v. State, 51 App. 539, 103 S. W. 863; Busby
v. State, 51 App. 289, 103 S. W. 638.

As to charge on a trial for theft, see Fields v. State, 57 App. 613, 124 S. W. 652.
As to charge on a trial for statutory rape, see Martin v. State (Cr. App.) 166

S. W. 679.

Art. 48. [48] Act done by mistake, a felony, when.-If one in
tending to commit felony, and in the act of preparing for or execut

ing the same, shall, through mistake or accident, do another act

which, if voluntarily done, would be a felony, he shall receive the
punishment affixed by law to the offense actually committed. [Po
C.49.]

.Commlssion of other offense In attempt.-See, post, art. 82.

Homicide.-As to excusable homicide see art. 1111, post.
If A . .shoots at B., with express malice, and by accident kills C., the offense

IS murder in the second degree. McCoy V. State, 25 Tex. 33, 78 Am. Dec. 520;
Bean v. Mathieu, 33 Tex. 591; Angell v. State, 36 Tex. 542, 14 Am. Rep. 380; Fer
rell v. State, 43 Tex. 503; Taylor v. State, 3 App. 387; Halbert V. State, Id. 666;
McConnell v. State, 13 App. 390; Clark v. State, 19 App. 495; Breedlove v. State,
26 App. 445, 9. S. W. 768; Musick v. State, 21 App. ,69, 18 S. W. 95; Miller v.

State, 52 App. 72, 105 S. W. 502; Thom.as V. State, 53 App. 272� 109 S. W. 155, 126
Am. St. Rep. 786;' Leggett V. State, 21 App. 382, 17 S. W. 159; Honeycutt V. State,
42 App. 129', 57 S. W. 807, 96 Am. St. Rep. 797; Milo V. State, 59 App. 196, 127 S.
W. 1025; McCullough V. State, 62 App. 126, 136 S. W. 1055; Rainer V. State (Cr.
App.) 148 S. W. 735.

One who, with malice aforethought, shoots at one person and accidentally kills
another, is guilty of murder. Richards V. State, 35 App. 38, 30 S. W. 805.

Homicide by accidental discharge of defendant's pistol, when deceased was
trying to prevent him from killing another, is not excusable. Wheatly V. State
(Cr. App.) 39 s. W. 672.

As to use of the word "mistake" for "unintentionally" in charge, see Deneaner
V. State, 58 App, 624, 127 S. W. 20l.

-- Manslaughter.-When the killing intended would have been manslaughter,
the accidental killing would not be a higher grade of homicide. Ferrell V. State,
43 Tex. 504; Clark V. State, 19 App. 495; McConnell V. State, 22 App. 354, 3 S.
W. 699, 58 Am. Rep. 647.

If the act committed is the unintentional homicide of a di.fferent person from
the one intended, and is without malice, and done while the mind is under the
immediate influence of sudden passion, artstng from an adequate cause, rendering
the mind incapable of cool reflection, the crime is manslaughter, because the crime
intended was manslaughter.. Clark V. State, 19 App. 495; Leggett V. State, 21
App, 382, 17 S. W. 159; Breedlove V. State, 26 App. 445, 9 S. W. 768; Carter V.

State, 30 App. 551, 17 S. W. 1102, 28 Am. St. Rep. 944; McCullough V. State, 62
App. 126, 136 S. W. 1055; see, also, Bratlarord V. State, 71 App. 113, 158 S. W. 541;
Whiten V. State, 71 App. 555, 160 S. W. 462.

.

Where accused shot and killed his wife while intending to shoot a third per-
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son, the killing could not be reduced to manslaughter, but only to, murder on im
plied malice. Hill v. State (Cr. App.) 168 s. W. 864.

-- Assault with Intent to ·murder.-If one while trying to kill one person
unintentionally cuts or stabs another, he is guilty of an assault with intent to
murder. Smith v. State (Cr. App.) 95 S'. W. 1058.

If a person acting with malice express or implied and with an intent to kill
shoots at one person and strikes another, he is guilty of assault to murder. Vin
ing v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 909.

Where defendant's firing of the gun was accidental, he could not be guilty of
an assault with intent to kill. Martin v. State, 71 App, 521, 160 S. W. 968.

-- Self-defense.-If a party in necessary self-defense accidentally kills a per
son, it is justifiable homicide. Plummer v. State, 4 App, 310, 30 Am. Rep. 165;
Clark v. State, 19 App. 495; Ferrell v. State, 43 Tex. 503; McCullough v. State, 62
App. 126, 136 S. W. 1055.

Charge of court.-An instruction that where A. in attempting to kill B. kills
C., it is murder in the first degree, is erroneous. But if the defendant was found
guilty of murder in the second degree, the error will be immaterial. Taylor v.

State, 3 App. 387.
Varlance.-Under an indictment charging defendant as an accomplice to the

murder of A., evidence was inadmissible to show that the plot by defendant and
an alleged principal was to kill M., and that A. was killed by mistake. Cooper
v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 989.

Art. 49. [49] Same subject, as to misdemeanor.-If one in

tending to commit a felony, and, in the act of preparing for or exe

cuting the same, shall, through mistake or accident, do another act

which, if voluntarily done, would be a misdemeanor, he shall receive
the highest punishment affixed by law to the offense actually com

mitted. [P. C. 50.]
Commission of other offense In attempt.-Post. Art. 82.

Art. 50. [50] .Felony committed by mistake, etc., lowest pun
ishment affixed.-If one intending to commit a misdemeanor, and,
in the act of preparing for or executing the same, shall, through
mistake, commit an offense which is by law a felony, he shall re

ceive the lowest punishment affixed by law to the offense actually'
committed. [Po C. 51.]

Commission of other offense In attempt.-Post, art. 82.
Cited, Carter V. State, 30 App. 551, 17 S. W. 1102, 28 Am. St. Rep. 944.

Felony committed by mlstake.-The issue of simple assault not in the case,
though accused charged with maiming only intended to commit a simple assault.
Key v. State, 71 App. 642, 161 S. W. 121.

Art. 51. [51] Intention presumed.-The intention to commit
an offense is presumed whenever the means used is such as would
ordinarily result in the commission of the forbidden act. [Po C. 52.]

See Arts. 110,6, 1147, post, and notes.

Presumption of Innocence.-See art. 11, ante. See also Code Cr. Proc. art. 785.
Presumption from use of weapon.-See arts. 1106, 1147, post.
A stick about 1 inch in diameter and 2* feet long, held, not per se a deadly

weapon, within the rule as to presumption of intent in the use of a deadly weapon.
Shaw v. State, 34 App. 435, 31 S. W. 361.

The weapon must be one likely to produce death in order to raise the presump
tion of felonious intent. Griffin v. State, 40 App. 312, 50 S. W. 366, 76 Am. St. Rep.
71,8; Griffin v. State (Cr. App.) 53 S. W. 848; Connell V. State, 46 App. 259, 81 S.
W.746.

Where a deadly weapon is used in a deadly manner, the presumption of intent
to kill is practically conclusive, but, if the weapon be not dangerous or be not used
in a deadly manner, then the intent must be established by the facts. Grant v.
State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 929.

Assault.-See Art. 1009.
This and article 1009 ought very seldom to be given in a charge to the jury

and certainly not in a case where the defendant claims an accidental injury. Acrey
V. State, 51 App. 35, 100 S. W. 954.

An intent to commit a criminal assault can be presumed from the fact of actual
injury to prosecutrix. Miller V. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 635.

Intent presumed.-A man is always presumed to intend that which is the nec

essary or even probable consequences of his acts, unless the contrary appears.
McCoy V. State, 25 Tex. 42, 78 Am. Dec. 520; Aiken v. State, 10 App. 610. See, also,
Phillips v, State, 26 App. 245, 9 S. W. 557, 8 Am. St. Rep. 471; White V. State, 29,
App. 530, 16 S. W. 340; Rogers v. State, 32 App, 447, 24 S. W. 282; High V. State,
26 App. 545, 10 S. W. 238, 8 Am. St. Rep. 488; Wood V. State, 27 App. 393, 11 S. W.
449; Shaw v. State, 34 App, 435, 31 S. W. 361; Tubbs v. State, 50 App, 143, 95 S. W.
112; Smith v. State, 61 App. 225, 135 S. W. 533; Perkins V. State (Cr. App.) 144
S. W. 241; Rogers v. State, 71' App. 271, 159 S. W. 44.

It may ordinarily be presumed that one who breaks and enters a. house did so
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with intent to commit theft. Vickery v. State, 62 App. 311, 137 S. W. 687, Ann. Cas.

1913C, 514.
One is responsible for the consequences of his act, whether he shot to kill

or only to scare. Simms v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 786.
One who strikes another with a weapon calculated to produce death is presumed

to have intended that it shall result. Crutchfield v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W.
1053. See, also, Wood v. State, 27 App. 393, 11 S. W. 449; Rogers v. State, 71 App.
271, 159 S. W. 44.

Malice will not be implied from all killings. Garcia v. State, 70 App. 485, 156 S.
W.939.

When one puts in motion a set of circumstances, knowing the results to fol
low, he is responsible for all criminal acts that are the natural and intended results:
of his action. Phillips v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 353.

In view of this article and article 52, post, evidence of other offenses is not
admissible in a prosecution for abortion, where the evidence showed that accused
intended to commit an abortion if the woman was pregnant, and the only issue
was her pregnancy. Gray v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 337.

Good Intent as excuse.-When a person does a prohibited act, with the intent
the law forbids, it will not avail him that he also intended an ultimate good, and it
he intended to do what the law forbade, there need not be any other intent. Phil
lips v. State, 29 Tex. 226; High v. State, 26 App. 545, 10 S. W. 238, 8 Am. St. Rep.
488; Wood v. State, 27 App. 393, 11 S. W. 449. See Clopton v. State (Cr. App.)
44 S. W. 173.

Reasonable doubt.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 785 and notes.

Instructions.-See art. 1106, post, and notes.
It has been held improper in a number of instances to give this article in charge

to the jury against the defendant, because the presumption of innocence is stronger
than any presumption of guilt arising merely from the means used to accomplish
the guilty purpose, and the burden rests upon the state, in a criminal trial, to
overcome the presumption of innocence, by establishing the guilt of the accused

by legal evidence beyond a reasonable doubt. Black v. State, 18 App, 124; Jones v.

State, 13 App. 1; Thomas v. State, 14 App, 200; Brinkoeter v. State, Id., 67; Luera
v. State, 12 App, 257; Bell v. State, 17 App. 538; Richardson v. State, 32 App. 524,
24 S. W. 894.

Abstract charge, held improper. Floyd v. State, 29 App. 341, 15 S. W. 819; Bur

ney v. State, 21 App. 565, 1 S. W. 458. Especially where accused claimed an acci
dental injury. Acrey v. State, 51 App. 35, 100 S. W. 954 (Henderson, J., dissenting).
See, also, Tubbs v. State, 50 App. 143, 95 S. W. 112. In this connection, an instruc
tion held not to shift the burden of proof on accused. Brown v. State, 4 App. 275;
Leonard v. State, 7 App, 417.

This article should be given in charge only in those exceptional cases wherein
the defensive matter throws the burden of proof on the defendant. Perry v. State,
44 Tex. 473; Ainsworth v. State, 8 App. 532; Dubose v. State, 10 App. 230; Rich
ardson v. State, 32 App. 524, 24 S. W. 894 (following Jones v. State, 13 App. 1).
Also Lucio v. State, 35 App. 320, 33 S. W. 358; Bowman v. State, 38 App. 14, 4()
S. W. 796, 41 S. W. 635; Snead v. State, 40 App. 262, 49 S. W. 595.

For correct instruction in a murder case as to the intent deducible from the
means used, see Gatlin v. State, 5 App. 531.

Ordinarily presumptions of law which are against the defendant should not be
given in charge. Bell v. State, 17 App. 538; Shaw v. State, 34 App. 435, 31 S. W.
361.

When the weapon is used in infiicting a wound which causes death it may be
that a charge on the character of the weapon as not being a deadly one, is called
for under this article. Outley v. State (Cr. App.) 99 s. W. 97.

A charge making sudden passion a controlting factor in determining intent held
erroneous. Grant v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 929.

Charge not insufficient for failing to. describe weapon, a gun barrel. Crutchfield
v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 1053.

Art. 52. [52] Burden of proof on defendant, when.-On the
trial of any criminal action, when the facts have been proved which
constitute the offense,. it devolves upon the accused to establish the
facts or circumstances on which he relies to excuse or justify the
prohibited act or omission. [P. C. 53.]

1. Burden of proof on state.
2. Burden of proof on defendant and

charge of court thereon.
3. Alibi.
4. Nonage.
5. -- Insanity.
6. -- Self defense.
7. -- Facts within

knowledge.
8� -- Former jeopardy.

1. Burden of proof on state.-See notes under Code Cr. Proc. art. 785.
2. Burden of proof on defendant and charge of court thereon.-For a full ex

position of the import and purpose of this article, and an elucidation of the prin
ciples which determine whether it should or should not be given in charge to the
jury, see Jones v. State, 13 App. 1; Leache v. State, 22 App. 279, 3 S. W. 539, 58
Am. Rep. 638.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Carrying arms.

Bigamy.
Assault.
Sale of intoxicants.
Driving stock from range.
Abortion.
Practicing medicine without

license.
Habeas corpus.

defendant's
16.
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The burden of proof iSi always on the stsete to overcome the presumption of in

nocence and establish the guilt of the accused beyond a reasonable doubt; but

when this is done it devolves on the accused to prove any facts in justification or

excuse, unless they appear in the state's evidence. Delany v. State, 41 Tex. 601;
Leonard v. State, 7 App. 417; Lewis v. State, 7 App. 567; Hill v. State, 5 App, 2;
Powell v. State, 5 App. 234; Bridgers v. State, 8 App, 145; Dubose v. State, 10 App.
230; Jones v. State, 13 App. 1; Donaldson v. State, 15 App. 25; Leache v. State,
22 App. 279, 3 S. W. 539, 58 Am. St. Rep. 638; Stilly v. State, 27 App, 445, 11 S. W.

458, 11 Am. St. Rep. 201. See, also, Ake v. State, 6 App. 398, 32 Am. Rep. 586;
Burney v. State, 21 App. 565, 1 S. W. 458; Ellis v. State, 30 App. 601, 18 S. W. 139;
Jones v. State, 32 App, 108, 22 S. W. 149, following Reynolds v. State, 32 App. 36, 22

S. W. 18.
It is error to instruct the jury to the effect that "the burden of proof never

shifts from the state to the defendant, but is upon the state throughout to first

establish every constituent element of the offense." Horn v. Stafe, 30 App. 541, 17
S. W. 1094; Phillips v. State, 26 App. 229, 9 S. W. 557; Conner v. State, 24 App.
245, 6 S. W. 138; Guajardo v. State, 24 App, 603, 7 S. W. 331.

It is frequently an error to give the preceding article in charge to the jury, as

it only devolves upon the defendant to show excuse or justification when it fails
to appear in the evidence for the prosecution. Delany v. State, 41 Tex. 601; Perry
v. State, 44 Tex. 473; Brown v. State, 4 App. 275; Ake v. State, 6 App, 398, 32 Am.

Rep. 586; Leonard v. State, 7 App. 417; Ainsworth v. State, 8 App. 532; Guffee v.

State, rd. 187; Jones v. State, 13 App. 1; Brinkoeter v. State, 14 App. 67; Thomas
v. State, Id. 200; Burney v. State, 21 App, 565, 1 S. W. 458. See, also, Stilly v.

State, 27 App. 445, 11 S. W. 458, 11 Am. St. Rep. 201; Ellis v. State, 30 App. 601,
18 S. W. 139.

The burden of proof is never on the defendant, as in civil cases and never shifts
from the state to him, and the court should ordinarily so charge on request. Perry
v. State, 44 Tex. 473; Black v. State, 1 App. 368; Phillips v. State, 26 App. 228,
9 S. W. 557, 8 Am. St. Rep. 471; Horn v. State, 30 App. 541, 17,S. W. 1094. But, see

Slade v. State, 29 App. 392, 16 S. W. 253, and Lewis v. State (Cr. App.) 59 S. W.

886, where it is held that the charge as given sufflctently protected the rights of ac

cused.
The burden is upon the defendant to show the relation and circumstances which

justify the violence. State v. Stephenson, 20 Tex. 151.
Where a breach of duty has been established it devolves on defendant to show

justification or excuse. Sennett v. State, 17 Tex. 308; Sigler v. State, 17 Tex. 304.
This article should not be indiscriminately given in charge, as it applies only

in those exceptional cases wherein the burden of proof is on the accused to establish
his defense. Thomas v. State, 14 App. 200. See, also, Brown v. State, 4 App. 275;
Ainsworth v. State, 8 App. 532; Dubose v. State, 10 App. 230; Luera v. State, 12
App. 257; Jones v. State, 13 App. 1.

An accused is entitled to a distinct and affirmative presentation of the issues
which arise upon his evidence to prevent their ignorment by the jury. Freeman v.

State, 52 App. 500, 107 S. W. 1127.
Defendant is not required to show mitigating facts unless they fail to appear

from the evidence adduced against him. Guffee v. State, 8 App. 187.
Where the evidence raises the question of innocent intention or accidental shoot

ing, it is error to charge that the burden of proving accident or innocent intention
is on the defendant. Richardson v. State, 32 App. 524, 24 S. W. 894.

When the state shows the taking up and using of an estray, the burden is on

the defendant to justify his action. Ashcroft v. State, 32 Tex. 108.
Requested charges in a case of assault by driving against a person, held im

proper. Perkins v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 241.
3. -- Allbi.-Alibi merely traverses the issues tendered in the indictment,

and is not a special defense, nor, in its nature, an independent exculpatory fact,
and, therefore, the burden of proof is not upon the defendant to establish it. Ayres
v. State, 21 App. 399, 17 S. W. 253.

A charge that alibi is a special plea, independent of a plea of not guilty is not
improper. Gallaher v. State, 28 App. 247, 12 S. W. 1087; Saenz v. State (Cr. App.)
63 s. W. 316; Young v. State (Cr. App.) 79 S. W. 34 .

.

An instruction on alibi held to improperly place on defendant the burden of
proving the defense beyond a reasonable doubt. Henderson v. State, 51 App. 193,
101 S. W. 245.

4. Nonage.-See notes under arts. 34, 35 ante.

5. -- Insanity.-See notes under art. 40 ante.

6. -- Self-defense.-The state has the burden of proving that defendant has
lost his right of self-defense. Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 165.

The burden of proving self-defense is not upon the defendant. Lyons v. State,
71 App, 189, 159 S. W. 1070.

'

Defendant does not have the burden of showing that he went on a peaceful
mission. Mason v. State, 72 App.. 501, 163 S. W. 66.

7. -- Facts within defendant's knowledge.-Where the defensive fact relied
upon is peculiarly within the knowledge of the defendant" the burden of proving
it rests on him, and the court should so instruct. Leonard v, State, 7 App. 417;
Lewis v. State, Id. 667; Bridgers v. State, 8 App, 146; Caldwell v. State, 6 Tex.
18; Crow v. State, 41 Tex. 468; Forrest v. State, 3 App. 232; Burton v. State, 3
App, 408, 30 Am. Rep. 146; Jones v: State, 13 App, 1; Thomas v. State, 14 App,
200; Donaldson v . State, 16 App, 26; Leache v. State, 22 App, 279, 3 S. W. 639, 68
Am. Rep. 638; Ashcroft v. State, 32 Tex. 108; Wilcox v. State, 33 App. 392, 26
S. W. 989; Skeen v. State, 34 App. 308, 30 S. W. 554; Evans v. State" 4(} App. 54,
48 S. W. 194; Bedford v. State, 44 App. 97, 69 S. W. 158.

Accused must prove that he bona fide owned the property alleged to have been
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stolen. Stoneham v. State, 3 App. 594; though if defendant's account of his pos

session is reasonable, the state has the burden of disproving it. Hampton v. State,
6 App. 463.

8. -- Former jeopar-dy.s--See notes to Code Cr. Proe. art. 572.

9. -- Carrying arms.-The burden is on defendant to show exemption from

prosecution for carrying pistol. Stonel'l.am v. State, 3 App, 694; Lewis v. State, 7

App. 567; Bridgers v. State, 8 App, 145; Stilly v. State, 27 App. 445, 11 S. W. 458,
11 Am. St. Rep. 201; Williams v. State, 42 Tex. 466; Stanfield v. State (Cr. App.)
34 s. W. 116; Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 1691 s. W. 1154; Hunter v. State (Cr.
App.) 166 s. W. 164.

10. -- Bigamy.-One charged with bigamy has the burden of proving that

he contracted the second marriage under a mistake of fact, but proof beyond a,

reasonable doubt is not required. Goy v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 221.

Or that the first wife was dead. Hull v. State, 7 App. 593.

11. -- Assault.-Defendant has the burden of proving that the gun, with

which the alleged assault was committed, was unloaded. Caldwell v. State, 5 Tex.

18; 'Crow v. State, 41 Tex. 468; Forrest v. State, 3 App. 232; Burton v. State, ld.

408,. 30 Am. Rep. 146.
12. -- Sale of intoxicants.-The burden is on accused to show any excuse or

justification, as that the sales were made under a license for selling upon prescrip
tion. Dozier v. State, 62 App. 258, 137 S. W. 679; Bell v. State, 62 App. 242, 137

S. W. 670, 36 L. R. A. (N. S.) 98, Ann. 'Cas. 1913C, 617.
The burden is on accused to produce legal written consent to sale of liquor to

minor. Reynolds v. State, 32 App. 36,,22 S. W. 18; Jones v. State, 32 App, 108, 22

S. W. 149; Kuhn v. State, 34 App, 85, 29 S. W. 272; Partin v. State (Gr. App.) 30
S. W. 1067.

13. -- Driving stock from' range.-See art. 1358 and notes.

14. -- Abortlon.-In view of this article and article 51, ante, evidence of
other offenses is not admissible in a prosecution for abortion, where the evidence
showed that accused intended to commit an abortion if the woman was pregnant,
and the only issue was her pregnancy. Gray v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 337.

15. -- Practicing medicine without Iicense.-Defendant, on a prosecution for

practicing medicine without a license, is obliged, on the state proving that he prac

ticed, to show a license and the registration thereof. Collins v. State, 152 S. W.
1047.

16. Habeas corpus.-See notes to Code Cr. Proc. art. 6 (Bill of Rights § 11).
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•

TITLE 2

OF OFFENSES AND PUNISHME�TS
Chap.
L Definition and division of offenses.

Chap.
2. Punishments in general.

CHAPTER ONE

DEFINITION AND DIVISION OF OFFENSES
Art.
63. "Offense" defined.
54. How divided.
65. Felonies and misdemeanors defined.
56. Felonies subdivided.

Art.
57. Petty offenses.
68. Subdivision and classification of ot

fenses.

Article 53. [53] "Offense" defined.-An offense is an act or

omission forbidden by positive law, and to which is annexed, on

conviction, any punishment prescribed in this Code. [Po C. 54.]
See, ante, arts. 1, 3, 6, 7, 8. Russell v. State" 37 App. 314, 39 S. W. 674; Ringo

V. State, 64 App. 661, 114 S. W. 119.

Statutory definition of offense controlllng.-The offending party must be brought
within the very terms of the statute under which conviction is sought. Strong v.

State, 62 App. 133, 105 S. Wo. 785. Citing Mitchell v. State, 34 App. 311, 30 S. W.
811; Flynn v. State, 35 App. 220, 32 S. W. 1041; Cook's Case, 42 App. 639, 61 S. W.
307; Hamilton's Case (Cr. App.) 60 s. W. 40 .

.
What constitutes "offense."-See Hardin v. State, 39 App. 426, 46 S. W. 803, 806.
What constitutes offense of malicious prosecution for purpose of determining

venue of civil suit. Hubbard v. Lord, 59 Tex. 384. See, also, nUes v. Knight, 3
Tex. 312.

'

Negligent homicide as "offense" within meaning of statutory definition, see

Austin v . Cameron, 83 Tex. 351, 18 S. W. 437.
Distinct and continuous offenses.-See Day v. State, 27 App. 143, 11 S. W. 36.
�hibition of gaming table is not an offense continuous in its nature. Kaln v.

Stare, 16 App. 282.
-- One offense nullifying another.-Where the forgery of a note also consti

tutes a swindle, the ·two offenses do not nullify each other. Abel v. State (Cr.
App.) 97 s. W. 1055.

When Intent Immaterlal.-Under a statute which does not make an intent to
violate it a necessary ingredient, defendant would be guilty if he violated it, wheth-
er he intended to do so or not. Hughes v. State (Cr. App.) 149 s. W. 173.

•

Willingness to comply with law and not offend again.-After the unquestioned
commission of a statutory offense, the fact that defendant on the next day was

willing to comply with the law and not commit the offense again was no defense.
Hughes v. State (Cr. App.) 149 s. W. 173.

Reference to other offense for penalty.-Barfield v. State (Cr. App.) 42 s. W. 333.

Art. 54. [54] How divided.-Offenses are divided into felonies
and misdemeanors. [Po C. 55.]

Russell v. State, 37 App. 314, 39 S. W. 674.

Art. 55. [55] Felonies and misdemeanors defined.-Every of
fense which is punishable by death or by imprisonment in the peni
tentiary, either absolutely or as an alternative, is a felony; every
other offense is a misdemeanor. [Po C. 56.]

See Ex parte Walker, 28 App·. 246, 13 S. W. 861; Walker V. State, 28 App. 503,
13 S. W. 860.

Cited, Welsh v. State" 3 App. 114.

Atternattve punishment In penitentlary.-It is the capacity of an offense to be
punished by confinement in the penitentiary, and not that such punishment of ne

cessity follows conviction, that distinguishes crime and separates felonies from mis
demeanors; and hence the offenses created by statute, falling precisely within the
definition of a felony given by statute-a public offense which may (not must) be
punished by confinement in the penitentiary-are felonies, although under the stat
ute persons convicted thereof may be fined or imprisoned in the county jail. If by
the terms of the statute the jury is at liberty to inflict some milder punishment
than death or imprisonment in the penitentiary, this discretion does not prevent
the offense from being a felony. Campbell v. State, 22 App. 262, 2 S. W. 825. The
case of Sisk v. State, 9 App, 90, in which it was held that the distinction between
a felony and a misdemeanor after conviction, was determinable by the punishment
assessed by the jury, is expressly overruled in Campbell v. State, supra, See
Woods v. State, 26 App. 490, 10' S. W. 108; Kinley v. State, 29 App. 532, 16 S. W.
339; Beard v. State, 45 App, 622, 78 S. W. 348.

The offense of which one was convicted, being punishable in the alternative by
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imprisonment in the penitentiary, was, under this article a felony, though the pen
alty imposed was a fine. Huff v McMichael (Civ. App.) 127 S. W. 574.

Seduction.-The punishment for seduction (art. 1447, post) formerly was by
confinement in the penitentiary or fine. This made the crime a felony. Ex parte
Biela, 46 App. 487, 81 S. W. 739. See Ward v. White� 86 Tex. 170, 23 S. W. 981.

Forgery.-See Pitner v. State, �3 App. 366, 5 S. W. 210.

Altering mark on animal.-See Barfield v. State (Cr. App.) 44 S. ,\V. 1104.

H Iring out convicts for felony.-The statute does not provide for the hiring out
of convicts for felony, and release cannot be had through habeas corpus because
of inability to pay a felony fine. Ex parte Biela, 46 App. 487, 81 S. VV. 739.

"Offense" as implying felony or mlsdemeanor.-See Waters-Pierce Oil Co. v.

State, 48 Civ. �pp. 162, 106 S. W. 918.

Art. 56. [56] Felonies subdivided.-Felonies are either capital
or not capital. An offense for which the highest penalty is death is
a capital felony. [Po C. 57.]

Minor as subject to capital punishment.-See art. 35, ante, and notes.

Art. 57. [57] Petty offenses.-An offense which a justice of
the peace, or the mayor or other officer of a town or city, may try
and punish is called a petty offense. [Po C. 58.]

See Bautsch V. State, 27 App. 342, 11 S. W. 414; Ward V. White, B6 Tex. 170,
23 S. W. 981.

Art. 58. [58] Subdivision and classification of offenses.-Of
fenses are again subdivided and classed as follows; they _are-

1. Offenses against the state, its territory, property and revenue.

2. Offenses affecting the executive, legislative and judicial de-

partments of the government.
3. Offenses affecting the right of suffrage.
4. Offenses which affect the free exercise of religious opinion.
5. Offenses against public justice.
6. Offenses against the public peace.
7. Offenses against public morals, decency and chastity.
8. Offenses against public policy and economy.
9. Offenses against public health.
10. Offenses affecting property held in common for the use of

the public.
11. Offenses against trade and commerce, and the current coin.
12. Offenses against the persons of individuals.
13. Offenses against reputation.
14. Offenses against property.
15. Miscellaneous offenses. [Po C. 59.]

CHAPTER TWO

OF PUNISHMENTS IN GENERAL
Art.
59. Punishments.
60. Continuous offenses, suppressed.
61. No forfeiture in capital cases.
62. No forfeiture in any criminal case.
63. Political rights, what are.
64. Double punishment, how fixed.
65. Double punishment in misdemean

ors.
66. Same subject.

Art.
67. Increase of punishment one-half.
68. Decrease of punishment one-half.
69. Diminution of punishment, what

rule.
70. Capital cases, etc., not included.
71. Death, how inflicted.
72. Hard labor intended.
73. Officer to be removed, when.

Article 59. [59] Punishments.-The punishments incurred for
offenses under this Code are- _

1. Death.
2. Imprisonment m the penitentiary for life or for a period of

time.
2a.
3.

Imprisonment in the house of correction and reformatory.
Imprisonment in the county jail.

1 PEN.CODE TEX.-3 33
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4. Forfeiture of civil or political rights.
5. Pecuniary fines. [Po C. 60.]
See ex parte Wood, 36 App. 7, 34 S. W. 965.

Reformatory.-The provision for imprisonment in the house of correction and
reformatory must be viewed in the light of the subsequent amendments of the
acts of 1887 and 1889. See C. C. P. art. 1195, et seq.

Cumulative punishment.-The statute regulating cumulative punishment refers

only to cases in which imprisonment is part of the penalty, and refers to misde
meanors as well as felonies. It has no reference to pecuniary fines. Ex parte
Banks, 41 App. 201, 53 S. W. 689.

Fines in two cases.-Where one has been fined in two cases and is hired out
and is allowed fifty cents a day on the fines and costs, the cases do not run con

currently. He is "not compelled to serve more than a year for one of such fines
and the accompanying costs. Ex parte Banks, 41 App, 201, 53 S. W. 689.,

Art. 60. -[60] Continuous offenses, suppressed.-When an of
fense of which a. person is convicted is in its nature continuous,
there shall also be judgment for its suppression. [Po C. 61.]

Continuous offenses.-See notes under art. 53, ante.

Art. 61. [61] No forfeiture in capital cases.-In case of the
execution of a convict under sentence of death, or where he is im
prisoned for life, there shall be no forfeiture of any kind to the state,
nor shall any cost of the prosecution be collected from his estate.

[Po C. 62.]
See Willson's Cr. Forms, 963.
Costs in capital case.-Costs may be adjudged against a convict in a capital

case, without vitiating the judgment of conviction, but it is better practice not to
enter judgment for costs. Lanham v. State, 7 App. 126; Jackson v. State, 25 App,
314, 7 S. W. 872.
-- Liability of owner of slave executed for murder.-The owner of a slave

executed for murder was not liable for costs. Grinder v. State, 2 Tex. 338.

Taxation of costs in generaL-See C. C. P. art. 1164 et seq.

Art. 62. [62] No forfeiture in any criminal case.-When a

convict is imprisoned in the penitentiary, his property shall be con

trolled and managed in the manner directed by law; but there shall,
in no criminal case, be a forfeiture of property of any kind to the
state. [Po C. 63.]

Forfeiture of weapons.-By a former act regulating the keeping and bearing
of deadly weapons, it was provided that the weapon found on or about the con

victed person should be forfeited to the county. This portion of the act was de
clared to be in violation of sec, 25 of the Bill of Rights of this state. Hudeburgh
V. State, 38 Tex. 535; Jennings v. State, 6 App. 298.

Art. 63. [63] Political rights, what are.-When the penalty
affixed to the commission of an offense is deprivation of political
rights, such rights are intended to include the rights of holding
office, of serving on juries, and of suffrage. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p.
156; P. C. 64.]

Due process of law.-See C. C. P. arts. 3 and 4 and notes.

Art. 64. [64] Double punishment, how fixeds=Whenever a

minimum or maximum punishment is fixed by law, and by reason

of any aggravation of the offense, or the existence of any circum
stance on account of which the law directs that the punishment be
doubled, this shall be construed to mean that the jury shall not inflict
less than double the smallest punishment incurred by the law, nor

more than double the greatest punishment so incurred. [Po C. 65.}
See post, arts. 82-84.

Art. 65. [65] Double punishment in misdemeanor.-If fine
and imprisonment are the punishments to be incurred for any of
fense, and it is provided that the punishment be doubled in any par
ticular case, then the jury are to assess not less than double the
smallest, and not more than double the largest, fine prescribed by
law, and not more than double the longest period of imprisonment,
nor less than double the shortest period of imprisonment, so pre
scribed. [ P. C. 66.]

See post, arts. 83-84.
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Art. 66. [66] Same subject.-When an offense is punishable by
either fine or imprisonment, and, as an alternative, it is declared
that the punishment shall be double in any particular case, the jury
are to assess not less than double the amount of the smallest fine,
nor more than double the amount of the largest fine, or, as an alter

native, they shall not assess less than double the sho_rtest per:iod of

imprisonment, nor more than double the longes.t penod. T.I1ls rule

applies where there may be more than two kmds of punishment
prescribed as alternatives. [Po C. 67.]

Art. 67. [67] Increase of punishment one-haIf.-Where it is
directed by law that in any particular case the punishment shall be
increased one-half, it is to be construed to mean that the jury may,
beside the punishment ordinarily prescribed by law, assess such ad
ditional punishment as shall not be less than one-half the penalty
in ordinary cases; and all the rules before prescribed with respect
to offenses, which by law incur alternative punishments, are appli
cable to cases where the penalty is to be so increased. [Po C. 68.]

Art. 68. [68] Decrease of punishment one-haIf.-When it is

provided that the punishment in any given case, on account of miti

gating circumstances, shall be diminished one-half, the jury shall
assess one-half of the penalty fixed by law for the offense under
ordinary circumstances, and so with regard to any other proportion
in which the penalty is directed to be diminished. [Po C. 69.]

Art. 69. [69] Diminution of punishment, what ruIe.-In the
diminution of punishments, the same rule as to two or more penal
ties, or as to alternative penalties, shall apply which are prescribed
with regard to the increase of punishment.. [Po C. 70.]

Art. 70. [70] Capital cases, etc., not included in foregoing
ruIes.-The foregoing rules as to increase or diminution of punish
ments have no application to cases where the highest penalty may
be death, nor to any case where the penalty is total deprivation of
civil or political rights. [Po C. 71.]

Art. 71. [71] Death, how inflicted.-The punishment of death
is inflicted by hanging, as prescribed in the Code of Criminal Pro
cedure. [Po C. 72.]

See c. c. P.,· art. 883, et seq.
Recital of mode of execution In judgment.-Judgment in capital conviction

need not recite the mode of execution. Steagald v. State, 22 App, 464, 3 S. W. 771.

Art. 72. [72] Hard labor intended.-Whenever the penalty
prescribed for an offense is imprisonment for a term of years in the
penitentiary, imprisonment at hard labor is intended. [Po C. 73.]

Verdict of Imprisonment at hard labor.-Verdict of imprisonment "at hard la
bor in the state prison" is good. Moore v. State, 7 App, 14; Wilson V. State,'12
App, 481; Harris v. State, 8 App, 90. See, also, McCoy V. State, 7 App. 379.

Art. 73. [73] Officer to be removed, when.-Whenever an of
fense is committed by aa officer, and the same appears to the jury
to be a wilful violation of duty, they shall so find, and such officer
shall be removed from office. [Po C. 75.]

See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts. 6017-6077.

Legislative power.-Where the constitution prescribes a mode for removing of
ficers the legislature may not authorize a removal in another mode. Griner V.

Thomas, 101 Tex. 36, 104 S. W. 1058, 16 Ann. Cas. 944.

Necessity of indlctment.-Officer removable without previous conviction under
indictment; Const. art. 1, § 10, not applying. Bland V. State (Civ. App.) 38 S. W.
252.
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TITLE 3

OF PRINCIPALS, ACCOMPLICES AND ACCESSORIES

Chap.
1. Principals.
2. Accomplices.
3. Accessories.

Chap.
4. Trial of accomplices and accesso

ries.

CHAPTER ONE

PRINCIPALS
Art.
77. Who are principals.
78. Same subject.

Art.
74. Who are principals.
75. Same subject.
76. Same subject.

Article 74. [74] Who are principals.-All persons are princi
pals who are guilty of acting together in the commission of an of
fense. [Po C. 214.]

See notes under articles 79 and 1437, post, and aI'lt. 791, C. C. P.
Cited, Fondren v. State (Cr. App.) 169 s. W. 411.

14. -- Disorderly house.
15. -- Forgery.
16. -- Gift or delivery of liquors to

minors.
17. Homicide.
18. -- Obstructing railroad track.
19. -- Taking fish and dragging

seines in prohibited waters.
20. -- Theft.
21. -- Violations of local option

laws.
22. -- Violation of Sunday law.
23. Indictment, proof and variance.
24. Evidence.
25. Question for jury.
26. Instructions.

1. Acting with others and presence at
commission of crime in general.

2. Act and intent.
3. Distinguished from accomplice.
4. Knowledge and concealment of

crime.
5. Crime committed primarily in for-

eign country.
6. Misdemeanors in general.
7. Speciflc crimes-Abortion.
8. -- Assault.
9. -- Assault with intent to mur-

der.
10. Assault with intent to rape.
11. Assault with intent to rob.
12. -- Bribery.
13. -- Burglary.

1. Acting with others and presence at commission of crime In general.-All
persons are principals who act together in the commission of an offense, although
all may not have been actually present when the offense was committed. Corn v.

State, 41 Tex. 301; Welsh v. State, 3 App. 412; Wells v. State, 4 App. 20; Berry
v. State, 4 App. 492; Templeton v. State, 5 App. 398; Scales v. State, 7 App, 361;
Truitt v. State, 8 App. 148; Heard v. State, 9' App, 1; Brown v. State, 9 App. 81;
Cohea v. State, 9 App. 173; Cook v. State, 14 App, 96; O'Neal v. State, 14 App,
582; Bean v. State, 17 App. 60; Wright v. State, 18 App. 358; Smith v. State, 21
App. 107, 17 S. W. 552; Watson v. State, 21 App. 598, 1 S. W. 451, 17 S. W. 550;
Phillips v. State, 26 App. 228, 9 S. W. 557, 8 Am. St. Rep. 471; Mason v. State, 31
App, 306, 20 S. W. 564; Mason v. State, 32 App, 95, 22 S. ""V. 144, 408; Blain v.

State, 33 App. 236, 26 S. W. 63; Trimble v. State, 33 App. 397, 26 S. W. 727; Mc
Donald v. State, 34 App. 556, 35 S. W. 286; Goode v. State, 57 App. 220, 123 S. 1N.
597; Bass v. State, 59 App. 186, 127 S. W. 1020; Sheppard v. State, 63 App. 569,
14() S. W. 1090. All who, by acts, words or gestures, being present, participate
in the commission of the offense though they took no actual part in it, are prin
cipal offenders. Blain v. State, 33 App. 236, 26 S. W. 63; Lyons v. State, 30 App.
642, 18 S. W. 416; Walker v. State, 29 App. 621, 16 S. W. 548; Fernandez v. State,
25 App. 538, 8 S. W. ,667; Mason v. State, 31 App. 306, 20 S. W. 564. If accused is
shown to have been present, and to have acted with and encouraged others in the
commission of a crime, he is deemed a principal in such crime, although the act

constituting such crime was actually committed by another. Sharp v. State, 6
App. 650; Mills v. State, 13 App, 487; Dunman v. State, 1 App. 593. Any person
who advises or agrees to the commission of an offense and is present at its com

mission is a principal thereto, whether he aids or not in the commission of the
illegal act. Sheppard v. State, 63 App, 569, 140 S. W. 1090. But one is not a prin
cipal merely because he was present at the commission of the offense, though that
is a circumstance which, in connection with other circumstances, may constitute
the party a participant. Burrell v. State, 18 Tex. 713; Ring v. State, 42 Tex. 282;
Truitt v. State, 8 App, 148; Golden v. State, 18 App. 637; .Jackson v. State, 20 App,
190; Sharp v. State, 29 App. 211, 15 S. W. 176; Floyd v. State, 29 App, 349, 16 S.
W. 188; Walker v. State, 29 App. 621, 16 S. W. 548; Campbell v. State, 63 App.
595, 141 S. W. 232, Ann. Cas. 1913D, 858. In order to constitute a person a princi
pal in a crime when he is not personally present at the time and place of its
commission, he must at the time of the commission of the offense be doing some

act in furtherance of the common design. Tittle v. State, 35 App. 96, 31 S. W. 67'7;
Dawson V. State, 38 App. 50, 41 S. W. 599; Starks v. State, 38 App, 233, 42 S. W.
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379; Eddenq v. State, 47 App, 539, 84 S. W. 838; Tally v. State, 49 App. 91, 90 S.
W. 1113; Stlva.s v. State, 71 App. 213, 159 S. W. 223. Hence, an instruction which
authorizes the jury to convict the defendant as a principal if he acted with oth
ers in the commission of the offense charged and the act was done in pursuance of

a common intent, whether the defendant was in fact actually present, is errone

ous, as authorizing a conviction as principal on facts which make the defend
ant guilty only as an accomplice. Silvas v . State, 71 App, 213, 159 S. W. 223.

Each party to a conspiracy to commit a 'crime is responsible for the acts of

any or all pending the consummation of the common design and in furtherance
thereof. Cox v. State, 8 ApD. 254, 34 Am. Rep. 746; Mills v. State, 13 App. 487;
Blum v, State, 20 App. 578, 54 Am. Rep. 530; Kirby v. State, 23 App. 13, 5 S. W.

165; Phillips v. State, 26 App. 228, 9 S. W. 557, 8 Am. St. Rep. 471; Blain v. State,
30 App. 702, 18 S. W. 862; Mason v. State, 32 App. 95, 22 S. W. 144, 408; English v.

State, 34 App. 190, 30 S. W. 233; Burris v. State, 34 App. 387, 30 S. W. 785; Mitchell

v. State, 36 App, 278, 33 S. W. 367, 36 S. W. 456; Jenkins v. State, 45 App. 173, 75

S. W. 312; Lott v. State, 58 App. 604, 127 S. W. 191. Otherwise if the undertaking
was lawful. Mercersmith v. State, 8 App, 211. A person who persuades others to
commit a crime and is present when the conspiracy is entered into, even though
he intends to apprehend the others and have them arrested in the act of the corn

mission of the offense is a principal conspirator. Dever v. State, 37 App. 396, 30
S. W. 1071. Where a crime committed is not in any way connected with a con

spiracy, but is the independent act of one of the conspirators, though done while
he was engaged in the common purpose, the others are not legally responsible
therefor, but if the crime is in furtherance of the common purpose, and is such
an offense as might have been and should have been contemplated would result

from the execution of the conspiracy, and it was so executed, then all engaged in
the unlawful purpose are equally guilty, though at the time they may have been

engaged in some other part of the common purpose. Serrato v. State (Cr. App.)
171 S. W. 1133. See, also, Mercersmith v. State, 8 App, 211; Lyons v. State, 30

App. 642, 18 S. W. 416. If accused was present and took part with others in the
crime so as to make him a principal, a charge requiring a prior agreement between
accused and the others, to commit the crime or a conspiracy to do so, was not

necessary; such a charge only being necessary if accused was present when the
crime was committed, but took no part therein. Ross v. State, 60 App. 547, 132
S. W. 793.

To convict a person as principal in the second degree, the evidence must show

knowledge on his part of the intention of the principal actor, and a participation
in the act. If he was present, consenting, and the act was the result of a com

mon design, he is equally guilty with the real perpetrator. Burrell v. State, 18
Tex. 713; Espinoza v. State (Cr. App.) 165 s. W. 208. Mere knowledge that an

offense is about to be committed will not make the party a principal. Tullis v.

State, 41 Tex. 598; nor will the mere presence of the accused at the commission
of the offense, his failure to give the alarm, his silence, inaction, and supposed
concealment of the offense. Ring v. State, 42 Tex. 282. But if he was near enough
to keep watch, and was acting with others who perpetrated the offense, he is a

principal. Selvidge v. State, 30 Tex. 60; or if he was present encouraging others.
Sharp v. State, 6 App. 650. His com.plicity cannot always be determined by his
actual corporeal presence, for the offense may consist of a series of acts, per
formed by different persons, apart from the others; but if done in furtherance of
the common design, all are principals. Berry v. State, 4 App. 492. The true test
is, "Did the parties act together?" See discussions and illustrations. Welsh v.

State, � App. 413; Wells v. State, 4 App, 20; Scales v. State, 7 App. 361; Corn
v, State, 41 Tex. 301.

If an illegal military order be executed, and its execution results in an offense
against the law, the officer who gave the order will be deem.ed the principal of
fender. State v. Bparks, 27 Tex. 627.

If one knows the unlawful intent of anoth.er and joins with him in the enter
prise, both are principals, no matter what the relation between them.. But if
one brother finds another in a conflict and rushes to his aid, his amenability to
punishment depends on his own act and intent, and not upon that of his brother.
Guffee v. State, 8 App. 187.

To render a principal criminally liable for an act of his agent, committed in
the absence of the principal, there must be some sort of complicity. Ollre v.

State, 57 App. 520, 123 S. W. 1117.
Where a father ordered his son to get some whisky which belonged to the

father and sell it to the purchaser, the father participated in the sale and was a

principal in the transaction. Albright v. State (Cr. App.) 164 s. W. 1001.
2. Act and Intent.-To constitute one a principal with others in the commis

sion of a crime there must be a combination of both act and intent. He must act
together with the others in the commission of the offense, knowing their unlaw
ful intent. Welsh v. State, 3 App. 413; Rountree v. State, 10 App. 110. in the case
of co-principals, the intent of one may not be the intent of the other, and the
issue as to the intent of each must be clearly and distinctly submitted to the jury.
The court must not assume that the intent of both was the same. Leslie. v. State,'
42 App, 65, 57 S. W. 661. But each conspirator is liable for whatever act of his
confederates that follows Inctdentaltv, or in the natural or probable consequence
of the common design though not originally intended. Cox v. State, 8 App, 254,
34 Am. Rep. 746; Bowers v. State, 24 App. 542, 7 S. W. 247, 5 Am. St. Rep. 901;
McKenzie v. State, 32 App. 568, 25 S. W. 426, 40 Am. st. Rep. 795; Blain v. State,
33 App. 236, 26 S. W. ·63; Rix v. State, 33 App. 353, 26 S. W. 505; Smith v. State,
46 App. 267,. 81 .S. W. 936, 108 Am. St. Rep. 991. A party's liability may, however,
under certam CIrcumstances depend upon his own act and intent, and not those of
the other parties. Guffee v. State, 8 App. 187; Trimble v. Staie, 33 App. 397, 26
S. W. 727 (following Smith v. State, 21 App. 107, 17 S. W. 552;) Blain v, State, 33
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App. 236, 26 S. W. 63; Lyons v. State, 30 App. 642, 18 S. W. 416; Tittle v. state,
35 App. 96, 31 S. W. 677; Chapman v. State, 43 App. 328, 65 S. W. 1098, 96 Am. St.

Rep. 874; Franklin v. State, 45 App, 470, 76 S. W. 473. If, in a joint unlawful un

dertaking, one commits a felony beyond the purview of the original enterprise,
without the. foreknowledge of his confederates, the others are not liable therefor,
although the act was done to facilitate the escape of all. Mercersmith v. State, 8
App, 211. See, also, Snell v. State, 29 App, 236, 15 S. W. 722, 25 Am. St. Rep. 723;
Walker v. State, 29 App. 624, 16 S. W. 548; Blain v. State, 30 App. 702, 18 S. W.
862.

An instruction that all persons are principals who acted together in the com

mission of an offense, and that where an offense is committed by one or more per
sons, and others are present, and, knowing the unlawful intent, aid those actually
engaged in the unlawful act, such persons are prtnctpals, who may be prosecuted
,as such, followed by an instruction that, before defendant could be convicted, it
must be found beyond a reasonable doubt that he was present "knowing the un

lawful intent and aided the persons committing the offense," aptly presents the
issue as to intent. Dowling v. State, 63 App. 366, 140 S. Vi,T. 224 -,

3. Distinguished, from accompllce.-The distinction between a principal and an

accomplice is stated as follows: The facts constituting an accomplice are auxil
iary only, all of which may be, and are performed by him, anterior and as induce
ments to the crime about to be committed, whilst the pr-inclpal offender not only
may perform some antecedent act in furtherance of the commission of the crime,
but, when it is actually committed, is doing his part of the work assigned him in
connection with the plan and furtherance of the common purpose, whether he be
present where the main fact is- to be accomplished, or not. When the offense is
committed by the perpetration of different parts which constitute one entire whole,
it is not necessary that the offenders should be in fact together at the per
petration of the offense, to render them liable as prfncipa.ls. In other words, an

accomplice, under our statute, is one who has completed his offense before the
crime is actually committed, and whose liability attaches after its commission by
virtue of his previous acts in bringing it about through the agency of, or in con

nection with third parties. The principal offender acts his part individually, in
furtherance of and during the consummation of the crime. The dividing line
between the two is the commencement of the commission of the offense. If the
parties acted together, in the commission of the offense, they are principals. If
they agreed to commit the offense together, but did not act together in its com

mission, the one who actually committed it, is the prtncipal, while the other, who
was not present at the commission, and who was not in any way aiding in its
commission, as by keeptng- watch, or by securing the safety or concealment of
the principal, would be an accomplice. To constitute a prtncipal, the offender must
either be present where the crime is committed, or he must do some act during the
time when the offense is being committed which connects him with the act of
commission in some of the ways named in the statute. Where the acts committed
occur prior to the commission of the principal offense, or subsequent thereto, and
are independent of, and disconnected with, the actual commission of the principal
offense, and no act is done by the party during the commission of the prfncipal
offense in aid thereof, such party is not a prInctpal offender, but is an accomplice
or accessory according to the fact. Heard v. State, 9 App. 1; Cohea v. State, 9
App. 173; Cook v. State, 14 App. 96 (approving. Scales v. State, 7 App. 361); Han
cock v. State, 14 App, 392; O'Neal v. State, 14 App. 582; Bean v. State, 17 App,
60; Phillips v. State, 17 App, 169; O'Quinn v. State, 55 App. 18, 115 s, W. 39;
Parker v. State, 24 App, 61, 5 S. W. 653; Buchanan v. State, 26 App, 52, 9. S. W.
57; Phillips v. State, 26 App. 228, 9 S. W. 557, 8 Am. St. Rep. 471; Dugger v. State,
27 App. 95, 10 S. W. 763; Medis v. State, 27 App. 196, 11 S. W. 112, 11 Am. St.
Rep. 192; Crook v. State, 27 App. 198, 11 S. W. 444; West v. State, 28 App. 1, 11
S. W. 635; Elizando v. State, 31 App, 237, 20 S. W. 560; Dawson v. State, 38
App, 50, 11 S. W. 599; Serrato v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 1133.

4. Knowledge and concealment of crlme.-Knowledge and concealment of the
crime do not make the party either a principal or an accomplice. Burrell v. State,
18 Tex. 713; Tullis v. State, 41 Tex. 598; Ring v. State, 42 Tex. 282; Noftsinger v.

State, 7 App. 301; Rucker v. State, 7 App, 549; Golden v. State, 18 App. 637; Smith
v. State, 28 App. 309, 12 S. W. 1104; Floyd v. State, 29 App, 349, 16 S. W. 188;
Prewett v. State, 41 App. 262, 53 S. W. 879; Scott v. State, 46 App. 536, 81 S. W.
294, 108 Am. St. Rep. 1032. See, also, Wood v. State, 28 App, 14, 11 S .•W. 678;
Wtatson v. State, 28 App, 34, 12 S. W. 404; Sharp v. State, 29 App. 211, 15 ::I. W.·
176; Walker v. State, 29 App. 621, 16 S. W. 548. To constitute a principal there
must be a knowledge of the unlawful intent of the other parties, and an "acting
together." Welsh v. State, 3 App, 413; Rountree v. State, 10 App. 110. Confed
erates in an unlawful undertaking are not liable for a felony committed by one,
without their knowledge, and which did not enter into the original design. Mer
cersmith v. State, 8 App. 211; Harris v. State, 15 App, 629; Blain v. State, 30
App. 702. 18 S. W. 862. .

5. Crime committed primarily in foreign country.-A princlpal offender under
the law of this state is one who, being present when the offense is actually com
mitted by another, and knowing the unlawful intent of such other, aids by acts
or encourages by words the party engaged in the commission of the unlawful act.
Would the state, in prosecuting such an aider and abettor as the principal offender,
for an orrense committed primarily in a foreign country, and consummated in this,
be required to show a similar or analogous provision of the law of the foreign
country? Fernandez v. State, 25 App. 538, 8 S. W. ·667.

6. Misdemeanors In generaI.-In misdemeanors there are no accomplices; in
such cases ordinarily all parties are principals. Schwartz v. State, 38 App, 26, 40
S. W. 976; Strong v. State, 52 App. 133, 105 S. W. 785; Huffman v. State, 57 App.
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399, 123 S. W. 696; Ollre v: State, 57 App, 520, 123 S. W. 1117; Lott v. State, 68

App. 604, 127 S. W. 191; Oliver v. State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 604; Albright v.

State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 1001.
Where an absent person is sought to be held guilty of a misdemeanor, there

must be some complicity in some manner with the act of the one who committed
the offense. Ollre v. State, 57 App. 520, 123 S. W. 1117.

7. Specific crlmes-Abortion.-One who provides means to procure an abortion
is a principal and not an accomplice. Watson v. State, 9 App. 237; Willingham
v. State, 33 App. 98, 25 S. W. 424. A person prescribing and furnishing medicine
or an instrument to a woman for the purpose of producing an abortion is· a prin
cipal offender. Moore v. State, 37 App. 552, 40 S. W... 287.

8. -- Assault.-All who are present and participating in an assault are

principals. Dunman v. State, 1 App. 593. But a party cannot be guilty of assault
as a principal from the fact of his knowledge that somebody was making an un

lawful attack on a third party. He must do something. He must aid and en

courage by words or gestures, or do some act in order to make him guilty as a

principal. Smith v. State, 61 App, 349, 135 S. W. 152.

9. -- Assault with Intent to murder.-In a prosecution for assault with in
tent to murder, where the two defendants claimed that they were acting in; self
defense, their lives being threatened by the other four men who engaged in the
affray, and the prosecuting witnesses contended that defendants brought on the
difficulty and forced the fight, charges on the question of prtncipal and accessory
were improper, not being warranted by the evidence. Black v; State (Cr. App.) 145
S. W. 944.

10. -- Assault with Intent to rape.-All persons who are present and co-op
erated in assaulting a girl with intent to rape her are guilty as prtnctpals. White
v. State, 60 App. 559, 132 S. W. 790. So, where accused took any part in the stop
ping of prosecutrix's buggy and the assault of her with intent to rape, and did
anything in furtherance of the criminal acts of others, in that respect he would
be a prtncipal whether he had agreed with the others before he came to the place
of assault to do anything or not. Ross v. State, 60 App, 547, 132 S. W. 793.

Where two or more who act together with an unlawful intent and common de
sign in committing an offense are each guilty as principals, and the previous acts
and declarations of either tending to show their motive in committing the offense
are admissible against the others, whether they are prosecuted jointly or separate
ly, so that where several acted together with a common design, in committing an
assault with intent to rape, the prior acts and declarations of either were admis
sible in evidence in a prosecution of any of the others. White v. State, 60 App. 559,
132 S. W. 790.

11. -- Assault with Intent to rob.-Under this article accused was a prin
cipal and not an accomplice where he was present and assisted in an assault with
an intent to commit robbery, although he claimed that he thought his codefendant
was a detective and that he was helping him to arrest the prosecuting witness.
Drysdale v. State, 70 App, 273, 156 S. W. 685.

�2. -- Brlbery.-A party is not guilty of bribery as principal, because he
pays a witness in a criminal case to take- his daughter, who is also a . witness,
away from the county.. Harrison v. State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 552.

13. -- Burglary.-Where one person plans a burglary, and defendant and
another agreed to assist in the commission of the offense, all are guilty. Attaway
v. State, 35 App. 403, 34 S. W. 112; Lewis v, State, 72 App. 377, 162 S. W. 866.
The possession of a harness by defendant and another, half an hour after a

burglary in which two persons partlolpa.ted, attempted to be explained only by a

statement of defendant that they were selling it for a stranger, and their then
attempting to sell it, warrants a charge on the law of prtnctpals, on a prosecution
for burglary, Dowling v, State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 606.

14. -- Disorderly house.-On a trial for keeping a house where prostitutes
resorted and resided for the purpose of plying their vocation, and where men and
women met for sexual intercourse, evidence that accused's husband took men and
women there to engage in unlawful cohabitation was admiSSible, since such acts
rendered him liable as a principal offender. Farris v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W.
310.

15. Forgery.-See notes under art. 932, post.
16. Gift or delivery of liquors to mlnors.-See art. 593, post.
17. Homlclde.-The law of principals in crime applies as well to man

slaughter as to any other offense. Though there can be no accomplice in man

slaughter, several persons may so act together as to become prmctpa.ls in its com
mission. Cartwright v, State, 16 App. 473, 49 Am. Rep. 826; Ogle v. State, 16 App.
361; Burnam v. State, 61 App, 616, 135 S. W. 1175. One is responsible for a homi
cide whether he fired the fatal shot or not, if he was present aiding and assisting.
Butler v. State, 61 App. 133, 134 S. W. 230; Goode v. State, 57 App. 220, 123 S. W.
597; Condron v. State, 62 App, 485, 138 S. W. 594; Castillo v. State (Cr. App.) 172
S. W. 788. But the mere presence of accused at the time a homicide was com
mitted is not sufficient to make him a principal. Burnam v. State, 61 App. 616, 135
S. W. 1175; Patton v. Bts.te; 62 App. 71, 136 S. W. 459. He must say or do some
thing to encourage the third person to do the killing, or the killing must have
occurred because of a previous agreement, and, if the third person acted in self
defense, accused could act with him, without becoming guilty as a prtncipal, Pat
ton v. State, 62 App. 71, 136 S. W. 459; Gastillo v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 788.
But such pres�nce is a circumstance which, in connection with others, may war
rant a concluston that he was a participant. Burnam v. State, 61 App. 616, 135 S.
W. 1175. A defendant, in order to be held as a principal and rendered guilty of
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murder in the first degree, must have been present, knowing the unlawful intent
of the person actually committing the murder, and have aided and encouraged him

by acts or words in committing the homicide. Menefee v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S.
W. 138; Maxwell v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 171. See, also, Goode v. State, 6'?
App. 220, 123 S. W. 597; Castillo v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 788. So, where de
ceased was killed by a third person under the advice of defendant who furnished
him the means by which it was done, but was not present and not doing anything
in furtherance of the common design so as to make him constructively present,
defendant is not guilty as a pr-lnclpal. Menefee v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 138.
And one who furnished a gun to a third person' to kill decedent, but who was not
present at the time the third person killed decedent, and who did not actually par
ticipate therein, was not a principal, but only an accomplice. Clark v. State, 60
App, 173, 131 S. W. 556. But, where a person accused of murder confessed that he
was present at the killing of the deceased, and, while he did not strike the blows
which resulted in the death, he did take a watch off the deceased's person, he was

not an accomplice, but was liable as a principal. Williams v. State (,Cr. App.) 144
S. W. 622.

When two persons are acting together in resisting arrest, with the common

purpose to resist to the death, it is immaterial which of them fired the fatal shot.
English v. State, 34 App. 190, 30 S. W. 233.

Where defendant with others provoked the difficulty that brought about the
murder, and defendant fled, but his co-conspirators killed deceased, they were his
agents in the matter, and he is equally guilty with them. Burris v. State, 34 App.
387, 30 S. W. 785.

Every defendant on trial for homicide is to be judged according to his own

intent, and where there is a principal in the second degree, if the facts call for it,
he is not to be tried solely according to the intent of his principal in the first de
gree, but according to the intent with which he may have participated. Leslie v.

State, 42 App. 65, 57 S. W. 660.
Where, on a trial for homicide, committed by third persons, the evidence showed

a conspiracy between accused and the third persons to rob, in the attempted perpe
tration of which the homicide occurred, and that it was the duty of accused to go
to the place where the persons to be robbed were, and to ascertain their unprepar
ed condition and to give notice to the third persons, and that he did so, he was a

"principal" to the killing, though he was 100 or 200' yards from the scene of the
difficulty. Bass v. State, 59 App. 186, 127 S. W. 1020.

Where the state in the trial of one as principal in a murder puts in the con

fession of a third person that he did the killing and fails to show defendant's pres
ence, defendant is entitled to an acquittal. Menefee v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S.
W.138.

Where one person killed another under a belief that he was making or about to
make an attack upon a third person, the latter could not be convicted of the homi
cide. Maxwell v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 171.

In a prosecution for murder, evidence held sufficient to warrant the jury in find
ing that defendant held deceased while another struck the fatal blow, so that de
fendant was guilty as principal. Castillo v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 788.

All persons forming a conspiracy to march into a foreign country at all haaards
.and overcome all resistance, and arming themselves for that purpose, are equally
principals in a murder committed by some of them in furtherance of the conspiracy.
Vasquez v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 1160. And this is true though some members
of the conspiracy were not engaged .in the killing nor present when it was com

mitted. Gonzales v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 1146; Serrato v. State (Cr. Apj»)
171 s. W. 1133. So, where decedent was killed as an incident to a conspiracy to
commit another crime, and accused, one of the conspirators, was but a few yards
away at the time of the killing, engaged in the furtherance of the common pur
pose, the fact that he was not bodily present at the exact spot where decedent was

killed did not prevent his being a principal. Gonzales v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S.
W. 1146. And where a company illegally organized in Texas to invade Mexico, arm

ing and equipping themselves to engage in war and agreeing to resist all interfer
ence, the killing of a deputy sheriff, captured while attempting to investigate the
camp, was within the accomplishment of the common purpose, and this being a

felony, all engaged therein were guilty of murder as principals. Gonzales v. State
(Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 1146. But, the members of the conspiracy not immediately
concerned in the killing could only be convicted of homicide on proof that the
killing was incidental to a conspiracy to do an unlawful act and was within the
scope thereof. Martinez v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 1153. See, also, Serrato v.

State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 1133.
The failure to indict for murder a member of a conspiracy to rob, in the at

tempted perpetration of which the murder was committed, does not prejudice the
rights of the state to secure a conviction of the other members of the conspiracy,
and the fact that one member was not indicted did not prevent the court from sub
mitting the case as justified by the evidence with reference to a conspiracy to which
he was a party. Bass v. State, 59 App. 186, 127 S. W. 1020.

Where the one actually cominitting the homicide is guilty of murder in the sec
ond degree, a principal cannot be guilty of a higher grade of offense. Menefee v,
State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 138.

In a murder case, a charge that all persons are principals who act together in
committing an offense; and that, when an offense is actually committed by one or
more persons, but others are present, and, knowing the unlawful intent, aid by acts
or encourage by words or gestures those actually engaged in committing the un

lawful act, such persons so aiding are "p'rincipals," as are all who endeavor at the
time of the offense to secure the safety or concealment of the offenders, and one
who is present when the offense is committed is a principal whether he aids or not
in the illegal act; and that, if decedent was killed on the date charged, and ac
cused was present, and, knowing the unlawful intent, aided by acts or encouraged
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by words or gestures those actually engaged in killing decedent, or advised or

agreed to' the killing, and was present when it was done, whether she aided or ,?-Qt
in the killing, or endeavQred to' secure the safety or concealment or the ories doing
the act she would be a principal, and subject to' the same punishment as those

actually engaged in the killing is a sufficient charge Qn the law or prmctpals,
GQQde v. State, 57 App. 220, 123 S. W. 597. Where, in a prosecutton ror murder, the

court property instructs that defendant would -be guilty if he had rorrned a CQn

spiracy with the one doing the killing, and that if he aided and abetted such per

son, or if he steed watch to' avoid interruptien, he wou ld be guilty, though net

present, defendant is entitled to' a converse inatructton presenting the defense that,
though he had formed an Intention to' get deceased out of a house, still if the in

tent to' kill was forrned by the other party during an altercation between him and

deceased, and even if he had entered into a conspiracy to' run down deceased
and thereafter the o ther- party killed him in an altercatien, he would not be guilty;
the evidence tending to' shew such defense. Geedwin v. State, 58 App. 496, 126 S.
W. 582. In a prosecu tion fer horniclde, the clause in an tnstructton on the law of

principals, "and did aid them, or either of them" by acts, Qr sncourage them, or

either of them, by words or- gestures," should have been amended by eliminating
the words "or gestures." Deneaner v. State, 58 App. 624, 127 S. W. 201. Where
the state relied on circumstantial evidence, indicating that accused furnished a

gun to' a third person to' sheet decedent, but the circumstances shewing accused's
presence at the time of the killing were no .stronger than these shewing that he
was net present, a charge that the crtterton tor determining who are prfnclpals
is, did the parties act together in the commtssion of the offense, and was the act
done in pursuance or a common intent, and of a previouslv fermed design, and, if

so, the parties are alike guilty, whether all were actually bodily present at the
time of the commtssion or the orrense, unaccompanied by a charge submitting the
issue of accomplice, was erroneous as authorizing a convlctton, though accused was

net present, and did net actually participate in the killing. 'Clark v. State, 60 App,
173, 131 S. W. 556. An Instructlon in the trial or ons indicted as a principal in a

murder that, if defendant with express malice aforethought with a gun, being a

deadly weapon well calculated to produce death by the manner in which it was

used, with deliberate mind and formed design, acting together with a certain nam

ed per-son, unlawfully shot and killed deceased, he was guilty or murder in the first
degree was erroneous as excluding the questien or defendant's presence. And an

instructton in the trial or one charged as a principal in a murder that, if defendant
with malice aforethought with a gun, being a deadly weapon' calculated to' produce
death by the manner in which it was used, with deliberate mind and fermed de
sign, acting together- with a third person, unlawfully shot and killed deceased, he
was guilty of murder in the first degree was erroneous as leaving the jury to' as

certain what the court meant by "acting tegether with." Menefee v. State (Cr.
App.) 149 s. W. 138.

18. -- Obstructing railroad track.-See note under article 735 of Cede Crim
inal Procedure.

19. -- Taking fish and dragging seines In prohibited waters.-Where sev

eral parties were acting together in taking fish and dragging seines in prohfbi ted
waters, they were all pr-incipal Qffenders, and an tnstructlon to' that effect was
proper, Gavina v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 594.

20. -- Theft.-In order to' be a principal accused must be connected with the
ortgfnal taking. Buchanan v. State, 26 App. 52, 9 S. W. 57; Reman v. State, 64
lApp. 515, 142 S. W. 912; Pendley v. State, 71 App. 281, 158 S. W. 811; Harris v.

State, 71' App, 463, 160 S. W. 447. If he did not take the property himself, he must
have acted tegether with the person cemmitting the theft, knowing at the time of
the fraudulent intent. Andersen v. State, 8 App. 542; Gentry v. State, 24 App. 478,
6 S. W. 321. And see Slain v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 366. If not present at the
time of the taking, he must have been acting with the person committing the theft
at the very time or the commtssion, in pursuance of a common design existing be
tween them to' commrt the theft. Gentry v. State, 24 App. 478, 6 S. W. 321. If he
was net present at the time of the theft, but advised it and the proper-ty was taken
pursuant to' his advice, he would by the express terms or the statute be an aCCQm
plice. Pendley v. State, 71 App. 281, 158 S. W. 811. It does net suffice to' prove
that, subsequent to' the taking and without cornpltclty therein, but with knowledge
that the property had been stolen, he aided the taker to' dispose of it, or fraudu
lently disposed of it himself. See the opinion for a summary of proof which de
manded or the trial cour-t a charge in harmony with this rule. Buchanan v. State"
26 App. 52, 9 S. W. 57; Pendley v. State, 71 App. 281, 158 S. W. 811. After de
fining theft and principals, the court properly instructed that, if the prcsecutor-'a
hog was taken under circumstances amounting to theft, and defendant and F. act
ed together in such taking" with a common purpose and intent fraudulently to
take such hog, knowing it not to' belong to' either of them, and with intent to' de
prive the owner or its value, or that F. had such kriowledgn and intent, and defend
ant, knowing F.'s unlawful intent, aided him in taking the hog, in either case de
fendant would be principal in the orrense: but if defendant shot the hog at the in
stance or F., believing it to' be F.'s hog, then defendant would not be guilty, wheth
er F. believed it to' be his hog or not. McCQY v. State, 58 App. 252, 124 S. W. 921.
If accused's SQn and grandson took possession of anothers cow rrom the range, and
drove her away, with the Intention of approprta.ting her to' their own use, and ac
cused was not present, he would not be guilty of the theft as a "principal," though
he may have agreed that the animal should be stolen and subsequently butchered,
and that he would par ticlpate in the butchering and would conceal the meat.
Where accused was prosecuted under an indictment charging the commrttlng of'
eattle theft as a principal, he was entitled to' a clear-cut charge that if he was not
a prmcipal under the statute he should be acquitted, and that the fact than he was'
an accomplice or a receiver or the stolen animal would not authorfza his convlctton.
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Jones v. State, 57 App. 144, 122 S. W. 31. If the original larceny of cattle in F.

county was in accordance with a plan formed by accused and third persons, and

the third persons drove the cattle to accused's pasture in F. county and then to T.

county, and shipped and sold them, accused was a principal in the concealment of

the cattle in T. county, though he was not present in T. county and did not aid

in the concealment therein. Davis v. State, 61 App. 611, 136 S. W. 45. A hired
hand may be guilty of theft of cattle if he received a certain sum per capita for

gathering cattle, and the taking was otherwise fraudulent. Corn v. State, 41 Tex.
301.

An employer may be guilty though not present: at the taking. Welsh v. State,
3 App. 413; Wells v. State, 4 App, 20; Scales v: State, 7 App. 361. But it de

volves upon the state to prove that the accused knew that the taking was illegal,
or the circumstances were such as to charge him with notice. Ivey v. state, 43
Tex. 425. Guilt is dependent on guilty knowledge. Taylor v. State, 5 App, 529.

On trial for theft of hogs, where defendant in furtherance of the common de

sign built a pen while his confederates took the hogs and brought them to the pen,
he was a prtncipal in the crime. Trimble v. State, 33 App, 397, 26 S. W. 727 (follow
ing Smith v. State, 21 App. 107, 17 S. W. 552).

When an agreement is made between two persons to steal horses and one of
them pursuant thereto steals a horse, the other is not a principal offender unless he
was at the time doing some act in furtherance of the common design. And where
one of such persons afterwards refuses to assist he cannot be convicted for theft
of horses stolen by other parties to the agreement. Sessions v. State, 37 App, 62,
-38 S. W. 623.

21. -- Violations of local option laws.-In a prosecution for violation of the
local option law, it is not essential to charge on the subject of princtpals, since in
misdemeanor cases the distinction between princtpals and accompltces does not

apply. Lott v. State, 58 App. 604, 127 S. W. 191; Creed v. State (ICr. App.) 155 S.
W.240.

'

The evidence showed that defendant kept watch over a lot of negro bartenders

selling whisky in a local option district, that when the parties to whom he was

charged with selling came to the door, defendant objected to one of them coming
in because he had been giving parties away. Defendant stepped outside of the
door and stood out there with such person; held, the evidence was sufficient to

support a conviction under the theory that he was keeping watch. WOlfe v. State,
38 App. &37, 43 S. W. 997.

22. -- Violation of Sunday law.-This article, and articles 75 and 79, were

intended to apply to every subsequent enactment; and hence apply to article 302 of
the Penal Code, making it an offense to permit a public theatrical performance on

Sunday, and make all aiding in the commission of the offense principals. Oliver
v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 604. And in Gould v . State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 172,.
it was held that evidence that the defendant sold tickets, and, in the literature dis
tributed, was held out as the manager of the theater kept open for public amuse

ment on Sunday, justified a finding that he was guilty of opening or permitting the
theater to be opened on Sunday, though he was not the proprietor.

23. Indictment, proof and varlance.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 733.
The indictment Heed not allege the facts constituting accused a principal. Wil

liams v. State, 42 Tex. 392; Bell v, State, 1 App. 598; Gladden v. State, 2 App,
508; Davis v. State, 3 App. 91; Tuller v. State, 8 App. 501; Mills v. State, 13 App,
487; Oliver v. State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 604. It need not allege that the parties
impleaded as principals "acted together." Bell v. State, 1 App. 598; Watson v.

State, 28 App. 34, 12 S. W. 404; Finney v. State, 29 App. 184, 15 S. W. 175; Log
gins v. State, 32 App. 358, 24 S. W. 408; Gallagher v. State, 34 App. 306, 30 S. W.
657. Or that they conspired together to commit the offense. Williams v. State, 42
Tex. 392; Bell v. State, 1 App, 598; Tuller v. State, 8 App. 501; Loggins V. State,
32 App. 358, 24 S. W. 408. It is not necessary to allege the facts relied upon to show
the defendants to be principals, although the offense with which they are charged
may not have actually been committed by them. But if they are principals by
reason of the parts performed by them in the commission of the offense, they may
be convicted under an indictment charging them directly with its commission. If,
however, the pleader charges each of the defendants with the particular acts
done, or part performed by them respectively, and the facts alleged as to some

of them be insufficient, the indictment as to them must be held bad. Williams v,

State, 42 Tex. 392; Gladden v. State, 2 App. 508. It is proper to charge one as the
actual perpetrator and the others as present and knowing the unlawful 'intent, aid
ed, abetted, encouraged, etc. Gladden v. State, 2 App, 508; Davis v. State, 3 App, 91.
The indictment must allege that principal in first degree of his malice aforethought
eommitted the homicide and that the principal in the second degree of his malice
aforethought, etc., was present, aiding, etc., and this must be proved and sub
mitted in the same measure by the charge to the court. Leslie v. State, 42 App,
65, 57 S. W. 661.

Persons charged as principals may be convicted of different degrees of homicide.
Red v. State, 39 App. 667, 47 S. W. 1003, 73 Am. St. Rep. 965.

Where one is a principal by reason of the part performed by him in the com

mission of an offense, he may be convicted under an indictment charging him with
actual commission; hence an averment that accused passed a forged instrument
through and by an agent is surplusage, and the indictment is not defective because
not alleging that the agent was innocent. Dillard v, State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W.
99.

If a principal only by reason of his co-operation with the party who actually
committed the crime he may be convicted under an indictment charging him direct
ly as principal. Tuller v. State, 8 App. 5,()1; Mills V. State, 13 App. 487; Gladden
v. State, 2 App. 508; Davis v. State, 3 App, 91. There is no variance where the
parttes, being' indicted as principals, if the proof shows that but one of them alone
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committed the crime. Such one could be convicted under that indictment. Finney
v. State, 29 App, 184, 15 S. W. 175; Watson v. State, 28 App. 34, 12 S. W. 404;
Loggins v. State, 32 App, 358, 24 S. W. 408; Gallagher v. State, 34 App. 306, 30 S.

W.557. .

Inasmuch as the statute creates a difference between principals and accomplices,
an indictment must follow this distinction in charging one as an accomplice; and

he cannot be convicted as an accomplice under an indictment charging him as prin
cipal, nor as principal under a charge as accomplice. McKeen v. State, 7 App. 631;
Truitt v. State, 8 App. 148; Simms v. State, 10 App. 131; Mills v. State, 13 App,
487; Bean v. State, 17 App, 60; Trimble v. State, 18 App, 632; Golden v. State, 18

App, 637; Phillips v. State, 26 App, 228, 9 S. W. 557, 8 Am. St. Rep. 471; Arm

strong v. State, 28 App. 526, 13 S. W. 864; Rix v. State, 33 App. 353, 26 S. W.

505; Dawson v. State, 38 App. 50, 41 S. W. 599; Crtnet' v. State, 41 App, 290,
53 S. W. 873; McAlister v. State, 45 App, 258, 76 S. W. 760, 108 Am. St. Rep.
958; Cooper v. State (Cr. App.) 154 s. W. 989; Silvas v. State, 71 App. 213, 159 S.
W. 223; Serrato v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 1133.

Where the count of an indictment on which he was tried charged accused as

principal in committing a robbery, and did not name any other person, the fact
that persons named in other counts as principals were shown not to have partici
pated does not constitute a variance. Collins v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 345.

24. Evldence.-In the following cases the evidence was held insufficient to sup
port allegations charging accused as a principal. Smith v, State, 23 App, 358, 5 S.
W. 219, 59 Am. Rep. 773; Collins v. State, 24 App, 141, 5 S. W. 848; Gentry v. State,
24 App. 478, 6 S. W. 321; Bowers v. State, 24 App. 542, 7 S. W. 247, 5 Am. St. Rep.
901; Blain v. State, 24 App. 626, 7 S. W. 239; Fernandez v. State, 25 App. 538, 8
S. W. 667; Phillips v. �nate, 26 App. 228, 9 S. W. 557, 8 Am. St. Rep. 471; Knowles
v. State, 27 App. 503, 11 S. W. 522; Floyd v. State, 29 App. 349, 16 S. W. 188; Mene
fee v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 138.

Evidence of acts and declarations, see notes under article 783, Code Cr. Proc.

25. Questions for Jury.-See notes under Code Crim. Proc. art. 786.

26. Instructlons.-Necessity of instructions as called for by evidence, etc., see

notes under article 735, Code Crim. Proc.

Art. 75. [75] Same subject.s=When an offense is actually
committed by one or more persons, but others are present, and,
knowing the unlawful intent, aid by acts, or encourage by words or

gestures, those actually engaged in the commission of the unlawful
act, or who, not being actually present, keep watch so as to prevent
the interruption of those engaged in committing the offense, such
persons so aiding, encouraging or keeping watch are principal
offenders, and may be prosecuted and convicted as such. [P. C_
215.]

See notes under preceding article.
Cited, ·Oliver v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 604; Fondren v. State (Cr. App.)

169 S. W. 411.

Indictment of alder or abettor.-The indictment against an aider or abettor need
not allege the acts or words of encouragement. Davis v. State, 3 App. 91.

Offense directly accomplished by another.-Under articles 75 to 78, all persons
who are present and participate by acts, or encourage by words or gestures in the·
commission of the offense, are principals, though the act directly accomplishing the
offense is t.he act of another. Davis v. State, 61 App. 611, 136 S. W. 45.

Woman as guilty of rape,-Under this article a woman may be guilty of rape.
Campbell v. State, 63 App. 595, 141 S. W. 232, Ann. Cas. 1913D, 858.

Giving encouragement.-While mere presence at a homicide will not render one

a principal, it may have that effect where there is evidence of a previous conspir
acy, his presence then constituting an encouragement to the offense. Leslie v.

State, 42 App. 65, 57 S. W. 659.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr.. Forms, 733.

Art. 76. [76] Same subject.-All persons who shall engage in
procuring aid, arms or means of any kind to assist in the commis
sion of an offense, while others are executing the unlawful act, and
all persons who endeavor at the time of the commission of the 'of
fense, to secure the safety or concealment of the offenders, are prin
cipals, and may be convicted and punished as such. [Po C. 216.]

See notes under the two preceding articles.
Cited, Phillips v. State, 26 App. 228, 9 S. W. 557, 8 Am. St. Rep. 471.
Homicide.-A'requested charge that the mere presence of a person at the com.

mitting of an offense, or his mere knowledge that an offense is about to be commit
ted, will not make him a prtncipal, nor will his failure to give alarm or supposed
concealment of the offense and the offenders make him such, but, to constitute one
a principal with others in the commission of a crime, there must be a combina-·
tion of both acts and intent, and he must act together with the others in the com
mission of the offense, knowing their unlawful intent, and that, unless the jury
believe beyond a reasonable doubt that accused was present when decedent was

killed, and knew both of the act of the killing and of the intent of the person
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who committed the act, and did some overt act in connection with such person,
and had a guilty knowledge and conspired with the person doing the killing before
the act was done, the mere presence at decedent's house on the night of the kill

ing, and vthe mere fact that she may have falsified and may have concealed those
who killed decedent, will not render her a principal, was properly refused, since
if accused concealed those who killed decedent, she would be a principal under this

article. The charge was also erroneous because, if theretofore accused had con

sented to the murder, and was present when it was committed, she would be a

principal, though at the moment of the killing she did no overt act. Goode v.

State, 57 App. 220, 123 S. W. 597.

Forgery.-One who aids in passing forged checks by advising and keeping watch
while a confederate passed the paper, may be treated as a principal. Mason v.

State, 32 App. 95, 22 S. W. 144, 408.

Abortlon.-Where a defendant has furnished the means for procuring an abor

tion, knowing the purpose intended, and the abortion is in fact procured, he is
an accomplice if the crime is accomplished or a principal if the attempt fails. Wil
lingham v. State, 33 App. 98, 25 S. W. 424.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 733.

Art. 77. [77] Same subject.-If anyone, by employing a child
or other person, who can not be punished, to commit an offense, or

by any means, such as laying poison where it may be taken, and
with intent that it shall be taken, or by preparing any other means

by which a person may injure himself, and with intent that such
person shall thereby be injured, or, by any other indirect means,
cause another to receive an injury to his person or property, the
offender, by the use of such indirect means, becomes a principal.
[Po C. 217.]

See notes under articles 74-76 ante.

Employing a person not punishable.-One using an innocent to consummate a

crime is a principal, whether present or not, under this article. So, where one points
out an animal that does not belong to him on the range and sells it to another as

his own, he is guilty of theft. Farris v. State, 55 App. 481, 117 S. W. 798, 799, 131
Am. St. Rep. 824.

Where cattle stolen in one county were placed in a pasture of accused in that
county, with knowledge that they were stolen, and he employed an innocent third
person to drive them to another county, and there conceal them by shipping them.
accused was a principal in the concealment in such second county, within this arti
cle and T. county could prosecute him. Davis v. State, 61 App. 611, 136 S. W. 45.

Suiclde.-This article does does not apply to a case where accused directly or in
directly furnished poison to one who took it voluntarily, and thereby became a

suicide. Grace v. State, 44 App. 193, 69 S. W. 530; Sanders v. State, 54 App. 101,
112 S. W. 69, 22 L. R. A. (N. S.) 243. And an indictment is insufficient which does
not negative the idea that deceased voluntarily took the poison and fails to allege
deceased's want of knowledge, or that defendant, in some manner, by force, threats
or fraud, caused deceased to take the poison. Sanders v. State, 54 App, 101, 112 S.
W. 68, 22 L. R. A. (N. S.) 243.

Passing forged check.-Where accused, in an action against him on a note, hand
-ad to his attorney, and his attorney offered in evidence, a check which, after it had
been paid, had been so altered as to apparently evidence a payment on such note,
.and it did not appear that the attorney knew or suspected that the check was forg
ed, while the evidence showed that accused did know that fact, and that he testi
fied to the genuineness of the check, the act of passtng the forged instrument was
that of accused, and not of his attorney. Bunker v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W .

.108.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 733.

Art. 78. [78] Same subject.-Any person who advises or

agrees to the commission of an offense, and who is present when the
same is committed, is a principal thereto, whether he aids or not in
the illegal act. [Po C. 218.]

Acces�ory before the fact.-See n.otes under articles 74 and 75, ante, and 79, post.
The differ-ence between accessorres before the fact, who are accomplices under

the Texas statute, and principals has not been abolished. Cooper v. State (Cr.
App.) 154 s. W. 989.

'

In a prosecution for murder by aiding and abetting another "to kill, whether
defendant entered into a conspiracy to kill deceased, and whether he aided and
encouraged the one doing the killing by standing watch so as to avoid interruption,
the evidence held sufficient to take such questions to the jury. Goodwin v. State,
126 S. W. 582.
-- Accomplishment of crime other than that intended.-See Blain v. State, 30

App. 702, 18 S. W. 862; Isaacs v. State, 36 App. 505, 38 S. W. 40; Schackey v.
State, 41 App, 225, 53 S. W. 877; Renner- v. State, 43 App. 347, 65 S. W. 1102.

Qui facit per allum, facit per se.-The maxim, "qui facit per alium, facit per
.se," obtains no less in criminal than in civil cases. Carlisle v. State, 31 App, 537,
21 S. VV. 358; Strang v. State, 32 App. 219, 22 S. W. 680; Willingham V. State, 33
.App, 98; 25 S. W. 424.
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Aggravated assault.-Under this article mere presence when an offense is com
mitted, does not make one a principal unless he advises or agrees thereto, so that
if accused took a girl to a certain place where she was afterwards assaulted by
others who met them there, according to agreement without any purpose of having
her assaulted, but, as accused understood, for the purpose of seeing her about a let

ter, he would not be guilty as a principal, and it was error to refuse an instruction
to that effect. Nowlin v, State, 60 App. 356. 132 S. W. 800.

Charge on circumstantial evidence under the statute.-In view of this article
held that where an issue whether defendant advised. or agreed to commission of
an offense is raised, and this is shown by circumstantial evidence alone, it is proper
for the court to charge on circumstantial evidence on that particular issue. Burn
am v. State, 61 App. 616, 135 S. W. 1175.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 733.

CHAPTER TWO

ACCOMPLICES
Art.
79. Accomplice, who is.
80. Precise offense need not be commit

ted.
81. Punishment.
82. When one offense is attempted and

another committed.

. Art.
83. If principal is under seventeen,

punishment doubled.
84. If accomplice is parent, master,

guardian or husband to prlnclpal,
punishment increased.

85. No accomplice in manslaughter or

negligent homicide.

Article 79. [79] Accomplice, who is.-An accomplice is one

who is not present at the commission of an offense, but who, before
the act is done, advises, commands or encourages another to com

mit the offense; or,
Who agrees with the principal'offender to aid him in committing

the offense, though he may not have given such aid; or,
Who promises any reward, favor or other inducement, or threat

ens any injury in order to procure the commission of the of-
fense; or, r.

Who prepares arms or aid of any kind, prior to the commission
of an offense, for the purpose of assisting the principal in the execu

tion of the same. [Po C. 219.]
Cited, Shrewder v. State, 62 App. 403, 136 S. W. 461, 1200; Oliver v. State (Cr.

App.) 144 S. W. 604; Cooper v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 915.
See, also, notes under article 78, ante.

1. Accomplice in general.
2. Actual complicity between accom-

plice and principal necessary.
3. Distinct offense.
4. Distinguished from principal.
5. Distinguished from conspiracy.
6. Accomplices within provision re-

quiring corroboration.
7. Accessory before the fact.
8. No accomplices in misdemeanors.
9. Detective or officer.

10. Wife as accomplice.
11. Particular crimes-Adultery.
12. -- Betting at election.
13. -- Bringing stolen property into

state.
14. Burglary.
15. Disorderly house.
16. -- False swearing as to age.
17. -- Abortion.

18. Forgery.
19. Gambling.
20. Homicide.
21. Incest.
22. Pandering 'or procuring fe

male for immoral purposes.
23. -- Rape.
24. -- Receiving deposit during

bank's insolvency.
25. Receiving stolen property.
26. Seduction.
27. Theft.
28. Violations of liquor. laws.
29. Violations of Sunday law.
30. Suppressing prosecution.
31. Bigamy.

.

32. Indictment.
33. Evidence.
34. Questions for jury.
35. Instructions.

1 .. Accomplice in general.-An accomplice is a person who knowingly, voluntar
ily, actively, and with criminal intent unites with the principal offender in the
commission of a crime. Tate v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 825; Holmes V. State,
70 App. 214, 156 S. W. 1173; Minter v, State, 70 App, 634, 159 S. W. 286; Liegois V.
State (Cr. App.) 164 s. W. 382. The test is whether the alleged accomplice could
be indicted and punished for the crime for which the accused is being tried. Lie
go is v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 382. He must, in some way, be connected with
the crime charged. It is not sufficient that he may have been connected with a de
fendant in a prior transaction, even though violative of law. Warren v. State, 60
App. 468, 132 S. W. 136. Mere knowledge that a crime is ·to be committed does not
make one an accomplice. Holmes v. State, 70 App, 214, 156 S. W. 1173.

An accomplice must be either a principal, accomplice, or accessory, technically
speaking. Parker V. State, 40 App, 123, 49 S. W. 80.
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To constitute an accomplice, it must be charged and proved, first, that an

agreement has been entered into (that is, the principal has been advised and com

manded to commit the crime); second, that he committed the offense: third, that,
before its commission, the accomplice advised or commanded the principal to do the

particular overt act, or some act within the purview of the original design; and,
fourth, that these acts were within the terms of the agreement between the prin
cipal and accomplice. Cooper v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 989.

In order to make one guilty as an accomplice, it is not necessary that he and
the principal should have entered into an agreement to commit the offense, but

only that, before the act was done, he advised, commanded, or encouraged the

principal to commit the offense. Bragg v. State (Cr. App.) 1,66 S. W. 162.
There must be a principal guilty of the main offense. Arnold v. State, 9 App,

435; Armstrong v. State, 28 App, 526, 13 S. W. 864; Armstrong v. State, 33 App,
417, 26 S. W. 829; Isaacs v. State, 36 App. 505, 38 S. W. 40; Kaufman v. State (Cr.
App.) 159 S. W. 58.

One is not an accomplice merely because he conceals his knowledge of a crime.

Noftsinger v. State, 7 App. 301; Rucker v. State, 7 App. 549; Sm.ith v. State, 23

App, 357, 5 S. W. 219, 59 Am. Rep. 773; Smith v. State, 28 App. 309, 12 S. W. 1104;
Sharp v. State, 29 App. 211, 15 S. W. 176; Floyd v. State, 29 App. 349, 16 S. W.
188; Elizando v. State, 31 App, 237, 20 S. W. 560; Alford v. State, 31 App. 299,
20 S. W. 553.

The acts of an accomplice are all done before the commission of the offense.
An accomplice is necessarily absent. Hamlin v. State, 39 App. 579, 47 S. W. 656;
Criner v. State, 41 App. 290, 5,3 S. W. 874; Cain v. State, 42 App. 210, 59 S. W. 277;
Gonzales v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 1146. He, at the time of the offense must
have done nothing in furtherance of the common purpose and design. Gonzales
v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 1146.

A joint offender testifying at the trial is not an accomplice. Day v. State, 27

App, 143, 11 S. W. 36.
A co-conspirator is an accomplice and his evidence alone will not support a

conviction. Sessions v. State, 37 App. 62, 38 S. W. 623.
If by his acts and conduct one person encourages another to commit a crime

he is an accomplice even though he intended to have the other persons punished
for the commission of the offense. Dever v. State, 37 App. 396, 30 S. W. 1071;
distinguished from Woodworth v. State, 20 App. 375.

Where witness agrees that if defendant will pay a debt which he owes him
that he will not testify against him, and it does not appear that defendant ac

cepted the offer, the witness is not an accomplice so as to require corroboration.
Robertson v. State, 45 App. 441, 80 S. W. 1000.

Offer to pay fine for committing assault will not render the offerer an accom

plice where the actual assault was made by the principal without knowledge of the
offer. Mahaney v. State, 48 App, 348, 88 S. W. 223.

Whether or not a child seven years old can be an accomplice is suggested, but
not decided in Mason v. State, 2 App, 192.

2. Actual complicity between accomplice and principal necessary.-See Mahaney
v. State, 48 App, 348, 88 S. W. 223.

3. Distinct offense.-Accomplice to crime is a distinct offense. Crook v. State.
27 App. 198, 11 S. W. 444; Carlisle v. State, 31 App. 637, 21 S. W. 358; P. C. art. 81.

4. Distinguished from prlnclpal.-See notes under article 74, ante.

5. Distinguished from consplracy.-Where a party is charged as an accomplice,
under the statute, with the commission of a felony, the case assumes the nature to
some extent of a conspiracy, though the statute makes a distinction between a con

spiracy as an offense and an offense comrn.itted by a prlnctpal instigated by an

accomplice;' a conspiracy being complete when a positive agreement has been
made between the parties to commit a felony, while to be an accomplice the crime
must have been actually committed by the prtnctpal. Cooper v. State (Cr. App.)
164 s. W. 989.

6. Accomplices within provision requiring corroboratlon.-See notes to articles
791, 801, C. C. P.

7. Accessory before the fact.-There is no practical difference between accom

plice under our Code and the common law accessory before the act. McKeen v.

State, 7 App, 631; Vincent v. State, 9 App, 46; Cook v. State, 14 App. 96; Han
cock v. State, 14 App. 392; Ogle v. State, 16 App. 361; Strong v. State, 52 App.
133, 106 S. W. 785; Fondren v. State (Cr. App.) 169 s. W. 411. The difference be
tween accessories before the fact, who are accomplices under the Texas statute
and principals has not been abolished. Cooper v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 989�

8. No accomplices In mlsdemeanors.-See Schwartz v. State, 38 App, 26, 40 .S.
W.976.

9. Detective or officer.-See Marmer v. State, 47 App. 424, 84 S. W. 830.
One who originates a crime or is instrum.ental in its initiation, even though a

detective or other officer, is an "accomplice"; but if he is approached, and ail his
steps are taken with a view of detecting the crime, or to get evidence thereof,
he is not an "accomplice" to such crime. Holmes v. State, 70 App. 214, 156 S. W.
1173; Minter v. State, 70 App. 634, 159 S. W. 286; Savage v. State (Cr. App.)
170 S. W. 730. And see Clay v. State, 40 App, 559, 51 S. W. 212. Where, however,
an assistant county attorney made the first proposition and induced accused to of
fer a bribe, even though he did not intend to accept it. and was merely seeking t()
entrap or detect accused in the commission of an offense, he was an accomplice.
Davis v, State, 70 App, 524, 158 S. W. 288. And where the prosecuting witness en-

. couraged the conspiracy and helped prepare for the commission of the offense,
even though he was informing the officers of the same, his testimony would be
that of an accomplice. Dever v. State, 37 App, 396, 30 S. W. 1071.
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10. Wife as accomplice.-The wife cannot be the accomplice of one stealing
community property. Warren v. State, 61 App. 616, 103 S. W. 853.

11. Par1:lcular crlmes-Adultery.-In a prosecution for adultery with a female

the prosecuting witness is an accomplice, whether under or over 16 years of age.

Price v. State, 64 App. 448, 142 S. W. 686.
In the ortense of adultery both parties are accomplices. Merritt v. State, 12

,j\.pp. 203; Merritt v. State, 10 App, 402.

12. -- Betting at electlon.-In the offense of betting at an electton a stake

holder is not an accomplice. Schwartz v. State, 38 App. 26, 40 S. W. 976.
.

13. -- Bringing stolen proper-ty Into state.-In a prosecution for bringing
stolen cattle into the state, an instruction that, if the jury believed that L. com

mitted the offense alleged, if it was committed, then, before they could convict de

fendant, they must believe from the evidence beyond a reasonable doubt -that he

was present at the time and knew of the unlawful acts and intentions of L.,
and, with such knowledge, aided him therein, and, unless .they so believed, they
should acquit accused, was proper. Gorrell v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 1012.

14. -- Burglary.-An employ€! who was approached by accused, and who
agreed tOo let accused know when his employer received a car of feed and to
leave the warehouse door open, and who was· instructed by his employer to in
form accused of the car's arrival, leading to the arrest of accused and to a

charge of burglary, is not an accomplice. Holmes v. State, 70 App, 214, 166 S.
w. un

.

15. -- Disorderly house.-A state's witness who rented a room in the house
from the actual manager and controller of the house is not an accomplice. Stone
v. State, 47 App, 676, 85 S. W. 808. Where accused was charged with know

ingly permitting a house of which she was lessee to be disorderly, a prosti
tute to whom accused sub-rented a room. which the tenant used for prostitu
tion, was not an accomplice, since such inmate could not· have been convicted
of the same crime of which accused was charged. Liegois v. State (Cr. App.)
164 S. W. 382.

16. -- False swearlngl as to age.-In a prosecution for false swearing
as to the age of a girl in obtaining a marriage license the girl is an accomplice.
Smith v. State, 37 App, 488, 36 S. W. 686.

17. -- Abor1:lon.-See Moore v. State, 37 App, 652, 40 S. W. 287.
Under this article, considered in connection with articles 10h, 1072, post, one,

who, before the act was done, advised, commanded, or encouraged another to com

mit an abortion, is guilty as an accomplice though he did not. furnish the means

therefor. Fondren v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 4U.
A woman permitting another to commit an abor-tion on h.er is not an accom

plice. Gray v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 337. Where an abortion was performed
on prosecutrix at the alleged instance of defendant and a pbysician, prosecutrix
was not an accomplice. Fondren v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 411. That prose
cutrix willingly submitted to an abortion p-erformed on her did not render her an
accomplice. Shaw v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 930. And see Watson v. State,
9 App. 237; Freeman v. State, 11 App, 92.

18. -- Forgery.-Where a party pays a forged note for the forger and tries
to keep the crime a secret and afterwardS becomes angry with defendant and
prosecutes, he is an accomplice. Nelson v. State (Cr. App.) 67 s. W. 646. Where,
on the trial of an accomplice to a forgery or checks forged by a third person, the
undisputed evidence showed that the third person forged each of the checks and
that accused was not present at the time, and the third person testified as to the
proximity of accused to her when the checks were passed, a charge that, if the
accused was a principal, he could not be convicted as, an accomplice was properly
refused. Warren v. State (Cr. App.) 149 s. W. 130.

19. -- GambIlng.-Mere participants with accused in a 'gambling game, con

cerning which he was charged with falsely testtrving, are not accomplices. War
ren v. State, 60 App. 468, 132 S. W. 136.

20.. -- Homlclde.-One who, with malice aforethought, aids, advises or asststs
in the commission of a murder, not being present when it is committed, is an ac

complice. Crook v. State, 27 App. 198, 11 S. W. 444; Wilkerson v. State (Cr.
App.) 67 S. W. 962. See, also, Gossett v. State, 67 App. 43, 123 S. W. 428; Mene
fee v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 138. One who furnished a gun to a third per
son to kill decedent, but who was not present at the time the third person killed
decedent, and who did not actually parttcipate therein, is an accomplice. Clark
v. State, 60 App, 173, 131 S. W. 556. Defendant having helped to set in motion
that which resulted in another's death is guilty of murder, he is an accomplice
whether he instigated the act himself or his co-conspirators instigated it. Isaacs
v. State, 36 App. 505, 38 S. W. 40. One, who, after accused struck deceased with
an iron bar, stabbed deceased, is an accomplice. MeCue v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S.
W. 280. Where decedent was killed by a company of armed men, illegally organ
ized to invade Mexico, and accused was with the company from the time or de
cedent's capture until long after he was killed in order that he might not in
form against the party accused was a pr-incipal and not an accomplice, though he
was some distance away when the killing occurred and did not participate in it.
Serrato v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 1133. Evidence that D. came up. with ac

cused and another on th.e evening of the homicide, but some time before it was

committed, and, after they had all drunk whisky, accused, referring to the place
where the homicide was commttted, remarked, "There is where I will do the work
to-night," to which D. replied, "Uh huh," and left and' at the time of the killing
was conclusively shown to have been at a point in the country where it would
have been impossible for him to have taken any part in the murder or to have
done any act in furtherance of the crime, was insufficient to make him an accom-
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pltce, under the rule that concealment of knowledge that a crime is to be committed
will not make the concealing party an accomplice or accessory before the fact.

Spates v. State, 62 App, 532, 138 S. W. 393. Where parties, after commdt.tlng' a

homicide, went to the home of a woman from whom they had rented rooms,

and while there told her the facts concerning the killing, it not appearing that

she was paid the room, rent with the money stolen 'from deceased, she was not

an accomplice though she concealed her knowledge of the killing for some time.

Jones v. State' (Cr. App.) 163 S. W. 75. See, also, Dugger v. State, 27 App. 95, 10

S. W. 763; Condron v. State, 62 App. 485, 138 S. W. '594; Jones v. State, 63 App.
394, 141 S. W. 953; Espinoza v . State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 208.

Where accused was prosecuted as an accomplice to a murder by agreeing to

take certain steps to divert suspicion rronr others, it was necessary to prove that

the others were principals as a prerequisite to showing that accused was an accom

plice. Beard v. State, 57 App. 323, 123 S. W. 147.
One who merely overheard a brief portion of the conversation of persons about

taking some one out of jail, which they subsequently did, afterwards killing him,
but who was not party to their enterprise and had no portion or part in it, was

not an accomplice, though, over his protest and against his wishes, they took from

the house where he was working the gun with which they did the killing. Chand

ler v, State, 131 S. W. 598.

21. -- Incest.-See Gillespie v. State, 49 App. 530, 93 S. W. 556.
If the female in incest is shown to have knowingly, voluntarily, and with the

same intent which actuated accused, united with him in the offense, she is an ac

complice, but if, in commission of the incestuous act, she was the victim of force,
threats, fraud, or undue influence, so that she did not act voluntarily, and did not

join in the act with' the same intent which actuated accused, she is not an ac

complice. Mercer v. State, 17 App. 452; Skidmore v, State, 67 App. 497, 123 S. W.

1129, .26 L. R. A. (N. S.) 466.
22. -- Pandering or procurtnq female for Immoral purposes.-In a prosecu

tion for pandering, the female procured is not an accomplice. Smith v: State (Cr.
App.) 164 S. W. 825; Hewitt v. State (Cr. App.) 167 s. W. 40.

A female inducing accused for a money consideration to procure men to visit
her room, for an immoral purpose, is an accomplice of accused, and he cannot be
convicted on her uncorroborated testimony. Denman v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S.
W. 332. A prostitute, who came to a hotel with a man as her husband and so reg

istered, and who remained after he left, and who then employed for a money con

sideration a porter in the hotel to locate men in the hotel with whom she could
have sexual intercourse, and who located men and directed them to her room, is
an accomplice of the porter, indicted for alluring a female to visit a room for
immoral purposes. Dooms v. State (Gr. App.) 178 S. W. 334.

Under Penal Code, art. 506b, making it a felony to procure a female to leave the
state for the purpose of prostitution, the female so induced to leave is not an ac

complice, even though she went voluntarily. Hewitt v, State, 167 S. W. 40.

23. -- Rape.-Prosecutrix cannot be an accomplice in rape case. Hamilton
v. State, 36 App, 372, 37 S. W. 431; Keith v. State (Gr. App.) 56 S ...w. 628; Price
v. State, 64 App. 448, 142 S. W. 586; Melton v. State, 71 App, 130, 158 S. W. 550.

24. -- Receiving deposit during bank's Insolvency.-One who was the man

ager of the bank of which accused was president, and had personal charge of its
business, receiving all moneys and paying all checks, and knew that the bank was

insolvent, is an accomplice to the crime of receiving money on deposit during the
bank's insolvency, charged against accused. Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S.
W. 661.

25. -- Receiving stolen property.-The thief is an accomplice in the of
fense of receiving stolen property. Miller v. State, 4 App. 261.

Where there was evidence that accused, charged with receiving stolen goods,
was informed of the intended larceny, and that his horse and the horse of a wit
ness were hitched to a hack and turned over to negroes, that accused and the
witness remained together, and that during the night the negroes carne back
and said to accused, in the presence of the witness, that they had some' stuff
from a third person, and that the same was brought into the house in the pres
ence of the witness, there was evidence that the witness was an accomplice.
Barker v: State (Cr. App.) 175 S. W. 151.

26..-- Seduction.-Prosecutrix in a case of seduction is an accomplice. Me
Cullar v. State, 36 App, 213, 36 S. W. 585, 61 Am. St. Rep. 847. A witness who,
learning that defendant had had intercourse with prosecutrix, concealed himself
and saw them in the act, and then with defendant's consent compelled her to
have intercourse with him by threatening to divulge what he had seen, is not an

accomplice in the seduction. Anderson v. State, 39 App. 83, 45 S. W. 15.
27. -- Theft.-Mere concealment of stolen property does not make one an

accomplice. Erwin v. State (Cr. App.) 60 S. W. 961. But one who receives stolen
money from accused for the purpose of concealment, may be an accomplice. Kel
ley v. State, 34 App. 412, 31 S. W. 174; Walker v, State (Cr. App.) 37 s. W. 423;
Guiterrez v. State (Cr. App.) 173 s. W. 1025.

A witness who agrees with defendant not to prosecute if he will pay for the
stolen property, is an accomplice. Gatlin v. State, 40 App. 117, 49 S. "\V. 87.
Where the owner of goods taken promises defendant that if he will return them
he will let him go, but if not he will prosecute him, he is an accomplice in law.
Campbell v. State, 42 App, 27, 57 S. W. 288.

An accomplice cannot be convicted on the same facts that would make him
guilty as principal, or as receiver of stolen property. Criner v. State, 41 App. 290,
53 S. W. 874.

In a prosecution for hog theft, where it appeared that the hogs were taken
from their accustomed range, so that whoever took them, by driving them or re-
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ducing them to actual possession, was guilty as an original taker, and anyone
who had connection with the hogs subsequent to such taking was not a principal,
but there was no evidence showing how the hogs disappeared from the range, or'
who took them, and it was sought by circumstantial evidence to connect accused

and another with the possession of the hogs, though they were never seen in

accused's possession, a charge that all persons are principals who are guilty of

acting together in the commission of an offense, and that if the jury believed that
one or more of the hogs in question were fraudulently taken as charged, and that

accused, with one or more others, acted together in such taking, accused would
be a principal, and that by acting together was meant that accused was present,
and that the persons acted in concert towards the accomplishment of a common

purpose, one performing one part and another another part in aid of its accomplish
ment at the time of its perpetration, was erroneous, as permitting accused to be

convicted as principal, whether he participated in the original taking or not. Me

Clure v. State, 59 App. 287, 128 S. W. 386. Where accused had no connection with

the original larceny of cattle, but received them in F. county with knowledge that

they were stolen and employed third persons to drive them to T. county, and to

ship them in his name, and the third persons knew that the cattle were stolen

at the time they took them from accused, accused was at most an accomplice to

the concealment of the cattle in T. county. Davis v. State, 61 App. 611, 136 S.

W.45. .

Evidence held to sustain a conviction of accused as an accomplice in a horse

theft, but insufficient to show that a purchaser of the horse from the principal
was an accomplice. Bailey v. State (Cr. App.) 155 s. W. 536.

In order to be a principal, accused must be connected with the original taking;
and if he was not present at the time of the theft, but advised it and the hogs
were taken pursuant to his advice, he would by the express terms of the statute

be an accomplice. Pendley v. State, 71 App. 281, 158 S. W. 81l.
In a prosecution for hog theft, the owner testified that he found that his hogs

had disappeared and had been tolled away by corn by two and possibly three per

sons, and followed the tracks some distance in the direction where accused and
others lived, and, failing to find the hogs, procured a search warrant, and inves

tigated the houses of several people living in the neighborhood, and in three or

four places found fresh hog meat corresponding in size to his own hogs. Accused

denied that he had taken the hogs, or that he was where the hogs were taken,
and gave evidence that he worked on a certain house on a chimney until about

noon, when, the work having stopped, he and others killed two of his own hogs,
and sold some of them to his neighbors. Held, that the evidence required a charge
on principals and accomplices or accessories, and on the question whether accused

was merely the receiver of stolen property, so as to prevent his conviction as a

principal. Pendley v. State, 71 App. 281, 158 S. 'V. 81l.
Evidence that the wife of one of the parties to the killing and theft of a year

ling heard them talking about the theft, but advised against it, and after it was

killed and part of it brought to her house refused to have anything to do with
it, did not raise the issue whether she was an accomplice. Elmore v. State, 72
App, 226, 162 S. W. 617.'

28. -- Violations of liquor laws.-See Fox v. State, 53 App, 150, 109 S. W. 370.
The party to whom whisky is given on election day is not an accomplice.

Keith v. State, 38 App. 680, 44 S. W. 847.
The fact that a person induces another to purchase liquor from one who sells

it in violation of law does not make either the one who bought or the one who in
duced him to buy an accomplice. Walker v. State, 72 S. V.r. 401.

Local option laws, see Sears v. State, 36 App, 442, 34 S. W. 124; Terry v. State,
46 App. 75, 7� S. W. 320; Morrow v. State, 66 App, 519, 120 S. W. 492; Trinkle
v. State, 69 App, 267, 127 S. W. 1060; Ray v. State, 60 App. 138, 131 S. W. 642;
Moreno v. State, 64 App. 660, 143 S. W. 166, Ann. Cas. 1914C, 863; Neal v. State,
70 App. 684, 167 S. W. 1192; Creech v. State, 70 App. 229, 168 S. W. 277; Albright
v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 1001; Hightower v. State (Cr. APP.) 166 s. W. 184;
Looper v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 342. .

Gift or delivery of liquor to minors, see notes under art. 593, post.
Purchaser of intoxicating liquors, see notes under art. 602, post.
Transportation, delivery, etc., of liquors, see notes under art. 606, post.

.

29. -- Violations. of Sunday law.-This article applies to ar-tic-le 199, making
It an offense to permrt a public theatrical performance on Sunday. Oliver v.
State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 604.

30. -- .Suppressing prosecution.-See Morawietz v, State, 46 App. 436, 80 S.
W.997.

31. Bigamy.-See BUrton v. State, 51 App. 196; 101 S. W. 226.
32. Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 734-739.
An accomplice must be indicted as such. Mc.Keeri v. State, 7 App, 631; Simms

v. State, 10 App. 131; Truitt v. State, 8 App. 148; Bean v. State, 17 App, 60;
Golden v. State, 18 App. 637; Phillips v. State, 26 App. 228, 9 S. W. 657, 8 Am. St.
Rep. 471; Armstrong v. State, 28 App, 626, 13 S. "V. 864; Rix v. State, 33 App, 363,
26 S. W. 606; Davis v. State, 61 App, 611, U6 S. W. 46. The indictment should
charge the principal with the crime, and then the accomplice with the statutory
prror acts constituting him an accomplice. Poston V. State, 12 App, 408; McKeen
v. State, 7 App. 631; Scales v. State, Id. 361; Simms v. State, 10 App, 131;
Crook v. State, 27 App. 198, 11 S. W. 444.

�h�re accused .was charged as an accomplice to commission of abortion by a
phvstcian, the Indictrnent need not allege that the physician knew that the wo

��n41��s pregnant when he operated on her. Fondren v, State (Cr. App.) 169 s.
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The second count of the indictment (being the count upon which this conviction
was had) charges that certain persons, to the grand jurors unknown, and whom
the grand jurors are unable to describe, did kill and murder one Ellick Brown, and
that defendant, prior to the commission of said murder by said unknown persons,
did unlawfully, willfully, and of his malice aforethought advise, command, and en

courage said unknown persons to commit said murder, said defendant not being
present at the commission of said murder by said unknown persons. It was ob
jected to the indictment that it neither named nor gave a description of the un

known persons who committed the murder of Brown. Held, that the objection
is not sound, and the indictment is sufficient, its purpose and effect not being to

charge the unknown persons as the "accused" in this case, but to charge the de
fendant as an accomplice to the murder of Brown. Crook v. State, 27 App. 198, 11
S. W. 444.

An indictment charging that on a specified date S. forged her father's name to
a check on a specified bank for an amount named, and, in proper language, fur
ther that before this forgery accused advised, commanded, and encouraged her to
commit the forgery, he not being personally present when the forgery was com

mitted, is a sufficient indictment of accused as accomplice to the forgery. Warren
V. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 130.

See, also, notes under article 74, ante.
33. Evldence.-Confession of principal as evidence against accomplice, see notes

under C. C. P. art. 80�.

34. Questions for Jury.-The best way is to charge what constitutes an ac

complice and leave to jury whether he is an accomplice or not. Preston v. State,
40 App. 83, 48 S. W. 581; Bell v. State, 39 App. 680, 47 S. W. 1010.

35. Instructlons.-As to alibi. Hamlin v. State, 47 S. W. 656, 664. See notes
under art. 735, C. C. P.

Art. 80. [80] Precise offense need not be committed.-To ren

der a person guilty as an accomplice, it is not necessary that the
precise offense which he may have advised, or to the execution of
which he may have given encouragement or promised assistance,
should be committed; it is sufficient that the offense be of the same

nature, though different in degree, as that which he so advised or

encouraged. [Po C. 220.]
Cited, Cooper v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 975.
See notes under art. 78, ante.

Commission of homlclde.-A person going with defendant to arrest persons for
vagrancy without lawful authority is not an accomplice to a horntclde committe,"
by defendant, not within the contemplation of the parties, nor directly connected
with the unlawful act. Scott V. State, 46 App. 536, 81 S. W. 294, 108 Am. St. Rep.
1032.

Evidence Inadmissible under tndtctment.e-Under this article, and article 48
ante, and article 82 post, in a prosecution under an indictment charging defendant
as an accomplice to the murder of A., evidence is inadmissible to show that the
plot by defendant and an alleged principal was to kill M., and that A. was killed by
mistake. Cooper v. State (Cr. App.) 154 s. W. 989.

Indlctment.-W�l.llson's Cr. Forms, 734, 738, 739.

Art. 81. [81] Punishment.-Accomplices shall, in all cases not
otherwise expressly provided for, be punished in the same manner

as the principal offender. [Po C.220a.]
Jurlsdlctlon.-Vllbere a murder is committed in one county the district court of

that county has jurisdiction to try an accomplice thereto, though all the acts con
stituting defendant an accomplice were committed in another county, Carlisle v,

State, 31 App. 537, 21 S. W. 358.
Verdict.-An accomplice is punished in the same manner as the principal and

in a murder case the verdict must specify the degree as it must in a case of
murder. 'l'homas v. State, 43 App. 20, 62 S. W. 920, 96 Am. St. Rep. 834.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms,' 734, 738, 739.

Art. 82. [82] Where one offense is attempted and another
committed.-If in the attempt to commit one offense the principal
shall by mistake or accident commit some other under the circum
stances set forth in articles 48, 49 and 50, the accomplice to the of
fense originally intended shall, if both offenses are felonies by law,
receive the punishment affixed to the lower of the two offenses;
but, if the offense designed be a misdemeanor, he shall receive the
highest punishment affixed by law to the commission of such misde
meanor, whether the offense actually committed be a misdemeanor
or a felony. [Po C. 221.]

See note under article 80, ante.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 734, 738, 739.
Instructtons.c-Where, on, the trial of an alleged accomplice to a homicide, in

which it was the state's contention that accused hired R. to kill M., and that R.
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killed A. by mistake, believing that he was M., the court charged in the language,
of this article, except that he substituted for the quoted words "murder in the sec

ond degree," and also correctly told the jury what the punishment was for murder'

in the second degree, the tnstruction could not have misled the jury; accused, if

guilty at all, being guilty of murder in the second degree. Cooper' v. state (Cr•.

App.) 177 S. W. 975.

Art. 8�. [83] If principal is under 17, punishment doubled.-If
the principal in an offense less than capital be under the age of
seventeen years, the punishment of an accomplice shall be increas
ed so as not to exceed, however, double the penalty affixed to the
offense in ordinary cases. [Po C. 222.]

Receiver of goods stolen by minor.-The punishment for an adult receiver of"

goods stolen by a minor under sixteen years old is confinement in the penitentiary
for from two to ten years. Ramsey v. State, 34 App, 16, 28 S. W. 808.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 734, 738, 739.

Art. 84. [84] If accomplice is parent, master, guardian or hus
band to principal, punishment increased.-If the accomplice stands
in the relation of parent, master, guardian or husband to the prin
cipal offender, he shall, in all such cases, receive the highest punish
ment affixed to the offense, and the same may, in felonies less than.

capital, be increased by the jury to double the highest penalty
which would be suffered in ordinary cases. [Po C. 223.]

See article 37, ante.
Indictment.-Wlllson's Gr. Forms, 734, 739.
-- Indictment not alleging relatlon.-This article is not applicable where the

indictment does not allege that the defendant stood in the relation of parent to the

principal offender. Bragg V. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 162.

Art. 85. [85] No accomplice in manslaughter or negligent.
homicide.-There may be accomplices to all offenses except man

slaughter and negligent homicide. [Po C. 224.]
Offenses without accomplice.-Manslaughter and negligent homicide are the only·

offenses to which there can be no accomplice. Ogle V. State, 16 App. 361; Cart
Wright V. State, Id., 473, 49 Am. Rep. 826; Austin v. Cameron," 83 Tex. 351, 18 S�
W.437.

l ndlctmerrt.c--Wtllaon'a Cr. Forms, 734.
See notes to article 79, ante.

CHAPTER THREE

ACCESSORIES
Art.
86. Who is an accessory.
87. Who cannot be..

Art.
88. How punished.

Article 86. t86] Who is an accessory.-An accessory is one

who, knowing that an offense· has been committed, conceals the
offender, or gives him any other aid in order that he may evade an.

arrest or trial, or the execution of his sentence. But no person who,
aids an offender in making or preparing his defense at law, or pro
cures him to be bailed, though he afterwards escapes, shall be con

sidered an accessory. [Po C. 225.]
Cited, Tullis V. State, 41 Tex. 598; Robertson V. State, 46 App. 441, 80 S. W..

1000.

In general.-No one can be an accessory after the fact, unless he comes within.
the letter or spirit of this article; that is he must give some aid and assistance
to the principal before he can be guilty. Schackey V. State, 41 App, 255, 53 S. W.
878; Caylor V. State, 44 App. 118, 68 S. W. 982; Chenault V. State, 46 App. 351,
81 S. W. 971; Harrison V. State (Cr. App.) 153 S·. W. 139. The test is that he,
renders his principal some personal help to elude punishment; the kind of help is
unimportant. Street v. State, 39 App. 134, 45 S. W. 577; Schackey V. .Btate, 41 App.
255, 53 S. W. 878; Gann v. State, 42 App. 133, 57 S. W. 837; Chenault v. State, 46.
App. 351, 81 S. W. 971; Smith v. State, 51 App. 137, 100 S. W. 924; Harrison V.
State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 139. It is not essential that the aid rendered shall.
be of a character to enable the criminal to effect his personal escape or conceal
ment. It is sufftcient if it enables him to elude present arrest and prosecution.
Blakely v. State, 24 App. 616, 7 S. W. 233, 5 Am. St. Rep. 912. A person can never
become an accessory until there has been an offense committed, and the accessory
then becomes crtrninally connected with the principal and not the offense by reason.
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of the fact that he is assisting the principal in some of the methods specified in

the statute. Schackey v: State, 41 App. 255, 53 S. W. 879; Figaroa v. State, 58

App. 611, 127 S. W. 193. One who spirits away or hires material witnesses to leave,
so that they cannot be had before the grand jury or trial court, is an accessory.

Harrison v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 139. That one compounds a felony does not

make him an accessory to the felony compounded. Chenault v . State, supra, over

ruling Gatlin v, State, 40 App. 116, 49 S. W. 87. See, also, Davis v. State, 52 App.
332, 107 S. W. 855. That accused gives a witness property to secure his departure
from the state, in order to get rid of his testimony does not render the witness

an accessory. Chitister v. State, 33 App. ,635, 28 S. W, 683. Inducing prosecutrix
in a rape case to leave the state does not make the person holding out the induce

ment an accessory after the fact. Caylor v. State, 44 App. 118, 68 S. W. 9'82.

Concealment of knowledge that a felony is to be committed does not make the

party concealing it an accessory before the fact. Noftsinger v. State, 7 App, 30l.

Distinguished from accomplices.-To constitute one an "accessory," his partici
pation in the crime and acts must all have occurred subsequent to the commission
of the offense, while to constitute one an "accomplice," his acts must have occurred

prior to the commission, and he at the time of the offense must have done nothing
in furtherance of the common purpose and design. Gonzales v. State (Cr. App.)
171 S. W. 114.6.

See, also, notes under article 79, ante.

Particular crimes -Aiding escape of prlsoner.-This and the following article

are not applicable to the offense defined by article 329, post. Peeler v. State, 3 App,
533.

-- Burglary or theft.-The bare fact of receiving stolen property knowing it to
be stolen does not make one accessory to burglary or theft. Street v. State, 39 App.
135, 45 S. W. 577. When one does no more than purchase and receive stolen proper

ty, he is not guilty of aiding one to evade arrest-he not having rendered any per
sonal aid to enable the party to escape. Gann v. State, 42 App. 133, 57 S. W. 838.

Since by statute one who steals property in another state and brings it into
this state is guilty of theft in this state, one who aids the thief after the property
is brought into this state is an accessory. West v. State, 27 App. 472, 11 S. W.
482.

In a prosecution for hog theft, the owner testified that he found that his hogs
had disappeared and had been tolled away by corn by two and possibly three per
sons, and followed the tracks some distance in the direction where accused and
others lived, and, failing to find the hogs, procured a search warrant, and investi
gated the houses of several people living in the neighborhood, and in three or

four places found fresh hog meat corresponding in size to his own hogs. Accused
denied that he had taken the hogs, or that he was where the hogs were taken,
and gave evidence that he worked on a. certain house on a chimney until about
noon, when, the work having stopped, he and others killed two of his own hogs,
and sold some of them to his neighbors. Held, that the evidence required a charge
on principals and accomplices or accessories, and on the question whether accused
was merely the receiver of stolen property, so as to prevent his conviction as a

principal. Pendley v. State, 71 App. 281, 158 S. W. 811.
-- Homlclde.-Where, immediately after the commission of a homicide by the

pr-incipal, he and defendant had a retired private consultation, after which the
principal mounted a horse and disappeared, and the defendant charged. the only two
other witnesses present to testify on the inquest to a statement fabricated by him
self, to the end that, upon final trial, the principal might be acquitted or released on

nominal bond, defendant was an accessory. Blakely v. State, 24 App. 616, 7 S. W.
233, 5 Am. St. Rep. 912. That a witness stated to the prosecuting attorney that
accused was at home on the night of the killing, and denied any knowledge of the
killing, when he afterwards testified that accused admitted the killing to him be
fore such statement was made to the prosecuting attorney, would not constitute
him an accessory after the fact. Hargrove v. State, 63 App, 143, 140 S. W. 234.
Where, in a prosecution for homicide committed as an incident to a conspiracy to

organize an armed force to invade Mexico, accused at the time of the killing was a

member of the company and was then engaged in the furtherance of the con

spiracy, he was a principal and not an accessory, though he was not engaged in the
killing nor present when it was committed. Gonzales v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W.
1146.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 740.
An indictment against one as accessory to another in the commission of an of

fense must charge the accessory as such, and must charge the principal with the
offense committed. Poston v, State, 12 App. 408. It should state acts done by
the accessory in aid of principal and not legal conclusions that he did aid, etc.
H should also allege that he knew the crime with which he is charged had been
committed by his principal. Street v. State, 39 App. 134, 45 S. W. 577. It need not
allege the means by which he gave aid. Gann v. State, 42 App. 133, 57 S. W. 838;
Dent v. State, 43 App, 126, 65 S. W. 627. It need not negative inclusion of' the
accused in the latter clause of the article. State v. Smith, 24 Tex. 285. An indict
ment charging that defendant, knowing of the commission of a murder, concealed
and aided the murderer in order that he might evade an arrest and trial for the of
fense is sufficient. Blakely v. State, 24 App. 616, 7 S. W. 233, 5 Am. St. Rep. 912.
An indictment which properly charged the principal with seduction, and that de
fendant was an accessory in that, knowing that said W. had committed said of
fense of se�uction, with the purpose and in order that the principal might evade a
trial for said offense so committed by him, did unlawfully and willfully conceal
and give aid to him, is sufficient. Harrison v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 139.

See, also, notes to article 74, ante.
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Art. 87.. [87] Who can not be.--The following persons can not

be accessories:
1. The husband or wife of an offender.
2. His relations in the ascending or descending line by con-

sanguinity or affinity.
3. His brothers and sisters.
4. His domestic servants. [Po C. 226.]
Relatives.-See Moore v. State, 40 App. 389, 51 S. W. 1108.
A mother can not be an accessory to her son in the commission of crime. Gray

V. State, 24 App, 611, 7 S. W. 339. Nor can the grandmother or brother-in-law be ac

cessory. Adcock v. State, 41 App. 288, 53 S. W. 845. A wife does not become an

accessory after the fact because after the arrest of her husband and defendant

she told persons, who inquired, that she knew nothing of the offense charged
against them, though she was cognizant of their criminal acts, for an accessory is

one who conceals the offender or gives him aid. Pinckard v. State, 62 App. 602,
138 S. W. 601. Nor can a stepfather, in the commission of an abortion on his step
daughter. Fondren v. State (Cr. App.) 169 s. W. 411. 'Where defendant was charg
ed with procuring another to burn his building, a brother of the one who set the

fire, who was a material witness for the prosecution, and whose only connection
with the prosecution was that after his brother's arrest he aided in procuring an

attorney and induced defendant to pay the attorney's fees as part of the amount
he agreed to pay for starting the fire, was not an accomplice of the defendant,
whose testimony must be corroborated to sustain a conviction under this article.
Arnold v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 122.

Children of deceased and defendant are not accessories, though they were pres
ent at the crime and concealed the killing. Martin v. State, 44 App. 279, 70 S. W.
973.

'

Prosecutrix in rape case and her husband as accessories. Smith v. State, 51
App. 137, 100 S. W. 924.

Domestic servants.-Domestic servant is a servant who resides in the house
and not one whose service is outside of the house. Wakefield v. State, 41 Tex. 556;
Waterhouse v. State, 21 App. 663, 2 S. W. 889; Peters v. State, 33 App. 170, 26 S.
W. 61.

Aiding escape.-None of the parties named in this article are immune from
prosecution for conveying articles into a jail to aid in the escape of a prisoner
charged with a felony. Peeler v. State, 3 App. 533. .

Negativing exceptions in indictment.-An indictment need not negative the ex

ceptions contained in this article. State V. Bmrth.. 24 Tex. 2Be.

Art. 88. [88] How punished.-Accessories to offenses shall be
punished by the infliction of the lowest penalty to which the princi
pal in the offense would be liable. [Po C.227.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 740.

CHAPTER FOUR

TRIAL OF ACCOMPLICES AND ACCESSORIES
Art.
89. Accomplice may be tried before

principal.
90. Accessory also, unless principal is

arrested.

Art.
91. Can not be witnesses for each oth

er, but may sever.

Article 89. [89] Accomplice may be tried before principal.
An accomplice may be arrested, tried and punished before the con

viction of the principal offender, and the acquittal of the principal
shall not bar a prosecution against the accomplice, but, on the trial
of an accomplice, the evidence must be such as would have convict
ed the principal. [Po C. 228.]

Order of triai.-Arnold v. State, 9 App. 435; Kingsbury v. State, 37 App. 259, 39
S. W. 365.

Evidence.-An accomplice can be tried and convicted before the principal is,
and the acquittal of the principal is no bar to the prosecution of the accomplice.
However, he can be convicted only upon such evidence as would convict the princi
pal. Arnold v. State, 9 App. 435; Poston v. State, 12 App. 408; Crook V. State, 27
App, 198, 11 S. W. 444; Bluman v. State, 33 App. 43, 21 S. W. 1027, 26 S. W. 75;
Armstrong v. State, 33 App. 417, 26 S. W. 829; Isaacs v. State, 36 App. 505, 38 S.
W. 40; Gibson v. State, 53 App. 349, 110 S. W., 41; Richards v. State, 53 App. 400,
110 S. W. 432; Black v. State, 143 S. W. 932; Thomason v. State, 71 App. 439, 160
S. W. 3'59. The burden is on the state to prove the guilt of the principal to the same
extent as if the principal himself was on trial, and hence all evidence to establish
·the principal's guilt is admissible against the accomplice. Gibson v. State, 53 App,
349, 110 S. W. 50; Fondren V. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 411; Aven V. State (Cr.
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App.) 177 S. W. 82. But only for the purpose of proving the guilt of the principal.
Gibson v. State, 53 App. 349, 110 S. W. 50, 51.

Where in the prosecution of accused as an accomplice to murder it appeared
that the principal claimed that he did the killing in self-defense, evidence of the

principal's physical condition is competent, but proof of his mental condition show

ing that he could be influenced is incompetent. Millner v. State, 72 App. 45, 162

S. W. 348. And where, the state proved that the principal after being warned
had made a statement or confession admitting the killing of deceased, such state
ment is admissible against accused to prove the guilt of the principal. Millner v.

State, 72 App. 45, 162 S. W. 348. See, also, Bluman v. State, 33 App, 43, 21 S. W.

1027, 26 S. W. 75. Where the confession of the principal was admitted only as

tending to show his guilty participancy in the killing, and not as evidence against
accused, evidence that the principal, while in jail, told a witness that he killed de.
ceased to get his money, that he thought he had about $600 when he killed him,
that he turned his pockets all wrong side out and found he had no money, is prop
erly excluded. And evidence that the principal, who had voluntarily executed a

written confession, told witness in jail that the confession was false is admissible
Also evidence that the person alleged to have committed the act, when arrested,
had defendant's watch on his person is admissible. And evidence that a witness at

tempted to borrow money from another in order that he might loan the same to

accused, who stated he wanted the money to give it to the person who committed
the killing in order to help him off, is admissible. And where the state claimed
that defendant was an accomplice to the killing of deceased, and that he desired de
cedent's death because of intimacy with decedent's wife, certain letters written by
the wife to defendant and found in his suit case within two hours after it had
been left by him at the house of S., when it was taken charge of by the sheriff, are

admissible. Millner v. State, 72 App. 45, 162 S. W. 348. Where there was evidence
fha.t defendant had borrowed a $10 bill to aid a friend, who was in trouble, to get
out of the country, evidence that when. the principal was arrested he had a $1()
bill and defendant's watch on his person is admissible. Millner v. State (Cr. App.)
169 S. W. 8&9.

To convict one of being an accomplice to a forgery, the state must prove the
forgery and that accused was an accomplice thereto. The state may show what
was done at the same time in forging other checks, and in negotiating them
and procuring goods and money thereon, to show both the forgery and accused's
connection therewith as an accomplice. Warren v. State (Cr. App.) 149 s. W. 130.

In a prosecution of accused as an accomplice to arson, evidence showing the
principal's guilt which had no application to accused is properly received, without
an instruction that it could not be considered against accused or for any other
purpose than to show the principal's guilt. Thomason v. State, 71 App. 439, 160 S.
W.359.

Acts and declarations of consplrators.-See notes under art. 783, C. C. P.

Judgment of conviction of prlnclpal.-Dent v. State, 43 App. 126, 65 S. W.
627.

Form of verdict.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 770.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 739.

Art. 90. [90] Accessory also, unless principal is arrested.-An
accessory may in like manner be tried and punished before the prin
cipal, when the latter has escaped; but, if the principal is arrested,
he shall be first tried, and, if acquitted, the accessory shall be dis
charged. [Po C. 229.]

Arrest or escape of princlpal.-An accessory may be tried before his principal
only when the principal has escaped. State v. McDaniel, 41 Tex. 229; Ray v.·
State, 43 App, 234, 64 S. W. 1057; Zweig v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 747. See, also,
Crook v. State, 27 App. 198, 11 S. W. 444; Williams v. State, 27 App, 466, 11 S. W.
481; West v. State, 27 App. 472, 11 S. W. 482. And where the principal has been
arrested this article controls the general provisions of Code Cr. Proc. art. 727, re

lating to the severance on trial of defendants, Ray v. State, 43 App. 234, 64 S. W .

.1.057; Zweig v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 747.
Death of prlncipal.-The death of the principal is not equivalent to an escape.

and in such a contingency the accessory must be discharged. State v. McDaniel, 41
Tex. 229; Moore v. State, 40 App. 391, 51 S. W. 1108.

Confinement of prlnctpat in penitentiary as abating prosecution.-A conviction of
the principal for another offense and his confinement in the penitentiary does not
entitle the accessory to a discharge. Hernandez v. State, 4 App, 425.

Conviction or proof of guilt of prlnclpal.-The guilt of the principal must be first
established before a conviction can be had of an accessory. Arnold v. State, 9 App,
435; Simms v. State, 10 App. 131; Poston v. State, 12 App, 408; Armstrong v.

State, 28 App. 526, 13 S. W. 864; Id., 33 App, 417, 26 S. W. 829; Kingsbury v. State,
37 App, 264, 39 S. W. 36'5; Crook v. State, 27 App. 198, 11 S. W. 444; Williams v.

State, �7 App. 466, 11 S. W. 481; West v. State, 27 App. 472, 11 S. W. 482; Leeper
V. State, 29 App, 154, 15 S. W. 411; Isaacs v. State, 36 App. 505, 38 S. W. 40. See,
also, Dent v. State, 43 App. 126, 65 S. W. 629. If there be a reasonable doubt as to
the guilt of the principal the accessory can not be held guilty. It is therefore
the duty of the court to charge the law of reasonable doubt as to the guilt of the
principal as well as to that of the accessory. Poston v. State, 12 App, 408. The
principal has not been convicted where sent.ence has not been pronounced, though
he has been found guilty and judgment has been rendered. Kingsbury v. State,
37 App, 259, 39 S. W. 365. Or until judgment is affirmed if appeal has been per
fected. Id.
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It is proper to read in evidence, on the trial of an accessory, the verdict and
judgment convicting the principal. West v. State, 27 App. 472, 11 S. W. 482;
Dent v. State, 43 App. 126, 65 S. W. 629. But such evidence is only prima facie evi
dence of the guilt of the principal when it is introduced on the trial of the acces

sory after the fact and it may be combated by evidence on part of accessory,
and the -innocence of the principal shown. thus securing an acquittal of the acces

sory. Dent v. State, .43 App, 126, 65 S. W. 630.
Sufficiency of evidence. Bluman v. State, 33 App. 43, 21 S. W. 1027, 26 S. W.

75; Dugger v. State, 27 App. 95, 10 S. W. 763.

Jurlsdiction.-Carlisle v. State, 31 App. 537, 21 S. W. 358.

Principal's acts and declaratlons.-See notes under art. 783, C. C. P.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 739.

Art. 91. [91] Can not be witnesses for each other, but may
sever.-Persons charged as principals, accomplices or accessories,
whether in the same indictment or by different indictments, can not
be introduced as witnesses for one another, but they may claim a

severance; and, if anyone or more be acquitted, they may testify
in behalf of the others. [Po C. 230.]

See C. C. P. arts. 785, 788 (subd. 3), 791, 797, and 801, and notes thereunder;
Willson's Cr. Forms, 739•.
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TITLE 4

OF OFFENSES AGAINST THE STATE, ITS TERRITORY,
PROPERTY AND REVENUE

Chap.
1. Treason.
2. Misprision of treason.
3. Misapplication of public money.
4. Illegal contracts affecting the

State.
5. Collection of taxes and other pub

lic money.
6. Occupation tax on soliciting orders

Chap.
in local option districts; cold
storage and C. O. D. shipments.

7. Occupation tax on dealers in non

intoxicating malt liquor.
8. Dealing in fraudulent land certifi

cates.
9. Dealing in public land by officers.

10. Personal property of the State.
11. The state flag.

CHAPTER ONE

TREASON
Art.
93. Punishment.

Art.
92. "Treason" defined.

Article 92. [92] "Treason" defined.-Treason against the
state shall consist only in levying war against it, or adhering to its
enemies, giving them aid and comfort. [Const., Art. 1, Sec. 22; P.
C. 231.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 10, 11.

Art. 93. [93] Punishment.-H any citizen of this state shall
be guilty of treason he shall suffer death, or imprisonment in the
penitentiary for life, at the discretion of the jury, [Po C. 232.]

CHAPTER TWO

MISPRISION OF TREASON
Art.
94. "Misprision of treason" defined.

Art.
95. Punishment.

Article 94. [94] "Misprision of treason" defined.-Whoever
shall know that any person has committed treason, or is intending
so to do, and shall not, within five days from the time of his having
come to such knowledge, give information of the same to the gov
ernor, or to some magistrate or peace officer of the state, shall be
deemed guilty of misprision of treason. [Po C. 233.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 12.

Art. 95. [95] Punishment.-The punishment for misprision of
treason is confinement in the penitentiary for a term of not less than
two nor �ore than seven years. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, pp. 157-8; P.
C.234.]

CHAPTER THREE

MISAPPLICATION OF PUBLIC MONEY
Art.

96. Officer fraudulently taking or mis
applying public money.

97. "Misapplication" defined.
98. Donation of taxes by state to city

of Galveston.
99. Diversion of same a misapplica

tion of public money.
100. What not included.
101. Receiving or concealing misap

plied public' money.

Art. •

102. "Officer of the government" de
fined.

103. State treasurer improperly receiv
ing private funds.

104. Diverting special funds.
·104a. City and county treasurers custo

dian of funds, exclusive use of.
105. Misapplication of county or city

funds.
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Art.
106. Fraudulently reCeIVIng misapplied

county or city funds. .

107. Officer failing to pay over public
money.

108. Venue.
108a. Payment of moneys.
108b. Same.
109. Collector failing to pay.
110. Maximum amount of fees allowed.
110a. County attorney, compensation in

certain counties.
1l0b. District attorney, compensation of.
1100. County judge, compensation as su

perintendent of public Instruc
tion.

110d. Officer not collecting maximum

fees, etc., may retain out of de

linquent fees collected', remain
der paid to treasurer.

nOe. Delinquent fees, collection of, com

missi-ons on, remainder paid to
treasurer.

nOf. Officers to make sworn statement,
etc., to show what.

nOg. Officer may appoint deputies, how;
county judge not to influence ap
potntment, etc.; compensation,
how paid.

111. Fees of district clerk.
112. Fees of county clerk.
113. Penalty for failing to charge up

fees, to make report, to remit
fees or to receive back any part
allowed deputy.

Art.
113a. Compensation for ex-officio serv

ices, when may be all-owed by
commissioners' court; proviso.

113b. Officials named in article 110 to

keep accounts; duty of grand
jury and district judge as to.

113c. Monthly report; statement of ex

penses; audit, etc.
113d. Collector and assessor to file with

comptroller copies of sworn

statements.
114. Clerk issuing attachment or sub

poena without authority, penalty
for.

115. Amounts allowed officers may be
retained; state or county not re

sponsible for fees or compensa
tion, when; officers to make
sworn statements of fees collect
ed, inform the person for whom
collected and pay over same.

115a. Fees, how disposed of; excess

fees, etc.
115b. Certain officers not required to re

port fees or keep statement; pro
viso as to district attorney.

115c. Fiscal year defined, and regulation
of reports.

116. Officers to make quarterly reports
of moneys in their hands uncall
ed for.

117. Moneys not called for to be paid
over to county treasurer.

118. Penalty for violating three preced
ing articles.

Article 96. [96] Officer fraudulently taking or misapplying
public money.-If any officer of the government, who is by law a

receiver or depositary of public money, or any clerk or other person
employed about the office of such officer, shall fraudulently take, or

misapply, or convert it to his own use, any part of such public
money, or secrete the same with intent to take, misapply or con

vert it to his own use, or shall payor deliver the same to any per
son, knowing that he is not entitled to receive it, he shall be punish
ed by confinement in the penitentiary for a term not less than two
nor more than ten years. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 158; P. C. 235.]

Defenses.-Accused could not be convicted for embezzlement by his deputies or
the depository banks. Ferrell v. State (Cr. App.) 152 s. W. 901.

Indlctments.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 13-21.
Description of money, see Code Crim. Proc, art. 468.
Requisi tes, see Code Crim. Proc. art. 467.

Evldence.-See notes under Code Crim. Proc. art. 783.

Art. 97. [97] Using public funds.-Within the term, "misap
plication of public money," are included the following acts:

1. The use of any public money, in the hands of any officer of
the government, for any purpose whatsoever, save that of transmit
ting or transporting the same to the seat of government, and its
payment into the treasury.

2. Exchanging public funds.-The exchange, by any officer of
(me character of public funds in his hands, for those of another
character; the purchase of bank checks, or postoffice orders, in ex

change, for transmission to the treasury, is not included in this
dass.

3.. Depositing public funds elsewhere than in treasury.-The de
pOSIt, by any officer of the government, of public money in his
hands, at. any oth.er place than the treasury of the state, when the

treasury: IS accesslbl.e and open for business, or permitting the same
to remain on deposit at such forbidden place, after the treasury is
open.
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4. Officer purchasing warrants.-The purchase of state war

rants, or other evidence of state indebtedness, by any officer of the

government, with public money in his hands.
5. Retaining funds after notice from comptroller.-The reten

tion in his hands, by any collector of taxes, of any funds belonging
to the state, for thirty days after receiving notice from the comp
troller of public accounts to pay the same over to the treasurer.

6. Failing to pay into treasury at proper time.-The wilful fail
ure of any officer to pay into the state treasury, at the time pre
scribed by law, whatever funds he may have on hand.

7. Other cases.-The special enumeration of cases of misappli
cation above set forth shall not be understood to exclude any case

which, by fair construction of language, comes within the meaning
of the preceding language; provided, that this article shall not be
construed to prevent collectors of taxes from paying warrants
drawn by the comptroller in favor of officers living in their district
or county, as may be provided by law.

Venue.-The offenses defined in subdivisions 5 and 6 of this arti
cle, when committed in any county in this state, may be prosecuted
in the district court of Travis county, or in the county where the
money was received. [Acts 1879, ch. 150, p. 165.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 16-21.

Art. 98. Donation of taxes to City of Galveston.-For a period
of fifteen years, commencing with the fiscal year beginning Septem
ber 1, 1903, there be and hereby are donated and granted by the
state of Texas to the city of Galveston, the net amounts of money
collected from the following taxes:

1. The state ad valorem taxes collected upon property and from
persons in the county of Galveston, including the rolling stock be
longing to railroad companies, which shall be ascertained and ap
portioned as now provided by law.

2. Three-fourths of all moneys collected from state occupation
taxes received from persons, firms, companies or associations of

persons doing business in the county of Galveston.
3. All state poll taxes collected from persons in the county of

Galveston, except that belonging to the public school fund. [Act
1903, p. 10.]

Art. 99. Diversion of same a misapplication of public money.
The moneys herein and hereby granted and donated', to the city of
Galveston are declared to be a trust fund for the 'purpose of aiding
the city of Galveston in paying the interest and sinking fund upon
an issue or issues of bonds, the proceeds of which bonds are to be
used exclusively for the elevation and raising of the streets, ave

nues, alleys, sidewalks and lots in said city above calamitous over

flows, and for securing and protecting such filling. The use or di
version of such moneys for any other purpose whatsoever is hereby
prohibited; provided, that whenever the moneys in the hand of the
city treasurer, received from the state under the provisions of this
or any previous law, shall exceed the sum of one year's interest, and
two per cent. sinking fund, on the bonds herein referred to that
have been issued and are then outstanding, such excess shall be
invested by said city in the purchase of said bonds, or bonds of the
United States, the state of Texas, or the bonds of any county, city
or town, of the state of Texas, bearing interest at a rate of not less
than four per cent. per annurn ; and provided, further, that the en

tire sinking fund, when received by the city treasurer of said city,
shall be invested by the municipal authorities of said city, as re

ceived, in the bonds herein referred to, or bonds of the United
States, the state of Texas, or the bonds of any county, city or town
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of the state of Texas, bearing interest at a rate of not less than four

per cent. per annum. A violation of the provisions of this section
shall constitute a misapplication of public money, and the person
or persons so offending shall be punished as 'provided for in article
96 of this Code. [Act 1903, p. 10.] .

Art. 100. [98] What not included.-Nothing in the two pre
ceding articles [Arts. 96, 97] contained shall apply to the sale or

exchange of one kind of money for another by the financial officers
of the state, when done in pursuance of law. [Act March 15, 1875,
p. 180.]

Explanatory._The words "two preceding articles" have reference to the situa
tion of the articles as they appeared in the Revised Statutes of 1895. Articles 98
and 99 were inserted in the revision of 1911 following art. 97 without changing the
references in the surrounding text ..

Art. 101. [99] Receiving or concealing misapplied public
money.-If any person shall knowingly and with fraudulent inten
tion receive or conceal any public money which has been taken,
converted or misapplied by any officer or employe as set forth in
the two preceding articles, [Arts. ·97, 100] he shall be punished by
confinement in the penitentiary for a term not less than two nor

more than five years. [Act Feb. 5, 1875, p. 12; P. C. 236.]
Explanatory.-The bracketed numbers following the words "two preceding arti-

cles" are axplalned in the note under the preceding article.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 22.
Description of money, see' Code Crim. Proc. art. 468.

Art. 102. [100] "Officer of the government" defined.-Under
the term, "officer of the government," as used in this chapter, are

included the state treasurer and all other heads of departments who
by law may receive or keep in their care public money of the state;
tax collectors, and all other officers who by law are authorized to

collect, receive or keep money due to the government. [Po C. 237.]
Deputy sherlff.-A deputy sheriff is an "officer Of the government" when he is

authorized to collect taxes. State v. Brooks, 42 Tex. 62.
Justice of the Peace.-A justice of the peace is an officer. Crump v. State, 23

App. 615, 5 S. W. R.,. 182.

Art. 103. [101] State treasurer improperly receiving private
funds.-If the treasurer of this state shall knowingly keep or re

ceive into the building, safes or vaults of the treasury, any money,
or the representative of money, belonging to any individual, except
in cases expressly provided for by law, he shall be punished by con- .

finement in the penitentiary for a term not less than two nor more

than five years. [Act May 3, 1873, pp. 61-2.]
Indlctment�-WiIlson's Gr. Forms, 23.

Art. 104. [102] Diverting special funds.-If any person shall
knowingly and wilfully borrow, withhold or in any manner divert
from its purpose, any special fund, or any part thereof, belonging
to or under the control of the state, which has been set apart by law
for a specific use, he 'shall be punished by confinement in the peni
tentiary for a term not less than two nor more than ten years.
[Const., Art. 8, § 7.]

Indictment.-WiIlson's Cr. Forms, 24.

Art. 104a. City and county treasuters custodian of funds, ex

clusive use of.-All funds, revenues and moneys derived from the
sale of the bonds herein authorized, [Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914,
arts. 5585-5594] and from the sale or rent 'Of reclaimed or other lands
acquired under this act, and from additional uses of said works as

herein authorized, shall be deposited with the county or city treasur
er, as the case may be, and shall be held in trust exclusively for the'
construction and maintenance of seawalls and breakwaters, including
the purchase of the right of way therefor, and all moneys derived
from the assessment and levy of taxes as aforesaid are declared to
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be a trust fund for the payment of interest and principal of bonds
to be issued under this act; and the use or diversion of such mon

eys for any other purposes whatsoever is hereby prohibited, and a

violation of this section. shall constitute a misapplication of public
money, and the person or persons so offending shall be punished
as provided in article 96, of the Penal Code of the State of Texas.

[Act 1901, 1st S. S., p. 25, ch. 12, § 9.]
Explanatory.-The above act was omitted from the revised Penal Code, and is

inserted in this compilation in view of the decision in Berry v. State (Cr. APP.) 156

s. W. 626.

Art. 105. [103] Misapplication of county or city funds.i=If

any officer of any county, city or town in this state, or any clerk or

other person employed by such officer, shall fraudulently take, mis

apply or convert to his own use any money, property or other thing'
of value belonging to such county, city or town, that may have
come into his custody or possession by virtue of his office or em

ployment, or shall secrete the same with intent to take, misapply or

convert it to his own use, or shall payor deliver the same to any
person knowing that he is not entitled to receive it, he shall be·

punished by confinement in the penitentiary for a term not less
than two nor more than ten years.

In general.-County treasurer's relation to the county is not, under this article,
that of a debtor, nor is it, under the Revised Statutes, that of a bailee. He is the
bonded custodian of the county funds, and failure from any cause to produce is a.

breach of his bond. Poole v. Burnet County, 97 Tex. 77, 76 S. W. 425.
He cannot be removed from his office under this article until he has been con

victed on a trial before a jury. Bland v. State (Civ. App.) 38 s. W. 252.
Where a public officer charged with the embezzlement of public funds is shown

to have received money on account of his office, it is incumbent on him to show
that he paid it over in accordance with the obligation assumed by him. Busby v.

State, 51 App, 289, 103 S. W. 638.

Money.-Money, within the meaning of this article, is legal tender metallio
coins, or legal tender currency of the United States. Lewis v. State, 28 App. 140,
12 S. W. 736.

'Charge of court was not too restrictive that the defendant, as treasurer, was

"only authorized to receive on behalf of, and pay to the county,
. legal tender me

tallic coin or leg-al tender notes, and current money of the United States of Ameri
ca." Butler v. Bta.te; 46 App. 287, 81 S. W. 743.

Persons liable.-A justice of the peace is a county officer within the purview of
the article, distinguishing between Edwards v. State, 2 App. 525, and Crump v.

State, 23 App. 615, 15 S. W. 182.. .

County judge not being authorized to receive public school money cannot be
indicted for its conversion. Warswick v. State, 36 App. 63, 35 S. W. 386.

A subordinate police officer or jailer, not being an officer contemplated by this
article, cannot be prosecuted for embezzlement under it. Hartnett v: State, 56
App, 281, 119 S. W. 855, 23 L. R. A. (N. S.) 761, 133 Am. St. Rep. 971.

A city secretary cannot be convicted of misapplying funds of the city, where
the charter does not require him to handle any such funds, since they do not come

into his custody by virtue of his office. Dickey v. State (Cr. APP.) 144 s. W. 271.
A city secretary cannot be convicted of misapplying a warrant belonging to the

city, where he actually deposited the warrant in a bank to the credit of the city,
although he deposited it to the credit of a wrong fund for the purpose of covering
up a shortage in that fund. Dickey v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 271.

Repayment no defense.-Busby v. State, 51 App. 289, 103 S. W. 638.
Evidence.-See Busby v. State, 61 App, 289, 103 S. W. 638, and see notes under

art. 783, C. C. P.
.

Evidence of restitution held not admissible in mitigation. Butler v. State, 46
App. 287, 81 S. W. 743.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 25, 26.
Oeneral requisites', see Code Crim. Proc. art. 467.
Description of money, see Code Crim. Proc, art. 468.
Indictment for fraudulent misapplication of city funds, held sufficient. Steiner

v. State, 33 App. 291, 26 S. W. 214.
Must allege ownership of money by county, City, or town. Crane v. State, 26

App, 482, 9 S. W. 773.
Allegation that defendant was a specified officer and also a clerk and employe,

of such officer, held; not repugnant. Busby v. State, 51 App. /l89, 103 S. W. 638.
Charge of court.-See Busby v. State, 51 App. 289, 103 S. W. 638. See, also,

notes under 'C. C. P. art. 735.

Mitigation of punishment.-See Butler v. State, 46 App. 287, 81 S. W. 743 .

.

Art. 106. [104] Fraudulently rec�iving misa:pplied county or

city funds.-If any person shall, knowmgly and WIth fraudulent in
tention, receive or conceal any money or property which has been
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taken, misapplied or converted by any officer or employe, as set

forth in the preceding article, he shall be punished by confinement
in the penitentiary for a term not less than two nor more than five

years.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 27, 28.

Art. 107. Officer failing to pay over public money.-Every tax

collector, or other officer or appointee, authorized toreceive public
moneys, who shall wilfully and negligently fail to account for all

moneys in their hands belonging to the state, and pay the same over

to the state treasurer whenever and as often as they may be direct
ed so to do by the comptroller of public accounts, [Art. 108a, post]
and all tax collectors and other officers or appointees authorized to
receive public moneys, who shall fail to account for all moneys in.
their hands belonging to their respective counties, cities or towns,
and pay the same over to the respective county treasurers, or city
treasurers, whenever and as often as they may be directed so to do

by the respective county judges, or county commissioners, courts,
or mayor or board of aldermen, [Art. 10Sb, post] shall be deemed
guilty of a felony, and shall be punished by imprisonment in· the
penitentiary for not less than three nor more than ten years; pro
vided, that tax collectors shall have thirty days from the date of
such direction within which to comply with the same. [Act 1879,
Extra Session, ch. 8, § 4.]

Art. 108. Venue.-Prosecutions for failing to account for, and

pay over money belonging to the state, under the provisions of the
preceding article, shall be conducted in Travis county; and prose
cutions for failing to account for, and pay over, moneys belonging
to the counties, cities and towns, shall be conducted in the county
to which such money may belong, or in the county where such city
or town is situated. [Id., §§ 5, 6.}

Art. 108a. Payment of moneys.-All tax collectors and other
officers or appointees authorized to receive public moneys shall ac

count for all moneys in their hands belonging to the state, and pay
the same over to the state treasurer whenever and as often as they
may be directed so to do by the comptroller of public accounts;
provided, that tax collectors shall have thirty days from the date of
such direction within which to comply with the same. [Act 1879,
S. S., p. 5.]

Explanatory.-This article and art. 108b constitute arts. 7658, 7659 of Vernon's
Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, and were a part of the act from which art. 107, Penal Code, was

taken. They are here inserted for convenience and in order to supplement art.
107.

Reports and remlttances.-See notes under art. 957, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St.
1914.

The collector's reports and remittances of taxes collected on account of the
state and the county are independent of each other. T. L. & C. C. v. Hemphill
County (Civ. App.) 61 S. W. 334.

After the collection, the collector is required under penalties to promptly report
and remit all taxes collected by him to the state and county treasurers without
excepting cases in which suits, however prornptly filed, may be instituted for the
recovery thereof. Id.

Certain facts held not to excuse a county tax collector disobeying an order of
the commissioners' court to make a payment. Bailey v. Aransas County, 46 Civ.
App. 547" 102 S. W. 1159.

Art. 108b. Same.-All tax collectors and other officers or ap
pointees authorized to receive public moneys shall account for all
moneys in their hands belonging to their respective counties, cities
or towns, and pay the same over to the respective county treasurers
or city treasurers, whenever and as often as they may be directed
so to do by the respective county judges, or county commissioners'
courts, or mayor or board of aldermen; provided, that tax collec
tors shall have ten days from the date of such direction within
which to comply with the same. [Act 1879, S. S., p. 6, sec. 2.]

See note under art. 108a.
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Art. 109. [105] Collector failing to pay.-The collectors of

taxes shall at the close of each month, pay over to the state treas

urer all moneys collected by them during the month for the. state,
excepting such amounts as they are allowed by law to pay In the

counties, reserving only their commissions on the same; and to en

able them to do so, they may, at their own risk, secure and send the
same to the treasurer by express, or in postoffice orders, at not more

than the usual rate of exchange, to be paid by the state; that the
collectors of taxes shall pay over to the state treasurer all balances
in their hands belonging 'to' the state, and finally adjust and settle
their accounts with the comptroller on or before the first day of

May of each year; that the treasurer, whenever he may receive
from the collectors of taxes postoffice orders, shall collect the same

and pay the money so collected into the treasury on the deposit
warrant of the comptroller, and the money when so deposited shall
be a credit to the tax collector. It shall be the duty of the comptrol
ler to enforce a strict observance of the provisions of this article,
but no public moneys shall be paid to the comptroller except such
.as are made payable directly to him as collector of the same under
existing statutes, and expressly provided by law to be paid to him
.as receiver of taxes; and, in addition to the reports required by
law to be made by tax collectors, they shall make a monthly state

ment under oath, on forms to be provided by the comptroller,
showing the amounts collected each month and the funds to which
they belong. Any collector of taxes failing to comply with the pro
visions of this article shall be fined in a sum not less than five hun
dred and not more than one thousand dollars, and each failure to

make the required report shall constitute a separate offense; and
it shall be the duty of the comptroller to notify the county attorney,
or district attorney, of the county in which the collector resides, and
the sureties on the bond of said collector, of any failure to comply
with the provisions of this law. [Act March 30, 1887, p. 67.]

Explanatory.-The above article, at the time it was incorporated into the revised
Penal Code, had been superseded by Laws 1893, p, 90 (Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St.
1914, arts. 7618-7620). The superseding act, however, was carried into the Penal
Code as arts. 144-146, post.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms; 21, 28.

Art. 110. Maximum amount of fees allowed.-Hereafter the
maximum amount of fees of all kinds that may be retained by any
officer mentioned in this section (article) as compensation for serv

ices shall be as follows: County judge, an amount not exceeding
two thousand two hundred and fifty dollars per annum; sheriff, an

amount not exceeding two thousand seven hundred and fifty dol
lars per annum; clerk of the county court, an amount not exceed
ing two thousand two hundred and fifty dollars per annum; county
attorney, an amount not exceeding two thousand two hundred and
fifty dollars per annum; clerk of the district court, an amount not.

exceeding two thousand two hundred and fifty dollars per annum;
collector of taxes, an amount not exceeding two thousand two hun
dred and fifty dollars per annum; assessor of taxes, an amount not

exceeding two thousand two hundred and fifty dollars per annum;
justices of the peace, an amount not exceeding two thousand dollars
per annum; constables, an amount not exceeding two thousand

d.ollars per annum; provided, that this Act shall not apply to jus
trees of the peace or constables except those holding offices in cities
of more than twenty thousand inhabitants, to be determined by the
last United States census.

Maximum fees in certain counties.-In any county shown by the
last United States census to contain as many as twenty-five thou
sand inhabitants the following amounts shall be allowed, viz:
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county judge, an amount not exceeding twenty-five hundred dol
lars per annum; sheriff, an amount not exceeding three thousand
dollars per annum; clerk of the county court, an amount not ex

ceeding twenty-four hundred dollars per annum ; county attorney,
an amount not exceeding twenty-four hundred dollars per annum;
district attorney, an amount not exceeding twenty-five hundred
dollars per annum, inclusive of the five hundred dollars allowed by
the constitution and paid by the state; clerk of the district court,
an amount not exceeding twenty-four hundred dollars per annum;
collector of taxes, an amount not exceeding twenty-four hundred
dollars per annum; assessor of taxes, an amount not exceeding
twenty-four hundred dollars per annum.

Maximum fees in counties containing city of 25,000 inhabitants,
etc.-In counties containing a city of over twenty-five thousand in

habitants, or, in such counties as shown by the last United States
census, shall contain as many as thirty-eight thousand inhabitants,
the following amount of fees shall be allowed, viz: county judge,
an amount not exceeding thirty-five hundred dollars per annum;

sheriff, an amount not exceeding thirty-five hundred' dollars per
annum; clerk of the county, court, an amount not exceeding twen

ty-seven hundred and fifty dollars per annum; county attorney, an

amount not exceeding thirty-five' hundred dollars per annum; dis
trict attorney, an amount not exceeding twenty-five hundred dol
lars, inclusive of the five hundred dollars allowed by the constitu
tion and paid by the state; clerk of the district court, an amount
not exceeding- twenty-seven hundred and fifty dollars per annum;
collector of taxes, an amount not exceeding twenty-seven hundred
and fifty dollars per annum; assessor of taxes, an amount not ex

ceeding twenty-seven hundred and fifty dollars per annum; pro
vided, the compensation fixed herein for sheriffs and their deputies
shall be exclusive of any rewards received for the apprehension of
criminals or fugitives from justice.

Last United States census to govern in all cases.-The last Unit
ed States census shall govern as to population in all cases. [Act
1897, ,S. S. p. 9; Act 1897, S. S. p. 43; Act 1913, p. 246, amending
arts. 3881-3883,3887, Rev. St. 1911.]

See arts. 1106-1192, C. C. P.

Explanatory.-Art. 110, Pen. Code 1911, was derived from the same act which
made up arts. 3381-3383, 3387, of the Revised Statutes. The named articles of the
Revised Statutes were amended by Acts 1913, p. 246, as given above, and hence art.
110, Pen. 'Code, was thereby superseded. By section 2 of Acts 1913, p. 246, the act
takes effect December 1, 1914.

Constltutlonality.-This article is not repugnant to article 6, section 21, state
constitution. Hare v. Grayson County (Civ. App.) 51 S. W. 656..

Repeal of former act.-Acts 17th Leg. c. 87, providing that: county clerks shall
receive certain sums for ex officio 'services, in so far as it was mandatory, is re

pealed by Acts 25th Leg. Ex. Sess. c. 5, entitled "An act to fix certain civil fees to
be charged by certain county officers, * * * to limit: and regulate the compen
sation of the * * * clerk of the county court * * * and to repeal all laws in
conflict herewith," fixing, by section 10, the maximum fees that: may be retained by
the clerk of the county court: at $2,,500 per annum, and, in addition thereto, one
fourth of the excess fees collected by him, but providing in sectforu 15 that the
commissioners' court shall not be debarred from allowing compensation for ex of
ficio services not to be included in estimating the maximum provided in the act
when, in their judgment, such compensation is necessary; such compensation not
to exceed the amount now provided by law for such services. Navarro County v.
Howard (Civ. App.) 129 S. W. 857.

"Fees of all klnds."-The phrase "fees of all kinds" embraces every kind of
compensation allowed by law to a county clerk unless: excepted by some provision
of the statute. Ellis County v. Thompson, 95 Tex. 22, 64 S. W. 927, 66 S. W. 49.

In Acts 25th Leg. Ex. Sess. c. 5, § 10, fixing the maximum amount of fees of all
kinds that may be retained by any officer as compensation for his services, the
phrase "fees of all kinds," as applied to the clerk of the County court embraces
every kind of compensation allowed by law to him, unless excepted by some pro
viston of the act. Navarro County v. Howard (Civ. App.) 129 S. W. 857.

District and County Attorneys.-See arts. 363, 365, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.
In counties that cast 7,600 votes or more in presidential elections, the county
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.attornev is entitled to retain for his individual services fees to the extent of $2,500
and one-fourth of the excess. Hare v. Grayson ICounty (Civ. App.) 51 S. W. 656.

Art. 110a. County attorney, compensation in certain counties.
-The county attorney in those' counties having no district attor

ney, where he performs the duties of district attorney, may receive
the same compensation as provided for the district attorney. [Act
1897, S. S. p. 44, sec. 10; Rev. Civ. St. 1911, art. 3884.]

See arts. 1117a-1117c, 1117f, 1117h, 1118, 1131, C. C. P.

Explanatory.-Certain provisions of Act 1897, S. S. p. 5, constituting a qualifi
cation or amplification of the offenses denounced in art. 113, post, were omitted
from the revised Penal Code. These omitted provisions are inserted in this

compilation as arts. 11 Oa-11Og, 113a-113d, 115a-115c, in view of the decision in

Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 156 s. W. 626.

Art. 110b. District attorney, compensation of.-The maximum
fixed for the compen-sation of the district attorney shall be con

strued to be the amount which that officer is authorized to retain
of fees allowed such officer in his district, whether composed of one

or more counties. [Act 1897, S. S. p. 44, $ec. 10; Rev. St. 1911,
art. 3885.]

See note under art. 110a; see arts. 1117a-1117c, 1117f, 1117h, 1118, 1131, C. C. P.

Art. llOc. County judge, compensation as superintendent of

public instruction.-In counties where a county judge acts as su

perintendent of public instruction, "he shall receive such other salary
as may be provided by the commissioners' court, not to exceed
the sum of six hundred dollars per annum. [Id. sec. 10, Rev. St.
1911, art. 3886.]

See note under art. 110a.

Salary of county Judge as county superlntendent.-This article empowers the
commissioners' court to allow county judges for services as county superintendents
of public instruction a salary not to exceed $600 per annum. This precludes the
idea that they are any longer entitled to commissions as provided by the old law.
Stevens v. Campbell, 26 Civ. App. 213, 63 S. W. 162.

Art. 110d. Officer not collecting maximum fees, etc., may retain
out of delinquent fees collected, remainder paid to treasurer.-Any
officer mentioned in section 10 of this act [art. 110, ante], who does
not collect the maximum amount of his fees for any fiscal year and
who reports delinquent fees for that year, shall be entitled to retain,
when collected, such part of such delinquent fees as is sufficient to

complete the maximum compensation for the year in which delin
quent fees were charged, and also to retain the one-fourth of the ex

cess belonging to him, and the remainder of the delinquent fees for
that fiscal year shall be paid as herein provided for when collected.
[Act 1897, S. S. p. 9, sec. 11; Act 1907, p. SO; Rev. St. 1911, art.

3890.]
Explanatory.-See note under art. 110a. Acts 1907, p. 50, purports to amend

"section 2" of Act 1897, S. S. p, 5: From a consideration of the subject-matter of
the amendment it is apparent that section 11 was intended, and it was so treated
by the revisers of both the Civil and Criminal Statutes.

Art. 110e. Delinquent fees, collection of, commissions on, re

mainder paid to' treasurer.-All fees due and not collected as shown
in the report required by section 11 of this act [art. 110f, post] shall
be collected by the officer to whose office the fees accrued; and, out
of such part of delinquent fees as may be due the county, the officer
making such collection shall be entitled to ten per cent of the
amount collected by him, and the remainder shall be paid into the
county treasury, as provided in section 11 of this act [art. l1Sa, post].
It shall not be legal for any officer to remit any fee that may be due
under the law fixing fees. [Act 1897, S. S. p. 10, sec. 13; Rev. St.
1911, art. 3892.]

See note under art. 110a.
Cannot remit fees.-Since the statute prescribes the county clerk's fees for

transcribing the records and making new indexes, a contract between the county
clerk and county commissioners fixing the clerk's compensation for such work
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even for less' than the legal amount was invalid; the county clerk under Pen.

Code 1911, art. 113, and this article, having no right to remit any part of his fees.

Russell v. Cordwent (Civ. App.) 152 S. W. 239.

Collection of fees after expiration of term.-After a county officer has gone out

of office he has no right to collect the fees that accrued' to his. office while he was

the incumbent. Ellis County v. Thompson, 95 Tex. 22, 64 S. W. 927, 66 S. W. 48.

Art. 110£. Officers to make sworn statement, etc., to show what..
-Each officer mentioned in the preceding section [art. 110; ante],
and also the sheriff, shall, at the close of each fiscal year, make to

the district court of the county in which he resides a sworn state

ment showing the amount of fees collected by him during the fiscal

year and the amount of fees charged and not collected, and by
who� due and the number of deputies and assistants employed by
him during the year, and the amount paid, or to be paid each. [Act
1897, S. S. p. 10, sec. 11; Act 1907, p. 50; Rey. St. 1911, art. 3895.]

See note under art. 110a. See, also, note under art. 110d.

Art. 1l0g. Officer may appoint deputies, how; county judge not

to influence appointment, etc.; compensation, how paid.-When
ever any officer named in articles 3881 to 3886 [Rev. St. 1911; art.

110 of this compilation] shall require the service of deputies or as

sistants in the performance of his duties, he shall apply to the coun

ty judge of his county for authority to appoint same; and the coun

ty judge shall issue an order authorizing the appointment of such a

number of deputies or assistants as in his opinion may be necessary
for the efficient performance of the duties of said office. The officer

applying for appointment of a deputy or assistant, or deputies or

assistants, shall make affidavit that they are necessary for the effi

ciency of the public service, and the county judge may require, in
addition, a statement showing the need of such deputies or assist
ants; and in no case shall the county judge attempt to influence the
appointment of any person as deputy or assistant in any office. Pro
vided, that in all counties having a population in excess of 100,000
inhabitants, the district attorney of any district, or the county at-

. torney of any county where there is no district attorney, is authoriz
ed, with the consent of the county judge of the county for which
such appointment is intended, to appoint not to exceed two (2) as

sistants in addition to his regular deputies or assistants, the number
of said deputies not to exceed two for the entire district, regardless
of the number of counties it may contain, which two assistants shall
not be required to possess the qualifications prescribed by law for
district or county attorneys, and who shall perform such duties as

may be assigned to them by the county attorney of such county, or

the district attorney of such district, and who shall receive as their
compensation $100.00 per month, to be paid in monthly installments
out of the county funds, of the county for which such appointment
is made, by warrants drawn on such county funds; and provided,
further, that in counties having a population in excess of one hun

dre� thousand inhabitants, the district attorney in the county of his
residence or the county attorney where there is not a district attor
ney, shall be allowed by order of the commissioners court of the
co.un.ty where such official resides, as in the judgment of the com
mrssioners court may be necessary, to the proper administration of
the duties of such office, not to exceed, however, the sum of $50.00
per �onth. Such amount as may be thus necessarily incurred shall
b� paid by the commissioners court upon affidavit made by the dis
trict attorney or the county attorney, showing the necessity of such
expense and for what same was incurred. The commissioners court
may also requir.e any other evidence as in their opinion may be
necessary tc? show the necessity of such expenditure but they shall
be the sole Judge as to the necessity for such expenditure and their
judgment allowing same shall be final. The maximum amount al-
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lowed for deputies or assistants for their services shall be follows,
towit:

First assistant or chief deputy, a sum not to exceed a rate of
twelve hundred dollars per annum; others not to exceed a rate of
nine hundred dollars per annum.

Provided, however, that in counties having a population of 37,500
or over, the maximum salaries allowed for deputies or assistants for
their services shall be as follows:

First assistant or chief deputy, a sum not to exceed a rate of eigh
teen hundred dollars per annum; heads of each department not to
exceed the sum of fifteen hundred dollars per annum; others, not
to exceed a rate of twelve hundred dollars per annum.

The county judge in issuing his order granting authority to ap
point deputies or assistants, shall state in such order the number of
deputies or assistants authorized and the amount to be paid each;
and the amount of compensation allowed shall be paid out of the
fees of office to which said deputies or assistants may be appointed,
and shall not be included in estimating the maximum salaries of
officers named in articles 3881 to 3886. [Act 1897, S. S. p. 10, sec.

12; Act 1913, p. 286, sec. 1, amending art. 3903, Rev. St. 1911.]
See note under art. 110a.

Explanatory.-Art. 3903, Rev. St. 1911 (Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 3903),
was amended by Acts 1913, p. 246, approved April 3, 1913, the amendment to take
effect December 1, 1914. Such article was again amended at the same' session of
the legislature (Acts 1913, p. 286) so as to read as above, but the act was made to
take effect from and after its passage. The later amendment was approved April
7, 1913.

Art. 111. Fees of district clerk.-The clerks of the district court
shall hereafter receive the following fees for the following services:
For recording return of any writs when any such return is required
by law to be recorded, the amount of fifty cents; when the return
exceeds three hundred words, for each one hundred words in excess

of three hundred words, ten cents. [Act 1897, S. S. p. 44.]
Explanatory.-The above article, prior to its insertion in the revised Penal Code,

had been superseded by Laws 1901, ch, 21, § 1. The superseding act was carried.
into the Revised Statutes of 1911 as articles 3855, 3856 (same articles in Vernon's
t5ayles' Civ. St. 1914), which read as follows:-

Fees of clerks of the district courts.-The clerks of the district
courts shall receive for the following services in Civil cases the fol
lowing fees, to-wit:
For copy of petition, including certificate and seal, each one

hundred words..................................••.•..
Each. writ of citation ......•...........•...............•••

Each copy of citation .................................•.•

Docketing each cause, to be charged but once .............•

Every other order, judgment or decree, not otherwise provid-
ed for .

Docketing each rule or motion, including rule for cost. ....•

Filing each paper .

Entering appearance of each party to a suit, to be charged
but once

.

Each continuance
'

•...............•..........•••

Swearing each witness � .'...................•

Administering an oath, affirmation, or taking affidavit, cer

tificate and seal; provided, that he shall only be allowed
pay for one certificate to each witness claim for attendance
in behalf of plaintiff, and one each .in behalf of defendant,
at anyone term of the court ..........................•

Each subpoena issued ..................................•

Each additional name inserted in subpoena ...............•

Approving bond (except for cost) ................••••••••
Swearing and impaneling a, jury ....
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Receiving and recording a verdict of a. jury ... :
..• • • • • • • •.. $

Assessing damages in each case �?t tried by a Jury .••.•• • • •

Each commission to take depoaitions .............•.••• • ..

Taking depositions, each one. hundred w<;>rds ..........•.••
Issuing copies of interrogatones with certificate and seal, per

one hundred words ··.·.··········•

Each final judgment ·.······:·.···
Where judgment exceeds three hundr�d words, the addition

al fee for each one hundred words m excess of three hun-

dred words shall be ·········•

For each order of sale ..................................•

For each execution ·.·····•

For each writ of possession or restitution ...............••

For each injunction writ ...............................•
Each copy of injunction writ. ..........................•
For every other writ not otherwise provided for ..........•
For each copy of writ not otherwise provided for .

Recording returns of any writ, where such return is required
by law to be recorded, including the return on all writs, ex-

cept subpcenas .......................................•
Each certificate to any facts contained in his office .........•

. Making out and transmitting the records and proceedings in
a cause to any inferior court, for each one hundred words ..

Making out and transmitting mandate or judgment of the
district court upon appeal from the county court. ..•..••

Filing a record in a cause appealed to the district court .....•

Transcribing, comparing and verifying record books of his
office, payable out of the county treasury, upon warrants

issued upon the order of commissioners' court, each' one

hundred words .

Making transcript of records and papers in any cause upon
appeal, or writ of error, with certificate and seal, each one

hundred words .......................................•

Making copy of all records of judgments or papers on file in
his office, for any party applying for same, with certificate
and seal, each one hundred words .....................••

Taxing the bill of costs in any case with copy of same ...•.•

Filing and recording the declaration of intention to be a citi-
zen of the United States '

.

Issuing certificate of naturalization .••........••.•..... ;, •..

(Act 1901, p. 24.]
6. One order for several cases.
7. Subpcena,
8. Discrimination.
9. Clerk of criminal district court.

10. Fees in criminal cases.

Art. 111
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1. Constitutionality.
2. Fees for transcript.
3. Fee for recording return of cita

tion.
4. Fees in receivership proceedings.
5. Commission on penalties COllected.

1. ConstltutionaJity.-The provisions in the law limiting the fees and compen
sation of officers in counties less than 30,000 in population is not a local or special.
law. A law which relates to persons or things as a class is a general law, while
a law which relates to particular persons or things of a class is special and comes
within the constitutional prohibition. Kabelmacher v. Kabelmacher, 21 Civ. App.
317, 50 S. W. 1118, 51 S. W. 353.

The act of 1897, page 5, in so far as it regulates the compensation of officers and
their fees is not unconstitutional. If a law contains more than one subject not ex

pressed in the title the law is void only as to that subject not expressed. Id.
2. Fees for ti'anscript.-Di�triC1l clerks are entitled to 10 cents per 100' words

for making transcripts on appeal. Section 7 of the act of the called session of the
25th legislature, page 12, does not apply. Kabelmacher v. Kabelmacher, 21 Civ.
App. 317, 50 S. W. 1118, 51 S. W. 353.

District clerks cannot charge more than 10 cents per 100 words for making tran
scripts in civil cases on appeal. McLennan County v. Graves, 26 Civ. App. 49, 62
S. W. 122.

3. Fee for recording return of citatlon.-A clerk cannot charge a fee for re

cording return of citation, because there is no law requiring such return to be re

corded. Texas M. Ry. Co. v. Parker, 28 Clv. App. 116, .66 S. W. 683.
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4. Fees in receivership proceedings.-In railroad receivership proceedings, an al
lowance to' the clerk of court held an allowance for a special duty imposed by the
court. St. Louis Union Trust Co. v. Texas Southern Ry, Co. (Civ. App.) 126 S.
W.296.

5. Commission on penalties coliected.-This statute regulates the fees of the
clerk in civil actions, and he is not entitled to 5 per cent. commission on moneys
collected for the state as penalties for violating the anti-trust laws. Article 1193
of the Code of Criminal Procedure does not apply to civil actions in behalf of the
state to recover penalties. State v. Hart, 96 Tex. 102, 70 S. W. 948, 949.

6. One order for several cases.-Where by agreement of parties one order is to
apply to 'a number of cases, and but one order is entered upon the minutes of the
court, the clerk is entitled to a fee but for one order. Hanrick v. Ake, 75 Tex.
142, 12 S. ·W. 818.

7. Subprena.-The insertion of a name in a subpoena, within the statute fix
ing fees for the district court clerk, held only to be made by the Clerk or his
deputy. Altgelt v. Callaghan (Civ. App.) 144 S. W. 1166.

8. Discrimination.-The clerk cannot discriminate between litigants and charge
fees against one at a higher rate than he would be entitled to charge the other
if the latter had been cast in the suit. Wichita Mill & Elevator Co. v. State, 57
Civ. App, 165, 122 S. W. 427.

9. Clerk of criminal district court.-See art. 2213, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St.
1914.

10'. Fees In criminal cases.-See arts. 1106-1192, C. C. P.

Clerk shall compare and certify copies, etc.; fees.-Whenever, in
any suit, a certified copy of any petition or any other instrument is
necessary in the district court, it shall be lawful for the plaintiff or

defendant to prepare such true and correct copy thereof, and sub
mit the same to the clerk of the district court, whose duty it shall
be to compare the same with the original instrument, and, if found
to be correct, he shall attach his certificate of true copy. For such
services he shall receive fifty cents for each certificate and seal, and,
in addition thereto, the sum of ten cents per page, three hundred
words to the page, for each page of each copy. But nothing in this
or the preceding article shall be construed as repealing the maxi
mum fixed by existing law upon the total compensation allowed to
district clerks. [Act 1901, p. 24. Act 1897, S. S. p. 44. Act 1897, S.
S. p. 12. Act 1895, p. 170.]

Certified copies of petitions.-Under this and the preceding article, where a
clerk received and used printed matter prepared by plaintiff to obtain the benefit
of such section, from which, by pasting sheets together and filling blanks, he
made copies of a petition, he is estopped to claim the larger fee, under section 1,
for making copies of such petition. Wichita Mill & Elevator Co. v. State, 57 Civ.
App. 165, 122 S. W. 427.

Art. 112. Fees of county clerk.-The clerks of the county court
shall hereafter receive for the following services the following fees:
For recording return of any writ, when any such return is required
by law to be recorded, fifty cents; where the return exceeds three
hundred words, for each one hundred words in excess of three hun
dred words, ten cents. [Act 1897, 1st S. S. p. 44.]

For other provisions fixing the fees of the clerks of the county court, and to
which art. 113 is applicable, see Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts. 3860-3863.

Art. 113. Penalty for failing to charge up fees, to make report,
or to receive back any part allowed deputy.-Any officer named in
the three preceding articles [art. 110, ante], and also the sheriff, who
shall fail to charge up the fees or costs that may be due under exist
ing laws, or who shall remit any fee that may be due under the laws,
or who shall fail to make the report required by this law, or who
shall pay his deputy or assistant a less sum than the amount speci
fied in his sworn statement, or receive back any part of such com

pensation allowed such deputy or assistant, as a rebate, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall
be fined in any sum not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than
five hundred dollars. Each act forbidden in this article shall con
stitute a separate offense. [Act 1897, 1st S. S. p. 5.]

See arts. 1106-1192, C. C. P.
For particular provisions relating to the fees of officers named in arts. llO-HOb.

see the index to Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, and Title 15, C. C. P.
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ExpJanatory.-In the original act the words "Section 10 of this act" are used

instead of the words "three preceding articles." Section 10 of the act, as amended.

appears in this compilation as art. 110.

Contract for compensation.-Since the statute prescribes the county clerk's fees

for transcribing the records and making new indexes, a contract between the

county clerk and county commissioners fixing the clerk's compensation for such

work for less than the legal amount was invalid. Russell v. Cordwent (Civ. App.)
152 S. W. 239.

Indictment.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 183-186.

Art. 113a. Compensation for ex-officio, services, when may be

allowed by commissioners' court; .proviso.-The. c?mmissioner.s'
court is hereby debarred from allowing compensation for ex-officio

services to county officials when the compensation and excess fees

which they are allowed to retain shall reach the max�mum provided
for in this chapter. In cases where the compensation and excess

fees which the officers are allowed to retain shall not reach the
maximum provided for' in this chapter, the commissioners' court

shall allow compensation for ex-officio services when, in their judg
ment, such compensation is necessary; provided, such compensa
tion for ex-officio services allowed shall not increase the compensa
tion of the official beyond the maximum amount of compensation
and excess fees allowed to be retained by him under this chapter.
[Act 1897, S. S. p. 10, sec. 15; Act 1913, p. 246, sec. 1, amending art.

3893, Rev. St. 1911.]
See note under art. 1l0a.

Art. 113b. Officials named in article 110 to keep accounts; duty
of grand jury and district judge as to.-It shall be the duty of those
officials named in articles 3881 to 3886 [Rev. St. 1911; art. 110 of
this compilation], and also the sheriffs, to keep a correct statement

of the sums coming into their hands as fees and commissions, in a

book to be provided by them for that purpose, in which the officer at

the time when any fees or moneys shall come into his hands shall
enter the same; and it shall be the duty of the grand jury (and the
district judge shall so charge the grand jury) to examine these ac

counts at the session of the district court next succeeding the first
day of December of each year, and make a report on same to the
district court at the conclusion of the session of the grand jury.
[Act 1897, S. S. sec. 16; Rev. St. 1911, art. 3894.]

See note under art. 110a.

Art. 113c. Monthly report; statement of expenses; audit, etc.
At the close of each month of his tenure of such office each officer
whose fees are affected by the provisions of this Act shall make as

a part of the report now required by law, an itemized and sworn

statement of all the actual and necessary expenses incurred by him
in the conduct of his said office, such as stationery, stamps tele
phone, traveling expenses and other necessary expense. If such
expense be incurred in connection with any particular case, such

stat�ment shall name such case. Such expense account shall be
�ubJect to the audit of the county auditor, and if it appear that any
�tem of such expense was not incurred by such officer, or that such
Item was n?t necessary t�ereto, such item may be by such auditor
or c0';1rt _reJecte.d. In which case the correctness of such item may
be adjudicated m any court of competent jurisdiction. The amount

?f such expense, referred to in this paragraph, shall not be taken to
include the salaries of assistants or deputies which are elsewhere
herein provided for. The amount of such expense shall be deducted
by the oJ�icer in making each such report, from the amount, if any,
due by him to the county under the provisions of this Act. [Act
1897, S. S. p. 11, sec. 20; Act 1913, p. 246, sec. 1, amending art. 3897,
Rev. St. 1911.]

.

See note under art. 1l0a.
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Art. 113d. Collector and assessor to file with comptroller copies
of sworn statements.-The tax collector and tax assessor, at the
time of their settlement of accounts with the comptroller, shall file
with him a copy of the sworn statement required under section 11
of this act [art. 110f, ante]. [Act 1897, S. IS. p. 11, sec. 18.]

See note under art. 110a.

Art. 114. Clerk issuing attachment or subpcena without author

ity.-Any district clerk who shall issue any attachment or subpcena
for any witness, except upon 'an order of court or upon the written
application, signed and sworn to by the defendant or state's coun

sel, stating that such witness is believed to be a material witness,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction,
fined in any sum not less than twenty-five dollars and not more

than five hundred dollars. [Act 1897, 1st S. S. p. 5.]
See arts. 1137a, 1138, C. C. P.

Explanatory.-Acts 1897, 1st S. S. p. 5, purports in section 1, to aprply only to
counties having 300(} voters or over. Art. 1577, post, is a general act, not limited
to a particular class of coun ties.

Art. 115. Amounts allowed officers may be retained; state or

county not responsible for fees or compensation, when; officers to
make sworn statements of fees collected . ...:_The amounts allowed to
each officer mentioned in articles 110, 111 and 112 may be retained
out of the fees collected by him under existing laws; but in no case

shall the state or the county be responsible for the payment of any
sum when the fees collected by any officer are less than the maximum
compensation allowed by this law, or be responsible for the pay of
any deputy or assistant. Each officer mentioned in article 110, and
also the sheriff, shall, at the close of each fiscal year, make to the
district court of the county in which he resides a sworn statement,
showing the amount of fees collected by him during the fiscal year
and the amount of fees charged and not collected, and by whom
due, and the number of deputies and assistants employed by him
during the year, and the amount paid or to be paid each; and all
fees collected by officers named: in article 110 dwring the fiscal yeOJY
in excess of the nWJ,·imu..m: amount allowed and of the one-fourth of
the excess of the maximum amount allowed for their services, and
for the services of their deputies or assistants hereinafter provided
[or, shall be paid to the county treasurer of the county 'Where' the;
excess accrued)' provided, that any officer in article 110 who does
not collect the maximum amount of his fees for any fiscal year and
who reports delinquent fees for that year, shall be entitled to retain,
when collected, such part of such delinquent fees as is sufficient to

complete the maximum compensation for the year in which de
linquent fees were charged, and also to retain the one-fourth of the
excess belonging to him, and the remainder of the delinquent fees
forthat fiscal year shall be paid as hereinbefore provided for when
collected; provided, that in all counties in this state having more

than one judicial district, the district clerks thereof shall in no case

be allowed fees in excess of the maximum fees allowed clerks in
counties having only one district court. [Act 1897, S. S. p. 9, § 11.
Act 1907, p. SO.]

Explanatory.-The words in italics were carried into Rev. St. 1911 as art. 3889.
That article was amended by Act 1913, p. 246, so as to read as set out below in art.
115a.

Quarterly bill of fees due officer.-8ee arts. 1132-1134, 1137a, C. C. P.

Art. USa. Fees how disposed of; excess fees, etc.-Each officer
named in this chapter [Art. 110, ante] shall first, out of the fees of
his office, payor be paid, the amount allowed him, under the provi
sions of this chapter, together with the salaries of his assistants or

deputies. If the fees of such office collected in any year be more
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than the amount needed to pay the amount allowed such officer and

his assistants and deputies, same shall be deemed excess fees, and

of such excess fees such officer shall retain one-fourth ; and in
counties having between 25,000 and 38,000 inhabitants until such
one-fourth amounts to the sum of twelve hundred and fifty dollars;
and counties containing a city of more than 25,000 population, or in
which county the population exceeds 38,000, until such one-fourth
amounts to the sum of fifteen hundred dollars, such population to

be based on the United States census last preceding any given year.
All amounts received by such officer as fees of his office beside
those which he is allowed to retain by the provisions of this chap
ter, shall be paid into the county treasury of such county. [Acts
1897,. S. S. p. 9, sec. 11. Acts 1907, p. SO. Acts 1913, p. 246, sec. 1,
amending art. 3889, Rev. St. 1911.]

See Dallas County v. Bolton, 158 S. W. 1152.

Explanatory note.-The subject-matter of art. 3889, Rev. St. 1911, of which the
above provision is an amendment, was carried into the revised Penal Code as a

part of art. 115, ante. This part is printed in italics. It is necessarily superseded
by this article. ..

Amount which miglht be retalned.-The term "maximum" means the specified
sum, $2,500 (in thls case), and the phrase, "The excess of the fees collected by
the said officers" signifies that sum which remains after taking from the whole

the maximum and the amount paid to deputies. Hence the officer is entitled to

retain one-fourth of the amount he receives above the maximum after he has

paid his deputies. Ellis County v. Thompson, 96 Tex. 22, 64 S. W. 927, 66 S. W. 48!

Art. 115b. Certain officers not required to report fees or keep
statement; proviso. as to. district attorney.-The officers named in
articles 3881 to 3886 [Rev. St. 1911] in those counties having a

population of twenty-five thousand inhabitants or less shall not be
required to make a report of fees as provided in article 3895,
or to keep the statement provided for in article 3894; the popula
tion of the county to be determined by the last United States census;
provided, that all district attorneys shall be required to make the
reports and keep the statements required in this' chapter. [Act
1913, p. 246, sec. 1, amending art. 3898, Rev. St. 1911.]

Explanatory.-L'aws 1913, ch. 121, p. 246, amends art. 3898, Rev. St. 1911, which
was made up of section 17 of Acts 1897, S. S. p. 11. This provision of the act of
1897 was not carried into the revised Penal Code, and it is now, in its amended
form, inserted in this compilation as set forth above. The provisions of arts. 3881-
3883, 3887, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, are included in this compilation as art.
110, ante.

Indlctment.-An indictment charging the tax assessor of D. county with fail
ing to make a report of the fees collected by him, required by law to be made in
counties having more than 15,000 population (the number as fixed in the former
act) should have alleged that D. county had such population. Bolton v. State (Cr .

.A.pp.) 164 S. W. 1197.

Art. U5c. Fiscal year defined, and regulation of reports.-A
'fiscal year, within the meaning of this act, shall begin on December
1 of each year; and each officer named in section 10 of this act [art.
110, ante], and also the sheriff, shall file the reports and make the
settlement required in this act on December 1 of each year. When
ever such officer serves for a fractional part of a fiscal year, he shall
nevertheless file his report and make a settlement for such part of
a year as he serves, and shall be entitled to such proportional part of
the maximum allowed as the time of his services bears to the entire
year. H�wever,. an incoming officer elected at the general election,
who qualifies prior to December 1 next following, shall not be re

quired to file any report or make any settlement before December I
of the following year; but his report and settlement shall embrace
the entire period dated from his qualification. This act shall take
effect and be in force from and after December 1, 1897. [Act 1897,
S. S. p. 11, sec. 19.]

See note under art. 110a.

Art. 115d. County and precinct officers to inform persons for
whom money is collected ; payment of same.-It shall be the duty
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of every county and precinct officer in the state of Texas who shall,
in his official capacity, collect or receive any money or fees belong
ing to any witness, officer or other person, to inform such person of
the collection of such money or fees, and to promptly pay the same

over on demand to the person entitled thereto, taking receipt there

for, which shall be entered or noted in the fee book of such officer.
[Act 1907, p. 120.]

Explanatory note.-This provision was inadvertently made a part of art. 115 of
the revised Penal Code, and erroneously credited to Act 1907, p. 50. Inasmuch as

amendatory provisions have been added to the remaining part of art. 115, and des
ignated as arts. 115a-115c, this part of art. 115 is denominated as art. 115d, so as

to place it in proximity with the related provisions included in arts. 116-118.

Art. 116. Officers to make quarterly statements of moneys in
their hands uncalled for.-On or before the second Mondays in

February, May, August and November of each year, said officers
shall make report in writing and under oath to the commissioners'
court of their respective counties of all such moneys and fees so

collected by them during the quarter last preceding and remaining
in their hands uncalled for, giving the number and the style of each
cause in which said moneys or fees accrued and the name of the
person entitled thereto, which report shall be filed with the county
clerk of said county, and the same shall be by him kept and pre
served for future reference and examination. [Act 1907, p. 120.]

Art. 117. Moneys not called for to be paid over to county treas

urer.-Every officer collecting or having the custody of any money
or fees embraced within the provisions of this law at the expiration
of four years from the time of collecting or receiving such money or

fees, in all cases where the same have not been paid over to the per
son or persons entitled thereto, shall pay the same to the county
treasurer of his respective county, accompanying the same by an

itemized statement, as provided in Article 115 [115d] hereof, which
statement shall be filed and kept by said treasurer, and said money
or fees shall be by him placed to the credit of the road and bridge
fund of the county; and the treasurer shall issue to the said officer
his receipt for said money or fees, itemizing the same as above pro
vided, which receipt shall be filed by said officer with the county
clerk of his respective county; provided, that any officer, upon re

tiring from office, having any money or fees in his hands embraced
within the provisions of this law, and which are not due to be turn
ed over to the county treasurer as herein provided, shall turn the
same over to his successor in office, together with an itemized list
of the same as hereinbefore provided, taking proper receipt therefor,
and his successor shall report and pay over the same to the county
treasurer in accordance with the provisions hereof. [Id., p. 120.]

Art. 118. Penalty for violating three preceding artic1es.-Any
person violating any of the provisions of the three preceding arti
cles [115, 116, 117] shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon con

viction thereof, shall be fined in any sum not less than one hundred
dollars nor more than five hundred dollars. [Id., p. 120.]
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CHAPTER FOUR

OF ILLEGAL CONTRACTS AFFECTING THE STATE
Art.

lth119. Contract to charge the state, WI -

out authority. .

119a. Regents, etc., of eleemosynary in

stitutions not to make purchases
unless expressly authorized by
legislature.

119b. Same; penalty.
120. State purchasing agent shall not

be interested in any contract
with state, or accept or receive
from any person to whom con

tract has been awarded, rebate,
gift, money, etc.; penalty for.

Art.
121. Storekeepers and accountants, ap

pointment of; interest in con

tracts for supplies; reports; ex

cess of supplies; providing pen
alty.

122. Such officers or employes shall not
use or receive provisions, cloth
ing, merchandise or other articles
furnished by the state; penalty
for so doing.

122a. Institutions included; proviso.

Article 119. [106] Contract to charge the state, without au

thority.-If any person or officer in this state shall contract with

any other person for his services or labor, or for any property of
anv kind, with intent to charge the state of Texas with the same,
and to do which, such person or officer has no authority by law, he
shall be fined in any sum not less than one hundred dollars and not

more than two thousand dollars. [Act May 4, 1874, pp. 221-2.]
See art. 376 and notes.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 29.

Art. 119a. Regents, etc., of eleemosynary institutions not to

make purchases unless expressly authorized by legislature._;_That
it shall hereafter be unlawful for any regent, or regents, director
or directors, officer or officers, member or members, of any edu
cational or eleemosynary institution of the State of Texas, to con

tract or provide for the erection or repair of any building, or other

improvement or the purchase of equipment or supplies of any kind
whatsoever for' any such institution, not authorized by specific
legislative enactment, or by written direction of the Governor of
this State acting under and consistent with the authority of exist
ing laws, or to contract or create any indebtedness or deficiency in
the name of or against this State, not specifically authorized by
legislative enactment, or to divert any part of any fund provided by
law to any other fund or purpose than that specifically named and
designated in the legislative enactment creating such fund, or pro
vided for in any appropriation bill. [Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 32, ch.
22, § 1.]

Art. 119b. Same; penalty.-That any regent, director, officer
or member of any governing board of any educational or eleemosy
nary institution, who shall violate this act shall be at once there
after removed from his position with such institution, and shall not
thereafter be eligible to hold said position, and in addition thereto
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be punished by impris
onment in t�e county jail for a period of not less than ten days, nor

more than SIX months, the venue of such case to be in the county
in which may be located the institution affected by such acts of
such offender. [Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 32, ch. 22, § 3.]

Art. 120. State purchasing agent shall not be interested in any
contract with state, or accept or receive from any person to whom
contract has been awarded, rebate, gift, money, etc.; penalty for.
The state purch�sing agent shall not be interested in, or in any man

n.er connected unth, any contract or bid for furnishing supplies or ar

t�cl:s of Q.�y kind to Q.wy of said institutions or to any other department
qr mstitution .of the State) or 'with any person) firm or corporation 'who
IS interested in. or in any manner connected with any kind of contract
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with the state or any of its institutions and departmets, nor shall
he collect or be paid his salary, or any part thereof, while he is in any
manner or degree indebted to the state or in arrears in his accounts
and reports as such agent. Neither shall said agent accept or receive
from any person, firm or corporation to whom any contract may be
awarded, directly or indirectly, by rebate, gift or otherwise, any money
or other thing of value whatever, nor shall he receive any promise,
obligation or contract for future reward or compensation from any
such party; provided, that should said purchasing agent violate any
of the provisions of this law, or should he receive any rebate, drawback,
profit or benefit from any contract, he shall be deemed guilty of a

felony, and, upon conviction, shall be punished by confinement in the
penitentiary not -less than two nor more than five years. [Act 1899,
p. 138. Act 1915, p. 194, ch. 126, § 1.]

Explanatory.-A part of section 1, Acts 1899, p. 138, ch. 86, was carried into the
Revised Statutes as art. 7325. That ar-ticle . was amended by Acts 1915, p. 194,
ch. 126, so as to read as indicated above in italics. This amendment therefore,
impliedly repealed the corresponding part of the above article of the Penal Code.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 217, 218. .

Art. 121. Storekeepers and accountants, appointment of; inter
est in contracts for supplies; reports; excess of supplies; provid
ing penalty.-There shall be appointed by the superintendents, with
the advice and consent of the board of managers of said institution,
storekeepers and accountants, one for each of said institutions, who
shall hold their office for two years from date of qualification, or until
their successors shall have qualified, unless sooner removed by the
board of managers, at the suggestion of the superintendent or upon
complaint of the Purchasing Agent, for inefficiency, incompetency..

neglect of duty or other adequate cause affecting their faithful a-nd
satisfactory performance of duty; provided, that where the magnitude
of an institution is not sufficient to employ a storekeeper and account
ant, that the superintendent shall perform that service. Said store
keeper (JY accountant shall receive a compensation of not to exceed the
sum of nine hundred ($900.00) dollars per annum, to be charged and
paid as a part of the current expenses of said institution; and they
shall not be entitled to charge, collect or receive any other compensa-
tion or commutation or commission, unless it be their own individual
board and lodging, whe-n they are required to reside within the insti
tutions to which they are attached. Each of said storekeepers or ac

countants shall, before enterinq ttpon the performance of his duties,
make and file with the Comptroller of Public Accounts a bond in the
sum of ten thousand ($10,000.00) dollars, payable to the State of
Texas, to be a-pproved by the Governor and filed with the Comptroller,
which bond shall be conditioned for the full, faithful, accurate and
honest performance of his duties; and it shall not be lawful for said
storekeepers or accountants to sell or to in any way be concerned in
the sale of any merchandise, supplies or other articles to any of the
institutions herein named, or to have any interest in a,ny bid or con
tract therewith, or with any other institution or department of the
state government. The office or position of steward, quartermaster or.

qth�r similar positi01,t heretofore existinq in any and all eleemosynary
institutions are obolished, and said storekeepers or accountants shall
hereafter perform all of the duties, except as may be inconsistent with
the provisions of this chapter heretofore imposed upon such abolished
ofiicers or employts, as well as such other duties as may be required
of them by the management of said institutions. They shall also keep
the Purchasing Agen-t constantly advised as to the amount and char
acter of supplies on hand and the amount and character required in
order to keep the institutions constantly provided for, and they shall
make report on or before the tenth qay of each month to the State
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Purchasinq Agent, shoU"ing the total amount of appropriation, the

total amount e.rpended and the balance unexpended on the first of
each month. The}' shall also furnish any other information respect

ing such maUers. as ?1W)! be desired by the said Purchasing .Agent. If
at any time any institution accumulates an amount of sup-plies on hand

in excess of its needs, and another institution is in need of any such

supplies, the Purchasing Agent shall present such facts to a board

composed of the Governor, Comptroller and Purchasinq Agent, with

the recommendation tho: such institution in need of such supplies
shall be [urnished [rom. such excess of supplies, and if approved by
the board, shall forthwith transfer any of such from the institution

having suck excess to such institution in need of such supplies, and

the debit and credit shall be made on the basis that such supplies could

be purchased in the open market at the time of the transfer, if suck

is less thon the cost under the general contract for such supplies for
the fiscal year, otherwise the debit and credit shall be made on the

basis of the general contract price for that year, and all controversies

as to such shall be determined by a board composed of the Governor,
Comptroller and Purchasinq Agent; provided, that any educational
institution may dispense 'With the position of storekeeper, provided
for in this Act, and select or appoint some person at such institution
whose duty it shall be to receive such supplies purchased, and such

person shall make the reports to the Purchasing Agent, as is required
of the storekeeper in this article. Any person violating any of the

provisions of this article shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and, upon
conviction thereof, be punished by confinement in the state peniten
tiary not less than two nor more than five years. [Act 1899, p. 138,
§ 3; Act 1915, p. 195, ch. 126, § 1.]

Explanatory.-A part of section :r, Acts 1899, p, 138, ch. 86, was carried into the

Revised Statutes of 1911 as art. 7327, That article was amended by Acts 1915, p.

195, ch. 126, so as to read as indicated above in italics. This amendment, there

fore, impliedly repealed the corresponding part of the above article of the Penal

Code.

Art. 122. Such officers and employes shall not use or receive

provisions, clothing, merchandise or other articles furnished by
state; penalty for so doing.-N0 officer or employe created by this
law shall ever use or receive for their own use any provisions, cloth

ing, merchandise, or other articles furnished by the state, but. that
the salaries fixed by law shall be their only compensation; and any
person who violates this provision shall, upon conviction, be pun
ished by confinement in the penitentiary for a term not less than
two nor more than ten years. [Act 1899, p. 142.]

Art. 122a. Institutions included; proviso.-The institutions
herein contemplated are those for the care of the insane, deaf and
dumb, the blind, the orphans, the Confederate Home and all other
State institutions, educational or eleemosynary, now established or

tha� maY:' hereafter be esta?lished anywhere in Texas, excepting the
penitentiary system and Its management, and also excepting the
Senate and House of Representatives and all departments in the
State Capitol, including General Land Office, and as to such Senate
House of Representatives, departments and General Land Oftic�
the present law or custom now in force shall continue; provided
th.at �11 contracts designated in Article 16, Section 21, of the Con�
stitution of the State shall be approved by a board consisting of the
Governor, Secretary of State and Comptroller. [Act 1915, p. 198,
ch. 126, § 1.]

.

Explanatory.-The above article was created by way of amendment of art.
7337, Rev. St. 1911. It has application to the subject matter of this chapter of
the Penal Code, and it is inserted in this compilation for convenience and to prop
erly supplement the penal provisions.
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CHAPTER FIVE

COLLECTION OF TAXES AND OTHER PUBLIC MONEY
Art.
123. Collector extorting excessive tax

es, etc.
124. Tax officer, exacting usury.
125. Tax officer assuming taxes for re

ward.
126. Collectors failing to forward tran

script.
127. Collector issuing receipt without

affidavit.
128. Wrong license no protection.
129. Obstruction of tax collections.
130. Pursuing taxable occupations with

out license.
131. Plumber conducting business with

out license, penalty for.
132. Penalty not exclusive; tax receipt

a license.
133. Payment of tax bars prosecution.
134. Refusal to render or swear to as

sessment.
135. Officers of national banks required

to furnish tax assessor sworn
statement.

136. Money and notes defined.
137. Pretended sale of coin, etc.
138. Penalty for such pretended sale.

Art. ,-

139. False affidavit of taxpayers.
140. Failure to collect occupation taxes.
141. Failure of dealer to post occupa

tion license.
142. Penalty therefor.
143. Officer purchasing property sold

fo1' taxes.
144. Collector failing to perform cer

tain duties.
145. Collector issuing unauthorized tax

receipt.
146. Clerk failing to make certain cer

tificates.
147. Persons and corporations liable

for occupation tax failing to
make report.

148. Persons and corporations liable
for franchise tax failing to
make report.

149. Charter or right to do business of
corporations forfeited, right of
officers to do business in corpo
rate name ceases.

149a. Wholesale dealers in or distribu
tors of liquors; "wholesale deal
er" defined.

Article 123. [107] Collector extorting excessive taxes, etc.-If
any person authorized· to collect or receive taxes or other money
due the state shall extort or attempt to extort from anyone a larger
sum than is due, or shall receive any sum of money or other reward
as a consideration for granting any delay in the collection of such
dues, or for doing any illegal act, or omitting to do any legal act, in
relation to the collection of such money, he shall be punished by
fine not exceeding five hundred dollars. [Po C. 238.]

Indtctment---Wtllson's Cr. Forms, 32, 33.

Art. 124. [108] Tax officer exacting usury.-If any assessor

or collector of taxes shall advance for a person owing taxes to the

government the amount of money so due, and shall charge therefor
a rate of interest greater than ten per centum per annum, he shall
be punished in the manner provided in the preceding article. [Po
C.239.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 34.

Art. 125. [109] Tax officer assuming taxes for reward.
Within the meaning of the preceding article is included the case of

any assessor or collector who fails to collect taxes due and assumes

to be responsible to the government therefor, and receives for such
act any compensation or reward. [Po C. 240.]

Indlotment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 35.

Art. 126. [110] Collector failing to forward transcript.-The
collector of taxes shall keep a book of such size and character as

may be necessary, in which shall be entered quarterly, at the fol
lowing dates, to-wit, January 1, April 1, July 1 and October 1, or

within ten days thereafter, in which to require the returns to be
made under the provisions of this article, the several amounts as

shown by such returns for which and upon which any person, firm
or association of persons is or may be liable to a tax upon occupa
tion under this act, and within fifteen days from the time of receiv
ing and making up the several amounts and the sums due upon
such amounts as occupation tax, the collector shall forward to the
comptroller of public accounts a transcript or duplicate of the re

turn and the 'amounts as shown by his record, this transcript and
the record from which it is taken to show the amount of such
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quarterly r�turns, and the .tax due thereon, from every person, fir;n
or associatIon of persons liable to such tax; and any collector, fall

ing to forward such transcript or duplicate, taken from the pages
of such collector's record herein provided for, or who shall forward
a false or pretended transcript of such account, shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall .be
fined not less than fifty nor more than five hundred dollars; provid
ed, that nothing contained in' this article is intended to affect the

liability which, in the absence of this statute, would be incurred
under any penal enactment of this state. [Act 1879, ch. 134.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 36.
Indictment held bad because it did not conform to the amendment to the arti

cle. Taylor v. State (Cr. App.) 50 S. W. 343.

Art. 127. [110a] Collector issuing occupation tax receipt with
out affidavit, etc.-If any tax collector shall issue any occupation
tax receipt without first taking or filing the affidavit required by
law, he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon convic
tion, shall be fined in any sum not less than ten nor more than one

hundred dollars. [Act 1895, p. 18.]
Art. 128. [110b] Wrong license no protection.-No occupa

tion tax receipt or license taken out by a merchant of a lower class
than the one to which he properly belongs, shall be any protection
against a prosecution and conviction for knowingly pursuing that
of a higher class and failing to pay the occupation tax due therefor.

Art. 129. [111] Obstruction of tax collections.-If any person
shall, by force or threats of force, prevent, or attempt to prevent,
the collection of taxes or other money due the state by an officer
authorized to enforce such collection, he shall be punished by a fine
not less than one hundred nor more than five hundred dollars, and
by imprisonment in the county jail not less than three months nor

more than one year. When the means used to prevent the collec
tion are such as to amount to a riot, or unlawful assembly, the
punishment shall be that which is prescribed in article 452 of this
Code.

'

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 38.

Art. 130. [112] Pursuing taxable occupation without license.
-Any person who shall pursue or follow any occupation, calling
or profession, or do any act taxed by law, without first obtaining a

license therefor, shall be fined in any 'sum not less than the amount
of t�e taxes due, and not more than double that sum.

1. Constitutionality of provisions. 14. Liquor dealers.
2. Interstate commerce. 15. Pawnbrokers.
3. Municipal powers. 16. Photographers.
4. - Concurrent and conflicting 17. Social clubs.

powers of state and municipality. 18. Transient merchants.
5. Levy of tax. 19. Traveling salesmen.
6. Occupation. 20. Payment of tax.
7. Employes. 21. Posting license.
8. Particular occupations-Attorneys. 22. Receipt as license.
9. Druggists. 23. Revocation of license.

10. Flying Jenny. 24. Indictment and information.
11. -_ Hawkers and peddlers. 25. Evidence.
12. -_ Itinerant physician. 26. Penalties.
13. -_ Lightning rod dealers and 27. Habeas corpus.

canvassers. 28. Repeals.
See Ex parte Bell, 24 App. 428, 6 S. W. 197; McReynolds v. State, 26 App, 372,9 S. W. 617; Fahey v. State, 27 App. 146, 11 S. W. 108, 11 Am. St. Rep. 182; David

son v. State, 27 App. 262, 11 S. W. 371; Curry v. State, 28 App, 477, 13 S. ·W. 773,
1. Constitutionality of provisions.-Previous laws of same tenor have been held

constitutional.
,

Higgins v. Rinker, 47 Tex. 393; Tonella v. State, 4 App. 325;
F'ahey v. State, 27 App. 146, 11 S. W. 108, 11 Am. St. Rep. 182; Floeck v. State, 34
App. 314, 30 S. W. 794 .

. rl'h� occupation tax imposed on liquor dealers by the Act of 1873 was held con
stttuttonal. Harris v. State, 4 App, 131; Tonella v; State, Id. 325; Giozza v. Tier
nan, 148 U. S. 657. 13 Su,p. Ct. 721, 37 L. Ed. 599. So, also, was the tax on law-
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yers, imposed by the Acts of 1873 and 1876. Languille v. State, 4 App. 312. So,
also, was the tax on dogs, now repealed. Ex parte Cooper, 3 App. 489, 30 Am.

Rep. 152; Ex parte Mabry, 5 App, 93. So, also, the "bell punch" tax of 1879. Al

brecht v. State 8 App, 216, 34 Am. Rep. 737. So, also, the tax on the Police Gazette,
Illustrated Ne�s, etc. Thompson v. State, 17 App, 253; Baldwin v. State, 21 App,
591, 3 S. W. 109. So, also, the tax on drummers. Ex parte Asher, 23 App, 662, 5

S. W. 91, 59 Am. Rep. 783. But see Asher v. Texas, 128 U. S. 129, 9 Sup. ct. 1, 32

L. Ed. 368.
The act of 1895 imposing tax on peddlers, but allowing merchants to sell the

same article in counties where they have a place of business without payrng such

tax, is void. Ex parte Overstreet, 39 App. 474, 46 S. W. 825.

Occupation Tax Law (25th Leg. Sp. Sess. p, 49) Rev. St. 1895, art. 5049, subd.

21, requiring peddlers to pay specified taxes, exempting ex-soldiers and other

classes of persons, violates Const. art. 8, §§ 1, 2, and Bill of Rights, § 3. Ex parte
Jones, 38 App, 482, 43 S. W. 513.

The legislature has no power to license lotteries. Sec. 47, art. 3 of the con

stitution requires the legislature to pass laws absolutely prohibiting lotteries, and

so much of article 5049, Revised Statutes 1895, as seeks to levy a tax on lotteries,
is unconstitutional. Barry v. State, 39 App. 240, 45 S. W. 571.

'1'he act of the 25th Legislature amending article 5049, subdivision 40, Revised

Statutes, placing an annual tax of $350 on peddlers of certain articles, and a dif

ferent tax on merchants selling the same article, is void. Ex parte Overstreet, 39

App, 474, 46 S. W. 825.
Imposing occupation tax upon cotton buyers, but exempting them as mer

chants, is invalid. Poteet v. State, 41 App. 268, 53 S. W. 869 .

.
Rev. St. 1895, art. 5049, subd. 3, imposing a tax on traveling salesmen of patent

medicines, except commercial travelers selling at wholesale, is not invalid as class

legislation. Needham v. State, 51 App. 248, 103 S. W. 857.

Act of 30th legislature levying an occupation tax on all firms, persons, corpora

tions, etc., selling non-intoxicating liquors in local option territory, is unconstitu

tional. Ex parte Woods, 52 App, 575, 108 S. W. 1171, 16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 450, 124

Am. St. Rep. 1107. And see post, art. 157.

The act of the 29th legislature, page 207, imposing an occupation tax on certain

persons, etc., procuring assignments and transfers of wages not due, etc., is un

constitutional. Owens v. State, '53 App. 105, 112 S. W. 1075, 126 Am. St. Rep. 772.

The act of the 30th legislature, page 275, regulating the practice of barbering,
is unconstitutional. Jackson v. State, 55 App. 557, 117 S. W. 818.

A municipal ordinance prohibiting the peddling of any merchandise in a city's
public square or in any of its public streets, treating all pursuing the same busi

ness alike, was not invalid as class legislation. Ex parte Hogg, 70 App. 161, 156.

S. W. 931.
The failure to pay an occupation tax, whether imposed for revenue or for reve

nue and police regulation, may be made an offense, and the punishment therefor

Is not for a debt within the constitutional prohibition. South v. State, 72 App.
381, 162 S. W. 510.

.

Rev. St. 1911, arts. 7355, 7357, imposing an occupation tax of $100 on traveling
vendors of patent medicines, and authorizing the commissioners' court to levy for

county purposes one-half of the state occupation tax on all occupations not oth

erwise specially excepted, and Pen. Code 1911, art. 130, providing that one pur

suing a taxable occupation, without first obtaining a license, shall be fined not
less than the tax due and not more than double that sum, are not void on the

ground that the penalty in part may be fixed by the commissioners' court, levy
ing a tax of one-half of that of the state for the county. South ·V. State, 72 App,
381, 162 S. W. 510.

•

2. Interstate commerce.-The law imposing a license tax for solicitfng orders.

for' photographs, pictures, etc., for a corporation in another State, is a tax upon

interstate commerce and is unconstitutional. Ex parte Holman, 36 App, 225, 36.

S. W. 441.
Where a person travels in Texas for his principal in another State and takes

orders for goods and has the goods shipped to him and he delivers them to pur

chasers, he is engaged in interstate commerce and does not pay occupation tax.

Turner v. State (Cr. App.) 55 S. W. 835.
Selling goods by samples for house outside of the State is not taxable occupa

tion because it is interstate commerce. French v. State, 42 App, 222, 58 S. W.

1015, 52 L. R. A. 160; Talbutt v. State, 39 App. 65, 44 S. W. 1091, 73 Am. St. Rep.
903; Kirkpatrick v. State, 42 App, 459, 60 S. W. 762.

One who has buggies shipped to him in original packages by the manufacturers

residing in another state, and he puts them together and peddles them about the

country is liable to pay the tax assessed on such articles. This is not interstate
commerce. Saulsbury v. State, 43 App, 90, 63 S. W. 568, 96 Am. St. Rep. 837.

The legislature cannot levy an occupation tax upon the sale of lightning rods
manufactured in another State and sold in this State by a traveling salesman.
Talbutt v. State, 39 App, 64, 44 S. W. 1091, 73 Am. St. Rep. 903.

3. Municipal powers.-That a municipal tax may operate as a local prohibition
of a la�ful pursuit does not authorize a restraint of its collection, so long as the
corporation does not. transcend constitutional limits. Ex parte Schmidt, 2 App.
196. It may tax an msurance company domiciled in another city, and enforce its
collection by criminal proceedings against the agent, Id.; but it can not levy a
license occupation tax on "vehicles kept for hire," in excess of one half the amount
levied by the st�te, E;X parte Gregor-y, � App. 753; Ex parte Slareri, 3 App, 662;
although under Its police power It may Impose regulations by way of license, and
to an amount necessary to enforce such regulations. Id.; Ex parte Gregory, 20-
App, 210, 64 Am. Rep. 616.
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A city cannot levy and collect occupation taxes upon a calling, profession or

business when the State has not taxed such calling, profession or business. Ex

parte Terrell, 40 App, 28, 48 S. W. 504.

A city held authorized to prohibit· peddling of any kind of merchandise on its

public square or any street within its limits. Ex parte Hogg, 70 App. 161, 156 �.
W.931.

4. -- concurrent and conflicting powers of state and municlpallty.-8ee art.

965, C. C. P. and notes thereunder.

5. Levy of tax.-See Monford v. State, 35 App. 237, 33 S. W. 351.
No particular form is prescribed for an order of the commissioner's court levy

ing a tax. Wade v. State, 22 App, 629, 3 S. W. 786; Halfin v. State, 18 App. 410.
The ground of objection to the introduction of an order of the commissioners'

court levying an occupation tax in a prosecution for pursuing an occupation without
having paid such tax that the order "had not been read over and signed at the
end of the term by the judge as is required by law" did not affirmatively show
that the order was not in fact signed by the judge, and was insufficient. Staten
v. State, 63 App. 592, 141 S. W. 525.

•

.

6. Occupatlon.-The following of such occupation without license is the grava
men of the offense. Viser v: State, 10 App. 86; La Norris v. State, 13 App, 33, 44
Am. Rep. 699; Standford v. State, 16 App. 331; Wells v. State, 18 App, 417; Merritt
v, State, 19 App, 435; Williams v. Sta.te; 23 App. 499, 5 S. W. 136; McReynolds v.

State, 26 App, 372, 9 S. W. 617. See Kennedy v. State, 58 App, 608, 127 S. W. 204.
Single sale of liquor not a pursuing of the occupation of a liquor dealer. Stand

ford v. State, 16 App, 331; Halfin v. State, 18 App, 410.
Sale of three bottles. of medicine by a traveling Methodist minister riot a pur

suing of "occupation of vending medicine." Love v. State, 31 App, 469, 20 S. W.
978.

The word "occupation" means vocation, calling, trade or business by which
one makes a living or obtains wealth. Robbins v. State, 57 App. 462, 123 S. W.
695. See, also, Cohen v. State, 53 App, 422, 110 S. W. 66.

7. Employes.-Employe, following the occupation, is equally liable with the
principal. La Norris v. State, 13 App, 33, 44 Am. Rep. 699; Davidson v. State, 27
App. 262, 11 S. W. 371. See Tardiff v. State, 23 Tex. 169.

S. Particular occupatlons-Attorneys.-Lawyers may be prosecuted and fined
for refusing to pay an occupation tax and take out license to practice law. A
lawyer is not, as a part of the judiciary system, exempt from occupation tax.
The requirement of the statute making it obligatory upon a previously licensed
attorney that he shall, before pursuing his practice, obtain another license, is not
the impairment of the original contract by license permitting him to practice. To
tax the employment of a vested right has never been held to impair it; and though
a license be a vested right, yet unless there is something' in the privilege by which
the state has relinquished the right of taxation, it is presumed to be accepted sub
ject to the power of the state to impose upon Its- exercise a share of the public
burdens. The license to pursue the occupation is not a technical "license" to
practice law; it is simply a receipt for the occupation tax. Languille v. State,
4 App, 312, to effect that a lawyer's license is a naked privilege, revocable aU
pleasure by the state, is disapproved. Ex parte Williams, 31 App, 262, 20 S. W. 580,
21 L. R. A. 783.

9. -- Druggists.-See Ex parte Woods, 52 App. 575, 108 S. W. 1171, 16 L. R
A. (N. S.) 450, 124 Am. St. Rep. 1107.

The law does not require druggists in local option districts to obtain license to
sell such intoxicants. Gibson v. State, 34 App. 218, 29 S. W. 1085; Rathburn v:
State, 88 App, 281, 31 S. W. 189.

10..
-- Flying Jenny.-Where defendant, a farmer, had provided himself with

the necessary equipment to operate a flying Iermv; an occupation taxed by law, ana
to operate the same for profit, he was guilty of pursuing an occupation without pay
ing the occupation tax provided therefor. Robbins v. State, 57 App� 462, 123 S
W.695.

' ,

11. -- Hawkers and peddler-s.-One selling goods by sample, who merely
takes orders, without delivering the goods, is not a peddler. Potts v. State, 45 App.
45, 74 8". W. 31, 2 Ann. Cas. 827.

Power of city, Ex parte Hogg, 70 App. 161, 156 S. W. 931.
A "peddler" or "hawker" is a small retail dealer, who carries his merchandise

with him, traveling from place to place, or from house to house, exposing his or
his principal's goods for sale; it being immaterial whether the goods are bar
tered or sold, or whether. the sale is conditional or on the tnstallment plan. The
business of peddling is distinct from that of a manufacturer selling his own 'prod
ucts, and those who raise or produce what they sell, such as farmers and butchers,
are not peddlers. Ex parte Hugg, 70> App. 161, 156· S. W. 931.

Under Pen. Code 1911, arts. 3, 6, providing that no person shall be punished
for any act unless the same is made a penal offense and a penalty affixed by
written law, and providing that the articles in the Penal Code, and other written
law may be looked to, article 130, making one pursuing a taxable occupation, with
out first obtaining a license, liable to a tine not less than the tax due, when read
in connection with Rev. St. 1911, arts. 7355,' 7357, imposing an occupation tax of
.$100 on traveling vendors of patent medicines, and providing that the commission
ers' court may levy for county revenue purposes, one-half of the state occupation
tax on all occupations, prescribes a penal offense for pursuing the business of
peddling patent medicines without first paying the occupation tax imposed by the
statute and by the commissioners' court. South v, State, 72 App. 381, 162 S. W.
510.
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12. -- Itinerant physlclan.-See Fouts v. State, 51 App. 3, 101 S. W. 223.

Medical specialist dividing his time between two places of business, held, not

one "traveling from place to place." Hairston v. State, 36 App. 470, 37 S. W. 858.

Where accused for over a year preceding the prosecution had been a resident

of the city of V. and had practiced medicine in the county in which such city was

situated he cannot be convicted of pursuing the occupation of an "itinerant phys
ician" �ithout payment of the tax required, even though he was not authorized to

'

practice in the county, because he had not obtained a license and registered as a

physlcian. Rutherford v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 1157.

13. -- Lightning rod dealers and canvasser-s.-In Acts Sp. Sess. 25th Leg. c.

18, subd. 35, providing that every person dealing in lightning rods shall pay an

annual tax of $36 to the state and $18 to the county, and that every person can

vassing for the sale of lightning rods shall pay an annual tax of $100 to the state

and $50 to the county, the word "dealer" is used in the sense of one who buys
and sells at his place of business, and one who pays the dealer's tax is not au

thorized to make sales by canvassing, so that the act is not in violation of Const.

art. 8, §§ 1, 2, providing that taxation shall be equal and uniform upon the same

class of subjects. Camp v. State, 61 App. 229, 135 S. W. 146.

14. -- Liquor dealers.-See art. 611 et seq., post.
Local option territory. Gibson v. State, 34 App. 219', 29 S. W. 1085; Snearley v.

State, 40 App. 507, 52 S. W. 547, 53 S. W. G96; Ex parte Bains, 39 App, 62, 45 S. W.

24; Williamson v. State, 41 App. 461, 55 S. W. 570; Watson v. State, 42 App. 13,
67 S. W. 102; Hail v. State, 48 App. 514, 90 S. W. 503.

An employe of the Pullman Palace Car Company, who, as such, sold liquors upon

his employers' cars, was held to be "a person engaged in the business" within

the meaning of the statute. La Norris v, State, 13 App. 33, 44 Am. Rep. 699; Dav

idson v. State, 27 App, 262, 11 S. W. 371.
It is pursuing or following an occupation, calling, or profession, or doing an act

taxed by law, without first obtaining a license therefor, that constitutes this of

fense, and therefore the mere sale of liquor without obtaining license to sell, is

not an offense. In such case it must be proved that the defendant pursued or

followed the occupation, or engaged in the business of a liquor dealer. Merritt v.

State, 19 App. 435; Haftin v. State, 18 App, 410; Wells v. State, rd. 417; Stanford

v. State, 16 App, 331; La Norris v, State, 13 App. 33, 44 Am. Rep. 699; Williams

v. State, 23 App. 499, 5 S. W. 136. For evidence improperly excluded, see Boyd v.

State, 19 App. 446.
The legislature of this state has the power to absolutely prohibit drinking

saloons, or saloons to be used in the pursuit of the liquor trafflc. This power car

ries with it the power to regulate the mode and manner and the circumstances

under which such saloons may be conducted, and to surround the right with such

conditions, restrictions, and limitations as it may deem proper. Under this rule

the act of the legislature requiring the execution of a bond as a condition precedent
to the granting of a license to conduct a drinking saloon is constitutional. Ex

parte Bell, 24 App, 428, 6 S. W. 197.
Relator was charged with the offense of pursuing the occupation of a retail

liquor dealer without having complied with the license laws. The application for

j:he writ of habeas corpus alleges the refusal of the relator to execute the bond

required by law, and prays for relief upon the ground that the conditions of the
bond are unconstitutional. Held, that the conditions of the bond can not be in

quired into in a proceeding of this character, the bond never having been executed;
and that the constitutionality of the conditions can be impeached only in a pro
ceeding to enforce the penalties for their infraction. Id. See, also, Schwartz v.

State, 32 App, 387, 24 S. W. 28.
'1'he article applies especially to retail liquor dealers, and was intended to en

force prompt payment of their occupation tax. A liquor dealer operating his busi
ness a single day without posting his license violates the law at his peril. Schwartz
v. State, 32 App. 387, 24 S. W. 28; Meroney v. State, 49 App, 337, 92 S. W. 844.

The local option law, when put into operation, supersedes in such territory oc

cupation tax laws on the sale of liquors: Gibson v. State, 34 App, 218, 29 S. W.
1085.

15. -- Pawnbroker-s.e--Rev. St. 1911, art. 6155 et seq., declaring what pawn
brokers shall do when receiving an article in pledge, and what they shall do when
they sell it, and Pen. Code 1911, art. 641, punishing a pawnbroker violating the law
in either receiving or selling a pledged article, do not fix the liability of a pawn
broker _pursuing the occupation without first obtaining a license, but his liability is
deterrniried by Rev. St. 1911, arts. 7355, 7357, and Pen. Code 1911, art. 130. Schapiro
v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 683.

,

16. -- Photograph1ers.-The tax is not levied on the vocation of a photog
rapher but on the owner of a photograph gallery, and where a man has a gallery
m one county and an employe goes into other counties and takes pictures but has
no gallery in such counties, he does not have to pay the tax in the latter coun
ties. :i'vlullinnix v. State, 42 App. 526, 60 S. W. 769.

17. -- SOCial clubs.-See Arnold v. State, 38 App. 1, 40 S. W. 734.
Bona fide social clubs are not liable to the occupation tax in selling to its mem

bers and non-resident visitors, if the sales are not for profit. State v. Austin Club,
89_Tex. 20, 33 S. W. 113, 30 L. R. A. 500; Koenig v. State, 33 App, 367, 26 S. W.
830, 47 Am. St. Rep. 35. But, see Krnavek v. State, 38 App, 44, 41 S. Vol. 612.

18. -- Transient mercharits.c=Under Rev. St. 1911, art. 73li5, § 1, providing
that from every merchant removing from place to place and offering for sale
bankrupt stocks of goods, or a?vertising fire sales or water and fire damaged
stoc�s .

_for sale,. for a Iim it.ed per-iod, there shall be collected a certain license, and

providing that If such n�e�chants remain in one place for 12 months, they shall be
required to pay an addittonal sum according to, class and amount of goods sold
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in a year, the tax is imposed only oIl: me�chants pursuing su�h occuI?ation ternpo

rarilv, and an indictment for engagmg in suc� busmess. �lthout �lcense, which

did not allege that accused pursued such occupation for a Iimf.ted penod, was fatal

ly defective. Mistrot v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 848.

19. __ Traveling salesmen.-Defendant held not to be following the occupa

tion of traveling vendor of medicines. Love v. State, 31 App. 469, 20 S. W. 978.

Subdivision 3 of article 5049 of the Revised Statutes of 1895, levies an occupa

tion tax on salesmen of medicines, exempting salesmen of wholesale drug houses.

Held that the exemption does not protect a traveling salesman of a wholesale

hOus� who sells at retail. The act is constitutional. Needham v. State, 51 App.
248, 103 S. W. 857.

20. Payment of tax.-Mere tender of tax, without procuring license, not suffi

cient. Curry v. State, 28 App. 477, 13 S. W. 773.
An insurance agent who pays his tax in the county of his residence, cannot be

required to pay in another county under the act of 1897. Sayles' Civil Statutes

1897, article 5049, subd. 33; Eichlitz v. State, 39 App. 486, 46 S. W. 643.

21. Posting license.-Schwartz v. State, 32 App. 387, 24 S. W. 28.

22. Receipt as license.-A valid receipt for the occupation tax will operate as

a license. Fouts v . State, 51 App. 3, 101 S. 'I:V. 223.

23. Revocation of Iicense.-It is within the power of the legfslature to revoke,

by general law, a license to sell liquors, for which an antecedent tax had been re

ceived by the state. Rowland v. State, 12 App. 418.

24. Indictment and information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 40, 44-46, 48, 49.

See Code Crim. Proc. art. 464. See, also, O'Neal v. State, 51 App. 100, 100 S.

W.919.
The indictment must allege the amount of taxes due, as that is the basis of

the penalty. Spears v. State, 8 App. 467; Archer v. State, 9 App. 78; Sheffield v.

State, 14 App. 238; Rather v. State, 15 App. 556. The cases above cited overr�le,
upon this point, Carr v. State, 5 App. 153; Harris v. State, 4 App. 131; Langutlle
v. State, Id. 313; Tonella v. State, Id. 325; Munch v. State, 3 App. 552. It must

further allege the levy of the tax by the commissioners' court. Crews v. State,
10 App, 292. In an indictment for pursuing the occupation of a liquor dealer with

out payment of the tax, the name of the person to whom the liquor was sold need
not be alleged. Mansfield v. State, 17 App. 468. A mere sale of intoxicating liq
uors without engaging in or pursuing the occupation of selling is not an offense.
An indictment, therefore, which charges merely a sale of intoxicating liquors with

out license charges no o-ffense. But there are certain enumerated acts taxed by
law, such as exhibiting a theater, dramatic performance, circus, sleight of hand

performance, etc., which are made taxable whether engaged in as an occupation
or not, and to commit such acts without paying the tax is a penal offense. In
such cases it would be sufficient to allege the commission of the act without al

leging that the defendant engaged in or pursued such acts as an occupation, call

ing, etc. Merritt v. State, 19 App, 435. The Illustrated News and the Police Ga
zette are publications specially enumerated in the statute levying occupation taxes,
as among those the sale of which can not be pursued as an occupation without
the payment of the occupation tax. It is not necessary, therefore, that the in
dictment should describe them further than by name. But if the indictment be
with reference to a publication not so speclfica.lly named it would be essential to
allege the character of such publication and that it was illustrated. Baldwin v.

State, 21 App. 5n, 3 S. W. 109. An indictment for pursuing the occupation of
keeping a "pool table" was held bad because it did not allege that it was of a

kind with some one or all of those enumerated in the statute levying the tax,
and that it was used for profit. Longenotte v. State, 22 App, 61, 2 S. W. 620.
An indictment alleged that on the twenty-fifth day of December, 1883, the defend
ant followed the occupation, etc. Held, that this was a sufFtcient allegation of
the year in which he followed the occupation, and -of the year for which he failed
to pay his occupation tax. Mansfield v. State, 17 App. 468.

Indictment must allege positively the following of the occupation and the tax
due. Archer v. State, 9 App. 78; Rather v. State, 15 App. 556; Sheffield v. State,
14 App. 238. _

Indictment alleging all the elements of the offense as set out in the statute,
need not allege that defendant had not procured a license before the finding of the
indictment. Fahey v. State, 27 App, 146, 11 S. W. 108, 11 Am. St. Rep. 182.

Requisites of indictment for failure to pay occupation tax for license to sell
intoxicating liquors in local option territory on prescription. Watson v. State, 42
App. 13, 57 S. W. 102.

Indictment for selling medicated bitters without a license should allege that
the bitters were intoxicating and that the sale was in quantities of a gallon or less.
Cousins v. State, 46 App. 87, 79 S. W. 549.

Indictment against peddler should negative the fact that defendant was a

merchant paying an occupation tax as such. Potts v. State, 45 App, 45, 74 S. W.
31, 2 Ann. Cas. 827. See, also, Needham v. State, 51 App. 248, 103 S. W. 857.

An information, closely following the language of this article, charging ac

cused with unlawfully engaging in, following, and pursuing the occupation of bring
ing off a fight between dogs and dogs, which sa.id occupation was then and there
made taxable, and was taxed by law, without having first paid the taxes due the
state, is sufficient. Kennedy v. State, 58 App, 608, 127 S. W. 204.

Under Rev. St. 1911, art. 7355, § 1, providing that every transient merchant
offering for sale bankrupt stocks of goods, etc., shall pay a license of $100 per
month for the first month or less, and for each additional month an additional
sum of $20, but that, where he remains for six months, in addition to the $100
for the first month, he shall pay $10 per month, and that, where he remains twelve
months, he shall pay the license levied upon the 'ordinary retail merchant, an
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information not alleging how 10nK defendant had been located in the county was

not specific enough to show what tax, if any, was due; and, where it charged
in one place that Mtstrot Bros. and --- Mistrot engaged in the business, and

in another that C. L. Mistrot, one of the firm, engaged in such business, it was

so vague that it could not be determined whether Mistrot Bros. or C. L. Mistrot

was liable for the tax. Mistrot v. State, 72 App. 408, 162 S. W. 833.

A complaint and inrormatton; which alleges that accused Unlawfully pursued
the occupation of pawnbroker, which occupation was taxable by law, without ob

taining a license therefor, and which avers that the tax due the state was $150,
and that the tax due the county was $75, and that the tax due the county had

been levied by the commissioners' court, is sufficient without alleging that the

commissioners' court had entered the order fixing the county tax, and without

alleging that accused loaned money, received deposits as security for the payment
of loans and interest on personal property, and what property he took as security
and to whom he made loans. Schapiro v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. V-l. 683.

25. Evldence.-See Boyd v. State, 19 App. 446; Petteway v. State, 36 App. 97,
36 S. W. 646.

The levy of the tax and the amount thereof must be proved. Crews v. State,
10 App. 292; Mansfield V. State, 17 App. 468; Barnes v. State, 44 App. 473, 72

S. W. 177; Scott v. State, 47 App. 176. 82 S. W. 656.

Proof of a single sale will not sustain allegation of pursuing the occupation.
Stanford v. State, 16 App. 331; Merritt v. State, 19 App. 435; Halfin v. State, 18

App. 410.
Payment of the United States special revenue tax is prima facie evidence of

the following of the occupation, which payment may be shown by a copy of the
entries in the books of the Internal Revenue office. Floeck v. State, 34 App. 314,
30 S. W. 794; Gersteman v: State, 35 App. 318, 33 S. W. 357; Monford v. State, 35

App. 237, 30 S. W. 351.
In a prosecution for fighting dogs without having first paid the occupation

taxes due the state, evidence held insufficient to sustain a convlctton. Kennedy
v. State, 68 App. 608, 127 S. W. 204.

See, also, notes under art. 783, C. C. P.
26. Penalties.-The minimum penalty for pursuing the occupation of retail

liquor dealer, without having first procured license and paid the tax therefor, is

by fine not less than the tax imposed. As one year is the shortest period of time
for which license will issue for such occupation, the minimum fine assessable is
the amount of the tax for one year. Davidson v. State, 27 App. 262, 11 S. W. 371.

27. Habeas corpus.-One properly charged with pursuing an occupation without
a license, cannot on habeas corpus show a receipt for the license tax. Ex parte
Jennings (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 1143.

28. Repeals.-This article is not repealed by the act of 1897, and, construing it
with art. 629s, it provides for obtaining the license required by law. Gustafson
v. State, 40 App. 67, 40 S. W. 717, 48 S. W. 618, 43 L. R. A. 615.

Art. 131. Plumber conducting business without license; penal
ty for.-Any person, whether as master plumber, employing, or

journeyman plumber, engaged in, working at, or conducting the
business of plumbing without license, as provided by law, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall pay a fine
of not less than twenty nor more than two hundred and fifty dol
lars. [Act 1897, p. 236.]

Necessity of license.-Rev. St. 1911, art. 986, provides that every city having
underground sewers or cesspools shall regulate the tapping thereof, and house
draining and plumbing. Articles 987 and 988 require such cities to create a board
for the examination of plumbers. Held that, where accused was charged with con

ducting a plumbing business in a town without a license, but it was not shown
that the town had underground sewers or cesspools, or that it had any such officers
as could constitute a plumbing examiners' board, and had no such board, a convic
tion could not be sustained. Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 348.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 47.

Art. 132. [1l3] Penalty not exc1usive.-The preceding articles
shall not be construed so as to affect any civil remedy to enforce the
collection of taxes.

Art. 133. [114] Payment of tax bars prosecution.-Any per
son prosecuted under article 130 of the Penal Code of the state of
Texas shall have the right at any time before conviction to have
such prosecution dismissed upon payment of the tax and all costs
of said prosecution, and procuring the license to pursue or follow
t�e occupa�ion. for the pursuing which, without license, the prosecu
tion was instituted ; and no prosecution shall be commenced
again�t any person after the procuring of said license, notwith
standmg they may have followed such occupation, calling or profes
sion before. proc�ring said license; provided, said' license shall
cover the time said person has' actually followed said occupation,
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calling or profession. The county clerk shan be entitled to ten

cents for issuing the license, to be paid by the person to whom it is
issued. [Act March 15, 1881, pp. 34-5.]

Cited, Fahey v. State, 27 App. 146, 11 S. W. 108, 11 Am. St. Rep. 182.

Dismissal of prosecution.-It was improper for the officer to issue the license
until both tax and costs were paid, but the court erred in charging the jury to

convict if the defendant paid the tax before trial but did not pay the costs then
accrued. Rogers v. State, 35 App, 543, 34 S. W. 634.

Minimum penalty.-Davidson v. State, 27 App. 262, 11 S. W. 371.

Art. 134. [115] Refusal to render or swear to assessment.c=If

any person shall refuse or neglect to make out and render a list of
his taxable property, when called upon in person by the assessor of
taxes or his deputy, or shall fail or refuse to qualify to the truth of
his statement of taxable property, or shall fail or refuse to sub
scribe to any oath or affirmation required by law in the rendition ot
taxable property, he shall be fined in any sum not less than twenty
nor more than one thousand dollars. [Act Aug. 19, 1876, pp.
19&-7.]

Fiduciaries.-This article includes all holdings of taxable property held as agent,
trustee or in other fiduciary capacity. Downes v. State, 22 App. 393, 3 S. W. 242.

President of national bank.-The president of a national bank, when called up
on by the assessor to do so, must render a sworn statement showing the number

and amount of shares of stock of such bank and the names of the owners of such

shares and the number and amount of stock owned by each shareholder, and his

refusal or neglect to do so, subjects him to punishment under this article. Downes

v. State, 22 App, 393, 3 8. W. 242; Gen. Laws, 19 Leg., Reg. Sess., pp. 105-106.

Time for prosecution.-Article 7575, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, authorizes a

delinquent to exculpate himself before the board of equalization, for refusal, etc.,
to render a list of taxable property, and he has until the first Monday in June of
the year for which he is delinquent, to give reasons for his refusal, etc. There

fore, a prosecution instituted against him for such refusal, etc., before the expira
tion of said date, is premature and not maintainable. Mock v. State, 11 App. 56;
Galbraith v. State, 33 App. 331, 26' S. W. 502.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 50, 51.

This article must be construed in connection 'with the provisions of the Civil
Statutes which prescribe the duties in this regard of all owners and holders of
taxable property, and therefore an indictment based on said articles must allege
the year for which the defendant's property was assessable. Berry v. State, 10

App. 315; Haugh v. State, 12 App. 343. An indictment under this article should
allege: 1. That the accused was a person required by law to render such list. 2.
That he held or owned taxable property on the first day of January of the year
for which the property is required to be listed. 3. That he was called upon in

person by the assessor of taxes to render a list of his taxable property for the year,
naming the year, and stating the time when he was so called upon. 4. That he
refused or neglected to make out and render such list of the taxable property held
and owned by him on the first day of January of the year for which he was call
ed upon to list. Caldwell v. State, 14 App. 171; Willson's Cr. Forms, 44, 45;
Davidson v. State, 27 App, 262, 11 8. W. 371.

Recognizance.-See note under Code Crim. Proc. art. 919.

Art. 135. Officers of national bank required to furnish tax as

sessor sworn statemeht.-If any president, vice president, or cash
ier, of any national bank shall fail or refuse to furnish the tax asses

sor or deputy tax assessor, when called upon to do so by such tax
assessor or deputy tax assessor, a sworn statement, showing:

1. A list of the names of all the shareholders of the stock of such
national bank.

2. The number and amount of the shares owned and held by
each shareholder of stock in such national bank.

3. The place of residence of each stockholder in such bank, if
known. (If not known, that fact shall be so stated.)

4. The amount or amounts of notes issued by such national bank
and circulating as money, or that is intended to circulate as money
(stating such amounts in dollars.)

S. The amount of money on hand or in transit, or in the hands
of other banks, bankers, brokers or others, subject to draft whether
the same be in or out of the state.

'

6. The amount of indebtedness of such bank and how such 111-,

debtedness .is evidenced..
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7. The amount of paper evidencing indebtedness owned by su�h
bank, which was acquired by such bank, either at par or at a dis
count.

They shall be deemed guilty of a dismemeanor, and, upon con

viction thereof, shall be punished by fine of not less than one hundred
dollars nor more than one thousand dollars, and by confinement in

jail not less than ten days nor more than thirty days. [Act 1897, p.
157.]

See notes to art. 134, ante.

Indlctment.-WiIlson's Cr. Forms, 275.

Art. 136. Money and notes defined.-By the term money and

notes, mentioned in the preceding article, is meant all money owned
and on hand by such bank, whether on deposit or otherwise. [Act
1897, p. 157.]

Art. 137. [116] Pretended sale or transfer of coin, notes or

bonds.-Any evasion by any means of artifice, or temporary ur

fictitious sale, exchange or pretended transfer upon any bank book,
of 'gold and silver coin, bank notes, or other notes or bonds, subject
to taxation under the laws of this state, for United States non-tax
able treasury notes, or any notes or bonds not so subject to taxa

tion, and any such pretended sale, exchange or transfer not made in

,good faith, and by actual exchange and delivery of the, funds so

sold, exchanged or transferred, and made only by entry on bank
books, or by any express or implied understanding not to immedi
ately make a bona fide' and permanent sale, shall be deemed prima
facie to be a fraud upon the public revenue of this state. {Act
March 23, 1891, p. 39.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 694.

Art. 138. Penalty for such pretended sale.-The president, cash
ier or secretary of any banking or other corporation, or any person
that may be a party or privy to such fraudulent sale, exchange or

transfer, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon con

viction, shall be punished by a fine of not less than ten dollars nor

more than one hundred dollars, and in addition thereto shall be
confined in the county jail not less than ten days nor more than
thirty days. [Act March 23, 1891, p. 39.]

Art. 139. False affidavit.-All assessors of taxes in this state
shall require all taxpayers, when assessed by them, to make oath
as to any such sale, exchange or transfer made by them, on the first
day of January, or within sixty days before said first day of January
of any year for which any such assessment is made, as to the good
faith and bona fide business transaction of any such sale, exchange
or transfer, as above set forth, if any such should have been made
by them; and if it should be disclosed that any such pretended sale,
exchange or transfer has been made for the purpose of evading tax

ation, then, and in that event, the assessor shall list and render
against such person the coin, bank notes or other notes or bonds
subject to taxation under the laws of this state : provided, that if
any person shall make a false affidavit as to any of the foregoing
facts, he shall be deemed guilty of perjury and be punished as

is now provided by law. [Act March 23, 1891, p. 40.]
Art. 140. [117] Failure to collect occupation taxes.-It shall

be the duty of the tax collector to make an affidavit before any jus
tice of the peace against any person, firm or association of persons
engaging in or pursuing any occupation on which, under the laws
of this state, a tax is imposed, who fails or refuses to pay the same.
And any coll�ct?r of taxes who shall knowingly permit any person,
.firm or association of persons to engage in or pursue any occupa-
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tion on which, by the laws of this state, ?- tax is imposed, without
first paying all legal taxes assessed aga�nst such person, firm or

.association of persons, for such occupation, for state and county
purposes shall be fined in any sum not less than fifty nor more than
five hundred dollars for every such offense; provided, that evidence
that such collector of taxes has made the affidavit herein required
immediately against such person, firm or association of persons, so

pursuing an occupation in viola.tion ?f law, shall �e a defense

.against all prosecutions under this article. [Act April 2, 1887, p.
128.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 39.

Art. 141.. [118] Failure of dealer to post occupation license.-
1. Any person, firm or corporation, required by the statutes of this
state to pay an occupation tax as a retail liquor dealer, shall post and

keep posted in a conspicuous place in his or their place or places of

business, his or their occupation license for the tax due the state,
·county and city, on the occupation in which they are engaged.
Said occupation license shall be posted as above specified before

.any person, firm or corporation, subject to the occupation tax, shall

engage in business.
2. Any person, firm or corporation failing, neglecting or refus

'ing to post or keep posted their occupation license, as required in
section one of this article, shall.be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction, shall be fined in double the amount of their
occupation tax for each offense, and each day any person, firm or

corporation shall violate the provisions of this article shall consti
tute a separate offense.

3. If from any cause any certificate of occupation license shall
be' lost, or destroyed, it shall be the duty of the clerk, upon applica
tion of the person, firm or corporation who formerly had such li
·cense, to' furnish a new certificate for the remainder of the term
covered by the license lost or destroyed. [Act April 4, 1887, p.
132.]

Constitutionality.-Bell v. State, 28 App. 96, 12 S. W. 410.

Posting license.-Posting license is required in order to enforce prompt payment
-or the occupation tax. Schwartz v, State, 32 App. 387, 24 S. W. 28.

Gravamen of the offense is pursuing the occupation without having paid the
-occupatton tax and posting' the license. Schwartz v. State, 32 App. 387, 24 S. W .

.28; Meroney v. State, 49 App, 337, 92 S. W. 844.

Separate offenses.-Each day's failure is a separate offense. Schwartz v. State,
.32 App. 387, 24 S. W. 28.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 308.

Art. 142. Penalty.-Any person violating the provisions of this
.article may be arrested without warrant by any peace officer and
carried before the nearest justice of the peace for trial; and any
peace officer who shall fail or refuse to arrest such person on his
own knowledge, or upon information from some credible person,
.shall be punished by fine not exceeding five hundred dollars.

See Willson's Cr. Forms, 309.

Art. 143. [119] Officer purchasing property sold for taxes.-If
any sheriff, or collector of taxes, of any county in this state, deputy
sheriff or deputy collector, or any employe of such sheriff or col
lector authorized by him to collect or receive taxes, or to assist in
any way in making sales for the collection of taxes, shall, in the
county where he resides, bid for, purchase or attempt to purchase,
or be in any way interested in the purchase of any property, either
real or personal, at any sale of such property, made or attempted to
be, for the collection of state and county taxes, or either, he shall be
fined not less than ten nor more than one thousand dollars, and any

, such officer so offending shall be deemed guilty of official miscon-
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duct, and, upon conviction, shall be removed from office. [Act
February 9, 1883, p. 7.]

Art. 144. [U9a] Tax collector failing to perform certain du
ties.-If at the end of any month the collector of taxes shall fail to

make to the comptroller of public accounts his itemized monthly re

port of taxes collected, or if he shall fail at the end of any month to

make to the commissioners' court his itemized monthly report of
-

all tax collections for the county, or if he shall fail at the end of any
month, or within three days thereof, to promptly remit to the state

treasurer the amount due by him to the state, or pay over to the

county treasurer the amount due by him to the county, or if he
shall fail to make out and post, between April 1 and 15 of each year,
a list of delinquent- or insolvent taxpayers, he shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, fined in a sum not

less than three hundred nor more than one thousand dollars, and
each failure shall constitute a separate offense. [Act of 1893,.
p. 91.]

See art. 109, and note thereunder.

Art. 145. [119b] Tax. collector issuing unauthorized tax re

ceipt.-Any collector of taxes in this state, who shall issue an occu

pation tax receipt upon any blank paper, or blank of any kind what
ever other than the blank occupation tax receipt furnished to him
as required by law, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and
each receipt so unlawfully issued shall constitute a separate offense,.
and, upon conviction in any court of competent jurisdiction, shall
be punished by fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor more

than five hundred dollars. [ld.]
See art. 109, and note thereunder,

Art. 146. [119c] Clerk failing to make certain certificates.-If
the county clerk shall fail to examine the monthly reports of the
collector of taxes, and within two days after the presentation to him
of said reports by the collector, to certify to their correctness as re

gards names, dates and amounts, or shall fail to file the report in
tended for the commissioners' court, together with the tax receipt
stubs in his office for the next regular meeting of the commission
ers' court, he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon
conviction, fined in a sum not less than fifty nor more than two
hundred dollars, and each failure shall constitute a separate offense.
[ld. p. 92.]

See art. 109, and note thereunder.

Art. 147. Persons and corporations liable for occupation tax

failing to make report.-If the comptroller has reason to believe, or

does believe, that any individual, company, corporation, association,
receiver or receivers, subject to the provisionsof the law providing
for the levy of occupation taxes, has made a false return, or has fail
ed or omitted to make a full return of gross receipts, or other state
ment of business done, required by any of the provisions of said
law, he shall report the same in writing to the governor, and it shall
be the duty of the governor to immediately require the revenue

agent of the state of Texas to examine any books, papers, docu
ments, or other records or evidence showing or tending to show
such unlawful act or omission. Said revenue agent shall check the
report made with such books, papers, documents or other records
or evidence, a�d make his report to the comptroller; and, if it ap
pears from said report that any false or incorrect return has been
made, or that any individual, or the president, treasurer or super
intendent of any company, corporation or association, or any mem

ber of any firm required by this act to make reports, has failed- or
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omitted to make a full return, as required by law, then the comptrol
ler shall notify such individual, or th� president, t.re�surer or su�er
intendent of any company, corporation or association, or receiver

or receivers of any company, corporation or association, or any
member of any firm, to make forthwith an additional or supple
mental report; and if any such individual or t�e president,. t\easur
er or. superintendent of any company, corporation or association, or

any member of a firm.' o.r any re�eiver <;>r re�ei.vers of any compan�,
corporation or association making said original report, shall fat!
or refuse to make said additional or supplemental report, he shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction, shall be fined in any
sum not less than two hundred nor more than five hundred dollars;
and venue of such prosecution is hereby fixed in Travis county,
Texas. [Act 1907, p. 488.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 43, 52.

Art. 148. Persons or corporations liable for franchise tax failing
to make report.-Every person required by the law prescribing
franchise taxes to be paid by corporations to make any annual re

port to the secretary of state, who shall, for a longer period than
five days, and every person who shall, for more than ten days after
the mailing by the secretary of state demand upon, him for any
other report, which the secretary of state is by this law authorized
to require, fail or refuse to make such report, shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined in

any sum not less than fifty dollars and not more than two hundred
dollars; and each day of such failure or refusal after the expiration
of said five days or said ten days, as the case may be, shall consti
tute a separate offense. The secretary of state shall keep a record
of the mailing of any and all notices and demands for reports pro
vided for by this law. [Act 1897, ch. 120; Act 1905, ch. 72; Act
1907, p. 50S.]

Explanatory.-Acts 1913, p 327, § 2 (Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 7397b)
provides that corporations failing to make the reports required by the act relating
to franchise taxes shall be subject to a penalty of $10 per day, recoverable by civil
action to be instituted by the attorney general. It would seem that this act su

persedes the criminal penalty imposed by art. 148 above.

Art. 149. Charter or right to do business of corporations for
feited, right of officers to do business in corporate name ceases.-In
any and all cases in which the charter or right to do business of any
private domestic corporation, heretofore or hereafter chartered un

der the laws of this state, or the permit of any foreign corporation
or its right to do business within this state, shall have been, or shall
hereafter be, forfeited, it shall be unlawful for any person or persons
who were or shall be stockholders, or officers of such corporation
at the time of such forfeiture to do business within this state in or

under the corporate name of such corporation, or to use signs or ad
vertisements of such corporation or similar to the signs or adver
tisements which were used by such corporation before such for
feiture; and each and every person who may violate any of the
provisions of this article shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined in any sum not less than
one hundred' dollars and not more than one thousand dollars; pro
vided, the inhibition and penalties prescribed by this article shall
not apply where the right of such corporation to do business within
this state has been revived in the manner provided by law and is
at the time in good standing.' [Act 1907, p. 507.]

Art. 149a. Wholesale dealers in or distributors of liquors;
"wholesale dealer" defined.-Each and every individual, company,
corporation or association created by the laws of this State or any
other State, who 'shall engage in his, own name or in. the name of
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others or in the name of its representatives or agents in this State,
in thcbuainess of a wholesale dealer or a wholesale distributor of

spirituous, vinous or malt liquors or medicated bitters capable of

producing intoxication, shall make quarterly, on the first days of

January, April, July and October of each year, <i; r�p?rt to the

Comptroller of Public Accounts, under oath of the individual or of
the president, treasurer or superintendent of such company, cor

poration or association, showing the gross amount collected and
uncollected from any and all sales made within this State of any of
said articles during the quarter next preceding. Said individuals,
companies, corporations and associations, at the time of making
said report, shall pay to the Treasurer of the State of Texas an oc

cupation tax for the quarter beginning on said date, equal to one

half of one per cent of said gross receipts from said sale as shown

by said report.
A wholesale dealer or distributor, within the meaning of this

Section, is any individual, company, association or corporation sell

ing any of the articles hereinbefore mentioned in any quantity, for
cash or on credit, either in his own name or in the name of others,
or in the name of its representatives or agents, to retail dealers or

to consumers, not to be drunk on the premises, or who deliver on

consignment to their agents for retail or for delivery to consumers,
provided the above shall not apply to sales to consumers, where the

liquor sold is delivered to the purchaser in person, at the dealers

place of business and at time of sale, and where the amount sold
does not exceed one gallon.

For the purpose of ascertaining the amount of gross receipt tax
due each quarter by each and every individual, company, corpora
tion, or association created by the laws of this State or in any other
State, who shall engage in his own name or in the name of others,
or in the name of its representatives or agents in this State in the
business of a wholesale dealer or a wholesale distributor .of spiritu
ous, vinous or malt liquor or medicated bitters capable of producing
intoxication, it shall be the duty of each and every individual, com

pany, corporation or association selling any of the articles herein
before mentioned either in his own name or in the name of others,
or in the name of its representatives or agents, to keep a plain, legi
ble record of the date of each and every such sale or consignment,
the name and address of the retail dealer or individual to whom sold
or consigned, the quantity, the price, and the manner in which ship
ment or delivery was made; and this record shall be subject to the
inspection of the Comptroller of [or] the State Revenue Agent or

their representatives at any time they see proper to investigate said
records. I

Any person, company, corporation or association, or any receiver
or receivers failing to. keep a record as provided for in this Act,
shall forfeit and pay to the State of Texas a penalty not exceeding
one thousand dollars: [Act 1913, p. 33, ch. 19, § 1, amending Art.
7379 Rev. St. 1911.]

Oefinltlons-"Gross recelpts."-In this article the term "gross receipts," though
ordinarily meaning the gross amount of cash received, includes the gross amount
collected and uncollected of all the sales, on which amount the percentage must
be computed to determine the tax. Eppstein v. State (Clv. App.) 138 S. W. 1124.

-"Recelpts."-The tax imposed by this article is a tax on the gross sales
whether collected or uncollected during the preceding quarter; the 'word "re
ceipts," when used in a commercial sense, meaning the receiving of obligations or

promises to pay, whether written or verbal, as well as cash. Eppstein v. State,
105 Tex. 35, 143 S. W. 144.

IMPOSING OCCUPATION TAX ON PERSONS DEALING IN UNEARNED WAGES
OF ANOTHER

Laws 1905, ch. 111, imposing a tax in such case was held unconstitutional in
Owens v. State, 53 App. 105, 112 S. W. 1075, 126 Am. St. Rep. 772 and was
omitted from the revised penal code.

'
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GROSS EARNINGS TAX ON RAILROADS

Laws 1905, ch. 141, imposing a gross earnings tax on railroads was held in

valid as interfering with interstate commerce, and section 3, thereof, making it

a misdemeanor to omit the making of the reports required by the statute, was not

carried into the revised penal code. See Galveston, H. & S. A. Ry, Co. v. State,
.210 U. S. 217, 28 Sup. Ct. 638, 52 L. Ed. 1031.

CHAPTER SIX

OCCUPATION TAX ON SOLICITING ORDERS IN LOCAL
OPTION DISTRICTS, COLD STORAGE AND C. O. D.

SHIPMENT OFFICES
Art.
150. Persons, firms or corporations so

liciting orders for intoxicating
liquor.

. 151. Persons, firms or associations op
erating cold storage.

152. Persons, firms or corporations de
siring to engage in either busi
ness to file application and pay
tax,

Art.
153. Clerk required to make report of

all licenses issued.
154. Providing penalty for violation.
155. Persons, firms or corporations

maintaining office for C. O. D.
intoxicating liquor shipments.

156. Penalty for maintaining such of-
fice without paying tax.

Article 150. Persons, firms or corporations soliciting orders for
intoxicating liquor.-In all counties, justice precincts, towns, cities
or other subdivisions of a county, where the qualified voters thereof
have, by a majority vote, determined that the sale of intoxicating
liquors shall be prohibited therein, there is hereby levied upon all
firms, persons, association of persons and corporations that pursue
the business of selling or offering for sale any intoxicating liquors
by soliciting or taking orders therefor, in any quantities whatso
ever, in any such county, justice precinct, town, city or other sub
division of a county, an annual state tax of four thousand dollars;
and each county, and also each incorporated city or town, may levy
an annual tax not exceeding two thousand dollars in any such coun

ty or incorporated city or town where such business is pursued.
[Act 1897, p. 128. Act 1907, ch. 112, p. 212. Act 1909, p. 53.]

Explanato,ry.-Arts. 606a-606q, post, wholly or p�ly supersede arts. 150--154.
These articles may still theoretically operate in respect to transactions within
the exceptions named in arts. 606f-606k. It would seem, .however, that, for all
practical purposes, arts. 150-154 are dead legislation, in view of the very high
licenses exacted.

Constltutlonality.-Edmanson v. State, 64 App. 413, 142 S. W. 887; Craft v,
State (Cr. App.) 147 s. W. 1163; Barnes v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 548, L. R.
A. 1915C, 101.

Levy of tax.-Edmanson v. State, 64 App, 413, 142 S. W. 887.

Procuring liquors on request.-Jones v. State, 60 App, 611, 132 S. W. 934.

Soliciting orders.-Barnes v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 548, L. R. A. 1915C, 101.
Indictment or complaint.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 323.
A complaint and information are defective if they fail to state that the "so

licitation" "was for the sale or delivery of intoxicating liquors in said county."
Patterson v. State (Cr. App.) 90 S. W. 31.

Evidence.-Edmanson v . State, 64 App, 413, 142 S. W. 887.

Art. 151. Persons, firms or corporations operating cold storage.
-In all counties, justice precincts, towns, cities or other subdivi
sions of a county, where the qualified voters thereof have, by a ma

jority vote, determined that the sale of intoxicating liquors shall be
prohibited therein, there is hereby levied upon all firms, persons,
association of persons and corporations that pursue the business
of keeping, maintaining or operating what is commonly known as

a "cold storage," or any place by whatever name known, or wheth
er named or not, where intoxicating or non-intoxicating liquors or

beverages are kept on deposit for others, or where any such liquors
are kept for others under any kind or character of bailment, an an

nual state tax of two thousand dollars. Counties, incorporated
cities and towns, where such business is located, may each levy an
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annual tax of not exceeding one thousand dollars upon each such

place so kept, run, maintained or operated. [Id.]
See note under art. 150.
Cited, Caswell & Smith v. State (Civ. App.) 148 S. W.' 1159.

Definltlons-UNonlntoxlcatlng liquors and beverages."-The words "nonintox-
icating liquors and beverages," in this article considered in connection with the
evil intending to be corrected and with the history of the legislation upon the
same subject, have reference to alcoholic or spirituous fluids, either distilled or fer

mented, and do not include liquids such as water, milk, etc. Ex parte Flake (Cr.
App.) 149 S. W. 146.

Constltutlonallty.-This article is authorized by state constitution, which pro
vides a mode whereby it may be determined whether the sale of intoxicating liq
uors shall be prohibited in a given territory, since such provision implies that it
is within the power, and is the duty of the legislature to enact all laws necessary
to enforce prohibition in localities where it is adopted. Ex parte Flake (Cr. App.)
149 S. W. 146.

And does not violate Const. art. 3, § 35, providing that no statute shall contain
more than one subject, though it provides for the regulation and prohibition of the

liquor traffic in prohibition territory; such object and purpose constituting but
one subject. Id.

And is a police regulation, and not a revenue measure, though incidentally rev

enue may be derived from its enforcement. Id.
The classification by this article is reasonable, and based on what is for the

best interest of the state and the welfare of its citizens. Id.
And being within police power inherent in the state, does not violate Const.

U. S. Amend. 14. Id. ,

The fact that the license prescribed by this article is so large as to be prohib
itive of the business, does not render it violative of Const. art. 1, § 19, by depriv
ing citizens of the state of their property rights, privileges, and immunities. Td,

This article bears equally upon all citizens seeking to do such cold storage
business in local option territory, and hence does not deprive Citizens of their equal
right to transact business. Id.

Uniformity of taxes.-The fact that this article applies only to local option ter
ritory does not render it violative of Const. art. 8, §§ 1, 2, providing that taxes
shall be uniform throughout the state. Ex: parte Flake (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 146.

Right to question valldity.-One charged with violating this article, by storing
"intoxicating liquors" in local option territory without having obtained a license,
could not complain or raise the question as to what other liquors the statute does
or does not apply. Ex parte Flake (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 146.

Keeping place.-Certain members of a lodge in prohibition territory organized
an auxiliary society, rented a place where they installed barroom fixtures, and
on the bar counter placed a locked box, in which each member placed an envelope
containing the amount which he desired to spend that week for liquor. One of
the members during the first year, and thereafter a different member each week,
would take out the money from the box, purchase beer, place it on ice, and have it
dealt out to the members to the amount paid for by them, by a porter hired by
the society. Accused attended to the business for one week, and had beer car

ried to the apartment, kept there on ice, and dispensed by the porter. Held that,
accused was guilty of pursuing the business of keeping, maintaining, or operating
a place where intoxicating liquor is kept on deposit for others. Barnes v. State
(Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 548, L. R. A. 1915C, 10l.

Art. 152. Persons, firms or corporations desiring to engage in
either business to file application and pay tax.-Each person and
each firm and each corporation and each association of persons, de
siring to engage in the business mentioned in articles 150 and 151
in said local option territory, before engaging in same, shall file
with the county clerk of the county in which the business is to be
pursued, an application in writing for a license to engage therein,
and shall state the county or portion of the county in which the
business is to be pursued, and, if within the corporate limits of any
incorporated city or town, that fact shall be so stated, and any such
person or firm or corporation or association of persons shall pay to
the tax collector of the county the entire amount of annual tax
levied for the state and the entire amount of the annual tax upon
such business as may be levied by the commissioners' court of said
county, and, if the business is to be pursued in an incorporated city
or town, shall pay to the collector of taxes of such city or town the
tax that may be levied on such business by said city or town; and
all such taxes shall be paid in advance, and no license shall be is
sued by the county clerk until the person or firm or corporation or

assoc�ation of persons, applying therefor, shall' exhibit receipts
showing the payment of all taxes levied and authorized by this law,
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.and the county clerk shall be entitled to charge a fee of twenty-five
-cents for the issuance of such license. [Id.]

See note under art. 150.

Art. 153. Clerk required to make report of all licenses issued.
The county clerk shall be and is hereby required to make report of
.all licenses issued by authority of this law as in other cases. [Id.]

See note under art. 150.

Art. 154. Providing penalty for violation.-Any person, or any
member of a firm, or any member of an association of persons, or

any officer or representative of a corporation, who shall pursue or

engage in or aid or assis� in a.ny manner !n said �usiness! mentioned
in articles 150 and 151, 111 said local option terrrtory, WIthout there

having been issued to said person or firm or association of pers�:ms
or corporation license therefor c:S l?rovided for, shall each be .gullty
-of a misdemeanor, and, on convrction therefor, shall be fined 111 any
sum not less than the amount of the tax due and not more than
double that sum, and shall in addition be imprisoned in the county
jail not less than ninety days nor more than six months. [Id.]

See note under art. 150; and see Ex parte Woods, 52 App. 575, 108 S. W. 1171,
1'6 L. R. A. (N. S.) 450, 124 Am. St. Rep. 1107.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 323.

Art. 155. Persons, firms or corporations maintaining office for
C. O. D. intoxicating liquor shipments.-Any person, firm or cor

poration, doing business in this state, shall, at each office or place
kept, operated or maintained by such person, firm or corporation,
at which intoxicating liquors legally deliverable' are delivered upon
payment of purchase money therefor, commonly designated as

shipments C. O. D., pay annuallyfor each office or place so kept an

annual occupation tax to the state of Texas of five thousand dollars,
and any county, or any incorporated city or town, wherein such
office or place is located, may levy an annual occupation tax upon
such person, firm or corporation herein referred to for each of said
offices, not to exceed one-half of the amount hereby levied by the
state, such tax to be due and payable annually. [Act 1907, p. 2.]

Cited, Caswell & Smith v. State (Civ. App.) 148 S. W. 1159.

Constitutionallty.-This chapter is valid as a police regulation of the handling
of liquors, since the legislature had authority to abrogate the C. O. D. feature of
the liquor traffic, or impose any burden thereon which tended to prevent the eva
sion of the local option statutes. L. Craddock & Co. v. Wells-Fargo Company
Express (Civ. App.) 125 S. W. 59.

. And! is not in violation of Const. art. 8, §§ 1, 2, providing that taxation and all
occupation taxes shall be equal and uniform, upon the class of subjects within
the limits of the authority levying the tax, since the delivery of liquor C. O. D.
constitutes a business in itself, and is not necessarily a part of an express com

pany's business. Id.

Statute as revenue law.-This chapter is a revenue law, and not prohibited by
Const. art. 3, § 48, providing that the legislature shall not levy taxes or impose
burdens on the people except to raise revenue sufficient for the economical ad
ministration of the government. L. Craddock & Co. v: Wells-Fargo Company Ex
press (Civ. App.) 125 S. W. 59.

Rights and liabilities of express companies.-This chapter was sufficient to war

rani: an express company in refusing to carry liquor in that manner, since it could
either pay the license tax or refuse to carry the liquor C. O. D. L. Craddock &
Co. v. Wells-Fargo Company Express (Civ. App.) 125 S. W. 59.

Where an express company had contracted to carry packages of intoxicating
liquor C. O. D. for plaintiff, and the legislature by this chapter rendered this busi
ness unlawful, the express company was thereby excused from collecting the price
and plaintiff on ordering the goods returned cannot recover the return charges
paid on such packages on the ground that defendant's failure to perform the con
tract of transportation deprived plaintiff of all benefit thereunder. Id.

Art. 156. Penalty for maintaining such office without paying
tax.-The maintaining or operating such office or offices, place or

places, by any person, firm or corporation in this state, without
paying the occupation tax required in article 155, shall subject such
person, firm or corporation so operating and maintaining such office
or offices, place or places, to pay to the state of Texas the sum of
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fifty dollars, and to the county and any incorporated city or town

in which said offices or places are located, each the sum of fifty
dollars for each day such office or offices, place or places, may be
maintained or operated, and for each office or place so operated;
and the state or county, or any incorporated city or town, may sue

for and recover, either jointly or severally, each the said sum, for
each day that each of said offices or places may be maintained and

operated without prepayment of the aforesaid occupation tax. [Id.,
p.2.]

CHAPTER SEVEN

OCCUPATION TAX ON DEALERS IN NON-INTOXICAT
ING MALT LIQUORS

Art.
157. Persons selling non-intoxicating

malt liquor as a beverage.
158. To file application for license and

pay collector the tax.

Art.
159. Clerk required to' make report of

all licenses issued.
160. Providing penalty for violation.

Article 157. Persons selling non-intoxicating malt liquors as a

beverage.-There is hereby levied upon all firms, persons, associa
tions of persons and corporations, selling non-intoxicating malt

liquors, an annual state tax of two thousand dollars. Counties, in

corporated cities and towns, where such sales are made, may each

levy an annual tax of not exceeding one thousand dollars upon all
such persons, firms or corporations; provided, that this article shall
not prevent the sale of such proprietary remedies as "malt extract,"
"malt medicine" and "malt and iron," manufactured and. used ex

clusively as medicine and not as a beverage, when sold upon the
prescription of a regular practicing physician; provided, further,
that not more than one sale shall be made upon anyone prescrip
tion. [Act 1909, p. 51.]

Pollee power and constitutionality of regulations.-Acts 1907, c. 112, imposing
an occupation tax is unconstitutional, in that the taxes levied are not equal and
uniform. Ex parte Woods, 52 App. 575, 108 S. W. 1171-1179, 16 L. R. A. (N. S.)
450, 124 Am. St. Rep. 1107.

This chapter is a valid exercise of the state's police power, and not invalid as

imposing a prohibitive tax, and as preventing pursuit of a lawful business. Ex
parte Townsend, 64 App. 350, 144 S. W. 628, Ann. Cas. 1914C, 814.

This chapter is not invalid as imposing different rates in different parts of the
state from those established by chapter 5. which applies only to the sale of in
toxicating liquors. Id.

Const. art. 16. § 20, relating to intoxica.ting liquors, does not limit the power
of the Legislature to regulate sale of nonintoxicating alcoholic liquors. Id.

Alcohol is the intoxicating element in spirituous, vinous, malt, and other in
toxicating liquors, and makes the same dangerous, and the Legislature's police
power extends to regulation of the sale of all beverages containing any degree of
alcohol. Id.

In the absence of constitutional limitation, a state Legislature can absolutely
prohibit sale of or place a prohibitive tax upon the sale of any articles which in
themselves are harmful, or which may be injurious to the health, morals, or gen
eral welfare of the people. Id.

Liquors defined.-Malt liquor is an alcoholic liquor. Ex parte Townsend, 64
App. 350, 144 S. W. 628. Ann. Cas. 1914C, 814.

An intoxicating liquor is any liquor containing alcohol, which can be drunk as

a beverage in such quantity as to produce intoxication. Ex parte Townsend, 64
App. 350. 144 S. W. 628, Ann. Cas. 1914C, 814.

Art. 158. To file application for license and pay collector the
tax.-Each person, and each firm, and each corporation: and each
association of persons, desiring to engage in the business mentioned
in the preceding article, before engaging in same, shall file, with the
county clerk of the county in which the business is proposed to be
pursued, an application in writing for a license to engage therein,
and shall state the place or house in which said business is to be
pursued, and, if within the corporate limits of any incorporated
city or town, that fact shall be so stated; and any such person or
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firm or corporation or association of persons shall pay to the tax

collector of the county the entire amount of annual tax levied by
the state and the entire amount of the annual tax upon such busi
ness as may be levied by the commissioners' court of said county,.
and if the business is to be pursued in an incorporated city or town,
shall pay to the collector of taxes of such city or town the tax that

may be levied on such business by said city or town, and all such
taxes shall be paid in advance; and no license shall be issued by the

county clerk until the person or firm or corporation or association
of persons applying therefor shall exhibit receipts showing the pay
ment of all taxes levied and authorized by this law; and the county
clerk shall be entitled to charge a fee of twenty-five cents for the
issuance of such license, and it shall be unlawful to carryon busi
ness under said license in more than one place at the same time, or

in any place other than that named in said application for said li
cense, unless the party carrying on said business shall first file with
the county clerk of the county in which said business is carried on

a written statement, showing such change of place of business.
[Act 1909, p. 397.]

See Ex parte Townsend, 64 App. 350, 144 S. W. 628, Ann. Cas. 1914C, 814.

Art. 159. Clerk to make report of all licenses issued.-The
county clerk shall be and is hereby required to make report of all
licenses issued by the authority of this law as in other cases. [Id.,
p.52.]

Art. 160. Providing penalty for violation.-Any person, or any
member of a firm, or any member of an association of persons, or

any officer or representative of a corporation, who shall pursue or

engage in, or aid or assist in any manner, in said business mentioned
in article 157, without there having been issued to said person, or

firm, or association of persons, or corporation, license therefor, as

provided for in this law, shall each be guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine in any sum not
less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars,
and by imprisonment in the county jail for a period of not less than
twenty days nor more than ninety days. [Id., p. 52.]

See Ex parte Woods, 52 App, 575, 108 S. W. 1171, 16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 450, 124
Am. St. Rep. 1107.

CHAPTER EIGHT

DEALING IN FRAUDULENT LAND CERTIFICATES
Art.
161. Purchasing, selling, locating or

surveying fraudulent certificates.
162. Surveyors locating unapproved cer

tificates.

Art.
163. Handling land office files without

authority.

Article 191. [120] Purchasing, selling, locating or surveying
fraudulent certificates.-If any person shall purchase or sell any
fraudulent or forged certificate' for land, or locate or survey, or

cause to 'be located or surveyed, any such certificate, or be in any
manner directly or indirectly concerned in the purchasing, selling,.
locating or surveying of any such certificate for land, knowing the
same to be fraudulent or forged, he shall be punished by confine
ment in the penitentiary for a term not less than two nor more than
five years. [Po C. 242.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 55.

Art. 162. [121] Surveyor locating unapproved certificates.-It
shall not, be lawful for any district or deputy surveyor to locate any
certificate for land, or to survey any land for any person holding a

headright certificate of the first or second class, unless it be certified
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under the hand and seal of the clerk of the county court of the

county where the certificate was issued, or the county where it is

proposed to be located, or under the hand and seal of the commis
sioner of the general land office, that the same has been reported
by the commissioners appointed under an act of congress to det�ct
fraudulent land certificates, etc., passed January, 1840, as a genume
and legal claim against the gov�rnment of Texas ; and �my �ur
veyor offending against th� true intent and meanmg: o� this article
shall be guilty of a high misdemeanor, and, on convictron, shall be
fined in any sum not more than five thousand dollars. [Po C. 243.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 56.

Art. 163. [122] Handling land office files without authority.
If any person shall handle or examine .any of the papers, files or

records in the general land office, without the consent of the com

missioner or chief clerk, or without the presence and superintend
ence of a clerk in said office, he shall be fined not less than one dol
lar nor more than five hundred dollars. [Act June 2, 1873, p. 180.]

I ntrusi on.-It is an offense under this article to handle or examine the records
of the general land office without the permission of the commissioner. Anderson
v, Rogan, 93 Tex. 182, 54 S. W. 242.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 57.

CHAPTER NINE

DEALING IN PUBLIC LANDS BY OFFICERS
Art.
164. Officers not to deal in public lands.
165. Clerks in land office not to give

information.
166. Officers not to purchase mineral

lands.

Art.
167. Board of regents of university to

have made mineral survey of
lands, publish information ob
tained and providing penalty for
communicating such information
until published.

Article 164. [123] Officers not to deal in public lands.-If any
person who is an officer or clerk in the general land office, or a dis
trict surveyor, or deputy district surveyor, or county surveyor, or

his deputy, shall, directly or indirectly, be concerned in the pur
chase of any right, title or interest in any public land, in his own

name or in the name of any other person, or shall take or receive
any fee or emolument for negotiating or transacting any business
connected with the duties of his office, other than the fees allowed
by law, he shall be fined in a sum not exceeding five hundred dol-
lars. [Po C. 244.] .

See Appendix to Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, for omitted and repealed land
laws.

County surveyors.-By the provisions of Pen. Code, art. 164, no county or dis
trict surveyors or their deputies shall be directly or indirectly engaged in the pur
chase of public land. When patent has been issued to such a purchaser, the state
can maintain an action to cancel the patent without returning or offering to re
turn the purchase-money paid by the defendant to the state. State V. Thompson,
64 Tex. 690. ,

The original article (244) did not include county surveyors among the' prohibited
class. See an insufficient indictment. Gray V. State, 7 App. 10.

An officer must perform the duties of his office until his successor- has quali
fied. He cannot resign so as to legally do anything before his successor qualifies,
which he is forbidden to do while holding the office. A county surveyor cannot
purchase public land. Keen V. Featherstone, 29 Civ. App. 5&3, 69 S. W. 983.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 58, 59.

Art. 165. [124] Clerks in the land office not to give informa

tion.-Any clerk or other employe in the general land office, who
shall accept or receive from any person or persons, money, or 'other
thing of value, in consideration of services performed in the desig
nation of vacant land, or in discovering or making known to such
person or persons any defects in any file or files, or any paper or
document in said office, or who shall perform any work out of office
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·hours or receive extra compensation in money or otherwise for any
work'performed in office hour.s, or who shall. handle or interfere
with the records and files of said office, except In office hours, shall .

be fined in any' sum not less than one hundred nor more than five
hundred dollars; and, in addition thereto, it shall be the duty of the
commissioner of the general land of-fice to immediately discharge
such clerk or employe from said office. [Act June 2, 1873, p. 182.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 60, 61.

Art. 166. [124a] May not purchase minerallands.-It shall be
unlawful for the commissioner of agriculture, insurance, statistics
and history, or any person employed by him or connected with his
office to purchase all or any part of any mine or mineral lands, or

be in' any manner interested in such purchase, during the term of
his office or employment. Any person violating the provisions of
this article shall be punished by fine as provided in the Penal Code.
[Sen. Jour., 1895, p. 478.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 62.

Art. 167. Board of regents of university to have made mineral

survey of lands, publish information obtained, and providing penal
ty for communicating such information until published.-l. The
board of regents of the university of Texas are authorized. and

directed, as soon as practicable, to have made a mineral survey of all
the lands belonging to the public schools, university, asylums; or

of the state.
2. Said board shall employ for that purpose persons skilled, and

who have had at least five years experience, in the science of min
eralogy, geology and chemistry, who shall conduct said survey un

der the direction of said board.
3. Said board shall publish annually, for free distribution among

the people of the state, all practical information collected in the
prosecution of said survey as the same progresses; but the infor
mation obtained by a survey of the public school, university, asylum
or state lands shall not be communicated by said board, or by the
person or persons making said survey, to any person whomsoever
until said information is published for the benefit of the general
public; and anyone violating this provision shall, upon conviction,
be fined in any sum not exceeding one thousand dollars, or by im
prisonment not to exceed two years in jail. [Act 1901, p. 32.]

Explanatory.-Acts 1901, p. 32, at the time it was carried into the revised Penal
Code as above, had been superseded by Acts 1903, p. 234, ch, 144. The superseding
act is as follows:

1. The board of regents of the University of Texas are authoriz
ed and directed as soon as practicable to have made a mineral sur

vey of all the -Iands belonging to the public schools, university,
asylums or to the State and other mineral lands within the State.

2. Said board shall employ for that purpose persons skilled and
who have had at least five years of practical experience in the
science of mineralogy, geology or chemistry, and who shall conduct
said survey under the direction of said board.

3. Said board shall publish at least once annually for free dis
tribution among the people of the State all practical information
collected in the prosecution of said survey as the same progresses;
but the information obtained by a survey of the public school, uni
versity, asylum or State lands' shall not be communicated by said
board or by the person or persons making said survey, to any per
son whomsoever until said information is published for the benefit
of the general public; and anyone violating this provision shall up
on conviction, be fined in any sum not exceeding one thousand dol
lars, or by imprisonment not to exceed two years in jail. But it is
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expressly provided, that said information shall be c0t?mu�icated !o
the Commissioner of the General Land office for his guidance In

the disposition of mineral bearing lands. [Act 1903, p. 234, ch. 144,
§§ 1-3.]

CHAPTER TEN

PERSONAL PROPERTY OF THE STATE
Art.
168. Personal property belonging to

state shall be inventoried by
persons in possession of same.

169. Sworn copy of such inventory to
be forwarded to secretary of

state, duplicate of same for
warded to comptroller.

170. Report shall be made at beginning
of term of office.

171. Persons in charge of public insti
tutions responsible for such

Art.
property and the full value
thereof.

112. Officers taking possession of such
property shall require their
predecessors to list and inven
tory same.

173. Failure to make such inventory or

perform duties required, penal
ty therefor.

173a. Sale, disposal of, or secreting
arms of militia.

Article 168. Personal property belonging to state shall be in
ventoried by person having possession of same.-It shall be the

duty of every official or other person, who has in his possession or

under his control, or for which he is in anywise responsible, any
personal property belonging to the state of Texas, or in which it
has an interest, to immediately make out in triplicate a correct and
full1ist and inventory of all such personal property which is or was

in his possession when he assumed charge of such office or position,
or had under his control, or for which he is in any way responsible,
and which inventory shall contain the name of the article or arti
cles of such personal property, the cost thereof, a fair and reason

able estimate of the present value thereof, a statement of the pres
ent condition of the same, how long said property has been in use,
and the extent of the probable service, use and benefit that such

property will be to the state in future; and, if sold during his term

of office, or while in his possession, or under his control, he shall
state the selling price thereof, and the disposition of the proceeds.
[Act 1899, p. 307.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 219.

Art. 169. Sworn copy of such inventory to be forwarded to the

secretary of state, duplicate of same forwarded to comptroller.-A
copy of said list and inventory, duly sworn to, shall be, by such per
son charged with keeping said property, or who has the same under
his control, management, or who is responsible for the same, trans
mitted by him by registered letter to the secretary of state at Aus
tin, Texas, whose duty it shall be to enter such list and inventory
on a book to be kept by him for the pnrpose under its appropriate
heading; and said secretary of state is hereby authorized to pur
chase such book or books as shall be necessary to record all such
lists and inventories so made to him, and he shall be responsible for
the correct entry of all said articles in such book or books, and shall
be responsible for the safe keeping of the original sworn report
from each of the persons named in this act, including the governor
of this state, comptroller of public accounts, treasurer, attorney
general, adjutant general, commissioner of insurance, statistics
and h�st?ry, superintendent of public buildings and grounds, the
commissioner of �he. general land office, chief justice of the supreme
court, court of criminal appeals, and the several courts of civil ap
peals! and the clerks thereof, the .managers of each and every asy
lum m the state of Texas, supenntendents and assistant superin
tendents of the penitentiaries and reformatories, superintendents
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and managers of all state farms, superintendents and managers of

the university and the several branches thereof, normal schools, all

the officers and employes of either branch of the legislature, having,
personal property belonging to the state in their possession, and
each and every other person holding any personal property in trust

for the state of Texas, or having the same under his control, or in
his possession, or f?r w�ich he is in .any wi�e resp(:)!�sible, all of
whom are included m this act and subject to Its provisions, A du

plicate of said list and inventory, so sent to the secretary of state,
shall be forwarded to the comptroller of public accounts, who shall

carefully preserve the same in his office; and it is made the duty of
the person, so making out the list, to retain in his possessi�:m, for
his successor in office, a true copy thereof, and whose duty It shall
be to deliver same to such successor within three days after his

qualification and assuming charge of such position, office or agency.
[Act 1899, p. 307.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 220. 221.

Art. 170. Report shall be made at beginning of term of office.

Upon qualification at the beginning of the terms of office of any of
the persons named herein, after each succeeding general election,
and within thirty days after taking charge of any personal property
as herein named, it shall likewise be his duty to make said report as

hereinrequired, and to forward same to the officers herein named,
who shall receive them, and who shall continue to keep the registra
tion of said reports, lists and inventories, as herein required of the
secretary of state under the foregoing section hereof, and who
shall, when said lists are received, make comparisons with former
reports and note all articles of property not included in former lists,
or which were included in former lists, but are not in the list last
filed, "and shall designate all such articles which are either dropped
from or added to those of former lists and inventories. [Act 1899,
p.307:]

Art. 171. Person in charge of public institution responsible for
such property and the full value thereo.f.-Every person herein
named or referred to, in charge of any public institution of Texas,
or having under his control any personal property belonging to the
state of Texas, is hereby made responsible for the same and the full
value thereof; and all persons, hereafter coming into any of the
offices or positions herein enumerated, shall at once become and
shall remain responsible for the preservation and safe keeping of
all personal property herein named or referred to, whether such
persons be under official bonds or not; and all official bonds made
by any of the persons herein named or referred to, shall be intended
as security to the state of Texas for the full value of all such per
sonal property in any such institution or department, or otherwise
belonging to .th� state, over which such person is in control, or for
which he is by this law made responsible. [Id., p. 307.]

Art. 172. Officers taking possession of such property shall re

quire their predecessors to list and inventory same.-Hereafter,
when any of the officers named in this law, or who are hereby re

ferred to and required to take charge of any of the properties of the
state, shall take charge of same, they shall require of their predeces
sors in such positions, whose duty it is hereby made to furnish same,
to make out for them a full list and inventory as above mentioned,
of all properties in their possession or under their control and man

agement, or for which they' are in any wise responsible; belonging
to the state of Texas; and such outgoing and incoming officers
shall together check up said list and inventory and ascertain that
the same and each articlein said list named is then on hand or duly
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accounted for; said incoming officer shall give his receipt to his
said predecessor in office for all of such property before he shall be
entitled to possession of the same, and sa�d rec�ipt. sha�l be by him
delivered to said secretary of state for registration In hIS office, and
a copy of the same shall be li�ew.ise �elivered to the comytroller of

public accounts for preservation In hIS office. [Id., p. 30/.]
Art. 173. Failure to make such inventory or perform duties re

quired, penalty therefor.-Should any of the officers, persons or em

ployes named herein fail to make out said list and inventory, or fail
to perform any of the duties herein required of him, he shall become

immediately responsible to the state of Texas for the value of any
and all articles of furniture, implements, goods, wares, merchandise,
live stock and all other personal property which have come into his
hands, or for which he may be responsible, and be subj ect to suit in
the name of the state of Texas for the value of the same; and
should he fail to do or perform any of the acts and things required
of him by this law, he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
upon conviction, shall be fined in a sum not less than one hundred
nor more than five hundred dollars; and for each thirty days that
he fails to comply with the provisions of this law in any respect
shall be considered a separate offense. The jurisdiction for all suits
or prosecutions under this act shall be either in the county court of
Travis county, or in the county where such officer shall reside at
the time of the institution of said suit or prosecution, or where such
property may be situated. [Id., p. 307.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 37.

Art. 173a. Sale, disposal of or secreting arms, etc., of militia.
Any person who shall secrete, sell, dispose of, offer for sale, pur
chase, retain after demand made by a commissioned officer of the
active militia of this state, or in any manner pawn or pledge, any
arms, uniforms, equipments or other military property, issued un

der the provisions of this act, or of the military regulations of this
state, and any person who shall wear any uniform, or part thereof,
or device, strap, knot or insignia of any design or character used as

a designation of grade, rank or office, such as are by law or by
general regulations duly promulgated, prescribed for the use of the
active militia of this state or similar thereto, except members of the
army of the United States or the active militia of this state or any
other state, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon
conviction, shall be fined not less than fifty nor more than two
hundred dollars, and in addition thereto shall forfeit to this state
one hundred dollars for each offense, to be sued for in the name of
the state of Texas by a judge-advocate, district or county attorney.
All money recovered by any action or proceeding under this section
shall be paid to the adjutant general, who shall apply the same to
the use of the active militia of this state. [Act 19Q5, p. 183.]

. CHAPTER ELEVEN

THE STATE FLAG
Art.
173b. Use of state flag for advertising

purposes.

Art.
173c. Same; proviso.
173d. Same; Goods bearing imprint of

flag.

Article 173b. Use of state flag for advertising purposes.-On
and after]uly 1st, 1914, it shall be unlawful for any person to use

any imitation, label, trade-mark, design, device, imprint or form of
the flag of the State of Texas for the purpose of advertising or giv-
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ing publicity to any goods, wares or merchandise, or any commer

cial undertaking, or for any trade or commercial purpose; and any
person whether in his individual capacity or as any officer, agent
or receiver of any corporation, who shall violate this section of this
act, shall upon conviction, be punished by a fine of not less than
fifty dollars and not more than one hundred dollars, and ·each day
this section is violated shall be a separate offense. [Act 1913, 1st
S. S., p. 28, ch. 19, § 1.]

Act 1913, 1st s. S., ch. 19, repeals! Act 1913, Reg. Sess., ch, 14.

Art. 173c.' Same; proviso.-Provided that none of the provi
sions of this Act, shall apply to any fraternal or patriotic organiza
tions using the Texas flag for an emblem. [Act 1913, 1st S. S., p.
28, ch. 19, § 1a.]

Art. 173d. Same; goods bearing imprint of flag.-On and after
July 1st, 1914, it shall be unlawful for any person to offer or expose
for sale any article or commodity of commerce bearing the imita
tion, design, imprint or form of the flag of the State of Texas, and
any person whether in his individual capacity or as an officer, agent
or receiver of any corporation who shall violate this section of this
Act, shall upon conviction, be punished by a fine of not less than
twenty-five dollars nor more than fifty dollars, and each day this
section is violated shall he a separate offense. [Id., § 2.].
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TITLE 5

,OFFENSES AFFECTING THE EXECUTIVE, LEGISLATIVE
AND JUDICIAL DEPARTMENTS OF THE

GOVERNMENT
Chap.
1. Bribery.
2. Lobbying.,

Chap.
3. Drunkenness in office and in public

[or private] place.

CHAPTER ONE

BRIBERY
Art.
174. Bribery of certain officers.
175. Officer accepting bribe.
176. Officers specified.
177. Bribery of clerks, etc., in legisla-

tive and executive departments.
178. Accepting bribe by same.

179. Bribery of auditor, juror, etc.

180. Acceptance of bribe by same.

181. Offense complete, when.
182. Bribery of attorneys.
183. Acceptance of bribe by same.

184. Bribery of clerks of courts.

Art.
185. Acceptance of bribe by same.

186. Bribery of same to do any act.
187. Bribery of sheriffs and peace offi-

cers.

188. Same subject.
189. Same subject.
190. Acceptance of bribe by sheriffs,

etc.
191. Bribery of witness.
192. Acceptance of ,bribe by witness.
193. "Bribe" defined.
194. Bribe need not be direct.

Article 174. [125] Bribery of certain officers.-If any person
shall bribe or offer to bribe any executive, legislative or judicial
officer after his election or appointment, and either before or after
he shall have been qualified or entered upon the duties of his office,
with intent to influence his act, vote, opinion, decision or judgment
on any matter, question, cause or proceeding which may be then

pending or may thereafter by law be brought before such officer in
his official capacity, or do any other act or omit to do any other act
in violation of his duty as an officer, he shall be punished by con

finement in the penitentiary for a term not less than two nor more

than five years. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 159; P. C.250.]
1. Officers subject. 6. Future offenses.
2. Offense when complete. 7. Evidence.
S. Tender of bribe. 8. Indictment.
4. Entrapment. 9. Instructions.
5. Defense. 10. Recognizance.

'1. Officers subJect.-There can be no conviction of bribing an "assistant city
attorney" of a city, the charter of which makes no provision for such an officer.
Naill v. State, 59 App. 484, 129 S. W. 630, Ann. Cas. 1912A, 1268.

The words "executive, legislative, or judicial officer" are meant in their broad
est sense and are intended to embrace every officer, whether a state, county,
or precinct officer. Davis v. State, 70, App, 624, 168 S. W. 288.

2. Offense when complete.-The offense is complete when the offer is made.
Rath v. State, 35 App, 142, 33 S. W. 229.

3. Tender of bribe.-An actual tender is not essential.
App. 665.

O'Brien v. State, 6
I

4. Entrapment.-Where an officer first suggests his willingness to a person to
accept a bribe, and thereby originates the criminal intent, and apparently joins
the defendant in a criminal act first suggested by the officer, merely to entrap
the defendant, it seems this would not constitute the offense of offering to bribe
the officer. O'Brien v. State, 6 App, 665; S. C., 7 App. 181. But if the defend
ant first offered to 'bribe the officer, no subsequent conduct of the officer would
exculpate the defendant. O'Brien v. State, 7 App. 181.

A person tendering a bribe to an assistant county attorney for the purpose .or
influencing his official action was guilty of offering a bribe, even though the county
attorney made the first advance and by his words, acts, and conduct induced ac

cused to make the offer, and although the assistant county attorney did not in
tend to accept the bribe. Davis v. State, 70 App. 624, 158 S. W. 288.

A person could be guilty of bribing a poltceman, although the policeman had no

corrupt purpose or intent, but took the bribe merely to secure evidence against
the briber for the purpose of procuring his conviction; the guilt of the briber be
ing measured by his own intent and not by the intent of the acceptor of the
bribe. Minter v. State, 70 App. 634, 159 S. W. 286.

5. Defense.-On a trial for offering to bribe a county commissioner to vote a

certain way on a certain propositlon pending before the commissioners' court,
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the fact that the commissioner suggested bribery to defendant, or was willing to

be bribed, is immaterial. Ra.th v. State, 35 App. 142, 33 S. W. 229.

6. Future offenses.-Bribery could be committed by bribing ali officer not to
arrest a person for thereafter keeping a gambling house or house for the un

lawful sale of intoxicating liquor as well as for theretofore keeping it. Minter v.

State, 70 App. 634, 159 S. W. 286.

7. Evidence.-On a trial for offering a bribe a county commissioner to vote

a certain way on a certain proposition p-ending before the commissioners' court,
it is not necessary, in order to prove that such person was a commissioner, to in

troduce the record of his election and qualification. Rath v. State, 35 App. 142,
33 S. W. 229.

8. Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 63.
See Code Crfm, Proc. art. 466.

9. Instructions.-On a trial for offering a brib-e to an assistant county attor

ney to induce him to file a motion to set aside a judgment of conviction against
a third person and to recommend to the judge that the judgment be set aside,
where accused claimed that he offered the money merely in payment of such third

person's fine, the court should have made it plain in its charge that, if the mon

ey was tendered under the belief that it was to be used in paying the fine, ac

cused would not be guilty and would be guilty only if he tendered the money to

infiuence the attorney's action as an official. Davis v. State, 70 App. 524, 158 S.
W.288.

'Where the court required the jury to believe beyond a reasonable doubt every

essential element of bribery before they could convict, and also properly charged
on reasonable doubt, the failure to quote the statutory definition of a bribe was

not error. Minter v. State, 70 App, 634, 159 S. W. 286.

10. Recognlzance.':'_See notes under Code Crim. Proc. art. 903.
A bail bond describing the offense as offering to bribe a judicial officer, held

sufficient. Hardin v. State, 36 App, 460, 37 S. W. 735.

Art. 175. [126] Officers accepting bribe.-Any legislative, ex
ecutive or judicial officer who shall accept a bribe or consent to

accept a bribe under an agreement or with an understanding that his
act, vote, opinion or judgment shall be done or given in any particu
lar manner or upon a particular side of any question, cause or pro
ceeding which is or may thereafter by law be brought before him,
or that he shall make any particular nomination, appointment, or

do any other act or omit to do any act in violation of his duty as an

officer, shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less
than two nor more than ten years. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 159; P.
C.251.]

Former laws.-Prior to the revision of the Code it was held that an agreement
by an officer to accept a bribe was not an offense. Hutchinson v. State, 36 Tex.
293. But the words, "or consent to accept a bribe," were inserted in the fore
going article by the revisers, with a view, doubtless, to supply the defect therein
pointed out by the decision above cited.

Justices of the peace.-Justice· of the peace accepting money for failure to in
stitute proceedings against one whom he knew to be guilty of unlawfully carrying
a pistol held guilty. Morawietz v. State, 46 App. 436, 80 S. W. 997.

Offense.-To constitute bribery the gift, advantage or emolument must pre
cede the act. Hutchinson v. State, 36 Tex. 293.

To constitute bribery, the gift, advantage or emolument must be bestowed to
induce the officer to do a particular act in violation of his duty, or as an in
ducement to favor, or in some manner aid the person offering same, or another, in
a manner forbidden by law. Hutchinson v. State, 37 T·ex. 293.

Failure of a justice in consideration or. a bribe to institute proceedings for the
arrest of a person carrying a pistol is criminal. Morawietz v. State, 46 App. 436,
80 S. W. 997.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 63, 64.
Requisttes, see Code Crim. Proc, art. 466._
When offense complete.-The offense was complete when the bribe was accept

ed and received. Ruffin v. State, 36 App, 565, 38 S. W. 169.
Offense held complete when the bribe was accepted and received with the under

standing that the incumbent of an office would be removed and an appointment
made' regardless of whether the removal was ever made or the matter of appoint
ment came up. Ruffin v. State, 36 App, 565, 38 S. w.. 169.

Proof.-On a trial for -offering to bribe a county commissioner to vote a cer
tain way on a" certain proposition pending before the commtsstoners' court, it is
not necessary, in order to prove that such person was a commissioner, to intro
duce the record of his election and qualification. Bath v, State, 35 App. 142, 33
S. W. 229.

On an indictment charging defendant, a county commissioner, with accepting
a bribe with the understanding that his opinion, judgment, acts, infiuence, and
vote should be given in favor of securing the appointment of a person to an office
to be filled by the commissioners' court, a conviction cannot be had on proof that
he accepted the bribe with the understanding that he should bribe another com
missioner with it." Ruffin v, State, 36 App. 565, 38 S. W. 169.
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(Title 5

Accompllce.-One giving a bribe is an accomplice of the officer receiving it.
Ruffin v. State, 36 App. 665, 38 S. VV. 169.

Where a justice of the peace accepted money for failing to institute proceed
ings against a person whom he knew to be guilty of unlawfully carrying a pistol,
and divided the money with a deputy sheriff who was with him when he obtained

the information as to carrying the pistol, the deputy sheriff, the person guilty of

carrying the pistol, and a friend of his who was with him at the time the set

tlement was made, and furnished a part of the money therefor, were all accom

plices. Morawietz v. State, 46 App. 436, 80 S. W. 997.

Art. 176. [127] Officers spedfied.--Under the name of execu

tive, legislative and judicial officers are included the governor,
lieutenant-governor, comptroller, secretary of state, state treasurer,
commissioner of the general land office, commissioner of agricul
ture, insurance, statistics and history, superintendent of public in

struction, members of the legislature, aldermen of all incorporated
cities and towns in this state, judges of the supreme, district and

'county courts and of the courts of appeals, attorney general, district
and county attorneys, justices of the peace, mayors and judges of
such city courts as may be organized by law, county commission
ers, school trustees, and all other city, county and state officials.
[Act March 30, 1885, p. 69; amended Act 1907, p. 127.]

See notes under art. 174.
Cited, Davis v. State, 70 App. 624, 158 S. W. 288; Minter v. State, 70 Ap!>. 634,

159 S. W. 286.

Officers.-Prior to the adoption of the Revised Codes, article 122 did not speci
fy "county attorney" as an officer, as it now does. It was nevertheless held that
such officer was within the meaning of said arttcles, such officer being a judi
cial one. State v. Currie, 35 Tex. 17.

In Hutchinson v. State, 36: Tex. 293, the prosecution was against an over

seer of a road for accepting a bribe in that capacity. It was not questioned
but that he was such an officer as came within the meaning of art. 122.

A private person to whom a prisoner is delivered is not an officer. Messer v.

State, 37 App. 635, 40 S. W. 488.
There can be no conviction of bribing an "assistant city attorney" of a city,

the charter of which makes no provision for such an officer, but by Loc. & Sp,
Laws 30th Leg. c. 5,'§ 26, only authorizes the city attorney to appoint a "deputy,"
the word "deputy" not meaning the same as "assistant city attorney"; an "as
sistant" being one who assists, and in the absence of statutory authority never
acts officially for his principal, and is not required to be sworn, while a deputy
may do anything his principal can do, and is required to be sworn, and, in the
absence of the creation by the charter of the office, it being impossible that an

assistant city attorney can be an official de jure or de facto. Naill v. State, 59
App. 484, 129 S. W. 630, Ann. Cas. 1912A, 1268.

"Executive, . legislative or judicial officer," construed. Davis v. State, 70 App.
524, 158 S. W. 288.

Indlctmen11.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 63.

Art. 177. [128] Bribery of' clerks, etc., of· legislative and ex

ecutive departments.-If any person shall bribe, or offer to bribe,
any clerk or other officer of either branch of the legislature, or any
clerk or employe in any department of the state government, with
the intent to influence such officer to make any false entry in any
book or record pertaining to his office, or to mutilate or destroy any
part of such book or record, or to violate any other duty imposed
'upon him as an officer, he shall be punished by confinement in the
penitentiary not less than two nor more than five years. [Act Feb,
12, 1858, p. 159; P. C.253.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 65.

Art. 178. [129] Accepting bribe by same.-If any officer nam

ed in the preceding article shall accept a bribe so .offered, or consent
to accept the same, he shall be punished by confinement in the pen
itentiary not less than two nor more than five years. [Act Feb. 12,
1858, p. 159; P. C. 254.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 66.

Art. 179. [130] Bribery of auditor, juror, etc.-If any person
shall bribe, or offer to bribe, any auditor, juror, arbitrator, umpire
or referee, with intent to influence his decision, or bias his opinion
in relation to any cause or matter which may be pending before, or

may thereafter by law be submitted to, such auditor, juror, arbitra-
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tor, umpire or referee, he shall be punished by imprisonment in the

penitentiary not less than two nor more than five years; [Act Feb.

12, 1858, p. 161; P. C. 299.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 67.

Art. 180. [131] Acceptance of bribe by same.-If any juror,
auditor arbitrator, umpire or referee shall accept, or agree to ac

cept, a'bribe offered for the purp<?se of biasin� or in�uencing his

opinion or judgment, as set f�:>rth In th� pre�edIng article, he shan
be punished by confinement In the perutentrary not less than two

nor more than five years. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 161; P. C. 300.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Or, Forms, 67, 68.

Art. 181. [132] Offense complete, when.-To complete the of
fenses mentioned in the two preceding articles, it is not necessary
that the auditor, umpire, arbitrator or referee shall have been actu

ally selected or appointed; it is sufficient if the bribe be offered or

accepted with a view to the probable appointment or selection of
the person to whom the bribe is offered, or by whom it is accepted.
Nor is it necessary that the juror shall have been actually summon

ed; it is sufficient if the bribe be given or accepted in view of his
being summoned as a juror, or selected as such, to sit in any partic
ular case, civil or crimina:l. [P. C. 301.]

Indlctment.-W'illson's Cr. Forms, 67, 68.

Art. 182. [133] Bribery of attorneys.-If any person shall
bribe, or offer to bribe, any attorney at law, charged with the prose
cution or defense of a suit, with intent to induce him to divulge any
secret of his client, or any circumstance which came to his knowl
edge as counsel, to the injury of his client, or with intent to induce
him to give counsel, or in any way advise or assist the opposite
party, to the injury of his clieht in any cause, civil or criminal, or

to neglect the interests of his client, he shall be punished by im
prisonment in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than five
years. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 161; P. C. 302.]

Evldence·.-A conviction for an attempt to bribe the attorney at law employed'
by private persons to prosecute for a then is not established by the confession
of defendant that he offered the attorney money, at the request of the prosecut
ing witness, to dismiss the prosecution; the attorney being dead, and the con
fession uncorroborated. Brady v. State, 32 App. 264, 22 S. W. 924.

Indictment.-WillsoIi's Cr. Forms, 69.
Requisites, see Code Crim. Proc. art. 466.

Art. 183. [134] Acceptance of bribe by same.-If any attor
ney at law charged, as above stated, with the management of any
cause, civil or criminal, shall accept, or agree to accept, a bribe
offered to induce' him to divulge any secret of his client, or any
circumstance which came to his knowledge as counsel, to the in
jury of his client, or to give counselor in any way advise or assist
the opposite party, to the injury of his client, or to neglect the in
terests of his client, he shall be punished in the manner provided in
the preceding article. [P. C. 303.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 7(}.

Art. 184. [135] Bribery of clerks of courts.-If any person
shall bribe, or offer to bribe, any clerk or deputy clerk of any court
of record, to induce such officer to alter, destroy or mutilate any
book, record or paper pertaining to his office, or to surrender to the
person offending any book, record or paper for any unlawful pur
pose, he shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for
a term not less than two nor more than five years. [Act Feb. 12,
1858, p. 161; P. C. 304.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 71.

Art. 185. [136] Acceptance of bribe by same.-If any clerk, or

deputy clerk, of any court of record in this state shall accept, or
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Art. 185 OFFENSES AGAINST STATE DEPARTMENTS (Title 5,

agree to accept, a bribe offered for �he purpos.es e�umerated _in the

preceding article, he shall be punished by impr isonrnerrt m the

penitentiary for a term not less than two nor more than five years.

[Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 161; P. C. 305.]
Indlctment.--Willson's Cr. Forms, 72.

Art. 186. [137] Bribery of �ame to do any official. act.-:-If any

person shall bribe or offer to bnbe, any officer named in article 184
to do any other act not enumerated in said article, ,i� violation of
the duties of his office or to omit to do any other act Incumbent on

him as an officer, he shall be punished by imprisonment in the peni
tentiary not less than two nor more than five years. [Act Feb. 12,
1858, p. 161; P. C. 306.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 71.

EVldence.-On a trial for offering to bribe a county commissioner to vote a cer

tain way on a certain proposition pending before the commissioners' court, it is

not necessary, in order to prove that such person was a commissioner, to intro

duce the record of his election and qualification. Rath v, State, 35 App. 142, 33

S. W. 229.

Art. 187. [138] Bribery of sheriffs and peace officers.-If any
person shall bribe, or offer to bribe, any sheriff or other peace offi
cer to permit any prisoner in his custody to escape, he shall be pun
ished by imprisonment in the penitentiary, for a term not less than
two nor more than five years. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 162; P. C.
307.]

1. Offense. 6. Evidence.
2. Defense. 7. Instructions.
3. Legality of arrest. 8. Indictment.
4. Officers. 9. Variance.
5. Offer. 10. Examining trial.

1. Offense.-Paylng or offering to pay any money or thing of value to a peace
officer for the release of a prisoner from his custody is a criminal offense. O'Brien
v. State, 6 App. 665. I

Where a peace officer with a view to entrap defendant suggests that he
will accept a bribe, defendant by acceding thereto does not become guilty of brib
ery. O'Brien v. State, (). App. 665.

The actual tender of a bribe is not necessary to perfect the offense of at
tempting to bribe a peace officer, but any expression of an ability to produce a

bribe as a gift to the officer to induce him to release a prisoner is sufficient to
complete the offense. Lee v. State, 47 App, 620, 85 S. W. 804.

2. Defense.-On a trial for offering to bribe a county commissioner to vote a
certain way on a certain proposition pending before the commissioners' court, the
fact that the commissioner suggested bribery to defendant, or was willing to be
bribed, is immaterial. Rath v: State, 35 App, 142, 33 S. W. 229; O'Brien v. State,
6 App. 665.'

.

3. Legality of arrest.-A defendant charged with offering to bribe an officer to
release a prisoner, cannot question the manner in which such officer became charged
with the custody of such prisoner, said officer being a deputy sheriff de facto and
jailer. Florez v. State, 11 App. 102; Moseley v. State, 25 App, 515, 8 S. W. 652.

The manner in which the prisoner came into the custody of the de facto officer
is not subject to question. Florez v. State, 11 App, 102.

To constitute the offense the arrest of the prisoner must have been legal.
Moore v. State, 44 App, 159, 69 S. W. 521; Ex parte Richards, 44 App, 561, n S.
W. 838.

4. Officers.-Officer de facto. Florez v. State, 11 App, 102.
A private citizen guarding a prisoner until he could execute a bail bond not

being a "peace officer" within the statute, an offer to bribe him is no offense. Mes
ser v. State, 37 App. 635, 40 S. W. 488.

The officer bribed must have been in the discharge of a legal and official duty.
Moore v. State, 44 App, 159, 69 S. W. 521.

A chief of police of a city engaged in assisting a deputy sheriff to make an ar
rest is a peace officer, within the meaning of the statutes defining the offense of
attempting to bribe a peace officer. Lee v. State, 47 App. 620, 85 S. W. 804.

5. Offer.-A question, "how much would you take to turn me loose and let
me go and get away?" was an offer to bribe the officer. Evans v. State, 48 App.
620, 89 S. W. 1080.

6. Evldence.-In a prosecution for attempting to bribe a peace officer, testimony
that witness met the chief of police, who afterwards arrested defendant, and
told him that he had a capias for defendant, and instructed him to arrest him
if he found him, and suggested that they go around the square in different di
rections to look for defendant, was. admissible to show the legality of the arrest,
although such statements were made in

.

defendant's absence. Lee v, State, 47
App. 620, 85 S. W. 804.

In a prosecution for attempting to bribe a police officer, evidence that just
before ·the attempt defendant tried to borrow' money from' witness, and just aft-
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er the commission of the offense told witness that he had no money in his

possession, was inadmissible. Lee v. State, 47 App. 620, 85 S. W. 804.

7. Instructlons.-In a prosecution for attempting to bribe a peace officer, a

charge that the exact language in which the offer of a bribe was made need not

be proven is, if erroneous, harmless, where the exact language was proven. Lee
v. State, 47 App. 620, 85 S. W. 804.

8. Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 73, 75.
See Moseley v. State, 25 App. 515, 8 S. 'W. 652.
Requisites, see Code Crim. Proc. art. 466.

9. Variance.-Evidence that defendant told a peace officer who had arrested
him that he was going to leave the country, and that if the officer would release
him he would give him five dollars, "and give him more money then," does not

constitute such variance, as to necessitate its exclusion, from an indictment al

leging that defendant offered to give the police officer "the sum of five dollars in

money." Lee v. State, 47 App. 620, 85 S. W. 804.
Where an indictment charged that defendant offered to bribe an officer having

him in custody by stating to the officer, "How much will you take to turn me loose

and let me go and get away?" and the language proved was, "How much will

you take to turn me loose and let me go?" there was no variance. Evans v. State,
48 App. 620, 89 S. W. 1080.

10. Examining trial.-Where the evidence was conflicting as to whether de
fendant offered to bribe the officer while he was being held under an illegal ar

rest, or whether the offer was made after the officer had discovered the goods in his

possession which would entitle him to hold defendant on another charge, the ex

amining court was justified in holding him to further answer the action of the

grand jury. }<::;x parte Richards, 44 App. 661, 72 S. W. 838.

Art. 188. [139] Same subject.-If any person shall bribe, or

offer to bribe, any sheriff or other peace officer, in any case, civil or

criminal, to make a false return upon any process, directed to him,
or fail to return any such process, or summon, or tail to summon,
anyone to serve on a jury, with a view to produce a result favor
able to a particular side in any cause, civil or criminal, he shall be

punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less than two nor

more than five years. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 162; P. C. 308.]
Cited, Moseley v. State, 25 App. 615, 8 S. W. 652.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 74, 75.

Art. 189. [140] Same subject.-If any person shall bribe, or

offer to bribe, a sheriff or any other peace officer to do any other
act not heretofore enumerated, contrary to his duty as an officer, or

to omit to do any duty incumbent upon him as an officer, he shall
be punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less than two
nor more than five years. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 162; P. C. 309.]

Cited, Mosely v. State, 25 App. 515, 8 S. W. 652.
Elements of offense.-"WiIlfully" and "corruptly" are not descriptive elements

of the offense. Garner v. State, 50 App, 364, 97 S. W. 98.
A prisoner does not violate this article by appealtng to the sheriff to intercede

for him in the disposition of cases against him, if he does not attempt to get that
officer to default in his duty. Garner v. State, 50 App. 364, 97 S. W. 98.

Indlctment.-vVillson's Cr. Forms, 75.
Requisttes, see Code Crim. Proc. art. 466.
Evldence.-See notes under Code Crim. Proc. art. 783.

Art. 190. [141] Acceptance of bribe by sheriffs, etc.-If anv
sheriff or other executive or peace officer shall accept, or agree to
accept, a bribe offered, as mentioned in articles 187 188 and 189 he
shall receive the same punishment as is affixed t� the offense of
giving or offering a bribe in the particular case specified. [Po C.
31Oa.]

Offe�se.-Wh�re a justice of the peace accepted money for failing to institute
p:oceedmgs ��amst a person whom he knew to be guilty of unlawfully carrying a

PIst�l and drYlded the money with a deputy sheriff who was with him when he
obta�ned the tnrormatron as to carrying the pistol, the deputy was guilty of taking
a brfbe, Morawietz v. State, 46 App. 436, 80 S. W. 997. .

.

.
Legality of arrest.-A peace officer prosecuted for accepting a bribe to release a

prisoner cannot question the legality of the arrest and custody. Moseley v. State
25 App. 515, 8 S. W. 652.

. ,

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 75.

Art. 191. [H2] Bribery of witness.-If any person shall bribe
0: offer to bribe, any witness in any case, either civil or criminal, to
disobey a subpcena or other legal process, or to avoid the service
of the same by secreting himself, or by any other means, he shall be
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punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less than two nor

more than five years. [Act Feb. 11, 1860, p. 95; P. C. 31Ob.]
See Leeper v. State, 29 App. 154, 15 S. W. 411, and, ante, art. 174.

Elements of offense.-The money or gift need not be produced, tendered, or ac

cepted, if the prosecution is for an "offer to bribe," nor is it essential that an m
dictment be pending or a subpoena issued for the witness. Jackson v. State, 43
Tex. 421.

Statements by one co-defendant to another, "I will assist you to pay your fine,"
or "I would rather pay your fine than mine," constituted no offer to bribe the other
to absent himself from the trial. Peacock v. State, 37 App, 418, 35 S. W. 964.

A prosecution for the bribery of a witness in a pending cause cannot be defeat
ed because the state fails to show that an information has been filed, where it
doe not show an affidavit and a subpeena, etc. Smalley v. State, 59 App, 95, 127
S. W. 225.

To constitute the offense of bribing a witness to avoid a process, there must
have been a process either issued or served. Harrison v. State (Cr. App.) 151 s.
W.552.

Principals and accompllce.-See notes under article 74, ante.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 76.
See Code Crim. Proc. arts. 466, 801, and notes thereunder.
Evldence.-In a prosecution for attempting to bribe a witness, the uncontra

dicted testimony of a number of witnesses that the witness on whom the attempt
at bribery was made had been duly summoned was sufficient evidence of the. sum

moning, without the introduction of the subpcena, Savage v, State (Cr. App.) 170
S. W. 730.

Such explanatory testimony was admissible as showing defendant's attempt to
tamper with the witness as a .

circumstance tending to show his guilt. Savage v.

State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 730.

Art. 192. [143] Acceptance of bribe by witness.-If any wit
ness in any case, civil or criminal, shall accept, or agree to accept, a

bribe offered for the purpose or purposes mentioned in the preced
ing article, he shall be punished by imprisonment in the peniten
tiary not less than two nor more than five years. [Act Feb. 11,
1860, p. 95; P. C. 310b.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 77.

Art. 193. [144] "Bribe" defined.-By a "bribe," as .used
throughout this Code, is meant any gift, emolument, money or

thing of value, testimonial, privilege, appointment or personal ad
vantage, or the promise of either, bestowed or promised for the pur
pose of influencing an officer or other person, such as are named in
this chapter, in the performance of any duty, public or official, or as

an inducement to favor the person offering the same, or some other
person. [Po C. 255; Const., Art. 16, § 41.]

Cited, Peacock v. State, 37 App. 418, 35 ·S. W. 964.
Oefinitlon.-Instruction defining bribery held correct. Lee V. State, 47 App.

620, 85 S. W. 804.
Charge of court defining "bribe" in the language of this article is proper and

s.ufficient. Lee v. State, 47 App. 620, 85 S. W.. 804.
Tender.-Actual tender not necessary; any expression of ability to produce the

bribe, sufficient to constitute the offense. Lea-v, State, 47 App. 620, 85 S. W. 804.
Indlctment.-Requisites, see Code Crim. Proc. art. 466.

Art. 194. [145] Bribe need not be direct.-The bribe, as defin
ed in the preceding article, need not be direct; it may be hidden
under the semblance of a sale, wager, payment of a debt, or in any
other manner designed to cover the true intention of the parties.
The bribe, or the promise thereof, must precede the act which it is
intended to induce the person bribed to perform. [Po C. 256.]

Cited, Peacock v. State, 37 App, 418, 35 S. W. 964.

Indlctment.-Requisites, see Code Crim. Proc. art. 466.

CHAPTER TWO

LOBBYING
Art.
195. Defining lobbying.
196. Persons privately soliciting vote

of member of legislature guil
ty of.

Art.
197. Provisions shall not apply, when.
198. Providing penalty.
199. Persons prohibited from going on

floor of either house of the leg
islature.
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Article 195. Defining lobbying.-If any person having any di
rect interest, or the president or any other officer of any corpora
tion having any direct interest, in any measure pending before, or

thereafter to be introduced in, either branch of the legislature of
this state, shall, at any place in this state, in any manner, privately
attempt to influence the action of any member of the legislature of
this state during his term of office concerning such measure, except
by appealing to his reason, he shall be deemed guilty of lobbying.
[Act 1907, p. 162.]

Art. 196. Persons privately soliciting vote of member of legisla
ture guilty of.-That if any paid or employed agent, representative
or attorney of any person, association or corporation, shall, at any
place in this state, after the election and during the term of office of
any member of the legislature of this state, privately solicit the
vote, or privately endeavor to exercise any influence, or offer any
thing of value or any other inducements whatever, to any such
member of the legislature, to influence his action concerning any
measure then pending, or thereafter to be introduced, in either
branch of the legislature of this state, he shall be deemed guilty of

lobbying. [Id., p. 162.]
Art. 197. Provisions shall not apply, when.-The provisions of

this law shall not be held to apply to the governor or a member of
the legislature of this state, nor to prohibit any person either in

person, or by his agent or attorney, or any corporation by repre
sentatives, agents or attorneys, from exercising the right of petition
to the legislature, or from collecting facts, preparing petitions, pro
curing evidence and submitting the same, together with arguments,
to either branch of the legislature, when in session, or to any com

mittee thereof, in the interest of any measure in which he or it may
be interested; but in such case the agency and the interest in the
measure, or the person so appearing, shall be fully disclosed. [Id.,
p. 162.]

Art. 198. Providing penalty.-That lobbying, as hereinbefore
defined, shall be unlawful, and the same is hereby prohibited; and
any person who shall be convicted of lobbying, shall, upon such
conviction, be punished by fine of not less than two hundred dol
lars nor more than two thousand dollars, and in addition may, at
the discretion of the jury, be imprisoned in the penitentiary for a

term not less than six months nor more than two years; and any
violation of this law may be prosecuted in the county where the
offense is committed, or in Travis county. [Id., p. 162.]

.

Art. 199. Persons prohibited from going on floor of either house
of the legislature.-To prevent lobbying and to promote the orderly
dispatch of business, it is hereby made unlawful for any person em
ployed in any manner to represent the interest in legislation of any
person, association or corporation to go upon the floor of either
house of the legislature, reserved for members thereof, while in ses

sion, except upon invitation of such house; and any person violat
ingthe provisions of this article shall be punished by a fine not to
exceed one hundred dollars. [Id., p. 162.] .
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Art. 200 OFFENSES AGAINST STATE DEPARTMENTS (Title 5

CHAPTER THREE

DRUNKENNESS IN OFFICE AND IN PUBLIC [OR PRI
VATE] PLACE

Art.
200. State or district officers guilty of

drunkenness.
201. "State or district officer" defined.
202. County or municipal officer guilty

of drunkenness.

Art.
203. "Drunkenness" defined.
204. Drunkenness in public place or

private place; how punished.
205. Drinking intoxicating liquor on

railway passenger train.

Article 200. [146] State or district officer guilty of drunken

ness.-Any state or district officer in this state who shall be guilty
of drunkenness shall be subject to removal from office in the man

ner provided by law; and, upon conviction thereof, in any court of

competent jurisdiction, shall be fined in any sum not less than ten

nor more than two hundred dollars. [Act July 31, 1876, pp. 76-7.]
Jurlsdlctlon.-Drunkenness does not indicate corruption or willful neglect or

failure of duty, and is not included in the term "official misconduct." This offense
is within the jurisdiction of the county court. Craig v. State, 31 App. 29, 19 S. W.

604: Bordeaux v. State, 31 App. 37, 19 S. W. 603.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 78.
In a proceeding. under section 24 of article 5 of the Constitution of 1876, to re

move an officer for "habitual drunkenness," it is sufficient to allege that such offi
cer was guilty of habitual drunkenness. Trigg v. State, 49 Tex. 645.

It is not necessary to its definition that specific instances of drunkenness be al
leged, or that the effect upon the mind or body produced thereby be stated. Trigg
V. State, 49 Tex. 645.

Acts of drunkenness between the election and qualification of the officer should
not have been allowed in the pleading or in evidence. Trigg v. State, 49 Tex. 645.

Allegations charging, with time and place, four acts of drunkenness in as many
months, would not be sufficient, from which the charge of habitual drunkenness
could be inferred as a necessary or legal consequence. Trigg v. State, 49 Tex. 645.

The indictment clearly charging an offense under the statute both in getting
drunk and being found intoxicated in a public place, unnecessary allegations do not
invalidate it: but are to be treated as surplusage. Kuykendall v. State, 72 App. 153,
161 S. W. 130.

Removal from office.-See Trigg v. State" 49 Tex. 645.

Art. 201. [147] "State or district officer" defined.-Within the
term "state or district officer" are included the governor, lieutenant
governor, the heads of the several executive departments at the
capital, and their chief clerks, the judges of the supreme court,
courts of appeals, and the district courts, district attorneys, mem

bers and officers of the senate and house of representatives, and all
other officers who derive their appointment directly from state au

thority.
Indlctment.-Willson'S Cr. Forms, 78.

Art. 202. [148] County or municipal officer guilty of drunken
ness.-Any county or municipal officer who shall be guilty of
drunkenness shall, for the first offense, be fined in any sum not less
than five and not more than fifty dollars; upon a second conviction
for the same offense, he shall be fined not less than fifty nor more

than one hundred dollars; and upon a third conviction for the same

offense, he shall be fined not less than one hundred nor more than
three hundred dollars, and be subject to removal from office in the
manner provided by law. [Act July 31, 1876, pp. 76-7.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 78-80.

Art. 203. [149] "Drunkenness" defined.-Drunkenness, as used
in this chapter, is the immoderate use of any spirituous, vinous or

malt liquors to such an extent as to incapacitate an officer from the
discharge of the duties of his office, either temporarily or perma-
.nently. [Act July 31, 1876, p. 76.]. .

Habitual drunkenness as ground for removal discussed. Trigg v. State, 49 Tex.
645.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 78, 79.
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Art. 204. [150] Drunkenness in public or private place; how

punished.-Any person who shall get drunk, or be found in a state

of intoxication, in any public place, or at any private house, except
his own shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con

viction before a court of competent jurisdiction, shall be fined in

any sum not more than one hundred dollars for each and every
such offense. [Act Feb. 21, 1879; Act 1913, p. 177, ch. 93, § 1,
amending Art. 204 P. C.]

Public place.-This term does not mean a place which, in point of fact, is pub
lic, as distinguished from private, a place that is visttedby many persons, and that
is usually accessible to the public. A grand jury room, during the session of the
grand jury, is a public place. Murchison v. State, 24 Ap.p. 8, 5 S. W. 508; Clinton v.

State, 64 App. 446, 142 S. W. 59l. A schoolhouse, where people are assembled for

religious worship, is a "public place." January v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 555.
A hotel room was not a "public place!' Bordeaux; v. State, 31 App, 37, 19 S. W.
603. A private residence was not a "public place." Pugh v. State, 55 App. 462, 117
S. W. 817, 131 Am. St. Rep. 822. Whether a place is a public place is a mixed

question of law and fact; to be submitted to the jury. Elsbury v. State, 41 Tex.

158; Parker v. State, 26, Tex. 204.

Persons lIable.-This article applies to all persons found drunk in a public place,
and is not limited to public officers. January v. State (IGr. App.) 146 s. W. 565.

Conflicting jur+sdlctton of state and city.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 965.
A city ordinance identical with an existing penal statute is void, and will not

support a conviction. Ex parte Wickson (Cr. App.) 47 s. W. 643.

Indictment and information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 78, 81.
An information charging" "In a certain public place, to wit, in the town of H.,

near the H. and H. public road, known as the old Grove mill," held insufficient.
Murray v. State, 48 App. 219, 87 S. W. 349.

An information, alleging that accused did unlawfully, by the voluntary and
immoderate use of liquor, get drunk, and was found in a state of intoxication in
a designated schoolhouse, where people were then assembled for religious pur
poses, states an offense. January v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 555.

It was sufficient, in a complaint and information, to allege that the offense oc

curred in the county in which the prosecution was brought, without alleging the
particular place in the county. Howard v. State (Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 607.

A complaint and information sufficiently identified the public place by describ
ing it as a restaurant to which people commonly resorted for the purpose of eating
and purchasing refreshments. Howard v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 607.

Evidence.-In a prosecution for being drunk in a public place, evidence held
insufficient to support a conviction. Clinton v. State, ·64 App, 446, 142 S. W. 591.

On a trial of accused for being drunk in a public place, the fact that some one
had vomited at the, place, and that a greasy spot was on the floor where one had
vomited, was admissible. January v. State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 555.

Instructions to jury.-Charge should confine the jury to the public place alleged
in the information. Murray v. State, 48 App, 219, 87 S. W. 349.

The court, on a trial of accused for being drunk in a, public place, must define,
in its instructions, a public place, and leave the jury to -find whether the alleged
place was a public place. January v. State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 555.

Art. 205. Drinking intoxicating liquors on railway passenger
train.-It shall be unlawful for any person to drink intoxicating
liquors of any kind in or upon any railway passenger train, or coach,
or closet, vestibule thereof, or platform connected therewith, while
the said passenger train or coach is in the service of passenger
transportation within this state. Provided, that nothing in this.
article shall be construed to prevent the use of intoxicating liquors
as stimulant in case of actual sickness of the person using said
stimulant.

Any person violating this article shall be deemed guilty of a mis
demeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be fined in any sum not less
than ten dollars nor more than one hundred dollars. [Act 1907,
p. 51.]-

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 78, 732k.
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TITLE 6

OF OFFENSES AFFECTING THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE *

Chap.
1. Bribery and undue influence.
2. Offenses by persons, judges and

other officers of election.
3. Riots and unlawful assemblies at

elections, and violence used or

menaced towards electors.

Chap.
4. Miscellaneous offenses affecting the

right of suffrage.
5. Primary elections.
6. Election of United States Senators.

CHAPTER ONE

BRIBERY AND UNDUE INFLUENCE *

Art.
206. Bribery of any person to influence

elector.
207. Bribery of election officer.
208. Election officer accepting bribe.

Art.
209. Bribery of elector.
210. Elector accepting bribe.
211. Furnishing money for election pur

poses.

Article 206. [152] Bribery of any person to influence voter.

Any person who lends or contributes, or offers or promises to lend
or contribute or pay any money or other valuable thing to any
voter, to influence the vote of any other person, whether under the

guise of a wager or otherwise, or to induce any voter to vote or

refrain from voting at an election for or against any person or per
sons, or for or against any particular proposition submitted at an

election, or to induce such voter to go to the polls or to remain away
from the polls at an election, or to induce such voter or other person
to place or cause to be placed his name unlawfully on the certified
list of qualified voters that is required to be furnished by the coun

ty tax collector, is guilty of a felony, and, on conviction, shall be

punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less than one year
nor more than five years, and in addition shall forfeit any office to
which he may have been elected at the election with reference to
which such offense may have been committed, and is rendered in
capable of holding any office under the state of Texas. [Act 1903,
ch. 101; Act 1905, p. 559.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 82, 83.
ReqUisites, see Code Crim. Proc. art. 466.

Art. 207. [153] Bribery of election officers.-If any person
shall bribe, or offer to bribe, any manager, judge or clerk of a pub
lic election, or any officer attending the same, as a consideration
for some act done or omitted to be done, or to be done or omitted
contrary to his official duty in relation to such election, he shall be
punished by fine not exceeding five hundred dollars. [Po C. 259.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 82, 84.

Art. 208. [154] Election officer accepting a bribe.-If any
manager, judge or clerk of an election, or officer attending thereon,
shall accept a bribe offered as set forth in the preceding article, he
shall, be punished in the same manner as is provided in reference to
the persons offering the bribe: [Po C.260.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 85.
.

Art. 209. [155] Bribery of elector.-Any person who gives, or

offers to give, any office, employment or thing of value, 'or promises
to secure any office, thing of value or employment to or for any
voter or to or for any other person, to vote or refrain from voting
at an election for or against any person, or for or against any prop
osition submitted at an election, or to obtain his certificate of ex-

*As to offenses relating to suffrage omitted from Penal Code, see note under
art. 220, post.
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'Chap. 2) OFFENSES AFFECTING THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE Art. 211

emption, is guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction, shall be punish
ed by confinement in the penitentiary not less than three nor more

than five years, and in addition shall forfeit any office to which he

may have been elected, and becomes ineligible to any office to

which he may have been elected, and becomes ineligible to any oth
er public office. [Po C. 260; Amend Act 1905, p. 559.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 86.

Art. 210. Elector accepting bribe.-The penalty prescribed in
the last preceding article against those who violate any of its pro
visions shall be imposed on anyone who receives or agrees to re

ceive any money, gift, loan or other thing of value, for himself or

any other person, for voting or agreeing to vote, for going or agree
ing to go to the polls on election day, or for remaining away or

agreeing to remain away from the polls on election day, or for re

fraining or agreeing to refrain from bbtaining his poll tax receipt
or certificate of exemption, or for obtaining or agreeing to obtain
the same, or for voting or agreeing to vote for or against any par
ticular person or proposition submitted to a vote of the people.
[Act 1905, p. 560.]

.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 87.

Art. 211. [156] Furnishing money for election purposes.-If
any person shall furnish money to another to be used for the pur
pose of promoting the success or defeat of any particular candi
date, or of any particular question submitted to a vote of the peo
ple, he shall be punished by a fine not exceeding two hundred dol
lars. [Po C. 262.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 88.

CHAPTER TWO

OFFENSES BY PERSONS, JUDGES AND OTHER OFFI
CERS OF ELECTIONS *

Art.
212. Sundry offenses by election offi

cers.

213. Judge may require voter to answer

under oath.
214. Election officer opening ballot, etc.
215. Election officer divulging vote.
216. Officer corruptly refusing vote.
217. Intimidation by election officers.
218. Presiding officer failing to deliver

ballots.
219. Official ballot to be posted.
220. Penalty for misdemeanor under

this law.
.

221. Voting or attempting to vote more

than once.

222. Doing any act in violation of this
law.

.

223. List of qualified voters.
224. Poll tax receipt.
225. Making false canvass.

226. Offtcers.. failure of duty.
227. Permitting illegal voting.
228. Influencing voter.
229. Agent obtaining poll tax receipt.
230. Suppressing, opening or reading

ballot.
231. Electioneering near polls.
232. Failure of candidate to file state

ment.
233. Candidate or person paying poll

tax.
234.. Parties required to testify.
235. Judges to charge grand jury.
236. POlitical advertising.

. Art.
237. Editors or managers of newspa-

pers.
238. Collector delivering tax receipt.
239. Loaning money to pay poll tax.
240. Voting at primary elections.
241. Election judges permitting remov-

al of ballots.
242. False certificate by chairman.
243. Defacing election booths.
244. Employes permitted to go to polls.
245. Keeping open saloon.
246. Falsely personating another.
247. Making false affidavit.
248. Altering or obliterating hallot .

249. Delivering poll tax receipt to ficti
tious person.

250. Refusal to return poll tax receipt.
251. Obtaining money on poll tax re

ceipt.
252. Ballots, poll tax receipts, etc., pro

tection of.
253. Failure to securely keep ballot

box.
254. Candidate filing false statement.
255. Failure to place name of candi

date on ballots.
256. Person in military service at

tempting to control voter.
257. Corporations furnishing money.
258. Judges of election asststing voter

to prepare ballot.
259. Officer or employe of state using

his authority.
260. Persons holding public office.

•As to offenses omitted from Penal Code, see note under art. 220, post.
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Art. 212 OFFENSES AFFECTING THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE (Title 6

Art.
261. Officers or heads of departments

demanding contributions.
262. Certificate of naturalization.
263. National banks and other corpo

rations, contributions by.
264. Officers making false certificate of

election.
264a. Nomination of judge. clerk, and

supervisor for election on pro

posed amendment to the Consti

tution; duty of managers and
judges.

264b. Same; penalty.

Art.
264c. Election on proposed amendment

to Constitution; report by su

pervisor as to fraud and irregu
larity.

264d. Same; false return or certificate;
penalty.

264e. Same; intimidation or obstruction
of voters; penalty.

264f. Same; false returns of election to
Secretary of State; penalty.

264g. Same; refusal of county judge to
appoint nominated officers of
elections; penalty.

264h. Same; repeal of existing statutes.

Article 212. [157] Sundry offenses by election officers.-If

any manager, judge or clerk of an election shall knowingly. make or

consent to any false entry on the list of voters, or put into the bal
lot box, or permit to be put in, any ballot not given by a voter, or

take out of such box, or permit to be taken out, any ballot deposited
therein, except in the manner prescribed by law, or change any bal
lot given by an elector, or make any false return as to the number
of votes given for of against any particular candidate, the person
so offending shall be punished by fine not less than one hundred
nor more than one thousand dollars. [Po C. 264.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 89.

Art. 213. Judge may require voter to answer under oath.-Any
judge may require a citizen to answer under oath before he secures

an official ballot, whether he has been furnished with any paper or

ballot on which is marked the names of anyone for whom he has

agreed or promised to vote, or for whom he has been requested to

vote, or has such paper or marked ballot in his possession, and he
shall not be furnished with an official ballot until he has delivered
to the judge such marked ballot or paper, if he has one. And any
person who gives, receives or secures, or is interested in giving or

receiving, an official ballot, or any paper whatever, on which is
marked, printed or written the name or names of any person or

persons for whom he has agreed or proposed to vote, or for whom
he has been requested to vote, or has such paper marked, written or

printed in his possession as a guide or indication by which he could
make out his ticket, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
upon conviction, shall be punished by a fine not less than one hun
dred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, and confinement
in the county jail for thirty days. [Act 1905, p. 536.]

Art. 214. [158] Election officer opening ballot, etc.-Any
manager or other officer of election who shall unfold or examine
any ballot, or who shall examine the indorsement on any ballot by
comparing it with the list of voters when the votes are counted or

being counted, or who shall examine or permit to be examined by
any other person the ballots subsequent to their being received into
the ballot box, except in the manner prescribed by law, shall be
punished by confinement in the penitentiary for a term not less than
one nor more than two years. [Act Aug. 23, 1876, p..308, § 16;
Acts 1879, ch. 112, p. 119.]

.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 90.

Art. 215. [159] Election officer divulging vote.-Any presid
ing officer, judge, clerk or other officer of an election who shall
divulge how any person has voted at such an election from an in
spection of the tickets, unless in a judicial investigation shall be
fined in any sum not less than one hundred nor more than' five hun
dred dollars. [Acts Aug. 23, 1876, p. 309, § 16; Acts 1879, ch. i12.
p. 120.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 91.
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Art. 216. [160] Officer corruptly refusing vote.-H any man

ager or judge of an election shall corruptly refuse to receive the
vote of any qualified elector who shows by his own oath that he is
entitled to vote, when his vote is objected to, such manager or

judge shall be punished by fine not exceeding two hundred dollars.

[Po C. 266.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 92.

Art. 217. [162] Intimidation by election officer.-Any man

ager judge or clerk of an election who shall, while in discharge of
his duties as such, by violence or threats of violence, attempt to in
fluence the vote of an elector for or against any particular candidate,
shall be punished by fine not exceeding one thousand dollars. [P.
C.268.]

Art. 218. [163] Presiding officer failing to deliver ballots.

Any presiding officer of any election precinct who shall fail, im

mediately after such election, to securely box, in the mode prescrib
ed by law, all the ballots cast thereat, and within five days there
after to deliver the same to the county clerk of his county, shall be
fined not less than fifty nor more than five hundred dollars, and, in
addition thereto, may be imprisoned in the county jail for a period
not exceeding six months. [Acts Aug. 25, 1876, p. 308; April 19,
1879, p. 119; April 4, 1881, p. 97; April 9, 1883, Pl? 50-1.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 94.

Art. ais, Official ballot to be posted.-It shall be the duty of the
county clerk of each county to post in a conspicuous place in his
office, for the inspection and information of the public, the names

of all candidates that have been lawfully certified to him to be print
ed on the official ballot, for at least ten days before he orders the
same to be printed on said ballot, and he shall order' all the names

of the candidates so certified printed on the official ballot as herein
otherwise provided; and in case the county clerk refuses' or wilfully
neglects to comply with this requirement, he shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor, and shall be punished by a fine of not less than two
hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, or to hard labor
on the public roads of the county in which. the offense was commit
ted for any period of time not less than sixty days nor more than
one year or both such .penalties. [Act 1905, p. 554.]

Art. 220. Penalty' for misdemeanor under this law.-Any per
son who is found guilty of a misdemeanor under the succeeding
articles of this chapter shall be subject to a fine of not less than two
hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, or to hard
labor on the public roads of the county in which the offense was

committed for any period of time not less than sixty days nor more
than one year, or to both such penalties. [Id., p. 558.]

Explanatory.-The above article, as originally enacted, reads as follows: "Any
person who is found guilty of a misdemeanor under this act shall be subject to a
fine of not less than two hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, or
to hard labor on the public road of the county in which the offense was committed
for any period of time not less than sixty days noir more than one year, or to both
such penalties." Act 1903, ch. 101, § 108; Act 1905, 1st S. S., p, 558, ch. 11, § 148.

Art. 222, post, in its original form reads as follows: "Any person who fraudu
lently or willfully does anything in violation of this act to affect the result of any
primary, special or general election is guilty of a misdemeanor unless some other
penalty for such act is specially provided for." Act 1903, ch. 101, § 109; Act 1905,
1st S. S., P. 558, ch. 11, § 150.

Art. 226, post, in its original form, is as follows: "Any judge, clerk, chairman
or member of an executive committee, collector of taxes, county clerk, sheriff,
county judge or judge of an election, president or member of a State convention,
or Secretary of State who willfully fails or refuses to discharge any duty imposed
on him by this law, is guilty of a misdemeanor unless the particular act under
some other section of the law is made a felony." Act 1903, ch. 101, § 115; Act
1905, 1st S. S., p. 558, ch. 11, § 154.

Conatrutng together the above three sections of the act of 1905, it would seem
that the compilers of the revised Penal Code failed to present in the Code all the
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Art. 221 OFFENSES AFFECTING THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE (Title 6

offenses described in the original act. The various things denounced in the act of

1905 are made misdemeanors by sections 150 and 154 of that act (Penal Code, arts.

222, 226) and section 148 (Penal Code, art. 220) fixes the penalty where it is not

otherwise specifically denominated in the act. If the original act is to stand un

impaired by the revision, as would seem to result from the decision in Berry v.

State (Cr. App.) 156 S. W. 626, the Penal Code is incomplete in so far as it at

tempts to enumerate the offenses against the right of sufferage. In view of the

doubt as to whether the revision has limited the scope of the original act, and as

to just what acts directed or prohibited by the act of 1905, and its subsequent
amendments, come within the criminal provisions, the compilers have not attempted
to set out the omitted provisions. The omitted provisions, with their amendments
will be found in Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts. 2912, 2920-2924, 2927, 2933, 2935,
2937-2954, 2957-2970, 2972-2974, 2976-2985, 2990-2995, 2997-2999, 3001, 3003-3011, 3013,
3015-3023, 3026, 3084-3138, 3140, 3145-3174.

Art. 221. Voting or attempting to vote more than once.-Any
person who, at a general, special or primary election, wilfully votes

or attempts to vote in any other name then his own, or who votes

or attempts to vote more than once, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

[Id., p. 558.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 104.

Art. 222. Doing any act in violation of this law.-Any person
who fraudulently or wilfully does anything in violation of this law
to affect the result of any primary, special or general election, is

guilty of a misdemeanor unless some other penalty for such act is
specially provided for. [Id., p. 558.]

See note under art. 220.

Art. 223. List of qualified voters.-Any person who, being an

officer, clerk or employe of the county collector of taxes, precinct
judge or clerk of election, who knowingly puts in the certified list of
qualified voters of a precinct any other number than that written
when the, poll tax receipt or certificate of exemption was issued, or

who knowingly delivers to, or receives from, any voter any poll tax

receipt or certificate of exemption on which is placed any other
name than that first written when it was issued, is guilty of a mis
demeanor. [Id., p. 558.]

Art. 224. Poll tax receipts.-Any collector of taxes, or anyone
in his employ, who wilfully fails or refuses to transcribe correctly
from the original poll tax receipt o_r certificate of exemption and in
sert in the duplicate retained in the collector's office the name and
other description of the citizen required by law to be given by him,
or who fails to transcribe correctly from the duplicate kept in the
collector's office and insert in the list of qualified voters of a pre
cinct the name and description of the citizen as contained in said
duplicate, or who issues a poll tax receipt after the first day of Feb
ruary in any year, bearing a date prior to the first day of February,
or who wilfully fails to keep said original duplicate securely locked
up when the same are not being used, or permits them to be muti
lated, defaced, lost or destroyed, or who conceals, alters or destroys
them, is guilty of a misdemeanor. [Id., p. 558.]

Art. 225. Making false canvass.--:Any judge or clerk of an elec
tion, chairman or member of a party executive committee, or offi
cer of a primary, special or general election, who wilfully makes
any false canvass of the votes cast at such election, or a false state
ment of the result of a canvass of the ballots cast, is guilty of a

felony, and, upon conviction, shall be punished by confinement in
the penitentiary not less than two years nor more than five years.
[Id;, p. 558.]

Indlctment.-An indictment, charging that defendant, while acting as a pre
cinct judge of an election, unlawfully made a false. canvass of the votes cast in
that precinct, in that he announced that a certain number of votes were cast for
the several candidataa for mayor, whereas in fact a different number of votes had
been cast for each of them, if by "canvassing" was meant that defendant as one
of the judges falsely called the ballots for tabulation, was insufficient because not
alleging the names of the voters so falsely called, and, if. that could'not be done,
then that their names were unknown. Beach v, State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 715.
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'Chap. 2) OFFENSES AFFECTING THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE Art. 232

Art. 226. Officers, failure of duty.-Any judge, clerk, chairman
or member of an executive committee, collector of taxes, county
clerk sheriff, county judge or judge of an election, president or

member of a state convention, or secretary of state, who wilfully
fails or refuses to discharge any duty imposed on him by this law, is

guilty of a misdemeanor, unless the particular act under some other
section of the law is made a felony. [Id., p. 558.]

See note under art. 220.

Art. 227. Permitting illegal voting.-Any judge of an election
or primary, who wilfully or knowingly permits a person to vote,
whose name does not appear on the list of qualified voters of the

precinct, and who fails to present his poll tax receipt or certificate
of exemption, or makes affidavit of its loss or that it was misplaced
or inadvertently left at home, except in cases where no certificate of

exemption or tax receipt is required, is guilty of a misdemeanor,
[Id., p. 558.]

Art. 228. Influencing voter.--Any judge, clerk, supervisor or

other person who may be in the room where an election, either

primary, special or general, is being held, who there indicates by
word, writing, sign or token how he desires a citizen to vote or not

to vote, shall be fined not less than two hundred nor more than five
hundred dollars, and shall, in addition, be confined in j ail or worked
as a convict on, the public road not less than ten nor more than
thirty days. [Id., p. 559.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. FOTms, 93.

Art. 229. Agent obtaining poll tax receipt.-Any person who

knowingly becomes agent to obtain a poll tax receipt or certificate
of exemption, except as provided by this act, or anyone who gives
money to another to induce him to pay his poll tax, is guilty of a

misdemeanor. [Id., p. 559.]
Indlctment.-An indictment under this article need not negative the exceptions.

Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 490.
An indictment charging, in a single count, the commission of a misdemeanor, in

violation of this article, and also the, commission of a felony in violation of article
233, post, is duplicitous and should be quashed. Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 177
S. W. 490.

.

Jurisdiction of prosecutlon.-See notes to Code Cr. Proc, arts. 88, 98.

Art. 230. Suppressing, opening or reading ballot.-If any per
son intrusted with the transmission to the precinct election judge
of official ballots, sample cards, instruction cards, distance markers
or other election supplies, or who, being entrusted with the same,
wilfully fails to deliver or return the same, or does any act to defeat
the delivery or return of the same, or being a person to whom may
be legally entrusted the ballots cast at an election, shall open and
read a ballot, or permit it to be done, is guilty of a misdemeanor.
[Id., p. 559.]

Art. 231. Electioneering near polls.-Any person who shall do
any electioneering or loitering within one hundred feet of the en

trance of the place where the election is to be held, or who shall
hire any vehicle for the purpose of conveying voters to the polling
place, or shall wilfully remove any ballots from the polling place,
except as permitted by law, except when in marking, or who, being
a voter, shall show his ballot so as to reveal the vote cast by him, or

marks it otherwise than is required by law for identification, or

who, being a voter, shall, deliver to the precinct judge of election
any other ballots than the one delivered to him by the judge at the
polling place, is guilty of a misdemeanor. [Id.]

Art. 232. Failure of candidate to file statement.-Any candidate
for any public office who fails to file with the county judge of his
county, ..within ten days after the date of a primary or general elec-
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tion an itemized statement of all money or things of value paid or

pro�ised by him I:>efore or during his �andidacy for suc� office, in

cluding his traveling expenses, hotel bills and money paid to news

papers, and mak� affidavit t? the correctness of such account, sho�
ing to whom paid or promised, whet�er. he was elected or not, IS

guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction, shall be fined not less

than two hundred nor more than five hundred dollars, may be sen

tenced to work on the county roads not less than thirty days nor

more than twelve months. [Id., p. 560.]
Art. 233. Candidate or person paying poll tax.-Any candidate

for office or other person who pays orprocures another to pay the

poll tax of a citizen, except as is permitted by law, is guilty of a

felony, and shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary not

less than two nor more than five years. [Id.]
Indlctment.-An indictment under this article need not negative the exceptions.

Johnson v, State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 490.
'

An indictment charging, in a single count, the commission of a misdemeanor;
In violation of art. 229 ante, and also the commission of a felony in violation of
this article is duplicitous and should be quashed. Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 177
S. W. 490.

Jurisdiction of prosecutlon.-See notes to Code Cr. Proc. arts. 88, 98.

Art. 234. Parties required to testify.-When two persons are

parties to the same act in violating any provisions of the election
laws of this State, either party may be required to testify regarding
the same, but the one testifying shall not thereafter be prosecuted
for such illegal act. ,[Id.J

Art. 235. Judges to charge grand jury.-The offenses and pen
alties described in this act shall be given specially in charge by dis
trict judges to grand juries, and whenever this duty is neglected by
a district judge, it shall be the duty of the next grand jury to make
a formal report of such neglected duty to the court. District judges
shall, in every charge to a grand jury, emphasize the importance of
pure elections as necessary to preserve free government and direct
them to search diligently and to present all infractions of the election
laws of this state. [Id.]

Art. 236. Political advertising.-Anything published in a news

paper, pamphlet or printed journal in favor of or in opposition to

any candidate for any public office, or in favor of or in opposition
to the success or defeat of any political party, or any proposition
submitted to a vote of the people, when the same is published in
consideration of the receipt or promise of money or thing of value,
shall be known as political advertising; and any editor, publisher,
manager or agent of any newspaper, pamphlet or printed journal,
who shall publish political advertising other than as advertising
matter, which shall be labeled at the beginning or end thereof with
the word "advertisement," or who shall knowingly and wilfully
demand or receive, for the publication of such political advertising,
money or other thing of value in excess of the sum or sums due for
such service at the regular advertising rates of such newspaper,
pamphlet or printed journal, or any person who shall pay, or offer
to pay the editor, publisher, manager or agent of any newspaper,
pamphlet or printed journal for such service any money or other
thing of value in excess of the sum or sums due at regular advertis
ing rates, or any person who shall payor offer to pay any editor,
publisher, manager or agent of a newspaper, pamphlet or printed
Journal any ,money or thing of value for the publication of political
advertising, except as advertising matter, shall be punished by a

fine of not less than five hundred dollars nor more than one thou
sand dollars, and sentenced to imprisonment in the county jailor to
work on the county road not less than ten nor more than thirty
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days' provided, however, that nothing herein contained shall be
construed as applying to announcements of candidates for of
fice. [Id.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 169.

Art. 237. Editors or managers of newspapers.e=If any editor or

manager of a newspaper or printed journal, or if any person or

persons having control thereof, �hall demand or receive any �on.ey,
thing of value, reward or promise of future benefit for publishing
anything as editorial matter in advocacy of or

_ opposition to any
candidate, or for or against any proposition submitted to a vote of
the people, he or they, and also the individual or parties offering
such reward, shall be punished as in the last- preceding section, and
if the offense be committed by the president of any corporation, or

by any officer thereof, with the knowledge or consent of its presi
dent, in addition to punishment of the individual, its charter shall
be forfeited. Either party to a violation of this and the preceding
section may be compelled to testify regarding thereto, but shall not

be punished for any act regarding which he may- have been required
to testify. [Act 1905, p. 561.]

Art. 238. Collector delivering tax receipt.-Any tax collector
who shall deliver a tax receipt or certificate of exemption to anyone
except the one entitled thereto, and at the time when the tax is paid
or the certificate of exemption is applied for, except as specially per-

- mitted by this act, shall be punished by a line of not less than one

hundred dollars nor more than one thousand dollars, and shall be
removed from office. [Id.]

Art. 239. Loaning money to pay poll tax.-Any person who
loans or advances money to another knowingly to be used for pay
ing the poll tax of such other person is guilty of a misdemean
or. [Id.]

Art. 240. Voting at primary elections.-Any person who votes
or offers to vote at a primary election or convention of a political
party, having voted at a primary election or convention of any
other party on the same day, is guilty of a misdemeanor. [Id.]

Art. 241. Election judges permitting removal of ballots.-Any
judge of election who wilfully permits the removal of ballots before
the closing of the polls, or refuses to receive a ballot after a citi
zen has legally folded and returned same, or refuses to deliver to a

citizen entitled to vote under the law an official ballot, or wilfully
fails to keep order within the polling place, or permits any person,
except the clerks and judges of election or those who enter for the
purpose of voting, to come within the guard rail, or knowingly per
mits anyone to remove, alter or def-ace a stamp number or signature
legally placed on a ballot for future identification, is guilty of a mis
demeanor. [Id.]

Art. 242. False certificate by chairman.c=Any chairman of a

county executive or district or state executive committee who is
charged with the duty of certifying the names of the candidates
selected by a primary convention or primary' election or elections,
who wilfully omits to certify the name of any candidate legally
chosen, or who certifies falsely regarding anyone chosen or defeat
ed, is guilty of a misdemeanor. [Id., p. 562.]

Art. �43. Defacing election hooths.-Any person who, during
an election, wilfully defaces or injures an election booth or com

p.artment, or wilfully removes any of the supplies provided for elec

tIons,. or, before the closing of the polls, wilfully defaces or destroys
any list of candidates to be voted for at an election which has been
posted in accordance with law, is guilty of a misdemeanor; [Id.]
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Art. 244. Employes permitted to ,go t.o polls.-Any per�o? or

corporation who refuses to an employe entitled to vote the privilege
of attending the polls, or subjects SUC? employe to � penal�y or .de
duction of wages because of the exercise of such privilege, IS guilty
of a misdemeanor. [Id.]

Art. 245. Keeping open saloon.-If any person shall open or

keep open any barroom, saloon or wholesale liquor house� where

vinous, malt, spirituous or intoxicati�g li9uors are sold, during any
portion of the day on w�ich an election .IS held for any purp<?se <?r
office in the voting precinct, town or city where such election IS

held or shall in such voting precinct, village, town or city, sell,
barter or give away any vinous, malt, spirituous or intoxicating liq
uor during the day of such election, or if any person shall carry or

cause to be carried to the polling place on the day of election any
such liquor for the purpose of sale, gift or drinking the same, or if

any person shall find and take possession of any liquor at or near

the polling place, or inform another of its whereabouts, he shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor; provided, that such liquors may
be sold on election day by a drug store to fill a prescription of a

physician, who shall at the time certify in writing on honor that it
is needed by his sick patient, leaving such certificate with the drug
gist. [Id.]

Cited, Croell v. State, 25 App. 596, 8 S. W. 816; -Croell v. State, 25 App, 755, 9
S. W. 68; Cooper v. State, 26 App, 575, 10 S. 'V. 216; Watts v. State, 61 App. 364,
135 S. W. 585.

1. Explanatory. 7 Defenses-Mistake of fact.
2. Validity. 8. -- Validity of election.
S. Repeal. 9. -- Prescription.
4. Permits by officers. 10. Indictment and information.
5. Day defined. 11. Evidence.
6. Persons liable. 12. Instructions.

1. Explanatory.-This article, at the time of its incorporation into the revised
Penal Code, had been superseded in part by Acts 1909, p. 309, which was carried
into the Penal Code as art. 630.

2. Valldlty.-This article as originally enacted in 1876, held valid: English v.

State, 7 App. 171•.

3. Repeal.-As to repeal of former laws by implication, see Fleeks v, State, 47
App. 327, 83 S. W. 381.

,

4. Perm Its by officers.-Judges of election or other officers cannot permit es
tablishments to be kept open. English v. State, 7 App. 171.

5. Day defined.-The word day includes the time elapsing from one midnight
to the succeeding one. Haines v, State, 7 App. 30; Lawrence v. State, 7 App,
192.

6. Persons lIable.-An employ€ who opens or helps to keep open his proprietor's
saloon is equally with him amenable. Davidson v. State, 27 App. 262, 11 S. W.
371; Janks v. State, 29 App. 233, 15 S. W. 815.

7. Defenses-M istake of fact.-See Hailes v. State, 15 App. 93.
8. -- Validity of election.-On a prosecution for keeping open a bar-room on

election day, held, that the validity of the election could not be attacked in re

gard to the manner of ordering and holding the same, where same was held un

der the forms of law. Geib v. State, 31 App. 514, 21 S. W. 190.
That an election is merely voidable owing to irregularities. but not void is no

defense. Sadler y. State, 48 App, 507, 89 S. W. 974, 122 Am. St. Rep. 770.
9. -- Prescription.-A physician who keeps a drug store is not at fault if

the applicant for a prescription practices a fraud upon him. Walker v. State (Cr.
App.) 64 s. W. 1052.

10. Indictment and Information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 121, ]22.
The prosecution may be by information, Haines v. State, 7 App, 30.
An indictment for the offense should allege what the election was for. It is

not sufficient to allege that an election was then and there held. Hoskey v. State,
9 App, 202. And it must allege that the offense was committed in the defendant's
voting precinct, village, town, or city. Zweifel v. State, 16 App. 154; Smith v.

State, 18 App. 454. But this allegation would not now be required. Hailes v. State,
15 App, 93. A prosecution for this offense may be by information as well as by
indictment. Haines v. State, 7 App, 30.

.

Information, to be sufficient, must aver that the house was opened and kept
open 01}. the day of election in the precinct, village, town, or city Where such elec
tion was being held, or within three miles thereof. Patton v. State, 31 App. 20,
19 S. W. 252. An information for keeping open a bar-room on election day, is
sufficiently specific if it alleges that such election was held by lawful authority.
Following Janka v, State, 29 App. 233, 15 S. W. 815.
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It is no ground for quashing an Indictment for keeping open a bar room on an

election day that the election was not legally held. If it was held under the forms

of law it is not subject to collateral attack. Wear v. State, 35 App. 30, 26 S. W.

68, 29 S. W. 1082.
An indictment charging the sale of intoxicating liquors on election day, which

does not give the number of the voting precinct where the election was held, nor

of the Justice precinct, is insufficient. Gage v. State (Cr. App.) 76 S. W. 459.
An information charging the giving of intoxicating liquors to another while

an election is being held need not state that the defendant is not a druggist, etc.;
the proviso of the statute relating to such offense forming no part of its defini

tion. \Valker v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 318.

11. Evidence.-The State has only to prove that the defendant is engaged in

the saloon business and that the same was open by or under his direction. It

need not show that he sold, gave away or offered to sell intoxicating liquors.
Smith v . State, 52 App. 357, 107 S. W. 353.

12. Instructions.-On trial of one for keeping open saloon on election day, in

struction need not state that defendant must have kept it open unlawfully and

willfully, as these words are not part of the definition of the offense. Knox v.

State (Cr. App.) 77 S. W. 14.

Art. 246. Falsely personating another.e=Any person who at

tempts to falsely personate at an election another person, and vote,
or attempt to vote, on the authority of a poll tax receipt or certifi
cate of exemption not issued to him by the county tax collector, is

•

guilty of a felony, and shall be punished by hard labor within the
walls of a penitentiary not less than three nor more than five

years. [Id.]
Art. 247. Making false affidavit.-If any person shall make a

false affidavit that his poll tax receipt or certificate of exemption
has been lost or mislaid, or wilfully and corruptly induce another
to make such affidavit, he shall be punished by imprisonment in the
penitentiary not less than three nor more than five years. [Id.]

Art. 248. Altering or obliterating ballQt.-If any person shall

wilfully alter or obliterate, suppress or destroy any ballots, election
returns or certificates of election, he shall be deemed guilty of a

felony, and shall be punished by imprisonment in the state peniten
tiary not less than three nor more than five years. [Id.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 111-114.

Art. 249. Delivering poll tax receipt to' fictitious person.s=Any
collector of taxes, who shall knowingly or wilfully issue and deliver
a poll tax receipt or certificate of exemption to a fictitious person,
shall be punished by confinement in the state penitentiary not less
than three nor more than five years. [Act 1905, p. 562.]

Art. 250. Refusing to' return poll tax receipt.-Anyone to whom
a poll tax receipt or certificate of exemption may be intrusted for
safe keeping, who refuses on the demand of the owner to return the
same to the owner thereof, before any primary election day or pri
mary convention day and before any general election day, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. [Id. p. 563.]

Art. 251. Obtaining money on poll tax receipt.-Any person
who shall sell, pledge, loan or deposit his' poll tax receipt or certifi
cate of exemption for money or any other thing of value shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor; and the person who purchases,
borrows or obtains possession of the same, by way of pledge or

loan, is guilty of a misdemeanor. Either of the parties to such
wrongful act may be compelled to appear and testify in a proceed
ing against the other, but he shall not thereafter be arrested or pun
ished for his participation in such wrongful act. [Id.]

Art. 252. Ballots, poll tax receipts, etc.; protection Qf.-If any
person intrusted with the transmission to the precinct election
Judges of official ballots, poll tax receipts and exemption certificate
rolls, sample cards, instruction cards, and all supplies required to
conduct an election, or who, being intrusted with the transmission
'of election returns, or election boxes, wilfully fails to deliver within
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the time required by this la'Y, or wilfully �oes any act to d.efeat the

delivery thereof, or, not being � person mtrusted. therewith, shall

do any act to defeat the due delivery o� such election returns, el�c
tion supplies, election boxes, or who, bemg an officer or pe�son with
whom may be legally intrusted the ballots cast at an election, shall

open or read any ballot, or �ermit it to be don�, except as. provided
by law in the discharge of his duty, shall be guilty of a misdernean-
or. [Id.]

Art. 253. Failure to keep ballot box.-Any person who fails to

keep securely any ball<?t box containing ball�ts voted at. an election,
when committed to hIS charge by one having authority over the

same, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. [Id.]
Art. 254. Candidate filing false statement.-Any person who

wilfully fails or refuses to file, within ten days after an election,
with the county clerk of the county of his residence, any report or

itemized statement required by this law, or who knowingly files a

false or incomplete statement thereof, shall be guilty of a misde
meanor. [Id.]

Art. 255. Failure to place name of candidate on ballots.-Any
county clerk or other officer, charged by this act with the duty of

preparing or having printed the official ballot at any general or spe
cial election, and any county chairman or a member or members of
the county executive committee of any political party hereby charg
ed with the duty of. preparing or having printed the official ballot
to be used at any primary election of such party, who fails or re

fuses, except in cases permitted by law, to have the name of any
candidate or candidates, whose nominations have been certified to

him, placed or printed on such official ballot, shall be guilty of a

felony, and, upon conviction, shall be punished by confinement in
the penitentiary for not less than one nor more than five years.
[Id.]

Art. 256. Person in military service attempting to influence
voter.-Any person in the civil or military service of the United
States in this state who, by threats, bribery, menace or other cor

rupt means, attempts to control or controls the vote of an elector,
or annoys, injures or punishes him for the manner in which he' ex

ercises his elective franchise in any election, is guilty of a misde
meanor, and may be arrested and tried at any future time when he
may be found in Texas. [Id.]

Art. 257. Corporations furnishing money.-Any corporation or

officer thereof who, directly or indirectly, furnishes, loans or gives
any money or thing of value to aid those who manage the political
campaign of any candidate or candidates, or to any campaign man

ager, or to any particular candidate or person, to promote the suc

cess of such candidate for public office, shall be guilty of a mis
demeanor, and, if a corporation, if the act was done with the ap
proval or connivance of its president, financial agent or treasurer,
forfeits its charter. It shall be the duty of the attorney general to
institute proceedings for such forfeiture whenever it is made known
to him by the affidavit of a reputable man that in his opinion such
offense has been committed. The officers, agents and employes of
such corporation, as also the candidate, and all' persons connected
with his political headquarters, shall be competent witnesses, and
may be compelled to attend court and testify, and those shall not
be subject to prosecution who reveal facts showing a violation of
this section. [Id.]

Ar�. 258. Judges �f election assisting voter to prepare ballot.

A�y Judge .0£ an election or an interpreter who, in assisting a voter
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to prepare his ballot, shall. prepare the same otherwi�e than the .way
the voter himself shall direct, shall be deemed guilty of a misde
meanor. [Id. p. 564.]

Art. 259. Person or employe of State using his authority.-Any
officer or employe of the state, or of a political subdivision thereof,
who directly or indirectly, uses his authority or official influence to

compel or induce any officer, clerk or �mploye of the st�te, or any
political subdivision thereof, to subscribe, payor promise to pay,
any political assessment, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. [Id.]

Art. 260. Person holding public office.-Any person who, while
holding a public office, or seeking a nomination or appointment
thereof, corruptly uses or promises to use, directly or indirectly, any
official authority, or influence possessed or anticipated, in any way,
to aid any person in securing an office or public employment, or any
nomination, confirmation, promotion, appointment or increase of

.salary, upon consideration that the vote or political influence or ac-

tion of the person so to be benefited, 'or any other person, shall be

given or used in behalf of any candidate, officer or party, or upon
any other corrupt consideration, is guilty of a misdemeanor. [Id.]

Art. 261. Officers or heads of departments' demanding contribu

tions.-Any head of any of the departments of state, or other public
officer, who shall demand or receive any money or thing of value
from any clerk or other person in his office, for his election ex

penses, or to reimburse him for money already expended, or who
shall remove from any office any competent clerk who declines to

make such contribution; shall be deemed guilty of a misdemean-
or. [Id.]

.

Art. 262. Certificate of naturalization.-Any person who know
ingly and wilfully procures from any court, clerk or other officer a

certificate of naturalization, which has been allowed, signed or seal
ed in violation of the laws of the United States, or 'of this state, with
intent to enable him or any other person to vote at any election,
when he or such person is not entitled by the laws of the United
States to become a citizen or to exercise the elective franchise, is
guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction, shall be punished by con

finement in the penitentiary not less than five nor more than ten

years. [Id.]
Art. 263. National banks and other corporations, contributions

by.-That it shall be unlawful for any national bank, or any other
corporation organized by authority of any law of congress, and
doing business in this state, or authorized to do business in this
state, or any other corporation organized by the authority of the
laws of this state, or of any foreign country, or any corporation au

thorized by the authority of the laws of any other state of the Unit
ed States, doing business in this state, or authorized to do business in
this state, to make any money contribution, or its equivalent, or to
offer to pay at any future time any money, or its equivalent, directly
or indirectly, for the purpose of aiding or defeating the election of
any candidate for the office of representative in congress, or presi
dential or vice presidential electors from .this state, or any candidate
for any state, district, county or precinct office in this state, or the
SUccess or defeat of any political measure submitted to a vote of the
people of this state.

Every corporation which shall make, or offer to make, any con

tribution in violation of the foregoing provisions of this article shall
be subject to a fine of not less than five thousand nor more than ten
thousand dollars for each offense; and every officer or director of

,anf corporation who shall consent to any contribution, as above
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provided, by the corporation in violation of the foregoing provisions
shall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine of not �ess �han five
hundred nor more than one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment

in the penitentiary for a term of not less than two nor more than
five years, or by both such fine and imprisonment. [Act 1907, .p.
169.]

Art. 264. [164] Officer giving false certificate.-If any officer
authorized by law to give a certificate of election shall, knowingly
and corruptly, give any false certificate thereof, he shall be punish-.
ed by fine not exceeding three hundred dollars, and, in addition
thereto, may be imprisoned in the county jail for a term not less.
than one month nor more than one year. [Po C. 269.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 95.

Art. 264a. Nomination of judge, clerk, and supervisor for elec
tion on proposed amendment to the Constitution; duty of man

agers and judges.-Whenever any proposed amendment to the
Constitution of this State is to be voted upon by the qualified
voters of this State, either at an election held for that purpose or

at any election for the State officers, the county chairman of any.
organization advocating, and the county chairman of any organiza
tion opposing the adoption of such amendment, or if such county.
chairman fails to act, then three members of the county executive
committee of any organization advocating, or three members of the
county executive committee opposing the adoption of such consti
tutional amendment may at any time not less than five days before
the election at which such proposed amendment is to be voted
upon, nominate one judge, one clerk and one supervisor to serve

as judge, clerk and supervisor, respectively, for the voting box for
which they are so selected, who shall be qualified voters of the
voting precinct or box for which they are chosen, by presenting in
writing to the county judge of the county the names of such'
judges, clerks and supervisors so selected, and such county judge
shall appoint the parties nominated to act in such capacities at the
respective voting precincts and boxes for which they are respec
tively selected. Should the county judge fail or refuse to appoint
such officers, they shall apply to the officers and judges of the vot

ing precinct or box for which they were respectively nominated,
and the manager and judges of such precinct or box shall permit
such persons so selected to act in the capacities named. [Act 1911,
p. 144, ch. 80, § 1.]

.

Art. 264b. Same; penalty.-The managers or judges of the e1ec-'
tion so refusing, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined not less than $100.00 and not
more than $500.00, and shall be imprisoned in the county jail for
not less than twenty days and not more than sixty days. [Id., § 2.]

Art. 264c. Election on proposed amendment to Constitution;
report by supervisor as to fraud and irregularity.-Any supervisor
who shall discover any fraud or irregularity in the conduct of an

el�ct�on or in counting. the v�tes or in making returns thereof,
within �ve days after said election, shall fil.e a w�itten report under
oath with the county clerk of the county 111 which he resides set
ting out fully any irregularity or fraud or semblance thereof oc

curring in said voting precinct or box that would in any manner
affect the true result of said election in said voting precinct. The
cler� of .the county court of sai� county shall keep said report on
file 111 hIS office and shall perrnrt the same to be inspected upon
application ,?y any citizen of this. State. It shall be the duty of
such supervisor to call the attention of the officers holding such
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election to any fraud, irregularity or mistake, illegal voting at

tempted, or legal voting prevented, or other failure to comply with
the law governing such election at the time it occurs, if practicable,
and if he has knowledge thereof at the time; and he shall not

report any matter to which he should have called attention at the
time, to which he did not call attention at the time, unless he shows
some good and sufficient reason why the same was not called to

the attention of such election officers. [Id., § 4.]
Art. 264d. Same; false return or certificate; penalty.-Any

manager, judge or clerk of any such election, who shall knowingly
make any false return or false certificate of the result of any such
election, shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and upon conviction
thereof, shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary for
not less than one nor more than five years. [Id., § 5.]

Art. 264e. Same; intimidation or obstruction of voters; pen
alty.-Any election officer or supervisor who shall intimidate or

attempt to intimidate any voter, or knowingly refuse to allow any
qualified voter to vote, or any person who, within one hundred
feet of the voting box on election day, shall intimidate or attempt
to intimidate any qualified voter from voting, or in any manner

by word or act attempt to influence any voter to cast his vote for
or against any question provided under this Act to be voted upon,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction, shall
be fined in any sum not less than $50.00 nor more than $500.00.
Provided, further, that the provisions of this Section shall not be
construed to prevent the officers of the election from assisting any
qualified voter in making out his ticket as is provided for under
the General Election Laws. [Id., § Sa.]

Art. 264£. Same; false returns of election to Secretary of
State; penalty.-Any officer of any county upon whom is placed
by law the duty of making and certifying to the Secretary of State
returns of any such election, who shall knowingly make or certify
to any false certificate or false statement of the result of any such
election shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and upon conviction
shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary for not less
than one nor more than five years. [Id., § 6.]

Art. 264g. Same; refusal of county judge to appoint nominat
ed officers of election; penalty.-Should any county judge refuse
to appoint the 'officers as provided for and required in Section 1 of
this Act [art. 264a], upon application to him, he shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be pun
ished by a fine not less than $50.00 nor more than $500.00, and by
imprisonment in the county jail for not less than ten days nor more
than thirty days, and in addition, such refusal of such county judge
shall be grounds for his impeachment and removal from office.
[Id., § 7.]

Art. 264h. Same; repeal of existing ·statutes.-This law shall
not repeal any existing statute with reference to the conducting of
elections, but shall be cumulative thereof. [Id., § 16.]
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Art. 265 OFFENSES AFFECTING THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE (Title 6

CHAPTER THREE

RIOTS AND UNLAWFUL ASSEMBLIES AT ELECTIONS,
AND VIOLENCE USED OR MENACED

TOWARD ELECTORS *

Art.
265. Riots at elections.
266. Unlawful assemblies to prevent.
267. Tumults, mobs and disturbances.

Article 265. [165] Riots at elections.-If any riot be commit
ted at the place of holding a public election, or within one mil� of

such place, with a design to disturb or. influence such election,
every person engaged therein shall be punished by fine not exceed

ing one thousand dollars. [Po C. 271.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 96.

Indictment to sufficiently charge riot must show for what purpose the rioters

assembled, and that they unlawfully assembled; and further, set out the illegal act

which was the object of the meeting. Blackwell v, State, 30 App, 672, 18 S. W.

676.

Art. 266. [166] Unlawful assemblies to prevent.-If any un

lawful assembly meets at the place of holding an election or within
a mile thereof, for the purpose of preventing the holding of such

election, all persons engaged in such unlawful assembly shall be

punished by fine not exceeding five hundred dollars. [Po C. 272.]
See ar], 436, post.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 97.

Art.
268. Intimidation of electors.
269. Carrying arms about election.

Art. 267. [1�7] Tumults, mobs and disturbances at elections.
-If any person shall disturb any election by inciting or encourag
ing a tumult or mob, or shall cause any disturbance in the vicinity
of any poll or voting place, he shall be punished by fine of not less
than one hundred nor more than five hundred dollars, and, in addi
tion thereto, may be imprisoned in the county jail for a period not

exceeding one month. [Act Aug. 23, 1876, p. 311, § 25.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 98.

Art. 268. [168] Intimidation of electors.-If any person shall,
by force or intimidation, obstruct or influence, or attempt to ob
struct or influence, any voter in the free exercise of the elective
franchise, he sha11 suffer the punishment prescribed in the preced
ing article. [Act Aug. 23, 1876, p. 311, § 25.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 99.
Indictment under Act Aug. 16, 1870, held sufficient. State v. Franks, 38 Tex.

640.

Art. 269. [169] Carrying arms about elections.-If any per
son, other than a peace officer, sha11 carry any gun, pistol, bowie
knife or other dangerous weapon, concealed or unconcealed, on any
day of election, during the hours the po11s are open, within the
distance of one-half mile of any poll or voting place, he shall be
punished as prescribed in article 167 [267] of this Code. [Act Aug,
23, 1876, p. 311, § 25.]

Valldlty.-This article is constitutional, Livingston v. State, 3 App. 74,
This article defines the offense of carrying arms about elections. Article 477,

post, defines the offense of carrying arms in church or other assembly. These
two offenses are distinct, comprehending di-fferent elements and punished by dif
ferent penalties, although one of the ingredients of each is common to both. 'I'heae
acts are, therefore, not within the rule that if the' inculpatory acts enumerated
in �wo differ:ent article� of the. Penal COde. be the same, and the penalties pre
scribed be differerrt, neither WIll be enforoible because of uncertainty as to the
penalty. Cooper v. State, 26 App, 630, 8 S. W. 654; Cooper v. State, 26 App. 675,
10 S. W. 216.

Operatlorr.-The statute cannot be construed to abridge the right to carry arms
where the purpose is protection against apparent, present and serious danger to

humar;t li�e then about to be inrlicted. Barkley v. State, 28 App. 99, 12 S. W, 99.
It IS lmmaterial whether the election is held for a state officer or for a con-'

tAs to offenses omitted from revised Penal Code, see note under art. 220, ante.
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Chap. 4) OFFENSES AFFECTING THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE Art. 270

gressman, since the election being under the laws of the state, the offender is

punishable under the state's laws. State v. Franks, 38 Tex.' 640.
.

Relation to other laws.-The act of 1876 virtually re-enacts Act 1873, § 31, and

'hence its repeal of that act does not condone offenses violative of that section com

mitted while the act of 1873 was in effect. Livingston v. State, 3 App, 74.
Defendant procured a pistol on the east side of the square of the city of Tyler

on an election day, put it in his pocket and walked across the east side of the

square to the courthouse where people were voting. He was prosecuted under

article 269, and his defense was that he should have been prosecuted under article

477 because of the lesser penalty; held, that the offense announced under article

269 was complete before the offense announced by article 477 was committed.

Burns v. State, 36 App. 601, 38 S. W. 204.
,

Former laws.-A similar provision in a former statute (ACts 1870, chap. 78, sec.

54) was held applicable to all elections, congressional as well as state. See a

sufficient allegation. State v. Franks, 38 Tex. 640.

Offense, what constitutes.-Where it reasonably appeared to defendant that his

brother was in danger of injury from persons armed with sticka and he procured
a pistol and went to the polling place and quelled the disturbance peaceably, he

was not guilty of carrying a pistol in violation of this article. Barkley v. State,
28 App, 99, 12 S. W. 495.

Defenses.-That the defendant's life had been threatened and was in danger
and that he carried a gun to protect himself, is no defense to a charge under this

article. Livingston v. State, 3 App, 74. Nor is it a defense to such charge that five
months before the election the defendant was deputized to execute a warrant.
Snell v. State, 4 App. 17L

To a prosecution for carrying arms' about an election, etc., as that offense is

defined by this article, the accused interposed the defense that the election was

void because illegal. But held, first: Primarily, the presumption obtains in favor

of the legality of the election. Second: Even if the legality of election can be as

sailed collaterally, the burden of establishing the illegality of the same rests on

the accused. Third: In a prosecution for the violation of this article, it is im
material. whether the election' was legal or illegal, if the same was held under the

forms of law. Cooper v. State, 26 App, 575, 10 S. W. 216. See, also, Barkley v.

State, 28 App. 99, 12 S. W. 495.

Officers.-A special constable appointed by a county commissioner, who is a

magistrate, is exempt from the operation of this article. Gonzales v: State, 53

App, 430, 110 S. W. 740.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 100.

Evidence.-Defendant's evidence that his life had been threatened and was in

danger was properly excluded as immaterial. Livingston v. State, 3 App. 74.
Evidence that defendant thought his appointment for the purpose of arresting

a certain person named in the warrant authorized him to carry a pistol was prop

erly excluded; the person having been arrested, and his case disposed of, prior to

the date of carrying the pistol charged in the indictment. O'Neal v. State, 32

App. 42, 22 S. W. 25.
Evidence that defendant reported to the county attorney that one S. had threat

ened his life, and that the attorney had told him he had the right to carry a pistol
by virtue of the warrant authorizing him to arrest another person, was properly
excluded, where S. had been placed under bond to keep the peace, and such other
person arrested, prior to the offense charged. O'Neal v. State, 32 App, 42, 22 S.
W.25.

CHAPTER FOUR

MISCELLANEOUS OFFENSES AFFECTING THE RIGHT
OF SUFFRAGE *

Art.
270. Illegal arrest of voter.
271. Illegal voting.
272. Official ballot-depositing two or

more tickets folded together.
273. Instigating illegal voting.
274. False swearing by voter.
275. Procuring voter to swear falsely.
276. Failing to deliver returns.
277. Preventing delivery of returns.
278. Officer opening ballot.
279. County clerk-failure to keep bal

lot-boxes securely.
'

Art.
280. County clerk failing to destroy

ballots.
281. Not applicable in cases of contest.
282. Wilful neglect of official duty.
283. Elector voting without qualifica-

tions.
284. Penalty for illegal voting.
285. Registrar to administer oaths.
286. Penalty for illegal certificates.
287. Election officer disclosing vote or

giving information.
288. Other offenses.

Article 270. [170] Illegal arrest of voter.-If any magistrate
or pea�e officer shall knowingly cause an elector to be arrested in
attendmg upon, going to, or returning from an election, except in

�ases of treason, felony,. or breach of the peace, he shall be pun
ished by fine not exceeding three hundred dollars. [Po C. 270.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 101.

·As to offeI_lS� omitted from revised Penal Code, �e� note under ar�., 220. ante.
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Art. 271 OFFENSES AFFECTING THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE (Title 6

Art. 271. [171] Illegal voting.-If any person knowing him
self not to be a qualified voter shall, at any election held, vote for

any officer to be then chosen, or for or against any measure or

proposition to be determined by said election, he shall be punished
by confinement in the penitentiary not less than two nor more

than five years. [0. C. 275, amended by Act March 23, 1887, p.
37.]

False swear-Ing.-The offense of false swearing and illegal voting are different

offenses, and there is no inhibition in the Constitution against defendant being
,prosecuted for both offenses; the mere fact that they occur contemporaneously
does not make them one and the same offense. Arrington v, State, 48 App. 641,
89 S. W. 643.

Knowledge of dlsqualificatlon.-Previous conviction of felony is a disqualifica
tion to vote, and the trial court did not err in charging that if accused had been

previously convicted of assault to murder he knew the fact, which was equivalent
to knowing that he was not a qualified voter. Held, further, that he was charge
able with knowledge that assault to murder is a felony, and that one of the con

sequences of conviction therefor is disqualification to vote. Thompson v. State, 26

App, 94, 9 S. W. 486.

Subsequent statutes.-One can be punished under this article for illegal voting.
The Terrell election law does attempt by implication to repeal this article. Ar

rington v. State, 48 App, 541, 89 S. W. 643 ..

That other acts were subsequently denounced as illegal voting and made penal
held not to prevent prosecutions for violations of this article. Arrington v. State,
48 App. 541, 89 S. W. 643.

Voting without complying with any condition that the legislature might subse-

quently impose would be illegal. Arrington v. State, 48 App. 641, 89 S. W. 643.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 102.
See Thompson v. State, 26 App, 94, 9 S. W. 486.
Indictment for illegal voting is not required to allege the specific authority for

the election, nor the authority of the officers, nor the names of the candidates.
Gallagher v. State, 10 App. 469.

An indictment charging that the "vote was for city attorney and other offi
cers then and there to be chosen at state election," held to sufficiently charge the
purpose of the election. Gallagher v. State, 10 App. 469.

An allegation that defendant voted at an election authorized by law, included
the further idea that it was held by proper officers. Gallagher v. State, 10 App.
469.

Under the better practice an indictment for illegal voting should aver the par
ticular disability. Gallagher v. State, 10 App. 469.

An indictment charging that the election was "held and authorized by law
within the City of W." held to sufficiently state the place of voting. Gallagher
v. State, 10 App. 469.

Indictment held to sufficiently allege the purpose for which the election was

being held. Borches v. State (Cr. App.) 25 S. W. 423.
Voting place sufficiently alleged in averment "election authorized by law at

Prairie Hill school house, in voting precinct No. 10." May v. State, 43 App. 54,
63 S. W. 132.

If, where the' election was held was the usual voting place in the precinct and
had been so used by the voters, the election would be a legal one if no .other place
had ever been designated. May v. State, 43 App, 54, 63 S. W. 132.

Alleging that the election was "then and there held for the purpose of electing
various county and precinct officers of Texas," indictment eufflcierrtly designated
the character of the election. May v. State, 43 App. 54, 63 S. W. 132.

Gist of the offense is that the accused voted illegally at a legal election, and
not that he voted for or against any particular candidate or proposition. It was
not essential for the indictment to charge how he voted. May v: State, 43 App.
54, 63 S. W. 132.

Proper form of indictment of a justice of the peace for accepting a bribe for
failure to institute proceedings for the arrest of a person whom he knew to be
unlawfully carrying a pistol, stated. Morawietz v. State, 46 App, 436, 80 S. W.
997.

Evldence.-Any error in admitting the minutes of the commissioners' court of
the county wherein the county judge ordered the election for county and precinct
officers was immaterial, where the election was general of which the court could
have taken judicial notice. Borches v. State (Cr. App.) 25 s. W. 423.

The disqualification charged being the minority of the defendant, the question
was one for the jury on the evidence. May v. State, 43 App. 54, 63 S. W. 132.

Art. 272. [173] Official ballot.-All ballots shall be printed
with black ink on clear white paper of sufficient thickness to pre
vent the marks thereon to be seen through the paper, and of uni
form style. The tickets of each political party shall be placed or

printed on one ballot, arranged side by side in columns separated
by parallel rule. The space which shall contain the title of the
office and the name of the candidate (or candidates, if more than
one is to be voted for for the same office) shall be of uniform style
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Chap. 4) OFFENSES AFFECTING THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE Art. 275

and type in said tickets. At the head of each ticket shall be printed
the name of the party. When a party has not .nominated a full

ticket, the titles of those nominated shall be in position opposite
to the same office in a full ticket; and title of the offices shall be

printed in the corresponding position in spaces where no nomina
tions have been made. In the blank columns and independent col
umns, the titles of the offices shall be printed in all blank spaces to

correspond with a full ticket. When presidential electors are to

be voted on, their names shall appear at the heads of their respec
tive tickets. When a constitutional amendment or other proposi
tions are to be voted on, the same shall appear once on each ballot
in uniform style and type. When a voter desires to vote a ticket
straight, he shall run a pencil or' pen through all other tickets on

the official ballot, making a distinct marked line through, such
ticket not intended to be voted; and when he shall desire to vote

a mixed ticket, shall do so by running a line through the names of
such candidates C1:s he shall desire to vote against in the ticket he
is voting, and by writing the name of the candidate for whom he
desires to vote in the blank column and in the space provided for
such office, same to be written with black ink or pencil, unless the
names of the candidates for whom he desires to vote appear on the
ballot, in which event, he shall leave the same not scratched.

When a constitutional amendment or other question submitted
by the legislature is to be voted on, the form in which it is sub
mitted shall be described by the governor in his proclamation in
such terms as to give the voter a clear idea of the scope and char
acter of the amendment, and printed once at the bottom of each
ballot as described by this act the words, "for" and "against" under
it; provided, the legislature has failed to prescribe a form. If a

proposition or question is to be voted on by the people of any
city, county or other subdivision of the state, the form in which
such proposition shall be voted on shall be prescribed by the local
or municipal authority submitting it. [Act 1905, p. 531.]

Depositing ballots folded together.-Any person who shall de
posit any ballot, except as provided in this' article, or shall deposit
two or more tickets folded together, at any election in this state,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction,
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding one hundred dollars. [Act
April 18, 1879, p. 119.]

For construction in Civil cases, see notes under art. 2969, Vernon's Sayles' Civ.
St. 1914.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 105.

Art. 273. [174] Instigating illegal votingv=Every person who
shall procure, aid, assist, counselor advise another to give his vote
at any election, knowing that the person is not duly qualified to
vote, or shall procure, aid, assist, counselor advise another to give
his vote more than once at such election, shall be fined in a sum

not less than one hundred nor more than five hundred dollars, and
may, in addition thereto, be imprisoned in the county jail for a

period not exceeding one month. [0. C. 276, and act Aug. 23,
1876, p. 311, § 25.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 106, 108.

Art. 274. [175] False swearing by voter.-If any person chal
lenged as unqualified shall be guilty of wilful and corrupt false
swearing, in taking any oath prescribed by law, he shall be pun
ished by confinement in the penitentiary not less than two nor

more than five years. [0. C. 278.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 109.

Art. 275. [176] Procuring voter to swear falsely.-Every per
son who shall wilfully and corruptly procure any person to swear
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Art. 275 OFFENSES AFFECTING THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE (Title 6

falsely, as prescribed in the preceding article, shall be pUI?-ished by
confinement in the penitentiary for any trme not exceeding three

years, or by fine not exceeding three thousand dollars. [0. C.

279.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 110.

, Art. 276. [178] Failing to. deliver returns.-If any pers<;m in

trusted with the transmission of an election return, shall Wilfully
do any act that shall defeat th� delivery thereof or shall wi�fully
neglect to deliver the same as directed by law, he shall be punished
by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars. [Po C. 281.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 115.

Art. 277. [179] Preventing delivery of returns.-If any per
son shall take away such election return from any person intrusted
therewith, either by force or in any other manner, or shall wilfully
do any act that shall defeat the due delivery thereof, as directed by
law, he shall be punished by fine not exceeding two thousand dol
lars. [Po C. 282.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 116.

Art. 278. [180] Officer opening ballots.-Any officer or per
son with whom may be legally deposited the ballots cast in an

election, who shall open and read any ballot, or who shall permit
it to be done, except in cases provided for by law, shall be punished
by fine not less than fifty nor more than five hundred dollars, and
may, in addition thereto, be imprisoned in the county jail not to
exceed six months. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 160; P. C. 269a; Acts
of 1879, ch. 112, p. 120.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 117.

Art. 279. [181] County clerk failing to keep ballot boxes se

curely.-If any clerk of the county court in this state shall fail,
neglect or refuse to securely keep any ballot box containing tickets
of election committed to his custody by the presiding officer of any
election precinct, he shall be punished by fine not less than fifty
nor more than five hundred dollars, and, in addition thereto, he
may be imprisoned in the county jail for a period not exceeding
six months. [Act Aug. 23, 1875, p. 308, § 16.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 118.

Art. 280. [182] County clerk failing to destroy ballots.-If
any clerk of the county court in this state shall fail, after the ex

piration of one year from the date of any election, to destroy, by
burning, all the ballots cast at such election, which may have come

to his custody, he shall be punished as prescribed in the preceding
article. [Act Aug. 23, 1876, p. 308, § 16.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 119.

Art. 281. [183] Not applicable in cases of contest.-The pro
visions of the foregoing article shall not apply to cases in which a

contest may have grown out of any election, within one year after
the date of such election. [Act Aug. 23, 1876, p. 308, § 16.]

Art. 282. [184] Wilful, neglect of official duty.-If arty officer
on whom a duty is enjoined, in any statute relating to elections,
shall be guilty of a wilful neglect of such duty, or shall act corrupt
ly or with partiality in the discharge of such duty, in any manner

not provided for in this title, he shall be fined in a sum not less
than one hundred nor mote than one thousand dollars. [Po C.
283.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 120.

Art. 283. [187] Elector voting without legal qualifications.
Any elector voting at any election who does not possess the legal
qualification shall be punished as now provided by law' for illegal

. . ,
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Chap. 4) OFFENSES AFFECTING THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE Art. 287

voting; and any person swearing falsely as to his �wn qualifica
tions, or those of a challenged elector shall be punished as now

provided by law for false swearing. [Act March 30, 1891, p. 47.]
Art. 284. [188] Penalty for illegal registration.-Any person

who shall illegally register as a qualified voter of any city shall be
deemed guilty of felony, and, upon conviction in any court of com

petent jurisdiction, shall be punished by confinement in the peni
tentiary for not less than one year nor more than two years. [Act
22d Leg., called session, p. 13, § 14.]

Art. 285. [189] Registrar to administer oaths; penalty for
false swearing.-The registrar is hereby authorized and empow
ered to administer all necessary oaths to applicants for registration,
and also to all witnesses touching the qualifications of applicants
for registration; and any person who shall swear falsely about
his own qualifications as a voter of the city, or any person who

shall, as a witness for the applicant for registration, swear falsely
about the qualifications of such applicant, shall be deemed guilty
of false swearing, and, upon conviction in any court of competent
jurisdiction, shall be punished as is provided by law for the pun
ishment of false swearing in other cases. [Act April 12, 1892, chap.
13, p. 13-, 22d Leg., called session, § 15.]

Art. 286. [190] Penalty for issuing illegal certificates.-Any
registrar who shall knowingly issue a registration certificate to

any person not legally entitled to register, or who shall knowingly
issue, or cause to be issued, a certificate of registration to any
imaginary or fictitious person, shall be deemed guilty of a felony,
and, upon conviction in any court of competent jurisdiction, shall
be punished by confinement in the penitentiary for not less than
one year, nor more than two years for each and every such regis
tration certificate so issued. [Id., § 22.]

Art. 287. [191] Election officer disclosing vote or giving in
formation.-Any officer upon whom a duty is imposed by an act
to provide for the registration of all voters in all cities containirig
ten thousand inhabitants or more, who shall disclose. to any per
son the name of any candidate for whom any elector has voted,
or gives any information by which it can be ascertained for whom
any elector has voted, or any person who shall remove any ballot
from any polling place, or any person who shall knowingly apply
or receive any ballot in any polling place other than that in which
he is entitled to vote, or any person who shall show his ballot after
it is marked to any person in such a way as to reveal the contents
thereof, or the name of the candidate or candidates for whom he
marked his ballot, or any person who shall, contrary to this act,
examine his ballot or solicit the voter to show the same, or person
other than an officer of election who shall deliver any ballot to an

elector, or any elector who shall deliver a ballot to the presiding
officer to be voted, except the one he received from the election
officer, or any elector or anyone who shall, contrary to the provi
sions of this act, place any mark upon or do anything to his ballot
by which it may afterwards be identified as the one voted by any
particular individual, upon conviction, shall be punished by a fine
not less than fifty dollars and not more than five hundred dollars,
or by imprisonment in the county jail not less than three months
nor more than one year, or both, in the discretion of the court.
[Id., § 28.] •

Construed.-Articles 1738. and 1741 of the Revised Statutes of 1895, requlrtng
that all ballots shall be numbered, were not repealed by this article. State v. Con
nor, 86 Tex. 133, 23 S. W. 1103.

1 PEN.CODE TEx.-9 129



Art. 288 OFFENSES AFFECTING THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE (Title 6

Art. 288. [192] Other offenses declared and penalty prescrib
ed.-Any judge or clerk of election who shall wilfully disregard
a.ny of the provisions of this act, or who shall negligently fail to

enforce any of the provisions of this act, or who shall, in counting
the ballot or making the returns thereof, wilfully disregard any of
the directions or requirements of this act, or any person who shall

wilfully alter or destroy any ballot cast at an election or any of
the returns of an election regulated by this act, or who shall in
troduce among the genuine ballots a fraudulent ballot, or any per
son who shall falsely write the. initials of the presiding officer or

any writing upon the ballot purporting to be written by the clerk
or presiding officer, or any person who shall steal any of the ballots
or returns, or wilfully or fraudulently hinder or delay the delivery
of any election returns to the county clerk, or wilfully break open
any of such sealed returns of any election regulated by this act,
upon conviction, shall be punished by imprisonment in the peni
tentiary not less than one year nor more than three years, or by
fine of not less than five hundred dollars nor more than two thou
sand dollars, or by both such .fine and imprisonment. [Id., § 29.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 111-114.

CHAPTER FIVE

PRIMARY ELECTIONS *

Art.
289. Penalty for illegal voting at pri-

mary election.
290. Procuring an illegal vote.
291. Officer making false return.
292. Officer divulging votes.

Art.
293. Bribery, or attempt, of officer of

election.
294. Bribery, or attempt, of voter.
295. Open saloon on election day, and

drinking liquor by election offi
cers.

Article 289. [192a] Penalty for illegal voting at primary elec

tion.-Any person voting at any primary election, called and held

by authority of any political party for the purpose of nominating
candidates .of such political party for any public office, who is not

qualified to vote, in the election precinct where he offers to vote at
the next state, county or municipal election, or who shall vote

more than once at the same or different precincts or polls on the
same day, or different days in the same primary election, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof,
shall be punished by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, or

by imprisonment in the county jail not exceeding sixty days, or

by both such fine and imprisonment. [Act 1895, p. 40.]
Indictment and information.-Willson'g Cr. Forms, 103, 104.
An information alleging that defendant voted at a. primary in a certain pre

cinct, while a resident of another county, is fatally defective in failing to also
allege that he would not be a qualified elector in such precinct at the next elee-
tion. Calcoat v. State, 37 App. 245, 39 S. W. 364.

.

Art. 290. [192b] Procuring an illegal vote.-Every person
who shall knowingly procure any illegal vote to be cast at any
such primary election shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished as provided in the
preceding article. [Act 1895, p. 40.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 107.
'

Art. 291. [192c] Officer making false return.-Any presiding
officer, manager, judge or clerk of any primary election, called and
held by authority of any political party in this state, who shall
knowingly make or return, or cause to be made or returned, a false
statement of the result of any such primary election, shall be deem
ed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be

*As to offenses omittedJ from revised Penal Code, see note under art. 220, ante.
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punished by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, or by im
prisonment in the county jail not exceeding sixty days, or by both
such fine and imprisonment. [Act 1895, p. 40.]

Art. 292. [192d] Officer divulging votes.-Any presiding offi
cer, judge, clerk or other officer of an election, who shall divulge
how any person voted at such primary election, from an inspection
of the tickets, unless in a judicial investigation, shall be fined in
any sum not less than one hundred nor more than five hundred
dollars. [Id.]

Art.' 293. [192e] Bribery or attempted' bribery of officer of
election.-If any person shall bribe, or offer to bribe, any presiding
officer, manager, judge or clerk of any primary election, called and
held by authority of any political party for the purpose of nominat
ing candidates of such political party for public office, as a consid
eration for some act done or omitted to be done, or to be done or

omitted contrary to his duty in relation to such primary election,
he shall be punished by fine not exceeding five hundred dollars.
[Id.]

Art. 294. [192£] Bribery or attempted bribery of voter.-If
any person shall bribe, or offer to bribe, any voter for the purpose
of influencing his vote at any primary election, called and held by
authority of any political party for the purpose of nominating
candidates of such political party for any public office,' upon con

viction thereof, [he] shall be punished by fine not exceeding five
hundred dollars. [Id.]

Art. 295. Open saloon on election day, and drinking liquor by
certain officers.-The law prohibiting the sale of intoxicating liq
uor on election day applies to primary elections with all its pro
hibitions and penalties; and the officers of primary elections shall
not, on primary election day, partake of spirituous, vinous, malt
or intoxicating liquors after the polls are open. [Act 1905, p. 552.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 122.
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Art.
295w. Persons other than candidates

doing things prohibited; pen
alty.

295x. Candidate failing to do things
required; penalty.

Art.
295y. Candidate doing things forbid

den; penalty.
295z. Any other candidate may have

his name placed on ballot un

der same restrictions.

Article 295a. Application of other election laws.-Every law

regulating or in any manner governing elections or the holding of

primaries in this State shall be held to apply to each and every
election or nomination of a candidate for a United States Senator
so long as they are not in conflict with the Constitution of the
United States or of any law or statute enacted by the Congress of
the United States regulating the election of United States Senators
or the provisions of this Act. [Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 102, ch. 39,
§ 3.]

See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts. 3174a-3174z.

Art. 295b. Same; corrupt practices.v-At each and every pri
mary election held in this State for the nomination of a candidate
for United States Senator, each and every provision of the laws
of this State which has for its object the protection of the ballot
and the safe guarding of the public against fraudulent voting, ille

gal methods, undue influence, corrupt practices, and in fact each
and every restriction of whatever kind or character or nature as

applied to any election held in this State whether general, special
or primary shall be held to apply to a primary election held for
or when a candidate for United States Senator is to be nominated
when not in conflict with the provisions of this Act. And the vio
lation of any such provisions or restrictions at any such primary
election shall be punished in the same manner as prescribed by
law for the violation of any electron law whether general, special
or primary. [Id., § 6.]

Art. 295c. Same; certain provisions made applicable.-When
the law with reference to holding senatorial primaries is silent the
election officers in securing supplies, in conducting the election
and in making returns and in canvassing the votes shall in every
particular follow the methods provided by law covering primary
elections or general elections held for the purpose of electing or

nominating State, district, county, and precinct offices. [Id., § 7.]
Art. 295d. Same; applicable provisions enumerated.-The fol

lowing provisions shall be held to apply to all primaries and elec
tions for United States Senator whether special or general. [Id.,
§ 12.]

Art. 295e. Disbursements for political purposes.-No person
shall receive or accept any money, property or other thing of value,
or any promise or pledge thereof, constituting a disbursement
made for political purposes contrary to law. [Id., § 13.]

Art. 295f. Same; want of knowledge no defense.-In any
prosecution for the violation of this provision it shall be a defense
if the accused person shall prove that he had neither knowledge
that such disbursements constituted a disbursement made for po
litical purposes contrary to law, nor any reasonable cause to be
lieve that it constituted such disbursement. [Id., § 14.]

Art. 295g. Disbursements through agents' prohibited; filing au

thorization.-No candidate for United States Senator shall make
any disbursement for political purposes except under his personal
direction, which for every purpose shall be considered his act,
through a party committee, or through a personal committee,
whose authority to act shall be filed, as provided by this Act. [Id.,
§ 15.]
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Art. 295h. Personal campaign committee; filing authorization
to make disbursements; secretary of committee; revocation of au

thority; filling vacancy; presumptions.-Any candidate for United
States Senator may select a personal campaign committee to con

sist of one or more persons, but before any personal campaign
committee shall make any disbursement in behalf of any candidate,
or shall incur any obligation, express or implied, to make "any dis
bursement in his behalf, it shall file with the Secretary of State
a written statement, signed by such candidate for United States
Senator setting forth that such" personal campaign committee has
been appointed and giving the name and address of" each member
thereof, and the name and address of the secretary thereof. If
such campaign committee consists of only one person, such person
shall be deemed the secretary thereof. Any candidate for United
States Senator may revoke the selection of any member of such

personal campaign committee by a revocation in writing which,
with proof of personal service on the member whose selection is
so revoked, shall be filed with the officer with whom the appoint
ment was filed. Such candidate may fill the vacancy thus created
in the manner in which an original appointment is made. The acts
of every member of such personal campaign committee will be
presumed to be with the knowledge and approval of the candidate
until it has been clearly proved that the candidate did not have
knowledge of and approved the same, and that in the exercise of
reasonable care and diligence, he could not have had knowledge
of or any opportunity to disapprove the same. [Id., § 16.]

Art. 295i. Disbursements by persons other than candidates and
their committees prohibited; exceptions.-N0 person or group of
persons, other than a candidate or his personal campaign commit
tee or a party committee, shall in an election for a United States
Senator or nomination of a candidate for United States Senator
make any disbursement for political purposes otherwise than through
a personal campaign committee or a party committee, except that
expenses incurred" for rent of hall or other room for public speaking,
for printing, for postage, for advertising,. for distributing printed
matter, for clerical assistance and for hotel and traveling expenses
solely in connection with" a public speaking engagement, may be
contributed and paid by a person or group of persons residing
within the county where such expenses are incurred, but not other
wise. [Id., § 17.]

Art. 295j. What disbursements by candidates authorized.-No
candidate for the nomination or election for United States Senator
shall make any disbursements for political purposes except:

(1) For his personal hotel and traveling expenses and for
postage, telegraph and telephone expenses.

(2) For payments which he may make to the State pursuant
to law .

.
(3) For contributions to his duly registered campaign com

mittee.

(4) For contribution to his party committee.
(5) For other purposes enumerated by law when such candi

date has no personal campaign committee, but not otherwise.
(6) After the primary, no candidate for United States Senator

for election shall make any disbursement in behalf of his candi
dacy, except contributions to his party committee, for his own
actual necessary personal traveling expenses, and for postage, tel
egraph and telephone expenses. [Id., § 18.]
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Art. 295k. What disbursements by committee authorized.-N0

party committee nor personal campaign committee shall make any
disbursements except: .

(1) For maintenance of headquarters and for hall rentals, lU-

cident to the holding of public meetings.
(2) For necessary stationery, postage and clerical assistance

to be employed for the candidate at his headquarters or at the

headquarters of the personal campaign committee, or party com

mittee incident to the writing, addressing and mailing of letters
and campaign literature.

'

(3) For necessary expenses incident. t? t?e furnishin&" �nd
printing of badges, banners and other msrgrna, to the prmting
and posting of hand bills, posters, lithographs and other campaign
literature and the distribution thereof through the mails or other
wise.

(4) For campaign advertising in newspapers, periodicals or

magazines, as provided by law.
(5) For actual and necessary personal expenses of public speak-

�� .

(6) For traveling expenses of members of party committees or

personal campaign committees. Nothing herein shall be construed
as authorizing the employment on a salary or any other reward,
any campaign manager, booster or political organizer. [Id., § 19.]

Art. 2951. Rendition of bills for disbursements; time for; bills
presented out of time not to be paid.-Every person who shall have

any bill, charge or claim upon or against any personal campaign
committee, any party committee or any candidate for United
States Senator for any disbursement made, services rendered, or

thing of ve lue furnished, for political purposes or incurred in any
manner in relation to any primary or election for United States
Senator, shall render in writing to such committee or candidate,
such bill, charge or claim within ten days after the day of election
OT primary in connection with which such bill, charge or claim was

incurred. No candidate for United States Senator and no personal
campaign or party committee shall pay any bill, charge or claim
so incurred prior to any primary or election which is not so pre
sented within ten days after such primary or election. [Id., § 20.]

Art. 295m. Filing statement of disbursements; contents; final
statement.--Every candidate for United States Senator and the sec

retary of every party committee shall on the second Saturday oc

curring after such candidate for United States Senator or commit
tee has first made a disbursement or first incurred any obligation,
express or implied, to make a disbursement for political purposes,
and thereafter, on the second Saturday of each calendar month,
until all disbursements shall have been accounted for, and also on

the Saturday preceding any election or primary, file a financial
statement verified upon the oath of such candidate for United
States Senator or upon the oath of the Secretary of such commit
tee, as the case may be, which statement shall cover all transac
tions not accounted for and reported upon in statements thereto
fore filed. Each statement after the first shall contain a summary
of all preceding statements, and summarize all items theretofore
reported under the provisions of each subdivision of this Act in
a separate total, and shall state the sum and total of all disburse
ments up to date of the report. On or before the second Saturday
'after the election, a final statement shall be filed by said candidate

,
for United States Senator and the Secretary of every personalearn
paign committee, and the secretary of every'party committee,
which said statement shall include all former statements and be
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as full and complete as that required for the statements required
to be made on the last Saturday before the election and required
by this Act. [Id., § 21-.]

Art. 295n. Filing statements with county clerk and Secretary
of State.-The statement of every candidate for United States
Senator and the statement of his personal campaign committee
shall be filed with the county clerk of the county where such
candidate resides and with the Secretary of State. [Id., § 22.]

Art. 2950. Contents of statements.-Each statement shall give
in full detail:

(1) Every sum of money and all property, and every other

thing of value received by such candidate or committee during
such period from any source whatsoever which he uses or has

used, or is at liberty to use for political purposes, together with
the name of every person from which same was received, the

specific purposes for which it was received, and the date when
each was received, together with the total amount received from
all sources in any amounts or manner whatsoever.

(2) Every promise or pledge of money, property or other thing
of value received by such candidate or committee during such

period, . the proceeds of which he uses or has used or is at liberty
to use for political purposes, together with the names of the person
by whom each was promised or pledged, and the date when each
was so promised or pledged together with the total amounts

promised or pledged from all sources in any amount or manner

whatsoever.
(3) Every disbursement made by such candidate or committee

for political purposes during such period, together with the name

of every person to whom the disbursement is made, the specific
purpose for which each was made, and the date when each was

made, together with the total amount of disbursements made in
any amounts or manner whatsoever.

(4) Every obligation, express or. implied, to make any dis
bursement incurred by such candidate or committee for political
purposes during such period, together with the names of the per
son or persons to or with whom each such obligation has been
incurred, the specific purpose for which each was made, and the
date when each was incurred, together with the total amount of
such obligations made in any amounts or manner whatsoever.
[Id., § 23.]

Art. 295p. Persons receiving payments to file statements with
Secretary of State; penalty for violation.-Each and every person
who shall receive any payment directly or indirectly, for political
purposes in a campaign before a primary or a general election for
United States Senator whether as salary or as expenses, shall
within thirty days after such payment has been made, or such pay
ment has been promised, make a sworn statement showing in de-

.

tail said payment or promised payments, by who made, what serv

ices were rendered for same. This statement shall be filed with
the Secretary of State. Any person who comes within the provi
sions of this section and fails to make the statements herein, shall
upon conviction be confined in the county jail for not less than ten
nor more than thirty days. [Id., § 24.]

Art. 295q. Blanks for statements; distribution.-Blanks for all
statements required by law shall be prepared by the Secretary of
State and copies thereof, together with a copy of this Act, shall be
furnished by the Secretary of State to the secretary of every personal
campaign committee and to the secretary of every party commit-
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tee, and to every candidate for United States Senator upon the filing
of nomination papers, and all other persons required by law to

file such statements who may apply therefor. [Id., § 25.]
Art. 295r. Name of candidate not to be printed on ballot if

statements not filed.-The name of no candidate for United States
Senator chosen at a primary election or otherwise, shall be printed
on the official ballot for the ensuing election, unless there has been

filed by or on behalf of said candidate and by his personal cam

paign committee, if any, the statements of accounts and expenses
relating to the nominations of candidates for United States Sen
ator required by this Act. [Id., § 26.]

Art. 295s. Persons other than candidates or committees to file

statements of disbursements; contents of statements.-Every per
son other than a candidate or a personal campaign committee or

party committee, who shall within any twelve months before or

after any election for United States Senator make any disburse
ments for any political purposes relating to the election or nomina
tion of a candidate for United States Senator exceeding in the

aggregate, twenty-five ($25) dollars in amount and value, shall
file within forty-eight hours after making any disbursements, caus

ing the aggregate of such disbursements to reach such amount, a

sworn statement thereof with the clerk of the county wherein he
resides. (2) Such statements shall give in full detail, with date,
every item of money, property, or other thing of value constituting
any part of such disbursement, the exact means by which and the
manner in which each such disbursement is made, and the name

and address of every person to whom each was made, and the

specific purpose for which each was made. [Id., § 27.]
.

Art. 295t. Limitation of amount of disbursements; proviso.
No disbursement shall be made and no obligation, express or im

plied, to make such disbursement or payment, shall be incurred by
or on behalf of any candidate for the nomination for United States
Senator which shall be in the aggregate in excess of $5,000.00, and
$1,000.00 additional when a second primary is necessary. Pro
vided that the expenditures allowed in Section 17 [Art. 295i] shall
not be included in estimating the $5,000.00, or the additional $1,-
000.00 for the second primary. [Id., § 28.]

Art. 295u. Delegation of authority to make disbursements; lim
itation on amount.-Any candidate for United States Senator may
delegate to his personal campaign committee, or to any party com

mittee or his party, in writing duly subscribed by him, the ex

penditure of any portion of the total disbursements which are au

thori�ed to be incurred by him or on his behalf, by the provisions
of tI1lS Act, but. the total. of al� dis])Ursements, by himself, by his
personal campaign committee m his behalf, by all party commit
tees in his behalf, or otherwise made in his behalf shall not exceed
in the aggrega�e tile amounts in this Section, except as provided.
by law. Provided that the expenditures allowed in Section 17
[Art. 29Si] hereof shall not be included in estimating the total
amount. [Id., § 29.]

Ar:-. 295v. Persons other than candidates failing to comply with
requirements ; penalty.-Any person other than a candidate for

Unite� States �enator and any or all members of any personal
campaign committee, or any party committee, who shall fail to do

.

'and perform any and all the things required by him or them in
reference to. the disbursement 0:. collection, or the payment of
money, or things of v:ah;e for polit ical P?rposes, as defined by this
Act, shall upon conviction be confined ill the county jail not less
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than thirty nor more than one hundred days, and in addition there
to may be fined in a sum of not less than one hundred, nor more

than five hundred dollars. [Id., § 30.]
Art. 295w. Persons other than candidates doing things prohib

ited; penalty.-Any person (not a candidate) and any and all mem

bers of any personal campaign committee or party committee who
shall do any of the things forbidden by this Act with reference to

the payment, collection or disbursement of money or other things
of value for political purposes, as defined herein, shall, upon con

viction, be confined, in the county jail not less than thirty nor

more than one hundred days, and in addition thereto may be fined
in a sum of not less than two hundred nor more than five hundred
dollars. [Id., § 31.]

Art. 295x. Candidate failing to do things required; penalty.
Any candidate for United States Senators who shall fail to do and

perform any of the things or acts required of him under the pro
vision of this Act relating to the disbursement or collection of
money or anything of value for political purposes, shall upon con

viction be confined in the county jail for 'not less than thirty nor

more than one hundred days, and in addition thereto, may be fined
not less than two hundred, nor more than five hundred dollars,
nor shall he be entitled to hold the office for which he may be
elected, or if nominated, his name shall not be placed upon the offi
cial ballot for the ensuing election. [Id., § 32.]

Art. ·295y. Candidate doing things forbidden; penalty.-If any
candidate for United States Senator shall do any of the things or

acts forbidden by the provisions of this Act with reference to the
disbursement or collection of money, or anything or things of
value, for political purposes as defined by this Act, he shall upon
conviction, be confined in the county jail not less than thirty nor

more than one hundred days, and in addition thereto may be fined
in any sum not less than two hundred, nor more than five hundred
dollars, nor shall he be entitled to hold the office for which he may
be elected, or if nominated, his name shall not be placed upon the
official ballot for the ensuing election. [Id., § 33.]

Art. 295z. Any other candidate may have his name placed on

ballot under same restrictions.-Any person who has not been de
feated at the primary election preceding the general or special
election for United States Senators, desiring to have his. name ap
pear upon the official ballot at any general election as a candidate
for United States Senator who is not the nominee of any political
party or political organization may do so only upon presenting a

petition to the Secretary of State signed by at least ten per cent
of the qualified voters in the State of Texas as measured by the
total vote for Governor at the preceding general election. Said
petitioner shall conform in every particular to the requirements.
of the laws of this State with reference to placing the name of any
candidate, other than the nominee of any party upon the official
ballot, provided, further, that in no case shall the name of any per:
son be placed upon the official ballot at any general election as a

candidate for United States Senator as the nominee of any party
unless he has been nominated under the provisions of this Act and
has complied with every provision of the laws of this State with
reference to the nomination of candidates for United States Sen
ators. [Id., § 36.]
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TITLE 7

OF OFFENSES WHICH AFFECT THE FREE EXERCISE
OF RELIGIOUS OPINION

Chap.
L Disturbance of religious worship.

Chap.
2. Sunday laws.

CHAPTER ONE

DISTURBANCE OF RELIGIOUS WORSHIP
Art. Art.
296. Disturbance of congregation in any 297. Offender may be bound over.

manner. 298. Double penalty for second offense.

Article 296. [193] Disturbance of congregation in any man

ner.-Any person who, by loud or vociferous talking or swearing,
ar by any other noise or in any other manner, wilfully disturbs any
congregation, or part of a congregation, assembled for religious
worship and conducting themselves in a lawful manner, or who

'wilfully disturbs in any manner any congregation assembled for
the purpose of conducting or participating in a Sunday school, or

to transact any business relating to or in the interest of religious
worship or a Sunday school, and conducting themselves in a law
ful manner, shall be fined in any sum not less than twenty-five nor

more than one hundred dollars. [0. C. 284, amended by Act April
23, 1873, p. 43, and by Act Feb. 28, 1883, p. 17, amended Act 1897,
p. 102.]

Elements of offense.-'l'he law protects a congregation, assembled for religiOUS
worship, from disturbance so long as anyone of them remains on the ground.,
Haynes v. State, 71 App, 31, 159 S. W. 1059; Dawson v. State, 7 App, 59.

If one denomination lends its house of worship to another, its sexton cannot
interfere by raising a quarrel during services as to right of occupancy. Dorn v.

State, 4 App. 67.
To constitute offense the congregation must have been "willfully" disturbed.

Richardson v. State, 5 App. 470; Wood v. State, 16 .App, 574; Finney v. State, 29

App. 184, 15 S. W. 175; Holmes v. State, 39 App, 231, 45 S. W. 487, 73 Am. St. Rep.
921.

.

Proof must show that congregation, or a part thereof, was disturbed, and also
that the disturbance was willful. Richardson v. State, 5 App. 470.

A church official may notlfy -the minister that he has been silenced. Richard
scm v. State, 5 App. 470.

The disturbance must be in one (If the modes mentioned. Richardson v: State,
5 App. 470.

The congregation must be assembled for some purpose named in the statute;
assemblage for business purposes is not sufficient. Wood v. State, 11 App. 318.

One who willfully disturbs one member of a congregation assembled for re

ligious worship, violates this article. McVea v. State, 35 App, 1, 26 S. W. 834, 28
S. W. 469.

The offense is complete if only one worshipper was disturbed, and it is not
error ror the court to so instruct the jury. McVea v. State, 35 App. 1, 26 S. W.
834, 28 S. W. 469.

.

Not error to charge authorizing conviction if defendant disturbed the congre
gation or any part of same. Clark v. State (Cr. App.) 78 S. W. 1078.

The fact that defendant was in a crowd which disturbed a religious meeting will
not support a conviction, without a showing that: he participated in the disturbance.
Denny v. State, 52 App, 158, 105 S. W. 798.

Persons who assembled at a church in the belief of a rumor that there would
be preaching constitute a congregation assembled for religious worship, even though
the rumor was false, and it was contradicted by the preacher. Laird v. State (Cr.
App.) 155 s. W. 260.

In a prosecution for disturbing a congregation assembled for religious worship,
where people assembled at the church for worship were disturbed, the mere fact
that the minister failed to come did not alter the character of the assemblage.
Haynes v. State, 71 App. 31, 159 S. W. 1059.

Sunday schools.-Disturbing Sunday school is distinct from the offense of dis
turbing religious worship, and proof of one will not authorize conviction of the oth
er. Hubbard v: State, 32 App. 389, 24 S. W. 30.

.

Indictment, Information, or complaint.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 123.
The indictment may charge the offense generally in the language of the stat

ut.e, without specifying the particular acts done. State v. Wupperman, 13 Tex. 33;
Kindred v', State, 33 Tex. 67; Corley v. State, 3 App. 412; Bush v. State, 6 App. 64;
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Lockett v. State, 40 Tex. 4. But the indictment must allege the manner of the

disturbance, as well in order that it may be determined whether or not the sta.t

utory offense has been charged, as that the accused may know the "nature and

cause of the accusation against him." It is not necessary in charging the manner

of the disturbance to enter into: details. A general statement, as that it was ef

fected by "loud talking," "swearing," "discharging fire-arms," "whistling," "fight
Ing," or the like will be sufficient. Kindred v. State, 33 Tex. 67, holds a contrary
doctrine to the above, but that decision was made under a statute materially differ

ent from the existing' one, and is not now applicable. Thompson v. State, 16 App.
169. Where all the 'prescribed modes of disturbance are charged in one count, as

they may be, they must be charged conjunctively. Copping v. State, 7 App. 61.
If the information charges the offense sufficiently, it is immaterial that the com

plaint is very general. Phants v. State, 2 App. 398; Wood v. State, 11 App, 318.
But the information and complaint must not be materially variant. Hefner v.

State, 16 App. 673; Wood v. State, 11 App. 318:
The indictment under the old statute (Hart. Dig., sec. 481) was required to al

lege that the congregation was assembled at one of the places speclfled in Ute
statute, State v. McClure, 13 Tex. 23; but the term "a house for religious worship"
might have been employed instead of "a meeting-house;" and if the allegation was

that the congregation "were assembled for religious worship," it was sufficiently
comprehensive to embrace the statutory ingredient that they "were attending J1

protracted or other religious meeting." State v. Yarborough, 19 Tex. 161. See a.

good indictment. Lockett v. State, 40 Tex. 4; Bush v. State, 6 App. 64.
The indictment must charge the means or manner of disturbance, but need not

enter into details. Thompson v. State, 16 App, 159 (overruling Kindred v. State,
33 Tex. 67); Nash v. State, 32 App. 368, 24 S. W. 32, 26 S. W. 412, distinguishing Ma

gee's Case, 7 App, 99; McKay's Case, 8 App. 672, and Mullinix's Case, 32 App, 116,
22 S. W. 407.

An indictment charging disturbing a. congregation assembled for religious wor

ship held good under Pen. Code, art. 296, before such article was amended by Act
April 23, 1873. Lockett v. State, 40 Tex. 4.

Information taken in connection with the affidavit held sufficient to support a

conviction. Phants v. State, 2 App, 398.
Indictment held to sufficiently allege the locality at which the congregation was

assembled. Corley v. State, 3 App. 412.
Indictment charged: "Heretofore, to wit, on the first day of December, A. D.

1876, in the county of H. State of T. did willfully disturb a congregation assembled
for religious worship and conducting themselves in a lawful manner, by loud and
vociferous talking." Held, sufficient as to time, place and manner. Bush v. State,
6 App. 64, citing Corley v. State, 3 App. 412.

Indictment held sufficient as to time, place and manner in which the congrega
tion was disturbed. Bush v. State, 5 App. 64.

A complaint charging that the offense was committed by defendant and another
"by loud and vociferous talking and by asaaulttng each other," held not at fatal
variance with an information charging that defendant alone committed the offense.
Wood v. State, 11 App. 318.

Indictment held bad for uncertainty, where it failed to allege the means or

manner by which the defendant disturbed the' congregation. Thompson v. State,
16 App, 159.

Where the state makes no reply to a motion to dismiss the cause on the ground
that no complaint was filed as a basis for the information, and no complaint ap
pears in the record, it will be presumed that the record is complete, and the cause
will be dismissed. McVea v. State, 35 App. 1, 26 S. W. 834, 28 S. W. 469.

(Complaint must be filed as a basis for information. McVea v. State, 35 App.
1, 26 S. W. 834, 28 S. W. 469:

The indictment must state that the congregation alleged to have been disturbed
was conducting themselves in a lawful manner. Kizzia v. State, 38 App. 319, 43 S.
W.86.

An indictment charging a defendant with disturbing a congregation "assembled
for religious worship in a lawful manner" is insufficient to charge the offense defin
ed by Rev. Pen. Code, art. 296, of disturbing a congregation "assembled for religious
worship and conducting themselves in a lawful manner." Kizzia v. State, 38 App.
319, 43 S. W. 86.

Complaint that did not begin with the constitutional requirement "in the name
and by the authority of the State of Texas," held absolutely void. Ex parte Jack-
son, 60 App. 324, 95 S. W. 1047.

.

An indictment for disturbing religious worship is not sustained by proof that
the meeting was for the purpose of pra.cttcing singing and took place at a school
house Sunday evening. Green v. State (Cr. App.) 56 s. W. 916.

Evidence.-IIl" a prosecution for this offense, a witness was asked by the prose
cution, "Was the manner in which the defendant spoke, calculated to disturb the
congregation?" He answered in the affirmative. Both question and answer were
objected to by the defendant and it was held that the court erred in not sustaining
said objections. It was further held that defendant's questions propounded to the
same witness, viz.: "Why was it that defendant called you a d--d liar?" "What
had you done or said?" were competent, and should have been permitted, not in
justification of the offense, but in mitigation of punishment. Calvert v. State, 14
App. 154. Wood v. State, 16 App, 574; Lyons v. State, 25 App. 403, 8 S. W. 643.

Testimony that defendant "caused general confusion, excitement and disturbance
among the people there assembled," being a statement of fact and not opinion evi
dence, was admissible. Lewis v. State, 33 App, 618, 28 S. W. 465.

On a prosecution for disturbing a religious meeting, testimony, elicited from
defendant on cross-examination, that he was drinking at the time of the disturb-
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ance, is admissible to show his mental condition, and as affecting the weight of his

testimony. Lewis v. State, 33 App. 618, 28 S. W. 465.

Evidence that after preaching was over defendant said if the preacher fooled

with him he would shoot him was admissible to show intent. MoAdoo v. State

(Cr. App.) 35 s. W. 966.
Testimony that the preacher ceased preaching, and spoke to defendant, and the

others participating in the disturbance, about their talking, is not inadmissible as

hearsay. McAdoo v. State (Cr. APP.) 35 s. W. 966.

On trial for disturbing religious worship, it was error to admit evidence that

parties had quit attending Sunday school on account of the acts of the defendant.

Deskin v. State, 94 App. 439, 93 S. W. 742.
Evidence of threats made by accused after the offense against the minister

whose congregation was disturbed was admissible to show accused's animus, and to

disprove his claim that the disturbance was not willful. Webb v. State, 63 App.
207, 140 S. W. 95.

.

In a prosecution for disturbing a congregation assembled for religious worship,
evidence that, before accused moved into the community, some one had shot into

the church was inadmissible, as it did not tend to show who committed the of

fense in question. Haynes v . State, 71 App. 31, 159 S. W. 1059.

__ Sufficlency.-Evidence held 'to sustain a conviction. Webb v. State, 63

App. 207, 140 S. W. 95; McElroy v. State, 25 Tex. 507; Hunt v. State, 3 App. 116,
30 Am. Rep. 126; Friedlander v . State, 7 App, 204; Lott v. State, 41 Tex. 121; Dorn

v. State, 4 App, 67; Cantrell v. State (Cr. App.) 29 S. W. 42; Love v. State, 35

App. 27, 29 S. W. 790; Winnard v: State (Cr. App.) 30 s. W. 555; Laird v. State (Cr.
App.) 155 S. W. 260; Haynes v. State, 71 App. 31, 159 S. W. 1059.

Evidence held insufficient. Richardson v . State, 5 App. 470; Bush v. State, 6

App, 421; Wood v. State, 16 App. 574; Lyons v. State, 25 App, 403, 8 S. W. 643;
Denny v. State, 52 App, 158, 105 S. W. 798; Wood v. State, 11 App, 318.

Evidence that defendant disturbed the congregation by talking and laughing
with others, held sufficient. McAdoo v. State (Cr. App.) 35 s. W. 966.

Instructlons.-An instruction that the term "willful" as used in the indictment
signifies "without reasonable ground for believing the act to be lawful, or a reck
less disregard of the rights of others," is correct. Finney v. State, 29 App. 184,
15 S. W. 175.

Pending the taking of a collection after a religious service, a person known as

"Camptime," who had prayed in a very loud manner for defendant as being a

wicked and mean person, was requested to sing, when defendant objected, in an

ordinary voice, to "Old 'Camptime doing any more," saying that he would not attend
another meeting if Camptime was allowed to run it. Held that defendant was en

titled to an instruction that the congregation, to be protected from disturbance,
must be conducting itself in a lawful manner. Nash v. State, 32 App. 368, 24 S.
W. 32, 26 S. W. 412.

.

A charge which instructs the jury that the statute protects the congregation
"so long as anyone of them are on the ground," etc., held not erroneous when the
evidence showed that a part of the disturbance occurred in the house during serv
ice. Love v. State, 35 App. 27, 29 S. W. 790.

Where it was shown that the disturbance occurred in the church during service,
as well as just outside the church immediately after service, it was proper to charge
that the statute protects a congregation so long as any of them are on the ground,
either before, during, or after service. Love v. State, 35 App, 27, 29 S. W. 790.

In a prosecution for willfully disturbing a congregation, the definition of "will
ful" as meaning with evil intent, or without reasonable grounds for believing the
act to be lawful, is sufficient, without stating that it should be with legal malice.
Holmes v. State, 39 App. 231, 45 S. W. 487, 73 Am. St. Rep. 921.

Where the evidence showed that the disturbance occurred in the house, defend
ant was not prejudiced by a charge that he would be guilty if he disturbed the
congregation in or out of the house. Clark v. State (ICr. App.) 78 S. W. 1078.

Refusal of an instruction that before derendant could be convicted as prlnctpal
the evidence must show that he either created the disturbance himself or acted
with, or encouraged, those who disturbed the congregation, held error. Denny v.

State, 52 App. 158, 105 S. W. 798.
In a prosecution for disturbing a congregation assembled for religious worship,

where the instructions defined the word "willfully" as meaning with evil intent, or

without! reasonable grounds for believing the act to be lawful, it was not neces
sary to give any other instruction defining the word, nor was it necessary to car

ry the definition forward in each paragraph of the instructions wherein the word
was used. Haynes v. State, 71 App, 31, 159 S. W. 1059-.

Where the evidence in a prosecution for disturbing a congregation assembled
for religious worship showed that a jug was thrown through the window by one
or two persons acting together, and accused admitted that he was with a certain
companion, it was not error to refuse to instruct that if accused did not throw the
jug, he must be acquitted, for if either threw the jug, both would be guilty. Haynes
v. State, 71 App. 31, 159 S. W. 1059.

Verdlct.-See notes under Code Crim. Proc. art. 763.
Recognizance.-See notes under Code Crim. Proc. art. 919.

Art. 297. [194] .Offender may be bound over.-If complaint
be made to any magistrate that a person has committed the offense
mention�d in the preceding article, he may be, at the discretion of
the magistrate, bound over to keep the peace and to refrain from
like disturbance for the term of one year. [Po C. 285.]

For forms relating to peace bonds, see Willson's Cr.. Forms, 1060, 1061, 1065, 1067.
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Art. 298. [195] Double penalty for second offense.-Double
the punishment prescribed in article 296 shall be imposed for any

subsequent offense of the same kind. [Po C. 286.]
Indictment.-WUlson's Cr. Forms, 125.

Art.
299. Working on Sunday.
300. Not applicable, when.
301. Horse racing, gaming, etc., on

Sunday.

CHAPTER TWO

SUNDAY LAWS
Art.
302. Selling goods on Sunday.
303. Exceptions from operation of pre

ceding article.

Article 299. [196] Working on Sunday.-Any person who
shall hereafter labor, or compel, force, or oblige his employes,
workmen or apprentices to labor on Sunday, or any person who
shall hereafter hunt game of any kind whatsoever on Sunday, with-

, in one-half mile of any church, school house or private residence,
shall be fined not less than ten nor more than fifty dollars. [Act
April 2, 1887, p. 108.]

Cited. Ex parte Brewer (cr. App.) 152 S. W. 1068.
.

Valldity.-This article is within the police power of the state and 1s constitu
tional. Ex parte Kennedy, 42 App. 148, 58 S. W. 129, 51 L. R. A. 270.

Labor.-The term "labor" as used in this article does not apply to an officer en

gaged in his official duties. Stephens v. Porter, 29 Civ. App. 666, 69 S. w. 423.
The steward for a club, opening and conducting its business on Sunday, and sell

ing two bottles of beer, is not guilty, under this article, of laboring on Sunday.
Benson v. State. 47 App. 609, 85 S. W. 800.

This article p:-ohibits the 'running of a poolroom on Sunday. Ex parte Axsom,
63 App. 627, 141 S. W. 793, 40 L. R. A. (N. S.) 179, Ann. Cas. 1913D, 794.

A social club which sold intoxicating liquors generally to its members on Sun
day violated this article. State v. Country Club (Civ, App.) 173 S. W. 570'.

InJunction.-A court of equity will interfere to restrain one from carrying on

business on Sunday if no property rights are invaded. York v. Yzaguairre, 31 Civ.

.A.pp. 26, 71 S. W. 663.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 126, 127.

Art. 300. [197] Not applicable, when.-The preceding article
-

shall not apply to household duties, works of necessity or charity;
nor to necessary work on farms or plantations in order to prevent
the los� nor to the running of steamboats and other
water crafts, rail cars, wagon trains, common ca

.

ers, nor to the
delivery of goods by them or the receivin or storing of said goods
by the parties or their agents to whom said goods are delivered;
nor to .stages carrying the United States mail or passengers; nor

to foundries, sugar mills, or herders who have a herd of stock
actually gathered and under herd; nor to persons traveling; nor

to ferrymen or keepers of toll bridges, keepers of hotels, boarding
houses and restaurants and their servants; nor to keepers of livery
stables and their servants; nor to any person who conscientiously
believes that the seventh or any other day of the week ought to be
observed as the Sabbath, and who actually refrains from business
and labor on that day for religious reasons. [Act Dec. 2, 1871,
p.62.]

Necessity.-The term "necessity," as employed in the Sunday statutes, is not an

absolute, unavoidable, physical necessity, but rather an economic and moral neces

sity, and the necessity may grow out of or be incident to a particular trade or

calling (quoting 5 'Words and Phrases, p. 4729). Lane v. State (Cr. APP.) 150 S.
W. 637; Hennersdorf v. State, 25 App. 597, 8 S. W. 926, 8 Am. St. Rep. 448.

The operation of an ice factory on Sunday comes within the exception. Henners
dorf v. State, 25 App. 597, 8 S. W. 926, 8 Am. St. Rep. 448. And, likewise, does
the shoeing of a stage horse. Nelson v. State, Id., 599, 8 S. W. 927.

Where no special circumstances exist, the work of a barber in shaving cus
tomers on Sunday is not such a work of necessity as is excepted. Ex parte Ken
nedy, 42 App, 148, 58 S. W. 129, 51 L. R. A. 270.

Where defendant: engaged in farm work on Sunday, which there was evidence to
show was not a work of necessity, a verdict convicting him of violating the Sunday
law was supported by the evidence. Lee v. State, 50 App. 643, 100 S. W. 156.
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ThIs article prohibits the running of a poolroom. Ex parte Axsom, 63 App. 627,
141 S. W. 793, 40 L. R. A. (N. S.) 179, Ann. Gas. 1913D, 794.

A contract to construct a building stipulated that the owner would pay the con

tractor $50 per day for each day prior to a designated future date that he should

complete the building, and that the contractor would p�y. $50 per day. f�r every

day subsequent to such date it took to complete the building. The butlding w8;s
not completed on the designated date, and thereafter the contractor worked hIS

men on Sunday, paying them double wages. The extra pay allowed for Sunday
work amounted to more than $50 per day. Held, that the work on Sunday was

not a work of necessity, and an employe. working for the contractor was properly
convicted of violating the Sunday law. Lane v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 637.

Art. 301. [198] Horse racing, gaming, etc., on Sunday.-Any
person who shall run, or be engaged in running, any horse race,
or who shall permit or allow the use of any nine or ten pin alley,
or who shall be engaged in match shooting, or any species of gam
ing for money or other consideration, within the limits of any city
or town on Sunday, shall be fined not less than twenty nor more

than fifty dollars. [Act Dec. 2, 1871, p. 62.]
Constitutional questlons.-This article is constitutional. Shook v. State, 25 App.

345, 8 S. W. 329.
The legislature cannot withdraw the jurisdiction of justices courts and give it to

municipal courts. Ex parte Ginnochio, 30 App. 584, '18 S. W. 82.

Gamlng.-This article embraces any species of gaming for money; and as fast
as any game for money became prohibited by law, this article attached thereto.
Borders v. State (Cr. App.) 66 S. W. 1102.

.

Gaming in a house outside, but proximate to the city limits, cannot be pun
ished under this article. Borders v. State (Cr. App.) 66 S. W. 1102.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 128, 131-133.
Indictment must allege the name of the person or persons with whom the ac

cused engaged in gaming. Shook v. State, 25 App. 345, 8 S. W. 329.

Art. 302. [199] Selling goods on Sunday.c--Any merchant,
grocer, or dealer in wares or merchandise, or trader in any business
whatsoever, or the proprietor of any place of public amusement, or

the agent or employe of any such person, who shall sell, barter, or

, permit his place of business or place of public amusement to be
open for the purpose of traffic or public amusement on Sunday,
shall be fined not less than twenty nor more than fifty dollars.
The term, place of public amusement, shall be construed to mean

circuses, theaters, variety theaters and such other amusements as

are exhibited and for which an admission fee is charged; and shall
also include dances at disorderly houses, low dives and places of
like character, with or without fees for admission. [Act April 2,
1887, p. 108.]
1. Historical.
2. Legislative power.
3. Municipal powers.
4. Validity.
5. Construction.
6. Terms defined.
7. Elements of offense.
8. Former jeopardy.
9. Separate offenses.

10. Persons liable.
11. Barbers.
12. Farmers.

13. Liquor sales.
14. Drugs.
15. Public amusements.
16. Indictment and information.
17. Pleading and proof.
18. Evidence.
19. Instructions.
20. Judgment.
21. Penalty.
22. Recognizance on appeal.
23. Injunction.

Cited, Ex parte Mussett, 72 App. 487, 162 S. W. 846; Adams v. State (Cr. App.)
145 S. W. 940; Ex parte Zuccaro, 72 App. 214, 162 S. W. 844.

1. Historlcal.-Before the changes made in this article by the Act of Aprif 2,
1887, amending the Act of April 10, 1883, it read as follows: "Any merchant,
grocer, or dealer in wares or merchandise, or trader in any lawful business what
soever, or the agent or employe of any such persons, who shall sell or barter on

Sunday, shall be fined not less than twenty, nor more than fifty dollars; provided,
this article shall not apply to markets or dealers in provisions as to sales of pro
visions made by them before 9 o'clock a. m., nor the sale of burial or shrouding
material; provided, the sale of newspapers, ice, and milk at any hour in the day
shall be permissible; provided further, that nothing in this title shall be construed
to prevent the sending or receiving of telegraph messages." As adopted in the
Revised Code it read as follows: "Any merchant, grocer, or dealer in wares or
merchandise, or trader in any lawful business whatsoever, who shall barter or sell
on Sunday, shall be fined not less than twenty nor more than fifty dollars; pro
vided, this article shall not apply to markets or dealers in provisions as to sales
made by them before 9 o'clock a. m." As enacted by the act of Dec. 2, 1871, it
read as follows: "Any merchant, grocer, or dealer in wares or merchandise, or
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trader in any lawful business whatsoever, who shall sell or barter on Sunday, be
tween the hours of 9 o'clock a. m. and 4 o'ciock p. m., within the limits of any

city or town, shall be fined in a sum of not less. than twenty nor more than fifty
dollars; provided, that nothing contained in this act shall be construed to prohibit
the sale of drugs and medicines on Sunday." 2 Pas. Dig., article 6504.

2. Legislative power.-A municipal charter which attempts and purports to

confer upon a "city court" exclusive jurisdiction of all violations of the Sunday
law within the city limits between the hours of 12 o'clock Saturday night and 9
o'clock Sunday morning, and between the hours of 4 o'clock p. m. Sunday and
12 o'clock Sunday night, is unconstitutional and absolutely void, in that it at
tempts a divestiture or destruction by the legislature of the power and jurisdiction
of justices' courts created and provided for by the state constitution. Ex parte
Ginnochio, 30 App. 584, 18 S. W. 82; Todd v. State, 30 App. 667, "18 S. W. 642.

It is within the power of the Legislature to require cessation of labor on cer

tain days periodically. Ex parte Roquemore, 60 App. 282, 131 S. W. 1101, 32 L. R.
A. (N. S.) 1186.

3. Municipal pOwers.-See art. 965, C. C. P., and notes.

4. Valldity.-Sunday laws are constitutional as within the police power of the
State. Gabel v. Houston, 29 Tex. 335; Bohl v. State, 3 App. 683; Usener v. State,
"8 App. 177; Ex parte Sundstrom, 25 App. 133, 8 S. W. 207; Ex parte Brown (Cr.
App.) 61 s. W. 396.

This article as to sales by merchants, is constitutional. Ex parte Sundstrom,
25 App. 133, 8 S. W. 207; Whitcomb v. State, 30 App. 269, 17 S. W. 258; Todd
v. State, 30 App. 667, 18 S. W. 642.

This article is not class legislation. Searcy v. State, 40 App. 460, 50 S. W. 699,
51 S. W. 1119, 53 S. W. 344.

The Sunday law is not violative of Const. art. 16, § 20, known as the Local Op
tion section, or suspended as to a licensed liquor dealer. Bennett v. State, 49
App. 294, 92 S. W. 415.

5. Constructlon.-This article is not affected by nor is it in conflict with any
of the provisions of the Baskin-McGregor law, regulating the sale of intoxicating
liquors. Ex parte Wright, 56 App, 504, 120 S. W. 868.

.

The purpose of the Baskin-McGregor law is to punish one selling intoxicating
liquors without a license at any time, whether on Sunday or week day. The

general Sunday law punishes infractions by sales on Sunday, whether with or

without license. Id.
6. Terms defined.-"Open," as used herein, means that the house should be

closed against all traffic. Whitcomb v. State, 30 App. 269, 17 S. W. 258.
In a prosecution for keeping open a liquor saloon for traffic on Sunday the court

charged that, if the jury believed defendant kept his saloon open for the purpose
of "traffic" on Sunday he should be convicted; and "that the term 'traffic' as

employed has its usual and commonly accepted meaning." Held that no further
definition of the word "traffic" was necessary. Levine v. State, 35 App. 647, 34 S.
W.969.

This article means the entire day, from Saturday midnight to Sunday midnight.
Muckenfuss v. State, 55 App. 229, 116 8. W. 51, 20 L. R. A. (N. S.) 783, 131 Am.
St. Rep. 813, 16 Ann. Cas. 768.

A base ball park is not wrtain the term, "and such other amusements for which
admission fee is charged," the rule being that, where general words follow an

enumeration of particular things in the statute, such words must be held to in
clude only such matters or objects as are of the same kind as those specifically
enumerated. Ex parte Roquemore, 60 App, 282, 131 S. W. 1101, 32 L. R. A. (N.
S.) 1186.

The word "theater" does not mean the building, but the performance or exhibi
tion given; and, while a moving picture show is not a theater, it falls within the
prohibition of the statute as one of "such other amusements" prohibited (citing 8
Words & Phrases, p. 6937). Ex parte Lingenfelter, 64 App. 30, 142 S. W. 555, Ann.
Cas. 1914C, 765.

.

The word "employe," is synonymous with servant, a "servant" being a person
employed to labor for the pleasure or interest of another, or as a legal term, one

employed to render service or assistance in some trade or vocation, but without
authority to act as agent in place of his employer; and, while an "agent," in the
broadest sense of the word, may be construed to have the same power of au

thority as his principal, no such inference can be drawn from the term "employe";
a�d by the use of such terms it was intended to include any subordinate, though
WIthout t.he authority of his principal or the proprietor, who, in any way, acted to
gether WIth the proprietor in the commission of the offense. Oliver v. State (Cr.
App.) 144 S. W. 604.

7. Elements of offense.-The offense is complete if the place is kept open for
the purpose of traffic whether there has been a sale or not. Armstrong v. State,
47 App, 510, 84 S. W. 827; Brown v. State, 38 App. 597, 44 S. W. 176.

It is immaterial that the purchaser did not pay for the article sold by de
fendant. Elsner v. State, 30> Tex. 524.

The statute does not prohibit the gift of intoxicating liquors on Sunday. Keller
v. State, 23 App. 259, 4 S. W. 886.

: 8. .Former jeopar-dy.c--An acquittal of a saloon keeper of the charge of permit
tlng hIS place of busmess to be open on Sunday, February 24, 1895, was not a bar
to a prosecution for keeping his place open on Sunday, August 10, 1895, in the ab
sence of proof that the two charges referred to the same transaction. Fehr v.
State, 36 App. 93, 35 S. W. 381, 650.

9. Separate offenses.-Ea.ch act of sale is a separate offense. Albrecht v. State,
8 App. 313; Mosely v. State, 18 App. 311.

.
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10. Persons Ilable.-Principais and accomplices, see notes under articles 74

and 79.
Defendant, a bar-tender, being present and in control of the porter, he was

liable for the sale, though the porter waited on the customer. ColIms v. State, 34

App. 95, 29 S. W. 274.
.'

A sale of goods, wares or liquors on Sunday IS not a vlola.tlori of law, unless

brought within the inhibition of this article, and must be by a "merchant, grocer,

or' dealer in wares or merchandise, or trader in any business," etc. Meeks v. State,
32 App, 420, 24 S. W. 98; Johnson v. State, 34 App. 106, 29 S. W. 472.

The statute includes any person in the employ of the merchant or dealer, in

any capacity about the particular business, even though not as salesman, and an

employe of any kind, though he did not in fact make the sale as agent, if he aided

in it is a principal. Burnett v. State, 42 App. 600, 62 S. W. 1063.

A party violating the Sunday law, is amenable in his individual capacity, though
he belongs to a firm. Morris v. State, 48 App. 562, 89 S. W. 832.

A ticket agent of an amusement company held liable. Oliver v. State (Cr. App.)
144 S. W. 604.

11. Barbers.-In absence of special circumstances, a barber shaving his cus

tomers on Sunday violates this article. Ex parte Kennedy, 42 App, 148, 58 S. W.

129, 51 L. R. A. 270.

12. Farmers.-To constitute one guilty under this article he must come within

the terms or definition of the statute: i. e., he must be a merchant, grocer or

dealer in wares or merchandise. or trader in any business whatsoever, etc. A

farmer selling products from his farm produced by his own labor does not come

within the statute. Hanks v. State, 50 App. 577, 99 S. W. IOU, 1012.

13. Liquor sales.-See arts. 615, 616, 623.

Whisky is ordinarily regarded as a beverage and not as a medicine, especially
when not sold as a medicine or by a druggist. Searcy v. State, 40 App. 460, 50 S.

W. 699, 51 S. W. 1119, 53 S. W. 344.
The local option law treats whisky as a medicine, and authorizes its sale under

certain conditions, and when the conditions are complied with, such sale can be

made in a drug store in local option territory as ;well as outside such territory.
Watson v. State, 46 App. 138, 79 S. W. 31-

A hotel or restaurant keeper, though authorized to pursue his occupation on

Sunday, is not thereby authorized to violate any prohibitory law. Whether the

beer served with the meal was a gift or sale, properly submitted to the jury.
Savage v. State, 50 App, 199, 88 S. W. 351.

14. Drugs.-In a prosecution for selling Florida water on Sunday, evidence
which tended to show that such water was a drug or medicine and- was sold as

such did not authorize a conviction. Todd v. State, 30 App. 667, 18 S. W. 642.

Drugs and medicines are excepted from the statutes prohibiting the sale of
goods on Sunday. Todd v. State, 30 App. 667, 18 S. W. 642.

15. Public amusements.-This article includes moving picture shows. Ex parte
Lingenfelter, 64 App. 30, 142 S. W. 555, Ann. Cas. 1914C, 765; Lempke v. State (Cr.
App.) 171 S. W. 217.

An assembling of persons on Sunday to unlawfully open a theater would not be
a violation of this article, unless an admission fee was charged. Ex parte Jacob

son, 55 App. 237, 115 S. W. 1193.
The opening of places of amusement on Sunday is not a violation of the law

unless an admission fee is charged. Ex parte Jacobson, 55 App. 237, 115 S. W. 1194.
A theater giving more than one exhibition on Sunday cannot be punished for

each performance. It is only one offense. Muckenfuss v. State, 55 App. 229, 116
S. W. 51, 20 L. R. A. (N. S.) 783, 131 Am. St. Rep. 813, 16 Ann. Cas., 768.

This article does not prohibit the owner of a baseball park from permitting a

game to be played therein on Sunday for admission fee. Ex parte Roquemore,
60 App, 282, 131 S. WI. 1101, 32 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1186.

This article was intended to prevent the Sunday theater when an admission
was charged thereto. Oliver v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 604.

Defendant, in a prosecution under this article as the agent and employe of an

amusement company, was shown to have been the ticket agent and in the ticket
office of the building in which the performance was given, and to have sold admis
sion tickets thereto, but urged that under the statute only the proprietor could
"permit" the place to be open; and hence that no mere subordinate could be con

victed thereunder. Held, that the intent of the section was to make it an offense
for any agent or employe of the proprietor to do any act toward keeping the
theater open and running on Sunday, whether he had control of it, or could per
mit it to be opened, or not; and hence that defendant was guilty of the offense.
Oliver v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 604.

A "theater" is a playhouse, a building for the representation of a theatrical
performance. Gould v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 172.

The opening of theaters and moving picture shows on Sunday, and the exhibi
tion therein of vaudeville performances and plays, or moving picture scenes, where
a fee is charged for entrance thereto, violates this article. Ex parte Zuccaro, 72
App. 214, 162 S. W. 844.

A contract for services of vaudeville performers is not void as in violation of.
this article, where the contract called for no services upon Sunday except such as

might be lawfully given. Bergere v. Parker (Civ. App.) 170 S. W. 808.'
Under this article, held, that a contract with an amusement company could not

be enforced in so far as it included Sunday exhibitions. La Crandall v. Ledbetter,
15 Fed. 702, 86 C. C. A. 570.

16. Indictment and Information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 134.
An indictment charging the selling of beer on Sunday need not so describe. the
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offense as to entirely dispense with proof of its identity, where the judgment is

pleaded in bar of the subsequent prosecution. Albrecht v . State, 8 App. 313.

An indictment should allege that defendant was a merchant, grocer or dealer

in wares or merchandise or a trader in a lawful business. Archer v, State, 10

App. 482.
It is necessary, therefore, that the indictment shall, with reasonable certainty,

specify the sale alleged, as the offense for which the accused is to be tried. An

indictment which alleged that the defendant on a certain Sunday sold "merchan

dise," without describing the merchandise, or naming the person to whom he sold

it, or otherwise identifying such sale, was held bad. Mosely v. State, 18 App. 311.

The indictment should allege that the defendant, at the time of the offense, was

a merchant, grocer, dealer in wares and merchandise, or a trader in a lawful busi

ness as the case may be, and it is also necessary to prove such allegation. Archer

v. State, 10 App. 482. An indictment which alleged that the defendant was a "liq
uor dealer" was held sufficient upon the ground that "liquor" is "merchandise."

Day v: State, 21 App. 213, 17 S. W. 263. When the allegation is that tl'i.e defendant

is a "dealer," proof that he was merely a clerk in: the establishment does not sus

tain the allegation. Archer v, State, 10 App. 482. Where an indictment charged
the sale of "whisky" on Sunday, it was held that the charge was sustained by
proof that he sold a beverage known as "whisky cocktail" on Sunday. Galloway
v: State, 23 App. 398, 5 S. W. 246. .

An indictment charging defendant with selling drinks of whisky, "said person
being then and there a liquor dealer" is sufficient; it not being necessary to al

lege that defendant was a "trader in unlawful business" or "a retail liquor dealer."

Day v . State, 21 App, 213, 17 S. W. 262.
Where the indictment alleged in separate counts the keeping open of a place of

business and also a sale therein on a certain day, th:t;l state was not bound to
elect on which courit to proceed; it not being necessary tot set out such different
states of facts in separate counts. Brown v. State, 38 App. 597, 44 S. W. 176, see

Hall v, State, 41 App. 423, 55 S. W. 173; Herod v. State, Id. 597, 56 S. W. 59.
Information was insufficient in not alleging that the defendant was the employe

or clerk of his employer and sold the liquor belonging to his said employer as his

employe or clerk. Behrens v: State, 42 App, 629, 62 S. W. 568.
Indictment not invalid because it charges that, as liquor dealer "or" keeper of

a bar-room, defendant permitted his saloon to be opened on Sunday for traffic.
Hofheintz v: State, 45 App. 117, 74 S. W. 310.

Not necessary to specify the particular business defendant was engaged in, and
allegation that he was a dealer in wares and merchandise is sufficient. The fur
ther allegation. that he permitted his place of business to be opened for traffic on

Sunday, can be sustained without proof of a specific sale. Griffith v : State, 48 App.
575, 89 S. W. 832. Armstrong v. State, 47 App. 510, 84 S. W. 827.

An information alleging that accused, as agent and employe of the proprietor
of a theater, permitted a theatrical performance to be given on Sunday, to which
a fee was charged for admission, charges an offense. Gould v. State, 61 App, 195,
134 S. W. 695.

17. Pleading and proof.-Proof that defendant was a clerk in a saloon was in
sufflcient to sustain' an allegation that he was a dealer. Archer v. State, 10 App.
482.

Where the indictment charged the sale of whiskey on Sunday and the proof
showed a sale of "whiskey cocktail," there was no variance.-Galloway v: State,
23 App. 398, 5 S. W. 246.

In a prosecution for permitting one's place of business to be open for the pur
pose of traffic on Sunday, it is not necessary to prove a sale. Griffith v: State, 48
App. 575, 89 S. W. 832.

18. Evidence.-Evidence held insufficient to sustain a conviction for selling on

Sunday. Caspary v: State, 14 App. 567.
A conviction of selling liquor is not sustained by proof of a gift. Keller v: State,

23 App. 259, 4 S. W. 886.
In a prosecution. for selling liquor on Sunday, it is' not reversible error to allow

the prosecuting attorney to ply defendant with certain questions on cross-examina
tion, intended to show that he had no regard for the Sunday law, and that he was

in the habit of violating it, where he answers in the negative. Levine v: State,
35 App, 647, 34 S. W. 969.

In a prosecution for selling liquors on Sunday the prosecuting attorney may ask
defendant on his cross-examination as a witness how many times he had been
convicted for violating the liquor and Sunday laws. Levine v, State, 35 App. 647,
34 S. W. 969.

'

Where defendant is testifying in a, case against him for keeping his place of
business open on a named Sunday for traffic, State can prove by him that he has
kept it open on other Sundays. Dickey v. State (Cr. App.) 56 s. W. 628.

In a prosecution for selling liquor on Sunday, information charging that ac
cused sold as the agent and employe of a certain, firm, evidence that it was gen
erally understood that the firm were the owners of the saloon where the sale 0(:
curred is Inadrnisstble, the proper method of proving ownership being by the li
cense, bond, etc. Earl v. State, 44 App. 493, 72 S. W. 376.

The county clerk testified that he kept a stub book from which retail liquor
licenses were issued. The stub book showed the issuance of the license to the
firm employing accused, its date and expiration, etc. Held, that the stub book
was inadmissible. Earl v . State, 44 App, 493, 72 S. W. 376.

Admission of evidence of other indictments charging defendant with similar
offenses about the same time to show the fact of ownership as stated in the other
indictments held error. Custer v. State, 48 App. 144, 86 S. W. 757.

Defendant delivered the whiskey and declined to receive the proffered payment,
but did not protest when the money was left at a. usual place on the counter, or
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offer to return it. Proof of sale was sufficient. Morris v. State, 48 App. 562, 89

S. W. 832.
Competent for State to prove by defendant that he was an habitual violator of

the Sunday law. Morris v. State, 48 App, 562, 89 S. W. 832.

Where one not under arrest was called before the grand jury, at the time evi

dently believing he was under suspicion for violating the Sunday law, and was

informed that such jury was investigating violations of such law, and without

being warned was questioned on the subject, his statement then made may be

used against him ora a trial for violating such law. Smith v. State, 48 App. 509,
90 S. W. 37.

Evidence showing the club room was a subterfuge, conviction was proper.
Ward v. State, 55 App. 362, 116 S. W. 1154.

,

Defendant admitting on cross-examination that he had a license, there was no

reversible error in admitting in evidence a stub book kept by the clerk. Ward v.

State, 55 App, 362, 116 S. W. 1154.
On a trial for permitting a theatrical performance on Sunday, testimony of

witnesses as to what took place in the building on the occasion was admissible.
Gould v. State, 61 App. 195, 134 S. W. 695.

.

In a prosecution of an employe of the lessee of a theater for permitting a Sun

day performance, the lease held admissible. Oliver v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W.

604.
19. Instructlons.-Refusal of an instruction that defendants could not be con

victed unless the evidence showed that their place of business was open on Sun

day for the purpose of traffic with their knowledge or consent, held error, since the

presumption that defendants knew what was going on at their place of business
could be rebutted by evidence. Whitcomb v. State, 30 App. 269, 17 S. W. 258.

An instruction held erroneous where it submitted to the jury all phases of the
statute instead of restricting them to a consideration of the phase charged in the

indictment,-that defendants permitted their place to be open on Sunday. Whit
comb v: State, 30 App. 269, 17 S. W. 258.

A requested instruction that defendants could not be convicted unless their
saloon was permitted by them to be open for traffic and that the mere fact that

liquor was sold on Sunday would not be sufficient to convict if the doors were

closed, held properly refused as misleading where it appeared that the doors were

all closed and that persons got 'in at the side door which was not locked. Whit
comb v. State, 30 App. 269, 17 S. W. 258.

Refusal of an instruction to acquit defendant unless the sale, if any, made by
him, was made as a merchant, grocer, or dealer in wares or merchandise, held
error. Hanks v. State, 50 App. 577, 99 S. W. 1011.

20. Judgment.-Judgment against plural defendants prosecuted to conviction
for misdemeanors must be several and not joint. Whitcomb v. State,' 30 App, 269,
17 S. W. 258.

21. Penalty.-On the question of increased penalty, the court properly admit
ted in evidence memoranda orders of a corporation court showing a pr-evious con

viction for a similar offense, and it was not necessary to show that such judg
ment was formally entered by the corporation court. Muckenfuss v. State, 55 App,
216, 117 S. W. 853.

Nor was it necessary that the memoranda judgments show a conviction for a
similar offense of the identical class; sufficient if it showed conviction for vio
lating the Sunday law in any of the prescribed modes. Muckenfuss v. State, 55
App, 216, 117 S. W. 853. '

22. Recognizance on appeal.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 919.
23. Injunctlon.-An injunction to restrain one from keeping his barber shop

open on Sunday will not issue at the suit of one who shows no property rights
invaded, but who merely seeks to restrain competition of a business rival. York
v. Yzaguairre, 31 Civ. App, 26, 71 S. W. 563.

Art. 303. [200] Exceptions from operation of preceding arti
cle.-The preceding article shall not apply to markets or dealers
in provisions as to sales of provisions made by them before 9
o'clock �. m:, nor to the �ale of burial or shrouding material, news

papers, Ice, Ice cream, milk, nor to the sending of telegraph or tel
ephone messages at any hour of the day, nor to keepers of drug
stores, hotels, boarding houses, restaurants, livery stables, bath
houses, or ice dealers, nor to telegraph or telephone offices. [Act
April 13, 1891, p. 173.]

Valldlty.-This article is not class legislation. Searcy v. State, 40 App, 460,
50 S. W. 699, 51 S. W. 1119, 53 S. W. 344.

Dr:uggls�s.-The legislature is authorized, under its police power, to exempt
certain articles of merchandise as common necessities, from the inhibition of sale.
Searcy v. State, 40 App. 460, 50 S. W. 699, 51 S. W. 1119, 53 S. W. 344.

This article exempts druggists selling drugs and medicines (Todd v. State, 30
App, 667, 18 S. W. 642), or intoxicants under the local option law. Watson v.
State, 46 App. 138, 79 S. W. 31.

Indlctment.-WiIlson's Cr. Forms, 134.
It is not necessary to negative the exceptions. Archer v. State, 10 App, 482;

Mosely v. State, 18 App, 311.
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TITLE 8

OF OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC JUSTICE
[Unlawful assemblies, riots, etc., see post, arts. 437-444, 452-459].

Chap.
1. Of perjury.
2. Of false swearing.
3. Of subornation of perjury and false

swearing.
4. Offenses relating to the arrest and

custody of prisoners [and to the
administration of the laws.]

5. False certificate and authentication
or entry by an officer.

6. Miscellaneous offenses.
(1. Extortion.)

Chap.
6. Miscellaneous offenses. (Continued.}

(2. Conversion.)
(3. Peculation.)
(4. Nepotism.)
(5. Failure of duty.)
(6. Barra.try.)
(7. Compounding crime.)
(8. Malicious prosecution.)
(9. False Personation.)

(10. Badges, unlawful wearing.)
(11. General provisions.)

CHAPTER ONE

OF PERJURY
Art.
308. In what sort of proceeding.
309. Immaterial statement not perjury,
310. Punishment.

•

311. Perjury in capital cases.

Art.
304. "Perjury" defined.
305. Not perjury, when.
306. Oath must be legally administered.
307. And about something past or pres

ent.

Article 304. [201] "Perjury" defined.-Perjury is a false
statement, either written or verbal, deliberately and wilfully made,
relating to something past or present, under the sanction of an

oath, or such affirmation as is by law equivalent to an oath, where
such oath or affirmation is legally administered, under circum
stances in which an oath or affirmation is required by law, or is.
necessary for the prosecution or defense of any private right, or

for the ends of public justice. [Po C. 287.]
See notes under C. C. P. art. 439.
See Powell v. State, 361 App. 377, 37 S. W. 322.
Cited, Murff v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 238; O'Bryan v, State, 27 App. 339,.

11 S. W. 443.

1. Elements of offense.
2. -- Deliberation and Wllfullness.
3. -- Jurisdiction of proceedings in

which perjury was committed.
4. -- Affidavits.
5. False swearing.
6. Defenses.

1. Elements of offense.-The essential elements are 1. A false statement, either
written or verbal. 2. Must have been deliberately and wilfully made. 3. Must re

late to something past or present. 4. Must be made under the sanction of an oath
or its equivalent affirmation. 5. The oath or affirmation must have been admin
istered under circumstances in which it is required by law, or is necessary for
the prosecution or defense of a private right, or for the ends of public justice.
West v. State, 8 App. 119; State v, Peters, 42 Tex. 7; Warren v: State, 57 App.
262, 122 S. W. 541.

Where the court has jurisdiction and power to administer an oath to a wit
ness, his false statement under oath constitutes perjury though the jury has not
been properly sworn. Smith v. State, 31 App. 315, 20 S. W. 707; Schooler v. State.
52 App, 331, 106 S. W. 359.

Any deliberate and wilful false statement by a witness in answer to questions.
is perjury though the questions would be too general to form the basis of his im
peachment. McDonough v. State, 47 App, 227, 84 S. W. 594, 122 Am. St. Rep. 684
(overruling Meeks v . State, 32 App. 420, 24 S. W. 98; McMurtry v. State, 38 App.
521, 43 S. W. 1010; Higgins v. State, 38 App, 539, 43 S. W. 1012).

False testimony before grand jury. Pipes v, State, 26 App, 318, 9 S. W. 614;.
Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 1071.

,

Defendant on trial of G. for theft testified that he saw M. and not G. in pos
session of the property. On subsequent trial of M. he testified that he saw G. and
not M. in possession of the property and denied that he had testified otherwise on

the trial of G.; held, immaterial which statement was true. Whitaker v. State, 37
App. 479, 36 S. W. 253.

If a false statement is material and is wilfully and: knowingly made, it is per
jury whether in the conjunctive or disjunctive form. Fry v. State, 36 App. 582, 37
S. W. 741, 38 S. W. 168.

Where the party is charged with having committed perjury in trial in justice,

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Convicts.
Indictment.
Evidence.
Instructions.
Verdict.
Judgment.
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court, State must show the jury in justice court was sworn. Curtley v. State, 42

App, 227, 59 S. W. 45.
. . . .

Perjury committed on the taking of depostttons IS complete when the deposi-
tions are taken, though they are never filed. Manning v: State, 46 App. 326, 81 S.

W. 957, 3 Ann. Cas. 867.
.

False testimony in a civil action for the collection of a note, that a receipt,
purporting to have been signed by the plaintiff and to show payment of the note,
had been executed by the plaintiff, is perjury. Barber v, State, 64 App, 96, 142 S.

W.577. _

False testimony by accused upon the trial of an action in justice court that

he was an infant at the time he incurred certain obligations constitutes perjury,
though the cause was continued upon the claim of plaintiff than it was surprised
by such testimony. Poulter v. State, 70 App. 197, 157 S. W. 166.

Where the grand jury investigating violations of the law prohibiting the sale
and storing of intoxicating liquors investigated the question whether certain per
sons had received liquor, and stored the same in a house rented by a witness be

fore the grand jury, and whether he knew that the persons had received liquor on

a designated date and stored it in the house, the false testimony of the witness
that no liquor had been received and stored in his house constituted perjury. Trin
kle v. State, 71 App. 64, 158 S. W. 544.

On a trial for perjury predicated on accused giving false testimony in the coun

ty court on his trial for crime, the state need not prove that the jury in the county
court was sworn. Mares v. State, 71 App, 303, 158 S. W. 1130.

"Perjury" is a false statement deliberately and wilfully made. Johnson v.

State, 71 App. 428, 160 S. W. 964. •

2. -- Deliberation and wllfulness.-Among th« ingredients essential to con

stitute perjury the false statement assigned must have been made by the accused
deliberately and wilfully; his mind must have been deliberate; he must, in such

mind, have made the false stateme-nt deliberately and wilfully; he must have
known the statement to be false, and with such knowledge he must deliberately
have made it. To this extent the offense of perjury involves the condition and
status of the mind of the accused; and whether intoxicated at the time he made
the false statement, and incapable of mental deliberation and criminal intent, and
therefore incapable of perjury, is a proper inquiry to be submitted to the jury.
See in extenso the opinion of Hurt, presiding judge, in elaboration of the ques
tion, and for a review of authorities thereon. (Overruled by Evers v. State, 31
App. 318, 20 S. W. 744, 18 L. R. A. 421, 37 Am. St. Rep. 811.) Lyle v. State, 31

App. 103, 19 S. W. 903.
_

It is immaterial whether accused swore to facts set forth according to the best
of his knowledge and belief, or that they were absolutely true. Beach v. State,
32 App. 240, 22 S. W. 976.

If defendant believed the statement he made to be true he Is not guilty of
perjury. Butler v. State, 36 App. 444, 37 S. W. 746. ..

"Wilful" means with evil intent or legal malice, or without legal ground to be
lieve the act lawful, and so the jury must be instructed. Windom v. State, 56 App,
198, 119 S. W. 309.

In a prosecution for uttering a fase affidavit, the fact that accused was suffer
ing from an illness at the time does not pre-sent the issue that it was not wil
fully and deliberately made. Welch v. State, 71 App. 17, 157 S. W. 946.

3. -- Jurisdiction of proceedings In which perjury was commltted.-See
Manning v. State, 46 App. 326, 81 S. W. 957, 3 Ann. Cas. 867.

A false statement may be assi.gned for perjury if it was made in the course of
a judicial proceeding before a court of competent jurisdiction over the subject
matter of the proceeding, althoug-h its jurisdiction had not actually attached. An
derson v. State, 24 App. 705, 7 S. W. 40; Higgenbotham v. State, 24 App. 505, 6
S. W. 201.

The perjury assigned in this case was alleged to have been committed on the
trial of one Coy for the murder of one Jackson in Wilson county. Soon after the
killing of Jackson, Coy killed one Elder, in Karnes county, and fled to Mexico,
whence he was extradited for the murder of Elder, but not for the murder
of Jackson. Coy was then indicted and put upon trial in Wilson county
for the murder of Jackson, which trial resulted in a mistrial. No objection nor

plea to the jurisdiction of the district court of Wilson county was interposed upon
the trial for the murder of Jackson, but, soon after the mistrial, Coy sought his
discharge by the writ of habeas corpus upon the ground that, not having been ex
tradited for the murder of Jackson, he was illegally restrained of his liberty upon
the charge of the murder of Jackson. Upon the hearing of the writ it was ad
judged that the district court of Wilson county had no jurisdiction to try him 'for
the Jackson murder, and he was discharged from restraint under that charge. 'I'he .

contention in this case is that the district court of Wilson county, having no juris
diction to try Coy for the murder of Jackson, the accused did not, and could not,
commit legal perjury on that trial. Held: 1. The district court of Wilson county
had jurisdiction of the subject-matter of the prosecution-murder-against Coy.
2. It did not have jurisdiction over Coy's person to try him for the murder of
Jackson, because he was not extradited for that particular murder. 3. Jurisdic
tion over the person is a matter subject to the objection or waiver only of the
person over whom it is being, or is sought to be, exercised. 4. If such person sub
mits to the jurisdiction of the .court over his person, and to trial, without objec
tion, he waives his privilege, whatever it may be, and the proceedings of the court
trying him, at the most, are merely voidable, and voidable only at his instance,
and can not be questioned by any other person. 5. The trial of Coy for the mur
der of Jackson was a legal proceeding, and the court trying him was a court of
competent jurisdiction for the purpose of this case. Wherefore the contention of
the defense is not tenable. Cordway v. St.ate, 25 App. 405, 8 S. W. 670.
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An indictment for perjury will lie for giving false testimony upon an examining
trial, though the complaint upon which the trial was had was defective, and should
have been quashed on motion. Waddle v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 59l.

Accused was in justice court convicted of a gaming offense, the charge being
made by complaint only. Thereafter he appealed to the county court, and the

prosecutor, discovering the complaint to be defective, moved to dismiss and filed a

new complaint. Accused waived notice and the filing of an information, consent

ing to go to trial immediately upon the complaint. Held, that the county court

had jurisdiction over the prosecution, and accused, having given materially false

testimony, was guilty of perjury. Etheridge v. State (Cr. App.) 173 S. W. 1031.

4. -- Affidavits.-Perjury, may be assigned upon an affidavit made in sup

port of a motion for new trial, although such affidavit �e made bY' a person other

than the defendant in the cause in which the same is made, and although the mo

tion for new trial was not filed in proper time. Hernandez v. State, 18 App. 134,
51 Am. Rep. 295.

Perjury may be assigned upon oral testimony taken before an examining court,
although such testimony is required to be reduced to writing. Covey v. State, 23

App. 388, 5 S. W. 283.
Perjury, under this article, may be assigned upon the affidavit of a public

school teacher to the voucher or check drawn by the trustees for his pay, such as

is contemplated by article 3962 (3776) of the Revised Statutes of 1895. O'Bryan v.

State, 27 App. 339, 11 S. W. 443.
Sheriff's affidavit for fees conveying witness held to be an oath for the "prose

cution of a private right." Shely v. State, 35 App, 190, 32 S. W. 90l.
Perjury cannot be assigned on an affidavit made for the purpose of obtaining a

new trial in an examining court. Butler v. State,. 36 App. 483, 38 S. W. 46; Id.,
36 App. 444, 37 S. W. 746.

The offense of false swearing is consummated when accused signs and swears

to a false affidavit, even though he does not use. the affidavit for the purpose for
which it was intended. Welch v. State, 71 App. 17, 157 S. W. 946.

5. False swearing.-Rerjury and false swearing distinguished, see notes under
art. 312, post.

6. Defenses.-No one can be compelled to give evidence against himself. but
this right may be waived, and it confers no immunity for false testimony. Mat
tingly v. State, 8 App. 345. See Kitchen v. State, 26 App. 165, 9 S. W. 461; Pipes
v. State, 26 App. 318, 9 S. W. 614.

In a prosecution for making a false affidavit, it is no defense to show that
accused's attorney advised or suggested to him that he make such affidavit as a

means of procuring a continuance. Welch v. State, 71 App, 17, 157 S. W. 946.
That the question asked of a witness before the grand jury Is too general to

form a basis for his impeachment will not preclude a false answer from being
ground for a conviction of perjury. Scott v. State, 72 App. 26, 160 S. W. 960.

7. Convicts.-An exconvict may be prosecuted and convicted of perjury.
(Following Williams v. State, 28 App, 302. 12 S. W. 1103: Shannon v. State, 28 App.
474, 13 S. W. 599.) Murphy v. State, 33 App. 314, 26 S. W. 395.

8. Indic1:ment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 135-138.
See Code Crim. Proc. art. 465.

9. Evidence.-Number of witnesses and corroboration, see Code Cr. Proc.,
art. 806 and notes.

Directing acquittal for insufficiency of corroboration, see Code Cr. Proc., art.
805 and notes.

Perjury may be proved by circumstantial, evidence. Rogers v. State, 35 App,
221, 32 S. W. 1044; Trinkle v. State, 71 App, 64, 158 S. W. 544; Miles v. State (Cr.
App.) 165 S. W. 567; Ha.rt v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 152. See, also, notes un

der art. 806, Code Cr. Proc.
In a prosecution for perjury in giving false testimony, evidence held to support

a verdict of guilty. Waddle v. State (Cr. App.) 165 s. W. 591; Freeman v. State,
44 App, 496, 72 S. W. 100l.

In a prosecution for slander against one who called a female a whore, accused
testified that he had had intercourse with the prosecutrix. Thereafter accused
was charged with perjury. A witness testified that the prosecutrix admitted to
her that she had intercourse with a named man. Held, that the witness could
not be contradicted by evidence of statements by the man named that he never
had any improper relations with the prosecutrix. Cox v. State (Cr. App.) 174 s.
W. 1067; Reed v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 1065.

The papers in the case in which perjury was committed cannot be used as

evidence, but only as inducement to show fact of judicial proceeding in which
perjury is alleged to have been committed. Ross v. State, 40 App, 352, 50 S.
W.336.

Under the law of this state an information is insufficient for any purpose un
less founded upon a complaint, filed therewith, charging an offense. 'l'he indict
ment in this case charged that the perjury was committed on the trial of a judi
cial proceeding in the county court, "wherein one Bean was duly and legally
charged by information," etc. To support the allegation of jurisdiction of the
county court, the state introduced in evidence the information, but not the com

plaint. Held, that the proof was insufficient. Wilson v. State, 27 App. 47, 10 S.
W. 749, 11 Am. St. Rep. 180; Smith v. State, 27 App, 50, 10 S. W. 75l.

That the court was in session and a judicial proceeding. pending when perjury
was committed was sufficiently proved by oral testimony without introducing the
records where no objection to the manner of proof was urged. King v. State, 32.
App. 463, 24 S. W. 514.

I Where perjury is assigned on testimony of defendant at trial of another case
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against him, a judgment of acquittal of the offense therein charged is inadmissi

ble as evidence. Hutcherson v. State, 33 App. 67, 24 S. W. 908.

On a trial for giving false testimony before a grand jury regarding a theft

by third persons, testimony tending to prove the theft including the confe�si?nS
of such third persons, though not made in defendant's presence, was admissfble

on the questions of falsity and materiality. Martin v. State, 33 App, 317, 26 S.

W.400.
The coroner's certificate of the inquest bore a wrong date; held that it was

competent to show the actual date of the inquest. Rogers v. State, 35 App. 221,
32 S. W. 1044. .

dOn trial for perjury assigned on evidence given in another case agatnst . e-

fendant, the judgment in the former case is inadmissible in evidence. Hutcher

son v. State, 33 App. 67, 24 S. W. 908.

In a trial for perjury, it was held relevant and competent for the state to

prove by the attorney who represented the defendant in the trial in which the

perjury was alleged to have been committed, his reason and purpose for having

the defendant te testify in said cause, such testimony tending to show that the

defendant did not make the alleged false statements through inadvertence or

mistake, or under agitation. Davidson v. state, 22 App. 372, 3 S. W. 662; Cord

way v. State, 25 App. 405, 8 S. W. 670.
While it may be shown by the minutes of the court that the grand jury be

fore :whom defendant testified was legally impaneled, the failure to do so is not

cause for acquittal where this is otherwise shown without objection. Foster v.

State, 32 App. 39, 22 S. W. 21.
When perjury is assigned upon one of two conflicting statements by defend

ant, the pleader should select a statement, assign it for perjury, and prove that it

was false, and such proof cannot be made alone by a statement in conflict with

that assigned. Whitaker v. State, 37 App, 479, 36 S. W. 253.

Testimony held insufficient to support conviction. Butler v. State, 36 App.
483, 38 S. W. 46; Id., 36 App, 444, 37 S. W. 746.

Defendant was charged with swearing that he did not see one K. with a pis
tol on a certain occasion. Two witnesses testified that on a bright moonlight
night K., in the immediate presence of defendant, drew out his pistol and struck
at one of the witnesses; held, that this is tantamount to positive proof that

defendant saw such pistol. Franklin v. State, 38 App. 346, 43 S. W. 85.
Evidence of facts tending to show that when false affidavit was made, defendant

believed the statements therein to be true was admissible. Luna v. State, 44 App.
482, 72 S. W. 378.

Facts and circumstances incriminating the person upon whose trial the perjury
was committed, are necessary facts on the trial for perjury. Freeman v. State,
44 App, 496, 72 S. W. 1001.

Where the parol evidence in connection with so much of the judgment as was

introduced sufficiently identified the case in which the perjury was committed, it
was not necessary to introduce the complaint and information. Curtis v. State,
46 App, 480, 81 S. W. 29.

On a prosecution for perjury, all that is necessary to show jurisdiction of the
court is to show that it had jurisdiction of the prosecution on Which the alleged
false testimony was given; and though the prosecution is in the county court,
where such false testimony was given, and the prosecution in which the false tes
timony was given originated in a justice court, it is unnecessary and improper
to introduce the transcript of such court, though it is proper to introduce the
complaint. Warren v. State, 57 App. 518, 123 S. W. 1115.

On a prosecution for perjury, the judgment on the prosecution of derendant on

which the alleged false testimony was given is not admissible. Warren v. State,
67 App, 618, 123 S. W. 1115.

In a prosecution for perjury consisting of false testimony given in another suit,
the pleadings in such suit were properly admitted; the court having limited the
purpose, for which they might be considered. Downing v. State, 61 App. -619, 136
S. W. 471.

Where in a suit on certain notes accused testified that A., from whom he pur
chased the notes, had not signed them until he did so at the request of accused
at the time of the transfer, to establish that accused was a bona fide purchaser
for value, and perjury was assigned on such testimony, evidence that witnesses
had seen the notes prior to the date of the purchase, and that A.'s name was on

them at that time, and also that other witnesses saw A. sign the notes prior to
the purchase, and prior to their indorsement by the payees before they were de
livered to A., who delivered them to accused, was admissible. Downing v. State,
61 App. 619, 136 S. W. 471.

In a prosecution for perjury conststrng- of evidence given by accused in anoth
er action to show that he was a bona fide purchaser of certain notes sued on, evi
dence as to the terms of a trade in which the notes were canceled and delivered
to one of the alleged makers before they were transferred by the latter to accused,
there being no claim that accused was present at that time or had any knowl
edge thereof when he purchased the notes, was irrelevant. Downing v. State, 61
App. 619, 136 S. W. 471.

Where perjury was based on alleged testimony by accused in a prior suit on
certain notes, it was proper for the state to permit witnesses, including the ste
nographer at the trial, to testify what testimony was given by him in such suit.
Downing v. State, 61 App. 519, 136 S. W. 471.

In a trial for falsely testifying before a grand jury which investigated a gam
ing transaction, it was proper to exclude a question asked by accused whether a
certain watch. was not taken or lost as part of the transaction, the testimony be
ing offered by accused to show that the witness declined to answer any ques
tions about the game before the grand jury under advice of counsel that his
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testimony might incriminate him under a charge of having taken the watch,
where the witness had already explained that he refused to testify before the

grand jury under such advice. Moore v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 598.
In a trial for falsely testifying before a grand jury that accused did not

participate in a gambling game and did not see others play, he claiming that, if
he played or saw others play, he was so drunk that he did not remember it. when
he was before the grand jury, the state was properly permitted to show that, be
fore he left the grand jury room, he was given opportunity to retract his te�
tlmony, that he testified . that he was not drunk or frightened, and knew what

he was doing, and that he testified before the grand jury that a certain person
came in the room where the game was played about a certain time. Moore v.

State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 598.
In a prosecution for perjury in an action by his wife for a divorce, it was

proper to show the pendency of that action, and whether or not issue was joined
therein. Spearman v. State (Cr. App.) 152 s. W. 915, 44 L. R. A. (N. S.) 243.

In a prosecution for perjury for having testified falsely in his wife's action for

divorce that he had not had intercourse with his wife before marriage, the wife's

testimony as to such intercourse was admissible. Spearman v. State (Cr. App.)
152 s. W. 915, 44 L. R. A. (N. S.) 243.

Where a third person executed to accused a mortgage note for $650, and a

note for $80, not secured by a mortgage, and the $80 note was a genuine one,

while the $650 note was given to prevent the third person's creditors from levy
ing on the mortgaged property, the testimony of accused on the examining trial
of the third person for disposing of mortgaged property, that the third person
owed him the $650 note, sustained a charge of perjury. Waddle v. State (Cr.
App.) 153 S. W. 882.

In a prosecution for perjury based on false testimony by accused that he was

an infa.nt when he contracted the liability sued on, testimony by a witness that

he filed a suit for accused's mother for divorce is admissible when limtted only to
fix the date of his first acquaintance with accused. Poulter v. State, 70 App. 197,
167 S. W. 166.

In a prosecution for perjury based on accused's false testimony that he was

an infant when he incurred the, obligation sued on, evidence that, in the action
in which the testimony was given, he was asked if he had not stated to the
clerk, when he applied for a marriage license some time before, that he was

more than 21 years of age, is admissible. Poulter v. State, 70 App, 197, 157 S.
W.166.

In a prosecution for perjury based on false testimony by accused that he was

an infant when he incurred an indebtedness to plaintiff, the charter and amend
ments of the plaintiff corporation in the former action are admissible. Poulter v.

State, 70 App, 197, 157 S. W. 166.
The state must not only prove the alleged perjured testimony, but must prove

that accused knew that the testimony was false when he gave it. Trinkle v.

State, 71 App, 64, 158 S. W. 644.
On a trial for perjury based on accused testifying that liquor was not received

and stored in his house on a designated date, the testimony of the receipt Of Iiq
uor on that date was admissible, but the receipt of liquor on later dates was not
admissible, in the absence of evidence that accused had notice thereof. Trinkle
v, State, 71 App, 64, 158 S. W. 544.

Evidence held not to show that accused knew that the, alleged perjured testi
mony was false when he gave it. Trinkle v. State, 71 App, 64, 158 S. W. 544.

On the trial of accused for perjury, based on his false testimony in the county
court on his trial for unlawfully betting at a gaming bank, the complaint and in
formation in the county court are admissible. Mares v. State, 71 App, 303, 168
S. W. 1130.

In a prosecution for perjury committed in a divorce suit by the plaintiff there
in, the petition in the divorce suit was properly admitted in evidence. Edwards
v. State, 71 App. 417, 160 S. W. 709, 49 L. R. A. (N. S.) 563.

Where an indictment for perjury, based on defendant's denial as a witness be
fore the grand jury that -he knew of any gambling, alleged that he knew of
gambling between certain parties at a certain place about May 1st, it was er
ror to admit evidence that he knew of gambling at a different place on about
August 1st, especially where it did not appear that the participants in both games
were the same. Scott v. State, 72 App, 26, 160 S. W. 960.

In a prosecution for perjury alleged to have been committed in an action on
a note made by accused to another, the note, heing fully identified, is admissible
in evidence, although not marked with a file mark. Johnson v. State, 71 App. 428,
]60 S. W. 964. .

'

In a prosecution for perjury in falsely testifying in a personal injury action
tha t accused had never been injured while working for another railroad. parts of
the transcript in the civil action, which showed tha.t accused's counsel therein
withdrew from the case upon it appearing that accused had testified falsely, were
not admissible in evidence; only accused's questions and answers in the civil
action being admissible. Key v. State, 72 .App, 129, 161 S. W. 130.

In a perjury case, where defendant was charged with testifying falsely be
fore the grand jury, the testimony of grand jurymen was admissible to show that
defendant acted deliberately and wilfully and did not testify through misappre
hension or agitation. Poulter v. State, 72 App, 140, 161 S. W. 475.

Since in a perjury case, where defendant was charged with testifying falsely
before the grand jury as to his brother's age, it was incumbent on the state to
show that the grand jury was inquiring into an alleged violation of law, evidence
showing that an action was pending against the brother in the justice court, in
which he had entered a. plea of minority and swore that he was only 19 years
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of age, was admissible, but the result of that trial was inadmissible, as defend

ant was not bound thereby. Poulter v. State, 72 App, 140, 161 S. W. 475.
In a prosecution for perjury for falsely stating that W. was in a certain house

between the hours of 9 and 11 on a certain night, when in truth W. was at that

time on a certain street corner and then and there. committed the theft, it was

not necessary to prove that accused was at the place of the theft, or that W.

committed the theft. Hart v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 152 .

. In a prosecution for committing perjury in a theft case by testifying that the

alleged thief was in a certain house at a certain time, when the thief was ill fact

on a certain street corner where the theft was committed, evidence held to sus

tain a finding that accused's testimony was false. Hart v. State (Cr. App.) 166

s. W. 152.
Wher-e accused, who was charged with falsely testifying that he had had

sexual intercourse with the prosecutrix in a Slander case, attacked prosecutrix's
reputation for chastity, evidence showing her good reputation for chastity, as

well as that of a medical examination disclosing that she was a virgin, is admis

sible. Reed v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 1065.
Accused, who was charged with falsely testifying that the prosecutrix in a

sla.nder case permitted sexual intercourse, offered witnesses to show that prosecu

trix was not a virtuous female. Held, that it was permissible to show on cross

examination of these witnesses that they attended church functions and social

gatherings with the prosecutrix. Cox v. State (Cr. App.) 174· S. W. 1067.
In a prosecution for slander brought against one who stated that a young

woman was no better than a whore, accused testified that he had had inter

course with the woman. The issues in the slander case were the truth of the

statement and the utterance of the words. Held that, in a subsequent prosecution
for perjury, proof that the defendant in the slander case uttered the slander as

alleged was not essential to a conviction; accused's testimony at all events being
material to the issues. COX V: State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 1067.

In a prosecution for perjury, committed before a grand jury investigating il

legal sales of liquor, the evidence showing that, while defendant stated that he

had received no liquor from one S., two sheriffs looking over a partition had seen

S. hand him a pint, evidence that witness had talked with defendant and anoth

er negro, and that, although he did not know which one had made the remark or

the exact words of it, nevertheless something had been said to the -eff'ect that

deputy sheriffs, through a hole in a certain partition, could have seen the trans

fer of liquor, and that there was no use in swearing to a lie, was admissible in

evidence to impeach defendant's testimony and as an implied admission. Jones

v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 1071.

10. Instructions.-Instructions as to corroboration and number of witnesses, see

Code Cr. Proc. art. 806 and notes.

"Where the court charges that perjury is a false statement deliberately and

willfully made and that a false statement made through inadvertence or under

agitation or by mistake, the failure to define willful is not error, in the absence

of any objection or request for a special instruction. Hill v. State, 22 App. 579, 3

S. W. 764.
Where the indictment Itselr shows that the perjury assigned relates to a past

event, iu is not necessary to charge that the statement must relate to a past or

present event. Kitchen v. State, 26 App, 165, 9 S. W. 461.
When the nature of the offense charged is made by law to depend upon the

peculiar condition and state of the mind of the accused at the time, it is not only
proper that evidence of drunkenness as a fact affecting the mind should be re

ceived, but the court should instruct the. jury that in passing upon the question
whether the accused deliberately and willfully committed the act, they should look
to all the evidence, including that relating to drunkenness in connection with the
other testimony tending to show the condition of the mind of the accused. Lyle
v. Sta.te, 31 App. 103, 19 S. W. 903. (Overruled by Evers v. State, 31 App. 318, 20
S. W. 744, 18 L. R. A. 421, 37 Am. St. Rep. 811.) For other decisions hereunder,
see Anderson v. State, 24 App. 705, 7 S. W. 40; Smith v. State, 27 App, 50, 10 S.
W. 751; Brookin v. State, 27 App. 701, 11 S. Vi'. 655; Brooks v. State, 29 App. 582,
16 S. W. 542; Turner v. State, 30 App. 691, 18 S. W. 792.

Under indictment charging perjury before a grand jury in reference to gaming
in an outhouse, when the testimony as to the house belng commonly resorted to is
very meager, the judge should instruct the jury that unless they find that the
house referred to was commonly resorted to for gaming purposes they should
acquit the defendant. Higgins v. State, 38 App, 539, 53 S. W. 1012.

'

�here the allegation as to the particular officer administering the oath was

specialty controverted, defendant was entitled. to a special instruction that the jury
should acquit if the oath was not administered by such orflcer, Crouch v. State,
46 App, 76. 79 S. W. 524.

Where the state proved .Its case as alleged while derendants
:

witnesses were
not definite as to the time and place of a conversation the court was not required
to charge on the theory that there was a conftict as to whether the conversation
occurred at the time and place alleged. Jordan v. State, 47 App. 133, 83 S. W.
821.

It was not error to charge that if the oath was not administered on the occa
sion when the alleged false statements were made the jury should acquit and de
fendant cou.ld not. compla in thereof. Clay v. State, 52 App. 555, 107 s. W.' 1129.

In charging this arttcla the court should define to the jury the meaning of the

w�rds "deliberately" and .. willfully." For not doing so the case will be reversed.
WIndon v. State, 56 App, 198, 119 S. W. 309.

The indictment for perjury charged that in a certain case the accused testified
"I know Mr. A. when I see him. He shot once with a pistol in the direction of
Mr. 0., • • •. and did not drop his pistol," etc., and further alleged that it was
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material whether the accused was present at such shooting, and whether A. had a

pistol and shot, and that i? fact accused was not ,imme�iately present. at the time,
and A. did not have a platol, and that accused s testImony was willfully false.

Held that it was not necessary to require the jury to find that the single sentence,
"I k�oW Mr. A. when I see him" was false. Young v. State, 70 App. 434, 157' S.

W. 151.
In a prosecution for perjury, charges requiring the jury to find, beyond a rea-

sonable doubt, that issue was joined between accused and plaintiff in an action in

justice court, and that while it was pending accused gave the testimony upon which

perjury was assigned, coupled with other charges, stating the averments of the

indictment, and requiring a finding that they were true in order to convict, and

that if, when accused testified in the .iusttoe court, the question was whether a

.continuance should be granted, and he was interrogated by counsel in order that

the latter might determine if he would ask for a postponement, then accused

should be acquitted, are more favorable to accused than he is entitled. Poulter v.

State, 70 App, 197, 157 S. W. 166.
In a prosecution for false swearing to a false afflda.vit, intended by accused to

be used as a basis for a continuance, but was not, it was not improper for the

court to charge the jury that the affidavit was not made in the course of a judicial
proceeding. Welch v. State, 71 App, 17, 157 S. W. 946.

Where an indictment charged accused with committing perjury in testifying that

he did not bet at a game played with dice with two persons named "and" other

persons at a specified time and place, an instruction, that accused would be guilty
if he falsely t.eattfied before the grand jury that he did not bet with the per

sons designated "or" any other person at a game played with dice, etc., was not

objectionable as failing to submit the perjury assigned in the indictment. Port

wood v. state, 71 App. 447, 160 S. W. 345.

'Where, in a prosecution for perjury in testifying before the grand jury that
accused did not bet at a game played with dice, with two persons specified and

others, at a specified time and place, there were two issues presented by the evi
dence-one that he was asked before the grand jury if he did not play at the game
with the persons specified at such time and place, and the other that he was not
asked particularly about any game and did not testify about any particular game,
and therefore did not testify that he did not bet at a game played with the parties
specified-it was error to refuse a request to charge that he could only be convicted
of falsely testifying as alleged in the indictment, and could not be convicted if it
was found that he only testified that he did not bet at any game, and was not
asked and did not testify about any particular game, under the rule that accused
is entitled to have defensive matter sustained by the evidence affirmatively sub
mitted to the jury. Portwood v. State, 71 App. 447, 160 S. Ill. 345.

Where the indictment, in a prosecution for perjury based on a false denial that
defendant knew of gambling, charged him with knowledge that a particular game
was played, and evidence was admitted showing that he knew of the playing of an

entirely different game, it was error to refuse to instruct that the jury could not
convict upon proof of any game except that alleged in the indictment. Scott v.

State, 72 App. 26, 160 S. W. 960.
Where, in a prosecution for perjury based on defendant's denial as a witness

before the grand jury that he knew of any gambling in the county where the
grand jury was sitting, the evidence left it doubtful whether the game of which
defendant knew was not played in another county to which the grand jury would
have had no right to extend its investigation, it was error to refuse to instruct
that defendaht should be acquitted unless the gambling occurred in the county
where the grand jury was sitting. Scott v. State, 72 App. 26, 160 S. W. 960.

Where, on a trial for perjury based on accused falsely testifying in a civil ac
tion between third persons that he had dug a well 54 feet deep, the evidence was

conflicting, and several witnesses testified that, if a well was left standing for
a year or more without casing, the same would run together, a charge that if
accused dug a well 54 feet deep, and it filled up or there was a reasonable doubt
thereof, accused must be acquitted, and, if employes of accused drilled a well 54
feet deep, accused was not guilty, and if he had been informed by his employes
that the well was 54 feet deep, and he believed the statement, he was not guilty,
etc., is sufflcierrt. Green v. State, 132 S. W. 806.

11. Verdict.-Applying general verdict to good assignment of perjury sustained
by evidence, see Code Cr. Proc. art. 770 and notes.

12. Judgment.-Conforming judgment to verdict on appeal, see notes under
Code Cr. Proc. art. 938.

Art. 305. [202] Not perjury, when.-A false statement made
thr?ugh inadvertence, or under agitation, or by mistake, is not
perjury. [Po C. 288.]

Inadvertence, etc.-See Davidson v. State, 22 App. 372, 3 S. W. 662, for evidence
held competent when adduced by the state, to show that the false statement was
not made through inadvertence, etc. See, also, Sisk v. State, 28 App, 432, 13 S.
W.647.

'

That a false statement was made through inadvertence or mistake or under
agitation is a matter of defense. Johnson v. State, 71 App. 428, 160' S. W. 964;
Brown v. State, 9 App. 171.

'

Evidence that defendant excused certain witnesses but afterwards told a third
person to see them and countermand the order releasing them was admissible to
show that defendant's false statement in an application for a continuance that
the witnesses were not absent by his procurement or consent was made through
mistake. Brookin v. State, 27 App. 701, 11 S. W. 645.
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Perjury cannot be predicated on an erroneous construction of a written in

strument by a witness. Schoenfeld v. State, 66 App. 103, 119 S. W. 101, 22 L. R. A.

(N. S.) 1216, 133 Am. St. Rep. 956.

Where, on a trial for perjury, accused testified that he had been sick some

time before he gave his testimony, that if he had ever received the money which
the witnesses testified he did receive, and which he denied receiving, he did not

remember it, that his memory was not good, and that it was more than four years
since the money was claimed to have been paid him, the refusal to charge the sub
stance of this article was error. Mason v. State, 67 App, 319, 122 S. W. 871.

It was proper for the court to charge the requirements of this article. Mares v:

State, 71 App. 303, 168 S. W. 1130.
In a prosecution for perjury based on a false statement, made by defendant as·

a witness before the grand jury, that he knew of no gambling, testimony of the

foreman of the grand jury that they informed defendant that they had strong
evidence that there had been gambling in which he was implicated, or of which
he knew, and that they repeatedly urged him to tell the truth and g�ve him time

to consider before signing his statement, was admissible on the issue whether de
fendant's testimony before the grand jury was deliberate, and not under agitation,.
mistake, or failure of memory. Scott v. State, 72 App. 26, 160 S. W. 960.

Instructlons.-Where intoxication at the time of the alleged false statement
was relied on as a defense, an instruction giving the provisions of this article was

sufficient, without calling special attention to his intoxicated condition. Sisk v.

State, 28 App. 432, 13 S. W. 647.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 136.

Art. 306. [203] Oath must be legally administered.-The oath
or affirmation must be administered in the manner required by
law, and by some person duly authorized to administer the same

in the matter or cause in which such oath or affirmation is taken.
[Po C. 289.]

Authority to administer oath.-Pipes v. State, 26 App. 318, 9 S. W. 614.
In order to constitute perjury, the oath must be administered by some person

authorized to administer it in the manner in which it was taken, and in the
manner required by law. State v. Powell, 28 Tex. 627; State v. Peters, 42 Tex. 7;
Stewart v. State, 6 App. 184.

Where perjury is committed before a justice of the peace, it is sufficient to
allege that he was a justice of the peace and had jurisdiction without showing his
commission or how jurisdiction attached. State v. Peters, 42 Tex. 7; Bradberry v.

State, 7 App. 376; Waters v. State, 30 App. 284, 17 S. W. 411. See also Stewart v.

State, 6 App. 184.
The foreman of 'a grand jury has authority to administer oaths to wttnessee.

appearing before that body to testify. Massie v. State, 6 App. 81.
County attorneys are authorized and qualified to administer oaths to complaints

cognizable in justice courts, and to affidavits on which to base informations in the
county courts. Bradberry v. State, 7 App, 376.

An affidavit sworn to before a county clerk to obtain a marriage license will
not support an assignment of perjury. Such an oath is extrajudicial and ex

trajudicial oaths lay no foundation tor- perjury. No oath before a person acting
in a private capacity, or having no authority to administer oaths of 'a public na

ture or to administer the oath actually taken, or before persons assuming to ad
minister justice by means of an authority seemingly colorable but in fact un

warrantable and void, can ever amount to perjury. Davidson v, State, 22 App, 372,
3 S. W. ,662; Steber v. State, 23 App, 176, 4 S. W. 880.

An oath to complaint charging one with aggravated assault can be taken by a

county attorney and comes within the statute defining perjury. Rambo v. State,
43 App. 271, 64 S. W. 1039.

Form of oath.-Where the statute has prescribed the form of the oath, and
the indictment sets out a different oath, the indictment is bad. State v. Perry. 42-
Tex. 238.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 136.
See Code Crim. Proc. art. 465.

Art. 307. [204] And about something past or present.-The
false statement must be of something past or present; oaths of
office, or any other promissory oaths, are therefore not included
in �he definition of p�rju:y, exc�pt that part of the official oath pre
scnbed by the constitution which relates to dueling. [Po C. 289.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 135.
See Code Crim. Proc. art. 465.

Art
.. 308. [205] In what sort of proceeding.-All oaths or af

firrnations le�ally taken In any stage of a judicial proceeding, civil
?r cnmmal,.m .or out o� court, or before a grand jury, are included
m the description of this offense. [Act March 15 1875 p 170' P
C. 290a.]

I ,. I 0-

-See notes under art. 304, ante.
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Judicial proceedlnqs.e=Fa.lse statement in judicial proceeding before jUrisdiction
over subject matter has attached. Anderson v. State, 24 App. 705, 7 S. W. 40; Hig
genbotham v. State, 24 App. 505, 6 S. W. 201.

Grand jury. Pipes v. State, 26 App. 318, 9 S. W. 614; Jones v. State (Cr. App.)
174 S. W. 1071.

Affidavit by third person on motion for new trial filed after time. Hernandez
v. State, 18 App. 134, 51 Am. Rep. 295.

Oral testimony before examining court. Covey v. State, 23 App, 388, 5 S. W.
283.

Swearing falsely in a civil case, in the absence of issue joined, is not perjury.
Garrett v. State, 37 App. 198, 38 S. W. 1017, 39 S. W. 108.

False testimony on a trial under a defective information is perjury. Kelley v,

State, 51 App. 507, 103 S. W. 189.
The false statement as to the property owned by him, made by one justifying as

.a cognizor in a criminal prosecution, is in a judicial proceeding, within this ar

ticle. Warren v. State, 57 App. 262, 122 S. W. 541.
False testimony by accused upon the trial of an action in justice court that he

was an infant at the time he incurred certain obligations constitutes perjury,
though the cause was continued upon the claim of plaintiff that it was surprised
by such testimony. Poulter v. State, 70 App. 197, 157 S. W. 166.

Indictment.__':Willson's Cr. Forms, 135.
See Code Crim. Proc. art. 465.

Art. 309. [206] Immaterial statement not perjury.-The state
ment of any circumstance wholly immaterial to the matter in re

spect to which the declaration is made is not perjury. [Po C. 291.]
Cited, Cordway v. State, 25 App. 405, 8 S. W. 670; Parker v. State, 25 App. 743,

9 S. W. 42; Maines v. State, 26 App. 14, 9 S. W. 51; Sisk V. State, 28 App. 432,
13 S. W. 647; Lucas v. State, 27 App. 322, 11 S. W. 443.

Materlallty.-To constitute perjury, the false statement must be material to
the issue on the trial of which the defendant was sworn. But it is not necessary
that the particular fact sworn to should be immediately material to the issue.
It must, however, have such a dIrect and immediate connection with a material
fact as to give weight to the testimony on that point. A party not only commits
perjury by swearing falsely and corruptly as to the fact which is immediately in
issue, but also by swearing falsely and corruptly as to material circumstances
tending to prove or disprove such facts. If the statement tends even circum
stantially to the proof of the issue, it will be deemed material. The true test is,
whether the statement could have properly influenced the tribunal. If it tends to
.do so, or to extenuate or increase the damage, it is material. The degree of ma

teriality is of no importance. And if it be material as to a single fact, it is suffi
cient. Davidson v. State, 22 App. 372, 3 S. W. 662; Lawrence v. State, 2 App. 479;
State v. Ltndenburg, 13 Tex. 27; Bradberry v, State, 7 App. 375; Martinez v. State,
Id. 394; Mattingly v. State, 8 App. 345; State v. Webb, 41 Tex. ,67; Donohoe v.

State, 14 App. 638; Hernandez v. State, 18 App. 134, 51 Am. Rep. 295; Williams v.

State, 28 App. 301, 12 S. W. 1103; Rahm v. State, 30 App. 310, 17 S. W. 416, 28
Am. St. Rep. 911; Agar v. State, 29 App, 605, 16 S. W. 761; Martin v. State, 33
App, 317, 26 S. W. 400; Wynne v. State, 60 App, 660, 133 S. W. 682; Frazier v •

. State, 61 App. 647, 135 S. W. 583.
Perjury may be assigned upon a false statement affecting only a collateral is

sue, as that of the credit of a witness. Washington v. State,.22 App. 26, 3 S. ·W.
228; Williams v. State, 28 App. 301, 12 S. W. 1103; McVicker v. State, 52 App.
508, 107 S. W. 834.

A witness' denial that he had been convicted 16 years before was immaterial,
as it was too remote for purposes of impeachment. Busby v. State, 48 App, 83,
"'86 S. W. 1032.

False testimony before the grand jury as to sales of liquor is not material
unless the sellers are within the classes inhibited by statute from selling. Meeks
v. State, 32 App. 420, 24 S. W. 98.

'I'he materiality of evidence before a grand jury must be measured by the sub
ject matter under investigation. If the matter being investigated is innocent of
the law, then the statement is not materially false, though untrue. Weaver v.

State, 34 App. 554, 31 S. W. 400.
Testimony ill a civil suit assigned as perjury held immaterial. Misener v.

'State, 34 App. 5S8, 31 S. W. 858.
Testimony before grand jury held material. Butler v. State, 3-6 App. 483, 37 S.

W.746.
When there is no plea of non est factum defendant's testimony that he did

.not sign the note is immaterial. Garrett v. State, 37 App, 198, 38 S. W. 1017, 39
S. W. 108. '

N. was charged with the theft of hogs belonging to R. Defendant testified
. that he saw N. driving said hogs in the county in which the theft was alleged
-to have been committed, which testimony was alleged to be false; held, this tes
timony was necessarily material. Martinez v. State, 39 App. 479, 46 S. W. 826.

Though a witness is asked about immaterial matters without objection, for the
.purpose of impeachment, perjury cannot be predicated on his answers. McAvoy
v. State, 39 App. 684, 47 S. W. 1000.

Where defendant testified that the man committing an assault was a small
man, his false denial on cross-examination that he had stated before the trial
'that the man was a large man was material George v. State, 40 App. 646, 50 S.
W. 374, 51 S. W. 378.
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Where, in a suit by accused as indorsee of a note, he claimed. and sought to

use evidence that A., from whom he procured the note, had not signed the same

. until he did so at the request of accused at the time of transfer, as a circumstance

to prove that accused was an innocent purchaser, and accused testified to such

fact solely to prove that he was an innocent purchaser, the fact as to when A.

signed the note was sufficiently material to be the subject of an assignment of

perjury. Downing v. State, 61 App. 519, 136 S. W. 471.

The testimony of accused, on his trial for unlawfully betting at a gaming bank

at the house of a third person, that he was not present at the house at the time

charged is material so as to be perjury if false. Mares v. State, 71 App. 303, 158

S. W. 1130.
Where a witness had testified falsely, before the grand jury investigating illegal

sales of liquor by a third person, that he had not secured any liquor from such

person, the possession of liquors by the accused always being. material in prosecu

tions for violation of a liquor law, such testimony was ma.tertal and supported the

conviction of perjury. Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 10n.

Indlctment.-See Code Crim. Proc. art. 465.

Evldence.-Number of witnesses and corroboration, see Code Crim. Proc. art.

806. .

The evidence should clearly show the materiality of the alleged false testimony.

Lawrence v: State, 2 App, 479; Cox v, State (Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 1067; Jones v,

State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 1071.
All the essential allegations in the indictment must be proved. Lawrence v,

State, 2 App. 479. Proof that the false testimony was admitted on the trial of

the case in which it was given, is not sufficient evidence of its materiality on a

trial for perjury. Lawrence v. State, 2 App. 479. When the perjury is assigned
upon an affidavit which the defendant signed by making his mark thereto, there

must be proof that he knew and understood the contents of such affidavit at the

time he swore thereto. Evidence held insufficient to prove such knowledge.
Hernandez v: State, 18 App, 134, 51 Am. Rep. 295. Where the perjury was com

mitted before a grand jury, it is competent to show by the records of the court,
that said court was in session, and the grand jury organized when the perjury was

committed. St. Clair v. State, 11 App. 297. The indictment alleging that the per

jury was committed upon the trial of one P., the state was properly permitted to

prove the proceedings had, and the evidence delivered by the defendant upon said

trial, for the purpose of showing that the alleged false statements were made in a.

judicial proceeding, and were material to an issue in said proceeding. Partain

v. State, 22 App. 100, 2. S. W. 854. The state was permitted, over the objection of

the defendant, to prove by the attorney of B., upon whose trial the perjury was

alleged to have been committed, his reason and purpose for placing the defendant

upon the witness stand on said trial. Held, competent evidence for the purpose
of negativing that the alleged false statements were made through inadvertence,
etc. Davidson v. State, 22 App, 372, 3 S. W. 662. Freeman v. State, 44 App. 496,
72 S. W. 1001. A judgment rendered in the judicial proceeding in which the per

jury is alleged to have been committed is admissible evidence as inducement, but

not to prove the perjury. Davidson v. State, 22 App. 372, 3 S. W. 662; Maines v.

State, 23 App. 568, 5 S. W. 123. But the record of a trial and judgment in a civil
suit in which the perjury was alleged to have been committed was held to have

been properly excluded when offered by the state, because the parties to said suit
were not the parties to the prosecution; because the action was not in rem, nor

the judgment of a public nature; and because said record and judgment were not

sought to be used by way of inducement, or to establish a collateral fact, but as

evidence to prove the alleged perjury. Hill v. State, 22 App. 579, 3 S. W. 764. See
this case for certain conversations of defendant held to be competent evidence
against him. And for other evidence held inadmissible, see Washington v, State.
23 App. 336, 5 S. W. 119; Maines v. State, 23 App. 568, 5 S. W. 123.

Fact!'! held insufficient to convict. Lawrence v. State, 2 App, 479.
Where the alleged false oath was made on habeas corpus before another judge.

the order of transfer from the judge issuing the writ is competent. Watson v,

State, 5 App. 11.
In a prosecution for perjury committed upon the trial of C. for burglary, the

state was properly permitted to prove the testimony of the accused before the

grand jury upon the investigation of the charge against C., and his subsequent
contradictory evidence on the trial of C., and his statement, respecting the induce
ments under which he testified as he did on the triaL Littlefield v. State, 24 App;
161, 5 s. W. 650.

It was not error to permit the state in a trial for perjury to read in evidence
the complaint filed in the cause upon the trial of which the perjury was alleged
to have been committed, inasmuch as such evidence was competent to prove that
the alleged false statements were made in the judicial proceeding and before the
court alleged in the indictment, but, having admitted such evidence, the trial court,
in its charge, should have limited its effect to such purpose only. Higgenbotham
v. State, 24 App. 505, 6 S. W. 201. .

.

The indictment charges that the perjury was committed upon the trial of M.
and .T. for the murder of J. J. The state introduced in evidence a separate judg
ment rendered against J., to which the defense .objected upon the ground that it
did not appear from that judgment that M. and J. were jointly tried, but that J.
was tried alone. As matter of fact, M. and J. were jointly placed upon trial, and
when the state closed its evidence the court directed the acquittal of .T., and the
trial of M. was proceeded with, the consequence being the return of two verdicts
and the rendition of two judgments in the case. The statement of defendant as

signed as perjury, was made during the progress of the jOint trial. Held, that the
judgment against J. was properly admitted in evidence. Kitchen·v. State. 26 App.
165. 9 S. W. 46L
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The record of the proceedings upon the trial in which the perjury was alleged
to have been committed was prolPerly admitted in evidence as matter of induce

ment, and to support the allegation in the indictment that the perjury was com

mitted upon the said trial. Kitchen v. State, 26 App. 169, 9 S. W. 461.

The state introduced in evidence, over objection of the defendant, an indict
ment charging him with the murder of J. J.-the offense involved in the trial

upon which the perjury is alleged to have been committed-and adduced oral

proof that M., one of the defendants in the said tri::l, was. a witness against him.

Held, that the evidence was competent to show motive. KItchen v. State, 26 App.
165, 9 S. W. 461.

Evidence that the oath was administered by another person than the one named

in the indictment is admissible. Jefferson v. State (Cr. App.) 29 s. W. 1090.
Evidence held to show that false testimony of accused before grand jury in

vestigating illegal sales of liquor was on a material point. Jones v. State (Cr.
App.) 174 S. W. 1071.

See, also, Maines v. State, 26 App, 14, 9 S. W. 51; Kitcken v. State, 29 App. 45,
14 S. W. 392; Brooks v. State, 29 App. 582, 16 S. W. 542; Waters v. State, 30

App. 284, 17 S. W. 411; Aguierre v. State, 31 App, 519, 21 S. W. 256; Shely v. State,_
35 App. 190, 32 S. W. 901; Rogers v. State, 35 App. 221, 32 S. W. 1044.

Questions for jury.-The materiality of testimony assigned as perjury is a ques
tion of law. Foster v. State, 32 App. 39, 22 S. W. 21; Davidson v. State, 22 App.
372, 3 S. W. 662; Donohoe v. State, 14 App. 638; Washington v. State, 23 App.
336, 5 S. W. 119; Smith v. State, 27 App. 50, 10 S. W. 7·51; Jackson v. State, 15

App. 579; Scott v. State, 35 App. 11, 29 S. W. 274; Luna v. State, 44 App. 482, 72
S. W. 378; Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 1071.

Like any other question of law, the question of materiality may be so mingled
with the facts that the court should submit it, with proper instructions upon the
law, to the jury. Foster v. State, 32 App, 39, 22 S. W. 2C1; Washington v. State,
23 App. 336, 5 S. W. 119.

Submission of materiality of testimony to jury held not prejudicial. Mont

gomery v. State (Cr. App.) 40 s. W. 805.
Instructlons.-Number of witnesses and corroboration, see Code Crim. Proc.

arts. 805, 806.
Limitation of evidence to specific purpose for which admitted. Davidson v.

State, 22 App. 372, 3 S. W. 662; Maines v. State, 23 App, 568, 3 S. W. 123; Kitchen
v. State, 26 App, 169, 9 S. W. 461; Washington v. State, 23 App. 336, 5 S. W. 119;
Littlefield. v. State, 24 App, 167, 5 S. W. 650; Higgenbotham v. State, 24 App, 505,
6 S. W. 201; Brown. v. State, 24 App. 170, 5 S. W. 685; Foster v. State, 32 App,
39, 22 S. W. 21.

Where there are several assignments of perjury the charge of the court should
be confined to. those that are made upon material matter. Donohoe v. State, 14
App. 638; Sisk v. State, 28 App, 432, 13 S. W. 647.

An instruction that the jury should acquit if they had a reasonable doubt wheth
er defendant's statement was true or false, was not prejudicial to defendant, and
he could not complain that the verdict was contrary to the charge as the error in
the charge was against the state. Kitchen v. State, 26 App. 165, 9 S. W. 461.

It is not essential to charge that the statement assigned as perjury must relate
to a past or present event, where the indictment shows that it related to a past
event. Kitchen v. State, 26 App. 169, 9 S. W. 461.

.

The court properly told the jury that the statement assigned as perjury was
material. Scott v. State, 35 App. 11, 29 S. W. 274.

Art. 310. [207] Punishment.-The crime of perjury, except
as in cases provided for in article 311 of the Penal Code, shall be
punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for a term not more

than ten years nor less than two years. [Po C. 292, amended 1897,
p. 146.]

Cited, Smith V. State (<7. App.) 64 S. W. 838; Murff v, State (Cr. App.) 172
S. W. 238.

Art. 311. [208] Perjury in capital case.-When the perjury is
committed on a trial of a capital felony, and the. person guilty of
such perjury has, on the trial of such felony, sworn falsely to a

material fact tending to produce conviction; and the person so
accused of the capital felony is convicted and suffers the penalty
of death, the punishment of the perjury so committed shall be
death. [Po C. 293.]

Cited, Murff v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 238.

Competency of witness.-Infant under seven years of age held a competent wit
ness. Smith v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 838.
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CHAPTER TWO

OF FALSE SWEARING
Art.
312. "False swearing," definition of.
313. Past or present.
314. Officer falsely reporting collections

of public moneys.
315. False swearing in relation to quar

antine matters.
316. Witness before grand jury divulg

ing proceedings, etc.

Art.
317. False swearing to enlistment pa

per.
317a. False swearing by applicant or

witness in pension proceedings.
317b. False swearing by school census

trustee.

Article 312. [209] "False swearing," definition of.-If any per
son shall deliberately and wilfully, under oath or affirmation legal
ly administered, make a false statement by a voluntary declara
tion or affidavit, which is not required by law or made in the course

of a judicial proceeding, he is guilty of false swearing, and shall be

punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than two

nor more than five years.
1. Accompnce.
8. Indictment.
9. Evidence.

10. Limiting evidence.
11. Instructions.

1. Validity of article.
2. Repeal.
3. Elements of offense.
4. Perjury distinguished.
5. Authority to administer oath.
6. Form of oath.

1. Validity of artlcle.-This article is not invalid under Const., art. 1, § 5, re

quiring oaths and affirmations to be taken subject to the pains and penalties of

perjury, as that section applies only to witnesses while giving evidence. Camp
bell v. State, 43 App. 602, 68 S. W. 513.

2. Repeal.-:-This article was not repealed by Rev. St. art. 3 (Vernon's Sayles'
Civ. St. 1914, art. 9) requiring oaths and affirmations to be taken subject to the

pains and penalties of perjury. Campbell v. State, 43 .App. 602, 68 S. W. 513.

3. Elements of offense.-Any false oath as to something past or present is
false swearing without regard to its materiality. Wilson v: State, 49 App. 496,
93 S. W. 647.

If any person deliberately and willfully, under oath legally administered, makes
a false statement by a voluntary declaration on affidavit not required by law, he is

guilty of false swearing, but such a statement, made through inadvertence or un

der agitation or by mistake, does not constitute false swearing; the expressions
"deliberately" and "willfully" meaning "made after meditation and with an evil
intent." Welch v. State, 71 App. 17, 157 S. W. 946.

4. Perjury dlstlngulshed.-If the false statement be made under oath, legally
administered, in or out of court, under circumstances which make it necessary
for the ends of public justice, and during any stage of a judicial proceeding it can

not be false swearing but may be perjury. Thus a false statement in a com

plaint before a magistrate initiating a criminal prosecution is not false swearing
but may be perjury. Langford v. State, 9 App, 283.

An affidavit made before a clerk of a county court to obtain a marriage license
would be false swearing, not perjury. Steber v. State, 23 App. 176, 4 S. W. 880;
Davidson v. State, 22 App. 372, 3 S. W. 662.

The verdict convicted of false swearing. The judgment declared for perjury as

charged in the indictment. Perjury and false swearing are distinct offenses, and
this conviction can not stand. O'Bryan v. State, 27 App. 339, 11 S. W. 443. On
distinction between the offenses, see Woodson v. State, 24 App. 153, 6 S. W. 184.

The affidavit of a public school teacher to the voucher or check for his pay,
such as is contemplated by Rev. St. 1895, art. 3962, is one required by law, and a

false affidavit is perjury and not false swearing. O'Bryan v: State, 27 App, 339,
11 S. W. 443.

A false statement as to the property owned by him, made by one justifying as

cognizor in a criminal prosecution, is perjury, rather than false swearing. War
ren v. State, 57 App, 262, 122 S. W. 541.

5. Authority to administer oath.-Under Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St., 1914, art.
13, any affidavit taken within the state may be made before a county judge with
in his county. O'Bryan v. State, 27 App. 339, 11 S. W. 443.

.

The power to administer oaths and affidavits generally appertains to the office
of county clerk, and belongs to his official duties, and his deputy, in this regard.
has such power and authority as he can exercise. Harkreader v. State, 35 App,
243, 33 S. W. 117, 60 Am. St. Rep. 40.

A minor is eligible to the office of deputy county clerk, and, as such may ad
minister an oath to an applicant for a marriage license. Harkreaden v. State, 35
App. 243, 33 S. W. 117. 60 Am. St. Rep. 40; Mahon v. State, 46 App, 234. 79 S. W. 28.

A notary has authority to swear persons, whether to necessary affidavits re

quired by law, or those which are voluntary, and therefore could swear a chattel
mortgagor to an affidavit than he was the owner of the property. and that it was
not incumbered. Campbell v. State, 43 App, 602, 68 S. W. 513.

A false affidavit signed by P. as "Justice of the Peace and Ex Officio Notary
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Public," did not show on its face that it was not taken before an officer author
ized to administer oaths. Wilson v. State, 49 App. 496, 93 S. W. 547.

6. Form of oath.-An objection that the particular form of oath required by
statute was not administered cannot be considered on appeal where it was not
raised in the trial court, especially where the officer testified that he swore de
fendant to the affidavit, and that defendant signed it. Adams v. State, 49 App.
361, 91 S. W. 225.

7. Accomp,lice.-See notes under art. 79.

8. Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 109, 110, 141, 142, 144.
See Code Crim. Proc. art. 465.
An indictment, whether good or bad as a pleading, which unmistakably describes

every element of false swearing as defined by this article, is a charge of crime,
within Const. U. S. art. 4, § 2, cl. 2, regulating extradition. Pierce v. Creecy, 28
S. Ct. 714, 210 U. S. 387, 52 L. Ed. 1113.

9. Evidence.-Number of witnesses and corroboration, see Code Crim. Proc.
arts. 805, 806.

In a prosecution for false swearing, the alleged false statement being that the
mother of an intended bride was willing for her to marry a certain person, it was

held to be irrelevant and incompetent testimony for the state to prove that an

other person than the said mother, wit.h whom said intended bride lived, did not

give his consent to said marriage. Steber v. State, 23 App, 176, 4 S. W. 880.
On a trial for false swearing before a justice of the peace he was properly per

mitted to testify that he was a justice and administered the oath. Woodson v.

State, 24 App. 153, 6 S. W. 184.
On a trial for swearing falsely on an application for a marriage license that the

girl was of age and that no legal objections existed to the marriage, evidence that
her parents objected, if not material, was at least not prejudicial: Harkreader v.

State, 35 App. 243, 33 S. W. 117, 60 Am. St. Rep. 40.
Evidence that defendant pending the engagement but not during the month

preceding the making of the affidavit, had given the girl presents which she re

tained with the knowledge and consent of her parents, was not admissible to show
the parent's consent to the marriage. Harkreader v, State, 35 App. 243, 33 S. W.
117, 60 Am. St. Rep. 40.

The deputation showing the appointment of a deputy clerk was admissible on

a trial for false swearing before him, though he could have sworn that he was

such deputy clerk. Mahon v. State, 46 App. 234, 79 S. W. 28.
On a trial for false swearing to obtain a marriage license, where the identity of

the person making the affidavit was in issue, and it appeared that the license was

delivered to such person and was subsequently received by a clergyman from de
fendant, the license was admissible. Mahon v. State, 46 App. 234, 79 S. W. 28.

In a prosecution for false swearing to an affidavit made to the claim agent of a

railroad on which defendant claimed to have been injured while an employe, the
affidavit, with the proof as to its execution and defendant's signature and oath
thereto, without proof by the attesting witness, was admissible; and defendant's
deposition in a civil case in another district court, proved up by the officer before
whom it was taken, was also admissible. Urben v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W.
514.

Evidence held to sustain a conviction for false swearing as to the girl's age to
obtain a marriage Iicense. Wilson v. State, 49 App, 496, 93 S. W. 547.

10. Limiting evidence.-On a trial for false swearing to obtain a marriage li
cense where the license was only admissible on the question of identity but 'could
have been considered for other purposes, the court should have limited the jury's
consideration thereof to the question of identity. Mahon v. State, 46 App. 234,
79 S. W. 28.

11. Instructions.-It was error not to define the terms "deliberately" and "will
fully." Knight v. State, 71 App. 36, 158 S. W. 543; Steber v. State, '23 App. 176,
4 S. W. 880; Mahon v. State, 46 App. 234, 79 S. W. 28; Holt v. State, 48 App. 559,
89 S. W. 838.

Notwithstanding the failure to define such terms, the charge was substantially
correct where it was not excepted to and the omission in view of the facts could
not have reasonably caused injury, especially where it was practically covered by
a special instruction. Woodson v. State, 24 App. 153; 6 S. W. 184.

It was reversible error to refuse to charge as requested that if defendant be
lieved the matter stated in his false affidavit made to obtain a marriage license, to
be true, he would not be guilty. Aguierre v. State, 31 App. 519, 21 S. W. 256.

Instruction as to defendant's lack of knowledge of certain contents of affidavit
held erroneously refused under the evidence and not sufficiently covered by instruc
tion given. Porter v. State, 48 App, 301, 88 S. W. 359.

Where an indictment assigned false swearing in that an affidavit for a marriage
license alleged as true three different facts all of which were false, an instruc
tion submitting all of such predicates in solido was not error. Adams v. State, 49
App. 361, 91 S. W. 225.

In a prosecution for falsely swearing, in an affidavit to procure a marriage 11-
cense, that the woman was 18 years of age, accused testified that they did not:
have any conversation about procuring the license, but that the license clerk asked
whom the license was for, and he said for himself; and in answer to a question
whether he was 21 years of age said, "I look like it, don't I?" and also stated that
he would not swear to the girl's age, not knowing it, and was asked, "How old
would you take her to be?" and he said, "I don't know, 20 to 23 years of age," and
that the clerk made out the license and told him to sign his name, and that accus
ed swore that the statement was true "to the best of his knowledge." Held, that
the evidence raised the issue of mistake in swearing as to the girl's age so as to
require an instruction thereon. Knight v. State, 71 App, 36, 158 S. W. 543.

In a prosecution for false swearing, where the court, in reference to the oath
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made by defendant, charged that the alleged false statements must have been made

by defendant of his own free will and accord, and that to warrant a conviction it

was necessary that the state prove that the affidavit was voluntarily made, suffi

ciently defined the word "voluntarily," and defendant's requested addition "unre

strained by external interference, force, or influence, and not prompted or suggest

ed by another," was properly refused. Urben v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 514.

Art. 313. [210] Past or present.-The false swearing must,
as in regard to perjury, be relative to something past or present.

Art. 314. [211] Officer falsely reporting collection of public
moneys.-If any officer of this state, or of any district or county
thereof, who is charged by law with the duty of receiving or col

lecting public moneys, other than taxes, for the use of the state or

counties, and reporting the same, under oath, to the district, county
or commissioners' court of any county, shall falsely report the
amount of such collections, or any part thereof, he shall be deemed

guilty of false swearing, and, upon conviction, shall be punished
as prescribed in article 209. [Act May 1, 1874, pp. 182-3.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 143.

Art. 315. [212] False swearing in relation to quarantine mat

ters.-Any p�rson suspected of violating any quarantine law or

regulation, and who, upon being sworn by anyone authorized to

administer an oath by the provisions of any law of this state, shall

knowingly swear falsely about any matter concerning which the

quarantine laws and regulations permit examination, shall be
deemed guilty of false swearing, and shall, on conviction in a court

of competent jurisdiction, be punished by imprisonment in the

penitentiary not less than two nor more than five years. [Act
March 21, 1883, p. 27.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms" 144.

Art. 316. [213] Witness before grand jury divulging proceed
ings, etc.-Any grand juror, or any person who shall appear before

any grand jury in this state, and who, after being sworn according
to law as a witness before said grand jury, shall afterwards di

vulge, either by word or sign, any matter about which said witness

may have been interrogated, or any proceeding or fact said wit
ness may have learned by reason of being said witness, shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be fined
in any sum not less than one hundred nor more than one thousand
dollars, and may be in addition thereto imprisoned in the county
jail not exceeding six months; provided, this act shall not apply
to persons required to testify to any of the aforesaid matters be
fore a judicial tribunal. [Act April 4, 1887, p. 131.]

Elements of Offense.-It is not essential that the offense should be committed in

tentionally and willfully, and unless defendant was so under the inft.uence of mor

phine that he did not know right from wrong, he was guilty. Higdon v. State, 46
App, 198, 79 S. W. 546.

When Disclosure Permltted.-It is the declared policy of the law to make secret
all proceedings before the grand jury except as provided in Code Cr. Proc. art. 416,
authorizing a disclosure when the truth or falsity of evidence given in the grand
jury room in a c,riminal case is under investigation. Gutgesell v. State (Cr. App.)
43 S. W. 1016; Hmes v. State, 37 App, 339, 39 S. W. 935; Christian v. State, 40 App.
669" 51 S. W. 903.

Persons compelled to testlfy.-Where a witness before the grand jury, who
co�ld haye �een compelled to te.sUfy against himself in gambling cases, does testify,
thIS,. while It may exonera�e him from punishment in a gaming matter pertaining
to himselr, does not author-Ize or permit him to divulge any matter occurring before
the grand jury. Misso v. State, 61 App, 241, 135 S. W. 1173.

Indl?tment:-An indictmen,� reciting that defendant' was interrogated by the
grand J�ry WIth reference to unlawful card playing," and charging that he after
wards disclosed what he had testified, was good whether' the matter about which
he was interrogated related to a direct violation of law or not. Misso v. State, 61
App. 241, 135 S. W. 1173.

Instructions,-:-An instruction defining the offense in the language of the statute
was proper. HIgdon v. State, 46 App, 198, 79 S. W. 546. An instruction to find
defendant guilty if .he dlsclosed the

..

matter about which he had been interrogated
was not on �e weight of the t�stImony. Id. The failure of such Instructton to
state the particulars of the testimony could not be compla.Ined of in the absence
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Chap. 2) OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC JUSTICE Art. 317b

of a request for a more specific instruction. Id. If the matter inquired about could
not have been of a criminal nature defendant should have requested an instruction
to acquit. Id.

Art. 317 .. False swearing to enlistment paper.-Every person
who enlists or re-enlists in the active militia of this state shall

sign and make oath to an enlistment paper, which shall be filed in
the office of the adjutant general. Such oath shall be taken and
subscribed to before a field officer, or the commanding officer of a

signal corps, troop, battery or company, who are hereby authorized
to administer such oaths; and such oaths may be taken before any
officer authorized by the laws of this state to administer oaths.
A person making a false oath to any statement contained in such
enlistment paper shall, upon conviction, be deemed guilty of false
swearing and punished accordingly. [Act 1905, p. 179.]

Art. 317a. False swearing by applicant or witness in pension
proceedings.-Any applicant for a pension under the provisions of
this Act, [Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, Arts. 6267-6268, 6272,
6279] or any witness testifying under any of the provisions of this
Act in regard to the service upon which such claim for pension is
based or in regard to the property, effects or income of the ap
plicant who shall wilfully make any false statements in regard
thereto shall be deemed guilty of false swearing and upon convic
tion thereof shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary
for not less than two nor more than five years. [Act 1913, p. 285,
ch. 141, § 7.]

Art. 317b. False swearing by school census trustee.-The cen

sus trustee shall arrange the forms for white and colored children
separately in alphabetical order, according to the family name of
the children reported thereon. He shall also make, on a prescribed
form, separate census rolls for the white and colored children of
his district, showing the name, age, sex and color of each child,
and the name of the parent, guardian or person having control of
said children by whom it is reported. He shall also make a sum

mary of his rolls showing the number of children of each. race

that will be of the different ages over seven and under seven

teen on the' first day of next September, which shall continue to be
the scholastic age, as is now provided by law, he shall make oath
to his rolls and summaries, and to the faithful and accurate dis
charge of his duties, 'deliver the rolls, together with the forms ar

ranged in alphabetical order, to the county superintendent on or

before June first next after his appointment. .

Any census trustee who shall wilfully fail or refuse to obtain
the necessary information in regard to any child which will be
over seven and under seventeen years of age on the first day of
September next thereafter, or who shall willfully fail or refuse to
include any child within said ages in his .rolls, or shall wilfully
make any false report, roll or summary, shall be guilty of false
swearing, and shall be punished as prescribed by law for that
offense. And if the county superintendent finds or believes that
any census trustee has violated any duty required under this act,
such county superintendent shall report said census trustee to
the grand jury of the county at its next session after discovering
such breach of duty. [Act 1897, S. S., eh. 16, repealed; Aet 1905,
p. 285, eh. 124, § 89.]-

Explanatory.-The above provision was omitted from the revised Penal Code,
and is included in this compilation as art. 317b, in view of the decision in Berry
v. State (Cr. App.) 156 S. W. 626.
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CHAPTER THREE

OF SUBORNATION OF PERJURY AND FALSE SWEARING
Art. Art.
318. Subornation of perjury, or false 319. Attempt at subornation of perjury.

swearing.

Article 318. [214] Subornation of perjury, or false swearing.
-If any person shall designedly induce another to commit perjury
or false swearing, he shall be punished as if he had himself com

mitted the crime.
Acts constituting another offense.-That the acts making one an accessory to

a homicide also constituted subornation of perjury did not prevent his prosecution
as an accessory. Blakely v. State, 24 App. 616, 7 S. W. 233, 5 Am. St. Rep. 912.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 139, 145.

Art. 319. [215] Attempt at subornation of perjury.-If any

person shall, by any means whatever, corruptly attempt to induce
another to commit the offense of perjury or false swearing, he shall
be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than two

nor more than five years.
See Watson v. State, 5 App. 11.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 140, 146.

CHAPTER FOUR

OFFENSES RELATING TO THE ARREST AND CUSTODY
OF PRISONERS [AND TO THE ADMINISTRA

TION OF THE LAWS]
Unlawful assemblies, riots, etc., see post, arts. 437-444, 452--459.

Art.
320. Officer Wilfully permitting escape

in capital cases.

321. Same in ordinary felonies.
322. Same in misdemeanors.
323. Negligently permitting escape in

capital cases.

324. Same in ordinary felonies.
325. Same in misdemeanors.
326. Officer refusing to arrest in felo

nies.
327. Same in cases of misdemeanor.
328. Private person appointed to exe

cute same as. officer.
329. Conveying arms, disguises, etc.,

into jail to aid felon.
330. Same in misdemeanor.
331. Breaking into jail to rescue pris

oner.

332. Aiding prisoner charged with fel
ony to escape from officer.

333. Same in case of misdemeanor.
334. Assisting inmate of state institu

tion for correction of juveniles
to escape.

334a. Persuading inmate from Girls'
Training School.

335. Telegraph operator divulging pro
cess.

Art.
336. Preventing execution of civil pro

cess.

337. Offenses complete without actual
escape.

338. County convict escaping from em-

ployer.
339. Person resisting officer in felony.
340. Same in misdemeanor.
341. Same in civil cases.

342. Resisting officers of improvement
district.

342a. Unlawful construction of levee im-
provements.

342b. Same; purpose and scope of act.
342c. Same; repeal.
342d. Resisting officers of drainage dis

trict.
343. Resisting navigation and canal

commissioners and engineers.
343a. Resisting officers of irrigation dis-

trict.
344. Accused resisting process.
345. Process must be legal.
346. "Accusation" defined.
347. "Legally confined in jail" defined.
348. "Jail" defined.
349. "Officer" defined.
350. "Arms" defined.
351. Refusing to aid officer.

!,-�icle 320. [216] Officer in charge of prisoner wilfully per
mrttmg escape in capital case.-Any officer, jailer or guard, having
the legal custody of any person accused or convicted of a capital
offense, who wilfully permits such person to escape, or to be
rescued, shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary not
less than two nor more than ten years. [Po C. 312.]

See c. C. P. art. 470, and notes.

Escape pending appeal.-8ee, Loyd v. State. 19 App. 131.
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Chap. 4) OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC JUSTICE Art. 325

Elements of offense.-Voluntary and negligent escapes are made by the statute

distinct offenses with different punishments. The former may be a felony. the
latter can only be a misdemeanor. State v. Dorsett, 21 Tex. 656.

Defenses.-On' the trial of a constable for permitting the escape of one in his
custody by virtue of his offlcial authority, it is immaterial whether the arrest and
custody were legal or 'illegal. Moseley v. State, 25 App. 515, 8 S. W. 652.

Indlctment.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 147.
The indictment must charge that the defendant did willfully permit the escape,

Barthelow v. State, 26 Tex. 175. Willfully and negligently permitting an escape
are distinct offenses, and an indictment which in the same count alleges that the
defendant "did willfully and negligently" permit the escape is duplicitous and bad.
State v. Dorsett, 21 Tex. 656. The indictment need not sHow that the arrest and
custody of the escaped prisoner were legal, nor that any accusation had been legally
made against him, nor the particulars of the crime he had committed or was charg
ed with committing. State v. Hedrick; 35 Tex. 485.

Evidence.-See Martin v. State, 25 App, 557, 8 S. W. 682.

Art. 321. [217] In felonies.-Any officer, jailer or guard, who
has the legal custody of any person accused or convicted of a felony
less than capital, who wilfully permits such person to escape, or

to be rescued, shall be punished by imprisonment in the peniten
tiary for a term not less than two and not exceeding five years.
[Po C. 313.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 147.

Art. 322. [218] In misdemeanors.-Any officer, jailer or guard,
having the legal custody of a person accused or convicted of a

misdemeanor, who wilfully permits such person to escape, or to

be rescued, shall be fined not exceeding one thousand dollars. [Po
C.314.]

Effect of unauthorized release of prlsoner.-See notes under Code Cr. Proc.,
art. 879.

Elements of offense.-A sheriff who permits a person convicted of misdemeanor
to go at large, when such prisoner has been committed to jail until the fine and
costs are paid, is guilty of permitting such prisoner to escape. Luckey v. State, 14
Tex. 400. The escape must be permitted knowingly and intentionally by the offi
cer, and such knowledge and intention must appear satisfactory from the evidence.
Barthelow V. State, 26 Tex. 175.

Indlctment.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 147. See art. 320.

Art. 323. [219] Negligently permitting escape in capital case.

-Any officer, jailer or guard, who has the legal custody of a per
son accused or convicted of a capital offense, and who negligently
permits such person to escape or to be rescued, shall be punished
by a fine not exceeding two thousand dollars. [Po C. 315.]

Jurisdiction.-Under the constitutional provision giving the district court juris
diction of misdemeanors involving official misconduct, the district court has juris
diction of a prosecution for negligently permitting the escape of one accused or
convicted of a capital offense. Hatch v. State, 10 App. 515. But see Watson V.

State, 9 App. 212.
Indictment.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 147. See art. 320.
The indictment need not show that the arrest and custody of the escaped pris

oner were legal nor that any accusation had been legally made against him nor the
particulars of the crime he had committed or was charged with committing. State
v. Hedrick, 35 Tex. 485.

Evidence.-The escape must be permitted knowingly and intentionally by the
officer, and such knowledge and intention must appear satisfactorily from the evi
dence. Barthelow V. State, 26 Tex. 175.

Art. 324. [220] In felonies.-Any officer, jailer or guard, who
has the legal custody of a person accused or convicted of a felony
less than capital, and who negligently permits such person to es

cape or to be rescued. shall be punished by fine not exceeding one

thousand dollars. [Po C. 316.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms" 147. See art. 320.

Art. 325. [221] In misdemeanors.-Any officer, jailer or guard,
who has the legal custody of a person accused or convicted of a

misdemeanor, and who negligently permits such person to escape
or to be rescued, shall be punished by fine not exceeding five hun
dred dollars. [Po C. 317.]

Indlctment.-Willson's 'Cr, Forms, 147. Art. 320.
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Art. 326. [222] Officer refusing to arrest or receive in felony.
-Any sheriff or other officer, who wilfully refuses or fails from

neglect to execute any lawful process in his hands requiring the

arrest of a person accused of felony, whereby such person escapes,
or wilfully refuses to receive in a j ail under hi� charge, or to. r�ceive
into his custody, any person lawfully committed to such jail and

ordered to be confined therein on an accusation of felony, or law

fully committed to his custody on such accusation, shall be fined

not exceeding two thousand dollars. [Act Feb. 11, 1860, p. 96;
P. C. 318.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 148, 149.

Art. 327. [223] Same in cases of misdemeanor.-Any sheriff

or other officer, who wilfully refuses or fails from neglect to ex

ecute any lawful process in his hands requiring the arrest of a

person accused of a misdemeanor, whereby the accused escapes, or

who wilfully refuses to receive into a jail under his charge, or to

receive in his custody any person lawfully committed to such jail
on an accusation of misdemeanor, or lawfully committed to his

custody on such accusation, shall be punished by fine not exceed

ing five hundred dollars. [Act Feb. 11, 1860, p. 96; P. C. 319.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 148, 149.

Art. 328. [224] Private person appointed to execute, same as

officer.-I£ any private person, appointed with his own consent to

execute a warrant of arrest, shall be guilty of anyone of the of
fenses heretofore enumerated in this chapter, he shall be punished
in the same manner as an officer in a like case. [P. C. 320.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 150.

Art. 329. [225] Conveying arms, disguises, etc., into jail to

aid felon.e--H any person shall convey, or cause to be conveyed,
into any jail, any disguise, instrument, arms, or any other thing
useful to aid any prisoner in escaping, with intent to facilitate the

escape of a prisoner lawfully detained in such jail, on an accusa

tion of felony, or shall, in any other manner calculated to effect the
object, aid in the escape of a prisoner legally confined in jail, he
shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary not less
than two nor more than five years. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 162;
P. C. 321.]

Substantive offense.-This offense is a substantive one, and the culpability of the

party charged therewith is in no wise dependent upon, or affected by, the guilt or

innocence of the succored prisoner. Peeler v. State, 3 App. 533.

Counsel and advlce.-The aid conveyed must be physical. Counsel and advice
will not constitute the aid intended by the statute. White v. State, 13 Tex. 133.

Persons liable.-Articles 86 and 87, relating to accessories, are not applicable in
a prosecution for this offense and afford no immunity to the relatives of the pris
oners who violate this article. Peeler v. State, 3 App. 533.

Jall.-See art. 348, and notes.
Indlctment.-See Willson's !Cr. Forms, 151.
If the defendant is indicted for aiding in the escape of a prisoner, he can not

be convicted under such indictment, upon proof that the prisoner was in his cus

tody, and that he negligently or Willfully permitted him to escape. White v. State,
13 Tex. 133.

The indictment must allege that the acts done by the defendant were done for
the purpose and with the intent to aid the prisoner to escape. Jenkins v . State, 49
App. 470, 93 S. W. 554. .

The word "furnish" is not equivalent to the word "convey," and an indictment
which employs the former and not the latter word charges no offense. Francis v.

State, 21 Tex. 280.
See this case for a sufficient but inartistic indictment. Clayton v. State, 4 App. 515.
An indictment which fails to allege that accused did the acts complained of with

intent to aid in the escape of a prisoner lawfully confined in jail is fatally bad.
Jenkins v. State, 49 App. 470, 93 S. W. 554.

Evidence.-Declarations of accomplice, see notes under Code Cr. Proc. art. 783.
Evidence held insufficient. Poncio v. State, 28 App. 104, 12 S. W. 413.
The admission of evidence that defendant for four months was confined for a.

felony in the same jail with prisoners whose escape he aided, held not injurious to
defendant. Watson v. State, 32 App, 80, 22 S. W. 46.

Corroboratlon.-Escaped prisoner as accomplice, see notes under Code Cr Proc.
art. 801.

• "
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Art. 330. [226] Same in misdemeanor.-If any person shall,
by any of the means contemplated in the preceding article, aid in
the escape of a person legally confined in jail upon an accusation
for a misdemeanor, he shall be fined not exceeding five hundred
dollars. [Po C. 323.]

Post" art. 337.

Indictment.-See Willson's Fonns"151.

Art. 331. [227] Breaking into jail to rescue prisoner.-If any
person shall break into any jail for the purpose of effecting the
rescue or escape of a prisoner therein confined, or fot the purpose
of aiding in the escape of any prisoner so confined, he shall be pun
ished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for a term not less than
two nor more than six years. [P. C. 322, 324.]

Post, art. 337.

Elements of offense.-Where defendant, in company with others, entered' the

jail at night by unbolting unlocked doors, covered the jailer with firearms, and

compelled him to open the prison cells, there was a sufficient breaking. Wil
liams V. State, 24 App. 17, 5 S. W. 655.

It is not necessary to show that the prisoner was legally confined. Starks V.

State, 38 App, 233, 42 S. W. 379.

What' constitutes jall.-See art. 348, and notes.

Burglary.-lt is not burglary to break into a jail and release prisoners, and a

case of burglary cannot be charged in an indictment under this artiole. Kipper
V. State, 42 App. 613, 62 S. W. 421, 422.

Indlctment.--iSee Willson's Cr. Forms 152.
See notes under art. 329.
Indictment held sufficient. Williams V. State, 24 App. 17, 5 S. W. 655; Starks v.

State, 38 App. 233, 42 S. W. 379.
In an indictment it is not necessary to charge that the breaking was done

willfully and by force, such words not occurring in the statute. Loggins V. State,
32 App, 358, 24 S. W. 408.

Evidence.-Proof of ordinances, see notes on documentary evidence under Code
Cr. Proc., art. 783.

For evidence insufficient to sustain conviction, see Gillian V. State, 3 App. 132.
Evidence held sufficient. Williams V. State, 24 App, 17, 5 S. W. 655.
Post,' art. 337.

Art. 332. [228] Aiding prisoner charged with felony to es

cap� from officer.-If any person shall wilfully aid in the escape of
a prisoner from the custody of an officer, by whom he is legally
held in custody on an accusation of felony, by doing any act cal
culated to effect that object, he shall be punished by imprisonment
in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than seven years;
and if, in aiding in the escape, he shall make use of arms, he shall
be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for a term not
less than two nor more than ten years. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p.
162; P. C. 325.]

Indictment.-See Willson's Cr. Fonns, 154. See, post, art. 337.
An indictment which in its charging part merely copies the language of this

article, is not sufficient. Thus, an indictment which alleged that the defendant
"did unlawfully make an assault upon one H., and did then and there and there
by, wilfully aid in the escape of one K., from the custody of said H., the said
H. being then and there the sheriff of T. county, state of Texas, and the said
K. being then and there a prisoner, and then and there legally held in custody by
the said H., sheriff, on an accusation for a felony, to wit, the theft of three
steers," etc., was held to be insufficient. It should have, alleged that the defend
ant, knowing that the sheriff had the custody of a prisoner, and with the intent
to aid in the escape of satd prisoner, did willfully make an assault upon the
sheriff, describing the character of the assault, and that the assault so made was

calculated to effect the escape of the prisoner. Vaughn V. State, 9 App, 563.

Art. 333. [229] Same; 'aid iri case of misdemeanor.-If any
person shall wilfully aid a prisoner to escape from the custody of
an officer by whom he is legally detained in custody after convic
tion of a misdemeanor, or while being so detained in custody on

an accusation for misdemeanor, by doing an act calculated ·to effect
that object, he shall be punished by fine not exceeding five hundred
dollars; and if, in aiding in the escape, he shall make use of arms,
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he shall be punished by fine not exceeding one thousand dollars.

(P. C. 326; amended Act 1905, p. 377.]
Post, art. 337, 346.

Attempts.-An attempt to aid a prisoner to escape is no offense. Blanchette v.

State, 58 App. 180, 125 S. W. 26.

Aiding convict.-A person who aids a convict to escape is not punishable un

der this article. It applies to a case where one aids one accused of crime to es

cape before he is convicted. Brannan v. State, 44 App, 399, 72 S. W. 184.

Indictment.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 153.

Art. 334. [230] Assisting inmate of state institution fOf. COf

rection of. juveniles to escape.-An� person wh? s�all .knowIngly
assist any inmate lawfully confined In the state mst1�utlOn for the

training of juveniles to escape, or who shall knowingly conceal
such inmate, or advise or abet the escape of such inmate, or who
shall furnish such inmate with money, arms, or any character of
means to escape, with the purpose of facilitating the escape of such
inmate, shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction
thereof, shall be confined in the penitentiary for a. term of not less
than two nor more than five years. [0. C.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 155.

Art. 334a. Persuading inmate from Girls' Training School.
Any person who shall persuade, coerce, employ or induce in any
manner any girl who has been committed to the Girls' Training
School from such institution or from any home selected by the

persons herein [Arts. 5234b-5234i, Vernons' Sayles' Civ. St. 1914]
empowered to make such selection, without the knowledge and
consent of such persons, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and

upon conviction shall be fined in' any sum not less than $100.00,
and not more than $500.00, or be imprisoned in the county jail for
not less than thirty days nor more than sixty days, or both fined
and imprisoned. [Act 1913, p. 291, ch. 144, § 9.]

Art. 335. [231] Telegraph officer. divulging process.-Any ex

ecutive officer, director, superintendent, manager, operator, clerk,
messenger or other party in the employ of a telegraph company,
who shall wilfully divulge, or in any manner make known, except
to the proper authority, the contents of any warrant, affidavit or

telegram relating to any crime already committed, or for the pre
vention of the same, shall, upon conviction, be fined in a sum not
less than five hundred dollars nor more than one thousand, or be
imprisoned in the state penitentiary for a term not less than two

years nor more than five years. [Act April 17, 1871, p. 40, § 7.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 156.

Art. 336. [232] Preventing execution of civil process.s=If any
person shall prevent or defeat the execution of any process in a

civil cause, by any means not amounting to actual resistance, but
which are calculated to prevent the execution of such process, he
shall be punished by fine not exceeding five hundred dollars; evad
ing the execution of such process is not an offense under this article.
[Po C. 327.]

Post, art. 341.
Indictment.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 157; post art. 340.
An indictment should allege the means used by' defendant to prevent or defeat

the execution of the process and that defendant at the time knew the capacity
in which the officer was acting or pretending to act. Horan V. State, 7 App, 183.

Evidence.-On a trial for resisting an officer attempting to serve a writ of
sequestration fair on its face and issuing from a proper court, it was not neces
sary, before introducing! the writ, to prove a valid affidavit therefor. Meador V.

State, 44 App. 468, 72 S. W. 186.

Art. 337. [233] Offenses complete without actual escape.
The offenses enumerated in articles 329, 330, 331, 332 and 333 are

complete without the actual escape of the prisoner' and a person
accused of any of said offenses may be prosecuted' and tried, al-
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though the person escaping be retaken, and although after being
retaken he is brought to trial and acquitted. [Po C. 328-9.]

Indlctment.-Blanchette V. State, 58 App. 180, 125 S. W. 26.

Art. 338. [234] County convict escaping from employer.
Any person who has been convicted of a misdemeanor or petty
offense, and afterwards hired under authority of law, who shall
escape from his employer or person hiring him during the term

of which he may have been hired, shall be punished by imprison
ment in the county jail for a term not exceeding two years. [Act
Aug. 21, 1876, p. 229, § 4.]

Elements of offense.-A voluntary escape is where an officer having the cus

tody of a prisoner charged with and guilty of an offense knowingly gives him his
liberty with intent to save him from his trial or the execution of his sentence.

Porter v. State, 34 App, 364, 30 S. W. 791.
A county convict who after being hired out leaves the county with the con

sent of his hirer on his promise to return, is not on failure to do so gwlty of an

escape. Porter v. State, 34 App. 364, 30 S. W. 791; Ex parte Logsden, 35 App, 56,
31 S. W. 646.

Escape as used in preceding article means the actual escape of a prisoner from
confinement or custody. Carter v. State, 29 App, 5, 14 S. W. 350.

Evidence that defendant, though living on the farm to which he was sent by
his hirer, refused to work and sometimes went to town did not support a con

viction, though it perhaps showed refractory conduct justifying punishment un

der Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 6240. Carter v. State, 29 App. 5, 14 S.
W.350.

Jail defined.-A jail is not necessarily a house. It may be a pen or' inclosure.
Welch v. State, 25 App. 580, 8 S. W. 657.

Indlctment.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 158.
The information need only allege that the escape was unlawfully and wil

fully made and need not allege that it was without the consent of the hirer or

that the convict was hired to be kept and remain in the county. Carter V. State,
29 App. 5, 14 S. W. 350.

A complaint charging that defendant was a county convict sufficiently charges
that he was convicted of misdemeanor or petty offense within this article. Porter
v. State, 34 App. 364, 30 S. W. 791.

Pleadlng.-Under Act April 4, 1891, a county court was authorized to convene

in special session to receive a plea of guilty by a county convict charged with an

escape. Porter v. State, 34 App. 364, 30 S. W. 791.

Art. 339. [235] Person resisting officer in case of felony.-If
any person shall wilfully oppose or resist an officer in executing
or attempting to execute any lawful warrant for the arrest of an

other person in a case of felony, he shall be punished by confine
ment in the penitentiary for a term not less than two nor more

than five years; and, if arms be used in such resistance, he shall be
punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than two
nor more than seven years. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 163; P. C. 331.]

Post, arts. 344, 345.
Cited, Sullivan v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. '1091.

OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC JUSTICE Art. 340

Warrant executed in other county.-A capias issued by a justice of the peace
of one county for the arrest of an alleged offender cannot be legally executed in
another county until indorsed as required by the Code of Criminal Procedure, and
when so indorsed must be executed by the proper officer of the county of the ar
rest. Ledbetter v. State, 23 App. 247, 5 S. W. 226; Peters v. State, 23 App. 684,
5 S. W. 228.

Illegal warrant or arrest.-An unlawful arrest is regarded as a continuous as

sault of an aggravated nature. The party detained or another party in his be
half may use all force adequate to resist the aggression and effect the liberation,
even to the extent of taking life if that be essential. Alford v. State, 8 App. 545;
Miers v. State, 34 App. 161, 29 S. W. 1074, 53 Am. St. Rep. 705.

A warrant did not authorize the arrest of a person other than the one therein
named and the insertion of another's name after the issuance of the warrant was
a nullity. Alford v. State, 8 App, 545.

Indlctment.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 159.
See Pierce v: State, 17 App, 232, for an indictment under this article held suf

ficient.

Resisting search warrant.-Raising question of constitutionality' on habeas cor

pus, see Code Cr. Proc. art. 160.

Art. 340. [236] In cases of misdemeanors.-If any person shall
wilfully oppose or resist an officer in executing or attempting to
execute any lawful warrant for the arrest of another person in a
case of misdemeanor, or in arresting or attempting to arrest any
person without a warrant, where the law authorizes or requires
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the arrest to be made without a warrant, he shall be punished by a

fine of not less than twenty-five nor more than five hundred dol
lars' and if arms be used by a fine of not less than fifty nor more

thad one' thousand dollar�. [Po C. 220, amended by Act of April
4, 1881, p. 108.]

Post, art. 345.
Cited, Sullivan V. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 1091.

Indictment or Information.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 159. See, post, sec: 491.

An information is insufficient where it does not allege whether the arrest

was sought by virtue of a warrant or without one, but only that accused was

drunk in a public place in the presence of a deputy sheriff. Harless v. State, 53

App. 319, 109 S. W. 934.

Evldence.-In a prosecution for resisting an officer, testimony of what was

said and done from the time the officer formally arrested accused until he was

confined in the place of custody is admissible to show whether accused's con

duct was wilful, so that evidence was admissible that, while the officer was tak

ing accused to jail, he cursed and abused the officer, and threatened to kill him

after he was released at the courthouse. Woodward V. State, 58 App. 412, 126

S. W. 271.

Art. 341. [237] In civil cases.-If any person shall wilfully
resist or oppose an officer in executing, or attempting to execute,
any process in a civil cause, he shall be fined not exceeding five
hundred dollars; and, if arms. be used in such resistance, the pun-
ishment shall be doubled. [Po C. 333.]

.

Ante, art. 336 and notes.
Cited, Sullivan V. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 1091.

Resistance.-See authorities cited under articles 339, 344.
Murder in resisting civil process, see Smith v. State, 48 App. 233, 89 S. W. 817.

Indictment.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 153, 160; ante, arts. 335, 336.
The indictment must allege the particular mode in which the resistance was

made, and the knowledge of defehdant as to the capacity of the officer. Horan v,

State, 7 App, 183. See, also, notes under art. 344.

Art. 342. Resisting officers of improvement district.-The dis
trict supervisors of any levee improvement district, and the district
engineer and his assistants, from the time of their appointments,
and the state reclamation engineer and his deputies, are hereby au

thorized to go upon any lands or waters for the purpose of examin
ing the same and locating all levees and other improvements, mak
ing plans, surveys, maps and profiles, together with all necessary
teams, help and instruments, without SUbjecting themselves to an

act of trespass; and any person or persons, firm or corporation,
who shall wilfully prevent or prohibit any of such officers from
entering any lands or waters for such purposes, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding twenty-five dollars for each day he, they or it
shall so prevent or hinder such officer from entering upon such
lands or waters; and any justice of the peace of the county shall
have jurisdiction in all such offenses. [Act 1909, p. 152 repealed.
Act 1915, p. 244, ch. 146, § 42.]

Art. 342a. Unlawful construction of levee improvements.
From and after the taking effect of this Act it shall be unlawful
for any person, corporation or levee improvement district, without
first obtaining the approval of plans for the same by the State
Reclamation Engineer, to construct, attempt to construct, cause

to be constructed, maintain or cause to be maintained, any levee
or other such improvement on, along or near any stream of this
state which is subject to floods, freshets or overflows, so as to con

trol, regulate or otherwise change the flood waters of such stream;
and any person, corporation or district violating this section of this
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon convic
tion shall be punished by a fine of not less than one hundred dol
lars nor more than one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment in
the county jail for a period of not more than one year, or by both
such fine and imprisonment, and each day any .such structure is
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maintained or caused to be maintained shall constitute a separate
offense. And in the event any such structure is about to be con

structed is constructed, or maintained by any person or corpora
tion without approval of plans by the State Reclamation Engineer,
it shall be the duty of the Attorney General, on the request of the
State Reclamation Engineer, to file suit in one of the district
courts of Travis county, in which the venue of such suits is hereby
fixed, to enjoin the construction or maintenance of such structure.

[Act 1915, p. 248, ch. 146, § 62.]
Art. 342b. Same; purpose and scope of act.-This Act shall not

be construed to repeal any of the provisions of Chapter 118, Gen
eral Laws of the Thirty-second Legislature, Regular Session, en

titled "Drainage Districts-Authorizing the Commissioners Courts
of the Several Counties of the State to Establish Same," nor of

.

Chapter 36, General Laws Thirty-third Legislature, First Called
Session, entitled, "Drainage Districts-Amending Sections 7, 8,
23, 29, 36 and 61, Chapter 118, General Laws, Regular Session,
Thirty-second Legislature, Relating Thereto," nor any of the

irrigation laws of this State. [Id., § 63.]
Art. 342c. Same; repeal.-Chapter 85, General Laws of the

State of Texas, passed by the Thirty-first Legislature, RegularSes
sion, entitled "An Act to authorize the Commissioners Court of
the several counties in Texas to create and establish improvement
districts to prevent overflows and to construct and maintain levees
and other improvements on rivers, creeks and streams to prevent
overflows, etc., etc., and declaring an emergency," is hereby ex

pressly repealed, and all other laws and parts of ·laws in conflict
with the provisions of this Act are also hereby expressly repealed.
[Id., § 65.]

.

Art. 342d. Resisting officers of drainage district.-The drain
age commissioners of any district and the civil engineer from the
time of their appointment, are hereby authorized to go upon any
lands lying within said district for the purpose of examining the
same, locating the canals, drains, ditches and levees, making plans,
surveys, maps and profiles, and are hereby authorized to go upon
any lands beyond the boundaries of such district and in any county
for the purpose of examining the same, and locating the neces

sary outlets for any of the canals, drains or ditches of such dis
trict, together with all necessary teams, help, tools and instru
ments, without subjecting themselves to action of trespass, and
ali}' person who shall wilfully prevent or prohibit any of such
officers from entering any land for such purposes shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor, and upon conviction may be fined in any sum not

exceeding twenty-five dollars for each day he shall so prevent or

hinder such officer from entering upon any land, and any justice
of the peace in the county shall have jurisdiction of all such offens
es. [Act 1907, p. 78; Act 1911, p. 258, ch. 118, § 41.]

Art. 343. Resisting navigation and canal commissioners and
engineers.-The navigation and canal commissioners of any dis
trict and the engineers from the time of their appointment are here
by authorized to go upon any lands lying within said district for
the purpose of examining the same, making plans, surveys, maps
and profiles, together with all necessary teams, help, tools and in
struments, without subj ecting themselves to action or [for] tres
pass; and any person who shall wilfully prevent or prohibit 'any
such officer from entering any land for such purposes, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, may be fined in
any sum not exceeding twenty-five dollars for each day, he shall
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so prevent or hinder such officer from 'entering upon any land;
and any justice of the peace in the county shall have jurisdiction
of all such offenses. [Act 1909, p. 43.]

Art. 343a. Resisting officers of irrigation district.-The irrigation
directors of any district and the engineer and employes thereof are

hereby authorized to go upon any lands lying within said district,
for the purpose of examining same, locating reservoirs, canals,
dams, pumping plants and all other improvements, to make maps
and profiles thereof; and are hereby authorized to go upon the
lands beyond the boundaries of such .districts in any county for
the purposes stated, and for any other purposes necessarily con

nected therewith, whether herein enumerated or not. And any
person who shall wilfully prevent or prohibit any such officers or

employes from entering any lands for such purposes shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be fined in any sum

.

not exceeding one hundred dollars for each day he shall so pre
vent or hinder such officer or employee from entering upon any
lands. [Act 1913, p. 402, ch. 172, § 84.]

Art. 344. [238] Accused resisting process.-If the party
against whom a legal warrant of arrest is directed, in any criminal
case, resist its execution, when attempted by any person legally
authorized to execute the same, he shall be fined not exceeding five
hundred dollars; and, if arms be used in making the resistance, in
such manner as would make him liable for assault and battery or

assault with intent to murder, or any other offense against the per
son, he shall receive the highest penalty affixed by law for the
commission of such offense in ordinary cases. [P. C. 334.]

See notes under art. 339.
See English v. State, 34 App. 190, 30 S. W. 233.
Acts constituting reslstance.-Where defendant objected. to his arrest because

his name was misspelled in the warrant but upon being informed that this gave him
no right to question the officer's authority to arrest, he at once surrendered him

self, went with the officer, obtained sureties and executed a bail bond, his con

duct did not constitute resistance. McGrew v. State, 17 App. 613.

Indictment or Informatlon.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 161.
McGrew v. State, 17 App. 613.
The indictment must allege that the officer was resisted in attempting to execute

the warrant. Hill v. State, 43 Tex. 329.
Indictment for resisting arrest should show that the warrant was valid. Toli

ver v. State, 32 App. 444, 24 S. W. 286.
Where the arrest was for "a misdemeanor of gaming," an information not show

ing whether the arrest was under a warrant or without a warrant or by what au

thority the officer undertook to make the arrest, was insufficient. Lee v. State, 45
App. 94, 74 S. W. 28.

A complaint and information held not to show resistance to execution of a le
gal warrant. Sullivan v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 1091.

Evldence.-See Jacobs v. State, 28 App. 80, 12 S. W. 408.
On a trial for killing an officer who was attempting to illegally arrest defend

ant, evidence of the issuance of a capias in another county for defendant's arrest
for burglary was inadmissible. Miers v. State, 34 App. 161, 29 S. W. 1074, 53 Arn.
St. Rep. 705.

I nstructlons.-See Jacobs v. State, 28 App. 80, 12 S. W. 408.
Where the evidence showed that the arrest in resisting which defendant killed

an officer was legal, an instruction that the question whether it was illegal or not
was not for the jury to determine as there was no evidence that defendant was
influenced by an alleged illegal arrest, was not prejudicial. Sierra v. State, 37
App. 430, 35 S. W. 982.

Instructions on a trial for homicide as to deceased's authority to arrest de
fendant and. defendant's right of self-defense, held defective. Hardin v. State, 40
App. 208, 49 S. W. 607.

Warrant.-The law declares the county judge to be a magistrate and vests
him with power to issue warrants of arrest. Graham v. State 29 App, 31 13 S. W.
1013.

' ,

A defect in a warrant is no defense where defendant knew that the officer had
a warrant for his arrest and assaulted the officer without inquiring as to the va
lidity of the warrant. Graham v. State, 29 App, 31, 13 S. W. 1013.

A justice of the peace cannot order a warrant of arrest executed beyond the
limits of his county. Toliver v. State, 32 App, 444, 24 S. W. 286.

The offense must be named in the warrant to make it legal. Fulkerson v,
State. 43 App. 687. 67 S. W. 602; Sullivan v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 1091.
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Unlawful arrest.-See James v. State, 44 Tex. 314.

Though a man will not be justifiable if he kills in defense against an illegal
arrest of ordinary character, the killing is manslaughter only. Jones v. State, 26

App. 1, 9 S. W. 53, 8 Am. St. Rep. 454; Meuly v. State, 26 App. 274, 9 S. W
..563,

8 Am. St. Ivep. 477; Miller v. State, 32 App. 319, 20 S. W. 1103. See, also, MIller

v. State, 31 App. 609, 21 S. W. 925, 37 Am. St. Rep. 836; Goodman v. State, 4 App,
349; Mundine v. State, 37 App. 5, 38 S. W. 619; Ex parte Sherwood, 29 App, 334,
15 S. W. 812. .

No statute gives jurisdiction to a sheriff to serve a capias beyond the limits

()f his county, and an attempted arrest in another county was unlawful. Jones v.

State, 26 App, I, o S. ,;yo 53, 8 Am. St. Rep. 454.
An unlawful power of arrest may be exercised in such a wanton and unneces

sary manner as to make the officer a trespasser and justify resistance. Ex parte
Sherwood, 29 App. 334, 15 S.· W. 812.

A warrant being illegal an officer is not authorized to execute it and the de

fendant is not required to submit to arrest. His resistance, however, must not

be made in an unwarrantable or illegal manner or he will be responsible for his

acts. Toliver v. State, 32 App, 444, 24 S. W. 286.
A constable had no right to arrest a person without a capias for a burglary

committed in another county and in making the arrest was a trespasser and the

person arrested bad the right to resist by force using no more than was necessary
to resist the unlawful acts. Miers v. State, 34 App, 161, 29 S. W. 1074, 53 Am.

St. Rep. 705.
An officer making an arrest must not resort to the use of deadly weapons un

less compelled to do so by the conduct of the prospective prisoner. English v.

State, 34 App. 190, 30 S. W. 233.
A defendant would be guilty of murder in the first degree if he, anticipating

an arrest, should prepare himself with a deadly weapon and deliberately and
calmly form the intent to kill the officer. Hill v. State, 35 App. 371, 33 S. W. 1075.

Killing man resisting unlawful arrest.-See Carter v. State, 30 App. 551, 17 S.
W. 1102, 28 Am. St. Rep. 944.

Art. 345. [239] Process must be legal.-To render a person
guilty of any of the offenses included within the meaning of arti
cles 339 and 340, the warrant or process must be executed, or its
execution attempted, in a legal manner. [Po C. 335.]
. See notes under preceding articles.

Art. 346. [240] "Accusation" defined.-The word "accusa
tion," as used here, and in every part of this Code, means a charge
made in a lawful manner against any person, that he has been
guilty of some offense which subjects him to prosecution in the
name of the state. A person is said to be "accused" of an offense
from the time that any "criminal action" shall have been com

menced against him.
A legal arrest without warrant;
A complaint to a magistrate;
A warrant legally issued; and indictment, or an information, are

all examples of "accusations," and a person proceeded against by
either of these is said to be "accused." [P.�. 336.]

See notes under preceding articles.
Cited, Pierce v. State, 17 App. 232.
Indictment and information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 153.
An information charging that defendant unlawfully made an attempt to aid a

prisoner to escape, etc., is insufficient, since there is no such offense as an at
tempt to aid an escape. Blanchette v. State, 58 App, 180, 125 S. W. 26.

Art. 347. [241] "Legally confined in jail" defined.-A person
is "legally confined in jail," or "legally detained in custody," when
he has been committed or arrested upon a legal warrant, or arrest
ed in any of the modes pointed out in the Code of Criminal Pro
cedure. [Po C. 337.]

Art. 348. [242] ·"Jail" defined.-The word '�jail" means any
place of confinement used for detaining a prisoner. [Po C. 338.]

Jail.-A jail is not necessarily a house, but may be an inclosure of any kind
or any place of confinement used in detaining prisoners. Whether the space be
tween the jail building and a wall surrounding it was a part of the jail was prop
erly left to the jury. Welch V. State, 25 App. 580, 8 S. W. 657.

A bu ilding used as a jail and in which a prisoner is confined. is within the
protection of the statute, though not situated in an incorporated town and not
owned by the county. Irvfngton V. State, 45 App. 559, 78 S. W. 928.

Art. 331 applies, as well to a city calaboose as to a county jail. Starks v. State.
38 App. 233, 42 S. W. 379.

Art. 349, [243] "Officer" defined.-By "officer," as used in this
chapter, is meant any peace officer, as sheriff, deputy sheriff, con-
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stable of a beat, marshal, constable or policeman of a city or town,
any jailer or guard, or any person specially authorized by war

rant to arrest. [Po C. 339.]
Pollcemen.-An indictment for bribing a policeman not to arrest, report, and

file a complaint against accused for keeping a gambling house or place where

Iiquor was unlawfully sold was not defective on the ground that the law did not

require police Officers to report and file complaints against violators. Minter v.

State, 70 App. 634, 159 S. W. 286.
A policeman is an executive officer within the purview of Pen. Code 1911, art.

424., providing that any person who shall falsely assume or pretend to be a judi
cial or executive officer of the state shall be punished, for a policeman is a pub
lic officer of the state expressly charged by the statutes with enforcing a large
body of the criminal law. Ex parte Preston, 72 App. 77, 161 S. W. 115.

Art. 350. [244] "Arms" defined.-The term "arms," as used in
this chapter includes any deadly weapon.

Art. 351. [245] Refusing to aid an officer.-If any person, be

ing called on by a magistrate, or peace officer, shall fail or refuse
to aid such officer in any matter in which, by law, he may be right
fully called on to aid or assist in the execution of a duty' incumbent

upon such magistrate or peace officer, he shall be punished by fine
not exceeding one hundred dollars. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 163 j
P. C. 339a.]

Cited, Presley v. Ft. Worth & D. C. Ry, Co. (Civ. App.) 145 S. W. 669.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 162.

CHAPTER FIVE

FALSE CER1�IFICATE, AUTHENTICATION OR ENTRY
BY AN OFFICER

Art.
352.

353.
354.

Art.
358. Notary public giving false certifi

cate.
359. Officer giving blank certificate.
360. Failing to keep a record of ac

knowledgments.
361. Requisites of such record.
362. False certificate as to corporate

indebtedness.
362a. False certificate to physician.

Article 352. [246] Commissioner of deeds giving false certifi
cate.-I£ any person, being a commissioner of deeds and deposi
tions, who is residing out of this state, and acting as such commis
sioner under authority of a law of the state, shall fraudulently
certify. to' the execution of any instrument of writing which was

never m fact acknowledged or proved before him, as the same pur
ports to have been acknowledged or proved, he shall be punished
by imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than two nor more

than five years. [Po C. 340.]
.

'Venue.-See C. C. P. 249.

Commissioner of deeds giving false
certificate.

"Instrument of writing" defined.
Commissioner certifying falsely to

deposition.
Same as to affidavit.
Clerk of court making false entry.
Clerk giving false certificate.

355.
356.
357.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 163.

Art
..

353
.. _[2�n "Instrument of writing" defined.-c-By "instru

me�t IX: wntmg IS me.ant a�y deed, conveyance, transfer, release,
obligation or other wntten instrument of any kind or description
whatever, which such commissioner is, by law authorized to au-
thenticate for record. [Po C. 341.]

,

Blank certificate, see post, art. 359.

Art. 354. [248] Commissioner certifying falsely to deposition.
-If an):'" such commissioner shall falsely certify to any deposition
purporting .to �ave been taken. before him, and to be used in any
cause pending m a court of this state, he shall be punished in the
.same manner as is prescribed in article 352. [Po C. 342.]

Blank certificate, see post, art. 359.
Venue.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 249 .

. Jndlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 164.
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Art. 355. [249] Same as to affidavit.-If ariy such commission
er shall falsely certify to any affidavit purporting to have been made
before him, and which, by law, he is authorized to take, he shall
be punished as prescribed in article 352. [P .. C. 343.]

Venue.-See e. c. P., art. 249.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 165.

Art. 356. [250] Clerks of court making false entry.-If any
clerk of a court in this state shall knowingly make any false entry
upon the records of his court, which .may prejudic� or inju:e the

rights of any person, he shall be punished by conhnement 111 the

penitentiary not less than two nor more than five years. [Po C;

344.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 166.

Person.-A state is a "person" within the meaning of this ar-ticle and so is

a corpora.tion. Martin v. State, 24 Tex. 61; ante, art. 24.

Art. 357. [251] Giving false' certificate.-If any such clerk
shall give a false certificate, stating that any person has done any
act whatever, to which he has a right to certify, or that such person
is entitled to any right whatever, when such clerk may by law give
such certificate if the same were true, he shall. be punished as direct
ed in the preceding article. [Po C. 345.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 167.

Art. 358. [252] Notary public giving false certificate.-If any
notary public, or other officer authorized by law, shall give a false
certificate for the purpose of authenticating any instrument of writ

ing for registration, he shall be punished by imprisonment in the
penitentiary not less than two nor more than five years. [Po C.
346.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 170.

Art. 359. [253] Officer giving blank certificate.-If any officer,
authorized by law to take depositions or administer oaths in this
state, shall falsely certify that any depositions was sworn to before
him, or any oath made, or shall with fraudulent intent place his
certificate, signature or seal to any affidavit which is drawn with
blanks .as to any other matter of substance, he shall be punished by
imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than
five years. Within the meaning of this article, shall be included
the case of an officer who, with design that the same may be filled
up and used for fraudulent purposes, attaches his signature or seal
of office to any paper wholly blank. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 163; P.
C.347.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 171, 172; ante, art. 354.

Art. 360. [254] Failing to keep a record of acknowledgments.
-Any county clerk, justice of the peace, notary public, or any other
officer in this state authorized by law to take acknowledgments or

proof of instruments required or permitted by law to be placed on

record, who shall wilfully fail, neglect or refuse to enter and record
in a well-bound book a short statement of each acknowledgment or

proof taken by him and sign the same officially, 'shall be fined in any
sum not less than one hundred nor more than five hundred dollars.
[Act April 28, 1874, p. 156.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 173.

Art. 361. [255] Requisites of such record.-By "short state
ment," as used in the preceding article, is meant that such state
ment shall recite the true date on which such acknowledgment or

proofs were taken, the name of the grantor and grantee of such in
strument, its date, if proved by a subscribing witness, the name of
the witness, the known or alleged residence of the witness, and
whether personally known or unknown to the officer; if personally
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unknown, this fact shall be stated, and by whom such person was

introduced to the officer, if by anyone; and the known or alleged
residence of such person. Such statement shall also recite, if the
instrument is acknowledged by the grantor, his then place of resi
dence, if known to the officer; if unknown, his alleged residence,
and whether such grantor is personally known to the officer; if
personally unknown, by whom such grantor was introduced, if .by
anyone, and his place of residence. If land is conveyed or charged
by the instrument, the name of the original grantee shall be men

tioned, and the county where the same is situated; and a failure to

comply with anyone of the requirements shall be punished as pre
scribed in the preceding article. [Act April 28, 1874, p. 156.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 173.

Art. 362. [255a] False certificate as to corporate indebtedness,
etc.-If any mayor, county judge, tax assessor, or other officer or

person, for the purpose of securing the certificate of the attorney
general, provided for in the issuance and sale of bonds by any coun

ty, city or town in the state of Texas, shall knowingly make, or be
concerned in making or forwarding, to the attorney general, a false
certificate as to the amount of the taxable value of the property in
such county, city or town, as shown by the last official assessment,
or knowingly and falsely certify as to the amount of indebtedness
of such county, city or town, or the rate of tax levied to provide
interest and sinking fund for such indebtedness, or other facts re

quired by the attorney general, he shall be guilty of felony, and,
upon conviction therefor, shall be punished by confinement in the
penitentiary not less than one nor more than five years. [Act 1893,
p.85.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 173a, 173b.

Art. 362a. False certificate to physician.-That it shall be a mis
demeanor and shall disqualify from office for the Board of Medical
Examiners [arts. 799a-799g, post] to issue a certificate of license
to any person, only as set forth and prescribed from office; the Gov
ernor shall appoint a new Board in full, as provided in this Act.
[Act 1911, p. 136, ch. 76, § 16.]

CHAPTER SIX

MISCELLANEOUS OFFENSES UNDER THIS TITLE
Art.
377. County judges, commissioners or

members of navigation board.
378. County judge and other officers of

improvement district.
379. Director or officer of irrigation

district.
379a. Officers not to be interested in con

tracts of drainage district.
380. Purchase of witness fees by of

ficer.

1. EXTORTIONArt.
363. Extortion by officers.
364. Officers demanding illegal fees.
365. Applies to all officers.

2. CONVERSION
366. By sheriff or other officer.
367. Appropriation of trust fund.
368. Officer failing to deposit trust

fund.
369. Officer failing to turn over trust

fund to successor.

3. PECULATION
370. State officer buying claim against

state.
371. "State officer" defined.
372. Officers and employes of state pen

itentiary.
373. County or city officers trading in

claims.
374. Mayor and members of city coun

cil.
375. Ex-officers included, when.
376. County or city officers becoming

interested in contracts.

4. NEPOTISM

381. "Nepotism" defined.
382. Officers included.
383. Persons within second or third de-

gree.
384. Exceptions.
385. Shall not approve account.
386. Penalty.
387. District judge appointing stenog

rapher.

6. FAILURE OF DUTY

388. Officer refusing to issue or execute
proceS\l;I.
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Art.
389. Officer failing to arrest offender,

etc.
390. Refusal of sheriff or constable.
391. Refusal of district or county at

torney.
392. County clerk marking "exempt."
392a. Unlawful issuance of subpcena in

felony case.

393. Officer of old county failing to de
liver records, etc., to new.

394. Approval of bond when surety is
nonresident.

395. Officer failing to report collections
for state.

396. Officer failing to report collections
for county.

397. Town or city officer failing to re

port collections.
398. Justice report; jury service.
399.. Commissioners' court failing to

make quarterly statement, etc.
400. County tax assessor failing to re

port.
401. County judge, commissioner or

clerk.
402. Commissioner failing to attend

court.
403. County treasurer failing to report.
404. Clerk failing to keep index.
405.. Clerk permitting withdrawal of

deeds where records are burned.
406. To what deeds not applicable.
407. County judge practicing in inferi

or courts.
408. May practice in certain counties.
409. Issuing marriage license to mi

nor, etc.
410. Father's consent sufficient, when.
411. Performing marriage without li

cense.

412. Surveyor failing to return correct
ed field notes.

413. Surveyor failing or refusing to
make survey on homestead on

application, etc.
414. Not applicable, when.
415. Surveyor wilfully altering lines.
416. Destroying or defacing corner or

lines.
417. Failure of surveyor to survey min

ing claim.
418. Parents, etc., refusing to answer

questions of school trustees.
419. [Superseded.]
420. 'l'ax assessors and equalization

board.

Art.
420a. Mailing notice of delinquent tax

es; contents of notice; dupli
cates; furnishing statements of
taxes on demand; duties of dis
trict attorney; redemption.

420b. Records from which notices and
statements are to be made; ex
amination of records of district
court and county clerk; publi
cation of delinquent list; duties
of tax collector.

420c. Duties of county and district at
torneys to foreclose tax liens;
compensation.

420d. Same; duties mandatory; viola
tion of law a misdemeanor.

420e. Same; repeal.
420f. Assessment of omitted property.

6. BARRATRY

421. Defining same.

7. COMPOUNDING CRIME

422. Agreeing with offender not to
prosecute.

8. MALICIOUS PROSECUTION

423. Defined and punished.

9. FALSE PERSONATION

424. Falsely pretending-to be an of
ficer.

10. BADGES, UNLAWFUL WEAR
ING

425. Penalty for.

11. GENERAL PROVISIONS

426. Wilful neglect of official duty.
427. Selection of jurors in certain coun

ties.
428. Putting in or taking names from

wheel illegally.
429. Providing penalty.
430. General penalty in the absence of

any other.
431. "Malfeasance" when not other

wise designated.
432. "Officer" defined.
433. Sheriff failing to report, to adju

tant general.
434. Sheriff appornting deputies not al

lowed by law.

1. EXTORTION
Article 363. [256] Extortion by officers.-If any othcer or per

son, authorized by law to demand or receive fees of office, shall
wilfully collect any fee or fees due him by law in excess of the fee
or fees allowed by law for such service, or for fees not allowed by
law, he shall be punished by imprisonment in the state penitentiary
not less than two nor more than five years for each offense. [Po C.
340, amended by Act of Feb. 9, 1883, p. 5; amended 1907, p. 307.]

See art. 3915, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.
Nature of offense.-Extortion is not an offense eo nominee within the rule that

if the offense is not one eo nominee, the essential ingredients of the offense must
be stated in the recognizance on appeal. Schoonmaker v. State, 37 App. 424, 35
S. W. 969; Johnson v. State, 38 App, 26, 40 S. W. 982.

What constitutes demand.-The presentation of the county judge's certified ac
count of his fees to the comm.issioner's court, is a "demand." Brackenridge v,

State, 27 App, 513, 11 S. W. 630, 4 L. R. A. 360.

Elements of offense.-Before this article was amended, it was held that a pros
ecution under said article for demanding and receiving fees not allowed by law,
could not be maintained under it. Smith v. State, 10 App, 413. The amendment
cures this defect in the article, and also changes the penalty. The extortion must
be knowingly done. Millar v. Douglass, 42 Tex. 288.

The demand of illegal fees is "official misconduct" subjecting a county judge
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to removal from office. Brackenridge v. State, 27 App. 513, :1.1 S. W. 630, 4 L. R.

A. 360.
Acts committed after an officer's re-election but before his qualification under

such re-election, were not condoned by the re-election. Brackenridge v. State, 27

App. 513, 11 S. W. 630, 4 L. R. A. 360.
Under Code Criminal Procedure, art. 1154, a county judge was not entitled to a

fee for actions dismissed without trial as for criminal actions tried and finally dis

posed of. Brackenridge v: State, 27 App. 513, 11 S. W. 630, 4 L. R. A. 360.

Where an official stenographer in a suit for his fees in the original petition
charged an amount not authorized by law, but in amended petition (upon which

the case was tried) reduced the amount so that it was within the law, he did not

violate this article. Ben C. Jones & Co. v. Smith, 49 Civ. App. 637, 109 S. W. 1111.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 32, 174.
An indictment which charged that defendant "did willfully, corruptly, and ex

torsively demand of the said·R. P. R., administrator, aforesaid, fees greater than

were or are allowed by law," held defective; but the court based its decision on

another statute (Pasc. Dig., art. 38'30), and seems to have overlooked the Code.

State v. Smythe, 33 Tex. 547.
See a defective indictment under the act of 1874, State v. Smith, 44 Tex. 443;

which repealed the Original article (354b). lb. Robinson v. State, 2 App. 390.
An indictment for extortion which alleged that defendant as county attorney

accepted a fee to dismiss a prosecution, was defective in not alleging the exaction

of a fee not authorized by law. Poole v. State, 22 App, 685, 3 S. W. 476.

An indictment held to sufficiently charge that demand by county judge was' in
his official capacity. Brackenridge v. State, 27 App. 513, 11 S. W. 630, 4 L. R. A.
360.

Art. 364. Officers demanding illegal fees.-If any officer or oth
er person, authorized by law to demand or receive fees of office,
shall wilfully make out his account for fees in excess of those allow
ed by law, or for fees not allowed by law, and shall present or file
such account with the proper officer with whom the law requires
the same to be presented or filed, he shall be punished. by a fine of
not less than twenty-five or more than two hundred and fifty dol
lars for each offense. [Act 1907, p. 307.]

Art. 365. [257] Applies to all officers.-The two preceding ar

ticles apply to all persons holding any office to which fees are at

tached, and to the heads of the departments of the government in
whose offices fees may be charged. [Po C. 353.]

2. CONVERSION
Art. 366. [258] Conversion by sheriff, etc.-If any sheriff, or

other officer, having collected money for any party to a suit, shall,
without the consent of such party, unlawfully convert the same, or

any part thereof, to his own use, he shall be punished in the same

manner as if he had committed theft of such money. [Act Feb. 12,
1858; P. C. 354a.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 177.

Art. 367. [259] Appropriation of trust funds.-If any officer
of any court who has the legal custody of any money, evidence of
debt, scrip, instrument of writing or other article, that may have
been deposited in court to abide the result of legal proceedings,
shall appropriate the same to his own use, he shall be punished as

�f he had commi�t�d theft of such money, evidence of debt, scrip,
instrument of wntmg or other article. [Act May 19, 1876, p: 7.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 179.

Art. 368. [260] Officer failing to deposit trust funds, 'etc.

A�y officer of any c�urt. having the custody by law of any money,
evidence of debt, scn]?, 111�trument of writing or other article that
may ha-ye been depos1te� 111 court to. abide the result of any legal
proceedmgs, who shall fall to seal up 111 a secure package the identi
cal m<?ney or other article received by him, and deposit the same in
so�e 1r�:m safe or �ank vault; <;>r who, when such money or other
artI�le 1S so deposited, shall fall to keep it always accessible and
:iUb]ect to the control of the proper court; or who shall fail to keep,
�n a well-bound book, a correct statement showing each and every
item of money or other article so received or deposited, on what
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account received, and what disposition has been made of the same"
shall be punished by fine not less than ten nor more than two hun

dred dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for a period not

exceeding thee months; and may, in addition thereto, be punished
by the proper court for contempt. [Act May 19, 1876, p. 7.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 180

Art. 369. [261] Failing to tum over funds, etc., to successor ..

-Any officer, such as is enumerated in the preceding article, who,
shall fail or refuse to turn over to his successor in office, on the ex

piration of his own t�rm of office, the record of trust funds �here�n
specified, t<;>gether WIth the packages .of money or o.ther .artIcles In

his possession or control, shall be punished as prescribed In the pre-
ceding article. [Act May 19, 1876, p. 7.] ,

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 181.

3. ' PECULATION
Art. 370. [262] State officer buying claims against state.-'

Any officer of this state who shall trade for, buy or be in any way
concerned in the purchase of any claim or demand against the state

shall be fined in the sum of one thousand dollars. [Act May 3, 1873,
p.62.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 182, 188.

Art. 371. [263] "State officer" defined.-By the term, "officer
of this state," as used in the preceding article, is meant the gover
nor, lieutenant governor, the heads or employes of any of the ex

ecutive departments, members and officers of both houses of the

legislature, the judges of the several courts, district and county at

torneys, sheriffs, tax collectors and tax assessors.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 188.

Art. 372. Officers and employes of state penitentiary.-No offi
cer or employe of the state penitentiaries shall be permi.tted to pur
chase any goods or merchandise or other property from the state
or penitentiary system, except such surplus fruits, vegetables, ice"
water, steam and lights as may be produced or manufactured on

the premises of the penitentiary, or to appropriate to his private use

or employment the labor, services or use of any state penitentiary
convict, or of any' animal, vehicle or other personal property be
longing tothe state" unless it be by the express consent of the peni
tentiary board, had by an 'order to that effect entered of recordon
the minutes of said board, providing for the amount to be paid by
such officer or employe for the 'use, employment and services of
such convict or convicts, or the use of any personal property be
longing to the state; and no employe or officer using any of the
state property shall be allowed to use same in keeping boarders for
profit, unless such boarder or boardersbe in the employ of the state

penitentiary system; and no penitentiary, sergeant, guard or other
officer or employe of the penitentiary shall accept or receive any
salary or other compensation from any person or corporation hiring
or otherwise employing state convicts. Any such officer or em

ploye who shall violate any of the provisions of this article shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof
in any court of competent jurisdiction, shall be punished by dis
missal from his office or employment, and by a fine of not less than
twenty-five nor more than two hundred dollars; and, if the convic
tion be for accepting or receiving any salary or compensation from

� hirer or employer of state convicts, the party so convicted shall,
In addition to the penalty above described, be confined in the coun

ty jail not less than one month nor more than one year.
Any person, co-partnership or firm, or any member of such co-

IPEN.CoDETEx.-12 177
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partnership or firm, or any agent, servant or representative of such

person, co-partnership or fir!n' or .a?y officer, age�t, servant or �ep
resentative of any corporation, hiring or employing state convicts

by contract with the state or penitentiary system of hire, lease, or

for any share or portion or per cent of the crops or other products
of the labor of such convicts, who shall pay, or promise or offer to

pay, either directly or indirectly, to ani se�geant, guard or oth�r
employe of the state having such convicts In charge or under his
control either in whole or in part, any money or other valuable

thing, shall be guilty of a felony, and, on conviction thereof, shall
be punished by confinement in the penitentiary for two years. [Act
1903, p. 161.]

See arts. 1615, 1616, post.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 30, 31, 188.

Art. 373. [264] County or city officer trading in c1aims.-Any
officer of any county in this state, or of any city or town therein
who shall contract, directly or indirectly, or become in any way
interested in any contract for the purchase of any draft or order on

the treasurer of such county, city or town, or for any jury certifi
cate or any other debt, claim or demand for which said county, city
or town mayor can in any event be made liable, shall be punished
by a fine of not less than ten nor more than twenty times the
amount of the order, draft, jury certificate, debt, claim or liability
so purchased or contracted for. [Act March 30, 1874, p. 47.]

Officers included.-This article is comprehensive and not only includes any of
ficer who may contract directly or indirectly with a county, city or town, but also
any officer who may in any way become interested in the purchase of draft or

order on the treasury or any debt for which the county, city or town may be lia
ble. Texas Anchor Fence Co. v. City of San Antonio, 30 Civ. App. 561, 71 S. W.
301.

-

Ignorance of law.-An alderman of a town purchasing a draft drawn in favor
of a third person against the town violates this article, notwithstanding his ignor
ance of the law or his acting in good faith. Collmorgen v: State (Cr. App.) 168 S.
W.519.

I ndictment and Information.-WiIlson's Cr. Forms, 187, 188.
See Robinson v. State, 2 App. 390.
An averment that defendant unlawfully acquired jury scrip was not a sufficient

charge that he contracted or was interested in a contract for jury scrip. State v,

Smith, 44 Tex. 443.
.

An information, alleging that accused, being an alderman of a town, became
interested in a contract for the purchase of a draft on the treasurer of the town
for which it was liable for $60, sufficiently alleges that the draft was for $60. Coll
morgen v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 519.

An indictment in the language of this article is not insufficient when attacked
for the first time on appeal for failing to describe the particular warrant pur
chased by accused or failing to set it out in heec verba. Collmorgen v. State (Cr.
App.) 168 S. W. 519.

Evidence.-Proof of character of instrument purchased, see Huff v, State, 23
App. 291, 4 S. W. 890. See, also, notes on best and secondary evidence under Code
Cr. Proc., art. 783.

On the trial of a county attorney for buying jury scrip the main point necessary
to be established to warrant a conviction, was that defendant at the time he pur
chased the scrip was county attorney, and the evidence being insufficient as to
this, the conviction would be set aside. Huff v. State, 23 App. 291, 4 S. W. 890.

Amount of penalty.-The word "amount," in this article means the face amount
of the draft, and not its cash value at the time it was purchased by the officer
or what he in fact paid for it. Collmorgen v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 519.

Art. 374. Mayor and members of city counci1.-It shall be un

lawful for the mayor or any member of any city councilor board
of aldermen, of any city or town in this state, to accept, directly or

indirectly, any frank, privilege, free light or water, or sewerage
service, or other service, or a lower rate therefor than the regular
rate e�tablished by said councilor board of aldermen, or any gift or

anything of value from any water, gas, light and sewer companies,
corporations or persons. The servants, agents, officers or em

ploye.s, or any p.erson acting, directly or indirectly, in behalf of any
O! said compames, corporations or persons mentioned, who shall,
directly or indirectly, give or grant any privilege, frank, free water,
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light, gas, sewerage service or free service of any kind, or any gift
of anything of value to any mayor, or to a member of any such city
council, board of aldermen, or any such mayor, or a member of

any such councilor board of aldermen, who shall receive, accept or

enjoy such free light, water, gas, or sewerage service, or other free
service, or a lower rate than the regular rate, or any gift of anything
of value, as prohibited herein, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction therefor, shall be fined in any sum not less
than one hundred dollars nor more than one thousand dollars, or by
confinement in the county jail not exceeding twelve months, or by
both such fine and imprisonment. [Act 1907, p. 218.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 188.

Art. 375. '[265] Ex-officers included, when.e=Within The term

"officer," as used in the preceding article, are included ex-officers
until they have made a final settlement of their official accounts.

[Act March 30, 1874, p. 47.]
Indictment.-WillsOll'S Cr. Forms, 188.

Art. 376. [266] County or city officers becoming interested in
contracts.-If any officer of any county in this state, or of any city
or town therein, shall become in any manner pecuniarily interested
in any contracts made by such county, city or town, through its
agents or otherwise, for the construction or repair of any bridge,
road, street, alley or house, or any other work undertaken by such
county, city or town, or shall become interested in any bid or pro
posal for such work or in the purchase or sale of anything made for
or on account of such county, city or town, or who shall contract
for or receive any money or property, or the representative of ei
ther, or any emolument or advantage whatsoever in consideration
of such bid, proposal, contract, purchase or sale, he shall be fined in
a sum not less than fifty nor more than five hundred dollars. [Act
March 30, 1874, p. 47.]

Acts constituting offense.-Previous to this statute it was not an offense for a

road-overseer to have an arrangement with the, contractor by which he was to
share the profits. Hutchinson v. State, '36 Tex. 293.

This article inhibits any officer of a county, city or town from entering into,
on account of himself, any kind of a financial transaction with the corporation.
An indictment charged a violation in that accused sold a mule to the county of
which he was a county commissioner. Held, a violation. Rigby v. State, 27 App,
55, 10 S. ,W. 760.

Indictment.-WiIlson's Cr. Forms, 188.
Hutchinson V. State, 36 Tex. 293, was decided prior to this statute, and under

the statute against bribery. The facts of that case would seem to fall within this
article.

Removal of officer.-A county official may be removed under Rev. St. 1895, art.
3531 (Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 6030) for official misconduct, though he
has not been convicted on an indictment for the offense alleged as ground of re

moval. Bland v. State (Civ. App.) 38 S. W. 252.

Art. 377. County judges, commissioners or members of naviga
tion board.-Neither the county judge nor any county commission
er, nor member of the navigation board, nor the navigation and
canal commissioners or engineer, shall be, directly or indirectly,.
interested for themselves or as agents for anyone else in the con

tract for the construction of any work to be performed by such
navigation district; and, if said officers, or either of them, shall"
directly or indirectly, become .interested in any contract for such
work, or in any fee paid by such navigation district whereby he or

others shall receive any money consideration or other thing of
value, except in payment of services as provided by law, he shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be pun
ished by imprisonment in the county jail for not less than six
months nor more than one year. [Act 1909, p. 45.]

Indictment.:-Wi1l�on·s Cr. Forms, 188.
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Art. 378. County judge and other
.

officers of improveIIl:en� dis
trict.-Neither the County Judge nor any County Commissioner,
nor the district engineer, nor the district supervisors, shall be di

rectly or indirectly interested, for thems�lves or as agents for any
one else in the contract for or construction of any work to be per
formed by such district; and if any of said officers shall directly or

indirectly become interested in any contracts for such work or any
fee paid by such district, whereby he shall receive any money con

sideration or other thing of value, other than such fees and com

pensation as may be provided for herein, he shall be guilty of a mis

demeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be punished by imprison
ment in the county jail for not less than six months nor more than
{me year. [Act 1909, p. 154, ch. 85, repealed; Act 1915, p. 247, ch.

146, § 55.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 188.

Art. 379. Director or officer of irrigation district.-Na director
of any irrigation district, irrigation engineer or employee thereof
shall be directly or indirectly interested either for themselves or as

agents for anyone else in any contract for the purchase or con

st�uction of any work by said irrigation district and if any such per
son shall directly or indirectly become interested in any such con

tract, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction there
-of shall be punished by a fine in any sum not to exceed one thou
sand dollars, or by confinement in the county jail for not less than
.six months nor more than one year, or by both such fine and im

prisonment. [Act 1905, p. 250, ch. SO, repealed; Act 1913, p. 386,
ch. 172, § 22.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 188.

Art. 379a. Officers not to be interested in contracts of drainage
-district.-Neither the.county judge or any county commissioner or

drainage commissioner nor the drainage engineer shall be directly
·or indirectly, interested for themselves or as agents for anyone
else in the contract for the construction of any work to be per
formed by such drainage district, [Arts. 2567-2625, Vernon's
Sayles' Civ. St. 1914] and if said officers Or either of them
.shall directly or indirectly, become interested in any contract for
such work, or in any fee paid by such drainage district whereby he
shall receive any money consideration or other thing of value, he
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall
be punished by imprisonment in the county jail for not less than
six months nor more than one year. [Act 1907, p. 78; Act 1911,
p, 263, ch. 118, § 63.]

Art. 380. [267] Purchase of witness fees by officer.-Any
county judge, clerk or deputy clerk of any district or county court,
sheriff or his deputy, justice of the peace or constable, who shall
purchase or otherwise acquire from the party interested any fee or

fees comi�g t.o any witness in any proceeding whatever, either be
fore the district or county court, or the court of any justice of the
peace, or before any coroner's inquest, shall be punished by fine
not exceeding one hundred dollars. [Act Feb. 12 1858 p. 164' P.
C. 354b.]

, , ,

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 188, 189.

4. N�PO'l'ISM
Art. 381. "Nepotism" defined.-Subject to the exceptions set

fo:th in Article 384, it shall hereafter be unlawful for any officer of
this Stat.e, �r for any officer .o! any district, county, city, precinct,
school district or other municipal subdivision of this State, or for
any officer or member of any State, district, county, city, school dis-
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trict or other municipal board, or judge of any court, created by or

under authority of any General or Special Law of this State, or

member of the Legislature, to. appoint, or vote for, or to confirm,
the appointment to any offic�, �osition, clerkship, employme.nt or

duty, of any person related within t�e. second degree by affimty: or

within the third degree by consanguinity to the person so. appoint
ing or so voting, Dr to. any other member of any such board, the

Legislature, or court of which such person so appointing or voting
may be a member, when the salary, fees, wages, payor compensa
tion of such appointee is to be paid for, directly or. indirectly, out

of Dr from public funds or fees of office of any kind or character
whatsoever. [Act 1907, p. 12; Act 1909, p. 85; Act 1915, p. 149,
<:h. 95, § 1, Pen. Code, art. 381, amended.]

Art. 382. Officers included.-The inhibitions declared by and
set forth in this law shall apply to and include the Governor, Lieu
tenant Governor, Speaker of the House of Representatives, Rail
road Commissioners, heads of departments of the State Govern
ment, judges and members of any and all boards and courts estab
lished by or under authority of any General or Special Law of this
State, members of the Legislature, mayors, commissioners, record
ers, aldermen and members of school boards of incorporated cities
and towns, public school trustees, officers and members of boards
of managers of the State University and of its several branches, and
of the various State educational institutions and of the various State
eleemosynary institutions, and of the penitentiaries; but this' enu

meration is not intended and shall not be construed or held to ex

dude from the operation and effect of this law any person included
within its general provisions. [Act 1907, p. 12; Act 1909, p. 85;
Act 1915, p. 149, ch. 95, § 1, art. 382, P�n. Code, amended.]

Art. 383. Persons within second or third degree.-It shall be
unlawful for any officer or other person included within any of the
provisions of this law to appoint or vote for appointment or for
confirmation of appointment to. any such office, position, clerkship,
employment, or. duty of any person whose services are to. be ren

dered under his direction or control and to' be paid for, directly or

indirectly,' out of any such public funds or fees of office, and who is
related by affinity within the second degree or by consanguinity
within the third degree to any such officer or person included within
any of the provisions of this law, in consideration, in whole or in
part, that such other officer or person has theretofore appointed, or

voted for the appointment or for the confirmation of the appoint
ment, Dr will thereafter appoint or vote for the appointment, or for
the confirmation of the appointment, to any such office, position,
clerkship, employment or duty, of any person whomsoever related
within the second degree by affinity or within the third degree by
consanguinity to such officer or other person making such appoint
ment. [Act 1909, p. 85.]

Art. 384. Exceptions.-Nothing in this law shall apply to any
appointment to the office of notary public or to confirmation there
of. [Id., p. 85.]

Art. 385. Shall not approve account.-N0 executive, legislative,
judicial or ministerial officer or other person included within any of
the provisions of article 381 shall approve any account or authorize
the drawing of or drawing warrant or order, or pay any salary, fee,
:vages, or compensation of such ineligible officer or person, know
mg him to' be so ineligible. [Id., p. 85.]

�rt. 386. Penalty.-Any violation of any of the provisions of
this law shall constitute a misdemeanor involving official miscon-
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duct, and shall be punished by a fine of not less than one hundred
dollars nor more than one thousand dollars. [Id., p. 85.]

Art. 387. District judge appointing stenographer.-Nothing in
this law shall be held or deemed to permit any district judge with
in this state to appoint as official stenographer of his district any
person related within the third degree to the judge or district at

torney of such district, but any such appointment is hereby declar
ed unlawful under the provisions of this law and subject to the pen
alties herein provided. [Id., p. 85.]

5. FAILURE OF DUTY *

Art. 388. [268] Officer refusing to issue or execute process,
etc.-Whenever any officer who is by law charged with the issu
ance or execution of process, either in civil or criminal actions, cor

ruptly and wilfully refuses to issue or execute such process, or

corruptly or wilfully refuses to perform any other duty enjoined
upon him by law, he shall, when the act or omission is not other
wise provided for or punished, be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and shall be fined not exceeding five hundred dollars, and may, in
the discretion of the jury, be imprisoned in the county jail not ex

ceeding one year. [Po C. 348.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 190, 292.

Art. 389. [269] Failure to arrest offender.-If any justice of
the peace, sheriff or other peace officer shall wilfully neglect to re

turn, arrest or prosecute any person committing a breach of the
peace or other crime or misdemeanor which has been committed
within his view or knowledge, or shall wilfully and knowingly ab
sent himself from any place where such crime or" misdemeanor is
being committed, or is about to be committed, for the purpose of
avoiding seeing or having a knowledge of the same, he shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction, shall be fined not less
than seventy-five dollars nor more than five hundred dollars. [Po
C.354.]

Violation of Sunday Law.-A justice of the peace cannot be prosecuted under
this article for failing to return arrest and prosecute one for violating the Sunday
law. There is no law requiring him to "return" anyone for violating the Sunday
law within his view or knowledge. Green v. State, 42 App. 549, 61 S. W. 482.

Failure to Institute Proceedings against One Carrying a Plstol.-See Code Cr.
Proe. art. 976 and notes.

Mandamus to Compel Institution of Prosecutlon.-See notes under Code Cr.
Proe., arts. 32 and 68.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 191, 192.

Art. 390. Refusal of sheriff or constable.-Any sheriff or con

stable who refuses or neglects to perform any duty imposed upon
him by the law for the organization of the militia, or to execute any
lawful process which shall have been issued by the governor or

proper officer of a court martial, shall, upon conviction thereof in
the district court, be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be
fined not more than five hundred dollars, and may, in the discretion
of the jury, be imprisoned in the county jail not exceeding one year.
[Act 1905, p. 203.]

Art. 391. Refusal of district or county attorney.-Any district
or county attorney who refuses to perform any duty imposed upon
him by the law for the organization of the militia, shall, upon con

viction thereof in the district court, be deemed guilty of a misde
meanor, and shall be fined not more than five hundred dollars, and
may, in the discretion of the jury, be imprisoned in the county jail
not exceeding one year. [Id., p. 203.] .

·See, also, Title 18, ch, 25, post.
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Art. 392. County clerk marking "exempt."-Any county clerk
who marks "exempt" any person enrolled as liable to military duty,
whom he knows not to be exempt, shall, upon conviction, be deem
ed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be fined not more than five
hundred dollars, and may in the discretion of the jury, be imprison- .

ed in the county jail not exceeding one year. [Id., p. 203.]
Art. 392a. Unlawful issuance of subpcena in felony case.-Here

after it shall be unlawful for the district clerk or any of his deputies
in any county in Texas to issue any subpcena for any witness in a

felony case filed or pending in the court of which he is clerk or

deputy unless the requirements of the preceding section [Art. 526a,
C. C. P.] of this Act have been in all things complied with and any
such clerk or deputy thus offending shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum

not less than twenty-five nor more than two hundred dollars. [Act
1913, p. 320, ch. 150, § 2.]

Art. 393. [270] Officers of old county failing to deliver rec

ords to new.-Any district or county clerk, sheriff, justice of the
peace, county treasurer or surveyor, or any other officer of a coun

ty to which some other unorganized or disorganized county is at
tached for judicial or other purposes, who shall fail, neglect or re

fuse to turn over to the proper officers of such unorganized or dis
organized county, on demand, and after the organization of such
unorganized or disorganized county and the qualification of its offi
cers, all books, records, maps, and all other property belonging to
said county so organized that may be in his possession, shall be
fined in a sum not less than one hundred normore than one thou
sand dollars, or be confined in the county jail for a period not ex

ceeding one year. [Act May 1, 1874, p. 188.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 193.

Art. 394. [271] Approval of bond when security is non-resi
dent.-Any officer whose duty it may be to pass upon and approve
the official bond of a sheriff, or other county officer, who shall ap
prove such bond, when any surety thereon is not a resident of the
county of such sheriff or other officer, shall be punished by fine not
less than one hundred nor more than five hundred dollars. [Act
April 14, 1874, p. 93.]

See Wilbarger County v. Bean, 3 wmson, Clv. Cas.,ICt. App. § 17.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 194.

Art. 395. [272] Officer failing to report collections for state.

Any district attorney, sheriff, deputy sheriff, constable, or other
officer, whose duty it may be to collect money, other than taxes, for
the use of the state, who shall fail to report to the district court of
his county, in writing and under oath, on the first day of each term

thereof, the amount of money that may have come into his hands
for the use of the state since the last term of said court, from whom
the same was collected, and by virtue of what process, shall be pun
ished by fine not less than twenty nor more than two hundred dol
lars. [Act May 1, 1874, p. 182.]

See c. c. P. arts. 1045, 1046, 1048.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 195.

Art. 396. [273] Officer failing to report collections for county.
-Any officer, such as is named in the preceding article, whose duty
it may be to collect money, other than taxes, for the use of any
county, who shall fail to report in writing, and under oath, to the
commissioners' court of such county at each regular term thereof,
the amount of money that may have come into his hands for the use

of such county since the' last term of said court, from whom the
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same was received, and by virtue of what process, shall be punished·
as prescribed in the preceding article. [Act May 1, 1874, p. 182.]

See c. C. P., arts. 1046 to 1049 inclusive.

Officers lIable.-The two preceding articles apply to ministerial officers only. A

justice of the peace is not such an officer. Edwards v: State, 2 App. 525 (distin-

guished in Crump v. State, 23 App. 615, 5 S. W. 182). •.
Indlctment.-Willson's iCr. Forms, 195; Report, Id. 1131; C. C. P., arts. 1045,.

1046, 1048.
The indictment must allege that the defendant was authorized to collect money

other than taxes' that such money had come into his hands, and that he had fail

ed to report it. 'Merely to charge that he failed to report without charging that

he had collected moneys, is not sufficient. Edwards v. State, 2 App, 525; Addison

V. State, 41 Tex. 462. But see C. C. P. art. 1046, subd. 5.

Art. 397. [274] Town or city officer failing to report collec

tions.-Any town or city marshal, or constable, or other officer or

person who may collect money other than taxes, for the use of such

town or city, who shall fail to report in writing, and under oath, to

the mayor and board of aldermen, or common council, of such town

or city, on the first Monday of each month, the amount of money
that may have come into his hands during the month preceding
such report, for the use of such town or city, from whom the same

was collected, and by virtue of what process, shall be punished as

prescribed in article 395. [Act May 1, 1874, p. 182.]
See c. C. P., arts. 1045 to 1049 inclusive.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 195; Report, C. C. P., arts. 1045, 1046, 1048.

Art. 398. [275] Justices shall report jury service, etc.-Jus-
tices of the peace shall report to the county clerk, on the first Mon

day in each month, the names of the persons who have served as

jurors in his court for the preceding month, and the number of

days and fractions of days that they have served respectively, and
the number of cases in which they have served respectively on each
of said days or fractional days; and it shall be the duty of the coun

ty clerk to issue his warrant against the county treasurer in favor
of each of the persons so serving as jurors. Every justice failing
to make and file such report shall be deemed guilty of a misdemean
or, and, upon conviction, shall be fined in any sum not less than

twenty-five nor more than two hundred and fifty dollars. [Act
March 15, 1881, p. 32, § 2.]

Art. 399. [276] Commissioners' court failing to make a tabu
lar statement, etc.-If the commissioners' court of any county in
this state shall wilfully fail, neglect or refuse to make, or cause to
be made, a tabular statement of the assets, expenditures and indebt
edness of such county at each regular term of the said court, speci
fying therein the names of creditors and the items of indebtedness,
with their respective dates of accrual, and also the names of persons
to whom moneys have been paid, with the amounts paid each dur
ing the quarter for which such statement is prepared, or shall wil
fully fail, neglect or refuse to publish an exhibit showing the acere

gate. receipts and disburseme�ts of .each separate fund for the q�ar
ter, In some newspaper pubhshed In the county (or if there be no

newspayer, then by po.sting �uch exhibit in at least four public
places In the county), immediately after the first regular term in
each cale.n�ar year, or. shal� wilfully fail, n�glect o� refuse to post
such exhibit made at the third regular meeting of said court in each

c.alendar �ear, at the court house door, and at least three other pub
lie places In the county, the members of the court so failing nezlect
ing or refusing shall be fined in any sum not less than t�ent� nor
more than one hundred dollars. [Amended by Act April 13 1891
p. 91.]

, ,

E�planatory.-This article may be, to some extent, superseded by the later act
creatmg �he office of auditor in counties of a specified population. See Vernon's
Sayles' ClV. St. 1914, arts. 1460, 1490, 1491.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 196, 197.
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Art. 400. . County tax assessor failing to report.-The commis
sioner of agriculture shall collect and publish statistics and such
other information regarding such industries of this state and of
other states as may be considered of benefit in developing the agri
cnltural resources of this state. He shall cause a proper collection
of agricultural statistics to be made annually, and, to this end, he
shall furnish blank forms to the tax assessors of each county before
the first of January of each year, including forms as to the acreage
in cotton, grain and other leading products of the state, to be filled
out by persons assessed for taxes, together with such instructions
as will properly direct said assessor in filling them out. It is here

by made the duty of said tax assessor to return said blanks, with
accurate answers, to the commissioner of agriculture on or before
the first day of June following. It is further made the special duty
of the said tax assessor to forward by registered mail to the com

missioner of agriculture lists of the names and addresses of all

ginners within their counties when asked to do so by the commis
sioner. Failure upon the part of any county tax assessor to make
such reports as are required shall be deemed a misdemeanor, and,
upon conviction thereof, such tax assessor shall be punished by a

fine of not less than fifty dollars nor more than two hundred and
fifty dollars. [Act 1907, p. 129.]

Art. 401. County judge, commissioner or clerk.-When the
commissioners' court has compared and examined the quarterly
report of the treasurer and found the same correct, it shall cause

an order to be entered upon the minutes of the court, stating the
approval thereof, which order shall recite separately the a11..\0unt
received and paid out of each fund by the treasurer since th�pre
ceding treasurer's quarterly report, and the balance of such fund,
if any, remaining in the treasurer's hands, and shall cause the prop
er credit to be made in the accounts of the treasurer in accordance
with said order; and the said court shall actually inspect and count
all the actual cash and assets in the hands of the treasurer belong
ing to the county at the time of the examination of his said report;
and, prior to the adjournment of each regular term of the court, the
county judge and each of the commissioners shall make affidavit in
writing that the requirements of this article have been in all things
fully complied with by them at said term of said court; and that the
cash and other assets mentioned in the said county treasurer's
quarterly report made by said treasurer to said court, and held by
him for the county, have been fully inspected and counted by them,
giving the amount of said money and other assets in his hands;
which affidavit of the members shall be filed with the county clerk
of the county, and by him recorded in the minutes of the said coun

ty commissioners' court of the term at which the same were filed;
and the same shall be published in some newspaper published in
the county, if there be a newspaper published in the county, for one

time, to be ,paid for at the same rate as other legal notices.
And any county judge, county commissioner or county clerk in

this state who shall negligently or intentionally fail or refuse to com

ply with the requirements of this article, shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof in a court of compe
tent jurisdiction, shall be fined in any sum not less than twenty-five.
nor more than five hundred dollars. [Act 1897, p. 27.]

,

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 198-200.

Art. 402. [277] Commissioners failing to attend court.
Should any member of the county commissioners' court of any
county in this state wilfully fail or refuse to attend any regular
meeting or term of said court at which the business or question of
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levying a county tax for any purpose is to be acted on, he shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be
fined in any sum not less than two hundred nor more than five hun
dred dollars. [Act March 25, 1885, p. 51.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 716.

Art. 403. [278] County treasurer failing to report.-If any
county treasurer in this state shall fail, neglect or refuse to furnish
to the commissioners' court of his county, upon demand, a tabular
statement of the amount of county funds by him received from any
given time, the amount on hand, the "amounts paid out, to whom

paid, on what account, from what fund taken, and the kinds of
funds received and disbursed, he shall be fined in any sum not less
than one hundred nor more than five hundred dollars, and, in ad
dition thereto, he may be punished for contempt by said commis
sioners' court. [Act March 8, 1873, p. 14.]

Explanatory.-At the time the above article was carried into the revised Penal
Code it had been amended by Acts 1905, p. 369, ch, 149. The article as amended
reads as follows:

County treasurer failing to report.-If any county treasurer in
this State shall fail, neglect or refuse to furnish to the commission
ers court of this county, upon demand, a detailed statement of the
amount of county funds, including permanent and available county
school funds, received by him from any given time, and when and
from whom received, the amount of each fund on hand, the amount

paid out, when and to whom paid, on what account, and the kinds
of funds received and disbursed; or shall fail, neglect or refuse to
exhibit to said commissioners court upon demand, all his books and

. accounts from any given time, together with all vouchers relating
to the same, for the inspection and auditing by said court; or shall
fail, neglect or refuse to forthwith produce to said commissioners
court, upon demand, all cash and other assets in his hands belong
ing to his county, to be counted by said commissioners court, he
shall be fined in any sum not less than one hundred dollars, nor

more than five hundred dollars, and, in addition thereto, he may be
punished for contempt by said commissioners court. [Act 1905, p.
369, ch. 149, § 1� amending art. 278, Penal Code of 1895.]

See art. 1580, post, and note thereunder,
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 176, 201.

Art. 404. [279] Clerk· failing to keep indexes.-Any clerk of
the county or district court in this state who shall fail to provide
and keep in his office as part of the records thereof, well-bound
alphabetical indexes and cross-indexes of the names of the parties
to all suits disposed of or pending in his court, together with a ref
erence opposite each party's name to the page of the minute book
upon which is entered the final judgment in each case, shall be pun
ished by fine not less than fifty nor more than one hundred dollars
for each offense. Each month's failure shall constitute a separate
offense. [Act June 21,1876, p. 25.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 202.

Art. 405. [280] Clerk permitting withdrawal of deeds when
records are burned.-If the clerk of the county court of any
county in this state, the land records or records of titles in
which, have been burned or otherwise destroyed, or any deputy.

of such clerk, shall permit any deed filed for record in his office
to be withdrawn within twelve months after the same is filed, he
shall be fined not less than one hundred nor more than five hun
dred dollars, and may, in addition thereto, be imprisoned in the
county jail for a period of time not to exceed one year. [Act
Aug. 21, 1876, p. 252.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 203.
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Art. 406. [281] To what deeds not applicable.-The preced
ing article shall not apply to deeds executed or purporting to

have been executed subsequent to the destruction of such land
records or records of titles. [Act Aug. 21, 1876, p. 252.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 203.

Art. 407. [282] County judge practicing in inferior courts.

-Any 'county judge in this state, who shall practice, or offer
or attempt to practice as an attorney or counselor at law, in any
county court or court of a justice of the peace, shall be fined not

less than one hundred nor more than five hundred dollars. [Act
Aug. 19, 1876, p. 61.6.]

See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, § 334; and post, art. 408.

Where Jurisdiction dlmlnlshed.-This article does not apply to county judges in

counties where the civil or criminal jurisdiction of the county court is diminished,
in cases wherein the courts over which they preside have neither original nor

appellate jurisdiction. Rev. Stat. art. 1734.

Indlctment.-Willson's 'Cr. Forms, 204.

Art. 408. [283] May practice law in certain courities.-Conn
ty judges, in those counties wherein the civil or criminal juris
diction of the county courts has been or may hereafter be di
minished, shall have the right to practice as attorneys in all jus
tices' and county courts in cases wherein the courts over which
they preside have neither original nor appellate jurisdiction; pro
vided they are licensed lawyers. [Acts 1879, extra session, ch. 16.]

Art. 409. [284] Issuing marriage license to minor, etc.-If
the clerk of any county court, or other officer authorized by law
to issue a license for marriage, shall, without the consent of the
parent or guardian of the party applying, issue a marriage license
to a male person under the age of twenty-one years, or to a female
under the age of eighteen years, he shall be fined not exceeding
one thousand dollars. [Act Feb. 11, 1860, p. 101; P. C. 791a.]

Issuance of marriage license by minor as deputy county clerk, see notes under
art. 312.

Explanatory.-This article is somewhat modified by the amendment in 1911 of
the Civil Statutes relating to the issuance of marriage licenses. See art. 4611,
Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 205.

Art. 410. [285] Father's consent sufficient, when.c-Where
both parents of any minor may be alive, the consent of the father
alone shall be sufficient to authorize the issuance of license to the
minor. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 186; P. C. 791b.]

See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 4611.

False swearing to procure marriage IIcense.-See notes ante art. 312.

Art. 411. Performing marriage without Iicense.-Should any
person authorized by law to celebrate the rites of matrimony in
this state perform the marriage ceremony without a license first
having been issued as required by law, such person shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction, shall be punished by fine
of not less than fifty nor more than five hundred dollars. [Act
1899, p. 307.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 206.

Art. 412. [286] Surveyor failing to return corrected field
notes.-If any district or county surveyor in this state, who has
been paid his fees for making and recording a survey, shall fail
or unnecessarily delay to correct the field-notes of such survey,
upon the request of the commissioner of the general land office,
or of the party interested, and return the same to the general land
office when such field-notes have been returned to him by such
commissioner for correction, shall be fined in a sum not less than
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double nor more than four times the amount of the fees originally
paid him for such survey. [Act Oct. 24, 1871. p. 12.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 207.

Art. 413. [287] Surveyor failing or refusing to make survey
on homestead application, etc.-Any district or county surveyor
who shall fail or refuse to make a survey upon a homestead ap
plication, within one month after such application is made, 'or who
shall fail to record the field-notes of such survey and forward
certified copies thereof and all other papers relating thereto to
the general land office within one month after such survey is made,
or who shall fail to correct any field-notes of such surveys that
may be returned to him for correction by the commissioner of the
general land office, within ten days after receipt thereof, or who
shall charge, demand or receive higher fees than those allowed by
law for making, recording and certifying to such survey, shall
be fined not less than ten and not more than one hundred dollars
for. each offense. [Act May 26, 1873, p. 102.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 208.

Art. 414. [288] Not applicable, when.-No surveyor shall be
punishable criminally for a failure or refusal to make a survey
upon a homestead application, or for a failure to record and return
the field-notes of any such survey, unless the fees allowed by law
for such services shall have been first tendered him.

Art. 415. [289] Surveyor wilfully altering lines.--Jf any sur

veyor or other person shall, without authority of law, wilfully
destroy, deface, alter or change any established line, corner or line
or bearing tree of any legal survey, or shall wilfully make any
new line or corner on any established legal survey, without au

thority of law, he shall be fined not less than one' hundred nor

more than five hundred dollars. [Act May 4, 1874, p. 220.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 209.
Unless it is alleged that the acts constituting the offense were willfully done,

the indictment does not charge the o.ffense defined, though it alleges that such
acts were "contrary to. the torm or the statute, etc." Woolsey v. State, 14 App, 57.

Former statute,-Fo.r cutting and removing a landmark, under a statute now

obsolete (Hart. Dig., art. 386), see State v. West, 10 Tex. 553.

Art. 416. Destroying or defacing corner or lines.-Should any
person in this state destroy or deface any mark or object fixed or

established as a line, corner or bearing of any survey, or any per
manent mark or any bench mark made or set by the topographical
surveyors, he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon
conviction, shall be fined in any sum not less than one hundred
dollars nor more than one thousand dollars. [Act 1907, p. 286.]

Art. 417. [289a] Failure of surveyor to survey mining claim.
-Upon receiving the application for the survey of any mining
claim and fee provided by law, the surveyor shall record the ap
plication, together with' the affidavit; and he shall thereupon
forwith proceed to survey said claim, and forward the field-notes
to the commissioner of the general land office within thirty days
after filing the application, in default of which he shall pay the
aggrieved party such damages as he may sustain, and, in addition.
thereto, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on con

viction, fined not less than twenty dollars nor more than one
hundred dollars; and it shall be the duty of the applicants to see
that the field-notes are so returned. [Act 1895, p. 198.]

Indlctment.-Willso.n's Cr. Forms, 209a.

Art. 418. [289b] Parents, etc., refusing to answer questions
of school trustees.-In taking the scholastic census provided for
by law, the trustees (district school trustees) are hereby author-
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ized and empowered to administer all oaths necessary to obtain a

full, complete, and correct census of all children residing in their

respective districts; and said. tru�tees may reqt1ir� each p�rent;.
guardian, or other person having m charge any child or children
to answer under oath as to the names and ages of such child or

children; and any person refusing to answer such questions un

der oath shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction
thereof, shall be fined not less than five nor more than twenty-five
dollars. [Act 1893, p. 199.]

Explanatory.--When the above article was carried into the revised Penal Code
it had been superseded by Acts 1897, S. S. ch. 16, which had in turn been re

pealed by Acts 1905, p. 285, ch. 124. The last named act was in part carried Into

the Revised St. 1911, as article 2774. The act of 1905, as found in the session

laws is as follows:

Parents refusing to answer questions of school census trustee.

The county superintendent of public instruction shall, on the
first day of January of each year, or as soon as practicable .there
after, appoint one of the trustees of each school district, or some

other qualified person, to take the scholastic census, who shall be'
known as the census trustee of the district. It shall be the duty
of the census trustee to take, between the first day of May and
the first day of June after his appointment, a census of all the
children that will be over seven and under seventeen years of

age on the first day of the following September, and who are resi
dents of the school district on said first day of May, and to make
report under oath to the county superintendent on or before the
first day of Jnne next thereafter. In taking the said census he
shall visit each home, residence, habitation and place of abode, and
shall, by actual observation and interrogation, enumerate the chil
dren thereof in the following manner: He shall use for each par
ent, guardian or person having control of any such children, a

prescribed form showing the name, color, and nationality of the
person rendering such children, the name and number of the
school district in which the children reside, and the name, sex

and date of birth of each child of which he is the parent or

guardian, or of which he has control, and which child will be over

seven and under seventeen years of age on the first day of Sep
tember next following. The census trustee shall require such
form to be subscribed and sworn to by the person rendering the
children, and he is hereby authorized to administer oaths for this
purpose. When the census trustee visits any home or house or

place of abode of .a family, and fails to find either the parent or

any person having legal control, it shall be the duty of the census

trustee to leave the prescribed census blank for the use of parents
at such home or place of abode, with a note to the parent or

guardian having legal control of child or children, requiring that
the form be filled out, sworn and subscribed to before the census

trustee, or any officer authorized to administer oaths, and that
the blank, when so filled out, shall be delivered by the parent or

person having legal control of the child or children to the census

trustee.

Every person having control of any child which will be over

seven and under seventeen years of age on the first day of Sep
tember next thereafter, and who, being requested by the census

trustee to prepare said form giving the information required, or
to give the information necessary to enable the trustee to prepare
the same, shall refuse to do so, or shall refuse to make oath to said
fo�m when filled according to his statement of facts in regard to
said children, or shall fail to return the form left at his home in
his absence, as above required, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,

. and upon conviction shall be fined not less than five nor more
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than ten dollars. And it shall be the duty of the census trustee

at mice to file with some justice of the peace of competent juris
diction complaint against such person. Only children of the same

family shall be listed on one form, and if one person has under
his control children of different family name, he should use a

separate form for each family name. [Act 1893, p. 199; Act 1897,
S. S. ch. l6, repealed; Act 1905, p. 285, ch. 124, § 89.]

Indictment and information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 720-722.
Information for refusal to answer questions must allege that defendant had

children or was guardian of children of scholastic age. Dunlap v. State, 40 App,
691, 61 S. W. 392.

Art. 419. [Superseded by Act 1911, S.· S. Ch. 11, _§ 23. See
Art. 1513a, Penal Code, post.]

Indfctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 723-725.

Art. 420. Tax assessor and equalization' board.s=Any county
tax assessor who shall violate or in any respect fail to comply
with any of the provisions of the law creating the state tax board,
and any member of any board of equalization, and any county
tax assessor, who shall modify or change, or vote to modify or

change, in any manner whatsoever the finding, valuation or ap
portionment of any intangible assets as so fixed, determined, de
clared and certified by said state tax board, shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not
less than one hundred nor more than one thousand dollars. [Act
1905, ch. 146; Act 1907, p. 476.]

Art. 420a. Mailing notice of delinquent taxes; contents of
notice; duplicates; furnishing statements of taxes on demand; du
ties of district attorney; redemption.-Not later than the first day
of May, 1916, in all counties of less than 50,000 inhabitants, and
not later than the first day of May, 1917, in all counties of more

than 50,000 inhabitants, and not later than the first day of June
in every year following thereafter, it shall be the duty of the
Collector of Taxes in the various counties of this state to mail to
the address of every record owner of any lands or lots situated in
such counties, a notice showing the amount of taxes appearing
delinquent or past due and unpaid against all such lands and
lots according to the delinquent tax records of their respective
counties on file in the office of the Tax Collector, and a duplicate
of which shall also have been filed in the office of the Comptroller
of Public Accounts of the State of Texas and approved by such
officer; such notice shall also contain a brief description of the
lands or lots appearing delinquent, and various sums or amounts
due against such lands or lots for each year they appear to be de
linquent according to such records, and it shall also be the duty of
the tax collectors of the various counties in this State not later
than the dates named, and every year thereafter, to furnish to the
county or district attorneys of their respective counties duplicates
of all such statements mailed to the tax payers in accordance with
the provisions of this Act, together with similar statements, or in
lieu thereof, lists of lands and lots located in such counties con

taining amounts of State and county taxes due and unpaid, and
the years for which due, on lands or lots appearing on such rec

ords in the name of "Unknown" or "Unknown Owners," or in the
name of persons whose correct address or place of residence in or

out of the county said tax collector is unable by the use of due
diligence to discover or ascertain; and it shall be the further duty
of the tax collector to furnish on demand of any person or per
sons, firm or corporation, like statements with reference to any
particular lot or tract of land for whatever purpose desired, which
shall be in all instances certified by him with the seal of his office
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attached; said notices or statements herein provided for shall also
recite that unless the owner or owners of such lands or lots de
scribed therein shall pay to the tax collector the amount of taxes,
interest, penalty and costs set forth in such notice within 90 days
from date of notice, then, and in that event, the county or district
attorney will institute suits not later than January 1, next, for the
collection of such moneys, and for the foreclosure of the consti
tutional lien existing against such lands and' lots; and whenever
any person or persons, firm or corporation shall pay to the tax
collector all of the taxes, interest, penalties and costs shown by
the records aforesaid to be due and unpaid against any tract, lot
or parcel of land for all of the years for which said taxes may be
shown to be due and unpaid, then it shall be the duty of the tax

collector to issue to such person or persons, firm or corporation a

redemption receipt covering such payment as is now required by
law. [Act 1915, p. 250, ch. 147, § 1.]

Art. 420b. Records from which notices and statements are

to be made; examination of records of district court and county
clerk; publication of delinquent list; duties of tax collector.-In
making up the notices or statements provided for in Section 1 of
this Act [Art. 420a], it shall be the duty of the tax collectors of
the various counties in the State to rely upon the delinquent tax
records compiled, or to be compiled, under the provisions of Arti
cle 7685 and Article 7707 of the Revised Civil Statutes of the
State of Texas for 1911, which have been approved by the com

missioners court of such counties and a duplicate of which has
been filed in the office 'of the Comptroller of Public Accounts of
the State of Texas, and which has or shall hereafter be approved
by such State officer; and it shall be the duty of the tax collector,
whenever there shall be as many as two years of back taxes that
have not been included in such delinquent tax records to prepare
or cause to be prepared a supplement to such records which shall
be prepared in duplicate, one copy to be filed in the office of the
county clerk and one copy thereof to be furnished to the Comp
troller of Public Accounts subject to his approval; and whenever
said supplement shall have been approved by the commissioners
court and by the State Comptroller, then the tax collector shall
rely thereon for the data covering delinquent taxes for said years
in making out the notices or statements provided for in Section
1 of this Act [Art. 420a]; provided, said tax collector in making
up said delinquent tax record and supplement, shall examine the
records of the district court and the county clerk's office of his
county and no tract of land shall be shown delinquent on said
delinquent tax record for any year where the records of the dis
trict court or the county clerk's office show that the taxes for
said year have been paid. It shall not be necessary to publish said
delinquent tax records and supplements thereto if the delinquent
list for each year has been advertised as required by Article 7692
of the Revised Civil Statutes of 1911. To enable the tax collector
to comply with the provisions of Section 1 of this Act, it shall be
the duty of the tax assessors of the various counties of the State
to hereafter enter the postoffice address of each and every tax

payer after his name on the tax rolls, and the Comptroller shall
hereafter provide a column for the entry of such address on the
sheets furnished the assessors for making up the tax rolls. [Id.,
§ 2.]

Art. 420c. Duties of county and district attorneys to foreclose
tax Iiens ; compensation.-Not later than January 1, 1917, in
counties of less than 50,000 inhabitants; and not later than Jan-
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uary 1, 1918, in counties of more than 50,090 inhabitants, and not

later than June 1 of each year thereafter, rt shall be the duty of
the county attorney, or the district attorney if there be no county
attorney, to file and institute suits as otherwise prov!ded by l.aw
for the collection of all delinquent taxes due at the tune of filing
such suit on land or lots situated in such county, together with

interest, penalties and costs then due .as otherwis.e provided by
law; provided, that for the work of fihng such SU1tS, the county
or district attorney shall receive a fee of $5 for the first tract of
land included in each suit, and $1 for each additional tract in
cluded therein; provided, that where unimproved town lots are

sued upon or included ill a suit with other land or improved town

lots in the same town, only one such additional fee shall be added
for each twenty lots or any number less than twenty; and, pro
vided further, that in counties containing over 50,000 inhabitants
such attorney's fee shall be $2.50 for the first tract and 50 cents

for additional fees as above provided. [Id., § 3.]
Art. 420d. Same; duties mandatory; violation of law a mis

demeanor-e-The duties prescribed in this Act for the county tax

collector, county and district attorneys and other officers, State
and county, are hereby declared to be mandatory and shall not be
construed as merely directory, and any county or State official
who shall fail or refuse to perform the duties herein set out for
him to perform shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be fined
in any sum not less than $100 nor more than $1,000, and in addi
tion thereto shall be subject to removal from office; provided,
further, that no county or district officer charged with any duty
under Title 126, Chapter 15, of the Civil Statutes, 1911, can make
settlement with the commissioners court of his county or the
Comptroller of this State until he shall have performed the duties
required of him under said Title 126, Chapter 15, of the Civil
Statutes of 1911. [Id., § 4.]

Art. 420e. Same; .repeal.-Article 7707, Revis�d ci-u Statutes
of the State of Texas for 1911, and all other laws or parts of laws
in conflict with this Act, are hereby expressly repealed. [Id., § 5.]

Art. 420£. Assessment of omitted property.-If any tax as

sessor, or the county judge, or any member of the commissioners
court shall intentionally or willfully neglect, fail or refuse to per
form any of the acts herein [Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, Arts.
7710-7714] required to be done by such officers, he shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be punished by
fine of not less than one hundred, nor more than five hundred
dollars, or by imprisonment. in the county jail for not less than
one month nor more than one year, or by both such fine and im
prisonment. Such offenses may be prosecuted upon indictment
or information in any county of the judicial district to which such
county belongs other than the county in which the offense is com

mitted. [Act 1905, p. 322, ch. 131, § 6.]
Explanatory.-The above provision [art. 420f] was omitted from the revised

Penal Code, and, is inserted in this compilation in view of the decision in Berry
v. State (Cr. App.) 156 S. W. 626.'

6. BARRATRY
Art. 421. [290] "Barratry" defined and punished.-If any

person shall wilfully instigate, maintain, excite, prosecute or en

courage the bringing of any suit or suits at law or equity in any
court of this state in which such person has no interest, with
the intent to distress or harass the defendant therein, or shall
wilfully bring or prosecute any false suit or suits at law or equity"
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of his own with the intent to distress or harass the defendant
therein, or,' if any attorney at law shall seek or, obtain employ
ment in any suit or case at law, or in equity, to prosecute or

defend the same by means of personal solicitation of such employ
ment or by procuring another to solicit for him employment in
such'cause, or who shall, by himself or another, seek or obtain
such employment by giving to the person from whom the em

ployment is sought money or other thing- of value, or who shall,
directly or indirectly, pay the debts or liabilities of the person
from whom such employment is sought, or who shall loan or

promise to give, loan or otherwise grant money or other valua
ble thing to the person from whom such employment is sought,
before such employment, in order to induce such employment,
whether the same shall be done directly by him or through an

other; shall be deemed guilty of barratry, and shall, upon convic
tion, be punished by fine in any sum not to exceed five hundred
dollars, and may in addition thereto be imprisoned in the county
jail not exceeding three months. The term attorney at law shall
include counselor at law; and any attorney at law violating any
of the provisions of this law, shall, in addition to the penalty
hereinbefore provided, forfeit his right to practice law in this
state, and shall be subject to have his license revoked and be dis
barred in the manner provided by law for dishonorable conduct
or malpractice, whether he has been convicted for violating this
law or not. [Act Aug. 21, 1876, p. 227; amended 1901, p. 125.]

Cited, M. H. Wolf & Co. v. St. Louis Southwestern Ry. Co. of Texas (Civ. App.)
144 s. W. 347.

Elements of offense.-The English Statutes against common barratry, main
tenance and champerty, are not part of the common law of this state. Bentinck
v. Franklin, 38 Tex. 458; Stewart v. Railway Co., 62 Tex. 246.

Attorneys at law may contract for a contingent interest in the subject matter
of litigation as compensation for professional services where it is done in good
faith. Stewart v. Railway Co., 62 Tex. 246.

When one wilfully "instigates," "incites" or "encourages" the institution of
a suit with the intent 1;0 distress or harass, he is guilty of a misdemeanor and a

contract for part of the recovery as a fee is tainted with fraud and unenforceable.
Cox et al. v. Watelsky et al., 27 Civ. App. 478, 66 S. W. 328.

The promise of an attorney to defray all the expenses incident to the collection
of his client's claim for damages is a promise to grant or give a valuable thing
to his client within the meaning of this law. Ft. W. & D. C. Ry, Co. v. Carlock &
Gillespie, 33 Civ. App. 202, 75 S. W. 932.

If any attorney does not seek or obtain employment in a case by personal solici
tation, it is not unlawful for him to loan or promise to loan or advance money to
his client who has employed him to recover damages, and his contract with his
client is not thereby affected. M. K. & T. Ry. Co. v. Bacon (Clv. App.) 8()i S. W.
�� (

Where attorneys having notes in their possession for collection surrendered
them to their client, and thereby surrendered their lien for services rendered, and
accepted as consideration a sum admittedly an insufficient remuneration for the
work and the release of the lien, and a contract that, if the notes were paid, they
should receive $300 more, and, if not paid within 90 days, the notes should be re
turned to the attorneys for collection, and they should then receive a reasonable
fee for their services, such contract was not in violation of this article. Fish v,
Sadler (Civ. App.) 155 S. W. 1185.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Form.s, 210.

7. COMPO UNDING CRIM�
Art. 422. [291] Agreeing with offenders not to prosecute-c

If any person has knowledge that an offense against the penal
laws of this state has been committed, and shall agree with the
offender, either directly or indirectly, not to prosecute or inform
on him in consideration of money or other valuable things, paid,
delivered or promised to him by such offender, or other person
for him, he shall be fined not less than one hundred nor more

than one thousand dollars.
Extorting money by threats of prosecution.-See arts. 1187 and 1328 and notes.
Acts constItutIng offense.-As distinguished from arts. 1187 and 1328, relative to

extorting money or property by threats, this article seems to be predicated upon
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the idea that the agreement is voluntary and entered into. Williams v. State, 61

App. I, 100 S. W. 149.
One who gives a mortgage to secure payment of debt of his son, in order to

save him from prosecution for a felony, is not guilty of c�mpoundin� a felony,
but the ones who procured the giving of such mortgage might be guilty. Gray
v. Freeman, 37 Civ. App. 556, 84 8. W. 1110.

. .

An agreement to the effect that one would not prosecute the son for crIm!nal
offense if his parents would convey him a tract of land is not void but mlght

constitute a penal offense. Medearis v. Granberry, �8 Civ. App, 187, 84 S. W. 107.1.
A contract made in consideration of compounding a cr-imtnal offense is VOId

because in contravention of public policy as well as of this article. Shriver v. Me

Cann (Civ, App.) 155 S. W. 317.

Accessories and accompllces.-See note under art. 86, ante; Chenault v. State,
46 App. 351. 81 S. W. 971.

Corroboration of accompllces.-See notes under Code Cr. Proc. art. 801; Robert-
son v. State, 46 App. 441, 80 S. W. 1000.

Venue.-See Code Cr. Proc., art. 258, and notes.

Indictment and Informatlon.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 211.
See Loessin v. State, 46 App. 553, 81 S. W. 715; Powell v. State, 51 App. 342,

101 S. W. 1006.

Varlance.-On a trial for compounding an offense, held that there was no vari
ance as to whether a person through whom the arrangement was made, was act

ing for defendant or the offender. Powell v. State, 51 App. 342, 101 S. W. 1006.

8. MALICIOUS PROSECUTION
Art. 423. [292] "Malicious prosecution" defined and pun

ished.-If any person in this state, for the purpose of extorting
money from another, or the payment or security of a debt due him
by such other person, or with intent to vex, harass or injure such
person, shall institute, or cause to be instituted, any criminal
prosecution against such other person, he shall be deemed guilty
of malicious prosecution, and, upon conviction, shall be fined 110t
less than one hundred nor more than one thousand dollars, or be
imprisoned in the county jail not less than one month nor more
than one year.

Cited, Hubbard v. Lord, 59 Tex. 384.
In general.-See Dempsey v. State, 27 App, 269, 11 S. W. 372, 11 Am. St. Rep.

193; Reed v. State, 29 App. 449, 16 S. W. 99; Blasingame v. State, 47 App. 582,
85 8'. W. 275.

Prosecutions should not be resorted to for the purpose of gratifying private
malice, or to enforce the collection of debts. Robinson v. State, 33 Tex. 341.

Probable cause and mallce.-Malice as element of murder, see notes under art.
1140.

There must be a want of probable cause for instituting or causing to be in
stituted the alleged malicious prosecution. Dempsey v. State, 27 App, 269, 11 S.
W. 372, 11 Am. St. Rep. 193.

"The existence of such facts and circumstances as would excite belief in a

reasonable mind, acting on the facts within the knowledge of the prosecutor, that
the person charged was guilty of the crime for whtcj, he was prosecuted," con
stitutes probable cause. Dempsey v. State, 27 App. 269, 11 S. W. 372, 11 Am. St.
Rep. 193.

The prosecution must have been actuated by malice. Any unlawful act done
willfully and purposely to the injury of another, is, as against that person,
malicious. Dempsey v. State, 27 App, 269, 11 S. W. 372, 11 Am. St. Rep. 193.

Where the person prosecuted was guilty, the prosecution was not within the
statute, though defendant was actuated by a spirit of revenge and a desire to
vex, harass and injure such person. Johnson v. State, 32 App. 58, 22 S. W. 43.

Indictment and Informatlon.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 212.
'l'he information need not allege that the prosecution had ended before the in

formation was presented. Dempsey v. State, 27 App. 269, 11 S. W. 372, 11 Am. st.
Rep. 193.

Evldence.-A verdict of acquittal in the prosecution instituted by accused is
not competent evidence against him. Reed v. State, 29 App. 449, 16 S. W. 99.

I nstructlons.-The courts should define malice and instruct in regard to the
want of probable cause. Reed v. State, 29 App. 449, 16 S. W. 99.

Civil lIablllty.-See Vernon's Sayles' Clv. St. 1914, pp. 1095, 1343, 1432, 2447, 2533.

9. FALSE PERSONATION
Art. 424. [293] Falsely pretending to be an officer.s=Any

person who shall falsely assume or pretend to be a judicial or

executive officer of this state, or a justice of the peace, sheriff,
deputy sheriff, constable or any other judicial or ministerial officer
of any county' in the state, and shall take upon himself to act as
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such, shall be punished by imprisonment in the county jail for a

term not exceeding six months, or by fine not exceeding five hun
dred dollars. [Act Nov. 12, 1866,. p. 201.]

Officers personated.-It seems that an indictment will lie for falsely personating
a minister of the gospel, but it must' expressly aver that the accused was not a

minister. young v. State, 35 Tex. 114.
A notary public must be confirmed by the senate, but if he acts officially under

an appointment and commission, without confirmation, honestly believing that he
has a right to do so, he is not liable criminally. Brown v. State, 43 Tex. 478.

A policeman is an executive officer within the purview of this article. Ex parte
Preston, 72 App. 77, 161 S. W. 115.

Intent.-See Burnsides v. State, 51 App. 399, 102 S. W. 118.
It is not the intention of this. article to punish one who honestly believes that

he is entitled to the office in which he assumes to act. The ordinary test of
criminality is the criminal intent or guilty knowledge, and in this offense such
intent or knowledge is an essential constituent. The provisions of the Code as to
mistake do not apply to offenses of this character. Brown v. State, 43 Tex. 478.

M istake.-See notes under art. 46, ante.
.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 213.
An indictment which alleges that branch pilots are executive officers of the

State is bad. Petterson v. State (Cr. App.) 58 s. W. 100.
An indictment charging defendant with pretending to be sheriff of a county,

in that he pretended to be J. and acted as such officer is not supported by proof
that he represented himself to be the sheriff without representing himself to J.,
who was the sheriff. Butts v. State, 47 App. 494, 84 S. W. 586.

That the complaint charged that defendant "unlawfully, willfully, and falsely
assumed and pretended," etc., to be a deputy sheriff, while the information only
charged that he "unlawfully and falsely assumed and pretended," etc., was not a.

fatal variance. Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 714. '.
Instructlons.-The court need not require that defendant's act should have been

wilfully done, nor define "wilful," though criminal intent and guilty knowledge
are elements of the offense. Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 714.

10. BADGES, UNLAWF'UL WEARING
Art. 425. Badges, unlawful wearing.-Any person who shall

wilfully and without due authority use or wear the badge, label
or button or other emblem of the United Confederate Veterans,
United Sons of Confederate Veterans, United Daughters of the
Confederacy, Grand Army of the Republic, Women's Relief Corps,
the Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks of the United States
of American, the Ancient, Free and Accepted Masons, the In
dependent Order of Odd Fellows, the Knights of Pythias, the
Woodmen of the World, any labor organization, or any order,
society or organization in the state of Texas, pr who shall use or

wear the same to obtain aid or assistance or patronage thereby
within this state, unless he shall be entitled to use or wear the
same under the rules and regulations of the United Confederate
Veterans, United Sons of Confederate Veterans, the United
Daughters of the Confederacy, Grand Army of the Republic,
Women's Relief Corps, the Benevolent and Protective Order of
Elks of the United States of America, the Ancient, Free and Ac
cepted Masons, the Independent Order of Odd Fellows, the
Knights of Pythias, the Woodmen of the World, any labor or

ganization, or any order, society or organization in the state of
Texas, whose badge, label or button or other emblem was so used
or worn, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction
thereof, shall be fined in any sum not exceeding fifty dollars, or

imprisonment for a term not exceeding sixty days, or both, at
the discretion of the court or jury trying the case. [Act 1909�
p. 134.]

Indictment.�Willson's Cr. Forms, 732j.

11. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Art. 426. [294] Wilful neglect of official duty.-If any officer

of the law shall wilfully or negligently fail to perform any duty
imposed on him by the Penal Code or Code of Criminal Pro
,cedure_ he shall, when the act or omission is not otherwise de-
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fined, be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and be punished as

prescribed in the succeeding article. [Act May 26, 1864, pp. 7,
8; P. C. 348a.]

"Succeeding article" refers to art. 430 post.
See notes under article 430 post.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 214.

Art. 427. Selection of jurors in certain counties.-That be
tween the 1st and 15th days of August of each year, in all coun

ties in this state having therein a city or cities containing a popu
lation aggregating twenty thousand (20,000) or more people, as

shown by the United States census of date next pre�eding s�ch
action the tax collector of such county or one of hIS deputies,
together with the tax assessor of such county or one of his depu
ties, together with the sheriff of such county or one of his dep�
ties, together with the county clerk of such county or one of hIS

deputies, together with the district clerk of such county or one of
his deputies, shall meet at the court house of such county and shall
select from the list of qualified jurors of such county as shown

by the tax lists in the tax assessor's office for the current year,
the jurors for service in the district and county courts of such
county for the ensuing year in the manner hereinafter provided.
[Acts 1907, p. 269, sec. 1. Amended Acts 1911, p. 150, sec. ,1.]

If any of the officers mentioned in this article shall wilfully or

negligently failto serve as herein provided, or if any of the said
officers shall wilfully or negligently fail to designate one of their
deputies for such service, or if, after such designation, such dep
uty shall wilfully or negligently fail to serve, the officer so fail
ing to serve or to designate a deputy, or the deputy so failing to

serve, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon con

viction thereof, shall be fined not less than fifty nor more than
five hundred dollars. [Act 1907, p. 271, ch. 139, § 10.]

Cited, Todd v. State, 60 ApI}. 199, 131 S. W. 606.

ConstitutionaJlty.-This law is constitutional. Logan v. State, 64 App. 74, 111
S. W. 1028; Huddleston v. State, 54 App, 93, 112 S. W. 64, 130 Am. St. Rep. 875 �
Brown v. State, 54 App, 121, 112 S. W. 80; Smith v. State, 54 App. 298, 113 S. W.
289; Jones v. Same, 54 App, 507, 113 S. W. 761; Dallas Consolo Electric St. R. Co.
v. Chase (Civ. App.) 118 S. W. 783; Same V. Chambers, 55 Civ. ApI}. 331, 118 S. W.
851; Oates v. State, 56 App, 671, 121 S. W. 370; Beaver V. State, 63 App. 581, 142
S. W. 11; Smith V. State, 54 App. 298, 113 S. W. 289; Northern Texas Traction Co.
v. Danforth, ,fi3 Civ. App. 419, 116 S. W. 148; Rasor v. State, 67 App. 10, 121 S.
W.612.

Denial by the supreme court of a writ of error to review a decision of the
court of civil appeals adjudging the validity of this article amounts to a deci
sion that the law is valid and is conclusive on the court of civil appeals in a sub
sequent case. Rice & Lyon v. Lewis (Civ. App.) 125 S. W. 961.

This article is a "general" and not a special law, within Const. art. 3, § 66.
prohibiting the passage of any local or special law regulating the summoning or im
paneling of juries. Houston Electric Co. v. Faroux (Civ. App.) 126 S. W. 922.

Effect.-This act does not repeal the statutory provision relating to the summon

ing of talesmen, and where less than 24 names are drawn from the wheel the judge
can order the sheriff to summon talesmen to fill up the panel. Houston Electric CO.
V. Seegar, 64 Civ. App. 255, 117 S. W. 902, 903.

Art. 428. Putting in or taking names from wheel illegally.
If any person shall put into the wheel or take from the wheel,
except at the times and in the manner provided for by law, a card
or cards bearing the name or names of any person, he shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof,
shall be fined not less than fifty nor more than five hundred dol
lars. [Act 1907, p, 272.]

Art. 429. Providing penalty.-If any person shall violate any
of the provisions of said law [Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914,
arts. 5151-5158], or shall wilfully or negligently fail or neglect
to perform any duty therein required of him, then, where no

penalty is specifically imposed by the terms of said law, he shall
be deemed guilty' of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof,
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shall be fined in any sum not less than fifty nor more than five
hundred dollars. [Id., p. 271.]

Art. 430. [295] General penalty, in the absence of any oth
er.-Whenever, in the Penal Code or Code of Criminal Procedure,
it is declared tM.at an officer is guilty of an offense on account of

any particular act or omission, and there is not in the Penal Code
any punishment assigned for the same, such officer shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be fined not exceeding two
hundred dollars. [Act March 5, 1863, p. 12; P. C. 349.]

DrunkennesS! In office.-See arts. 200 to 203.

Acts covered.-Article 426 seems to refer to acts of omission rather than of
commission. Sta.te v. Kingsbury, 37 Tex. 159. This statute covers every wilful
failure or neglect to discharge an official duty, the penalty for which is' otherwise
not provided for; and under it, a justice could be indicted for failure to report
as required by Paschal's Digest, sec. 3772, State v. Baldwin, 39 Tex. 155; or a.

sheriff for failing to properly supervise his jail, Gordon v. State, 2 App. 154; but
intimated that for subscribing a jurat, several months after it was made, as of
the day it was made, is an imprudence, and not a crime on the part of a district
clerk. Bacon v. State, 10 Tex. 98.

Indlctment.-An indictment charging a sheriff with unlawfully and negligently
exercising supervision and control over the county jail held sufficient. Gordon
v. State, ? App. 154.

Art. 431. [296] Malfeasance, when not otherwise designated.
-All offenses committed by officers of the law, when not other
wise designated, are known under the general term of malfeasance
in office. [P. C. 350.]

Art. 432. [297] "Officer" defined.-By an "officer of the law"
as used in the preceding article is meant any magistrate, peace
officer or clerk of a court. [Po C. 351.]

Art. 433. [298] Sheriff failing to make report to adjutant gen
eral.-1. Hereafter it shall be the duty of each sheriff in this
state, upon the close of any regular term of the district court in
his county, or within thirty days thereafter, to make out and for
ward by mail to the adjutant general of this state a certified list
of all persons who, after indictment for a felony, have fled from
said county. Such lists shall contain the full name of each of such
fugitives, with a description giving his age, height, weight, color
and occupation, the complexion of skin and, the color of eyes and
hair, and any peculiarities in person, speech, manner or gait that
may serve to identify such fugitive, so far as the sheriff may be
able to give them, and shall state the offense with which such per
son is charged.

2. The adjutant general shall prescribe, have printed and for
ward to the sheriffs of the several counties the necessary blanks
upon which are to be made the lists herein required.

3. Any sheriff in this state failing or refusing to make out and
forward said certified lists, within the time and according to the
forms herein provided for, shall be deemed guilty of official mis
conduct, and, upon conviction, shall be fined not less than ten nor

more than one hundred dollars. [Act March 25, 1887, p. 44.]
Art. 434. Sheriff appointing deputies not allowed by law.-.

Any sheriff of any county of this state who shall appoint any'
more deputies than are provided for by law, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be fined in
any sum not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five
hundred dollars; provided, further that this law shall not apply
to counties having more than one district .court. [Act 1903, p.
160.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 175.
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TITLE 9

OF OFFENSES AGAINST THE PUBLIC._pEACE
Chap.

1. Unlawful assemblies.
2. Riots.

Chap.
a. Affrays and disturbances of the

peace.
4. Unlawfully carrying arms.

CHAPTER ONE

UNLAWFUL ASSEMBLIES
Art.
435. "Unlawful assembly" defined.
436. To prevent elections.
437. To prevent execution of law, etc.
438. To effect the rescue of a capital

felon.
439. To effect the rescue of a felon.
440. To rescue one accused of capital

felony.
441. To rescue one accused of lesser

felony.
442. To rescue one accused of misde

meanor.

Art.
443. To prevent the sitting of any tri

bunal.
444. To prevent the collection of taxes.
445. To prevent any person pursuing

his labor.
446. To frighten anyone by disguise.
447. To disturb families.
448. 'I'o effect any other illegal object.
449. Lawful meetings not included.
450. Lawful meetings included if the

unlawful purpose is afterward
agreed upon.

Article 435. [299] "Unlawful assembly" defined.-An un

lawful assembly" is the meeting of three or more persons with in
tent to aid each other by violence, or in any other manner either
to commit an offense, or illegally to deprive any person of any
right, or to disturb him in the enjoyment thereof. [Po C. 355.]

McGehee v. State, 23 .App . .330, 5 S. W. 222.
What constitutes offense.-Under this article and articles 445 and 451, though

not per se an offense to stop the running of trains, it was an offense for two
or more persons to meet and co-operate in preventing the conductor of a rail
road train from pursuing his usual occupation and employment of operating such
train. McGehee v. State, 23 App, 330, 5 S. W. 222.

There is no unlawful assembly except when it contemplates a disturbance of
the peace or injury to the rights of individuals, and it cannot be composed of per
sons assembled to carry on their ordinary business though on a day and in a

manner not authorized by law, unless their actions will in some way disturb the
rights of others or the public rights. An actress traveling around the country
and meeting with others on Sunday in a theatre. to entertain the people is not
guilty thereof. Ex parte Jacobson, 55 App, 237, 115 S. W. 1193.

Indictment or Informatlon.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 96, 97, 222-232.
A count of an indictment held sufficient to charge an unlawful assembly. Mc

Gehee v. ,State, 23 App. 330, 5 S. W. 222.
Indictment or information for riot must show for what purpose the rioters as

sembled. Failing in this allegation the information was insufficient. Blackwell v.

State, 30 App. 672, 18 S. W. 676.
An indictment for an unlawful assembly to prevent a party by violence from

having a social gathering or dance at his house, should allege that such party has
a house and was giving or about to give a social gathering or dance, etc. Follis
v. State, 37 App. 535, 40 S. W. 277.

Art. 436. [300] To prevent elections.-If the purpose of the
unlawful assembly is to prevent the holding of any public election,
or to prevent any particular person or number of persons from vot

ing at a public election, the punishment shall be that which is pre
scribed in article 266. [Po C. 356.]

See arts. 265-269, ante.

Indlctment.-W'illson's Cr. Forms, 96, 97, 222-232.

Art. 437. [301] To prevent execution of law, etc.-If the pur
pose of the unlawful assembly be to oppose or prevent the execu

tion or enforcement of any law of the state, or the lawful decree
or judgment of a court in a civil action, the punishment shall be a

fine not exceeding five hundred dollars. [Po C. 357.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 224-232.

Art. 438. [302] To effect the rescue of capital felon.-If the
purpose of the unlawful assembly be to effect the rescue of a pris-
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Chap. 1) OFFENSES AGAINST THE' PUBLIC PEACE Art. 446

oner lawfully convicted of a capital offense, the punishment shall
be a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars. [P. C. 358.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 226-232.

Art. 439. [303] To effect the rescue of a felon.-If the purpose
of the unlawful assembly be to effect the rescue of any person law

fully convicted of a felony less than capital, the punishment shall
be a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars. [Po C. 359.]

Indictment.-W.illson's Cr. Forms, 226-232.

Art. 440. [304] To rescue one accused of capital felony.-If
the purpose of the unlawful assembly be to rescue any person ar

rested or imprisoned for a capital offense before trial, the punish
ment shall be a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars. [Po C.
360.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 227-232.

Art. 441. [305] To rescue one accused of lessor felony.-If
the purpose of the unlawful assembly be to rescue any person law

fully arrested or imprisoned for any felony less than capital, the

punishment shall be a fine not exceeding three hundred dollars.
[Po C. 361.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 227-232.

Art. 442. [306] To rescue one accused of misdemeanor.-If
the purpose of the unlawful assembly be to rescue a person accused
of a misdemeanor, the punishment shall be a fine not exceeding
two hundred dollars. [Po C. 362.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 227-232.

Art. 443. [307] To prevent the sitting of any tribunal.-If the
purpose of the unlawful assembly be to prevent or oppose the sit
ting of any lawful court, board, of arbitrators or referees, the pun
ishment shall be a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars. [Po
C.362a.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 228-232.

Art. 444. [308] To prevent the collection of taxes.-If the
purpose of the unlawful assembly be to prevent the collection of
taxes, or other money due the state, the punishment shall be a fine
not exceeding five hundred dollars. [Po C. 363.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 229-232.

Art. 445. [309] To prevent any person from pursuing his la
l bor.-If the purpose of the unlawful assembly be to prevent any
\. person from pursuing any labor, occupation or employment, or to

intimidate any person from following his daily avocation, or to
interfere in any manner with the labor or employment of another,
the punishment shall be by fine not exceeding five hundred dollars.

Cited, McGehee v. State, 23 App. 330, 5 S. W. 222.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 231, 232.
For indictment under which conviction was sustained, see McGehee v. State,

23 App, 333, 5 S. W. 222.
An information for preventing one from performing the duties of his lawful

employment, was defective for failure to set forth the nature of the "lawful em
ployment." Luter v: State, 32 App. 69, 22 S. W. 140.

An indictment charging accused with assembling with others to prevent E.
from operating a certain farm, by illegally depriving him of the right to employ
Mexicans as laborers thereon, was defective in failing to allege that E. then and
there had in his employ, or was about to employ, Mexicans as laborers on his
farm. Bradford V. State, 40 App. 632, 51 S. W. 379.

Art. 446. [310] To frighten anyone by disguise.-If the pur
pose of the unlawful assembly be to alarm and frighten any person
by appearing in disguise, so that the real persons so acting and as

sembling cannot be readily known, and by using language or

gestures calculated to produce in such person the fear of bodily
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Art. 446 OFFENSES AGAINST THE PUBLIC Pl1lACE (Title 9

harm, the punishment shall be by fine riot exceeding five hundred
dollars. [Act Nov. 6, 1871, p. 19; P. C. 363a.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 231, 232.

Art. 447. [311] To disturb families.-If the purpose of the un

lawful assembly be to repair to the vicinity of any residence, and
to disturb the inmates thereof by loud, unusual or unseemly nois

es, or by the discharge of firearms, the punishment' shall be by
fine not exceeding five hundred dollars. A residence may be either
a public or private house.

.

See Ex parte Jacobson, 55 App. 237, 115 S. W. 1193.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 232.

Art. 448. [312] To effect any other illegal object.-If the pur
pose of the unlawful assembly be to effect any illegal object other
·than those. mentioned in the preceding articles of this chapter, all

persons engaged therein shall be liable to fine not exceeding two
'hundred dollars. [Po C. 364.]

Indletment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 232.
An indictment alleging that defendants unlawfully met in a certain county,

with intent, by violence, to deprive a certain person of his right to have a dance
at his house, sufficiently laid the venue, without averring .

that the house was in
that county; the unlawful meeting being the gist of the offense. Follis V. State,
37 App. 535, 40 S. W. 277.

An indictment alleging that defendants met to aid each other, by violence, to
deprive a certain person of his right to have a dance at house, is fatally defec

tive, unless it charges that such person had a house and was giving, or intend
ing to give, a dance there. Follis V. State, 37 App. 535, 40 S .. W. 277.

Art. 449. [313] Lawful meetings not included.-N0 public
meeting for the purpose of exercising any political, religious or

other lawful rights, no assembly for the purpose of lawful amuse

ment or recreation, is within the meaning of this chapter. [Po C.
365.]

See Ex parte Jacobson, 65 App. 237, 116 S. W. 1193.
I neluslon of similar offenses.-This article must be held to include similar of

fenses, as the articles which precede it. The act of entertaining or amusing an

audience is not and cannot constitute a disturbance of the peace, and has none of
the elements of such an offense, whether done on Sunday or any other day. EJt
parte Jacobson, 65 App, 237, 115 ·S. W. 1196.

Art. 450. [314] Lawful meetings included if unlawful pur
pose is afterward agreed 0.0.-Where the persons engaged in any
unlawful assembly, met at first for a lawful purpose, and after
ward agreed upon an unlawful purpose, they are equally guilty
of the offense defined in article 435. [Po C. 376.]

CHAPTER TWO

RIOTS
Art.
461. "Riot" defined.
452. To prevent collection of taxes.
463. To prevent execution of law.
464. Rescue of felon under death sen

tence.
466. Rescue of felon less than capital.
466. Rescue of one convicted of misde

meanor.
467. Rescue of one imprisoned for capi

tal offense.
468. Felony less than capital.
459. Misdemeanor.

Art.
460. Preventing any person from labor.
461. Dtsturbing

:

residence.
462. Committing any other illegal act.
463. Half penalty when object not ac

complished.
464. All partlctpants guilty.
466. Where assembly was at first law

ful.
466. One may be prosecuted before oth

ers are arrested.
467. Indictment, requisites of.
468. Duty of officers in case of riot.

Article 451. [315] "Riot" defined.-If the persons unlawfully'
assemble? toget�er do or attempt to do any illegal act, all those
engaged 10 such Illegal act are guilty of riot.. [Po C. 366.]

See McGehee V. State, 23 App, 330, 6 S. W. 222.
Compound offense.-Riot is a compound offense--there must be both an unlawful

.

act to be done and an unlawful assembly of more than two persons. Blackwell V.
State, SO App. 672, 18 S. W. 676.
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Chap. 2) OFFENSES AGAINST THE PUBLIC PEACE Art. 459

Indictment.-Willson's 'Cr. Forms, 96, 233.
See post, arts. 466, 467.

.

Indictment or information for riot must show for what purpose the rioters as

sembled that the court may judge whether it was lawful or not, and it must state
in terms that the defendants "did unlawfully assemble together." It must like

wise state the illegal act which was the object of the meeting, for a riot is a com

pound offense-there must not only be an unlawful act to be done, but an unlaw

ful assembly of more than two persons. Blackwell v. State, 30 APP. 672, 18 S. W.
676.

Defective in this case in not alleging that the parties "did unlawfully assemble
together," or that, having lawfully assembled they afterwards joined in the com

mission of an unlawful act. Blackwell v: State, 30 App. 672, 18 S. W. 676.

Art. 452. [316] To prevent collectjon of taxes.-If the purpose
of a riot be to prevent the collection of taxes or other money due
the state, any person engaged therein shall be punished by fine not

less than two hundred dollars and not exceeding one thousand
dollars, although the purpose of the riot be not effected; and if
such illegal purpose be effected, in addition thereto, imprisonment
in the county jail not exceeding two years may be added. [Po C.
367.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 38, 233, 233a.
See Blackwell v. State, 30 App. 672, 18 S. W. 676, which, with reference to es

sentials of indictment,' applies to arts. 465, 466, 469, 470 and 472.

Art. 453. 1317] Execution of law.-If any person, by engag-·
ing in a riot, shall prevent the execution or enforcement of any
law of the state, or the lawful decree or judgment of any court in
a civil cause, he shall be punished by imprisonment in the county
jail not exceeding two years, and by fine not less than two hundred
nor more than one thousand . dollars. [Po C. 368.] .

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 233b, 233c.

Art. 454. [318] Rescue of felon under sentence of death.s-Tf
any person, by engaging in a' riot, shall rescue another, lawfully
convicted or under lawful sentence of death, he shall be punished
by imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than five nor more

than ten years. [Po C. 369.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 233d.

Art. 455. [319], Rescue of felon less than capita1.-If any per
son, by engaging in a riot, shall rescue any prisoner, lawfully con

victed of felony less than capital, or lawfully under sentence for
such offense, he shall be punished by imprisonment in the peni
tentiary not less than two, nor more than seven years. [Po C�
370.]

Art. 456. [320] Rescue of one convicted of misdemeanor.
If any person, by engaging in a riot, shall rescue any prisoner, law
fully convicted of a misdemeanor, he shall be punished by impris
onment in the county jail not less than six months nor more than.
two years.

Art. 457. [321] Rescue of one imprisoned for capital felony.
-If any person, by engaging in a riot, shall rescue any prisoner"
lawfully arrested or imprisoned for a capital felony, he shall be
punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less than two nor'

more than seven years. [Po C. 371.]
Art. 458. [322] Felony less than capital.-If any person, by en

gaging in a riot, shall rescue any prisoner, lawfully arrested or 'im
prisoned for a felony less than capital, he shall be punished by con

finement in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than seven,

years. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 164; P. C. 372.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 233d.

Art. 459. [323] Misdemeanor.-Jf any person, by engaging in.
a riot, shall rescue any prisoner, lawfully arrested or imprisoned.
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Art. 459 OFFENSES AGAINST THE PUBLIC PEACE (Title 9

for a misdemeanor, he shall be punished by confinement in the

county jail not less than six nor more than twelve months.
Indlctment.-WilIson's Cr. Forms, 233d.

Art. 460. [324] Preventing any person from labor.-If any
person, by engaging in a riot, shall prevent any other person from

pursuing any labor, occupation or employment, or intimidate any
other person from following his daily avocation, or interfere in

any manner with the labor or employment of another, he shall be

punished by confinement in the county jail not less than six months
nor more than one year.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 233e.

Art. 461. [325] Disturbing residence.-If any person, by en

gaging in a riot, shall disturb the inmates of any residence by loud,
unusual or unseemly noises, or by the discharge of fire-arms in the
immediate vicinity of such residence, he shall be punished by fine
not less than fifty nor mote than five hundred dollars. A residence
may be either a public or private house.

Indlctment.-Willson's ·Cr. Forms, 233f.

Art. 462. [326] Committing any other illegal act.-If any per
son, by engaging in a riot, shall commit any illegal act other than
those mentioned in the ten preceding articles, he shall, in addition
to receiving the punishment affixed to such illegal act by other
provisions of this Code, be also punished by confinement in the
county jail not exceeding one year, or by fine not exceeding one

thousand dollars. [Po C. 373.]
'.

Indlctment.-An indictment which charges that defendant "then and there en

gaged in a riot with other parties, [named,] who had assembled at the residence
of T., and he did then and there, acting with said other parties, disturb the in
mates of T.'s residence by the discharge of firearms," is fatally defective, in that
it fails to allege facts showing either an unlawful assemblage and its purpose, or a

lawful assemblage and a subsequent agreement of the persons so assembled to com

mit an unlawful act. Blackwell v. State, 30 App. 672, 18 S. W. 676.
Evldence.-Testimony of accomplices of a meeting to run Mexican laborers 'out

of the country held not sufficiently corroborated by other evidence that notices
were afterwards posted on certain premises,. without evidence as to who posted
them. Holman v. State, 40 App. 628, 51 S. W. 379.

Art. 463. [327] Half penalty when object not accomplished.
-When the purpose of the riot was to effect any of the illegal acts
mentioned in the preceding articles of this chapter, and such un

lawful object is not effected, the punishment may, in the discre
tion of the jury, be diminished to half. the penalty affixed to such
riot where the illegal purpose was effected. [Po C. 374.]

For construction of articles 463 to 467, see Blackwell v. State, 30 App. 372, 18
s. W. 676.

Art. 464. [328] All participants guilty.-A person engaged in
any riot, whereby an illegal act is committed, shall be deemed
guilty of the offense of riot, according to the character and degree
·of such offense, whether the said illegal act was in fact perpetrated
by him, or by those with whom he is participating. [Po C. 375.]

.

See note under article 463 ante .

.

Art. 465. [329] Where assembly was at first lawfu1.-Where
the assembly was' at first lawful, and the persons so assembled
afterward agree to join 'in the commission of an act which would
amount to riot, if it had been the original purpose of the meeting,
all those who do not retire when the change of purpose is known
are guilty of riot. [Po C. 377.]

See note under article 463 ante.

Art. 466. [330] One may be prosecuted before others are ar

rested.-Any one person engaged in an unlawful assembly or riot
may be prosecuted and convicted before the others are arrested.
.but the indictment or information must state, and it must be prov-
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ed on the trial, that three or more persons were assembled, and
their names given, if known; if not known, it must be so alleged.
[Po C. 378.]

See notes under articles 451 and 463 ante.

Art. 467. [331] Indictment, requisites of.-The indictment or

information must likewise state the illegal act which was the ob

ject of the meeting, or which they proceeded to do, if the assembly
was originally lawful. [Po C. 379.]

See notes under articles 451 and 463 ante.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 233a.

Art. 468. [332] Duty of officers in case of riot.-If any persons
shallbe unlawfully or riotously assembled together, it shall be the

duty of any magistrate or peace officer, so soon as it may come to
his knowledge, to go to the place of such unlawful or riotous as

sembly and command the persons assembled to disperse; and all
who continue so unlawfully assembled, or engaged in a riot, after

being warned to disperse, shall be punished by the addition of
one-half the penalty to which they would otherwise be liable, if
no such warning had been given. [Po C. 380.]

CHAPTER THREE

AFFRAYS AND DISTURBANCES OF ·THE PEACE
Art.
469. "Affray" defined.
470. Disturbance of the peace.
471. Vulgar or profane language over

telephone.

Art.
472. "Public place" defined•.

473. Shooting in public place.
474. Horse racing on public road or

street.

Article 469. [333] "Affray" defined.e=If any two or more per
sons shall fight together in a public place, they shall be punished
by fine not exceeding one hundred dollars. [0. C. ,381.]

Nature and elements of offense.-It is not essential to constitute an affray that
the fighting should be by consent of the parties concerned. It is not the mere

fighting of the persons engaged that constitutes the gravamen of this offense. It is
because the .vlolence is committed in a public place and to the terror of the people
that the crime is called an affray, instead of an assault and battery. Hence, one
of the parties engaged in an affray may be convicted and punished, whilst the
other may be acquitted. Saddler v. State, Dallam, 610.

An affray is a State offense and can also be made a city offense, and when one
is convicted in a city court he cannot be prosecuted in a State court for the same
offense. Ex parte Freeland, 38 App. 321, 42 S. W. 295.

If there be actual fighting in a public place a participant who used rough and in
sulting language before the fray and fought zealously while fighting is not inno
cent because he entered into it reluctantly. Pollock v. State, 32 App. 29, 22 S. W.19.

When two' persons by mutual consent engage in a personal encounter in a pub
lic road in presence of a third party it is an affray. Piper V. State (Cr. App.) 51
S. W. 1118..

.

A private residence may become a "public place," within the statute, by throw
ing it open to the public generally for a single entertainment, and persons who
.engage in a fight during such entertainment may be prosecuted under the statute.
Austin v. State, 57 App. 611, 124 S. W. 639.

A conviction for engaging in an "affray" does not bar a prosecution for "ag
gravated assault" under a plea of former jeopardy, nor does the doctrine of carv
ing apply. McGraw v. State (Cr. APp.) 163 S. W. 967.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 234.
The indictment need not allege that any fighting took place; "did make an af

fray" is sufficient. State v. Washington, 19 Tex. 128, 70 Am. Dec. 323 (but this was
before the Code). It may charge generally that defendant "did fight with one IC.
in a public place," without further par-ticulartty. Shelton v. State, 30 Tex. 431.
See an approved precedent. State v. Billingsley, 43 Tex. 93.

An indictment charging that, at a time and place stated, being a public place
the parties "did unlawfully and willingly fight together though not according t�
common law precedents conformed to the statute and was sufficient." State v.
Billingsley, 43 Tex. 93.

It is sufficient to charge fighting in a public place without describing it. Shelton
v. State, 30 Tex. 431, Tummins v. State, 18 App. 13, and Dailey v. State, 27 App. 569
11 S. W. 636, relating to indictments under the statute forbidding playing cards i�
a public place hold that unless the place is among those enumerated in the statute
the facts constituting it a public place should be alleged. And see notes to post,
art. 472� .
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Art. 470. [334] Disturbance of the peace.-If any person shall

go into or near any public place, or into or near any private house,
and shall use loud and vociferous or obscene, vulgar or indecent

language, or swear or curse, or yell or shriek, or expos� his person,
or rudely display any pistol or other deadly weapon, in a manner

calculated to disturb the inhabitants of such public place or pri
vate house, he shall be fined in any sum not exceeding one hundred

dollars. [Amended by Act Feb. 19, 1883, p. 12.]
See, Lumbkin v. State, 12 App. 341; McCandless v. State, 21 App, 411, 2 S. W.

811; Wallace v. State, 33 App. 178, 26 S. W. 68.

Disturbance of occupant of residence or guest thereln.-The language used must

be of a character calculated to disturb the inhabitants of the house, and if not

near enough for them to hear it conviction could not be sustained. Elliott v. State,
37 App, 514, 40 S. W. 284.

That defendant was mistaken in the house was no defense; he app·earing there

at night, rattling the door, demanding admittance and threatening to kill the in

habitants. Garrett v. State, 49 App. 235, 91 S. W. 577.
The court should instruct to the effect that the jury must believe that defendant

not only cursed and swore near the alleged private residence, but that he did so in

a. manner calculated to disturb the inhabitants thereof. Jones v. State, 50 App.
210, 96 S. W. 29; Crain v. State, 53 App. 617, 111 S. W. 150.

.

In a prosecution for swearing in a public place at the residence of a person

named, where people were assembled for the purpose of innocent amusement, much
of the evidence tended to show that the persons present were there by invitation.

Held, that the court should have given a requested charge that if the place charged
in the indictment was not a public place, but a private residence, and those as

sembled were there by invitation, then accused would be entitled to an acquittal.
Austin v. State, 57 App. 623, 124 S. W. 636.

Inhabitants protected by statute.-Those occupying r.esidences abutting a pub
lic street are inhabitants of such street. Keller v. State, 25 App. 325, 8 S. W. 275.

Houses protected.-A private house in course of construction, so nearly finished
that the owner was moving into it was within the protection of the statute. Crain
v, State, 53 App. 617, 111 S. W. 150.

Rudely displaying pistol or deadly weapon.-Holding a pistol in the hand and

firing it into the air is "rudely" displaying it. And it was not necessary that the
:assembly disturbed saw the pistol. Oozy v. State, 34 App, 146, 29 S. W. 783.

Rudely displaying and firing a pistol at or near a private residence in a man

ner calculated to disturb the mhabttants is an offense, though done by a· peace offi
cer. Russell v. State, 38 App. 590, 44 S. W. 159.

A club mayor may not be a deadly weapon, but it is not a deadly weapon with
in the meaning of this statute. This article is confined to pistols or guns or weap
ons of like character usually understood to be deadly. Fuller v. State, 48 App, 300,
87 S. W. 832.

That one who displayed a pistol in a road dedicated to public use owned the
fee in the road did not prevent his conviction .under this and article 472. Jones
v. State, 60 App, 66, 130 S. W. 1001. .

Where, in a prosecution for rudely displaying a deadly weapon in a manner

calculated to disturb the inhabitants of a private residence, it appeared that the
.

tenant who had occupied the residence and loaded aU his household articles pre
paratory to moving off the premises, but had not left the premises when trouble
arose, and defendant displayed his rifie in such a way as to frighten the tenant's
wife and children, the place was properly found to have been the "private resi
-dence" of the tenant at the time of the offense. Ward v. State (Cr. App.) 167 s.
W.343.

Indecent exposure of per-son.-In a trial for indecent exposure in a public place
while taking a bath in a livery stable, it was error to refuse to instruct that
accused was not guilty unless he acted in such way as tended to disturb persons
rightfully at the stable, but unqualified instructions that accused would not vio
late any law by taking a bath in the stable, or if he did not expose his person
outside the stable, were properly refused. Taylor v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W:
:599.

Indictment and information, and proof thereunder.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 235.
An information for disturbance of the peace, brought under this article need

not set out the abusive language used, and an information based on article 1020,
if it charges that defendant, in the presence and hearing of another did 'curse or

abuse such person, under circumstances reasonably calculated to pro�oke a breach
of the peace, is sufficient. In so far as the case of Elkins v. State, 26 App. 220, 9
S. W. 491, announces or intimates a rule different from that above stated that
case is disapproved. Foreman v. State, 31 App. 477, 20 S. Wo. 1109.

'

'The allegation that defendant acted "in a manner calculated to disturb the in
habitants of said public place" sufficiently avers that people were assembled in the
place named. Parsons v. State, 33 App. 540, 28 S. W. 204.

An information describing the place as St. Paul's Church should have been
quashed where the complaint described It as St. Paul's Methodist Church. Land
rum v. State, 37 App. 666, 40 S. W. 737.

An indictment alleging that derenda.nt
:

"willfully and unlawfully" displayed a

deadly weapon to wit a certain club of wood was insufficient in the use of the

;'0';, ���:UllY. and in description of the weapon. Fuller v, State, 48 App. 300, 87.
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Where the indictment alleges that defendant did rudely display a gun, it is

fatally defective if it does not allege that the gun was a deadly weapon. Jones v.

State, 50 App. 210, 96 S. W. 29.
Failure to allege that the gun displayed was a deadly weapon was a fatal de

fect. Jones v. State, 50 App. 210, 96 S. W. 29.
This article provides various and sundry means by which its provisions may

be violated. The pleader must select the particular means which the accused

used, and the proof will be confined to the allegations. Lockett v. State, 50 App.
590, 99 S. W. 1011.

An indictment, charging that defendant and two others unlawfully met togeth
er with the intent to aid each other to repair to the vicinity of the residence of

V. and there disturb her and two others, inmates thereof, by loud and unseemly
noise, and that they did then and there by such means disturb V. and the other

inmates of such residence, in the enjoyment of her and their right to peace, etc.,
was fatally defective, for failure to allege that V. owned any residence, or oc

cupied a house as a residence, and that defendants went to her residence. Bales

v. State, 57 S. W. 874, 122 S. W. 874.
Where the information charged accused with having used loud and vociferous,

vulgar, and indecent language, proof that accused came to the house of complain
ant and said, "By God, I am not going to come back here any more; I want you
to pay me now," there was a fatal variance. Snodgrass' v. State, 61 App. 654, 136

S. W. 57.

Sufficiency of evidence of offense.-Evidence that defendant while with some

drinking companions fired at a dog and then into a house, hitting a woman therein
sustained a conviction. Spiars v. State, 40 App. 437, 50 S. W. 947.

Evidence held to sustain conviction for swearing and using obscene language in
a manner calculated to disturb the inhabitants of a private house. Mercer v. State,
52 App, 321, 106 S. W. 365.

Evidence in a prosecution for a breach of the peace held sufficient to sustain
a conviction. Robertson v. State, 63 App, 268, 140 S. W. 105.

Evidence held insufficient to sustain a conviction of indecent exposure in a

public place in violation of this article and article 472 post. Taylor v. State (Cr.
App.) 145 S. W. 599.

Opinion evidence.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 783.

Charge on weight of evidence.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 735.

Art. 471. Vulgar or profane language over telephone.-If any
person shall use any vulgar, profane, obscene or indecent language
over or through any telephone in this state, he shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, on conviction, shall be fined in any sum not
less than five dollars nor more than one hundred dollars. [Act
1909, p. 87.]

Language within statute.-The use of the expression "son of a bitch" in a

conversation over the telephone falls within the provision of this article, the term
"indecent" meaning "unfit to be heard, offensive to modesty and delicacy," the
term "vulgar" signifying "lack of cultivation or refinement," while the term "ob
scene" means "offensive to chastity or modesty," for the expression used is not
merely rude and uncouth. Darnell v. State (Cr. App.) 161 S. W. 971.

Defenses.-It is no defense to a prosecution under this article that proseouting
witness could have disconnected the phone and thereby refused to listen to more
than one single utterance by defendant. Taylor v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 82.

Complaint and information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 235.
A complaint and information following the language of the statute is sufficient,

though there is no allegation that the language was heard by anyone or that it
disturbed anyone. And the commission of the offense is sufflcierrtly alleged be
fore filing of the complaint and information by the use of the word "heretofore."
Where the complaint and information alleged the use of obscene language over a

telephone on the 16th day of March, the testimony of the sole witness for the
state, on a trial had on the 24th day of March, that defendant used the language
charged on the former date, did not show that the offense was not committed
before the complaint and information was filed. And an allegation that defendant
used obscene language over a telephone describing it by number and giving the
ownership thereof, is sufficient though not specifically alleging that it was in
operation and capable of being actually used. So also an allegation that the
telephone belonging to the Southwestern Telegraph & Telephone Company, 'is suffi
cient without alleging that such company was a copartnership, corporation, joint
stock company, or individual firm. Taylor v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 82.

Art. 472. [335] "Public place" defined.-A public place, with
in the meaning of the two preceding articles, is any public road,
street or alley of a town or city, or any inn, tavern, store, grocery
or workshop, or place at which people are 'assembled, or to which
people commonly resort for purposes of business, amusement,
recreation or other lawful purpose. [Amended by Act Feb. 19,
1883, p. 12.]

Validity of statute.-This statute is not void for uncertainty or inaccuracy.
Sisk v. State. 35 Tex. 495.

Public place.-The following have been held to be public places: A public
street. King v. Brown, 100 Tex. 109, 94 S. W. 328; a grand jury room, during ses-
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sion. Murchison v. State, 24 App. 8, 5 S. W. 508. While the following have been
held not to be public places: A private room in a hotel. Bordeaux v. State, 31

App, 37, 19 S. W. 603; a livery stable. Metzger v. State, 31 App, 11, 19 S. W.

254; a gin. Dailey v. State, 27 App. 569, 11 S. W. 637; a boarding house. Huff

man v. State, 49 App. 319, 92 S. W. 419.
A private residence may become a "public place," within the statute, by throw

ing it open to the public generally for a single entertainment, and persons who

engage in a fight during such entertainment may be prosecuted under the stat

ute. Austin v . State, 57 App. 611, 124 S. W. 639.
That one who displayed a pistol in a road dedicated to public use owned the

fee in the road did not prevent his conviction under this article and article 470.
Jones v. State, 60 App, 56, 130 S. W. 1001.

Indlctment.-Any facts making a place public which is not so per se must be

alleged and shown. Dailey v. State, 27 App. 569, 11 S. W. 637; Huffman v. State,
49 App, 319, 92 S. W. 419.

Sufficiency of evldence.-Evidence held insufficient to sustain a conviction of
indecent exposure in a public place in violation of this article and article 470 ante.

Tay�or v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 599.

Art. 473. [336] Shooting in public place.-If any person shall
discharge any gun, pistol or fire-arms of any description, or shall
discharge any cannon cracker or torpedo on or across any public
square, street or alley in any city, town or village, or in any street,
or within one hundred yards of any business house, in this state,
he shall be fined in any sum not exceeding one hundred dollars.
[Act Nov. 12, 1886, p. 210; Amended Act 1901, p. 300.]

Pollee shooting dogs' under city ordlnance.-City ordinance authorizing the
shooting by police of unmuzzled dogs found at large is unconstitutional as con

trary to this section and such policeman was not protected thereby. Lynn v. State,
33 App. 153, 25 S. W. 779.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 238.

Art. 474. [337] Horse racing on public road and street.-Any
person who shall run, or be in any way concerned in running any
horse race in, along or across any public square, street or alley in

any city, town or village, or in, along or across any public road
within this state, shall he fined in a sum not less than twenty-five
nor more than one hundred dollars. [Act May 19, 1873, pp. 83,
84 . .] .

Cited, Essery v. State, 72 App. 414, 163 S. W. 17.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 239-241.
If the indictment is against two persons, it must allege they ran together,

State v. Catchings, 43 Tex. 654; but the objection comes too late on appeal, if it
does not so allege. King v. State, 3 App, 7.

CHAPTER FOUR

UNLAWFULLY CARRYING ARMS
Art.
476. Unlawfully carrying arms.

476. Not applicable, when, and to
whom.

477. Carrying arms in church or other
assembly.

Art.
478. Not applicable to whom.
479. Arrest without warrant; officer

failing to arrest, punishable.
480. Not applicable to frontier counties.

Article 475. [338] Unlawfully carrying arms.-If any person
in this state shall carryon or about his person, saddle, or in his
saddle bags, any pistol, dirk, dagger, slung shot, sword cane, spear,
or knuckles made of any metal or any hard substance, bowie knife,
or any other knife manufactured or sold for purposes of offense
or defense, he shall be punished by fine of not less than one hun
dred dollars nor more than two hundred dollars, or by confinement
in the county jail not less than thirty days nor more than twelve
months, or by both such fine and imprisonment. [Amended by
Act Jan. 30, 1889; amended 1905, p. 56.]

Cited, Dowell v. State, 58 App. 482, 126 S. W. 871.

1. Constitutional right to keep and 6. Character and condition of arms.
bear arms. 6. Knuckles .

.2. Constitutionality of statute. 7. Slung shot.
3. Validity of municipal ordinance. 8. Intent of accused.
4.' Carrying in general. 9. Carrying -in
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10. Carrying at religious gathering. 16. Carrying from place of gift or pur-
11. Carrying in pursuit of thieves; chase.
12. Carrying on range or while hunt- 17. Delivering to buyer.

ing stock. 18. Carrying to place for repair and
13. Carrying while hunting. return.
14- Carrying between residence and 19. Carrying borrowed weapon home

place of business. and returning same to lender.
15. Finding pistol and 'Carrying the 20. Jurisdiction of offense.

same home, 21. Indictment.

1. Constitutional right to keep and bear arms.-The constitutional right "to
keep or bear arms in self-defense or in the defense of the state," is no defense
to an indictment for carrying! a pistol contrary to the statute. Lewis v, State, 7

App. 567.
A requested charge in a prosecution for unlawfully carrying a pistol that under

the state and federal Constitutions every person is allowed to carry arms in the
protection of his personal property, and, if accused was in a difficulty and had
been physically injured and carried the pistol to protect himself, the jury should
acquit, was properly refused as an incorrect statement of the law. Greer v. State,
62 App. 81, 136 S. W. 451.

'

2. Constitutionality of statute.-A portion of this article which as formerly
enacted declared that the weapon shall be forfeited was held unconstitutional.
Hudeburgh v. State, 38 'l'ex. 535; Jennings v. State, 5 App. 298.

This statute is constitutional. It does not conflict with section 23 of the Bill
of Rights of this state, which declares that "every citizen shall have the right to

keep and bear arms in the lawful defense of himself or the state; but the legis
lature shall have power by law to regulate the wearing of arms with a view to

prevent crime." State v. Duke, 42 Tex. 455; English v. State, 35 Tex. 478, 14 Am.

Rep. 374; Lewis v. State, 7 App, 567.
Act Jan. 30, 1889, entitled "An act to amend an act [passed February 24, 1887]

entitled 'An act to amend art. 318, chapter 4, title 9, of the Penal Code,' to is not
invalid because of the failure of the first section thereof to express the same in
tention. Ratigan v. State, 33 App. 301, 26 S. W. 407.

3. Validity of municipal ordtnance.c-Bee notes under C. Cr. Proc, art. 965.
An ordinance' against carrying arms is to be construed with the statute and

was not void because it omitted the exceptions as to travelers and persons in im
minent danger. Ex parte Boland, 11 App. 159.

4. Carrying in general.-Carrying in his hand was a carrying about his person
within the meaning of the statute. Woodward v. State, 5 App, 296.

Where the information charged the carrying of a pistol, and the evidence
related to no other weapon, a charge including every other weapon mentioned in
this article was error, and it was error also for the charge to include the provi
sions of the following article where the evidence raised no question under it.
Tracy v. State, 27 App, 496, 11 S. W. 484.

,

For a correct charge of the court hereon. McNeil v. State, 29 App. 48, 14 S.
W.393.

For charge of the court held erroneous, see Ratigan v. State, 33 App, 301, 26
S. W. 407. .

The owner of a pistol who had placed it in the keeping of a prospective pur
chaser held not guilty of unlawfully carrying it on taking it back to his place
of business though he did not go directly, and exhibited the pistol when assaulted.
Fields v. State, 45 App. 663, 78 S. W. 932.

Carrying a pistol in a basket held in the hand is a carrying on or about the
person. Johnson v. State, 61 App, 648, 104 S. W. 902.

.

Where d�fendant went into a saloon, took a pistol from the saloon keeper,
walked a dtstance of 80 or 90 feet to the back door of the saloon, and flred it
off, and returned and handed it to the saloon keeper, he was guilty of carrying
a pistol. Schuh v. State, 68 App, 166, 124 S. W. 908.

Where defendant, riding with a marshal, after the marshal had hitched his
horse in front of a house and gone into the house, seeing the marshal's pistol on
the buggy seat, took it only for the purpose of handing it to the marshal, and car
ried it into the house, and at once delivered it, he was not guilty of an unlaw
ful carrying. Fuller v. State, 58 App. 449, 126 S. W. 569.

It was error to refuse to instruct that accused did not unlawfully carry a

weapon, if he took it during an encounter between' others, and retained it only
to prevent a shooting. Baker v. State, 61 App, 193, 134 S. W. 686.

Accused who had won at gaming, and who was then robbed and made to give
the money back to the loser, and who knew that a police officer was within
calling distance or within as easy reach as his own arms, was not justified in
going 700, yards to his residence returning with a pistol and himself attempting
to arrest the robber, and was guilty of unlawfully carrying a pistol. Wilson v.
State (Cr. App.) 161 S. W. 804.

The fact that accused claimed to have received a pistol by pledge, erroneously
believing that he could carry it into a public assemblage for the purpose of meet
ing the pledgor and having it redeemed, would not be a defense to a charge of'
unlawfully carrying a pistol; he. having in fact intended to carry the weapon on
his person, and merely having been ignorant of the legal consequences. Crain v.
State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 156.

One informed of an Insult to his wife by a third person may not carry a pistol
while going' to see the third person to demand an explanation of his conduct.
Austin v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 462. But if defendant had just traded for
the pistol he might stop on his way home and demand the explanation. Quinn v.

State, 60 App.' 209, 96 S. W. 33.
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Where defendant and others were together, and one of the others handed de

fendant a pistol and defendant fired it, and thereafter immediately dropped the

pistol or returned it the defendant was not guilty of unlawfully carrying a pis
tol. Guy v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 303; Fretwell v. State, 52 App. 499, 107

S. W. 837.
5. Character and condition of arms.-To carry the barrel and stock of a re

volver, without having the cylinder also, is not an offense. Cook v. State, 11

App. 19.
This article is simply to punish one for the carrying of such weapons as it

specifically designates, and is not a measure of the right of self defense or cri

terion by which parties arming themselves to provoke a difficulty may be charged;
thus a pocket knife might not be within this article, but yet be an arming of

one's self. Lahue v. State, 51 App. 159, 101 S. W. 1008.

The inhibition of carrying arms under this article is not the criterion: of a

party arming himself to provoke a difficulty with a view of using the arms he

carries. One may arm himself with a pocket knife, if it is of such dimensions as

to be used as a deadly weapon. (Thornton v. State (Cr. App.) 65 S. W. 1105, con

flicting with this rule, is overruled.) Lahue v. State, 51 App. 159, 101 S. W. 1011.

In a prosecution for carrying arms, the state's witnesses testified that accused

dropped something in the street which looked like a pistol; but they did not ex

amine it, or look at it carefully, and accused claimed that it was a cylinder or

wooden pistol, which would not revolve, and could not be fired, and gave a reason

for carrying such a pistol which had some probability. Held, that the evidence
raised the issue whether the thing carried was a weapon prohibited by statute.
Blackburn v. State, 58 App. 48, 124 S. W. 666.

It is illegal to carry a pistol, though the cylinder is carried in one pocket and
the frame is carried in another. Crain v. State (Cr. App.) 153 s. W. 155.

It is unlawful to carry a pistol Which is even broken or out of repair, if it
can be still used for shooting, unless it is being carried to be repaired. Rasberry
v. State (Cr. App.) 160 s. W. 682.

Under the statute declaring that any person who shall carryon or about his

person any pistol shall be punished, it is unlawful to carry a pistol, whether a

new one or an old one, loaded or unloaded, or a good or an inferior one. Steele
v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 511.

6. Knuckles.-Under the old law using only the term ''brass knuckles" the
courts held that any metal knuckle was included; the term used being merely
the name of the kind of weapon intended. Harris v. State, 22 App. 677, 3 S. W.
477; Louis v. State, 36 App. 52, 35 S. W'. 377, 61 Am. St. Rep. 832.

The words "knucks" and "knuckles" mean the same thing; a bail bond using
the former was good. Mills v. State, 36 ApI>. 71, 35 S. W. 370.

An acquittal of one charged with carrying brass knuckles bars a prosecution
for carrying "knuckles made of metal, same being a hard substance." Morrison v,

State, 38 App. 392, 43 S. W. 113.
7. Slung shot.-A short stick loaded with metal and with a string attached to

fasten to the wrist was not a slung shot. Geary v, State, 53 App. 38, 108 S. W.
379.

8. Intent of accused,-Intent is an essential. Waddell v. State, 37 Tex. 354.
Intent being an essential element of the offense, it is competent in cases in

volving the intent for the accused to prove his general reputation. Short v. State,
25 App. 379, 8 S. W. 281; Lann v. State, 25 App. 4.95, 8 S. W. 650, 8 Am. St. Rep.
445.

It is not the object of the law to punish a person for carrying a weapon when
it clearly appears he did not intend to violate the law. Lyle v. State, 21 App. 153,
17 S. W. 425.

An instruction that if defendant had no intention -to violate the law he was not
guilty was properly refused. Cordova v. State, 50 App. 353, 97 S. W. 87.

If defendant did not know that the pistol was in his pocket or on his per
son he could not be convicted. Miles v. State, 62 App. 661, 108 S. W. 378, 124
Am. St. Rep. 1106.

The intention of accused is immaterial; the statute not making the intent an
element of the offense. Farris v. State, 64 App. 624, 144 S. W. 249.

9. Carrying In vehicle.-If one had a pistol on his person while in a buggy he
would be guilty. Prewitt v, State, 49 App. 323, 92 S. W. 800.

The defendant and another person were going along a road in a wagon; a rab
bit was seen by them; the other person handed defendant a pistol; the defendant
got out of the wagon and shot at the rabbit; held, these facts did not constitute
an offense. Sanderson v. State, 23 App. 620, 5 S. W. 138.

Carrying a pistol in a wagon and holding it in the hand while engaged in
looktng ,for a flask in the wagon was not within the statute. Cathey v. State,
23 App, 492, 5 S. W. 137.

When .the evidence showed that the pistol was in a box in a wagon in which
defendant and others were riding, it was error to instruct the jury that carry
ing a pistol in a box within easy reach was carrying it on or about his person.
Hardy v, State, 37 App, 511, 40 S. W. 299.

One placing a pistol in a wagon driven by him was not gu.1lty of carrying it
on or about his person, but when on a difficulty arising 'he took the pistol and
climbed out of the wagon he was guilty. Thompson v. State 48 App. 146 86 S.
W. 1033.

' ,

Defendant was guilty of carrying a ptstol, where. he got out of the vehicle he
was driving, and at the point of a pistol, theretofore kept under the seat of the
vehicle, forced another party to desist from a difficulty with the latter's wife.
Hill v. State, 50' App, 619, 100 S. W. 384.

Where accused drove to the residence of his unele with a pistol in the bottom
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of his buggy, and from there toward the home of prosecutrix, and at a distance

from the road leading to her home he took the pistol and discharged it, and then

put it back in the bottom of the buggy and then went to the home of the prose

cutrix, and from that point to his own home, without removing the pistol he was

guilty of carrying a pistol. De Friend v. state (Cr. App.) 163 S. W. 881.
In a prosecution for carrying of a pistol on or about the person, evidence as to

carrying a pistol I either in his buggy or under the cushion- of the seat held to

establish the offense. Mayfield v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 308.

10. Carrying at religious gatherlng.-It was no defense, that in a prosecution
under this article ,it was shown that the pistol was carried at a religious gather
ing in violation of art. 477. Veal v. State, 68 App. 340, 125 S. W. 919.

11. Carrying In pursuit of th'ieves.-Doubted whether it be criminal to carry

a pistol when in pursuit of thieves in possession of stolen property. Lyle v. State,
21 App, 153, 17 S. W. 425.

The fact that defendant was seeking to arrest one whom he had been informed
had stolen his cotton did not justify him in carrying a pistol. Smith v. State, 47

App. 469, 85 S. W. 1078.

12. Carrying on range or while hunting stock.-Carrying deadly weapons into
the woods while hunting stock or on the range for the purpose of killing a beef is a

violation of the act of April 12, 1871, permitting carrying "at his own place of
business." Baird v: State, 38 Tex. 599; Reynolds v. State, 1 App. 616.

13. Carrying while huntlng.-Carrying a pistol while hunting is a violation of
the law. Titus v. State, 42 Tex: 578.

14. Carrying between residence and place of buslness.-See note on Premises
and Places of Business, art. 476.

15. Finding plstol and carrying the same home.-To find and carry a pistol to
one's home is not an offense. Mangum v. State, 15 App. 362.

Where a person, upon finding a pistol in a store, fired it off, and it was im- ,

mediately taken away from him, his act is not punishable as a violation of the
statute against carrying weapons on and about the person. Hicks v. State (Cr.
App.) 145 S. W. 938.

One who finds a pistol and carries it to his residence does not thereby violate
the law against the carrying of weapons. Meeking v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W.
309.

16. Carrying from place of gift 01'" purchase.-Purchasing a pistol in a town,
and carrying it from store to store in quest of ammunition tor it, and then carrying
it a distance of fifteen miles to defendant's home, was not an offense. Waddell v.

State, 37 Tex. 354.
The object is to prohibit the carrying of weapons for unlawful offensive or de

fensive purposes and a prosecution against a purchaser of a pistol for carrying it
home was frivolous. Chrtattan v. State, 37 Tex. 475.

The transportation of a pistol home from the place of purchase, by the party
purchasing it, although defendant discharged it while so transporting it, does not
constitute an offense. West v. State, 21 App, 427, 2 S. W. 810.

One trading for a pistol might stop on his way home to demand explanation of
an alleged insult to his wife. Quinn v. State, 50 App. 209, 96 S. W. 33.

A purchaser of a pistol need not carry it home by the most direct route. Gran
ger v. State, 50 App. 488, 98 S. W. 836.

In rebuttal of defendant's contention that he was carrying the pistol home after
it was given to him, the state may show that he turned aside to engage in a per
sonal difficulty. Griffin v. State, 54 App, 374, 112 S. W. 1066.

Accused, temporarily residing in a city under a physician's treatment, had his
room in the city hospital; but often spent his nights with a friend, rooming in one
of the physician's offices. While spending the night with the friend. the latter
gave accused a pistol, and the following morning accused carried the pistol while
going by the nearest practicable route to the hospital. Held, that accused was

not guilty of carrying a ptstol in violation of the statute. Kellum v. State (Cr.
App.) 147 s. W. 870.

17. Delivering to buyer.-Carrying pistol to deliver it to another person to whom
defendant had sold it is no offense. Upton v. State, 33 App. 231, 26 S. W. 197.

Where defendant goes to a certain place to deliver a pistol which he had sold
he has the right to carry the pistol to the place of delivery, and, if he does not
find the purchaser there, to return with it to his house; but if he fails to find such
person at the place of delivery, and then goes about other business, carrying the
pistol with him, it is a violation of the law. Snider v. State (Cr. App.) 43 S. W. 84.

One carrying a plstol to deliver to the purchaser does not violate the pistol law
by using the pistol when engaging in a difficulty with another party. Head v. State
(Cr. App.) 175 S. W. 1062.

18. Carrying to place for repair and return.c--Carrvtng a pistol home from a re

pair shop is not a violation of the law though it was discharged during the trip.
Pressler v. State, 19 App. 52, 53 Am. Rep. 383.

The carrying a pistol to a shop to have it repaired is not a violation of this
article. Mangum v. State (Cr. App.) 90 S. W. 31.

A person who carries a broken pistol in a useless condition to a blacksmith for
repairs, and finds the blacksmith absent, is not guilty of carrying a pistol when he
takes it away with him and later returns with it to the blacksmith. Fitzgerald v .

State, 52 App. 265, 106 S. W. 365, 124 Am. St. Rep. 1095.
Where defendant, being in G., and living in X., 15 miles from G., having a

pistol, which he claimed he had taken from his home to have repaired, and which,
being repaired, he was taking home, went to T., 19 miles from G., and 12 or 15
miles from X., and there spent the night, exhibiting and firing the pistol on the
street, the law that, while he had a right to carry the pistol from G. through T. to
his home, he did not have the right to go about the streets of T. with the pistol
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exhibiting and firing it-off, was sufficiently given by a charge that he would have
a. right to carry a pistol from where he had it repaired to his home by a direct
or reasonable and practicable route, but he could not claim the benefit of such

exemption, if he stopped over in his journey, and engaged in business, pleasure,
or disturbance of the peace; and if he was on his way home by a reasonable and

practicable route, and had not digressed from his purpose of carrying the pistol
home, he was not guilty, but otherwise if he was not on his way home, and had

digressed from his common purpose and intent. Brent v. State, 57 App, 411, 123
S. W. 593.

It is lawful for a person to carry a pistol, which is out of repair and will not

shoot, to a repairer to be fixed, and to carry it home therefrom. Britton v. State,
57 App. 583, 124 S. W. 684, 136 Am. St. Rep. 1000.

One who had loaned another his pistol may go to the home pf the latter to get
It, and carry it to a gunsmith for repairs, without violating the pistol law; . but he
may not turn aside, and go on the premises of a third person, and draw the pistol
en a person there. Roberts v. State, 60 App. Ill, 131 S. W. 321.

A requested charge in a prosecution for unlawfully carrying a pistol that the law
authorizes a pistol to be carried to a shop for repairs and taken home when re

paired was properly refused as inapplicable, where the place to which accused car

ried the pistol was not a repair shop, and it was not taken there for that purpose.
Greer v. State, 62 App. 81, 136 S. W. 451.

It is reversible error, in a prosecution for unlawfully carrying a pistol to refuse
to submit to the jury the defense that defendant was taking the pistol to get it
repaired, as he testified, where a special charge on that point was requested.
Buckley v. State, 7() App. 550, 157 S. W. 765.

Where accused was carrying a pistol to his home from the place where it had
been repaired, the facts that he accidentally discharged it, and that on his journey
home he retraced his steps for a short distance to make a small purchase, will not
render him guilty of the offense of unlawfully carrying a pistol. Morris v, State
(Cr. App.) 163 s. W. 709.

19. Carrying borrowed weapon home and returning same to lender.-"While
defendant would have the right to carry a borrowed pistol home, it would be his
duty, while he carried the pistol, to proceed home with it in a reasonable time, and
upon the commonly pursued route; and he would not have the right to make un

necessary departure from his direct route, or to visit places with his pistol not
necessary to be visited in the exercise of the right that the law gives him." Cor
dova v. State, 50 App, 253, 97 S. W. 87.

For the borrower to carry the pistol to his home is no violation of the statute.
Brooks v. State, 52 App, 417, 107 S. W. 354.

While one could legally return a pistol which he has borrowed by carrying it on

his person, he is not excused, on the ground that he was returning it to the lender,
if he went into a public assembly with it, instead of directly proceeding to re

turn it. Veal v. State, 58 App. 919, 125 S. W. 919.
In a prosecution for carrying a pistol, where the evidence showed that the de

fendant loaned his pistol to a certain woman, who carried it to her room, and, when
he was arrested, he was there to take it home, it was error to charge that, if de
tendant "bona fide loaned" the pistol he would have a right to carry it home, as,
if he loaned the pistol, he had a right either to send or go for it, whether it was
loaned in good faith or not. Engman v. State, 61 App. 496, 135 S. W. 565.

Where accused, charged with carrying a pistol, claimed that he borrowed the
pistol as he was leaving town after having a difficulty with a third person, and
that while en route to his wagon to go home he met the third person and the diffi
culty was resumed, a charge that before the jury could give accused the benefit of
his defensive matter they must find beyond a reasonable doubt that he had a legal
right to carry the pistol was erroneous, for the reasonable doubt was in his favor
as he could borrow the pistol and carry it home, and if after borrowing it he was

en route to his wagon to go home, the mere tact that he had a difficulty did not
affect his right. Davis v, State (Cr. App.) 175 s. W. 1073.

20. Jurisdiction of offense.-The penalty prescribed by the former statute was

a fine of not less than twenty-five, nor more than one hundred dollars. It Was
held that the county courts and justices of the peace had concurrent jurisdiction
of the offense. Woodward v. State, 5 App. 296; Jennings v. State, 5 App. 298;
Solon v. State, Id. 301; Leatherwood v. State, 6 App, 244; Chaplin v. State, 7
App, 87. But the amended article has changed the penalty for this offense, fixing
it at a fine of not less than twenty-five nor more than two hundred" dollars, and
confinement in the county jail not less than twenty nor more than sixty days.
This deprives justices of the peace of jurisdiction of this offense. Const. art. 5,
sec. 19; C. C. P., art. 106; Tuttle v. State, 1 App. 364.

A city ordinance prescribing a lower penalty than the statute, Is void, and
proceedings thereunder in the mayor's court are a nullity. McLain v, State, 31
App. 558, 21 S. W. 365.

21. Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 242,
See notes to art. 476.

J\rt. 476: [339] Notapplicable, when, and to whom.-The pre
ce?��g article shall not apply to a person in actual service as a

militiaman, nor to a peace officer or a policeman, or person sum

mone� to his aid, no� to a revenue or other civil officer engaged in
the discharge of official duty, nor to the carrying of arms on one's
own premises or place of business, nor to persons traveling, nor
to one who has reasonable ground for fearing an unlawful attack
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upon his person, and the danger is so imminent and threatening as
not to admit of the arrest of the party about to make such attack,
upon legal process. [Act April 12, 1871, p. 25.]

See notes under the preceding article.

1. Officers in general.
2. Deputies arid de facto officers.
3. Perr:ons summoned to aid of offi-

12.
13.

Evidence to rebut defense.
Negativing exceptions in indict

ment.
Evidence.
Indictment and information and

proof thereunder.
Delivery of weapon to court and

forfeiture thereof.
Defendant as witness for himself.
Verdict.
Harmless error.

cer.

4. State ranger.
S. Penitentiary or convict guard.
6. City attorney.
7. Soldier of United States army.
8. Rural mail carrier.
9. Travelers.

10. Premises or place of business.
11. Apprehension of attack and Imml

nence of danger.
1. Officers in general.-Certain officers exempt from operation of statute. Lann

v. State, 25 App, 495, 8 S. W. 650, 8 Am. St. Rep. 445; West v. State, 26 App, 99, 9
S. W. 485; Blai.r v. State, 26 App. 387, 9 S. W. 890.

An officer of one city has no right to carry a pistol in another city, when he
is not engaged in official duty in the latter. Ray v. State, 44 App. 158, 70 f:;I.
W.23.

The burden was upon one charged with unlawfully carrying a pistol to establish
the defense that he was at the time a civil officer engaged in the discharge of his

duty, and had a reasonable fear of an unlawful attack upon his person, and that
the danger was so imminent as not to permit the arrest of the threatening party,
which circumstances article 476, provides shall relieve from liability, especially in
view of article 52, requiring accused to establish the facts relied on to excuse or

justify the prohibited act. Hunter v. State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 164.

2. Deputies and de facto officers.-It is no defense that defendant is a deputy
marshal of another town. Corley v. State (Cr. App.) 33 s. W. 1175; Munn v. State
(Cr. App.) Id. 977.

The exception as to peace officers permits a deputy sheriff of one county to
carry arms in another county. Irvine v. State, 18 App. 51. And it is immaterial
whether he was on private or official business. Clayton v. State, 21 App, 343, 17
S. W. 261.

This article does not authorize a deputy sheriff to carry a pistol when outside
the county of his appointment and not on oftlcia.l business. Ransom v. State (Cr.
App.) 165 S. W. 932.

If a party honestly believes that he is an appointed officer, and with that belief
carries the weapon, he is not guilty. Carroll v. State (Cr. App.) 57 s. W. 94.

That defendant carried a pistol as a deputy constable under the apparent au

thority conferred by a constable, who, however, under Rev. St. 1911, arts. 7137,
7138, was without authority to appoint deputies, was a mistake of law, which was

no defense to a prosecution for carrying a. pistol.' Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 164
S. W. 833.

.

A defendant who had been deputed special constable by a justice of the peace
could not, it was held, justify under such authority five months thereafter. Snell
V. State, 4 App. 171.

.'

Whether or not a de facto officer is within the exception seems to be an open
question. Rainey v. State, 8 App. 62, 34 Am. Rep. 736.

At the time a defendant was seen with a pistol he declared that he was deputy
sheriff of the county, and had been over in another county after a horse thief.
Held, that, as the declaration accompanied the act of carrying the pistol, it was

res gestse, and therefore competent evidence,' and as it was a reasonable explana
tion of his having the pistol, and was not controverted, it was sufficient to show
that he was a civil officer engaged in the discharge of an official duty at the time
of the alleged offense, and was therefore not culpable for having the pistol on his
person. Irvine v. State, 18 App. 51.

A deputy post master violates the statute by carrying a pistol while going about
attending his personal affairs. Love v. State, 32 App. 85, 22 S. W. 140.

While one charged with carrying a pistol cannot defend on the ground that he
is a deputy sheriff where his appointment bears no indorsement and he resided
in another county at the time of the appointment and made no pretense of being
an officer under arrest, such person would not be guilty if he carried the pistol
under a reasonable and honest belief that he was a deputy sheriff. Blair v. State,
26 App, 387, 9 S. W. 890; Lyle v. State, 21 App. 153, 17 S. W. 425.

The defense, in a prosecution for carrying a pistol, offered in evidence the
commission of the sheriff of the county, appointing the accused a special deputy
to pursue and capture horse thieves. This evidence, upon objection made thereto
by the state, was rejected. Held, error. The commission, whether legal or il
legal, being of a nature calculated to lead the accused to believe that he had the
right to carry the pistol, should have been admitted. It is also suggested that a

citizen, who is not an officer, when in hot pursuit of a thief, or of stolen property,
would not violate the law in carrying al pistol. Lyle v. State, 21 App. 153, 17 S.
W.425.

The authority of a person deputized to execute process expires with the at
tainment of that object.. O'Neal v. State, 32 App. 42, 22 S. W. 25.

A person. deputtzed to. make an arrest by a magist.rate, in the absence of a

peace officer may carry arms.. Jenkins v. Sta1;e, 47 App. 2.24,. 82 S. W. 1036 •

14.
15.

16.

17.
18.
19.
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One deputized to arrest a person could not justify carrying arms while on a
-dLfferent mission in another direction. Brown v. State, 51 App. 423, 102 S. W. 406.

One cannot justify the carrying of arms on his appointment as special deputy
.sheriff, it having been given, when the sheriff had more deputies than the law
allowed, on his statement to the sheriff that his father had been having trouble
with neighbors, and that he wanted a commission to protect his father, and the
appointment being expressly without pay and without authority to serve papers,
and he never having taken any oath of office, and the commission not being re

corded; this being a; mere subterfuge. Patton v. State, 61 App. 352, 135 S. W.
556.

A deputy sheriff's belief that he had a right to carry a pistol in a county other
than that of his appointment was a mistake of law, and not of fact, and did not
relieve him from criminal liability. Ransom v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 932.

Under Rev. St. 1911, art. 7125, authorizing sheriffs to appoint one deputy for
each justice precinct in addition to the precinct where the county site is situated,
where a sheriff appointed two deputies in such a precinct, one of whom was the
.active deputy, who made arrests and served process, the appointment of the other
was illegal, and he acquired no right by virtue of such appointment to carry a.

pistol, under this article. Ransom v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 932. .

3. Persons summoned to aid of officer.-"Or person summoned to his aid" was

added by the revision of 1879. Under the original act, which was silent on this
point, it was held that such person was protected in carrying arms so long as he
was under the command of the officer, notwithstanding the officer defiected from
his course and visited places not specifted in the writs. O'Conner v. State, 40
'Tex. 27.

A person summoned by an officer legally authorized to execute a search war

rant, to attend him armed as one of the posse to assist in its execution, can not
be convicted for carrying deadly weapons While thus employed, though he may,
in company with the officer, and while under his orders, have gone in a direction
which he was not required to go in executing the process. O'Conner v. State, 40
Tex. 27.

Where, on a trial for carrying a pistol, accused relied on the fact that his father,
.a constable, had asked him to keep the pistol as he might need accused to help
him preserve order, evidence that a third person had a mixed reputation and
would fight was properly excluded. Gentry v. State, 61 App. -619, 136 S. W. 50.

4. State ranger.-A mere appointment by the adjutant-general without having
taken the oath, etc., did not constitute defendant a ranger. Ringer v. State, 33
App. 180, 26 S. W. 69.

5. Penitentiary or convict Qluard.-A sergeanti or under officer in the peniten
tiary service is, while in charge of a convict camp and engaged in duties incidental
thereto, a "civil officer engaged in the discharge of official duty" within the mean

ing of article 476, and as such is expressly exempt from amenability for carrying a

pistol. Carmichael v. State, 11 App, 27.
A penitentiary guard comes within the meaning of civil officer and is exempt

from liability while on duty. West v. State, 26 App. 99, 9 S. W. 485.
While a state convict guard is a "civil officer," and may carry a pistol in the

-dlscharge of his duties, he cannot carry it when not in the discharge of his duties.
Veal v. State, 58 App. 340, 125 S. W. 919.

6. City attorney.-When the defense is that defendant is city attorney, the evi
-dence must, in order to justify him, show that he is City attorney and at the time
.actuallv in discharge of his duties. Brownlee v. State, 35 App. 213, 32 S. W. 1043.

A city attorney is not a civil officer entitled to carry arms. Featherston v.

State, 35 App. 612, 34 S. W. 276, 938.

7. Soldier of' United States army.-A soldier in the United States army, in
.actual discharge of his duties, is not amenable under this statute. Lann v. State,
25 App. 495, 8 S. W. 650, 8 Am. St. Rep. <145.

8. Rural mail carrier.-A rural mail carrier is merely an employe in the postal
-departrnent of the United States and' is not an officer within this and the preceding
.arttcle, Lattimore v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 588.

9. Travelers.-Question for jury. See notes under C. C. P. art. 786.
Because a party meets another in a public road, and, after some conversation,

got into an altercation and drew a derringer (from the bottom of his buggy), it
-does not necessarily follow that he was carrying the pistol unlawfully. Maxwell
v. State, 38 Tex. 170. The statute was not intended to prevent persons traveling
In carriages or buggies upon the public highway from placing arms in their vehi
-cle for self-defense, or even from carrying them from place to place for an inno
cent purpose; and a traveler is not compelled to lock up his arms where they
would be useless to him if attacked. ld.; Smith v. State, 42 Tex. 464. '1'his was
under the original act, which required persons traveling to keep their arms in
their baggage.

One taking a wagon and going on a trip taking two or three davs is' a traveler .

. Smith v. State, 42 Tex. 464.
•

When found carrying a pistol, the defendant was en route with a herd of cat-
1:1e driving the same from another county to a market in the state of Kansas.
Held, that he was a traveler. Rice v. State, 10 App. 288. Under the former stat
ute the exception as to a traveler was qualified by requiring that the weapon should
�e carried with his baggage. Chaplin v. State, 7 App. 87; Lewts v. State, 2 App.

... 6; �oodward v. State, 5 App. 296; Smith v. State, 42 Tex. 464. But as the law
I!-0w IS, he may carry the weapon on or about his person. Chaplin v. State, 7 App .

. �7. The accused When he carried the pistol on his person was going from his home
m the county to the county site of said county, intending to return to his home
the next day. Held, he was not a traveler. Darby v. State, 23 App. 407 5 S. W•

. 90; Campbell v. State, 28 App. 44, 11 S. W. 832.
'
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One starting on a journey did not lose his right to go armed by going out of

his way to send a doctor to his home. Irvin v. Sta�e, 51 App, 52, 100 S. �. 779.

One going from his home to the county seat a distance of about 18 miles, to

return next day is not a traveler. Darby v. State, 23 App. 407, 5 S. W. 90.

A fugitive from justice is not a traveler. Shelton v. State, 27 App. 443, 11 S.

w. 457, 11 Am. St. Rep. 200.

A traveler can not claim the benefit of the exemption when he stops in his

journey and engages in business or pleasure. Stilly v. State, 27 App. 445, 11 S. W.

458 11 Am. St. Rep. 201; Navarro v. State, 50 App. 326, 96 S. W. 932; Colson v.

sta:te 52 App. 138, 105 S. W. 507; Ratigan v. State, 33 App. 301, 26 S. W. 407.

A 'person going from his temporary residence to his permanent home in another

.county is a traveler. Campbell v. State, 28 App, 44, 11 S. W. 832.

Defendant had traveled a distance of twenty-five miles and was preparing to

camp out; held, that he was a traveler. Price v. State, 34 App. 102, 29 S. W. 473.

When the defense is that defendant was a traveler and not liable, the burden

is upon him to show that he was a traveler. Blackwell v. State, 34 App. 476, 31

s. W. 380.
Defendant borrowed a pistol to carry to his brothers in another county, but

several days later he was seen in the county of his residence at a public gather
ing with the pistol; held, that he could not justify himself on the ground that he
was a traveler. Brownlee v. State, 35 App, 213, 32 S. W. 1043.

One going to a place fifteen miles from home is not a traveler. Stanfield v.

State (Cr. App.) 34 S. W. 116.
A person returning home from a trip one hundred and fifty miles distant is a

traveler. Thomas v. State, 37 App. 142, 38 S. W. 1011. As is a railroad porter
travelling that distance on his daily run. Williams v. State, 44 App. 494, 72 S. W.
380.

A person going a distance of eighteen miles is not a traveler. Creswell v. State,
!l7 App. 335, 39 S. W. 372, 935.

The evidence showed that defendant lived in another county than that of the
prosecution, and about thirty-five miles from where he was seen with the pistol,
that he went to the place and returned immediately home; held, that he was a

traveler. Bain v. State, 38 App. 635, 44 S. W. 518.
Mere delay in pursuing a journey does not deprive one of the defense of trav

-eling. Irvine v. State, 51 App, 52, 100 S. W. 779.
Evidence of intoxication was admissible in connection with trips to and from a

saloon to show that defendant who claimed to be a traveler was not such when
arrested. Colson v. State, 52 App. 138, 105 S. W. 507.

That defendant, while driving home from a business trip to another county,
stopped in the road fpr a few minutes at a creditor's request to discuss the debt,
-dld not deprive him of his character as a traveler. Hunt v. State, 52 App, 477,
107 S. W. 842.

An auditor on a railroad train engaged in his business of collecting tickets and
fares of passengers is a traveler. Barker v. Satterfield (Civ. App.) 111 f::;. W. 438.

In a prosecution for carrying brass knucks about accused's person, conflicting
-evidence held to sustain a conviction on the theory that accused, who was a trav-
-eler, had the weapon on his person when he left his wagon and went into town.
Alexander v. State (Cr. App.) 122 S. W. 387.

One who was a traveler, within the statute, could not carry concealed weapons
around a town in his pocket while he was making purchases, but could leave them
in his wagon on going out in town, and place them in his pocket again on return
ing to the wagon, without violating the law. Alexander v. State (Cr. App.) 122
S. W. 387.

A cessation of a journey on some legitimate business incident to the journey
would not make one cease to be a person traveling. Campbell v. State, 58 App. 349,
125 S. W. 893, 21 Ann. Cas. 447.

A person going rrom one county to another, or contemplating a journey, about
to board a train, is a person "traveling." Campbell v. State, 58 App. 349, 125 S. W.
-893, 21 Ann. Cas. 447.

On a prosecution for carrying a pistol, the defense was that accused was a

traveler, and he testified that on arriving at the city of W. at 4 o'clock in the
-evening he went with a friend to a hotel. On cross-examination he testified that
he registered, but did not remember whether he registered, or whether his friend
registered for both. It appeared from the register of the hotel that the name of
accused was not upon it. Held, that it was error not to permit accused to prove
that when he went to the hotel he requested his friend to register for him, and
that he believed, that he had complied with his request; such testimony being
-explanatory of a matter involving his veracity as a witness, and it appearing that
if he had not stopped over night at the hotel, as he claimed, his whereabouts from
the time 11e reached W. until the next day would be unaccounted for. Ward v .

. State, 61 App. 604, 136 S. W. 48.
A traveler, in going the nearest practicable route from a hotel to a permanent

boarding house, would have a right to carry his pistol. Ward v. State, 61 App, 604,
136 S. W. 48.

Where a traveler was going from a hotel to a permanent boarding place on a

·direct line and on the way stopped to dine with a friend, it was not such a diver
sion from his line of travel as would amount to a violation of law because of his
-earrytng a pistol. Ward v. State, 61 App. 604, 136 S. W. 48.

Where a merchant, charged with carrying a pistol, testified that he was going
out to see some customers, who were owing him, his testimony disclosed that he
was not a traveler within the meaning of the Code. Hickman v. State, 71 App.
483, 160 S. W. 382.

One who goes from a point in one county to a point in another is a "traveler"
within the meaning of the law, which allows a traveler to carry arms; but after
he arrives at his destination, secures a room, and remains there all night, hp
ceased to be a traveler, and, if he carries his pistol next morning while going
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around the town, he is guilty of unlawfully carrying it. Ballard v. State (Cr.
App.) 167 S. W. 340.

In a prosecution for unlawfully carrying a pistol, evidence held sufficient to
warrant the judge in finding that the defendant, who had gone across the line
to another state to procure some whisky, and was then returning, was not a trav
eler. Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 1154.

The burden is upon one who is arrested while carrying a weapon upon his per
son to show that at the time he was a traveler-that is, one on a real journey
and the mere fact that he was crossing back and forth from one county or state
to another is not decisive on the question. Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W.
1154.

Defendant riding about a neighborhood, working at various places, or riding
in search of work, intending, if he found none, to proceed to another county, was

not within the definition of "traveler," as fixed by the statute relating to the un

lawful carrying of weapons. Younger v. State (Cr. App.) 173 S. W. 1039.
In a prosecution for unlawfully carrying a pistol, an instruction that if the

jury believed from the testimony that the defendant was, at the time he was ar

rested, a traveler, "you will acquit him," sufflcierrtly submitted' the issue of his
being a traveler. Younger v. State (Cr. App.) 173 S. W. 1039.

10. Premises or place of business.-A person has the right to carry a pistol
at his home or at hts place' of business, but he has no right to I habitually carry
a pistol between his home and' his place of bustness. Chambers v. State, �4 App,
293, 30 S. W. 357; Skeen v. State (Cr. App.) 30 S. W. 218; Oliver v. State (Cr.
App.) 33 S. W. 1077.

If accused had previously' carried a pistol to the place where he was employed,
and his employer asked him to take the pistol home, and on his way home with it
he stopped at a store to buy supplies for supper, and while waiting for some one
to wait on him was arrested, he was not guilty of unlawfully carrying a pistol.
Waterhouse v. State, 57 App, 590, 124 S.- W. 633.

.

In a prosecution for unlawfully carrying a pistol, evidence that accused was

a bartender, and had been cleaning up the saloon just prior to his arrest, and was

taking the pistol home with him to sell it, if believed, constituted a defense. Kirby
v. State, 61 App. 1, 133 S. W. 682.

The place of business contemplated by the statute has reference to a particular
locality appropriated exclusively to a local business, such as a farm, the store,
the shop or dwelling place, and the business such only as is usually carried on

upon that farm, in the store or shop or other appropriated local place. Baird v.

State, 38 Tex. 599.
A person has no right to carry a pistol while hunting hogs in the range, or

while hunting for anything off his own premises. Baird v. State, 38 Tex. 599;
Titus v. State, 42 Tex. 578. Nor to take a pistol out on the range to kill a beef,
although the defendant had no other means at hand to kill the beef. Reynolds v.

State, 1 App, 616.
Where the premises were in the possession of a tenant of defendant under an

unexpired lease, and the lease contained no reservation authorizing the defendant
to enter upon the premises, it was held that such premises WE're not the defend
ant's within the meaning of the exception in the statute. Zallner v. State, 15 App.
23.. The premises on which the pistol was carried belonged jOintly to defendant's
Wife and one M., but were occupied by said M., and not by defendant or his wife.

Held, that the' premises were not the defendant's own within the meaning of this
exception in the statute. Brannon v. State, 23 App. 428, 5 S. W. 132.

Proof that a pistol was found on the person of accused at his usual place of
business will not sustain a conviction. Short v. State, 25 App. 379, 8 S. W. 281.

A person's temporary residence 'is his home and he has a right to carry a pistol
there. Campbell v. State, 28 App. 44, 11 S. W. 832.

Carrying pistol on public road on premises where defendant lives is not a vio
lation of the statute. Ross v. State (Cr. App.) 28 S. W. 199.

A private person cannot make a public office his business office so as to justify
his carrying a pistol therein. Featherstone v. State, 35 App. 612, 34 S. VV. 276, ,938.

It is no defense that defendant was carrying the weapon on land leased by his
father to another. Fannin v. State (Cr. App.) 34 S. W. 280.

Defendant having by contract right to use the office of another on occasions of
dealing with the employes of the other held to have a right to carry a pistol in the
office. Smith v. State, 50 App, 642, 100 S. W. 155.

An auditor on a railroad train engaged in his business of collecting tickets and
fares of passengers is on his own premises and is at his place of business and is.
exempt from punishment for carrying a pistol at such time. Ba.rker=v, Satterfield,
(Clv. App.) 111 S. W. 438. Likewise a railroad porter engaged on a train. Wil
liams v : State, 44 App, 494, 72 S. W. 380.

If accused resided at a livery barn, without the owner objecting, he is not
amenable for carrying a pistol therein; ownership or lease of the barn QY him
being unnecessary. Craig v. State, 60 App. 195, 131 S. W. 562.

A rural mail carrier is not, while engaged in carrying and distributing mail
as such in the vehicle used by him, on his own premises and place of business
within this article, permitting the carrying of weapons on one's own premises or

place of business. Latimore v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 588.
One does not violate the law against carrying a pistol, where he merely carries

it from his place of business to his home, having on his person a considerable sum
of money, not deviating from his nearest route, and stopping only for a moment's
conversation, though he shoots at one assaulting him. Bowles v. State (Cr. App.)
147 S. W. 869.

Where accused rented a picnic ground for a day, the premises being tempora
rily under his control, he was entitled to carry a pistol thereon without violating
the law, but not where people were assembled or assembling. Gibbs Y. State, 70.
App. 278, 156 S. W. 687.
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A person cannot lawfully carry a pistol into an assembly of people, although the
premises on which the assembly is located belong to him. Gibbs v. State, 70 App.
278, 156 S. W. 687.

A person employed by a company to cut timber could lawfully carry a pistol
in going from his and his partner's camp to the timber allotted to them for cutting,

,

and from such allotment, when they finished cutting there, to another allotment;
this being his "place of business" within the statute. Hare v. State, 71 App. 395,
160 S. W. 79.

Where accused did not claim, in a prosecution for unlawfully carrying a pistol,
that he was on his own premises at the time, and even denied having a pistol, it
was not error to refuse a request to charge that accused had a right to carry a

pistol on his own premises. Boyette v. State, 72 App. 231, 162 S. W. 872.
No one can give to another permission to carry arms on his premises in viola

tion of law. Guthrie v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 730.
A farm to which accused goes to forcibly take some corn claimed by his em

ployer is not the "place of business" of accused within the statute so as to entitle
bim to carry a pistol. Guthrie v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 730.

An owner who lives on his premises, and who has rented a part thereof on

shares, and who with his tenant jOintly cultivates the crops, is on his own prem
ises, and his act in carrying a pistol while there is not punishable. Fields v.

State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 1166.
Where accused, having discovered that a neighbor whose land adjoined his own

was shooting his hogs, armed himself and went to the creek which divided their

property, and the neighbor left, accused was not guilty of violating the pistol law,
because on returning to his residence- he traveled part of the way on a public road.
Parker v, State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 343.

On a trial for unlawfully carrying a pistol, it appeared that accused ordered a

. person to leave his residence; that in a scuffle which ensued he was knocked down;
that he then went to a store where he had a pistol, obtained it, and as he started
back was intercepted by persons who told him that B. wanted to see him; that he
went upon the Sidewalk with the pistol in his hand; and that such persons then
took him across the street. The court refused to charge that it was not unlawful
for him to have a pistol at his place of business or at his residence or 1:0 carry
it from the one place to the other, and that, if he went to the store and secured
the pistol, and had it for the purpose of returning to his residence, but was in
formed that B. desired to see him, and went into the street with a view to seeing
B., the carrying of the pistol would not be unlawful. Held, that such instruction
should have been given. McQueen v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 91.

The court should also have charged that, if accused was carried across the
street with the pistol in his hand by the persons who intercepted him, this would
not be a violation of law, as only a voluntary act on his part in traveling about
the streets with the pistol would make him responsible. McQueen v. State (Cr.
App.) 177 S. W. 91.

The court should also have charged with reference to accused's intent. Mc
Queen v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 91.

In a prosecution for carrying a pistol, an instruction that if defendant, after
purchasing the pistol, traveled home by the shortest and most practical route, he
should be acquitted, otherwise convicted, is too stringent; and a requested charge
that if defendant was taking the pistol home, and traveling a practical route, the
mere fact that he stopped for the purpose of trading would not make him guilty,
should have been given. Waterhouse v. State, 138 S. W. 386.

11. Apprehension of attack and imminence of danger.-Whether the fear of an

unlawful attack was reasonable, or whether the danger was so imminent and
threatening as not to admit of the arrest of the party about to make such attack,
upon legal process, are mixed questions of law and fact, to be determined by the
jury, under proper instructions from the court. Young v. State, 42 Tex. 462. See,
also, Strickland 'v, State, 33 App, 559, 28 S. W. 466. Threats, retracted on the same

day they were made, do not justify carrying a pistol. Phillips v. State (Cr. App.)
SO S. W. 1063.

Conviction of unlawfully carrying a pistol cannot be sustained on proof that
accused had reasonable ground to fear an unlawful attack, the danger being im
minent, and orf a character not to admit of arrest of the threatening party. The
actual presence of such party at the time the pistol was carried not essential to
bring accused within the statute. Short v, State, 25 App, 379, 8 S. W. 281.

Defendant, a teacher, was notified before a school 'entertainment that several
persons would attend it, and break it up; also, that it was currently rumored
that he would have trouble, and that there would be a fight there that night. De
fendant tried in vain to get an officer to attend, and stated to the officer that he
could not ascertain who the persons were who had threatened to break up the en
tertainment. Held, that no such danger existed as to justify defendant in carry
ing a weapon. Alexander v. State, 27 App, 533, 11 S. W. 628.

The defense of apprehension of danger was not available under 'section 477 to
a school teacher carrying arms in a school entertainment. Alexander v. State, 27
App, 533, 11 S. W. 628.

,

Defendant who had been assaulted and pursued by a more powerful man armed
with a club and threatening 'his life was justified in arming himself. Coleman v.

State, 28 App. 173, ·12 S. W. 590.
Mere threats held not such a danger as to authorize defendant to carry arms.

O'Neal v. State, 32 App, 42, 22 S. W. 25. But the receipt of several anonymous
letters threatening the life of defendant held to give him the right to arm himself.
Short v. State, 25 App. 379, 8 S. W. 281.

.

That defendant's life had been threatened held not imminent danger available
as a defense. O'Neal v. State, 32 App. 42, 22 S. W. 25; Thompson v. State, 48 App,
146, 86 S. W. 1033.
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In order to authorize the carrying by one of a pistol on his person, under the
statute, the danger of an attack on him must be so imminent and threatening as

not to admit of the arrest upon legal process of the party about to attack him ..

O'Neal v. State, 32 App. 42, 22 S. W. 25; Thompson v. State, 48 App, 146, 86 S. W.
1033.

To justify himself on the ground that he apprehends an attack on his person,
defendant must show that the danger existed at the time he armed himself.
Brownlee v, State, 35 App. 213, 32 S. W. 1043.

Where defendant, at her home, shot witness and then pursued him 200 to 500

yards from the premises she could not justify carrying the pistol on ground of self
defense. Woodroe v. State, 50 App. 212, 96 S. W. 30.

Evidence of a quarrel was admissible on the intent of one claiming to be a

traveler. Irvine v. State, 51 App. 52, 100 S. W. 779.
Defendant might testify to the apprehension of danger from persons who had

previously threatened his life and whom he was informed were searching for him
when he armed himself. Johnson v. State, 54 App, 168, 110 S. W. 451.

On defense of imminent danger evidence that on prior occasions defendant shot
or attempted to shoot others was inadmissible. Hargrove v. State, 53 App. 541, 110
S. W. 913.

In a prosecution for carrying a pistol, a charge that if accused, when he armed

himself, if he did so, had reasonable ground for fearing an unlawful attack by
another, and the danger was so imminent as not to admit of the latter's arrest,
the jury should acquit, was not objectionable as charging that accused must have
had reasonable grounds for fearing an attack at the very time he armed himself,
in order to authorize an acquittal, and was proper. Hines v. State, 57 App. 216,
123 S. W. 411.

One believing his life in danger has the legal right to carry a pistol from
his residence to his store, and if he used the pistol, thinking his life was threat

ened, he would not be guilty of an illegal carrying; and hence, in a prosecution
for carrying a pistol, where defendant claimed he was carrying it to his store, and
tr.at he used it, thinking his life was in danger, his right to use it should have
heen presented by the instructions. Ellias v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 1139.

Where a husband sold his corn crop and thereafter separated from his wife,
who remained on the farm and resisted efforts of the purchaser to gather the crop,
accused, hired by the purchaser to gather the crop, both knowing of the wife's
claim and her intention to resist, is not authorized to carry a pistol. Guthrie v.

State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 730.
It is no defense to a prosecution for unlawfully carrying a pistol that the de

fendant armed himself for the purpose of hunting another who had had adulterous
relations with his wife in order to seek an explanation from him, even though that
fact was such provocation as would reduce a homicide at their first meeting to

murder, since it is not made one of the exceptions by the statute prohibiting the
unlawful carryinging of pistols, and the court cannot add another exception to
those enumerated. Ballard v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 340.

Nor does the fact that the other had made threats to kill defendant under cer

tain circumstances justify defendant's act in arming himself and going into an

other, county to seek the other. Ballard v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 340.

Where accused had unsuccessfully attempted to compel a person to leave his
residence, he had a right to go to his store and obtain a pistol which he had there,
and carry it back to the house to defend himself in case he should be attacked
while forcing such party to leave the house, especially where such person had
knocked him down when he first attempted to compel him to leave. McQueen v.

State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 91.

12. Evidence to rebut defense.-Evidence admissible to rebut defense. See
Briscoe v, State, 32 App. 411, 24 S. W. 95.

13. Evidence.-Evidence held to sustain a conviction of unlawfully carrying a

pistol. Nolen v. State, 72 App. 450, 162 S. W. 869; Prewitt v. State, 49 App. 323,
92 S. W. 800; James v. State, 51 App, 633, 103 S. W. 934; Hutchins v. State, 51
App. 339, 101 S. W. 795; Brent v. State, 57 App, 411, 123 S. W. 593; Jones v. State,
58 App. 313, 125 S. W. 914; Veal v, State, 58 App, 340, 125 S. W. 919; Gentry v.

State, 61 App. 619, 136 S. W. 50; Jones v. State, 61 App, 656, 136 S. W. 57; Vin
cent v. State, 72 App, 193, 162 S. W. 840; Lawless v. State, 72 App. 366, 162 S. W.
890; O'Hara v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 1113. Contra, Foster v. State, 59 App,
44, 126 S. W. 1155, Ann. Cas. 1912A, 1206; Waterhouse v. State, 62 App. 551, 138
S. W. 386.

-

There should be such clearness and certainty in the proof as would amount
to that which is morally certain; testimony that witness saw a belt on defend
ant, and beneath his carat something that looked like the handle of a pistol was
not such certainty. Smith v. State, 10 App, 420.

The state having shown the carrying it devolved on defendant to show authority
therefor; Blair v. State, 26 App. 387, 9 S. W. 890.

The purpose or reason for having a pistol are matters to be shown by defend
ant. Skeen v. State, 34 App, 308, 30 S. W. 554

.•
Evidence that defendant presented his pistol at another is admissible. O'Neal

v. State, 32 App, 42, 22 S. W. 25.
.

On trial .for carrying a pistol the defense was that defendant had repaired the
pistol for the owner and was taking it home. The state was allowed to prove that
shortly before defendant was found with the pistol on his person he had told an

officer that another party had his drum and that he, defendant, would have to be
arrested before night if he did. not get his drum. Briscoe v. State, 32 App, 411, 24
S. W. 95.

That defendant was subsequently seen in possession of the same pistol was ad
missible to rebut his testimony that he was delivering a pistol to the purchaser.
Upton V. State, 33 App. 231, 26 S. W. 197 ..
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When, on trial for carrying a pistol the evidence shows that defendant had
oarrted a pistol on several different occasions, it is sufficient, the presumption be

ing that it was his custom to do so. Skeen v. State, 34 App. 30.8, 30. S. W. 554.
Evidence that defendant, when arrested on his way home at 2 o'clock in the

morning, a few steps from his place of business, which he had just closed, had a

pistol is insufficient to sustain a conviction of unlawfully carrying .a pistol; he

testifying that he was carrying it to his home, that he had not carried it except
.on one or two occasions mentioned by him, and that he was not in the habit of
-carrying it between his home and place of business; and there being evidence of

his good reputation and fair dealing. Mathonican v. State, 51 App. 471, 10.2 S. W.
1123.

In a prosecution for unlawfully carrying a pistol, where it was claimed by both

-defendant and the city marshal in their testimony that the city marshal went to

defendant and informed him there was a show coming to town, and that he wanted
-defendant to get his pistol and go with him to meet the train, to protect the town
from thugs that accompanied the show, and that thereupon defendant procured a

pistol, walked to the back door of the saloon, and fired it off, evidence that de
fendant and the marshal proceeded to get drunk, and went upon the streets, and

whooped and hallooed, knocked one or two men down, and proceeded to make con

.siderable noise, was admissible as tending to impeach and contradict the defend

.ant and the city marshal, and as bearing on the intent of the defendant. Schuh
v. State, 58 App. 165, 124 S. W. 90.8.

In a prosecution for unlawfully carrying a pistol, evidence held sufficient to
.sustain a finding that defendant had· a pistol at the time alleged. Holt v. State,
.58 App. 295, 125 S. W. 573.

In a prosecution fo'r carrying a pistol, where the complaining witness was asked
by accused's counsel why he waited so long before making the complaint, his tes
timony that he did not intend to make the complaint, but accused kept going
.around the country threatening him, was admissible. Jones v. State, 58 App. 313,
125 S. W. 914.

Where, in a prosecution for carrying knucks, the defense was that accused did
not have the knucks, but that in the fight in which they were seen they were on

his breast and rolled off when he arose, evidence that the wounds inflicted upon the
.accused in the fight in question were such as could not have been inflicted with a

bare hand or fist, but must have been produced by some hard substance, would
tend to show that the defendant did not have the knucks and is material. Pope
v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 611.

In a prosecution for unlawfully carrying a pistol, evidence held to support a

finding by the jury that the pistol was not so broken that it could not be fired,
.e&pecially where the pistol was in evidence, although several witnesses testified
that it could not be fired. Farris v. State, 64 App, 524, 144 S. W. 249.

It was not error to permit the officer, who arrested accused for unlawfully car

rying a pistol, to state that he heard shooting in a certain direction and went there
and found accused with a pistol; the officer being entitled to state what attracted
his attention. Crain v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 155.

Where, in a prosecution ror unlawfully carrying a pistol, accused claimed that
he could not unbreech the pistol because the cylinder would not revolve, evidence
was admissible that accused had the pistol in his hand and unbreeched and un

loaded it. Rasberry v. State, 72 App. 13, 160. S. W. 682.
In a prosecution for carrying a pistol at a supper and dance, evidence as to the

presence of intoxicating liquor, drunkenness, pistol shots, and a cutting scrape
there, drawn out on cross-examination of defendant's witnesses, was admissible
to show the occasion for the defendant having and presenting a pistol, and that
he was the person who fired the shots, or bne of them, though no witness swore

who fired any of the shots, nor who was engaged in the cutting scrape. Williams
v. State (Cr. App.) 170. S. W. 708.

On appeal from a conviction for unlawfully carrying a pistol on the street, de
fenses not supported by any evidence will not be considered. Alexander v. State
(Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 224.

In a prosecution for unlawfully carrying a pistol, where defendant denied any
admission that he had fired a pistol, and testified that he stood in the door of his
boarding car and fired a pistol after another shooting had taken place, the evidence
presented a defensive issue, the refusal to submit which to the jury was error.
Ranols v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 1128.

14. Indictment and information and proof thereunder.-See C. C. P. art. 469.
An indictment charging carrying a pistol in a public assembly may be quashed

as to the portion relating to the assembly and sustained as sufficient to charge car-

rying under this article. Pickett v. State, 10 App. 290..
.

If an information for unlawfully carrying a pistol into a ball room be defective,
"into a ball room" may be rejected as surplusage and the indictment be good for
unlawfully carrying a pistol. Lomax v. State, 38 App. 318, 43 S. W. 92. '

Where defendant was convicted of carrying a pistol, the fact that the evidence
showed the pistol was carried at a public gathering would not constitute a variance
between the evidence and Indictrqent ; it being immaterial that his act constituted
the further offense of carrying a pistol at a public assembly, since he was not in
dicted for that offense. Walker v. State, 52 App. 314, 106 S. W. 1166.

It was not a variance that the pistol was also carried at a religious meeting.
Veal v. State, 58 App. 340., 125 S. W. 919.

.

To charge that the defendant "did have about his person a certain pistol," is
equivalent to charging that he "did carry" it about his person. State v, Carter,
36 Tex. 89.

Under the original act, the exceptions embraced in this article were embodied
in the enacting clause, and it was first held that these exceptions were mat
ters of defense, and need not be negatived in the indictment, .Jenkins v. State,
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36 Tex. 638; State v. Carter, 36 Tex. 89; but this ruling was afterward reversed,
the court holding that each one of said exceptions should be substantially negativ
ed. State v. Duke, 42 Tex. 455; Smith v. State, 42 Tex. 464. But they may have
been negatived by necessary inference, State v. Clayton, 43 Tex. 410; Woodward v.

State, 5 ApD. 296; Leatherwood v. State, 6 APP. 244; but the state was not required
to prove these negative averments. re.: State v. Duke, 42 Tex. 455; Summerlin v.

State, 3 App. 444; Lewis v. State, 7 App. 567. Under the present Code the indict
ment need only charge an unlawful carrying upon the person the prohibited weap
on, Lewis v. State, 7 App. 567; Zallner v. State, 15 App. 23; and a conviction up
on proof of that fact does not violate the constitutional right.

An indictment need not charge that the weapon was "unlawfully" carried. It
is sufficient to use the words of the statute. Pickett v. State, 10 App, 290; Tuck
er v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 611. See, also, Smith v. State, 25 App. 454, 8 S.
W. 645; Lann v. State, 25 App. 495, 8 S. W. 650, 8 Am. St. Rep. 445; West v.

State, 26 App. 99, 9 S. W. 485; Wilson v. State, 27 App. 47, 10 S. W. 749, 11 Am.
St. Rep. 180; Stilly v. State, 27 App. 445, 11 S. W. 458, 11 Am. St. Rep. 201; Tracy
v. State, 27 App, 496, 11 S. W. 484; Campbell v. State, 28 App. 44, 11 S. W. 832;
Jacobs v. State, 28 App. 79, 12 S. W. 408; Jenkins v. State, 28 App, 86, 12 S. W.
411; Coleman v. State, 28 App. 173, 12 S. W. 590; McNeil v. State, 29 App, 48, 14
S. W. 393.

A conviction under art. 470, of going near a private residence of another, and
rudely displaying a pistol, was not a bar to a conviction for carrying. on and about
the person a pistol, where defendant carried the pistol before and after the act for
which he was formerly convicted. Nichols v. State, 37 App, 616, 40 S. W. 502.

An indictment which alleges that the knuckle carried on or about the person
was made of any hard substance, without naming the SUbstance is sufficient. Pra
ter v. State (Cr. App.) 108 s. W. 687.

Charging disjunctively a carrying "on or about" the person is sufficient. Lew
ellen v. State, 54 App. 640, 114 S. W. 1179.

In a prosecution for unlawfully carrying a pistol, the fact that the evidence
also showed that the pistol was carried at a religious gathering did not consti
tute a variance. Veal v. State, 58 App. 340, 125 S. W. 919.

Where defendant objected to the introduction of testimony that he was seen

carrying a pistol on a certain date in 1911 because of uncertainty as -to the year
charged in the indictment and the clerk of the court testified that the blurred
date was 1911, the evidence objected to was properly admitted. Valigura v. State
(Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 856.

16. Delivery of weapon to court and forfeiture thereof.-See note under article
62 ante.

.

A defendant can not be required, upon conviction, to deliver the weapon to the
court, and a judgment to that effect is a nullity. Hudeburgh v. State, 38 Tex. 535.

Forfeiture of the weapon cannot be decreed upon conviction. Jennings v. State�
5 App. 298.

'

17. Defendant as witness for himself.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 790.
18. Verdict.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 770.
19. Harmless error.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 938.

Art. 477. [340] Carrying arms in church or other assembly.
If any person shall go into any church or any religious assembly,
any schoolroom, ballroom, or other place where persons are as

sembled for amusement or for educational or scientific purposes, or

into any circus, show or public exhibition of any kind, or social
gatlrering, or to any election on the day or days of any election
where any portion of the people of this state are collected to vote
at an election, or to any other place where people may be as

sembled to muster or perform any other public duties, and shall'
have or carry about his person any pistol or other firearm, dirk,
dagger, slungshot, swordcane, spear, brass knuckle, bowie knife,
or any other kind of a knife made and manufactured for the pur
pose of offense and defense, he shall be punished by a fine of not
less than one hundred ($100.00) dollars nor more than five hundred
($500.00) dollars, or by confinement in the county jail not less
than thirty days nor more than twelve months, or by both such
fine and imprisonment. [Act Apr. 12, 1871, p. 25; Act 1915, p.
132, ch. 80, § 1, amending Art. 477, Pen. Code.]

See notes under article 475 ante.
Imminent danger, see note under art. 476.
Cited, Brown v. State, 71 App. 212, 158 S. W. 807.

Portion of former law unconstitutional.-A portion of this article which formerly
declared that the weapon shall be forfeited was held unconstitutional. Hudeburgh
v. State, 38 Tex. 535; Jennings v. State, 5 App. 298.

I ntent.-The mere taking from its place in- a house where there was a social
gathering, and immediately replacing a weapon, without intending to violate the
law, would not be an offense. Brooks v. State, 15 App. 88.

.

Intent is an essential element of this offense. Schroeder v. State, 50 App. 111,
99 S. W. 1003.

At the request of the owner, defendant for safe-keeping took a 'pistol from un

der the buggy 'seat, where it lay, and put it in the bar connected with the club in
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whose ballroom the social function was taking place. He did not carry the pistol
-on or about his person while in the ballroom. Later he put it back into the buggy.
Held, that defendant was not guilty of carrying a pistol into a social gathering.
Schroeder v. State, 50 App, 111, 99 S. W. 1003.

.

Public Assembly.-A justice's court in session and engaged in a trial is a "pub
lic assembly" within the meaning of the preceding article. Summerlin v, State,
:3 App, 444.

One's own premises as exception.-The owner of house in which a ball was go
ing on, invited the defendant to act as doorkeeper and general manager, with au

thority to preserve peace and good order, and armed him with a pistol. Held,
that such authority did not justify him in having the pistol on or about his person.
Owens v. State, 3 App. 404. No person, unless he be a peace officer, can go into an

assembly of people such as is named in the statute and have and carry about his
person a prohibited weapon, without violating the law. Not' even the owner of the
premises is exempt under this article. Brooks v. State, 15 App, 88.

A school teacher cannot carry weapons in his own school room at a public en

tertainment given by the school. Alexander v. State, 27 App, 533, 11 S. W. 628.
A person not an officer has no right to carry a pistol at a picnic, though he is

legally in possession and control of the premises. Monson v. State, 45 App. 426,
76 S. W. 570.

.

Bar-room adjacent' to ball room.-The carrying of a pistol into a bar-room ad

jacent to a ball room in which there was a social gathering, is not an offense. To
sustatn. the charge of carrying the pistol into a social gathering he must have
carried it into the ball room. Schroeder v. State, 50 App. 111, 99 S. W. 1003.

Time of commission of offense.-Defendant procured a pistol on the east side of
the square of the. city of Tyler On an election day, put it in his pocket and walked
across the east side of the square to the courthouse where people were voting.
He was prosecuted under article 269, and his defense was that he should have
been prosecuted under this article because of the lesser penalty; held, that the
·-offense announced under article 269 was complete before the offense announced
by this article was committed. Burns v. State, 36 App. 601, 38 S. W. 204.

'

..
Jurisdiction of offense.-Justices of the peace do not have jurisdiction of this

,offense, as the penalty may exceed two hundred dollars. Const., art. 5, section
19; C. C. P., article 106; Anderson v. State, 18 App. 17.

Indictment and proof thereunder.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 243.
For indictments bad as to this section but good as to carrying, see note under

cart. 476.
An' indictment charged that the defendant went upon the public square of a

town where people had assembled to attend district court, and carried a pistol
upon his person. It was held that to sustain this charge it was necessary to prove
that people were assembled on the public square at the time and for the purpose
alleged. Scott v. State, 40 Tex. 503.

Where the indictment was for carrying a weapon into a "ballroom," it was

held that it was not necessary to allege that a ball or dance was going on, or

that the persons there assembled were human beings. Owens v. State, 3 App, 404.
But it must be alleged that persons had assembled. The purpose of the law is
not the protection of the edifice or premises, but the protection of the persons
there assembled. Rainey v. State, 8 App. 62, 34 Ani. Rep. 736. It need not nega
tive any of the exceptions in the statute, as none of them are now embraced in the
enacting clause. See Owens v. State, 3 App, 404; Summerlin v. State, Id. 444, de
cided under the statute as it was before the revision. Indictments under article
477 approved. Cooper v. State, 25 App. 530, 8 S. W. 654; Cooper v. State, 26 App,
575, 10 S. W. 216; Alexander v. State, 27 App. 533, 11 S. W. 628; Jacobs v. State,
28 App. 79, 12 S. W. 408.

That defendant in violating art. 269 also violated this article was no defense to
his prosecution under the former article. Burns v. State, 36 App, 601, 38 S. W. 204;

Art. 478. [341] Not applicable to' whom.-The preceding ar

ticle shall not apply to peace officers or other persons authorized
or permitted by law to carry arms at the places therein designated.
fAct April 12, 1871, p. 25.]

Peace officers.-See notes under article 476.
Invalidity of provision for forfeiture, see note under art. 477.
See C. C. P. arts. 43, 146, 147, 278.
The presumption is against existence of an exception, such as that defendant

is a peace officer. Young v. State, 42 Tex. 462; Williams v. State, Id. 466; Sum
merlin v. State, 3 App, 444; Lewis v. State, 7 App, 567; Zallner v. State, 15 App. 23.

But it was not incumbent On' him to show that he was then and there in the
discharge of his duties as such. Williams v. State, 42 Tex. 466. .

The statute does not limit the right of a peace officer to carry arms. Williams
v. State, 42 Tex. 466.

Whether or not a peace officer de facto is within the meaning of this article,
seems to be an open question. Rainey v. State, 8 App. 62, 34 Am. Rep. 736.

Appointment as bailiff to the grand jury invested appointee with no authority
as a peace officer after adjournment of that body. Alford v. State, 8 App. 545.

All peace officers known to the law are carefully enumerated in the Code; and
no such officer as deputy-marshal appearing there, it must be shown that the char
ter provides for such office before it is recognized. Alford v. State, 8 App, 545.

.

The constitution makes county judges peace officers, and when the legislature
in enacting the pistol law, excluded from its operation all peace officers, a county
judge is embraced in the list and as such peace officer he is authorized to carry
a pistol. Jones v. State; 43 App, 283, 65 S. W. 92.
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Judges of the courts are conservators of the peace authorized to carry arms

under the circumstances provided, and hence under the election law the presiding
officer at an election would have power to carry a pistol. Hooks v. State, 71 App,
269, 158 S. W. 808.

Others than peace officers.-See notes under the preceding article.
Peace officers only are excepted by the provisions 01 this article. The owner of

the premises is not authorized to carry arms into the assembly, nor is a school
teacher in a school room exempt. That the weapon was carried into the assembly
in anticipation of an unlawful attack upon the person is not an available defense.
Alexander v. State, 27 App. 533, 11 S. W. 628. And note case of an invalid ap

pointment as a deputy sheriff. Blair v. State, 26 App. 397, 9 S. W. 890.

Art. 479. [342] Arrest without warrant; officer failing punish
ed.-Any person violating any of the provisions of articles 475 and
477 may be arrested without warrant by any peace officer and car

ried before the nearest justice of the peace for trial; and any peace
officer who shall fail, or refuse to arrest such person on his own

knowledge, or upon information from some credible person, shall
be punished by fine not exceeding five hundred dollars. [Act April
12, 1871, p. 26.]

Arrest without warrant.-A person unlawfully carrying arms may be arrested
by a peace officer without warrant upon his own knowledge or upon information
of some credible person. Jacobs v. State, 28 App. 79, 12 S. W. 408; Hodges v.

State, 6 App. 615; Ex parte Sherwood, 29 App, 334, 15 S. W. 812; Miller v. State.
32 App. 319, 20 S. W. 1103; Montgomery v. State, 43 App. 304, 65 S. W. 539, 55 L. R.
A. 710; Morawietz v. State, 46 App. 43,6, 80 S. W. 997; Brown v. King, 41 Civ. App.
588, 93 S. W. 1019; King v, Brown, 100 Tex. 109, 94 S. W. 329, 330; Hull v. State,
50 App. 607, 100 S. W. 403; Ricen v. State, 63 App. 89, 138 S. W. 403; Condron v.

State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 253; Ex parte Sherwood, 29 App. 334, 15 S'. W. 812.
Evidence held to authorize submitting the issue as to whether an arrest with

out a warrant was legal as on information for carrying a pistol. Earles v. State,
47 App. 559, 85 S. W. 1.

'
,

The law presumes the credibility of a citizen who informs an officer ()f defend
ant's conduct. Miller v. State, 32 App. 319, 20 S. W. 1103.

This article only gives an officer the right to arrest without warrant when
he knows that a person is carrying a pistol of his own knowledge, or when he
derives the information from some credible person. But this does not specially
apply to magistrates, or authorize them to require peace officers to make the arrest
of persons unlawfully carrying pistols. Morawietz v. State, 46 App. 436, 80 S. W.
997.

There is no statute which authorizes a magistrate to require a peace officer to
make an arrest in cases generally, where they may happen within the view or

knowledge of the magistrate. This may be done only under statutes which spe
cially provide therefor. Id.

Policemen are peace officers and may under this article arrest in certain cases

without a warrant. Hull v. State, 50 App. 607, 100 S. W. 403.
Testimony of informant and of the officers as to the information was admis

sible. Johnson v. State. 51 App. 648, 104 S. "'T. 902.
Defendant, who was shooting off a pistol on a public road, was properly ar

rested without a warrant; the arresting officer having heard the shots and being
informed by credible witnesses that defendant was the guilty party. Ricen v.

State, 63 App. 89, 138 S. W. 403.

Holding armed person arrested for another offense.-Arresting one for gaming,
and being subsequently informed that the party arrested had a pistol on his person
at the time of arrest, the sheriff was authorized to hold him for that offense.
Garner v. State, 50 App. 364, n S. W. 98, citing Ex parte Richards, 44 App. 561, 72
S. W. 838.

When a sheriff has arrested one and does not know at the time that he has a

pistol but is subsequently informed of this fact, he is authorized to hold him in
custody for said offense, though he had arrested him on another charge, and it
is his duty to carry him before a justice of the peace for trial. Garner v. State,
50 App. 364, 97 S. W. 99, 100. '

Neglect or refusal to arrest.-A peace officer is punishable who refuses or neg
lects to arrest, without warrant, on information of a credible person, or his own

knowledge, one for carrying a pistol. Miller v. State, 32 App. 319, 20 S. W. 1103.
And see Brown v. King, 41 Civ. App, 588, 93 S. W. 1017.

I ndlctment.c-Wnlson'e Cr. Forms, 244.

Art. 480. [343] Not applicable to frontier counties.-The pro
visions of this chapter shall not apply to or be enforced in any
county which the governor may designate by proclamation as a

frontier county and liable to incursions by hostile Indians. [Act
April 12, 1871, p. 26.]

Revocation of proclamation.-The governor may revoke his proclamation at
any time, and subject a county previously exempted, to the operation of the law.
And may exercise this power by a new designation omitting counties previously
designated. State v. Clayton, 43 Tex. 410. In such case, defendant can not plead
as a defense- ignorance of such revocation, as it is matter of law and not of fact.
Chaplin v, State, 7 App, 87.
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TITLE 10

OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC MORALS, DECENCY AND
CHASTITY

Chap.
1. Unlawful marriages.
2. Incest.
3. Of adultery and forrilcatton.

Chap.
4. Disorderly houses.
4a. Pandering.
5. Miscellaneous offenses.

CHAPTER ONE

UNLAWFUL MARRIAGES
Art.
481. "Bigamy" defined.
482. Preceding article not applicable,

when.
483. Intermarriage of whites and

blacks.

Art.
484. "Negro." and "white person" de

fined.
485. Proof of marriage.

Article 481. [344] "Bigamy" defined.-If any person who has
a former wife or husband living shall marry another in this state,
such person shall be punished by imprisonment in the state peni
tentiary for a term not less than two nor more than five years.
[Amended by Act March 23, 1887, p. 37; O. C. 384.]

Cited, Walker v. State, 64 App, 70" 141 S. W, 243.

1. Nature and elements of offense in 8. Indictment and proof thereunder.
general. 9. Evidence.

2. Distinguished rrom adultery. 10. -- Burden of proof on defend-
3. Meaning of "fQrmer wife." ant.
4. Marriage in general. 11. Husband and wife as witnesses.
5. Emancipated slaves. 12. Charge on mistake of fact.
6. Mistake and duress. 13. Peremptory charge.
7. Venue. 14. Acquittal as bar to. prosecution.

1. Nature and elements of offense In general.-For the coristituent elements of
bigamy, see La Rose v. State, 29 App. 215, 15 S. W. 33.

2. Distinguished from adultery.-Bigamy and adultery are different offenses.
Swancoat v. State, 4 App. 105.

The fact of marriage would make the relation none the less adulterous if, after
ascertaining their supposed legal marriage was unlawful and void, the parties con

tinued to cohabit together. Hildreth v. State, 19 App. 196.

3. Meaning of "former wife."-The term "former wife" in this article is used
in contradistinction to the person then being taken to. wife. Burton v. State, 51
App. 196. 101 S. W. 227.

4. Marriage In general.-In a prosecutton for bigamy a valid marriage of the
defendant, and a subsequent marriage by him, or her, during the life of his or her
lawful spouse must be proved. May v. State, 4 App. 424; Dumas v. State, 14
App. 464, 46 Am. St. Rep. 241.

A valid mar-riage is one solemntzed with the legal prerequisites or, and in, ac

cordance with the lex loci contractus, In this state, a license is a legal pre
requisite, 'and the rites of ma.trlrnony must be performed by some one of the rune
ttonartes authortzed by the statute to. perform them. Dumas v. State, 14 App, 464,
46 Am. St. Rep. 241.

That the minister celebrating a marriage was not orda.ined as provided by stat
ute does not render the marriage void provided there was a 'valid common law
marriage. Holder v. State, 35 App, 19, 29 S. W. 793.

Whatever be the rorm of ceremony, if parties agree to. take each other as hus
band and wife and live in that rela.tion, this proves 'lIlarriage binding on the par
ties and will subject them to. legal penalties tor a disregard or its obliga.ttons.
Waldrop v. State, 41 App. 194, 53 S. W. 131.

In a prosecution tor bigamy, the fact that the woman with whom the alleged
btgamous marriage occurred repudiated the marriage as soon as she discovered the
want or a divorce rrom defendant's former wife was Immatertal, as such repudia
tion could nQt dissolve the marriage. Burks v. State, 50 App. 47, 94 S. W. 1040.

It is not a prerequisite to. the validity of a marriage that a license issue. Burks
v. State, 50 App. 47, 94 S. W. 1040.

Whatever be the form of ceremony, or if there be no. ceremony, if the parties
agree to. take each other ror husband arid wife, and from that time on live pro
fessedly in that relation, proof of these facts beyond a reasonable doubt in a

prosecutton for bigamy is sufficient proof or a marriage binding on the parties.
Hearne v. State, 50 App. 431, 97 8. W. 1060.

Where a prior marriage is a nullity, a subsequent marriage does not constitute
the offense of bigamy. McCQmbs v. State, 50 App, 490, 99 S. W. 1017, 9 L. R. A.
1036, 123 Am. St. Rep. 855, 14 Ann. Cas. 72.

The state must not only prove the two. marriages, but it must prove tp.e first
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marriage, and it must prove the first marriage alleged in the indictment, and, of
course, the identification of appellant, if it was appellant, must be shown as being
the same person whose name was mentioned in the license issued and who is sup
posed to have solemnized the first marriage. And it must be further shown that
the identical woman to whom he was first married by virtue of the first marriage
was living at the time of the consummation of the second marriage. Goad v.

State, 51 App, 393, 102 S. W. 121.
.

5. Emancipated slaves.-Emancipated slaves who were declared lawfully mar-'
ried by the constitution of 1869, are within the law defining and punishing bigamy.
Stewart v. State, 7 App. 326.

Sectio·n 27 of article XII of the Constitution of 1869, validating common law

marriages of slaves, was not annulled by the abrogation of that constitution.
Stewart v. State, 7 App. 326.

6. Mistake and duress.-Bigamy is not committed by the intermarriage of a

man and woman, one of them having a lawful spouse alive, if such marriage was

entered into under a mistake of fact as to the death of the former spouse. Hild
reth v. State, 19 App. 195; Watson v. State, 13 App. 76; Alonzo v. State, 15 App.
378, 49 Am. Rep. 207. But if after discovering such mistake they continue to co

habit together, they would be guilty of adultery, and the fact that they have
been married to each' other would be no defense to a prosecution· against them
for adultery. Hildreth v. State, 19 App. 195. Defense that defendant's wife had
deserted him for more than three years and that he was informed and believed
that his first marriage was therefore void, beld no defense; if .mistake at all, it
was a mistake of law, and not of fact. Medrano v. State, 32 App, 214, 22 S. W.
684, 40 Am. St. Rep. 775.

Where one who is under arrest for seduction marries the female alleged to
have been seduced, he cannot afterwards, in a prosecution for bigamy, claim that
such marriage was under duress, as marriage under such circumstances is pro
vided for by Fen. Code, art. 1449. Medrano v. State, 32 App. 214, 22 S. W. 684, 40
Am. St. Rep. 775.

An instruction that the statute provides that if a person, under mistake as to a

fact, does an act otherwise criminal, he commits no offense; that the mistake
must be such that, had the supposed fact existed, the person would have been
excusable, and the mistake must not arise from want of care; that, therefore, if
defendant had been informed and believed that his first wife was. dead, and ex

ercised proper care in ascertaining the truth, he was not guilty, but, if the mis
take arose from want of proper care on his part, it would not avail him, was cor

rect. Welch v. State, 46 App. 528, 81 S. W. 50.
Where the defense was that defendant believed his first wife was dead, it was

not necessarily incumbent on the court to specify the sources of information, as

shown by the evidence, which might have led to the alleged mistake. Welch v.

State, 46 App. 528, 81 S. W. 50.
A mob visited the house where accused and the second wife were on the night

preceding their marriage, and demanded that accused marry the woman at once.

He promised to marry her, and the mob dispersed. That night he applied for a

license, but was informed that no license would be issued until the following morn

ing. On a renewal of his application the next morning, a license was issued, and
he married the woman. Held, that accused was not under duress at the time he
committed the bigamy. Burton v. State, 51 App, 196, 101 S. W. 2.26.

7. Venue.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 258.

8. Indictment and proof thereunder.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 246.
The indictment need not state the name of the first or lawful spouse of the

defendant. Watson v. State, 13 App. 76. But it must allege a valid marriage
of the defendant, and his or her subsequent marriage during the life of the lawful
spouse. It need not negative the exceptions contained in article 482, as they are

matters of defense. Hull v. State, 7 App. 593.
•

Indictment should distinctly aver a former marriage, the name of the former
husband or wife, and the subsequent marriage on which the prosecution is based.
(Watson v. State, 13 App, 76, overruled.) McAfee v. State, 38 App. 127, 41 S. W.
627; Vinsant v. State, 42 App. 413, 60 S. W. 550.

An indictment for bigamy must state the name of accused's first wife and aver
that she is alive, but need not state her maiden name. Richardson v. State, 71
App. 111, 158 S. W .• 517.

Indictment must conclude with the constitutional formula, "against the peace
and dignity of the state." Poss v. State, 47 App. 486, 83 S. W. 1109.

Where the Indictment charged that accused married "Ida A.," and the undis
puted evidence showed that she was known as "Ida A.," that in German the
English word "Ida" is pronounced "Eda," that the marriage license authorized the
marriage of accused and "Eda A.," and that the record of the marriage showed
the marriage of accused and "Eda A.," a charge that, if accused married "Ida
A.," the mere circumstance that in the marriage license her name appeared as

"Eda A.," was immaterial, was not erroneous, as on the weight of the evidence
and as leading the jury to believe that it made no difference whether the woman's
name was "Ida" or "E<la." Nickelson v. State, 53 App, 631, 111 S. W. 414.

An indictment for bigamy must state the name of the woman with whom the
bigamous marriage is contracted. Nickelson v. State, 53 App. 631, 111 S. W. 414.

An indictment charged that accused on November 22, 1907, with force and arms,
in the county and state, etc., did unlawfully marry R., he then and there having a

lawful former wife then living, was fatally defective for failure to allege facts
'showing the validity and continued existence of a former marriage. Bryan v,

State, 54 App, 18, 111 S. W.. 744, 16 Ann. Cas. 515.
On a. trial for bigamy, proof of the marriage of accused to a woman while his

former_ wife was living, by witnesses present at the marriage and by the officer
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performing the ceremony, and by the marriage license of accused and the woman,
with the return of the officer performing the ceremony, was admissible as against
the objection that there was no allegation in the indictment to support the same.

:McMahan v. State, 61 App. 489, 135 S. W. 558.
An indictment charging that accused unlawfully married J. while he then .and

there had a former wife T.-that is, that accused at the time of his marriage with
J. had theretofore been and was then and there lawfully married to T. and, at
the time of his second marriage, T. was then and there living, etc.-sufficiently
charges bigamy. Morville v. State, 63 App. 553, 141 S. W. 102.

.

Under an indictment for bigamy charging that accused at the time of a second
marriage was lawfully married to "Theresa Morville," evidence was admissible to
show that the former marriage was with "Theresa Deignon,' since the indict
ment did not charge that accused married her under the name of "Theresa Mor
ville." Morville v. Sta.te, 63 App. 553, 141 S. W. 102.

9. Evidence.-Admissions of defendant are competent evidence to prove the
first marriage. Gorman v. State, 23 Tex. 646.

Admission of guilt held to remove the presumption of innocence conflicting with
presumption of continued existence of former wife. Circumstances and presump
tions affecting evidence of continued existence of first marriage, discussed. Gor
man v. State, 23 Tex. 646.

The jury may presume from the facts and circumstance that the flrst wife was

alive at the date of the second marriage, there being no rule of law which requires
this to be proved by direct evidence, Gorman v. State, 23 Tex. 646; but the pre
sumption is one of fact and not of law, and it is error to instruct that the pre
sumption of life continues for seven years, and the burden is on the defendant to
show the contrary. Hull v. State, 7 App. 593.

Proof of the marriage of ex-slaves who were married by the constitution of
1869 is not proof by reputation; but the evidence must show that they were living
together at the date said constitution took effect. Steward v. State, 7 App. 326.

The burden of proof is on the state to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that
the lawful spouse was living at the date of the second marriage. This proof need
not be made by direct or positive testimony. but, like any other fact, may be es

tablished by circumstantial evidence under the rules of law applicable to that char
acter of evidence. Hull v. State, 7 App. 594; Gorman v, State, 23 Tex. 646.

It appears well settled that general reputation, cohabitation and admissions or

confessions are all admissible to prove the first marriage. Dumas v. State, 14 App,
464. 46 Am. Rep. 241.

The marriage license and the return thereon, of the officer or minister who exe

cuted the same, or the testimony of witnesses who were present at the marriage,
are legal and sufficient evidence of marriage. Dumas v. State, 14 App. 464, 46 Am.
Rep. 241; Frasher v. State, 3 App. 263, 30 Am. Rep. 131. A certified copy of the
marriage certificate from the records of another state, properly authenticated, was

held competent and sufficient proof of marriage, in connection with evidence
identifying each of the persons named in said certificate. For a full discussion of
the questions relating to such evidence, the mode of authenticating the same, and
of proving the laws of other states, see Patterson v. State, 17 App. 102.

Where on a trial for bigamy it was objected to the marriage license as evi
dence that the same did not show on its face to have been issued by the county
clerk, held, that inasmuch as it was made to appear- that at the time of the issu
ance 'of said license the offices of the county and district clerk were held by the
same individual. the objection was not well taken. Foster v. State, 31 App, 409,
20 S. W. 823.

The mistake of a clerk who was filling the two offices of district and county
clerk of his county. in the issuance of a marriage license which he signed as dis
trict instead of county clerk, will not invalidate a marriage solemnly consummated
between the parties. Foster v. State, 31 App. 409, 20 S. W. 823.

A petition for divorce filed by defendant against an alleged former spouse is
admissible to prove the former marriage. Adkisson v. State" 33 App. 296, 30 S. W.
357.

It is not error to confront the defendant with the two women to whom he is
,charged to be married for the purpose of being identified by defendant. Hearne
v. State (Cr. App.) 58 S. W. 1009.

The admission in evidence Of 3. contract signed by defendant, showing that he
married his first wife because he had seduced her, was harmless error, in view of
prior evidence to the same fact admitted without objection by defendant. Welch
v. State, 46 App. 528, 81 S. W. 50.

The mere fact that appellant had permitted evidence to be introduced, with
out objection, proving or tending to prove seduction, and that he introduced a

letter to disprove the seduction, would not authorize the state to introduce evi
dence to prove that he proposed to attempt an abortion upon his first wife. Welch
Y. State, 46 App. 528, 81 8'. W. 50.

A wttness was improperly allowed to state that, after the second marriage of
defendant, the wife of the witness had remarked to defendant that she was afraid
he had taken a wrong step, and that she was very much surprised, as the state
ment did not indicate any criminality calling for a response from defendant. Welch
v. State, 46 App, 528. 81 S. W. 50.

In a prosecution for bigamy, error in allowing parol proof of a letter written by
defendant to his daughter after the second marriage, in which he stated that he
was going away and would never see her again, that he was "her poor ruined
crazy papa," and that if she did not stop writing to him she would get him into
trouble, was harmful to defendant, though his defense was insanity. McCullough v.
State, 60 App, 132, 94 S. W. 1056.

. In 'a prosecution for bigamy, where the guilt of accused depends on the va

lidity of a certain marriage, the law will not presume that such marriage. was .val-
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id, but the prosecution .rnuat prove such fact beyond a reasonable doubt. Me
Combs v. State, 50 App. 490, 99 S. W. 1017, 9 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1036, 123 Am. St.
Rep. 855, 14 Ann. Cas. 72.

In a prosecution for bigamy, evidence examined, and held to show invalidity
of the prior marriage, and hence insufficient to sustain a conviction. McCombs
v. State, 50 App. 490, 99 S. W·. 1017, 9 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1036, 123 Am. St. Rep.
855, 14 Ann. Cas'. 72.

It was not error for the state, to call to the witness stand the former wife of

accused, where she was not questioned, and did not testify to anything. Burton
v. State, 51 App. 196, 101 S. W. 226.

Under Sayles' Ann. Civ, St. 1897, art. 2958, requiring the county clerk to re

cord marriage licenses and the return thereto by the person officiating at the mar

riage, and article 2312, providing that certified copies of records of the county
clerk's office may be admitted in evidence, provided they are filed and three days'
notice given, a certified copy of a marriage license and the return thereto is in
admissible on a trial for bigamy, where the same had not been filed and three
days' notice given to accused. Burton v. State, 51 App. 196, 101 S. W. 226.

.

Where, the state relied on a prior marriage regularly celebrated, and offered
evidence establishing a common-law marriage, and did not call any witness pres
ent at the marriage ceremony, the admission in evidence of a certified copy of a

marriage license issued to accused, and the return thereto, without complying with
Sayles' Ann. Civ. St. 1897, art. 2312, was prejudicial. Burton v. State, 51 App, 196,
101 S.. W. 226.,

Specific' acts of intimacy of one prosecuted for bigamy and his alleged wife are

admissible in evidence. Bryan v. State, 63 App, 200, 139 S. W. 981.
.

Evidence, in a prosecution for bigamy, held to show prima facie that accused
was previously married to another, so as to make the evidence of his second wife
admissible. Bryan v. State, 63 App, 200, 139 S. W. 981.

Error in permitting the second wife's mother to testify that since the date of
the second marriage she had seen a woman whom people called T., the person
named in the indictment as the former wife, was harmless where the former mar

riage with T. was incontrovertibly proven. Morville v. State, 63 App. 553, 141
S. W. 102.

An instruction that the burden was on the state to show the issuance of a

license for the first marriage was properly refused, since a license is not an ab
solute prerequisite to a lawful marriage. Morville v. State, 63 App, 553, 141 S.
W.I02.

On a trial for bigamy, accused's marriage to two women could be proved by
the testimony of those who were present when the marriage ceremonies were per
formed. Cooper v. State, 71 App. 489, 160 S. W. 382.

In a prosecution for bigamy, the fact that a child was born to the firat alleged
wife was inadmissible, as it would have no tendency to show that defendant was
the person who, under another name, had married her at a certain place. Har
ris v. State, 72 App. 117, 161 S. W. 125.

In a prosecution for bigamy, a license to defendant to marry the alleged for
mer wife was not admissible unless proven to be the original license issued by the
proper officer, or unless' a certified cOP'Y of it was filed with the papers at least
three days before the trial and notice of such filing was given to defendant. Har
ris v. State, 72 App. 117, 161 S. W. 125.

Where a marriage license offered by the state was not admissible in a prose
. cution for bigamy, the state could not prove its contents by oral testimony. Har-
ris v. State, 72 App. 117, 161 S. W. 125.

.

Elvidence in a bigamy prosecution held to support a conviction. Jones v. State
(Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 144.

An original. marriage license, with the return thereon showing the marriage,
having been filed and recorded in the county clerk's office, according to law, is
admissible on a prosecution for bigamy; it having been filed with the papers in
the case, and a copy thereof served on defendant at the previous term. Edwards
v. State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 517.

On a trial for bigamy, evidence that the first wife of accused had been guilty
of adultery about six months after her marriage to accused was inadmissible.
Harris v. State (Gr. App.) 167 S. W. 43.

On a trial for bigamy, evidence held to support a finding that accused, who ad
mitted his marriage to one woman, was the person who had previously mar
ried another woman. Harris v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 43.

Where, on a trial for bigamy, accused, H. M. H., alias J. M. H., admitted his
marriage to C. in 1912, but denied his prior marriage to E., a marriage license for
tp.e marriage of J. M. H. and E. and the return of a jUstice of the peace of the
marriage under the license were admissible. Harris v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S.
W.43.

In a prosecution for bigamy, it appeared that accused had been married three
times. His first marriage had been dissolved by a valid decree of divorce, and ac
cused claimed that, relying upon a letter written by his second wife informing
him that she had procured a divorce, he celebrated a third marriage. On cross
examination it was brought out that he was informed of the dissolution of his
flrat marriage by his sister, who wrote him that his first wife had procured a di
vorce and that in the same letter she inclosed a certified copy of the divorce de
cree. The copy was produced and identified. Held, that the cOP'Y of the decree,
Where limited solely to the question whether accused had used due care in ascer

taining whether his second wife had procured a divorce before celebrating another
marriage, was admissible; such decree not being necessary to show the dissolu
tion of accused's first marriage, he having testified to that fact himself. Coy V.
State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 221.
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10. -- Burden of proof on defendant.-See notes under art. 52 ante.
In a prosecution for bigamy, an instruction that, if the jury do not believe be

yond a reasonable doubt that defendant married a woman who was alive at the
time of his second marriage, they must acquit, was not objectionable as placing
an unauthorized burden on defendant. Hearne v. State, 50 App, 431. 97 S. W.

1050.
11. Husband and wife as witnesses.-See notes under C. C. P., 794.

12. Charge on mistake of fact.-Instruction on mistake of fact and proper care

under art. 47, held erroneous in defining those terms instead of merely leaving
the issue to the jury. Watson v. State, 13 App. 711.

13. Peremptory charge.-Wher.e the indictment charged that accused, having
a wife in New Jersey, unlawfully married another, the fact that he had previous
ly been married in Michigan will not justify a peremptory charge on the ground
that the New Jersey marriage was invalid, where accused himself testified that

his first marriage had been dissolved by a decree of divorce. Coy v. State (Cr.
ApP.) 171 s. W. 221.

14. Acquittal as bar to prosecution.-See notes under C. C. P., art. 9.
In Alonzo v. State, 15 App. 378, 49 Am. Rep. 207, it is held that in a prosecu

tion for adultery, the acquittal of one of the parties to the offense will not bar a

prosecution against the other. The reason and doctrine of that decision seems ap

plicable also to the offenses of bigamy and miscegenation.

Art. 482. [345] Preceding article not applicable, when.-The
provisions of the preceding article' shall not extend to any person
whose husband or wife shall have been continually remaining out

of the state, or shall have voluntarily withdrawn from the other
and remained absent for five years, the person marrying again not

knowing the other to be living within that time; nor shall the pro
visions of said article extend to any person who has been legally
divorced from the bonds of matrimony. [0. C. 385.]

Cited, Jones v. State (Gr. App.) 165 s. W. 144.

Abandonment of spouse.-The provision that the preceding article shall not
apply to one whose husband or wife shall have voluntarily withdrawn and re

mained absent for five years, applies to a person who was deserted by his wife in
another state more than five years before the second marriage, although he has
not resided in Texas five years prior to the second marriage. Poss v. State, 41
App, 486, 83 S. W. 1109.

The provision that the. preceding article shall not extend to any person whose
husband or wife shall have continuously remained out of the state for five 'years,
does not apply to the case of a person who was abandoned by his wife in another
state more than five years before his second marriage, but who has not lived in
Texas five years. Poss v. State, 47 App. 486, 83 S. W. 1109.

Under the provision. that the preceding article, shall not apply to a person
whose husband or wife shall have continuously remained out of the state or

shall have voluntarily withdrawn and remained, absent for five years, proof by de
fendant in a prosecution for bigamy that his first wife. voluntarily withdrew
from him and remained absent more than five years prior to the second marriage
is a complete defense, irrespective of the presumption of life or death after the
absence of five years. Poss v. State, 47 App. 486, 83 S. ·W. 1109.

Proof entitling defendant to verdlct.-If the defendant proves the essential
features of either of the provisos as contained in this article he is entitled to a

verdict. Poss v. 'State, 47 App, 486, 83 S. W. 1110.

Mistake.-See notes under preceding article.

Negativing exceptions of article in indlctment.-See notes under the preceding
article.

Art. 483. [346] Intermarriage 'of whites and blacks.-If any
white person and negro shall knowingly intermarry with each
other within this state, or having so intermarried, in or out of the
state, shall continue to live together as man and wife within this
state, they shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary for
a term .not less than two nor more than five years. [0. C. 386.]

C'hange In statute and constitutionality.-Prior to the revision of the Code the
preceding article prescribed a punishment for' the white person' only. The negro
was not punishable. Now both are punishable. Even before the' change in the'
article it had been held to be valid, and not 'in conflict with the constitution of
the United States, or of the act'of congress known as the Civil Rights Bill.
Frasher v. State, 3 App. 263, 30 Am. Rep. 131. Or of the constitution of this
state. Francois v. State, 9 App. 144.

Marriage is a civil status left solely by the Federal Constitution and the laws
to the discretion of the states under their general power to regulate their do
mestic affairs; this article is within the power of the state, and does not con
travene the Federal Gortstitution. Frasher v. Stat.e, 3 App. 263, 30 Am. Rep. i31;
Francoia v. State, 9 Tex, 144.

.

Policy of state.-It has always been the policy. of this state to maintain sep
arate marital relations between whites and blacks. Frasher v. state; 3 App. 263,
30 Am. Rep. 131.

.
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Marriage as element of offense.-A mere cohabitation within the state without
marriage does not bring the offense within the statute. Moore v. State, 7 App. 608.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 247, 248.
Failure to allege the name of the negro is not available in motion in arrest

of judgment. Frasher v. State, 3 App. 263, 30 Am. Rep. 131.
The marriage must be positively averred. Moore v. State, 7 App. 608.
The indictment should have averred that defendant being a white person did

knowingly intermarry with a negro without 'the state and did thereafter remove

to this state and continue to cohabit with such negro within the state; or if
the marriage occurred within this state, that fact should be alleged with the
further allegation of continued cohabitation. Moore v. State, 7 App. 608.

Evldence.-In a prosecution for miscegenation, the fact of marriage must be
proved. It must also be proved that one of the parties to the :marriage was a

white person, and the other a negro. The mere opinion of a witness that one

of them looked like a white person, or, as the case may be, looked like a negro,
is insufficient. The different race of the parties must be proved with certainty
beyond a reasonable doubt. Moore v. State, 7 App, 608.

Where one testified in a civil suit that she was a white woman, held admis
sible against her on trial for intermarrying with a negro. Bell v. State, 33 App.
163, 25 S. W. 769. Evidence that her first husband was white is admissible as a

circumstance against her. Id. Record of acquittal of paramour is inadmissi
ble. Id.

To convict under this article the state has the burden of showing that one of
the parties had' sufficient negro blood to prohibit the marriage, and, where there
is a reasonable doubt about it, accused must be acquitted. Flores v. State, 60

App. 25, 129 S. W. 1111.
Where, on the trial for a violation of this article, no witness testified to the

quantity of negro blood in the woman whom accused married, and every witness,
when asked with reference to the degree of negro blood in the woman, answered
that they did not know, the refusal to charge that the burden of proof was on

the state to show that he had violated the law in marrying the woman, and that
the burden did not shift to him, was erroneous, though the court charged that,
if the jury should find that the woman was a negro within the statute, accused
was guilty. Flores v. State, 60 App. 25, 129 S. W. 1111.

Acquittal as bar to prosecution.-In Alonzo v. State, 15 App·. 378, 49 Am. Rep.
207, it is held that in a prosecution for adultery, the acquittal of one of the par
ties to the offense will not bar prosecution against the other. The reason and
doctrine of that decision seems applicable also to the offenses of bigamy and mis

cegenation.
Civil matters.-See notes under article 4613, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.

Art. 484.. [34Z] "Negro" and "white person" defined.-The
term "negro," as used in the preceding article, includes also a per
son of mixed blood descended from negro ancestry from the third
generation, inclusive, although one ancestor of each generation may
have been a white person. All persons not included in the defini
tion of "negro" shall be deemed a white person within the meaning
of this article.

Indlctment.-Where an indictment charged that defendant, a white person,
knowingly married a negro, the court properly refused to quash because it did not
allege that he married a negro within the third generation inclusive. Frasher v.

State, 3 App, 263, 30 Am. Rep. 131.
I nstructipn.-An instruction that the allegation that defendant married a negro

was not sustained by evidence that he :married a person of mixed blood unless it
was shown that she was within the class designated in the law as negroes was

misleading as authorizing the jury to find defendant guilty if he had married "a
person of mixed blood descended from negro ancestry." Frasher v. State, 3 App.
263, 30 Am.. Rep. 131.

Art. 485. [348] Proof of marriage.-In trials for the offenses
named in' the preceding articles of this chapter, proof of marriage
by mere reputation shallnot be sufficient.

See notes under article 481, ante.

Reputatlo'n in connection with other evldence.-General reputation alone, in
sufflctent, may when taken with other evidence such as cohabitation and defendant's
admission be sufficient to sustain a conviction. Dumas v. State, 14 App. 464, 46
Am. Rep. 241; Adkisson v. State, 34 App. 296, 30 S. W. 357.

Although general reputation of marriage is alone not sufficient evidence to
prove marriage, it is admissible as tending to do so, and taken in connection with
the cohabitation of the parties, and the admissions of the defendant, would be
sufficient to sustain a conviction. See this subject fully discussed in Du:mas v.
State, 14 App. 464, 46 Am.. Rep. 241. This article does not declare that reputa
tion is not admissible evidence of marriage, but only that reputation alone, with
out other evidence, iSi insufficient to establish the fact of marriage. Patterson v,

State, 17 App. 102.
Evidence held sufficient in connection with evidence of reputation. Adkisson

v. State, 34 App. 297, 30 S. W. 357.
General reputation alone is insufficient, but, taken in connection with cohabita

tion and admission, makes prima facie case sufficient to sustain verdict for big-
amy. Waldrop: v. State, 41 App. 194, 53 S. W. 130.

.
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While, under this article providing that proof of marriage by reputation is not
sufficient in a prosecution for bigamy, general reputation alone is not sufficient to

prove the previous marriage, it may be sufficient when taken in connection with
evidence of cohabitation and accused's admissions. Bryan v. State, 63 App, 200,
139 S. W. 981.

Marriage of emancipated slaves.-Proof of the marriage of ex-slaves who were

married by the Constitution of 1869 is not proof by reputation, but the evidence
must show they were living at the date such Constitution took effect. Steward V.

State, 7 App. 326.

CHAPTER TWO

INCEST
Art.
486. Punishment.
487. Certain marriages prohibited.
488. Same subject.

Art.
489. Relattonshlp, how proved; proof of

marriage unnecessary.

Article 486. [349] Punishment.-All persons who are forbid
den to marry by the succeeding articles, who shall intermarry or

carnally
-

know each other, shall be punished by imprisonment in

the penitentiary not less than two nor more than ten years.

1. Nature and elements of offense.
2. Relationship of parties.
3. Consent of female.
4. Indictment and proof thereunder.
5. Evidence.
6. Testimony of prosecutrix or para

mour.

1. Nature and elements of offense.-Incest is not an offense at common law.
It was made a statutory offense in this state by the Act of 1848, which took
effect January 1, 1849, and prior to said act a prosecution for said offense was

not maintainable in this state. Tuberville v. State, 4 Tex. 128.
Under this article and article 489, a defendant who is indicted for committing

incest by marrying his niece may be convicted on proof of his cohabiting with her
without proof of a formal marriage between them. Simon v. State, 31 App. 186,
20 S. W. 399, 716, 37 Am. St. Rep. 802.

The act denounced by this and the following article is sexual intercourse, so

that where there has been many separate acts, extending over a period of years,
each completed act constitutes a separate offense. Pridemore v. State, 59

-

App,
563, 129 S. W. 1112, 29 L. R. A. (N. S.) 858.

2. Relationship of parties'.-To prove incest with a stepdaughter it must be
shown that girl's mother was defendant's lawful wife and if a prior marriage of
either of the parties had existed, that it had been dissolved by death or divorce.
McGrew v. State, 13 App. 340; Harville v. State, 54 App. 426, 113 S. W. 283;
Nance v. State, 17 App, 385.

Relationship by affinity ceases with the dissolution of the marriage creating it.
Incest, therefore, between parties whose relationship is one in affinity founded
upon the marriage of one of them, is impossible after the dissolution of the mar

riage, Johnson v. State, 20 App. 609, 54 Am. Rep. 535; Stanford v. State, 42 App,
343, 60 S. W. 253.

Illegitimacy is no defense if the relationship exists. Clark v. State, 39 App.
179, 45 S. W. 576, 73 Am. St. Rep. 918; Wadkins v. State, 58 App, 110, 124 S. W.
959, 137 Am. St. Rep. 922, 21 Ann. Cas. 556.

Where accused, charged with incest with his stepdaughter, had been married
prior to his marriage to the mother of prosecutrix, the state should clearly show
that at the time of the second marriage his first wife was dead, or that the first
marriage had been annulled. Burford v. State (Cr. _ App.) 151 s. W. 538; Vick
ers v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 578.

The illegality of the marriage interposed is no defense to incest. Simon v.

State, 31 App, 186, 20 S. W. 399, 716, 37 Am. St. Rep. 802.
On the trial of a man for incest in marrying his half-niece, where the indict

ment charges and the evidence shows that his wife is the only daughter of his
half-sister, naming her, it is not error to charge that, "if the jury believe defend
ant's wife is the daughter of 'a half-sister of defendant, you should find him
guilty." Simon v. State, 31 App, 186, 20 S. W. 399, 716, 37 Am. St. Rep. 102.

A marriage in one county on license issued in another county is legal. Cum
mings v. State, 36 App, 256, 36 S. W. 442.

While the mother is living, intercourse of her husband with the stepdaughter
during the marriage relation is incestuous. Stanford v. State, 42 App. 343, 60 S.
W.254.

The depth of the penetration is not material to' the crime of incest, wh�re there
is an emission. Drake v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 315.

Unless the mother of the girl with whom incest was charged to have been com
mitted was the lawful wife of defendant, their intercourse would not constttute
the crime. Hamilton v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 331.

Under this and the two following articles both the stepfather and stepdaughter

7. Testimony of husband and wife.
8. Charge of court.
9. Dismissal against paramour turn

ing state's evidence.
10. Conviction or acquittal as bar to

prosecution.
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who have carnal intercourse are guilty of incest, although the intercourse takes
place before the death of the womari'a mother. Vickers v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S.
W. 669.

3. Consent of female.-Consent by the female is no defense to the man. Merc
cer v. State, 17 App. 452; Schoenfeldt v. State, 30 App, 695, 18 S. W. 640.

That the female did not willingly consent, but accused used some force, is no

defense to a prosecution for incest. Jordan v. State, 62 App, 388, 137 S. W. 114.

4. Indictment and proof thereunder.-WiIIson's Cr. Forms, 249-251.
See Compton v. State, 13 App. 271, 44 Am. Rep. 703.
An indictment for incest is not defective because it fails to charge that defend

ant knowingly entered into an unlawful marriage. Simon v. State, 31 App. 186, 20
S. W. 399, 716, 37 Am. St. Rep. 802.

Where the related parties marry, the indictment need not allege that accused
"knowingly" entered into the unlawful marriage. Following the statute, and

charging the intercourse as both incestuous and unlawful, was sufficient. Simon
v. State, 31 App. 186, 20 S. W. 399, 716, 37 Am. St. Rep. 802; and by analogy an

indictment for incest need not allege that the parties were not married. Barrett
v. State, 55 App. 182, 115 S. W. 1187.

An indictment against a man for incest in marrying his half-niece is not fatally
defective on the ground that it fails to charge affirmatively that there was a mar

riage, where it alleges that "the defendant did unlawfully intermarry." Simon
v, State, 31 App. 186, 20 S. W. 399, 716, 37 Am. St. Rep. 802.

An indictment alleged that accused was the father of prosecutrix and had car

nal knowledge with her; held, that it is not necessary to further allege that prose
cutrix was a female. Waggoner v. State, 35 App. 199, 32 S. W. 896.

An indictment which in one count charges incest and in another count charges
rape is good. Owens v. State, 35 App. 345, 33 S. W. 875; Wiggins v. State, 47 App.
538, 84 S. W. 821.

An indictment for incest, which alleges that prosecutrix was the daughter of a

brother of accused, and that accused and the brother were children of the same

father and mother, sufficiently shows that prosecutrix was a niece of accused; and
it is not necessary to allege that accused and his brother were lawful issue of their
par'ents ; nor that there was a lawful marriage of their parents; nor to give the
name of the mother of accused; nor to allege that prosecutrix was the lawful
daughter of accused's brother; nor to give the name of her mother; nor that she
was born of a lawful marriage. Bailey v. State, 63 App. 584, 141 S. W. 224.

Under Code Cr. Proc. arts. 453, 460, 476, providing that an indictment, charging
the commission of the offense in ordinary language, so as to enable a person of
common understanding to know what is meant, shall be sufficient, etc., an indict
ment for incest, which alleges that accused "did * * * unlawfully, carially
know, and incestuously have carnal knowledge of," prosecutrix, is not bad; the
word "canally" being intended for "carnally." Bailey v. State, 63 App, 584, 141
S. W. 224.

In a prosecution for incest, where the indictment charged accused with having
intercourse with the daughter of his Sister, proof merely that the female was his
niece is not sufficient to warrant a conviction, and constitutes a fatal variance.
Blalack v. State,. 72 App, 375, 162 S. W. 865.

5. Evidence.-See notes under article 489 post.
Evidence of sexual acts between same par-ties prior to, or when indicating con

tinuousness of illicit relations, subsequent to the act charged. Burnett v. State,
32 App, 86, 22 S. W. 47.

Proof of other acts than those charged is not admissible. Clifton v. State, 46
T. Cr. R. 18; Kilpatrick v. State, 39 App, 10, 44 S. W. 830; Gillespie v. State, 49
App. 530, 93 S. W. 556; Wiggins v. State, 47 App, 538, 84 S. W. 821. But, see, Bur
nett v. State, 32 App. 86, 22 S. W. 47.

In a prosecution for incest alleged to have been committed in December, evi
dence of other acts of intercourse by accused with the prosecuting witness in Oc
tober and November was not admissible; one act of intercourse being sufficient
to constitute the crime. Skidmore v. State, 57 App. 497, 123 S. W. 1129, 26 L. R. A.
(N. S.) 446.

Where the state has elected to rely upon one act of incestuous intercourse, evi
dence of subsequent acts are inadmissible, and likewise acts leading up to the in
tercourse, Gross v. State, 61 App. 176, 135 S. W. 373, 33 L. R. A. (N. S.) 477.

In a prosecution for incest, prosecutrix may testify as to other acts of inter
course than those charged. Cowser v. State, 70 App. 265, 157 S. W. 758.

In a prosecution for incest, prior acts of Intercourse between the parties, a step
father and his young stepdaughter, are admissible as original evidence. Vickers v.
State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 669.

Evidence of prior acts showing familiarity is admissible. Pridemore v.. State,
53 App. 620, 111 S. W. 155.

Evidence held to sustain a conviction of incest. Adams v. State, 64 App. 61,
141 S. W. 527; Lucas v. State, 62 App. 316, 137 S. W. 354; Bailey v. State, 63 App,
584, 141 S. W. 224; Contra, Tuberville v. State, 4 Tex. 128; Gay v. State, 2 App,
127; McGrew v. State, 13 App, 340; Cude v. State, 50 App. 371, 97 S. W. 485; Sauls
v. State, 30 App. 496, 17 S. W. 1066.

If the female with whom the mcestuous intercourse is alleged to have been
had, is shown to have knowingly, voluntarily, and with the same intent which
actuated the accused, united with him in the commission of the offense, she is
an accomplice in the crime, and her uncorroborated testimony is insufficient to
support a conviction of the accused. On the other hand, if the evidence shows

. that in the commission of the incestuous act, she was the victim of force, threats,
fraud, or undue influence, so she did not act voluntarily, and did not join in the
act with the same intent that actuated the accused, then she is not an accomplice,
and a conviction might

I
stand even upon her uncorroborated testimony. Mercer

v. State, 17 App, 452.
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On trial for incest, it is error to allow the physician who attended the girl and

delivered her ch ild to state his opinion as to whose child it was. Kilpatrick v.

State, 39 App. 10, 44 S. W. 830.
Where a man is indicted for marrying his half-niece, declarations of his de

ceased mother that he was illegitimate, and therefore not of kin to his wife, are

not admissible for, the purpose of showing that he married in good faith, where

it is not shown that such declarations were made known to the defendant until

about the time of his marriage. Simon v. State, 31 App. 186, 20 S. W. 399, 716, 37'

Am. St. Rep. 802,
,

Where a man born in lawful wedlock is indicted for marrying his half-niece,
declarations of his deceased mother that he is illegitimate, and therefore not of

kin to his wife, are not admissible to rebut the family recognition and belief that

has existed from his birth, nor the presumption that children born in wedlock are

legitimate, Simon v. State, 31 App. 186, 20 S. W. 399, 716, 37 Am. se. Rep. 802.
Common law marriage is established by proof that the parties agreed to take

each other to husband and wife, and from that time on lived professedly as such;
and the common law marriage is subject to marriage liabilities. Simon v. State,
31 App, 186, 20 S, W. 399, 716, 37 Am. st. Rep. 802.

A marriage duly solemnized by proper authority is not invalid because the offi

cer issuing the license, who held the positions of both district and county clerk

under the law as it then existed, signed the license as district clerk instead of

county clerk, and affixed to such license the seal of the district court instead of

that of the county clerk, and hence the license is admissible in evidence on a pros
ecution of one of the parties to such marriage for bigamy. Foster v. State, 31

App, 409, 20 S. W. 823.
Evidence of cruelty of defendant to his daughter to compel her to submit to his

embraces is admissible. Clements v. State, 34 App. 616, 31 S. W. 642.

Declarations of the prosecutrix to third parties not in defendant's presence,
as to the paternity of the child should have been excluded. Gillespie v. State, 49

App, 530, 93 S. W. 556; Poyner v. State, 40 App, 640, 51 S. W. 376.
In a prosecution of a father for incest with his daughter, the state may show

her age at the time the first indecent proposal was made; and anything showing
a persistent effort to debauch and domination by brutal treatment or filthy famil

iarity is admissible in evidence. Pridemore v. State, 53 App. 620, 111 S. W. 155.
In a prosecution for incest alleged to have been committed with the daughter of

accused's wife by a former husband, divorce from or death of the first husband
before the wife's second marriage being essential to conviction, affirmative proof
is necessary, and the statement by a witness that he understood that the former
husband was dead was inadmissible. Harville v. State, 54 App, 426, 113 S. W. 283.

Where a prosecuting witness is shown by accused, on cross-examination of an

other witness, to have made statements out of court differing from his testimony
at the trial, testimony of a witness for the state as to what the prosecuting wit
ness had told him of the transaction is admissible, though accused was not present
and the prosecuting witness was able to testify himself. Harville v. State, 54 App,
426, 113 S, W. 283.

The prosecution being dismissed as to one of two jointly indicted, the district
attorney might properly tender her as a witness to the accused on trial. Harville
,r. State, 54 App. 426, 113 S. W. 283,

In a prosecution for incest, testimony was not admissible that witness, who had
waited on prosecuting witness several months at her father's house, had never

seen any misconduct by her, though accused had previously introduced evidence
that prosecutrix had had intercourse with others. Skidmore v. State, 57 App. 497,
123 S. W. 1129, 26 L. R. A. (N, S.) 446.

In a prosecution for incest, where the state introduced evidence that, on Sep
tember 17th following the intercourse which prosecutrix testified occurred in the
previous December, she gave birth to a child, accused could prove that prosecu
trix had intercourse with another during the months of September, October, No
vember, and December previous to the birth of the child, to show that such other
might have been the father of the child, and not accused. Skidmore v. State, 57
App, 497, 123 S. W. 1129, 26 L, R. A. (N. S.) 446.

Where defendant on a prosecution for incest with his sister sought to show that
B., who married her, had had intercourse with her before their marriage, and that
he, and not defendant, was the father of her child, it was proper to admit the tes
timony of B. that having been in love with her, and supposing her virtuous till
she told him of her condition, he married her to save, her name. Harris v. State,
G4 App. 594, 144 S. W. 232.

In a prosecution for incest by a man with his stepdaughter, in which it was
shown that accused had a son prior to his present marriage, the proof is sufficient
that the former marriage was valid, though it would not be sufficient where the
accused was a woman, since an illegitimate child is only the child of the mother,
so as to require proof that such marriage had been dissolved before the present
marriage. Vickers v. State {Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 578.

6. Testimony of prosecutrix or paramour.-See C. C. P. art. 801, and notes
thereunder.

New trial will not be granted to procure for defendant the testimony of the
female where unimpeached testimony showed her an accomplice. Jones v: State,
23 App, 501, 5 S. W. 138.

Where the conviction rested solely upon the testimony of the alleged injured
female, and her own testimony showed that she willingly, knowingly, and volun
tarily united with the defendant in the commission of the carnal act, she being
his niece, it was held that in the absence of corroborating evidence the conviction
could not stand. Blanchett v . State, 29 App. 46, 14 S. W. 392. See, also, Dodson v,
State, 24 App, 514, 6 S. W. 548; Shoenfeldt v. State, 30 App. 695, 18 Si. W. 640.

'

When the prosecuting witness on a trial for incest was impeached, by several
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witnesses as to statements by her contradictory of her evidence as to the paternity
of her child, held permissible for the state to prove in support of her testimony her
general good' reputation for truth and veracity. Tipton v. State, 3Oo App. 530, 17
S. W. 1097; Crook v. State, 27 App. 198, 11 S. W. 444.

When the evidence tends to show the consent of prosecutrix, a conviction can

not stand on her uncorroborated testimony. Coburn v. State, 36 App. 257, 36 S.
W.442.

Testimony of prosecutrix is sufficiently corroborated when the whole evidence
shows that defendant is the only person who had the' opportunity to have inter
course with her, and that she was pregnant. Jackson v. State, 37 App. 612, 40 S.
W.498.

An isolated act of intercourse testified to by the prosecutrix alone, who con

sented to the intercourse, is insufficient to support a conviction. Clark v. State,
39 App. 179, 45 S. W. 576, 73 Am. St. Rep. 918.

The general reputation of the prosecutrix for chastity is immaterial, consequent
ly she cannot be impeached by showing admissions of intercourse witli other men.

Richardson v. State, 44 'App. 211, 70 S. W. 320.
The female, having denied the offense, may be contradicted by the state by tes

timony of grand jurors as to her testimony before that body. Gibson v. State, 45
App. 312, 77 S. W. 812.

The state cannot corroborate the prosecutrix by proving statements out of court
and before the grand jury similar to her testimony, and that she never charged
anyone but accused with being the father of her child, unless an attempt has been
made to impeach her testimony that he is its father by proof of contradictory
statements made by her out of court; and such corroboration is not permissible,
although the defense in cross-examining her has attacked her virtue and attempt
ed to show that her testimony is false. Pridemore v, State, 53 App, 620, 111 S.
W.155.

Where it is not permissible for the state to corroborate its witness by showing
similar statements to that sworn to in court, statements made by the prosecuting
attorney in the presence of the jury of facts indirectly that have the illegal pur
pose of corroborating the witness are prejudicial, though the testimony suggested
in such statement is excluded. Pridemore v. State, 53 App, 620, 111 S. W. 155.

The female consenting is an accomplice within the rules of evidence. Skid
more v. State, 57 App. 497, 123 S. W. 1129, 26 L. R. A. (N. S.) 446.

Evidence held to sufficiently corroborate the testimony of prosecutrix to justify
a conviction of incest. Jordan v. State, 62 App, 388, 137 S. W. 114.

A female voluntarily submitting is an accomp-lice of accused charged with in
oest, and her testimony, to justify a conviction, must be corroborated. Jordan v,

State, 62 App. 388, 137 S. W. 114.
That the female gave birth: to a child in the usual p-eriod of gestation from the

date of the intercourse as fixed by her testimony is corroborative of her testimony,
and other testimony that accused was with her at the date and place testified to by
her is also admissible to corroborate her testimony. Jordan v, State, 62 App, 388,
137 S. W. 114.

In a prosecution for incest, where the defense, in cross-examining the pros
ecuting witness, attempted to show that her statement that the act occurred while
the parties were standing and that conception resulted was unreasonable, it was

proper for the state to show on redirect examination that defendant and witness
had p-reviously had intercourse on numerous occasions. Vickers v. State (Cr. App.)
169 s. W. 669.

7. Testimony of husband and wife.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 795.
8. Charge of court.-In its charge to the jury the court is required to distinctly

set forth the law app-licable to the case as made by the evidence. The jury are the
exclusive judges of the facts proved and of the weight to be given to the testimony,
and it is usual for the court in its charge to instruct the jury that such is their
province. See Jackson v. State, 22 App. 442, 3 S. W. 111, for a state of facts which
demanded such an instruction, and because of the failure of the court to give it,
the conviction was set aside.

When the evidence raises the issue as to the prosecutrix being an accomplice,
the court should instruct the jury on the law of accomplices. Coburn v: State, 36
App. 257, 36 S. W. 442.

In an incest case, a question asked a witness, whether he had ever heard ac

cused or any member of his family deny that the other party to the offense was

accused's stepdaughter, the daughter of his wife, was improper, as indirectly forc
ing accused's wife to testify against him; she being a member of his family.
Harville v. State, 54 App. 426, 113 S. W. 283.

9. Dismissal against paramour turning state's evidence.-See notes under C. C.
P. art. 729.

10. Conviction or acquittal as bar to prosecution.-See notes under C. C. P.
art. 9.'

The acquittal of one of the parties to the Incestuous intercourse will not bar
the prosecution and conviction of the other. One may be innocent and the other
guilty of the offense. Alonzo v. State, 15 App. 378, 49 Am. Rep. 207.

.Art, 487. [350]' Certain marriages prohibited.-No man shall
marry his mother, his father's sister or half-sister, his mother's sis
ter or half-sister, his daughter" the daughter of his father, mother,
brother or sister, or of his half-brother or sister, the daughter of his
son or daughter, his father's widow, his son's widow, his wife's daugh
ter, or the daughter of his wife's son or daughter.

See notes under the preceding article.
Indlctmerit.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 249-251-
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Art. 488. [351] Same subject.-No woman shall marry her
father, her father's brother or half-brother, her mother's brother or

half-brother, her own brother or half-brother, her son, the son of
her brother or sister, or. of her half-brother or half-sister, the son of
her son or daughter, her mother's husband after the death of her
mother, her daughter's husband after the death of her daughter, her
husband's son, the son of her husband's son or daughter.

See notes under article 486 ante.
.

Indictment . .J...Willson's Cr. Forms, 249-251.

Art. 489. [352] Relationship, how proved; proof of marriage
unnecessary.-Upon a trial for incest, the fact of the relationship
between the parties may be proved in the manner in which that fact
is established in civil suits; and proof of cohabitation or carnal knowl
edge shall be in all cases sufficient, without proof of marriage.

Relationship by affinity.-Where the step-father is charged with incest with his
step-daughter, a legal marriage of the defendant with the mother of such daugh
ter must be established before the carnal intercourse of such father and daughter
can be held to be incest. McGrew v. State, 13 App, 340. The fact of such legal
marriage may be proved by circumstantial as well as by direct evidence, Nance
v. 'State, 17 App. 385. If there be evidence tending to show that the mother of
the step-daughter, prior to her marriage with defendant, had been married to an

other man, it devolves upon the state to show that such former marriage was ille
gal, or had ceased to exist at the time of her marriage with defendant, otherwise.
her marriage with defendant would be illegal, and there would be no relationship
between defendant and her daughter. Nance v. State, 17 App. 385; McGrew v.

State, 13 App. 340.

Illegitimate relationship.-In a prosecution for incest with accused's illegitimate
child, evidence was admissible that accused claimed prosecutrix, who was born to
her mother out of wedlock, as his child when she was an infant, shortly after her
mother's death, and took her to his home and recognized her as his child. Wad
kins v. State, 58 App, 110, 124 S. W. 959, 137 Am. St. Rep. 922, 21. Ann. Cas. 556.

The legitimacy of a child cannot be impeached by proof that her color is differ
ent from that of her mother's husband, where she is the same color as her mother.
Foote v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 275.

In a prosecution for incest, in order to show that the girl with whom the offense
was claimed to have been committed was not the child of accused's brother, but
an illegitimate child of such brother's wife, accused offered to show acts of illicit
intercourse between his brother's wife and a man not her husband after her mar

riage to his brother by the testimony of the wife and the alleged paramour. The
testimony was excluded. Held not error, since the illegitimacy' of a child. born in
lawful wedlock can be established only by proof of nonaccess or impotency. Foote
v, State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 275.

Evidence in general.-Seei notes under article 486 ante.
Indlctment.-Willson'S Cr. Forms, 251.

CHAPTKR THREE

OF ADULTERY AND FORNICATION
Art
490. "Adultery" defined.
491. Proof of marriage.
492. Both parties guilty.

Art.
493. Punishment for adultery.
494. "Fornication" defined.
495. Punishment for fornication.

Article 490. [353] "Adultery" defined.-"Adultery" is the liv
ing together and carnal intercourse with leach other, or habitual car

nal intercourse with each other without living together, of a man and
woman when either is lawfully married to some other person.

1. Changes in law. 9. Transferring indictment or Inror-
2. Ordinance as conflicting with stat- mation to county court.

ute. 10. Evidence.
3. Nature and elements of offense. 11. Testimony of husband or wife.
4. Living together. 12. Testimony of accomplice.
5. Habitual carnal intercourse. 13. Competency of indicted adulterer
6. Distinguished from statutory rape

:

as witness for paramour.
and bigamy. 14. Charge of court.

7. Marriage. 15. Acquittal or convlctton as bar to
8. Indictment and proof thereunder. prosecution.

1. Changes in law.-By the Revised Penal Code, the offense of adultery has
been materially changed, and the offense may now be committed in either of two
modes; 1st, by the living together and having carnal intercourse with each other,
of a man and a woman, of whom either is married to some other person; or, 2d,
by the habitual carnal intercourse of su?h parties with each other, without living
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together. The changes made in the law defining this offense, are such as require
corresponding changes in the pleading, proof, and instructions to the jury, and
many of the adjudications under the former law are now inapplicable. Collum v.

State, 10 App. 708. Only such adjudications under the former statutes as seem

to be still applicable are cited.

2. Ordinance as conflicting with statute.-An ordinance of the city of Ft.
Worth, which under its, special charter was given all the police power of the state
as to acts which could be made minor offenses, making it unlawful for any white
person and any negro to have sexual intercourse with each other within the city
limits, each act to be a separate offense, and declaring its violation a misdemeanor,
punishable by fine not exceeding $200, was not invalid, as conflicting with this arti
cle nor with article 494, since one act alone between such white p�rson and negro
constitutes an offense, whether one or both are married to another, or neither is
married. Strauss v. State (Cr. App.) 173 S. W. 663.

3. Nature and elements of offense.-The other essentials being present the
crime- may consist of either one of two circumstances: 1. The living together and
carnal intercourse with each other. 2. Habitual carnal intercourse without living
together. Edwards v. State, 10 App. 25; Mitten v. State, 24 App. 346, 6 S. W. 196;
Bird v. State, 27 App, 635, 11 S. W. 641, 11 Am. St. Rep. 214; Randle v. State, 12

App. 250.
Continuing to live together after discovering that the wife's former marriage was

not dissolved by death of the husband as was supposed was adultery. Hildreth v.

State, 19 App, 195.
If the parties live together a single act will suffice. Bird v. State, 27 App, 635,

11 S. W. ,641, 11 Am. St. Rep. 214; Swancoat v. State, 4 App, 105.

4. Living together.-If a married man and an unmarried colored woman lived
together in the same room, with but one bed in the room, and with no other at
tendant but a small child, and thus live for a series of months, the jury might
convict. Richardson v. State, 34 Tex. 142. It is the act of living together that
constitutes the offense, and not the knowledge or intent; and such guilty knowl

edge need not be averred or proved. Fox v. State, 3 App, 329, 30 Am. Rep. 144.
And subsequent marriage does not relieve the Offenders. Id.

To constitute adultery there must be some sort of living together; a single act
or occasional acts will not constitute adultery. Swancoat v. State, 4 App. 105;
Parks v. State, Id., 134.

It was not necessary to define "living in adultery" the meaning being plain;
that is: the state of living of the parties described in the code, and necessarily
Involved the idea of unlawful carnal intercourse. Parks v. State, 4 App. 134.

The words "living together" not being defined in the code are to be construed
in the sense in which they are understood in common language taking into con

sideration the context, and thus construed mean that the parties must "dwell or

reside together-abide together in the same habitation as a common or joint re

siding place." Bird v. State, 27' App. 635, 11 S. W. 641, 11 Am. St. Rep. 214; Bur
nett v. State, 44 App. 226, 70 S. W. 207.

See opinion for facts held insufficient to support a conviction on an indictment
charging defendants with living together. McCabe and Cordway v. State, 34 App.
418, 30 S. W. 1063.

Where the parties resided about a mile apart evidence of intimacy, frequent
meetings, and tending to show that defendant had stayed a night in the woman's
house did not show a living together. Burnett v. State, 44 App. 226, 70 S. W. 207.

Several acts of intercourse by defendant with a servant living in his house did
not warrant conviction under the first provision as to living together. Boswell v.
State, 48 App. 47, 85 'S. W. 1076, 122 Am. St. Rep. 731.

To constitute the crime of adultery by living together, it is not necessary that
the parties live together as man and wife, but only that they live together and
have intercourse. Shaw v. State, 49 App. 379, 91 S. W. 1087.

Evidence of adultery between defendant and his wife's niece, who was living in
his home, authorizes a conviction of adultery by "living together"; since it is not
necessary to constitute that offense that the parties live together as man and wife,
but only that they live together and have intercourse. Bodkins v. State (Cr. App.)
172 s. W. 216.

5. Habitual carnal intercourse.-Under the original Code (arts. 392, 393), car
nal knowledge by an unmarried man with a married woman, as many as a half
dozen times, his visits being stolen, and the parties not living together, did not
constitute the offense. Richardson v. State, 37 Tex. 346. A single act will not

suffice, but repeated interviews at a given place, or even at different appointed
places, may. Swancoat v. State, 4 App, 105; Parks v. State, 4 App, 134; Morrill
v. State, 5 App, 447.

The court need not define the word "habitual" it being a word of general signif
ication, and not technical. Collum v. State, 10 App, 708; Hilton v. State, 41 App.
190, 53 S. W. 113.

The word "habitual" is not a technical word, but is only to be understood as

it is commonly used and needs no definition in charge. Hilton v. State. 41 App.
190, 53 S. W. 113.

Four acts of carnal intercourse are not 'sufficient to sustain conviction on charge
of habitual intercourse. Hilton v. State, 41 App. 190, 53 S. W. 11a.

6. Distinguished from statutory rape and bigamy.-Bigamy and adultery
though covering the same period as to time are distinct offenses. Swancoat v.

State, 4 App, 105.
Carnal intercourse with a female under the age of consent being declared by the

statute to be rape Is that and nothing else, so that she is not an accomplice on the
�round that she was guilty of adultery. Donley v. State, 44 App. 428, 71 S. W. 958.
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7. Marriage.-If slaves were living together as man and wife at the date the

constitution of 1869 took effect, and continued so to live until 1876, and the co

habitation of the woman with another man, she is deemed to have been legally
married. But there must be evidence of living together at that time. McKnight
v, State, 6 App, 158; Webb v. State, 24 App. 164, 5 S. W. 65l.

That the marriage ceremony was not by an ordained minister would not cause

a prosecution for adultery of one of the parties to fail if there was a com

mon law marriage. Holder v. State, 35 App, 19, 29 S. W. 793.

8. Indictment and proof thereunder.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 252-254.
To support conviction for adultery it must be charged and proved that one of

the parties is married to some person other than the particeps criminis. Tucker

v. State, ::l5 Tex. 113.
The indictment need not aver that accused knew that his paramour was mar

ried; it is the act of living together that constitutes the offense. Fox v. State, 3

App, 329, 30 Am. Rep. 144.
If the indictment allege adultery by living together conviction cannot be had

for habitual carnal intercourse without living together. Randle v. State, 12 App.
250; Burns v. State, 12 App, 394; Bird v. State, 27 App, 635, 11 S. W. 641, 11 Am.

St. Rep. 214.
Though the statute uses the terms "man" and "woman" on indictment describ

ing the parties as "a male" and "a female" is sufficient. Holland v. State, 14 App,
182.

It is sufflcierit to allege that one of the offenders is married to some person
other than to the person with whom the adultery is charged. But it is not neces

sary that the name of such person be alleged; nor is it necessary to allege that

one of the offenders is a man and the other a woman. Hildreth v. State, 19 App.
195; Collum v. State, 10 App, 708; Holland v. State, 14 App. 182; Clay v. State,
3 App. 499. The adultery need not be alleged with a continuando, but may be

alleged as on a single, designated day. Swancoat v. State, 4 App. 105. An indict
ment which merely charges that the parties did "unlawfully cohabit together and
carnally know each other," is Insufticlent. Edwards v. State, 10 App. 25.

Indictments for adultery approved. Mitten v. State, 24 App, 346, 6 S. W. 196;
Bird v. State, 27 App, 635, 11 S. W. 641, 11 Am. St. Rep. 214; Thomas v. State, 2&:
App, 300, 12 S. W. 1098.

If, under an indictment for adultery, the carnal intercourse is established by
proof of one act and that the parties lived together, or by proof of habitual inter
course, whether they lived together or not, and the state should fail to prove the
marriage, as alleged the accused could be legally convicted of fornication. Kelley
v. State, 32 App. 579, 25 S. W. 425.

Prosecution for adultery failing for proof of marriage only the defendant may
be convicted of fornication; but conviction for adultery cannot be had on prose
cution for fornication, as here the marriage is not alleged and the punishment is

greater. Kelley v. State, 32 App. 579, 25 S. W. 425.
In criminal procedure at common law, in other states and in this state, under

an indictment for adultery, with the proper allegations, a conviction can be

had, under proper evidence, for fornication. The question is not whether one of
fense includes another. It is a question of allegation. The legislature cannot,
by enacting that a certain offense includes another offense, relieve the state of the
necesstty of inserting in the indictment every allegation necessary to make a good
indictment for the offense of which the accused has been convicted. Cosgrove v.

State, 37 App. 249, 39 S. W. 367, 66 Am. St. Rep. 802.
A woman indicted for adultery with a man alleged to be married to a certain

woman then living cannot be convicted of fornication on proof that the man was

not so married, there being no allegation that the parties to the crime were not
married. Cosgrove v. State, 37 App. 249, 39 S. W. 367, 66 Am. St. Rep. 802.

The allegations in such cases must contain the essentials of fornication, before
conviction can be had therefor. Id.; Pena v. State, 46 Tex. Cr. 458, 80 S. W. 1014.

Allegation that defendant was married to a third party named was sufficient to
charge that the parties were not married to each other. Lee v. State, 47 App. 464,
83 S. W. 1110.

Allegation that defendant was married to G. and proof of marriage to A. was

fatal. Garland v. State, 51 App, 643, 104 S. W. 898.
May charge adultery in one count and fornication in another. Garland v. State,

51 App, 643, 104 S. W. 898; Cosgrove v. State, 37' App, 249, 39 S. W. 367, 66 Am.
St. Rep. 802.

Under this article and article 492, it was held that it was sufficient in a prose
cution of the woman to prove that the man was at the time married to another
person then living, without proving that accused was then married, so that an

allegation that she was could be rejected as surplusage. Goodwin v. State, 70 App.
600, 158 S. W. 274.

Where an indictment for adultery alleged the name of defendant's wife, and it
was conclusively shown that defendant was married and living with his wife at
the time of the acts charged, an instruction that did not require the jury to find
that he was married to the person named in the indictment was not erroneous.
Bodkins v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 216.

.

In an indictment for adultery, an allegation of the name of defentlant's wife
is surplusage. Bodkins v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 216.

9. 'transferring indictment or information to county court.-See notes under
C. C. P. art. 483.

10. Evidence.-Evidence held insufficient to support a conviction.
State, 60 App, 429, 132 S. W. 356; Smith v. State, 58 App. 106, 124 S. W.
V. State, 64 App, 448, 142 S. W. 586.
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A witness must not be allowed to testify his mere suspicions from general in
dications, as that, from the position in which he saw the parties, he received the
impression that they had been having carnal intercourse. McKnight v. State, 6
App. 158.

It is not incumbent on the state to prove the name of the person to whom one

of the adulterers is married. Collum v. State, 10 ·App. 708.
.

Nor to prove a guilty knowledge on the part of the accused. Fox v. State, 3
App. 329, 30 Am. Rep. 144.

The evidence should be confined to the particular kind of adultery charged, that
is, to adultery by cohabitation and carnal intercourse or by habitual carnal inter

course, without cohabitation. Where but one of these modes of committing the
offense is charged, evidence of its commission by the other mode is not admissible,
and if admitted, will not support conviction. Randle v. State, 12 App. 250; Burns
v. State, Id., 394.

Former acts of intimacy short of carnal intercourse, 01' recent date, may be

shown; but acts of familiarity four years before the date of the alleged offense
was too remote. French v. State, 47 App. 571, 85 S. W. 4.

In a prosecution for adultery, the state was permitted to prove acts of the par
ties occurring subsequent to the filing of the· indictment, and in a county other
than that of the prosecution. It was held that under the peculiar facts of that

case, the evidence was admissible. Funderburg v. State, 23 App. 392, 5 S. ·W. 244.
Prosecutrix testified that defendant had intercourse with her several different

times, always in the presence of his wife, and that she at first yielded to defend
ant's embraces at his wife's solicitations. The court holds this to be a most re

markable state of facts, but refuses to pass on the sufficiency of the evidence. Hoy
v. State, 39 App. 340, 45 S. W. 916.

Declaration of paramour jOintly indicted with defendant, not made in his pres
ence, is not admissible against him. Whicken v. State (Cr. App.) 55 S. W. 48.

Evidence that defendant instated that his paramour change her room from
downstairs in the hotel where they w·ere stopping to upstairs and near defendant's
room was properly admitted. Coons v. State, 49 App. 256, 91 S. W. 1085.

Testimony that defendant's paramour, whose name was Mrs. Shaw, was called

"Muggins" by defendant, was not objectionable. Coons v. State, 49 App. 256, 91
S. W. 1085.

.

Testimony that witness understood that defendant's paramour was a grass
widow, and that defendant had said she was a widow, was not irrelevant or im
material. Coons v. State, 49 App. 256, 91 S. W. 1085.

Evidence that witness supposed defendant to be a married man, and that he
lived with a woman understood to be his wife several years before the prosecution,
was admissible, and not objectionable as secondary or indefinite. Coons v. State,
49 App. 256, 91 S. W. 1085.

Testimony by defendant's alleged paramour -tha.t she and defendant boarded at
the same hotel in another county is admissible, if shown to be shortly before or

after the date alleged in the indictment. Coons v. State, 49 App, 256, 91 S. W.
1085.

Evidence held sufficient to support conviction for adultery. Coons v. State, 49
App. 256, 91 S. W. 1085.

The jury were not required to find that the parties had carnal intercourse on

any particular occasion, provided they found, from the circumstances surrounding
any occasion within the time covered by the indictment, that the parties lived to
gether and had carnal intercourse. Counts v. State, 49 App. 329, 94 S. W. 220.

'1'he state must show that defendant's wife was alive at the time of the offense.
Dixon v. State, 50 App, 385, 97 S. W. 692.

Evidence held insufficient to show habitual carnal intercourse. Green v. State,
53 App, 540, 110 S. W. 908; Sadler v. State, 52 App. 439, 107 S. W. 352; Quinn v.

State, 51 App. 155, 101 S. W. 248.
Acts of the parties prior to the finding of the indictment are admissible in

prosecution for adultery, though the illicit intercourse occurred after the date
alleged in the indictment. Russell v. State, 53 App, 500, 111 S. W. 658.

In a prosecution for adultery, evidence that defendant's horse was hitched at
the home of his paramour is admissible. Russell v. State, 53 App. 500, 111 S. W.
658.

In a prosecution for adultery by means of habitual carnal intercourse with
out living together, corroboration of the female as to one act of intercourse will
not warrant a conviction on her testimony. Wallace v. State, 63 App. 611, 141 S.
W.95.

Evidence in a prosecution for adultery by means of habitual carnal intercourse
without living together held not to show habitual intercourse. Wallace v. State,
63 App. 611, 141 S. W. 95.

In a prosecution for adultery by means of habitual carnal intercourse without
living together, evidence that the female is a prostitute is admissible, bearing on
the issue of habitual intercourse. Wallace v. State, 63 App, 611, 141 S. W. !15.

That the complaining witness was a prostitute in the habit of having indiscrim
inate intercourse with other men, or that her reputation was that of an unchaste
woman, were not defenses to a prosecution for fornication, and evidence of such
facts was properly excluded. Bailey v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 915.

EVidence, held sufficient to justify the jury in finding that accused and the wo
man lived together as man and wife, and had sexual intercourse while living to
gether. Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 567.

On a trial for adultery with C., testimony that L., accused's housekeeper, mar

ried, and, after living with her husband but a short time, returned to keeping
house for accused, was competent, especia.lly where accused's witness testified to
the same effect. Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 568.

On a trial for adultery with C., testimony that she was a prostitute and had
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previously been in a house of prostitution, and that accused visited her there os

tensibly to urge her to return to her home, and went to her room with her, was

competent. Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 568.
Evidence that delivery wagons carried groceries to the house where it was

claimed accused and a woman lived together as man and wife was competent.
Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 568.

Sexual intercourse while living together may be established by circumstantial
testimony. Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 567.

Evidence held insufficient to sustain a verdict of guilty. Koger v. State (Cr.
App.) 165 S. W. 577.

.

In a prosecution of defendant for adultery with his wife's niece, who had been

living in his home, evidence that the girl had gone from defendant's home to a

home for fallen girls and had there given birth to a baby is admissible, when lim

ited to the issue whether the niece had had intercourse with some man. Bodkins

v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 216.

11. Testimony of husband or wife.-See notes under C. C. P. art., 795.

12. Testimony of accomplice.-See notes under Ie. C. P. art. 801.

13. Competency of Indicted adulterer as witness for paramour.-See notes un-

der C. C. P. art. 791.
.

14. Charge of court.-A charge which wholly ignores the question of the mar

riage of one of the par:ties, is erroneous. Parks v. State, 3 App. 337. When but
one of the modes of committing adultery is charged in the indictment, it is a

radical error to instruct that a conviction may be had upon evidence which proves
the other mode not alleged. Randle v. State, 12 App. 251; Burns v. State, Id. 394;
Hildreth v. State, 19 App, 195. Where evidence of the acts of the parties occur

ring in another county from that of the prosecution, and subsequent to the pre
sentment of the indictment, was admitted as tending to prove the adultery eharg-.
ed, it was held error for the court to omit to instruct the jury, as to the purpose
for which such testimony was admitted, and that they could not convict for adultery
committed in another county. Funderburg v. State, 23 App, 392, 5 S. W. 244. When
the adultery is charged to have been committed by "habitual carnal intercourse,"
without cohabitation, it is error to instruct the jury so as to permit a conviction
without proof that the carnal intercourse was habitual. The phrase "habitual in
tercourse," is a familiar and untechnical expression, and need not be explained in
the charge. Collum v. State, 10 ApP. 708.

Instruction properly refused. Perry v. State (Cr. App.) 34 S. W. 618.
When there is evidence of an act after complaint was filed, the court: should

instruct the jury that defendant could not be convicted on such testimony. Proc
tor v. State, 37 App. 366, 35 S. W. 172.

Appellant was charged by complaint filed on the 20th of July, 1895; information
was filed on the 22d day of Aug'ust ; the evidence tended to show adultery to have.
been committed between the filing of the complaint and information. The charge
of the court authorized the jury to convict on evidence at any time within two
years prior to the filing of the information; held, error. Proctor v. State, 37 App ..

366, 35 S. W. 172.
On a trial for adultery, where accused admitted he was married, a charge as

suming the existence of the marriage is not objectionable as being on the weight
of the evidence. Russell v., Bta.te; 53 App. 500, 111 S. W. 658.

15. Acquittal or conviction as bar to prosecutlon.-See notes under article 492:
and C. C. P. arts. 9, 772.

Conviction of bigamy would not necessarily bar prosecution for adultery during
the period covered by the bigamous marriage. Swancoat v. State, 4 App. 105.

Art. 491. [354] Proof of marriage.-The proof. of marriage in
such cases may be made by the production of the original marriage
license and return thereon, or a certified copy thereof, or by the tes

timony of any person who was present at such marriage, or who has
known the husband and wife to live together as married persons.

Proof is not limited to the statutory method and admissions of an accused that
he is a married man are competent evidence against him. Boger v. State, 19
App. 91. Holland v. State, 14 App. 182.

Marriage license.-A marriage license held sufficient; to show the marriage of
defendant. Thomas v. State (lCr. App.) 26 s. W. 724.

Opinion evidence.-Marriage Can not be proved by opinion. Webb v. State, 24
App.. 164, 5 S. W. 651.

Other proof.-The preceding article does not: prescribe the only mode of prov
ing the marriage. It may be proved by the defendant's admiasions, as may also
tha fact that his, or 'her, lawful spouse was living at the time of the adultory,
Boger v. State, 19 App. 91. Of course such admissions would ordinarily be admis
sible evidence only against: the party making them. Marriage can not be estab
lished by declarations of paramour made before prosecution was instituted. The'
paramour is an accomplice and her testimony must be corroborated. Wiley v:

State, 33 App, 406, 26 S. W. 723.
When the defense is that the parties were legally married and that: a former

marriage by defendant was null, a petition in a suit for divorce filed by defendant
against his former wife is admissible. Holder v. State, 35 App, 19, 29 S. W. 793.

Evidence, on a trial for adultery, held sufficient: to justify the jury in finding
that accused and the woman were both married, and that his wife and her husband
were living. Brown v, State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 667.
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Art. 492. [355] Both parties guilty.-When the offense of

adultery has been committed, both parties are guilty, although only one

of them may be married.
Acquittal or conviction of one party.-The acquittal of one of the parties to the

adultery will not bar a prosecution and conviction of the other. Alonzo v. State,
15 App. 378, 49 Am. Rep. 207; L.edbetter v. State, 21 App, 344, 17 S. W. 427; Sol
omon v. State, 39 App. 140, 45 S. W. 706.

Instructing verdict in favor of one defendant on joint trial.-On a joint trial for

adultery the court instructed a verdict of not guilty as to one of the defendants;
held, no error; one defendant may be found not guilty and the other one guilty.
Solomon v. State, 39 App, 140, 45 S. W. 706.

Subsequent marriage as defense or condonation.-A subsequent valid marriage
of the parties does not condone the previous adultery, and is no defense to a pros
ecution for said offense. Fox v. State, 3 App. 329, 30' Am. Rep. 144. See, also,
Bird v. State, 27 App, 635, 11 S. W. 641, 11 Am. St. Rep. 214.

Although the evidence may show that the parties married each other and lived
together as man and wife, they may still be convicted of adultery. Hildreth v.

State, 19 App, 195.

Proof of marriage.-Under this article and article 490, ante, it was held, that it
was sufficient in a prosecution of the woman to prove that the man was at the
time married to another person then living, without proving that accused was then
married, so that an allegation that she was could be rejected as surplusage. Good
win v. State, 70 App, 600, 158 S. W. 274.

Art. 493. [356] Punishment for adultery.-Every person guilty
of adultery shall be punished by fine not less than one hundred nor

more than one thousand dollars. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 165; P. C.
392.]

Art. 494. [357] "Fornication" defined.-"Fornication" is the
living together and carnal intercourse with each other, or habitual
carnal intercourse with each other without living together, of a man

and woman, both being unmarried.
See Perigo v. State, 25 App. 533, 8 S. W. 660.
When made an offense.-Prior to the adoption of the Revised Penal Code, the

offense of fornication was not defined by the Code, and was therefore not punish
able under article 3 of said Code as it then existed. Wolff v. State, 6 App. 195, and
cases there cited. But it is now made an offense and is punishable. Wells v.

State, » App. 160; Powell v. State, 12 App. 238.

Ordinance as conflicting with statute.-See art. 965, C. C. P., and notes.

Nature and elements of offense.-Under the original Code (arts. 392-395), the
offense of "fornication," not being defined, was not punishable, but "a living to

gether in fornication" was an offense. State v. Foster, 31 Tex. 578; Fennell v.

State, 32 Tex. 379; State v. Smith, 32 Tex. 167; but afterward it was held that "a
living together in fornication" was not punishable. State v. Rahl, 33 Tex. 76. But
these cases have been criticised, and are hardly authority. State v. Randle, 41
Tex. 292. See, however, Wolff v. State, 6 App. 195.

"Living together" means that the parties dwell or reside together in the same

habitation as a common or joint residing place. Thomas v. State, 28 App, 300, 12
S. W. 1098; Mitten v. State, 24 App. 346, 6 S. W. 196; Bird v. State, 27 App. 365,
11 S. W. 641, 11 Am. St. Rep. 214.

'

Fornication may be committed in one of two modes: 1. By living together and
carnal intercourse with each other. 2. By habitual carnal intercourse with each
other without living together. Thomas v. State, 28 App. 300, 12 S. W. 1098.

That the complaining witness was a prostitute in the habit of having indis
criminate intercourse with other men, or that her reputation was that of an un

chaste woman, were not defenses to a prosecution for fornication, and evidence of
such facts was properly excluded. Bailey v. State (Cr. APP.) 150 s. W. 915.

Indictment and information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 255, 256.
Included in indictment for adultery, see note under article 490.
Under a similar statute (Hart. Dtg., sec. 377), an indictment against a negro

man and a certain woman, for living together in fornication, need not aver, the
descent: of the woman. Ashworth v. State, 9 Tex. 490.

Under Pen. Code, art. 494, declaring that the offense of fornication may be com

mitted by a man and woman living together, both being unmarried, and having
carnal intercourse with each other, or by such man and woman having habitual
carnal intercourse with each other without living together, an indictment charg
ing that a man and woman had habitual carnal intercourse, but not alleging that
they- lived together at the time of such intercourse, or that they had the inter
course without living together, is fatally defective. Jones v. State, 29 App. 347,
16 S. W. 189.

It is not necessary that each count, conclude "against the peace and dignity
of the state." Stebbins v. State, 31 App. 294, 20 S. W. 552.

An indictment alleging "neither of said persons being then and there lawfully
married to another person then living" sufficierrtly charged that defendants were
unmarried. Stebbins v. State, 31 App. 294, 20 S. W. 552.

State is not required to elect between counts in an indictment all charging mis
demeanors. Stebbins v. State, 31 App. 294, 20 S. W. 552.

The indictment for fornication containing an allegation that the parties were
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not living together, the charge should make the fact of their living apart necessary
to conviction. Mitchell v. State, 38 App. 325. 42 S. W. 989.

.

May charge adultery in one count and fornication in another. Garland v. State,
51 App. 643,. 104 S. W. 898; Cosgrove v. State, 37 4-PP. 248, 39 S. W. 367, 66 Am.

St. Rep. 802.
The information should follow the statute, and one merely charging habitual

carnal intercourse was insufficient. Cannedy v. State, 58 App. 184, 125 S. W. 31.
An information for fornication, which charged accused with being an unmar

ried male and the person with whom the offense was committed with being an
unmarried female, charged that accused was a man and that the other person was

a woman. Townser v. State, 58 App, 453, 126 S. W. 572, 137 Am. St. Rep. 976.

Evidence.-As a general rule it is not competent for the state to prove that
the female defendant has the reputation of a prostitute. Perigo v. State, 25 App.
533, 8 S. W. 660. But in view of the female's confession of the fact the error was

not material. Id.
Proof, which, but for failure to prove marriage of one of the parties, would sus

tain conviction for adultery, would sustain conviction for fornication. Kelley v.

State, 32 App. 579, 25 S. W. 425.
The paramour is not a competent .wltriess, though not indicted. Spencer v.

State, 31 Tex. 64.
A conviction of a woman upon the unsupported declarations of her paramour,

testified to upon trial by third parties, can not be sustained, Spencer v. State, 31
Tex. 64; nor do the facts that the man and the woman lived together in the same

house, but occupied different rooms, the woman having been the slave of the man,

being nearly white, and wearing short hair, justify a conviction. Smelser v.

State, 31 Tex. 95.
The state must show affirmatively that both parties were unmarried. Wells

v. State, 9 App. 160.
Evidence held insufficient to sustain a conviction. Cohen v. State, 11 A,pp. 337;

Smelser v. State, 31 Tex. 95.
Evidence held insufficient to show a living together. McCabe v. State, 34 App.

418, 30 S. W. 1063.
.

Evidence that the woman had intercourse with other men was not admissible.
Rodes v. State, 38 App. 328, 42 S. W. 990'.

A prosecution for fornication, being an offense only against public decency, tes
timony that the particeps criminis, prior to her living in fornication with defend
ant, had borne a good reputation for chastity, was irrelevant. Boatwright v. State,
42 App. 442, 60 S. yv. 760.

On a prosecution for fornication, the fact that witnesses testified without ob
jection that the particeps criminis, prior to her alleged improper relations with
defendant, had borne a good reputation for chastity, did not authorize the admis
sion of similar testimony therea.fter over objection. Boatwright v . State, 42 App.'
442, 60 S. W. 760.

On a prosecution for fornication, the particeps criminis being on the stand,
and having given material testimony against defendant, it was error to refuse to
permit introduction of a letter written by her in which she had made statements
contradictory to her testimony. Boatwright v. State, 42 App. 442, 60 S. W. 760.

On a prosecution for fornication, testimony that the witness, at the instance
of defendant's brother, had endeavored to get the particeps criminis and defend
ant admitted to the county farm: was not reversible error on the ground that de
fendant was not a party to the arrangement, in view of the court's explanation
that defendant was shewn to have authorized his brother to procure such admis
sion. Boatwright v. State, 42 App. 442, 60 S. W. 760.

On a trial for fornication, evidence held not to sufficiently corroborate the tes
timony of the woman with whom the alleged offense was committed. Townser v.

State, 58 App, 453, 126 S. W. 572, 137 Am. St. Rep. 976.
A 'conviction of unlawful cohabitation and of having carnal intercourse with

an unmarried woman cannot be sustained without proof that she was unmarried.
Watson V. State, 62 App. 620, 138 S. W. 611.

Accused's testimony that he had intercourse with the complaining witness five
or six times, that he remembered having intercourse twice in 1910, and three times
in 1911, that he did not remember telling the grand jury that he had intercourse
with her whenever he wanted to, that he guessed he could have had intercourse
any time he wanted to, and that he went to see her until she told him she was

pregnant, when he quit, sufficiently showed that the acts of intercourse were habit
ual to sustain a conviction for fornication. Bailey v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W.
915.

Charge of the court.-Charge of the court in fornication cases, see Mitten v.

State, 24 App, 346, 6 S. W. 196.
On indictment for fornication in living together it was error for the charge to

authorize conviction for habitual carnal intercourse without living together. Pow
ell v. State, 12 App, 238.

When only one of the modes of committing fornication is charged in the indict
ment, it is radical error to instruct the jury that they may convict upon evidence
proving that the offense was committed by the other mode not charged. Powell v.

State, 12 App, 238.

Acquittal as bar to prosecution.-The acquittal of one of the alleged fornicators
is no bar to the prosecution and conviction of the other. Alonzo v. State, 15 App.
378, 49 Am. Rep. 207.

Art. 495.. [358] Punishment for fomication.-Every person
guilty of fornication shall be punished by fine not less than fifty
nor more than five hundred dollars.
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CHAPTER FOUR

BAWDY.AND DISORDERLY HOUSES
Art.
496. "Bawdy house" and "disorderly

house" defined.
497. "Assignation house" defined.
498. Alluring females to visit same.

499. Includes any room, etc.
500. Punishment for keeping.
501. Owner, lessee or agent controlling

premises.

Art.
502. Further defined.
503. Keeping same may be enjoined.
504. Who may be made party defend

ant.
505. Duty of attorney general, district

and county attorneys.
506. Officers, their duties.

Article 496. ,[359] "Bawdy house" and "disorderly house" de
fined.-A "bawdy house" is one kept for prostitution or where

prostitutes are permitted to resort or reside for the purpose of plying
their vocation. A "disorderly house" is any assignation house or

any theater, playhouse or house where spirituous, vinous or malt

liquors are kept for sale, and prostitutes, lewd women or women

of bad reputation for chastity are employed, kept in service or per
mitted to display or conduct themselves in a lewd, lascivious or in
decent manner, or to which persons resort for the purpose of smok

ing or in any manner using opium, or any house in which spirituous,
vinous or malt liquors are sold or kept for sale, without first hav

ing obtained a license under the laws of this state to retail such

liquors; or any house located in any county, justice precinct or

other subdivision of a county where the sale of intoxicating liquor
has been prohibited under the laws of this state, in which such non

intoxicating malt liquor is sold or kept for the purpose of sale, as

requires the seller thereof to obtain internal revenue license under
the laws of the United States as a retail malt liquor dealer; or any
house located in any county, justice precinct or other subdivision'
of a county in which the sale of intoxicating liquor has been legally
prohibited, where the owner, proprietor or lessee thereof has posted
license issued by the United States of America, authorizing such
owner, proprietor or lessee thereof to pursue the occupation and
business of a retail liquor dealer, or a retail malt liquor dealer.
[Amended by Act April 4, 1889, p. 33; amended, Act 1907, p. 246;
S. S. 1910, p. 32.]

See notes under articles 500, 502 and 503, post.
Cited, State v. Country Club (Civ. App.) 173 S. W. 577; Mosher v. State, 62

App. 42, 136 S. W. 467; Snider v. state, 70 App. 16, 155 S. W. 533; Minter v. State,
70 App, 634, 159 S. W. 286; Cunningham v. State ('Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 519.

Constitutionality and repeal.-.A.cts 30th Leg. c. 132, P. C. arts. 496 et seq.,
was not repealed by Vagrancy Act 1909, c. 59, P. C. arts. 634 et seq. punishing as

vagrants, among others, every common prostitute and every keeper Of a house
of prostitution, etc., and repealing all conflicting laws. Weir v. State, 64 App, 164,
141 S. W. 948; Hitchings v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 1164.

Acts 30th Leg. p. 246, c. 132, is not in conflict with Const. art. 16, § 20, requir
ing the Legislature to enact a' law whereby the voters of any municipality may
by a majority vote determine whether the sale of intoxicating liquors shall be
prohibited within prescribed limits. Joliff v. State, 53 App. 61, 109 S. W. 176.

This law not unconstitutional, nor is it repealed by the act known as the Bas
kin-McGregor bill. Joliff v. State, 53 App. 61, 109 ,s. W.. 177; Bumbaugh v. State,
56 App. 331, 120 S. W. 424.

Acts 30th Leg. c. 132, P. C. arts. 496 et seq. prohibiting disorderly houses, was

not repealed by Robertson-Fitzhugh Liquor Law (Acts 31st Leg. [1st Ex. Sess.] c.

17) § 25, P. C. art. 626, forbidding presence of lewd women in places where liquor
is sold. Morgan v. State, 62 App. 39, 136 S. W. 445.

Act April 18,. 190'7 (Acts 30th Leg. c. 132) P. C. arts. 496 et seq., relating to
the offense of keeping a bawdyhouse, does not violate 'Const. art. 3, § 35, which
requires that no bill shall contain more than one subject which shall be expressed
in its title. -Richards v. State, 63 App. 176, 140 S. W. 459. ,

This article, including in the definition of a disorderly house a place in prohi
bition territory where nonintoxicating malt liquors, requiring a United States re

tail liquor dealer's license are sold or kept for sale was a proper exercise of the
state's "police power," which includes authority to restrict the pursuit of any
business or occupation injurious to the health; peace, security, morals, or general
welfare of society. Johnson v. Elliott (Civ, App.) 168 S. W. 968.

Conflict with other articles.-This article and articles 589 and 611 are not con

flicting. Haynes v. State, 63 App. 181, 139 S. W. 1155.
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Statute as general.-Acts 30th Leg. p, 246, c. 132, prohibiting the keeping of a

disorderly house where intoxicating liquors are sold or kept for sale without a

license, is a general law and is applicable in local option territory as well as in
nonlocal option territory Joliff v. State, 53 App. 61, 109 S. W. 176.

The disorderly house statute is a general law, and applies to all parts of the
state, whether local option is in force or not. Layton v. State, 61 App, 507, 135
S. W. 5f17.

.

Lease of premlses IIlegal.-A lease of premises to be occupied as a bawdyhouse
by the lessee, executed by the lessor who had knowledge of the lessee's purpose,
and who acquiesced in the use of the premises and collected the rent, is illegal,
and neither party may demand relief therefrom or thereunder, within the rule that,
where two persons participate in an unlawful transaction and are in pari delicto,
neither a court of law nor equity will aid either, notwithstanding articles 496,.500',
and 501, defining a bawdy house and punishing the keeper and owner thereof, un

less the owner proceeds to prevent the keeping by giving information to the prose
outing attorney. Eckles v. Nowlin (Civ. App.) 158 S. W. 794.

Sale of IIquor.-See notes under articles 500 and 503, post.
Sales without license in general, see art. 611, post.
Article 496, as enacted in 1907 (Acts 30th Leg. c. 132), and as amended in 1910'

(Acts 31st Leg. 3d Ex. Sess. c. 14), defining a "disorderly house" as a house
where intoxicating liquors are kept for sale and sold without a license, or any
house located in prohibition territory in which nonintoxicating malt liquor is sold
or kept for sale, so as to require the seller to obtain an internal revenue license
under the federal laws, etc., does not include persons not previously included, but
merely provides that, where by law a license is required, the carrying on of the
business without a license gives to the house the quality of a disorderly house, and
a club organized to maintain golf and other sports which maintains a clubhouse
where its members may obtain intoxtcating liquors, does not maintain a disorderly
house. State v. Duke, 10'4 Tex. 355, 137 S. W. 654, 138 S. W. 385.

Where a club is not organized in good faith for purposes authorized by law,
but merely as a subterfuge for the sale of intoxicants, sales made by it are illegal
and are subject to the penalties imposed by law. State v. Duke, 10'4 Tex. 355, 137
S. W. 654, 138 S. W. 385.

The possession of an internal revenue liquor license by a club organized to
maintain golf and other sports, and maintatnlng a clubhouse where intoxicants
are sold to its members, does not fix on the directors of the club the liabilities and
burdens of a retail liquor dealer, nor estop them from showing that they .are not
in the business of selling intoxicants, within the law. State v. Duke, 10'4 Tex. 355,
137 S. W. 654, 138 ·S. W. 385.

.

A bona fide club, situated in a precinct, city, or town where liquor may be law
fully sold, organized for purposes sanctioned by law, and which, as a mere in
cident and without profit, furnishes liquors to its members, and not to the public
generally, is not a person, under Hie laws, "engaged in the occupation or busi
ness of selling intoxicating liquors," though each individual act of such club in ter
ritory where the sale of liquor is prohibited by law is a sale. State v, Duke, 104
Tex. 355, 137 S. W. 654, 138 S. W. 385.

Under Acts 23d Leg. c. 121, Acts 3O'th Leg. c. 138, and Acts 31st Leg. 1st Ex.
Sess. c. 17, imposing a tax on every person, firm or association selling intoxicating
liquors, etc., a club organized to maintain golf and other sports, and maintaining
a clubhouse where intoxicating liquors are sold to the members only, does not sell
intoxicating liquors. State v . Duke, 10'4 Tex. 355, 137 S. W. 654, 138 S. W. 385.

A social club organized in Oklahoma, but which has not complied with the laws
of Texas by filing its charter, etc., may not sell liquor in Texas without a license,
even if it had a permit. to do business in the state; there being no showing that
the law of Oklahoma permitted a club to sell liquor without a license. Pace v.

State, 70' App. 454, 156 S. W. 1192.
'

Article 496, providing that a house located in a prohibition district, in which
nonintoxicating malt liquor is sold or kept for sale, requiring the seller to have an

internal revenue license, shall be a disorderly house, should be construed as con

stituting a special exception to Rev. St. 1911, arts. 7476, 7477, providing for the
licensing of persons to sell nonintoxicating malt liquors, with reference to par
ticular territory, and was therefore not in confiict with such sections. Johnson v,
Elliott (Civ. App.) 168 S. W. 968.

.

This article in declaring that a house located in a district where the sale of
intoxicating liquors is prohibited in which nonintoxicants, for the lawful sale of
which an internal revenue license is required, are sold or kept for sale shall con

stitute a disorderly house, was not objectionable for uncertainty in referring to
the laws of Congress to determine the conditions under which it should be applica
ble. Johnson v. Elliott (Civ. ApD.) 168 s. W. 968.

Rev. St. 1911, art. 7476, levies a state tax on sellers of nonintoxicating malt liq
uors of $2,00'0', and authorizes counties, incorporated cities, and towns to levy an

additional tax not exceeding $1,0'0'0 on such persons, Section 7477 requires persons
engaged in the business to apply for a license and pay the taxes prescribed. Held,
that Pen. Code, art. 496, defining ru disorderly houae as· any house situated in ter
ritory where the sale of intoxicating liquors is prohibited where nonintoxicating
malt liquors, requiring an internal revenue license, are sold or kept for sale, was

not invalid as delegating to Congress the power of determining whether the busi
ness of selling nonintoxicating malt liquors shall be valid, and as conferring on

another jurisdiction power to suspend a state law; since, if Congress should ex

empt sellers of nonintoxicating malt liquors from the internal revenue require
ment, a person prosecuting such business in prohibition territory where the sale
of intoxicating liquors is prohibited would owe his immunity from punishment, not
to the suspension of the state law, but to the fact that he was not keeping a dis
orderly house under the conditions prescribed by the Penal Code. Johnson v, El
liott (Civ, App.) 168 s. W. 968.
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While a bona fide club situated in a district where liquor may lawfully be sold,
organized for purposes sanctioned by law, and selling liquor to its members, and
not to' the public as a mere incident to' its organization and without profit, is not
engaged in the occupation or business or selling intoxicating liquors, under the
laws of the state, and cannot be enjoined under articles 496 and 503, providing for
injunction ,against houses where liquor is illegally sold as disorderly houses, yet
such protection does not extend to clubs not organized in good faith for pur
poses authorized by law but merely as a subterfuge to evade the law. Soto v.

State (Civ. App.) 171 S. W. 279.
The fact that sales of liquor by a social club were not made for profit does not

prevent the club from being engaged in the business of selling such liquors, since
profit is not an essential element of engaging in such business. State v. Country
Club (Civ. App.) 173 S. W. 570.

Accomplice.-See notes under article 79.ante.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 257, 258.

Art. 497. "Assignation house" defined.-An "assignation house"
is a house, room or place where men and women meet by mutual ap
pointment, or by appointment made by another, for the purpose of
sexual intercourse, whether at such place vinous, spirituous or malt
liquors are kept for sale or are used or not. [Act 1907, p. 246; S. S.
1910, p. 32.]

Restaurant.-One who maintained a restaurant in which he permitted lewd
women to congregate and drink and to meet men for the purpose of arranging for
unlawful sexual intercourse elsewhere is guilty of keeping a disorderly house with
in the purview of articles 497, 498, 499, and so his maintenance of such restaurant
may be enjoined under the direct provisions or article 503. Ex parte Yoshida, 70
App. 212, 156 S. W. 1166.

Art. 498. Alluring females to visit same.-It shall be unlawful
for any person to invite, solicit, procure, allure or use any means for
the purpose of alluring or procuring any female to visit and be at

any particular house, room or place for the purpose of meeting
and having unlawful sexual intercourse with any male person, or

to take part, or in any way participate in any immoral conduct with
men or women, or to use at such place any intoxicating liquors, or

to give to any person the name and address, or either, or photo
graph of any female for the purpose of enabling the person to whom
such name, address or photograph of such female is given and fur
nished, to meet and have unlawful sexual intercourse, or to bring
about or procure such unlawful sexual intercourse with such fe
male by any other person. Any person violating any of the pro
visions of this article shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
upon conviction, shall be fined not less than fifty nor more than
two hundred dollars, and, in addition thereto, shall be confined in
the county jail not less than one nor more than six months. [Act
1907, p. 246.]

See arts. 506a-506e, post, and note under article 497 ante.

Constitutionality.-The punishment assessed in articles 359a and 361 refer to'
distinct, though allied, offenses, and hence Acts 30th Leg. 1907, p, 246, c. 132, add
ing and re-enacting such' articles, and prohibiting the keeping of disorderly hous
es, is not unconstitutional, because of indefiniteness or the punishment prescribed.
Wilson v. State, 55 App, 176, 115 S. W. 837.

Information.-An information charging that accused procured and allured a

female to be at a certain pla.ce, a designated town, for the purpose of meeting and
having unlawful Intercourse with men, is sufficiently definite to charge a violation
of this statute. Sanders v. State, 60 App, 34, 129 S. W. 605.

Such information was sufficient without stating any particular house Dr room

in such town. Sanders v. State, 60 App. 34, 129 S. W. 605.
This article, making it unlawful for any person to solicit or procure any female

to visit any particular house for the purpose of having unlawful intercourse with
any male person, etc., creates the. offense or alluring any female to go to a certain
place for immoral conduct, and where a female is allured or invited, and she
starts to the place of assignation, the offense is complete, and the inrormatton need
not give the names of those she was to meet at such place. Sanders v. State, 60
App. 34, 129 S. W. 605.

Female as accomplice.-See notes to art. 79, ante.

Evldence.-On 'a trial for soliciting a female to visit a place for the purpose of
having sexual intercourse with P., where the identity of the female was in issue,
testimony of W. that he accompanied the prosecuting witness to' the place where
the crime was committed and had intercourse with such female was admissible for
all purposes. Dowd ·v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 304.
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Art. 499. [360] Includes any room, etc.-Any room or part
of a building or other place appropriated or used for either of the

purposes above enumerated is a disorderly house within the mean

ing of this chapter.
See note under article 497 ante.

Meaning of "house."-The house may be any' kind of a structure, even a tent.
Killman v. State, 2 App. 222, 28 Am. Rep. 432.·

When one carries lewd women around through the country and stops at various
places and the prostitution is carried on in a hack and wagon which are un

der his control and he receives part of the proceeds he is guilty of keeping a dis
orderly house. Tracy v. State, 42 App, 494, 61 S. W. 127, 128.

Art. 500. [361] Punishment for keeping, or owner of the
house having information that his house is 'being kept or used, etc.

-Any person who shall, directly or as agent for another, or through
any agent, keep or be concerned in keeping, or aid 0[' assist or abet
in keeping, a bawdy house or a disorderly house, in any house,
building, edifice or tenement, or shall knowingly permit the keeping
of a bawdy house or a disorderly house in any house, building, edi
fice or tenement owned, leased, occupied or controlled by him, di

rectly as agent for another, or through any agent, shall be deemed

guilty of keeping, or being concerned in keeping, or knowingly per
mitted to be kept, as the case may be, a bawdy house or a disorder
ly house, as the case may be, and, on conviction, shall be punished
by a fine of two hundred dollars, and by confinement in the county
jail for twenty days for each day he shall keep, be concerned in

keeping or knowingly permit to be kept, such bawdy or disorderly
house. [Amended by Act April 4, 1889, p. 33; amended 1907, p.
246.]

See notes under article 496 ante.

Cited, Cunningham v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 519.

6. Jurisdiction of justice courts.
7. Transferring cases to county court.
8. Evidence.
9. Defendant as witness in own be-

h��
-

10. Charge of the court.
11. Former acquittal or conviction as

bar to prosecution.
12. Injunction.

1. Constitutionality, repeal, and amendment.-See notes under article 504.
Offenses committed before the amendment were properly tried by the old law.

Johnson v. State, 28 App, 562, 13 S. W. 1005.
Not "any person" as under the old law, but only "any owner, lessee or tenant"

is declared guilty under the amendment April 4, 1889, Gen. Laws, 21 Leg. p. 33.
Lamar v. State, 30 App. 693, 18 S. W. 788.

Under this amendment a servant of the owner merely taking care of the place
cannot be punished. Mitchell v. State, 34 App. 311, 30 S. W. 810.

A husband may be liable though the wife owns the property. Willis v. State, 34
App. 148, 29 S. W. 787.

A mother of an owner held not liable, though she exercised some control over

the premises and �aid taxes thereon, Cook v. State, 42 App. 539, 61 S, W. 307.
Under the amendment the offenses were cognizable by a justices court, and as

this gave the district court of Harris appellate jurisdiction by virtue of Rev. St.
1879, arts. 1496, 1497, it had not original and exclusive .jurisdiction. Davis v. State,
32 App. 382, 23 S. W. 892.

The vagrancy act of 1909, p. 111, P. C. arts. 634 et seq., punishing as vagrants
every keeper of a house of prostitution, etc., and repealing all conflicting laws, did
not repeal this article. Wilson v. State, 61 App, 628, 136 S. W. 447.

Act April 18, 1907 (Acts 30th Leg. c. 132), amending Pen, Code 1895, tit. 10, c. 4,
arts. 361, 362 (articles 500 and 502, post) does not violate Const. art. 3, § 36, which
provides that no' law shall be revived or amended by reference to its title; but
in such case the act revived or the section or sections amended shall he re-enacted
and published at length. Richards v. State, 63 App. 176, 140 S. W. 459.

2. Validity of municipal ordinance.-See art. 965, C. C. P., and notes.
3. Nature and elements of offense and persons liable.-If the house is kept for

the purposes named in the statute it is immaterial how quietly and peaceably it is
kept. Sylvester v. State, 42 Tex. 496.

It is only the keeper of the disorderly house that is subject to punishment.
Prostitutes who may occupy rooms in such house, but who are not the keepers, or
concerned in the keeping of such house, are not guilty of this offense. Moore
v. State, 4 App. 127; Stone v. State, 22 App. 185, 2 S. W. 585. Nor is the owner of
the house who has rented it for the purpose of its being kept as a disorderly house
guilty of the offense of keeping such house. Albertson v. State. 6 App. �9.
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A house is not necessarily a disorderly house within the meaning of the statute
because it is resorted to by prostitutes and vagabonds. It must be kept for the

purpose Qr as a resort. Proof that accused kept a combined retail grocery estab
lishment and beer saloon, and that prostitutes and vagabonds resorted to that
establishment for the purpose of buying and drinking beer was insufficient to sup
port a conviction for "keeping a disorderly house." McElhaney v. State, 12 Tex.
App, 231; Harmes v. State, 26 App, 190, 9 S. W. 487, 8 Am. St. Rep. 470.

On keeping a disorderly house as continuous offense. See Huffman v. State, 23
App, 491, 5 S. W. 134; Fleming v. State, 28 App, 234, 12 S. W. 605; Novy v. State, .

62 App. 492, 138 S. W. 139.
The statute is violated if a prostitute is knowingly employed, or is permitted,

after employment, to conduct herself in an indecent manner. Johnson v. State, 32

App. 504, 24 S. W. 411.
In making a case under the statute, all that is required of the state, as to the

character of the woman, is to show such facts as would put a reasonable man on

notice. Id.
A tenant is liable if he allows lewd conduct in his house. Golden v. State, 34

App, 143, 29 S. W. 779. .

.

Defendant kept a house for the sale of spirituous, vinous and malt liquors;
lewd women were allowed to stay about the place and to display and conduct
themselves in a lascivious manner; held, that he was guilty of keeping a disor

derly house. Golden v. State, 34 App. 143, 29 S. W. 779.
On trial for keeping a disorderly house the evidence showed that the defendant

had made a request in writing to his tenant to vacate the premises; held, that
this alone was insufficient. Willis v. State, 34 App. 148, 29 S. W. 787.

It is no defense that house is property of defendant's wife. Willis v. State, 34

App. 148, 29 S. W. 787.
A servant of the owner of a disorderly house can not be punished for taking

care of the house. Mitchell v. State, 34 App, 311, 30 S. W. 810.
Agent having charge of the property is liable. Flynn v. State, 35 App, 220, 32

S. W. 1041.
Defendant may be convicted for keeping a disorderly house, although but one

prostitute is in the house, if it is shown to be a place where men commonly re

sort, or acts of prostitution have been there committed. Ramey v: State, 39 App.
200, 45 S. W. 489.

To constitute tenancy the keeper must have a right of tenancy by virtue of con

tract with the owner or landlord. Bates v. State, 45 App. 420, 76 S. W. 463.
A mere trespasser is not owner, lessee or tenant. Id.
Under this article and article 496, defining a bawdyhouse, and punishing any

person who directly, or as agent for another, keeps, or assists in keeping a bawdy
house, etc., a tenant of a house, who keeps the house as a bawdyhouse, is guilty
of a criminal offense. Farrell v. State, 64 App, 200, 141 S. W. 535.

One prosecuted for unlawfully keeping and knowingly permitting a house under
her control to be kept as a place where prostitutes resort cannot be convicted,
unless she had knowledge of the conduct of the inmates or knew that they were

prostitutes. Hitchings v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 1164.
It is no offense for one to keep llquors' for his own use. Williams v. State (Cr.

App.) 148 S. W. 306.
The keeper of a disorderly house within article 496, defining a disorderly house

as any assignation house, or theater or house where liquors are kept for sale and
women of bad reputation are permitted, is guilty of an' offense involving moral tur
pitude, and a witness for accused is properly cross-examined as to whether he is
under an indictment for keeping a disorderly house (citing 5 Words and Phrases,
p. 4580). Bird v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 738.

.

It is no defense to a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house where liquor is
sold without a retail license that it was in territory where a license could not be
obtained. Gill v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 616.

One who sells real estate to a purchaser who uses it for immoral purposes is
not guilty of an offense, but one who leases property with knowledge that the
lessee will use it for immoral purposes is guilty. Compton v. State, 71 App. 7, 158
S. W. 515.

A lease of premises to be occupied as a bawdyhouse by the lessee, executed
by the lessor who had knowledge of the lessee's purpose, and who acquiesced in the
use of the premises and collected the rent, is illegal, and neither party may de
mand relief therefrom or thereunder, within the rule that, where two persons par
ticipate in an unlawful transaction and are in pari delicto, neither a court of law
nor equity will aid either, notwithstanding articles 496, 500, and 501, defining a

bawdyhouse and punishing the keeper and owner thereof, unless the owner pro
ceeds to prevent the keeping by giving information to the prosecuting attorney.
,Eckles v. Nowlin (Civ. App.) 158 S. W. 794.

Sayles' Ann. Civ. St. 1897, art. 2969, provides that all property of a wife, both
real and personal, owned by her before marriage shall be her separate property,
but during the marriage the husband shall have the sole management thereof.
Held, that where a husband and wife lived together on property belonging to her,
and it did not appear that he in fact was not in control thereof, or that the wlre
had ever objected to his control, it was no defense to a prosecution of the husband
for maintaining a disorderly house thereon that the title was in the wife. Key v.

State, 71 Tex. 485, 160 S. W. 354.
Where the owner of a house is charged with knowingly permitting it to be kept

as a house of prostitution where prostitutes are permitted to resort or reside for
the purpose of plying their vocation, knowledge that the occupants were prosti
tutes and were running houses of prostitution must be traced to accused. Golden
v. State, 72 App. 19, 160 S. W. 957.

A woman in charge and control of a house on the night when parties met there
for the purpose of having sexual intercourse, who had lived there continuously for
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more than six months, and who admitted to witnesses that she was the keeper of
the house, was the "keeper" thereof, within the statute. Hearne v. State (Cr.
App.) 165 S. W. 596.

In a prosecution for permitting a disorderly house to be kept on defendant's
premises, tried without a jury, where the state's evidence would authorize a con

viction, and it appeared that defendant was informed of the character of the house
some time in January or February and requested additional investigation, which
was refused, the defendant's efforts in the following May, after prosecution had
been commenced, to have the premises vacated, were too late to save him from
prosecution. Davidson v. State (Cr. App.) 173 S. W. 1037.

4. Accomplices.-See notes under article 79 ante.
5. Indictment, information and complaint.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 258.
See C. C. P., art. 470, and notes.
See Willis v. State, 34 App, 148, 29 S. W. 787; Young v. State, 55 App. 383, 116 S.

W. 1158.
An indictment without the approved beginning or conclusion and failing to al

lege that 'the assembly of disorderly persons permitted by defendant was at his
house was insufficient. Stephanes v. State, 21 Tex. 206.

It is sufficient to charge that the defendant "did unlawfully keep a disorderly
house, being then and there kept for the purpose of public prostitution." Thomp
son v. State, 1 App. 56; Thompson v. State, 2 App. 82; Brown v. State, Id. 189;
Killman v. State, Id. 222, 28 Am. Rep. 432; Lowe v. State, 4 App. 34; Brooks'v.
State, Id. 567; Loraine v. State, 22 App. 640, 3 S. W. 340. But an averment
that the defendant "did commit the offense of keeping a disorderly house" is in
sufficient. Lasindo v. State, 2 App. 59; Tompkins v. State, 4 App. 161. Since the
amendment of the preceding article 496 the decision in Springer v. State, 16 App.
591, is not applicable. This offense is a continuous one, and a conviction bars all
further prosecutions up to the time of such conviction. But if the indictment al

leges certain dates within which the offense was committed, a conviction will not
bar a prosecution for the same offense committed at a time not within the dates
alleged. Huffman v. State, 23 App, 491,' 5 S. W. 134; Wilson v. State, 16 App,
591; Handley v. State, Id. 444. No specific description of the house is necessary.
Lowe v. State, 4 App. 34. Nor is it necessary to allege that prostitutes or va

grants did resort to the house. Brooks v. State,' 4 App. 567. It may be alleged
conjunctively that the offense was committed in all the modes specified in the
statute, but if these modes be alleged disjunctively the indictment will be bad.
Tompkins v. State, 4 App, 161.

Plea of. former conviction does not avail, where the last indictment covers a

different time. Fleming v. State, 28 App. 234, 12 S. W. 605.
Indictment must charge that the accused is either the owner, lessee, or tenant

of the house. Lamar v. State, 30 App. 693, 18 S. W. 788. And on other essen

tials of indictment, see Ex parte Garza, 28 App, 381, 13 S. W. 779, 19 Am. SL
Rep. 845; Johnson v. State, 28 App. 562, 13 S. W. 1005; Harmes v. State, 26 App,
190, 9 S. W. 487, 8 AID- St. Rep. 470.

Each day may. be alleged in a separate count in the indictment and a convic
tion had on each count on the same trial. Hall v. State, 32 App. 474, 24 S. W.
407. Complaint alleging that defendant is the owner, tenant, and lessee of house
is not demurrable. Merrell v. State (Cr. App.) 29 S. W. 41.

Under a statute against keeping a disorderly house, or knowingly permitting it
to be kept, where such ways of committing the offense are included in the same

general definition, and made punishable in the same manner they do not consti
tute distinct offenses, and may be charged conjunctively in one count in the in
dictment. Willis v. State, 34 App. 787, 29 S. W. 787.

The indictment alleged ownership in accused, the evidence showed that he
was agent for the house and had control of it, and rented it knowing the purpose
for which it would be used'; held, that the ownership was properly alleged (dis
tinguished from Mitchell v. State, 34 App, 311, 30 S. W. 810). Flynn v. State, 35.
App. 220, 32 S. W.· 1041.

An information for keeping a disorderly house need not name the house nor

the lot on which it is situated. Sprague v. State (Cr. App.) 44 S. W. 837.
An indictment following the statute and stating conjunctively the acts con

stituting keeping a disorderly house was not duplicitous, nor bad for using the
words "for prostitution" rather than the words "for the purpose of prostitution."
Schulze v. State (Cr. App.) 56 S. W. 918.

An information .allegtng in substance that on February 2, 1907, and on each
and every day from then until March 1, 1907, accused did as owner, tenant, and
Iessee, unlawfully keep a disorderly house for the purpose of public. prostitution
and as a common resort for prostitutes and vagabonds, is sufficient. Wimberly v.

State, 53 Tex. Cr. 11, 108 S. W. 384.
An indictment charging one with keeping a disorderly house where liquors are

sold or kept for sale without a license is sufficient when drawn with special ref
erence to the forms laid down in Willson's Criminal Forms, No. 218. Joliff v.

State, 53 App, 61, 109 S. W. 176.
.

, An indictment under this article as amended by the act of 1907 need not al
lege that the liquors charged to have been kept are capable of producing intoxi
cation. Jelink v. State, 52 Civ. App, 402, 115 S. W. 908.

Under article 496, defining a disorderly house as one where spirituous, vinous,
or malt liquors are kept for sale without first having obtained a license, an in
dictment for keeping a disorderly house is not insufficient for failure to allege that
the liquors kept for sale were Intoxicattng. Tachini v. State, 59 App. 55, 126 S ..

W. 1139.
.

Where the statute (Acts 30th Leg. c. 132), defining the offense of keeping a

bawdyhouse, under which accused was prosecuted, went into effect in August,
1907, and the information charged that accused was the keeper of the house on
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December 18, 1909, testimony was admissible as to the general reputation of the
house from September 1 to December 18', 1909, and was not objectionable on

the ground that it was not limited to the time of the allegations in the informa
tion, charging accused with keeping the house. Gordon v. State, 60 App. 570,
133 S. W. 255.

An information charging the keeping of a disorderly house sufficiently identified
the house by alleging that it was in a certain county. Wilson v. State, 61 App.
628, 136 S. W. 447.

An information for keeping a bawdyhouse under this article, which declares
that "any person who shall directly keep a bawdyhouse in any house, building,
edifice, or tenement shall be deemed guilty of keeping the same," is sufficient
without alleging that defendant was the owner, lessee, or tenant, etc., or the ex

tent of his control over it. Mosher+v. State, 62 App, 42, 136 S. W. 467.
An information charging that accused on a certain day, and on each succeed

ing day from that date to another fixed day, conducted a disorderly house, is not
bad as stating a separate offense for each day covered by the period. Novy v.

State, 62 App, 492, 138 S. W. 139.
An indictment for keeping a bawdyhouse, which substantially follows the

form for an indictment laid down in the Penal Code, is sufficient. Farrell v.

State, 64 App, 200, 141 S. W. 535.
An indictment, charging accused with keeping a bawdyhouse, which specifical

ly charges that the house was in the county in which the indictment was found,
need not give any further description of the location of the house. Farrell v.

State, 64 App, 200, 141 S. W. 535.
Under this article and article 496, defining a bawdyhouse, and punishing any

person who directly, or as agent for another, keeps, or assists in keeping, a

bawdvhouse, etc., a tenant of a house, who, keeps the house as a bawdyhouse, is
guilty of a criminal offense; and an indictment charging the offense, need not

allege that he knowingly permitted the keeping of the house. Farrell v. State, 64
App. 200, 141 S. W. 535.

The complaint and information in a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house
charged that the house was kept by defendant directly and indirectly. Held that,
as the rest of the information followed the statute, the words "and indirectly"
are surplusage, not affecting the validity of the information. Davis v. State (Cr.
App.) 145 s. W. 939.

Under this article and article 496, defining a bawdyhouse, and punishing any
person who shall, directly or as agent for another, or through any agent, keep or

be concerned in keeping a bawdyhouse, an indictment, alleging that accused did
unlawfully keep and was concerned in keeping a bawdyhouse, where women of ill
fame were permitted to resort and reside, is not objectionable as duplicitous, but
is valid, within the rule that, where several ways are set forth in a statute by
which an offense may be committed, and all are embraced in the same offense
and made punishable in the same manner, they may be charged conjunctively in
the same count. Cabiness v. State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 934.

Striking out as surplusage the words "and directly and indirectly" from an

indictment charging that defendant did unlawfully and directly and indirectly
keep and was concerned in keeping a house where spirituous, vinous, and malt liq
uors were kept for sale' in quantities of a gallon and less, without haying first
obtained a .license under the laws of the state to retail such liquors, it charges
the offense denounced by article 500, of keeping and being concerned in keeping a

disorderly house, defined by article 496 as a house where spirituous, vinous, or

malt liquors are sold or kept for sale, without having first obtained a license
under the laws of the state to retail such liquors. Gill v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S.
W. 616.

An indictment for keeping a house where intoxicants were sold in quantities
of a gallon or less without having obtained a license to "retain" such liquors
should be amended to use the word "retail," instead of "retain"; it being no vio
lation of law to "retain" liquors in any quantity, since the laws only prohibit the
retailing of liquors. Minter v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 783.

In a prosecution under this article, declaring it a misdemeanor for one know
ingly to permit the keeping of a disorderly house in a building owned by him, the
information need not allege that defendant had not immediately 'Proceeded, to
prevent the keeping of it, and that he had not given the county attorney notice
that it was being kept on his premises, since such matters, not made a part of
the definition of the offense, were matters of defense. Davidson v. State (Cr.
App.) 173 s. W. 1037.

A prosecution on a complaint charging defendant as a vagrant, in that she
was the keeper of a house of prostitution, where prostitutes resorted etc., held
not a prosecution under articles 496, 500, which fixes the punishment. State
ex reI. Bergeron v. Travis County Court (Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 365.

6. Jurisdiction of jusltice courts.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 106.
7. Transferring cases to county court.-See notes under C. C. P., art. 483.
8. Evidence.-Evidence held sufficient to sustain a conviction, see Watts v,

State, 22 App. 572, 3 S. W. 769; Brown v. State, 2 App. 189; Couch v. State, 24
Tex. 557; Morris v, State, 38 Tex. 603; Huffman v. State, 23 App. 491, 5 S. W. 134;
Sweeney v. State, 59 App. 370, 128 S. W. 390; Tachini v. State, 59 App, 55, 126 S. W.
1139; Wilson v. State, 61 App. 628, 136 S. W. 447; Sullivan v. State, 61 App. 657, 136
S. W. 456; Cabiness v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 934; Davis v. State (Cr. App.) 148
s. W. 1090; Gill v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 616; Hogue v. State (Cr. App.) 151 s.
W. 805; Dimitri v. State, 70 App. 17, 155 S. W. 535; Hearne v. State (Cr. App.) 165 s.
W. 596; Clifford v. State (Cr.. App.) 178 S. W. 365. Contra, see McElhaney v. State,
12 App, 231; Smalley v. State, 11 App, 147; Sara v, State, 22 App, 639 3 S. W. 339;
Loraine v. State, Id. 640, 3 S. W. 340; Morse v. State (Cr. App.) 47 S. W. 989; Lay
ton v. State, 61 App, 507, 135 S. W. 557; Harden v. State, 62 App, 84, 136 S. W. 768.
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The character of the house alleged to be disorderly may be established by
proof of its general reputation as such, and such proof is sufficient to warrant

the finding that the house is disorderly. Stone v. State, 22 App. 185, 2 S. W. 585;
.Burton v. State, 16 Al1P. 156; Allen v. State, 15 App, 320; Sylvester v. State, 42

Tex. 496; Morrrs v. State, 38 Tex. 603; Wimberly v. State, 108 S. W. 384. But

while the character of the house may be thus established, such evidence will not

be sufficient or competent to prove that the defendant kept, or was concerned in

keeping, the house. The evidence must directly connect the defendant with keeping
the house. Sara v. State, 22 App, 639, 3 S. W. 339; Burton v. State, 16 App, 156;
Allen v. State, 15 App, 320; Gamel v. State, 21 App, 358, 17 S. W. 158. '1'he gen

eral reputation of the occupants of a house is also admissible to prove the char

acter of the house, but not that the defendant was the keeper of the house. Allen

v.. State, 15 App, 320. Evidence offered by th€1 defendant, which tends to show that
another person was the keeper of the house at the time of the alleged defense, is

admissible. Stone v. State, 22 App, 185, 2 S. W. 585.
The general reputation of a house and the character of its occupants may be

proved. Harkey v. State, 33 App, 100, 25 S. W. 291, 47 Am. St. Rep. 19. Evidence
that the owner of a disorderly house lives in an adjoining room is admissible to

show notice. Forbes v. State, 35 App, 24, 29 S. W. 784.
On trial for keeping a disorderly house, evidence of the reputation of the house

and its inmates is clearly admissible. Golden v. State, 34 App, 143, 29 S. '1\T. 779;
Forbes v. State, 35 App, 24, 29 S. W. 784.

That lewd women visited the house with men was competent to show that the

owner who lived in an adjoining house had notice of the purposes for which the
house was being kept. Id.

The evidence in this case shows that defendant, who was a grocery merchant,
kept store about seventy yards from his residence; that a woman came to his
store. After night, a number of men being there, said that he took the woman to

his residence and there had sexual intercourse with her; that some ten of the

other men who were around the store had sexual intercourse with the woman at

defendant's residence that night. Defendant denies having intercourse with the

woman, and denies knowing that others were having intercourse with her until
about midnight, when he immediately drove her away from his house; held, that
the evidence is sufficient to support a conviction for keeping a disorderly house.
Stokeley v. State, 37 App. 638, 40 S. W. 971.

It is not error to permit testimony of reputation of the house for two or three

years previous to the alleged offense, where defendant was the owner during all
that time. Sprague v. State (Cr. App.) 44 S. W. 837.

Evidence of the general reputation of the house and its inmates is admissible
in a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house. Sprague v. State (Cr. App.) 44
S. W. 837.

While proof of the general reputation of a disorderly house is admissible on

the trial of its alleged keeper, such evidence alone is insufficient to convict him.
Ramey v. State, 39 App. 200, 45 S. W. 489; Clifford v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W.365.

It is not admissible to prove the reputation of the house subsequent to the filing
of the complaint or that defendarit permitted it to be kept after that time. Brady
v. State (Cr. App.) 57 S. W. 647.

Testimony that the accused rendered the property alleged to be disorderly house
for taxes is admissible to show ownership. Hamilton v. State (Cr. App.) 60 S.
W.39.

state can prove by the officer that he took acknowledgment of deed to defend
ant conveying the property alleged to be a disorderly house. Hamilton v. State
(Cr. App.) 60 S. W. 40.

Evidence by the superintendent of a gas company that defendant's house had
four gas meters in it, and that all of them were used most of the time, the ac

count being in the name of the defendant, and never having been changed at any
time, was admissible to show that defendant still had control over the house dur
ing an absence, when it was alleged another controlled the house, and as a cir
cumstance to show ownership. Frazier v. State, 47 App. 24, 81 S. W. 532.

Testimony by the tax collector that he issued an occupation license to defendant
to sell beer on the premises in question was admissible to show assertion of own

ership of the premises by defendant. Frazier v. State, 47 App, 24, 81 S. W. 532.
A deed of the premises to defendant, made eight years before the alleged of

fense, was admissible; its remoteness going to its weight, and not its admissibility.
Frazier v. State, 47 App. 24, 81 S. W. 532. .

In a prosecution fOT keeping a disorderly house during a certain month, evi
dence of the reputation of the house for two or three years prior to said month,
during all of which time it was occupied by defendant, was admissible. Frazier
v. State, 47 App. 24, 81 S. W. 532.

Testimony of a minister, who had visited the aileged house and talked with
accused, held admissible as tending to show accused's occupation her manner of
living, and the character of the house she was keeping. WimberlY�. State, 53 App,
11, 108 S. W. 384.

In a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house, the general reputation of the
house in question is admissible. Wimberly v. State, 53 App. 11, 108 S. W. 384.

Since general reputation of the house has long been held admissible, where one
is charged with keeping a disorderly house, though independent evidence must ap
pear that accused was engaged in keeping such house as owner, lessee, or tenant,
Where the Legislature made a house where liquors were sold or kept for sale with
out a license also a disorderly house, they must have contemplated that the same
rule of evidence would apply to the new offense. Joliff v. State, 53 App. 61, 109 S.
w. 176.

On a trial for keeping a disorderly house where liquors were sold and kept for
sale without a license, the testimony of a witness that on a designated day he
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saw a United States internal revenue license in the name of accused posted in the
house was competent to prove the fact of the possession by accused of such a 'u
cense. Joliff v. State, 53 App. 61, 109 S. W. 176.

On a trial for keeping a disorderly house where liquors were sold and kept for
sale without a license, evidence that persons other than accused sold intoxicating
liquors in the house in accused's absence is competent to prove the sale and .keep
ing for sale of intoxicating liquors. Joliff v. State, 53 App. 61, 109 S. W. 176.

The court properly received the testimony of the tax assessor, who stated that
he knew accused by another name and recognized her original assessment of the

property in question as signed by her. Moore v. State, 53 App. 113, 110 S. "'IV. 911.
Evidence held to show that accused was in control of the house, authorizing a

conviction. Moore v. State, 53 App, 113, 110 S. W. 911.
Accused's connection with the house as owner or lessee must be shown by other

testimony than by general reputation. Moore v. State, 53 App, 113, 110 S. W. 911.
EVidence of the general reputation of the house kept by accused is admissible.

Moore V. State, 53 App .. 113, 110 S. W. 911.
In a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house, a question to a witness for the

state whether he had ever had any business transaction in the house in question
and at what time he had been in the house was proper, as introductory and lead
ing up to the particular transaction which was evidence of the offense.' Tachini v.

State, 59 App. 55, 126 S. W. 1139.
.

Evidence that a person who was being prosecuted for keeping a disorderly house
rendered for taxation the property where the house was located for his wife and
made an affidavit as to the ownership and value of said property is admissible to
show ownership of the property, and as connecting defendant with the keeping of
the house. Tachini v. State, 59' App, 55, 126 S. W. 1139.

In a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house, evidence of the general repu
tation of the house during the period set out in the indictment is admissible.
Tachini v. State, 59 App, 55, 126 S. W. 1139.

Where, in a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house where liquors were sold,
there is evidence tbat one other than defendant rented the bouse in which the
liquors were sold, and that be was frequently seen about the place, and defendant
is not shown to have made more than one or two sales, and at a time later than,
any act for which he was found guilty, an internal revenue license issued to such
lessee is admissible, though not shown to have been in the place of business before
the day of trial. Lockhart v. State, 58 App, 438, 126 S. W. 575.

In a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house where intoxicating liqUOTS were

sold, a witness, though he may show the general reputation of the house as a

place where liquors are sold, cannot be permitted to answer a question, asked him,
wbether the sales were "without there first having been obtained a license to re

tail liquors under the law." Lockhart v. State, 58 App, 438, 126 S. W, 575.
In a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house where liquors were sold, evi

dence of sales made by defendant after the last act charged in the indictment is
admissible for the purpose at least of showing defendant's connection with the busi
ness. Lockhart v. State, 58 App, 4.38, 126 S. W. 575.

In a prosecution of appellant and another for keeping a bawdy and assignation!
house, in which it was admitted by appellant that the other was his housekeeper.
evidence as to the character and conduct Of the inmates, and conversations had
with them, and offers by the other defendant to procure women for persons visit
ing the house, was admissible, and was not objectionable on the ground that such
matters occurred in appellant's absence. Hickman v. State, 59 App, 88, 126 S. W•.

1149.
In a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house, evidence that, when wit

ness went to accused's house, no one was there but accused and an unknown man,
and that he jumped over the back fence on seeing the officers who were with wit
ness, was' admissible to prove the character of. the house, when taken in connection
with the rest of the evidence. Fmn v. State, 60 App. 521, 132 S. W. 805.

The ahove evidence would not be inadmissible because the act occurred after'
accused's arrest, since it occurred on the same day, thereby making it closely re
iated to the time covered by the indictment, and since in the nature of things the
character of the house was not fixed necessarily by the transaction of a single day.
Finn v. State, 60: App, 521, 132 S. W. 805.

In a prosecution for keeping a bawdyhouse, testimony was admissible to show
the character of the house, that, when witness visited it, accused tried to get him
to buy a bottle of beer, and stated that it cost $1 a bottle. Gordon v, State, 60
App. 570, 133 S. W. 255.

. Defendant, accused of keeping a disorderly house, can show by anyone cogni
zant of the facts that people had not frequented the house for immoral purposes.
at or about the time made by the state's proof. Thompson v. State, 61 App. 250.
134 S. W. 350.

In a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house, in that intoxicating liquors.
were illegally sold and kept for sale therein, there was error in admitting evidence
of sales to and purchases by persons who were not shown to be employes of or'

connected in business with defendant. Layton v. State, 61 App, 507, 135 S. W. 551.
In a prosecution for keeping a disorderly pouse, evidence of the general reputa

tion of the house as a place where intoxicants were sold, and of the inmates as,

being prostitutes, was admissible; the extent of witness' information as to the
reputation of the house and the number of persons whom he had' heard speak
thereof gOing rather to the weight of the evidence than to its admissibility. Wil-·
son V. State, 61 App, 628, 136 S. W. 447.

In a trial for keeping a disorderly house where intoxicating liquors were sold,
testimony of what was done and said, not only by accused, but by his clerks or

ether employes, tending to show unlawful keeping of intoxicants for sale, is ad
missible. Novy V. State, 62 App. 492, 138 S. W. 139.
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Since under this article keeping a disorderly house and keeping such disorderly
house through an agent are separate offenses, in a trial tor the former offense it
is improper to authorize conviction on evidence showing the latter. Novy v. State,
62 App. 492, 138 S. W. 139.

On a trial for keeping a disorderly house, evidence of the general reputation of
the house, that it had the reputation of being a disorderly house where lewd wo

men resorted and resided, was admissible. Barker v. State, 64 App. 106, 141 S. W.
529.

In a prosecution for unlawfully keeping and knowingly permitting a house under
one's control to be kept as a place where prostitutes resort and reside for the pur

pose of plying their vocation, the general reputation of the house may be testified
to by witnesses cognizant of the facts. Hitchings v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 1164.

In a prosecution for keeping a house in which intoxicating liquors were sold
and kept without a license, the burden is upon the defendant to show he had a

license. Milan v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 185.
Evidence of a live federal liquor license on the wall of defendant's place of

business was admissible, though such license ran to a person other than defend
ant, and it was not shown that defendant had any connection with such license.
Milan v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 185.

In a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house in which spirituous liquors were
-

sold and kept for sale, without first haying obtained a license to retail such liq
uors, orders of the commissioners' court, putting prohibition in force in that county,
were inadmissible as not tending to support any allegation in the information.
Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 306.

Evidence held insufficient to support a conviction for keeping a house for the
sale of liquor without having a license, in violation of the liquor laws. Minter v,

State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 783.
Where accused was prosecuted under this article for keeping a disorderly house

as defined by article 496, as any place where spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
are sold without a license, testimony as to the general reputation of the place was

admiaslble. Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 875.
In a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house, an objection to a question asked

a witness for the state on cross-examination as to whether he had visited the place
after the filing of the complaint was properly sustained, even if the answer was

expected to show that it was running in an orderly manner at that time, since
the manner of running the place after the filing of the complaint was immaterial.
Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 875.

In a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house, in that liquors were sold there
without a license, evidence held to warrant the submission of whether there was

a club, .and , if one in fact existed, whether it was but a subterfuge to cover an

unlawful purpose. Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 875.
In a prosecution for knowingly permitting property to be used as a house of

prostitution, evidence of an inmate that she paid defendant $1.50 a day as rent,
that she was a prostitute, and that she plied her vocation in the house in ques
tion was admissible. Clyman v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 231.

In a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house, evidence by police officer that
he arrested 12 prostitutes in the house and they all pleaded guilty was admissible.
Dimitri v. State, 70 App, 17, 155 S. W. 535.

It is not error to prove that the general reputation of the house was bad. Pace
V. State, 70 App. 454, 156 S. W. 1192.

Where defendant admitted the ownership of the property, but claimed that it
was rented to a club the members of which used the liquor, evidence that after
the time of the commission of the offense with which accused was charged, the sell
ing of liquor in that place was enjoined is inadmissible, because merely being the
opinion of the judge as to the legality of the sales and coming long after the com

mission of the alleged offense. Allen v. State, 71 App, 158, 158 S. W. 508.
Where accused claimed that he rented the premises to a club the members of

which used the liquor, evidence that the place was located near a white school is
inadmissible. Allen v. State, 71 App, 158, 158 S. W. 508.

In a prosecution against one Allen for maintaining a place where intoxicating
liquors were sold without a license, where he admitted his ownership of the prem
ises, but claimed that they were rented to an association the members of which
used the liquor, evidence that the property was known as "Allen's Garden" is in
admissible, generally, tendtng to prejudice accused, and if admitted should be lim
ited to prove ownership. Allen v. State, 71 App, 158, 158 S. W. 508.

On the trial of the owner of a house for knowingly permitting it to be kept
as a house of prostitution, evidence of the general reputation of the house was
admissible. Golden v, State, 72 App, 19, 160 S. W. 957.

In a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house, in which accused, his wife, and
certain other women resided, evidence of the general reputation of such women,
and that they had confessed and pleaded guilty to being prostitutes when arrested
on that charge, and that accused had gone on, their bonds in connection with such
charge, was admissible. Key v. State, 71 App. 485, 160 S. W. 354.

.

In a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house, evidence of the conduct of the
inmates was admi.ssible. Key v. State, 71 App. 485, 160 S. W. 354.

Where, in a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house, it was' shown that de
fendant's wife was the owner of the premises, the fact that records showed that
accused had no interest in the property was immaterial. Key v. State, 71 App, 485,
160 S. W. 354.

On a trial for keeping a disorderly house, evidence that a woman, who fre
quently visited such house, and who would be followed shortly by a man, bore the
reputation of being a woman who made dates with men and met them at assigna
tion houses, was admissible. Smith v. State, 72 App. 206, 162 S. W. 835.

On a trial for keeping a house of prostitution where prostitutes were permitted
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to resort and reside for the purpose of plying their vocation, it was necessary for
the state to show that the inmates were prostitutes plying their vocation in such
house or resorting to it for that purpose. Bowman v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 846.

On a trial for keeping a bawdyhouse, the testimony of a witness that while she
was rooming with accused, men would come there and she would go to other places
and have sexual intercourse with them was admissible, as it tended to show that
accused kept a house where prostitutes resided; especially where the witness fur
ther testified that she had sexual intercourse with men many times in the room

rented from accused. Farris v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 310.
On a trial for keeping a house where prostitutes resorted and resided for the

purpose of plying their vocation, and where men and women met for sexual inter
course, evidence that accused's husband took men and women there to engage in
unlawful cohabitation was admissible, as it tended to show that accused was keep
ing a bawdyhouse, especially as all parties aiding and abetting the commission of
a misdemeanor are "principals," and such acts rendered him liable as a principal
offender. Farris v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 310.

In a prosecution for keeping a disorderly' house, the testimony of a policeman
that he found a young man in a room with defendant and that they both paid
fines, and the testimony of another witness that he found defendant in bed with
a man, was admissible. Nichols v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 304.

On a trial for keeping a bawdyhouse, evidence that the witness had sexual in
tercourse at other places with one of accused's roomers for whom he would call
at accused's house was admissible; especially where there was evidence tending
to show that accused knew the roomer was a prostitute, Farris v. State (Cr.
App.) 170 S. W. 310..

On a trial for keeping a bawdyhouse, evidence that a witness for the state had
tried to get R., an inmate of accused's house, to engage rooms with other persons
for the purpose of entrapping them was properly excluded, where it was not con

tended that he brought her to accused's house or sought to get her to bring other
women there, as this might tend to show animosity towards R., but not towards
accused. Farris v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 310.

In a prosecution for permitting the keeping of a disorderly house on defend
ant's premises, testimony that the general reputation of the keeper of the house,
and of an inma.te, for virtue and chastity, were bad, was admissible. Davidson v.

State (Cr. App.) 173 S. W. 1037.
It is not necessary to sustain a conviction that the defendant be proved to be

the owner, lessee, or tenant of the house, Clifford v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W.
365.

9. Defendant as witness In own behalf.-See C. C. P. art. 790.

10. Charge of th'e court.-It is advisable though not necessary that the word
"prostitution" be defined in the charge. Bigby v. State, 5 App. 101. It is not error,
when the evidence warrants it, to instruct the jury that if the defendant, either
alone, or in connection with another, kept a disorderly house, or was in any way
concerned in keeping such house, he would be guilty. Stone v. State, 22 App. 185,
2 S. W. 585. Where a witness for the state was an accomplice in keeping a dis

orderly house, the court must charge the law relating to accomplice testimony.
Stone v. State, 22 App. 185, 2 S. W. 585.

For charge of the court, see Gamel v. State, 21 App. 357, 17 S. W. 158.
The court, over defendant's objection, read the article of the Penal Code re

lating to keeping a disorderly house, and the punishment therefor, and then ver

bally instructed them that if they believed beyond a reasonable doubt that de
fendant owned, rented, or leased "that! house" they should find defendant guilty.
Held, that this was error. Harkey v. State, 33 App, 100, 25 S. W. 291, 47 Am. St.
Rep. 19.

•

When requested the court should instruct the jury that defendant could not be
guilty of keeping a disorderly house unless he be the owner, lessee or tenant of
the house. Mitchell v. State, 34 App, 311, 30 S. W. 810.

In a prosecution of two persons for keeping a disorderly house, a charge that.
if the jury believed that only one or either of the defendants rented the house,
they should find both not guilty, while incorrect, was not prejudicial to defend
ants. Marx v. Sta te, 44 App, 506, 72 S. W. 590.

Where the court charged to convict, if jury found that offense was committed
within two years from filing indictment, not reversible error in absence of state
ment of racts showing when offense was' committed. The fact may have been that
the offense was committed after the law of 1907 became effective. Matlook v.

State, 52 App. 544, 109 S. W. 193.
Where, on a trial for keeping a disorderly house in violation of Acts 30th Leg.

1907, p. 246, c. 132, the evidence was conflicting on the issue whether accused con
trolled the house and permitted women to go there, the court was required to
submit the issue to the jury. Young v. State, 55 App, 3g3, 116 S. W. 1158.

An instruction that any part of a building used in keeping for sale and selling
intoxicants, and where lewd women, etc., are permitted to conduct themselves in a

lewd, etc., manner, is a disorderly house, was erroneous, as ignoring accused's
defense that he was not connected with the restaurant in the rear of his saloon,
in which the disorderly conduct was permitted. Morgan v, State, 62 App, 39, 136
S. W. 445.

In a prosecution for keeping a disorderly house, in that liquors were being sold
there without a license, where there was no allegation in the information as to
Sunday sales, requested instructions relative to Sunday sales were properly re

fused. Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 875.
Where accused admitted his ownership of the premises, but claimed that he

rented them to an association, the members of which used the liquor, and offered
evidence to that effect, special charges submitting his defense should be given.
Allen v. State, 71 App. 158, 158 S'. W. 508.
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Where, in a prosecution of a husband for keeping a disorderly house on prop
erty owned by his wife, there was no proof that the wife objected to his control
of the property, or that he in fact was not in control thereof, the court did not err

in refusing to charge that the husband was not bound to assume control of the

separate property of his wife. Key v. State (Cr. App.) 160 s. W. 354.
Under an information for keeping a disorderly house in a house owned by an

other and leased by the defendant, an instruction au thortzfng a conviction if de

fendant himself was the owner was reversible error, since he could not be charged
with committing an offense in one way and be convicted for its commission in an

other way. Hall v. State, 72 App, 161, 161 S. W. 457.
Under an information charging that defendant was the lessee of the premises

and kept a house of prostitution, where the evidence fully supported such allega
tion, error in defining the offense by copying the entire statute as to such offenses

was not reversible error. Dean v. State, 72 App. 274, 161 S. W. 974.
On a trial for keeping a house of prostitution where prostitutes were permitted

to resort and reside for the purpose of plying their vocation, where no witness tes

tified that the inmates of such house were prostitutes or that they committed any

act of prostitution, accused was entitled to an instruction to acquit unless they
were prostitutes and resided in, or resorted to, such house to ply the vocation of a

prostitute. Bowman v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 846.
On a trial for keeping a disorderly house, an instruction that the jury must

believe, beyond a reasonable doubt, that accused unlawfully and knowingly per
mitted prostitutes to resort or reside in such house for the purpose of plying their
vocation, or that she unlawfully and knowingly kept such house for the purpose
of prostitution, and in order to convict, and that though they believed that prosti
tutes did resort or reside there for such purpose, they could not convict, unless
they believed, beyond a reasonable doubt, that accused had knowledge of their
character, and knowingly permitted them to ply their vocation there, was properly
refused, since it is necessary only for the state to prove such facts as would
put her upon notice and inquiry which, if followed up, would result in knowledge.
Cunningham v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 519.

Where the indictment charged the offense of keeping an assignation house, the
submission of the wholly different, though allied, offense of keeping a house of
prostitution, was error. Bodine v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 609.

11. Former acquittal or convIction as bar to prosecutlon.-See notes under C.
C. P. art. 9.

12. Injunction.-See notes under arts. 503-505, post, and arts. 4689, 4690, Ver
non's Baylea' Civ. Bt. 1914.

Art. 501. Owner, lessee or agent controlling premises.-Any
owner, lessee, or the agent of either, controlling the premises, hav
ing information that the premises are being kept, used or occupied
as a bawdy or disorderly house, shall be held guilty of knowingly
permitting the premises to be kept as a bawdy or disorderly house,
as the case may be, unless he shall immediately proceed to prevent
the keeping, using or occupying of such house, building, edifice or

tenement for such purpose by giving such information to the coun

ty or district attorney, against the person or persons violating the
provisions of this act, or take such other action as may reasonably
accomplish such result. [Id .. p. 246.]

Illegality of lease.-A lease of premises' to be occupied as a bawdyhouse by the
lessee, executed by the lessor who had knowledge of the lessee's purpose, and
who acquiesced in the use of the premises and collected the rent, is illegal, and nei
ther party may demand relief therefrom or thereunder, within the rule that, where
two persons participate in an unlawful transaction and are in pari delicto, nei
ther a court of law nor equity will aid either, notwithstanding articles 496, 500,
and 501. Eckles v . Nowlin (Civ. App.) 158 s. W. 794.

Art. 502. [362] "Disorderly house" further defined.-Any per
son who shall directly, as agent for another, or through an agent,
knowingly employ or have in his service in any capacity in any
theater, playhouse, dance house, or house where spirituous or malt
liquors are kept for sale, any prostitute, lewd woman or women of
bad reputation for chastity, or permit any such woman to display or

conduct herself therein in an indecent manner, shall be guilty of
keeping a disorderly house, and shall. be punished by a fine of not
less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars,
and by confinement in the county jail for twenty days for each day
that such person is kept in service or employed or permitted to
display or conduct herself as hereinbefore provided. [Act April 4,
1889, p. 33; amended 1907, p. 246.]

See notes under articles 496 and 500.
See Ex parte Bell, 32 App. 308, 22 S. W. 1040, 40 Am. St. Rep. 778.
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Constitutlonality.-Act April 18, 1907 (Acts 30th Leg. c. 132), amending Pen.
Code 1895, tit. 10, c. 4, arts. 361, 362 (articles 502 and 500, ante), does not violate
Const. art. 3, § 36, which provides that no law shall be revived or amended by
reference to its title; but in such case the act revived or the section or sections
amended shall be re-enacted and published at length. Richards v. State, 63 App,
176, 140 S. W. 459.

Variety show or theater.-Any variety show or theater combining the ele
ments set forth in the statute comes within the prohibition of law, and is a dis

orderly house, whatever be the name given to it by the proprietors or the pub
lic. Without these elements it cannot be declared illegal. Where these ele
ments exist, the inmates and proprietor may, under proper ordinance, be ar

rested and convicted of vagrancy, or may be punished as prescribed by the
statute. Disorderly houses are forbidden by law, and a variety show, to come

within the prohibition, must, in effect, be a disorderly house. Ex parte Bell, 32

App, 308, 22 S. W. 1040, 40 Am. St. Rep. 778.
On the prosecution of the manager of a theater for keeping a disorderly house.

the state proved that the women employed in the theater were prostitutes, and
had borne that reputation for several years ,before their employment by defend
ant; that their reputation for chastity was not only bad, but it had been so.

testified to in trials in defendant's presence, While he had them in his employ;
and that, after the theater was over, it was their custom to conduct themselves
in an indecent manner with the patrons. Held, that such facts warranted a

conviction, without positive proof of actual knowledge by defendant of the acts
and doings of the women he employed, since the law requires him to use reason

able diligence to ascertain their character, and all that the state need do is to

prove facts which would put a reasonable man on notice. Johnson v. State, 32
.App. 504, 24 S. W. 411.

An indictment, under the article before the Revised Penal Code took effect,
which charged that defendant was the owner and manager of a theater and
dance house where liquors were sold, and that he unlawfully kept and employed
therein lewd women and prostitutes, was sufficient. Callaghan v. State, 36 App.
536, 38 S. W. 188.

Conflicting powers of state and munlcipalities.-See notes under art. 965, C.
C. P.

Art. 503. [362a] Keeping same may be enjoined.-The habit
ual, actual, threatened or contemplated use of any premises, place,.
building or part thereof, for the purpose of keeping, being interest
ed in, aiding or abetting the keeping of a bawdy or disorderly house,
shall be enjoined at the suit of either the state or any citizen there
of. [Id., p. 246.]

See arts. 4689, 4690 Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, and notes.

Constitutlonality.-This law is constitutional. Clopton v. State (Ctv. App.) 105-
s. W. 994.

Statute to be construed strlctly.-The statute is at least quasi penal, and must
be strictly construed. State v. Duke, 104 Tex. 355, 137 S. W. 654, 138 S. W. 385.

Nature and scope of remedy in general.-This article contemplates issuance of
an injunction only in independent suits primarily to abate the unlawful thing,
and not as an ancillary proceeding to gain possession in suits of trespass to try
title. Eckles v. Nowlin (Civ. App.) 158 S. W. 794.

The granting of an injunction under this article at the suit of an owner exe

cuting a lease of premises with knowledge 'of the lessee's purpose to use the
same as a bawdyhouse, is in effect the granting of relief to the owner from his
illegal contract, and equity cannot issue the injunction. Eckles v. Nowlin (Civ,
App.) 158 s. W. 794.

Under article 496, an injunction restraining defendants from selling or keeping
for sale spirituous, etc., liquors on the premises, was too broad; the court being
only authorized to restrain defendants' use of the house for the sale of liquor
without a license. Soto v. State (Civ. App.) 171 S. W. 279.

Adequacy of other remedy.-The fact that remedy by criminal prosecution is
adequate is no ground for .refusirig' the injunction. Clopton v. State (Civ. App.)
105 S. W. 994.

.

Restraining sale of liquor.-Under this article and article 496, ante, defining a

"disorderly house" to be any house in which liquors are sold or kept for sale
without a license, an injunction restratning defendants from selling or keeping
for sale spirituous, etc., liquors on the premises, was too broad; the court
being only authorized to restrain defendants' use of the house for the sale of
liquor without a license. Soto v. State (Civ. App.) 171 s. W. 279.
-- Sale by club.-See notes under article 496, ante:
An injunction to restrain' a club from selling intoxicating liquors to its mem

bers cannot be granted under this article, unless the persons doing the acts com

plained of may be prosecuted under the statute. State v. Duke, 104 Tex. 355, 137
S. W. 654, 138 S. W. 385.

While a bona fide club situated in a district where liquor may lawfully be
sold, organized for purposes sanctioned by law, and selling liquor to its members,
and not to the public as a mere incident to its organization and without profit,
is not engaged in the occupation or business of selling Intoxlcattng liquors, under
the laws of the state, and cannot be enjoined under articles 496 and 503, provid
ing for injunction against houses where liquor is illegally sold as disorderly hous
es, yet such. protection does not extend to clubs not organized in good faith for
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purposes authorized by law but merely as a subterfuge to evade the law. Soto
v. State (Civ. App.) 171 S. W. 279.

Restraining maintenance of restaurant.-One who maintained a restaurant in
which he permitted lewd women to congregate and drink and to meet men for
the purpose of arranging for unlawful sexual intercourse elsewhere is guilty of
keeping a disorderly house within the purview of articles 497, 498, and' 499, de
fining an assignation house as a place where persons meet by appointment for
the purpose of sexual intercourse, that it shall be unlawful for any person to use

.at such place intoxicating liquors, and that any part of a room or building used
for such purposes is a disorderly house, and so his maintenance of such restau
rant may be enjoined under the direct provisions of article 503. Ex parte Yoshida,
70 App. 212, 156 S. W. 1166.

Petltion.-Preliminary injunction. See notes under article 505 post.
A petition under this article need not negative the matters contained in the

proviso of article 504. The exception contained in the proviso is a matter of de
fense. Lane v. Bell, 53 Civ. App. 213, 115 S. W. 919,

The description of the house as "being situated in the town of G. on the north
side of West Church street in a locality generally known as Silver City," is suf
ficient under this article. Id.

Under article 496, defining a "disorderly house" as one where spirituous, vi

nous, or malt liquors are sold or kept for sale, without a license and article 503 held,
that a petition alleging defendants' possession and control of a house commonly
Known as the "Ureka Club and Socorro Mutua Mexicana," and that defendants
were habitually using the premises as a. disorderly house, and contemplate con

tinuing such use in that therein spirituous, vinous, and malt Iiquora were sold in

quantities of one gallon and less, to be drunk on the premises, and so kept for
sale without a license to retail such liquor, and that there was no person or cor

poration having a license under the law to retail liquor on the premises, was suf
ficient to justify an injunction against the maintenance of the place. Soto v:

State, 171 S. W. 279.

Art. 504. Who may be made parties defendant.-Any person
who may use, or who may be about to use, or who may aid or abet

any other person in the use of any premises, place or building, or

part thereof, may be made' a party defendant in such suit; provid
ed, that the provisions of this article and article 505 shall not apply
to, nor be so construed as to interfere with the control and regula
tion of bawds and bawdy houses by ordinances of incorporated
towns and cities acting under special charters and where the same

are actually confined by ordinance of such city within a designated
district of such city. [Id., p. 246.]

,

See notes under article 503 ante, and arts. 4689, 4690 Vernon's Sayles' Civ.
St. 1914.

License of bawdy houses or prohibition thereof, except in defined dlstricts.�See
notes under article 500 ante.

It is competent for the legislature by special act to empower municipalities to
license, within limits, disorderly houses, and such license is a valid defense to a

prosecution by the state for keeping such a house. Davis v. State, 2 App. 425.
Under authority granted a city council by the city, charter to prohibit or to seg

regate and regulate bawdy houses and variety shows, the granted rights must be
legally exercised in harmony with the criminal laws of this state. Ex parte
Bell, 32 App. 308, 22 S. W. 1040, 40 Am. St. Rep. 778.

The Dallas ordinance prohibiting bawdy houses except in a defined district is
not void as conflicttng with the Penal Code prohibition against keeping such
houses; no penalty being prescribed nor license given. Hatcher v. City of Dallas
(Civ. App.) 133 S. W. 914.

Prohibiting bawdy houses except in a defined district constitutes legitimate
exercise of police power. Hatcher v. City of Dallas (Civ. App.) 133 S. W. 914.

The Dallas ordinance prohibiting bawdy houses except in a defined district
does not infringe the constitutional prohibition against dama.ging property for
public use without adequate compensation, on account of injury resulting to prop
erty adjoining such district. Hatcher v. City of Dallas (Civ, App.) 133 S. W. 914.

Under the express terms of Dallas City Charter, and under this article as add
ed by Laws 1907, c. 132, the city is empowered to prescribe limits outside of
which bawds shall not reside: Hatcher v. City of Dallas (Civ. App.) 133 s. W,
�14.

The use of real property for prostitution being contrary to the laws of tha
state, a city has no authority to set apart and designate any portion thereof for
the purposes of permitting prostitutes to resort and reside therein fOol" the pur
pose of plying their vocation. Clyman v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 230.

Art. 505. Duty of attorney general, district or county attorney.
-The attorney general and the several district and county attor

neys shall institute and prosecute all suits that said attorney gen
eral, or such district or county attorney, may deem necessary to

enjoin such use; provided, that such suit may be brought and pros
ecuted by anyone of such officers; and provided, further, that
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nothing in the above proviso contained shall prevent such injunc
tion from issuing at the suit of any citizen of this state, who may
sue in his own name; and such citizen shall not be required to
show that he is personally injured by the acts complained of; and
the procedure in all cases brought hereunder shall be the same as in
other suits for injunction, as near as may be; provided, that when
the suit is brought in the name of the state by any of the officers
aforesaid, the petition for injunction need not be verified. [Id., p.
246.]

See notes under art. 4690 Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.

Validity of statute.-This article in authorizing suit to restrain the keeping of
a disorderly house to be brought by any citizen without showing that he is
personally injured by the acts complained of, is not invalid. Ex parte Morgan,
57 App. 551, 124 S. W. 99, 136 Am. St. Rep. 996.

Repeal of statute.-This article, authorizing suit to restrain the keeping of a.

disorderly house to be brought by any citizen, without showing that he is person
ally injured by the acts complained of, is not repealed by article 4643, Vernon's
Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, which has reference largely to the practice with reference to
granting writs, hearing thereof, and appeals and orders granted therein, but does
not by its terms or necessary implication repeal the former provision. Ex parte'
Morgan, 57 App, 551, 124 S. W. 99, 136 Am. St. Rep. 996.

Preliminary injunction-Notice.-A preliminary injunotion should not ordinarily
be granted without notice; the status quo being maintained in the meantime by
the issuance of a restraining order. Soto v. State (Civ. App.) 171 S. W. 279.
-- Petition.-Under this article providing that the procedure to enjoin the

maintenance of a liquor nuisance as a disorderly house shall be the same as in
other suits for injunction, as near as may be, except that the, petition need not be
verified, a verified petition is not necessary to a preliminary injunction in such
cases. Soto v. State (Civ. App.) 171 S. W. 279.

Where, in a suit to enjoin' a liquor nuisance as a disorderly house, the petition
prayed an injunction restraining defendants from using the premises to sell spir
ituous, etc., liquors, and from keeping for sale therein such liquors and from
selling the same on the premises, it was sufficient to justify the issuance of a.

preliminary injunction. Soto v. State (Civ. App.) 171 S. W. 279.

Violation of injunction and punishment therefor.-Where relator was adjudged
guilty of contempt in violating an injunction restraining him from continuing to
run a disorderly house, a writ of commitment for contempt, where showing that
the order was made in the court which had issued the injunction, is not invalid
because through a clerical error it was recited that it was given in another court.
Ex parte Yoshida, 7() App. 212, 156 S. W. 1166.

The complaint calling to the court's attention' the fact that relator had vio
lated an injunction restraining him from maintaining a disorderly house, when.
signed by the county attorney officially, is sufficient, though not verified by him.
Ex parte Yoshida, 70 App. 212, 156 S. W. 1166.

Art. 506.. [363] Sheriffs and other officers, district judges and

grand juries, their duties in the premises.-Sheriffs and their depu
ties, constables and their deputies, mayors, marshals, chiefs of police,
their deputies and assistants, and policemen of towns and cities are

especially charged diligently to discover and report to the proper le

gal authorities, and by all lawful means to aid in the enforcement of
the law for all violations of the articles of this chapter; the district
judges are required to give them specially in charge to the grand
juries, and grand juries are required at every term of the district
court of their county to call before them each and all officers charg
ed with the enforcement of the articles of this chapter and examine
them under oath touching their knowledge and information of vio
lations thereof, and as to their diligence in their enforcement. [Act
April 4, 1889, p. 33.]

Enforcement of law by policemen-Falsely pretendIng to be officer.-Code Cr.
Proc. arts. 43, 44, respectively, declare that policemen of an incorporated mu

nicipality are peace officers, and that it shall be the duty of every peace officer
to preserve peace, while Pen. Code, arts. 506, 561, 611, require peace orIicers, in
cluding policemen, to aid in the enforcement of the law against disorderly hous
es, gambling, and the unlawful sale of intoxtcants, and article 349, defining the
term "officer," states that it includes any peace officer, marshal, or policeman
of a city or town. Held that, while an executive officer is one whose duties are

mainly to cause the laws to be executed, a policeman is an executive officer
within the purview of Pen. Code, art. 424, providing that any person who shall
falsely assume or pretend to be a judicial or executive officer of the state shall
be punished, for a policeman is a public officer of the state expressly charged by
the statutes with enforcing a large body of the criminal law. Ex parte Preston;
72 App. 77. '161 S. W. 115.
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_- Bribery of policeman.-Under article 496, defining a "disorderly house,"
among other definitions, as one in which liquors are kept for sale without a li
cense, or as any house in any county, etc., in which the sale of intoxicating liq
uor is prohibited, where there is posted a United States retail liquor or malt liq
uor dealer's license, article 500, making it an offense to keep, assist, or permit the

keeping of a disorderly house, article 506, requiring policemen to discover and re

port to the proper legal authorities, and by all lawful means to aid in the en

forcement of the law for all violations of that chapter, articles 548 to 563, inclu

sive, denouncing gaming or keeping of premiseS! therefor, or permitting the keep
ing of any place therefor, article 564, requiring policemen to avail themselves of all
lawful means to suppress violations of that law, article 611, prohibiting sales of

intoxicating liquor without a license, article 631, requtrtng peace officers having
knowledge of violations of that chapter to report them to the county attorney,
article 349, and Code Cr. Proc. art. 43, both providing that policemen are peace
officers, Code Cr. Proc. art. 44, requiring peace officers to preserve the peace
within their jurisdiction by using all lawful means, to interfere without war

rant where authorized by statute to prevent· or suppress crime, to give notice to

some magistrate of offenses committed. in his jurisdiction where he has good
reason to believe. there has been a violation of the penal law, and to arrest of
fenders without warrant where authorized by law, and article 261, authorizing
municipal authorities to establish rules authorizing the arrest without warrant

of persons found in suspicious places and under circumstances reasonably show

ing that they have been guilty of a felony or breach of t.he peace sor are about to

commit some offense against the law, peace officers are required to do all things
necessary or proper to prevent, suppress, and punish crime, and hence an indict

ment for bribing a policeman not to arrest, report, and file a complaint against ac

cused for keeping a gambling house or place where liquor was unlawfully sold was

not defective on the ground that the law did not require police officers to report
and file complaints against violators. Minter v. State" 70 App, 634, 159 S. W. 286.

CHAPTER FOUR A

PANDERING
Art.
506a.
506b.
506c.

Pandering.
Same; defense; venue.

Same; female as competent wit
ness; marriage to accused; pro
viso.

Art.
506d. Same; keeping rendezvous for fe

males; employment of procur
ers.

Same; marriage as defense.506e.

Article 506a. Pandering.-Any person who shall procure or at

tempt to procure or be concerned in procuring, with or without her
consent, a female inmate for a house of prostitution, or who, by
promises, threats, violence or by any device or schemes, shall cause,
induce, persuade or encourage a female person to become an inmate
of a house of prostitution, or shall procure a place as inmate in a

house of prostitution for a female person, or any person who shall,
by promises, threats, violence or by any device or scheme, cause,
induce, persuade or encourage an inmate of a house of prostitution
to remain therein as such inmate, or any person who shall, by fraud
or artifice, or by duress of person or goods, or by abuse of any posi
tion of confidence or authority, procure. any female person to be
come or remain an inmate of a house of ill fame, or to enter any
place in which prostitution is encouraged or allowed in this State,
or to come into this State or leave this State for the purpose of
prostitution, or who shall procure any female person to become an

inmate of a house of ill fame within this State, or to come into this
State or to leave this State for the purpose of prostitution or who
shall give or agree to receive or give any money or thing of value for
procuring, or attempting to procure, any female person to become
an inmate of a house of ill fame within this State, or to come into
this State or leave this State for the purpose of prostitution, shall
be guilty of pandering, and, upon conviction for an offense under
this Act, shall be deemed guilty of a felony and shall be punished
by confinement in the penitentiary for any term of years, not less
than five. [Act 1911, p. 29, ch. 23, § 1.]

Regulation of interstate commerce.-The statute making it a felony to pro
cure a female to leave the state for the purpose of prostitution, is not a regula
tion of interstate commerce, since it is not the transportation of the girl that is
made punishable, but the acts within the state by which she was induced to leave.
Hewitt v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 40.

.
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Nature and elements of offense.-In a prosecution for pandering, an instruction
that, if it was understood between defendant and prosecutrix, his wife, that they
should leave H. county and enter a house of prostitution, and they did so enter
the house of J., or if they formed such understanding at that time and entered
and remained in such house of J., the jury should find defendant not guilty, was

properly refused, since, if defendant left H. county with prosecutrix and carried
her to B. county with the understanding that she was to enter a house of prosti
tution, and he procured her admission thereto, he was guilty, though he did" so

with her consent and at her request. Stevens v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 944.
In a prosecution for procuring a woman to come into the state for prostitution,

her previous immorality is no defense. McDowell v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S.
W. 521.

"

To constitute the offense of procuring a woman to come into the state for pros
titution, it is not necessary that the procuring be by fraud, duress, etc. Me
Dowell v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 521.

The term "prostitution" has different meanings according to the sense in
which it is used. Illicit intercourse, which in a sense is prostitution, may be
adultery, where one of the parties is married, or fornication where both are un

married, and in a sense the offense of pandering means the procuring of a place
for' a female with or without her consent in a house of prostitution, and induc
ing her to practice illegal sexual intercourse with others. Hewitt v. State, 71 App,
243, 158 S. W. 1120.

The term "pandering" used to define the offense created by this article means,
and is limdted to, the procuring of a female to become an inmate of a house of ill
fame or to prostitute her body to other men; the term "pander" meaning one who
caters to the lust of others, a male bawd, a pimp, or procurer, the offense not

being established by proof of illicit intercourse between the female and the al

leged panderer. Hewitt v. State, 71 App, 243, 158 S. W. 1120.
This article in providing that any person who shall procure, attempt to pro

cure, or be concerned in procuring, with or without her consent, a female inmate
for a house of prostitution, or who by promises, threats, violence, shall cause any
female to become an inmate of a house of prostitution, shall be guilty of a felony
and be punished, etc., was intended to cover all acts, devices, etc., to induce

any female to submit her body to other men for the purposes of prostitution,
whether they succeeded or not, and it is immaterial whether she prior -thereto,
was virtuous or not; and to reach solicitors for such houses, as well as those
acting on their own initiative and behalf, whether they were connected, either
directly or indirectly, at the time, with any such house. Currington v. State, 72

App. 143, 161 S. W. 478.
Indictment.-An indictment charging pandering in the language of the statute

was sufficient. Jones v. State, 72 App, 496, 162 S. W. 1142.
An indictment under this article need not allege the state into which the fe

male was induced to go; the offense being complete even though there was no par
ttcular destination determined upon. Hewitt v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 40.

Under article 3, forbidding punishment of any act or omission not made a

penal offense by written law, and under this article defining the offense of pan

dering as committed by "any person who shall by fraud or artifice or by duress
of person, * *" * or by abuse of * * * confidence, procure any female per
son to become an inmate of a house of ill fame, or to enter any place in which
prostitution is • * * allowed," an indictment charging that defendant "by
fraud, etc., and by abuse of confidence, etc., did * * * procure and induce
* * * the said female to submit her body and person to men for the purpose
of prostitution," is insufficient to sustain a conviction, as failing to allege that
the woman was induced to remain in or enter a house of prostitution. House
man v. State (Cr. App.) 173 s. W. 1036.

An indictment charging the offense of pandering in the words of the statute
is sufficient without specific averments as to the house of prostitution into which
the woman was inveigled. Clark v. State (Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 354.

Evldence.-In a prosecution for pandering, evidence held to sustain a convic
tion. Stevens v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 944.

In a prosecution for pandering, evidence of the prosecutrix's prior immoral
character, and that her prior reputation was bad, related to a collateral issue, and
was inadmissible as matter of defense. Stevens v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 944.

In a prosecution for pandering, evidence that prosecutrix had previously lived
an immoral life and was willing to accompany accused to the place where she
was taken was no defense. Stevens v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 944.

Evidence held to sustain a conviction of procuring a woman to come into the
state for prostitution. McDowell v. State (Cr. App.) 155 s. W. 521.

In a prosecution under this article for attempting to procure a woman to enter
a house of prostitution, evidence of defendant's other acts, though tending to prove
other crimes, was admissible as being so connected with the crime charged that it
would tend to establish his intent therein. Currington v. State, 72 App, 143, 161
S. W. 478.

In a prosecution under this article for endeavoring to procure a woman to enter
a house of prostitution, the jury must find beyond a reasonable doubt the requi
sites of the offense. Currington v. State, 72 App, 143, 161 S. W. 478.

In a prosecution under this article for attempting to procure a woman to enter
a house of ill fame, the burden of proof was on the state. Currington v. State, 72
App. 143, 161 S. W. 478.

I� such prosecution there was a presumption of innocence in defendant's favor.
Currington v. State, 72 App, 143, 161 S. W. 478.

On a trial for procuring a place for a woman in a house of prostitution the
court did not err in refusing to require such woma.n and the proprietress of'such
house, who admitted that they were going under assumed names, to disclose their
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true names, unless such information could be of some useful purpose to accused,
and hence a bill of exceptions which did not show why accused desired to know
their true names presented nothing for review. Jones v. State, 72 App. 496, 162
S. W. 1142.

On a trial for procuring a place for a woman in a house of prostitution, evidence
that the house in question had the general reputation of being a house of prostitu
tion was admissible. Jones v. State, 72 App. 496, 162 S. W. 1142.

On a trial for procuring a place for a woman in a house of prostitution as an

inmate, evidence that accused visited her at such house was admissible. Jones v,

State, 72 App, 496, 162 S. W. 1142.
On a trial for procuring a place for a woman as an inmate of a house of pros

titution, the admission of evidence that accused, while visiting her at such house,
cursed her for refusing to give him money was not reversible error where the jury
assessed the minimum penalty. Jones v. State, 72 App, 496, 162 S. W. 1142.

Such evidence should, however, be excluded on proper objection. Jones V.

State, 72 App. 496, 162 S. W. 1142.
In a prosecution for procuring a female to leave the state for the purpose of

prostitution, where the defendant contended that the girl had insisted on going
with him, and that he endeavored to persuade her to return home, evidence that
the defendant had borrowed money from the girl's father to enable him to search
for her when he already knew where she was was admissible as contradicting his
defense. Hewitt v. State (Cr. App.) 167 s. W. 40.

In a prosecution for procuring a girl to leave the state for the purpose of pros
titution, evidence held sufficient to show that the defendant had such purpose
when he induced the girl tol leave and at all other times. Hewitt v. State (Cr.
App.) 167 S. W. 40.

In a prosecution for procuring a female to leave the state for the purpose of
prostitution, evidence that the defendant had taken the prosecuting witness to a

certain place in another state was admissible to prove that he had procured her
to leave the state. Hewitt v, State (Cr-. App.) 167 S. W. 40.

In a prosecution for the procuring of a woman to have sexual intercourse with
another man, evidence that during the intercourse she robbed the man, and gave
part of the money to accused, is admissible as part of the res gestse, Bybee v,

State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 526.
In a prosecution for procuring a woman for another man to have sexual inter

course with, evidence of the other man's conversation with accused before the
appearance of the female, of the fact that the woman had sexual intercourse with
him, and of the man's payment to her, is admissible.' Bybee v, State (Cr. App.)
168 s. W.· 526.

In a prosecution for pandering, evidence that witnesses had arrested prostitutes
in the house into which the woman was inveigled is ,admissible; the state being
bound to show that the woman was taken to a place wb ere prostitution was al
lowed or encouraged. Clark v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 354.

That the arrests occurred a year before does not render the evidence inadmissi
ble on account of remoteness. Clark v, State (Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 354.

Question for jury.-Evidence in a prosecution for pandering held for the
jury. Clark v, State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 354.

Charge of cOUl:t.-Where, in a prosecution of defendant for pandering, by tak
ing his wife to the house of J., all the evidence showed that prosecutrix while in
the house was engaging in sexual intercourse with others than defendant, her hus
band, -and that defendant knew it was a house of prolstitution when he placed his
wife therein, a request to charge that, if defendant procured a room in the house
from J. for the use of himself and wife, and remained in the house for that pur
pose, he should be found not guilty, though the jury· should also find that the
house was a house of prostitution, was properly refused as not supported by the
evidence. Stevens v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 944.

Since this article, prohibiting and punishing pandering, was intended only to
cover those acts, conduct, and devices of a person to induce a female to submit
her body to other men for prostitution, as distinguished from other sexual crimes
as adultery, fornication, etc., where accused, while not denying intercourse with
prosecutrix, did deny that he had ever attempted to induce her to submit her per
son to prostitution, and there was no evidence that she had been induced so to do,
it was error for the court to refuse to define "prostitution" under the statute pro
hibiting pandering; it being the claim of accused that the state's case showed a

commission of adultery, but not the offense charged. Hewitt v, State, 71 App.
243, 158 S. W. 1120.

This article makes procurement a felony punishable by imprisonment. Code
Cr. Proc., art. 58, and Pen. Code, art. 10, declare that! all words used in the Code
are to be taken and understood in their usual acceptation in common language,
except when particularly defined by law. Held that, as the word "procured" had
no other meaning than that in which it was commonly understood, there was no

error in failing to define it. Currington v. State, 72 App, 143, 161 S. W. 478.
Where the court submitted only those grounds charged in the indictment and

restricted the jury to a consideration thereof, the fact that in defining the statu-.
tory offense of pandering he copied the entire section relating thereto is harmless.
Clark v, State (Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 354.

-

In a prosecution for pandering, the court need not define the terms "prostitu
tion" and "house of ill fame." Clark v: State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 354.

Female procured as accomplice.-See notes under article 79 ante.

Art. 506b. Same; defense; venue.-It shall not be a defense to
a prosecution for any of the Acts prohibited in the foregoing sec

tion, that any part of such act or acts shall have been committed
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outside this State, and the offense shall in such case be deemed and
alleged to have been committed and the offender tried and punished
in any county in which the prostitution was intended to be practic
ed, or in which the offense was consummated, or in which any overt
acts in furtherance of the offense shall have been committed. [Id.,
§ 2.]

Art. S06c. Same; female as competent witness; marriage to

accused; proviso.-Any such female person referred to in the fore
going sections shall be a competent witness in any prosecution un

der this Act to. testify for or against the accused as to any transac
tion or as to any conversation with the accused or by such accused
with another person or persons in her presence, notwithstanding
her having married the accused before or after the violation of the
provisions of this Act, whether called as a witness during the exist
ence of the marriage or after its dissolution; provided, however,
that any testimony or statement given by such female during the
trial for any such offense above named shall not be used as evi
dence against her in any criminal prosecution. [Id., § 3.]

Wife as witness.-Under the express provisions of this article, a wife is a com

petent witness against her husband in a prosecution, for pandering. Stevens v.

State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 944.

Exemption from rule governing accomplices.-The provision of the statute
against pandering that the female for whom a room in a house of' prostitution is
alleged to have been procured may testify for or against accused shows an inten
tion not to bring such witnesses within the rule governing accomplices' testimony,
since, under the law, an accomplice cannot testify for a codefendant, and hence
the court properly refused to charge that such female and the proprietor of the
house of prostitution were accomplices. Jones v. State, 72 App. 496, 162 S. W.
1142.

The female induced to leave the state for the purpose of prostitution is not an

accdmpltce, even though she went voluntarily. Hewitt v. State (Cr. App.) 167 s.
W.40.

Art. 506d. Same; keeping rendezvous for females; employ
ment of procurers.-Any person who shall keep, or be concerned
in keeping or maintaining, any house or station or place of rendez
vous or place of resort for females, under the guise of securing, for
such female, a place of employment, but with the intent to' place
such female in a house of prostitution or in the possession of anoth
er person, to be used for prostitution, shall be deemed guilty of a

felony, and, upon conviction, shall be punished by imprisonment in
the penitentiary for a term of years not less than five. Any person
keeping such house or station or place of rendezvous or resort for
females, who shall employ any other person to procure any female
to go to such place of resort, shall be guilty of a felony, and, upon
conviction, shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary
for any term of years not less than five. [Id., § 4.]

Art. 506e. Same; marriage as defense.-The act or state of
marriage shall not be a defense to any violation of this Act. [Id.,
§ 5.]

CHAPTER FIVE

MISCELLANEOUS OFFENSES
Art.
507. "Sodomy" defined and punished.
508. Indecent publications and expo

sures.

509. Disseminating scandals and lech
ery.

Art.
510. Desecration of graves.
511. Interference with dead bodies.
512. College, physictan or' surgeon re

ceiving dead bodies.
513. Punishment for.

Article 507. [364] "Sodomy" defined and punished.-If any
person shall commit with mankind or beast the abominable and de
testable crime against nature, he shall be deemed guilty of sodomy,
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and, on conviction thereof, he shall be punished by confinement in
the penitentiary for not less than five nor more than fifteen years.

[Act Feb. 11, 1860, p. 97.]
-

Nature and elements of offense.-It was formerly held that this offense was

not punishable, because not defined. Fennell v. State, 32 Tex. 378; Frazier v: State,
39 Tex. 390.' But it is no longer necessary that the offense, to be punishable,
should be expressly defined, and "sodomy" being an offense eo nomine with a

penalty affixed thereto, is now punishable. Ex parte Bergen, 14 App, 52; Cross
v, State, 17 ApD. 476.

Whilst sodomy is punished by this article, it is only generally defined as the
"abominable and detestable crime against nature, with mankind or beast," and we

must look to the common law for the elements of the crime. At common law, the
act in a child's mouth did not constitute the offense, and such being the nature of
the detestable act of which defendant was proven guilty, in this case, the convic
tion can not stand. Prindle v. State, 31 App. 551, 21 S. W. 360, 37 Am. St. Rep.
833.

)6 Copulation in the mouth not sufficient. Prindle v. State, 31 App. 551, 21 S. W.
360, 37 �. St. Rep. 833; Lewis v . State, 36 App, 37, 35 S. W. 372, 61 Am. St. Rep.
831; MItchell v. State, 49 App. 535, 95 S. W. 500.

Woman is included in the term mankind as used in this article. Lewis v. State,
36 App. 37, 35 S. W. 372, 61 Am. St. Rep. 831. A venereal affair against the order
of nature with a woman is sodomy. Adams v. State, 48 App, 90, 86 S. W. 334, 122
Am. St. Rep. 733.

An instruction, on a trial for sodomy, that if the jury had a reasonable doubt
as to penetration Of the animal they should acquit, sufficiently covered the ques
tion of penetration. Moody v. State, 121 S. W. 1117.

Indtctment.c--Wtllson'u Cr. Forms, 259-261.
It is not enough to charge this offense in the very language of the statute. The

facts which will put the defendant upon notice of the specific act must be averred.
State v. Campbell, 29 Tex. 44, 94 Am. Dec. 251. An indictment which charged that
the defendant "did unlawfully and wilfully commit with a mare, the same being a

beast, the abominable and detestable crime against nature, by then and there
having carnal connection with said beast, and did then and there commit the
crime of sodomy with said beast" was held sufficient. The objection to said in
dictment that it did not allege the genus of the mare, or that said mare was a

female of her species, was not a valid one. A mare is the female of the horse or

equine genus of quadrupeds. Cross. v . State, 17 App, 476.
Motion to quash indictment because the indictment does not allege the term

of the court at which the grand jury was organized. The indictment alleges that
the court was then in session for the fifty-fourth judicial district, and alleges the
indictment to bel the act of the grand jury of McLennan county, and that it was.

presented in open court; held, that it was sufficient. Wright v. State, 35 App.
367, 33 S. W. 973.

The indictment need not allege the sex of the person on whom the crime was

committed and this though it alleges a name applicable to either sex. Adams v.

State, 48 App, 90, 86 S. W. 334, 122 Am. St. Rep. 733.
Indictment charging copulation with a "sow" sufficiently described the animal.

Langford Y. State, 48 App. 561, 89 S. W. 830.
.

An indictment for sodomy, charging that the offense was committed by cop
ulation with a woman, in that he penetrated her fundament or anus with his
private parts, is sufficient. James v, State, 61 App. 232, 134 S. W. 699.

Evidence.-Carnal knowledge is as essentially an element of this offense as it is
of rape, and the rules of evidence which apply in a prosecution for rape should
be observed in prosecutions for sodomy. Penetration, as in rape, must' be proved"
though to no particular depth. The jury may infer penetration from circumstances,
without direct proof. Cross v, State, 17 App. 476.

Evidence held insufficient. Langford v: State, 48 App, 561, 89 S. W. 830; Mul
lins v. State, 45 App. 465, 76 S. W. 560.

For evidence, see Richardson v. State, 49 App, 391, 94 S.. W. 1016, and notes
under C. C. P. art. 783 et seq.

Evidence held to support a conviction of sodomy. Moody v: State, 57 App, 76,
121 S. W. 1117.

Punishment.-A term of two years for one 16 years old was unauthorized. The
court should have told the jury that if they found that defendant was guilty and
was 16 or under and they assessed his punishment at 5 years, they might in their
discretion confine him in the reformatory rather than the penitentiary. Brown v,

State, 50 App. 626, 99 S. W. 1001.
A verdict of guilty against two, not assessing separate punishment was bad.

Medis v. State, 27 App. 194, 11 S. W. 112, 11 Am. St. Rep. 192.

Accomplice.-If there was consent, the person participating was an accomplice
and his testimony required corroboration. Medis v. State, 27 App. 194, 11 S. W.
112, 11 Am. St. Rep. 192.

..

Questions for jury.-If the evidence leave the question of consent in doubt it
is for the jury. Medis v. State, 27 App. 194, 11 S. W. 112, 11 Am. St. Rep. 192.

Art. 508. [365] Indecent publications and exposures.-If any
person shall make, publish or print any indecent and obscene print,
picture or written composition, manifestly designed to corrupt the
morals of youth, or shall designedly make any obscene and indecent
exhibition of his own or the person of another, in public, he shall
be fined not exceeding one hundred dollars.
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Nature and elements of offense.-The publicity contemplated had reference to.
persons rather than place. An exhibition in a public road might not be "in pub
lic" while a similar act in a private place might be "in public" within the mean

ing of the law, depending on persons who. did or could see the act. Moffit v, State,
43 Tex. 346.

The "obscene and indecent exhibition" means an exposure of the parts of the
person commonly considered as private, and does not mean or include obscene or

indecent print, picture or written composition placed on the clothes worn on the
person. Tucker v. State, 28 App. 541, 13 S. W. 1004.

"Stay with me after school. I have secured a powder through the mail that
will make you safe" is not such an "indecent composition" as is "manifestly de

signed to corrupt the morals of youth" within the meaning of this article. A
female over 21 years of age is not a youth within the meaning of this article.
Edwards v. State, 47 App, 611, 85 S. W. 797.

One charged with delivering an obscene picture to a female about 15 years of
age may not show in justification that she had previously received other lewd pic
tures. Holcomb v. State, 60 App. 408, 132 S. W. 362.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 262, 265.
An indictment for indecent publication should allege or set out the publication

sufficiently to enable the court to judge of its character. State v. Hanson, 23 Tex.
232. An indictment for an indecent exposure of person is sufficient, if the of
fense be charged in the language of the statute. Moffit v. State, 43 Tex. 346; State
v, Griffin, Id. 538.

An indictment charging that defendant on a day stated did then and there de
signedly make an obscene and indecent exhibition of his person in public contrary
to law and against the peace and dignity, etc., was sufficient. State v. Griffin, 43
Tex. 538.

When, in charging the making, etc., of an indecent, etc., written composition,
the composition being set out in haec verba, it is unnecessary to charge the man

ner and means of the making of the same, or the circumstances attending its pub
lication. Smith v. State, 24 App. 1, 5 S. W. 510.

Where the defendant is indicted for making and publishing an indecent and
obscene written composition, it, is the province of the judge to. determine whether
it is indecent and obscene. Smith v. State, 24 App. 1, 5 S. W. 510.

A recital in an indictment for making and publishing an obscene compoaitton
that certain words were "manirestlv designed to corrupt the morals of youth,"
does not mean that the composition of itself and upon its face must manifestly
produce that effect, but refers to the intention and purpose of the defendants in
making the -composttfon. Smith v. State, 24 App, 1, 5 S. W. 510.

For an indictment setting out a medical advertisement, held not "manifestly
designed," etc., and therefore insufficient on its face, see Abendroth v, State, 34
App. 325, 30 S. W. 787.

Art. 509. Disseminating scandals and lechery.-Every person
or persons who shall, within this "state, engage in the business of
editing, publishing or disseminating any newspaper, pamphlet,
magazine, or any printed paper, devoted mainly to the publication
of scandals, whoring, lechery, assignations, intrigues between men

and women, and immoral conduct of persons; or any person or per
sons who shall knowingly have in his or her possession for sale, or

shall keep for sale, or distribute, or in any way assist in the sale, or

shall gratuitously distribute, or give away, any such newspaper,
pamphlet, magazine, or printed paper, in this state, shall be deemed
guilty of a felony, and, on conviction thereof, shall be punished by
imprisonment in the penitentiary for a term of not less than two
nor more than five years. [Act 1897, p. 160.]

Indictment.-Willso.n's Cr. Forms, 263, 264.

Art. 510. [366] Desecration of grave.-If any person shall
wrongfully destroy, mutilate, deface, injure or remove any tomb,
monument, gravestone or other structure in any place used or in
tended for the burial of the dead, or any fence, railing or curb for
the protection of such structure, or any inclosure for any such place
of burial, 'or shall wrongfully injure, cut, remove or destroy any
tree or shrub growing within any such inclosure, he shall be pun
ished by imprisonment in jail not exceeding six months, or by fine
not exceeding five hundred dollars. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 166.]

Intent.-Where the defendant had placed a new fence instead of the old one,
and his fence was a good one, this was held to. be no defense. Having done what
the law forbade, it would not avail him that in doing it, he Intended-ran ultimate
good. Phillips v. State, 29 Tex. 226.

In a prosecution hereunder the fact that the graveyard was neglected and had
grown up in a wilderness, and was situated near defendant's house, and had be
come the rendezvous of polecats, who preyed on his chickens, and that he mere

ly cut down some or the' bushes in order to. get out the polecats, raises a question
for the jury as to whether the. act was wrongfully done. Bird v, State, 46 App.
135, 79 S. W. 25.
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It is error, in instructing on the elements of the offense, to omit the word
"wrolllgfully." Bird v. State, 46 App. 135, 79 S. W. 25.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 266-268.
See Phillips v. State, 29 Tex. 226.-

Questions for jury.-In this case, for cutting shrubs, etc., growing in an in
closure, a graveyard, it should be left to the jury to determine whether or not the
act was wrongfully done. Bird v. State, 46 App. 135, 79 S. 'V. 25.

Charge of court.-Where it appears that one string was gone from the grave
yard ferice, and that it was broken down in other places, it is error to refuse to
instruct that the word "inclosure" means the act of inclosing, the separating of
land from common ground into distinct possession by a fence, and if the jury have
a reasonable doubt as to whether the graveyard was an inclosure as thus defined
they should acquit. Bird v. State, 46 App. 135, 79 S. W. 25.

It is error in a prosecution under' this article to refuse to charge defining the
word "inclosure" and instructing the jury that if they have a reasonable doubt
as to whether the graveyard was an inclosure as defined to acquit the defendant.
Bird v. State, 46 App, 135, 79 S. W. 25.

.

Art. 511. [367] Interference with dead bodies.-If any person
not authorized by law, or by a relative or friend, for the purpose of

reinterment, shall disinter, remove or carry away any human body,
or the remains thereof, or shall conceal the same, knowing it to be
so illegally disinterred, he shall be punished by fine not exceeding
two thousand dollars.

Indictment.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 269, 270.
The dead body should be specified or designated by the name by which it was

known, in order to identify the transaction and point out the particular offense
with which accused is charged, and if this cannot be done sufficient reason should
be alleged in the pleading why this is not done. Leach v. State, 44 App. 523, 72
S. W. 600. Followed by Harris v. S�te (Cr. App.) 72 S. W. 1134.

Art. 512. College, physician or surgeon receiving dead bodies.
.N0 school, college, physician or surgeon shall be allowed or permit
ted to receive any such body or bodies until bond shall have been
given to the state by such physician or surgeon, or by or in behalf
of such school or college, to be approved by the clerk of the county
court in and for the county in which such physician or surgeon may
reside, or in which such school or college may be situated, and to
be filed in the office of said clerk, which bond shall be in the penal
sum of one thousand dollars, conditioned that all such bodies which
the said physician or surgeon or said college shall receive thereafter
shall be used; and all such experiments on the lower animals shall
be conducted only for the promotion of medical science; and who
soever shall sell or buy such body or bodies, or in any way traffic
in the same, or shall transmit or convey, or cause or procure to be
transmitted or conveyed, said bodies to any place outside the state,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, on conviction, be liable
to a fine not exceeding two hundred dollars for each offense; or to
be imprisoned for a term not exceeding two years in the county jail.
[Act 1907, p. 119.]

Civil provisions, see Vernon'a Sayles' Civ, St. 1914, arts. 5756-5763.

Art. 513. Punishment for . ..,-Any person having duties imposed
upon him by the provisions of this law who shall refuse, neglect or

omit to perform said duties, or any of them, as required by said law
shall, on conviction thereof, be liable to a fine of not less than on�
hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars for each offense.
[Id., p. 119.]
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TITLE 11

.oFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC POLICY AND ECONOMY
Chap.

1. Illegal banking, passing spurious
money, and bank guaranty.

1a. Rural credit unions.
lb. Co-operative savings and contract

loan companies.
2. .

Of lotteries and raffles.
3. Bucket shops-defining and prohib

iting same.

4. Gaming.
5. Neglect of officers to arrest or pros

ecute in gaming cases.

6. Betting on elections.
7. Unlawfully selling intoxicating liq

uor.
8. Violation of the law regulating the

sale of intoxicating liquor.

Chap.
8a. Pool halls.
9. Vagrancy.
9a. Abandonment of wife or children.

10. Miscellaneous offenses.
.

11. Insurance companies.
Fire insurance.
Fraternal Beneflctary Associa

tions.
Accident Insurance Companies.
Mutual fire, lightning, hail, and

storm insurance companies.
Co-operative life insurance com

panies.
Indemnity contracts.

12. Building and loan associations.

CHAPTER ONE

ILLEGAL BANKING, PASSING SPURIOUS MONEY, AND
BANK GUARANTY

Art.
514. Issuing bills to pass as money.
515. Includes corporations.

'

516. Also indorsements of foreign bills.
517. Passing paper of broken bank.
518. Not applicable to United States

banks.
519. Misappropriating funds of savings

bank.
520. Penalty for.
521. State banks, authority to do busi

ness.

522. Non-interest bearing and unsecur
ed deposits protected.

523. Embezzling or misapplying funds.

Art.
524. Director borrowing funds.
525. Officer or director, failure of duty.
526. Commisstener of insurance, etc.,

not to be interested in.
527. Penalty for.
528. Certifying cheek without funds,

penalty for.
529. Failure to notify commissioner of

banking of violation of law.
530. Examiner violating oath of office.
531. Duty of commissioner of insur

ance and banking.
532. Receiving deposits when insolvent.

Article 514. [368] Issuing bills to pass as money.-If any per
son within this state shall issue any bill, promissory note, check or

other paper intended to circulate as money, he shall be fined not less
than ten dollars nor more than fifty dollars for each bill, promissory
note, check or other paper so issued.

Decisions under former statutes.-See Orton v. Engledo'W, 8 Tex. 206; State v.

Williams, Id. 256; State v. Williams, 14 Tex. 98; Williams v. State, 23 Tex. 264;
Mills v. State, Id. 295.

Essentials of offense.-Where it is shown that the bills were issued, and were

used, with the knowledge of the party issuing them, by the community as a circu
lating medium, the offense is complete. Luckey v. State, 26 Tex. 362.
-- Bills redeemable In Confederate notes.-That the bills issued were redeem

able in Confederate notes would not repel the intention manifested in issuing them
that they should circulate as money. Luckey v. State, 26 Tex. 362.
-- Value as circulating medlum.-That the bills were not regarded by the

community in which they were issued as of equal value with gold and silver as a

Circulating medium, would not tend to show that accused did not violate the law.
Luckey v. State, 26' Tex. 362.

Indlctment.-Willson's ICr. Forms, 271.
Where an indictment charged that the defendant, without authority of law, did

tssue certain "bills," intended to circulate as money, and set out copies thereof,
from which it appeared that the bills were drawn for "one dollar in currency,"
made payable to bearer, "when twenty dollars are presented," and accepted by
the .drawee, the instruments were properly termed bills, and if improperly desig
nated, it was immaterial error. Luckey v. State, 26 Tex. 362.
-- Requisites In general.-See Code Cr. Proc. arts. 447-481.
-.- Surplusage.-Where the bills were alleged in the indictment to have been

engraved, whereas they were printed, the allegation might be regarded as surplus
age, and the bills admitted in evidence. Luckey v. State, 26 Tex. 362.

Art. 515. [369] Includes corpora�ons.-Any. officer of any
banking company or body corporate, who signs his own name, or

that of another, by the authority of such other, to any bank bill,
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promissory note, check or other paper, being evidence of a promise
to pay, and intended to circulate as money, is guilty of the offense

punishable by the preceding article.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. For-ms; 272.
- Requisites In general.-See Code Cr. Proe. arts. 447-481.

Art. 516. [370] Also indorsement of foreign bills.-Any person
who may bring into this state any bank bill, purporting to be issued

by any bank in any other state or territory of the Union, or in any
foreign country, and shall sign or indorse the same to be circulated
as money in this state, shall be deemed guilty of the offense men

tioned in article 514.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 273.
- Requisites in general.-See Code Cr. Proe. arts. 447-481.

Art. 517. [371] Passing paper. of broken bank.-If any person
shall fraudulently pass or transfer, or offer to pass or transfer, any
paper purporting to be bank paper, and to be issued by any bank,
which, having once existed, has since broken, or the money of the
same becomes valueless, he shall be punished by confinement in
the penitentiary not less 'than two nor more than five years.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 269, 270, 274.
- Requisites in general.-See Code Cr. Proe. arts. 447-481.

Art. 518. [372] Not applicable to United States banks.c='I'he
provisions of this chapter shall not apply to any bank incorporated
under the laws of the United States, nor to bills issued by such
bank. [Act Feb. 12,. 1858, p. 166.]

Art. 519. Misappropriating funds of savings banks.-It shall be
unlawful for any director or officer of any bank or banking and
trust company, which shall establish or maintain, or continue to

maintain, a savings department, or which shall use the word "sav
ings," as provided in this article, to knowingly misappropriate any
moneys or funds belonging to such savings department, or to use

or consent to the use of any such moneys or funds otherwise than
for the payment of lawful demands of savings depositors, and in
the making of such investments as are prescribed by law, and in
the payment of such dividends to the shareholders as are allowed
by the law to be paid therefrom, or to borrow any of the funds be

longing to such savings department, or to in any way be an obligor
for moneys loaned by or borrowed of such savings department, or

to receive or accept, directly or indirectly, any commission, broker
age or other valuable thing or favor of any kind by reason or on

account of any loan or investment made out of the funds of such
savings department, or to sell such savings department any se

'curity or other investment, or wilfully and knowingly do, or per
form, any act or transaction by or as a result of which at any time
the assets of such savings department, including cash, shall not at
least equal in amount the deposits in such savings department, at
least fifteen per cent of which shall be actual cash in such savings
department. [Act 1909, p. 406.]

Civil provisions, see Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St..1914, arts. 445-517.

Art. 520. Penalty for.-Any officer or director of any state bank
or banking and trust company, who shall knowingly violate the
provisions of this article, shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and
shall, upon conviction, be punished by imprisonment in the state

penitentiary for a term of not less than one nor more than five
years. [Id., p. 406.]

Art. 521. State banks, authority to do business.-All state banks
transacting business in this state shall be required, on or after the
first day of January, 1910, to hold a certificate of authority to trans
act a banking business, issued by the commissioner in compliance
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with the provisions of this law, and to keep the same conspicu
ously posted at all times in the banking house where such business
is transacted. It shall be the duty of the commissioner of insur
ance and banking to issue to each state bank, which the state bank
ing board shall have approved and certified to him as provided by
law as being entitled to transact a banking business, a certificate
of authority in such form as the state banking board shall approve,
to 'be signed by him under his official seal, certifying that such
state bank is authorized under the laws of this state to' engage in
the banking business. Such certificate of authority, when issued
to guaranty fund banks, shall contain the following statement 011

the face thereof in bold type: "The non-interest bearing and unse

cured deposits of this bank are protected by the state bank guar
anty fund." -And, when issued to bond security banks, shall con

tain the following statement on the face thereof in bold type: "All
deposits of this bank are protected by security bond under the laws
of the state of Texas." And, when issued to the state banks other
than guaranty fund banks and bond security banks, it shall contain
neither of these nor any similar statement. The commissioner of
insurance and banking shall close all state banks which the state

banking board shall disapprove and determine not entitled under
the laws of this state to transact a banking business, and shall pro
ceed in such cases in the manner provided by law with respect to
insolvent banks, unless such banks shall go into voluntary liquida
tion; provided, that hereafter the secretary of state shall, on issu
ance of any charter to any bank or banking and trust company,
deliver the same to the commissioner of insurance and banking,
who shall deliver such charter to such corporation, together with
the certificate herein provided for, upon such corporation showing
to the satisfaction of the state banking board that it has complied
with the state banking laws. Any person or persons who shall
in any capacity transact, or hold themselves out as transacting,
the business of banking for or on behalf of any state bank or state

banking and trust company, after the first day of January, 1910,
without such bank or banking and trust company shall hold a cer

tificate of authority, as herein provided for, except in cases where
such certificates shall not yet have been issued to newly incorpo
rated banks as herein provided for, shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished for
each offense, each day being considered as a separate offense, by a

fine of not less than one hundred dollars and not exceeding one

thousand dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for not less
than one nor more than twelve months, or by both such fine and
imprisonment. [Id., p. 406.]

Art. 522. Non-interest bearing and unsecured deposits protect
ed.-All guaranty fund banks provided for by law are hereby au

thorized and empowered, if they desire so to do, to publish, by any
form of advertising which they may adopt, or upon their stationery,
the following words: "The non-interest bearing and unsecured
deposits of this bank are protected by the depositors guaranty
fund of the state of Texas." All bond guaranty banks provided
for by law are hereby authorized and empowered, if they desire so

to do, to publish, by any form of advertising which they may adopt,
or upon their stationery, the following words: "The deposits of
this bank are protected by "guaranty bond under the laws of this
state." Said banks are authorized to use the terms "guaranty fund
bank," or "guaranty bond bank," as the case may be, but they are

hereby prohibited from describing said forms of guaranty by any
other terms or words than herein named. Any guaranty fund bank
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or bond security bank or any officer, director, stockholder, or other
person, for any such bank who shall write, print, publish, or adver
tise in any manner or by any means, or permit anyone for them,
or for said bank, to write, print, publish or advertise any statement
that the deposits of any such bank are secured otherwise than as

permitted in this article, or who shall make or publish any ad
vertisement or statement to the effect that the state of Texas
guarantees or secures the. deposits in any such bank or banking
and trust company, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
upon conviction, shall be fined not less than one hundred dollars
nor more than five hundred dollars, or confined in the county jail
for not less than' three months nor more than twelve months, or

by both such fine and imprisonment. Any person who shall write,
print, publish or advertise the above statement, authorized to be
used by bond security banks or guaranty fund banks, other than
as herein authorized, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction, shall be fined not less than one hundred dol
lars nor more than five hundred dollars, or confined in the county
jail for not less than three months nor more than twelve months,
or by both such fine and imprisonment. [Id., p. 406.]

Art. 523. Embezzling or misapplying funds.-Every president,
cashier, director, teller, clerk or agent of any state bank, or bank
ing and trust company, incorporated under the laws of Texas, who
embezzles, abstracts or wilfully misapplies any of the moneys,
funds or credits. of such state bank, or who, without authority from
the directors, I issues or puts forth any certificate of deposit, draws
any order or bill of exchange, makes any acceptance, assigns any
note, bond, draft, bill of exchange, mortgage, judgment or decree,
or who makes any false entry in any book, report or statement of
such state bank, with intent in either case to defraud such state

bank, or any other corporation, body politic or any individual, per
son, firm or association, or to deceive any officer of such state bank,
the commissioner of insurance and banking, or any examiner or

special agent, authorized by law to examine the affairs of any such
state bank, and every person who, with like intent, aids or abets
any officer, clerk or agent in any violation of this article, shall be
deemed guilty of a felony, and shall, upon conviction, be imprisoned
in the-state penitentiary for a term of not less than five years nor

more than ten years. [Id., p. 406.]
Art. 524. Director borrowing funds.-Any director of a state

bank or banking and trust company, incorporated under the laws
of this state, who shall, either directly or indirectly, borrow any
of the funds of such bank in excess of ten per cent of its capital
and surplus, without the consent of a majority of the directors of
the bank first having been obtained and made a matter of record
at a regular meeting of the board, or without the written consent
of such majority of the directors, other than the borrowers, being
jointly executed by them and filed in the archives of such bank

. before the loan is made; and any officer of a state bank who shall
knowingly become indebted to such bank, directly or indirectly, in
any sum whatever, without the consent of a majority of the board,
other than the borrower, obtained or recorded or filed in like man

ner, and any officer or director of such bank who shall knowingly
loan or assent to the loaning of any of its funds to any. officer, or any
of its funds to any director in excess of ten per cent of its capital
and surplus, without such consent being first obtained and recorded
or filed, or who shall knowingly permit any such officer or director
to become indebted to the bank or liable to it without such consent,
shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and shall be punished by im-
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prisonment in the state penitentiary for a term of not less than
two years, upon conviction thereof. [Id., p. 406.]

Art. 525. Officer or director, failure of duty.-Any officer, di
rector or employe of any state bank or trust company, who know
ingly or wilfully fails or refuses to perform any duty imposed upon
him by law, or who shall do or perform or assist in doing or per
forming any act or transaction prohibited by the provisions of this
law, for the punishment of which provision is not otherwise herein
made, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon convic
tion thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not less than five hun
dred nor more than one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment in
the county jail for a term of not less than thirty days nor more

than ninety days, or by both such fine and imprisonment. [Id.,
p.406.]

Art. 526. Commissioner of insurance, etc., not to be interested
in.-Neither the commissioner of insurance and banking, nor any
regularly appointed clerks or employes of the department of in
surance and banking, nor any state bank examiner, shall, at any
time during his incumbency, be financially interested, directly or

indirectly, in any state bank or banking and trust company, sub

ject to the supervision of the department of insurance and bank

ing, or knowingly be or become indebted, either directly or indi
rectly, to any such state bank or banking and trust company. [Id.,
p. 406.]

Art. 527. Penalty for.-Any officer or employe, named in the
foregoing article, violating its provisions shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, .shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding five hundred dollars; and the venue in such
case shall be in the county wherein such state bank or banking
and trust company is located. The violation of the provisions of
this article shall work a forfeiture of the office or position held by
the person guilty of such violation. [Id., p. 406.]

Art. 528. Certifying check without funds, penalty for.-Any
officer, clerk or agent of any state bank or banking and trust com

pany incorporated under the laws of Texas, who shall wilfully
certify to any check, or checks, before the amount thereof shall
have been regularly entered to the credit of the drawer, upon the
books of such state bank or banking and trust company, shall be
deemed guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be
punished by fine of not less than five hundred nor more than five
thousand dollars, or by imprisonment in the state penitentiary for
not more than one year, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
[Id., p. 4D6.] .

Art. 529. Failure to notify commissioner of banking of violation
of law.-Any state bank examiner, or special agent, who shall
knowingly and intentionally fail or refuse to notify the commis
sioner of insurance and banking in writing of any violation of the
criminal provisions of this law within ten days after the same shall
come to his notice or attention, unless such notice shall, within his
knowledge, have been previously given by some other bank ex

aminer or special agent, or any commissioner of insurance and
banking, who shall knowingly and intentionally fail or refuse to

notify in writing the county or district attorney charged by law
with the duty of the prosecution thereof, of any such violation,
within ten days after the same shall have come to his .knowledge
or attention, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall,
upon conviction, be punished by fine of not less than one hundred
dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment
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in the county j ail for not less than three nor more than twelve
months, or by both such fine and imprisonment, and, upon convic
tion, shall be removed from office. [Id., p. 406.]

Art. 530. Examiner violating oath of office.-For any violation
of his oath of office, or of any duty imposed upon him by law, any
examiner shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction,
shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for a term

not exceeding five years, and upon indictment of any such examiner
for any violation of this law, he shall be disqualified from further

discharging the duties of such office, until such indictment is fully
disposed of. [Act 1905, p. 514, § 68.]

Art. 531. Duty of commissioner of insurance and banking.-It
shall be the duty of the commissioner of insurance and banking,
not less than twice during anyone year, to call upon each bank
organized under this act, and trust company or savings bank, do
ing business under the provisions of this law for a statement as

provided by law; and he may call upon anyone or more of such

corporations to make such statements at any time, though it be
more than a second statement within the year; and the commis
sioner shall give no notice to any person whatsoever of the day on

which he will call for such statement. For a violation of this.
prohibition, or of. any other duty herein imposed upon him, he
shall be deemed to have committed a misdemeanor in office, and,
upon conviction of the same, upon indictment or information of
any parties, in the name of the state, before a competent tribunal"
he shall be punished by removal from office, and by a fine of not
less than five hundred dollars for each violation of this law.
Should any president, cashier or secretary, or any officer of such
corporation, or any director thereof, refuse to make the statement
so required of him or them, or wilfully and corruptly make a state

ment, he or they, and each of them, shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, upon information, pun
ished by a fine for each offense not exceeding five hundred dollars,
and not less than one hundred dollars, or by imprisonment not less
than one nor more than twelve months in the city or county jail,
or by both such fine and imprisonment. [Id., p. 507, §, 49.]

See art. 520 Vernon's Sayles' Civ. st. 1914.

Art. 532. Receiving deposits when insolvent.-If any president,
director, manager, cashier, or other officer, of any banking institu
tion, or the owner, agent, or manager, of any private bank or bank
ing institution, or the 'president, vice president, secretary, treasurer,
director, or agent, of any trust company or institution, doing busi
ness in this state, shall receive or assent to the reception of any
deposit of-money or other valuable thing into such bank or bank
ing institution, or trust company or institution, or if any such offi
cer, owner, or agent, of such bank or banking institution, or if
any president, vice president, secretary, treasurer, director, or

agent, of such trust company or institution, shall create or assent
to the creation of any debt, debts, or indebtedness, in consideration
of or by reason of which indebtedness any money or valuable prop
erty shall be received into such bank or banking institution, or

trust company or institution, after he shall have had knowledge of
the fact that such bank, banking institution, or trust company or

institution, 'Or the owner or owners of any such private bank, is
insolvent or in failing circumstances, he shall be deemed guilty of
a felony, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by con

finement in the penitentiary for a term of not less than two nor

more than ten years; provided, that the failure of any such bank
or banking institution, or trust company or institution, shall be:
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prima facie evidence of knowledge on the part of any such officer
or person that the same was insolvent or in failing circumstances
when the money or property was received on deposit. [Act 1897,
p. 130.]

1. Explanatory. 6. -- Instructions.
2. Constitutionality. 7. Persons liable.
3. What constitutes insolvency. 8. -- Accomplice.
4. -- Time of receiving deposit. 9. Indictment.
5. -- Evidence. 10. -- Requisites in general.

1. Explanatory.-Subsequent to the enactment in 1897 of the above article, the
legislature, in 1905, passed an act making bank officers personally liable for any
deposits received or debts incurred by the bank while insolvent. (See Vernon's
Sayles' ICiv. St. 1914, art. 554.) The later act does not expressly repeal the earlier
provision. Whether' an implied repeal resulted is a question for judicial determi
nation.

2. Constltutlonality.-The provfslon of this article that failure of the bank
shall be prima facie evidence of knowledge by the bank officers of its insolvency is
unconstitutional because not embraced in the title of the act. Roby v. State, 41
App. 152, 51 S. W. 1114.

3. What constitutes insolvency.-"Insolvency," means that accused did not
have sufficient assets to pay his debts, and is synonymous with "failing circum
stances." Brown v. State, 71 App. 353, 162 S. W. 339. "Assets," means the proper
ty of accused, real and personal, his bills receivable, notes, obligations due him,
of any and every character, considering the solvency of the makers, indorsers, and
guarantors, and the value of the securities thereon, if any, and all stocks' held by
him as his property. Fleming v. State, 62 App. 653, 139 S. W. 598; Brown v. State,
71 App., 353, 162 S. W. 339.

.

4. -- Time of receiving deposit.-A charge that accused in fact must have
been insolvent at the time the deposit was received and must have known the
fact, coupled with an instruction that the deposit must have been received "after"
accused knew the bank was insolvent, etc., was not objectionable as not properly
fixing the time. Brown v. State, 71 App. 353, 162 S. W. 339.

5. -- Evidence.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 783.
The state must prove the property owned by accused at the time he received

the deposit, its condition and value, the amount of his indebtedness and liabilities,
to enable the jury to determine the fact of insolvency. The value of property
claimed to be owned by accused at the time of receiving the deposit, if it had no

market value, could be ascertained by describing it and proving its cost, etc., and
the reasonable value of stock in corporattons owned by him could be fixed by prov
ing the productive capacity of their plants, the market price of the stock, if any,
and from any facts or circumstances which would enable the jury to correctly de
termine the actual value.' Evidence as to the value of each separate piece of
property or assets was also admissible. Evidence of the cashier of another bank
instituted and controlled by accused that there was no capital paid in at the time
of its organization together with the value of its assets was admissible. Evidence of
the trustee in .bankruptcy of accused's estate who had taken possession of all his
property that no person within witness' knowledge, other than accused, had ever

asserted or claimed any interest in the bank, together with the character and
amount of the property received and the investigations made as to its value and
condition, was admissible. Where accused also owned another bank, it was proper
for the state to prove the conditions of that bank on the issue of his insolvency on

the date the deposit was received. And where the state bank commissioner tes
tified that he had checked and verified a statement of the assets and liabilities of
that bank after it had been prepared by one of his subordinates and that the same

was correct, such statement was properly. admitted. Where accused claimed as

part of his assets certain shares of stock in another bank, it was permissible for
the commissioner of banking to testify that such shares were valueless. Where
the state bank commissioner testified that after examining another bank owned
by defendant he objected to certain loans and demanded that they be withdrawn
from the bank and replaced with cash or other proper security and accused with
drew these notes and replaced them with others alleged to have been given by
purchasers of stock in a corporation of which defendant was president, evidence
that the notes so substituted were uncollectible, given by persons of ' small means

and under contracts providing that the sales should be void if the corporation did
not pay specified dividends, etc., was admissible as bearing on the issue of accused's
insolvency and as tending to show his bad faith in making the substitution. Brown
v. State, 71 App. 353, 162 S. W_. 339.

6. -- Instructions.-See Code Gr. Proc. art. 735.
The court should charge the proper rule for determining the question of solven

cy. Brown v. l?tate (Gr. App.) 151 S. W. 561.

7. Persons lIable.-Accused, establishing a private bank, and placing the same

in charge of employes. who were authorized to do a general banking business, gives,
in law, his assent to each and every act of such employes within the scope of the
business authorized by him to be done by his agents and employes, and is liable
for their acts in receiving deposits while he and the bank were insolvent, though he
was not present when the deposit was received, did not expressly authorize it, and
had no actual knowledge thereof. Brown v. State, 71 App, 353, 162 S. W. 339.

8. -- Accompllce •.-See notes under article 79, ante.
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9. Indictment.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 276, 277. Roby v. State, 41 App. 152,
51 S. W. 1114.

An indictment, alleging that accused was the president of a bank, that as

president he received as a deposit a bank check on another bank, payable to the
order of a third person, that the check was deposited by the third person, that the

president received the deposit after he knew that the bank was in failing circum
stances and insolvent, does not charge the offense denounced by this article be
cause it does not allege affirmatively the insolvency of the bank at the time of the

deposit, and because it does not show that the check was transferred as a deposit
to the bank. Fleming v. State, 62 App. 653, 139 S. W. 598.

An indictment alleging that accused received and assented to the reception of
a deposit of money in the bank of E., "unincorporated," accused then and there

being president of said bank and the bank being insolvent, and that accused then
knew that such bank and the owner and owners of said bank was and were in

solvent, etc., charges that the E. bank was a private bank, and was bad for not
alleging that accused was its owner, agent, or manager, and the names of the own

ers, and that they were insolvent when the money was received. Brown v. state
(Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 561. But an indictment alleging that accused unlawfully as

sented to the reception of a deposit of the value of $50 from and by D., which

money was placed to' the credit of D.'s open account on the books of a specified
bank, unincorporated, which was a private bank of which accused was the owner,
and then and there Insolven t and in failing circumstances at the time of receiving
the deposit, and knowing that the bank and its owner were insolvent, etc., was not

objectionable for failure to sufficiently allege the names of the persons composing
the bank. Brown v. State, 71 App, 353, 162 S. W. 339.

10. -- Requisites in general.-See Gode Cr. Froc. arts. 447-481.

CHAPTER ONE A

RURAL CREDIT UNIONS
Art.
532a. Rural credit unions; examina

tion by State Bank Commis
sioner; embezzlement of funds.

Art.
532b. Same; prosecution for misappll

cation of funds.

Article 532a. Rural credit unions; examination by State Bank
Commissioner; embezzlement of funds.-Ten or more citizens of
this State may associate themselves together, by articles of agree
ment, and form a rural credit union, and upon the approval of the
State Banking Board may become a corporation upon complying
with such provisions of the Act regulating State banks as may be
applicable to the transaction of the business herein authorized to
be done. The State Banking Board may permit the 'formation of
such corporation when it is satisfied that the proposed field of op
eration is favorable to the success of a rural credit union, and that
the standing of the proposed members is such as to give assur

ance that its affairs will be administered in accordance with the
spirit of this Act, and it shall be the duty of the Commissioner of
Banking to issue a charter to said rural credit union to do business
in conformity with the provisions of this Act. The State Bank
Commissioner, or his deputy, shall have authority to examine the
accounts, books and papers of rural credit unions herein authorized
to be organized. Any rural credit union violating the provisions
of this Act shall be subject to the forfeiture of its charter, and any
officer or member misapplying or embezzling funds belonging to
such rural credit union, shall be subject to prosecution and punish
ment as already provided for violating the provisions of the State
Banking laws. [Act 1913, p. 163, ch. 87, § 3.]

See Vernons Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts. 7046a-7046x.

Art. 532b. Same; Prosecution for misapplication of funds.
The State Bank Commission shall require such rural credit unions
to keep such books as he may deem necessary for the proper con

duct of their business; may make examination and report of the
transaction of such rural/credit unions' business and institute nec

essary proceedings for the prosecution of any, officer or director
misapplying the rural credit unions' funds. The rural credit un

ions shall be subject to the g-eneral supervision of the State Bank
Commissioner. [Id., § 5.]
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CHAPTER ONE B

CO-OPERATIVE SAVINGS AND CONTRACT LOAN
COMPANI�S

Art.
532c. Pecuniary interest of corporate

officers prohibited; penalty.
532d. Fraudulent representations by of

ficers.

Art.
532e. Engaging in business contrary to

law; proviso.
532f. Partial invalidity; application of

general corporation laws.

Article 532c. Pecuniary interest of corporate officers prohibited;
penalty.-No director or officer of any company transacting busi
ness in this State or organized under the laws of this State shall
receive any money or valuable thing for negotiating, procuring,
recommending or aiding in any purchase or sale by any such com

pany of any .property or any loan from such company, nor be pe
cuniarily interested, directly or indirectly, either as principal, co

principal, agent or beneficiary in any such purchase, sale or loan;
provided that nothing contained in this article shall prevent the

company from making a loan upon a contract by the borrower not
in excess of the reserve value thereof. Any person violating any
provision of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be punished by fine of not less than
one hundred nor more than five hundred dollars. [Act 1915, 1st
S. S., p. 14, ch. 5, § 25.]

Art. 532d. Fraudulent representations by officers.-Any officer
or agent of any company acting under the provisions of this Act
who shall knowingly misrepresent any material fact relative to the
contract or certificate issued or to be issued and sold by any such
company to any purchaser thereof, shall be guilty of a felony and

upon conviction shall be punished by fine of not less than five
hundred dollars or by imprisonment in the penitentiary for any
period of time not more than three years or by both such im

prisorunent and fine. [Id., § 26.]
Art. 532e. Engaging in business contrary to law; proviso.-N0

person, firm, corporation, or association of persons or joint stock
company shall hereafter engage in this State in the business pro
vided for in this Act, except in compliance with this Act, and any
corporation which does so engage shall have its charter forfeited
by suit of the Attorney General and shall be liable to a penalty
of not less than one hundred dollars a day nor greater than five
hundred dollars a day for each day that it does so engage; all
such suits to be brought as other penalty suits which the Attor
ney General is authorized to bring; any person who does so en

gage in violation of the provisions hereof shall be guilty of a mis
demeanor for each and every day .such person is so engaged and

,

shall be punished by fine not less than one hundred nor more than
five hundred dollars for each offense; provided each day shall be
a separate offense; provided, however, that existing corporations,
individuals, associations and joint stock companies engaged in the
business defined in this Act at the time this measure goes into
effect shall have twelve months thereafter to adjust their business
affairs and bring their business under the terms of this Act; pro
vided, however, that they must within sixty days after this Act
goes into effect submit a statement of their business to the Com
missioner of Insurance and Banking, together with the certificate
of their intention to accept the provisions of this Act, and com

ply therewith. [Id., § 27.]
Art. 532f. Partial invalidity; application of general corpora

tion laws.-Should any section of this Act be held unconstitution-
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al or void for any reason or as to any' particular company, corpora
tion individual or association, such holding shall not affect the re

mainder of the Act. The general corporation laws of this State
where not in conflict herewith shall govern corporations chartered
or operating under this Act; and the general laws specifying
charges which may be made by the Commissioner of Insurance
and Banking shall apply to corporations chartered or operating
hereunder. [Id., § 29.]

CHAPTER TWO

OF' LOTTERIES AND RAFFLES
Art.
533.. Establishing a lottery.
534. Selling lottery tickets.
535. Raffle for over five hundred dol

lars.

Art.
536. Dealing in futures.
537. Permitting premises to be used for

such purposes.

Article 533. [373] Establishing a lottery.-If any person
shall establish a lottery or dispose of any estate, real or personal,
by lottery, he shall be fined not less than one hundred nor more

than one thousand dollars.

1. Constitutional provision.
2. Persons liable.
3. What constitutes a lottery.
4. -- Raffle distinguished.
5. -- Slot machines.

6, -- Revolving spindle.
7. -- Knife rack.
8. -- Subscription schemes.
9. Accomplices.

10. Indictment.

1. Constitutional provls.lon.-See Const., art. 3, sec. 47.
2. Persons liable.-That accused was present, handled tickets and opera.ted the

policy wheel, does not show that he established the lottery. Howard v. State, 49
App, 327, 91 S. W. 785.

3. What constitutes a lottery.-Any scheme for the distribution of prizes by
chance is a lottery. State v. Randle, 41 Tex. 292; Randle v. State, 42 Tex. 580;
Holoman v. State, 2 App. 610, 28 Am. Rep. 439; Prendergast v. State, 41 App. 358,

I 57 S. W. 850. And it: matters not by what name such a scheme may be known, it
comes within the prohibition of this article. State v. Randle, 41 Tex. 292. It is
no less a lottery because the scheme includes no blanks if the prizes are of un

equal value. Randle v. State, 42 Tex. 580; Holoman v. State, 2 App. 610, 28 Am.
Rep. 439. A sale of boxes of candy, some of which contain money or a pII'ize, the
purchaser selecting in ignorance of contents, is a device in the nature of lottery.
Holoman v. State, 2 App. 610, 28 Am. Rep. 439.

'

4. -- Raffle distingulshed.-A lottery is a game in which there is a keeper
or exhibitor, who has the real fund, and against which the better stakes his money,
which may be evidenced by tickets. A raffle is a game of perfect chance, in which
every participant is equal with every other, in the proportion of his risk and pros
pect of gain. The prize is a common fund, or that which is purchased by a com

mon fund. Each is an equal actor in developing the chances, in proportion to his
risk. Whether they be developed with dice, or some other instrument, is not mate
rial. The successful party takes the whole prize, and all the rest lose. The ele
ment of one against the many, the keepers against the betters, either directly or

indirectly, is not to be found in it. It has no keeper, dealer, or exhibitor, and is
not a banking game. Stearnes v. State, 21 Tex. 692; Risein v. State, 44 App. 413,
71 S. W. 974. See, also, Martin v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 712.

5. -- Slot machlnes.-A slot: machine is a lottery and a person who keeps
one in his saloon is guilty of establishing a lottery. Prendergast v. State, 41 App.
358, 57 S. W. 851.

6. -- Revolving spindle.-A device operated by accused, constructed so that
a spindle would turn, and the players playing equal sums were entitled to whatever
article the spindle pointed to when it stopped, such articles being of different val
ues, constitutes a lottery. Barry v. State, 39 App, 240, 45 S. W. 571.

7. -- Knife rack.-A knife rack is not a lottery, and in any event the impo
sition of a tax by the state and exaction of a license for its operation would elimi
nate it from the category of offenses. McRae v. State, 46 App. 489, 81 S. W. 741.

8. -- Subscription schemes.-A subscription scheme involving club member'
ship and weekly dues of a stipulated sum, and final drawing from a bag of tickets
for a suit of clothes, is a lottery. Grant v. State, 54 App. 403, 112 S. W. 1068, 21 L.
R. A. (N. S.) 876, 130 Am. St. Rep. 897, 16 Ann. Cas. 844.

9. AccompJices.-See notes under article 79 ante.
An employee in a saloon where a slot machine is used is not an accomplice in

keeping it, even though he puts nickels in the slot. Prendergast v. State, 41 App.
358, 57 S. W. 851.

10. Indlctment.-See Code Cr. Proc. arts. 447-481; Willson's Cr. Forms, 278.
AIl; indictment for establishing a lottery is defective where. it alleges the dis-
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position of a single prize to be distributed among the purchasers 01; the tickets.
Risein v. State, 44 App. 413, 71 S. W. 974.

Where one is indicted only under first clause, he cannot be convicted under

second, and it is improper to admit evidence of vtc'lation of second clause. How
ard v. State, 49 App. 327, 91 S. W. 785.

Where the proof, under an indictment charging accused with establishing a lot
tery fOT the purpose of disposing of suits of clothes by lot to be disposed of
"among the persons whot should become the purchasers of tickets therein, which
said tickets were then and there issued by 'accused' in the form of membership
contracts in a club," the proof failed to show that tickets were issued, but did
show that the parties were to pay a dollar a week and when the first dollar was

paid a receipt was given, there was a variance. Robinson v. State, 60 App. 592,
132 S. W. 944.

Art. 534. [374] Selling lottery tickets.-1£ any person shall
sell, offer for sale or keep for sale, any ticket or part ticket in any
lottery, he shall be fined not less than ten nor more than fifty dol
lars.

Cited, Ex parte Napoleon (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 269.

Persons liable.-Kaufman v. State (Cr. App.) 38 S. W. 771.
What constitutes sale.-Anderson v. State (Cr. App.) 39 S. W. 109.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 279.
See Anderson v. Sta.te (Cr. App.) 39 S. W. 109.

Art. 535. [375] Raffle for over $500; offering for sale ticket
in raffle for over $500.--1£ any person shall establish a raffle for,
or dispose by raffle of, any estate, real or personal, exceeding five
hundred dollars in value, he shall be fined not less than one hun
dred dollars nor more than one thousand dollars; or if any person
shall establish a raffle for, or shall dispose by raffle of, any estate,
real or personal, of the value of five hundred dollars, or less, he
shall be fined not less than five dollars nor more than two hun
dred dollars. If any person shall offer for sale or keep for sale
any chance, ticket or part ticket, in any raffle of real estate, real
or personal, of any value whatever, he shall be fined not less than
ten dollars nor more than fifty dollars, and all laws and parts of
laws in conflict with this article are hereby repealed. [Amended
Act 1909, p. 98.]

Elements of offense.-See Stearnes v. State, 21 Tex. 692; Risein v. State, 44 App.
413, 71 S. W. 974.

Where accused, to dispose of a gun, placed numbers from 1 to 40 in envelopes,
and sold the envelopes for the number of cents corresponding with the number in
the envelope drawn, and the names of the buyers were placed on a circular board,
whirled and shot at, and the person's number to which the shot came nearest won

the article, accused disposed of the article by a raffle. Hickman v. State, 64 App,
161, 141 S. W. 973.

For the owner of a buggy to sell cigars for a dollar apiece, at the same time
allowing purchasers. to draw numbers, one of which would entitle the holder to
the vehicle, constitutes the offense of raffling. Martin v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W.
712.

-- Value of property.-The value of the property raffled must exceed $500.
Long v. State, 22 App, 194, 2 8. W. 541, 58 Am. Rep. 633. See, also, Rosales v.

State, 22 App. 6·73, 3 S. W. 344, and Risein v. State, 44 App. 413, 71 S. W. 974.
-- Purpose of raffle.-It is immaterial whether the raffle be for religious,

benevolent or profane purposes. Long v. State, 22 App, 194, 2 S. W. 541, 58 Am.
Rep. 633.

-- Lottery distinguished.-See note to article 533, ante.

Indictment.-See Code Cr. Proc. arts. 447-481; Willson's Cr. Fomns, 280, 281.
-- Description of proper-ty.c-An indictment, alleging that accused unlawfully

established a raffle and disposed by raffle of "certain personal estate * * * less
than $500 in value," is fatally bad for failing to name the property. Hickman v.

State, 64 App. 161, 141 S. W. 973.

.
-- Duplicity.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 481.

Art. 536. [377] Dealing in futures.-1£ any person shall, di
rectly or through an agent or agents, manage or superintendent
for himself, or shall as agent or representative of any other person,
firm or corporation, conduct, carryon or transact any business
which is commonly known as dealing in futures, in cotton, grain,
lard, any kinds of meats or agricultural products, or corporation
stocks, or shall keep any house, or manage, conduct, carryon or

transact any business commonly known as a produce or stock
exchange, or bucket shop, where future contracts are bought and
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sold with no intention of all actual bona fide delivery of the article
or thing so bought or sold, such person, whether acting for him
self or for another, as aforesaid, shall be deemed guilty of a mis
demeanor, and shall be fined in any sum not less than one hun
dred nor more than five hundred dollars, and, in addition thereto,
shall be imprisoned in the county j ail not less than thirty days nor

more than six months; provided, that each day that such busi
ness or house is carried on or kept shall constitute a separate of
fense. [Act March 1, 1887, p. 10, § 1.]

Explanatory.-It would seem that the act which makes up this article and the
following article had been superseded by Acts 1907, p, 172 (arts. 538-547, post) at
the time that the two' acts were carried into the revised Penal Code.

Elements of offense.-Contracts for the ruture delivery of products, when it Is
contemplated by the parties that there shall. be no delivery are violative of this
article. Seeligson v. Williams, 65 Tex. 215, 57 Am. Rep. 593; Floyd v. Patterson,
72 Tex. 202, 10 S. W. 526, 13 Am. St. Rep. 787; Oliphant v. Markham, 79 Tex.

543, 15 S. W. 569, 23 Am. St: Rep. 363; Norris v. Logan (Civ, App.) 94 s. W. 127.
It must be shown that both parties to the contract cqntempla.ted that there should
be no delivery of the thing SOlId. It is not sufficient that only one so contem

plated. Scales v. State, 46 App. 296, 81 S. W. 949, 950, 66 L. R. A. 730, 108 Am. St.
Rep. 1014. Where bona fide delivery is contemplated, the transaction is not an

_ offense. Scales v. State, 46 App, 296, 81 S. W. 947, 66 L. R. A. 730, 108 Am. St.
Rep. 1014. And a contract for the sale af goods to be delivered in the future,
though the seller may not then have them, is valid. Seeligson v. Williams, 65
Tex. 215, 57 Am. Rep. 593; Floyd v. Patterson, 72 Tex. 202, 10 S. W. 526, 13 Am.
St. Rep. 787; Oliphant v. Markham, 79 Tex. 543, 15' S. W. 569, 23 Am. St. Rep. 363.

A contract with cotton brokers for future delivery of cotton where margins are

put up, where contracts for future delivery are sold and not the cotton itself.
where the names of the purchasers are not known nor any day specified for deliv
ery, violates this article. Logan v. Norris, 100 Tex. 228, 97 S. W. 820.

-- Place of transaction.-The business must be carried on in this state, the
sales and purchases being made in the state. Scales v. State, 46 App, 296, 81 S.
W. 947, 66 L. R. A. 730, 108 Am. St. Rep. 1014; Salmon v. State, 5& App. 408, 120
S. W. 427. An agent in this state merely receiving orders to be conveyed to: par
ties in another state, and purchases and sales there made, does not come within
the inhibition of this law. Scales v. State, 46 App. 296, 81 S. W. 947, 66 L. R. A.
730, 108 Am. St. Rep. 1014; Salmon v. State, 56 App. 408, 120 S. W. 427. But one

who in this state, controlling none of the commodity, accepts the money oif pur
chasers, telegraphs their orders to' brokers in another state, notifies them of the
acceptance of the offers, then keeps them advised of the fluctuations of the mar

ket and requires them to cover margins, does come within the statute. Fullerton
v. State (Cr. App.) 75 s. W. 534.
-- Hedging contracts.-See note to art. 543, post.
-- Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 281, 717. See, also, Code Cr. Proe. arts.

447-481.
.

The indictment need not allege an actual sale. Scales v. State, 46 App. 296, ·81
S. W. 947, 66 L. R. A. 730, 108 Am. St. Rep. 1014 (following Fullerton v. State [CT.
App.] 75 S. W. 531, and overruling Goldstein v. State, 36 App. 193, 36 S. W. 278,
and Cothran v. State, 36 App, 196, 36 S. W. 273). It should show that there was
no intent tOI deliver the article or thing bought or sold. Goldstein v. State, 36
App. 197, 36 S. W. 278. It must name the article bought or sold. Goldstein v.

State, 36 App, 197, 36 S. W. 278.
-- Duplicity.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 481.

Evidence.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 783; De Lam v, State, 50 App. 4, 95 S. W.
532.

The burden is on the State to show before either party to the contract (deal
ing in futures) can be convicted, that both parties engaged in a wagering contract.
Scales v. State, 46 App, 296, 81 S. W. 949, 950, 66 L. R. A. 730, 108 Am. St. Rep.
1014.

Charge.-See Code Cr. Prole. art. 735; De Lam v. State, 50 App. 4, 95 S. W.
532.

Cited, Mackay Telegraph-Cable Co. v. Bain (Civ. App.) 163 s. W. 98.

Art. 537. [378] Permitting premises to be used for such busi
ness.-Whoever knowingly permits any such business to be car

ried on in his building, house, booth, arbor or erection of which
he is the owner, or has the possession, care, management or rent

ing, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction, fined in
any sum not less than one hundred nor more than five hundred
dollars. Each day he so permits shall constitute a separate of
fense. [Act March 1, 1887, p. 10, § 2.]

See note under art. 536.
H istorical.-Section 3 of Aet March 1, 1887, p. 10, repeals Act March 31, 1885, p.

86, upon the same subject.
Indlctment.---:Willson's Cr. Forms, 718. See, also, Code Cr. Proe. arts. 447-481.
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CHAPTER THREE

.,BUCKET SHOPS-DEFINING AND PROHIBITING SAME
Art.

. 538,. A bucket shop defined.
539. Futures or dealing in futures de

fined.
540. Punishment for.
541. Renting or leasing property used

for.
542. Agent or broker making contract.

Art.
543. Penalty for making future con-

tract.
544. Telegraph or telephone company.
545. Proof prima facie.
546. What constitutes prima facie case.

547. Persons not exempt from testify
ing.

Article 538. A bucket shop defined.-A bucket shop, within
the meaning of this law, is any place wherein dealing in futures is

,carried on contrary to any of the provisions hereof. [Act 1907,
,p. 172.]

See art. 536, ante, and note.

Art. 539. Futures or dealing in futures defined.-By each of
'the expressions, "futures," "dealing in futures," and "future con

tracts," as these terms are used in this law is meant: 1. A sale or

,p�rchase, or contract to sell, or any offer to sell or purchase, any
cotton, grain, meat, lard, or any stocks or bonds of any corpora
tion, to be delivered, in the future, when it was not the bona fide
intention of the party being prosecuted under this chapter, at the
time that such sale, contract, purchase, or offer to sell or purchase,
was made, that the thing mentioned in such transaction should be
delivered and paid for as specified in such transaction. 2. Any
such sale, purchase, offer or contract, where it was the intention
of the party being prosecuted hereunder at the time of making
such contract or offer, that the same should, or, at the option of
either party, might be settled by paying or receiving a margin or

profit on such contract. 3. Any purchase, sale or offer of sale or

purchase, or contract for future delivery of any of the things men

tioned in this article on, by or through any exchange or board of
trade, the rules, by-laws, customs or regulations of which permit

· such contract or transaction to be settled or closed by delivery
'or tender of any grade or grades of the thing mentioned in such
contract or transaction, other than the grade upon which the price
is based in said transaction, at any price other than the actual
price for spot delivery of such other grade or grades, at the time

· and place of delivery ortender. [Id., p. 172.]
Cited, Mackay Telegraph-Cable <;0. v. Bain (Civ. App.) 163 S. W. 98.

Art. 540. Penalty for.-If any person shall, either directly or in ..

directly, carryon or conduct, or be in any wise interested in carry-
· ing on or conducting, any bucket shop, he shall be punished by two

yeats confinement in the penitentiary. '[Id., p. 172.]
.

Art. 541. 'Renting 'orTeasing property used for.-If any owner

or person; in the management or control of any property, shall
knowingly rent or lease the same to be used as a bucket shop, or

. shall knowingly permit the same to be used, he shall be fined not
less than one hundred nor more than two thousand dollars, and
may, in addition thereto, be confined in the county jail not less than
one nor more than six months. [Id., p. 172.]

,

Indlctmen.t.�Wil1S'on's Cr. Forms, 718.

Art. 542� Agent or broker making contract.-If any person shall
act or offer to act as the agent or broker of any other person in
making or offering to make any future contract, he shall be fined not
less than one hundred nor 'more than two thousand dollars, and shall
be confined in the county jail not less.than one nor more than. six
months. [Id., p. 172.]
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Art. 543. Penalty for making future contract.-If any person
shall make or offer to make for himself any future contract, he shall be
fined not less than one hundred nor more than five hundred dollars,
and may be confined in the county jail not less than ten nor more

than thirty days; provided, it may be shown in defense of any
prosecution under this law that the transaction out of which such

prosecution arose was a "hedging" contract between parties in this
state and a party or parties without this state; and if such contract

was made in whole or in part by any message sent by telegraph
or telephone, that such message was delivered to the telegraph or'
telephone company sending the same by the defendant himself, and
not through or by any broker or agent, and that such company ren

dering such service was a common carrier, exclusively so engaged,
with no direct or indirect connection with or interest in such trans

action, other than the transmission of such message and receiving
the charges therefor which are not in excess of the usual rate for
commission messages between the points of transmission and re

ceipt of such message. [Id., p. 172.]
Hedging contracts.-Under this article persons doing business in Texas could

lawfully hedge against loss on cotton bought by them by the sale through brokers
of cotton futures in Liverpool, England, so that a telegram advlstng the brokers
in England to hedge on behalf of such persons was not in furtherance of an il
legal act; "hedging" contracts being where one buys certain cotton at the current

price and sells an equal amount for future delivery, so as to protect himself from
loss due to fluctuation in the market. Mackay Telegraph-Cable Co. v. Bain (Clv.
App.) 163 S. W. 98.

Art. 544. Telegraph or telephone company.-If any telegraph
or telephone company, or any agent thereof, shall knowingly per
mit any telegraph or telephone wire or instrument to remain in
any bucket shop, or shall knowingly permit any of the wires, in
struments or equipments of such telegraph or telephone company,
to be used by any person, engaged in any business rendered unlaw
ful by this law, whether or not the same be leased by the person
or persons so illegally using the same, such company or agent shall
be fined not less than one hundred nor more than one thousand
dollars, and each day that this article is violated shall constitute
a separate offense. [Id., p. 172.]

Art. 545. Proof prima Iacie.c--In any prosecution under this law
in which it shall be a material issue as to whether or not in the
offer to or contract to sell or purchase for future delivery anything
mentioned in this law, it was the intention of the defendant that
such thing should be delivered and paid for in accordance with the
terms of such offer or contract, proof by the state that such con

tract was for the future delivery of such thing, shall constitute a prima
facie case for the state on this issue, and the burden shall be upon
the defendant to prove that the thing so contracted for, or offered
to be contracted for, was in fact d-elivered in accordance .with the
terms of such contract, or that it was the bona fide intention of the
defendant, at the time of making such contract, that such thing
should. be so delivered; and .the court trying the case shall so charge
the jury. [Id., p. 172.] -

Art. 546. What constitutes prima facie case.-If, in any prosecu
tion under this law, it shall be a material issue as' to whether or

not the .rules, regulations, by-laws qr customs of any exchange or

board of trade on, by or through. which any contract or offer for
future delivery was made, permitted such contract or. transaction
to be settled or closed by the delivery or tender of any grade or

.

grades of the thing mentioned in such contract or transaction, other
.

than the grade upon which the price was based in said transaction,
at any price other than the actual price for spot delivery of such
other 'grade or- grades, at the time and place of such delivery' or
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tender, proof that the same was made or offered or pretended to be
made by, through or upon any exchange or board of trade shall
constitute a prima facie case for the state. [Id., p. 172.]

Art. 547. Persons not exempt from testifying.-No person shall
be exempt from testifying as to any violation of the provisions of
this law by reason of being himself guilty of such violation, but no

person called by the state or a grand jury to testify shall be prose-
. cuted for any violation of any of the provisions of this law testified
to by such person. [Id., p. 172.]

CHAPTER FOUR

GAMING
Art.
548. Playing cards in a public place.
549. What included in preceding arti

cle.
550. Offense complete without betting.
551. Keeping or exhibiting table or

bank.
552. Table or bank includes, what.
553. Games specifically enumerated.
554. Indictment.
555. Proof.
556. "Played," "dealt" and "exhibited"

defined.
557. Gaming table, bank, etc., bet-

ting at.
558. [Renumbered.]
559. Keeping or renting for.
560. Betting at place resorted to.
561. Persons equipping gaming house.
562. Persons permitting device on

premises.
563. Persons going in gaming house.
564. Officers to suppress same.

Art.
565. When justice to issue search war-

rant.
566. Gambling house public nuisance.
567. Used for, terminates lease.
568. Officers to seize gaming tables, etc.
569. Same destroyed by order of court.
570. Persons interested in same, rights

of.
'

571. Indictment for, sufficiency of.
572, 573. [Superseded.]
574. Procedure in gaming cases. \

575. Betting on base ball or root ball.'
576. Penalty for.
577. Pool selling or book making.
578. Betting on horse races.

579. Owner or 'lessee using place for
pool selling.

580. Penalty for three preceding arti
cles.

581. Buying pools, penalty for.
582. Evidence sufficient to convict.

Article 548. [379] Playing cards in a public place.-If any per
son shall play at any game of cards at any house for retailing spirit
uous liquors, store house, tavern, inn, or other public house, or in

any street, highway or other public place, or in any outhouse where
people resort, or at any place except a private residence occupied
by a family; or, if any person shall bet or wager any money or oth
er thing of value, or representative of either, at any game of cards,
except in a private residence occupied by a family, and the provi
sions of the act that permits gaming in a private residence shall not

apply in case such residence is one commonly resorted to for the
purpose of gaming, he shall be fined not less than ten nor more than
twenty-five dollars. [Act 1901, p. 26.]

13. What constitutes playing at game
of cards.

14. Necessity of bet or wager.
15. What constitutes bet or wager.
16. Accomplices.
17. Acquittal of joint defendants.
18. Indictment or information.
19. JOinder of offenses.
20. -- Venue.
21. -- Description 'of place or house.
22. -- Ownership or occupancy of

house.
23. -- Playing in general.
24. -- Playing at cards.
25. -- Betting money.
26. Evidence.
27. Instructions.

1. Construction in general.-Gaming is not per se an offense. The games pro
hibited and made penal by this chapter are divided into two classes: 1. Playing
at cards in particular places; 2. Gaming tables and banks. Sheppard v. State, '1
App. 304.

It is an offense to play cards at any place except at a private residence. Elliott
V. State, 59 App. 1, 127 S. W. 547.

.

1. Construction in general.
2. House for retailing spirituous liq-

uors.

3. -- Club rooms.

4. Store house.
5. Tavern, inn, or hotel.
6. -- Private room 0:1: inn, etc.,

within article 549.
7. Other public house.
8. Other public place.
9. Outhouse.

10. Private residence occupied by a

family.
11. -- As a public place.
12. -- Commonly resorted to for

gaming.
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2. House for retailing spirituous liquors.-In the earlier cases it was held that
a house for retailing spirituous liquors included the whole house, from cellar to
garret, regardless of approaches. McGaffey v. State, 4 Tex. 156; Cole v. State, 9
Tex. 42; Pierce v. State, 12 Tex. 210; Redditt v. State, 17 Tex. 610. But these de
cisions have been overruled. The room in which the game is played must be
shown to have the inhibited character. It is not necessary that it is in the main
business room. If it be auxiliary to, or used in connection with the business of
the principal room, this will suffice. Holzclaw v. State, 26 Tex. 682; Horan v.

State, 24 Tex. 161; O'Brien V.' State, 10 App. 544. If the room has no connection
with the saloon it is not within the inhibition. Galbreath v. State, 36 Tex. 200;
Harcrow v. State, 2 Tex. App. 511; O'Brien v. State, 10 App, 544; Watson v. State,
13 App. 160; Early v. State, 23 App. 364, 5 S. W. 122; Stewart v. State, 34 App.
33, 28 S. W. 806. But see Reeves v. State, 34 App, 147, 29 S. W. 786, holding that a

dugout, though disconnected with the saloon, but used as a storing place for the
saloon's liquor supplies, is within the statute. If the room is connected with the
saloon so that drinks may be served therein it is within the inhibition. Watson v.

State, 13 App. 160; Hasley v. State, 14 App. 217; Stebbins v. State, 22 App. 32, 2
S. W. 617. And a conviction may be had although the room used was rented to
and under the control of another. Cherry v. State, 30 Tex. 439.

3. -- Club roo ms.-A hall used by a club, and where liquors are furnished to
members only without profit, is not a house for retailing liquors. Winters v. State,
33 App. 395, 26 S. W. 839.

'

4. Store house.-A house where drugs are kept and vended is a store house.
Redditt v. State, 17 Tex. 611.

Where the playing was done in a back room of a store house, used for a bed
room, and to which customers had free access, such room was used for the pur
poses of the store, and was a part of the store house. Sheppard v. State, 1
App. 304.

5. Tavern, Inn, or hotel.-"Tavern," "inn" and "guest" at hotel, defined. Comer
v. State, 26 App. 509, 10 S. W. 106.

6. r-- Private room of inn, etc., within article 549.-A guest room in a hotel is
a part of the public hotel or tavern, in that it is for the use of the public business
of the house in the entertainment of its guests. To make such a room a private
room within the exception in article 549, it must have been taken by a guest or

lodger, seeking rest for a night or day, or a residence for a time or by one de
siring to use it for a temporary habitation, that is a "place of abode." And so

a room in an inn, engaged temporarily for the purpose of private gaming, is not a

private room, especially where the person so engaging it has other apartments in
the same inn, which he occupies as his abode. Comer v. State, 26 App. 509, 10 S.
W. 106. See, also, Bordeaux v. State, 31 App, 37, 19 S. W. 603.

7. Other public house.-The term "public house" is generic, and includes all
houses made public by the occupation carried on in them. Shihagan v. State, 9>
Tex. 430; State V. Barns, 25 Tex. 654; Cole v. State, 28 App, 536, 13 S. W. 859.
It signifies a house commonly open to the public either for business, pleasure, re

ligious worship, the gratification of curiosity, and the like. State v. Alvey, 26 Tex.
155; Parker v. State, 26 Tex. 204; Cole v. State, 28 App, 536, 13 S. W. 859; Grant v.

State, 33 App. 527, 27 1:1. W. 127; Gomprecht v. State, 36 App. 434, 37 S. W. 734.
It may be applied to a house either on account of its proprietorship or purpose.
Lockhart v. State, 10 Tex. 275; Gomprecht: v. State, 36 App. 434, 37 S. W. 734.
It is a place usually accessible to the netghbortng public, and it may be public dur
ing some hours of the day and private during other hours. Gomprecht v. State,
36 App. 434, 37 S. W. 734; Turbeville v. State, 37 App. 145, 38 S. W. 1010. And
the evidence should show that the house by its uses was public at the time the
game was played. Turbeville v. State, 37 App. 145, 33 S. W. 1010. It includes all
those houses designated by the statute, a fact of which the courts will take judi
cial knowledge. Grant v. State, 33 App. 527, 27 S. W. 127.

A common gambling house is a public house. Rice v. State, 10 Tex. 545. A
dwelling or business house, by being used as a common resort for gaming, becomes.
a public house. Wheelock v. State, 15 Tex. 257. A room kept as a common resort
for persons desiring to play cards, although all who desire may not be permitted
to have access to it, is a public house. Lockhart v. State, 10 Tex. 275. A conviction
of playing at a game with cards in a place Where people commonly resorted for
the purpose is supported by evidence that defendant played cards in an upper room
of a building, and that it was resorted to on several occasions for the purpose of
gaming. Robinson v. State (Cr. App.) 39 S. W. 662. A school house is a public
house. It is none the less so on a day when there is no school and the building is
temporarily vacant, or being used for other purposes. Cole v. State, 28 App, 536,
13 S. W. 859, 19 Am. St. Rep. 856. The back room of a physician's office occupied
as a bed room,

.

his drugs being kept in the front room, is a public house. Redditt
v. State, 17 Tex. 611.

Whether a house named in the statute is public, is a question of law; but
whether a house not named is public, is a. question of fact. Shihagan v, State, 9>
Tex. 430; State v. Alvey, 26 Tex. 155; Elsberry v. State, 41 Tex. 158.

8. Other public place.-The term "public place" does not mean a place sole
ly devoted to the public. It means a place which is public in point of fact as dis
tinguished from a place that is private; a place that is visited by many persons,
and usually accessible to the neighbortng public. Parker v. State, 26 Tex. 204.
One having an office for the transaction of business cannot during bustness hours
close his office and thereby make it a private room so as to justify gaming there
in. An allegation in an indictment for playing cards, alleging that the playing
was in "a public place, being a certain insurance office commonly open to the
public for business purposes," is sustained by proof that accused was an insur-
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ance agent, doing a large business, which was transacted in said office, that

the games were played in said office by parties invited to it by accused, and

that during the time they were so played the office was kept closed to the general
public, and business applicants were turned away. Gomprecht v. State, 36 App,
434, 37 S. W. 734. But see Turbeville v. State, 37 App, 145, 38 S. W. 1010, hold

ing that a conviction cannot be had for playing cards in a public place on evidence

merely that the place was a printing office which was in the daytime a public
place, without any proof that it was such at night, when the playing was done,
where there was evidence that the office was shut and that blinds were on all the

windows except one opening into the back yard, and that the office was not open

to the public or to their observation.
A gin not being one of the places designated by statute as a public place, the

facts which make it a public place must be alleged. Dailey v. State, 27 App. 569,
11 S. W. 636. A jail house is not necessarily a public place. State v. Alvey, 26
Tex. 155. Nor a "quirt" shop. Tummins v. State, 18 APl). 13. Nor a livery
stable. Fossett v. State, 16 App. 375. Whether or not a room in a livery stable
is a public place is a question for the jury, a livery stable not being mentioned in
the statute. Sisk v. State, 35 App. 462, 34 S. W. 277.

A secluded spot in the woods, to become a public place, must be a place
commonly resorted to for gaming or other purposes. Bledsoe v. State, 21 Tex.

223; Gerrells v. State (Cr. App.) 26 S. W. 394; Crutcher v. State, 39 App, 233, 45
S. W. 594.

A bona fide social club is not a public place. Koenig v. State, 33 App. 368, 26
S. W. 835, 47 Am. St. Rep. 35. The rooms of a commercial club, to which only
the club members and invited visitors are admitted, except when the club has
under discussion some question affecting the public interest, are not a public
place, Grant v. State, 33 App. 527, 27 S. W. 127.

A jury room in a court house is a public place, and the fact that it is occu

pied as a sleeping apartment will not make it a private place unless such occu

pancy is by permission of the commissioners' court of the county. Wilcox x.

State, 26 Tex. 145.
Under an indictment alleging that the playing was at a public place, to wit, a

house where people commonly resorted for the purpose of gaming, a conviction
could not be sustained on proof of the playing of but a single game. Fossett v.

State, 18 App. 330.
An office used for the manufacture of medicine to which the public are ad

mitted is a public place. Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 34 S. W. 271.
An indictment charging in one count that the offense was committed in a public

place, to wit, a gaming house, and in another count that the offense was committed
in a house attached to a storehouse, is not supported, on either count by evidence
that the room was over a storehouse, that it was entered by a. stairway from
the outside, and was not connected with the store, where there was a failure to
show that it was commonly resorted to for gaming purposes. Gomprecht v. State,
36 App. 434, 37 S. W. 734.

9.' Outhouse.-The term "outhouse" means any house standing out and apart
from houses occupied and used as dwelling' or business houses-an unoccupied
house not used as a dwelling, or as a business house. Wheelock v. State, 15
Tex. 253; Sisk v. State, 28 App. 432, 13 S. W. 647. That a room in it is occupied
as a sleeping room, does not take it out of the statute. Sisk v. State, 28 App.
432, 13 S. W.. 647. To bring an outhouse within the inhibition of the statute it
must be one to which people resort for gaming or other purposes. It must have
been resorted to on more than one occasion, or by more persons than were ac

tually engaged in the gaming. Wheelock v, State, 15 _ Tex. 260; State v. Norton,
19 Tex. 102; Lynn v. State, 27 App, 590, 11 S. W. 640.

A charge of playing cards in an outhouse is amply supported by proof that de
fendant played in such outhouse, and that there were tables and chairs in the
house, and that men were frequently seen resorting to such house. Armstrong
v. State, 34 App. 645, :n S. W. 666.

,

The house in which accused and others played cards was in the inclosure of
the dwelling house of one of the, participants, but was an outhouse about 250
yards therefrom, in a field, and various vegetables and implements were stored
therein, and it was closed, but not locked, and contained no furniture, and no

betting was done at the games, the outhouse was not a "residence," within the
statutes, and accused was guilty of the offense of gaming. Soape v. State (Cr.
App.) 150 s. W. 612.

10. Private residence occupied by a family.-A room used by a single man as

his bed room is his private residence. Stewart v. State, 34 App, 33, 28 S. W. 806;
Alphin v. State (Cr. App.) 29 s. W. 159. But see Beard v. State, 51 App. 61,
101 S. W. 796, holding that a room back of a shop where a single man cooks his
meals, eats and sleeps, is not a private residence, and Patterson v. State, 55 App.
393, 116 S. W. 1151, holding that where a man who has never been married lives
alone in a h.ouse of only one room, it is not a private residence.

A private residence occupied by a family does not mean a hotel, does not
mean a saloon, does not mean a public street or highway nor an outhouse where
people resort. Wilkerson v. State, 44 App, 455, 72 S. W. 852, 853. It is not the
private residence that protects the gaming from being unlawful, but the fact
that the residence is at the time occupied by a family. The length of time
that the family is not .occupying it is immaterial, so long as they are not oc

cupying it at the time of the o·ffense. Stallings v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 153.
So, where a number of persons, none of whom resided in a certain residence, ob
tained permission from the owner to go to his house in the absence of himself
and his family for the purpose of playing dominoes, and' after having gone there
under this permission proceeded to gamble with cards and bet money on the game,
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they were trespassers, and the house was not a private residence. Sloan v. State
(Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 156; Stallings v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 159.

A camp occupied by defendant and his son !held a private residence. Hipp v.
State, 45 App, 20{), 75 S. W. 28, 62 L. R. A. 973.

An abandoned private residence held not a private residence within this arti
cle. McCollum v. State, 49 App, 383, 92 S. W. 848.

11. -- As a public place.-A private residence becomes a public place only
when spirituous liquors are sold there. White v. State, 39 App. 269, 45 S. W. 702,
46 S. W. 825.

.

A p·rivate residence cannot be an appurtenance to a public road, near which it
is, so as to authorize prosecution for permitting gaming therein, as in a public
place. Dunn v. State, 72 App, 170, 161 S. W. 46'7.

12. -- Commonly resorted to for gaming.-Under this article, construed
with article 557, post, the playing of cards in a private house is an offense only
when there is betting, and when the house is used as a resort for gaming. Purvis
v. State, 62, App. 302, 137 S. W. 701, Ann. Cas. 1913C, 536. See, also, Robinson v.

State, 72 App. 616, 163 S. W. 434. When parties constantly resort to a private res

idence for the purpose of gaming it is a gaming house. Morgan v. State, 42 App.
422, 60 S. W. 764. The number of times that games are played is not the sole cri
terion of whether a private residence is commonly resor-ted to for gaming. A

man, his friends, and invited guests may pLay frequently without violating the
law, if the main object and purpose is not to gamble for money, while if a man

throws open the doors of his home to any and all who desire ·to enter therein for
the purpose of gambling with cards there is a violation of the law, though evi
dence that this was continuously or frequently done would add additional strength
to the evidence.' Sloan v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 156. Where there was evi
dence that for six months a number of games were played at the residence, wit
nesses saying that they knew six or eight tim.es when they were there and
played cards for money, a finding that the residence was commonly resorted to
for the purpose of gaming was sustained. Floeckinger v. State, 45 App. 199, 75
S. W. 303. Where the only evidence was to the effect that defendant and an

other were sitting opposite each other at a table on which were money and a

deck of cards, there could be no conviction. Purvis v. State, 62 App. 302, 137 S.
W. 701, Ann. Cas. 1913C, 536.

To constitute the offense of gaming in a private room or residence, it must
appear that the room or residence is a gaming house, or that the room is
attached to a public house and commonly used for gaming purposes, or that
it is a private room in an inn or tavern and commonly used for gaming pur
poses, or that it is a room, or house where spirituous liquors are sold. Miller v.

State, 35 App. 650, 34 S. W. 959.

13. What constitutes playing at g'ame of cardSl.-"Monte" is known as a

banking game, or a game which is played, kept, dealt, or exhibited. It is a

game which cannot properly be said to be played with cards. Card playing is

contradistinguished from gaming tables or banks. So, where an indictment charg
es unlawful playing at a game of cards in a public place, and the evidence shows
that the game played was monte, a conviction thereunder cannot be sustained.
Averheart v. State, 30 App, 651, 18 S. W. 416.

If appellant's act was a trick or joke, if he was playing at a game with cards
where spirituous liquors were retailed, he was guilty. Toler v. State,' 41 App,
659, 56 S. W. 917.

14. Necessity of bet or wager.-Under former laws betting was necessary to
constitute the offense. Reeves v. State, 9 Tex. 447. But under the present law it
is an offense to play cards even without betting at any place, except at a pri
vate residence occupied by a family. Borders v. State, 24 App, 333, 6 S. W. 532.;
Gallegos v. State, 50 App. 190, 95 S. W. 124; Lamar v: State, 49 App, 563, 95 S.
W.511.

.

15. What constitutes bet or wager.-A bet may be an implied understanding
that the loser shall pay for the whisky. Bachellor v. State, 10 Tex. 258.

Money may be bet without being in sight. Pierce v. State, 12 Tex. 210.
One cannot be convicted of playing or betting on a game of cards upon evidence

showing that he, as banker, exhibited a monte bank at which the other players
bet, since he could not bet at his own banking game. Vinson v. State, 58 App,
47, 124 S. W. 652. Nor can one be convicted of unlawfully playing at a game of
cards at a place other than a private residence occupied by a family, on evi
dence that, if gambling at all, he was bettirig at a game of "monte." Arre
dondo v. State, 58 App. 145, 124 S. W. 930.

16. Accomplices.-See notes under article 79, ante.

17. Acquittal o·f joint defendants.-See notes under Code Cr. Proc. art. 9.
18. Indictment or informa�ion.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 282-286. See, also, Code

Cr. Proc. arts. 447-481.

19. Joinder of offenses.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 481.

20. -- Venue.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 451, subd. 5.

21. -- Description of place or house.-If the playing was in one of the
houses specifically named in the statute it is sufficient to use the designation used
in the statute, as that the playing was at "a house for retailing spirituous liquors"
or at "a store house," or "a tavern," or "an inn." Sheppard v. State, 1 App.
304; Royal v . State, 9 Tex. 449; Watson v. State, 13 App. 160; Askey v. State, 15
App. 558; Bacchus v. State, 18 App. 15; Early v. State, 23 App, 364, 5 S. W. 122;
Horan v. State, 24 Tex.. 161. But if the house be one not speeifically named in
the statute, the indictment must not only allege that it was a public house, but
must also allege the facts which show that it was public. Jackson V. State, 16
App, 373; Fossett v, State, 16 App. 375; Bowman v. State, 16 App. 613;' Tummins
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V. State, 18 App. 13; State v, Barns, 25 Tex. 654; Millican v. State, 25 Tex. 664;
State v. Alvey, 26 Tex. 155; State v, Fuller, 31 Tex. 559; State v. Mansker, 36"
Tex. 364; Elsberry' v: State, 41 Tex. 158. An indictment which alleges that the

gaming was done at a public house, to-wit, a house commonly resorted to for the

purpose of gaming, sufficiently alleges the public character of the house. Williams
v. State, 42 App, 368, 60 S. W. 248, 249. Where a room in a house is designated as

the place where the gaming occurred, the indictment alleges that the room was, at
the time of the gaming, attached to one of the public houses named in the stat

ute, or to some house commonly known as public. O'Brien v, State, 10 App. 544;
Weiss v. State, 16 App, 431; 'I'urnmins V. State, 18 App. 13; Bacchus v. State,
18 App. 15; Early v. State, 23 App, 364, 5 S. W. 122. An indictment, charging in

one count that accused played at a game with cards "at a house for retailing
spirituous liquors," and in another count alleging the place as a "certain room

attached to a house for retailing spirituous liquors," charges a statutory offense in
each count. Early v. State, 23 App. 364, 5 S. W. 122. An indictment for playing
at a game with cards in a private room of a public house must allege that spiritu
ous liquors were sold at such house, unless it was a gaming house. Miller v. State.
35 App. ,650, 34 S. W. 959.

.

If the gaming was at a public place, designated as such by the statute, as a

"street" or "highway," it is sufficient to so allege, but if at a public place, not

specifically named as such in the statute, the facts which constitute the place a

public one, must be averred. Shihagen v, State, 9 Tex. 430; Rice v. State, 10
Tex. 545; State v. Lopez, 18 Tex. 33; State v. Barns, 25 Tex. 654; Cherry v.

State, 30 Tex. 439; Metzer v. State, 31 App, 11, 19 S. W. 254; Elsberry v. State.
41 Tex. 158; Sheppard v. State, 1 App. 304; Scribner v. State, 12 App. 173; Jack
son v. State, 16 App. 373; Fossett v. State, 16 App. 375; Bowman v. State, 16 App.
513; Dailey v. State, 2'V App. 569, 11 S. W. 636; Chapman v. State, 63 App. 4914.
140 S. W. 442. If the playing was not done at any of the places named in the stat
ute as public places, it is only necessary to state that the said place was then and
there not a private residence occupied by a family. Osborn v. State (Cr. App.) 72
S. W. 592. In an indictment under this article for playing cards it is sufficient to

allege that the same was not played a.t a private residence without stating where
it was played. Russell v . State, 44 App. 465, 72 S. W. 190, 191; Hankins v.•State,
(Cr. App.) 72 S. W. 191. An allegation that accused "did then and there unlaw
fully play at a game of cards in a public place, to wit, the Commercial Union
Clubrooms, which club room was then and there a place to which people did then
and there commonly resort for the purpose of business, amusement, and recreation,
and which club room was then and there a "public place," is sufficient. Grant v.

State, 33 App. 527, 27 S. W. 127. An information for unlawfully playing cards in
a public place describing the place as being in a certain pasture about 340 yards
from the 1. & G. N. Ry. Depot was too indefinite. Crutcher v. State, 39 App. 233,
45 S. W. 594. A count charging accused with playing cards in a. club room in a

certain hotel sufficiently charges playing in a public place. So, also, is a count
charging accused with playing cards in a private room of an inn, commonly used
for gaming. Goldstein v. State (Cr. App.) 35 S. W. 289. An indictment alleging
that defendant did then and there unlawfully play at a game with cards in a pub
lic place, to wit: a printing office, commonly resorted to by the public is suffi
cient. Turbeville v. State, 37 App. 145, 38 S. '\V� 1010. An indictment charging
that defendant played cards in a room in a certain house which room was com

monly resorted to, etc., is Insufftclent. Burk v. State (Cr. App.) 35 S. W. 659.
An indictment charging that defendant unlawfully bet at a game/of cards, but

not negativing that the game was at a private house, or charging that it was

at a place prohibited under the statute, is insufficient. Purvis v. State, 62 App.
302, 137 S. W. 701, Ann. Cas. 19'13C, 536; Chapman v. State, 63 App. 513, 140 S.
W. 441; Chapman v. State, 63 App. 494, 140 S. W. 442; George v. State (Cr. App.)
143 S. W. 621; Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 143 s. W. 6·21; George v. State (Cr.
App.) 144 ·S. W. 1138; Shelton v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 340; (overruling
Hodges v. State, 44 App. 444, 72 S. W. 179; Wilkerson v: State, 44 App. 455, 72
S. W. 850, 851; Purvis v. State, 52 App, 343, 107 S. W. 55; Singleton v. State, 53
App. 625, 111 S. W. 736). An inrormatton charging accused with unlawfully play
ing cards at a certain place on a certain river near a fish trap in the pasture of
another, about four miles from a certain town, the same not then and there be
ing a private residence occupied by a family, negatived the fact that the game
was at a private residence, and charged an offense. Elliott v. State, 59 App, 1,
127 S. W. 547.

If the gaming was at an out house, it is sufficient to so allege in the language
of the statute, that is, that it was "at an out house where people did then and
there resort." State v, Norton, 19 Tex. 102; State v, Stewart, 35 Tex. 499.

The information must allege that the gaming was at a private residence occu

pied by a family, but was one commonly resorted to for the purpose of gaming.
Wllliams v. State, 48 App. 325, 87 S. W. 1156. An information charging that ac

cused unlawfully played, bet, etc., at a game of cards in the privato residence of
C., "said private residence being then and there occupied by a family, and said
private residence being then and there one commonly resorted to for the purpose of
gaming," is sufficient. Floeckinger v. State, 45 App, 199, 75 S. W. 303.

An indictment for gaming with cards in a room Which is a common resort for
gaming does not charge gaming in a public place or house. Nail v. State (Cr.
App.) 50 S. W. 704.

22. -- Ownership or occupancy of house.-If the playing was in a house it
need not be alleged who owned or occupied the house. Prior v. State, 4 Tex. 383;
Wilson V. State, 5 Tex. 21; Sublett v. State, 9 Tex. 53; Sheppard v. State, 1
App. 304.

23. -- Playing In general.-An indictment against two or more persons for
playing cards, which charges them jointly, must allege that they played together.
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Lewellen v. State, 18 Tex. 538; State v: Roderica, 35 Tex. 507; Galbreath v. State,
36 Tex. 200; Herron v, State, Id. 285; State v. Homan, 41 Tex. 155. Unless the
indictment, by its averments, clearly shows that the defendants are indicted for
separate offenses. Parker v, State, 26 Tex. 204. If the indictment be against one

person only, it need not allege with whom he played. Johnson v. State, 36 Tex.
198; Day v: State', 27 App, 143, 11 S. W. 36. Or that he played with anyone.
State v, Shult, 41 Tex. 548.

24. -- Playing, at cards.-An allegation that accused "did play at a game of
cards" is sufficient. Johnson v, State, 36 Tex. 198; State v, Mansker, 36 Tex. 365;
State v. Shult, 41 Tex. 548.

25. -- Betting money.-It is not necessary to give a description of the thing
bet. Handy v. State, 49 App. 381, 92 S. W. 848; Herr-in v. State, 50 App. 351, 97
S. W. 88.

An allegation that money was bet is not supported by proof that bank notes or

property was bet. Hale v: State, 8 Tex. 171.
An indictment, which, after describing the public place, alleges that defendant

did, then and there, in the house aforesaid, play at a game with cards with one

M., upon the result of which said game a Sum of money was then and there bet,
to-wit: the sum of twenty-five cents, contrary, etc., is sufficient, without averring
that defendant bet the money, or knew that it was pet. State v. Ward, 9 Tex. 370.

While it would have been sufficient for the information to allege that accused
bet at a game of cards, without alleging that he bet money, where it specifically
alleged that he bet money, it was necessary to prove such fact in order to avoid
a variance. Melton v . State, 58 App, 86, 124 S. W. 910.

26. Evidence.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 783.
Evidence held not to sustain a conviction for unlawfully playing cards. Thomas

v, State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 878; Bowen v . State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 306.
That a witness saw money on the table, where defendant and others were play

Ing cards, is sufficient to authorize the jury to find that money was bet. Rice v,

State, 10 Tex. 545.
Evidence that defendant played a game of poker at a schoolhouse supports the

allegation of an unlawful game of cards not at a private residence. Inman v:

State, 47 App. 609, 85 S. W. 796.
Where the evidence fails to show at what time the card playing occurred it is

insufficient to support a conviction. Fallwell v. State, 48 App. 35, 85 S. W. 1069.
There being no direct evidence of card playing circumstantial evidence held in

sufficient to support a conviction. Ables v. State, 49 App. 29'2, 92 S. W. 414.
Evidence that but one game was played in a tent used as defendant's residence

held insufficient to support a conviction. Spencer v, State, 49 App, 382, 92 S.
W.847.

Evidence showing that three or four games were played in which five or six
parties indulged in defendant's residence and in which the two witnesses partici
pated held sufficient to sustain a conviction. Herrin v. State, 50 App. 351, 97 S.
W.88.

On trial for gaming in an out house where people resort, evidence that accused,
with three others, played a game of cards in a "seed-house," three others being
present, and that, so far as witnesses knew, it was the only game ever played
therein, without any evidence that people at any other time ever resorted there
for any other purpose, is Insufficierrt to support a conviction. Hopkins v: State (Cr.
App.) 33 s. W. 975.

A conviction for playing cards in a gaming house is sustained by evidence that
the room where the parties played was used for the purpose of gaming, and was

fitted up with a regular poker outfit, and that there were "take-offs out of each
pot" for the owner of the game. Wartelsky v. State (Cr. App.) 33 S. W. 1079�

Evidence that accused had before been convicted of gambling is inadmissible.
Goldstein v, State (Cr. App.) 35 S. W. 289.

'

Evidence that money was bet on the game is admissible. Goldstein v, State
(Cr. App.) 35 8'. W. 289.

On a trial for playing at a game with cards in an outhouse, evidence that dur
ing the time covered by the indictment lights were frequently seen in said house,
is admissible. Moore v, State (Cr. App.) 37 s. W. 747.

On a trial for gaming at a public place where people had assembled for amuse

ment, evidence showing that whiskey was sold at the place is admissible- as tend
ing to show its public character. White v, State, 39 App. 269', 45 S. W. 7D2, 46
S. W. 825.

A question as to the value of poker chips used in the game, asked' to show
their market value, and not their value as representing money in the particular
game, which gave the market value of the chips, is not admissible. Melton v.

State, 58 App, 86, 124 S. W. 910.
27. Instructions.-See Code Cr. Proe; art. 735; O'Brien v: State, 10 App. 544;

Askey v. State, 15 App. 558; Bacchus v. State, 18 App. 15.
Cited Minter v, State, 70 App. 634, 159 S. W. 286; Bell v. State (Cr. App.) 171

S. W. 239.

Art. 549. [380] What included in preceding article.-All hous
es commonly known as public, and all gaming-houses, are included
within the meaning of the preceding article. .

Any room attached
, to such public house and commonly used for gaming, is also includ
ed, whether the same be kept closed or open. A private room of an

inn or tavern is not within the meaning of public places, unless such
room is commonly used for gaming; nor is a private business office
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or a private residence to be constructed as within the meaning of
a public house or place; provided, said private residence shall not

be a house for retailing spirituous liquors. [Act Feb. 11, 1866, pp.
97, 98.]

See notes to article 548, ante.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 282.

Art. 550. [381] Offense complete without betting.-In prose
cutions under the two preceding articles, it shall not. be necessary
for the state to prove that any money or article of value, or the

representative of either, was bet at such game, when the prosecu
tion is for playing cards at a house for retailing spirituous liquors,
store house, tavern, inn or any other public place, or in any street,
highway or other public place, or in any outhouse where people
resort, or at any place except a private residence occupied by a fam

ily; provided, that nothing in this title shall be so construed as to

prevent the playing of any game for amusement at a private resi
dence occupied by a family. [Amended Act 1901, p. 26.]

See notes to article 548, ante.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 282.

Art. 551. [382, 388a] Gaming table, bank, etc., keeping or ex

hibiting.-If any person shall, directly or as agent or employe for
another or through any agent or agents, keep or exhibit, for the
purpose of gaming, any policy game, any gaming table, bank, wheel
or device of any name or description whatever, or any table, bank,
wheel or device for the purpose of gaming, which has no name, or

any slot machine, any pigeon hole table, any jenny lind table, ten

pin alley or table or alley of any kind whatsoever, regardless of the
name, or whether named or not, or of the number of pins, balls, or

rings used for gaming, shall be guilty of a felony, and, upon convic
tion, shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less
than two nor more than four years, regardless of whether any of
the above mentioned games, tables, banks, alleys, wheels, devices or

slot machines are licensed by law or not; provided, that any such

alley, table, bank, wheel, machine or device shall be considered as

used for gaming, if the table fees, alley fees, or money or anything
of value is bet thereon. [Act 1905, ch. 22; Act 1907, p. 108; Act
1913, p. 277, ch. 137, §§ 1, 2.]

I •
'

1. Explanatory. 13. "Monte" game.
2. Historical. 14. Grand raffie.
3. Offense in general. 15. Game of cards.
4. Continuing offense. 16. Billiard or pool table.
5. Keeping. 17. Part owner.

6. Exhibiting. 18. Occupation tax or license.
7. Game defined. 19. Accomplices.
8. Gaming table or bank. 20. Jurisdiction of justice of the peace.
9. Ten-pin alley. 21. Indictment or information.

10. -- Poker game or table. 22. Evidence.
11. -- Dice or crap game. 23. Questions for court.
12. -- Slot machine. 24. Instructions.

1. Explanatory.-Acts 1913, p. 277, ch. 137, §§ 1, 2, repeal "article 551, title 2 [11].
chapter 4, of the Revised Criminal Statutes of the State of Texas, 1911," and de
clare's that "article 558, of title 2 [11], cha.pter 4, shall be amended by re-numbering
said article 551, to take the place of the repealed article."

2. Hlsto'rlcal.-This article (Pen. Code 1911, art. 558) makes felonies the same

acts made misdemeanors by Pen. Code 1911, art. 551. It followed said article 551
in the Code of 1911. It is in irreconcilable conflict with said art. 551, which, how
ever, does not make both articles void. This article was passed later than said
article 551, which was re-enacted in the Code of 1911 by mistake, repeals said
article 551, and is the law now in force. Stevens v. State, 70 App. 565, 159 S. W.
505; Robertson v. State, 70 App. 307, 159 S. "}Y. 713.

Unconstitutionality of prior amendatory act, see Hunt v. State, 22 App. 396,
3 S. W. 233; Wright v. State. 23 App, 313, 5 S. W. 117; Ford V. State. 23 App. 520,
5 S. W. 145.

.

3. Offense In general.-One who keeps or exhibits any kind of table or device
for the purpose of gaming is guilty of a misdemeanor (under superseded and re-

. ·pealed article). Dalton Y. State (Cr. App.) 74 S. W. 25. .
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That a game was played with dice at a private residence is not necessarily
a defense to a prosecution under this article. Faucett v. State, 46 App. 113, 79 S.
W.548. ,

It is not necessary that the dealer or exhibitor should have any interest against
the betters. Dalton v. State (Cr. App.) 74 S. W. 27.

4. Continuing offense.-Exhibiting a gaming table or bank is not a continuous
offense. Each act of exhibiting is a separate offense. It has not been decided,
however, that keeping such table or bank is not a continuous offense. Kain v.

State, 16 App, 282; Smith v. State, 28 App. 102, 12 S. W. 412.

5. Keepi ng.-"Keeping" is holding the table or bank in readiness for the pur
pose of obtaining bettors. Wolz v. State, 33 Tex. 331.

6. Exhibiting.-Exhibiting a gaming table or bank is a distinct offense from
keeping a table for gaming. Kain v. State, 16 App. 282.

7. Game defined.-A game is a trial of skill, or of chance between two or more

contending parties', according to some rule by which each one may fail or succeed
in the trial; of skill, as chess or billiards; of chance, as raffie and simple lottery;
of chance and skill combined, as backgammon, whist, faro, etc. Stearnes v. State,
21 Tex. 692. See, aso, Faucett v. State, 46 App. 113, 79 S. W. 548.

8. Gaming table or bank.-The constituent elements of a gaming table or bank
are as follows:-it is a game; it has a keeper, dealer or exhibitor; it is based on

the principle of the one against the many-the keeper, dealer or exhibitor against
the bettors, directly or indirectly; and it must be exhibited, that is, displayed for
the purpose of obtaining bettors. Stearnes v. State, 21 Tex. 692; Lyle v. State, 30
App. 118, 16 S. W. 765, 28 Am. St. Rep. 893; Averheart tv. State, 30 App. 651, 18
S. W. 416,; Bell v. State, 32 App. 187, 22 S. W. 687; Shaw v. State, 35 App. 394,
33 S. W. 1078. Any change, cover, disguise, or subterfuge in any such ingredients,
or in relation to the structure upon which the game is exhibited, or the instru
ments by which the result is developed, for the purpose of evasion, will not change
the character of the game. It is difficult to imagine any species of table or bank,
-or gaming device resembling either, that is kept for gaming, that would not be
included in the clauses of the Code. Stearnes v. State, 21 Tex. 692. It matters not
how the table or bank is constructed or operated if it is kept or exhibited for

gaming purposes. Doyle v. State, 19 App. 410. Whether or not the table was

designed for gaming purposes is immaterial-it is the game or character of play
on it that determines its status. Estes v, State, 10 Tex. 300; Stearnes v. State, 21
Tex. 692; Chappell v. State, 27 App, 310, 11 S. W.' 411; Bird v. State (Cr. App.)
148 s. W. 738. Contra, see 'Whitney v. State, 101 App. 377; Smith v. State, 17 Tex.
191. An indictment will lie against any gaming table or bank, though it be not
enumerated in the statute. Randolph v. State, 9 Tex. 521.

To constitute a "bank" there must be a fund of money offered and ready to be
staked on all bets others may make against the banker, on the game which he
keeps or exhibits. This element is the distinguishing feature between a bank and
a gaming table, and is perhaps the only real difference between them. Webb v.

State, 17 App. 205.
9. -- Ten-pin alley.-One may be guilty of exhIbiting or keeping a ten-pin

alley on evidence showing that the players at the game contributed an equal
amount towards the purchase of a knife, which was given to the player making
the highest score, the keeper of the alley depending on the profit on the knife for
his remuneration. Blades v. State, 43 App. 409, 66 S. W. 565.

10. -- Poker game or table.-A poiker game is not a banking game. Gillen
v. State (Cr. App.) 55 S. W. 48. The dealer in 3J game of "senate poker," a game
played with cards on any fiat surface, who takes no part in the game; but merely
receives a percentage of the bets as his fees, and who gives Hchips" in change for
money, which are used in the betting, and which are cashed by him at the end of
the game, is not exhibiting a gaming bank and table. Hairston v. State, 34 App,
M6, 30 S. W. 811. A table upon which poker is played, having a hole in its cen

i'er, into which the players put a chip for the proprtetor when they hold certain
hands, is not a gaming table, and its proprietor can not be convicted of keeping .

and exhibiting a gaming table. Lyle v. State, 30 App, 118, 16 S. W. 765, 28 Am.
St. Rep. 893.

11. -- Dice or crap game.-A game of "craps," in which the exhibitor played
the game as against the many, received the bets and paid the losses out of the
bank fund which he kept before him on the table, is a banking game. Copeland
v. State, 36 App. 576, 38 S. W. 189, reversing Bell v. State, 32 App. 187, 22 S. W.
-687, and distinguishing Chappell v. State, 27 App, 310, 11 S. W. 411, in which it
was held that a game called craps, played by one man throwing dice em 3J table,
and betting on certain numbers, while another party bet against him, played on
a fiat surface, without the intervention of any third party, was not a game to be
"played, dealt, kept, or exhibited," and that where such a game was played in a

.saloon, an employe of the proprietor, who stood by and received fees from the
players, was not guilty of keeping a gaming table; Faucett v. State, 46 App. 113,
79 S. W. 548. That the game of craps can be played without a ta.ble does not
prevent a table specially destgried for such game, and exhibited, from being a

gaming table, though there are games which cannot be played without a table, and
though the dealer in such games can take but one bet at a time, and the better
throws the dice. Bell v. State,.32 App. 187, 22 S. W. 687. See, also, Shaw v. State,
35 App, 394, 33 S. W. 1078.

Tl.le proprietor of a saloon. keeping therein a table, on which dice are thrown
for drinks and money, and on which games of dominoes are played, is not guilty
or keeping and exhibiting a gaming table. Whitney v. State, 10 App, 377.

12. -- Slot machine.-This article prohibits the keeping o1f a slot machine in
which checks may be drawn for merchandise, even if no blanks are drawn. Lytle
V. State (Cr. App.) 100 S. W. 1161.
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13. -- "Monte" game.-That in a prosecution for keeping and exhibiting,
for the purpose of gaming, a gaming table and bank, where there was no question
that, if monte was dealt or exhibited, it was for the purpose of obtaining bets,
failure to charge that the banking or dealing of the game of monte at a place not
usually resorted to for gaming is not a felony is not error. Morris v, State, 57
App. 163, 121 S. W. 1112.

14. -- Grand Raffle.-"Grand raffie" contains all the elements of a gaming
table or bank. Stearnes v. State, 21 Tex. 692.

15. -- Game of ,cards.-One having charge of an ordinary game of cards

played on a blanket in a shed room to' a barn, by negroes as an attachment to a

negro dance, and at which money was bet, is not running a gambling house. Hanks
v, State, 54 App. 1, 111 S. W. 402, 17 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1210.

16. -- Billiard or pool table.-One who exhibits a billiard table, and who
takes the bets of the players throwing dice, without himself throwing dice, is
guilty of "exhibiting a gaming table." Bird v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 738.
One who keeps a table on which is played the game known as fifteen ball pool,
the same being a billiard or pool table, the game being usually played on such
table with the understanding that the loser was to' pay for the drinks or cigars
ordered from defendant's bar, money also being bet on the game, is guilty of
exhibiting a gaming table, but not guilty of exhibiting a bank. Webb v. State, 17
App. 205. Evidence that a game of pool was played on a pool table by several per
sons, with the understanding among themselves, to which deferidarrta were not
parties, that the loser should pay to defendants the sum of five cents for each cue

used in the game, defendants in no way participating in the game, is insufficient to
support a conviction for exhibiting a gaming table. Smith v. State, 28 App. 102,
12 S. W. 412.

.

17. -- Part owner.-One who is a part owner of a table belonging to a

gambling establishment, kept and exhibited for the purpose of gaming is guilty ot
keeping and exhibiting a gaming table, though not actually present at the time it
was exhibited. Buchanan. v. State (Cr. App.) 33 S. W. 339.

>II

18. Occupatton tax or Iicense.-Under this article as it now stands (also under
article 557) it is no defense to a prosecution that accused has paid the occupation
tax and been granted a license. Blades v. State, 43 App, 409, 66 S. W. 565. See,
also, Reeves v. State, 12 App, 199, and Parker v. State, 13 App. 213, holding to the
same effect, under a prior occupation tax act, which, while authorizing a license
to be granted, inhibited the exhibiting or betting an any of the prohibited games.
Other decisions to the contrary, under prior laws are Houghton v. State, 41 Tex.
136; State v. Johnson, 41 Tex. 504; Longworth v, State, 41 Tex. 508; Chiles v, State.
1 App. 28; Harris v. State, 9 App. 308; Rutherford v. State, 39 App. 137, 45 S. W.
679; Hill v. State (Gr. App.) 66 S; W. 655; Harris v. State (ICr. App.) 6� s. W. 565.

19. Accomplices.-See ante art. 79.
20. JurisdiCtion of Justice of the Peace.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 106.
21. Indictment or Informatlon.-Willson's Cr. Forms" 289. See, also, Code Cr.

Proc. arts. 447-481.
22. Evidence.-See notes to article 655, post.
23. Questions for court.-See 'Code Cr. Proc. art. 734.
24. Instructlons.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 735.
Cited, Austin v . State (Cr. App.) 135 s. W. 1167; Minter v, State, 70 App, 634,

159 S. W. 286; Minter v. State, 70 App, 634, 159 S. W. 289.
In a prosecution for keeping and exhibiting, for the purpose of gaming, a gam

ing table and bank, the game being monte, failure to charge what is a banking
game is not error; the statute expressly defining monte to be a banking game.
Morris v. State, 57 App, 163, 121 S. W. 1112.

Art. 552. [383] Table or bank includes, what.-It being in
tended by the foregoing article to include every species of gaming
device known by the name of table or bank, of every kind what
ever, this provision shall be construed to include any and all games.
which in common language are said to be played, dealt, kept or

exhibited.
See notes to article 551, ante.
Indlctment.-Willson's Gr. Forms, 289.

Art. 553. [384] Games specifically enumerated.-Lest any mis
apprehension should arise as to whether certain games are included
within the meaning of the foregoing articles, it is declared that the
following games are within the meaning and intention of said arti
cles, viz.: Faro, monte, vingt et un, rouge et noir, roulette, ABC,.
chuck-a-luck, keno, pool and rondo; but the enumeration of these
games specially shall not exclude any other properly within the
meaning of the two preceding articles. Any game played for money
upon a billiard table, or table resembling a billiard table, other than
the game of billiards licensed by law, is punishable under the pro
visions of this chapter.

See, notes to article 551" ante.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 289, 290, 292.
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Art. 554. [385] Indidment.-In any indictment or information
for the class of offenses named in the three preceding articles, it is
sufficient to state that the person accused kept a table or bank for

gaming, or exhibited a table or bank for gaming, without giving the
name or description thereof, and without stating that the table or

bank, or gaming device, was without any name, or that the name

was unknown.
Complaint, indictment, or Information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 289. See, also,

Code Cr. Proc. arts. 447-481.
-- Allegations In general.-Where the table or bank exhibited is one specif

ically named in the statute, it is not necessary to allege in the indictment that it
was kept or exhibited for the purpose of gaming. Wardlow v. State, 18 App. 356;
Doyle v. State, 19 App, 410; Short v. State, 23 App. 312, 4 S. W. 903. If, however,
the table or bank be not one specifically named, it must be alleged that it was

kept and exhibited for gaming purposes. Ben v. State, 9 App. 107; Anderson v.

State, 9 App. 177; Doyle v. State, 19 App, 410; Booth v . State, 26 Tex. 203; State
v. Blair, 41 Tex. 30. The indictment need only follow the statute.• Estes v. State,
10 Tex. 300; State v. Kelly, 24 Tex. 182; Polk v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 988.
The latitude allowed by this article is not intended to be exclusive. Other modes
of description equally as certain may be adopted. Estes v. State, 10 Tex. 300;
State v. Kelly, 24 Tex. 182. An allegation that defendant "did unlawfully keep and
exhibit a gaming table and bank, for the purpose of gaming," is sufficient. Camp
bell v. State, 2 App, 187; Parker v, State, 13 App, 213; Webb v. State, 17 App. 205;
Perkins v. State (Cr. App.) 33 s. W. 341; Rabby v. State (Cr. App.) 37 s. W. 741;
Moore v. State, 35 App. 74, 31 S. W. 649; Ranirez v. State (Cr. App.) 40 S. W. 278.
On a trial for "keeping a cue alley table for the purpose of gaming," evidence that
money, alley fees, or other things of value were bet on the cue alley, is properly
admitted, without further allegations descriptive of the offense. Bta.terv. Howery,
41 Tex. 506.

-- Joint or separate indlctment.-1.Where more than one join in the commis
sion of an offense, all or any number of them may be Iomtlv indicted for it, or

each may be separately indicted. An indictment charging that accused and M.
"did unlawfully keep and exhibit a bank for gaming purposes is not objectionable.
Webb v. State, 17 App, 205.

Duplicity.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 481.
8ited, Minter v. State, 70 App. 634, 159 S. W. 286.

Art. 555. [386] ·Proof.-In prosecutions under articles 551, 552
and 553, it shall be sufficient to prove that any game therein men

tioned was played, dealt or exhibited, without proving that money
or other articles of value were won or lost thereon.

Evidence.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 783.
Where an indictment avers that accused kept and exhibited a gaming table in

the city of D., such averment must be strictly proved, though it was not neces

gary to allege that the offense was committed in such city. Withers v. State, 21
App, 210, 17 S. W. 725.

Evidence that one, while a game was proceeding at a gaming table, from his
position at the table, opposite the dealer, picked up the dice, and threw or handed
them back to him, is sufficient to authorize a finding that he was exhibiting a

game. Smith v. State (Cr. App.) 33 S. W. 871.
On a trial for keeping and exhibiting for gaming purposes a gaming table in

.a room, it is proper to permit a witness to describe the room where the alleged
gambling took place, though he shows that there was a bar in the room where
intoxicants were sold; there being no effort to prove that accused sold intoxicants
in violation of law. Bird v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 738.
-- Accomplice testimony.-See notes under Code Cr. Proc. art. 801.
-- Reputation of accused.-In a prosecutton for keeping and exhibiting a

'gaming table, evidence offered by tne accused to prove his reputation as an in
-dustrtous, hard-working man was properly excluded as it was not an issue in the
case, Stevens v. State, 70 App. 565, 159 S. W. 505.

-- lSufficlency.-Cited, Minter v. State, 70 App, 634, 159 S. W. 286.
Evidence held sufficient to support cdnviction. Gomprecht v: State, 36 App. 434,

"37 S. W. 734; Robinson v. State (Cr. App.) 39 S. W. 662; Dalton v. State (Cr.
App.) 74 s. W. 27; Morris v. State, 57 App, 163, 121 S. W. 1112. Evidence held in
.sufficient to support a conviction. Wells v. State, 22 Tex. App. 18, 2 S. W. 609;
Erwin v. State, 25 App. 330, 8 S. W. 276; Polly v. State, 33 App. 410, 26 S. W. 727;
Spriggs v. State, 58 App. 191, 125 S. W. 27.

Art. 556. [387] "Played," "dealt" and "exhibited" defined.
'The words "played" and "dealt" have the meaning attached to them
in common language. The word "exhibited" is intended to signify
the act of displaying the bank or game for the purpose of obtaining
bettors.

See notes to article 551, ante.

Art. 557. [388] Gaming table, bank, etc., betting at.-If any
person shall bet or wager at any gaming table, or bank, or pigeon
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hole, or jenny lind table, or nine or ten-pin alley, such as are men

tioned in the six preceding articles, or shall bet or wager any money
or other thing of value at any of the games included in the six

preceding articles, or at any of the following games, viz.: Poker
dice, jack-pot, high ...dice, high-die, low-dice, low-die, dominoes,
euchre with dominoes, poker with dominoes, sett with dominoes,
muggins, crack-Ioo, crack-or-Ioo, or the game of matching money or

coins of any denomination for such coins, or for other things of

value, or at any game of any character whatever that can be played
with cards, dice, or dominoes, or at any table, bank or alley, by
whatsoever name the same may be known, or whether named or

not, and without reference as to how the same may be played, and
without reference as to how the same may be constructed or operat
ed, or shall bet or wager upon anything in any place where people,
resort for the purpose of betting or wagering, he shall be fined not

less than ten dollars nor more than fifty dollars; provided, no per
son shall be indicted under this article for playing said games with
dominoes or cards at a private residence occupied by a family, un

less same is commonly resorted to for the purpose of gaming;
and provided, further, that no banking game played with cards or

dominoes shall be exempted 'from the provisions of this chapter on

account of being played at a private residence occupied by a fam

ily; and provided, further, that for betting on any. gaming table
or bank, the court or jury may, in addition to said fine, impose a

jail penalty of not less than ten nor more than thirty days. [Act
1907, p. 108.]

14. Place commonly I resorted to for
gaming.

15. License or occupation tax.
16. Complaint, indictment or informa

tion.
17. -- Bet in general.
18. -- Betting at game played with

dice.
19. -- Betting at game of cards.
20. -- Playing pool.
21. -- Negativing exceptions.
22. Evidence.
23. _- Venue.

1. Constitutionality.
2. Repeal.
3. Betting in general.
4. Betting for drinks.
5. Paying table fees.
6. Betting at crack 100.
7. Playing pin pool.
8. Raffle.
9. Betting at game played with dice.

10. -- Distinct offenses.
11. Betting at game of cards.
12. Playing at game of cards in pri

vate residence.
13. Playing game with cards at pri

vate residence.

Cited, Minter v. State, 70 App. 634, 159 S. W. 286; Stevens v. State, 70 App. 565.
159 S. W. 505.

1. Constitutionallty.-Act March 28, 1907 (Acts 30th Leg. c. 49, amending this
article is not unconstitutional on the ground that its provisions are not express
ed in the title. Singleton v. State, 53 App'. 625, 111 S. W. 737;. Simons v. State,
56 App, 339, 120 S. W. 210.

,

This article does not discriminate against the negro race, because it permits
card playing-a white man's game-While it wholly prohibits craps, which is a

negro game. Sparks v: State, 64 App, 610, 142 S. W. 1183.
2. Repeal.-Act March 28, 1907 (Acts 30th Leg. c. 49), of which this article is

a part repealed articles 382, 389, and 390 of the Code of 1895, notwithstanding their
inclusion in the Revision of 1911 as articles 551, 572, and 573. Robertson v. State,
70 App, 307, 159 S. W. 713.

3. Betting in general.-A bet is the mutual agreement and tender of a gift of
something valuable, which is to belong to the one or the other of the contract
ing parties, according to the result of the trial of chance or skill, or both com

bined. Stearnes v. State, 21 Tex. 692; Long v. State, 22 App. 194, 2 S. W. 541, 58-
Am. Rep. 6133. The rules of the game constitute the terms of the agreement, and
define the contingency upon which one or the other is to receive the gift. The
staking of money or property, besides being a tender, is an ostensible adoption or

sanction of the agreement. Stearnes v. State, 21 Tex. 692. Betting, of itself, is'
not a violation or law. It is the betting at games, tables, or banks, which are in
hibited that constitutes the offense denounced by the preceding article. Houghton
v. State, 41 Tex. 136; Chiles v. State, 1 App. 28. It is not an offense to bet at a

game unlesa something of value is bet. 'Portwood v. State, 71 App. 447� 160 S. W.
345. A bet may be made by acts without words. Emmons v. State, 34 App. 98.
29 S. W. 474, 475; Rainbolt v. State, 51 App. 153, 101 S. W. 217.

Where accused was charged with betting on a banking game, evidence that
he, as keeper of the bank, bet with a player that he (the player) had made a bad
bet against the bank; the charge was not sustained by the evidence, since the bet
was a bet by the keeper of the bank against. a player. and not against the bank.
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and the keeper was guilty 0If exhibiting a bank, but not of betting against it, as

charged in the indictment. Askey v: State, 20 App. 443.
There is no distinction between playing and betting, and, when it is charged

that an accused "played" at cards, it means that he was betting, or, if it was

a banking game, that he exhibited it for the purpose of obtaining bets, and gen
erally the word has such meaning in statutes with reference to gaming. Purvis
v. State, 62 App. 302, 137 S. W. 701, Ann. Cas. 1913C, 536.

4. Betting for drinks.-Betting for drinks of liquor is in effect a betting of
money. Bachellor v. State, 10 Tex. 258. Where accused and another played for
the drinks on a pool table, and the loser paid for the drinks, but there was no

prior agreement that he should do so, there is a betting on a gaming table. Dun
bar v: State, 34 App, 596, 31 S. W. 401.

5. Paying table fees.-Paying of "table fees" is also a betting. Tuttle v: State,
1 App. 365; Vanwey v. State, 41 Tex. 639; Humphreys v. State, 34 App. 434, 30
S. W. 1066; Hall v. State (Cr. App.) 34 s. W. 122. But evidence that accused, the
loser in a game of pool, paid the fees for use of the table, and that this was the

general custom, is insufficient to sustain a conviction for gaming, in the absence
of evidence of knowledge of such custom on accused's part. Ellis v: State, 58 App.
319, 125 S. W. 892.

6. Betting at crack 100.�Betting at "crack 100" is prohibited by this article
though it is not played with dice or dominoes. Donathan v. State, 43 App. 427, 66
S. W. 781.

7. Playing pin pool.-One may be convicted of playing pin pool without proof
that he actually put up money, where it is shown that the game required the pool
played for to be made by the persons playing for it by putting up a certain amount
of money, and that he. was playing when the pooO. was up. Cohen v. State, 17
Tex. 142.

8. Raffle.-A raffle for a gun of the value of seven dollars, played with dice
at a saloon, was held to be an unlawful betting within the purview of said act.
It does not make any difference whether such betting or raffle be for religious,
benevolent, or profane purposes. Long v. State, 22 App. 194, 2 S. W. 541, 58 Am.
Rep. 633.

9. Betting at game played with dlce.-It is an offense to bet on any game
played with dice, wherever played. Day v, State, 27 App. 143, 11 S. W. 36; Bowles
v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 626; Scott v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 226. By
whatever name the game is known. Day v. State, 27 App, 143, 11 So. W. 36. This
includes. a private residence, though it is occupied by a private family, and is not

commonly resorted to for purpose of gaming. Bowles v: State (Cr. App.) 150 s.
W. 626; Knowles v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 777. Contra, Borders v. State, 24
App. 333, 6 S. W. 532; Stewart v: State, 34 App, 33, 28 S. W. 806; Borders v. State
(Cr. App.) 66 S. W. 1103; Barton v. State, 50 App. 161, 95 S. W. 111; Thompson v,

State (Cr. App.) 96 S. W. 1085; Marks v. State, 51 App. 218, 101 S. W. 805. These
cases were decided on the law as it was prior to the amendment of 1907.

Where the evidence showed that defendant threw all the dice, .stood behind the
table and took all the bets, it has been held that the game was a banking game,
defendant was the dealer, and could not be convicted of betting at a game with
dice. Shaw v. State, 35 App. 394, 33 S. W. 1078. On trial for betting at a game
with dice commonly called "craps," it makes no dIfference whetheI" it was a bank
ing or table game or not, if he bet it was a violation of the law. Thompson v:

State, 37 App. 227, 38 S. W. 785, �9 S. W. 298.
10. -- Distinct offenses.-Each separate act of betting at a game played with

dice constitutes a distinct offense. The consecutive throwing of dice from nightfall
until daybreak does not constitute a continuous game, and the eonsecuttve bet
ting on the different throws does not constitute a continuous offense.' Day v, State,
27 App. 143, 11 S. W. 36; Kain v. State, 16 App. 282.

11. Betting at game of cards.-Under this article (as amended by Acts 30th
Leg. c. 49, Acts 1907, p. 107) it is an offense' to bet on a game of cards, without
reference to where the game is played. Hence, it is an offense' to bet at a game
of cards in a private residence, though it is occupied by a private family, and is
not commonly resorted to for the purpose of gaming. Purvis v, State, 52 App.
342, 107 S. W. 55; Singleton v, State, 53 App, 625, 111 S. W. 736; Vinsoin v. State,
58 App. 47, 124 S. W. 652.

That defendant and another were sitting opposite each other at a table on

which was some money and a deck of cards, is insufficient to sustain a convic
tion for betting at a game of cards played at a private residence. Purvis v, State,
62 App. 302, 137 S. W. 701, Ann. Cas. 1913C, 536.

12. Playing at game of cards In private restdence.c-Under this article, construed
with article 548, ante, the playing of cards in a private residence is an offense only
When there is betting, and when the house is used as a resort for gaming. Purvis
v, State, 62 App. 302, 137 S. W. 701, Ann. Cas. 1913C, 536.

It is only games played with cards and dominoes that are not offenses when
played at a private residence occupied by a family. Scott v: State (Cr. App.) 155
s. W. 226.

See, also, notes to article 548, ante.
13. Playing game with cards at private resldence.-The place at which defend

ant" a bachelor and farmer, played cards, a house occupied ·by him alone, except
that a man, who was a stone mason, was stopping with him, was not a "private
residence occupied by a family," within the exception to the gaming law. Rob
bins v. State, 57 App. 8, 121 S. W. 504.

14. Place commonly resorted to for gamlng.-Where defendant was convicted
for gaming' in a dugout, a place commonly resorted to for gaming purposes, it
was immaterial that the place was also used for other purposes, such as the sale of
'liquors at retail. Reeves v. State, 34 App. 147, 29 S. W. 786.

'
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15. License or occupation tax.-See note to article 551, ante.

16. Complaint, Indictment or Informatlon.-See ICode Cr. Proc. arts. 447-481;
Willson's Cr. Forms, 290, 291.

17. -- Bet In genera I.-An allegation that defendant "bet," includes the aver

ment that the betting was something of value, and it is not necessary to allege what
was bet, or that it was something of value. Long v. State, 22 App, 194, 2 S. W.

541, 58 Am. Rep. 633. See, also, Harrison v. State 15 Tex. 239.

18. -- Betting at game played with dice.-An indictment for betting at a

game played with dice need not allege that accused played the game with, or bet
at the game with, another person. Day v. State, 27 App. 143,,11 S. W. 36.

An indictment for betting at a game played with dice commonly called "craps"
is not objectionable on the ground that, as the game was a banking game, the in
dictment should have been for betting at a banking game. Thompson v. State, 37
App. 227, 38 S. W. 785, 39 S. W. 298.

19. -- Betting at game of cards.-An information by a county attorney, up
on affidavit attached, presenting that defendant unlawfully bet at a game of cards
at a place not then and there a private residence occupied by a family, and that
affiant had reason to believe and did believe that defendant then played at cards
at a place not then and there a private residence, is defective, in that it does not

present to the court that accused had violated a law, but only that some affiant
charged him with committing the offense. Zinn v. State (Gr. App.) 151 s. W. 825.

20. -- Playing pool.---An indictment charging one with betting at a game
called "pool" is sufficient. Thompson v. State (Cr. App.) 28 S..W. 684.

21. -- Negativing excepttons.e-Btnce it is an offense to bet on any game
played with dice, wherever played, an a.llegn.tion, in an information charging ac

'cused with betting on a game played with dice called "craps," at a party's private
residence, that such private residence was commonly resorted to for the purpose
of gaming is surplusage, and need not be proved. Bowles v. State (Cr. App.) 150
S. W. 626. Under the old law it was necessary to negative that the game was

played at. a private residence. Colchell v. State, 23 App. 584, 5 S. W. 139; Borders
v. State (Cr. App.) 66 S. W. 110'3.

An indictment: for betting at monte need not allege that the betting was not at
a private residence occupied by a family. Mares v. State, 71 App, 303, 158 S. W.
1130.

22. Evidence.-Where the state proved that accused bet on a game of cards,
and he introduced no evidence, a conviction of gaming was supported by the evi
dence. Coots v. State, 57 App. 276, 122 S. W. 543. Evidence held not to sustain a

conviction for' gaming. Lucas v. state, 57 App. 198, 122 S. W. 387.
Evidence that "checks" were used In betting is sufficient, without any further

evidence that the checks represented money, or other property, Walton v. State,
14 Tex. 381.

Proof of betting money by accused upon the game charged to have been played
upon the table is sufficient proof, as against the party charged with the betting,
that the table was at the time kept or exhibited for gaming. Ramey v. State, 14
Tex. 409.

Evidence that a witness saw accused betting at faro, at the place charged in
the indictment, within the county, within one year before the finding of the in
dictment, is sufficient, although the witness could not state what was bet, whether
money, property, or the representative of either, although he was positive that the
bank was exhibited for gaming. Harrison v. State, 15 Tex. 239.

The state must prove that the offense was committed within one year prior to
the presentment of the indictment. Manning v. State, 35 Tex. 723.

Evidence in a prosecution for betting at dice held to sustain a conviction. Scott
V. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 226.

23. -- Venue.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 257.

Art. 558. [388a] Amended by renumbering the article 55l.
See art. 551, and note thereunder.

Art. 559. [388b] Keeping or renting for.-If any person shall
rent to another, or shall keep or be in any manner interested in
keeping, any premises, building, room or place for the purpose of
being used as a place to bet or wager, or to gamble with cards, dice,
dominoes, or to keep or exhibit for the purpose of gaming, any bank,
table, alley, machine, wheel or device whatsoever, or as a place
where people resort to gamble, bet or wager upon anything what
ever, or shall knowingly permit property or premises of which he
is owner, or which is under his control, to be so used, shall be guilty
of a felony, and, upon conviction, shall be punished by confinement
in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than four years, re

gardless of whether any of the above mentioned games, tables,
banks, alleys, machines, wheels or devices, or things, are licensed

.

by law or not; and any place or device shall be considered as used
for gaming or to gamble with or for betting or wagering, if any
fees, money, or anything of value is 'bet thereon, or if the same is
resorted to for the pll:rpose of gaming or betting. [Act 1907, p. 108.]
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1. Constitutionality.
'2. Repeal.
3. Keeping room for use as place to

bet, etc.
4. Keeping gaming devices.
5. Resort for 'gaming.
6. Nature of place kept.
7. Nature of device kept or used.
,8. Permitting property under control

to be used, etc.
9. Control of building, etc.

10. Continuing offense.
11. Indictment or information.

12. Renting premises, etc.
13. Keeping and being interested

in keeping, etc.
14. -- Permitting premises under

control to be used, etc.
15. -- Permitting gaming, etc.
16. -- Gambling.
17. Ij;jvidence.
18. -- Keeping or maintaining room,

etc.
19. -- Permitting house under con

trol, etc.
20; Instructions.

1. Constltutionality.-Act 30th Leg. c. 49, of which this article is a part, held
to comply with Corist. art. 3, § 38, requiring the presiding officers of each house
to sign bills when passed after their titles have been publicly read and the tact
of signing to be entered on the journals. Parshall v. State, 62 App, 177, 138 S. W.
759; Knox v. State, 62 App. 512, 138 S. W. 787. In the above cited cases it was held
that said constitutional provision did not require the journals of the two houses
to affirmatively show what the title of the bill was or that the full title thereof was

read. Act 30th Leg. c. 49, of which this article is a part, does not, by making it an

offense to wager money at cards, contravene Gonst. art. 3, § 35, providing that
no bill shall contain more than one subject, which shall be expressed in its title.
Parshall v. State; 62 App, 177, 138 S. W. 759; Knox v. State, 62 App. 512, 138 S.
W.787.

,2. Repeal.-This article was not repealed by the vagrancy act of 1909 (Acts
31st Leg. c. 59), articles 634-640, post. Austin v. State (Cr. App.) 135 S. W. 1167;
Parshall v. State, 62 App. 177, 138 S. W. 759; Goodwin v. State (Cr. App.) 143 s.
W.939.

Acts 30th Leg. c. 49 (Acts March 28, 1907), of which this article is a part, repeals
articles 382, 389, and 390 of the Code of 1895, notwithstanding their inclusion in
the Revision of 1911 as articles 551, 572, and 573. Robertson v. State, 70 App. 307,
159 S. W. 713; W'illiams v. State, 71 App, 6, 159 S. W. 732 (overruling Simons v.

St�te, 56 App, 339, 120 S. W. 210).
3. Keeping room for use as place to bet, etc.-It is not necessary to show that

accused was the owner or proprietor of the room kept. And it is no defense that
the principal use of the room is lawful. Parshall v. State, 62 App. 177, 138 S. W.
759.

4. Keep·lng gaming devices.-Where rented premises are used for gambling pur
poses by a sublessee, with the lessee's knowledge and consent, the lessee may
be convicted as a keeper of gambling devices. Strong v. State, 70 App. 89, 156 S.
W.656.

5. Resort for gaming.-Where a person opens a house under his control and
permits persons to gather there and gamble without invitation, it becomes a "resort
for gambling." Davis v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 313. It must appear that
people resorted to the place for gambling and engaged in gambling after resorting
there, with the knowledge and consent of the keeper. Moore v. State, 62 App, 326,
137 S: W. 690. Where accused rented premises used as a restaurant and pool hall,
and permitted negroes to assemble therein to throw dice, he being present and tak
ing a commission from the games, a prosecution is properly brought under this arti
cle. Goodwin v. State (Cr. .App.. ) 143 s. W. 939.

6. Nature of place kept.-An "appurtenant" is not a portion of the prtnclpal
thing, but is something belonging or pertaining to something else which is its prtn
cipal. So, where a game of cards was played in a part of a saloon, and not in an

appurtenant thereto, a conviction could not be supported. Ballew v, State, 26 App,
483, 9 S. W. 765.

7. Nature of device kept or used.-In a prosecution for permitting 'betting on

dominoes in a public house under defendant's control, it is not error to refuse an

instruction for acquittal if defendant did not keep a table and dominoes specially
for gaming purposes. Hum.phreys v. State, 34 App, 434, 30 S. W.. 1066.

8. Permitting property under control to be used, etc.-The offense of permitting
gaming to be carried on may be proven without showing that accused kept the
place in question as a gambling house, or that it was kept for the purpose of using
it as such, although this article makes that an offense. The words "was used"
not relating back to and making it necessary, in order to commit the offense 011
knowingly permitting the property to be used for gaming, that it shall also be
kept as a gambling house, but applying to that part of the article making it an of
fense to keep property or premises to be used as a gaming place, so as to make
that a distinct and separate offense. Robertson v. S,tate, 70 App. 307, 159 S. W.
713. In a trial of a tenant for knowingly permitting his subtenant to use the leased
premises for gambling purposes, instructions were proper and sufficient which, taken
in a whole, required the jury to find that the premises were used for gambling)
purposes with the defendant's knowledge' and permission before finding him guilty,
and further required that they acquit the defendant if they had a reasonable doubt
upon the question of whether he rented the premises to be used as a barber shop,
and did not know they were being used for gaming purposes. De Los Santos v.
State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 919. Where a room in a saloon is rented to a third.
party for gaming purposes, the owner of the saloon is guilty of permitting, gam
ing on his premises. Rankin v. State, 42 App. 1, 56 S. W. 929.

The act of a person in engaging with others in gambling .on premises under his
control constrtutea permlasion to the others to gamble. And where an unmarried
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man takes possession of a private house, by permission or otherwise, during the
owner's absence, and permits gambling therein, he is guilty of unlawfully permit
ting property under his control to be used as a resort for gambling. Davis v. State
(Gr. App.) 151 S. W. 313.

9. Control of building, etc.-One cannot be convicted of permitting a game of
monte to be played in a house under his control, where it is shown that the game
was played during the occupancy of the house by a tenant who was then in pos
session and carried the keys. Kimbrough v. State, 25 App. 397, 8 S. W. 476. One
could not be convicted of permitting a game of cards to be played upon his prem
ises, on evidence that the premises had been rented to, and was under the control
of, another, although he might be convicted of renting the premises to another
to be used as a place for playing, etc. Nairn v. Sta.te, 18 App. 260; Borchers v.

State, 31 App. 517, 21 S. W. 192.
The word "control" has the meaning of "manage," and a party may be in con

trol who was neither a tenant nor an owner. Defendant, who rented and had con

trol of the second floor and the control. of a door thereto from the ground floor,
and of a room on the second floor which was the only access to an attic reached
by a ladder, and who knew that from day to day and from month to month and
both day and night many negroes congregated in the attic, and was frequently in
the attic and knew gambling was going on there, and was himself in charge of
games, and from time to time stopped gambling there, was in such "control" of the
place that he might be convicted of those offenses. Robertson v. State, 70 App.
307, 159 S. W. 713. One who rents the whole of a building and uses a part of it
and sublets other parts is in control of the whole building within the meaning of
the gaming laws. De Los Santos v. State (Gr. App.) 146 S. W. 919.

Though a lease of rooms restricts their use to a particular purpose, the lessor
does not thereby retain any control over them, which renders it his duty to prevent
their use for illegal gaming. Robinson v. State, 24 Tex. 152.

10. Continuing offense.-In a prosecution for keeping a room for the purpose
of being used as a place to gamble with cards, the state is not confined to one
particular case of such use; the offense charged being a continuous one, and the
state being entitled to show many and continuous acts of gambling in the par
ticular room. Parshall v. State, 62 App. 177, 138 S. W. 759.

11. Indictment or Informatlon.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 295-297. See, also, Code
Cr. Proc. arts. 447-481.

12. -- Renting premises, etc.-An indictment alleging that accused unlaw
fully rented to another a house to be used as a place for "playing games with
cards, dice', and dominoes, and dealing and exhibiting faro monte, and other
games inhibited by law," is insufficient in that it does not allege that the house
is anyone of the houses inhibited by the statute for the playing at games with
cards, nor that, as to dice and dominoes, it is not a private residence, nor that
the banking and table games were kept and exhibited for the purpose of gam
ing. Eylar v. State, 37 App, 257, 39 S. W. 665.

13. -- Keepf nq and being Interested In keeping, etc.-An indictment charg
ing defendant with keeping and being interested in keeping certain premises for
the purpose of being used as a place to bet with cards and dice charges an offense
under the laws of the state.. Polk v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 907. An indict
ment charged that accused, on September 5, 1907, in T. county, did unlawfully
keep, and was then and there interested in lceeping, a building, room, or place
to be used as a place to bet, wager, and gamble with cards, and was then and
there interested in the keeping of such building, etc., where people resorted for
that purpose. Another count charged that defendant, in the same place, on

the same day, did unlawfully and knowingly permit the building, room, and place
which was then and there' under his control to be used as a place to bet, wager,
and gamble with cards, and as a place where people resorted for that purpose.
Held, that such counts stated an offense under this article. Rasor v. State, 57
App, 10, 12,1 S. W. 512.

14. -- Permitting premises under control to be used, etc.-An indictment for
permitting property under the defendant's control to be used as a resort for
gambling, need not describe the premises, further than to say that it is a house
under defendant's control, or allege that the house was a public place, or name

the games played therein. Davis v. State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 313. An indict
ment for permitting premises to be used as a "place to keep and exhibit for the
purposes of gaming a gaming table and bank," is not insufficient because it
fails to describe the kinds of table or bank. De Los Santos v. State (Cr. App.)
146 S. W. 919.

A count in an indictment charging that defendant unla.wfully and knowingly
permitted property under his control to be used as a place to gamble with cards,

.

and a count charging that he knowingly permitted property under his control to
be used as a place where people resorted to gamble with cards, sufficiently charg
es a violation of so much of this article as makes it an offense to keep any place
for use as a place to gamble or as a place where people resort to gamble. Rob
ertson v. State, 70 App. 307, 159 S. W. 713.

15. -- Permitting gaming, etc.-It is not necessary to aver that money or

property was bet on the game. McGaffey v. State, 4 Tex. 156; Bosshard v. State,
25 Tex. Supp. 207; State v. Flores, 33 Tex. 444. Contra, Johnson v. State, 34 App.
227, 29 S. W. t083. Nor is it necessary to name the persons who played. Me
Gaffey v. State, 4 Tex. 156. Nor is it necessary to name the particular game
played. State v. Ake, 9 Tex. 322; Horan v. State, 24 Tex. 161.

The house in which the gaming was permitted must be alleged to be one of
those inhibited by the statute. Wallace v. State, 12 App, 479. Contra, Nairn v.

State, 18 App. 260. An indictment chargtng accused with "unlawfully permitting
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a game with dice to be played and bet at a house under his control," the saId
"house being then and there a public place, to wit, a house for .retailing spiritu
ous liquors," is good. Robinson v: State, 24 App. 4, 5 S. W. 509. See, also, Bal
lew v: State, 26 App. 483, 9 S. W. 765; Galloway v . State (Cr. App.) 26 S. W. 67.
An information charging accused with unlawfully permitting a game of cards to
be played upon his premises, the said house being then and there appurtenant
to a public place, to-wit, a house for retailing spirituous liquors, is sufficient.
Borchers v . State, 31 App, 517, 21 S. W. 192.

A house for retailing spirituous liquors is a 'public house, and an indictment
for permitting cards to be played in such house is not bad because the letter
"c" is left off of "public;" the words "a publi place" could be eliminated and the,
indictment still be sufficient. Williams v: State, 35 App. 391, 33 S. W.. 1080.

16. -- Gambling.-An indictment charging that "defenda.nt did unlawfully
and knowingly keep a room in the Star hotel to be used for gambling, and did
knowingly permit said room to be used for gambling," held bad; because the
word "gambling," was not used in the code as indicating any of the gaming pro
hibited, and as being too general. State v. Bullion, 42 Tex. 77.

17. Evidence.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 783.

18. -- Keeping or maintaining room, etc.-Evidence held sufficient to sup
port a conviction for keeping a gaming resort. Parshall v, State, 62 App. 177, 138
S. W. 759; Knox v. State, 62 App. 512, 138 S. W. 787; Goodwin v: State (Cr.
App.) 143 S. W. 939; Boswell v: State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 432; Robertson v,

State, 70 App. 307, 159 S. W. 713.
In a prosecution for keeping a gambling room, evidence that witnesses had

seen gambling carried on at the place many times within six weeks immediately
before the offense relied on for conviction was claimed to have occurred was ad
missible, under the rule that evidence of acts of control, ownership, and direc
tion by accused of the place where the gambling was done, both before and im
mediately after the time charged in the indictment, is admissible to prove the
offense charged. So, also, evidence that a deputy sheriff, in raiding the room,
found several persons there playing poker while sitting at a table with chips in
front of them, and that K., who was co-operating with accused, was there cash
ing chips, but that defendant was not there, together with a description of the
table and a washstand in which chips and cards were found, is admissible. Rasor
v, State, 57 App. 10, 121 S. W. 512.

19. -- Permitting house under control, etc.-To warrant a conviction for
permitting a banking game to be exhibited in defendant's house it is not neces

sary to prove an express authority or liberty given by defendant. It is sufficient
to show that he permitted it to be done, that is, knowing the' game was being
exhibited in his house, he ta.citly acquiesced in its being done. Robinson v: State,
15 Tex. 311. But it is not sufficient to merely prove that the house was owned
by defendant. There must be evidence, either positive or presumptive, that de
fendant. permitted the game. Harris v: State, 5 Tex. 11.

Evidence held to sustain a finding that defendant permitted a house under his
control to be used as a resort for gambling, etc. De Los Santos v: State (Cr.
App.) 146 s. W. 919; Davis v . State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 313.

On indictment for permitting a game of cards to be played in his store room,
it is not incumbent on the state to prove the permission expressly. The other
facts being proved, the permission will be presumed, unless accused adduces
proof to negative the presumption. McGaifey v: State, 4 Tex. 156.

Where, on an indictment for permitting a game of dice to be !played in a

house under accused's control, the said house being a public place commonly re
sorted to for the purpose of gaming, the evidence showed the playing of but a

single game of dice, and there was no other proof that the house was a public
place, a conviction can not be had. Fossett v . State, 18 App. 330.

An indictment for permitting a game at cards to be played on premises ap
purtenant to a house for retailing liquors, a deed of conveyance to defendant is
admissible to show ownership in him. But where such a deed has been intro
duced in evidence to show such ownership, evidence by one of the grantors
that defendant was not present when the deed was signed, that it was not deliv
ered to him, that he did not pay the grantor anything, or that he had any knowl
edge of the deed other than that derived from the indictment is improperly ex
cluded. Biles v: State, 25 App, 441, 8 S. W. 650.

An indictment for permitting a game of cards to be played upon accused's
premises, the said premises then and there being appurtenances to a public place,
to-wit a house for retailing spirituous liquor's, is not supported by evidence that
the playing was in a room which was a part of a saloon. Nor can a conviction
be had where all the witnesses testified that they did not know whether the
premises belonged to accused. Ballew v: State, 26 App. 483,.9 S. W. 765.

Where, on a prosecution for permitting betting on dominoes played in a public
house under defendant's control, it appears that defendant has not only know
ingly permitted the gaming, but has himself participated in the games, it is
not error to exclude evidence that defendant had a rule not to- allow betting on
dominoes. Humphreys v: State, 34 App. 434, 30 S. W. 1066.

One may not be convicted of permitting gaming in a house under his con
trol on evidence that there was gaming on the third floor of a building leased by
defendant's firm, defendant having no knowledge of any gambling. Brown v.,
State, 49 App. 419, 93 S. W. 723.

In a trial for permitting gambling on premises under defendant's 'control, evi
dence that one night shortly before the grand jury met he requested that gam
bling stop did not present the issue that the gambling took place without his
consent, where it appeared that he engaged in the games on all prior occasions.
Davis v, State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 313.
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20. Instructlons.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 735.
Cited, Austin v. State (Cr. App.) 135 S. W. 1167; Minter v. State, 70 App. 634,

159 S. W. 286; Dunn v. Sta.t=, 721 App. 170, 161 S. W. 467; Hodges et aI. v. State
(Cr. App.) 165 s. W. 607.

On trial for permitting a prohibited game to be played in a house under the
control of accused, it was error to instruct the jury to convict if they found that
the room in which the gaming was done had been leased by accused to another
for a gaming house, since the· offense for which accused was on trial is a distinct
offense from that of renting a room, etc., for use for playing, etc. Nairn v. State,
18 App. 260.

Where on a trial for keeping a gambling house the state showed that accused's
house was resorted to for gambling, and that gambling was carried on there, and
accused contradicted the state's evidence, and showed that if gambling was car

ried on he did not know it, the refusal to charge that to convict accused the
jury must believe that he kept the house for the purpose of gambling or know

ingly permitted the house to be used for that purpose, was error. Moore v. State,
62 App. 326, 137 S. W. 690.

In a prosecution for keeping a room as a place in which to gamble with cards,
the refusal of requested charges that "kept for the purpose of gambling" means

the chief purpose, and that the accused must have been personally interested in

keeping, or have been the proprietor of, the room in question, if error, was harm

less. Parshall v. State, 62 App. 177, 138 S. W. 759.

Art. 560. [388c] Betting at places resorted to.-If any person
shall bet or wager at any gaming. table or bank, or other thing, men

tioned in this law, or shall bet or wager upon anything in any place
to which people resort for the purpose of betting or wagering, he
shall be punished by a fine of not less than ten nor more than fifty
dollars; provided, that where the conviction is for betting at any
gaming table or bank, the court or jury may, in addition to said
fine, impose a jail penalty of not less than ten nor more than thirty
days. [Id., p. 108.]

8ettlng.-See notes to article 557, ante.
Cited, Austin v. State, 61 App, 573, 135 S. W. 1167; Minter v. State, 70 App. 634,

159 S. W. 286.

Art. 561. [388d] Persons equipping gaming house.-If any
person shall, in any manner, aid in equipping or furnishing any
gaming house, or place where people resort for the purpose of gam
ing, wagering or betting, he shall be punished by confinement in the·
county jail for a period of not less than thirty nor more than ninety
days. [Id., p. 108.]

Cited, Austin v. State, 61 App, 573, 135 S. W. 1167; Minter v . State, 70 App.
634, 159 S. W. 286.

Art. 562. [388e] Persons permitting device on premises.-If
any person shall knowingly permit any gaming paraphernalia, table,
or device or equipment of a gaming house, of any character what
ever, to remain in his possession or on premises under his control or

of which he is owner, and to be used for gaming purposes, he shall
be punished by confinement in the county jail for a period of not
less than thirty days nor more than one year. [Id.,. p. 109.]

Indictment.-See Code Cr. Proc. arts. 447-481.
Cited, Austin v. State, 61 App. 573, 135 S. W. 1167; Minter v. State, 70 App,

634, 159 S. W. 286.
An indictment charging accused with permitting a game in a prohibited place

should, specify some inhibited game. Meyers v. State, 41 App, 508, 55 S. W. 818.

Art. 563. [388£] Persons going in gaming house.-If any per
son shall go into or remain in any gambling house, knowing the
same to be such, or shall remain in any place where any of the
games prohibited by this act or, within his knowledge, being play
ed, dealt or exhibited, he shall be punished by a fine or not less
than twenty-five nor more than fifty dollars. Gambling house and
gaming house, as used in this law, is meant any place where peo�
ple resort for the purpose of gaming, betting or wagering. [Id.,
p. 109.]

Constitutionality.-This article is not violative of Const. art. 1, § 3, providing
that all men when they form a social compact have equal rights, etc., nor of article
4, § 2, nor of art. 3, § 35, section 1 of the fourteenth amendment of the federal
Constitution. Barfield v. State, 62 App. 400, 137 S. W. 920.

,Place.-The "place" referred to' in this article means a place in which gam
ing is being conducted in a sense continuously. and does not embrace a dwelling
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house in which a prohibited game is played for the time being, and is not shown
to be a place to which people resort for the purpose olf gaming. Hence a person
remaining in a private dwelling house, not shown to be a place frequented for the
purpose of gaming, while a prohibited game was being played therein, is guilty of
no offense. Walters v: State, 58 App, 240, 125 S. W. 11.

Complaint and information.-See Code Cr. Proc. arts. 447-48l.
A complaint and information charging that defendant unlawfully and know

ingly went into and remained at a place where a game of cards was being played,
which was not a private residence occupied by a family, and he knew that the
game was being played, etc., sufficiently charges an offense under this article.
Barfield v. State, 62 App, 400, 137 S. W. 920.

Evidence.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 783.
Cited, Austin v. State, 61 App, 573, 135 S. W. 1167; Minter v. State, 70 App, 634,

159 S. W. 286.
On a trial under an information charging, in two counts, that accused played

cards at a place other than a private residence occupied by a family, and that
he knowingly went into and remained at a place where a game of cards was being
played, evidence held sufficient to support a conviction for going into and remain

ing at a place where cards were being played. Sloan v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S.
W.156.

Art. 564. [388g] Officers to suppress same.-Whenever it
shall come the knowledge of any sheriff, constable, police officer or

other peace officer, by affidavit of a reputable citizen, or otherwise,
that any of the provisions of this law are being violated, it shall be
the duty of such officer to immediately avail himself of all lawful
means to suppress such violation; and he shall be authorized, by
any search warrant that is issued by virtue of this law, to enter any
house, room or place to be searched, using such force as may be
necessary to accomplish such purpose. [Id., p. 109.]

Cited, Austin v. State, 61 App. 573, 135 S. W. 1167; Minter v. State, 70 App,
634, 159 S. W. 286; Ex parte Preston, 72 App. 77, 161 S. ·W. 115.

Art. 565. [388h] When justice to issue search warrant.-Up
on the filing with any justice of the peace, county or district judge,
or any other magistrate, of an affidavit in writing, made by a repu
table citizen, that gaming, betting or wagering, as prohibited by
this law, is being conducted in any building, room, premises or

place, describing the same sufficiently for identification, it shall be
the duty of such officer, with whom said affidavit is filed, to immcdi
.ately issue a warrant, commanding the peace officer to whom same

is directed, to immediately enter and search such building, room,
premises or place, and in the event the same is a gaming house, as

defined in this law, to arrest all parties found therein, or making
their escape therefrom, and to take possession of any gambling
paraphernalia, device or equipment found therein; and it shall be
the duty of such officer to immediately take the persons arrested
.before the nearest magistrate, and lodge the proper complaint
.against each person so arrested. [Id., p. 109.]

Search warrant in general.-See Code Cr. Proc. art. 356.
Cited, Austin v. State, 61 App. 673, 135 S. W. 1167.

Art. 566. [388i] Gambling house public nuisance.-The exist
ence of any gambling house, or gaming table, or bank, or gaming
paraphernalia, or device of whatever kind or character, and all
equipments of such gambling house, is hereby declared to be
-against public policy, and the same is hereby declared to be a public
nuisance; and no suit shall be brought or maintained in any of the
courts of this state for the recovery of same, or for any insurance
thereon, or for damages by reason of any injury to or for the de
struction of same. [Id., p. 109.]

Injunction.-See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts. 4685-4688.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 297. See, also, Code Cr. Proc. arts. 447-48l.
Cited, Austin v. State, 61 App. 573, 135 S. W. 1167.

Art. 567. [388j] Used for, terminates lease.-The use of any
.
house, property or premises, by any tenant or lessee for any pur
pose, made unlawful by this law, shall terminate all rights and in
terests of such tenant or lessee in same, and shall entitle the own-
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er thereof to the immediate possession of said house, property or

premises. [Id., p. 110.]
Termination of lease.-Cited, Austin v. State, 61 App. 573, 135 S. W. 1167.
This' article operates to terminate a lease to a sublessee who uses the premises

for gambling purposes, and, if the illegal use be with the lessee's knowledge and
consent, the lessee is punishable under article 559, punishing the keeper of gam
bling devices, Strong v. State, 70 App, 89, 156 S. W. 656.

Art. 568. [388k] Officers to seize gaming tables.-It shall be
the duty of every sheriff, constable, police officer or other peace offi
cer, by virtue of the warrant authorized by this act, to seize and
take into his possession all gaming tables, devices and other equip
ments or paraphernalia of gambling houses, the existence of which
has come to his knowledge, and to immediately file with the justice
of the peace, county judge or district judge, a list in writing of the
property seized, and shall designate the place where same was

seized, and the owner of same, or person from whom possession
was taken. Thereupon it shall be the duty of said justice of the

peace, county or district judge, to note same upon his docket, and
to issue, or cause the clerk of the court to issue, a notice in writing
to the owner or person in whose possession the articles seized were

found, commanding him to appear at a designated time, not earlier
than five days from the service of such notice, and show cause why
such articles should not be destroyed. If personal service can not
be had upon the person to whom same is directed, a copy of said
notice shall be posted for not less than five days, either upon the
court house door of the county where the proceedings are begun or

upon the building or premises from which the property seized was

taken. [Id., p. 110.]
Cited, Austin v. State, 61 App, 573, 135 S. W. 1167.

Art. 569. [388l] Same destroyed by order of court.-If, upon
a hearing of the matter referred to in the preceding section, the jus
tice of the peace, county judge or district judge, before whom the
cause is pending, shall determine that the property seized is a gaming
table, or bank, or is used as equipment or paraphernalia for a gam
bling house, and was being used for gaming purposes, he shall
order same to be destroyed; but any part of same may, by order of
the court, be held as evidence to be used in any prosecution or case

until the prosecution or case is finally disposed of. Property not
of that character or not so used shall be ordered returned to the
person entitled to possession of the same. It shall be the duty of
the officer, within not less than fifteen nor more than thirty days
from the entry of said order, to destroy all property, the destruc
tion of which has been-ordered by the court, unless the owner, les
see or person entitled to possession under this law, shall, before the
destruction of said property, file a suit to recover same. [Id., p.
110.]

Cited, Austin v. State, 61 App, 573, 135. S. W. 1167.

Art .. 570. [388m] Persons interested in, rights ot-Any per
son having interest in, or entitled to possession of, any property
seized under this law, shall have the right at any time before the
destruction of such property, as in ordinary civil cases, to try the
issue of whether or not such property is a gaming table, or bank or

device or was used as equipment or paraphernalia of any gambling
house, and to recover the possession of the same, and to maintain
any other character of suit not inconsistent with this law; and it
shall be the duty of the officer having, said property in his posses
sion, after notice of the pendency of said suit, to safely keep said
property, pending the same. [Id., p. 110.]

�jted, Austin v. State, 61 App, 573, 135 S. W. 1167.
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Art. 571. [388n] Indictment for, sufficiency of.-In any in
dictment or information for keeping or exhibiting a gaming table,
alley, machine, wheel, device or bank, it shall be sufficient to state

that the person accused kept the table, alley, machine, wheel, device
or bank for gaming, or exhibited the same for gaming, without giv
ing the name or description thereof and without stating that the
table, bank, alley, machine, wheel or gaming device was without
any name, or that the same was unknown; and it shall not be
necessary in the prosecution to prove that money or other articles
of value were won or lost thereon. [Id., p. 110.]

See notes under art. 559, ante.
See, also, Code Cr. Proc. arts. 447-481.
Cited, Austin v. State, 61 App, 573, 135 S. W. 1167.

Arts. 572, 573. [389, 390] Superseded. See art. 559, and notes
below.

Repeal.-See notes to article 559, ante.
This article was repealed by Act March 28, 1907 (Acts 30th Leg. c. 49). Rob

ertson v. State, 70 App. 307, 159 S. W. 713; Williams v. State, 71 App. 6, 159 S.
W. 732; (overruling Simons v. State, 56 App. 339, 120 S. W. 210).

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 292-294.

Art. 574. [391] Procedure in gaming cases.-Any court, offi
cer or tribunal, having jurisdiction of the offenses enumerated in
this chapter, or any district or county attorney, may subpoena per
sons and compel their attendance as witnesses to testify as to the
violations of any of the provisions of the foregoing articles. Any
person so summoned and examined shall not be liable to prosecu
tion for any violation of said articles about which he may testify;
and, for any offense enumerated in this chapter, a conviction may be
had upon the unsupported evidence of an accomplice or participant.

Constitutio'l1ality.-This article is constitutional. Wright v . State, 23 App. 313,
5 S. W. 117.

Immunity to persons testlfylng.-See Code Cr. Proc. arts. 4, 37, 729.
Betters at the same game are not exempt from testifying. And if they testify

under this article they are exempt from prosecution. Stone v. State, 3 App, 675.
This exemption applies whether the one testifying is or is not under indictment
for the offense. Griffin v. State, 43 App. 428, 66 S" W. 782. But the protection ex

tended to an offerider- who testifies, is limited to the identical acts about Which
he testified, and the burden is upon him, when claiming ,such protection, to show
that he testified about the very act for which he is being prosecuted. Kain v.
State, 16 App, 282.

.

Defendant was entitled to prove that he had been summoned and testified be
fore the grand jury as to the Violation of the gaming laws, and especia.lly the oc
currence for which he was prosecuted. Griffin v. Stat�, 43 App. _428, 66 S. W. 782.

Accomplices.-Accomplices in general. See ante, art. 79.
Accomplice testimony in general. See Code Cr. Proe. art. 801.
See, also, notes to article 582, post.
Betters at the same game are not accomplices, and their testimony needs no

corroboration. Stone v. State, 3 App, 675; Rasor v. State, 57 App, 10, 121 S. W.
512.

Art. 575. Betting at baseball or footbal1.-It shall be unlawful
for any person in this state to enter into an agreement with another
either orally, written or implied, whereby either one or both shall
bet or wager money or anything of 'value, or otherwise become a

. party to any gambling scheme based upon the final result or out
come, or any play or portion thereof of a game of baseball, or foot
ball; provided, that nothing herein shall prohibit contestins- base
ball or football teams, or their duly authorized agents or m:naO'ers
from entering into an agreement as to the manner of disposition of
gate receipts derived from such games. [Act 1907, p. 222.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 305b. See, also, Code Cr. Proc. arts. 447-481.
Cited, Barnes v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 1043; Bell v. State (Cr. App.) 171

S. W. 239.

Art. 576. Punishment for.-Any person found guilty of violat
ing this law shall be subject to a fine of not less than five dollars nor
more than one hundred dollars. [Id., p. 222.]
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Art. 577. Pool selling or book making.-It shall be unlawful for

any person, association of persons, or any corporation to, at any
place in this state, engage or assist in pool selling or book making
on any horse race, or, by means of any pool selling or book making,
to take or accept any bet, or aid any other person in betting or

taking or accepting any bet upon any horse race to be run, trotted
or paced in this state. [Act 1903, ch. 50. Act 1905, ch. 165. Act

1909, p. 91.]
Constitutionality.-This article is constitutional. Ex parte Hernan, 45 App.

343, 77 S. W. 225; Ex parte Walsh, 59 App. 409, 129 S. W. 118.

Bet.-A "bet" is defined as that which is laid, staked, or pledged as between
two persons upon the event of a contract or any contingent issue, the act of giv
ing such a pledge, and to be synonymous with "wager" applied both to the con

tract of betting and wagering and to the thing or sum bet or wagered. [Citing
1 Words and Phrases, 764.] Ex parte Walsh, 59 App, 409, 129 S. W. 118.

I ndictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 324. See, also, Code Cr. Proc. arts. 447-481.
Cited, Serrato v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 1133.

Art. 578. Betting on horse racing.-That it shall be unlawful for

any person or association of persons, or any corporation, at any
place in this state, by pool selling or book making or by means of

telegraph, telephone or otherwise, to aid or assist any other person
in wagering, betting or placing a bet, or in offering to wager, bet or

place a bet of anything of value on any horse race to be run, trotted,
or paced at any place in this state or elsewhere. [Act 1909, p. 91.]

Constitutionality.-This article is constitutional. Ex parte Walsh, 59 App. 409,
129 S. W. 118.

Offel"'ing or tendering bet.-See notes to article 577, ante.
It was not a violation of the former law to offer or tender a bet. Windsor v,

State, 46 App. 140, 79 S. W. 312.
.

Aiding or assisting.-This article does not attempt to regulate transactions
outside the state, but merely to prevent the aiding or assisting of another in bet

ting or placing a bet or in offering to wager Dr place a bet upon a: horse race" the

aiding and offering contemplated taking place in the state, and it being immaterial
whether the race be run there, or whether it be run at all. Such aiding or assist

ing and offering to place, and the placing of money with telegraph companies to
be wagered on a horse race, are proper objects of police control. Ex parte Walsh,
59 App, 409, 129 S. W. 118.

Art. 579. Owner or lessee using place for pool selling.-It shall
be unlawful for the owner, agent or lessee of any property in this
state to p�rmit the sam� to be use� �s a place _fo� selling pools, or

book making, or wagenng, or recelvmg or assisting any person in

placing any bet of, or in receiving or transmitting any offer to bet,
anything of value on any horse race to be run, trotted or paced at

any place in this state or elsewhere. [Id., p. 91.]
,

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 296. See, also, Code Cr. Proc. arts. 447:-481.

Art. 580. Penalty for three preceding articles.-Any person,
violadng anyone of the provisions of articles 577, 578 and 579, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be

punished by a fine of not less tha� twc:' hundred. dollars nor more

than five hundred dollars, and by nnprisonrnent 111 the county jail
not less than thirty days nor more than ninety days. And any cor

poration holding a charter, or foreign corporation holding a permit,
to do business in this state, which shall violate any of said provi
sions of articles 577, 578 and 579, shall thereby forfeit its charter or

permit to do business in this state, as the case may be, and, in addi
tion thereto, shall be liable to the state for a penalty of not less
than two hundred nor more than five hundred dollars; and the per
son or persons, acting for said corporation in the violation of any of
the provisions of either of said articles, shall, upon conviction, be

punished by a fine of not less than two hundred nor more than five
hundred dollars, and by imprisonment in the county jail for not
less than thirty days nor more than ninety days. [Id., p. 91.]

Art. 581. Buying pools, penalty for.-If any person shall, at

any place in this state, buy pools or otherwise wager anything of
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value on any horse race to be run, trotted or paced, at any place in
this state or elsewhere, or shall offer to wager, or shall offer to

place any money or other thing of value with any other person, to
be transmitted to any other place, to be wagered o.n any such horse
race, he shall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine of not less
than twenty-five dollars nor more than one hundred dollars. [Id.,
p.91.]

Constitutionality.-This section is not violative of Const. art. 3, § 35. Ex parte
Walsh, 59 App, 409, 129 S. W. 118.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 130, 295. See, also, Code Cr. Proc. arts. 447-
481.

Art. 582. Evidence sufficient to convict.-A conviction for the
violation of any of the provisions herein may be had upon the un

supported evidence of an accomplice or participant, and such ac

complice or participant shall be exempt from prosecution for any
offense under this law about which he may be required to testify.
[Id., p. 91.]

See notes to article 574, ante.

Immunity to witness in general.-See Code Cr. Proc. arts. 4, 37, 729.

Materiality of testimony.-An indictment for perjury committed by defendant,
in testifying before the grand jury that he had not played any card games, was

not subject to a motion to quash on the ground that his statement could not have
concerned a material inquiry because of the provision in this article, that any person
examined before a grand jury shall not be liable tOI prosecution for any offense
about which he may be required to' testify. Bell v, State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W.
239.

Unsupported evidence of accomplice.-The error, if any, in allowing one of two
witnesses, testifying that they and accused gambled on the occasion in question,
to state, that he had pleaded guilty to gaming was not prejudicial to accused.
Sparks v. State, 64 App. 610, 142 S. W. 1183.

CHAPTER FIVE

NEGLECT OF OFFICERS TO ARREST OR PROSECUTE IN
GAMING CASES

Art.
583. Justice of the peace, etc., failure

to prosecute.
584. Peace officer failing to inform.

Art.
585. '.'Offense against gaming laws" de

fined.

Article 583. [392] Justice of the peace, etc., failing to prose
cute.-If any justice of the peace; mayor or recorder, shall know
the fact that an offense against the gaming laws has been commit
ted by any person, and shall fail or neglect to cause such person to
be arrested and prosecuted for the same, he shall be punished by
fine not less than twenty-five nor more than one hundred dollars.
[Act February 12, 1858, p. 167.]

Cited, Dodson v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 1048.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 298. See, also, Code Gr. Proc. arts. 447-481.

Art. 584. [393] Peace officer failing to inform.-If any peace
officer shall know that any person has committed an offense against
the gaming laws, ,and shall neglect or fail to give information there
of to some justice of the peace, mayor or recorder, having jurisdic
tion to try such offense, he shall be punished by fine not less than
twenty-five nor more than one hundred dollars. [Act February 12,
1858, p. 167.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 299. See, also, Code Cr. Proc. arts. 447-481.

Art. 585. [394] "Offense against gaming laws" defined.-By
the term "offense against the gaming laws," as used in the two pre
ceding articles, is meant any offense included within the provisions
of chapter three of this title. [Act February 12, 1858,-p. 167.]
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CHAPTER SIX

BETTING ON ELECTIONS
Art.
686. Penalty.
587. "Public election" defined.

Art.
688. What "bet or wager" includes.

Article 586. [395] Penalty.-If any person shall, whether be
fore or after the happening of any public election held under au

thority of law within any election precinct of this State for any pur
pose whatever, wager or bet in any manner whatever upon the
result of any such election, be shall be fined not less than One Hun
dred Dollars nor more than One Thousand Dollars, or by confine
ment in the county jail for not less than twenty nor more than sixty
days, or by both such fine and imprisonment. [Act Feb. 12, 1858,
p. 167; Act 1915, p. 37, ch. 22, § 1, amending art. 586, Penal Code
1911.]

Elections to which applicable.-This article applies only to elections held in this
state. Covington v. State, 28 App. 225, 14 S. W. 126.

Stakeholder as accomplice.-See notes under article 79, ante.
I ndictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 304-305a.
The day election was held or to be held must be alleged. If two or more are

jointly indicted for betting together, it should be SOl alleged. If for jointly betting
with some other person, so allege, naming the person, or alleging that his name is
to the grand jurors unknown, if such be the fact. If it is intended to charge the
defendants severally, and not jointly, the indictment should allege that they "did
severally bet," etc. Lewellen v. State, 18 Tex. 538. It is sufficient to allege a bet,
without alleging that anything of value was bet. Long v, State, 22 App. 194, 2
S. W. 541, 58 Am. Rep. 633.

Evidence.-On trial fOIr betting on the result of a public election between two
candidates, the evidence should show whether the election was for city or county
officers, or whether it was. a special election, and should show for what office the
parties were candidates. Rich v: State, 38 App. 199, 42 S. W. 291, 38 L. R. A. 719.

Art. 587. [396] "Public election" defined.-A public election,
within the meaning of the preceding article, is any election held
under authority of law in any election precinct in this State for any
purpose whatever. [Act 1915, p. 37, ch. 22, § 2, amending art. 587,
Pen. Code 1911.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 304-305a.

Art. 588. [397] What "bet or wager" inc1udes.-The bet or

wager may be of money or of a�y article of value, and any device in
the form of purchase or sale or In any other form made for the pur
pose of concealing the true intention of the parties, is equally with
in the meaning of a bet or wager.

See notes to article 557, ante.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 305a.

CHAPTER SEVEN

UNLAWFULLY SELLING INTOXICATING LIQUOR
Art.
689. Pursuing occupation in local op

tion districts, punishment for.

690. Uriited States revenue license pri
ma facie proof of.

591. What constitutes pursuing occu-

pation of.
592. Selling to wild Indians.
593. Giving or delivering to minors.
593a. Sale or other dtsposttlon of liq-

uors in bawdy houses.

593b. Same; definition of terms.
593c. Same; incriminating testimony.
594. Selling and permitting same to be

drunk on premises.
595. Selling to habitual drunkards.
596. "Habitual drunkard" defined.
597. Selling in prohibited districts.

Art.
598. Preceding article shall not awly,

when.
599. Failure to cancel prescription.
600. Giving prescription illegally.
601. "Blind tiger" defined, penalty for,

procedure against.
602. Repeal of law does not exempt

offender, offender not an ac

complice.
603. Entries in book of internal reve

nue collector admissible in evi
dence.

604. Person, firm or association en

gaged in business of keeping
and storing intoxicating liquor.

605. Penalty for.
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Art.
606. Shipping intoxicating liquor,

words to be placed on package.
606a. Delivery of liquor for shipment

within state.
606b. Reception of liquor for shipment

within state.
606c. Shipment of liquor within state.

606d. Shipment of liquor from with
out the state to place within
the state where sale is prohib
ited.

606e. Soliciting orders for intoxicating
liquors in local option territory.

606f. Medicinal, mechanical and scien
tific purposes excepted.

606g. Not applicable to licensed dealer.
606h. Proprietors of vineyards not pro

hibited from shipping grape
juice and wine.

606i. Liquors for private use excepted.

Art.
606j. Shipment to licensed dealers not

prohibited.
606k. Wine for sacramental purposes

excepted.
606l. Negativing exceptions.
606m. Affidavit by persons using liquor

for medical, etc., purposes.
606n. Penalties and suits therefor.
6060. Violation of act a felony.
606p. Conviction on testimony of ac

complice; exemption from pros
ecution.

606q. Invalidity of part of act.
607. Evidence where persons are joint

ly indicted.
608. Members of firm liable personally.
609. If owner is unknown, person sell

ing is liable.
610. Procedure in case of firm.

Article 589. Pursuing occupation in local option districts, pun
ishment for.-If any person shall engage in or pursue the occupa
tion or business of selling intoxicating liquors, except as permitted
by law, in any county, justice precinct, city, town or subdivision of
a county, in which the sale of intoxicating liquor has been or shall
hereafter be prohibited under the laws of this state, he or she shall'
be punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less than two

nor more than five years. [Act 1909, p. 284.]
See arts, 597, 598, post. See, also, notes under C. C. P. art. 464.

Cited, Edmanson v. State, 64 App. 413, 142 S. W. 887.

1. In general. 8. Indictment.
2. Legislative power. 9. Evidence - Presumptions and bur-
3. Constitutionality. den of proof.
4. Relation to other statutes. 10. -_ Admissibility.
5. Election, and contest thereof. 11. -_ Sufficiency.
6. Offense. 12. Questions for jury.
7. Principals and accomplices. 13. Instructions.

1. In general.-The law applies to territory that had at a previous election
adopted local option. Beaty v. State, 72 App. 634, 162 S. W. 877; Fitch v. State, 58

App. 366, 127 S. W. 1040; Slack v. State, 61 App. 372, 136 S. W. 1073, Ann. Cas. 1913B,
112; Dozier v. State, 62 App. 258, 137 S. W. 679..Contra, Doyle v: State, 59 App. 60,
127 S. W. 815; Gonzales v . State (Cr. App.) 128 S. 'V. 905.

A conviction in the county court for illegally selling intoxicants in a dry county
would not bar a subsequent prosecution for unlawfully pursuing the occupation of
selling intoxicants in prohibition territory. Wilson v. State (Cr. App.) 154 s. W.
571.

2. Legislative power.-The power to legislate ror the enforcement of local
option laws is not taken away from the Legislature by the adoption of local op
tion, except as to 'those offenses defined and punishment attached which were in
existence when local option was adopted; and, if new offenses grow out of the
violation of the local option law, not covered by existing laws, it is the duty of
the Legislature to pass efficient laws to meet such emergencies, Fitch v. State, 58
App, 366, 127 S. W. 1040.

It is within the power of the Legislature to make the pursuing and engaging in
the occupation orf! retail liquor dealer as a business in local option territory a sep
arate offense from an individual sale of liquor therein, and to prescribe a penalty
therefor, and for the enforcement of such penalty in any territory where local
option prevails, without reference to when the county has adopted local option.
Mizell v. State, 59 App. 226, 128 s. W. 125..

.

The court should not, by construction, take away the power of the Legislature
to enact a statute, if it is not inhibited by the Coristitution. Dozier v. State, 62
App. 258, 137 'So W. 679.

Intoxicating liquor's are peculiarly within the control of the police power of the
state. Ex parte Peede (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 749.

3. Constitutionality.-This article is constitutional. Fitch v. State, 58 App, 366,
127 S. W. 1040; Clark v. State, 61 App. 597, 136 S. W. 260; Wilson v . State (Cr.
App.) 154 S. W. 571.

4. Relation to other statutes.-The pursuing and engaging in the occupation of
retail liquor dealer as a business in local option territory is an offense separate
from that of making individual sales of such Iiquor in local option territory. Miz
ell v. State, 59 App. 226, 128 S. W. 125; Oliver v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 1066;
Kinnebrew v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 775; Byrd v, State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W
1068.

.

This article is not in conflict with art. 496 or art. 611. Haynes�. State, 63 App.
181, 139 S. W. 1155. .

This 'article is to be construed in connection with arts. 150 and 597. Barnes v,
State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 548, L. R. A. 1915C, 101.
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5. Election, and contest thereof.-See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts.
5715-5730 and notes.

6. Offense.-To constitute an offense the accused must have been engaged in
the business of selling intoxicating liquors, and also must have made at least two
sales. Floyd v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 264; Hernandez v. State, 64 App. 73,
141 S. W. 268; 'I'honna.s v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 262; Molthrop v. State (Cr.
App.) 147 S. W. 1159; Sain v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 566; Moreno v. State, 71

App. 460, 160 S. W. 361; Dawson v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 5.
Pursuit of the business or occupation of unlawfully selling intoxicating liquor

in prohibition territory does not require that it be the principal business of the
defendant. Campbell v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 850; Clark v. State, 61 App,
q97, 136 S. W. 260; Creech v. State, 70 App. 229, 158 S. W. 277; Moreno v. State,
71 App. 460, 160 S. W. 361.

Although the statute requires proof of two sales two .isola.ted sales would not,
in themselves, without other facts or circumstances, constitute such offense. Rob
inson v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 245.

The mere delivery of whisky belonging to another to a person who had pur
-chased it from its owner, by one not an owner of it, upon, the request of the pur
cha.ser to turn it over to him, with no knowledge that a sale had been made,
would not make the person delivering a participant in the sale and liable as a

seller. Thomas v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 262.
To sustain a conviction the record must show that prohibition was in force in

the county at the time of the alleged offense. Kinnebrew v. State (Cr. App.) 150

S. W. 775.
A party may be guilty of engaging in the business or occupation of selling in

toxicating liquors in local option territory without obtaining a license. Flowers v.

State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 925.
'

.Accused must be engaged in that business as his principal business, or in some

way as a business proposition, and it is insufficient that he has intoxicants in his
• possession and makes several sporadic sales. Oliver v. State (Cr. App.) 152 s.

W. 1066.
The sale of a pint of whisky on two occasions about two weeks apart would

not constitute "engaging in the business" or occupation oct' selling intoxicants con

trary to the statute. Oliver v. Sta.te (Cr. App.) 152. s. W. 1066.
Where a person made one sale of intoxicating liquor in local option territory

without carrying on the business, or without being connected with the owner-ship
of the liquor, or where he aided or abetted the owner to sell, he could not be con

victed of pursuing the occupation in local option territory because one sale was

insufficient. Lester v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 861.
Where accused made many sales of liquor in connection with the operation of

a restaurant, she was properly prosecuted for pursuing the business or occupation
of selling mtoxtca.ting liquor instead of for making several single sales of liquor.
Moreno v. State, 71 App. 460, 160 8. W. 361.

7. Principals and accomplices.-See post, art. 602; Creed v. Stale (Cr. App.)
155 S. W. 240; Hightower v . State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 184.

8. Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 315a.
An indictment need not negative exceptions. Weeks v. State, 64 App, H5, 142

'S. W. 571; Beaty v. State, 72 App, 634, 162 S. W. 877; Slack v. State, 61 App. 372,
136 S. W. 1073, Ann. Cas. 1913B, 112; Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 349.

'Contra, Keith v. State, 58 App. 418, 126 S. W. 569; Sutphen v. State, 59 App. 500,
129 S. W. 144; Riggins v. State, 61 App. 301, 135 S. W. 126.

The statute denouncing the offense of pursuing' the business of selling intoxicat
ing liquors in violation of law requiring proof of two sales, the indictment must
-allege the names of the persons to whom the sales are made. Whitehead v. State
(Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 583; Fitch v. State, 58 App, 366, 127 S. W. 1040; Murphy v.

State, 59 App, 479, 129 S. W. 138; Sutphen v. State, 59 App, 500, 129 S. W. 144;
Flores V. State, 60 App. 200, 131 S. W. 588; Jones v. �ate (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 349.

'I'he indictment must allege that at least two sales were made. Jones v. State
·(Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 349; Fitch v. State, 58 App, 366, 127 S. W. 1040; Flores v.

.State, 60 App. 200, 131 S. W. 588; Rhodes v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 252.
An indictment was fatally defective wher.e it failed to allege the time and place

-of the sales. Murphy v. State, 59 App. 479, 129 S. W. 138; Sutphen v. State, 59
App. 500, 129 S. W. 144.

An indictment which does not aver the fact of any sale or sales by appellant
is insufficient. Flores v. State, 60 App, 200, 131 S. W. 588; Sutphen v. State, 59
App. 500, 129 S. W. 144.

An indictment that, on or about a certain day and year before presentment of
the indictment, in a stated precinct and county, without being permitted by law,
accused unlawfully engaged in and pursued the occupation and busihess of selling
intoxicating liquors after local option had been adopted is insufficient. Fitch v.

State, 58 App, 366, 127 S. W. 1040.
The indictment, alleging that accused, on or about December 1, 1909, made two

different sales of intoxicating liquor to one Tom Calloway, and on or about said
date made other sales of intoxicating liquors in violation of the law to persons
to the grand jurors unknown, and did in such county, during the months of Au
gust, September, October, November, and December, 1909, and January, 1910, an

terior to the presentment of the indictment, make more than at least two sales of
intoxicating liquors, sufficiently alleged that as many as two sales were made
within three years from the date of the indictment, without expressly stating that
they were made within such time. Mizell v. State, 59 App. 226, 128 S. W. 125.

An indictment simply alleging that accused "did unlawfully engage in and
pursue the occupation and business of selling intoxicating liquors," without nam

ing any persons to whom the intoxicants were sold, or that any intoxicants were

SOld, was insufficient. Chapa v. State, 60 App, 365, 13.2, S. W. 127.
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Where the indictment only charged sales of whisky, the admission of evidence
that witness, among other packages delivered to accused, delivered a cask marked

"Beer," was not reversible error. Stephens v. State, 63 App, 382, 139 S. W. :1141.
An indictment alleging tha.t prohibition had been adopted in F. county, and that

thereafter and on specified dates defendant did unlawfully and not as permitted
by law engage in the occupation of selling intoxicating liquors in violation of law,
and did make certain sales specifically described, at least more than twice, was

sufficient. Stephens v. State, 63 App, 382, 139 S. W. 1141.
An indictment charged a sale to one "Joy Benge," and on cross-examination

accused testified that his name was George, but stated that he was called "Joy"
by three persons. Held, insufficient to show that he was commonly known as Joy,
or was as well known by that name as by his real name, and that the indictment
did not therefore properly allege his name as a purchaser of the liquor. Roberts
v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 940.

An indictment, charging accused with selling "spirituous, vinous and malt liq
uors," is not sufficient, in that it does not allege that the liquors were intoxicating.
Floyd v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 264.

.

While the statute necessitates the allegations of only two sales, proof of other
sales is admissible if tending to show a pursuit of the business, and so, where
the indictment has alleged the names of two persons to whom sales were made.
it is proper for it to generally allege the making of other sales. Whitehead v.

State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 583.
An indictment charging that defendant on or about December 18, 1811, unlaw

fully engaged in and pursued the occupation of selling intoxicating liquors in vio
lation of law, after the prohibitory law had been theretofore put in force, and
that on or about that date he made two different sales of intoxicating liquors to
one G., and on or about the same date made other sales to other persons to the
grand jury unknown, and during the months of November and December of the
year 1911 made more than two sales, was sufficient. Atkinson v. State (Cr. App.)
149 S. W. 114.

A person indicted for pursuing the business of selling intoxicating liquors can

not be convicted for making a single sale. Leonard v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W.
632.

.

An indictment held sufficient to show that the violation charged occurred while
the prohibition law was in force, although it did not allege the time when the or

der declaring the result and ordering publication was made, or the time when the
publication was made. Leonard v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 632.

An indictment which, after alleging that prohibition was in force in a certain
county, averred that accused did unlawfully pursue the business of selling intox
icating liquors therein, the same not then and there being permitted, and that he
made sales to certain specified persons, is sufficient. Misher v. State (Cr. App.)
152 S. W. 1049.

An indictment which averred that an election was held, and it was determined
that the sale of liquor should be prohibited, is sufficient, although not averring that
the election held was a legal and valid one. Monroe v. State, 70 App. 245, 157 S.
W.154.

It need not be proved that the sale of liquor was the principal business of the
defendant. Creech v. State, 70 App. 229, 158 S. W. 277.

In a prosecution of "James Walter Brown," an examined copy of entries in the
books of the internal revenue collector, showing the issuance of a liquor license
to James Brown at G., Tex., where accused was engaged in business, was admis
sible; there being no evidence that there was any other James Brown in that place.
Brown v. State, 72 App. 33, 160 S. W. 374.

An indictment charging at least two sales within three years from the date of
the indictment was sufficient. Beaty v. State, 72 App, 634, 162 S. W. 877.

An indictment may charge that a sale was made to the person who received
the liquor and paid the price, though others contributed to the price. Jones v.

State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 349.
There is no fatal.variance between an indictment alleging that accused pur

sued the occupation of selling intoxicating liquor and making "two different sales
* * * to M. and H.," though construed to charge two sales jointly, and the
proof of a separate sale to H., in which M. was interested, because contributing
a part of the price, and a sale to M., in which H. was interested, for the same

reason. Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 349.
Where an indictment charged that the notice of the result of the election was

published the necessary four weeks in a newspaper selected in the manner required
by law by the county judge of the county for such publication, and that the selec
tion and publication were duly certified by the county judge, and the certificate
entered of record in the minutes of the commisstoners, the indictment sufficiently
showed that the county judge ordered the publication for the necessary time in a

selected newspaper. Mills v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 367.
An indictment that failed to allege that the sale was not permitted by law was

not void, and evidence of the commission of the offense was admissible, since it is
matter of defense to be shown that the sale was permitted by law; the burden
of proof being on defendant to show that he had the legal right to sell intoxicants.
under the statute. Mills v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 367.

9. Evidence -- Presumptions and burden of proof.-See notes under art;
52, ante, and art. 785, C. C. P.

Validity of election, see Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 5728.
The state must show that local option was in effect. Lester v, State (Cr. App.)

153 s. W. 861.
The state need not prove each specific sale alleged, but need only prove that

accused followed the business or occupation, and made at least two sales. High
tower v. State (Cr. App.) 165 s. W. 184.
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The state must prove at least two sales to persons named in the indictment.
Rhodes v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 252.

10. -- Admissibility.-Sce notes under art. 783, C. C. P.
Evidence of other sales than those alleged is admissible to show that accused

was engaged in the occupation of selling intoxicants. Wilson v. State (Cr. App.)
154 S. VV. 571; Clay v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 280; Byrd v. State (Cr.' App.)
151 S. W. 1068; Mitchell v. State, 71 App, 185, 159 S. W. 1073; Brown v. State, 72
App. 33, 160 S. W. 374.

Testimony of an express agent as to shipments to accused held admissible.
Clark v. State, 61 App. 597, 136 S. W. 260; Dawson v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 5.

The state was properly permitted to show the amount of liquor received by ac

cused and that it was delivered at the place where he carried on the business.
Byrd v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 1068.

The refusal to permit accused to show that it was the custom of patrons of his
place of business to have him order intoxicating liquors for them was proper where
each witness called to testify was permitted to state whether or not he had re

quested accused to order liquor for him. Byrd v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 1068.
Express books and entries therein held sufficiently identified, and accused's con

nection therewith and signatures thereto sufftcierrtly proven to justify the admis
SiOR of the books in evidence. Leonard v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 632.

Where witnesses testified as to their purchase of intoxicants, but could not fix
the date as before' or after prohibition went into effect, other evidence to fix the
date as after the time when prohibition went into effect is admissible, particularly
where the witnesses were unwilling. Misher v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 1049.

Evidence that large quantities of intoxicating liquors were hauled to the barn
of accused's employer, and that accused was present and assisted in placing them
therein, and that the liquors were carried from the barn to the bar of the hotel
which accused managed for his employer, and that he sold them indiscriminately,
is proper to be considered by the jury. Creed v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 240.

Evidence that drunken people were frequently seen in defendant's place of busi
ness was admissible. Brown v. State, 72 App, 33, 160 S. W. 374.

Th0 books of express companies, showing the quantity of liquor received by
accused prior to' the return of the indictment. and duririg the time he was alleged
to have been engaged in the prohibited business were admissible. Brown v. State,
72 App. 33, 160 S. W. 374.

Testimony that defendant at various other times, after selling to witness, solic
ited him to make purchases is admissible. Harris v. State, 72 App, 117, 161 S. W.
125. .

Evidence of whisky and alcohol being frequently shipped and delivered to de
fendant is admissible. Miller v. State, 72 App .. 151, 161 S. W. 128.

Evidence of other sales should be confined to the time subsequent to the pub
lication of the' order made by the judge after the prohibition election, where such
time is within three years prior to the indictment. Rhodes v. State (Cr. App.) 172
S. W. 252.

The original records showing that 'local option is in force in a county are ad
mlssible, without having given notice. Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 349.

It was error to admit testimony by the county attorney that a paper, which a

United States revenue agent had dropped and which the attorney picked up, was

an application signed by defendant for an internal revenue license to sell ·liquor,
without a showing that the paper had been lost or destroyed. Barnes v. State (Cr.
App.) 174 S. W. 1051.

Testimony by the county attorney that he told a United States revenue agent,
out of the presence of the defendant, that he thought the agent could sell a liquor
license to defendant, was inadmissible. Barnes v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S: W. 1051.

'l'he testimony of a witness that he met accused and asked for whisky, that ac

cused said he would try and get some whisky, and that a little later the witness
found a bottle in his wagon, was admissible; the witness having no other person
to procure whisky :t;or him. J'ackson v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 521.

11. -- Sufi'iciency.-Evidence held sufficient. Arias v. State (Cr. App.) 174
S. W. 340; Mills v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 367; Dawson v. State (Cr. App.) 164
S. W. 5; Callicoatte v. State, 61 App. 420, 135 S. W. 124; Dozier v. State, 62 App,
258, 137 .S. W. 679; Hernandez v. State, 64 App. 73, 141 S. W. 268; Craft v. State
(Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 1163; Atkinson v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 114; Leonard v.

State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 632; Thompson v. State, 72 App, 6, 160 S. W. -685; Waits
v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 708; Robertson v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 1191.

.
Evidence held insufficient. Floyd v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 264; Thompson

v. State, 57 App, 408, 123 S. W. 593; Thomas v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 262;
Molthrop v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 1159.

Evidence held to sufficiently establish defendant's identity as the person by
whom the liquor was sold and to sustain a conviction. Craig v. State, 62 App, 299,
137 S. W. 667.

Proof of several sales of intoxicating liquors by accused; and that about that
time he received, by. express, 84 quarts of whisky, was sufficient to support a find
ing that he was engaged in the business of selling. Robinson v. State (Cr. App.)
147 S. W. 245.

Proof of two or even. three isolated sales of intoxicating liquors is -Insufflclent,
Whitehead v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 583.

Evidence held sufficient to show that the signatures for shipments by express
of intoxicating liquors were the genuine signatures of accused, and that he re

ceived the liquors. Leonard v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 632.
Proof of two illegal sales is suffrcierrt to support a conviction, although a great-·

er number have been alleged in the indictment. Misher v. State (Cr. App.) 152
S. W. 1049.
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Evidence held to show a sale of whisky to J., and not to show that accused
was merely acting as J.'s agent in ordering the whisky' for him. Hightower v.

State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 184.

12. Questions for jury.-See notes under art. 786, C. C. P.
Evidence held sufficient to go to the jury. JohnsoOn v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W.

1175; Cole v. State (Cr. App.) 162 S. W. 880.
Evidence held to make it a jury question as to whether a certain person was

an accomplice. Hightower v. State (Cr. 'App.) 165 S. W. 184.

13. I nstructions.-See notes under arts. 735-743, C. C. P.
The court should charge that, though the jury might find that accused was fol

lowing the business and occupation of selling intoxicating Iiquors, they could not
convict him unless the state should prove tOI their satisfaction, beyond a reason

able doubt, that accused while pursuing such occupation and business had made
at least two or more sales within three years. Mizell v. State, 59 App. 226, 128
S. W. 125.

A charge held, not argumentative nor on the weight of the evidence. Clark v.

State, 61 App, 597, 136 S. W. 260.
A charge that in order to constitute engaging in or pursuing the occupation of

selling intoxicating liquor it is necessary for the state to prove beyond a reasonable
doubt that the defendant unlawfully followed that business, places a greater burden
on the state than the law requires, and was not prejudicial to defendant. Clark v.

State, 61 App. 597, 136 S. W. 260.
,

A charge that if the jury believed that accused unlawfully engaged in, and pur
sued, the occupation or business of selling intoxicating liquors, as alleged in the

indictment, and at or about the' date mentioned in the indictment made at least
two different sales of intoxicating liquors to the parties named in the indictment,
they should find the defendant guilty, is proper, not authorizing a conviction ror
two sales unless accused was also engaged in the business of selling, and not be

ing a charge on the weight or evidence. Dickson v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 914.
Where accused claimed that he merely ordered the liquor for others, a charge

that if he ordered the liquor for the accommodation and as the agent of the pur
chasers, and not as the seller's agent, such transactions would not be sales, was

proper in connection with the further charge that the jury must find beyond a rea

sonable doubt that accused was pursuing such bustness, and had made at least
two sales. Dickson v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 914.

An instruction that it was not necessary that a party' should make a profit
in his business in order to be guilty of pursuing. the occupation of selling intoxi
cating liquors was not an improper limitation on the meaning of the words, "oc

cupation" or "business," as used in the statute, and was proper where the evidence
showed that . accused would order whisky for his store customers, and charge it
in their store account at cost to be paid when the rest of the account was paid,
since each of these transactions constituted a sale. Dickson v. State (Cr. App.)
146 S. W. 914.

An instruction that it was necessary to show that defendant made at least two
sales of intoxicating liquor within three years preceding the indictment was, er

roneous for failure to define what constitutes engaging in or pursuing the business
of selling intoxicating liquors. Floyd, v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 264.

An instruction that the state must prove beyond' a reasonable doubt that defend
ant unlawfully engaged in or pursued the occupation or business of selling intox
icating liquors in J. county at the time alleged in the indictment, and that the
sales, if any, were made to G. as alleged prior to January 5, 1912, when the indict
ment was filed, and that defendant pursued such business as a business or calling
and for profit or gain, and that at least two sales were made by him, and unless
the jury so believed beyond a reasonable doubt they should acquit, properly defined
the offense. Atkinson v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 114.

Where the state's witnesses testified that they bought intoxicating wine from
accused, while she claimed that the beverage was grape juice made' by boiling the
juice of the grape, and was not tntoxtcating, she was entitled to an affirmative in
'structlon that if the jury believed from the evidence that the beverage was grape
juice, and would not intoxicate, or if they had a reasonable doubt of that fact,
they must acquit. Mollenkopf v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 799.

An instruction that it was necessary to prove that accused made at least two
sales, and that by the term "business and occupation" was meant a calling, trade,
or vocation which one, engages in to make a living or obtain wealth was mislead
ing, in that it authorized an inference that proof of' two sales in and of itself
would constitute a business or occupation, and that the latter part of the charge
was a definition more burdensome on the state and more favorable to accused than
required by the statute creating the offense, it being only essential, to establish
engaging in the business or pursuing the occupation of selling whisky, that the
state prove that accused kept in her possession whisky for sale, and that she ac

tually made two sales within the time specified in the statute. Mollenkopf v. State
(Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 799.

Where the indictment alleged that accused pursued the occupation and on or
about a designated date made different sales of liquor to third persons, and the
evidence only established a sale to one of them not made directly by accused,
and there was nothing to show that accused was a partner of any of the parties
actually making a sale, or that he had any connection with them, a charge that
if accused by agent, employe, or partner, while pursuing the business, made as

many as two different sales to persons, he should be convicted, was erroneous.

Lester v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 861.
'

Charges that in order to constitute "engaging in the business of selling Intoxi
cants," the state must prove that accused had made at least two sales of intoxi
cating liquors within the period of limitation; and that in order to constitute en

gaging in said occupation or bustness, the state must prove that accused unlaw-
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fully engaged in and followed said occupation between the dates stated, that he

unlawfully made at least as many as two sales of intoxicants between said dates,
were not on the weight of the evidence. Wilson v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 571.

An instruction that the terms "occupation" and "business" meant trade, call
ing, or vocation in which one engages to procure a living or obtain wealth, was a

sufficient definition of the term "occupation." Anderson v. State, 70 App, 250, 157
S. W. 150.

Since the mere making of two or more sales in itself does not constitute the
offense of pursuing the business of selling intoxicating liquors, an instruction by
which the court made that the test of whether accused was purs.uing the business
or occupation of selling intoxicating liquors, and which did not clearly .charge
that the jury must believe from all the evidence that he pursued that business
or occupation, and in addition thereto made at least two sales, was erroneous.

Bird v. State, 70 App. 515, 157 S. W. 479.
Where the slleriff testified to finding whisky under the floor of accused's house,

while she testified that she had rented that room to J., that he was occupying it,
and that she did not know the whrsky was tl1ere, an instruction that the jury
could consider the testimony relative to the· finding of the whisky in determining
whether or not she was prosecuting such business was erroneous; and the court
should have charged that if the whisky was owned by J., or by some person other
than accused, and was placed there without her knowledge or consent, it could
not be considered against her for any purpose, but that if the jury believed it

belonged to and was placed there by her or with her knowledge it might be con

sidered. Creed v. State, 71 App. 509, 160 S. W. 468.
The court charged that if the jury believed that accused acted only as agent

in procuring certain whisky for J., she would not be guilty of making a sale there
of, but refused a charge that if she acted only as agent, such act could not be
considered as eVidence that she was engaged in the business. Held, that the re

fusal of such instruction was error. Creed v. State, 71 App, 509, 160 S. W. 468.
The charge does not authorize a conviction for making two sales; it instruct

ing that the jury must believe beyond a reasonable doubt that defendant was pur
suing the occupation and made two sales to the person named in the indictment,
or they would acquit, and then defining occupation in an unobjectionable way.
Miller v. State, 72 App. 151, 161 S. W. 128.

Failure to define the meaning of "engaging in or pursuing the occupation or

business" of selling intoxicants would be favorable to accused, so that he could
not complain thereof; since, without definition, the jury would naturally under
stand that the term meant the pursuit of the business as a vocation to procure a

living or obtain wealth. Hightower v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 184.
The requested charge that by the term "pursuing the occupation" of selling

intoxicants in prohibition territory was meant that accused was engaged in selling
intoxicants as her chief business and occupation, and was engaged therein for the
purpose of making a living or obtaining wealth, was properly refused as inaccu
rate. Hightower v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 184.

An instruction held not objectionable on the ground that it did not sufficiently
define the offense charged. Hightower v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 184.

An instruction held not objectionable upon the ground that it permitted a con

vlctlon on proof of two separate and distinct sales. Hightower v. State (Cr. App.)
165 S. W. 184.

The court should define "engaging in or pursuing the occupation or business
of selling intoxicating liquors." Hightower v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 184.

The instructions should have been to convict, if defendant pursued the business
at any time prior to the indictment and subsequent to the date of the publication
of the order following the prohibition election, where that date was within three
years before the filing of the indictment, and the court should instruct the jury
to convict defendant if he pursued the business within three years prior to the
indictment. Rhodes v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 252.

Defendant is entitled to an instruction that the state must prove at least two
sales to persons named in the indictment. Rhodes v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W.
252.

Requested charge that the term "occupation" or "business" means vocation,
trade, calling, the business in which one engages to procure a living or wealth, is
properly refused. Jackson v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 521.

In a prosecution for violating the local option law, an instruction that if the
jury believed beyond a reasonable doubt that accused sold intoxicating liquor. hon
estly believing that it was not intoxicating when drunk in reasonable quantities,
he would not be guilty, sufficiently presented the question of good faith and mis
take of fact by accused. Deadweyler v. State, 121 S. W. 863.

In a prosecution for engaging in the occupation of retail liquor dealer as a

business in local option territory, the court should charge that, though the jury
might find that accused was following the business and occupation of selling in
toxicating liquors, they could not convict him unless the state should prove to
their satisfaction, beyond a reasonable doubt, that accused while pursuing such
occupation and business had made at least two or more sales within three years.
Mizell v. State, 128 S. W. 125.

Art. 590. United States revenue license prima facie proof of.
In prosecutions under this law, where it is proveri that there is
posted up at the place where such intoxicating liquor is being sold,
United States internal revenue liquor or malt license, to any lone,
it shall be prima facie proof that the person to whom such license
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is issued is engaged in and is pursuing the business and occupa
tion of selling intoxicating liquors within the meaning of this law.

[Id., p. 284.]
See notes under art. 597, post.
Cited, Slack v. State, 61 App. 372, 136 S. W. 1073, Ann. Cas. 1913B, 112.

Art . .591. What constitutes pursuing occupation oL-In order
to constitute the engaging in or pursuing the occupation of busi
ness of selling intoxicating liquors, within the meaning of this
law, it shall be necessary for the state to prove in all prosecutions
hereunder, that the defendant made at least two sales of intoxi
cating liquor within three years next preceding the filing of the
indictment. [Id., p. 284.]

See notes under article 589, ante.

Indictment and pr-oof tber-eunderv-c-Wher-e an indictment for selling liquor in
local option territory charged that defendant was engaged in the business and in
pursuit thereof made two sales to one D., as well as to other persons unknown,
the admission of testimony of R. that he bought whisky from the defendant was

proper; there being two elements of the offense-that accused was engaged in the
business of selling intoxicants in prohibited territory, and that he made at least
two sales. Mills v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 367.

Art. 592. [398] Selling liquor to wild Indians.-If any person
shall sell, give or barter, or cause to be sold, given or bartered,
any ardent spirits, or any spirituous or intoxicating liquors, or

fire-arms, or ammunition, to any .Indian of the wild or unfriendly
tribes, he shall be fined not less than ten nor ,more than one hun
dred dollars. [Act Oct. 31, 1866, p. 71.].

lndlctmerrt.c=Willsons Cr. Forms, 306.

Art. 593. [400] Giving or delivering to minors.-Any person
who shall give or deliver, or cause to be given or delivered, or be
in any way concerned in the gift or delivery of any spirituous,
vinous, malt or intoxicating liquors to any person under the age
of twenty-one years, whether consigned to such person or to
·some other person, without the written consent of the parent or

guardian of such person who is under the age of twenty-one years,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction therefor,
shall be fined not less than twenty-five nor more than one hundred
dollars; and any person who, as agent for or employed by an ex

press company or other common carrier, or who, as agent for or

employe of any other person, firm or corporation, delivers, or

causes to be delivered, any spirituous, vinous, malt or intoxicating
liquors to any person under the age of twenty-one years, whether
consigned to such person or to some other person, without the writ
ten consent of the parent or guardian of such minor, shall be guil
ty of a misdemeanor, and shall be punished, upon conviction there
for, by a fine of not less than twenty-five nor more than one hun
dred dollars. [Act 1897, ch. 32; Act 1907" ch. 116. Amended,
Act 1909, p. 119.]

See, also, post, arts. 622 and 1054.
Cited, Bell v. State, 62 App. 24:.!, 137 S. W. 670, 36' L. R. A. (N. S.) 98, Ann.

Cas. 1913C, 617; Forester v. State, 72 App, 298, 162 S. W. 507.

Explanatol"y.-This article is in the language of the original session laws. The
same act was changed in language somewhat and inserted in the revised Penal
Code as art. 1054. The act from which arts. 59'3 and 1054 were constructed seems

to have been superseded by Acts 1909, 1st S. S. p. 307. See note under art.
1054, post.

.

In genel"al.-Reed v. State (Cr. App.) 29 S. W. 1074.
The ante-bellum offense of selling liquor to a slave without a permit assimilates

to this. Under Hartley's Digest, art. 454, punishing selling to a slave, proof of
giving away would not sustain a conviction, Allen v. State, 14 Tex. 633; and (un
der O. & W., art. 688) if the sale or gift was with the consent or upon the order
of another, it was the duty of the person making the sale or gift to know that
the other was the "master, overseer, or employer." A white man could, how
ever, buy the liquor in good faith and without collusion, and give it to a slave in
the presence of the seller, without criminating the latter. Smith v. State, 24
Tex. 547. The 'particular transaction must have been identified in the indictment.
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and if the name of the slave was unknown, the name of the master, etc., should
be stated, or other facts sufficient to fix the identity. State v. Shwartz, 25
Tex. 764.

As to selling and permitting to be drunk on premises, see Ezzell v. State, 29
App. 521, 16 S. \"V. 782.

This article construed in connection with arts. 622 and 1054. Talley v. State
(Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 255.

The offense mentioned in this article and that of seIling to a minor are dis
tinct. Dickerson v. State, 72 App. 393, 162 S. W. 871.

A loan of whisky to a minor, which is subsequently repaid, is a "sale," espe
cially in local option territory. Jenkins v. State, 70 App. 138, 155 S. W. 531.

Knowledge of minority.-Knowledge on the part of the defendant that the per
son to whom he sold the liquor was, at the time of the sale, a minor, is an es

sential element of this offense. Hunter v. State, 18 App. 444, 51 Am. Rep. 31g;;
Pressler v. State, 13 App. 95; Henderson v. State, 37 App. 79, 38 S. W. 617; Wil
liams v. State, 23 App. 70, 3 S. W. 661; Sears v. State, 35 App. 442, 34 S. W.
124; Gray v. State, 44 App. 470, 72 S. W. 169; Ferguson v. State, 50 App. 155,
95 S. W. 111.

Consent of parent or guardian.-Consent is defensive matter. Kuhn v, State,
34 App. 85, 29 S. W. 272.

The sale must be backed by a written consent of some person authorieed to
give such permtssion. The fact that the minor had neither parents nor guardian,
will not relieve the seller. Herchenbach v. State, 34 App, 122, 29 S. W. 470.

A stepfather can give written consent to sale of liquor to minor stepson, so as

to exempt seller from punishment, even though the mother protests against such
sale. Welch v. State, 46 App. 528, 81 S. W. 50.

Principals and accomplices.-Where defendant, a saloon keeper, was actually
present and knew that one purchasing liquor was making the purchase for a

minor who there paid the money to the intermediary, who in turn paid it to de

fendant, defendant was liable as prtncipal for a sale to a minor. Starling v. State,
34 App. 295, 30 S. W1. 445.

A purchaser of liquors sold in violation of law is not an accomplice of the
seller. Sears v. State, 35 App, 442, 34 S. W. 124.

A sale by an agent, acting within the scope of his agency, makes a prima
facie case against the dealer. Ollre v. State, 57 App, 520, 123 S. W. 1116.

But a dealer is not liable for a sale at his place of business' by one who as

sumesrto be, but is not his agent, or by agent who sells in violation of his or

ders. Id.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 312.
It must be alleged that defendant knowingly sold the liquor to a minor. Press

ler v. State, 13 App. 95; Henderson v. State, 37 App. 79', 38 S. W. 617.
Indictment held sufficient. Hunter v. State, 18 App. 444, 51 Am. Rep. 319.
It must be alleged that defendant made the sale without the written consent

of the parent or guardian of such minor, or some one standing in their place or
stead. If the word "father" be used in the indictment in place of the word
"parent," such indictment will be bad. Lantznester v. State, 19 App, 320.

A person can be convicted of giving Intoxica.ting liquors to a minor on a com
plaint charging the selling and giving of such liquors to a minor, regardless of
whether or not the local option law was in force in the county. Ex parte Cas
sens, 57 App. 377. 122 S. W. 888.

Where defendant was indicted under art. 1054, a finding of guilty under this
article was reversible error. Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 612.

Where the evidence, under an indictment for giving intoxicating liquors to a
minor without the consent of his parent or guardian, showed only a loan or sale,
which the court instructed carne within the statute, there was a variance, requir
ing the reversal of a conviction. Jenkins v. State, 70 App. 138, 155 S. W. 531.

Evidence.-Evidence held insufficient to sustain a conviction. Simpson v. State
(Gr. App.) 151 S. W. 303.

Evidence held not to support a conviction. Turley v. State, 59 App. 156, 127
S. W. 835.

Evidence in a prosecution for knowingly giving and delivering intoxicating liq
uor to a minor held insufficient to support a conviction. Ethridge v. State, 63
App. 662, 141 S. W. 89.

•

Defendant's knowledge at the time that the purchaser was a minor may be
proved by circumstances. Hunter v. State, 18 App, 444, 51 Am. Rep. 319; Sears v.
Btate, 35 App, 442, 34 S. W: 124; Williams v. State, 23 App, 70, 3 S. W. 661; Fer-
guson v. State, 50 App. 155, 95 S. W. 111. •

Knowledge of the- purchaser's minority must be proved, and merely proving
that the buyer was sixteen years old is not sufficient. Henderson v. State, 37 App,
79, 38 S. W. 617.

A witness may testify to the physical marks of age of the alleged minor, but
not as to how, in his opinion, such physical marks would impress others. Walker
v. State, 25 App, 448, 8 S. W. 644; Garner v. State, 28 App. 561, 13 S. W. 1004;Waldstein v. State, 29 App, 82, 14 8. W. 394; Yakel v. State, 30 App, 391, 17 S.
W. 943, 20 S. W. 205.

Sufficiency of evidence. See Wakefield v. State (Cr. App.) 28 s. W. 470.
Defendant must show proper written consent of parents. Kuhn v. State, 34

App. 85, 29 S. W. 272.
Evidence held sufficient to show sale to a minor. Horsky v. State (Cr. App.)

36 s. W. 443; Sears v. State, 35 App, 442, 34 S. W. 124.
When the evidence shows a sale by an employe it must further show that de

fendant acquiesced in the sale. Freedman v. State, 37 App. 115, 38 S. W. 993.
Evidence of sales to other minors is inadmissible. Freedman v. State, 37 App.

115, 38 S. W. 993.
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Instructlons.-Charge of court authorizing conviction if defendant "was instru
mental or in any way concerned in giving liquor to a minor:' was erroneous.

Walker v. State, 57 App. 172, 122 S. W. 395.

Art. 593a.. Sale or other disposition of liquors in bawdy houses ..

-That if any person, whether the owner, lessee, manager, house
keeper, proprietor, servant, agent, employe, inmate, visitor or any
other person shall sell, give away or drink, or permit to be sold..
given away or drunk, any spirituous or vinous or malt liquors,.
whether capable of producing intoxication or not; in' any bawdy
house, disorderly house or assignation house, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor, and upon conviction such person or persons shall be
punished by imprisonment in the county jail for a period of not
less than thirty days nor more than ninety days, and by a fine
of not less than fifty nor more than five hundred dollars. [Act.
1911, p. 23, ch. 15, § 1.]

Keeping disorderly house, see art. 496 et seq.
Instructions.-An instruction was not affirmatively erroneous for authorizing a.

conviction whether accused knew the intoxicants were given away or not, where
all the evidence showed that she did know such fact, and had herself often drunk
on the premises. Forester v . State, 72 App, 298, 162 S. W. 507.

Art. 593b. Same; definition of terms.s=For the purposes of
this Act a bawdy house is one kept for prostitution, or where
prostitutes are permitted to resort for the purpose of plying their
vocation.

A disorderly house is an assignation house or any theater or any
play' house or house or place where prostitutes or lewd women or

women of bad reputation for chastity are employed, kept in service,
or permitted to resort or permitted to display or conduct them-·
selves in a lewd or lascivious or indecent manner.

An assignation house is a house or room or place where men.

and women meet by appointment made by themselves or by an

other for the purpose of sexual intercourse. [Id., § 2.]
Art. 593c. Same; incriminating testimony.-N0 person shall

be exempt from giving testimony in any proceeding for the en

forcement of this Act, but the testimony given by a witness shall
not be used against him or her, in any criminal action or proceed
ing, nor shall any criminal action or proceeding he brought against
such witness on account of any testimony so given by him or her..
[Id., § 3.]

Art. 594. [401] Selling and permitting the same drunk on.

premises.-If any person or firm shall sell, or be in any way con

cerned in selling, spirituous, vinous or other intoxicating liquors.
111 quantrties of a quart or more, and shall permit the same to' be
drunk at the place or establishment where sold, or at any other'
place provided by said person or firm for that purpose, he or they
shall be punished by fine not less than fifty nor more than two hun-·
dred and fifty dollars. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 168.]

In general.-Burch v. Republic, 1 Tex. 608; Needham v. State, 19 Tex. 332;
Cain v. State, 20 Tex. 355; Tardiff v. State, 23 Tex. 169; Cochran v. State, 26-
Tex. 678; Hewitt v. State, 25 Tex. 722; State v. Wilburn, 25 Tex. 738; Brown
v. State, 27 Tex. 335; Alexander v. State, 29 Tex. 495; Lacy v. State, 32 Tex. 227;
New v. State, 34 Tex. 100; Curry v. State, 35 Tex. 364; State v. Terry, 35 Tex.
366; Manning v. State, 36 Tex. 670; Gorman v. State, 38 Tex. 165; Countz v.

State, 41 Tex. 50; State v. Heldt, 41 Tex. 220.
-

This article has survived all the mutations of! legislation since the war (State'
v. Smith, 35 Tex. 132; May v. State, 35 Tex. 650; State v. Perry, 44 Tex. 100),
but until July 24, 1879, was inoperative for want of a penalty. Smith v. State, 7
App. 286.

Offense.-The gist of this offense is selling liquor in quantities of a quart or
more and allowing it to be drunk on the premises where sold. If the parties re

garded the quantity sold as a quart, it is immaterial if it was not an exact quart,
if it approximated it. Scott v. State, 25 Tex. Supp. 168.

-

When an act is done on
a man's premises, and in his presence, without any effort on his part to prevent.
it, it must be inferred that it was with his consent. Cochran v. State, 26 Tex. 678.
A hotel keeper is amenable to this law for selling liquor to his guest and per--
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mitting the same to be drunk on the premises, unless, perhaps, where the liquor
is drunk in a room leased by such guest. Scott v. State, 25 Tex. Supp. 168.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 311.

Requisites in general, see arts. 447-487, C. C. P.
A party cannot be convicted for this offense under an indictment charging him

with retailing without a license. May v. State, 35 Tex. 650.

Instructions.-See notes under arts. 735-743, C. C. P.; May v. State, 35 Tex. 650.

Art. 595. Selling to habitual drunkards.-Any person who shall

knowingly sell or give, or cause to be sold or given, or who shall
be instrumental in selling, giving or procuring of any spirituous,
vinous or malt liquors, or medicated bitters capable of producing
intoxication, to any person who is an habitual drunkard, shall be
fined not less than twenty-five nor more than one hundred dol
lars. [Act 1903, p. 69.]

See art. 623, post; Scott v: State, 25 Tex. Supp. 169.

Art. 596. "Habitual drunkard" defined.-An habitual drunk
ard, within the meaning of this law, is one who makes it a habit
to get drunk, or who habitually becomes intoxicated by the volun

tary use of intoxicating liquors. [Id., p. 69.]
Art. 597. [402] Selling in prohibited districts.-H any per

son shall sell any intoxicating liquor in any county, justice pre
cinct, city or town in which the sale of intoxicating liquor has
been prohibited under the laws of this state, or if any person shall

give away any intoxicating liquor in any such county, justice
precinct, city or town, with the purpose of evading the provisions
of said laws, he shall be punished by fine of not less than twenty
five nor more than one hundred dollars, and by imprisonment in
the county jail for not less than twenty nor more than sixty days.
Or, if any person shall sell any intoxicating liquor in any county,
justice precinct, school district, city or town, or subdivision of a

county, in which the sale of intoxicating liquors shall hereafter be

prohibited under the laws of this state, or if any person shall give
away any intoxicating liquor in any such county, justice precinct,
school district, city or town, or subdivision of a county, with the
purpose of evading the provisions of said law, he shall be punished
by confinement in the penitentiary not less than one nor more than
three years. Upon complaint being filed with any county judge,
or justice of the peace, describing the place where it is believed by
the person making the complaint that intoxicating liquor is being
sold or given away in violation of law, such county judge or jus
tice of the peace shall issue his warrant directing and commanding
the sheriff or any constable of his county to search such place,
�nd, if tl�e law is being violated, to arrest the person so violating
It; and It shall be the duty of the officer to whom such warrant
is delivered to search the place described in the warrant, to seize
all intoxicating liquors found therein, and arrest and brins- before
the county judge or justice who issued the writ, all persons con

nected with such business either as proprietor, manager, clerk. or

other employe; and, if admission into said place is refused the
officer executing said warrant is hereby authorized to force open
the same. In prosecutions under this article, where it is proven
that there is posted up at the place where such intoxicating liquor
is being sold or given away with the purpose of evading the pro,..
visions of the law, United States internal revenue liquor or malt
license, to anyone, it shall be prima facie proof that the person to
whom such license is issued is engaged in the sale of intoxicating
liquor. [Amended by Act March 30, 1887, p. 70; Act 1903, eh.
40; amended Act 1909, p. 356.]

See arts. 589-591, ante.
See also notes under C. C. P. art. 464.
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1. In general. 11. -- Judicial notice.
2. Constitutionality 12. -- Presumptions and burden of
3. Relation to other statutes. proof.
4. Local option elections.' 13. -- Admissibility in general.
5. License. 14. -- Internal revenue license.
6. Offense. 15. -- Weight and sufficiency.
7. -- Agents. 16. Questions for jury.
8. -- Loan or exchange. 17. Instructions.
9. Indictment, information or com- 18. Appeal.

plaint. 19. Punishment.
10. Evidence. 20. Seizure.

1. In genera I.-Old art. 378 reads as follows: "If any person shall sell, ex

change, or give away any intoxicating liquor whatever, in any county, justice's
precinct, city, or town in this state, after the qualified voters of such county,
justice's precinct, city, or town have determined at an election held in accord
ance with the laws of this state, that the sale or exchange of intoxicating liquors
shall be prohibited in such county, justice's precinct, city, or town, and the com

missioners' court has passed an order to that effect, which order has been duly
published in accordance with law, he shall be fined in a sum not less than twenty
five nor more than two hundred dollars." [Act June 24, 1876, p. 26.]

The act of July 24, 187!:> , amending section 5 of the act of June 24, 1876, the

original option act from which this article was framed, was held to be nugatory
and inoperative, because the act which it amended had been repealed by the

adoption of the Revised Code. Robertson v. State, 12 App. 541; Pinckard v. State,
13 App. 373; Van Noy v. State, 14 App. 69; Akin v. State, Id. 142.

For an exhaustive review of the civil statutes upon which the preceding article

is based, see Dawson v. State, 25 App. ,670, 8 S. W. 820; Ex parte Burrage, 26

App. 35, 91 S. W. 72; Robinson v. State, 26 App. 82, 9 S. W. 61; Lawhon v. State,
26 App. 101, 9 S. W. 355; Curry v. State, 28 App. 475, 13 S. W. 752; re., 28 App,
477, 13 S. W. 773; Ex parte Cox, 28 App. 537, 12 S. W. 493.

On trial for violation of the, local option law, three distinct sales were testified
to by the prosecuting witness. Defendant pleaded former conviction, but there
was no evidence that defendant had ever been convicted for the sale involved in
this case, and the judgment will not be disturbed. Bruce v. State, 39 App. 26,
44 S. W. 852.

One cannot be prosecuted for the sale of intoxicants until after 28 days from
the first publication. Byrd v. State, 53 App, 507, 111 S. W. 149.

The accused can not defend on the ground of the invalidity of the election
after the time prescribed for contesting such election has passed. Jerue v. State,
57 App, 213, 123 S. W. 414. And see Ex parte McGuire, 57 App. 38, 123 S. W. 425;
Gober v. State, 57 App. 66, 123 S. W. 427.

Where the local option law had been adopted in a county at two elections, the
second of which was held after the adoption of the statute making it a felony to
sell intoxicating liquors, one subsequently selling intoxicating liquors was prop
erly prosecuted under the second election. Mayo v. State, 62 App, 110, 136 S.
W.790.

A conviction in the county court for illegally selling intoxicants in a dry coun

ty would not bar a subsequent prosecution, for unlawfully pursuing the occupa
tion of selling intoxicants in prohibition territory. Witson v. State. (Cr. App.)
154 8. W. 571.

Where a subdivision which had adopted the prohibition law holds a new elec
tion, and adopts the new law making a sale of intoxicants a felony, instead of a

misdemeanor, the state cannot elect to proceed under the' original election, and
the county court has no jurisdiction of the prosecution. Sandaval v. State, 72
App. 368, 162 S. W. 1148.

2. Constitutionality.-This law is constitutional. Rippey v. State (Cr. App.)
73 S. W. 15 (affirmed by U. S. Supreme Court, Id., 193 U. S. 504, 24 Sup. Ct. 516, 48
L. Ed. 767); Ex parte Lynn, 19 App. 293; Steele v. State, 19 App. 425; Ex parte
Kennedy, 23 App. 77, 3 S. W. 114; Wilson v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 571.

The legislature had no constitutional power to prohibit, the gift of intoxicating
liquors nor to empower localities to do so by means of the local option law, and
under- the former statute it was not an offense to give intoxicating liquors to an

other in a local option district, and to the extent that the local option law pro
hibited a gift, it was unconstitutional. St.allworth v. State, 16 App, 345; Holley
v. State, 14 App. 505; McMillan v. State, 18 App. 375; Steele v. State, 19 App. 425.

See a discussion of the rules in relation to constitutional provisions as to the
passage of laws, wherein it is held that in passing upon the constitutionality of
a law the court will not go behind the enrollment of the act. Ex parte Tipton,
28 App. 438, 13 S. W. 610, 8 L. R. A. 326, citing Central Ry, Co. v. Hearne, 32
Tex. 547; Blessing v. City of Galveston, 42 Tex. 642; Houston & T. C. R. Co. v.

Odum, 53 T'ex. 343; Day Land & Cattle Co. v. State, 68 Tex. 526, 4 S. W. 865;
Gaddy v. State, 8 App. 127; Wood v. State, 27 App, 396, 11 S. W. 449; approved
by Williams v. Taylor, 83 Tex. 667, 19 S. W. 156.

This article as amended by the act of the Twenty-eighth Legislature (Genl.
Laws 1903, p. 55, chap. 40), in so far as it authorizes a seizure of intoxicating
liquors transcends the bounds, of constitutional authority and is void. Beavers v.
Goodwin (Civ. App.) 90 S. W. 932.

It is immaterial whether an amendment to an act is unconstitutional or not,
and whether, if so, it vitiates the Whole article as amended, as, if such be the
case, the prosecution can be sustained under the article as it stood before amend
ment. Uloth v. State, 48 App. 295, 87 S. W, 823.

3. Relation to other statutes.-Statute making the violation of local option law
a felony held not to apply to counties adopting local option before its passage.
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Crawford v: State (Cr. App.) 128 s. W. 1122; Lewis v: State, 58 App. 351, 127 S. W.
808, 21 Ann. Cas. 656; Doyle v: State, 59 App. 60, 127 S. W. 815; Thompson v:

State, 59 App. 277, 128 S. W. 382; Rice v. State, 59 App. 293, 128 S. W. 613; Payne
v: State, 60 App. 322, 131 S. W. 1101; Head v. State (Cr. App.) 141 s. W. 536; Mc

Kinney v: State (Cr. App.) 128 s. W. 1122; Hamilton v, State (Cr. App.) 145 s.
W.348.

The act of March 30, 1887, amendatory of the general local option law, is op
€rative only in those communities wherein the local option law has been adopted
since it went into effect and cannot affect those communities wherein the gener
al local option law was previously in operation. Robinson's Case, 26 App. 82, 9
S. W. 61; Lawhon v, State" 26 App, 101, 9 S. W. 355; Dawson v. State, 25 App,
ere, 8 S. W. 820.

,

Where the local option law has been adopted and put in force, it operates a

repeal within the particular locality of all laws and parts of laws in conflict with

it, and exempts from punishment all previous offenders against the repealed laws.
Robertson v. State, 5 App. 155; Ex parte Lynn, 19 App. 293; Boone v. State, 12

App. 184; Donaldson v . State, 15 App. 25.
When by a subsequent election, prohibition has been repealed, prosecutions for

violations of the law while it was in force cannot be maintained, and convictions
had prior to' such repeal cannot be enforced. Halfin v: State, 5 App, 212; Mon

roe v, State, 8 App, 343; Fitze v . State, 13 App, 372; Pinckard v. State, Id. 373;
Fr-eese v. State, 14 App, 31; Prather v. State, Id. ,453; Mulkey v. State, 16 App.
53. But such is not now the law. Post, art. 602.

The penalty prescribed by the act of 1887, was not repealed by the act of 1893.
Aaron v. State, 34 App. 103, 29 S. W. 267.

The legislature cannot by amendment impose new burdens upon the people of
a precinct pending the operation of the local option law therein. Ex parte Bains,
39 App. 62, 45 S. W. 24.

Conviction on a count for violating the law in a precinct in erroneous where
since the adoption of the law In+the precinct the law has been adopted in the

county before the finding of the indictment; the law in the precinct was merged
in that of the, county. Raby v . State, 42. App, 56, 57 S. W. 651.

The legislature in amending the provisions of the local option law cannot af
fect territory in which the law is already in force. Ex parte Elliott, 44 App, 575,
72 S. W. 837.

Where local option is in force the law prohibiting sales to minors is super
seded. Tompkins v. State, 49 App. 154, 90 S. W. 1019.

A sale to a minor in local option territory cannot be prosecuted under the stat

ute prohibiting sales to minors. Dean v . State, 49 App. 249, 92 S. W. 38.

There is no irreconcilable conflict between this and article 5060j, Sayles' Civil
Statutes. There is no double penalty about the matter since the violation of
the bond would be one thing; and 'selling illegally the whisky is another one. Oliver
V. State (Cr. App.) 105 S. W. 811, 812.

A rule of construction is that when the legislature revises or re-eriacts a stat
ute after it has been judicially construed without changing it, the presumption ob
tains that the legislature intended that the same construction should continue to
be applied to that statute. Lewis v, State, 58 App, 351, 127 S. VV. 808, 21 Ann.
Cas. 656, and cases cited.

The holding of a local option election in December, 1909, in which local op
tion carried, after the passage of the local optlon law making its violation a felony,
operated to repeal the misdemeanor punishment imposed by the former local op
tion statute, and to' put in force the felony punishment as to offenses committed
after such election was held. Enriquez v. State, 60 App. 580, 132 S. W. 782.

Th.e adoption by a county, at an election held throughout the county, of Act
April 24, 1909 (Laws 1909 [1st Called Sess. 31st Leg.] c. 35), amending Pen. Code
1895, art. 402 (art. 597, above), fixing the penalty for violating the local option law
at confinement in the penitentiary for not less than one nor more than three
years, superseded the prior local option law adopted in any of the precincts in the
county, so that such penalty was operative throughout the county, including such
precincts. Garrett v. State, 61 App. 254, 134 S. W. 696.

This article was not repealed by the vagrancy act (Acts 31st Leg. c. 59), defin
ing and punishing vagrants. Hamilton v, State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 348.

This article construed in connection with articles 150 and 589. Barnes v, State
(Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 548, L. R. A. 1915C, 101.

4. Local option elections.-See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts. 5715-5730,
and notes.

6. License.-Whether local option is adopted before or after the passage of the
law of 1897, license must be procured before one can sell liquor under the provi
sions of the law. Snearley v. State, 40 App. 507, 52 S. W. 547, 53 S. W. 696,.

A local option election suspends the occupation tax, as it was under the act of
1893. Gibson v. State, 34 App. 219, 29 S. W. 1085.

Act of 25th Legislature providing for license for liquor dealers in local option
precincts does not apply to precincts where local option is already in force. Ex
parte Baines, 39 App. 62, 45 S. W. 24.

Party cannot sell intoxicating liquors in local option territory with or without
prescription, until he has paid the license tax. Watson v, State, 42 App. 13, 57
S. W. 102; Williamson v. State, 41 App, 461, 55 S. W. 570.

6. Offense.-Intoxicating liquor is a liquor intended for use as a' beverage, or

capable of being so used, which contains alcohol, obtained by fermentation or by
distillation, in such proportion that it will produce intoxication, when taken in
such quantities as may practically be drunk. Sandoloski v. State (Cr. App.) 143
s. W. 151.

This article and article 589 create two distinct offenses. Oliver v, State (Cr.
App.) 152 s. W. 1066; Mizell v, State, 69 App; 226, 128 S. W. 126.
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When prohibitfon has been' declared, it operates a revocation of all licenses for
the sale of intoxicating liquors within the locality adopting it, and a subsequent
sale of such liquor within such locality, made under an unexpired license granted
before the prohibition, is a violation of law. Robertson v. State, 12 App. 541; Ex

parte Liyrm, 19 App. 293.
It is immaterial with what intent one sells liquor in a local option district.

Pike v. State, 40 App. 615, 51 S. W. 395; Howard v. State, 72 App. 624, 163 S.
W. 429.

Blackberry cordial is an intoxicant and its sale is forbidden in local option
districts. Pike v. State, 40 App. 617, 51 S. W. 395.

A Idqtror dealer outside of a local option county is guilty when he sends liquor
to a certain person at a certain place in the county to be delivered. Northcutt v.

State, 35 App, 584, 34 S. W. 946.
Stipulation held to render contract an executory sale. Bruce v. State, 36 App.

63, 35 S. W. 383.
A contract to sell, made in a local option precinct, is no violation, if the sale

be made outside the precinct, Weldon v. State, 36 App. 34, 35 S. W. 176.

A club organized for the purpose of furnishing members with liquor held an

evasion of the local option law. Sutton v. State (Cr. App.) 40 s. W. 50l.

The sale of intoxicating liquor by the agent of a social club to one of its: mem

bers in a local option district is a violation of the law. Such club is not au

thorized to sell liquors in a local option precinct. Finn v. State, 38 App, 75, 41

S. W. 1102. See, also, Krnavek v. State, 38 App. 44, 41 S. W. 612.
The evidence showed that defendant was employed to look after and keep a

check on sales made by the bartenders, who were all negroes, that on the occa-,

sion in question he met several parties at the door and objected to one of them

coming in because he had "been giving people away," and stepped outside and

watched such person while the others bought the liquors; held, that he was a

joint principal in the sales. Wolfe v. State, 38 App, 537, 43 S. W. 997.
'

Order to one outside local option district for whisky to be sent by express

C. O. D. held not a gale consummated within the inhibited district, and hence a

prosecution for the illegal sale of liquors there will not lie. Weathered v. State

(Cr. App.) 60 S. W. 876.
In order to violate the local option law the liquid must be intoxicating. It is

not a violation of such law otherwise to sell beer or' any other liquid. Tyler v.

State (Cr. App.) 86 s. W. 763.
Where accused owned whisky, and transferred it for a consideration, either in

hand or to be paid subsequently, there was a sale of whisky; but where the
whisky was transferred as a gift, without any expectation of receiving pay for

it, accused was not guilty of a sale. Hamilton v. State, 58 App. 173, 127 S. W.
212.

Where accused was Interested in whisky that a witness received under a sale

by a third person, and accused assisted in the sale knowing that the third person
was transferring the whisky, so as to constitute a sale, accused was guilty of
making a sale, whether he received any money or not. Hamilton v. State, 58
App, 173, 127 S. W. 212.

The local option law is not violated by giving away whisky. Ellis v. State, 59
App, 419, 128 S. W. 1125.

Where defendant delivers whisky to another he violates the local option law
where remuneration of any kind was expected or intended, and it is immaterial
whether payment was to be made in money, other whisky, or other merchandise
of any character. Morris v. State, 64 App, 498, 142 S. W. 876.

Where accused selling 'whisky received the money from prosecutor, and de
livered the whisky to him, the fact that a third person furnished to prosecutor a

half of the price hefore meeting accused did not make the sale a joint one

to prosecutor arid the third person. Crawford v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 229.
An indictment drawn in a local option county, charging a violation of Pen.

Code 1911, art. 622, which denounces such a sale as a misdemeanor, was im
proper; the proper proceeding being by an action under article 597 for 8; violation
of the local option law. Talley v . State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 255.

Where the state's witness gave defendant 50 cents to get· some whisky, and
when defendant returned with alcohol refused to take it, but afterwards fol
lowed defendant and took th,e alcohol from him without his consent, there was
no sale; but if he took it in payment of the 50 cents, with defendant's consent,
it would be a sale. Scott v. State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 550.

A violation of the local option law adopted a.t an election held prior to the
amendment of the law making it a felony to sell liquors in prohibition territory is
a misdemeanor. Boyd v. State, 72 App. 452, 162 S. W. 850. :

If accused sold whisky in violation of the prohibition law, and received money
for it, he would be guilty irrespective of who owned the whisky. Clay v. State
(Cr. App.) 164 s. W. l.

Defendant, who, at the request of one who had ordered whisky, made affidavit
that it was his and was not intended for any illegal purpose, paying the notary
with money furnished bv -the party ordering -the whisky, took the affidavit to the
express office, signed for and received the liquor and delivered it to the party who
had ordered it, was guilty of a sale in violation of the misdemeanor prohibition
law. Coleman v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 164.

In a prosecution for Wrongful selling of liquor to H. in violation of the pro
hibition law, evidence that defendant had been bound over to await the action of
the grand jury on a complaint charging him with pursuing the occupation of
selling Intoxtcatfng liquors, and that the state in such proceeding relied on
the sale to H. !'+S one of the sales by which it was intended to show that defend
ant was guilty of pursuing the occupation, furnished no defense. Sinclair v. State
(Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 630.
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A prospective purchaser told accused that he desired some whisky, and accused
replied that he had some in his trunk. Thereupon the purchaser paid him money
and went to accused's home, where another member of accused's family showed
him the trunk containing the whisky from which he took his purchase. Held,
that accused was guilty of unlawful sale. Whitten v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S.
W.718.

A loan of whisky to be returned in whisky is a sale. Howard v. State, 72
App. 624, 163 S. W. 429.

7. -- Agents.-One acting as agent of the buyer cannot be convicted of

illegally selling. Bowman v. State (Cr. App.) 35 S. W. 382; Lafrentz v. State,
57 App. 464, 125 S. W. 32, 29 L. R. A. (N. S.) 743; Clay v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S.
W. 280; Scott v. State, 70 App. 57, 153 S. W. 871; Cowley v. State, 72 App, 173,
161 S. W. 471.

One is guilty of selling whisky who- keeps it in his place of business for sale,
though it is sold by an emplo-ye. Clark v. State, 40 App. 127, 49 S. W. 85.

A sale by a clerk against the express orders of defendant, and in his absence,
will not support a conviction. Wadsworth v. State, 35 App. 58,1, 34 S. W. 934.

One buying whisky for another with money furnished him by such other per

son, is not guilty. Hood v. State, 35 App. 585, 34 S. W. 935.

One procuring liquor in his own name fo-r another is not a seller. Wrlght v.

State, 35 App. 581, 34 S. W. 935.
A sale in a local option district by an agent of a foreign firm is a violation.

Lafferty v. State (Cr. App.) 35 S. W. 374.
An agent, whbse principal is outside local option territory, is guilty when

he takes orders and the liquor is shipped by his principal and paid for at lat

ter's office. Bogle v. State, 42 App. 389, 55 S. W. 830.
Where defendant received $2 from prosecuting witness and said he thought he

could "rustle" him a quart of whisky, and obtained the whisky from a third

person on payment of the $2 as an accommodation to and as agent of the prose

cuting witness, he was not guilty of a sale. Latham v. State, 71 App, 552, 160
S. W. 455.

• .

Where accused and two o-thers contributed money to buy a bottle of whisky,
and accused with the money so contributed purchased whisky, which he and
the others then drank, there was no sale of whisky by accused. MeLa.in v.

State, 72 App. 107, 161 S. W. 117.
Where a father ordered his son to get some whisky which belonged to the

father and sell it to the purchaser, the father participated in the sale and was

a principal in the transaction. Albright v. State (Cr. App.) 1G4 S. W. 1001.

8. -- Loan 01'" exchange.-Where accused let another have some whisky
to be repaid in whisky, it was a sale. Black v: State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 1053;
Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 1175.

B., desiring some whisky, went to defendant, who stated that he was going to
order a gallon for himself and another, and that he would put B.'s order in with
theirs. B. gave him the money, and the same day he delivered to B. a bottle of

whisky, claiming he had borrowed it from K., and would pay it back when B.'s
whisky came; held, that defendant was not guilty of making a sale unless the

exchange was only a ruse to hide a real transaction, and the court should have so

instructed the jury. Vanarsdale v. State, 35 App. 587, 34 S. W. 931.
The defendant is guilty of an evasion only when he becomes a seller or ex

changer; he· is not guilty of violation of the local option law when he only bor
rows whisky for another. Id.

An exchange of liquor is a sale within the meaning of the statute. Bruce v.

State (Cr. App.) 39 S. W. 683.
Where a physician informed a patient that a certain prescription would have

to be taken in whisky, and the patient gave the physician a sum of money for
whisky, and the physician delivered whisky in his possession, which he stated be

longed to another patient, on an understanding that the bottle ordered by the

patient should replace the one delivered, the transaction amounted to a sale of
liquor in a local option district, in violation of this article. Daniel v. State, 57
App. 467, 125 S. W. 37.

Where the possessor of intoxicating liquors allowed another to take a quantity
in consideration of his promise to subsequently return the same quantity of liquor,
there was a sale within the purview of the local option acts. Veach v. State, 71
App. 181, 159 S. W. 1069.

9. Indictment, information, or complalnt.-vVillson's Cr. Forms, 314.
An indictment which charges that the accused

.
sold intoxicating liquors "after

the qualified voters of said county had determined at an election held' in accord
ance with the laws of said state that the sale oil' exchange of Intoxtcattng liquors
should be prohibited," etc., is fatally defective. Ninenger v. State, 25 App. 449,
8 S. W. 480; Croom v. State, 25 App, 556, 8 S. W. 661. Indictment for selling liquor
in violation of the local option law must allege name of purchaser. Drechsel v,

State, 35 App. 580, 34 S. W. 934. Contra, Ryan v. State, 32 Tex. 280; State v.

Heldt, 41 Tex. 280.
An indictment charging that defendant sold and gave away liquors sufficiently

charges a sale. .Jordan v. State, 37 App, 224, 38 S. W. 780, 39 S. W. 111; Ellis v.

State, 59 App. 419, 128 S. W. 1125.
Indictment held sufficient. Williams v . State, 37 App. 238, 39 S. W. 664; Sed

berry v. State, 14 App. 233.
There is a variance between an indictment or information charging that the

accused sold intoxicating. liquors to a certain person and. proof that the sale was
made to that person's agent. Miles v. State, 62 App. 530, 138 S. W. 398; Clay v.

State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 430.
An indictment for selling liquor within some locality where its 'Sale is specially

prohibited need only follow the statute. It need not designate the house where
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sold, or the person to whom sold, and it need not set out the special statute.
Ryan v. State, 321 Tex. 280; State v. Heldt, 41 Tex. 220.

When a sham gift, but a real sale, is the offense, the indictment should charge
that the gift was made "with the purpose of evading the law." Stallworth v.

State, 16 App. 345; Holley v. State, 14 App. 505.
A prohibited sale of liquors is per se a violation of law and not an evasion of

law. It is not necessary, therefore, that indictment should allege a sale with the

purpose of evading law. McMillan v. State, 18 App. 375.
Information for violating local option law must allege adoption and promulga

tion of the law. Hall v. State, 37 App. 219. 39 S. W. 117.
Information need not allege that election was ordered by commissioners' court.

Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 39 S. W. 578.
An indictment which alleges that the election had been held in the precinct,

city or town, or a subdivision, describing it; that the -commissioners' court had

passed �n order declaring the result, and that said order had been duly published
as required by law, is suft1cient in regard to the adoption of the law. Williams v.

State, 37 App. 238, 39 S. W. 664.
The indictment must allege that the sale took place in the prohibited terri

tory. To allege that the sale took place in "the precinct of Justice of the Peace

No.1," is not sufficient. Williams v. State, 38 App. 377, 43 S. W. 115.
Where indictment describes territory by metes and bounds and evidence shows

that lines do not close, defendant should be acquitted. Matkins v. State (Cr.
App.) 58 s. W. 109.

Indictment must allege that the liquor was sold in the local option territory.
Maddox v. State, 42 App. 509, 60 S. W. 960.

An information which alleges that the commissioners' court of the county had

duly made, passed, and entered an order declaring the result of the local option
election and prohibiting the sale of intoxicating liquor within the county, as re

quired by law, and had caused the order to be published in the manner and form

and for the length of time, required by law, is sufficient, without alleging in terms

that the county judge published the order declaring the result of the election.

Wesley v. State, 57 App. 277, 122 S. W. 550.
-

An information which states the date. of the offense within the period of lim

itation, and which avers that the law prohibiting the sale of intoxicating liquors
was in force, is good, without alleging the date of the local option election, where
at the date of the offense and of the filing of the information, and at the time of

trial, the statute imposed a penalty by fine and imprisonment in the county jail,
notwithstanding a. subsequent act making the unlawful sale of intoxicating liquors
a felony. Coy v. State, 59 App. 379, 128 S. W. 414.

An indictment need not allege the date upon which the local option election was

held in the county. Enriquez v. State, 60 App. 580, 132 S. W. 782.
An indictment which alleges a. sale in a certain named county, is sufficient in

its designation of the place of offense. Green v. State, 62 App, 345, 137 S. W. 126.
It is no ground for the quashing of an indictment that it charged that the or

der of commissioners' court absolutely prohibited the sale of intoxicating liquors in
the designated county without negativing the exceptions under which such liq
uors might be sold, since the law itself makes the exceptions. Green v. State, 62

App. 345, 137 S. W. 126.
'

Though two indictments were pending against defendant, one for sale on the
6th of a month, and the other for a sale on the 11th of the month, it was not er

ror to allow the state on a trial under the former indictment to elect, after the
close of the evidence to rely for a conviction on the sale on the 11th; it not hav

in-g been suggested that defendant was surprised by the election or had a valid
defense to the transaction of that date. James v. State, 63 App. 75, 138 S. W. 612.

The state, though required to show the local option law was in force, may prove
the facts necessary therefor without pleading them. James v. State, 63 App. 75,
138 S. W. 612.

Where an indictment alleged that the election was properly held "on or about
March 12, 1910," it was not objectionable for indefiniteness as to the date of the
election. Wright v. State, 63 App. 429, 140 S. W. 1105.

An information filed in county court, charging that accused sold intoxicating liq
uors on September 29, 1909, which was after Act April 24, 1909 (Acts 31st Leg.
[1st Ex. Sess.] c. 35), went into effect, and that the sale was made after an elec
tion had been held in the territory, was insufficient in failing to show that the
county court had jurisdiction of the offense, for the county court has jurisdiction
only of misdemeanors, and, if the election was held after act of April 24, 1909,
went into existence, the sale was a felony. Head v. State, 64 App, 112, 141 S. W.
536.

Evidence held to indicate a sale of liquor to B., if a sale was made to anyone,
and not to P., as alleged in the indictment. Whttatono v. State, 64 App. 168, 141
S. W. 951.

In an affidavit for violating the local option law, it was alleged that at an

election held it was determined that the sale of intoxicating liquors should be pro
hibited in justice precinct No.4, and the necessary orders made and publication
had, and that thereafter, on a date specified, a person named "did then and there
sell intoxicating liquor" to a person named. The information followed the com

plaint, except that, instead. of the words "then and there," the words "thereafter
in said justice precinct" were used. Held, that the affidavit suffiCiently charges
that the sale took place in justice precinct No.4, and that there was no variance
between the affidavit and thE: information in that respect; both affidavit and in
formation charging the offense to have been committed in prohibited territory (cit
ing Words & Phrases, vol. 8, p. 6946). Moreno v. State, 64 App. 660, 143 S. W. 156,
Ann. Cas. 1914C, 863.

An objection that an information does not show that the election putting pro
hibition into effect was held before the passage of the Act of April 24, 1909, c.
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35, making such sale a felony, is an objection to the form of the information, and
to be available an exception must be taken before announcement for trial. Ham
ilton v: State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 348.

An indictment charging the commission of such an offense on August 1, 1909,
held to charge only a. misdemeanor. Mealer v: State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 353.

An indictment presented in the district court, and alleging that defendant on

January 20, 1911, violated the local option law, which election was held on March

5, 1910, properly alleges the date of the election, conferring jurisdiction upon the
district court. Moore v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 588.

Though an. information for violating the local option law is required, by Code
Cr. Proc. 1911, art. 478, subd. 2, to allege the date of the local option election by
which the law was put in force, such allegation being no part of the offense, fail
ure of an information to include it did not render it fatally defective, under article
476, providing that formal defects in indictments shall be disregarded, ·which is
made applicable to informations by article 480. Meyer v, State (Cr. App.) 145 S.
W.919.

An objection made for the first time in the motion for rehearing that an in
formation for selling liquor in prohibition territory is defective for failing to al

lege the date of the election by which prohibition was put in. force comes too late.
Crawford v: State (Cr. App.) 147 s. W. 229.

An objection to an indictment charging a violation of the local option law, on

the ground that it does not allege the date of the adoption of' prohibition, cannot
be raised for the first time on appeal. Ferguson v. State (Cr. App.) 147 s. W. 239.

The complaint and information were not fatally defective for not alleging the
date of the prohibition election, or when the law was put in force. Snell v. State
(Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 615.

An information in the county court for a. violation of the prohibitory law, which
alleges that such law was then in force, but does not allege the date when such
law was adopted or put in force, should be quashed as not showing jurisdiction of
the court. Parker v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 1184.

A person indicted for pursuing the business of selling intoxicating liquors can

not be convicted for making a single sale. Leonard v. State (Cr. App.) 152 s. W.
632.

An indictment which alleges, without giving the date, that the prohibition
law was put in force by election orders, etc., prior to the time the act making it
a felony was passed, was sufficient. Robinson v . State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 997.

That a complainant swore positively to a sale, instead of alleging that he had
reason to believe and did believe that a sale was made, was not ground for quash
ing a. complaint and information. Eason v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 1196.

That a. complaint .and information did not .negative the fact that the sale was

on a. prescription was not ground for quashing it. Eason v, State (Cr. App.) 154
S. W. 1196.

An indictment which alleges that the local option election was held on, June
6, 1903, and that on August 17, 1912, accused made a sale of liquor, sufficiently
shows that the county court has jurisdiction of the offense. Jones v. State, 7(}
App. 343, 156 S. W. 1191.

An affidavit charging a violation of the local option law need noti allege that
the sale of liquor was unlawful. Giles v . State, 70' App, 550, 157 S. W. 943.

An indictment charging an illegal sale of intoxicating liquor after the adoption
of prohibition, which does not allege when prohibition was adopted, charges prima
facie a felony when the offense was committed after the felony statute went into
effect. Johnson v. State, 70 Ap'P. 582, 157 S. W. 1196.

An indictment is not subject to motion to quash, because not specifically stat
ing the date of the election when prohibition was carried, and whether the law
was put in force prior or subsequent to Acts 31st Leg. (1st Ex. Sess.) c. 35, which
makes subsequent vtolattons felonies instead of misdemeanors. Nobles v, State,
71 App, 121, 158 S. W. 1133.

An indictment alleging that a prohibition election was held anterior to July
1, 1909, and in accordance with the laws of the state, sufficiently showed that the.
local option law was in force at and prior to July 1, 1909, -and was therefore suffi
cient as to the date. Cobb v: State (Cr. App.) 103 S. W. 73.

The information or indictment should allege the date of the adoption of the local
option law, for, if the election was held subsequent to the passage of the felony
statute, the county court would not have jurisdiction, and, if held before, it would
have jUrisdiction. Lewis v. State (Cr. App.) 163 S. W. 705.

,

10. Evidence.-Adoption of prohibition, see Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts.
5721, 5722, 5727 and notes.

11. -- Judicial notice.-Courts do not know judicially that beer is an in
toxicating liquor. Where the account sued on was for beer, and defendant pleaded
that the sale was for intoxicating liquor sold him in local option territory, the
evidence must show that beer is an intoxicating Iiquor, Dallas Brewery v. Holmes
Bros., 51 Civ. App, 514, 112 S. W. 124.

The local option law is a local or special law, and is in force only in those
counties where the people have adopted it, and the court on appeal does not
judicially know in what territory it has been adopted. Dorman v. State, 64 App.
104, 141 S. W. 526.

12. -- Presumptions and burden of proof.-See notes under art. 52, ante and
art. 785, C. C. P.

To sustain a conviction of violating the local option law, the law must be shown
to be operative in the territory where the offense occurred. Ellis v. State, 59 App.
419, 128 S. W. 1125; Curry v. State, 28 App. 475, 13 S. W. 773; Ex parte Sublett, 23
App. 309, 4 S. W. 894; Wells v: State, 24 App. 230, 5 S. y.,T. 830; Woodward v. State,
58 App. 411, 126 S. W. 270; Ellis v. State, 59 App. 630, 130 S. W. 171; Poudrill v.

State" 61 App, 431, 135 S. W. 126; Dorman. v. State, 64 App, 104, 141 S. W. 526;
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Ferguson v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 239; Galloway v. State (Cr. App.) 153 s.
W. 857; Lester v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 861; Robinson v. State (Cr. App.)
154 s. W. 997; Johnson v. State, 70 App, 582, 157 S. W. 1196. And see, also, Ninen

ger v. State, 25 App. 449, 8 S. W. 48'0; Croom v. State, 25 App, 556, 8 S. W. 661;
Ex parte Burrage, 26 App, 35, 9 S. W. 72.

When the State made out a prima facie case by introducing the orders of the
court the burden then shifts to the defendant to show such orders illegal. Frickie
v, State, 39 App, 254, 45 S. W. 810.

The burden is upon the State to prove that the order of prohibition was duly
published. This may be proven by a certified copy of the order required to be en

tered by the judge, or by the newspaper containing the .publication. Jones v. State,
38 App. 533, 43 S. W. 981.

The burden is on the state to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the beverage
sold was intoxicating. Cannan v. State, 71 App. 416, 159 S. W. 1186.

13. -- Admissibility in general.-See notes under art. 783 et seq., C. C. P.
Evidence that drunken men were seen about the drug store of defendant dur

ing the time he had blackberry cordial for sale, is admissible to prove that it was

intoxicating. Pike v. State, 40 App, 614, 51 App. 395.
Evidence of other sales of the same beverage is not admissible to show in

tent. Dane v. State, 36 App, 84, 35 S. W. 661.
Where defense was that defendant was steward for a social club, and was

merely dispensing liquor as such; held competent for the State to prove the amount
ot intoxicating liquors shipped to such club between given dates. Arnold v. State,
38 App, 1, 40 S. W. 734.

Other sales than that alleged may be proved to show character of business in
which defendant was engaged. Matkins v. State (Cr. App.) 58 S. W. 109.

Return and poll list of election held competent in evidence. Nelson v. State (Cr.
App.) 75 s. W. 502.

When one is arrested Under this act he cannot be compelled to be sworn to tes
tify in the case. He is virtually a defendant in the case and cannot be compelled
to incriminate himself, and there is no object in swearing him except to get his
testimony. He is guilty of no contempt if he refuses to be sworn. Ex parte Sauls,
46 App. 209, 78 S. W. 1073.

The original minutes of the commissioners' court, containing the orders going to
make a valid local option law, are admissible to prove the existence of the law.
Holley v. State, �6 App. 324, 81 S. W. 957.

It was proper to permit minutes' of commissioners' court to be corrected and
read. Cantwell v. State, 47 App. 521, 85 S. W. 18.

Evidence describing the buildings, fixtures, and surroundings where the liquor
was sold was admissible. Todd v. State, 57 App. 26, 121 S. W. 506.

Where the complaint was .ma.de by the sheriff, who saw the sale made, and who
brought the buyer to the courthouse before a justice of the peace, evidence as to
why the buyer did not make the complaint was inadmissible. Wooten v. State, 57
App. 89, 121 S. W. 703.

Evidence that the proprietor of the drug store where the alleged sale of liquors
was made had employed the accused, a day or two before, to haul away empty
beer and whisky bottles, is inadmissible, as not tending to show a sale by the ac

cused. Hankins v. State, 57 App, 152, 122 S. W. 21.
Where defendant was convicted upon the testimony of but one witness, evi

dence that defendant, while upon the way to trial, upon being overtaken by a

buggy in which the witness was riding, halted it, and pulled the witness out, and
fought with him, was inadmissible. Haney v. State, 57 App. 158, 122 S. W. 34.

Evidence that seven weeks before the alleged sale liquors were found in de
fendant's possession is inadmissible if objected to by defendant. Goss v, State,
57 App. 557, 124 S. W. 107.

Where the state sought to show that accused was a partner of a third person
who was believed to be selling whisky, and that under the arrangement accused
undertook to sell whisky stored on his premises, evidence of the declarations of
accused, his presence at the third person's place, and familiarity with the business,
was admissible as a circumstance to show the relation. Holt v. State, 57 App, 432,
125 S. W. 43.

Where the state sought to show that accused was a partner of a third person,
who was selling whisky, and that under the arrangement accused sold whisky,
and accused denied the firm arrangement, evidence that accused had told another
that he did not want his wife to know that he was in the liquor business, because
he had been in that business before and had gotten into trouble, was admissible as

showing accused's reason for not disclosing his connection with the third person.
Hol1l v. State, 57 App. 432, 125 S. W. 43.

It is competent to show that one charged with selling intoxicating liquors on
a designated date in violation of the local option law had on that date received
whisky by express. Ellis v. State, 59 App. 626, 130 S. W. 170.

The state may show that accused received liquor during several months prior
to and up to the date of the offense. Ellis v. State, 59 App, 630, 130 S. W. 171.

The prosecuting witness testified on cross-examination that he was an ex-sa
loon keeper and bartender, and ran a saloon in another state, and that he knew
what whisky was, whereupon defendant asked bim if the whisky be claimed to
have purchased from him was the same character of whisky he had sold while he
was in that business, for the purpose of showing that the liquor sold was not
pure whisky, and that the' witness could not say that it was an intoxicant Held,
that the evidence sought was objectionable, since the question was whether the
liquor sold was whtsky, and not whether it was the kind that prosecuting witness
had himself sold. Green v. State, 62 App. 345, 137 S. W. 126.

A violation of the local option law.may be proved by a copy of the entries in
the books of the internal revenue collector showing the issuance of an internal rev-
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enue license, as expressly permitted by art. 603. Columbo v. State (Cr. App.) 145
S. W. 910.

Evidence that accused had received eight barrels of whisky was admissible to
show the character of his business; and it was not error to fail to limit the effect
of the testimony. Patton v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 1189.

The theory of defendant on a prosecution for sale of liquor to H. being that
he acted only as agent of H., testimony of a witness that he saw defendant call
M. and give him the money which H. had furnished, and saw M. go away and'
after some time return with the liquor and give it to defendant, who in turn gave
it to H., is admissible. Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 251.

Prosecution tor the unlawful sale of intoxicating liquors, testimony as to wheth
er the assistant county attorney, at the time he induced witnesses to purchase liq
uor from the accused, had announced himself as a candidate for county attorney,
was wholly immaterial. Lawson v. State (Gr. App.) 148 S. W. 587.

Evidence to show that defendant had access to a quantity of whisky at the
time of the alleged sales was admissible. Black v. State (Cr. APP.) 151 s. W. 1053.

Evidence that liquors other than those involved were found on premises con

trolled by accused, and were claimed by him, was inadmissible to show intent to
commit the particular offense. Stewart v. State (Cr. App.) 153 s. W. 1150.

Evidence that accused resisted arrest, drew a dirk, and cut the officers who were

arresting her, was admissible. Moreno v. State, 71 App·. 460, 160 S. W. 361.
Evidence held to authorize the admission in evidence of a bottle of diluted alco

hol claimed to be the liquor purchased by prosecutrix from accused. Thompson
V. State, 72 App. 6, 160 S. W. 685.

Evidence as to the receipt by accused of shipments of liquor about and prior to
the time of the alleged sale was admissible to show his possession of the article
alleged to have been sold. Cowley v. State, 72 App, 173, 161 S. W. 471.

.

Where. the state showed the receipt by accused of shipments of whisky about
and prior to the time of the alleged sale, the waybills for which described the ship
ments as a specified number of quarts and pints, the testimony of the express
agent that he had examined shipments so marked, addressed to other parties, and
found them to contain half pint bottles should have been excluded, though, if he
had exam.ined any of the shipments addressed to accused and found such condition
to exist, he could so testify. Cowley v. State, 72 App, 173, 161 S. W. 471.

Where accused testified that he was asked by the prosecuting witness to get
him some whisky from D, and that he did so, it was error to exclude evidence of a

witness that accused, just prior to the alleged sale, asked him if he knew where
D. was, telling him that he wished to get some whisky from D. for a sick person,
that he directed accused to D., and that accused left in that direction, and imme
diately thereafter delivered a half pint of whisky to the prosecuting witness, since
this would have strongly supported. accused's theory. Cowley v . State, 72 App.
173, 161 S. W. 471.

It is error to permit a witness to state that he had heard people say that they
believed accused was selling whisky. Sasser v. State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 1160.

A witness, knowing the reputation of accused as a bootlegger of whisky in pro
hibition territory, may testify as to whether his reputation is good or bad. Sasser
V. State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 1160.

Evidence that officers under a search warrant found in accused's trunk about 76
pint bot.tles of whisky was admissible. Martoni v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 349.

The state may, on the cross-examtnatton of accused, show that he had at the
time of the alleged offense a United States internal revenue license to sell whisky.
Martoni v. State (Cr. App.) 167 s. W. 349.

It was not error to permit the prosecuting witness, who had testified that he
bought the liquor for two other persons, to testify that after making the purchase
he gave it to one of those persons, who shared it with the other. Clark v.. State
(Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 895.

The state may cross-examine the llefendant as to the number of times within
the last six months or a year he had gone away and brought back with him intox
icating liquors, for the purpose of proving that he had, from time to time, procured
and had on hand such liquor. Clark v. State (ICr. App.) 169 'S. W. 895.

Evidence that when arrested on the second day after the sale defendant had an

unopened pint of whisky on his person was admissible as a circumstance to show
that he made the sale as charged. McCuen v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 738.

14. -- Internal revenue license.-An examined cop.y from the books of the
internal revenue collector is admissible in evidence in trial of case of violating the
local option law. Biddy v. State (Cr. App.) 108 S. W. 692; Gerstenkorn v. State, 38.
App. 621, 44 S. W. 503; Broadnax v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 1168.

It is not permissible for a witness to testify from memory or copy made by
him of the internal revenue-or collector's books as to an entry in said books. Biddy
v. State (Cr. App.) 107 S. W. 814; Broadnax v. State (Cr. ApD.) 150 s. W. 1168.

Certified coples of revenue officer's books made by him or his deputy are ad
missible to show issuance of license, but the contents of the book cannot be proved
by a party making a memorandum from such books, and testifying from it or from
memory. Goble v. State, 42 App. 501, 60 S. W. 969.

The sheet showing the paying of an internal revenue liquor tax by defendant
was not admissible, unless properly proven by an examined copy or otherwise.
Rhodes v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 252.

If a sheet, showing an internal revenue liquor tax to have been paid by defend
ant, was properly proven, testimony of witnesses that' they had seen an internal
revenue license posted in defendant's place of business was admissible though they
were unable to state the wording of the license. Rhodes v. State (Cr. App.) 172'
s. W. 252.

15. Weight and sufficiency.-See Dickerson v. State, 72 App, 539, 162:
S. W. 1155; Wolfe v. State, 38 App, 537, 43 S. W. 997; Goff v. State, 57 App,
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28, 121 S. W. 503; Wooten v. State, 57 ApI>. 89, 121 S. W. 703; Gee v. State,
57 App. 151, 122 S. W. 23; Matthews v. State, 57 App. 337, 123 S. W. 127; Trinkle
v. State, 57 App. 567, 123 S. W. 1114; Davis v. State, 57 App. 638, 124 S. W. 635;.
Doyle v. State, 59 App, 60, 127 S. W. 815; Fussell v. State, 60 App. 193, 131 S. W.
562; Kirksey v. State, 61 App, 641, 135 S. W. 577; Clark v. State, 61 App. 597, 136
S. W. 260; Banks v . State, 62 App. 552, 138 S. W. 406; Beck v. State, 63 App. 615,.
141 S. W. 111; Perry v. State, 63 App. 637,141 S. W. 209; Smith v. State (iCr. App.)
145 s. W. 918; Patton v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 1189; Molthr'op v. State (Cr.
App.) 147 S. W. 1158; Wren v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 440; Hightower v. State,
70 App. 48, 155 S. W. 533; Smith v. State, 71 App. 661, 160 S. W. 1184; Boyd v.

State, 72 App. 452, 162 S. W. 850; Whittlesey v. State, 72 App. 614, 163 S. W. 78;
Sinclair v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 530; Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W.
716; Tidwell v. State, 58 App. 577, 126 S. W. 1128; McLendon v : State, 57 App. 617,
124 S. W. 637; Whittlesey v, State, 60 App, 291, 131 S. W. 1093; Paris v. State, 62
App. 354, 137 S. W. 698; Kennard v. State, 64 App, 7, 141 S. W. 88; Whitstone v,

State, 64 App. 168, 141 S. W. 951; Rigsby v. State, 64 App, 50'4, 142 S. W. 901, 38
L. R. A. (N. S.) 1116; Hamilton v . State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 922; Decker v. State
(Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 259; Thomas v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 578; Molthrop v.

State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 1159; Oliver v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 1066; Pierce
v. State ('Cr. App.) 154 s. W. 559; Chumley v. State, 70 App'. 50, 155 S. W. 534;
Ross v. State, 71 App. 493, 159 S. W. 1063; Veach v. State, 71 App. 181, 159 S. W.
1069; Pickle v, State, 71 App. 493, 160 S. W. 379; Ford v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W.
826; Clay v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 846; McElwee v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S.
W. 927; Barnhill v. State (Cr. App.) 167 s. W. 348.

An order of the commissioners' court and their publication of the result of a lo
cal option election held sufficient to establish its legality. Cooper v. State (Cr App.)
65 S. W. 916.

The order for a local option election, the order declaring the result, and the cer

tificate of the county judge, held sufficient evidence that local option was in force
in the territory specified. Cantwell v. State, 47 App. 521, 85 S. W. 18.

Issuance of internal revenue license to one is prima facie evidence that he is
engaged in selling intoxicating liquors. Fox v. State, 53 App. 150, 109 S. W. 372.

A statement by a witness that there was a local option law in the county held
insufficient to show that fact so as to sustain a conviction for its violation. Bills
v, State, 55 App. 541, 117 S. W. 835.

While, under the statute, contests of local option elections must be taken in
due time, the court should in every prosecution for violating the local option law
require the introduction of formal orders of the commissioner's court adopting lo
cal option in the county. Id.

A sale in violation of the local option law may be made by implication as well
as by direct contract, so that no words are necessary to constitute a transaction a

"sale," but passage of the property with intent to sell is enough. Jackson v. State,
57 App. 341, 123 S. W. 142.

A county court record, purpor-ting to show the proceedings taken for the adop
tion of local option, but failing to state for what purpose the local option election
was held, and the minutes failing to show whether the result of the election was

favorable or unfavorable, was not sufficient to show that local option had been
adopted in the county. Roberts v. State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 940.

Evidence held to show that the law was in force before the sales were made.
Nobles v. State, 71 App, 121, 158 S. W. 1133.

Evidence held insufficient to establish the publication, which was a condition
precedent to the going into effect of the law. Walker v. State, 72 App, 536, 163
S. W. 71.

On a trial in 1915 for unlawfully selling intoxicating liquors on or about January
1, 1915, the state proved that prohibition was in force in the county under an elec
tion held in 1904. A witness testified positively to the sale to him" by accused of
whisky in 1915, and that "I bought said whisky this year. This year is 1904." Held,
that the evidence supported a verdict of guilty, as it was clear that the witness
intended 1915, and not 1904, and no one could have understood otherwise. Hart v.
State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 1175.

16. Questions for jury.-See notes under art. 786, C. C. P.
Question whether local option law is in force in a county is for' jury. Strick

land v. State (Cr.' App.) 47 s. W. 470.
Evidence held to raise the issue as to whether the purchases were made by

accused as agent so as to require the submission of the question. Scott v. State,
70 App. 57, 153 S. W. 871.

Evidence as to whether accused made unlawful sales held for the jury. Nobles
v. State, 71 App. 121, 158 S. W. 1133.

It is usually a question for the jury to decide whether an accused sold intoxi
cating liquors or not, but the facts must show a sale. Latham v. State, 71 App.
552, 160 S. W. 455.

Where accused was charged with illegally selling certain alc0401 to prosecutrix
in prohibition territory, and the bottle containing the alcohol was admitted in
evidence, it was proper for the court to permit· it to go to the jury for them to
"smell its contents"; it not appearing that they drank any of it. Thompson v.

State, 72 App. 6, 160 S. W. 685.
Where, on a trial for violating the prohibition law, a witness swore pn&.\tively

that he purchased a bottle of whisky from accused and paid him therefor, while
accused denied making the sale! there was a question for the jury. Hart v, State
(Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 1175.

17. I nstructions.-See notes under art. 735 et seq. C. C. P.
If the court charge upon simulation he must give the character of the simula

tion. Vanarsdale v. State, 35 App, 588, 34 S. W. 931.
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It is unnecessary to define in the charge intoxicating liquor because it is com

monly understood what it is. Pike v. State, 40 App, 615, 51 S. \V. 395.
Under an indictment charging a sale to a particular person an instruction al

lowing a conviction for a sale to any person is erroneous. Drechsel v. State, 35
App. 580, 34 S. W. 934.

On trial for sale in a particular precinct an instruction on a sale in "a" local
option precinct is erroneous. Hood v. State, 35 App. 585, 34 S. W. 935.

For a correct instruction as to the meaning of the word traffic, see Levine v.

State, 35 App. 647, 34 S. W. 969.
On trial for selling to a certain person, an instruction permitting a conviction

for a sale to any person is erroneous. La.fferty v. State (Cr. App.) 35 S. W. 373.
When the orders required by statute have been properly made, and have been

introduced in evidence, it is not error for the court to instruct the jury that local
option is in force, unless defendant has proven, or introduced testimony tending
to prove, that some of the requisites' of the statute were not complied with.
Shields v. State, 38 App, 252, 42 S. W. 398.

The court can instruct the jury that local option has gone into effect at the
time specified in the order, there being no controversy as to this. Webb v. State
(Cr. App.) 58 s. W. 83.

When order declaring result has been made by commissioners' court, it is pre
sumed that all antecedent necessary steps to validity of law have been taken and
defendant must show that orders have not been entered, and in absence of such
proof court can assume in charge to jury that local option is in force. Allen v.

State (Cr. App.) 59 S. W. 265.
A charge that the law was in force held justified. Sebastian v. State, 44 App.

608, 72 S. W. 849.
Where the accusation is for the sale of malt liquors'and an internal revenue

license or an examined copy of the same is introduced in evi-dence against the
defendant, the court is not authorized to instruct the jury that the same is prima
facie evidence that appellant is engaged in the sale of intoxicating liquors. The
malt liquors mayor may not be intoxicating. Uloth v. State, 48 App. 295, 87 S.
W.823.

.

It is not correct to charge that the issuance of an internal revenue license to
defendant is evidence of his guilt of the particular offense charged. Gorman v.

State, 62 App. 327, 106 S. W. 385.
A charge that it was agreed between the state and accused that during the

year within which accused could be found guilty of selling intoxicating liquors the
local option law was in effect and the sale of intoxicating liquors prohibited, suf
ficiently charged that the local option law was in force. Matthews v, State, 57
App, 328, 122 S. W. 544.

.

Where the evidence showed that the sale occurred after the publication of the
result of the election and before the filing of the pleading charging accused with
the offense, a charge that if accused, within two years from the filing of the
pleading in the case, sold intoxicants in violation of the local option law, he was

guilty, was correct, though the election adopting local option was being contested.
Gober v. State, 57 App, 66, 123 S. W. 427.

On prosecution for an illegal sale of liquor to witness, the evidence showed
that witness and B. and others jOintly contributed $1.50 with which to buy a

quart of whisky, and gave the money to B.; that all went to the hotel where de
fendant was working, and asked him if he had any whisky, and he' replied that
he did not,. but might get some, and took the money and departed, returning with
whisky, which he gave to B., or one of the others. Witness testified that he had
never purchased whisky from defendant, had nothing to do with buying it, but
merely put in 60 cents. Held, that an instruction that if defendant did not him
self, or through an agent, sell to witness, he should be acquitted, was an insuffi
cient presentation of defendant's case, and it was error to refuse to instruct that
if no whisky was delivered to witness, but was delivered to B., and that B. gave
defendant money with which to buy liquor, and not witness, they should acquit.
Burrell v. State, 58 App, 293, 126 S. W. 575.

Where the evidence of the state was limited to the date alleged in the informa
tion, and there was no evidence that accused was engaged in the sale of intoxi
cating liquors on the day of the trial, a charge that the issuance of an internal
revenue license is prima facie proof that accused has paid the special tax as a
seller of liquors, and is prima facie proor that he is engaged in the business of
selling intoxicating liquors, was not objectionable as charging that the internal
revenue license made a prima facie case that accused was, at the date of the trtal,
engaged in the liquor business. Coy v. State, 59 App. 379, 128 S. W. 414.

An instruction that no particular formality is required to constitute a sale, and
that the essential ingredients are a meeting of the parties' minds on a sale and
purchase for an agreed price and the purchaser's obtention of possession by the
act or agency of the seller, was not erroneous as failing to instruct that to con
stitute a completed sale the purchaser must payor agree to pay the price when
he obtains possession, where the court had instructed that a sale is a parting with
title and possession for an agreed consideration by one party and the acceptance
of the property and payment of the price or consideration by the other. Kirksey
v. State, 61 App. 641, 135 S. W. 577.

Where the evidence shows the proper orders of election, carrying prohibition,
the putting of the law in force, publications, etc., the court should charge that
the law is in force. Looper v: State, 62 App, 9'6, 136 S. W. 791.

Defendant's requested instruction that if he gave the liquor to the prosecuting
witness, and if such witness had asked defendant if he had such liquor at that
time, and that if such witness owed the defendants at that time, or if there was.
reasonable doubt as to those fa cts, they should find for defendant, held properly
refused. Green v, State, 62 APl1. 345, 137 S. W. 126.
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An instruction that, if the defendant merely gave the liquor to the prosecuting
witness without pay, he should be acquitted, is proper; and a requested addition
to this instruction that if defendant gave the liquor to the prosecuting witness,
or intended to give and to sell it to him without pay therefor, defendant should
be acquitted, is properly refused. Green v. State, 62 App. 345, 137 S. W. 126.

Where the orders made in the election adopting local option are put in evi
dence and no issue is raised as to the regularity of the election, the court should
charge that local option is in force in the county. Dozier v. State, 62 App. 258,
137 S. W. 679.

Evidence held to require a requested charge that, if accused purchased the
liquor merely as agent and did not himself sell it to the alleged purchaser, the

jury should acquit. Johnson v. State, 63 App, 457, 140 S. W. 337.
An instruction that a delivery of intoxtcattng liquors may be by the person

charged with the sale, or by him acting through some one else. and if the de
fendant in person sold the liquor to the witness, and delivered the liquor himself
in person, or through some other person acting with the defendant, or under his

instructions, such delivery would authorize a verdict of guilty, providing the other
essential elements of the sale were found held proper. Beck v. State, 63 App. 615,
141 S. W. 111.

Where the evidence showed that. accused bought whisky for prosecutor while·

acting as an accommoda.tion agent of the prosecutor to secure whisky, a charge
that if accused sold whisky to prosecutor, or acted as agent of a third person in

selling whisky to prosecutor, he was guilty, was unauthorized by the evidence,
which called for a charge, when requested by accused, that if he acted as the

agent of prosecutor in purchasing the whisky he must be acquitted. Brewster v.

State (Gr. App.) 145 S. W. 339.
Evidence held not to authorize an instruction that accused would be guilty of

Violating the local option law, if he acted as an agent for the person selling the
whisky. Thomas v. State (Cr. App.) 147 8. W. 578.

Where the evidence was that the· sta.te's witness gave defendant 50 cents to

buy whisky, and on defendant's return with alcohol refused it, and then followed
·defendant and took it from him, and was conflicting as to whether defendant con

sented to the taking, the failure to submit the question of defendant's consent was

reversible error. Scott v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 550. •

Where there was evidence of more than two sales about the same time that
accused was charged with a commission of the offense, an instruction that, in or

der to convict, the jury must believe beyond a reasonable doubt that accused
had made the two specific sales alleged in the cornplalrit and information, and
that one sale would not constitute a retail malt dealer, was proper and sufficient.
Ausbrook v. State, 70 App. 28!J, 156 S. W. 1177.

Where, on a trial for selling beer in prohibition territory, witnesses testified
that the beer would not intoxicate, the court must charge that, unless the jury
found that the beer was intoxicating, or if they had a reasonable doubt of the
fact, they must acquit accused. Jones v. State, 70 App. 343, 156 S. W. 1191.

A clerical error in an instruction as to the time of the sale held not mislead
ing. Giles v. State, 70 App. 550, 157 S. W. 943.

The court can only charge that prohibition is in force where proof has been.
made of the orders for the election, of the commissioners' court declaring the re

sult in favor of prohibition, and putting prohibition in force, and of the publica
tion of the order putting prohibition in force. Johnson v. State, 70 App, 582, 157
S. W. 1196.

Charges that the burden was on the state to prove, beyond a reasonable doubt,
that accused sold the liquor as charged, and that he was not acting as agent for
the prosecuting witness, and if he was, there was no sale, sufficiently presents the
defense that accused merely procured the liquor as the witness' agent. Nobles v.

State, 71 App. 121, 158 S. W. 1133.
A charge .that if accused, "with the purpose" and "for thElf purpose" of evading

such law did sell intoxicating liquors, he should be found guilty is improper in.
the use of the quoted phrases; for there is· no law punishing a man for selling
intoxicating liquor in prohibition territory for such purpose. Nobles v. State, 71
App. 121, 158 S. W. 1133.

It was error to charge that the burden was on the state in the first instance·
to prove that beer was sold, whereupon the burden shifted to defendant to, prove
that the beer so sold was not intoxicating. Cannan v. State, 71 App. 416, 159.
S. W. 1186.

Where the indictment was returned March 31, 1913, and the evidence showed
that the sale in question took place, if at all, on March 25, 1913, it was not error
for the court to charge that, if the jury believed beyond a reasonable doubt that
defendant in A. county, Tex., at any time during the month of March, and before
the 31st day thereof, did sell intoxicating liquors, etc., they should find him guilty.
Thompson v. State, 72 App. 6, 160 S. W. 685.

18. Appeal.-Recognizance, see Code Crim. Proc. art: 919.
When the statement of facts fails to show that local option was in force the

case will be reversed. Wart.elsky v. State, 38 App, 629, 44 S. W. 510; Whittlesey
v. State, 72 App, 614, 163 S. W. 78.

Where, on a trial for violating the local option law, the state introduced orders
for a local option election, declaring the result of the election, and ordering pub
lication thereof, but did not show the result of the election nor a publication of
the proclamation declaring the result, nor the date of the �lection, the appellate
court could not presume that the local option law had been adopted at the time
of an alleged sale. Ellis v. State, 59 App. 626, 130 S. W. 170.

19. Punlshment.-Punishment of two years in the penitentiary on conviction
for seIling liquor in violation of the prohibition law is not excessive, where the
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statute authorizes confinement in the penitentiary for not less than one nor more

than three years. Mitchell v. State, 71 App. 241, 158 S. W. 815.
r

20. Seizure.-A petition for an injunction to restrain a seizure must allege
facts showing that the prerequisites of a complaint and search warrant had not
been complied with, and an allegation that defendant had, and, unless restrained,
would continue, to search applicant's place of business, "without legal process or

authority of law," is but the statement of a legal conclusion and insufficient.
Moss v, Whitson (Civ. App.) 130 So. W. 1034.

Art. 598. [403] Not applicable, when.-The preceding article
shall not apply to the sale of wines for sacramental purposes, nor

to alcoholic stimulants as medicines in cases of actual sickness;
but such stimulants shall only be sold upon the prescription of a

regular practicing physician, dated and signed by him and certified
on his honor that he (the physician) has personally examined the

applicant (naming him), and that he finds him actually sick and
in need of the stimulant prescribed as a medicine; provided, that
a physician who does not follow the profession of medicine as his
principal or usual calling, or who is in any way, directly or indirect
ly, engaged in the sale of such stimulants on his own account or

as the agent, employe, or partner of others, shall not be authorized
to give the prescription provided for in this article; and provided,
further, that no person shall be permitted to sell more than once

on the same prescription, nor upon a prescription which has been
canceled, nor on a prescription which is not dated, signed and cer

tified, as above required; provided, that every person selling such
stimulants upon the prescription herein provided for shall cancel
such prescription by indorsing on it the word "canceled," and file
the same away, and on the first day of July, 1903, and every month
thereafter, file the said prescription with the clerk of the district
court, accompanied by an affidavit, stating that he has sold no in
toxicating liquor other than that named in the prescriptions filed,
which said prescriptions shall be preserved by the clerk of the
district court for a period of three years from and after the date of
filing, subject to the inspection of the grand jury, district, county
and precinct officers. [Added by Act March 30, 1887, pp. 70-71;
amended, Act 1903, p. 56.]

Cited, Slack v. State, 61 App. 372, 136 S. VI. 1073, Ann. Cas .. 1913B, 112; Bell
V. State, 62 App. 242, 137 S. W. 670, 36 L. R. A. (N. S.) 98, Ann. Cas. 1913C, 617.

Former statute.-Old article 379 was as follows:
The preceding article shall not apply to the sale of wine for sacramental pur

poses, nor to the sale of alcoholic stimulants as medictne, in cases of actual sick
ness, upon the written prescription of a regular practicing physician, certifying
upon honor that the same is actually necessary as a medicine. [Act June 24,
1876, p. 26.]

Offense.-When a party has a regular certified prescription, -.it is a good
-

de
fense whether the prescription is canceled or not. Snead v. State, 40 App. 265,
49 S. W. 595.

Intoxicants for medical purposes can only be sold upon a prescription certify
ing that a regular physician signing the prescription has personally examined the
par-ty to whom the prescription is given, and that he is actually sick; and he
must certify these matters upon his honor. The terms of the exception must be
followed. McLain v. State, 42 App. 213, 64 S. W. 866.

One can be punished for failing to file the prescriptions accompanied by the
affidavit mentioned in this article. Holland v. State, 51 App. 547, 103 S. W.
631, 632.

A physician gave a prescription and directed the patient to take it in whiskey.
The patient gave the physician a sum of money who delivered him whiskey in
his possession with the statement that it belonged to another patient, and with
the understanding that the bottle ordered by the patient should replace the one de
livered. Held, a sale under this article., Daniel v. State, 57 App, 467, 125 S. W. 37.

Indictment.-An indictment for violating the local option law need not negative
that it was sold for sacramental or medicinal purposes. Williams v. State, 37
App. 238, 39 S. W. 664.

Complaint defective which fails to allege that sale of liquor was not made un
der prescription and does not contain other negative averments in article 7467, R.
S. Gamble v. State (Cr. App.) 57 s. W. 95.

An indictment for selling liquor in violation of the local option law need not
negative the exceptions in art. 598. Mayo v. State, 62 App. 110, 136 S. W. 790.

Disqualification of jurors.�West v. State, 35 App. 48, 30 S. W. 1069.
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Art. 599. [404] Failure to cancel prescription; permitting liq
uor to be drunk on premises.-It shall be the duty of any person
who sells any intoxicating liquor upon the prescription provided for
in article 598 to write across the face of the prescription, with ink,
the word "canceled," and file the same with the clerk of the district
court, accompanied by an affidavit as hereinbefore provided; and
for any failure to do so, he shall be punished by a fine of not less
than twenty-five nor more than one hundred dollars; and if any
person shall sell any intoxicating liquor upon the prescription pro
vided for in article 598 and shall permit the same to be drunk at
the place or establishment where sold, or at any other place pro
vided for that purpose by such person, he shall be punished by fine
of not less than twenty-five nor more than· one hundred dollars.
[Added by Act March 30, 1887, p. 71; amended Act 1903, p. 56.]

Cited, Slack v. State, 61 App. 372, 136 S. W. 1073, Ann. Cas. 1913B, 112; Bell
v. State, 62 App. 242, 137 S. W. 670, 36 L. R. A. (N. S.) 98, Ann. Cas. 1913C, 617.

f ndlctmerrt.i--Wtllson'a Cr. Forms, 317.

Injunction.-The district court has Iurtsdictton to issue an Injunction to. re

strain a druggist, licensed to sell liquor on prescrtptton, trorn selling Ilquor in vlo
lation of law. Ex parte Roper, 61 App, 68, 134 S. W. 334.

An Injunctton restraining a druggist licensed to. sell Iiquor on prescrtp tlon is
not void because it restrains him trom selling on prescrtp tlons in accordance with
law, as well as without prescrtptlons in viola.tton or law; the remedy being by
motion ror its modiflca.tlon. Ex parte Roper, 61 App, 68, 134 S. W. 334.

Art. 600. [405] 'Giving prescription illegally.-If any person
who is not a regular practicing physician shall give a prescription
to be used in obtaining any intoxicating liquor in any county, school
district, justice precinct, city or town, or subdivision of a county,
in which the sale of intoxicating liquor has been prohibited under
the laws of this state, or if any practicing physician who' is directly
or indirectly, either for himself or as the agent or employe of an

other, interested in the sale of liquor, shall give a prescription to be
used in obtaining any intoxicating liquor in any such county, jus
tice precinct, school district, city or town, or subdivision of a coun

ty, or if any physician should give a prescription to be used in ob
taining any intoxicating liquor in such county, justice precinct,
school district, city or town, or subdivision of a county, to anyone
who is not actually sick, and without a personal examination of
such person, he shall be punished by a fine of not less than twenty
five nor more than one hundred dollars, and by imprisonment in the
county jail not less than twenty nor more than sixty days. [Add
ed by Act March 30, 1887, p. 71; amended, Act 1903, p. 56.]

Cited, Slack v. State, 61 App, 372, 136 S. W. 1073, Ann. Cas. 1913B, 112..

Offense.-This article makes it an offense to. give a prescrtptton to. another
party than the one writing the! prescriptton. It is not unlawful tor one to. write
a prescription ror himself. Hawk v. State, 44 App. 560, 72 S. W. 842.

This article does not prohibit and punish giving prescriptions in local option
territory other than those menttoned, to-wit: Counties, justices' precincts, cities
and towns. School district not being mentioned in the statute, it is no. offense to.
give a prescrtptlon in a school district terrttory where the local option law has
been put in force. Gordon v. State (Cr. App.) 73 S. W. 3918.

Indictment.-Willso.n's Cr. Forms, 318.
An indictment charging a practicing physician with illegally giving a prescrip

tion should allege that such prescrtption was given without a personal examina
tion. -Stovall v. State, 37 App. 337, 39 S. W. 934. See, also, Stewart v. State, 35
App, 392, 33 8. W. 1081; Alford v. State, 37 App. 386, 35 S. W. 657.

Indictment must allege directly that party giving a prescriptlon was a regular
practicing physician. McQuerry v. State, 40 App. 572, 51 S. W. 247; West v.

State, 40 App. 575, 51 S. W. 247.
When indictment alleges that prescrtptlon was given without a personal ex

amination, proof that defendant made a personal examination is a variance from
the allega.tlon. McQuerry v. State, 40 App. 572, 51 S. W. 247.

It must'also. allege that local option was in rorce. Stewart v. State, 35 App.
392, 33 S. W. 1081; Alford v, State, 37 App. 386, 35 S. W. 657.

Evidence.-The person to. whorn the prescrtption was given testified that he was

sick, and that defendant did examine. him; held, that the evidence did not sup-
port the conviction. McQuerry v. State (Cr. App.) 40 S. W. 990. .
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Art. 601. [406] "Blind tiger" defined; penalty for keeping;
'procedure against.-Any person who shall keep or run, or shall be
in any manner interested in keeping or running, a blind tiger in
.any county, justice precinct, school district, city or town, or subdi
vision of a county, in which the sale of intoxicating liquor has been
prohibited under the laws of this state, he shall be punished by
confinement in the county jail not less than two nor more than
twelve months, and by a fine of not less than one hundred nor more

than five hundred dollars. Each and every day such blind tiger is
run or kept shall be a separate offense. A "blind tiger," within
the meaning of this article, is any place in which intoxicating liq
uors are sold by any device whereby the party selling or delivering
the same is concealed from the person buying or to whom the same

is delivered. Upon complaint being filed with any county judge
-or justice of the peace describing the place where any "blind tiger"
.is kept or run, such county judge or justice shall issue his warrant,
·directing and commanding the sheriff, or any constable, of his
county, to search such place, and, if the law is being violated, to
arrest the person so violating it; and it shall be the duty of the
officer to whom such warrant is delivered to search the place de
scribed in the warrant, and to arrest and bring before the county
judge, or the justice who issued the writ, all persons found by him
therein; and if admission into said place is refused, the officer exe

cuting said warrant is hereby authorized to force open the saine. In
prosecutions under this article, where it is proven that there is
posted up at the place where such blind tiger is kept or run, Unit
ed States internal revenue liquor or malt license, to anyone, it
shall be prima facie proof. that the person to whom such license is
issued is keeping and running such blind tiger. [Added by Act
March 30, 1887, pp. 71, 72; Act 1901, 1st S. S. ch. 18; amended,
Act 1903, p. 57.]

Constitutionality.-This article is not unconstitutional because it prescribes a

higher punishment for sale of intoxicants by means of a "blind tiger" than for
others. Schwulst v. State, 52 App. 426, 108 S. W. 698.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 319.

Art. 602. [407] Repeal of law does not exempt offender; of
fender not an ac:complice.-When the sale of intoxicating liquor
has been prohibited in any county, justice precinct, school district,
city or town, or subdivision of a county, the repeal of such prohibi
tion shall not exempt from punishment any person who may have
offended against any of the provisions of the law while it was in
force; and the fact that a person purchases intoxicating liquor
from one who sells it in violation of the provisions of this chapter
shall not constitute such person an accomplice. [Added by Act
March 30, 1887, p. 72; amended, Act 1903, p. 56.]

See notes under article 597, ante.
Transportation, delivery, etc., of liquors, see post.. art. 606p.
Cited, Slack v. State, 61 App. 372, 136 S. W. 1073, Ann. Cas. 1913B, 112.
Principals.-Wolfe v. State, 38 App. 537, 43 S. W. 997 ; LoU v. State, 58 App,

604, 127 S. W. 191.

Accomplices.-The purchaser of intoxicating liquor illegally sold is not an ac
complice of the seller so as to make his testimony subject to the rule governing
testimony of accomplices. Ray v. State, 60 App, 138, 131 S. W. 542.

A purchaser of liquor illegally sold is not an accomplice of the seller. Sear's v.
State, 35 App. 442, 34 S. W. 124; Robertson v. State (,Cr. App.) 178 $, W. 1191.

Witnesses. who were purchasers of intoxicating liquors are not accomplices in
violating the law with the seller thereof. Trinkle v: State, 59 App, 257, 127 S. W.
1060; Id., 60 App, 187, 131 S. W. 583.

. This article specifically provides that the purchaser of intoxicating liquors in a
local option district is not an accomplice of the seller. Morrow v. State, 56 App,
519, 120 S. W. 491.

A purchaser of intoxicating liquor from one selling it in violation of the law and
connected with the transaction in no other way is not an accomplice. Creech v.
State, 70 App. 229, 158 S. W. 277.

The fact that one is employed to buy beer by the sheriff, from a party who
sells it In violation of the law as amended by acts of 1903, does not make him an
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accomplice of the seller and therefore his testimony need not be corroborated.•

Terry v. State, 46 App, 75, 79 S. W. 320.
Where the court stated in the presence of the jury that he understood the law

to be that a detective, or the purchaser of intoxicating liquors need not be cor

roborated, but that he would not so charge, and upon objection of defendant's
counsel he withdrew the remark and instructed the jury not to consider it, no

error was committed. Morrow v. State, 56 App, 519, 120 S. W. 492.
One who is requested by an officer to purchase liquor of accused, and who

makes such purchase with his own money knowing that accused would be pros
ecuted if he sold him the liquor, is not an accomplice of accused. Moreno v. State,
64 App. 660, 143 S. W. 156, Ann. Cas, 1914C, 863.

It was not error for the court to refuse either to charge that a purchaser was

an accomplice, or to submit that question to the jury. Neal v. State, 70 App, 584,
157 S. W. 1192.

A purchaser of intoxicating liquors in a local option district, though a detec
tive or "spotter," is not an accomplice, either under this article or under the
common law. Albright v. State (Cr. App.) 164 s. W. 1001.

Pursuing business in prohibition territory. Hightower v. State (Cr. App.) 165
s. W. 184.

Uncorroborated evidence of a detective who admitted that he induced accused
to make the sale in order to detect him in a violation of law, though contradicted

by accused, will support a conviction for violation of the local option law. Looper
v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 342.

Repeal.-One charged with violating the local option law, prior to the statute

making a sale of intoxicating liquor a felony, is properly tried, and punished under
the statute, making a sale of liquor a misdemeanor, in force at the time of the
offense. Sandoloski v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 151.

Art. 603. Entries in books of internal revenue collector admis
sible in evidence.-In prosecutions under the provisions of this law,
an examined copy of the entries on the books of the internal revenue

collector, showing that the United States internal revenue liquor
or malt license has been issued to the person or persons charged
with violating the provisions hereof, shall be admissible in evidence,
and shall be held to' be prima facie evidence that such person or

persons has paid the United States special tax as a seller of spirit
uous or malt liquors, and shall be held prima facie proof that the

person or persons paying such tax are engaged in selling intoxicat
ing liquors. [Act 1903, p. 56.]

See ante art. 597.

Cited, Bell v: State, 62 App. 242, 137 S. W. 670, 36 L. R. A. (N. S.) 98, Ann.
Cas. 1913C, 617.

Evidence.-Where a person took out an internal revenue license as a retail
liquor dealer, the fact that he was engaged in selling nonintoxicating malt liq
uors, and was advised to take out a license for that reason, would not prevent the
issuance of such license from being prima facie proof under this article. Columbo
v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 910.

A violation of the local option law may be proved as permitted by this article,
though article 597 also permits it to be proved by 'showing that an internal rev

enue license is posted in the place where the violation is charged to have occurred.
Columbo v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 910.

Instructions.-A charge that the license introduced in evidence is prima facie
evidence that the licensee is engaged in selling intoxicating liquors is not reversi
ble error, the error in referring to the paper introduced in evidence as a license
being immaterial. Columbo v. State (Cr. ,App.) 145 S. W. 910.

Art. 604. Persons, firms or associations engaged in business of
keeping and storing intoxicating liquor.-I f any person, firm or

association of persons, agent or employe of: any person, firm or
association of persons, who are engaged in the business or occupa
tion of keeping or storing spirituous, vinous, or intoxicating liquors
for others, within any county, justice precinct, subdivision of a coun

ty, city or town, in which the sale of spirituous, vinous and intoxi
cating liquors has been prohibited under the laws of this state,
shall permit anyone to drink any spirituous, vinous or intoxicat
ing liquors within such place of business, such person, firm or as

sociation of persons, agent or employes, shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor. [Act 1905, p. 91.]

Cited, Longmtra v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 1165.

Constitutlonality.-This law is constitutional. Ex parte Massey, 49 App. 60, '92
S. W. 1084, 122 Am. St. Rep. 784.

Separate offenses.-No matter how many may drink at the same time, permit
ting anyone to drink would be a separate offense. Teague v. State, 51 App. 523,
102 S. W. 1143.
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Persons IIable.-An owner who has no knowledge of the act of his clerk in per
• mitting drinking is not guilty. Teague v. State, 51 App. 523, 102 S. W. 1143.

Indlctment.c--Wnlson's Cr. Forms, 320-322.

Instructlons.-Where the defendant's evidence tended to show that he kept
the liquors as an accommodation for others and not for hire a charge that by the
terms "business" and "occupation" as used in this statute, is meant that which
engages one's time and attention or labor, or that about which a person is engaged
or employed, is too restrictive under the facts and erroneous. Cohen v. State, 53
App, 422, 110 S. W. 67, 68.

Art. 605. Penalty for.-Any person, firm or association of per
sons, or any agent or employe, found guilty of the above defined
offense, shall be punished by a fine in any sum not less than twenty
five dollars nor more than two hundred dollars, and by confine
ment in the county jail for not less than twenty nor more than sixty
days. [Id., p. 91.]

Art. 606. Shipping intoxicating liquor; words to be placed on

package; book to be kept.-Each and every person in this state,
who shall place or have placed any package or parcel, of whatever
nature, containing any intoxicating liquor, with any express com

pany, railroad company or other common carrier, for shipment or

transportation to any point in any county, justice precinct, school
district, city or town, or subdivision of a county; within this state,
where the sale of intoxicating liquors has been, or may hereafter
be, prohibited under the laws of this state, shall first place in a

conspicuous place, in plain letters, on such package or parcel the
words: "Intoxicating liquor," the character and quantity of such
intoxicating liquor, the place from where shipped, the place of
destination and the names of the consignor and the consignee; and
no express company, railroad company, or other common carrier, or

any agent thereof, in this state, shall accept or receive from any
person, firm or corporation, for shipment or transportation to any
such point where the sale of intoxicating liquors has been, or may
hereafter be, prohibited, under the laws of this state, any such

package or parcel, unless the same shall have been labeled in the
manner and form as hereinbefore in this article required; and no

express company, railroad company, or other common carrier, or

any agent thereof, in this state, shall deliver such package or parcel
to any other than the consignee in person. Any agent of such ex

press company, railroad company, or other common carrier, having
the custody of any book or books required by this law of such ex

press company, railroad company, or other common carrier, to be
kept, shall, at the request of any person, at any reasonable time
during office hours, produce such book or books for inspection by
any officer of the law or any member of the grand jury .

.

When any express company, railroad company, or other com

mon carrier, within this state, shall receive any package or parcel
of whatsoever nature, whether from a point within or without this
state, containing any intoxicating liquor, for transportation to any
point within any county, justice precinct, school district, city or

town, or subdivision of a county, where the sale of intoxicating
liquors has been prohibited under the laws of this state, such ex

press company, railroad company, or other common carrier, shall
forthwith transport such intoxicating liquor to the place of its
destination; and, upon the arrival of same at its place of destina
tion, there shall be entered in a book to be kept for that purpose the
names of the consignor and the consignee, the exact time of the
arrival of such package or parcel at the place of its destination,
the place from where shipped, the quantity and character of such
intoxicating liquor, as shown on such package or parcel, the exact
time delivered to the consignee, if: delivered, and the signature
of such consignee, who shall sign in person for same before delivery
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thereof; and such book shall be open at all reasonable hours for in
spection by any officer of the law or any member of the grand jury.

Any agent of any express company, railroad company, or other
common carrier, or any other person, who shall violate any of the
provisions of this section of this law shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined in any
sum not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than one hundred
dollars, and shall be punished by imprisonment in the county jail
for any term not less than twenty nor more than sixty days. [Act
1905, ch. 160; S. S. 1910, p. 33.]

Explanatory.-This section is greatly reduced in its scope by arts. 606a-606p,
post, but it probably still subsists as to the excepted instances and purposes in
and for which liquor may be shipped.

Constitutionality.-This article is a valid exercise of the police power. Hughes
v. State (Cr. App.) 149 s. W. 173.

This article does not violate Bill of Rights, § 9, which provides that the people
shall be secure in their persons, houses, and papers from all unreasonable searches
and seizures. Hughes v. State (Cr. App.) 149 s. VV. 173.

Offenses.-This article covers and prohibits such a shipment of intoxicating
liquor as baggage, without being properly labeled. Phillips v. State (Cr. App.) 167
S. W. 353.

Indictment.-An indictment which charged that defendant about 3 o'clock in
the afternoon of a certain day, the same being within the office hours of his' ex

press company, refused to. permit the sheriff to inspect books was sufficient, though
it did not allege that the hour was "reasonable," especially where that ground was

not given for the refusal; Hughes v: State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 173.

Evidence.-In a prosecution for refusing to permit inspection of books kept by
defendant as an express agent, evidence by defendant that, if the officers entitled
to examine the 'books had told him their rights under the law, he would have per
mitted their inspection, was inadmissible. Hughes' v, State (Cr. App.) 149 s. W.
173.

A letter written by defendant to the county attorney the day after the refusal,
offering to permit the examination of his books and stating that he did not intend
to violate the law, was inadmissible. Hughes v. State (Cr. App.) 149 s. W. 173.

The entries on packages and in the books and papers of express companies are

quasi public records and admissible in evidence in a prosecution for pursuing the
occupation of selling intoxicating liquors in prohibition territory on proof that they
were the records kept by the express company and identifying them, though they
were not proved by the officer or agent of the express company making the en

tries; it also appearing that accused had signed such records as a receipt for the
packages referred to therein. Stephens v. State, 63 App, 382, 139 8. W. 1141.

Evidence in a prosecution for pursuing the occupation of selling liquors in pro
hibition territory by a driver of an express wagon that he hauled tor accused pack
ages marked intoxicating liquors from the express office to the place where ac

cused did business was not o.bjectionable as opinion evidence because the witness
had no personal knowledge of the contents of the packages. 8tephens v. State,
63 App. 382, 139 S. W. 1141.

Where defendant was charged with violating the local option law, evidence that
on various occasions he went at night with unidentified persons to a railway sta
tion some distance from the place where he resided, and each time identified the
o.ne who. was with him as the consignee of liquor at such station, and that none

of the alleged consignees were known to the agent, was admissible to. show defend
ant's alleged system in carrying on the business in violation of the law. Walker
v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 904.

Art. 606a. Delivery of liquor for shipment within state.-Ex
cept as otherwise provided in this Act it shall be unlawful for any
person, firm or corporation, or any officer, agent 'or employe there
of in this state to deliver to any other person, firm or corporation, or

any agent, officer or employe thereof, any intoxicating liquor for
shipment, transportation, carriage or delivery within this state.

[Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 62, ch. 31, § 2, amending Act 1913, ch. 67, § 1.]
Historical.-Laws 1901, ch. 96, declaring that a C. O. D. shipment of liquor

shall constitute a sale at the place or delivery, and that where orders are solicited
in local option terrttorv the transaction shall be considered a sale at the place of
solicltatton was held unconstitutional in James v. State, 45 App, 592, 78 S. W. 951,
and was omitted from the revised Penal Code.

'

In general.-This applies to a county which, prior to its enactment, had adopted
prohibrtion. Longmire v. State (Cr.' App.) 171 S. W. 1165.

To secure a convtction under the Allison Bill, prohibiting the shipment of in
toxicatlng liquors into local option territory, it is necessary that some of the pro
visions with regard to the illegal shipment, transportation, and reception of in
toxicating liquor in such territory, be violated. Bain v. State (Cr. App.) 11'6 s. W.
563.

Legislative power.-The Legislature may pass laws defining offenses ,for new
conditions arising under the prohibition law, to. aid in the prevention at illegal
sales. Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 211.
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Constltutlonallty.-This act is constitutional. Johnson v: State (Cr. App.) 171
S. W. 211; Ex parte Muse (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 520.

Offense.-Petitioner, an express agent, delivered in local option territory, liquor
shipped from without the state, which the consignee used and intended to use

only for himself and his family. Held, that in view of section 9, (606i) authorizing
any person to' carry into local option territory liquor intended for his own use,

petitioner was not guilty of any violation of law; section 5, (606d) authorizing
deliver-lea of intoxicants when not intended to be used unlawfully. Ex parte Peede
(Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 749.

Defendant's act as an agent in buying for another and carrying to him a bottle
of whisky bought with such other's money for his individual use was not an of
fense. Ex parte Hopkins (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 1163.

Transportation as agent for another for his own use is not an offense. Long
mire v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 1165.

Indictment.-An indictment charging in two counts that the law prohibiting the
sale of intoxicating liquors had been duly voted upon, carried, and was in force in
the county at the time of the offense charged, and that accused unlawfully delivered
to Y. intoxicating liquors for shipment, transportation, and carriage within the state,
and that he unlawfully delivered to Y. intoxicating liquor in violation of such law,
charged an offense. Ex parte Muse (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 520.

An tndlctment need not allege whether the transportation was interstate or in
trastate. Longmire v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 1165.

Art. 606b. Reception of liquor for shipment within state.-Ex
cept as otherwise provided in this Act, it shall be unlawful for any
person, firm or corporation, or any agent, officer or employe there
of in this state to receive from any other person, firm, or corpora
tion, or any agent, officer or employe thereof, any iritoxicating liquor
for shipment, transportation, carriage or delivery within this state.

[Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 63, ch. 31, § 3, amending Act 1913, ch. 67, § 2.]
See notes under art 606a, ante.

Art. 606c. Shipment of liquor within state.--Except as other
wise provided in this Act, it shall be unlawful for any person, firm or

corporation, or any agent, officer or employe thereof to ship, trans

port, carry or deliver any intoxicating liquor to any other person,
firm or corporation, or any agent, officer or employe thereof in this state.

[Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 63, ch. 31, § 4, amending Act 1913, ch. 67, § 3.]
See notes under art. 606a, ante.

Legislative power.-With the shipment and delivery of intoxicating liquor wholly
within the state, the Legislature alone has authority to deal, and, in so far as it
may be necessary to protect the public health, morals, and welfare, its will, as ex

pressed in statutes, is final. Longmire v: State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 1165.
Interstate shlpments.-This article is inapplicable to interstate shipments. Ex

parte Peede (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 749.
Indictment.-An indictment charging conjunctively a violation of this article,

charges but one offense. Johnson. v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 211.
An indictment charging the transportation and delivery of intoxicating liquor

in prohibition territory, which alleges that on a designated date an election was
held under proper authority and that prohibition was adopted, was sufficient,
without naming the various voting precincts in the county. Johnson v. State (Cr.
App.) 171 s. W. 211.

An indictment need not allege whether the transportation was interstate or
intrastate. Longmire v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 1165.

An indictment charging that defendant did unlawfully bring, transport, and car

ry into the county intoxicating liquors for one E., and did then and there deliver
Intoxicattng liquors to. E., and did receive for transportation, carriage, and deliv
ery to E., in said county, intoxicating liquors, said liquors being received by de-
fendant in D. county, Tex., from person or persons unknown, was sufficient. Per
ryman v. State (Cr. App.) 173 s. W. 1195.

Evldence.-Evidence held to sustain a conviction. Johnson v. State (Cr. App.)
171 s. W. 211.

Testimony of an officer, seizing a valise of accused which he had carried into
the prohibition territory, that the bottles in the valise contained whisky, was ad
missible. Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 211.

Where there was evidence that a valise containing whisky was the property of
accused, and that he had transported the same into prohibition territory from a

polnt in the state, the action of the court in allowing the district attorney to open
the valise in the presence of the jury, and introduce it and the whisky contained
therein in evidence, was proper. Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 211.

Where the evidence clearly showed that a 'valise containing bottles
-

of whisky
was carried into the territory by accused, the testimony of an officer that he
saw a third person go to a negro coach, and saw a negro's arm handing the valise
out to him., and that when the third person saw the officer he threw the valise
under the coach, was admissible as against the objection that it was not shown
that accused handed the valise to the

_

third person: the evidence excluding every
other reasonable hypothesis than the fact that accused was the one who handed
the valise to the third person. Johnson v, State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 211.

.
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Art. 606d. Shipment of liquor from without the state to place
within the state where sale is prohibited.-It shall be unlawful for
any person, firm or corporation, or any officer, agent or employe
thereof to ship, or transport in any manner or by any means what
soever any spirituous, vinous, malted, fermented or other intoxicat
ing liquor of any kind from a point within any other state or terri
tory or district of the United States to any person, firm or corpora
tion, or agent, officer, or employe thereof in this state residing or

living within any territory within this state where the sale of in
toxicating liquors has been prohibited under the laws of this state,
which such spirituous, vinous or malted, fermented or other in
toxicating liquor is intended by any person interested therein to be
received, possessed, sold or in any manner used in violation of any
law of this state. [Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 63, ch. 31, § 5.]

Explanatory.-The proviso in Act 1913, ch. 67, § 4, excluding interstate com

merce from the operation of the act was repealed by the amendatory act (Act
1913, 1st S. S. ch. 31).

See notes under art. ;606a, ante.

Constitutionality.-This article is not an invalid regulation of interstate com

merce. Ex parte Peede (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 749.
Laws applicable.-Interstate shipments are governed solelv by this section

which is a replica of the Webb-Kenyon Act. Ex parte Peede (Cr. App.) 170 S.
W.749.

Offense.-It is no offense for an express agent to deliver in local option terri
tory, liquor shipped from without the state, which the consignee used and .lrrtend
ed to use only for himself and his family. Ex parte Peede (Cr. App.) 170 S.
W.749.

Persons delivering intoxicants within local option territory are bound to ex

ercise "proper care" which is the use of such diligence as the circumstances re

quire to see that the liqnor is not used contrary to law, and only a mistake of
fact will excuse a delivery of liquors used or intended to be used contrary to
law. Ex parte Peede (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 749.

Defendant's act as an agent in buying for another and carrying to him a bot
tle of whisky bought with such other's money for his individual use was not an

offense. Ex parte Hopkins (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 1163.
.

Art. 606e. Soliciting orders for intoxicating liquors in local op
tion territocy.-It shall be unlawful for any person, firm or cor

poration in person, by letter, circular or other printed or written
matter, or in any other manner to solicit or take orders for any in

toxicating liquors in any county, justice precinct, town, city or

other subdivision of a county where the qualified voters thereof
have by a majority vote determined that the sale of intoxicating
liquors shall be prohibited therein. [Id., § 6.]

Hlsrtorical.-Laws 1905, ch. 159 prohibiting the soliciting of orders for the sale
of liquor in local option territory was held unconstitutional in Ex parte Massey,
49 App. 60, 92 S. W. 1086, 122 Am. St. Rep. 784, and was omitted from the revised
penal code.

.

Offense.-That a person, upon the solicitation of another, attempts to procure
intoxicating liquors for him, but does not himself solicit the giving of an order
therefor, is not a violation of this article. Ba.in v. State (Cr. App.) 176 S. W. 563.

Art. 606f. Medicinal, mechanical, and scientific purposes ex

cepted.-Nothing in this Act shall prohibit any owner, proprietor,
agent or employe of any drug store in which drugs are compound
ed and employing a registered pharmacist, whether incorporated
or unincorporated, or any owner, proprietor, agent or employe of
any educational or eleemosynary institution, whether incorporated
or unincorporated, or any owner, proprietor, agent or employe of
any public or private hospital, whether incorporated or unincor
porated, or any agent, officer or employe of any manufacturer or

the owner or proprietor of any manufacturing establishment,
whether incorporated or unincorporated, from receiving alcohol
�or the uses of his, their or its business only; provided such business
IS not manufacturing of any intoxicating liquors capable of being
used as a beverage; provided further that the order for the same
shall be accompanied with an affidavit showing that the person or

dering or receiving same.is entitled to receive the same under the
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provisions of this section; in which said affidavit the fact shall be
stated as to the status of the person s'o ordering or receiving the
same, and the quantity of alcohol so ordered and an original of such
affidavit at the time of the making of such order shall be filed with
the clerk of the district court of the county where such intoxicat
ing liquor is to be delivered. [Id., § 7.]

See notes under art. 606a.

Art. 606g. Not applicable to licensed dealer.-Nothing in this
Act shall make it unlawful for any person licensed or authorized
under the laws of .this state to sell spirituous, vinous or malt liq
uors, to ship, transport, carry or deliver such liquors to any per
son within the limits of the territory wherein the sale of intoxicat

ing liquors is permitted under the laws of this state. [Act 1913,
1st S. S., p. 63, ch. 31, § S, amending Act 1913, ch. 67, § 5.]

See notes under art. 606a.

Art. 606h. Proprietors of vineyards not prohibited' from ship
ping grape juice and wine.-Nothing in this Act or the laws of this
State shall make it unlawful for any person who is engaged in the
planting or growing of a vineyard to ship, transport, carry or de
liver, any grape juice or wine made by him from grapes so grown,
to any person within the limits of any territory in this state in
which the sale of intoxicating liquors is permitted under the laws
of this state. [Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 64, ch. 31, § Sa.]

Art. 606i. Liquors for private use excepted.-Nothing in this
Act shall make it unlawful for any person for the use of himself Dr

the members of his family residing with him, to personally carry
such liquor to any point within this state. [Act 1913, 1st S. S., p.
64, ch. 31, § 9, amending Act 1913, ch. 67, § 6.]

See notes under art. 60Ga.
Personal transportation.-The transportation of intoxicating liquors from "wet"

territory in the state into prohibition territory by a citizen of the latter terri
tory, for his own use is not a violatton of this act. Longmire v. State (Cr. App.)
171 S. W. 1165.

Art. 606j. Shipment to licensed dealers not prohibited.-Noth
ing in this Act shall make it unlawful for any person, firm Dr cor

poration, or any agent, officer, or employe thereof to ship, trans

port, carry or deliver intoxicating liquor to any person authorized
or licensed under the laws of this state to sell spirituous, vinous
or malt liquors (including dealers licensed and authorized under
the laws of this state to sell such liquor for medicinal purposes on

prescription in local option territory). [Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 64,
ch. 31, § 10, amending Act 1913, ch. 67, § 7.]

See notes under art. 60Ga.

Art. 606k. Wine for sacramental purposes excepted.-Nothing
in this Act shall make it unlawful for any priest or minister of any
religious denomination or sect, to order or receive wine for sacra

mental purposes, or for any common carrier to ship, transport, car

ry or deliver same to' any priest or minister of any religious de
nomination or sect for sacramental purposes only, in quantities of
one gallon or less. [Act 1913, 1st S. S., -po 64, ch. 31, § 11, amend
ing Act 1913, ch. 67, § S.]

Art. 606l. Negativing exceptions.-It shall not be necessary in
any prosecution under this Act to negative the exceptions herein
made but the same shall be available to the defendant as purely
defensive matters. [Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 64, ch. 31, § 12.]

Negativing exceptions.-Ex parte Muse (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 520; Longmire v.

State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 1165; Perryman v. State (Cr. A.pp.. ) 173 S. W. 1195.

AIi. 606m. Affidavit by persons using liquor for medical, etc.,
purposes=-Any owner, proprietor, agent or employe of any drug
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store, or any owner, proprietor, agent or employe of any board of
directors of any hospital, educational or eleemosynary institutions
of this state, or any owner, agent or employe of any manufacturer
or manufacturing establishment who shall order any alcohol with
out accompanying the order with an affidavit as required in Sec
tion 7 [art. 606f] of this Act, or who shall fail or refuse to file an

original of such affidavit with the clerk of the county where such
liquor is to be delivered, shall be. guilty of violating the provi
sions of this, Act. [Id., § 13.]

Art. 606n. Penalties and suits therefor.-Any corporation which
shall violate any of the provisions of this Act, shall for each such
violation forfeit and pay the sum of Five Hundred Dollars to the
state of Texas. The county Attorney for the county or in case

there is no county attorney for said county, then the district attor

ney for the district, including such county in which such violation
may occur, shall, upon credible information "furnished him, insti
tute suit or suits in the name of the State of Texas against such
corporation for the recovery of said penalties; and in case of a

recovery of any penalties, the said attorney instituting and pros
ecuting said cases shall be entitled to one-fourth of the amount
thereof as commission for his services, and the remainder thereof
shall be paid into the Road and Bridge Fund of said county; pro
vided that the State of Texas shall in no event be liable for any
costs in any suit authorized by this 'law to enforce its provisions
and the state shall not be required to give bond for costs in any
suit instituted under the provisions of this Act.

And provided further, that should any county or district attor

ney refuse to bring such suit after credible information has been
furnished him, then and.in that event any private person, a citizen
of the county in which the violation occurred, may institute suit in
his own name for the use and benefit of the State of Texas as pro
vided for herein for the recovery of such penalties provided for in
this Act; and said person so instituting any suit may be required
to give security for costs as provided for under the general laws
of the State of Texas.

Provided further, that should any private citizen institute suit
as herein provided for, and he be required to give bond, and there
after any county or district attorney desiring to prosecute same,
said attorney shall be permitted so to, do, and his name shall be
entered upon the Court docket where said case is pending, and
thereafter said private 'Citizen and his sureties shall be relieved of
all costs in said case at that time remaining unpaid, which have
accrued or which may thereafter accrue. [Act 1913, 1st S. S., p.
64, ch. 31, § 14, amending Act 1913, ch. 67, § 10.]

Art. 6060. Violation of act a felony.-Any person, or any offi
cer, agent or employe of any firm or any corporation who shall
violate any of the provisions of this Act, shall be deemed guilty
of a felony and upon conviction thereof shall be confined in the
state penitentiary for not less than one nor more than three years.
[Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 65, ch. 31, § 15, amending Act 1913, ch.
67, § 9.]

.

Art. 606p. Conviction on testimony of accomplice; exemption
from prosecution.-A conviction for a violation of any of the pro
visions herein may be had on the unsupported evidence of an ac

complice or participant, and such accomplice or participant shall
be exempt from prosecution for any offense under this law about
which he may be required to testify. [Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 65,
ch. 31, § 16.]

.

Purchaser and seller under local 'option laws, see ante, art. 602.
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Art. 606q. Invalidity of part of act.-If for any reason any sec

tion or part of this Act shall be held to be unconstitutional or in
valid, then that fact shall not invalidate any other part of this Act
but the same shall be enforced without reference to the parts so

held to be invalid. [Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 65, ch. 31, § 17, amend
ing Act 1913, ch. 67, § 12.]

Sec. 18, Acts 1913, 1st S. S. ch. 31, repeals all laws and parts of laws in con

flict.

Art. 607. [408] Evidence when persons are jointly indicted.
Where persons are jointly indicted, or otherwise prosecuted for

selling liquor in violation of law, it shall be sufficient to show, by
general reputation, that they are understood to be members of
the firm. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 168.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 315.

Art. 608. [409] Members of firm liable personally.-Any one

member of a firm may be separately prosecuted for the offense of
selling liquor in violation of law. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 168.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 315 ..

Art. 609. [410] If owner is unknown, persons selling liable.
Where any establishment for the sale of liquor is conducted with
out the name of the owner being known, any and all persons who
maybe found selling liquor in such establishment, in violation of
law, shall be subject to prosecution as separate offenders. [Act
Feb. 12, 1858, p. 168.]

Art. 610. [411] Procedure in case of firm.-When a firm is
prosecuted for a violation of the law relating to the sale of liquor,
the fine shall be assessed against the parties jointly, but each de
fendant shall be liable for the whole amount; and in cases of pros
ecution against a firm, if all the defendants be not arrested, a ver

dict and judgment for the full amount of the fine may be rendered
against anyone or more who may be tried. [Act Feb. 12, 185.8,
p. 168.]

lndlctmerrte--Wtllson's Cr. Forms, 315.

COLD STORAGE ACT

Daws 1897, ch. 99, making it a misdemeanor to operate a cold storage plant
for the keeping or cooling of intoxicating liquors for others was held unconsti
tutional in Ex: parte Brown, 38 App, 295, 42 S. W. 654, 70, Am. St. Rep. 743, and
was omitted from the revised penal code.

CHAPTER EIGHT

VIOLATIONS OF,THE LAW REGULATING THE SALE OF

INTOXI�ATING LIQUORS
Art.
<611. Selling without license.
612. Selling malt liquors without li

cense.

,613. Wine growers exempted, when.
614. Business under license limited to

one place.
£15. Time for opening and closing.
�16. Selling to be drunk on premises;

bond required; false affidavit of
verification; sale without giving
bond; sale after cancellation of
bond; sale after withdrawal of
sureties; proviso in respect to
sales 'to minors and habitual
drunkards.

617 -621. [Superseded.]
622. Selling or giving away to minors.
623. Selling .or giving away to habitual

drunkards or on Sunday or on
election day.

Art.
624. Spirituous or vinous liquors not

to be sold under malt dealer's li
cense.

625. Musical instruments or games pro
hibited in place of business.

626. Female employe other than mem
ber of family prohibited.

627. Not to sell to persons after having
been notified.

628. Law not to conflict with local op
tion law.

629. License to be posted in conspicu
ous place.

630. Prohibiting sale of liquor at places
and on election day.

630a.. Sale within prohibited districts in
cities and towns.

631. Duties of certain officers.
632. Official dereliction, penalty.
633. Tax collectors issuing illegal re

ceipts.
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Article 61 I, Selling without license.-N0 person shall, dire�tly
or indirectly, sell spirituous orvinous liquors, cap�ble of pr�ducm�
intoxication, in quantities of one gallon or less, without takm� out

a license as a retail liquor dealer. Any person �ho shall vI?late
the provisions of this article shall be deemed guilty of a misde

.meanor, and', upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine

of not less than five hundred dollars nor more than one thousand
'dollars, and by imprisonment in the county jail for a term not to

exceed six months. [Act 1907, ch. 138; Act 1909, p. 294.]
See art. 130, ante.

Cited, Ex parte Preston, 72 App. 77, 161 S. W. 115; Minter v. State, 70 App.
634. 159 S. W. 286.

'Relation to other statutes.-The purpose of this law is to punish one selling in

toxicattng liquors without license at any time, whether on Sunday or week d�y.
The general Sunday law punishes infractions by sales on Sunday whether with

or without license. Ex parte Wright, 56 App, 504, 120 S. W. 868.
.. .

Art. 302 is not affected nor is it in conflict with any of the provisions of thts.

'Chapter. Ex parte wright, 56 App. 504, 120 S. W. 868.
This article is not in conflict with articles 49& and 589. Haynes v. State, 63;

App. 181, 139 S. W. 1l55�
Legislative powers.-A sale of intoxicating liquor is subject to control under:

the police power of the state, and it may be either prohibited or permitted un

der such conditions as the Legislature shall impose. State v. Country Club (Civ.
App.) 173 S. W. 570; Ex parte Bell, 24 App. 428, 6 S. W. 197; Ex. parte Peed&

(Cr. App.) n:.70 S. W. 749.

Offense.-Tax for sale of nquors cannot affect a sale made prior to its levy.
Petteway v. State, 36 App. 97, 35 S. W. 6"46.

Whether liquor sold comes within the prohibition depends on whether it was in

toxicating. Petteway v. State, 36 App. 97, 35 S. W. &46.
One sale ,of liquor taken rrom a licensed saloon by an employe of the proprietor

would not (constitute the employe a "liquor dealer" within the meaning of this
article. Cassidy v. State, 58 App. 454, 126 S. W. 600.

Before eme can be convicted of unlawfully selling intoxicating liquors, the jury
must beliewe beyond a reasonable doubt that the liquor sold was intoxicating.
Roberts v. 'State, 59 App. 47, 126 S. W. 1129.

Where two licenses were issued authorizing relator to sell intoxicating liquors
at two different places in th(e same county, the revocation of one license for a

violation of .the liquor law does not ipso facto revoke the other license, when no

notice of a .decla.ra.tion of a forfeiture has been given, so as to render relator's
sales ma.de under the authority of the second license illegal. Ex parte Hewg
ley (Cr. Ap:p.) 150 s. W. 1174.

'l'his article was intended Ito make unlawful a single sale by anyone not li
censed and not within the exception, even if not engaged in the business of sell
ing. State w, Country Club (Civ. App.) 173 S. W. 57!}.
-- I ntent.-Intent is not an issue in selling liquor without license. Allen

v. State (Cr. App.) 59 S. W. 265.
The only intent necessary is an intent to do the prohibited act, though the

seller believes in good faith that the sale is not prohibited by the statute. State
'V. Country Club (Civ. App.) 17:3 S. W. 570.
-- Social Clubs.-Keeping place for sale, see ante, art. 496 et seq.
A bona fide club dispensing liquors to its membership is not within the law

requlrtng a license to follow the business of selling liquors. Baker v. State (Cr.
App.) 167 S. W. 340; Adams v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 940; Trezevant v.

State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 1191.
Where an

. incorporated club purchased liquors in bulk with money in the treas
ury, a sale of the same at the usual price, though made only to its members, con

stitutes a sale within the prohibition laws. Adams v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s.
W.940.

Where a club, formed for social and literary purposes, and having a member
ship and charging membership dues, has a bar and a stock of liquors kept for
sale, the officer or person in charge who makes a sale of liquor to a person not
a member is guilty. Trezevant v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 1191.

Facts held to show that a club was not bona fide, but a mere pretense for the
sale of liquor. Baker v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 340. .

A transfer of common property to one of the owners in consideration of pay
ment of the price into the common fund is a "sale," but a distribution of it
among the common owners is not. .State v. Country Club (Civ. App.) 173 s.
W.570.

.

The enacting of this article and following articles exempting certain persons.
therefrom, is a more definite indication of the intent to include incorporated clubs
within the prohibition than if there had been an attempt to enumerate the pro
hibited classes, since the word "persons" Includes corporations, and the men
tion of exempted persons excludes others from the exemption. State v. Country
Club (Civ. App.) 173 s. W. 570.

.

•

The re-enactment of this law after it had been decided that the statute of
which it formed a part did not authorize the collection of a license tax from' an

incorporated club, indicated,' under the rule that the Legtelatur-s, in re-enacting;
a statute which has been construed, adopts the construction placed thereon, rath
er that the Legislature intended to prohibit all sales by such clubs than that.
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they were to be exempted from the prohibition. State v. Country Club (Civ.
App.) 173 S. W. 570.

The dispensing of intoxicating liquors by an incorporated, bona fide social club
to its members for a sum sufficient to pay the cost of the liquors and of maintain
ing the service is a "sale" of such liquors, and, if unlawful, cannot be held to
be within the implied powers of the corporation. State v. Country Club (Civ.
App.) 173 S. W. 570.

I nd Ictment.-The indictment must allege a violation of the particular character.
of license required in that particular territory as a prerequisite to engage in the
sale of such intoxicants. As a license to sell on prescription of regular practicing
physicians, it must be alleged that this provtsion was Violated. Williamson v.

State, 41 App. 461, 55 S. W. 569.
Indictment alleging sale in quantities less than one gallon is not sustained by

proof of sale in quantities of more than a gallon. Williamson v. State, 41 App,
461, 55 S. W. 570.

The indictment must allege the intoxicating quality of the malt liquors sold.
Hardwick v. State, 55 App, 140, 114 S. W. 832.

An indictment alleged that accused sold intoxicants in quantities of less than
one gallon without taking out a license as a retail dealer, he not being then a

retail dealer, and not having taken out a license as such, and that he then and
there sold intoxicants, to wit, one glass of beer to a certain person and a bottle
of beer to another, etc. Held, that the indictment contained only one count, and
a contention that it contained two, one alleging a sale of a glass and bottle of
beer without alleging that they contained less than a gallon, so that accused could
not be convicted, the indictment failing to allege whether he was a wholesale or

retail dealer, was untenable, and the indictment was sufficient. Hookman v. State,
59 App. 183, 127 S. W. 825.

An indictment for the offense of selling intoxicating liquors in quantities of one

gallon or less, without first obtaining license to do so, need not allege that defend
ant was pursuing the occupation of a retail liquor dealer. Trezevant v. State (Cr.
App.) 145 S. W. 1191.

Evldence.-Evidence of the effect of brandy cherries, sold by a person other
than defendant, is inadmissible. Petteway v. State, 36 App. 97, 35 S. W. 646.

When the only issue is whether defendant sold spirituous liquors, evidence of
intent is inadmissible. Id.

An order of the commissioners' court levying a county tax on all occupations
taxable by law, is sufficient and is admissible in evidence. Witherspoon v. State,
39 App. 65, 44 S. W. 164, 1096.

To warrant a conviction for an alleged sale of liquor through go-betweens, the
state must show that the accused was connected with the sale, and received the
price, and knew what it was for. Lindley v. State, 57 App, 480, 123 S. W. 1107.

Evidence held insufficient to sustain a convtctton, Cassidy v. State, 58 App.
454, 126 S. W. 600.

In a prosecution for selling liquor without a license, evidence of violation of
the law under license would not sustain a conviction, and evidence that defendant
sold the liquor after getting it from a licensed saloon, where he worked as a bar
tender, need not be considered. Cassidy v. State, 58 App. 454, 126 S. W. 600.

Where, on the issue whether liquor sold was intoxicating, a witness testified
that he had handled a car load of the beverage, and that the casks that were sold
to prosecutor went out of the same car from which casks to a third person were

sold, and there was nothing to show that the third person had bought liquor from
anyone else, evidence that the liquor sold by the third person was intoxicating
was admissible. Roberts v. State, 59 App. 47, 126 S. W. 1129.

It is competent for the state to show the possession of the liquor by the prose
cuting witness on the day of the sale and immediately following, and to intro
duce and identify the liquor so found in his possession. McAdams v. State, 59
App. 86, 126 S. W. 1156.

.

Declarations of the prosecuting witness are inadmissible to connect accused
with the sale. McAdam v. State, 59 App. 86, 126 S. W. 1156.

In a prosecution for selling on April 24th, evidence that on April 22d accused
applied for a retail license to sell at the place where the illegal sales were claimed
to have been made, and was granted a license on May 6th, was admissible to show
that accused had control and management of the place when the sales charged
were made, and as evidence to identify such place. Hookman v. State, 59 App.
183, 127 S. W. 825.

.

Testimony was not admissible that the place in which accused was charged
with selling intoxicants was reputed a place where beer was sold. Hookman v.

State, 59 App, 183, 127 S. W. 825.
Error in admitting evidence that the house in which the sales were alleged to

have been made was reputed a place where beer was sold, held reversible where
accused claimed he had not sold any liquor, and did not control the place and that
the beer privilege therein belonged to another who had a license, and the evidence
sharply conflicted. Hookman v. State, 59 App, 183, 127 S. W. 825.

Evidence that defendant, after his attention was called by officers to the fact
of an alleged unlawful sale, but while he was not under arrest, asked how much
it would take to square the thing was admissible. Trezevant v. State (Cr. App.)
145 S. W. 1191.

The Court of Criminal Appeals will take judicial notice that beer is intoxicating.
Figueroa v. State, 71. App, 371, 159 S. W. 1188.

Instructions.-Inasmuch as a party engaged in the sale of malt liquors', regard
less of their intoxicating quallttes, is required to obtain a license for the sale of
such malt liquors, a charge on this statute, making the revenue license prima facie
evidence and shifting the burden of proof, is not authorized in any case .where the
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accusation is for the sale of malt liquors and the Irrtoxlcattng quality of the liquor
is a matter in dispute. Thompson v. State (Cr. App.) 97 S. W. 318.

It is proper to charge the substance of this article in a prosecution under art.
612. Figueroa v. State, 71 App, 371, 159 S. W. 1188.

Art. 612. Selling malt liquors without license.-No person shall
sell, directly or indirectly, malt liquor capable of producipg intoxi
cation, in quantities of one gallon or less, without takmg out a

license as a retail malt dealer; provided that this article shall not

apply to a retail liquor dealer, and that a retail liquor dealer's li
cense shall be construed to embrace a retail malt dealer's license.
Any person, who shall violate the provisions of this article, shall,
upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of not less than two
hundred and fifty dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, and
by imprisonment 'in the county jail for· a term not exceeding ninety
days. [Act 1907, ch. 138; Act 1909, p. 295.]

Offense.-It is an offense to sell intoxicating liquors at any other place than that
set out in the license. Saffroi v. Cobun, 32 Civ. App. 79, 73 S. VV. 829.

In a prosecution for selling intoxicating liquors without a license, proof that
accused had a license to sell intoxicating liquors at another place on the same

street is no defense; the statute prohibiting a dealer in intoxicants from carrying
on his business under his license at more than one place at the same time, and

providing for a change of the location of licenses. Loicano v. State, 72 App. 518,
163 S. W. 64.

Indictment,-A complaint was not fatally defective because it alleged that de
fendant sold "malt liquor or beer" instead of charging a sale of malt liquor and

beer, since the terms "malt liquor" and "beer," as used in this article are in effect
synonymous. Figueroa v. State, 71 App. 371, 159 S. W. 1188.

An information alleging that accused sold intoxicating malt, spirituous, and
vinous liquors, to wit, one bottle of beer, is not dupltcttous in charging the sale of
different kinds of intoxicating liquors in the same count as it specifically alleges
the kind of liquor sold, and the words "spirituous and vinous" should be disre

garded as surplusage. Loicano v. State, 72 App. 518, 163 S. W. 64.

Evidence,-It was not necessary for the state to prove any county levy of taxes.

Figueroa v. State, 71 App, 371, 159 S. W. 1188.

I nstructlons,-The court did not err in omitting to define the terms "occupation"
or "business," neither of which were used in the statute under which defendant
was prosecuted. Figueroa v. State, 71 App, 371, 159 S. W. 1188.

It was proper for the court in stating the case to the jury to charge the sub
stance of article 611. Figueroa v. State, 71 App. 371, 159 S. W. 1188.

Art. 6i3. Wine growers exempted, when.-This law shall not
be so construed as to deny the right of wine growers to sell wine
of their own production in any quantity without license; provided,.
that such wine grower shall not permit nor suffer any wine so sold
by him to be drunk on his premises; and provided, further, that
this article shall not be so construed as to give any wine grower the
right to sell any wine to any minor, without the permission of the
parent, master or guardian of such minor first had and obtained,.
or any habitual drunkard, after being notified by any relative of
such drunkard not to make such sale, gift or disposition. Every
wine grower who shall violate any of the provisions of this article
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and, on conviction thereof,
shall be punished by a fine of not less than twenty-five dollars nor

more than one hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in the county
jail during a term not to exceed three months, or by both such fine and
imprisonment. [Act 1907, ch. 138; Act 1909, p. 295.]

Art. 614. Business under license limited to one place.-No re

tail liquor dealer nor retail malt dealer shall carryon said business
at more than one place at the same time under the same license,.
nor shall any such license be voluntarily assigned more than once;
but, before the assignee of such license can engage in business.
thereunder, he shall comply with the provisions required of the
original licensee; and provided, further, that the sale of such li
cense, whether in the name of the original licensee or assignee,
may be. made under execution or mortgage; and the purchaser of
such license at such sale shall .have the right to surrender such li
cense to the state or county which issued the tax receipt which is
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the basis therefor, and shall receive therefor the pro rata unearned
portion of such license; provided, further, that should said orig
inal licensee or his assignee desire to change the place designated
in said license he may do so by applying to the county judge as

in case of original application for license, but it shall not be neces

sary to furnish another certificate from the comptroller of public
accounts. [Id.]

Art. 615. Time for opening and closing.-Every person or firm

having a license, who may be engaged in or who may hereafter

engage in the sale of intoxicating liquors to be drunk on the prem
ises (in any locality of this State other than where local option is
in force) shall close and keep closed their houses and places of
business and transact no business therein or therefrom from and
after nine thirty o'clock P. M. until six o'clock A. M. of each week

day, and shall close and keep closed their houses and places of busi
ness and transact no business' therein or therefrom from and after
nine thirty o'clock P. M. on Saturday until six o'clock A. M of
the following Monday of each week, and any such person or firm or

his or their agent or employee who shall open or keep open, or

permit to open or permit to be opened or kept open, any such
house or place of business, for the purpose of traffic or who shall
sell or barter any intoxicating liquor of any kind, or who shall
transact or permit to be transacted therein or therefrom any such
business between the hours aforesaid shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine of
not less than fifty dollars nor more than two hundred dollars or

by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than six months,
or by both such fine and imprisonment. [Act 1907, p. 260; Act
1909, p. 304; Act 1913, p. 141, ch. 75, amending art. 615, Pen. Code
1911.]

See Act 1913, 1st S. S. ch. 30, § 1, amending the civil statutes relating to the
time of closing (Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 7451).

Cited, in dissenting opinion, Moreno v. State, 64 App, 660, 143 S. W. 156, Ann.
Cas. 1914C, 863.

Indictment.-An indictment charging that defendant "did then and there open
and permit to be opened his place of business for the purpose of traffic, and did
then and there barter and sell intoxicating liquor, to wit, whisky and beer in
quantities of less than one quart, after twelve o'clock midnight on Saturday, Feb
ruary 2, 1909, and before five o'clock a. m. the following Monday, February 4, 1909,"
sufficiently alleged the date of the commission of the offense to be on a certain
day; the absence of a date preceding the words "then and there" not being fatal
in view of the other allegations. Celli v. State, 60 App, 311, 131 S. W. 597.

An affidavit, stating that a certain person had a retail license to sell liquor at
a certain place on a certain date, and that on such date, at a prohibited time; he
sold liquor, in violation of this article, was sufficient to authorize the county court
to issue the notice provided for in section 8, informing him, in effect, that the
matter of canceling his license would be heard at a certain time. State v, De
Silva, 105 Tex. 95, 145 S. W. 330.

Evldence.-There is no presumption that local option laws are in effect in a

given territory, and hence in a 'prosecution for sales of intoxicants on Sunday
made by a licensed dealer, the state having introduced his application for a license
in which he made affidavit that prohibition was not in effect in the place in which
he carried on his business, is not bound to show that the local option law had not
been adopted. Woods v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 296.

Art. '616. Selling to be drunk on premises; bond required;
false affidavit of verification; sale without giving bond; sale after
cancellation of bond; sale after withdrawal of sureties; proviso in
respect to sales to minors and habitual drunkards.-Every person
or' firm desiring to engage in the sale of spirituous, vinous or malt
liquors, or medicated bitters, capable of producing intoxication
to be drunk on the premises, shall, before engaging in such sale,
be required to enter into a bond in the sum of five thousand dol
lars; provided, however, that any person or firm dealing exclusive
ly in malt liquors shall be required to give bond only in the sum

of one thousand. dollars, with at least two good, lawful. and suffi-
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cient sureties, and the sureties required by law on the bonds of
liquor dealers shall make affidavit, before some officer authorized
to administer oaths, that they, in their own right, over and above
all exemptions, are each worth the full amount of the bond they
sign as sureties; and no county judge shall approve any such
bond unless the affidavit as provided for in this article shall have
been duly made. The approval of any such bond by the county
judge without such' affidavit shall make said county judge liable
for any penalty recovered on such liquor dealer's bond; and any
perso�l who shall make any false affidavit, as required by this law,
shall be punished as provided for in the Penal Code of this State;
provided, that nothing herein shall prevent the making of such
bond by a surety, company as permitted by law, payable to the
State of Texas, to be approved as to security by the county judge;
which bond shall be conditioned that said person or firm so selling
spirituous, vinous or malt liquors or medicated bitters capable of
producing intoxication, in any quantity, to be drunk on the prem
ises, shall not, either in person or knowingly by any agent, em

ploye or representative, during the year for which such license
shall run, keep open the house or place where liquors shall be
sold under such license for the sale thereof, or transact such
business in such house or place of business, after 9 :30 o'clock p.
m .: on Saturday and between that hour and 6 o'clock a. m. on the
following Monday of any week, or between the hours of 9 :30 p.
m. and 6 a. m. of the following morning of any week day, and
that such person or firm shall keep an open, quiet and orderly
house or place for the sale of spirituous, vinous or malt liquors, or

medicated bitters capable of producing intoxication, and that such
person or firm, or his or their agent or employe, will not sell or

permit to be sold in his or their house or place of business, nor

give nor permit to be given any spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors,
or medicated bitters capable of producing intoxication, to any per
son under the agc of 21 years, or to a student of any institution of
learning, or any habitual drunkard, after having been notified in

writing through the sheriff or other peace officer, by the wife,
father, mother, daughter or sister of such habitual drunkard, said
notice shall be in force and effect for a period of two years, not to
sell to any such person, and that he or they will not permit any
person under the age of 21 years to enter and remain in such house
or place of business; that he or they will not permit any games
prohibited by the law of this State to be played, dealt or exhibited
in or about such house or place of business, and that he or they
will not rent or let any part of the house or place in which he
or they have undertaken to sell spirituous, vinous or malt liquors,
or medicated bitters capable of producing intoxication, in any
quantity, to be drunk on the premises, to any person or persons
for the purpose of running or conducting any game or games pro-

" hibited by the laws of this State, and that he or they will not adul
terate the liquors sold by them in any manner, mixing the same

with any drug, and that he or they will not knowingly sell or give
away any impure or adulterated liquors of any kind, and that he
or they will not violate any law of this State relating to the regu
lation, sale or transportation of intoxicating liquors, which said
bond shall be filed in the office of the county clerk of the county
where such business is conducted, and shall be recorded by such
clerk in a book to be kept for such purpose; for which service said
clerk shall be entitled to a fee of seventy-five cents; which said
bond may be sued on at the instance of any person or persons ag
grieved by the violations of its provisions, and such person shall
be entitled to recover the sum" of five hundred dollars as liquidated"
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damages for such infraction of the conditions of such bond; and
the said bond shall not be void on the first recovery, but may be
sued on until the full penal sum named therein shall have been
recovered. In addition to civil proceedings for individual injuries
brought on said bond, as above indicated, if any person or firm
shall violate any of the conditions of the bond herein required,
it shall be the duty of the county and district attorneys, or either
of them, to institute suit thereupon; or any person owning real
property in the county may institute suit thereupon in the name

of the State of Texas, for the use and benefit of the county, but no

compensation shall be allowed such citizen, and he may be re

quired to' give security for costs; and the amount of five hundred
dollars as a penalty shall be recovered from the principals and
sureties upon the liquor dealer's band, upon the breach of any
of the conditions thereaf; and thereafter when any recovery is
had by any person or by any county or district attorney, for the
use and benefit of the county in any action in any court of cam

petent jurisdiction, upon the band of any person or firm engaged
in the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors or medicated bit
ters capable of producing intoxication, or malt liquors exclusively,
to be drunk on the premises, in any locality other than where
local aptian is in farce, upon the ground that such licensee sold,
or permitted to be sold, or gave ar permitted to be given, any
such liquors to' a minor in his place of business, or permitted a

minor to enter or remain in his place of business, or sold such
liquor to any habitual drunkard, after having been notified in
writing not to sell to' such habitual drunkard) or that such licensee
permitted prostitutes or lewd women to enter and remain in his
place of business, or permitted any games prohibited by the law
to be played, dealt or exhibited in or about his place of business,
or of renting or letting his place of business, or any part thereof,
for such purpose or purposes, the license of such person or firm
shall, by reason of such recovery, be forfeited, revoked and can

celled; and that court entering judgment of recovery shall also
enter an order declaring forfeited, revoked and cancelled such
license; and the unearned portion of the occupation tax paid there
for shall not be refunded, but shall be forfeited to the State and
county, city or town to which the maney for the same may have
been paid. And any person or firm who shall sell any such liquors
or medicated bitters in any quantity, to' be drunk on the premises,
without first giving band, as required by law, or who shall sell
the same after said license shall have been forfeited, revoked or

cancelled, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on con

viction shall be fined in the same amount provided for sales where
no license has been obtained. An open house in the meaning of
his chapter, is one in which no screens or ather device is used or

placed inside or outside of such house or place of business for
the purpase of or that will obstruct the view through the open
door or place of entrance into any such house or place where in
toxicating liquors are sold to' be drunk on the premises. A quiet
house or place of business, in the meaning of this chapter, is one

in which no music, laud or boisterous talking, yelling or indecent
or vulgar language is allowed, used or practiced, or any other
noise calculated to disturb or annoy any person residing or do
ing business in the vicinity of such house or place of business, or

those passing along the streets or public highways. By an or

derly house, is meant one in which no prostitutes or lewd women

are allowed to enter or remain; and it is further provided that
said house must not contain any vulgar or obscene pictures. Any
surety on such bond may relieve himself from further liability
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thereon by giving the principal in said bond notice in writing that
he will no longer remain as surety thereon, and filing with the
county judge an affidavit that such notice has been given; and,
if within five days after such notice the principal fails to make
a new bond, he shall cease to pursue said business until a new

bond is given. Any person who shall continue to pursue said
business after such notice is given and such affidavit is filed, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be punished as provided in
cases where no license has been procured; provided, that where
the sale was made in good faith, or the minor permitted to enter
and remain in good faith, with the belief that the minor was of
age, and there is good ground for such belief, that shall be a

valid defense to any recovery on such bond; provided, further,
that where the sale to any habitual drunkard is made in good

. faith, with the belief that he is not an habitual drunkard, and
there are good grounds for such belief, that shall be a valid de
fense to any recovery on such bond; provided, the provisions of
this law shall apply to suits by the State or of any individual.
Provided, that no license shall be issued under this law to any
person who has been convicted of a felony and served such term of
conviction. [Act 1901, ch. 136; Act 1907, ch. 138; Act 1909, p.
304;· Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 58, ch. 30, § 1, amending art. 7452
Rev. St. 1911.]

Explanatory.-Arts. 616-621 revised Pen. Code, and art. 7452, Rev. Civ. St. 1911,
were made up from the same act, and hence, the amendment of art. 7452 of the
civil statutes worked a supercession of the corresponding articles in the Penal
Code.

Decisions on civil features of article.-See notes under art. 7452, Vernon's Sayles'
Civ. St. 1914.

Constitutionality.-A statute requiring the execution of a bond as a condition
precedent to the granting of a license to conduct a saloon is constitutional. Ex
parte Bell, 24 App, 428, 6 S. W. 197.

Arts. 617-621.-Sup�rseded by Act 1913, S. S. ch. 30 amending
art. 7452 Rev. St. 1911. See art. 616 Penal Code, and note there
under.

Art. 622. Selling or giving away to minors.c-Every retail liq
uor dealer, or malt liquor dealer, or other person, who shall know
ingly sell, give away, deliver or otherwise dispose of, or suffer
the same to be done, about his premises, any intoxicating liquor
in any quantity to any minor, or who shall have in his employ
about his place of business, or who shall permit any minor to enter

and loaf or remain in his place of business, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction therefor, shall be punished by
a fine of not less than ten dollars nor more than two hundred
dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for not longer than

sixty days, or by both such fine and imprisonment. [Act 1907,
p. 266; Act 1909, p. 307.]

Explanatory.-See arts. 593 and 1054 and notes thereunder. This article is mod
ified by a proviso to art. 616, ante, as amended by Acts 1913, S. S. ch. 30.

Application.-In order to effectuate all the provisions of the code this article was

held to apply to retail dealers alone, to express companies and common carriers
alone, and article 1054 to all persons other than licensed retail liquor dealers and
express companies and common carriers. Talley v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W.
255.

.

Effect of local option.-Where the local option law is in force in a district, the
law prohibiting the sale of liquor to minors held superseded. Tompkins v. State,
49 App. 154, 90 S. W. 1019.

A sale of liquor to a minor in local option territory cannot be prosecuted under
the statute prohibiting sales to minors, as it is a violation of the local option law.
Dean v. State, 49 App. 249, 92 S. W. 38.

A person can be convicted of giving intoxicating liquors to a minor on a com

plaint charging selling and giving regardless of whether the· local option law was
in force in the county. Ex parte Cassens, 57 App, 377, 122 S. W. 888, 891.
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Offense.-An indictment drawn in a local option county, charging a violation of
this article is improper; the proper proceeding being by an action under article
597 for a violation of the local option law. Talley v: State (Cr. App.) 147 s. W.
255.

, Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 303, 310.

Art., 623. Selling or giving away to habitual drunkards, or on

Sunday or election day.-Any sale, gift or other disposition of in

toxicating liquors, knowingly made to any minor, or to any ha
bitual drunkard, or on any Sunday or election day, by an agent,
clerk or other person 'acting for any retail liquor dealer, or retail
malt dealer, or other person, shall be deemed and taken to be, for
all purposes of this law, as the act of such retail liquor dealer or

retail malt dealer, or other person. [Act 1907, ch. 138; Act 1909,
p. 307.]

See proviso to art. 616 as amended by Acts 1913, S. S. ch. 30.
Evldence.-In a prosecution for selling liquor on Sunday, evidence held insuffi

cient to support a conviction. Mittendorf v . State, 59 App. 245, 128 S. W. 118.
In a prosecution of a defendant charged with giving intoxicating liquor to an

other while an election was being held in a certain town, precinct, and county
of the state, evidence of the orders of the commissioners' court creating such pre
cinct as well as the fact that the town was in such precinct was admissible..
Walker v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 318.

Sales by agent.-Proof of a sale by an agent acting within the scope of his
agency makes a prima facie case against the dealer. Ollre v: State, 57 App. 520,
123 S. W. 1116.

A liquor dealer is not criminally liable for a sale made at his place of business
by one assuming to act as his agent, where he shows, either that such person was

not his agent, or that the sale was made in violation of his orders. Ollre v, State,
57 App. 520, 123 S. W. 1117.

Art. 624. Spirituous or vinous liquors not to be sold under
malt dealer's license.-Any person or firm doing business under a

retail malt dealer's license in this state, who shall sell any spir
ituous or vinous liquors other than those defined by law as malt
liquors, shall, upon conviction therefor, be punished by a fine of
not less than one hundred dollars, nor more than three hundred
dollars, and by imprisonment in the county jail not less than thir
ty days nor more than six months, and shall, in addition to the
punishment herein prescribed, forfeit his license as a retail malt
dealer; and the court in which such conviction is had shall cause
such forfeiture to be entered in the judgment of conviction; and
such retail malt dealer shall thenceforth be deemed to have no

license; and the clerk of said court shall certify such forfeiture to
the comptroller of public accounts, as elsewhere herein provided.
[Act 1907, ch. 138; Act 1909, p. 308.]

Art. 625. Musical instruments or games prohibited in place of
business.-It shall be unlawful for any retail liquor dealer, or re

tail malt dealer, to use, exhibit, suffer to be kept, exhibited or

used, in his place of business any piano, organ, or other musical
instrument whatever, for the purpose of performing upon, or hav
ing the same performed upon, in such place, or to permit any
sparring, boxing, wrestling, or any other exhibition or contest, or

Clock fight, in his place, or to set up, keep, use, or permit to be
kept or used.. in or about the said premises, or by any other per
son, or to' run, or to be run, in connection with such place of
business, in any manner or form whatever, any billiard table, pool- .

table or gaming table, bow ling or ten pin alley, cards, dice, domi
noes, .

or any other device for gaming or playing any game of
chance, or to permit any person to play at, on or with such tables,
alleys, cards, dice, dominoes, or other device of any kind. Any re

tail liquor dealer, or retail malt dealer, violating any of the provi
sions of this article, shall, upon conviction, be fined in a sum not
less than twenty-five dollars. nor more than two hundred dollars,.
or by imprisonment in the county jail for not longer than thirty
days, or both such fine and imprisonment. [Act 1907, p. '267; Act.
.1909, p: 308.]

. .., ,..,' '. .. .' . .
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Art: 626. Female employe other than member of family pro-··
hibited.-N0 retail liquor dealer, or retail malt dealer, shall em

ploy, or suffer to 'be employed, other than a member of his family,
any female as a servant, bartender or waitress in his place of
business, nor permit on said premises any dancer, singer or lewd
woman; and any person violating the provisions of this article
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction,
shall be punished by imprisonment in the county jail for not more

than twelve months, or by a fine not exceeding five hundred dol
lars, or both such fine and imprisonment. [Act 1907, p. 267; Act
1909, p. 309.]

Repeal.-Acts 30th Leg. c. 132, P. C. arts. 496 et seq. prohibiting disorderly
houses, was not repealed by this article. Morgan v. State, 62 App. 39', 136 S ..

W.445.
Information.-An information held not too general or indefinite because not.

giving the names of the lewd women. Ferguson v. State, 72 App. 494, 163 S. W. 65.

Art. 627. Not to sell to persons after having been notified.
It shall be unlawful for any retail liquor dealer, or retail malt
dealer, to sell, give away, or otherwise dispose of, or suffer the'
same to be done about his premises, any intoxicating liquors to

any habitual drunkard, after he shall have been notified by the
wife, father, mother, brother, sister, child or guardian of such per
son not to sell, give away or furnish to such person any intoxi
cating. liquors; and any: retail liquor dealer or retail malt dealer
violating this article shall be fined not less than twenty-five dol
lars nor more than two hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in
the county jail for not exceeding six months, or punished by both
such fine and imprisonment. [Id.]

Art. 628. Law not to conflict with local option law.-This law,..

or any of the provisions thereof, shall not be construed to be in
conflict with any local option law now or hereafter to be in force
in this state; and no license to any retail liquor or retail malt
dealer shall be issued or shall be effective at any place where local
option law is in force and operation. [Act 1907, p. 268; Act 1909,_
p. 309.]

Art. 629. License to be posted in conspicuous place.-Any li-
cense required by this law shall be posted, in some conspicuous.
place, in the house where the business or occupation, for which
such license is necessary] is carried on, before engaging in such
business or occupation, and any person so licensed who fails to so

post the same shall be fined not exceeding one hundred dollars,
[Id.]

See § 130.

Art. 630. Prohibiting sale of liquor at places and on ejection.
day.-H shall be unlawful for any retail liquor dealer, or retail
malt dealer, to sell, .or offer for sale, any intoxicating liquors at
any place where people have assembled for religious worship, or'

for educational or literary purposes, or in any election precinct
on any election day; and any person violating the provisions of
this article shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon
conviction, shall be punished by a fine of not less than fifty dol-·
lars nor more than two hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in.
the county jail for not exceeding six months, or by both such.
fine and imprisonment. [Id.]

See art. 245, and note thereunder.
Election day.-The party to whom whisky is given is not an accomplice, Keith

V. State, 38 App. 680, 44 S. W. 847.
.

If the election was ordered by proper authority its legality or illegality cannot.
be questtoned. Anderson v. State, 39 App, 34, 44 S. W. 824.
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Evidence as to nonintoxicating qualities of liquor held improperly excluded,
Martin v. State, 57 App. 149, 122 S. W. 24.

Evidence held to raise the issue of honest mistake of fact. Martin v. State, 57
App. 149, 122 S. W. 24.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 122.

Art. 630a. Sale within prohibited districts in cities and towns.
If any person shall sell any intoxicating liquor in any city or town,
after such city or town shall in any manner have fixed the limits in
said city or town in which intoxicating liquors may be lawfully sold,
outside of such limits, he shall be punished by confinement in the
State penitentiary not less than one nor more than three years. In

prosecutions under this law, where it is proven that there is posted
up at the place where such intoxicating liquor is sold, United States
internal revenue liquor or malt license, to anyone, it shall be prima
facie proof that the person to whom such license is issued is en

gaged in and is pursuing the business and occupation of selling in
toxicating liquors, within the meaning of this law. [Act 1913, p.
32, ch. 18, § 1.]

Art. 631. [41lg] Duties of certain officers.-Any tax collector,
sheriff, deputy sheriff, constable, or other peace officer, having
knowledge of the violation of this chapter, shall report the same to
the county attorney, who shall forthwith prosecute any person or

persons violating the provisions of this chapter; and any tax col
lector whose attention has been called to an instance in which the

provisions of this chapter appear to have been violated, shall in

vestigate the particular case, and, if it is found that this chapter has
been violated, report the fact to the county attorney or district at

torney. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 168.]
Cited, Bell v. State, 62 App. 242, 137 S. W. 670, 36 L. R. A. (N. S.) 98, Ann.

Cas. 1913C, 617; Minter v. State, 70' App. ·634, 159 S. W. 286.

Art. 632. [411h] Official dereliction; penalty.-Any officer
who shall wilfully refuse or neglect to perform the duties required
of him by the provisions of this chapter shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be fined in any sum

from one hundred to five hundred dollars, and may be dismissed
from office. [Id.]

Cited, Bell v. State, 62 App. 242, 137 S. W. 670, 36 L. R. A. (N. 8".) 98, Ann.
Cas. 1913C, 617.

Art. 633. [41li] Tax collector issuing illegal receipts.-All re

ceipts issued by tax collectors for taxes paid under this law shall be
made on blanks prepared by the cornptroller ; and any tax collector
who shall issue a manuscript receipt for taxes herein levied, or use

any form of receipt other than that furnished him by the comptrol
ler, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction
thereof., shall be punished as provided in the preceding arti
cle. [Id.]

CHAPTER EIGHT A

POOL HALLS
Art.
633a. "Pool hall" defined.
633b. Operation of pool hall within pro

hibited territory.

Art.
633c. Same; evidence as to result of

election; judicial notice; charge
to juries.

Article 633a. "Pool hall" defined.-The term "pool hall" as

used herein [arts. 6319a-6319n, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914]
shall mean and include the following: Any room, hall or building
in which are exhibited any pool or billiard table or tables for the
purpose of permitting games played thereon for hire, revenue, prize,
fees, or gain of any kind. [Act 1913, p. 140, ch. 74, § 12.]
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Constitutionality.-This act is unconstitutional as delegating legislative power.
and authorizing the suspension by the voters of the general law for licensing pool
rooms. Ex parte Mitchell (Bup.) 177 S. W. 953. The civil features of this law
are to be found in Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts. 6319a-f319n.

The pool hall statute (Acts 33d Leg. c. 74), providing for prohibition of pool
rooms, and making its provisions effective in any county, precinct, etc., depend
ent upon the result of an election therein, does not violate Const. art. 1, § 28.
which restricts the power to suspend laws to the Legislature, and especially pro
hibits the exercise of such power by any other body. Ex parte Francis, 72 App.
304, 165 S. W. 147.

Such act, though without specific authority therefor in the Constitution, was

not unconstitutional as a delegation of power to make a law, since the act was the
law itself, and the fact that it went into effect in given territory as a result of
an election therein, did not vitiate the law; but it remained the same, and could
not be changed, altered, or amended in any way except by another act of the

legislative body. Ex parte Francis, 72 App. 304, 165 S. W. 147.
Such act, applying within the territory where it is adopted, without discrimina

tion in favor or against all persons therein, does not conflict with Const. U. S.
Amend. 14, guaranteeing equal protection of the laws. Ex parte Francis, 72 App.
304, 165 S. W. 147.

Such act deprives no person of any property, and does not conflict with Const.
U. S. amend. 14, or Texas Bill of Rights, § 19, providing that property shall not

be taken without due process of law. Ex parte Francis, 72 App. 304, 165 S.
W. 147.

Such act, providing for a local option vote thereon in any political subdivision
of the state, prescribing the manner of holding such elections, and declaring the

result thereof, defining the term "pool room" or "pool hall," providing a penalty
for violation of its provisions, authorizing prosecuting attorneys to enjoin the run

ning of such pool rooms or pool halls, and declaring an emergency, was not void
as being vague, ambiguous, and indefinite. Ex .part.e Francis, 72 App. 304, 165
S. W. 147.

Rev. St.. 1911, art.. 7355, § 8, which levied an occupation tax of $20 on every
billiard or pool table used for profit, and t.he pool hall st.at.ute (Act.s 33d Leg. c. 74),
which permitted counties and justice precinct.s to accept. it.s provisions whereby
pool halls might be prohibited therein, were not in drr'econctlable conflict., and the
prior statute was modified by the lat.er act t.o the ext.ent. t.hat. t.he occupat.ion tax
was applicable only in the territory in which pool halls were not. prohibited by an

acceptance of the lat.er act, so that one did not suspend the other. Ex part.e
Francis, 72 App, 304, 165 S. W. 147.

This act. is not unconstit.utional as an at.t.empted delegation of the legislative
power t.o t.he elect.ors of the subdivision named, cont.rary to Const. art.. 3, § 1, vest.
ing the legislat.ive power in the Senate and House of Represent.atives, being a com

pleted act. as enacted by the Legislat.ure. Roper & Gilley v: Lumpkins, 163 S. W.
110.

Nor does such act. violat.e t.he provision of the Bill of Right.s prohibit.ing any in
t.erference with property, etc., except. by due course of the law of the land. Id.

The provision of section 11 of t.his act. (Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St.. 1914, art.. 6319k)
that., if t.he result of t.he election be in favor of prohibit.ing pool halls, a contest
shall not suspend t.he enforcement. of the law pending such contest, is const.it.u
tional, for, while it may work a hardship on those engaged in running poolrooms.
yet. if a cont.est suspended t.he enforcement. of the law, the law, t.hough validly
adopted, might never go into effect., because the contest might. be pending until
a subsequent election when det.erminat.ion might be in favor of the licensing of pool
halls. Winn v. Dyess, 167 S. W. 294.

Art. 633b. Operation of pool hall within prohibited territory.
When any such election [Art. 6319a Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914J
has been held and has resulted in favor of the prohibition of the
operation and maintenance of pool halls within the territory for
which the election is held, any person who shall thereafter, within
the prescribed bounds of said territory, operate or maintain a pool
hall such as is defined herein shall be subj ect to prosecution, and on

conviction shall be punished by a fine of not less than twenty-five
and not to exceed one hundred dollars, or by confinement in the
county jail not less than thirty days nor more than one year, and
each day such pool hall or pool .room is run shall be a separate
offense. [Id., § 13.]

See not.e under art.. 633a.

Art. 633c. Same; evidence as to result of election; judicial
notice; charge to juries.-In any prosecution that may arise under
this Act it shall not be necessary for the State to introduce in evi
dence, any records, order of court, or any copy thereof, in regard
to the adoption of said law, but all courts of the county and all ap
pellate courts reviewing any such prosecution shall take judicial
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knowledge of the existence and validity of said law, and shall give
the same in charge to the juries the same as if a part of the penal
code of this State. [Id., § 15.]

See note under art. 633a.

CHAPTER NINE

VAGRANCY
Art.
634. ''Vagrancy'' defined.
635. Person unlawfully soliciting orders

for intoxicating liquor, vagrant.
636. Male person habitually associating

with prostitutes, vagrant.
637. Duty of sheriff and other officers.

Art.
638. Information charging vagrancy.
639. Court having jurisdiction; penal

ty for.
640. Failure of officer to perform duty;

penalty for.

Article 634. "Vagrancy" defined.-The following persons are

and shall be punished as vagrants, viz.:
(a) Persons known as tramps, wandering or strolling about in

\. idleness, who are able to work and have no property to support
them.

.

(b) Persons leading an idle, immoral or profligate life, who have
.. no property to support them, and who are able to work and do not

work.
(c) All persons able to work, have no property to support them,

and who have no visible or known means of a fair, honest and repu
table livelihood. The term "visible or known means of a fair, hon
est and reputable livelihood," as used 1n this article, shall be con
strued to mean reasonably continuous employment at some lawful
occupation for reasonable compensation, or a fixed and regular in
come from property or other investments, which income is sufficient
for the support and maintenance of such person.

(d) All able-bodied persons who habitually loaf; loiter and idle
in any city, town or village, or railroad station, or any other public
place in this state for the larger portions of their time, without any
regular employment and without any visible means of support. An
offense under paragraph (d) of this article shall be made out when
ever it is shown that any person has no visible means of support,
and only occasionally has employment at odd jobs, being for the
most of the time out of employment.

(e) Persons trading or bartering stolen property, or who unlaw
fully sell any vinous, alcoholic, malt, intoxicating or spirituous liq
uors.

(f) Every common gambler or person who for the most part
maintains himself by gagtbling.

(g) All companies oflgypsies, who, in whole or in part, maintain
themselves by telling fortunes. .

(h) Every able-bodied person who shall go begging for a liveli-
hood.

(i) Every common prostitute.
(j) Every keeper of a house of prostitution.
(k) Every keeper of a house of gambling or gaming.
(1) Every person who shall abandon his wife, or child, or chil

dren, without just cause, leaving such wife, or child, or children,
without support, or in danger of becoming a public charge.

(m) Every able-bodied person who lives without employment
or labor, and who has no visible means of support.

(n) All persons who are able to work and do not work, but hire
. out their minor children, or allow them to be hired out, and live
upon their wages, being without other means of support.

(0) All persons over sixteen years of age and under twenty-one,
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able to work and do not work, and have no property to support
them, and have not some known, visible means of a fair, honest and

reputable livelihood, and whose parents, or those in loco parentis,
are unable to support them, and who are not in attendance upon
some educational institution.

(p) All persons who advertise and maintain themselves in
whole or in part as clairvoyants or foretellers of future events, or

as having supernatural knowledge with respect to present or future
conditions, transactions, happenings or events; [Act 1909, p. 111.]

1. In general. 6. Keeper of house of gambling or

2. Common law. gaming.
S. Repeal. 7. Defenses.
4. ·Able-bodied persons habitually.loaf- 8. Jurisdiction of offense.

ing, etc. 9. Complaint or indictment.
5. Common prostitutes. 10. Evidence.

1. In general.-This article enumerates certain persons who come within the
definition of vagrant.- Ex parte Strittmatter, 58 App. 156, 124 S. W. 906, 137 Am.

St. Rep. 937, 21 Ann. Cas: 477. A vagrant was originally understood to be an idle

person, without vtslble means of support, who, though able to work for his main
tenance, refused to do so, but the idea later included one whose business status
or course of conduct was vicious or habitually unlawful; so the offense of being
a vagrant, where it depends upon an habitual course of misconduct, is a separate
offense from each specific act of misconduct. Parshall v. State (Cr. App.) 138 s.
W. 759.. "Vagrant" and "vagabond." are not equivalent. Johnson v. State, 28
App. 562, 13 S. W. 1005.

2. Common law.-The statutes of the United States and England having so

frequently dealt with the subject of vagrancy, the common law on the subject has
become largely superseded. Ex parte Strittmatter, 58 App, 156, 124 S. W. 906,
137 Am. St. Rep. 937, 21 Ann. Cas. 477.

.

3. Repeal.-The following articles were not repealed by this article. Articles
496 and 500, defining disorderly and bawdy houses, and prescribing the penalty
for keeping such hou.ses. Wilson v. State, 61 App. 628, 136 S. W. 447; Haynes v.

State, 63 App, 181, 139 S. W. 1155 ; Weir v. State, 64 App, 164, 141 S. W. 948;
Hitchings v . State (Cr. App.) 143 s. W. 1164. Article 559, making it a felony for
any person to keep any premises, building, room, or place for the purpose of being
used for a place to gamble with cards. Austin v. State, 61 App. 573, 135 S. W.
1167; Parshall v. State, 62 App. 177, 138 S. W. 759; Goodwin v. State (Cr. App.)
143 S. W. 939. Article 597 making the unlawful sale of intoxicating liquors in
prohibited districts a misdemeanor. Hamilton v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 348;
Snell v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 615.

4. Able-bodied persons habitually loafing, etc.-The term "larger portions of
their time," when construed with the balance of the provision, is not so vague as

to render the law invalid. The terms "loiter, loaf, and idle," when construed with
the words "larger portions of their time," require proof, to sustain a conviction of
vagrancy, that the person charged was able to work, and, being so able, habitually
loafed, loitered, and idled in the city for the greater part of his time, without em

ployment or visible means of support. Ex parte Strittmatter, 58 App. 156, 124
S. W. 906, 137 Am. St. Rep. 937, 21 Ann. Cas. 477. The word "visible" means

noticeable, apparent, open, conspicuous, or perceptible by' the eye. Branch v.
State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 605.

The Legislature had ample power, under Const. art. 3, § 46, to enact this para
graph. declaring that all able-bodied persons, who habitually loaf, loiter, and idle
in any city, town, village, railroad station, or other public place within the state
for the larger portion of their time, without any regular employment, and with
out any visible means of support, are vagrants, and the paragraph is con.stitu
tional. Ex parte Strittmatter, 58 App. 156, 124 8. W. 906, 137 Am. St. Rep. 937,
21 Ann. Cas. 477.

5. Common prostitutes.-It is the common prostitute that is declared a va

grant. All prostitutes are not common prostitutes. A common prostitute is one

who makes a bu.siness of selling the use of her person to the male sex for the
purpose of illicit intercourse: A woman may be a prostitute, and yet have illicit
connection with but one man; but to be a common prostitute, her lewdness must
be more general and indiscriminate. Springer v. State, 16 App, 591.

This article applies only to those persons who meet the description at the time
that a charge is made under it, and one who has abandoned her vocation as a

prostitute and. has entered a place set apart for her reformation is not a vagrant.
City of San Antonio v. Salvation Army (Civ, App.) 127 s. W. 860.

6. Keeper of house of gambling or gaming.-So much of this article as makes
every keeper of a house of gambling or gaming a vagrant defines a different of
fense from that defined by article 559, making it a felony for any person to keep
any premises, building, room, or place for the purpose of being used as a place
to gamble with cards, there being a distinction between the offense of keeping
a "room," denounced by article 559, and keeping a "house," denounced under the
vagrancy act, for "room" and "house" are not synonymous or convertible terms.
If it did not it would be unconstitutional, as violative of Const. art. 1, § 14, pro
hibiting double jeopardy. Parshall v. State, 62 App. 177, 138 S. W. 759. See, also,
Austin v. State, 61 App. 573, 135 S. W. 1167.
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One who permits many people to come and gamble in his residence, and who
does not charge any fees or superintend the games, but plays as one of the
visitors, and has none of the usual gambling house paraphernalia, is not a keeper

.

of a gambling house within the purview of this article. Austin v. State, 61 App,
573, 135 S. W. 1167.

7. Defenses.-The purpose of this article is to punish persons whose status or

course of conduct is that of vagrants as defined in the act, and it is no defense,
when such status is shown to exist, that such person has money, etc., since he
may have secured it by gambling, etc. Branch v. State (Cr. App.) 165 s. W. 605.

8. Jurisdiction of offense.-See note to article 639, post.
9. Complaint or tndlctment.e--See Willson's Cr. Forms, 259, 325.
It is not sufficient to charge that the accused is "a vagrant within the mean

ing of the law." Some one or more of the statutory constituents of the offense
must be alleged. Walton v. State, 12 App, 117. A complaint, charging in one

count that on a certain day defendant was "a vagrant person in that on said
date he was able to work and did not work, and has no property to support him,"
in another count he "was then and there a vagrant in that he habitually loafs and
loiters around the streets and alleys and frequents places of ill fame in the city,"
and in another that he "was a vagrant person in that he is a professional thief
and is engaged in unlawful pursuits," held insufficient to charge vagrancy under
any of the definitions thereof. Edwards v. State, 71 App. 405, 160 S. W. 80.

10. Evidence.-Under an information, charging accused generally as a vagrant
-a prostitute-evidence to prove her general rep.utation, or the bad character of
her associates is inadmissible. Arnold v. State, 28 App. 480, 13 S. W. 774. See.
also, Holsey v. State, 24 App. 35, 5 S. W. 523; Johnson v. State, 28 App. 562.
13 S. W. 1005.

The admission of evidence that the keeper of the place about which defendant
loafed and another had no license to sell intoxicating liquors there is erroneous.

So also is the admission of evidence that the keeper of a place, about which de
fendant loafed, had attempted to bribe peace officers to permit gambling in such

place, and was being prosecuted for bribery. Davis v. State (Cr. App.) 153 s.
W•. 319.

In a prosecution for vagrancy under paragraph d evidence that the defendant,
at the time charged, had some money ori his person, and that he paid cash for
groceries is not relevant. Branch v. State (Cr. App.) 165 s. W. 605.

Art. 635. Person unlawfully soliciting orders for intoxicating
liquors, vagrant.-Any person who unlawfully solicits orders for in
toxicating liquors. [Id., p. 112.]

Art. 636. Male person habitually associating with prostitutes,
vagrant.-All male persons who habitually associate with prosti
tutes, or habitually loiter in or around houses of prostitution, or

who, without having visible means of support, receive financial aid
or assistance from prostitutes. [Id., p. 112.]

Occaalorial vislts.-This article was intended to reach persons who associated
with prostitutes as their equals or associated with them in public and was not
intended to make a vagrant of one who merely visited such a person occasionally
at her rooms. Ellis v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 339; Lingenfelter v. State (Cr.
App.) 163 8. W. 981..

Informatlon.-An information alleging that defendant, referred to as "Jim," but
not otherwise alleged to be a "male person," did habitually associate with a prosti
tute, etc., does not state an offense, under this article. Ellis v. State (Cr. App.)
145 S. W. 339. '

Evldence.-Evidence, in a prosecution for habitually assocla.tlng with prosti
tutes, held to sustain a conviction. Lingenfelter v. State (Cr. App.) 163 S. W.
981. Evidence in a prosecution for vagrancy for loitering in disorderly houses
held insufficient to support a conviction. Martoni v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S.
W.116!}"

,

Under an indictment, charging vagrancy for Iortertng in a disorderly house from
a certain date until the date of the filing of the complaint, evidence that accused
was seen in disorderly houses more than a year before is inadmissible, where
there was no showing that he was at such places between that time and the time
specified in the complaint. (Evidence insufficient to support a conviction.) Mar
toni v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 1168.

Art. 637. Duty of sheriff and other officers.-It shall be the duty
of every sheriff, deputy sheriff and constable in every county, and of
the police, town marshal, deputy marshal, and other like officials,
in every county, city, town or village in the state, to give informa
tion under oath to any officer empowered to issue criminal war

rants, of all vagrants within their knowledge, or upon information
in their respective counties, cities, towns and villages; thereupon
the said officer shall issue a warrant for the apprehension of the per
son alleged to be a vagrant. [Id., p. 112.]
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Art. 638. Information charging vagrancy.-All information
charging vagrancy shall be under oath; and, while it is made the
special duty of the officers named in article 637 hereof to file the
said information whenever they shall have knowledge or good rea

son to suspect that any person is a vagrant, as defined by any clause
or article of this law, yet any information charging vagrancy may
be filed under oath by any resident of the state. [Id., p. 112.]

Art. 639. Court having jurisdiction; penalty for.-Whenever
any person shall have been arrested on a charge of vagrancy, he
shall immediately be carried before any court having jurisdiction
of the offense herein named, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be
fined in any sum not to exceed two hundred dollars. [Id., p. 112.]

CouMs invested with jurisdiction.-Corporation courts, under the express pro
Visions of Rev. St. 1914, art. 904, are given jurisdiction of a prosecution on com

plaint charging that defendant, on or about a certain day and on each successive
day thereafter to a certain date, was a vagrant, in that she was unlawfully and wil

fully the keeper of a house of prostitution, where prostitutes were permitted to
resort and reside for the purposes of plying their vocation, etc. State ex reI. Ber
geron v. Travis County Court (Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 365.

Art.. 640. Failure of officer to perform duty, penalty for.-If any
of the officers named in article 637 shall fail, refuse, or neglect to

perform the duties therein required, he shall be guilty of a misde
meanor, and shall be punished by a fine of not less than twenty-five
dollars, nor more than one hundred dollars. [Id., p. 112.]

CHAPTER NINE A

ABANDONMENT OF 'WIFE OR CHILDREN
Art.
-640a. Desertion and failure to support

wife or children; penalty.
640b. Order for support pendente lite;

contempt.
640c. Proof of marriage and paterni

ty; confidential communications;
evidence as to willfulness of de
sertion.

Art.
640d. Venue.
640e. Expenses of extradition and

prosecution.
640f. Liberal construction; partial in

validity.

Article 640a. Desertion and failure to support wife or children;
penalty.-That any husband who shall wilfully or without justifica
tion, desert, neglect or refuse to provide for the support and main
tenance of his wife, who may be in destitute or necessitous circum
stances, or any parent who shall wilfully or without justification,
desert, neglect or refuse to provide for the support and maintenance
of his or her child or children under the age of sixteen years in des
titute or necessitous circumstances, shall be deemed guilty of a mis
demeanor and on conviction thereof shall punished by a fine of not
less than twenty-five dollars and not more than five hundred dol
lars or by imprisonment in the county jail not more than one year,
or by both such fine and imprisonment. [Act 1907, p. 133, ch. 62;
Act 1913, p. 188, ch. 101, § 1.]

Exp!anatory.-This act supersedes Laws 1907, ch. 62, which was declared un

constitutional in Ex parte Smythe, 56 App. 375, 120 S. W. 200, 23 L. R. A. (N. S.)
854, 133 Am. St. Rep. 976, and was not' carried into the revised penal code.

Intent.-This act does not impose a penalty for mere temporary separation
due ·to inability to furnish support, but implies a purpose on the part of the hus
band and father not to support his family, where there is no justification or ex

cuse for his failure to do so. And where the evidence shows that accused had
merely left his family temporarily in order to secure work, and to make a new

home for them, there can be no' conviction. Irving v. Slate (Cr. App.) 166 s.
W. 1166.

Place of abandonment.-Where accused had, before the passage of this act,
abandoned his wife and children in another state, and the wife and children
thereafter came within the state for over six months, and accused knew of their
destitute condition, and wilfully refused to support them, he was guilty of the of
fense'denounced by the act. Noodleman v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 710.
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Complaint, Indictment or Informatlon.-A complaint and information for wife
and child desertion without justification, leaving them in destitute and necessi
tous circumstances following the language of the statute is sufficient, although
not alleging that the wife and child were without the necessaries of life, or the
means of obtaining them or were in want and in extremely needy and distressing
circumstances. Hatch v. State (Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 1062. An indictment charg
ing that the defendant deserted and abandoned his wife, but not directly al
leging that he had a wife or giving her name, is insufficient. So also is an indict
ment for the abandonment of defendant's minor child, which does not allege the
name of the child. Irving v. State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 1166.

In a prosecution for wife desertion, where the information alleged that the coun

ty attorney presented to the court that on a certain date, before the filing of such
information, the defendant deserted his wife, etc., not referring to the complaint,
which alleged that theretofore defendant deserted his wife without justification
and refused to provide for her support, and that she was in destitute and necessi
tous circumstances, such complaint and information sufficiently charged the of
fense as against general demurrer; it not being necessary that the information
should make mention of the complaint. Herrera v. State (Cr. App.) 175 S. W. 696.

Evidence.-In a prosecution for the abandonment of defendant's minor son,
evidence which does not establish the name of the son as charged in the indict
ment is insufficient to sustain a conviction. Irving v. State (Cr. App.) 166 s.
W. 1166.

Evidence showing when accused abandoned his wife and family is also ad

missible, although it cannot be considered, except as tending to show the condi
tion of the wife and children. And evidence that his children were in a desti
tute condition for a long time before the law went into effect, and that such con

dition continued up to the time of the prosecution, is admissible. Noodleman v.

State (Gr. App.) 170 s. W. 710.
In a prosecution of accused for abandonment of his wife, evidence held suffi

cient to show abandonment when he refused to send her money to return to him
from a visit to her mother in F. county, which he had induced her to make, or

in any case when he wrote her two months later that she need not come back,
that he would never treat her as a wife, and that she should do the best she
could, for he did not want her. Hatch v. State (Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 1062.

Art. 640b. Order for support pendente lite; contempt.-At any
time before the trial, upon petition of the complainant and upon
notice to the defendant, the court or judge thereof in vacation, may
enter such temporary orders as may seem just, providing for the
support of the deserted wife or children, or both, pendente lite, and
may punish for the violation of or refusal to obey such order or

orders as for contempt. [Act 1913, p. 189, ch. 101, § 2.]
Art. 640c. Proof of marriage and paternity; confidential com

munications; evidence as to wilfulness of desertion.-N0 other or

greater evidence to prove the marriage of such husband and wife,
or that the defendant is the father or mother of such child or chil
dren, shall be required than is or shall be required to prove such
facts as in a civilaction. In no prosecution under this Act shall any
existing statute prohibiting disclosures of confidential communica
tions between husband and wife apply, to strictly relevant facts and
both husband and<wife shall be competent and compellable wit
nesses to testify against each other to any and all relevant matters,
including the fact of such marriage, and the parentage of such child
or children. Proof of the desertion of such wife, child or children
in destitute or necessitous circumstances or of neglect or refusal to
provide for the support and maintenance of such wife, child or chil
dren shall be prima facie evidence that such desertion, neglect or

refusal is wilful. [Id., § 3.]
Art. 640d. Venue.-An offense under this Act shall be held to

have been committed in the county in which such wife, child or

children may have been at the time such abandonment occurred, or

in the county in which such wife, child or children shall have resid
ed for six months next preceding the filing of the complaint infor-
mation or indictment. [Id., § 4.]·

,

Jurlsdlction.-Where accused had deserted his wife and children in another
state before the passage of this act, and they afterwards came into this state
and resided for over six months in the county in which prosecution was institut
ed, and accused, though knowing of the destitute condition of his children, wil
fully refused to support them, the courts of the county where the children re
sided had jurisdiction.. Noodleman v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 710.

The .jurisdiction given. by this section is not defeated by the fact that, during
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the six months, the wife was temporarily absent from the county for two months

.sarntng money for her support. Hatch v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 1062.

Art. 640e. Expenses of extradition and prosecution.-It shall be
the duty of the commissioners' court of the county in which a com

plaint, information or indictment under this Act is filed to furnish
the funds necessary for extraditing or arresting and returning to

such county any defendant under this Act who is not at the time in
such county or who has gone to another State. [Id., § 5.]

Art. 640f. Liberal construction; partial invalidity.-This Act
shall be liberally construed and if any section thereof be declared
invalid, the remaining parts of the law shall not be affected thereby,
as it is the intent of the Legislature to preserve all, any and every
portion of said Act, if possible. [Id., § 6.]

CHAPTER TEN

MISCELLANEOUS OFFENSES UNDER THIS TITLE
Art.
'641. Pawnbroker failing to comply with

the law.
'642. Insurance agent doing business

without authority.
643. Any violation of insurance laws.
644. Who are insurance agents.
,645. Penalty for acting as agent un

lawfully.

Art.
646. Consolidation of railroad corpora

tions rendered unlawful.
647. Penalty; officer, etc., not liable,

when.
648. "Railroad corporation" defined.
649. Venue of offense; duty of judge

to give law in charge to grand
jury.

Article 641. [414] Pawnbroker failing to comply with the law.
-If any pawnbroker, or person doing any business as such, shall
receive any article in pledge, or sell the same without complying
with the laws regulating pawnbrokers in this state, he shall be pun
ished by fine not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than one

hundred dollars. [Act April 28, 1879, p. 154.]
,Effect of article In general.-This article does not fix the liability of a pawn

broker pursuing the occupation without first obtaining a license. His liability is
determined by article 130 of this Code and Rev. Civ. St. 1911, arts. 7355, 7357.
Schapiro v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 683.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 326.

Art. 642. [415] Insurance agent doing business without au

thority.-If any person shall transact the business of life, fire or,
marine insurance in this state, either as agent, solicitor or broker,
without his, or the company or association he represents, first ob
taining a certificate of authority therefor from the commissioner of
insurance and banking, he shall be punished by fine not less than
five hundred nor more than one thousand dollars, and by imprison
ment in the county jail not less than three nor more than six
months. [Act Feb. 17, 1875, p. 44.]

Certificate from company as to authority of agent, see art. 689.
Who are agents.-It is the intent and purpose of this article to make every

, person an "agent" who shall commit any of the inculpatory acts, whether or
not he was an agent in fact. Smith v. State, 18 App. 69.

Indictment.-The indictment must allege that the company for which the ac
cused acted as agent was an insurance company. Brown v. State, 26 App. 540, 10
S. W. 112; And see Smith v. State, 18 App, 69.

Evldence.-That the insurance company had complied with the laws of the
state is defensive and not inculpatory matter, and the burden of proof rests on

the defense. Smith v. State, 18 App, 69.

Art. 643. [416] Any violation of insurance laws.-If any per
son shall violate any provision of the laws of this state regulating
the business of life, fire or marine insurance, he shall be punished
by fine not less than five hundred nor more than one thousand dol
lars. [Act May 2, 1874, p. 200; Feb. 17, 1875, p. 44.]

Art. 644.. [417] Who are insurance agents.-Any person who
solicits insurance on behalf of any insurance company, whether in-
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corporated under the laws of this or any other state, or foreign gov
ernment, or who takes or transmits other than for himself, any
application for insurance, or any policy of insurance, to or from
such company, or who advertises or otherwise gives notice that
he will receive or transmit the same, or who shall receive or de
liver a policy of insurance of any such company, or who shall ex

amine or inspect any risk) or receive or collect or transmit any
premium of insurance, or make or forward any diagram of any
building or buildings, or do or perform any other act or thing in
the making or consummating of any contract of insurance for or

with any such insurance company other than for himself, or who
shall examine into, or adjust or aid in adjusting, any laws for or

on behalf of any such insurance company, whether any of such
acts shall be done at the instance or request, or by the employment
of such insurance company, or of or by any broker or other person,
shall be held to be the agent of the company for which the act is

done, or the risk is taken, as far as relates to all the liabilities,
duties, requirements and penalties set forth in this act; provided,
that the provisions of this act shall not apply to citizens of this
state who arbitrate in the adjustment of losses between the in
surers and assured, nor to the adjustment of particular or general
average losses of vessels or cargoes, by marine adjusters; provid
ed, further, that the provisions of this act shall not apply to prac
ticing attorneys. at law in the state of Texas acting in the regular
transaction of their business as such attorneys at law, and who are

not local agents nor acting as adjusters for any insurance company.
[Act July 9, 1879, extra session, ch. 36, § 1.]

Art. 645. [418] Penalty for acting as agent unlawfully.-Any
person who shall do or perform any of the acts or things mentioned
in the preceding article for any insurance company hereinbefore
referredto, without such company having first complied with the
requirements of the laws of this state, or having received the cer

tificate of authority from the commissioner of insurance and bank
ing of the state of Texas, as required by law, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, on conviction by any court of competent juris
diction, for the first offense be fined five hundred dollars, and also

. a sum equal to the state, county and municipal licenses required
to be paid by such insurance company for doing business in this
state, and shall be imprisoned in the county jail, where the offense
is committed, for the period of three months, unless the fine as

sessed against him and the sum of licenses herein mentioned and
the cost of the court be sooner paid; and for any second or other
offense, such person shall be fined in the sum of one thousand dol
lars, and shall be imprisoned in the county jail for the period of
six months, unless the fine assessed against him and the costs of
the court be sooner paid. [Id., § 2.]

See notes to art. 642, ante.

Art. 646. [419] Consolidation of railroad corporations declar
ed unlawfuf-=It shall be unlawful for any railroad corporation, or

other corporation, or the lessees, purchasers or managers of any
railroad corporation, to consolidate the stocks, property, works or

franchises of such corporation with, or leaseor purchase the stocks,
property, works or franchises of any other railroad corporation
owning or having under its control or management a competing
or parallel line; nor shall any officer, agent, manager, lessee or

purchaser of such railroad corporation act, or become an officer,
agent, manager, lessee or purchaser of any other corporation in
leasing or purchasing any parallel or competing line. [Act April
�, 1887, p. 137, § 1.]

.
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Art. 647. [420] Penalty; officer, etc., not liable, when.-Any
officer, director, manager, superintendent, agent, purchaser or lessee
of any such railroad corporation, or other corporation, who shall
violate, or aid in violating, any of the provisions of this act, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be
punished by a fine of not less than one thousand dollars nor more

than four thousand dollars; provided, that no person shall be liable
to punishment under this act who has not, by virtue of his office,
agency or position, a voice in the management of the railway com

pany, or who has not, by virtue of his office, agency or position,
some power to prevent a violation of this act. [Id., § 2.]

Art. 648. [421] "Railrnad corporation" defined.-Railroad cor

poration, or other corporation, as used in this act, is declared to
mean any corporation, company, person or association of persons,
who own or contrql, manage or operate any line of railroad in this
state. [Id., § 3.]

Art. 649. [422] Venue of offenses; duty of judges to give law
in charge to grand juries.-Indictments and prosecutions under the
provisions of this act may be found and made in any .county through
or into which the line of railroad may run, and it shall be the duty
of district judges to charge the grand juries upon this law the
same as in other cases. [Id., § 4.]

CHAPTER ELEVEN

INSURANCE COMPANIES

Art.
"649a.

FIRE INSURANCE

Maximum rates to be fixed by
State Fire Insurance Commis
sion; other compensation pro
hibited; lesser rates.

Companies deemed to have ac

cepted provisions of law.
State Insurance Commission; ap

potntment, etc.
Insurance commission to fix rates,

etc.
Statements to be made to insur

ance commission; powers of
commission.

Secretary of fire marshal.
Duties of fire marshal.
Powers of fire marshal.
When State Fire Marshal is un

able to act.
Action of fire marshal not to af

fect policies, etc.
Rates to be reasonable; schedules

of rates; powers and duties of
commission, when rates take

effect, etc.
Authority to revise schedules of

rates.
Companies may petition for change

of rates, etc. ; credits for re

duced hazards, etc.
Company to furnish policyholder

with analysis of rate; sched
ules open to public.

Commission to establish uniform
policies, etc.

Certain provisions in policies void.
Co-insurance clauses.
Right of persons to petition in

surance commission.
Hearings by commission; actions

to vacate or modify; injunc
tion; appeal, etc.

Insurance companies not to do
certain things.

"650.

'651.

652.

"653.

'654.
654a.
654b.
'654c.

·654d.

.655.

655a.

-656.

'657.

·658.

·658a.
'658b.
'659.

'659a.

:660.

Art.
661. Violation of act; penalty.
662. Unlawful to accept rebate.
662a. Law not applicable to collection

of premiums; certain policies
to be in force.

663. Incriminating testimony.
664. Law not applicable to certain

companies.
_____664a. Partial invalidity.

664b. Shall file bond.
664c. Same; time for compliance with

act.
664d. Same; penalty for violation.

FRATERNAL BENEFICIARY ASSO-
CIATIONS

665. Fraternal benefit societies defined.
665a. Lodge system defined.
665b. Representative form of govern-

ment defined.
665c. Exemptions.
665d. Benefits.
665e. Beneficiaries.
665f. Qualifications for membership.
665g. Certificate.
666. Funds.
667. Investments.
668. [Repealed.]
668a. Distribution of funds.
668b. Organization.
668c. Powers retained; reincorporation;

amendments.
668d. Mergers and transfers.
668e. Annual license.
668f. Admission of foreign society.
668g. Power of attorney and service of

process.
668h. Place of meeting; location of of

fice.
668i. Grand lodges regarded as single

state organizations; reports.
668j. Constitution and laws; amend

ments.
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CO-OPERATIVE LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANIES

Art.
668k. Annual reports.
668Z. Provisions to insure future secu

rity.
668m. Same; valuation of certificates;

transfers; tabular basis; accu

mulation basis; filing table
showing credits; proviso.

668n. Examination of domestic socie
ties.

6680. Examination of foreign societies.
668p. Certain societies excluded; acci

dent societies.
668q. Labor organizations excluded.
669. Provisions not to apply to local

mutual aid associations; annu

al statement by such associa
tions, etc.

670. Penalties.
671, 672. [Superseded.]

ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPA-
NIES

673. Providing for organization of.
674. Obtaining and filing charter.
675. "Mutual assessment accident in

surance" defined.
676. Not to issue stock or declare divi

dends.
677. Before adoption or amendment of

by-laws, must give notice to all
members.

678. Certificate of membership, etc.,
what it shall contain.

679. Notice of assessment shall state
what.

'

680. Officers' and employes violating
this law, penalty.

MUTUAL FIRE, LIGHTNING, HAIL,
AND STORM INSURANCE

COMPANIES

681. Fees; taxes.
681a. Annual statement of company.
681b. By-laws; premiums or assess-

ments; surplus fund, etc.
681c. Funds, bow invested.
681d. Limitation of expenses.
682. Solvency and profit, how deter

mined; reserve.

682a. When assets Insufflclent ; notice
to commissioner and examina
tion.

683. Failure to report condition; false
statements; misappropriation of
funds.

Art.
684. Sball invest funds bow, penalty for

violation.
685. Commissioner annually to make

valuation of all policies; net
premiums to pay death losses;
penalty for officers diverting
funds.

686. Detailed medical examination of
persons before entering into con

tract of insurance, penalty.
687. Director or officer not to receive

anything or be pecuniarily in
terested in, wben.

688. Insurance company not to discrim
inate.

689. Person soliciting insurance with
out certificate of authority, pen
alty.

690.. Agent procuring by fraudulent
representations, penalty.

691. Agent embezzling or misappropri
ating money, etc., penalty.

692. Agent or examining physician
making false statement, penalty.

693. Officers of foreign insurance com

pany filing false statement, pen
alty.

INDEMNITY CONTRACTS

693a. Right to exchange reciprocal in
demnity contracts.

693b. Execution by attorney in ract;
office.

693c. Attorney sball file declaration
with Insurance Commtasloner ;
contents.

693d. Service of process on Insurance
Commissioner.

693e. Statements as to maximum
amount of indemnity and corn

mercial rating of subscribers.
693f. Reserve; computation and

amount.

693g. Annual report; proviso; exam

ination.
693h. Power to exchange insurance

contracts.
693i. Penalty for violation of act..
693j.

. Procurance of annual certificate
of authority; revocation of cer

tificate.
693k. Fees.
693Z. Insurance laws not applicable.

FIR:e INsuRANc:e
Article 649a. Maximum rates to be fixed by State Fire Insur

ance Commission; other compensation prohibited; lesser rates.
After this Act shall take effect, a maximum rate of premiums to,
be charged or collected by all companies transacting in this State
the business of fire insurance, as herein defined, shall be exclusively
fixed and determined and promulgated by the State Fire Insurance
Commission created by this Act, and no such fire insurance com

pany shall, after this Act takes effect, charge or collect any pre
mium or other compensation for or on account of any policy or

contract of fire insurance as herein defined in excess of the max

imum rate as herein provided for, but may write insurance at a

less rate than the maximum .rate as herein provided for; provided,
that when insurance is written for less than the maximum rate,
such lesser rate shall be applicable to all risks of the same character
situated in the same community. [Act 1910 S. S. p. 125 repealed;
Act 1913, p. 195, ch. 106, § 2.]

Art. 650. Companies deemed to have accepted provisions of
law.-Every fire insurance company, every marine insurance com-
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pany, every fire and marine insurance company, every fire and
tornado insurance company, and each and every insurance company
of every kind and name issuing a contract or policy of insurance, or

contracts or policies of insurance against loss by fire on property with
in this State, whether such property be fixed or movable, stationary
or in transit, or whether such property is consigned or billed for

shipment within or beyond the boundary of this State or to some

foreign country, whether such company is organized under the
laws of this State or under the laws of any other State, territory
or possession of the United States, or foreign country, or by au

thority of the Federal government, now holding a certificate of
authority to transact business in this State, shall be deemed to
have accepted such certificate and to transact business thereunder,
upon condition that it consents to the terms and provisions of this
Act and that it agrees to transact business in this State, subject
thereto; it being intended that every contract or policy of insur
ance against the hazard of fire shall be issued in accordance with
the terms and provisions of this Act, and the company issuing the
same governed thereby, regardless of the kind and character of
such property and whether the same is fixed or movable, stationary
or in transit, including the shore end of all marine risks insured
against loss by fire. [Act 1909, p. 311; Act 1910 S. S. p. 125, re

pealed; Act 1913, p� 196, ch. 106, § 3, superseding art. 650, Rev.
Pen. Code.]

Art. 651. State Insurance Commission; appointment, etc.
That there may be reasonable and just insurance rates in Texas,
there is hereby created a commission. to be known as the "State
Insurance Commission," which shall be composed of the Commis
sioner of Insurance and Banking, who shall be chairman thereof,

.

and two commissioners who shall be appointed by the Governor
by and with the consent of the Senate, subject to removal as pro
vided for removal of State officers by Article 3528 of the Revised
Statutes of Texas; the members of said Commission other than
the Commissioner of Insurance and Banking shall be appointed as

herein provided within ten days after this Act takes effect; one

of said members to be so appointed shall be appointed for a term

ending February 1, 1914, and biennially thereafter; the other of
said members of said commission shall be appointed for a term

ending February 1st, 1915, and biennially "thereafter, and the Gov ...

ernor in making his first appointments to fill these respective offices
shall designate which of said officers shall fill the term expiring
February 1st, 1914, and which of said officers shall fill the term

expiring February 1st, 1915. The Commissioner of Insurance and
Banking, for the purpose of this Act, may be referred to as the
Commissioner of Insurance. [Act 1910 S. S. p. 125, repealed; Act
1913, p. 196, ch. 106, § 4, superseding art. 651, Pen. Code.]

Art. 652. Insurance Commission to. fix rates, etc.-The State
Fire Insurance Commission shall have the sole and exclusive pow
er and authority, and it shall be its duty to prescribe, fix, determine
and promulgate the rates of premiums to be charged and collected
by fire insurance companies transacting business in this State. As
soon as practicable after this Act shall take effect, the State Fire
Insurance Commission shall begin the work of fixing and deter
mining and promulgating the rates of premiums to be charged and
collected by fire insurance companies throughout the State, and
the making and adoption of its schedules of such rates, and then
-until such time as this work shall have been completed, said Com
mission shall have full power and authority to adopt and continue
in force the rates of premiums which may be lawfully charged and
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collected when this Act shall take effect, or any portion thereof,
for such time as it may prescribe or until the work of making such
schedules for the entire State shall be completed. Said Commis
sion shall also have authority to alter and amend any and all such
rates of premiums so fixed and determined and adopted by it, and
to raise or lower the same, or any part thereof, as herein provided.
Said Commission shall also have authority to employ clerical help,
inspectors, expert and other assistants, and to incur such other
expenses as may be necessary in carrying out the provisions of
this Act; provided that such expenses, including the salaries of
the members of the Commission shall not exceed in the aggregate
the sum of one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000.00) per annum.

It shall be the duty of said Commission to ascertain as soon as

practicable, the annual fire loss in this State; to obtain, to make
and maintain a record thereof and collect such data and informa
tion with respect thereto as will enable said Commission to classify
the fire losses of this State, the causes thereof, and the amount of

premiums collected therefor for each class of risks and the amount

paid thereon, in such manner as will be- of assistance in determin
ing equitable insurance rates, methods of reducing such fire losses,
and reducing the insurance rates of the State, or subdivisions of
'the State. [Act 1910 S. S. p. 125, repealed; Act 1913, p. 197, ch.
106, § 6, superseding art. 652 revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 653. Statements to be made to insurance commission;
powers of commission.-That said Commission is authorized and
empowered to require sworn statements from any insurance com

pany affected by this Act, and from any of its directors, officers,
representatives, general agents State agents, special agents and
local agents of the rates and premiums collected for fire insurance
on each class of risks, on all property in this State during any
or all years for the five years next preceding the first day of Jan

uary, 19131 and of the causes of fire, if such be known, if they are

in possession of such data, and information, or can obtain it at a

reasonable expense; and said commission is empowered to re

quire such statements for any period of time after the first day
of January, 1913, and said Commission is' empowered to require
such statements showing all necessary facts and information to
enable said Commission to make, amend and maintain the gen
eral basis schedules provided for in this Act, and the rules and
regulations for applying same and to determine reasonable and
proper maximum specific rates and to determine and assist in the
enforcement of the provisions of this Act. The said Commission
shall also have the right, at its discretion, either personally, or by
some one duly authorized by it to visit the office whether general,
local or otherwise, of any insurance company doing business in
this State, and the home office of said company outside of this
State, if there be such, and the office of any officers, directors, gen
eral agents, state agents, local agents or representatives of such
company, and there require such company, its officers, agents or

representatives to produce for inspection by said Commission or

any of its duly authorized representatives all books, records and
papers of such company or such agents and representatives; and
the said Commission or its duly authorized agents or representa
tives shall have the right to examine such books and p-apers and
make or cause to be made copies thereof; and shall have the right
to take testimony under oath with reference thereto, and to compel
the attendance of witnesses for such purpose; and any company,
its officers, agents or representatives failing to make such state
ments and reports herein referred to and failing or refusing to per-
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mit the examination of books, papers and records as herein re

quired, when so called upon or declining or failing to comply with
any provisions of this Section shall be subject to the penalties
provided for in Section 26 of this Act [art. 661, post]. Said
Commission shall be further authorized and empowered to require
the fire insurance companies transacting business in this State or

any of them, to furnish said Commission with any and all data
which may be in their possession, either jointly or severally, in

cluding maps, tariffs, inspection reports and any and all data af

fecting fire insurance risks in this State, or in any portion there
of and said Commission shall be authorized and empowered to

require any two or more of said companies, or any joint agent or

representative of them, to turn over any and all such data in their
possession, or any part thereof, to said Commission for its use in

carrying out the provisions of this Act. [Act 1910 S. S. p. 128,
repealed; Act 1913, p. 199, ch. 106, § 12, superseding art. 653
revised Pen. Code.]

.

Art. 654. Secretary of fire marshal.-For the purpose of fa
cilitating the work of said Commission, one of the appointed mem

bers thereof shall be selected by the Commission as its secretary,
who shall perform the duties which shall appertain to that. posi
tion, and whose official title shall be "Secretary of the State In
surance Commission"; the other of said appointed members there
of shall be selected by said Commission, as Fire Marshal of the
State Insurance Commission, and his official title shall be "Fire
Marshal of the State Insurance Commission;" but the said mem

bers so selected as Secretary and Fire Marshal as aforesaid, shall
receive no compensation for filling their respective positions, other
than their salaries as members of the State Insurance Commis
sion, and shall perform the duties of those respective positions at
the will of the Commission, but their expenses incurred in per
forrning'fhe duties of these positions shall be paid as provided in
this Act. [Act 1910 S. S. p. 127, repealed; Act 1913, p. 197, ch.
106, § 7, superseding art. 654 (1) revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 654a. Duties of fire marshal.e--Tt shall be the duty of the
Fire Marshal of the State Insurance Commission, who, for the
purpose of this Act, may be referred to as the State Fire Marshal,
at the discretion of the Board, and upon the request of the mayor
of any city or village, or the chief of a fire department of any city
or village or any fire marshal where a fire occurs within such city
or village, or 'of a county or district judge, or of the sheriff or

county attorney of any county, where a fire occurs within the
district or county of the officer making such request, or of any
fire insurance company, or its general, state or special agent, in
terested in a loss, or of a policyholder sustaining a loss, or upon
the direction of the State Insurance Commission to forthwith in
vestigate at the place of such fire before loss can be paid, the
origin, cause and circumstances of any fire occuring within this
State, whereby property has been destroyed or damaged, and shall
ascertain if possible whether the same was the result of any ac

cident, carelessness or design, and shall make a written report
thereof to the State Insurance Commission, and shall also furnish
in writing, to the county or district attorney of the county in
which such fire occurred, all the information and evidence ob
tained by him including a copy of all the pertinent testimony tak
en in the case. [Act 1910 S. S. p. 127, 128, repealed; Act 1913, p.
198, ch. 106, § 8, superseding art. 654 (2) Pen. Code.]

Art. 654b. Powers of fire marshal.-The State Fire Marshal
shall have, the power to administer oaths, take testimony, compel
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the attendance of witnesses and the production of documents and
to enter at any reasonable time, any buildings or premises where
a fire has occurred or is in progress, or any place contiguous
thereto for the purpose of investigating the cause, origin and cir
cumstances of such fire. And he may enter and examine at any
reasonable time any building, structure or place for the purpose of
ascertaining the fire hazard and may remove or require the owner

or occupant to remove or safely store combustible material, dan

gerously exposed or improperly placed therein, and to remove any
unnecessary exposure to fire hazard found therein; the said State
Fire Marshal is hereby authorized when necessary to apply to a

court of competent jurisdiction for the necessary writs or orders
to enforce the provisions of this Section, and in such case he shall
not be required to give bond. [Act 1910 S. S. p. 128, repealed;
Act 1913, p. 198, ch. 106, § 9, superseding art. 654(3) revised Pen.
Code.]

Art. 654c. When State Fire Marshal is unable to act.-If for
any reason the State Fire Marshal is unable to make any required
investigation in person, he may designate the fire marshal of such

city or town or some other suitable person to act for him; and
such person so designated shall have the same authority as is here
in given the State Fire Marshal with reference to the particular
matter to be investigated by him, and shall receive such compen
sation for his services as may be allowed by the State Insurance
Commission. If the investigation of a fire is made at the request
of an insurance company, or at the request of a policyholder sus

taining loss, or at the request of the mayor, town clerk or chief
of the fire department of any city, village or town in which the
fire occurred, then the expenses of the Fire Marshal, clerical ex

penses, witnesses and officers fees incident and necessary to such
investigation shall be paid by such insurance company, or such
policyholder of such city or town as the case may be, otherwise
the expenses of such investigation are to be paid as part of the
expenses of the State Insurance Commission. Provided, the par
ty or parties, company or companies, requesting such investiga
tion, shall before such investigation is commenced deposit with
the State Insurance Commission, an amount of money in the judg
ment of said Commission sufficient to defray the expenses of said
Fire Marshal in conducting such investigation. [Act 1910 S. S. p.
128, repealed; Act 1913, p. 198, ch. 106, § 10, superseding art.
654(4) revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 654d. Action of fire marshal not to affect policies, etc.
No action taken by the State Fire Marshal shall effect the rights
of any policyholder or any company in respect to a loss by reason
of any fire so investigated; nor shall the result of any such inves
tigation be gi:ven in evidence upon the trial of any civil action
upon such. policy, nor shall any st.atement made by any insurance
company, Its officers, agents or adjusters, nor by any policyholder,
or anyone representing him, made with reference to the origin,
cause or supposed origin or cause of a fire to the Fire Marshal or
to anyone acting for him, or under his direction, be admitted
in evidence or made the basis for any civil action for damages.
[Act 1910 S. S. p. 128, repealed; Act 1913, p. 199, ch. 106 § 11,
superseding art. 654(5) revised Pen. Code.]

,

- Art. 655. Rates to be reasonable; schedules of rates; powers
and duties of commission; when rates take effect, etc.-The rates
of premium fixed by said Commission under and in pursuance of
the provision of this Act shall be at all times reasonable and the
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schedules thereof made and promulgated by said Commission as

herein provided, shall be in such form as will in the judgment of
the Commission, most clearly and definitely and in detail disclose
the rate so fixed and determined by said Commission to be charg
ed and collected for policies of fire insurance. Said Commission
may employ and use any facts and information now in the pos
session of the present State Insurance Board, as well as all facts
obtainable from and concerning fire insurance companies transact

ing business in this State, showing their expense and charges for
fire insurance premiums, for any period or periods, said commis
sion may deem advisable, which in their opinion will enable them
to devise and fix and determine reasonable rates of premium for
fire insurance. The said Commission in making and publishing
schedules of the rates fixed and determined by it shall show all

charges, credits, terms privileges and conditions which in any wise
affect such rates, and copies of all such schedules shall be fur
nished by said Commission to any and all companies affected by
this Act applying therefor, and the same shall be furnished to any
citizens of this State applying therefor, upon the payment of the
actual cost thereof. No rate or rates fixed or determined by the
Commission shall take effect until it shall have entered an order
or orders fixing and determining same, and shall give notice there
of to all fire insurance companies affected by this Act, authorized
to transact business in the State. It shall be the duty of the State
Fire Insurance Commission, and of any inspector or other agent
or employe thereof, who shall inspect any risk for the purpose of

enabling the Commission to fix and determine the reasonable rate
to be charged thereon, to furnish to the owner of such risk at the
date of such inspection, a copy of the inspection report, show

ing all defects that may operate as charges to increase the insur
ance rate.

Said commission shall have full power and authority to alter,
amend, modify or change any rate fixed and determined by it on

thirty days' notice, or to prescribe that any such rate or rates shall
be in effect for a limited time, and said Commission shall also
have full power and authority to prescribe reasonable rules where
by in cases where no rate of premium shall have been fixed and
determined by the Commission, for certain risks or classes of
risks, policies may be 'written thereon at rates to be determined
by the company, provided, however, that such company or com

panies shall immediately report to said Commission such risk so

written, and the rates collected therefor, and such rates shall al
ways be subject to review by the Commission. [Act 1910 S. S .

. pp. 129, 132, repealed; Act 1913, p. 200, ch. 106, § 13, superseding
art. 655 (1) revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 655a. Authority to revise schedules of rates.-The Com
mission shall have full power and authority after having given rea

sonable notice, not exceeding thirty days, of its intention to do so,
to alter, amend or revise any rates of premium fixed and determin
ed by it in any schedules of such rates promulgated by it as herein
provided, and to give reasonable notice of such alteration, amend
ment or revision to the public, or to any company or companies
affected thereby. Such altered, amended or revised rates shall be
the rates thereafter to be charged and collected by all fire insur
ance companies affected by this Act; provided, that no policy in
force prior to the taking effect of such changes or amendments shall
be affected thereby, unless there shall be a change in the hazard of
the risk, necessitating a change in the rate applicable to such risk
in which event such policy shall be subject to the new rates. [Act
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1910 S. S. p. 132, repealed; Act 1913, p. 201, ch. 106, § 16, supersed
ing art. 655 (2) revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 656. Companies may petition for change of rates, etc.;
credits for reduced hazards, etc.-Any fire insurance company or

companies affected by this Act shall have the right at any time to

petition the Commission for an order changing or modifying any
rate or rates fixed and determined by the Commission, and the
Commission shall consider such petition in the manner provided in
this Act and enter such order thereon as it may deem just and equi
table. The Commission shall have full authority and power to give
each city, town, village or locality credit for each and every hazard
they may reduce or entirely remove, and also for all added fire

fighting equipment, increased police protection, or any other equip
ment or improvement that has a tendency to reduce the fire hazard
of any such city, town, village or locality, and also to give credit for
a good fire record made by any city, town, village or locality. Said
Commission shall also have the power and authority to compel any
company to give any or all policyholders credit for any and all
hazards that said policyholder or holders may reduce or remove.

Said credit shall be in proportion to such reduction or removal of
such hazard and said company or companies shall return to such

policy holder or holders such proportional part of the unearned

premium charged for such hazard that may be reduced or removed.

[Act 1910 S. S. p. 130, repealed; Act 1913, p. 201, ch. 106, § 14,
superseding art .. 656 revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 657. Company to furnish policyholder with analysis of
rate; schedules open to public.-When a policy of fire insurance
shall be issued by any company transacting the business of fire in
surance in this State, such company shall furnish the policyholder
with a written or printed analysis of the rate or premium charged
for such policy, showing the items of charge and credit which deter
mine the rate, unless such policyholder has theretofore been fur
nished with such analysis of such rate. All schedules of rates pro
mulgated by said Commission shall be open to the public at all
times, and every local agent of a fire insurance company transacting
business in this State shall have and exhibit to the public copies of
such schedules covering all risks upon which he is authorized to
write insurance. [Act 1910 S. S. p. 132, repealed; Act 1913, p. 201,
ch. 106, § 15, superseding art. 657 revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 658. Commission to establish uniform policies, etc.-It
shall be the duty of the State Insurance Commission to make, pro
mulgate and establish uniform policies of insurance applicable to
the various risks of this State, copies of which uniform policies shall
be furnished each company doing business in this State, or which
may hereafter do business in this State. That after such uniform
policies shall have been established and promulgated and furnished
the respective compies [companies] doing business in this State,
such companies shall, within sixty days after the receipt of such
forms of policies, adopt and use said form or forms and no 'other .

also all companies which may commence business in this State
after the adoption and promulgation of such forms of policies, shall
adopt and use the same and no other forms of policies.

The said State Fire Insurance Commission shall also prescribe
all standard forms, clauses and endorsements used on or in connec

tion with insurance policies. All other forms, clauses and endorse
ments placed upon insurance policies shall be placed thereon sub
j ect to the approval of the Comm ission. The Commission shall al
so have authority in its discretion to change, alter or amend such
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form or forms of policy or policies, and such clauses and endorse
ments used in connection therewith, upon giving notice and pro
ceedings in accordance with Section 21 of this Act. [Act 1910, S.
S., p. 132, repealed; Act 1913, p. 201, ch. 106, § 17, superseding art.
658 (1) revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 658a. Certain provisions in policies void.-Any provision
in any policy of insurance issued by any company subject to the

provisions of this Act to the effect that if said property is encumber
ed by a lien of any character or shall after the issuance of such poli
cy become encumbered by a lien of any character, that such encum

brance shall render such policy void, shall be of no force and effect,
and any such provision within or placed upon any such policy shall
be absolutely null and void. [Act 1910, S. S., p. 132, repealed; Act
1913, p. 202, ch. 106, § 18, superseding art. 658 (2) revised Pen.
Code.]

Art. 658b. Co-insurance c1auses.-No company subject to the

provisions of this Act may issue any policy or contract of insur
ance covering property in this State, which shall contain any clause
or provision requiring the assured to take out or maintain a larger
amount of insurance than that expressed in such policy, nor in any
way providing that the assured shall be liable as co-insurer with
the company issuing the policy for any part of the loss or' damage ,

which may be caused by fire to the property described in such poli
cy, and any such clause or provision shall be null and void, and of
no effect; provided that the co-insurance. clauses and provisions
may be inserted in policies written upon cotton, grain or other
products in process of marketing, shipping, storing or manufacture.
[Act 1910, S. S., p. 13.3, repealed; Act 1913, p.202, ch. 106, § 19,
superseding art. 658 (3) revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 659. Right of persons to petition insurance commission.
Any citizen or number of citizens of this State or any policyholder
or policyholders, or any insurance company affected by this Act, or

any Board of Trade, Chamber of Commerce, or other civic organi
zation, or the civil authorities of any town,' city, or village, shall
have the right to file a petition with the State Fire Insurance Com
mission: setting forth any cause of complaint that they may have
as to any order made by this Commission, or any rate fixed and de
termined by the Commission, and they shall have the right to offer
evidence in support of the allegations of such petition by witnesses,
or by depositions, or by affidavits; upon the filing of such petition,
the party complained of.iif other than the Commission shall be noti
fied by the Commission of the filing of such petition and a copy
thereof furnished the party or parties, company or companies, of
whom complaint is made, and the said petition shall be set down
for a hearing at a time not exceeding thirty days after the filing of
such petition and the Commission shall hear and determine said
petition; but it shall not be necessary for the petitioners or anyone
of them to be present to present the cause to the Commission, but
they shall consider the testimony of all witnesses, whether such wit
nesses testify in person or by depositions, or by affidavits; and if it
be found that the complaint made in such petition is a just one,
then the matter complained of shall be corrected or required to be
corrected by said Commission. [Act 1910, S. S., p. 133, repealed;
Act 1913� p. 202, ch. 106, § 20, superseding art. 659 (1) revised Pen.
Code.]

Art. 659a. Hearings by commission; actions to vacate or modi
fy; injunction; appeal, etc.-The State Fire Insurance Commis
sion shall give the public and all insurance companies to be affected
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by its orders or decisions, reasonable notice thereof, not exceeding
thirty days, and an opportunity to appear and be heard with respect
to the same; which notice to the public shall be published in one or

more daily papers of the State, and such notice to the insurance
company or companies to be affected thereby shall be by letter de

posited in the postoffice, addressed to the State or general agent of
such company or companies, if the address of such State or general
agent be known to the Commission, or if not known, then such let
ter shall be addressed to some local agent of such company or com

panies, or if the address of a local agent be unknown to the Com
mission, then by publication iii one or more of the daily papers of
the State, and the Commission shall hear all protests or complaints
from any insurance company or any citizen or any city, or town, or

village or any commercial or civic organization as to the inadequacy
or unreasonableness of any rates fixed by it or approved by it, or as

to the inadequacy or unreasonableness of any general basis sched
ules promulgated by it or the injustice of any order or decision by
it, and if any insurance company, or other person, or commercial or

civic organization, or any city, town or village, which shall be in
terested in any such order or decision, shall be dissatisfied with any
regulation, schedule or rate adopted by such Commission, such com

pany or person, commercial or civic organization, city, town or vil
lage shall have the right, within thirty days after the making of
such regulation or order, or rate, or schedule or within thirty days
after the hearing above provided for, to bring an action against said
Commission in the district court of Travis county to have such
regulation or order or schedule or rate vacated or modified; and
shall set forth in a petition therefor the principal ground or grounds
of objection to any or all of such regulations, schedules, rates or

orders; in any such suit, the issue shall be formed and the contro

versy tried and determined as in other civil cases, and the court may
set aside and vacate or annul anyone or more or any part of any
of the regulations, schedules, orders or rates promulgated or adopt
ed by said Commission, which shall he found by the court to be un

reasonable, unjust, excessive or inadequate, without disturbing oth
ers. No injunction, interlocutory order or decree suspending or

restraing [restraining] directly or indirectly the enforcement of
any schedule, rate, order or regulation of said Commission shall be
granted; provided, that in such suit, the court, by interlocutory
order, may authorize the writing and acceptance of fire insurance
policies at any rate which in the judgment of the court is fair and
reasonable, during the pending of such suit, upon condition that
the party to such suit in whose favor the said interlocutory order of
said court may be, shall execute and file with the Commissioner of
Insurance and Banking a good and sufficient bond to be first ap
proved by said court, conditioned that the party giving said bond
will abide the final judgment of said court and will pay to the Com
missioner of Insurance and Banking whatever difference in the rate
of insurance, it may be finally determined to exist between the rates
as fixed by said State Fire Insurance Commission complained of in
such suit, and the rate finally determined to be fair and reasonable
by the court in said suit, and the said Commissioner of Insurance
and Banking, when he receives such difference in money, shall
transmit the same to the parties entitled thereto.

Whenever any action shall be brought by any company under the
provisions of this Section within said period of thirty days, no pen
alties nor forfeitures shall attach or accrue on account of the failure

.

of the plaintiff to comply with the orders, schedules, rates or regu
lations sought to be vacated in such action until the final. determi
nation of the same..
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Either party to any such action, if dissatisfied with the judgment
or decree of said court, may appeal therefrom as in other civil cases.

No action shall be brought in any court of the United States to set

aside any orders, rates, schedules or regulations made by said Com
mission under the provisions of this Act until all of the remedies
provided herein, shall have been exhausted by the party complain
ing.

If any insurance company affected by the provisions of this Act
shall violate any of the provisions of this Act, the Commissioner of
Insurance shall, by and with the consent of the Attorney General,
cancel its certificate of authority to transact business in this State.
[Act 1910, S. S., p. 133, repealed; Act 1913, p. 203, ch. 106, § 21,
superseding art. 659 (2) revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 660. Insurance companies not to do certain things.-No
company shall engage or participate in the insuring or re-insuring
of any property in this State against loss or damage by fire except
in compliance with the terms and provisions of this Act; nor shall
any such company knowingly write insurance at any lesser rate
than the rates herein provided for, and it shall be unlawful for any
company so to do, unless it shall thereafter file an analysis of same

with the Commission, and it shall be unlawful for any company, or

its officers, directors, general agents, State agents, special agents,
local agents, or its representatives, to grant or contract for any
special favor or advantages in the dividends or other profits to come

thereon, or in commissions in the dividends or other profits to ac

crue thereon, or in commissions or division of commission, or any
position or any valuable consideration or any inducement not speci
fied in the policy contract of insurance; nor shall such company
give, sell or purchase, offer to give, sell or purchase, directly or in

directly as an inducement to insure or in connection therewith, any
stocks, bonds or other securities of -any insurance company or other

corporation, partnership or individual, or any dividends or profits
accrued or to accrue thereon, or anything of value whatsoever, not

specified in the policy; but nothing in this Section or in this Act
shall be construed to prohibit a company from sharing its profits
with its policyholders, provided that such agreement as to profit
sharing shall be placed on or in the face of the policy, and such
profit-sharing shall be uniform and shall not discriminate between
individuals or between classes; provided, however, that no part of
the profit shall be paid until the expiration of the policy. Any com

pany, or any of its officers, directors, general agents, state agents,
special agents, local agents or its representatives, doing any of the
acts in this Section prohibited, shall be deemed guilty of unjust dis
crimination; provided, however, that if any agent of [or] company
shall issue a policy without authority, and any policyholder holding
such policy shall sustain a loss or damage thereunder, said company
or companies shall be liable to the policyholder thereunder, in the
same manner and to the same extent as if said company had been
authorized to issue said policies, although the company issued said
policy in violation of the provisions of this Act. But this shall not
be construed to give any company the right to issue any contract or

policy of insurance other than as provided in this Act. [Act 1910,
S. S., p. 135, repealed; Act 1913, p. 204, ch. 106, § 22, superseding
art. 660 revised Pen. Code.

Art. 661. Violation of act; penalty.-Any insurance company
affected by this Act, or any officer or director thereof, or any agent
or person acting for or employed by any insurance company, who,
alone, 'or in conjunction with any corporation, company or person,
who shall wilfully do or cause to be done, or shall wilfully suffer or
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permit to be done any act, matter or thing prohibited or declared to
be unlawful by this Act, or who shall wilfully omit or fail to do any
act, matter or thing required to be done by this Act or shall cause

or wilfully suffer or permit any act, matter or thing directed. not

to be done, or who shall be guilty of any wilful infraction of this
Act, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less than three hundred
dollars ($300.00), nor more than one thousand dollars ($1,000.) for
each offense. [Act 1910, S. S., p. 136, repealed; Act 1913, p. 205, ch.
106, § 26, superseding art. 661 revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 662. Unlawful to accept rebate.-No person shall know

ingly receive or accept from any insurance company or from any
of its agents, sub-agents, brokers, solicitors, employes, intermedi
aries or representatives, or any ·other person, any rebate of pre
mium payable on the policy, or any special favor or advantage in
the dividends or other financial profits accrued or to accrue there
on, or any valuable consideration, position or inducement not speci
fied in the policy of insurance, and any person so doing shall be

guilty of a violation of the provisions of this Section, and shall be

punished by a fine of not exceeding one hundred dollars ($100.00)
or by imprisonment in the county jail for not exceeding ninety
days, or by both such fine and imprisonment. [Act 1910, S. S., p.
136, repealed; Act 1913, p. 205, ch. 106, § 23, superseding art. 662,
revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 662a. Law not applicable to collection of premiums; cer

tain policies to be in force.-The provisions of this law shall not

deal with the collection of premiums, but each company shall be

permitted to make such rules' and regulations as it may deem just
between the company, its agents, and its policyholders; and no

bona fide extension of credit shall be construed as a discrimination,
or in violation of the provisions of this Act.

All policies heretofore issued or which shall hereafter be issued
by any insurance company prior to the taking effect of this Act
which provide that said policies shall be void for non-payment of
premiums at a certain specified time, shall be and the same are in
full force and effect, provided, that the company or any of its

agents have accepted the premium on said policies after the expira
tion of the dates named in said provisions fixing the date of pay
ment. [Act 1913, p. 205, ch. 106, § 24.]

Art. 663. Incriminating testimony.-No person shall be excused
from giving testimony or producing evidence when legally called
upon to do so at the trial of any other person or company charged
with violating any of the provisions of this Act on the ground that
it may incriminate him under the laws of this State; but no person
shall be prosecuted or subjected to any penalty or forfeiture for
or on account of any transaction, matter, or thing concerning which
he may testify or produce evidence under this Act, except for
perjury in so testifying. [Act 1910, S. S., p. 137, repealed; Act
1913, .p. 206, ch. 106, § 27, superseding art. 663 revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 664. Law not applicable to certain companies.-This Act
shall not apply to purely mutual or to purely profit-sharing fire
insurance companies incorporated or unincorporated under the
laws of this State, and carried on by the members thereof solely
for the protection: of their property and not for profit; nor to purely
co-operative inter-insurance and reciprocal exchange carried on by
the members thereof solely for the protection of their property and
not for profit. [Act 1910, S. S., p. 137, repealed; Act 1913, p. 206,
eh. 106, § 28, superseding art. 664 revised Pen. Code.]
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Art. 664a. Partial invalidity.-If any part of this Act be for any
reason held unconstitutional, it shall not affect any other portion
or part of this Act. [Act 1913, 'p. 206, ch. 106, § 30.]

Art. 664b. Shall file bond.-Every fire insurance company, not

organized under the laws of this state applying for a certificate of
authority to transact any kind of insurance in this state shall, be
fore obtaining such certificate, file with the commissioner of in
surance and banking, a bond, with good and sufficient surety or

sureties to be approved by the commissioner of insurance and bank

ing, payable to the commissioner of insurance and banking, and
his successors in office, in a sum equal to twenty-five per cent of
its premiums collected from citizens or upon property in this state

during the preceding calendar year, as shown by its annual report
for such year; provided, however, the bond in no case shall ex

ceed fifty thousand dollars, nor be less than ten thousand dollars,
conditioned that said company. will pay all its lawful obligations
to citizens of this state. Such bonds shall be subject to successive
suits by citizens of this state so long as any part of the same shall
not be exhausted, and the same shall be kept in force unimpaired
until all claims of citizens of this state arising out of obligations
of said company have been fully satisfied. Such bonds shall pro
vide that in the event the company shall become insolvent or cease

to transact business in this state at any time when it has outstand
ing policies of insurance in favor of citizens of this state or upon
property in this state the commissioner of insurance and banking
shall have the power, after. having given ten days notice to the
officers of such company or any receiver in charge of its property
and affairs, to contract with any other insurance company trans

acting business in this state for the assumption and reinsurance by
it of all the insurance risks outstanding in this state of such com

pany which is insolvent, or which has ceased to transact business
in this state, which contract shall also provide for the assumption
by such reinsuring company of all outstanding and unsatisfied
lawful claims then outstanding against such company which has
become insolvent, or ceased to transact business in this state, and
in the event of the commissioner making any such contract and if
the same shall be approved as reasonable by the attorney general
and the governor of. this state the reinsuring company shall be
entitled to recover from the makers of such bond the amount of the
premium or compensation so agreed upon for such reinsurance.
Any company desiring to do so may at its option in lieu of giving
the bond required by this section deposit securities of any kind in
which it may lawfully invest its funds with the state treasurer of
this state upon such terms and conditions as will in all respects
afford the same protection and indemnity as is herein provided for
to be afforded by said bond. [Acts 1909, p. 182, ch. 102, § 1.]

Cited Southwestern Surety Ins. Co. v. Anderson (Civ. App.) 152 S. W. 816;
Id. (Bup.) 155 S. W. 1176.

Explanatory.-The above act, comprising arts. 664b-664d, was omitted from the
revised Penal Code, and is included in this compilation in view of the decision in
Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 156 S. W. 626.

When bond requlred.-Under this article and art. 664d, requiring that before
any company shall issue any policy it shall first have filed during the .calendar
year in which such policy may issue a bond in a. sum not less than $li), ')00, con
ditioned for the payment of all lawful obligations to citizens of this state aris
ing out of any poltcies or contracts issued by such company, and makes it a

penal offense for any company to issue policies without having given bond, held
that, when construed with the senate journal, which showed that this article as it
Originally stood made no provision for a minimum or maximum penalty, which
provision was entered by amendment without any other change in the bill, the
two articles were but complements of each other, and hence required the giving
of only one bond. .2Etna Ips. Go. v. Hawkins, 103 Tex. 195, 125 S. W. 313.

Under this article and art. 664d, which requires that before any company shall
issue any policy it shall first have filed, "during the calendar year in which such
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policy may issue, a bond," etc., and the practice and statutory provision, under
which the state department did not issue the certificates to insurance compa
nies until March, the words "calendar year," as used in art. 664d, would be read
in connection with this article, and construed to mean the year in which the cer

tificate is to run, since it was obvious that the legislature considered that the
certificate was to' run a calendar year, and since any other construction would
leave an interval between January and March, during which time a policy is
sued by the company would not be preceded by a bond "filed during the calendar

year." Id.
Under the statutory provision that certificate of authority for an insurance

company to do business in the state must be obtained annually, and this article,
the filing of a bond is required whenever a certificate to do business was ap

plied for. Id.

OblJgation of bond.-Under this article and art. 664d, which requires that, before

any company shall issue any policy, it shall first have filed a bond conditioned
for the payment of all lawful obligations to citizens of the state arising out of

any policies or contracts issued by such company, a bond filed must contain all

the conditions imposed by either section, except that the bond mentioned in this
article would be limited by the language of art. 664d to include only lawful obliga
tions arising out of insurance policies or contracts. .l:Etna Ins. Co. v. Hawkins,
103 Tex. 195, 125 S. W. 313.

Bond for benefit of policy holders.-A bond executed by defendant to indemnify
a surety on the bond of a foreign insuranoe company to enable it to obtain a li
cense to do business in Texas held to inure to the benefit of policy holders of
the insurance company. Southwestern Surety Ins. Co. v. Anderson (SuP.) 155 s.
W. 1176.

Art. 664c. Same; time for compliance with act.-Every fire in
surance company not organized under the laws of this State which
shall hold a certificate of authority to transact any kind of insur
ance business in this State, when this Act takes effect, shall within
ninety days thereafter comply with the requirements of Section
1 of this Act [Art. 664b], as to companies hereafter obtaining cer

tificates of authority and it shall be the duty of the Commissioner
of Insurance and Banking to revoke the certificate of authority
failing to so comply within such period. [Id., § 2.]

See notes under art. 664b.

Art. 664d. Same; penalty for violation.-Every fire insurance
company not organized under the laws of this state, hereafter issu

ing or causing or authorizing to be issued any policy of insurance
other than life insurance 'shall first have filed with the Commis
sioner of Insurance and Banking during the calendar year in which
such policy may issue or authorize or cause to be issued a bond
of good and sufficient sureties to be approved by such commis
sioner in a sum of not less than ten thousand dollars, conditioned
for the payment of all lawful obligations to citizens of this State
arising out of any policies or contracts issued by such fire insur
ance company, which such bond shall be subject to successive suits
by citizens of this State so long as, any part of the same shall not
be adjusted and so long as there remains outstanding any such ob
ligations or contracts of such fire insurance company. Any per
son violating the provisions of this Section shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine
of not less than one hundred nor more than five hundred dollars
or by imprisonment in the county jail for not less than three nor

more than twelve months, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
This Act shall not apply to any person, firm or corporation or asso

ciation doing an interinsurance, co-operative or reciprocal business.
[Id., § 3.]

FRATERNAL BENEFICIARY ASSOCIATIONS
Art. 665. Fraternal benefit societies defined.-Any corporation,

soci�ty, order or .voluntary association, without capital stock, or

gamzed and carried on solely for the mutual benefit of its mem

bers and their beneficiaries, and not for profit, and having a lodge
system with ritualistic form of work and representative form of
government, and which shall make provision for the payment of
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benefits in accordance with Section 5 [Art. 665d] hereof, is hereby
declared to be a fraternal benefit society. [Act 1899, p. 195; Act

1909, p. 359, repealed; Act 1913, p. 220, ch. 113, § 1, superseding
art. 665 revised Pen. Code.]

Explanatory.-Acts 1913, p. 220, § 33, repeals chapter 36 of 1st S. S., and chapter
22 of 2nd S. S., 1909, and chapter 92, Acts 1911, and all other laws in conflict, and
thus supersedes arts. 665-672, Revised Pen. Code.

Art. 665a. Lodge system defined.-Any society having a su

preme governing or legislative body· and subordinate lodges or

branches by whatever name known, into which members shall be
elected, initiated and admitted in accordance with its Constitution,
laws, rules, regulations and prescribed ritualistic ceremonies, which
subordinate lodges or branches shall be required by the laws of
such society to hold regular or stated meetings at least once in
each month, shall be deemed to be operating on the lodge system.
[Act 1909, p. 357, § 2, repealed; Act 1913, p. 220, ch. 113, § 2.]

Explanatory.-Sections 2-8, 11-18, 20, 22-24, 26, 29, of Act 1913, ch. 113, amenda

tory of similar provisions in the repealed act of 1909, which were omitted from the
revised Penal Code, are inserted in this compilation for convenience and be
cause they seem to enumerate or illustrate the acts denounced in the penal pro-
visions.

Art. 665b. Representative form of government defined.-Any
such society shall be deemed to have a representative form of gov
ernment when it shall provide in its Constitution and laws for a.

supreme legislative or governing body, composed of representa
tives, elected either by the members or by delegates elected, directly
or indirectly by the members, together with such other members.
as may be prescribed by its Constitution and laws; provided, that
the elective members shall constitute a majority in number and
have not less than two-thirds of the votes, nor less than the votes.

required to amend its Constitution and laws; provided, further,
that the meetings of the supreme or governing body, and the elec
tion of officers, representatives or delegates, shall be held as often
as once in four years. The members, officers, representatives or

delegates of a fraternal benefit society shall not vote by proxy.
[Act 1909, p. 357, § 3, repealed; Act 1913, p. 220, ch. 113, § 3.]

Art. 665c. Exemptions.-Except as herein provided, such so

cieties shall be governed by this Act, and shall be exempt from
all provisions of the insurance laws of this State, not only in
governmental relations with the State, but for every other pur
pose; and no law hereafter enacted shall apply to them, unless
they be expressly designated therein. [Act 1909, p. 358, § 4, re

pealed; Act 1913, p. 221, ch. 113, § 4.}
See notes under art. 4830, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.

Art. 665d. Benefits.-Every society transacting business under
this Act shall provide for the payment of death benefits and may
provide for the payment of benefits in case of temporary or per
manent physical disability, either as the result of disease, accident
or old age; provided the period of life at which the payment of
benefits for disability on account of old age shall commence shall
not be under seventy years and may provide for monuments or

tombstones to the memory of its deceased members, and for the·
p�yment of funeral benefits. Such society shall have the power tOI
grve a member, when permanently disabled or on attaining the
age of seventy, all or such portion of the face value of his certifi
cate as the laws of the society may provide; provided, that noth
�ng .in this Act contained shall be so construed as to prevent the·
issuing of benefit certificates for a term of veal'S less than the
whole of life which are payable upon the death or disability of
the member occurring within the term for which the benefit cer---
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tificates may be issued. Such society shall, upon written applica
tion of the member, have the power to accept a part of the
periodical contributions in cash, and charge the remainder, not ex

ceeding one-half of the periodical contribution, against the certifi
cate, with interest payable or compounded annually at a rate not
lower than four per cent per annum; provided, that this privilege
shall not be granted except to societies which have readjusted or

may hereafter readjust their rates of contribution, and to contracts
affected by such readjustment,

Any society which shall show by the annual valuation herein
after provided for that it is accumulating and maintaining the re

serve not lower than the usual reserve computed by the American
Experience Table and five per cent. interest may grant to its mem

bers extended and paid-up protection, or such withdrawal equi
ties as its Constitution and laws may provide; provided, that such

,

grants shall in no case exceed in value the portion of the reserve

to the credit of such members to whom they are made. [Act 1909,
p. 358, § 5, repealed; Act 1913, p. 221, ch. 113, § 5.]

Art. 665e. Beneficiaries.-The payment of death benefits shall
be confined to wife, husband, relative by blood to the fourth de
gree, father-in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law,
stepfather, stepmother, stepchildren, children by legal adoption, or

to a person or persons dependent upon the member; provided,
that if after the issuance of the original certificate the member
shall become dependent upon an incorporated charitable institu
tion, he shall have the privilege, with the consent of the society,
to make such institution his beneficiary. Within the above re

strictions each member shall have the right to designate his bene
ficiary, and from time to time have the same changed in accord
ance with the laws, rules or regulations of the society, and no

beneficiary shall have or obtain any vested interest in the said
benefit until the same has become. due and payable upon the death
of the said member; provided, that any society may, by its laws,
limit the scope of beneficiaries within the above classes. [Act
1909, p. 358, § 6, repealed; Act 1913, p. 221, ch. 113, § 6.]

See notes under art. 4832, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.

Art. 665f. Qualifications for membership.v-Any society may
admit to beneficial membership any person not less than sixteen
and not more than sixty years of age, who has been examined by
a legally qualified physician, and whose examination has been
supervised and approved in accordance with the laws of the so

ciety; provided, that any beneficiary member of such society who
shall apply for a certificate providing for disability benefits need
not be required to pass an additional medical examination there
fore. Nothing herein contained shall prevent such society from
accepting general or social members. [Act 1909, p. 358, § 7, re

pealed; Act 1913, p. 222, ch. 113, § 7.]
See notes under art. 4833, Vernon's Sayles' Civ, St. 1914.

Art. 665g. Certificate.-Every certificate issued by any such
society shall specify the amount of benefit provided thereby, and
shall provide that the certificate, .the charter or articles of incor
poration (or, if a voluntary association, the articles of association),
the Constitution and laws of the society, and the application for
membership and medical examination, signed by the applicant,
and all amendments to each thereof, shall constitute the agree
ment between the society and the member, and copies of the same,
certified by the secretary of the society, or corresponding officer,
shall be received in evidence of the terms and conditions thereof,
and any changes, additions or amendments to said charter or ar-
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ticles of incorporation, or articles of association, if a voluntary as

sociation, a constitution or laws duly made or enacted subsequent
to the issuance of the benefit certificates shall bind the member
and his beneficiaries, and shall govern and control the agreement
in all respects the same as though such changes, additions or

amendments had been made prior to and were in force at the
time of the application for membership. [Act 1909, 1st S. S., p.
358, § 8, and Act 1909, 2nd S. S., p. 443, repealed; Act 1913, p.
222, ch. 113, § 8.]

See notes under art. 4834, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.

Art. 666. Funds.-Any society may create, maintain, invest, dis
burse and apply an emergency surplus or other similar fund in
accordance with its laws. Unless otherwise provided in the con

tract, such funds shall be held, invested and disbursed for the
use and benefit of the society, and no member or beneficiary shall
have or acquire individual rights therein or become entitled to

any apportionment or the surrender of any part thereof, except as

provided in Section 5 of this Act [Art. 665d]. The funds from
which benefits shall be paid and the funds from which the ex

penses of the society shall be defrayed shall be derived from pe
riodical or other payments by the members of the society and ac

cretions of said' funds; provided, that no society, domestic or

foreign, shall hereafter be incorporated or admitted to transact
business in this State which does not provide for stated periodical
contributions sufficient to provide for meeting the mortuary obli
gations contracted, when valued upon the basis of the National
Fraternal Congress Table of Mortality as adopted by the Na

tional Fraternal Congress, August 23, 1899, or any higher stand
ard, with interest assumption not more than four per cent. per
annum, nor write or accept members for temporary or permanent
disability benefits except upon tables based upon reliable expe
rience, with an interest assumption not higher than four per cent.

per annum.

Deferred payments or installments of claims shall be considered
as fixed liabilities on the happenings of the contingency upon
which such payments or installments are thereafter to be paid.
Such liability shall be the present value Of such future payments
or installments upon the rate of interest and mortality assumed
by the society for valuation, and every society shall maintain a

fund sufficient to meet such liability regardless of proposed future
collections to meet any such liabilities. [Act 1909, 1st S. S., p.
359, § 9, repealed; Act 1913, p. 222, ch. 113, § 9, superseding Art.
666 revised Pen. Code.] .

See notes under art. 4835, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.

Art. 667. Investments.-Every society shall invest its funds
only in securities permitted by the laws of this State for the invest
ment of the assets of 1ife insurance companies; provided, that any
foreign society permitted or seeking to do business in this State
which invests funds in accordance with the laws of the State in
which it is incorporated shall be held to meet the requirements
of this Act for the investment of funds ; provided, that in case

the Constitution and by-laws of the Grand Lodge or governing
body of any such association provides that all or any part of the
beneficiary or mortuary or insurance fund of such association that
is paid in by or collected from the members of such subordinate or
local lodge may be retained in the custody of and controlled and
managed by such subordinate or local lodge, and designate what
officers of such subordinate or localJodge shall have the custody
and control of such fund and authorize such local officers to loan
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or invest the same, and such local officer shall have executed and
filed, and shall from time to time when required by the Commis
sioner of Insurance and Banking, file with the Commissioner of
Insurance and Banking such bond or other written instrument I

to be prescribed and approved in terms and amount by the Com
missioner of Insurance and Banking as will indemnify such fund
against waste, depletion or loss through loans, investment or oth
erwise, then such fund so secured shall be exempt from the pro
visions of this Act. [Act 1909, .1st S. S., p: 359, § 10 and Act
1911, ch. 92, repealed; Act 1913, p. 223, ch. 113, § 10, superseding
art. 667 revised Pen. Code.]

I

Art. 668. [Repealed by Act 1913, ch. 113, § 33. See note un

der art. 665 ante.]
Art. 668a. Distribution of funds.-Every provision of the laws

of the Society for payment by members of such Society, in what
ever form made, shall distinctly state the purpose of the same

and the proportion thereof which may be used for expenses, and
no part of the money collected for mortuary or disability purposes
or the net accretions of either or any of said funds shall be used
for expenses. [Act 1909, l st S. S., p. 360, § 13, repealed; Act 1913,
p. 223, ch. 113, § 11.]

See note under art. 665a.

Art. 668b. Organization.-Seven or more persons, citizens of
the United States, and a majority of whom are citizens of this
State, who desire to form a fraternal benefit society, as defined by
this Act, may make and sign (giving their addresses) and acknowl-·
edge before some officer competent to take acknowledgment of
deeds, articles of incorporation, in which shall be stated:

First. The proposed corporate name of the society, which shall
so closely resemble the name of any society or insurance company
already transacting business in this State as to mislead the public
or to lead to confusion.

Second. The purpose for which it is formed, which shall not
include more liberal powers than are granted by this Act; provid-

. ed, that any lawful, social, intellectual, educational, charitable,
benevolent, moral or religious advantages may be set forth among
the purposes of the Society, and the mode in which its corporate
powers are to be exercised.

Third. The names, residences and official titles of all the offi
cers, trustees, directors or other persons who are to have and exer

cise the general control and management of the affairs and funds
of the Society for the first year or until the ensuing election at
which all such officers shall be elected by the supreme legislative
or governing body, which election shall be held not later than one

year from the date of the issuance of the permanent certificate.
Fourth. Such articles of incorporation and duly certified copies

of the Constitution and laws, rules and regulations, and copies of
all proposed forms of benefit certificates, applications therefor and
circulars to be issued by such society, and a bond in the sum of
five thousand dollars, with sureties approved by the Commissioner
of Insurance and Banking, conditioned upon the return of the ad
vance payments, as provided in this Section, to applicants, if the

organization is not completed within one year, shall be filed with
the Commissioner of Insurance and Banking, who. may require
such further information as he deems necessary, and if the purposes
of the society conform to the requirements of this Act, and. all
provisions of law have been complied with, the Commissioner of
Insurance and Banking shall so certify and retain and record (or
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file) the articles of incorporation, and furnish the incorporators a

preliminary certificate authorizing said society to solicit members
as hereinafter provided.

Upon receipt of said certificate from the Commissioner of Insur
ance and Banking, said society may solicit members for the purpose
of completing its organization and shall 'collect from each applicant
the amount of not less than one regular monthly payment, in ac

cordance with its Table of Rates as provided by its Constitution
and laws, and shall issue to each such applicant a receipt for the
amount so collected. But no such society shall incur any liability
other than for such advanced payments, nor issue any benefit certifi
cate nor payor allow, or offer or promise to payor allow, to any per
son any death or disability benefit until actual bona fide applications
for death benefit certificates have been secured upon at least five
hundred lives for at least one thousand dollars each, and all such ap
plications for death benefits shall have been regularly examined by
legally qualified practicing physicians, and certificates of such ex

amination have been duly filed and approved by the chief medical
examiner of such society; nor until there shall be established ten

subordinate lodges or branches into which said five hundred ap
plicants have been initiated; nor until there has been submitted to
the Commissioner of Insurance and Banking, under oath of the,
president and secretary or corresponding officers of such society,
a list of such applicants, giving their names, addresses, date ex

amined, date, approved, date initiated, name and number of the sub
ordinate branch of which each applicant is a member, amount of
benefits to be granted, rate of stated periodical contributions, which
shall be sufficient to provide for meeting the mortuary obligation,
contracted, when valued for death benefits upon the basis of the
National Fraternal Congress Table of Mortality, as adopted by
the National Fraternal Congress, August 23, 1899, or any higher
standard, at the option of the society, and for disability benefits
by tables based 'upon reliable experience and for combined death
and permanent total disability benefits by tables based upon re

liable experience, with an interest 'assumption not higher than
four per cent. per annum; nor until it shall be shown to the Com
missioner of Insurance and Banking by the sworn statement of
the treasurer or corresponding officer of such society, that at
least five hundred applicants have each paid in cash at least' one

regular monthly payment as herein provided per one thousand dol
lars of indemnity to be effected, which payments in the aggregate
shall amount to at least twenty-five hundred dollars; all of which
shall be credited to the mortuary or disability fund on account of
such applicants and no part of which may be used for expenses.

Said advanced payments shall, during the period of organization,
be held in trust, and if the organization is not completed within
one year as hereinafter provided, returned to said applicants.

The Commissioner of Insurance and Banking may make such
examination and require such further information as he deems ad
visable; and upon presentation of satisfactory evidence that the
society has compiled [complied] with all the provisions of law,
he shall issue to such society a certificate to that effect. Such cer

tificate shall be prima facie evidence of the existence of such society
at the date of such certificate. The Commissioner of Insurance and
Banking shall cause a record of such certificate to be made and
a certified, copy of such record may be given in evidence with like
effect as the original certificate.

No preliminary certificate granted under the provisions of this
Section shall be valid after one year from its date, or after such fur
ther period, not exceeding one year, as may be authorized by the
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Commissioner of Banking and Insurance upon cause shown; un

less the five hundred applicants herein required have been secured
and the organization has been completed as herein provided; and
the articles of incorporation and all proceedings thereunder shall
become null and void in one year from the date of said preliminary
certificate, or at the expiration of said extended period, unless such
society shall have completed its organization and commenced busi
ness as herein provided. When any domestic society shall have
discontinued business for the period of one year, or has less than
four hundred members, its charter shall become null and void.
Every such society shall have the power to make a Constitution
and by-laws for the government of the society, the admission of
its members, the management of its affairs and the fixing and read
justing of the rates of contribution of its members from time to

time; and it shall have the power to change: alter, add to, or

amend such Constitution and by-laws and shall have such other
powers as are necessary and incidental to carrying into effect the
object and purposes of the society. [Act 1899, p. 200, § 14; Act
1909, 1st S. S., p. 360, § 14, repealed; Act 1913', p. 223, ch. 113, § 12.]

See note under art. 665a, ante, and notes under art. 4839, Vernon's Sayles' Civ.
St. 1914.

Art. 668c. Powers retained; reincorporation ; amendments.
Any society now engaged in transacting business in this State may
exercise, after the passage of this Act, all of the rights conferred
thereby, and all of the rights, powers and privileges now exer

cised or possessed by it under its charter or articles of incorpora
tion not inconsistent with this Act, if incorporated; or if it be a

voluntary association, it may incorporate hereunder. But no so

ciety already organized shall be required to reincorporate hereun
der, and any such society may amend its articles of incorporation
from time to time in the manner provided therein or in its Con
stitution and laws, and all such amendments shall be filed with the
Commissioner of Insurance and Banking and shall become opera
tive upon such filing, unless a later time be provided in such amend
ments or in its articles of incorporation, Constitution or laws.
[Act 1909, 1st S. S., p. 362, § 15, repealed; Act 1913, p. 225, ch. 113,
§ 13.]

See note under art. 665a.

Art. 668d. Mergers and transfers.-N0 domestic society shall
merge with or accept the transfer of the membership or funds of
any other society unless such merger or transfer is evidenced by
a contract in writing, setting out in full the terms and conditions
of such merger or transfer, and filed with the Commissioner of In
surance and Banking of this State, together with a sworn statement
of the financial condition of each of said societies by its president
and secretary, or corresponding officers, and a certificate of such
officers, duly verified under oath of said officers of each of the
contracting societies, that such merger or transfer has been approv
ed by a vote of two-thirds of the members of the supreme legisla
tive or governing body of each of said societies.

Upon the submission of said contract financial statements and
certificates, the Commissioner of Insurance and Banking shall ex

amine the same, and if he shall find such financial statements to be
correct and the said contract to be in conformity with the provi
sions of this Section, and that such merger or transfer is just and
equitable to the members of each of said societies, he shall approve
said merger or transfer, issue his certificate to that effect, and
thereupon the said contract or merger or transfer shall be of full
force and effect. In case such contract is not approved, the fact
of its submission and its contents shall not be disclosed by the
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Commissioner of Insurance and Banking. [Act 1909, 1st S. S., 'p.
363, § 16, repealed; Act 1913, p. 226, ch. 113, § 14.]

See note under art. 665a, ante, and note under art. 4841, Vernon's Sayles' Clv,
St. 1914.

Art. 668e. Annual license.-Societies which are now authorized
to transact business in this State may continue such business until
the first day of April next succeeding the passage of this Act, and
the authority of such societies may thereafter be renewed annually,
but in all cases to terminate on the first day of the succeeding
April; provided, however, the license shall continue in full force
and effect until the new license be issued or specifically refused.
For each such license or renewal the society shall pay the Com
missioner of Insurance and Banking ten dollars. A duly certified
copy or duplicate of such license shall be prima facie evidence that
the licensee is a fraternal benefit society within the meaning of
this Act. [Act 1909, 1st S. S., p. 363, § 17, repealed; Act 1913,
p. 226, ch. 113, § 15.]

SeG note under art. 665a.

Art. 668£. Admission of foreign society.-N0 foreign society
now transacting business, organized prior to the passage of this
Act, which is not now authorized to transact business in this State,
shall transact any business herein without a license from the Com
missioner of Insurance and Banking. Any such society shall be
entitled to a license to transact business within this State upon
filing with the Commissioner of Insurance and Banking a duly
certified copy of its charter or articles of association; a copy of its
Constitution and laws, certified by its secretary or corresponding
officer; a power of attorney to the Commissioner of Insurance
and Banking as hereinafter provided; a statement of its business
under oath of its president and secretary or corresponding officers
in the form required by the Commissioner of Insurance and Bank

ing, duly verified by an examination made by the supervising in
surance official of its home State or other State satisfactory to the
Commissioner of Insurance and Banking of this State; a certificate
from the proper official in its home State, province or country that
the society is legally organized; a copy of its contract, which must
show that benefits are provided for by periodical or other payments
by persons holding similar contracts; and upon furnishing the
Commissioner of Insurance and Banking such other information
as he may deem necessary to a proper exhibit of its business and
plan of working, and upon showing that its assets are invested
in accordance with the laws of the State, territory, district, province
or country where it is organized, he shall issue a license to such
society to do business in this State until the first day of the suc

ceeding April, and such license shall, upon compliance with the
provisions of this Act, be renewed annually, but in' all cases to
terminate- on the first day of the succeeding April; provided, how
ever, that license shall continue in full force and effect untill the
new license be issued or specifically refused. Any foreign society
desiring admission to this State shall have the qualifications re

quired of domestic societies organized under this Act and have its
assets invested as required by the laws of the State, territory, dis
trict, country or province where it is organized. For each such
license or renewal the society shall pay the Commissioner of In
surance and Banking ten dollars. When the Commissioner of
Insurance and Banking refuses to license any society or revokes its
authority to do business in this State, he shall reduce his ruling,
order or decision to writing and file the same in his office, and shall
furnish a copy thereof, together with a statement of his reasons, to
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the officers of the society, upon request, and the action of the Com
missioner of Insurance and Banking shall be reviewable by proper
proceedings in any court of competent jurisdiction within the
State; provided, however, that nothing contained in this or the
preceding section shall be taken or construed as preventing any
such society from continuing in good faith all contracts made in this
State during the time such society was legally authorized to trans
act business herein. [Act 1899, p. 196, § 3; Act 1909, 1st S. S., p.
363, § 18, repealed; Act 1913, p. 226, ch. 113, § 16.]

See note under art. 665a, ante, and note under art. 4843, Vernon's Sayles' Civ.
St. 1914.

Art. 668g. Power of attorney and service of process.-Every
society, whether domestic or foreign, now. transacting business in
this State shall, within thirty days after the passage of this Act,
any [and] every such society hereafter applying for admission,
shall before being licensed, appoint in writing the Commissioner
of Insurance and Banking, and his successors in office to be its
true and lawful attorney upon whom all legal process in any action
or proceeding against it shall be served, and in such writing shall

agree that any lawful process against it which is served upon such
attorney shill be of the same legal force and validity as if served
upon the society and that the authority shall continue in force so

long as any liability remains outstanding in this State.
Copies of such appointment certified by said Commissioner of

Insurance and Banking shall be deemed sufficient evidence thereof
and shall be admitted in evidence with the same force and effect
as the original thereof might be admitted. Service shall only be
made upon such attorney, must be made in duplicate upon the
Commissioner of Insurance and Banking, or, in his absence,· upon
the person in charge of his office, and shall be deemed sufficient
service upon such society; provided, however, that no such serv

ice shall be valid or binding against any such society when it is
required thereunder to file its answer, ploding [pleading] or de
fense in less than thirty days from the date of mailing the copy of
such service to such society. When legal process against any
such society is served upon said Commissioner of Insurance and
Banking he shall forthwith forward by registered mail, one of the
duplicate copies prepaid and directed to its secretary or correspond
ing officer. Legal process shall not be served upon any such society
except in the manner provided herein. [Act 1899, p. 197, § 4; Act
1909, 1st S. S., p. 364, § 19, repealed; Act 1913, p. 227, ch. 113,
§ 17.]

See note under art. 665a, ante, and notes under art. 4844, Vernon's Sayles' Civ,
St. 1914.

Art. 668h. Place of meeting; location of office.-Any domestic
society may provide that the meetings of its legislative or govern
ing body may be held in any State, district, province or territory
wherein such society has subordinate branches, and all business
transacted at such meetings shall be as valid in all respects as if
such meetings were held in this State; but its principal office shall
be located in this State. [Act 1899, p. 199, § 12; Act 1909, 1st S.
S., p. 364, § 20, repealed; Act 1913, p. 228, ch. 113, § 18.]

See note under art. 665a, ante, and notes under art. 4845, Vernon's Sayles' Civ.
St. 1914.

Art. 668i. Grand lodges regarded as single state organization;
reports.-All grand lodges, by whatever name known, whether in
corporated or not, holding charters from any supreme governing
body, which were conducting business in this State upon the pas
sage of this Act as a fraternal beneficiary association, upon what is
known as the separate jurisdiction plan" shall be treated as single
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State organizations, and all reports required by the provisions of
this Act shall be made and furnished by the officers of such supreme
State governing body and shall embrace and contain the transac

tions, liabilities and assets of such State organization. [Act 1909,
1st S. S., p. 365, § 23, repealed; Act 1913, p. 228, ch. 113, § 20.]

See note under art. 665a, ante, and notes under art. 4847, Vernon's Sayles' Civ.
St. 1914.

.

Art. 668j. Constitution and laws; amendments.-Every society
transacting business under this Act shall file with the Commission
er of Insurance and Banking a duly certified copy of all amend
ments of, or additions to its Constitution and laws within ninety
days after the enactment of the same. Printed copies of the Con
stitution and laws, as amended, changed, or added to, certified by
the secretary or corresponding officer of the society, shall be prima
facie evidence of the legal adoption thereof. [Act 1909, 1st S. S.,
p. 365, § 24, repealed; Act 1913, p. 228, ch. 113, § 22.]

See note under art. 665a, ante, and notes under art. 4849, Vernon's Sayles' Civ.
St. 1914.

Art. 668k. Annual reports.-Every society transacting business
in this State shall annually, on or before the day of March, file with
the Commissioner of Insurance and Banking in such form as he
may require, a statement under oath of its president and secretary
or corresponding officers, of its condition and standing on the
thirty-first day of December next preceding, and of its transactions
for the year ending on that date, and also shall furnish such other
information as the Commissioner of Insurance and Banking may
deem necessary to a proper exhibit of its business and plan of

working. The Commissioner of Insurance and Banking may at

other times require any further statement he may deem necessary
to be made relating to such society.

In addition to the annual report herein required, each society
shall annually report to the Commissioner of Insurance and Bank

ing a valuation of its certificates in force on December 31st last

preceding, excluding those issued within the year for which the
report is filed, in cases where the contribution for the first year in
whole or in part are used for current mortality and expenses; pro
vided, the first report of valuation shall be made as of December
31st, 1913, such report of valuation shall show, as contingent, lia
bilities the present mid-year value of the promised benefits provided
in the constitution and laws of such society, under certificates the
subject to valuation; and, as contingent assets.. the present mid
year value of the future net contributions provided in the Constitu
tion and laws as the same are in practice actually collected. At the
option of any society, in lieu of the above, the valuation may show
the net value of ·the certificates subject to valuation hereinbefore
provided, and said net value, when computed in case of monthly
contributions, may be the mean of the terminal values for the end
of the preceding and of the current insurance years.

Such valuation shall be certified by a competent accountant or

actuary, or, at the request and expense of the society, verified by the
actuary of the Department of Insurance of the home State of the
society, and shall be filed with the Commissioner of Insurance and
Banking within ninety days after the submission of the last preced
ing annal [annual] report. The legal minimum standard of valua
tion for all certificates, except for disability benefits, shall be the
National Fraternal Congress Table of Mortality as adopted by the
National Congress, August 23rd, 1899; or, at the option of the
society, any higher table; or, at its option, it may use a table based
upon the society's own experience of at least twenty years, and
covering not less than one hundred thousand lives with interest
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assumption not more than four per centum per annum. Each such
valuation report shall set forth clearly and fully the mortality and
interest basis and the method of valuation. Any society providing
for disability benefits shall keep the net contributions for such ben
efits in a fund separate and apart from all other benefit and expense
funds and the valuation of all other business of the society; provid
ed, that where a combined contribution table is used by a society
for both death and permanent total disability benefits, the valuation
shall be according to tables of reliable experiences, and in such
cases a separation of the funds shall not be required.

The valuation herein provided for shall not be considered or re

garded as a test of the financial solvency of the society, but each
society shall be held to be legally solvet [solvent] so long as the
founds [funds] in its possession are equal to or in excess of its
matured liabilities.

Beginning with the year, 1914, a report of such valuation and an

explanation of the facts concerning the condition of the society
thereby disclosed, shall be printed and mailed to each beneficiary
member of the society not later than June lst, of each year; or, in
lieu thereof, such report of valuation and showing of the society's
condition as thereby disclosed may be published in the society's
official paper and the issue containing the same mailed to each bene
ficiary member of the society. The laws of such society shall pro
vide that if the stated periodical contributions of the members are

insufficient to pay all matured death and disability claims in full,
and to provide for the creation and maintenance of the funds re

quired by its laws additional, increased or extra rates of contribu
tion shall be collected from the members to meet such deficiency;
and such laws may provide that, upon the written application or

consent of the member, his certificate may be charged with its pro
portion of any' deficiency disclosed by valuation, with interest not

exceeding five per centum per annum. [Act 1899, p. 197, § 5; Act
1909, 1st S. S., p. 365, § 25, repealed; Act 1913, p. 229, ch. 113, § 23.]

See note under art. 665a.

Art. 6681. Provisions to insure future security.�If. the valua
tion of the certificates, as hereinbefore provided, on December 31st,
1917, shall show that the present value of future net contributions,
together with the admitted assets, is less than the present value of
the promised benefits and accrued liabilities, such society shall there
after maintain said financial condition at each succeeding triennial
valuation in respect of the degree of deficiency as shown in the
valuation as of December 31, 1917. If at any succeeding triennial
valuation such society does not show at least the same condition,
the Commissioner of Insurance and Banking shall direct that it
thereafter comply with the requirements herein specified. If the
next succeeding triennial valuation after the receipt of such notice
shall show thatthe society has failed to maintain the condition re

quired herein, the Commissioner of Insurance and Banking may, in
the absence of good cause shown for such failure, institute proceed
ings for the dissolution of such society, in accordance with the pro
visions of Section 24 of this Act [art. 668n] , or 111 the case of a for
eign society, its license may be cancelled in the manner provided in
this Act.

Any such society, shown by any triennial valuation; subsequent
to December 31, 1917, not to have maintained the condition herein
required, shall, within two years thereafter, .make such improve
ment as to show a percentage of deficiency not greater than as of
December 31, 1917, or thereafter, as to all new members admitted,
be subject, so far as stated rates of contributions are concerned, to
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the provisions of Section 12 of this Act [Art. 668b], applicable in
the organization of new societies; provided, that the net mortuary
or beneficiary contributions and funds of such new members shall
be kept separate and apart from the other funds of the society. If
such required improvement is not shown by the succeeding trien
nial valuation, then the said new members may be placed in a sepa
rate class and their certificates valued as an independent society in

respect of contributions and funds. [Act 1913, p. 230, ch. 113, §
23a.]

.

Art. 668m. Same; valuation of certificates; transfers; tabular
basis; accumulation basis; filing table showing credits; proviso.
In lieu of the requirements of Section 23 [Art. 668k] ana 23a, [Art.
668l] any society accepting in its laws the provisions of this Sec
tion, may value its certificates on a basis herein designated, "ac
cumulation basis," by crediting each member with the net amount
contributed for each year and with interest at approximately the
next rate earned and by charging him with his share of the losses
for each year, herein designated "cost of insurance," and carrying
the balance, if any, to his credit. The charge for the cost of insur
ance may be according to the actual experience of the society ap
plied to a table of mortality recognized by the law of this State, and
shall take into consideration the amount at risk during each year,
which shall be the amount payable at death less the credit to the
member, except as specifically provided in its articles of laws or

contracts no charge shall be carried forward from the first valua
tion hereunder against any member for any past share of losses
exceeding the contributions and credit. If, after the first valuation,
any member's share of losses for any· year exceeds his credit, in
cluding the contribution for the year, the contribution shall be in
creased to cover his share of the losses. Any such excess share of
losses chargeable to any member may be paid out of a fund or con

tribution especially created or required for such purpose.
Any member may transfer to any plan adopted by the society

with net rates on which tabular reserves are maintained and on

such transfer shall be entitled to make such application of his credit
as provided in the laws of the society.

Certificates issued, rerated or readjusted on a basis provided for
adequate rates with adequate reserves to mature such certificates
upon assumption for mortality and interest recognized by the law
of this State shall be valued on such basis, herein designated the
"Tabular Basis"; provided, that if on the first valuation under this
Section a deficiency in reserve shall be shown for any such certifi
cate, the same shall be valued on the accumulation basis.

Whenever in any society having members upon the tabular basis
and upon the accumulation basis, the .total of all costs of insurance
provided for any year shall be insufficient to meet the actual death
and disability losses for the year, the deficiency shall be met for the
year from the available funds after setting aside all credits in the
reserve or from increased contributions or by an increase in the
number of assessmerits applied to the society, as a whole or to
classes of members as may be specified in its laws, savings from a

lower amount of death losses may be returned in like manner as

may be specified in its laws. If the raws of the society so provide,
the assets representing the reserves of any separate class of mem

bers may be carried separately for such class as if in an independ
ent society, and the required reserve accumulation of such class, so

set apart shall not thereafter be mingled with the assets of other
classes of the society.
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A table showing the credits to individual members for each age
and year of entry and showing opposite each credit the tabular re

serve required on the whole life or other plan of insurance specified
in the contract, according to assumptions for mortality and interest
recognized by the law of this State and adopted by the society,
shall be filed by the society with each annual report and also be
furnished to each member before July 1st of each year.

In lieu of the aforesaid statement there mav be furnished to each
member within the same time a statement giving the credit for such
member and giving the tabular reserve and level rate required for a

transfer carrying out the plan of insurance specified in the contract.
No table or 'Statement need be made or furnished where the reserves

are maintained on the tabular basis. For this purpose individual
bookkeeping accounts for each member shall not be required and
all calculations may be made by actuarial methods.

Nothing herein contained shall prevent the maintenance of such

surplus over and above the credits on the accumulation basis, and
the reserves on the tabular basis pursuant to its laws; nor be con

strued as giving to the individual member any right or claim to any
such reserve or credit other than in manner as expressed in the con

tract and its laws; nor as making any such reserve or credits a lia

bility in determining the legal solvency of the society. [Id., § 23b.]
Art. 668n. Examination of domestic societies.-The Commis

sioner of Insurance and Banking, or any person he may appoint,
shall have the power of visitation and examination into the affairs
of any domestic society. He may employ assistants for the pur
pose of such examination, and he, or any person he may appoint,
shall have, free access to all the books, papers and documents that
relate to the business of the society, and may summon and qualify
as witnesses under oath and examine its officers, agents and em

ployes or other person in relation to the affairs, transactions and
conditions of the society.

The expense of such examination' shall be paid by the society
examined, upon statement furnished by the Commissioner of In
surance and Banking and the examination shall be made at least
once in three years. [Act 1909, 1st S. S., p. 366, § 26, repealed;
Act 1913, p. 232, ch. 113, § 24.]

See note under art. 665a.

Art. 6680. ,Examination of foreign societies.-The Commis
sioner of Insurance and Banking, or any person whom he may
appoint, may examine any foreign society transacting or ap
plying for admission to transact business in this State. The said
Commissioner of Insurance and Banking may employ assistants,
and he, or any person he may appoint, shall have free access to
all the books, papers and documents that relate to the business of
the society, and may summon and qualify as witnesses under
oath and examine its officers, agents and employes and other per
sons in relation to the affairs, transactions and conditions of the
society. He may, in his discretion, accept in lieu of such examina
tion of the Insurance Department of the State, territory, district,
province or country where such society' is organized. The actual
expense of examiners making any such examination shall -be
paid by the .scciety, upon statements furnished by the Commis
sioner of Insurance and Banking. If any such society or its of
ficers refuse to submit such examination or to comply with the
provisions of the Section relative thereto, the authority of such
society to write new business in this State shall be suspended, or

license refused. until satisfactory evidence is furnished the Com
missioner of Insurance and Banking relating to the condition and
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affairs of the society, and during such suspension the society shall
not write any new business in this State. [Act 1909, 1st S. S., p.
367, § 28, repealed; Act 1913, p. 233, ch. 113, § 26.]

See note under art. 665a.

Art. 668p. Certain societies excluded; accident societies.

Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed to affect or ap
ply to grand or subordinate lodges of Masons, Odd Fellows or

Knights of Pythias (exclusive of the insurance department of the

supreme lodge Knights of Pythias) and the Junior Order of
the United American Mechanics (exclusive of the beneficiary de

gree or insurance branch of the National Council Junior Order
United States American Mechanics) or societies which limit their
membership to anyone hazardous occupation nor to similar so

cieties which do not issue insurance certificates nor to an associa
tion of local lodges of a society now doing business in this State
which provides death benefits not exceeding five hundred dollars
to anyone person or disability benefits not exceeding three hun
dred dollars in anyone year to pay one person or both, nor to any
contracts of reinsurance business on such plan in this State nor

to domestic societies which limit their membership to the em

ployes' of a particular city or town, designated firm, business
house or corporation, nor to domestic lodges, orders or associa
tions of a purely religious, charitable and benevolent description
which do not provide for a death benefit of more than one hun
dred dollars or for disability benefits of more than one hundred
and fifty dollars to any person in one year.

The Commissioner of Insurance and Banking may require from
any society such information as will enable him to determine
whether such society is exempt from the provisions of this Act.

Any fraternal benefit society heretofore organized and incor
porated and operating within the definition set forth in Sections
1, 2 and 3 of this Act [arts. 665, 665a, 665b], providing for the
benefits in case of death or disability resulting solely from ac

cidents, but which does not obligate itself to pay death or sick
benefits, may be licensed under the provisions of this Act and
shall have all the privileges and shall be subject to all the pro
visions and regulations of ·this Act, except that the provisions
of this Act requiring medical examinations, valuations of benefit
certificates and that the certificates shall specify the amount of
benefits, shall not apply to such society. [Act 1909, 1 st S. S., p.
368, § 30, repealed; Act 1913, p. 233, ch. 113, § 29.]

Art. 668q. Labor organizations excluded.-The provisions of
this Act shall not apply to nor include the Brotherhood of Lo
comotive Firemen, Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Broth
erhood of Railroad Trainmen, Order of Railway Conductors, Or
der of Railway Telegraphers, Switchmen's Union of North Amer
ica, and Railway Mail Association. [Act 1899, p. 200, § 16; Act
1903, p. 179; Act 1905, p. 206, ch. 106, § 1.] .

Explanatory.-The above provision (art. 668q) was omitted from the revised
Penal Code. The legislature, by Act 1909, p, 370, § 37, apparently attempted to
repeal it, but desIgnated it as "chapter 108." The later act (Act 1913, p. 236, §
33) in turn repeals the act of 1909, and thus repeals the repealing clause, Inas
much as the exclusion of labor unions from the act is not obviously .tnconsistent
with the new act, the act of 1905 is included in this compilation in view of the de
cision in Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 156 S. W. 626.

Art. 669. Provisions not to apply to local mutual aid associa
tions; annual statement by such associations, etc.-The provi
sions of this Act shall not apply to incorporated or unincorporated
mutual relief or benefit or burial associations operating upon the
assessment plan, whose business is confined to not more than one

county in the State, or to a territory in two or more adjacent coun-
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ties included within a radius of not more than twenty-five miles
surrounding the city or town in which its principal office is to be
located, which is designated in its charter, which are hereby de
nominated local mutual aid associations; providing that such as

sociations are in no manner directly or indirectly connected, fed
erated or associated with any such association, and do not directly
or indirectly contribute to the expense or support of any other
such association or to the officers, promoters or managers thereof.
And, provided, that no person or officer shall receive from said
association any payment on account of organization or other ex

penses or salaries not a bona fide resident of such county, in which
such association is domiciled. The association above mentioned
shall annually on or before March 1st, file a statement with the
Commissioner of Insurance and Banking, which shall be signed
and sworn to by the president, secretary and treasurer or the offi
cers holding positions corresponding thereto. Such statement
shall show whether the association has during the preceding year
done any business outside of the county in which it is domiciled,
and shall state whether or not said association is associated, fed
erated or directly or indirectly connected with any other, and shall
show what, if anything, has been contributed during the preceding
year by said association, or the members to any person or officer
or director thereof for salaries, commissions or promotion ex

penses and the name and residence of the party or parties receiv
ing the same. Should any person in such affidavit herein provided
for make any false statement he shall be deemed guilty of false
swearing, and punished as provided by law. The Commissioner
at Insurance and Banking may, at his option, and it shall be his
duty, if not satisfied with said statement, to demand other and
additional statements, and examine the books, papers and records
of said association, either himself or by some other suitable per
son, authorized by him. Should it appear to the Commissioner of
Insurance and Banking that any such local mutual aid association
is not carrying on business as set forth in this Section,' and is not
entitled to the exemption therein set forth, such association shall
be subject to and comply with all provisions of this Act as a fra
ternal beneficiary association. Every such local association claim
ing to be entitled to the benefit of the exemption created by this
Section shall plainly state upon its certificates, applications and
all advertising matter, in a conspicious manner, that said associa
tion is a local mutual aid association, or same shall be deemed
subject to all provisions of this Act. [Act 1909, p. 369, § 34, re

pealed; Act 1913, p. 234, ch. 113,' § 31, superseding arts. 669, 672
revised Pen. Code.]

Art. '670. Penalties.-Any person, officer, member or examin
ing physician of any society authorized to do business under this
Act who shall knowingly or willfully make any false or fraudulent
statement or representation in or with reference to any applica
tion for membership, or for the purpose of obtaining money from
or benefit in any society transacting business under this Act, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be
punished by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars, nor more

than five hundred dollars, or imprisonment in the county jail for
not less than thirty days, nor more than one year, or both in the
discretion of the court; any person who shall wilfully make a, false
statement of any material fact or thing in a sworn statement as to
the death or disability of a certificate holder in any such society
for the purpose of procuring payment of a benefit named in the
certificate of such holder, and any person who shall wilfully make
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any false statement in any verified report or delaration [declara
tion] under oath required or authorized by this Act, shall be guilty
of perjury, and shall be proceeded against and punished as pro
vided by the statutes of this State in relation to the crime of
perjury.

Any person who shall solicit membership for, or in any manner

assist in procuring membership in any fraternal benefit society
not licensed to do business in this State, or who shall solicit mem

bership for, or in any manner assist in procuring membership in
such society not authorized as herein provided to do business as

herein defined in this State, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less
than 'fifty nor more than two hundred dollars.

Any person who solicits for or organizes lodges of such asso

ciation as are described in the first section of this Act [Art. 665]
without first obtaining from the Commissioner of Insurance and
Banking a certificate of authority showing that the association
has complied with the provisions of this Act, and is entitled to
do business in this State, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine of not less than
one hundred dollars, nor more than two hundred and fifty dollars,
or by imprisonment in the county jail for not less than three nor

more than six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment;
provided, the provisions of this Section shall not be so construed
as to prohibit any member or members of a local or subordinate
lodge from soliciting any person or persons to become a member
of any local or subordinate lodge already in existence; and pro
viding, further, the prov.isions of this Section shall not apply to

any member or members of any local or subordinate lodge who
participate in, supervise or directs or conducts the organization
or establishment of any local or subordinate lodge within the lim
its of the county of his or their residence or lodge district. l\ 11
certificates of authority for agents or solicitors shall be issued by
the Commissioner upon application made therefor by any of the
general officers of the association, or by any agent whom the prop
erly authorized governing body of the association has, by reso

lution, filed with the Commissioner of Insurance and Banking,
duly empowered to make such application, and all such certificates
shall be revoked by the Commissioner upon the request of the as

sociation and may be revoked for cause upon like ground and in
like manner as the as the certificates of authority of agents for life
insurance companies under the laws of this State. All such certifi
cates shall be renewed annually and shall expire on the first day
of April of each year, and a fee of $1.00 shall be paid for the use of
the State for the issuance of said such certificate.

Any society or any officer, agent or employe thereof neglecting
or refusing to comply with or violating any of the provisions of
this Act, the penalty for which neglect, refusal or violation is not

specified in this Section, shall be fined not exceeding two hundred
dollars upon conviction thereof. [Act 1899, p. 198, § 8; Act 1909,
p. 369, § 33; Act 1913, p. 235, ch. 113, § 32, superseding arts. 670,
671 revised Pen. Code.]

Arts. 671, 672. [Superseded. See arts. 669, 670.]

Accrnaxr INSURANCE COMPANIES
Art. 673.. Providing for organization of.-That any number of

persons, not less than five, may organize a corporation for the pur
pose of transacting the business of accident insurance, upon the co

operate or mutual assessment plan, without capital stock, by com-
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plying with the provisions of this law; provided, that all such per�
sons shall be bona fide citizens and residents of the state of Texas.
[Act 1903, p. 174.]

Art. 674. Obtaining and filing charter.-When said charter has
been filed with the commissioner, with the approval of the attorney
general, accompanied by a filing fee of twenty dollars, the commis
sioner shall record the said charter and certificate of the attorney
general in a book kept for that purpose, and shall, upon the receipt
of fee for certified copy of charter, of one dollar, furnish a certified

copy of such charter and certificate of the attorney general to the

corporators, and shall return to said corporators all such applica
tions for membership, also a certificate that such charter has been
filed and recorded in his office, and that said company is duly in

corporated under the laws of the state of Texas, and authorized to

transact the business set forth in its charter, stating same; upon
the filing and recording of which charter, said association shall be
come a body politic and corporate, with the right to transact its said
business in this state and elsewhere, according to the provisions of
this law, 'to hold property and to alienate same, to contract, sue and
be sued under its corporate name, and by that name shall have suc

cession, and may by its board of directors make by-laws not incon
sistent with law, and shall carry on its business subject to the pro
visions of this law. [Id., p. 174.]

Art. 675. "Mutual assessment accident insurance" defined.
Any corporation which issues 'any certificate, policy or other evi
dence of interest to its members, 'whereby upon his death or total
disability, any money is to be paid by such corporation to such
member, or beneficiary designated by him, which money is derived
from voluntary contributions or from admission fees, dues and as

sessments, or any of them, collected or to be collected from the
members thereof, and interest and accretions upon, and wherein the
paying of such money is conditioned upon the same being realized
in the manner aforesaid, and wherein the money so realized is ap
plied to the uses and purposes of said corporation, and the expense
of the management and prosecution of its business, and which has
no subordinate lodges or similar bodies, shall be deemed to be en

gaged in the business of mutual assessment accident insurance as

contemplated by this law, and shall be subject only to the provi
sions of this law. [Id., p. 175.]

Art. 676. Not to issue stock or declare dividend.-Such corpora
tions shall issue no certificate of stock, shall declare no dividends,
shall pay no profits; and the salaries of all officers shall be desig
nated in its by-laws, and such by-laws shall provide for annual
members' meetings, in which each member shall be entitled to vote,
only in person, to the amount of insurance held. [Id., p. 175.]

Art. 677. Before adoption or amendment of by-laws must give
notice to all members.-Every such corporation must, before the
adoption of any by-laws or amendments thereto, cause the same to
be mailed to all the members and directors of such association, to

gether with the notice of the time and place when the same will
be considered, and same shall be so mailed at least ten days before
the time for such meeting; provided, that the provisions of this
article shall not apply to by-laws adopted within sixty days after
the incorporation of such company. [Id., p. 175.]

Art. 678. Certificate of membership, etc., what it shall contain.
-Each certificate of membership, policy or other contract of in
surance, issued by such company, shall bear on its face, in red let
ters, the following words: "The payment of the benefit herein pro-
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vided for is conditioned upon its being collected by this company
from assessments and other sources, as provided in its by-laws."
Provided, that nothing in this law shall be construed to prevent the
creation of a reserve fund by any such corporation, which funds or

accretions, or both, are to be used only- for the payment of assess

ments or death losses, or benefits in case of physical disability, as

provided in the by-laws of said corporation; provided, that at least

.sixty per cent of all amounts realized from assessments and other
wise shall be used for the payment only of losses as they occur.

[Id., p. 176, ch. 111, § 9.]
Explanatory.-The above provision, at the time it was carried into the re

vised Penal Code, had been amended by Acts 1905, ch. 125, § 1. The amendatory
provision reads as follows:

Certificate of membership; reserve funds.-Each certificate of
membership, policy or other contract of insurance issued by such

company shall bear on its face in red letters the following words:
"The payment of the benefit herein provided for is conditioned up
-on its being collected by this company from.assessments and other
sources, as provided in its by-laws;" provided, that nothing in this
act shall be construed to prevent the creation of a reserve fund by
.any such organization, which fund, or its accretions, or both, are

to be used only for the payment of assessments or death losses, or

benefits in case of physical disability, as provided in the by-laws of
such corporation; provided, further, that at least sixty per cent of
all amounts realized from assessments shall be used only for the
payment of losses as they occur, or the balance thereof remaining
after paying such losses transferred to such reserve fund; provided,
further, that no part of such reserve fund shall be invested, except
by order of the board of directors, in property or securities approv
-ed by such board. [Act 1905, p. 311, ch. 125, § 1.]

Art. 679. Notice of assessment shall state what.-Each notice
-of assessments made by such corporation upon its members, or any
of them, shall truly state the cause and purpose of such assessment,
amount paid on the last claim paid, the cause of disability or death,
the name of the member for whose death or disability such payment
was made, the maximum face value of the certificate or policy, and,
in case of disability, the maximum amount provided for in such
policy or certificate for such disability, and if not paid in full, the
reason therefor. [Act 1903, p. 177, § 10.]

Art. 680. Officers or employes violating this law, penalty.-Any
-officer or other employe of the mutual insurance company, who
shall use or appropriate, or knowingly permit to be .used or appro
priated by another, any money belonging to such mutual insurance
,company, in any manner other than is herein provided, shall be
deemed guilty of a felony, and, upon 'conviction, shall be punished
by imprisonment in the state penitentiary for any length of time for
not less than two nor more than ten years. [Id., p. 177, § 14.]

MUTuAL FIRE, LIGHTNING, HAIL, AND STORM INSURANCE
COMPANIES

Art. 681. Fees; taxes.-Every mutual company operating under
this Act shall pay to the commissioner of insurance and banking of
the state of Texas, for obtaining a charter, a fee of twenty dollars,
'and for each license granted, or renewal thereof, a fee of one dollar,
and for filing each annual statement a fee of ten dollars annually
on the 31st day of each December, and when the insurance com
missioner has certified to the treasurer of the state of Texas, the
correct amount to be paid, every mutual company operating under
this Act shall pay to the treasurer of the state of Texas one-half of
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one per cent of all of the net premiums, or assessments, received by
it during the year, and no other tax shall be required of such mutual

company, or companies, their officers and agents, except such fees
as shall be paid to the commissioner of insurance as required by
law. [Act 1899, p. 200, § 15; Act 1903, p. 166, § 10; Ad 1913, p.
58, sec. 18, superseding art. 681, revised Pen. Code.]

Explanatory.-Act 1913, ch. 29, § 20, repeals ch, 10, title 71, of Rev. St. 1911.
Ch. 10, title 71, Rev. St. 1911 and arts. 681-683 revised Pen. Code were made up

from Act 1903, 1). 166, and, hence, the repeal of latter act superseded arts. 681-683
of the revised Pen. Code.

Art. 681a. Annual statement of company.-Every mutual insur
ance company [Arts. 4905--4907p, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914]
transacting business in the state shall, before the month of March
in each year, file in the office of the commissioner of insurance a

statement showing the exact condition of affairs of the company
upon the 31st day of December preceding, such statement being in
conformity with such forms as the insurance commissioner may
furnish. [Act 1903, p. �66; Act 1913, p. 54, sec. 5.]

Art. 681b. By-laws; premiums or assessments; surplus fund,
etc.-The by-laws of such companies shall specifically provide for
the rules and regulations of the government, providing for the col
lection of adequate premiums or assessments, either all in cash or

part cash and part by note, such premiums being based upon the

greater or less risk attached to the property insured, and they shall
state clearly and plainly the extent of each member's liability to

other members, shall provide for the accumulation of a surplus fund
to which shall be added not less than 10 per cent of the annual
saving, being made by the company, shall require [provide] for the
bonding of the company's officers and shall name such other provi
sions and safeguards as may be deemed proper and not contrary to
the laws of the state, and a notice in heavy type shall be printed on

all policies calling to the attention of the insured that the' by-laws
are a part of his contract with the company. [Act 1903, p. 166;
Act 1913, p. 54, sec. 8.]

Art. 681c. Funds, how invested.-Funds of mutual companies
may be invested in United States bonds, Texas state bonds, county
or city bonds of the state of Texas, provided that such bonds are

issued by authority of law and that interest upon them has never

been defaulted, or in first mortgages on improved real estate with
in the state where the first mortgage does not exceed 50 per cent of
the value of the land and improvements thereon. [Act 1903, p. 166;
Act 1913, p. 54; sec. 9.]

Art. 681d. Limitation of expenses.-The expenses of all compa
nies incorporated under this Act must not exceed an amount equal
to 35 per cent of the annual premiums, and a statement must be
made annually to the commissioner of insurance and banking by
the president or secretary of the company that they are being so

limited. [Act 1903, p. 166; Act 1913, p. 54, sec. 10.]
Art.. 682. Solvency and profit, how determined; reserve.-In

determining the solvency of any mutual company organized for any
purpose mentioned in this Act, and in determining the profit or sav

ing to be distributed among members, 40 per cent of the actual cash
premiums paid on policies in force for one year and a pro rata of all
premiums received on risks that have more than one year to run

shall be deemed to be a sufficient reserve under the said policies and
no dividends to members shall be paid out of this reserve. [Act
1903, p. 166; Act 1913, p. 54, sec. 11, superseding Art. 682 revised
Pen. Code.J
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Art. 682a. When assets insufficient; notice to comrrnssroner

and examination.-If any time the admitted assets of any mutual
company, operating under this Act shall come to be less than the
largest single risk for which the company is liable, then the presi
dent and the secretary of the company shall at once notify the Com
missioner of Insurance and Banking, and he may make an exami
nation into the company's affairs if be deems it best. [Act 1913, p.
57, ch. 29, § 12.]

Art. 683. Failure to report condition; false statements; mis

appropriation of funds.-Failure to report the company's condition
as required in Section 12 of this Act [Art. 682a], shall be considered
a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of not less than one hundred
dollars, nor more than five hundred dollars for such offense.

The intentional SUbmitting of a false statement, or the intentional
misappropriation of the funds of mutual companies, shall be con

sidered a felony, punishable by confinement in the penitentiary for
a term of years not less than five, nor more than ten years for such
offense. [Act 1903, p. 166; Act 1913, p. 57, ch. 29, § 14, superseding
art. 683 revised Pen. Code.]

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES

Art. 684. Shall invest funds how, penalty for violation.-Co
operative life insurance companies shall invest their funds only in
bonds of the state of Texas, or of some county, city, town, school
district, or other subdivision organized, or which may hereafter be
organized and authorized, or which may hereafter be authorized, to
issue bonds under the constitution and laws of this state, or in
mortgages upon improved, unincumbered real estate, the title to

which is valid, ·situate within the state of Texas, worth double the
amount of the loan thereon, exclusive or buildings, unless such
buildings are insured in some fire insurance company authorized to
transact business under the _laws, of this state, and the policy or

policies transferred to the company, or in not more than one office
building located in some city or town of this state in which the
home office of such company is located, the actual value of which is
not less than the amount invested therein. All moneys of any such
company, coming into the hands of any officer thereof or subject
to his control, when not invested as prescribed in this article, shall
be deposited in the· name of such company in some bank or banks
in this state, which are subject to either state or national regula
tion and supervision, and which have been approved by the com

missioner of insurance and banking as depositories therefor. No
co-operative life insurance company shall purchase or hold real es

tate, except the building in which it has its home office and the land
upon which it stands, or such as it shall acquire .in good faith
through foreclosure sale or otherwise in satisfaction of debts con

tracted or loans made in the course of its dealings. Any officer or

director of any such company, who shall knowingly and wilfully
violate or assent to the violation of the provisions of this article,
shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction thereof,
shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for a term
of not less than one nor more than five years. [Act 1909, p. 287.]

Art. 685. Commissioner annually to' make valuation of all poli
cies; net premiums to pay death losses; penalty for officers divert
ing .

funds.-The commissioner of insurance and banking shall an
. nually make valuations of all outstanding policies of co-operative
life insurance companies as of December 31 of each year in accord
ance with the one year preliminary term method based upon the
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American Experience Table of Mortality and three and one-half per
cent interest per annum.

The net premiums upon all policies issued by any such company
shall be computed in accordance with the provisions of this article,
and no portion of such net premium collected upon any policy, and
no portion of the gross premium collected upon any policy, except
the expense loading, shall ever be used or applied for the payment
of any expenses of the company of any kind or character, or for

any other purpose than the payment of death losses, surrender
values, or lawful dividends to policy holders, loans to policy hold
ers, or for the purposes of such investments of the company as are

prescribed in this law. Any officer, director or employe of any co

operative life insurance company, who shall knowingly and wilfully
violate the provisions of this article, shall be deemed guilty of a

felony, and, upon conviction, shall be punished by imprisonment in
the penitentiary for a term of not less than one nor more than five

years. [Id., p. 287.]
Art. 686. Detailed medical examination of persons before enter

ing into contract of insurance, penalty.-N0 co-operative life insur
ance company shall enter into any contract of insurance upon the
life of any person without having previously made, or caused to be
made, a detailed medical examination, prescribed by its medical di
rector and approved by its board of directors, of the insured, by a

duly qualified and licensed medical practitioner, and without his
certificate that the insured was in sound health at the date of exami
nation. Any officer or agent or employe of such company violating
the provisions' of this article, or effecting, or attempting to effect, a

contract of insurance contrary to the provisions hereof, shall be'
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be punished by a fine of
not less than one hundred nor more than five hundred dollars, or

by imprisonment in the county jail for not less than six months, or

by both such fine and imprisonment. [Id., p. 289.]
Art. 687. Director or officer not to receive anything or be pe-·

cuniarily interested in, when.-N0 director or officer of any insur
ance company, transacting business in this state, or organized un

der the laws of this state, shall receive any money or valuable thing
for negotiating, procuring, recommending or aiding in any pur
chase or sale by such company of any property or any loan from
such company, nor be pecuniarily interested, either as principal, co

principal, agent or beneficiary, in any such purchase, sale or loan ;
provided, that nothing contained in this article shall prevent a life
insurance corporation from making a loan upon a policy held there
in, by the borrower, not in excess of the reserve value thereof.
Any person violating any provisions of this article shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished
by a fine of not less than three hundred dollars nor more than one·

thousand dollars. [Id., p. 197.]
,

Art. 688. 'Insurance companies not to discriminate.-N0 insur
ance company doing business in this state shall make or permit any
distinction or discrimination in favor of individuals between in
surants (the insured), of the same class and of equal expectation
of life, in the amount of, or payment of, premiums or rates charged.
for policies of life or endowment insurance, or in the dividends or

other benefits payable thereon; nor shall any such company or

agent thereof make any contract of insurance or agreement as to,
such contract other than as expressed in the policy issued thereon,
nor shall any such company or any officer, agent, solicitor or rep
resentative thereof, pay, allow, or give, or offer to pay, allow, or

give, directly or indirectly, as an inducement to insurance, any re-
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bate of premium payable on the policy, or any special favor or ad
vantage in the dividends or other benefits to accrue thereon or

any paid employment or contract for service of any kind, or any
valuable consideration or inducement whatever, not specified in
the policy contract of insurance; or give, sell or purchase, or offer
to give, sell or purchase, as an inducement to insurance or in con

nection therewith, any stocks, bonds or other securities of any in
surance company or other corporation, association or partnership,
or any dividends or profits to accrue thereon, or any thing of
value whatsoever not specified in the policy, or issue any policy
containing any special or board contract or similar provision, by
the terms of which said policy will share or participate in any
special fund derived from a tax or a charge against any portion of
the' premium on any other policy. Any company or agent violat
ing the provisions of this article shall be deemed guilty of a mis

demeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine
of not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred
dollars, and the said company shall, as an additional penalty, for
feit its certificate of authority to do business in this state; and the
said agent shall, as an additional penalty, forfeit his license to do
business in this state for one year; provided, the company shall not
be held liable under this article for any act of its agent, unless such
act was authorized by its president, one of its vice presidents, its
secretary or an assistant secretary, or by its board of directors.
[Id., p. 198.]

Art. 689. Person soliciting insurance without certificate of. au

thority, penalty.-Any person who, for direct or indirect compensa
tion, solicits insurance, in behalf of any company, or transmits for
a person other than himself, an application for a policy of insur
ance to or from' such company, or assumes to act in negotiation of
insurance without a certificate of authority to act as agent or so

licitor for such company, or after such certificate of authority shall
have been canceled or revoked, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction, shall be punished by a fine of not less than
one hundred dollars. [Id., p. 208.]

Certificate of authority of company to do business in state, see art. 642.
Who are agents, see art. 644.

Indictment or Informatlon.-An information, failing to allege that the solicitor
was to recetve compensation, either directly or indirectly, charges no offense. And
a conviction under such information cannot be sustained, though no motion was
made to quash it before trial, as the defect was of substance, and not of form, and
might be raised at any time. Jasper v. State (Cr. App.) 164 s. W. 851.

See, also, notes to art. 642, ante.

Art. 690. Agent procuring by fraudulent representation.-Any
such agent or solicitor who knowingly procures, by fraudulent rep
resentations, payment of an obligation for the payment of a pre
mium of insurance shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
upon conviction, shall be punished by a fine of not less than one
hundred dollars, nor more than one thousand dollars. [Id., p.
'.208.]

Art. 691. Agent embezzling or misappropriating money, etc.

Any insurance agent or solicitor who collects premiums for an in
surance company lawfully doing business in this state and who em

bezzles or fraudulently converts or appropriates to his own use,
or with intent to embezzle, takes, secretes or otherwise disposes
of or fraudulently withholds, appropriates, lends, invests or other
wise uses or applies, any money or substitutes for money received
by him as such agent or broker, contrary to the instructions or

without the consent of the company, for or on account of which
the same was received by him, shall be deemed guilty of theft of
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property of the value of the amount involved in either case and
shall be punished accordingly. [Id., p. 208.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 690'.

Art. 692. Agent or examining physician making false state

ment, penalty.-Any solicitor, agent, or examining physician who
shall knowingly or wilfully make any false or fraudulent statement
or representation, in or with reference to any application for in
surance, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon con

viction, shall be punished by a fine of not less than one hundred
dollars, nor more than five hundred dollars. [Id., p. 208.]

Art. 693. Officers of foreign insurance company filing false
statement, penalty.-Any officer of any insurance company not

organized under the laws of this state, who shall file with the com

missioner of insurance and banking any statement, report or other
paper required or provided for by law to be so filed, which shall
contain any material statement or fact known to be false by the
person filing the same, or any person who shall execute or cause

to be executed any such false statement, report or other paper to
be so filed, shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction,
shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for a term
of not less than one year. [Id., p. 211.]

I;rmEMNITY CONTRACTS
I

Art. 693a. Right to exchange reciprocal indemnity contracts.-
That individuals, partnerships and corporations of this State hereby
designated subscribers are hereby authorized to exchange recip
rocal or inter-insurance contracts with each other, or with individ
uals, partnerships and corporations of other States and countries,
providing indemnity among themselves from any loss which may
be insured against under other provisions of the laws, excepting
life insurance. [Act 1915, p. 269, ch. 156, § 1, repealing Act 1913,
ch. 109, § 1.]

Explanatory.-Act 1915, ch, 156, § 13, repeals lCh. 109, General Laws of the 33rd
Legislature, and all other laws in conflict.

Art. 693b. Execution by attorney in fact; office.-That such
contracts may be executed by a duly appointed attorney in fact
duly authorized and acting for such subscribers. The office or

offices of such attorney may be maintained at such place of places
as may be designated by the subscribers in the power of attorney.
[Act 1915, p. 269, ch. 156, § 2.]

.

Art. 693c. Attorney shall file declaration with Insurance Com
missioner; contents.-That such subscribers, so contracting among
themselves, shall, through their attorney, file with the Insurance
Commissioner of this State a declaration verified by the oath of
such attorney setting forth:

(a) The name or the title of the office at which such subscribers
propose to exchange such indemnity contracts. Said name or title
shall not be so similar to any other name or title previously adopted
by a similar organization, or by any insurance corporation or as

sociation, as in the opinion of the Insurance Commissioner is calcu
lated to result in confusion or deception. The office or offices
through which such indemnity contracts shall be exchanged shall
be classified as reciprocal or inter-insurance exchanges.

(b) The kind or kinds of insurance to be effected or exchanged.
(c) A copy of the form of policy, contract or agreement under

or by which such insurance is to be effected or exchanged.
(d) A copy of the form of power of attorney or authority of

such attorney under which such insurance is to be effected or ex

changed.
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(e) The location of the office or offices from which such con

tracts or agreements are to be issued.

(f) That applications have been made for indemnity upon at'

least seventy-five separate risks, aggregating not less than one

half million dollars as represented by executed contracts or bona

fide applications to become concurrently effective, or in case of

liability or compensation insurance, covering a total pay roll of not

less than two thousand employes.
(g) That there is on deposit with some State or National bank as

a depository for the payment of losses not less than the sum of

ten thousand dollars. [Act 1915, p. 269, ch. 156, § 3, repealing Act

1913, ch. 109, § 2.]
Art. 693d. Service of process on Insurance Commissioner.

That concurrently with the filing of the declaration provided for

by the terms of Section 3 [Art. 693c] hereof, the attorney shall file

with the Insurance Commissioner an instrument in writing, ex

ecuted by him for said subscribers, conditioned that, upon the issu

ance of certificates of authority provided for in Section 10 [Art.

693j] hereof, service of process may be had upon the Insurance

Commissioner in all suits in this State arising out of such policies,
contracts or agreements, which service shall be valid and binding

upon all subscribers exchanging at any time reciprocal or inter-in

surance contracts through such attorney. Three copies of such pro

cess shall be served, and the Insurance Commissioner shall file one

copy, forward one copy to said attorney, and return one copy with

his admission of service. [Act 1915, p. 270, ch. 156, § 4.]

Art. 693e. Statements as to maximum amount of indemnity and

commercial rating of subscribers.-That there shall be filed with

the Insurance Commissioner of this State by such attorney a

statement under the oath of such attorney showing the maximum

amount of indemnity upon any single risk, and such attorney shall,

whenever and as often as the same shall be required, file with the

Insurance Commissioner a statement verified by his oath to the

effect that he has examined the commercial rating of such subscrib

ers as shown by the reference book of a commercial agency having

at least one hundred thousand subscribers, and that from such ex

amination or from other information in his possession it appears

that no subscriber has assumed on any single risk an amount great

er than 10 per cent of the net worth of such subscriber. [Id., § S.]

Art. 693f. Reserve; computation and amount.-That there shall

at all times be maintained as a reserve a sum in cash or convertible

securities equal to 50 per cent of the aggregate net annual deposits
collected and credited to the accounts of the subscribers on policies

having one year or less to run and pro rata on those for longer

periods. For the purpose of said reserve, net annual deposits shall

be construed to mean the advance payments of subscribers after

deducting therefrom the amounts specifically provided in the sub

scribers' agreements for expenses and reinsurance. Said sum shall

at no time be less than ten thousand dollars, and if at any time 50

per cent of the aggregate deposits so collected and credited shall

not equal that amount, then the subscribers, or their attorney for

them, shall make up any deficiency. [Id., § 6.]

Art.,693g. Annual report; proviso; examination.-That such

attorney shall make an annual report to the Insurance Commis

sioner for each calendar year, which report shall be made on or

before March the first for the previous calendar year ending De

cember 31, showing that the financial condition of affairs at the

office where such contracts are issued is in accordance with the
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standard of solvency provided for herein, and shall furnish such
additional information and reports as may be required to show
the total premiums or deposits collected, the total losses paid, the
total amounts returned to s-ubscribers, and the amounts retained for

expenses; provided, however, that such attorney shall not be re

quired to furnish the names and addresses of any subscribers. The
business affairs and assets of said reciprocal or inter-insurance ex

changes, as shown at the office of the attorney thereof, shall be

subject to examination by the Insurance Commissioner. [Act 1915,
p. 271, ch. 156, § 7, repealing Act 1913, ch. 109, § 3.]

Art. 693h. Power to exchange insurance contracts.-That any
corporation now or hereafter organized under the laws of this
State shall, in addition to the rights, powers and franchises speci
fied in its articles of incorporation, have full power and authority
to exchange insurance contracts of the kind and character here
in mentioned. The right to exchange such contracts is hereby
declared to be incidental to the purposes for which such corpora
tions are organized and as much granted as the rights and powers
expressly conferred. [Act 1915, p. 271, ch. 156, § 8, repealing Act

1913, ch. 109, § 5.]
Art. 693i. Penalty for violation of act.-That any attorney

who shall, except for the purpose of applying for certificate of au

thority as herein provided, exchange any contract of indemnity of
the kind and character specified in this Act, or directly or indirect
ly solicit or negotiate any application for same, without first com

plying with the foregoing provisions, shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be subjected to a

fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor more than one thou
sand dollars. [Act 1915, p. 271, ch. 156, § 9, repealing Act 1913, ch.
109, § 6.]

Art. 693j. Procurance of annual certificate of authority; rev

ocation of certificate.-That each attorney by whom or through whom
are issued any policies of or contracts for indemnity of the character
referred to in this Act shall procure from the Insurance Commissioner
annually a certificate of authority, stating that all of the requirements
of this Act have been complied with, and upon such compliance and
the payment of the fees required by this Act, the Insurance Com
missioner shall issue such certificate of authority. The Insurance
Commissioner may revoke or suspend any certificate of authority
issued hereunder in case of breach of any of the conditions im
posed by this Act after reasonable notice has been given said attorney,
in writing, so that he may appear and show cause why action should
not be taken. Any attorney who may have procured a. certificate
of authority hereunder shall renew same annually thereafter; pro
vided, however, that any certificate of authority shall continue in
full force and effect until the new certificate of authority be issued
or specifically refused. [Act 1915, p. 271, ch. 156, § 10, repealing
Act 1913, ch. 109, § 4.]

Art. 693k. Fees.-That such attorney shall pay as a fee for the
issuance of the certificate of authority herein provided for the sum

of twenty dollars, which shall be in lieu of all license fees and taxes
of whatsoever character in this State. [Act 1915, p. 272, ch. 156,
§ 11.]

Art. 6931. Insurance laws not applicable.-That except as here
in provided, no insurance law of this State shall apply to the exchange
of such indemnity contracts unless they are specifically mentioned.
[Act 1915, p. 272, ch. 156, § 12.]
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CHAPTER TWELVE

BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
Art.
693m. Embezzlement or misapplication

of funds or property; false en

tries in books, and false re

ports and statements; failure
to make reports.

Art. '

693n. Unlawful to act as agent for as

sociation not authorized to do
business in state.

Article 693m. Embezzlement or misapplication of funds, or

property; false entries in books, and false reports and statements;
failure to make reports.s=Every officer, director, member of any
committee, clerk or agent of any building and loan association do
ing business in this State, who embezzles, abstracts or misapplies
any of the moneys, funds or credits of such corporation, who is
sues or puts into circulation any warrant or other orders, who as

signs, transfers, cancels or delivers up any' note, bond, draft,
mortgage, judgment, decree, or any other written instrument bee.. ,

longing to such association, who certifies to or makes a false en

try in any book, report or statement of or to such association, with
intent 'in either case to deceive, injure or 'defraud such association,
or any member thereof, or to deceive anyone appointed to ex

amine the affairs of such association, shall be deemed guilty of a

felony, and on conviction thereof shall be imprisoned in the State
penitentiary for a period of not less than one year nor more than
ten years. Any officer whose duty it is, failing to make the, re

ports required by this Act, [arts. 1313a-1313y, Vernon's Sayles'
Civ. St. 1914] shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on

conviction thereof shall be fined not less than twenty-five dollars
nor more than two hundred dollars, or shall be imprisoned not less
than one month nor more than six months. [Act 1913, 1st S. S.,
p. 79, ch. 33, § 23.]

Art. 693n. Unlawful to act as agent for association not au

thorized to do business in state.-It shall be unlawful for any per
son to act as agent for any building and loan association not au

thorized- to do business in this State, [arts. 1313a-1313y, Vernon's
Sayles' Civ. St. 1914] or to solicit, sell, or dispose of any shares
of any such unauthorized association; and any person or per
sons acting for any such unauthorized 'association, or in any man

ner aiding in the transaction of the business of such association in
this State, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon
conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not less than
fif�y dollars, nor more than five hundred dollars for each offense,
and in default of payment of such fine shall be imprisoned in the
county jail, for a period not to exceed one year. All fines collected
under the provisions of this section shall be paid into the State
Treasury. [Id., § 35.]
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TITLE 12

OF OFFENSES AFFECTING PUBLIC HEALTH
Chap.
1. Occupation and acts injurious to

health.
la. Sanitary regulations for hotels, res

taurants, etc.
2. Sale of unwholesome food, drink or

medicine.
3. Nursery and farm products.
4. Feed stuffs.
4a. Infectious diseases among animals

and bees.

Chap.
5. Cocaine and morphine.
6. Unlawful practice of medicine.
7. Dentistry.
8. Pharmacy-practice of.
9. Nursing and embalming.

10. Violations of quarantine.
lOa. Veterinarians.
11. Texas state board of health.

CHAPTER ONE

OCCUPATION AND ACTS INJURIOUS TO HEALTH
Art.
694. Offensive trades and nuisances.
695. Pollution or obstruction of water

courses.

695a. Unlawful to pollute water courses

and other bodies of water; pen
alty; persons liable; proviso.

695b. Same; restraining order on con-

viction.
.

695c. Same; time for compliance with
act by cities and persons.

Art.
695d. Duties of State Board of Health;

inspector.
695e. Harboring or concealing leper.
696. Leaving dead body of animal in

highway or near private resi
dence.

697. Public buildings, railways, per
sons, etc.; subject to rules of
health officer.

Article 694. [423] Offensive trades and nuisances.-.If any
person shall carryon any trade, business or occupation injurious
to the health, of those who reside in the vicinity, or shall suffer

any substance which has that effect to remain on premises in his

possession, he shall be punished by fine not less than ten no� more

than one hundred dollars; and each separate day of carrymg on

such business, trade or occupation, or of permitting such sub
stance to remain on the premises, shall be considered a separate
offense.

Abatement of nUisances.-Authority to abate nuisances does not include the pow
er to declare that to be a nuisance which in its situation, nature or use is not such.
Ex: parte Robinson, 30 App, 493, 17 S. W. 1057; Pye v. Peterson, 45 Tex. 312, 23
Am. Rep. 608.

What constitutes public nuisance.-To constitute a public nuisance there must
be a substantial injury to the public at large. The keeping of stallion in a town
or elsewhere is not per se a nuisance. Ex parte Robinson, 30 App. 493, 17 S. W�
1057.

'. .

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 327, 328.

Art. 695. [424] Pollution or obstruction of water courses.

If any person shall in any wise pollute or obstruct any water

course, lake, pond, marsh or common sewer, or continue such ob
struction or pollution, so as ·to render the same unwholesome or

offensive to the inhabitants of the county, city, town or neighbor
hood thereabout, he shall be fined in a sum not exceeding five
hundred dollars. [Act Feb. 11, 1869, p. 97.]

'.

Explanatory.-This article is to some extent superseded by arts. 695a-695d, post,
but as this article has a broader scope, especially as to "obstruction" of water, it
is still an operative statute.

'Construction of former provlslon.-This article originally provided a penalty for
any person "who shall do arry' other act or thing that would be deemed and held
to be a nuisance at common law," and the. provision was held valid, Allen v. State,
34 Tex. 230; and applicable to bawdy-houses, State v. Flynn, 35 Tex. 354; but these
cases were overruled before the provision was expunged. .Johnson v. State, 4
App. 63.

.

Prosecution-Absence of Intent.-Where defendant built dams across a bayou
on his land for irrigation purposes, and after the water had risen .and receded, a

disagreeable smell arose, though no intent to produce same was shown, no crim
inal prosecution would lie. Stacey v. State, 54 Cr. App. 610, 114 S. W. 807, 22 L.
R. A. (N. S.) 1259.'

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 329 .

.
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Art. 695a. Unlawful to pollute water courses and other bodies
of water; penalty; persons liable; provisos.-That it shall be un

lawful for any person, firm or corporation, private or' municipal,
to pollute any water course, or other public body of water, from
which water is taken for. the uses of farm, live stock, drinking and
domestic purposes, in the State of Texas, by the discharge, direct

ly or indirectly, of any sewage or unclean water or unclean or

polluting matter or thing therein, or in such proximity thereto as

'that it will probably reach and pollute the waters of such water
course or other public body of water from which water is taken,
for the uses of farm live stock, drinking and domestic purposes;
provided, however. that the provisions of this bill shall not affect

any municipal corporation situated on tide water; that is to say,
where the tide ebbs and flows in such water course. A violation
of this provision shall be punished by a fine of not less than one

hundred dollars and not more than one thousand dollars. When
the offense shall have been committed by a firm, partnership or

association, each member thereof who has knowledge of the com

mission of such offense, shall be held guilty. 'When committed by
a private corporation, the officers and members of the board of
directors, having knowledge of the commission of such offense,
shall each be deemed guilty; and when by a municipal corpora
tion, the mayor and each member of the board of aldermen or com

mission, having knowledge of the commission of such offense, as

the case may be, shall be held guilty as representatives of the
municipality; and each person so indicated as above shall be sub
ject to the punishment provided hereinbefore; provided, however,
that the payment of the fine by one of the persons so named shall
be a satisfaction of the perialty as against his associates for the of
fenses for which he may have been convicted ; provided, the provi
sions of this Act shall not apply to any place or premises located
without the limits of an incorporated town or city, nor to manu

facturing plants whose affluents contain no organic matter that
will putrify, or any poisonous compounds, or any bacteria dan
gerous to public health or destructive of the fish life of streams or

other public bodies of 'water. [Act 1913, ch.· 47, § 1, amended;
Act 1915 .. p. 38, ch. 2.3. § 1.]

Explanatory.-Act 1915, ch. 23 provides that ch. 47 of Acts of Regular Session
of 33rd Legislature, page 90, be amended so as to read as shown by arts. 695a-
695d.

. .

Septic tank as nulsance.-A city incorporated under the general laws, with au

thority under its charter to provide a sewer system, must exercise its authority in
a proper manner, and it may not create or maintain a nuisance, and in the con
struction of a septic tank for the purifying of sewage it must exercise care to build
one of such character and dimensions as to prevent the escape therefrom of foul
odors in such volume as to create a nuisance to any of its citizens. Cardwell v:
Austin (Civ. App.) 168 S. W. 385.

l njunctton-e-durtsdlctton of District Court.-This article does not deprive the
district court of jurisdiction to prevent and suppress nuisances by injunction, and
at most the remedy by injunction conferred on county courts is only cumulattve of
the remedy resting in the district courts. Cardwell v. Austin (Civ. App.)- 168 S. W.
385.
-- Adequate remedy at law.-Where a method can be adopted by which

sewage of a city may be purified and discharged practically free from odor, or
where the odor will not interfere with the comfortable use and enjoyment by an
individual of his home, and where the effluent will not so contaminate a stream as
to render it unfit for drinking water for stock, the mere fact that the proximity of
a septic tank to the residence of an individual will produce a degree of mental an

noyance or tend to lessen the value of his property does not justify an injunction
to restrain the establishment and operation of the tank, for the individual may be
compensated in money for the damages sustained. Cardwell v. Austin (Ci'\T. App.)
168 S. W. 385.

Sufficiency of evidence.-In a suit against a city and the owner of a franchfse
to construct and maintain a septic tank in connection with the sewer system in
the city, evidence held to support a finding that the construction arid operation of"
a proposed septic tank would create a nuisance, but not to support a finding that
the construction and operation of a tank of proper dimensions and character would
create a nuisance. Cardwell v, Austin (Civ. App:) 168 S. ,W. 385.
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Art. 695b. Same; Restraining order on conviction.-Upon the
conviction of any person under Section 1 of this Act [Art. 695 a ] ,

it shall be the duty of the court, or judge of the court, in which
such conviction is had, to issue a writ of injunction, enjoining and

restraining the person or persons or corporation responsible for
such pollution, from a further continuance of such pollution; and
for a violation of such injunction, the said court and the judge
thereof shall have the power of fine and imprisonment, as for con

tempt of court, within the limits prescribed by law in other cases;'
provided, that this remedy by injunction and punishment for vio
lation thereof shall be cumulative. of the penalty fixed by Section
1 of this Act; and the assessment of a fine for contempt shall be
no bar to a prosecution under Section 1; neither shall a conviction
and payment of fine under Section 1 be a bar to contempt pro
ceedings under this section. [Act 1913, ch. 47, § 2, amended; Act
1915, p. 39, ch. 23, § 1.]

Art. 695c. Same; time for compliance with act by cities and

persons.e=Any city or town of this State, with a population of
more than fifty thousand inhabitants, which has already an es

tablished sewerage system dependent upon any water course or
other public body of water, from which water is taken for the uses

of farm, live stock, drinking and domestic purposes, or which dis
charges into any water course or public body of water, from which
water is taken for the uses of farm, live stock, drinking and do
mestic purposes, shall have until January 1, 1917, within which
to make other provisions for such sewage.

. Cities and towns of
less population than fifty thousand inhabitants shall have until
January 1, 1917, within which to make other arrangements for the
disposal of such sewage. Any person, firm or corporation, private
or municipal, coming under or affected by the terms of this bill,
or any independent contractor having the disposal of the sewage
of any city or town, shall have until January 1, 1917, within which
to make other arrangements for the disposal of such sewage, or

other matter which may pollute the water, as defined in this bill.
[Act 1913, ch. 47, § 3, amended; Act 1915, p. 39, ch. 23, § 1.]

Art. 695d. Duties of State Board of Health; inspector.-The
Texas State Board of Health is authorized, and it is hereby made
its duty, to enforce the provisions of this Act; and to this end
the Governor shall appoint, by and with the consent ofthe Senate,
an inspector to act under the direction of the said Board of Health
and the State Health Officer making such investigations, inspec
tions and reports, and performing such other duties in respect to
the enforcement of this Act as the said Board of, Health officer
may require. [Act 1913, ch. 47, § 4, amended; Act 1915, p. 39, ch.
23, § 1.]

Art. 695e. Harboring or concealing leper.-Any person within
this State who shall knowingly harbor or conceal any leper shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be
fined hot less than fifty dollars and not more than five hundred
dollars for every day of such concealment. [Act 1909, 1st S. S.,
p. 336, ch. 26, § 7.]

Explanatory.-The above provision (art. 695e) was omitted from the revised
Pen. Code, and as it appears to be a subststtng law, in view of. the decision irJ
Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 156 S. W. 626, it is inserted in this compilation.

Art. 696. Leaving dead body of animal in highway or near pri
vate residence.-If any person shall leave the carcass, or body of
any horse, mule, ox, steer, cow or other animal which died in the
actual possession of such person in any public road or highway, or

in any street or alley. of any village, town or city in. this State, or
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within fifty yards of such public road, highway, street or alley, or

shall leave any such carcass, or body within five hundred yards
of any private residence, he shall be fined in any sum not less than
five dollars, nor more than one hundred dollars. [Act Apr. 7,
1874, p. 69; Act 1913, p. 155, ch. 83, § .1, amending Art. 696 revised
Pen. Code.]

Explanatory.-The amendment is of "article 696, chapter 1 of title 12 of the
Revised Criminal Statutes of the State of Texas, as adopted by the Thirty-Second
Legislature."

Actual possession.-Where one owns a pasture the fence of which runs along a

public road or highway, and he turns his horse in such pasture and it dies, and
the carcass is permitted to lie within 50 yards of such public road or highway he
is not guilty under this article since the animal is not shown to have been in the
actual (manual) possession of accused. Ogg v. State, 48 App. 231, 87 S. W. 348.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 330.

Art. 697. Public buildings, railways, persons, etc., subject to
rules of health officer.-If any person having control of any public
building, or any agent, manager, operator, employe or receiver of

any railway company, sleeping car company, or any individual,
shall fail to comply with the provisions of this chapter, and the
rules and regulations promulgated by the state health officer, un

der the provisions thereof, he shall be deemed guilty of a misde
meanor, and, upon conviction, shall be punished by a fine of not
less than fifty nor more than two hundred dollars. [Act 1903, p.
180.]

CHAPTER ONE A

SANITARY REGULATIONS FOR HOTELS, RESTAU
RANTS, ETC.

Art. Art.
697a. Sterilizing dishes, etc.; napkins. 697b. Same; penalty.

[Fire protection, see Title 13, ch. 5.]

Article 697a. Sterilizing dishes, etc.; napkins.-Any person or

persons conducting or managing or their agents of any hotel, cafe,
restaurant and any other public place where meals are served,
must after the taking effect of this Act, sterilize in hot boiling
water, all plates, cups, saucers, knives, forks, spoons and such oth
er utensils as may be used in serving meals and drinks, after be
ing used and before permitting them to be used again; provided
that the water in which said eating utensils are sterilized, shan
be changed every two hours; provided further that no napkins
shall be furnished for use after being used once until laundered.
[Act 1915, p. 10, ch. 7, § 1.]

\

Art. 697b. Same; penalty.-Any person or person [s] con

ducting or managing or their agents of any public eating house
mentioned in section 1 of this Act [Art. 697a] , who violates the
provisions thereof, shall be fined not less than five ($5.00) dollars
nor more than one hundred ($100.00) dollars for each separate
offense. [Id., § 2.]

CHAPTER TWO

SALE OF UnWHOLESOME FOOD, DRINK OR MEDI
CINE, OR MILL PRODUCTS

Art.
698. [Superseded.]
699. Manufacture and sale of adulter

ated and misbranded foods.
700 Drugs, confectionery, and foods,

when deemed adulterated.
701. "Misbranded" defined.
702, 703. [Repealed.]

Art.
704. Manufacture and sale of certain

foods, discolored and adulter
ated.

Baking powder to be labeled, how.
Sale of impure milk.
[Repealed. ]
E�emptions from provisions of act.

705.
706.
707.
708.
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Art.
709. Unlawful for officers to issue cer

tificates of purity.
710. Obstruction of officers.
711. Penalty for violation of act.

Art.

MILL PRODUCTS

712. Standard weight, etc.
713. Name and weight to' be marked or

branded on hogshead, sack,
package, etc.

714. Penalty for offering same for sale
not so marked or branded.

715. ,Penalty for violating any of the
three preceding articles.

716. Manufactured wheat or corn prod
ucts, packages how marked or

branded.

Article 698. [426] S11perseded by Art. 700 (c) (6), post.
Hlstorlcal.-(This chapter is a substitution for chapter two of title XII, of the

Penal Code of 1895, held in some respects inoperative. See Dorsey v. State, 38

App. 527, 44 S. W. 514, 40 L. R. A. 201, 70 Am. St. Rep. 762.)
Elements of offense.-To constitute the offense of selling diseased meat, the

seller must have known at the time he sold it that the meat was diseased; and to
warrant a conviction, the evidence must affirmatively establish such knowledge.
See the statement of the case for evidence held insufficient to support a conviction
for selling diseased meat. Teague v. State, 25 App. 577, 8 S. W. 667.

Offering for sale .adutterated food.-See the statement of the case for an infor
mation held sufficient to charge the offense of offering adulterated food for sale.

To support a conviction for offering adulterated food for sale it devolves upon the

state to prove not only that the accused offered such food for sale, but that, when
he did so, he knew that the said food was adulterated. See the statement of the

case for evidence held insufficient to support a conviction for offering adulterated
food for sale. Sanchez v. State, 27 App. 14, 10 S. W. 756.

Indictment.-Willson's 'Cr. Forms, 334.

Art. 699. Manufacture and sale of adulterated and misbranded
foods.-That no person, firm or corporation, shall within this State
manufacture for sale, have in his possession with the intent to

sell, offer or expose for sale, or sell or exchange any article of food,
or drug which is adulterated or misbranded within the meaning
of this Act. The term "food" as used herein shall include .all ar

ticles used for food, drink, flavoring, confectionery or condi
ment, by man, whether simple, mixed or compounded. That the
term "drug" as used in this Act shall include all medicines and

preparations for internal or external use recognized in the United
States Pharmacopoeia or National Formulary, and any substance
or mixture of substances intended to be used for the cure, miti
gation or prevention of disease of either man or animal. [Act
1907, ch. 39; Act 1909, p. 167, repealed; Act 1911, p. 76, ch. 47, §
1, superseding Art. 699, revised Pen. Code.]

Exp'lanatory.-Act 1911, ch. 47, § 26 repeals ch. 94, Acts 31st Leg. and all other
laws in conflict.

Constitutionality of act.-The pure food law is not unconstitutional as to one

charged with violating the act because the title does not specifically refer to and
describe the offense, which is done in the body of the act. Focke v. State (Cr.
App.) 144 S. W. 267.

.

The pure food law is not unconstitutional as to one charged with selling fruit
, not protected from flies, dust, and d'irt, because the orrense charged is not con

tained or disclosed in the caption, but in the body of the act. Green v. State ('Cr.
App.) 148 s. W. 311.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. .F'orrns, 335-338.

Art. 700. Drugs, confectionery, and foods, when deemed adul
terated.c=That for the purposes of this Act an Article shall be
deemed to be adulterated: (a) In the case of drugs; (1) if, when
sold under or by a name, recognized in the eighth decennial revision
of the United States Pharmacopoeia or in such United States
Pharmacopoeia as was official at the time of labeling it, or in the
National Formulary, it differs from the standard strength, quality
or purity laid down therein; (2) if, when sold under or by a name

not recognized in the eight decennial revision of the United
States Pharmacopoeia, but which is found in some other Pharma
copoeia or other standard work on materia medica, it differs ma

terially from the standard of strength, quality or purity laid down
in such work; (3) if its strength, quality or purity falls below
the professed standard under which it is sold. (b) In the case

of confectionery: If it contain terra alba, bary tes, talc, chrome
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yellow, or other mineral substance or poisonous color or flavor, or

other ingredients deleterious or detrimental to health or any vinous,
malt or spirituous liquor or compound, or narcotic drug. (c) In
the case of food; (1) if any substance has been mixed and packed
with it so as to reduce or lower or injuriously affect its quality or

.

strength; (2) if any substance has been substituted wholly or in

part for the article; (3) if any valuable constituent of the article
has been wholly or in part abstracted, or if the product be below
that standard of quality, quantity, strength or purity represented
to the purchaser or consumer; (4) if it be mixed,' colored or pow
dered, coated or stained in a manner whereby damage or inferior
ity is concealed; (5) if it contain any added poisonous or other

. added deleterious ingredient which may render such article in
jurious to health, provided, that when in the preparation of food
products for shipment they are preserved by any external ap
plication applied in such manner that the preservative is necessar

ily removed mechanically, or by maceration in water or otherwise,
and directions for the removal of said preservative shall be printed
on the covering of the package, the provisions of this Act shall
be construed as applying only when said products are ready for

consumption; (6) if it consists in whole or in part of a filthy,
decomposed or putrid animal or vegetable substance, or any por
tion of an ·animal or vegetable unfit for food, whether manufactur
ed or not, or if it is the product of a diseased animal, or one that
has died otherwise than by slaughter. For the purpose of this
Act, the term "filthy" shall be deemed to apply to food not se

curely protected from flies, dust, dirt, and as far as may be nec

essary by all reasonable means from all foreign or injurious con

taminations. [Act 1907, ch. 39; Act 1909, p. 167, repealed; Act
1911, p. 77, ch. 47, § 2, superseding art. 700, revised Pen. ·Code.] .

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 337, 338.

Art. 701. "Misbranded" defined.-That the term "misbranded,"
as used herein, shall apply to all drugs or articles of food or articles
which enter into the composition of food, the package or label of
which shall bear any statement, design or device regarding such
article or the ingredients or substances contained therein which
shall be false or misleading in any particular. That for the pur
poses of this Act an article shall also be deemed to be misbranded:
(a) In the case of drugs; (1) if it be an imitation of or offered for
sale under the name of another article; (2) if the contents of the
package as originally put up shall have been removed in whole or

in part and other contents shall have been placed in such package,
or if the package fail to bear a statement on the label of the quanti
ty or proportion of any morphine, phenocetice, opium, cocaine,
heroin alpha, or beta eucaine, chloroform, cannabis indica, chloral
hydrate, or acetanelid or any derivative or preparation of any such
substances contained therein. (b) In the case of food: (1) ifit be
an imitation of or offered for sale under the distinctive name of
another article; (2) if it be labeled or branded so as to deceive or

mislead the purchaser or purport to be a foreign product when not
so, or if the contents of the package as originally put up shall have
been removed in whole or in part and other contents shall have
been placed in such package, or if it fail to bear a statement on the
label of the quantity or proportion of any morphine, opium, cocaine,
heroin alpha, or beta eucaine, phenacetin chloroform, cannabis in
dica, chloral hydrate or acetanelid, or any derivative or preparation
of any of such substances contained therein; (3) if in package
form and the contents are stated in terms of weight or measure,
they are not plainly and correctly stated on the outside ·of the pack-
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age; (4) if the package containing it or its labels bear any state

ment, design or device regarding the ingredients or the substances
contained therein, which statement, design or device shall be false
or misleading in any particular, provided than that an article of
food which does not contain any added poisonous or deleterious in
gredient shall not be deemed to be adulterated or misbranded in
the following cases: First in case of mixtures or compounds which
may be now or from time to time hereafter known as articles of
food, under their own distinctive names, and not an imitation of or

offered for sale under the distinctive name of another article, if the
name be accompanied on the same label or brand with a statement
of the place where said article has been manufactured or produced;
second, iri the case of articles labeled, branded or tagged so as to·

plainly indicate that they are compounds, imitations or blends; that
the term "blend," as used herein, shallbe construed to mean a mix
ture of like substances, not excluding harmless coloring or flavoring
ingredients used for the purpose or coloring and flavoring only;
and provided, further, that nothing in this Act shall be construed as

requiring or compelling proprietors or manufacturers of proprietary
foods which contain no unwholesome added ingredients to disclose
their trade formulas except in so far as the provisions of this Act
may require to secure freedom from adulteration or misbranding.
[Act 1907, ch. 39; Act 1909, p. 167, repealed; Act 1911, p. 78, ch.
47, § 3, superseding art. 701, revised Pen. Code.]

Arts. 702, 703.-·[Repealed by Act 1911, ch. 47, § 26.]
Art. 704. Manufacture and sale of certain foods, discolored and

adulterated.-It shall be unlawful for any person to manufacture,
sell, offer or expose for sale or exchange any article of food to which
has been added formaldehyde, boric acid or borates, benzoic acid
or benzoate sulphurous acids or sulphites, salacyclic acid or salacy
lates, abrastal, beta naphthal, fluorine compounds, dulcin, glucin
cocaine, sulphuric acid or other mineral acid except phosphoric acid,
any preparation of lead or copper or other ingredient injurious to

health; provided, that nothing in this Act shall be construed as

prohibiting the sale of catsups, sauces, concentrated fruits, fruit
juices, and like substances preserved with one-tenth of one per
cent of benzoate of soda, or the equivalent benzoic acid, when a

statement of such fact is plainly indicated upon the label; provided,
further, that the oxides of sulphur may he used for bleaching, clari
fyirig and refining food products. [Act 1907, ch. 39; Act 1909, p.
169, repealed; Act 1911, p. 79, ch. 47, § 4, superseding art. 704,
revised Pen. Code.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 335, 336.

Art. 705. Baking powder to be labeled, how.-"\iVhoever manu

factures for sale within this State, or offers or exposes for sale or

exchange or sells any baking .powder or compound intended for
use as a baking powder under any name or title whatsoever shall
securely affix or cause to be securely affixed to the outside of every
box, can or package containing such baking powder or like mixture
or compound a label distinctly printed in plain capital letters in the
English language, containing the name and residence of the manu

facturer or dealer, and the ingredients of the baking powder. Bak
ing powder containing less than 10 per cent of available carbon
dioxide shall be deemed to be adulterated. [Act 1907, ch. 39; Act
1909, p. 169, repealed; Act 1911, p. 79, ch. 47, § 5, superseding art.
705, revised Pen. Code.]

.

Art. 706. Sale of impure milk.-That it shall be unlawful for
any person either by himself or agent to sell or expose for sale or
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exchange a-ny unwholesome, watered, adulterated or impure milk
or swill milk or colestrum, or milk from cows kept upon garbage;
swill or any other substance in a state of putrefaction or other dele
terious substances, or from cows kept in connection with any family
in which there are infectious diseases, or from sick or diseased cows;

provided, "skim milk" may be sold if on the can, or package from
which such milk is old, the words "skim milk" are distinctly paint
ed in letters not less than one inch in length. [Act 1907, ch. 39;
Act 1909, p. 169, repealed; Act 1911, p. 79, ch. 47, § 6, superseding
art. 706, revised Pen. Code.]

Construction with reference to city ordinance.-This article is enforcible, and
there is no conflict in the penalties prescribed by the state law; besides the act
of the legislature cannot be held invalid because the city ordinance may be out of
harmony with it; and, when a conflict arises between the act of the legislature and
the city ordinance, the latter must give way and be held invalid. Mantel v. State,
66 App, 466, 117 S. W. 855, 131 Am. St. Rep. 818.

Art. 707. [Repealed by Act 1911, ch. 47, § 26.]
Art. 708. Exemptions from provisions of act.-That no dealer

shall be prosecuted under the provisions of this Act, when he can

establish a guaranty signed by the wholesaler, jobber, manufactur
er, or other party residing within this State or in the United States.
from whom he purchases such article, to the effect that the same

is not adulterated or misbranded within the meaning of this Act,.
designating it. Said guaranty, to afford protection, shall contain
the name and address of the party making the sale of such articles
to such dealer, and in such case said party or parties shall be amen

able to the prosecutions, fines and other penalties, which would at

tach, in due course to the de-aler under the provisions of this Act.
[Act 1907, ch. 39; Act 1909, p. 169, repealed; Act 1911, p. 79, ch.
47, § 7, superseding art. 708, revised Pen. Code.] ,

Art. 709. Unlawful for officers to issue certificates of purity.
It shall be unlawful for the Dairy and Food Commissioner or his
deputy or assistants while they hold office to furnish to any in
dividual, firm or corporation any certificate as to the purity or ex

cellence of any article manufactured or sold to or by them to be
used as food or drug or in the preparation of foods or drugs. [Act
1907, ch. 39; Act 1909, p. 171, repealed; Act 1911, p. 81, ch. 47,
§ 17, superseding art. 709, revised Pen. Code.]

Dairy and Food Cbmmissloners . .;_Provisions as. to appointment, removal, powers
and duties of Dairy and Food Commissioner are placed in the civil statutes. See
Vernon's Sayles' Civ, St. 1914, arts. 4676-4585d.

Art. 710. Obstruction of officers.-Any person who shall wilful
ly hinder or obstruct the Dairy and Food Commissioner, or his in
spector, or other persons by him duly authorized in the exercise
of the powers conferred upon him by this Act, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be punished by
a fine of not less than $25.00 nor more than $200.00. [Act 1907, ch.
39; Act 1909, p. 172, repealed; Act 1911, p. 81, ch. 47, § 19, super
seding art. 710, revised Pen, Code.].

Dairy .and Food Commissioners.-See notes under art. 709.

Art. 711. Penalty for violations of act.-Whoever shall do any
of the acts or things prohibited, or willfully neglect or refuse to do
any of the Acts or the things enjoined by this Act, or in any way
violate any of its provisions, shall be deemed guilty of a misde
meanor, and shall be punished by a fine of not less than $25.00 nor

more than $200.00. [Act 1907, ch. 39; Act 1909, p. 169, repealcd ;
Act 1911, p. 79, ch. 47, § 8, superseding art. 711, revised Pen. Code.]

MILL PRODUCt'S
Art. 712. Standard weights, etc.-Mill products, hereinafter

mentioned, shall have the following standard weights, viz; Flour,
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one hundred and ninety-six pounds per barrel, or forty-eight pounds
per sack; corn meal, bolted or unbolted, thirty-five pounds per sack,
and feed made from cereals of any kind, whether pure, mixed or

adulterated, one hundred pounds per sack. Fractional barrels and
sacks shall weigh in the same proportion; and these weights shall
be net and exclusive of the barrel or sack in which such product is
packed. [Act 1905, p. 227, § 1.]

ExplanatJry.-Attention is called to art. 730, post. The subject matter of art.
730 was first enacted in 1905 (Acts 1905, p. 207, § 1). The latter act took effect at
the same time as Act 1905, p. 227, constituting art. 712. It should be noticed that
Acts 1905, p. 20'7, § 1 contains the same language as is embraced in art. 712, except
that it Includes "cotton seed meal." Acts 1905, p. 207, § 1 was amended in 1907
(Acts 1907, Pl. 243), and "cotton seed meal" was dropped out and "rice bran" and
"rice polish" added. This would seem to present a question as to whether the
amendatory act of 1907 superseded Acts 1905, p. 227, § 1 (art. 712, above).

Art. 713...Correct name and true net weight to be marked or

branded on hogshead, sack, package, etc.-The correct name and
the true net weight of the contents of each and every hogshead, bar
rel, box, cask, bale, sack or package of any of the foregoirig prod
ucts, whether sold in single packages or lots, shall be plainly mark
ed, branded or stenciled in large, legible letters and figures, not less
than two inches in size, upon the exterior of such hogshead, barrel,
box, cask, bale, sack or package, in a conspicuous place, as the
head in case of hogsheads or barrels, and the front or branded side
in case of sacks, bales or packages; and it shall be unlawful for any
person, firm or corporation, or the agent, employe or representative
of any person, firm or corporation, to sell or exchange, or offer for
sale or exchange, any of such products so packed or contained, until
the provisions hereof have been complied with. [Id., p. 227, § 2.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 457.

Art. 714. Penalty for offering same for sale not so marked or

branded.-It shall be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation,
or the agent, employe or representative of any person, firm or cor

poration, to sell or exchange, or offer for sale or exchange, whether
in single packages or lots, any product composed of mixed cereals
of any kind, or any cereal adulterated in any manner, unless the
word "adulterated" is plainly marked, printed or stenciled diagonal
ly across the other marks or brands, if any, on the hogshead, bar
rel, box, bale, cask, sack or package containing the same, or in case

there are no other marks thereon, then across such hogshead, bar
rel, box, cask, bale, sack or package, in a conspicuous place in large
legible letters and figures not less than two inches in size. [Id., p.
227, § 3.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 458.

Art. 715. Penalty for violating any prOVISIon of this law.-If
any person shall knowingly violate the provisions of this law, he
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction there
of, shall be fined in any sum not less than twenty-five dollars nor

more than one thousand dollars, and each transaction shall be
deemed a separate offense, [Id., p. 227, § 4.]

Art. 716. Manufactured wheat or corn products, packages how
marked or branded.-Any person, firm, corporation or agent, em

ploye or representative of any person, firm, corporation, manufac
turer or dealer in said manufactured wheat or corn products in orig
inal packages, and offering the same for sale in this state, .whether
said packages are sold singly or in lots, and all manufacturers or

dealers of flour, meal or feed from the above enumerated grain prod
ucts in this state, when offering the same for sale in original pack
ages, whether sold in single packages or lots, shall place in large,
legible letters and figures, not less than two inches in size, on the
package or packages so offered for sale, the name of the contents
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and the actual net weight of the contents of said package or pack
ages; and it shall be unlawful for any such person to sell, or offer
to sell, any of the articles mentioned in this act which have been

falsely labeled, knowing the same to be falsely labeled. All adulter
ated wheat or corn products shall have stamped upon the sacks or

barrels, "adulterated." [Act 1899, p. 304.]
Indictment and Information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 339-341.
An information or indictment based upon this article to be sufficient, must al

lege the article with which the flour was adulterated. Dorsey v. State, 38 App.
627, 44 S. W. 614, 40 L. R. A. 201, 70 Am. St. Rep. 762-.

CHAPTER THREE

NURSERY AND FARM 'PRODUCTS
Art.
717. Keeping of trees, shrubs, plants,

etc., affected with contagious dis
ease prohibited.

718. Commissioner of agriculture cause

examination of.
719. Nursery stock consigned for trans

portation shall be accompanied
by certificate.

720. Shipment of into the state shall
be accompanied by certificate of
inspection.

721. Transportation company or com

mon carrier not to receive, when.

Art.
722. Commissioner of agriculture, pow-.

er to revoke certificate.
723. Shall enforce this law, and make

and enforce regulations.
724. Giving false certificate.
725. "Nursery stock" defined.
726. "Nursery" defined.
727. "Dealer" defined.
728. Making false representations.
729. Statute of limitation shall run,

when.

Article 717. Keeping of trees, shrubs, plants, etc., affected with
contagious diseases prohibited.-No person in this state shall know
ingly or wilfully keep any peach, almond, apricot, nectarine or other
trees affected with the contagious disease known as yellows. Nor
shall any person keep for sale any apple, peach, plum or other tree
affected with nematode galls, crown galls, or root rot. Nor shall
any person knowingly or wilfully keep any plum, cherry or other
trees affected with the contagious disease or fungus known as black
knot; nor any tree, shrub or plant infested with or by the San Jose
scale or other insect pest dangerously injurious to, or destructive
of, trees, shrubs or other plants; nor any orange or lemon trees,.
citrus stocks, cape jasmines or other trees, plants or shrubs infested
with "white fly" or other injurious insect pests or contagious dis
eases of citrus fruits; nor subtropical. plants, shrubs, evergreens or

ornamentals; nor any china, forest or other trees, shrubs or plants,
infested with injurious insect pests or contagious diseases. Every
such tree, shrub or plant shall be a public nuisance, and as such, it
shall be the duty of the commissioner of agriculture or his repre
sentatives to abate it; and no damage shall be awarded for enter

ing upon the premises upon which there are trees, shrubs or plants.
infected with yellows, black knot, crown gall or other infectious or

dangerous disease, or infested with San Jose scale or other danger
ous insect pest, for the purpose of legally inspecting the same; nor

shall any damages be awarded for the treatment by the commis
s!oner of agriculture, or his duly authorized agents or representa
-trves, of su�h trees, shrubs or plants, or for altogether destroying
such trees, If necessary to suppress such insect, pest or disease, if
done in accordance with the provisions of this article. But the.
owner. of t�e trees, sh;ubs or plants shall be notified immediately
upon Its bemg determined that such trees, shrubs or plants should
be destroyed, by a notice in writing signed by the commissioner or
the person or persons representing him, which 'said notice in writ
ing shall be delivered in person to the owner of such trees, shrubs.
or plants, or left at the usual place of residence of such owner or
if such o�ner be not a resident of the locality, to notify by lea;ing·
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such notice with the person in charge of the premises, trees, shrubs,
or plants, or in whose possession they may be. Such notice shall
contain a brief statement of the facts found to exist, whereby it is
necessary to destroy such trees, shrubs or plants, and shall call
attention to the law under which it is proposed to destroy them;
and the owner shall, within ten days from the date upon which such
notice shall have been received, remove and burn all such diseased
or infected trees, shrubs or plants. If, however, in the judgment of
said commissioner, or person representing him, any tree, shrub or

plant infected with any disease, or infested with dangerously in

jurious insects, can be treated with sufficient remedies, he may
direct such treatment to be carried out by the owner under the
direction of the commissioner, agent, employe or representatives.
In case of objections to the findings of the chief inspector, employes
or representatives of the commissioner, an appeal may be made to
the commissioner, whose decision shall be final. An appeal must
be taken within five days from service of said notice, and shall act
as a stay of proceedings until it is heard and decided. When the
commissioner, or chief inspector, or employe, or representative, ap
pointed by him, shall determine that any tree or trees, shrubs or

other plants must be treated or destroyed forthwith, he may employ
all necessary assistance for that purpose; and such representative
or representatives, agent or agents, employe or employes may enter

upon any or all premises necessary for the purpose of such treat

ment, removal or destruction. But such commissioner or the per
son representing him, shall, before such treatment or destruction,
first require the owner or person in charge of the trees, shrubs or

plants, to treat or destroy same, as the case may be; and, upon the
refusal or neglect upon the part of said owner or person in charge
to so treat or destroy such trees, plants or shrubs, then such com
missioner, chief inspector, or person or persons representing him

.
shall treat or destroy such trees, shrubs or plants; and all charges
and expenses thereof shall be paid by such owner or person in
charge of said trees, shrubs or plants, and shall constitute a legal
claim against such owner or person in charge, which may be recov

ered in any court having jurisdiction upon the suit of such commis
sioner or chief inspector, or the county attorney of the county where
the premises are situated, together with all costs, including an attor

ney fee of ten dollars, to be taxed as other costs. [Act 1905, ch. 121;
Act 1909, p. 316.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 73201 732p.

Art. 718. Commissioner of agriculture cause examination ot
The commissioner of agriculture shall cause an examination to be
made at least once each year, of each and every nursery or other
place where trees, shrubs or plants, commonly known as nursery
stock, are grown or exposed for sale, for the purpose of ascertaining
whether the trees, shrubs or plants therein kept, or propagated for
sale, are infected with contagious disease or diseases, or infested
with insect pests. If, after such examination, it is found that the
said trees, shrubs or other plants so examined are apparently free
in all respects from any contagious or infectious disease or diseases,
dangerously injurious insect pest or pests, the said commissioners
shall issue to the owner or proprietor of the stock so examined a

certificate, setting forth the fact that the stock so examined was at
the time of such examination apparently free from any and all such
disease or diseases, insect pest or pests. No such certificate shall
be negotiable or transferable, and shall be void if sold or transfer
'red. Any such act or sale or transference shall be punishable as

provided by this article. [Act 1909, p. 318.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732p.
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Art. 719. Nursery stock consigned for transportation shall be

accompanied by certificate.-All nursery stock, consigned for ship
ment, or shipped by freight, express or other means of transporta
tion shall be accompanied by a copy of said certificate attached to

each car, box, bale, bundle or package. It is specifically provided
that when such box, bale, bundle or package, contains nursery stock
to be delivered to more than one individual, partnership or corpora
tion, that each portion of such nursery stock to be' delivered to such
individual, partnership or corporation shall also bear a copy of the
certificate of inspection issued as provided in this article. Should
any individual, partnership or corporation, nursery agent, or dealer
or broker, send out or deliver, within the state, trees, vines, shrubs,
plants, buds or cuttings, commonly known as nursery stock, and
which are subject to the attacks of insects and diseases above pro
vided for, unless he has in his possession a copy of said certificate,
dated within a year thereof, deface or destroy such certificate, or

wrongfully be in possession of such certificate, or fail to attach

proper tags on each and every shipment, such tags bearing a copy
of the said certificate, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, up
on conviction, shall be punished by a fine of not less than one hun
dred dollars nor more than two hundred dollars. [Id., p. 318.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732p.

Art. 720. Shipment of into the state shall be accompanied by
certificate of inspection.-N0 individual, partnership or corpora
tion, outside the state, shall be permitted to ship nursery stock into
this state, without first filing with the commissioner of agriculture
a certified copy of his or their certificate of inspection, issued by
the proper authorities in the state, in which the proposed ,ship
ment originates. This certificate must show that the stock to be

shipped has been examined by the proper officer of inspection in
that state or province, and that the stock is apparently free from
all dangerous insect pests or contagious diseases; and that when
fumigation is required by the commissioner of agriculture, that
the stock has been properly fumigated. Immediately upon receipt
of the filing with the commissioner of agriculture of this certificate,
he shall, in addition, make further investigation as to the moral
standing and integrity of the applicant as will satisfy him that the
applicant is entitled to receive a certificate. A fee of five dollars
shall be required from the applicant, upon receipt of which, the
commissioner ofagr iculture may issue a certificate permitting the
applicant to ship into the state. Each box, bale or package of
nursery stock from outside the state shall bear a tag, on which is
printed a copy of the certificate of this state, and also a copy of
the certificate of the state in which it originates. [Id., p. 318.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732p.

Art. 721. Transportation company or common carrier not to re

ceive, when.-N0 transportation company or common carrier shall
receive, transport or deliver shipments of nursery stock originat
ing either within or without the. state which do not bear shipping
tags or labels, showing the certificate of inspection of the state in
which it originates, together with the permit from this state, if it
be a shipment from without the state. Any individual, partnership
or corporation from without the state, or any agent ot any trans
portation company, common carrier, or any person or persons, who
shall violate the provisions of this article, shall be guilty of a mis
demeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be fined not less than fifty
nor more than two hundred dollars, together with all costs for each
offense.
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Provided, that no transportation company or common carrier
shall be liable for damages to the consignee or consignor for re

fusing to receive for transportation or delivery such trees, packages,
bales, bundles or boxes, when not accompanied by copies of the
certificates provided for in this article. The agent of such com

panies or common carriers shall report any such shipment to the
commissioner of agriculture immediately. Shipments of nursery
stock into this state, or originating within the state, without tags
or proper certificates, as provided for in this article, shall be fined
as provided herein. [Id., p. 319.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732p.

Art. 722. Commissioner of agriculture, power to revoke certifi
cate.-The commissioner shall have the power to revoke any cer

tificate which has been issued, when he shall find that false repre
sentations have been made by the party or parties to whom cer

tificates have been issued, or who have refused to comply with the
law, instructions, rules and regulations given by the- commissioner
of agriculture in reference to the provisions of this law and its en

forcement. Any individual, partnership, or corporation, who shall
be guilty of interfering with, refusing or preventing, the commis
sioner of agriculture, or his representatives, in the execution of
their official duties, to enter upon any premises owned, used or

leased by them; and any person who shall make false representa
tions for the purpose of obtaining a certificate from the commis
sioner of agriculture, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon
conviction, shall be fined not less than twenty-five dollars nor

more than two hundred dollars, together with all costs for each
offense. [Id., p. 319.]

I nd Ictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732p.

Art. 723. Shall enforce this law and make and enforce regula
tions.-The commissioner of agriculture shall enforce the provi
sions of this law, and make and enforce such rules and regulations
as may be deemed necessary for carrying the same into effect,
not inconsistent with the same, and for the inspection of nurseries,
orchards, forest trees, greenhouses and any other premises, deemed
necessary to carry out the provisions of this law, together with all
products originating from same within the meaning of this law.
He shall also appoint one person who shall be designated as chief
inspector, whose duty it shall be to inspect, or cause to be inspect
ed, under the directions of the commissioner of agriculture, all
trees, plants and shrubs, of every kind whatsoever, grown, pro
duced or offered for sale by any nursery, dealer, individual or cor

poration in this state, and also to inspect, or cause to be inspected,
all orchards provided for in this law, and may employ such other
person or persons, expert or experts, as may be necessary from time
to time for administering and carrying into operation and enforcing
the provisions of this law; provided, that the chief inspector em

ployed under the provisions of this law shall not, during the time of
such service, be interested in, or connected with, any nursery busi
ness whatsoever. The said commissioner shall fix and collect rea

sonable fees for the inspection, as provided for in this law; provid
ed, that not less than two dollars and fifty cents nor more than
fifteen dollars shall be charged for each inspection under the provi
sions of this law. All fees, collected under the provisions of this
article; shall be paid to the department of agriculture, and credited
to the fund provided for administering this law. [Id. p. 319.]

Indictment.-Willson'S Cr. Forms, 732p.

Art. 724. Giving false certificate.-If the said commissioner, or

any of his agents or employes, give a false certificate, or a certificate
398
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without an actual examination of the nursery stock for which such
'certificate is given, to any owner, proprietor or lessee of any
nursery, or owner of nursery stock, or to any other person, for use

under the provisions of this law, he shall be deemed guilty of a mis
demeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be punished by a fine of not
.less than five hundred dollars nor more than one thousand dollars
for each offense. [Id., P.' 320.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732p.

Art. 725. "Nursery stock" defined.-The term, "nursery stock,"
within the meaning of this law, shall include all fruit trees and
vines, shade trees and forest trees, whether such shade or forest
trees be especially grown for sale in a nursery or taken from the
forests and offered for sale, all scions, seedlings, roses, evergreens,
shrubbery or ornamentals, also such greenhouse plants or propaga
tion stock, all classes of berry plants, cut flowers taken from plants,
bushes, shrubs or other trees growing in this state, which may be
a medium' for disseminating injurious insect pests and contagious
diseases. [Id., p. 320.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732p.

Art. 726. "Nursery" defined.-The term, "nursery," shall be
construed to mean any grounds or premises on which nursery stock
is grown, or exposed for sale. "Being in the nursery business"
applies to any individual, partnership or corporation which may
either sell or grow, or both grow and sell, nursery stock, regardless
of the variety or quantity of nursery stock sold or ·grown.· [Id.,
p. 320.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732p.

Art. 727. "Dealer" def.ined.-The term, "dealer," shall be .con-:

strued to apply to any individual, partnership or corporation not

growers of nursery stock, but who buy and sell nlfrsery stock for
the purpose of reselling and reshipping under their own name or

title, independently of any control of those from whom they pur
chase. An "agent of a nursery or dealer" shall be construed to

apply to any individual, partnership or corporation selling nursery
stock, either as being entirely under the control of the nursery or

dealer with whom the nursery stock offered for barter and traffic
originates, or some co-operative basis for handling nursery stock
with the grower or dealer, as specified in this article. That any
such agent shall have proper credentials from the dealer he rep
resents or co-operates with, and failing in that, any such agent
shall be classed as a dealer, and subject to such rules and regu
lations as may be adopted relative to them, and shall be amenable
to the same penalties for violations of any provisions of this law,
or the rules and regulations of the commissioner. Provided, that
any agent of any dealer or nurseryman, as specified in this article,
who shall knowingly deliver to any individual, partnership or cor

poration, any tree, shrub, or plant infested or diseased, as spec
ified in the provisions of, this law, even though such trees, shrubs
or plants are received in a box, bale or package, bearing a cer

tificate of inspection, as provided in this law, shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be fined not less than
twenty-five dollars nor more than five hundred dollars for each
such delivery to each individual, partnership or corporation. [Id.,
p. 321.]

.

Indictment.-Willson�s Cr. Forms, 732p.

Art. 728. Making false representations.-That any person, per
sons, company, of persons, co-partnership, any member of a com-.

pany 'or co-partnership, any corporation or any stockholder or offi
cer thereof, any agent, servant or employe of any such person,
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persons,
.

company of persons, co-partnership, member or stock
holder of any company, co-partnership or corporation or officer
aforesaid, who shall hereafter, knowingly, make any false rep
resentation or representations of the name, quality or nature of
any nursery product for the purpose of inducing any vendee
to buy the same, or who shall deliver to any vendee, know
ingly, any such product other than that contracted for, shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be
fined not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred
dollars, or imprisoned in the county jail not less than thirty days
nor more than six months, or both so fined and imprisoned. [Act
1907, p. 304.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732n, 732p.

Art. 729. Statute of limitation shall run, when.-The statute of
limitation shall not begin to run against a prosecution under the

foregoing article until such product shall have developed and dis
closed the fraud. [Id., p. 304.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732p.

CHAPTER FOUR

FEED STUFFS
Art.
730. Printed on tags, certificate of

name, number of pounds and
analysis, penalty for failure.

731. "Concentrated commercial feeding
stuff" defined.

732. "Concentrated feed stuff'" defined.
733. Manufacturer or party selling to

file what, and deposit samples.
734. To· pay inspection tax and affix

tag.
735. Penalty for failure to affix tag or

label.

Art.
736. Penalty for counterfeiting tag.
737. Shall furnish list of names or

trade marks.
738. Analysis of to be made and pub

lished annually.
739. "Importer" defined.
740. Manufacturing or selling adulter

ated feeding stuffs, penalty for.

BOLL WORM POISON

741-746. [Superseded.]

Article, 730. Printed on tag: certificate of name, number of
pounds and analysis; penalty for failure.-Every lot or parcel of
concentrated feeding stuffs, as defined in article 732, used for feed
ing farm live stock, sold, offered or exposed for sale in the state of
Texas, for use within this state, shall have printed on a tag, describ
ed in article 734, a plainly printed statement clearly and truly cer

tifying the number of net pounds of feeding stuff in the package,
stating the name or names of material of which such weight is com

posed, where the contents are of a mixed nature, the name, brand
or trade mark under which the article is sold, the nz me and ad
dress of the manufacturer or importer, the place of manufacture,
such information as is required by article 740, if any, and a chem
ical analysis stating the minimum percentages it contains of crude
protein, allowing one per cent of nitrogen to equal six. and one

quarter per cent of protein, of crude fat, of nitrogen-free extract,
and the maximum percentage it contains of crude fiber; these con

stituents to be determined by the methods adopted at the time by"
the association of official agricultural chemists of the United States.
Mill products, hereinafter mentioned, shall have the following
standard weight, 'viz: Flour, one hundred and ninety-six pounds:
per barrel, or forty-eight pounds per sack; corn meal, bolted or.

unbolted, thirty-five pounds per sack; rice bran, one hundred and
forty-three pounds per sack ; rice polish, two hundred pourids per
sack; and other feeds made from cereals of any kind, whether pure,'
mixed or adulterated, one hundred pounds per sack. Fractional'
barrels and sacks shall weigh in the same proportion, and those
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weights "shall be net and exclusive of the barrel or sack in which
said product is packed. And any person, firm or association of
persons, engaged in the manufacture of mill products of any char
acter whatsoever, who shall use any bag, box, barrel or any other

receptacle, into which to put such product other than the one bear
ing the name of such mill manufacturing the same, shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction therefor, shall be fined in

any sum from one hundred dollars to one thousand dollars, or, in
addition thereto, be confined in the county jail for a term of thirty
days, or both such fine and imprisonment. [Act 1905, p. 207, §:
1, amended; Act 1907, p. 243.]

See art. 712 and note thereunder.

Art. 731. "Concentrated commercial feeding stuff" defined.-·
The term, "concentrated commercial feeding stuffs," as herein used,
shall not include hay or straw, the whole seed or grains of wheat,
rye, barley, oats, Indian corn, rice, buckwheat or broom corn, or

any other whole or unground grains or seeds. [Act 1905, p. 207.]
Art. 732. "Concentrated feed stuff" defined.-The term, "con-·

centrated feed stuffs," as herein used, shall include wheat bran,
wheat shorts, linseed meals, cotton seed meals, pea meals, cocoanut:

meals, gluten meals, gluten feeds, maize feeds, starch feeds, sugar
feeds, dried brewer's grains, malt sprouts, hominy feeds, cerealine
feeds, rice meals, rice bean, rice polish, rice hulls, oat feeds, corn.

and oat chops, corn chops, ground beef or mixed fish feeds, and
all other materials of similar nature not included in this article.
[Id., p. 207.]

Art. 733. Manufacturer or party selling to file what, and deposit
samples.-Before any concentrated feeding stuff, as defined in
article 732, is so offered or exposed for sale, the importer, manu

facturer and party who causes it to. be sold, or offered for sale,.
within the state of Texas, for use within this state, shall, for each
and every feed stuff, bearing a distinguishing name and trade
mark, file with the director of the Texas agricultural and experi
ment station a certified copy of the statement named in article 730,
and shall also deposit with said director a sealed glass jar or bottle·
containing not less than one pound of the feeding stuff to be sold
or offered for sale, accompanied by an affidavit that it is a fair
average sample thereof, and corresponds within reasonable limits
to the feeding stuff which it represents in the percentage of protein,..
fat and crude fiber, and nitrogen-free extract which it contains.
This shall not be construed to apply to farmers who grind their
own feed stuff, and who do not adulterate same. [Act 1905, p.
208, § 4, amended; Act 1901, p. 244.]

Art. 734. To pay inspection tax and affix tag.-The manufac
turer, importer, agent or seller of each concentrated commercial
feeding stuff; as defined in article 731, shall, before the article is
offered for sale, pay. to the director of the Texas agricultural ex

periment station an inspection tax of ten cents per ton for each
ton of such concentrated feeding stuff sold or offered for sale in
the state of Texas, for use within this state, and shall affix to each
lot shipped in bulk, and to each bag, barrel or other package of
such concentrated feeding stuffs a tag to be furnished by said di
rector, stating that all charges specified in said section have been
paid. The director of said Texas agricultural experiment station
is hereby empowered to prescribe the form of such tags, and adopt
such regulations as may be necessary for the enforcement of this.
law. Whenever the manufacturer or importer or shipper of a con

centrated feeding stuff shall have filed a statement made in article:
1 PEN.CODE TEX.-26 401
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730, and have paid the inspection tax, no agent or seller of said
manufacturer, inspector or shipper shall be required to file such
statement or pay such tax. The amount of the inspection tax and
penalties received by said director shall be paid into the state

treasury. So much of the inspection tax and penalties collected
under this act shall be paid by the state treasurer to the treasurer

of the Texas agricultural and mechanical college as the director
of the Texas agricultural experiment station may show by his bills
has been expended in performing the duties required by this act,
but, in no case, to exceed the amount of the inspection tax and
penalties received by the state treasurer under this act. Provided,
the excess, if any, for the next two years may be used as it accrues,
by the board of directors of the agricultural and mechanical college
for the purpose of putting up a station administration building, to

provide the necessary offices and laboratory space, in order that
the purposes of this act may be carried out. [Act 1905, p.1208, § 5,
amended; Act 1907, p. 244.]

Art. 735. Penalty for failure to affix tag or label.-Any manu

facturer, importer or agent, selling, offering or exposing for sale,
any concentrated commercial feeding stuff, as defined in article 731
without the statement required by article 730, arid the tax tag
required by article 734, or with a label, stating that said feeding
stuff contains substantially a larger percentage of protein, fat or

nitrogen-free extract, or a smaller quantity of crude fiber than is
contained therein; and any person violating any other provision of
this law, shall, on conviction in a court of competent jurisdiction,
be fined not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hun
'dred dollars for the first conviction, and not less than five hundred
nor more than one thousand dollars for each subsequent conviction.
[Act 1905, p. 207, § 6; Act 1907, p. 245.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 452.

Art. 736. Penalty for counterfeiting tag.-Any person who shall
counterfeit, or use a counterfeit, of the tag or tags prescribed by
this law, knowing the same to be counterfeited, or who shall use

them a second time, after the said tags shall have been once attached,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall
be fined in a sum not exceeding five hundred dollars, one-half of
which fine shall be paid to the informer; which fine may be doubled
or tripled at each second or third conviction, and so on progres
sively for subsequent convictions. [Act 1905, p. 207.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 453 .

.

Art. 737. Shall furnish list of names or trade marks.-All manu

facturers and importers of concentrated commercial feeding stuffs,
or dealers in same, shall, when requested, furnish the director of
the Texas experiment station with a complete list of names or

trade marks of such feeding stuffs. [Id., p. 207.]
Art. 738. Analysis of. to be made and published annually.-The

director of the Texas agricultural experiment station shall cause

one analysis or more to be made annually of each concentrated
commercial feeding stuff sold, or offered for sale, under the pro
visions of this act. Said director is hereby authorized in person,
or by deputy, to take a sample not exceeding two pounds in weight
for analysis from any lot or package of concentrated. commercial
feeding stuff which may be in the possession of any manufacturer,
importer, agent, dealer or buyer in this state; but said sample shall
be drawn or taken in the presence of said party or parties in inter
est or their representatives, and shall be taken from a parcel, lot
or number of parcels, which shall not be less than five per cent of
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the whole lot inspected, and shall be thoroughly mixed and divided
into two samples and placed in glass or metal vessels, carefully
sealed, and a label placed on each, stating the name or brand of
the feeding stuff or material sampled, the name of the party from
whose stock the sample is drawn and the date and place of taking
such sample; and said label shall be signed by the director or his
deputy and the party or parties at interest, or their representative
present at the taking and sealing of said sample; provided, that
where the party or parties at interest refuse to be present and take
part in the sampling of the said feed stuffs, the director or his depu
ty may take said samples in the presence of two disinterested wit
nesses; one of said duplicate samples shall be retained by the direc
tor, and the other shall be left with the party whose stock was sam

pled; and the sample or samples retained by the director shall be
for comparison with the certified statements made in articles 730
and 733. The result of the analysis of the sample or samples so pre
scribed, together with such additional information as circumstances
advise, shall be published. in reports or bulletins by the Texas agri
cultural and mechanical college from time to time. [Id., p. 207.]

Art. 739. "Importer" defined.-The term, "importer," for all
the purposes of this law, shall be taken to mean all such persons
as shall bring into or offer for sale, within this state, concentrated
commercial feeding stuffs manufactured without this state. [Id.,
p. 207.]

Art. 740. Manufacturing or selling adulterated feeding stuffs,
penalty for.-Any person manufacturing, selling, or offering for
sale, any adulterater feeding stuff within this state, shall, upon con

viction therefor, be punished by a fine of not less than twenty-five
dollars and not more than two hundred dollars, or be imprisoned in
the county jail for a term of not less than thirty days and not more

than sixty days, or by both such fine and imprisonment. For the
purpose of this act, a feeding stuff shall be deemed to be adulterated
if it contains any sawdust, dirt, damaged feed, or any foreign mat
ter whatever, or if it is in any respect not what it is represented
to be; or if any rice hulls or chaff, peanut shells, corncobs, oat

hulls, or other similar substances of little or no feeding value are

admixed therewith; provided, that no wholesome mixture of feed
ing stuffs shall be deemed to be adulterated if the true percentage
of constituents thereof is plainly and clearly stated on the package,.
and made known to the purchaser at the time of the sale. It 'shall
be the duty of the director of the experiment station to examine,
or have examined, for adulteration, all suspicious samples of feed-

.
ing stuffs, and such other samples as may be desirable. [Act 1905,.
p. 210, § 11; Act 1907, p. 245.] .

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 454.

BOLL WORM POISON
Arts.. 741-746. [Superseded by arts. 999a-999fff, post.]

CHAPTER FOUR A

INFECTIOUS DISEASES AMONG ANIMALS AND BEES
[See Title 17, ch, 4, Penal Code.]
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CHAPTER FIVE

COCAINE AND MORPHINE
Art.
747. Unlawful to sell or give away ex

cept .

on prescription, with cer

tain provisos.

Art.
748. Unlawful for any practitioner of

medicine, dentistry or veterinary
to prescribe to habitual users.

749. Penalty for violating this law.

Article 747. Unlawful to sell or give away except on prescrip
tion, with certain provisos.-It shall be unlawful for any person,
firm or corporation to sell, furnish or give away cocaine, salts of
cocaine or preparations containing cocaine, or salts of cocaine, or

any morphine, or salts of morphine, or preparations containing
morphine or salts of morphine, or any opium or preparations con

taining opium, or any chloral hydrate or preparations containing
chloral hydrate, except upon the original written order or prescrip
tion of a lawfully authorized practitioner of medicine, dentistry
or veterinary medicine, which order or prescription shall be dated
and shall contain the name of the person for whom prescribed, or,
if ordered by a practitioner of veterinary medicine, shall state the
kind of animal for which ordered and shall be signed by the person
giving the prescription or order. Such written order or prescrip
tion shall be permanently retained on file by the person, firm or

corporation who shall compound or dispense the article ordered
or prescribed; and it shall not be recornpounded or dispensed a

second time, except upon the written order of the original prescrib
er for each and every subsequent compounding or dispensing.
No copy or duplicate of such written order or prescription shall be
made or delivered to any person; but the original shall at all times
be open to inspection by properly authorized officers of the law.
Provided, however, that the above provisions shall not apply to prep
arations containing not more than two grains of opium, or not more

than one-eighth grain of morphine, nor not more than two grains of
chloral hydrate, or not more than one-sixteenth grain .of cocaine,
in one fluid ounce, or, if solid preparation, in one avoirdupois ounce;
provided, also, that the above provisions shall not apply to prepara
tions recommended in good faith for diarrhoea or cholera, each
bottle or package of which is accompanied by specific directions for
use, and the caution against habitual use; nor to linaments or

ointments when plainly labeled, "for external use only." And pro
vided, further, that the above provisions shall not apply to sales
at wholesale jobbers, wholesalers and manufacturers to retail drug
gists, nor to sales at retail by retail druggists to regular practition
ers of medicine, dentistry or veterinary medicine, nor to sales made
to manufacturers of proprietary or pharmaceutical preparations for
use in the manufacture of such preparations, nor the sales to hos
pitals, colleges, scientific or public institutions; nor to the sale of
patent or proprietary medicines sold by druggists or others, con

taining any of the foregoing substances, the sale of which is pro
hibited by this law; provided, such preparations be not compound
ed or sold for the purpose of the evasion of this law. [Act 1903,
ch. 115; Act 1905, p. 45.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 342, 349.
An indictment for unlawfully selling; furnishing, and giving cocaine and mor

phine to one not having a written prescription of a physician was sufficient, with
out negativing- the exceptions as to sales in good faith ror cholera, etc. Brown
v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 861.

-

Art. 748. Unlawful for any practitioner of medicine, dentistry
or veterinary to prescribe to habitual users.-It shall be unlawful
for any practitioner of medicine, dentistry or veterinary medicine
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to furnish to, or prescribe Ior the use of, any habitual user of the
same, any cocaine or morphine, or any salts or compound of cocaine
or morphine, or any preparation containing cocaine or" morphine or

their salts, or any opium or chloral hydrate, or any preparation
containing opium or chloral hydrate; and it shall also be unlawful
for any practitioner of dentistry to prescribe any of the foregoing
substances for the use of any person not under his treatment in the
regular practice of his profession, or for any practitioner of vet-

.erinary medicine to prescribe any of the foregoing substances for
the use of any human being; provided, however, that the provi
sions of this section shall not be construed to prevent any lawfully
.author ized practitioner of medicine from prescribing in good faith
for the use of any habitual user of narcotic drugs such substances
as he may deem necessary for the treatment of such habit. [Act
1903, ch. 115; Act 1905, p. 46.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 349-351.
An indictment which fails to allege that the prescription was not given for

the treatment of the habit is insufficient. Blair v. State (Cr. App.) 97 S. W. 89';
Blair v. State, 50 App. 225, 96 S. W. 23.

Art. 749. Penalty for violating this law.--Any person who shall
knowingly violate any of the provisions of this law shall be deem
ed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction for the first of
fense, shall be fined not less than twenty-five dollars nor more

than fifty dollars, and, upon conviction for a second offense, shall
be fined not less than fifty dollars nor more than one hundred dol
lars, and, upon a convicti�n for a third and all subsequent offenses,
shall be fined not less than one hundred dollars nor more than
two hundred dollars, and shall be imprisoned in the county jail for
not less than six months. It shall be the duty of the grand jury
to make presentments for violations of this law. [Id.]

lndtctmerrt.e-Wfllson's Cr. Forms, 349.

CHAPTER SIX

·UNLAvVFUL PRACTICE OF MEDICINE
Art.
750. Authority to practice registered in

district clerk's office; change of
residence recorded, where.

751. District clerk to keep medical reg
ister.

752. Practitioners of medicine to re

ceive verification license.
753. Applicants other than those under

previous article.
754. Not to discriminate against any

particular school.
755. Shall be regarded as practicing

medicine, when..

Art.
756. Practicing in violation of law, pen

alty.
757. Not applicable to what cases.
75E. Physicians, etc., to report births

and deaths.
758a. Soliciting or drumming patients or

patronage.
758b. Same; receiving compensation for

soliclttng patronage for physi
cians.

758c. Same; penalty.
758d. Same; newspaper adverttsing ex

cepted.
758e. Incriminating testimony.

Article 750. Authority to practice registered in district clerk's
office; change of residence recorded, where.-It shall be unlawful
for anyone to practice medicine, in any of its branches, upon
human beings within the limits of this state who has not registered
in the district clerk's office of the county in which he resides, his
authority for so practicing, as herein prescribed, together with
his age, postoffice address, place of birth, school of practice to

. which he professes to belong, subscribed and verified by oath;
,which, if wilfully false, shall subject the applicant to conviction
and punishment for false swearing as provided by law. The fact

. of such oath and record shall be indorsed by the district clerk upon
the certificate. The holder of the certificate must have the same

.

recorded upon each' change of residence to another county, and the
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absence of such record shall be prima facie evidence of the want
of possessior: of such certificate. [Act 1907, p. 225.]

1. Historical.
2. Validity of act.
3. Act of 1873.
4. Time of taking effect of act.
5.. Construction of act.
6. Compliance with article.
7. Persons liable.
8. Indictment and information.
9. Negativing exceptions.

10. -- Variance.
11. -- Disjunctive allegations.

1. Hlstorlcal.-The Act of May 16, 1873, the original act upon this subject.
was repealed by the act of August 21, 1876, which latter act is the one from
which these articles were framed in revising. Ellison v. State, 6 App. 248.

2. Validity of act.-The act is valid, since no one has an inalienable right to

practice medicine or treat diseases for pay. Lewis v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W.
523; Herrington v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S'. W. 721.

Const. art. 16, § 31, provides that the legislature may pass laws prescribing the

qualifications of practitioners of medicine and punish persons for malpractice, but
that no preference shall ever be given by law to any school of medicine. Held.
that the word "medicine," as used in the constitution, embraced the art of heal
ing, by whatever scientific or supposedly scientific method; the art of preventing,
curing, or alleviating diseases, and remedying as far as possible results of violence
and accident, some thing or method supposed to possess curative power, and hence
authorized the passage of this act, requiring physicians and surgeons, including
osteopaths, to obtain a license before engaging in the public practice of th.eir pro
fession. Ex parte Collins, 57 App. 2, 121 S. W. 501, affirmed by Supreme Court of
the United States, Id., 32 S. Ct. 286. 223 U. S. 288, 56 L. Ed. 439.

This act Is not unconstitutional in discriminating against the practice of the
masseur treatment, in failing to provide any board or authority to whom one can

apply for license to practice such treatment, for a license to practice that treat
ment can be obtained from the state medical board, and the condition that an

applicant have certain medical knowledge is not a discrimination against the prac
tice of the masseur treatment, but a valid exercise of police power. Germany v.

State, 62 App. 276, 137 S. W. 130, Ann. Cas. 1913C, 477.
This act regulating the right to practice medicine, and defining who shall be

regarded as medical practitioners, was a reasonable exercise of the state's police
power. Singh v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 891.

The act is not invalid for indefiniteness because not speclfically requiring a
certificate to be registered in the office of the clerk of the district court. Byrd v.

State, 72 App. 242, 162 S. W. 360.

3. Act of 1873.-See a discussion of the original act of May 16, 1873. State
v. Goldman, 44 Tex. 104. These articles are not only expressly sanctioned by the
constitution, but such legislation is competent under the general police power of
the state. Logan v. State, 5 App. 306.

All medical practitioners, except those pra.cticlng regularly for five years prior
to January 1, 1875, and those who qualified under the act of 1873, must have a

certificate of qualification, and before engaging in practice must have it recorded;
and one who had qualified under the act of 1873, but since removed to another
county, must likewise have his certificate recorded. Hilliard v. State, 7 App. 69.

4. Time of taking effect of act.-Where, in a prosecution for practicing medi
cine without a license, accused testified that he never procured a license to prac
tice medicine, and had not filed fO.r registration a license to practice' medicine in
any county, it was no defense that the alleged offense was committed before he
was required to register and file a certificate to practice medicine, if he desired
so to do, under this act as a legal practitioner of medicine within the state under
prior laws-then in force, which required a physiclan tOI file a diploma or license.
and have the same recorded in the office of the clerk of the district court of the
district in which he practiced. Dankworth v . State, 61 App, 157, 136 S. W. 788.

5. Construction of act.-This act does not seek to regulate bow anyone shall
treat diseases, but merely provides that, before anyone shall ·treat, or offer to
treat, diseases, he shall show his competency and obtain from the State Board of
Medical Examiners authority to practice. Lewis v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S.
W.523.

6. Compliance with artlcle.-VVhere a man presents a certificate from the ex

amining board of another State to such board in this State, and it is indorsed by
the latter and given to the clerk to be recorded, but the latter failed to properly
record it, he complied with the law as far as he was concerned, and was .not
guilty of practicing medicine without a license. Price v. State, 40 App. 429, 50
S. W. 700. ,

If defendant when he practiced as charged labored under the mistake that his
certificate had been filed for record in the county of the prosecution, and if said
mistake did not arise from want of proper care on his part, he was entitled to
acquittal. Pettit v. State, 28 App. 240, 14 S. W. 127.

A physlcian is liable to punishment if he practices medicine without having
his certificate filed and recorded in the district clerk's office. Wicks-Nease v.

Watts, 30 Civ. App, 515, 70 S. W. 1001.
Although one may have a diploma "issued by a bona fide medical college of

respectable standing" still he must receive a certificate to practice medicine from

12. -- Following language of stat-
. ute.
-- Joinder of counts.
Instructions.
Burden of proof.
Admissibility of evidence.
-- Newspaper advertisements.
Sufficiency of evidence.
Unlicensed practitioner's right to

recover fees.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
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one of .the duly constituted boards of medical examiners of the state of Texas,
which shall be recorded before he would be authorized to practice. It is not neces

sary for him to be examined if he has complied with other provisions of the stat
ute, but he must have the certificate. That a board refuses to examine him, or

issue a certificate to him, is no defense. Stone v. State, 48 App. 114, 86 S. W. 1031.

7. Persons liable.-See notes under article 755.

8. Indictment and Informatlon.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 343.
The indictment (under act of 1873) must allege that accused practiced medicine

without a diploma, or without a certificate of qualification, or without having prac
ticed for five consecutive years, and that accused resided or sojourned in the
county of the prosecution. State v. Goldma.n, 44 Tex. 104.

Under act of 1876 an indictment need not allege the particular branch or de
partment of medicine in which the defendant practiced. Antle v. State, 6
App. 202.

.

An indictment under this act need not allege the particular branch or de
partment of medicine in which the defendant practiced. Antle v. State, 6 App. 202.

An information that does not allege that the defendant resided in the county
where he is prosecuted and had not filed his certificate or diploma there or which
does not allege where: he resided or that in the county of his residence he had not
filed his certificate or diploma, states nOo offense. Person v. State, 53 App. 334,
109 S. W. 9>35.

Under this act an indictment which charges that accused did unlawfully en

gage in the practice of medicine in C. county without having first filed for record
with the clerk of the district court of said county his authority for practicing
medicine, is insufficient for failure to allege, either' that accused resided in C.
county or that he did not register his authority to practice in the office of the dis
trict clerk of the county in which he resided. Lockhart v. State, 58 App. 80, 124
S. W. 923.

r

Under this article and art. 755 an indictment charging the defendant with un

lawfully practicing medicine, without having properly registered his authority for
so doing, and treating and offering to treat physical disease and disorder, and
making a charge therefor, is sufficient. Young v. State, 61 App, 440, 134 S. W. 736.

Where an information for illegally practicing medicine stated that accused did

practice medicine without having been licensed to do so, etc., it was not de
fective for failure to allege the parttculan school of medictne to which defendant
was claimed to belong. Singh v. State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 891.

Under this article an information charging that accused did practice medi

cine, etc., was not objectionable for failure to allege that he professed to' be a

physician or surgeon; the act not being limited to persons so professing, but in

cluding any person treating or offering to treat any disease, etc. Singh v. State
(Cr. ApD.) 146 s. W. 891.

An tnrormatton, alleging that accused unlawfully engaged in the practice of
mcdiclne, for pay, as a regular practttioner, without a certificate from the Board
of Medical Examiners, and without a diploma from any accredited medical col

lege, charges a violation of arts. 751-756, provtding for the granting of licenses
to practice medicine, and punishing any person pra.ctlctng medicine in violation of

law, and does not charge the offense denounced by this article prohibiting any
one rrom practicing medicine' who has not registered, in the county in which he
resides, his authority for practicing, arid is not bad tor failing to allege the
county of the residence of accused, and that she had not registered her certifi
cate, essential to charge an offense under this article. Stiles v. State (Cr. App.)
148 8. W. 326.

An indictment alleging that accused practicing medicine without a license prac
ticed under a system of treatment, the name of which was unknown to the grand
jury, but which treatment consisted in the performing of physical manipulations,
does not require evidence to sustain a conviction that the name of the treatment
was unknown to the grand jury. Milling v. State' (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 434.

An indictment which alleges that accused did unlawfully engage in the prac
tice of medicine upon a human being without having registered in the district
clerk's office of the county of his residence a certificate from some authorized
board of medical examiners, or a diploma from some accredited medical college,
contrary to the statute made and provided is sufficient. Byrd v. State, 72 App.
242, 162 S. W. 360.

An indictment. charging the unlawful practice of medicine alleged that accused
had not filed a certificate from the board of medical examiners "or a diploma from
some accredited medical college." Held, that as the filing of a diploma did not
authorize anyone to practice medictne, the expression "or a diploma from some

accredited medical college" will be disregarded' as surplusage. Byrd v. State, 72
App, 242, 162 S. W. 360.

An indictment charging that accused was practicing medicine without having
filed his certificate in the office of the district Clerk of the county of his residence,
as required, is not bad for uncertainty in failing to allege that the certificate was

not filed in the office of the clerk of the district court. Byrd v. State,· 72· App,
242, 162 S. W. 360.

Where a complaint and information distinctly charge the offense of treating
or offering to treat any disease by any method in viola.tion of subdivision 2 the
allegations in the complaint and information attempting to charge accused with
proresaing to be a physlclan or surgeon in violation of subdivision 1 will be treated
as surplusage, and thereby render the complaint and information good as against
the objection that separate and distinct offenses are charged. Herrington V.
State (Cr. App.) 166 S'. W. 721.

.

An information is fatally defective, where It fails to allege defendant's resi
dence and that he had not registered his authority or license in the district clerk's
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office of the county of his residence, though it alleges that he was not licensed
and authorized under the laws of the state to practice medicine, was not prac

ticing medicine under the provistons of' the laws of the state, and was not a

physician under a diploma of a reputable and legal college of medicine. Young v.

State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 1112.

9. -- Negativing exceptions.-The exceptions contained in this article need
not be negatived in the indictment. They are matters of defense and provable
under the plea of not guilty. Blasdell v. State, 5 App. 263; Logan v. State, Id.

306; Newman v. State, 58 App. 223, 124 S. W. 956; Dankworth v. State, 61 App. 157,
136 S. W. 788.

The provisos> in the. act of 1876 need not have been negatived as exceptions in
the enacting clause, Blasdell v. State, 5 App, 263; Logan v. State, 5 App, 306;
as they were matters of detense, and provable under the general issue, Antle v.

State, 6 App. 202; nor need the information (or indictment) allege the particular
branch or department in which the defendant was engaged. Id.

An indictment alleging that accused practiced on human beings without au

thority of law, in that he unlawfully treated a physical disease of a person named
and charged him indirectly therefor, said treatment being given in the capacity of
a physlcian, under a system of treatment consisting in the performance of physical
manipulations, sufficiently charges a practicing of medicine and the indictment
need not allege. that the treatment accused practiced was not within his particular
sphere as a masseur, nor negative that he did not publicly represent himself as a

masseur. Milling v: State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 434.

10. -- Variance.-An indictment alleging that accused practicing medicine
without a license treated a patient, and that the treatment consisted in physical
manipulations with accused's hands "over" the patient, is sustained by proof that
accused placed his hands "upon" the patient and rubbed and manipulated his
hands "upon" his body; the words "upon" and "over" being synonymous. Mill
ing v. Statei (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 434.

The· variance between the complaint and information alleging that accused prac
ticed mediCine by treating a person named for consumption, diagnosing her case

and prescribing a treatment, and the proof that the. person named applied to ac

cused for treatment and told him that she. had asthma and a choking-up sensa

tion at night, and that accused did not diagnose the case as consumption, is fatal.
Norwood v. State, 70 App. 605, 158 S. W. 270.

11. Disjunctive allegations.-See C. C. P. art. 473.

12. Following language of statute.-See. C. C. P. art. 474.
13. Joinder of counts.-See C. C. P. art. 481.

14. Instructions.-Harmless error in instructions. See C. C. P. article 743.
Where, on a trial for practicing medicine without a license, the state proved

that accused treated diseases as a doctor, and charged indirectly therefor without
having a license, and accused claimed that he practiced solely as a masseur and
so advertised himself, the instructions which drew clearly the distinction between
the practice of medicine and the practice solely as a masseur, and which submitted
the issue to the jury, and which stated that, before accused could be convicted,
the jury must be satisfied that he practiced medicine and charged for his services
in the practice, etc., correctly presented the issues. 'Milling v. State (Cr. App.) 150
S. W. 434.

Where the information alleged that defendant charged $2 of the current money
of the United States of America for his services, an instruction, authorizing a

conviction if he charged any money of any sort for medical treatment, was not
within the issues, which should have been confined to finding the money charged
to be the current money of the United States. Collins v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S.
W.729.

15. Burden of proof.-See notes under art. 52, ante, and art. 785, C. C. P.
16. Admissibility of evldence.-See notes under art. 783 et seq., C. C. P.
Under act of 1876 it was competent to prove the professional capacity in which

defendant held himself out to the public. Antle v. State, 6 App, 202.
Evidence as to whether the treatment given by defendant to certain patients

was harmful or beneficial was immaterial. Germany v. State, 62 App, 276, 137 S.
W. 130, Ann. Cas. 1913C, 477.

Evidence as to whether the prosecuting witness had been treated by other
physicians before she was treated by defendant was .immaterial. Germany v.
State, 62 App. 276, 137 S. W. 130, Ann. Cas. 1913C, 477.

A check executed by the patient's husband, payable to defendant or order, on
which was defendant's indorsement, and on the face the words "one week's medical
treatment for my wife," was admissible to show that the treatment was for com

pensation, and not gratuitous. Singh v . State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 891.
In a prosecution against defendant for practicing medicine without a license,

evidence that, on request being made for receipts ror money paid by a patient's
husband, defendant stated that he did not give receipts because they were unnec
essary as he could not collect by law, was admissible to show that defendant was
aware of the provisions of the act and that the business he was pursuing was pro
hibited. Singh v, State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 891.

Evidence that defendant had prescribed for prosecuting witness for catarrh was
admissible to show that he was practicing. medicine. Singh v. State (Cr. App.)
146 s. W. 891.

Evidence of a third person that he called on defendant at the "Temple," which
was the name given by accused to his place of business, asked him if he could
.cure the witness' wife of neuralgia, and that accused replied that he could and
that the charges would be $10 per week 'if the witness brought his wife t� the
Temple and $15 per week if accused was compelled to go to the home of the wit-
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ness, was admissible to show that accused was treating, or offering to treat, dis
ease for pay. Singh v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 891.

The state in a prosecution for the alleged treatment of a specified person for
hire was not limited to proof of defendant's treatment of the person alleged, but
was entitled to show that defendant had treated and offered to treat other persons
as proof that he had been treating or offering to treat various diseases for com

pensation, especially in view of the defense that he only accepted free will offer
ings in return. Singh v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. 'l{. 891.

Where defendant was charged in one count with practicing medicine in that he
treated certain named persons, and. in another count with offering to treat dis
eases without a license, evidence that, at various times about the time "charged in
"the indictment, defendant treated numerous witnesses, whose names were not men

tioned in the indictment, for various ailments and diseases was admissible in
support of either or both counts. Mueller v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 1142.

In the prosecution of an alleged optician for practicing without license, wit
nesses were properly permitted to testify that accused stated to them that the
glasses he offered were "medicated" glasses. Tipton v. State (Cr. App.) 168 s. W.
1}7.

17. -- Newspaper advertisements.-Evidence of advertisements issued by
defendant for the purpose of obtaining practice was admissible. Germany v. State,
£2 App. 276, 137 S. W. 130, Ann. Cas. 1913C, 477.

Defendant's newspaper advertisements were not objectionable because the state,
at the time the advertisements were offered, had not shown that defendant had
treated the par-tlcular persons named in the first count of the indictment. Mueller
v: State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 1142.

Newspaper advertisements, in which defendant called himself a "proressor" able
to cure any and all diseases, and invited the afflicted public to come to him for
treatment, were not inadmissible, because they did. not show that he was prac
ticing, or offering to practice, medicine, and did not claim to be a physician or

practitioner of medicines belonging to any particular school, or because such ad
vertisements stated that he made no charge. Mueller v. State (Cr. App.) 153 s.
W. 1142.

The admission of an advertisement which on its face 'was that of another per
son, and copies of the newspaper containing advertisement of an osteopathic in
firmary and hospital, followed by the name of defendant as its phvstcian and sur

geon without a showing that defendant authorized the publication and was con

nected with the infirmary, did not make him responsible, and was inadmissible.
Collins v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 729.

In a prosecution for unlawfully practicing medicine, evidence of the auditor of
a newspaper that defendant had a credit on his books of $247, in the absence of
any showing that it had been placed there to pay for advertisements therein, or

any other connection, was inadmissible. Collins v . State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 729.
18. Sufficiency of evidence.-Under Act 1876 it was held sufficient to prove a

single act of engaging in the practice in connection with proof that he held himself
out to the public as a practicing physician. Antle v. State, 6 App. 202.

In a prosecution for the unlawful practicing of medicine without being regis
tered in C. county, where accused was alleged to have then resided, a conviction
was unauthorized in absence of proof that he resided in C. county; such proof
being indispensable. Young v. State, 59 App. 358, 128 S. W. 1103.

On a prosecution for practicing medicine without having filed the required cer

tificate, evidence held sufficient to sustain a finding that defendant was treating
disease by some method. and charging therefor. Newman v, State, 61 App. 338,
134 S. W. 688.

Proof that defendant did not charge for his services directly, but told all who
applied for treatment that he would receive from them "free will offerings," and
that he actually did receive pay from patients, was sufficient to show that he
practiced medicine for compensation. Singh v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 891.

The state is not required to prove defendant practiced by some particular sys
tem or method, but simply that he treated a disease or disorder, mental or phys
ical, and charged. therefor. Collins v. State (Cr. App.) 152 s. W. 1047.

Evidence held to sustain a conviction of accused for unlawfully practicing med
icine without a license. Mueller v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 1142.

In a prosecution for unlawfully practicing medicine, evidence showing defend
.ants treatment of" disease by rubbing, manipulation, etc., held to justify convic
tion. Newman v. State, 72 App, 367, 163 S. W. 427.

19. Unlicensed pr-actrtloner-'e right to recover fees.-See notes under art. 5736,
Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.

Art. 751. District clerk to keep medical register.-It is hereby
made the duty of the district clerk of each county in this state to

purchase a book of suitable size, to be known as the "medical
register" of such county, and set apart one full page for the regis
tration of each physician, and to record in the same the name and
record of each practitioner who presents a certificate from the
state board of examiners, issued under this act. The clerk shall
receive the sum of one dollar from each physician so registered,
which shall be his full compensation for all duties required under
this act. When any physician shall die or remove from the coun

ty, or have his license revoked, it shall be the duty of said clerk
"to make a note of facts at the bottom of the page as closing the
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record. On the first day of January in each year, said clerk shall,
on request of the board, certify to the office of the state board of
medical examiners a correct list of the physicians then registered
in the county, together with such other information as said board

may require. Any district clerk, upon conviction of knowingly
violating any of the provisions of this act, shall be fined not more

than fifty dollars. A copy from the medical register pertaining. to

any person certified to by said clerk under the seal of said court,
also a certificate issued by said officer certifying that any person
named has or has not registered in said office as required by this
act, shall be admitted as evidence in all trial courts. [Id., p. 225.]

See notes under art. 750; Morse v: State Board of Medical Examiners, 57 Civ.
App. 93, 122 S. W. 446.

Art. 752. Practitioner of medicine to receive verification license.
-All legal practitioners of medicine in this state who, practicing
under the provisions of previous laws, or under diplomas of a

reputable and legal college of medicine, have not already received
license from a state medical examining board of this state, shall
present to the board of medical examiners for the state of Texas,
documents, or legally certified transcripts of documents, sufficient
to establish the existence and validity of such diplomas 'or of the
valid and existing license heretofore issued by previous examining
boards of this state, or exemption existing under any law, and shall
receive from said board verification license, which shall be record
ed in the district clerk's office in the county in which the licen
tiates may reside. Such verification license shall be issued for a

fee of fifty cents to all practitioners who have not already received
a license from the state board of medical examiners of this state.
It is especially provided that those whose claims to state licenses
rest upon diplomas from medical colleges, recorded from Jan

uary 1, 1891, to July 9, 1901, shall present to the state board of
medical examiners satisfactory evidence that their diplomas were

issued from bona fide medical colleges of reputable standing, which
shall be decided by the board of medical examiners before they are

entitled to a certificate from said board. This board may, at its dis
cretion, arrange for reciprocity in license with the authorities of
other states and territories having requirements equal to those es

tablished by this act. License may be granted applicants for li
cense under such reciprocity on payment· of twenty dollars.

'

[Id.,
p. 225.]

See Morse v. State Board of Medical Examiners, 57 Civ. App. 93, 122 S. W.
446; Lockhart v. State, 58 App, 80, 124 S. W. 923.

Time of taking effect of act.-See note under article 750.

Verification certificate.-Where one has been granted a certificate to practice
medicine in any county, and the certificate has been duly recorded, the board of
examiners has no right to refuse a verification license to an applicant therefor,
nor to limit the certificate of a female applicant to the practice of obstetrics.
Board of Medical Examiners v. Taylor, 56 Civ. App, 291, 120 S. W. 575.

Under Rev. St. 1895, arts. 3784, 3785, requiring the board of medical examiners
to examine applicants for certificates to practice medicine in any of its branches
in enumerated subjects, and providing that the board, being satisfied as to the
qualifications of an applicant, shall grant to him a certificate, which shall entitle
the person to practice medicine, etc., a certificate reciting that the board has ex

amined a person, and has found her qualified to practice the branches of obstetrics
and diseases peculiar to women and children, is, in the absence of any evidence
to the contrary, a valid license to such person to practice medicine as limited in
the certificate, and such person is entitled to a verification certificate, under Acts

.

1907, c. 123. State Board of Medical Examiners v. Taylor, 103 Tex. 444, 129 S. W.
600.

Indictment and Informatlon.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 343.
See note under article 750.

Admissibility of evldence.-See art. 750.
.

It is error to admit opinion of witness that a college ts not an accredited med
ical college, basing such opinion on a book purporting to contain a list of accredited
medical colleges. Aldenhoven v. State, 42 App, 6, 56 S. W. 914.
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Art. 753. Applicants other than those under previous article.
All applicants for license to practice medicine in this state, not
otherwise licensed under the 'provisions of law, must successfully
pass an examination before the Board of Medical Examiners es

tablished by this law. Applicants, to be eligible for examination,
must present satisfactory evidence to the board that they are

more than twenty-one years of age, of good moral character, and
graduates of bon fide, reputable medical schools. Such schools
shall be considered reputable within the meaning of this law,
whose entrance requirements and courses of instruction are as

high as those adopted by the better class of medical schools of the
United States, whose course of instruction shall embrace not less
than four terms of five months each. Application for examina
tion must be made in writing under affidavit to the secretary of
the board, on forms prepared by the board, accompanied by a fee
of twenty-five ($25.00) dollars; except when an applicant desires
to practice obstetrics alone, the fee shall be five ($5.00) dollars.
Such applicant shall be given due notice of the date and place of
examination. Applican ts to practice obstetrics in the State of
Texas, upon proper, application, shall be examined by the Board in
obstetrics only, and upon satisfactory examination shall be licens
ed to practice that branch only; provided, this shall not apply to
those who do not follow obstetrics as a profession, and who do not
advertise themselves as obstetricians or midwives, or hold them
selves out to the public as so practicing. In case any applicant,
because of failure to pass examination, be refused a license, he or

she shall, after one year, be permitted to take a second examina
tion without an additional fee. [Act 1907, p. 225; Act 1915, p. 112,
ch. 63, § 1, superseding art. 753, revised Pen. Code.]

Se6 notes under art. 750. I

Cited, Morse v. State Board of Medical Examiners, 57 Civ. App, 93, 122 S. W.
446.

Exp,lanatory.-Art. 753, revised Pen. Code, and art. 5739, Revised St., 1911, were
made up from section 7 of Act 1907, p. 226. Act 1915, ch. 63, amends art. 5739,
Revised St., 1911, and thus supersedes art. 753, revised Pen. Code.

Verification certlficate.-See notes under art. 752.

Temporary cer-tfftcatev-e-One member of the board of examiners cannot issue a
third temporary certificate to an applicant so as to entitle him to practice medicine
and charge fees. Peterson v. Seagraves, 94 Tex. 390, 60 S. W. 752 (decision under
prior act).

Unlicensed practitioner's right to recover fees.-See notes under art. 5736,
Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.

Art. 754. Not to discriminate against any particular school.
Nothing in this law shall be constructed as to discriminate against
any particular school or system of medical practice. This act shall

.

not apply to dentists, legally qualified and registered under the
laws of this State, who confine their practice strictly to dentistry;
11Jor to nurses who practice only nursing; nor to masseurs, in their
particular sphere of labor, who publicly represent themselves as

such; nor to commissioned or contract surgeons of the United
States army, navy or public health and marine hospital service, in
the performance of their duties, but such shall not engage in
private practice without license from the 'board of medical ex

aminers; nor to legally qualified physicians of other states. called
in consultation, but who do not open offices or appoint places in
this state where patients may be met or 'called to see. This act
shall be so construed as to apply to persons, other than licensed
druggists of this state, not pretending to be physicians, who offer
for sale on the streets or other public places, remedies which they
recommend for the cure of disease. [Act 1907, p. 227.]

See notes under art. 750; Morse v, State Board of Medical Examiners, 67 Clv,
App .. 93, 122 S. W. 446.
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When prior act took effect.-The act of February 22, 1901, which excludes from
its operation all those who were practicing medicine in Texas prior to .January 1,
1885, did not go into effect until ninety days after the adjournment of the twenty
seventh legislature, and adjournment occurred April 9, 1901. Wickes-Nease v;

Watts, 30 Civ. App. 515, 70 S. W. 1002, 1003.

Masseur treatment.-See notes under arts. 750, 755.

Art. 755. Shall be regarded as practicing medicine, when.---.
Any person shall be regarded as practicing medicine within the
meaning of this act:

a
(1) Who shalf publicly profess to be a physician or surgeon and

hall treat, or offer to treat, any disease or disorder, mental or

physical, or any physical deformity or injury, by any system or

method, or to effect cures thereof.
(2) Or who shall treat, or offer to treat, any disease or disorder,

mental or physical, or any physical deformity or injury, by any
system or method or to effect cures thereof, and charge therefor,
directly or indirectly, money or other compensation. [Id., p. 227.]

See Morse v. (State Board of Medical Examiners, 57 Civ. App. 93, 122 S. W.
446; Young v. State, 61 App. 440, 134 S. W. 736.

Cited, Young v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 1112.

Validity of act.-Discrimination against masseur treatment, see note under ar

ticle 750.
Persons within act In general.-This act is not limited to persons professing to

be physicians and surgeons but includes any person treating or offering to treat
any disease, etc. Singh v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 891.

Proof that defendant did not charge for his services directly, but told all who
applied for treatment that he would receive from them "free will offerings," and
that he actually did receive pay from patients, was sufficient to show that he
practiced medicine for compensation. Singh v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 891.

One treating or offering to treat without medicine various diseases for a spe
cific compensation is within the act. Lewis v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 523.

An officer, agent, or employe of a corporation who practices medicine without
a license commits an offense, though he purports to act for the corporation.
Norwood v. State, 70 App, 605, 158 S. W. 270.

Masseur or massage doctor.-A masseur who publicly represents himself as a.

masseur, and who limits his practice to that of a masseur, is exempt from the
law requiring a certificate for the practice of medicine; but where he represents
himself as a masseur, but undertakes to cure diseases for pay and represents
himself as able to cure diseases, he must obtain the proper certificate. Milling
v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 434; Newman v. State, 61 App, 338, 134 S. W. 688;
Dankworth v. State, 61 App. 157, 13() S. W. 788.

A
-

party who advertised in a local newspaper that he was a masseur doc
tor located at a certain place, and that he- could heal all diseases, and who
treated many persons who came to him afflicted with various ailments, for which
he received compensation, was "practicing medicine," within the meaning of this.
article, and hence was required to have a license, although he prescribed and
used no drugs, but only massage treatment. Newman v. State, 58 App. 223, 124
S. W. 956.

Osteopathy.-One practicing osteopathy was not entitled to practice his profes
sion without a license. EX. parte Collins, 57 App. 2, 121 S. W. £01.

Laying on of hands.-This act prohibited the attempted treatment of disease by
an unlicensed person by means of prayer and the laying on of hands. Singh v. State
(Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 891

Indictment and Information.·-Willson's Cr. Forms, 343.
See notes under art. 750. .

Admissibility 'of evidence.-See notes under article 750.

Sufficiency of evidence.-See notes under article 750.

Art. 756. Practicing in violation of law, penalty.-Any person
practicing medicine in this state in violation of the provisions of
this law shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined in any sum not
less than fifty dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, and by
imprisonment in the county jail for a term not exceeding six
months; and each day of such violation shall constitute a separate
offense, and in no such case shall the violator be entitled to recover

anything for the services rendered. [Id., p. 228.]
See notes under art. 750.
Distinct offenses.-A conviction of unlawfully practicing medicine in March is

no bar to a prosecution for practicing medicine upon another person in May.
Byrd v. State, 72 App. 265, 162 S. W. 363.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 343.

Art. 757. [441] Not applicable, to what cases.-The provi
sions of this chapter shall not apply to any person who has been
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regularly engaged in the general practice of medicine, in any of
its branches or departments, in this state, for five consecutive
years prior to January 1, 1875; nor to any person who may have
legally qualified himself to practice medicine under the provisions
of an act, entitled, "An act to regulate the practice of medicine,"
passed May 16, 1873; nor to all those who were practicing medi
cine in Texas prior to January 1, 1885; nor to all those who began
the practice of medicine in this state after the above date, who
have complied with the laws of this state, regulating the practice
of medicine, in. force. [0. C.; Act 1901, p. 14.]

Historical.-Added in revising.
The Act of August 21, 1876, did not take effect until ninety days after its

passage, Logan v. State, 5 App. 306; and as it expressly repealed the act of

May 16, 1873,' an indictment under the last named act would not lie in 1877,
after its repeal. Ellison v. State, 6 App. 248.

Place' of recording, certificate.-One who qualified under the Act of 1873, but

afterward removed to another county, must have his certificate also recorded in

the latter county.. Hilliard v. State, 7 App. 69.

Art. 758. Physicians, etc., to report births and deaths.c=All

physicians, surgeons or accoucheurs who may attend at the birth
of a child, or, in the absence of such attendance, either parent of
the child, shall report the fact to the clerk of the county court, to

gether with the name of the parent or parents, the sex of the
child and the race to which the child belongs, and whether of for

eign or native parents, whether still born or alive, within thirty
days after said birth occurs, under a penalty of five dollars for each
failure to do so; to be collected as other fines for misdemeanors
are. All physicians, surgeons, accouchers and coroners, cognizant
of death, shall report the same, together with the race, nativity,.
age, sex, residence, whether alien or citizen, and the cause of
death, to the clerk of the county court within thirty days after the
occurrence, under a penalty of not less than five dollars nor more

than fifty dollars for each failure to do so; these data to be re

corded as a part of the vital statistics of the county and state;
and the clerk of the county court shall be paid by the county ten
cents for each birth or death .so recorded, and he shall report month
ly all these data to the department of public health and vital sta
tistics. In default of so reporting, he shall be fined not less than
fifty dollars for each offense.' [Act 1903, p. 220.]

Explanatory.-This article is, in the main, superseded by the new Sanitary
Code (post, art. 801, Rules 34-50). The new act does not, however, specify the par
ticulars that shall be stated in reports of births and deaths. Though the State
Board of Health is given power (Rule 38) to prescribe the form of birth and
death certificates, it is possible that the above article may still have some vital
ity in determining the statistical facts required as to bir-ths and deaths.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 726, 727.

Art. 758a. Soliciting or drumming patients or patronage.-If
any physician, surgeon, osteopath, masseur, or any other person
who practices medicine or the art of healing the sick or the afflict
ed, with or without the ·use of medicine, shall employ or agree to

employ, payor promise to pay, or reward or promise to reward"
any person, persons, firm, association of persons, co-partnership,
or corporation for securing, soliciting or drumming patients or

patronage, such physician, surgeon, osteopath, masseur, or any
other person who practices medicine or the art of healing the sick
or afflicted, with or without the use of medicine, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be punished
�s hereinafter provided. [Act 1911, p. 97, ch. 55, § 1.]

Art. 758b. ' Same; receiving compensation for soliciting patron
age for physicians.c=If any' person, firm, association of persons,.
ao-partnership or corporation shall accept or agree to accept any
payment, fee or reward, or anything of value, for securing, solicit-
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ing or drumming for patients or patronage for any physician, sur

geon, osteopath, masseur or any other person who practices medi
cine or the art of healing with or without medicine shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction, shall be punished
as hereinafter provided. [Id., § 2.]

Art. 758c. Same; penalty.--That any person violating any of
the provisions of this Act shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined
in any sum not less than $100.00 nor more than $200.00 for each
and every offense, and each and every payment or reward or fee
or agreement to payor accept a reward or fee shall constitute a

separate offense. [Id., § 3.]
Art. 758d. Same; newspaper advertising excepted.s=Provided,

that nothing in this Act shall be construed to prohibit the inserting
in a newspaper or newspapers of an advertisement of a person's
business, profession and place of business, or from advertising by
hand-bills and paying for services in distributing same. [Id., § 4.]

Art. 758e. Incriminating testimony.-No ·person shall be ex

empt from giving testimony in any proceedings for the inforce
ment of this Act, but the testimony given by a witness shall not
be used against him or her in any criminal action or proceeding,
nor shall any criminal action or proceeding be brought against
such witness .on account of any testimony so given by him or her.
[Id., § 5.]

CHAPTER SEVEN

DENTISTRY
Art
759. Persons practicing denUstry or

dental surgery to obtain certifi
cate.

760. Unlawful to extract teeth, when.
761. Board of examiners created.
762. Appointed by governor.
763. Before entering upon duties shall

make oath.
764. Shall keep record of what.
765. Persons deslrtng to commence

practice of dentistry, what is re

.quired of.

Art.
766. Members of board when not in

session may
. act, when.

767. License issued by board to be filed
with and recorded by county
clerk.

768. Penalty for violating any provi
sion of this law.

769. Penalty for extracting teeth in ad
vertising, etc.

770. Burden of proof upon whom.

Article 759. Persons practicing dentistry or dental surgery to
obtain certificate.--It shall be unlawful for any person to practice,
or attempt to .practice, dentistry or dental surgery in the state of
Texas, without first having obtained a certificate from the state
board of dental examiners; provided that physicians and surgeons
may, in the regular practice of their profession, extract teeth or make
application for the relief of pain; and, provided, further, that nothing
herein shall apply to any person legally engaged in the practice of
dentistry or dental surgery in this state, at the time of the passage
of this law. [Act 1897, ch. 97, § 1; Act 1905, p. 143.]

Indictment and information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 344.
It was not necessary that an information allege that accused was not legally

engaged in such practice at the passage 'Of the act. Doyle v. State (Cr. App.)
143 S. W. 630.

Art. 760. Unlawful to extract teeth, when.-It shall be un

lawful for any person or persons to extract teeth, or perform any
other operation pertaining to dentistry, for pay, or for the purpose
of advertising, exhibiting or selling any medicine or instrument or

business of any kind or description whatsoever, unless such per
son or persons shall first have complied with the provisions of
this title. [Act 1897, ch. 97, § 2; Act 1905, p. 143.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 344.
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Art. 761. Board of examiners created.-A board of examiners,
consisting of six practicing dentists of acknowledged ability as

such, is hereby created, who shall have authority to issue certifi
cates to persons in the practice of dentistry or dental surgery in
the state of Texas, who are legally practicing the same at the time
of the passage of this law, and issue certificates to all applicants
who may hereafter apply to said board, and pass a satisfactory ex

amination. [Act 1897, ch. 97, § 3; Act 1905, p. 143.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 344.

Art. 762. Appointed by governor.-The members of said board
shall be appointed by the governor, and shall serve for two years,
excepting that the members of the board first appointed shall be
made as follows:

Three for one year, and three for two years, respectively, and
until their successors are duly appointed.

In case of vacancy occurring in said board by resignation, re

moval from the state, or by death, such vacancy may be filled for
its unexpired term by the governor. [Act 1897, ch. 97, § 4; Act
1905, p. 143.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 344.

Art. 763. Before entering upon dutiesshall make oath.-Before
entering upon the duties of his office, each and every member of
this board shall make oath before any officer authorized to ad
minister an obligation who shall be empowered to use a seal of
office, that he will faithfully discharge the duties incumbent upon
him to the best of his ability. The same shall be filed for record
with the county clerk in which affiant resides. The county clerk
shall receive for recording the same, fifty cents. [Act 1897, ch.
97, § 4a; Act 1905, p. 144.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 344.

Art. 764. Shall keep record of what.-Said board shall keep a

record· in which shall be registered the names and residences or

places of business of all persons authorized under this title to

practice dentistry or dental surgery in this state. It shall elect one

of its members president, and one secretary thereof; and it shall
meet at least once in each year, and as much oftener, and at such
times and places as it may deem necessary. A majority of the
members of said board shall constitute a quorum, and the proceed
ings thereof shall be open to the public. [Act 1897, ch. 97, § 5;
Act 1905, p. 144.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 344.

Art. 765. Persons desiring to commence practice of dentistry,
what is required of.-Any person, desiring to commence the prac
tice of dentistry or dental surgery within this state, after the pas
sage of this law, shall, before commencing such practice, make
application to said board, and, upon undergoing a satisfactory ex

amination before said board, shall be entitled to a certificate from
said board, granting such person the right to practice dentistry
or dental surgery within this state. [Act 1897, ch. 97, § 7; Act
1905, p. 144.] .

.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 344.

Art. 766. Members of board when not in session may act,
when.-Any member of said board may, when the board is not in
session, grant a license to practice dentistry to any person whom
such member finds, on examination, to be qualified, on the pay
ment of two dollars by such person. A license so granted shall
be valid until the next meeting of the board, but no longer. Each
member shall make a report of license, so granted by him, at the
meeting, of. the. board following the granting of the. license. A
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member shall not grant a license under the provisions of this ar

ticle to one who has been rejected by ·the board as disqualified.
[Act 1897, ch. 97, § 8; Act 1905, p. 144.]

Indtctment.s--Wtllson'a Cr. Forms, 344.

Art. 767. License issued by board to be filed with and recorded

by county clerk.-Every person to whom license is issued by said
board of examiners shall, within thirty days from the date there
-of, present the same to the clerk of the county in which he or she
resides or expects to practice, who shall officially record said li
cense in his office book, provided for that purpose, and shall be
entitled to a fee of fifty cents for his services. [Act 1897, ch. 97,
.§ 9; Act 1905, p. 144.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 344.

Art. 768. Penalty for violating any provision of this law.-Any
'person who shall violate this law by practicing, or attempting
to practice, dentistry or dental surgery within this state, without
first complying with the provisions of this law, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be
fined in a sum of' not less than twenty-five nor more than three
hundred dollars for each and every offense, each day in the prac
tice constituting an offerise. All fines collected from prosecutions
under this law shall be appropriated to the common school funds
in the county where collected. [Act 1897, ch. 97, § 12; Act 1905,
p. 145.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 344, 347.

Art. 769. Penalty for extracting teeth in advertising, etc.-Any
person or persons who shall violate this law by extracting teeth,
or performing any other operation pertaining to dentistry for the
purpose of advertising, exhibiting or selling any medicine, instru
ment or business of any kind or description, shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined in
a. sum of not less than twenty-five nor more than three hundred
dtollars for each and every offense. [Act 1897, ch. 97, § 13; Act
1905, p. 145.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 344, 348.

Art. 770. [454] Burden of proof upon whom.-On the trial of
.any person indicted under the provisions of this law, it shall be
incumbent upon the defendant, in order to exempt him from the

penalties of this law, to show that he has authority under the law
to practice dentistry in this state. [0. C.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 344.

CHAPTER EIGHT

PHARMACY-PRACTICE OF
.Art.
771. Unlawful for any person not li

censed to conduct pharmacy or

drug store.
'772. Persons heretofore registered en

titled to certificate.
773. In order to be licensed what is re

.

quired of applicant.
774. When board shall enroll name of

applicant and issue license.
'775. When board may issue license

without examination.

Art .

776. License and renewal, conspicuous
ly posted.

777. When board to examine applicants
and make annual report to gov
ernor.

778. Board to hold meetings for exam

ination of applicants.
779. Member of board may issue tem

porary certificate, when.
780. Board' may charge and collect

fees.
781. Penalty for violating this law.

Article 771. Unlawful for any person not licensed to conduct
pharmacy or drug store.-It shall be unlawful for any person, not
licensed as a pharmacist, within the meaning of this law, to con-
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duct or manage any pharmacy, drug or chemical store, apothecary
shop or other place of business for the retailing, compounding or

dispensing of any drug, chemical or poison, or for the compound
ing of physician's prescriptions, or to keep exposed for sale at re

tail, any drug, chemicals or poisons, except as hereinafter provid
ed, or for any person, not licensed as a pharmacist or assistant

pharmacist within the meaning of this law, to compound, dispense
or sell at retail, any drug, chemical, poison, or pharmaceutical
preparation, upon the prescription of a physician or otherwise, or

to compound physicians' prescriptions, except as an aid to, or

under the supervision of, a person licensed as a pharmacist under
this law, And it shall be unlawful for any owner or manager of a

pharmacy, or drug store, or other place of business, to cause or

permit any other than a person licensed as a pharmacist or assist
ant pharmacist to compound, dispense or sell at retail, any medi
cine or poison, except as an aid to, or under the supervision of, a

person licensed as a pharmacist. Provided, however, that nothing
in this section shall be construed to prevent any person from en

gaging in the business herein described, as proprietors and owners

thereof; provided such proprietors or owners shall have employed
in his business, to conduct same, some one qualified under this
act; nor to interfere with any legally registered practioner of
medicine or dentistry in the compounding of his prescriptions, or

to prevent him from supplying his patients such medicine as he
may deem proper; nor with exclusively wholesale business of any
dealer who shall be licensed as a pharmacist, or who shall keep
in his employ at least one person who is licensed as a pharmacist;
nor with the selling at retail of non-poisonous domestic remedies;
nor with the sale of patent or proprietary preparations, when sold
in unbroken packages; nor with the sale of poisonous substances,
which are sold exclusively for use in the arts, or for use as insecti
cides, when such substances are sold in unbroken packages bear
ing a label having plainly printed upon it the name of the con

tents, the word "poison" and the names of at least two readily
obtainable antidotes. [Act 1907, p. 349.]

Prescription of physician.-Law held inapplicable to sales of liquor on pre
scriptions of physicians under a license taken out for that purpose. Watson v.

State, 45 App. 509, 78 S. W. 504.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 345.

Art. 772. Persons heretofore registered entitled to certificate.-·
All persons heretofore registered by district boards as pharma
ceutical examiners shall, upon presenting proof of such registra
tion in accordance with the law regulating the practice of phar
macy then in force, and the payment of one dollar, be entitled to a

certificate of registration as licensed pharmacist; under the mean

ing of this law, from the state board of pharmacy, without exam

ination. Such application shall be made to the state board of

pharmacy within ninety days after the first meeting of said board.
Proprietors and employes of such proprietors who are actively en

gaged in the preparation of physicians' prescriptions, and com

pounding and vending of medicines in towns of less than one

thousand inhabitants in the State of Texas, and also proprietors
and employes of such proprietors who shall become so engaged in
such towns during the next five years after the passage of this
law, shall be exempt from examination; provided, he or she will
register as required in this law, and, upon paying said board of
pharmacy one dollar.. shall receive a certificate of registration
which shall entitle such person to practice pharmacy in towns of

. one thousand inhabitants or under. Provided, that should such
person fail to apply for registration within ninety days, from and
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after the first meeting of said board, said party shall be required
to pay the same fee as in original registration. .Every person who
shall hereafter desire to be licensed as a pharmacist shall file with
the secretary of the board of pharmacy an application, upon blanks
furnished by the board of pharmacy for that purpose, duly verified
under oath, setting forth the name and age of the applicant, the
place or places at which, and the time spent in the study of the
science and art of pharmacy, the experience in the compounding of
physicians' prescriptions which the applicant has had under the
direction of a legally licensed pharmacist, and shall appear at a

time and place designated by the board of pharmacy, and submit
to an examination as to his or her qualifications for registration
as a licensed pharmacist or assistant pharmacist; provided, how
ever, if any applicant should fail to pass a satisfactory examina
tion, he or she may, at any subsequent meeting of the board of
pharmacy within six months, be permitted to be re-examined
without cost. [Id., p. 350.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 345.

Art. 773. In order to be licensed what is required of applicant.
-In order to be licensed as a pharmacist within the meaning of
this act, an applicant shall be not less than twenty-one years of
age, and shall have been licensed as an assistant pharmacist for
not less than two years prior to his application for license as a

pharmacist, or he shall present to the board satisfactory evidence
that he is a graduate of a reputable school or college of pharmacy,
or that he has had four years' practical experience in pharmacy
under the instruction of a pharmacist; and he shall' also pass a

satisfactory examination by or under the direction of a' board of
pharmacy. In order to be licensed as an assistant pharmacist,
within the meaning of this law, an applicant shall not be less than
eighteen years of age, and shall have a sufficient preliminary gen
eral education, and shall have not less than two, years' experience
in pharmacy, and shall pass a satisfactory examination by, or under
the direction of the board of pharmacy. Provided, however, that
in the case of persons who have attended a reputable school or col
lege of pharmacy, the actual time of attendance at school or col
lege of pharmacy, may be deducted from the time of experience re

quired of pharmacist and assistant pharmacist, but in no case shall
less than two years'. experience be required for registration as a

licensed pharmacist. [Id., p. 350.]
Art. 774. When board shall enroll name of applicant and issue

license.-If the applicant for license as a pharmacist or assistant
pharmacist has complied with all the requirements of the two pre
ceding articles, the board of pharmacy shall enroll his name upon
the register of pharmacist or assistant pharmacist, and issue to him
a license, which shall entitle him to practice as pharmacist or

assistant pharmacist for a period of two years from the date of
said license. The board of pharmacy may refuse to grant a license
to any person guilty of felony or gross immorality, or who is ad
dicted to the use of alcoholic liquors or narcotic drugs to such an

extent as to render him unfit to practice; and the board of phar
macy, after due notice and herein may revoke a license for like
cause, or any license which has been procured by fraud. [Id.,
p. 351.]

Art. 775. When board may issue license without examination.
-The board of pharmacy may issue license to practice as phar
macist or assistant pharmacist in this state, without examination,
to such persons as have been legally registered or licensed as phar
macists or assistant pharmacists in other states or foreign, coun-
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tries; provided, that the applicant for such license shall present
satisfactory evidence of qualifications equal to those required from
licentiates in this state, and that he was registered or licensed by
examination in such other state or foreign country, and that the
standard of competency required in such other state or foreign
country accords similar recognition to the licentiates of this state.

Applicants for license under this article shall, with their applica
tion, forward to the secretary of the board of pharmacy the same

fees as are required of other candidates for license. [Id., p. 351.]
Art. 776. License and renewal conspicuously posted.-Every

certificate of license to practice as pharmacist or assistant phar
macist, and every license to any proprietor or employe to conduct
a drug store in towns of not more than one thousand inhabitants,
as above provided, and every renewal of such license, shall be con

spicuously exposed in the pharmacy, or drug store or place of
business of which the pharmacist, or assistant pharmacist, or other
person to whom it is issued, is the owner or manager, or in which
he is employed. Every Iicensed pharmacist or assistant pharma
cist who desires to continue in the practice of his profession shall,
within thirty days next preceding the expiration of his license or

permit, file with the board an application for the renewal thereof,
which application shall be accompanied by the fee hereinafter pre
scribed. If the board shall find that the applicant has been legal
ly licensed in this state, and is entitled to renewal of license, or to
a renewal of such permit, it shall issue to him a certificate attest

ing the fact. If any pharmacist or assistant pharmacist shall fail,
for a period of sixty days after the expiration of his license, to
make application to the board for its renewal, his name shall be
erased from the register of licensed pharmacist or assistant phar
macist; and such person, in order to become registered as a li
censed pharmacist or assistant pharmacist, shall be required to pay
the same fee as in the case of original registration. The name of
the responsible manager of every pharmacy, drug store or apothe
cary shop, shall be conspicuously displayed outside of such place
of business. [Id .• p. 351.] ..

Art. 777. When board to examine applicants and make annual
report to governor.-It shall be the duty of the board to examine
all applications for registration of such persons as may be en

titled to the same under the provisions of this law, and to make an

annual report to the governor, a copy of which shall be furnished
to the Texas state pharmaceutical association, upon the condition
of pharmacy in Texas, which report shall embrace all the proceed
ings of the board, and give an itemized account of all money re

ceived and disbursed by said board; and said itemized account of
money paid out by said board shall show to whom paid and specifi
cally for what purpose it was paid, and also the names of all phar
macists duly registered under this act. And it shall be the further
duty of the board to deliver all money on hand at the end of the
term of each board after all outstanding debts have been paid over

to their successors in office. [Id., p. 353.]
Art. 778. Board to hold meetings for examination of applicants.

-The Texas state board of pharmacy shall hold meetings for the'
examination of applicants for registration, and for the transaction
of such other business as may legally come before it, at least once
in four months, and such additional meetings as may be neces

sary; provided, that said regular meetings shall be held On the
third Tuesdays of January, May and September of each year, in
such cities or places as the said board may select, or such cities
or places as shall be deemed most convenient for applicants, Due
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notice of such meetings shall be given by publication in such pa
pers as may be selected by the board, thirty days in advance of
said meetings. Three members shall constitute a quorum for
the transaction of any and all business. The president and secre

tary shall have the power to administer oaths in all matters per
taining to the examination and registration of pharmacist and as

sistant pharmacist. The board shall keep a record of its proceed
ings and a register of all persons to whom certificates or license as

pharmacist or assistant pharmacist and permits have been issued,
and all renewals thereof; and the books and register of the board
or a copy of any part thereof, certified by the secretary, shall be
accepted as competent evidence in all the courts. [Id., p. 353.]

Art. 779. Member of board may issue temporary certificate,
when.-Any member ofthe board of pharmacy may issue a tem

porary certificate upon satisfactory proof that the applicant is
competent; said temporary certificate shall be null and void after
the first meeting of the board of pharmacy next after the granting
said temporary certificate; provided, that not more than one tem

porary certificate shall ever be granted to anyone person. [Id.,
p. 354.]

Art. 780. Board may charge and collect fees.-The board of
pharmacy shall be entitled to charge and collect the following fees:
For the examination of an applicant for license as a pharmacist,
five dollars; for the examination of an applicant for license as an

assistant pharmacist, two dollars and fifty cents; for renewing the
license as a pharmacist, one dollar; for renewing the license as as

sistant pharmacist, one dollar; for issuing license to any proprie
tor or employe to conduct a drug store in towns of not more than
one thousand inhabitants, one dollar; all fees shall be paid before
any applicant may be admitted to examination or his name placed
upon the register of pharmacists, or assistant pharmacists, or be
fore any license or permit or any renewal thereof may be issued by
the board. [Id., p. 354.]

Art. 781. Penalty for violating this law.-Whoever, not being
licensed as a pharmacist, shall conduct or manage any drug store
or other place of business for the compounding, dispensing or sale
at retail of any drugs, medicine or poisons, or for the compounding
of physicians' prescriptions contrary to the provisions of articles
771 and 772, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on con

viction thereof, shall be fined not less than twenty-five dollars nor

more than one hundred dollars, and each week such drug 'store or

pharmacy or other place of business is so unlawfully conducted
shall be held to constitute a separate -and distinct offense. Who
ever, not being licensed as a pharmacist or assistant pharmacist,
shall compound, dispense or sell at retail, any drugs, medicine,
poison or pharmaceutical preparation, even upon a physician's
prescription or otherwise, and whoever, being the owner or man

ager of the drug store, pharmacy or other place of business, shall
cause or permit anyone not licensed as a pharmacist or assistant
pharmacist, to dispense, sell at retail or compound any drug, med
icine, poison or physician's prescription, contrary to the provisions
of articles 771 and 772, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not less than ten dol
lars nor more than one hundred dollars. Any license or permit or

renewal thereof, obtained through fraud, or by any false or fraud
ulent representations, shall be void and of no effect in law. Any
person who shall make any false or fraudulent representations for
the purpose of procuring a license or permit or renewal thereof,
either for himself or for another, shall be deemed guilty of a mis-

,
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demeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not less than

twenty-five dollars nor more than one hundred dollars; and any
person who shall wilfully make a false affidavit for the purpose
of procuring a license or permit or renewal thereof, either for
himself or for another, shall be deemed guilty of perjury, and, upon
conviction thereof, shall be subject to like penalties as in other
cases of perjury. Whoever, being the holder of any license or

permit granted under this act, shall fail to expose such license or

permit, or any renewal thereof, in a conspicuous position in the

place of business to which such license or permit relates, or in
which the holder thereof is employed, contrary to the provisions of
article 776, shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not less than
five dollars nor more than twenty-five dollars; and each week that
such license, permit or renewal shall not be exposed, shall be held
to constitute a separate and distinct offense; and whoever, being
the holder of any license or permit granted under this act, shall,.
after the expiration of such license or permit, and without renew

ing the same, continue to carryon the business for which such li
cense or permit was granted, contrary to the provisions of article
776, shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not less than five dol
lars nor more than twenty-five dollars. [Id., p. 354.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 346.

CHAPTER NINE

NURSING AND EMBALMING
Art.
782. Nursing; persons entitled to reg

istration; certificate of regis
tration; practice without certif
icate.

783. Penalty for.
784. Embalming; persons engaged or

desiring to engage in practice,
what required of.

Art.
785. Sball annually obtain renewal li

cense.

786. Unlawful for persons not register
ed to practice.

787. Not to apply when and to whom.
788. Penalty for violation.

Article 782. Nursing; persons entitled to registration; certifi
cate of registration; practice without certificate.-That all nur-ses

who are engaged in nursing at the time of the passage of this Act,
and who shall show to the satisfaction of the said Board that they
are of good moral character and were graduated prior to April,
1909, from a training school connected with a hospital or sani
tarium giving two years general training, or prior to the year 1901,
having given 18 months general training, and who maintains in
other respects proper standards, shall be entitled to registration
without examination, provided they register prior to January 1st,
1912. All persons who have heretofore received registration cer
tificates in compliance with an Act of the Regular Session of the
Thirty-first Legislature, being "An Act to define and regulate the:
practice of professional nursing, to create a Board of Nurse Ex
aminers for the examination and licening [licensing] of nurses, and
to prescribe their qualifications, to provide for their proper regis
tration and for the revocation of certificates, and to fix suitable
penalties for the violation of this Act," shall not be required to
obtain new registration certificates, but such certificates hereto
fore secured under said Act of the 'I'hirty-first Legislature shall'
be in all things valid and binding and of full force and effect. AI!
persons who are in training.in the wards of a general hospital or

sanitarium in this State where a two-years' training- with a sys
tematic course of instruction is given at the time of the passage of
this Act, and shall graduate hereafter, and possess the above quali-
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fications, shall be entitled to registration without examination.
Provided application for registration certificate shall be made to
the Board herein provided for, who shall issue proper certificate
of registration without examination, if the applicant be found en

titled thereto under the provisions of this Act. All nurses who
have served in the army or navy of the United States, and have
been honorably discharged, shall be entitled to registration without
examination. It shall be unlawful hereafter for any person to

practice nursing as a registered nurse, without a certificate from
the State Board of Nurse Examiners. A nurse who has received
his or her certificate according to the provisions of this Act shall
be styled and known as a "Registered Nurse." No other person
shall assume such title or use the abbreviation "R. N." or any other
letters to indicate that he or she is a registered nurse. The Board
in each instance shall require a registration fee of five ($5.00) dol
lars. [Act 1909, ch. 117, § 4, amended; Act 1911, p. 166, ch. 89,
§ 1, superseding art. 782, revised Pen. Code.]

Explanatory.-Acts 1911, ch. 89, § 1, amends section 4 of ch. 117, of Acts 31st

Legislature (190-9) and thus supersedes art. 782, revised Pen. Code.

Art. 783. Penalty for.-Any person violating the provisions of
this law, or who shall make any false representations to said board
in applying for a certificate, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
upon conviction, be punished by a fine of not more than three hun
dred dollars. [Act 1909, p. 228.]

Art. 784. Embalming; persons engaged Or desiring to engage
in practice, what required of.-Every person engaged, or desiring
to engage, in the practice of embalming, in connection with the care

and disposition of dead human bodies, within the state of Texas,
shall make a written application to the State board of embalming for
a license, accompanying the same with a license fee of five dollars,
whereupon the applicant, as aforesaid, shall present himself or her
self before said board at a time and place to be fixed by said board;
and if the board shall find upon examination that the applicant is
of good moral character, possessed of the knowledge of the venous

arterial system, the location of the heart, lungs, bladder, womb and
other organs of the human body, and the location of abdominal,
pleural and thoracic cavities, location of the carotid, bracharal,
radial, ulnar, femoral and tibinal arteries, a knowledge of the
science of embalming and the care and disposition of the dead, and
has a reasonable knowledge of sanitation and the disinfection of
bodies of diseased persons, and the apartment, clothing and bed
ding in case of death by infectious or contagious diseases, the board
shall issue to said applicant a license as a duly licensed embalmer,
authorizing him to practice the science of embalming. Such li
cense shall be signed by a majority of the board and attested by its
seal. All persons receiving license under the provisions of this law
shall have said license registered in the county clerk's office in
the county in the jurisdiction of which it is proposed to carryon

. said practice, and shall display said license in a conspicuous place
of business of said person so licensed. [Act 1903, p. 124.]

Art. 785. Shall annually obtain renewal license.-That every
registered embalmer, who desires to continue the practice of his
profession, shall annually thereafter, during the time he shall con

tinue in such practice, on such date as said board may determine,
pay to the secretary of said board a fee of two dollars for the re

newal of said license. [Id., p. 125.]
Art. 786. Unlawful for persons not registered to practice.-It

shall be unlawful for any person not a registered embalmer, to em

balm or pretend to practice the science of embalming, in connection
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with the care and disposition of the dead, unless said person is
a registered embalmer, within the meaning of this chapter. [Id.,
p. 125.]

Art. 787. Not to apply when and to whom.-That nothing in
this law shall apply to, or in any manner interfere with, the duties
of any municipal, county, and state officer, or state institution, nor

shall this law apply to any person simply engaged in the furnishing
of burial receptacles for the dead, but shall only apply to such per
son or persons engaged in the business of embalming, in connec

tion with the care and disposition of the dead. [Ld., p. 125.]
Art. 788. Penalty for violation.-That any person who shall em

balm, or attempt to practice the science of embalming, in con

nection with the care and disposition of the dead, without having
complied with the provisions of this law, shall be guilty of a mis
demeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, before any court, shall be
sentenced to pay a fine of not less than fifty dollars or not more

than one hundred dollars for each and every offense. All fines col
lected for the violation of any of the provisions of this law shall be
paid into the public school fund of the state. [Id., p. 125.]

BARBERING-REGULATING SAME
Laws 1907, ch. 141j p. 273, relating to this subject was held unconstitutional in

Jackson v. State, 55 App. 557, 117 S. W. 818, on the ground that ·it was a me

chanical pursuit, and subject to a tax, in view of Const. art. 8, § 1, and on the
further ground that inasmuch as it excepted certain persons from its operation,
it was discriminatory and violated section 3 of the Bill of Rights forbidding the
granting of special privileges.

CHAPTER TEN

VIOLATIONS OF QUARANTINE
Art.
789. Vessel landing from infected port.
790. Passing station without permis-

. sion.
791. Going ashore without permission.
792. Landing goods without permission.
793. Leaving quarantine station.
794. Officer, etc., disobeying, etc., quar

antine law.

Art.
795. Evading quarantine guard, etc.
796. Violating quarantine regulations.
797. Conductor or person in charge of

train or steamboat.
798.' Merchant· or person violating gov

ernor's proclamation.
799. Physician knowingly concealing

case of contagious disease.

Article 789. [472] Vessel landing from infected port.-After
the legal establishment of any quarantine station on the coast of
this state, if any vessel shall land or arrive at such station from any
infected port without CL bill of health from the proper officer of
said port, or with a false bill of health, the master or commanding
officer of such vessel shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction, shall be fined not less than five hundred nor

more than five thousand dollars. [Act Aug. 13, 1870, p. 75; amend
ed Act 1901, p. 305.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 352.

Art. 790. [473] Passing station without permission.c-Any
master or commanding officer of a vessel that passes or attempts
to pass any quarantine station on the coast of this state, during the
continuance of the quarantine, without having first obtained per
mission from the health officer of such station so to do, shall be
punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than two
nor more than five years, or by fine not less than five hundred nor
more than ten thousand dollars. [Act Aug. 13, 1870, p. 75.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 353.

Art. 791. [474] Going ashore without permission.-Any per
son belonging to or on board of a vessel placed under quarantine,
who shall go ashore without the written permission of the health
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officer of the station, shall be fined not less than fifty nor more than
five hundred dollars. [Id.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 354.

Art. 792. [475] Landing goods without permission.-Any mas

ter or officer of a vessel placed under quarantine, who shall land
'or permit to be landed from said vessel any goods, wares, mer

-chandise or article whatsoever, while the same is under quarantine,
without the written permission of the health officer of the quar
antine station, shall be fined not less than fifty nor more than one

rhousand dollars for each article so landed. [Id.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 355.

Art. 793. [476] Leaving quarantine station.-Any person de
tained at any quarantine station, who shall wilfully absent himself
without leave of the officer having charge thereof, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof by any court
of competent jurisdiction, shall be punished by a fine of not less
than ten dollars nor more than one thousand dollars. [Act April
12, 1883, p. 81.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 356.

Art. 794. [477] Officer, etc., disobeying, etc., quarantine law.

-Any health officer, guard or other employe, who shall knowingly
and wilfully disobey or in any manner knowingly neglect or fail
to perform any duty imposed upon him by the provisions of quar
antine laws, rules and regulations of this state, or who shall dis
obey, knowingly, an order emanating from superior authority, shall
be fined, upon conviction by a court of competent jurisdiction, in
a sum not exceeding one thousand dollars; provided, that, in the
meaning of this article, the governor and state health officer shall
.alone be deemed superior authority. [Id.; quarantine law, Act
18th Leg., p. 17.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 357, 358.

Art. 795. [478] Evading quarantine guards, etc.-Any person
coming from any port or district infected with yellow fever or any
other infectious or contagious disease, who shall knowingly evade
any guard or pass through any cordon of quarantine duly estab
lished, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon con

viction by any court of competent jurisdiction, be punished by fine
not exceeding one thousand dollars. [Act April 11, 1883, p. 81.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 359.

Art. 796. [478a] Violating quarantine. regulations.-Any per
son, who shall knowingly and wilfully violate any regulation of
quarantine established by the governor, the state health officer,
or the health officer of any county or city of this state, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be
punished by a fine of not less than twenty nor more than one thou
sand dollars. [Act 1901, p. 305.]

See art. 801, post.

Art. 797. [478b] Conductor or person in charge of train or

steamboat.-H any conductor, or person in charge of any train, ship,
steamboat or any other kind of common carriers, shall knowingly
and wilfully bring into this state any person or thing contrary to
the quarantine regulations as proclaimed by the governor, or state
health officer, such conductor or person so knowingly- and wilfully
offending, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction
thereof, shall be fined in any sum not to exceed five hundred dol
lars. [Id., p. 305.]

See art. 801, post.

Art. 798. [478c] Merchant or person violating governor's proc..

lamation.-Any merchant or other person who shall knowingly
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and wilfully order the shipment, or knowingly and wilfully receive
anv merchandise, whose shipment into the state is prohibited by
the governor's proclamation, or any person who knowingly and wil

fully sells and proceeds to deliver such merchandise or other article
as above, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon
conviction thereof, shall be fined in any sum not exceeding five

hundred dollars. [Id., p. 305.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 362.

Art. 799. [478d] Physician knowingly concealing case of con

tagious disease.-Any physician who shall knowingly conceal any
case of contagious disease, or who shall fail to report to the county
or city health officer any case of contagious disease of which he
may have knowledge shall, upon conviction, be fined in any sum

not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than one hundred dol
lars. [Id., p. 305.]

Explanatory.-This article is in part superseded by Rule 1 of the new Sanitary'
Code (art, 801, post). In view of the concluding paragraph of the Sanitary Code,
the offense of concealing a contagious disease, not described in Rule 1, still sub
sists.

Indlctrnentv=Willson's Cr. Forms, 360, 361.

CHAPTER TEN A

VETERINARIANS
Art.
799a, Compliance with requirements.
799b. Application for license; examina-

tion; provisos.
799c. Payment of fee; persons except

ed; disposition; bond.
799d, Registration of license; fee; re

moval to other county.

Art.
79ge. Practice without compliance with

act; penalty.
799f. What constitutes "practicing";

United States officers, non-resi
dent practitioners, and other
persons excepted.

799g. Grand jury; charge to.

Article 799a. Compliance with requirements.-That no person
shall practice veterinary medicine or veterinary surgery in any of
their departments, including veterinary dentistry, within this State,.
unless and until such persons shall have complied in all respects
with the provisions of this Act. [Act 1911, p. 132, ch. 76, § 1.]

Constitutionality of act.-The regulation of the practice of veterinary medicine,
surgery, and dentistry is within the police powers of the state. Pistole v. State
(Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 618.

This act, being a police regulation, and not a tax measure, is not violative of
Const. art. 8, §§ 1, 2, requiring taxation to be equal and uniform. Id.

This act is not violative of Const. U. S. art. 4, § 2, providing that the citi
zens of each state shall be entitled to the privileges and immunities of citizens of
the several states, nor of the due process and equal protection provisions of the
fourteenth amendment, despite the provisions of arts, 799c, 799d, 799f. Id.

Arts. 799a, 799b are not violative of Const. art. 1, §§ 3, 17, 19, providing that aU
men shall' have equal rights, that private property shall not be taken for public'
use without adequate compensation, and that no citizen of the state shall be,
deprived of property, privileges, or immunities, except by due process of law. Id.

The title of this act: "An act to regulate the practice of veterinary medicine,.
surgery and dentistry; creating a board for the examination of applicants for the,
practice of veterinary medicine, surgery and dentistry; prescribing their powers..
duties and qualifications; said board to be known as the 'State Board of Veteri
nary Examiners;' prescribing penalties for a violation of the previsions of this act..
and declaring an emergency't-e-Ie not open to the objection that it is too general..
and does not embrace the provisions of the act. Id.

Board of examiners.-In the trial of one for violating this act, it was no de
fense that the board of examiners consisted of only five members, though seven.
are required by law, and that three of the five were graduates of the same school;
the presumption being that the Governor has not violated his sworn duty, such
board being at least a de facto board, and the section of the statute requiring that
no two members of the board shall be graduates of the same college would not
disqualify the board, though more than two of them were graduates of a particu
lar college, where the members so graduating were also graduates of other and
diver-se colleges. Pistole v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 618.

Art. 799b. Application for license; examination; provisos.
That any person desiring to practice veterinary surgery in this
State shall make application for license to said State Board of'
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Veterinary Medical Examiners upon blanks furnished by said
Board for such purpose. Said application shall be accompanied by
the fee hereinafter prescribed and by satisfactory proof that the

applicant is of good standing and character. His diploma shall
be submitted for inspection by the Board. When these preliminary
requirements are satisfied, the applicant shall present himself be
fore the Board for examination upon the following subjects: Vet
erinary anatomy, veterinary pathology, chemistry, veterinary sur

gery, veterinary obstetrics, veterinary materia medica, veterina
ry sanitary science and police and veterinary practice. Provid
ed, that until January first, 1912, persons who have been en

gaged in the practice of veterinary surgery or any of the branch
es thereof, including veterinary dentistry, in the State of Tex
as, as their principal occupation for at least one year immedi
ately prior to the passage and approval of this Act, and are of
good moral character, shall be entitled to a certificate of license on

application to the Board, presentation of satisfactory evidence and
payment of the regular application fee hereinafter prescribed. Such
license to expire at the end of one year from date of issuing. Pro-
vided that nothing in this Act shall prohibit any person who has
practiced veterinary surgery for five years prior to the enactment
of this law from practicing in their county or residence only, with
out license by making affidavit before the district clerk of his coun

ty that he has practiced veterinary surgery for five years, but if
such person shall move from such county of residence he shall
comply with all the requirements of this Act before he shall be
allowed to practice. [Id., § 5.]

Art. 799c. Payment of fee; persons excepted; disposition; bond.
-That every person applying to said Board for a license to prac
tice shall accompany such application with a fee of five dollars,
which fee shall in no case be refunded; provided, the payment of
a license fee of five dollars shall not be required of those who have
practiced veterinary surgery in Texas for as much as one year be
fore this Act shall become operative. All fees shall be held in the
custody of the secretary-treasurer who shall give bond in the sum
of two thousand dollars for their safe keeping. [Id., § 7.]

Art. 799d. Registration of license; fee; removal to other coun

ty.-That any person receiving a certificate of license from the
Board of Veterinary Medical Examiners shall forthwith have it
recorded in the office of the district clerk of the county in which he
makes his residence, and shall display it in his regular place of
business. The date of recording shall be recorded thereon, and said
license, when so recorded, shall not be collaterally questioned, ex

cept as hereinafter provided. Until the license is recorded the hold
er shall not exercise any of the rights or privileges therein conferred;
and in case said license is not recorded within three months from
its date of issue it shall become invalid. The district clerk shall be
paid his fee for recording such certificate by holder thereof. Any
registered veterinarian removing his residence from one county in
this State into another county in order to practice shall in like man

ner record his certificate of license in the county to which he re

moves. Practitioners who have registered in the county in which
they reside may go from one county to another on professional
business without being required to register. [Id., § 8.]

Art. 79ge. Practice without compliance with act, penalty.
That every person who practices or attempts to practice veterinary
medicine, surgery and dentistry in this State without first having
complied with the provisions of this Act shall for each and every
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day of such practice be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon convic
tion thereof shall be fined in the sum of not less than twenty-five
dollars nor more than two hundred dollars. [Id., § 12.]

Art. 799£. What constitutes "practicing"; United States offi
cers, non-resident practitioners, and other persons excepted.-That
any person shall be regarded as practicing veterinary medicine, sur

gery or dentistry within the meaning of this Act who professes pub
licly to be a veterinary surgeon or dentist, or who appends to his
name any initials or title imply in g qualifications to practice or who
shall treat, operate on or prescribe for any physical ailment in or

any physical injury to or deformity of any domestic animal for
which he shall receive compensation, either directly or indirectly.
Nothing in this Act shall be construed to interfere with or punish
veterinarians in the United States Army or in the United States
Bureau of Animal Industry, while so commissioned, or any lawfully
qualified veterinarians residing in other States or countries meeting
registered veterinaries of this State on consultation, or any veteri
narian residing on the border of a neighboring State and duly au

thorized under the laws thereof to practice extends [extending]
into the limits of this State; provided, that such practitioner shall
not open any office or appoint a place to meet patients within the
limits of 'I'exas, Nothing in this Act shall apply to persons gratui
tously treating animals. It is further provided that the operations
known as "dehorning," "castrating," and "spaying" shall not be re

garded as the practice of veterinary surgery, nor the vaccination of
cattle for blackleg as the practice of veterinary medicine, and noth
ing in this Act shall be construed to prohibit anyone whomsoever
from performing any of these operations on any wild or domestic
animal. [Id., § 13.]

Art. 799g. Grand jury; charge to.-That the grand jury of each
county in this State is hereby given inquisitorial power over aU
offenses against or violations of this Act, and the judges of the'
State district courts shall give the same in their charges to the:
grand juries, and it shall be the duty of the Board of Veterinary
Medical Examiners or any member thereof, to report any violation
of this Act to the proper authority. [Id., § 15.]

See art. 362a, ante.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

TEXAS STATE BOARD OF HEALTH
Art.
800. Creating same.
801. Sanitary Code.
802-805. [Amended.]
805a. Charbon districts.
805b. Report of animals and persons

suffering from charbon or an

thrax.
805c. Destruction of carcasses of ani

mals dying from charbon or an

thrax.
805d. Quarantine of animals infected.
805e. Proclamation of quarantine.
805f. Election for prevention of animals

from running at large in county
within charbon districts.

Art.
805g. Same; permitting animals to run

at large.
805h. Repeal.
806. Members of board, inspectors and

officers constituted peace offi
cers.

807. Sheriff and other officers to do
what.

.

808. When and by whom buildings and
premises may be examined and
inspected.

809. Oaths may be administered when
and by whom.

810. Witness testifying falsely, guilty
of perjury.

Article 800. Creating same.-The department of 'public health
andvital statistics as now existing under the laws of this state is.
hereby abolished, and that there be created and established, in its
stead, a state board of health, to be officially designated as Texas.
state board of health, which shall consist of seven members, who-
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shall be legally qualified practicing physicians, who shall have had
at least ten years' experience in actual practice of medicine within
the state of Texas, of good professional standing, who shall be

graduates of reputable medical colleges, to be appointed biennially
by the governor as soon as practicable after the passage of this bill,
and thereafter on or before the tenth day of March, following his

inauguration. One member of said board, who shall be appointed
by the governor and confirmed by the senate, shall be designated by
the governor as state health officer, and who shall be president and
executive officer of the board. The members of said board shall
hold their office for a term of two years, and until their successors

shall be appointed and qualified, unless sooner removed for cause.

[Act 1909, p. 340.]
Art. 801. Sanitary Code.-The following rules are hereby en

acted as the "Sanitary Code for Texas," adopted for the promotion
and protection of the public health and for the general amelioration
of the sanitary and hygienic condition within this State, for the sup
pression and prevention of infectious and contagious diseases" and for
the proper enforcement of quarantine, isolation and control of such
diseases, to wit.

QUARANTIN:e AND bISINF'ECTION
Rule 1. Physicians Shall Report Contagious and Pestilential Dis

eases and Deaths from Same.-Every physician in the State of Texas
shall report in writing or by an acknowledged telephone communica
tion to the local health authority, immediately after his or her first
professional visit, each patient he or she shall have or suspect of suf
fering with any contagious disease, and if such disease is of a pestilen
tial nature, he shall notify the President of the State Board of Health
at Austin by telegraph, or telephone at State expense, and he or she
shall report to the said health authority every death from such dis
ease immediately after it shall have occurred. The attending physi
cian is authorized and it is made his duty to place the patient under
restrictions of character described hereinbelow in the case of each and
every respective disease.

Rule 2. Local Health Authority Means City or County Health
Officer or Local Board of Health.-For the purpose of these regula
tions, the phrase "local health authority" shall be held to designate
the city or county health officer, or local board of health, within their
respective jurisdictions.

Rule 3. "Coniaqious Diseases" Shall Include Asiatic Cholera) etc.,
and Be Reported to the President of the State Board of Health.
The phrase "contagious disease" as used in these regulations shall
be held to include the following diseases, whether contagious or infec
tious; and as such shall be reported to all local health authorities and
by said authorities reported in turn to the President of the State Board
of Health: Asiatic cholera, bubonic plague, typhus fever, yellow fever,
leprosy, smallpox, scarlet fever (scarlatina), diphtheria (membranous
croup), epidemic cerebro-spinal meningitis, dengue, typhoid fever,
epidemic dysentery, trachoma, tuberculosis and anthrax.

Rule 4. City and County Health Officers to Keep Record of Con
tagious Diseases=s-Cu» and county he.alth authorities shall keep a

careful and accurate record of all cases of contagious diseases as re

ported to them, with the date, name, age, sex, race, location and such
other necessary data as may be prescribed by the State Board of
Health. And they shall also make a monthly report of all contagious
-diseases, of which they may be cognizant, to the President of the State
Board of Health, before the fifth of the following month, upon blank
forms provided by the State Board of Health. The reports on tubercu-
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losis are to be privately kept and are to be considered in the light of
a confidential communication, not for the purpose of isolation, but with
the object of education in sanitary precautions, and to supply litera
ture of the State Board of Health.

Rule 5. Rules mid Regulations as to Quarantine and Disinfection
To Be Observed by Health Authorities, etc.-The following rules of
instruction. for the regulation of quarantine, isolation and disinfection
in the several contagious diseases, hereinbefore mentioned, are to be
observed by all boards of health, health officers, physicians, school
superintendents and trustees, and others. All health authorities of
counties, cities, and towns in this State are hereby directed and au- .

thorized to establish local quarantine, hold in detention, maintain
isolation and practice disinfection as hereinafter provided for, of all
(such infected) persons, vehicles or premises which are infected or are

suspected of being infected with any of the above named diseases
whenever found.

(a) Absolute quarantine includes, first, absolute prohibition of en

trance to or exit from the building or conveyance except by officers
or attendants authorized by the health authorities, and the placing of
guards if necessary to enforce this prohibition; second, the posting
of a warning placard stating "contagious disease," in a conspicuous
place or places on the outside of the building or conveyance; third, the
prohibition of the passing out of any object or material from the
quarantined house or conveyance; fourth, provision for conveying the
necessaries of life under careful restrictions to those in quarantine.

(b) Modified quarantine includes, first, prohibition of entrance and
exit, and in absolute quarantine except against certain members of
the family authorized by the health authorities to pass in and out
under certain definite restrictions; second, the placing of a placard as

before; third, isolation of patient and attendant; fourth, prohibition
of the carrying out of any object or material unless the same shall
have been thoroughly disinfected.

(c) Absolute isolation includes, first, the confinement of the patient
and attendants to one apartment or suite of apartments, to which none

but authorized officers or attendants' shall have admission; second,
screening of room and entire house if necessary with not less than
16-mesh wire gauze; third, the prohibition of passing out of the sick
room of any obj ect or material until the same has been thoroughly
disinfected; fourth, .protection of the air of the house by hanging a

sheet, kept constantly moist with a disinfectant solution, over the
doorway of the patient's room or rooms and reaching from the top
of the floor; fifth, if in the opinion of the local health authority the
patient can not be treated, with reasonable safety to the public, at
home, the removal of the patient and exposures to a contagious disease
hospi tal or pest house.

(d) Modified isolation includes the confinement of the patient and
attendants to one room or suite of rooms, to which none but authorized
officers or attendants shall have admission, but allowing the attendants
to pass out of the room after disinfection of person and complete
change of clothing; second, screening as above mentioned; third,. the
prohibition of passing any object or material out of the sick room until
it has been disinfected; fourth, protection of the doorway as before.

(e) Special isolation includes, first, prohibition of patient from at
tending any place of public assemblage; second, the providing of

separate eating u�ensils for the patient ; third, prohibition of sleeping
WIth others or usmg the same towels or napkins.

(f) By complete disinfection is meant disinfection during illness"
under direction of attending physician, of patient's body.. of all ex

cretions or discharges of patient and of all articles of clothing and
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utensils used by patient, and after recovery, death Dr removal, the
disinfection of walls, woodwork, furniture, bedding, etc.

(g) By partial disinfection is meant disinfection of discharges or

excretions of patients and their clothing and the room Dr rooms DCCU-

pied by the patient during illness.
.

Rule 6. Disinfection Shall Be Done According to Direction of
State Board of Health.-All disinfection prescribed in these regula
tions shall be a part of the control of the disease, and shall be done
according to. the direction of the Texas State Board Df Health in its
circular on disinfection.

Rule 7. Health Authority Shall Placard All Houses Where Con
tagious Diseases Exist.-UpDn notice that smallpox, diphtheria, scarlet
fever, or other quarantinable disease exists within its jurisdiction,
it shall be the duty of the local health authority to. have the house in
which such disease prevails placarded by placing a yellow flag or.

card not less than eight inches wide and twelve inches long with the
words "contagious disease" and the quarantine regulations printed
thereon in a conspicuous place on said house.

Rule 8. Persons Forbidden Going to or Leaving Quarantined
Premises.-After the house is flagged, Dr placarded, all persons, except
the attending physician or health officer, are forbidden from going
in or leaving such premises, without the permission of the local health
authority, and the carrying off, or causing to. be carried off, of any
material whereby such disease may be conveyed, is prohibited until
after the disease has abated and the premises, dwelling and clothing
have been disinfected and cleaned as the local health authority may
direct.

Rule 9. Person Affected' or Exposed to Contagious Diseases Shall
Obey Health Authority.-It shall be the duty of all persons infected
with any contagious disease, Dr who, from exposure to. contagion from
such disease, may be liable to. endanger others who. may come in CDn

tact with them to. strictly observe such instructions as may be given
them by any health authority of the State, in order to. prevent the
spread of such contagious disease, and it shall be lawful for such health
authorities to. command any person thus infected or exposed to' in
fection to. remain within designated premises for such length of time
as such authority may deem necessary.

Rule 10. Persons Having Certain Diseases Shall Not Be Allowed
on Thoroughfares.-All persons having any quarantinable disease are

prohibited from riding on any public vehicle Dr conveyance, and form
being upon public tho. rough fares or in public assemblages.

Rule 11. Placard Shall Not Be Destroyed or Rmwved.-ND per
SDn, or persons, shall alter, deface, remove, destroy or tear down any
card posted by a local health authority. The occupant Dr person having
possession Dr controlof a building upon which a quarantine notice has
been placed shall within twenty-four (24) hours after the. destruction
Dr removal of such notice by other than the proper health authority,
notify the local health authority of such destruction Dr removal.

Rule 12. Quarantinable Pestilential Diseases)' Absolutely Quaran
tined.-In the management and control of the following pestilential
diseases: cholera, plague, typhus fever and yellow fever, the house
must be placarded, premises placed in absolute quarantine, patient in
absolute isolation and a complete disinfection done upon death Dr re

covery taking place.
Rule 13. Quarantinable Dangerous Contagious Diseases}' Modified

Quarantine.-In the management and control of leprosy, smallpox,
scarlet fever (scarlatina), diphtheria (membranous croup), and dengue,
it is required that the house be placarded, premises placed in modified'
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quarantine, patient in modified isolation, and complete disinfection
done upon death or recovery.

Rule )4. Non-quarantinable Contagious Diseases.-The manage
ment and control of typhoid fever, cebor-spinal meningitis (epidemic),
epidemic dysentery, trachoma (acute catarrhal conjunctivitis), tuber
culosis and anthrax require special isolation and partial disinfection.

Rule 15. Quarantinable for School Purposes; Barred from School
Twenty-one Days.-Persons suffering from measles, whooping cough,
mumps, German measles (rotheln) and chickenpox, shall be required
to be barred from school for twenty-one days (at the discretion of the
local health officer) from date of onset of the disease, with such addi
tional time as may be deemed necessary, and may be readmitted on a

certificated [certificate] by him attesting to their recovery and non

infectiousness.
Rule 16. Minor Diseases To Be Excluded During Illness.-Those

actually suffering from tonsilitis, scabies (itch), impetigo contagiosa,
favus, shall be excluded from school during such illness and be read
mitted on the certificate of the attending physician attesting to their
recovery and non-infectiousness.

Rule 17. Above Rules Not to Abrogate Other Measures.-Provid
ed that the above requirements shall in no sense be construed as abro
gating any additional precautionary measures enforced by local health
authorities, but it is expected that additional restrictive measures will
be taken, at the discretion of the local health authorities when the
necessity arises, more especially in the more densely populated cities
and towns, or when violations of quarantine occur.

Rule 18. Health Authorities to Investigate Reported Cases.
Whenever a local health authority is informed or has reason to suspect
that there is a case of smallpox, scarlet fever, or other reportable
disease within the territory over which he has jurisdiction, he shall
immediately examine into the facts of the case and shall adopt the
quarantine or employ the sanitary measures as herein provided.

Rule 19. Health Authority Shall See That Quarantine and Disin
fection Is Carried Out.-Within his jurisdiction, each and every local
health authority shall see that the quarantining or disinfection of any,
house, building, car, vessel, or vehicle, or any part thereof and of any
articles therein likely to retain infection, is carried out, and that all
persons who have been in quarantine, are required to take a disinfect
ing bath before the same are released. And in the event of the dis
ease having been smallpox, all persons exposed shall be isolated for
eighteen days from the time of last exposure unless successfully vac

cinated.
Rule 20. Premises Occupied by Persons With Contagious Diseases

To Be Disinfected Before Reoccupied.-No person shall offer for hire
or cause or permit anyone to occupy apartments perviously occupied
by a person ill with smallpox, scarlet fever, diptheria, or tuberculosis,
or any quarantinable disease, until such apartments shall have been
disinfected under the supervision of the local health authority.

Rule 21. On Failure toDlsiniect Premises They Shall Be Pla
carded.-Whenever these rules and regulations, or whenever the order
or direction of the local health authority requiring the disinfection
of articles, premises or apartments, shall not be complied with, or in
case of any delay, said authority shall forthwith cause to be placed
upon the door of the apartment or premises a placard as follows:
HThese apartments have been occupied by a patient suffering with a

contagious disease and they may have become infected. They must
not be again occupied until my orders directing the renovation and dis
infection of same have been complied with.' This notice must not be
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removed, under penalty of the law, except by an authorized health
official."

Rule 22. Nurses and Midwives Shall Report Redness of Eyelids or

Inflammation to Health Author,ity.-\Vhenever any nurse, midwife or

other person not a legally qualified practitioner of medicine shall no

tice inflammation of the eyes or redness of the lids in a new-born
child under his or her care, it shall be the duty of such person to

report the same to the local health authority, or in his absence, any
reputable physician, within twelve hours of the time the disease is
first noticed.

Rule 23. Householders or Heads of Families to Report Contagious
Diseases.-Every hotel proprietor, keeper of a boarding house or inn,
and householder or head of a family in a house wherein any case

of reportable contagious disease (including tuberculosis) may occur,
shall report the same to the local health authority within twelve hours
of the time of his or her first knowledge of the nature of such disease,
unless previous notice has been given by the physician in attendance;
and in cases of quarantinable diseases until instructions are received
from the said local health authority shall not permit any clothing or

other article which may have been exposed to infection to be removed
from the house; nor shall any occupant of said house change his resi
dence elsewhere without the consent of the said local health authority.

Rule 24. Persons Suffering from Reportable Diseases Shall Not
Work Where Food Products are Produced.-N0 person suffering with
any reportable disease, or who resides in a house in which there exists
a case of smallpox, scarlet fever, diphtheria, or typhoid fever, shall
work or be permitted in or about any dairy, or any establishment for
the manufacture of food products, until the local health authority has
given such a person a written certificate to. the effect that no danger
to the public will result from his or her employment or presence in
such establishment.

Rule 25. Health Authority Shall Send Attending Physician Printed
Matter.-Immediately after being notified of any case of smallpox,
scarlet fever, ditheria [diptheria1, typhoid fever, or tuberculosis, the
local health authority shall send to the attending physician, or with
his approval directly to the patient the printed matter published by
the State Board of Health relative to the prevention and control of
such diseases.

Rule 26. Persons JiVith Trachoma or Contagious Catarrhal Con
junCtivitis To Be Excluded From Schools.-Persons afflicted with tra

choma, granulated lids, or contagious catarrhal conjunctivitis must be
excluded from schools, public assemblages, and from close association
with other individuals, unless they ar.e under the constant care and
strict supervision of a competent physician, and hold a. certificate
from said physician stating that active inflammation has subsided, said
certificate to be countersigned by a local health authority.

Rule 27. Schools Temoorarilv Closed and Disinfected.-A school
house wherein a child suffering from smallpox, scarlet fever or diph
theria has been present, shall be deemed infected and must be tem

porarily closed and thoroughly disinfected and cleaned under the su

pervision of the local health authority before the reopening of the
schooL·

.

Rule 28. School May Be Reopened After Disinfection and Vac
cination.-In the event of the aforementioned disease being smallpox
and in case the Board of Trustees having passed a regulation requir
ing a successful vaccination of all teachers and pupils, the school may
be reopened immediately after the disinfection and cleaning, and all
teachers and pupils who hav� been successfully vaccinated may re-
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turn; otherwise the school shall be kept closed eighteen days or

until the local health authority directs otherwise.
Rule 29. Health Authority to Notify Superintendents of Pupils

From Infected Houses.-The local health authority shall notify the
superintendent or principal of any school of the locations of quaran
tinable diseases, and if the superintendent or principal finds any at

tendants in such school who live in said houses, he shall deny them
admission to the said schools, only admitting them again upon pre
senting a certificate from the attending physician, countersigned by
the local health authority, that there is no longer danger from con

tagion.
Rule 30. Children With Contagious Diseases Shall Not Attend

School.-No superintendent, principal or teacher of any school, and no,

parent, master or guardian of any child or minor, having the power
and authority to prevent, shall permit any' child or minor, having any
quarantinable disease, or any child residing in any house in which any
such disease exists Dr has recently existed, to attend any public, pri
vate; parochial, church or Sunday SChODI until the requirements of
these rules shall have been complied with.

Rule 31. Health Authorities to Assume Control of Quarantine in
Their lurisdiction.-In all incorporated cities and towns the city
health authorities shall assume control and management of contagious
diseases and exposures and practice quarantine, isolation and disin
Iection as herein provided. In those portions of all counties in this.
State, outside of incorporated cities and towns, the county health
officer shall assume management and control of contagious diseases and.
exposures and practice quarantine, isolation and disinfection as herein
provided.

Rule 32. These Rules Not to Prevent Local Rules of Quarantine if
No Confiict.-Nothing contained in these regulations shall be construed
to. prevent any city, county or town from establishing any quarantine
which they may think necessary for the preservation of the health of
the same; provided, that the rules and regulations of such quarantine
be not inconsistent with the provisions of these regulations and be
consistent with and subordinate to said provisions, and the rules and
regulations prescribed by the Covernor and State Board of Health. It
shall be the duty of the local health authority to at once furnish the
President of the State Board of Health with a true copy of any quar
antine orders and regulations adopted by said local authorities.

Rule 33. Health Authorities May Pass Through Quarantine
Lines.-:-All health authorities shall have the privilege and shall be
allowed to pass through all quarantine lines, whether instituted at the
instance of State or local authorities, they first requesting permission
and acquainting the officers or guards in charge with the fact of their
being properly authorized health officers, and with the additional state
ment that they are fully acquainted with the nature of the disease
that they are visiting, and further that they will take proper precau
tions to' prevent carrying the infection themselves.

VITAL STATISTICS

Rule 34. Physicians, Surgeons, Midwives and Parents Shall Report
Births.-All physicians, surgeons Dr accoucheurs (midwives) who may
attend at the birth of a child, or, in the absence of such attendance,
either parent of the child, shall report the fact, together with all statis
tical data relating thereto, within five days from time of the birth to
the city Dr county registrar as hereinafter provided for.

See art. 758, ante.

Rule 35. Undertaker Shall Report Deaths.-Every person acting
as undertaker shall file with the proper registrar a certificate of death
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and all persons furnishing a coffin or box in which to bury the dead
shall be deemed undertakers.

Rule 36. City and County URegistrar."-For the purposes of these
rules and regulations the phrase "county registrar" shall be held to

designate the clerk of the county court, when a birth or death is return

able from a county, outside of incorporated cities or towns; and in all
such incorporated cities and towns the term city registrar shall be held
to designate the city health officer or other city official, acting as regis
trar for said city, and all returns of births and deaths accruing [oc
curring] outside of incorporated cities and towns shall be made to
the county registrar of the county in which said births and deaths
occur; all returns of births and deaths occurring within any incor

porated city or town shan be made to the city registrar of the city
or town in which said births and deaths occur, and all returns of
deaths where the bodies are buried within any incorporated city or

town shall be made to the city registrar. .

Rule 37. In Incorporated Cities and Towns, City Health Officer to

Act as City Registrar, etc.-Each and every incorporated city or

town in the State of Texas shall constitute a primary registration
district. In such incorporated city or town, the city health officer
shall be and shall be known as the city registrar. Each city registrar
shall appoint a deputy whose duty it shall be to act in his stead in
case of absence, illness or disability, and both city registrar and his
deputy shall be subject to all rules and regulations herein mentioned.
Provided, that in cities or towns where the city secretary or other city
officials are, at the date of promulgation of the Sanitary Code for
Texas, officiating as registrars of births and deaths under local ordi
nances which require a burial permit, based upon a duly accredited
death certificate, before allowing the dead to be buried, such officers
shall be continued as city registrars in and for such cities and towns,
but shall be subject to the rules and regulations herein contained.
That the body of any person whose death occurs in any said registra
tion district shall not be interred, deposited in a vault or tomb, cre

mated or otherwise disposed of, or removed or transported from said
registration district until a permit for burial, removal or other dis
position shall have been properly issued by the city registrar of the
registration district in which the death or interment occurs. And no

such burial or removal permit shall be issued by any registrar until a

complete and satisfactory certificate and return of the death has been
filed with him as hereinafter provided. Provided, that a transit
permit issued in accordance with the law and health regulations of the
place where death occurred, whether in Texas or outside of the State,
may be accepted by the city registrar of the district where the body
is to be interred or otherwise finally disposed of, as a basis upon
which he shall issue a local burial permit, in the same way as if the
death occurred in his city, but shall plainly enter on the face of the
copy of the record which he shall make for return to the State Regis
trar the fact that it was a body shipped in for interment, and give
the actual place of death. But when a body is removed from a dis
trict in Texas to an adjacent or nearby district for interment, not

requiring the· use of a common carrier or the issue of a transit permit,
then the city registrar's burial permit from the district where death
occurred may be accepted as authority for burial. It shall be the duty
of the aforementioned city registrar to record in a permanently bound
book, which shall be secured from the city for that purpose, all births
and deaths which shall occur within their respective cities and towns,
together with such statistics and data as shall be furnished him by the
birth certificates and death certificates herein elsewhere provided for,
and it shall be the duty of said city registrar to transmit all such
original birth and death certificates received during the preceding
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month to the State Registrar of Vital Statistics at Austin on or before
the tenth day of the following month.

Rule 38. Form of Certificate.-All certificates of births and deaths
shall be made in the manner prescribed by the State Board of Health
and in the form of certificate prescribed by the State Registrar to the
aforementioned registrars.

See art. 758, ante, and explanatory note.

Rule 39. Undertaker Shall Fill Out Certificate and Obtain Par
ticulars.-In case of death (including stillbirths) in which any under
taker buries the dead or assists at such burial, it shall be the duty of
such undertaker to accurately and properly fill out the death certificate
as provided by the State Registrar, in so far as regards the "personal
and statistical particulars," and further, he shall obtain from the
physician or coroner the answers to questions under the heading of
"medical particulars" of the death certificate; said death certificate
to be mailed or handed in by the undertaker to the county registrar
within five days after said death occurs; provided, that in case the un

dertaker can not communicate with the physician or coroner within
the five days specified, he shall mail the death certificate to such physi
cian or coroner, as accurately and properly filled out as possible, for
such physician or coroner to complete the "medical particulars" of
the death certificate, in which event the aforesaid physician or coroner

shall make report to the proper registrar.
Rule 40. Physicians Shall Promptly Give Medical Particulars to

Undertaker.-It shall be the duty of every physician in the event of
a death (including stillbirths) occurring in any case at which said
physician is the last in attendance, to promptly and accurately fill out
the questions in the "medical particulars" of the death certificate
when the death certificate is presented by the undertaker.

Rule 41. Physician Last in Attendance Shall Report Rural Deaths.
-In the event of a death occurring in the rural districts of the State
and no undertaker being in attendance or responsible for the report .

of the death, the physician last in attendance or the coroner, in the
event of his being called in, shall accurately and completely fill out
the certificate of death and transmit it to the county registrar.

Rule 42. Coroner Shall Give Information, Also Head of House.
In case of death (including stillbirths) where a coroner shall hold an

inquest to ascertain the cause of death, the said coroner shall answer

the questions (medical particulars) as in Rule 39 to be answered by
the attending physician, and answer them in as full and complete
manner as the information from such coroner's inquest will permit;
and when a person dies without medical attendance a.nd does not re

quire the a.ttendance of a coroner, the head of the household where
.such death occurs, or the next of kin, shall immediately notify the
local health authority who shall, after proper investigation, and, if
deemed necessary by him, after an autopsy to determine the cause of
death, issue a certificate of death.

Rule 43. Superintendents of Hospitals to Give Information.-H
the deceased died in a hospital or other institution, the person acting
as undertaker shall present the certificate to the superintendent or

head of such institution for the special information indicated on the
blank for such cases. The undertaker shall then fill in the other
information above required and transmit the complete certificate to
the proper registrar .

.

Rule 44. Undertakers Shall Report Physicians for Neglect of Giv
�ng Information.-In the event of the neglect or refusal of the physi
cian, coroner, superintendent or person in charge of any hospital or

other institution to promptly and accurately fill out the death certifi
cate as above required, and sign it, when so requested by an under-
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taker, the same shall be immediately reported by the undertaker to
the State Registrar for the purpose of prosecution.

Rule 45. Stillborn or Those Dead Births of Seven Months Gesta
tion To Be Reported.-All stillborn children (those dead at birth after
seven months gestation) shall be registered as births and also as deaths,

, and a certificate of both the birth and the death shall be filed with
the proper registrar, in the usual form and manner, the certificate of
birth to contain in place of the name of the child, the word "stillborn."
The "medical particulars" of the death certificate shall be signed by
the attending physician, if any, or midwife, and shall state the cause

of death as "stillborn," with the cause of the stillbirth, if known,
whether a premature birth, and, if born prematurely, the period of
uterine gestation, in months, if known.

Rule 46. Clerks Shall Record All Statistical Data.-The clerk of
the county court in every county in the State of Texas shall record all
statistical data relating to such- births and deaths as are reported to

him from his county outside incorporated cities and towns in a per
manently bound book which he shall secure and keep for that pur
pose, in form as supplied by the State Registrar, and shall transmit
the original certificates to the State Registrar by the tenth of each
month following the month in which they are received.

Rule 47. Sextons Shall Keep Record.-All sextons or superintend
ents of cemeteries are required to file all burial permits received and
to record in a permanently bound book, the names of all persons in
terred, date of interment, 'place of burial, number of the grave or

section of cemetery where buried and name of undertaker; and shall
before the tenth of the following month make a report to the State
Registrar of all deceased persons deposited in their respective ceme

teries during the preceding month.
Rule 48. State Registrar Shall Supply Blanks, etc.-The State

Registrar shall prepare, print and supply to all city and county regis
trars all blanks and forms used in reporting births and deaths or in
otherwise carrying out the purposes of this regulation, and each county
shall print and supply their county registrar and each city council
supply their city registrar with a permanently bound book, in form
prepared by the State Registrar for recording all statistical data re

lating to births and deaths in their respective jurisdictions; and the
State. Registrar shall prepare and issue such detailed instructions as

may be required to secure the uniform observance of its provisions
and the maintenance of a perfect system of registration. He shall
carefully examine all certificates received and if any such are incom
plete or unsatisfactory he shall require such further information to
be furnished as may be necessary to make the record complete and
satisfactory. And all physicians, midwives, informants or undertak
ers connected with any case, and all other persons having knowledge
of the facts, are hereby required to furnish such information as they
may possess regarding any birth or death upon demand of the State
Registrar, in person, by mail, or through the county or city registrar.
He shall further arrange, bind and permanently' preserve the certifi
cates in a systematic manner.

Rule 49. City and County Registrars Shall Furnish Blanks to Those
Required to Report.-:-It shall be the duty of the city and county regis
trars to supply blank forms of certificate and such instructions as are

applied to them by the State Registrar to all in their respective juris
dictions who are required to make reports under these regulations.

Rule 50. City and County Registrars Examine All Certificates of
Birth and Death.-Each city and county registrar shall carefully ex

amine each certificate of birth or death when received, and if any such
are incomplete or unsatisfactory, he shall require such further infer-
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mation to be furnished as may be necessary to make the record com

plete and satisfactory. He shall number consecutively the certificates
of birth and death, in two separate series, beginning with the "number
one" for the first birth and first death in each calendar year.

DEPOTS, RAILWAY COACHES AND SLEEPING CARS

Rule 51. Contagious Diseases Barred From Public Vehicles.-No
person known to be suffering from any contagious disease. such as

smallpox, scarlet fever, diphtheria, measles or whooping cough shall
be allowed to enter or ride in any day coach, sleeping car, interurban
car or street car, and when any such person is discovered to be in any
car as mentioned above, it shall be the duty of the conductor or other
individual in charge of said car to notify the nearest or most accessible
county or city health officer and the latter shall remove and isolate said
patient as is proper in such case or circumstance.

Rule 52. Depots) etc., To Be Ventilated and Heated.-Each depot,
railway coach, sleeping car, interurban car and street car while in
use for the accommodation of the public shall be properly ventilated,
and, if necessary, heated, and a sufficient amount of heat shall be fur
nished in time of need so that fresh air can be supplied without caus

ing it to become unduly or uncomfortably cold; and the janitor, con

ductor, caretaker or other person in charge shall see to it that the air
is replenished with fresh air from time to time as needed to prevent
the same from becoming foul, unsanitary or oppressive.

Rule 53. Cuspidors To Be Provided) Disinfected) etc.-Cuspidors
must be provided in adequate numbers in all waiting rooms of depots
and railway stations; each day coach shall be provided with one cus

pidor for each seat or every two chairs, and two in each smoking apart
ment; except that in each parlor car there may be as few as one

cuspidor to every three seats and two cuspidors used in the smok
ing apartment; in each sleeping car shall be placed one cuspidor to
each section and three cuspidors in the smoking apartment, one of
which cuspidors, in the absence of a dental lavatory, shall be of an

unusually large size and placed near the wash basin for use in wash
ing the teeth; each aforementioned cuspidor shall contain not less than
one-third of a pint of an approved disinfectant solution, and the cus

pidor shall be emptied, washed in a similar solution and replenished
each trip or every twenty-four hours.

Rule 54. Dry Cleaning Prohibited.-Dry dusting and dry sweeping
is prohibited at all times in waiting rooms of depots and railway sta

tions, or in railway coaches, sleeping cars, interurban cars and street
cars.

Rule 55. Coaches To Be Cleaned After Each Trip; How Cleaned.
-Railway day coaches shall be thoroughly cleaned at the end of each
trip, and in no instance shall the day coach go uncleaned longer than
two days when such coach is in use; the thorough cleaning of day
coaches shall consist as follows:

(a) Windows and doors shall be first opened and the aisle-strip,
if there be any, removed, and, when possible, thoroughly sunned.

(b) All upholstery shall be dusted and brushed, using the vacuum

process cleaning apparatus whenever possible. .

(c) Floor mopped or swept, after it has been sprinkled with an

approved disinfectant solution, or preferably cleaned by sprinkling
with sawdust moistened with said approved disinfectant and sweeping.
After cleaning, as described, the floor must be scrubbed with soap
and water to which may be added the same disinfectant solution.

(d) Closet floors, urinals, toilet bowls, and walls must be cleaned
by washing, scouring and wiping with an approved disinfectant solu
tion, to which soda ash or other cleansing agent may be added.
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(e) All arms of seats and window ledges must be wiped free of
dust with a damp cloth (preferably one wet with disinfectant solution).

(f) Provided, that where the vacuum cleaning apparatus is installed
and coaches are thoroughly cleaned with this method daily, the afore
mentioned method of brushing, cleaning and scrubbing may be used
as seldom as once in each period of seven days.

Rule 56. Railway Stations To Be Cleaned.-The sanitary method
of cleaning as prescribed in the foregoing rule must be followed in the
sanitation of waiting rooms of depots and railway stations once in

every twenty-four hours.
Rule 57. Dining Cars, etc., To Be Thoroughly Cleaned.-Parlor,

buffet and dining cars must be cleaned at cleaning terminals, as set
forth in Rule 55 of this chapter. Carpets and draperies to be re

moved, dusted, sunned and aired. Food boxes, refrigerators, closets,
drawers, and cupboards to be cleaned, scalded and treated with a

solution containing 2 per cent. formaldehyde, or other approved dis
infectant.

Rule 58. Interurban and Street Cars To Be Washed, Disinfected,
etc.-Interurban cars and street cars must be washed with a hose and
scrubbed thoroughly once every twenty-four hours, and must be disin
fected with formaldehyde gas under the supervision of the local health
authority immediately after any case of contagious disease has been
discovered' therein.

Rule 59. Sleeping Cars To Be Cleaned; Disinfected.-All sleeping
cars shall be cleaned at cleaning terminals according to the methods
set forth in Rule 55 above, at least twice during a period of every
seven days; shall be disinfected with formaldehyde gas at least twice
during a period of seven days; upon routes designated by the Presi
dent of the State Board of Health, all sleeping cars shall be disin
fected as seldom as once during a period of seven days. In addition
to the foregoing, all sleeping cars shall be disinfected immediately
after any case of contagious or infectious disease is discovered therein.
All blankets used in sleeping cars must be thoroughly sterilized and
washed at intervals of not more than ninety days.

Rule 60. Record of Disinfection To Be Kept and Signed.-On each
passenger car operated in the State of Texas a disinfection record
must be kept and preserved, and on same the following records are

to be entered and kept, viz.:
1. Place and date of each disinfection.
2. Length of time devoted to each such thorough disinfection.
3. Each item in said record shall be inserted immediately after

each act recorded, and the signature of the person or persons doing
said cleaning or disinfection must appear beneath the said records.

Rule 61. Water Coolers To Be Provided; Manner of Cleaning.
All depots, railway coaches, sleeping cars, or interurban cars must be

provIded with a water cooler for the use of patrons and the traveling
public ; such water cooler must be so constructed as to be easily re

moved for the purpose of cleaning; must be emptied, rinsed and
cleaned, and must be scalded and sunned when possible once in each
period of twenty-four hours, and must be filled with good and whole
some drinking water when in service. Ice for use in water coolers
must not be dumped on floors, sidewalks or car platforms. It must
be washed and must be handled with ice-tongs.

Rule 62. Expe,ctorating on Floors Prohibited.-Expectorating on

the floor or walls or furniture of any waiting room in any depot, on

any depot platform, in any railway coach, sleeping car, interurban
car, or street car in this State, is prohibited. Placards calling atten
tion of passengers and employes shall be hung in a conspicuous place
in each of the aforementioned rooms and cars.
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Rule 63. Expectorating in Basins Prohibited.-Brushing of teeth
or expectorating in basins used for lavatory purposes is prohibited, and
placards . calling attention of passengers and employes shall be hung
in a conspicuous place in the dressing room of passenger coaches.

Rule 64. Separate Comportments for Negro Porte1's.-Sleeping car

companies shall provide compartments and bedding for their negro
porters separate from those provided for their white passengers.

Rule 65. Negro Porters Prohibited From Sleeping In.-Negro
porters shall not sleep in sleeping car berths nor use bedding intended
for white passengers.

Rule 66. Certain Floor Covering Prohibited.-ND waiting room in
any depot or railway station shall be floored in part or entirely with
burlap, COCDa matting, or sacking cloth.

Rule 67. Water Closets To Be Provided.-All depots and railway
station shall provide adequate urinals and water closets. for patrons
and the traveling public; must keep them in proper sanitary condi
tion, and if within five hundred feet of any public sewer, must make
permanent sanitary connection with same. Any privy or bDX closet
furnished by any such railway company shall be protected from flies
by screening Dr other effective method, including hinged lids or other
device for covering the opening in the seats of said closets. Such
privies and closets as are not in connection with a sanitary sewer shall
be provided with a water-tight box, or other receptacle underneath,
and when full Dr. at any time when its condition shall create a nui
sance or become unsanitary, and in no instance shall such bDX closet
go longer than one month before it must be emptied and disinfected
with 5 per cent carbolic acid solution or other approved disinfectant
solution.

Rule 68. Railway Premises Shall Be Drained.-The premises of all
depots and railway stations shall be thoroughly drained, so that no

stagnant water will collect on said premises.
Rule 69. All Cisterns, etc., Shall Be Screened.-All cisterns, fire

water barrels, or other water containers upon the premises of any
depot Dr railway station shall be screened with not less than 16-mesh
wire gauze.

GOVERNING THE PREPARATION :FOR TRANSPORTATION O:F DEAD
BODIES

Rule 70. Bodies Dead of Pestilential Diseases=-sts« body of any
person dead of Asiatic cholera, bubonic plague, typhus fever or small
pDX shall be transported except in a hearse or undertaker's wagon
unless said body shall have been cremated.

Rule 71. Bodies Dead of Dangerous Contagious Dise.ases.-The
bodies of those who have died of diphtheria (membranous croup),
scarlet fever (scarlatina, scarlet rash), glanders, anthrax or leprosy,
shall not be accepted for transportation unless prepared for shipment
by being thoroughly disinfected by (a) arterial and cavity injection
with an approved disinfectant fluid, (b) disinfecting and stopping all
orifices with absorbent cotton, and (c) washing the body with the
disinfectant, all of which must be done by a licensed embalmer, hold
ing a certificate as such. After being disinfected as above, such body
shall be encased in an air-tight zinc, tin, copper or lead-lined coffin,
or iron casket, all joints and seams hermetically soldered, and all en

closed in a strong, tight wooden box. Or, the body being prepared
for shipment by disinfecting as above, may be placed in a strong
coffin or casket, and' said coffin or casket enclosed in an air-tight copper
or tin case, all joints and seams hermetically soldered and all enclosed
in a strong outside wooden. box.
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Rule 72. Bodies Dead of Non-quarantinable Contagious Diseases.
-The bodies of those dead of typhoid fever, puerperal fever, erysipe
las, tuberculosis and measles, or other dangerous communicable dis
ease, other than those specified in Rules 70 and 71, may be received
for transportation when prepared for shipment by filling cavities with
an approved disinfectant, washing the exterior of the body with the
same, and stopping all orifices with absorbent cotton and encased in
an air-tight coffin or casket; provided, that this shall apply only to

bodies which can reach their destination within forty-eight hours from
time of death. In all other cases such bodies shall be prepared for
transportation in conformity with Rule ·71. But when the body has
been prepared for shipment by being thoroughly disinfected by an

embalmer holding a certificate, as in Rule 71, the air-tight sealing may
be dispensed with.

Rule 73. Bodies Dead of Other Diseases.-The bodies of those
dead of diseases that are not contagious, infectious or communicable
may be received for transportation when encased in a sound coffin or

casket and enclosed in a strong outside box; provided, they reach their
destination within thirty hours from time of death. If the body can

not reach its destination within thirty hours from time of death, it must
be prepared for shipment by filling cavities with an approved disin
fectant, washing the exterior of the body with the same, and stopping
all orifices with absorbent cotton, and encased in an air-tight coffin
or casket. But when the body has been prepared for shipment by
being thoroughly disinfected by a licensed embalmer as in Rule 71,
the air-tight sealing may be dispensed with.

Rule 74. Persons Accompanying Bodies Dead of Contagious Dis
eases.-In cases of contagious or infectious diseases, the body must
not be accompanied by persons or articles which have been exposed to
the infection of the disease, unless certified by the health officer as

having been properly disinfected; and before selling passage tickets,
agents shall carefully examine the transit permit and note the name of
the passenger in charge, and of any other proposing to accompany the
body, and see that all necessary precautions have been taken to prevent
the spread of disease. The transit permit in such cases shall specific
ally state who is authorized by the health authorities to accompany
the remains. In all cases where bodies are forwarded under Rule 71,
notice must be sent by telegraph to health officer at destination, advis
ing the date and train on which the body may be expected. This notice
must be sent by or in the name of the health officer at the initial point,
and is to enable the health officer at destination to take all necessary
precautions at that point.

Rule 75. Bodies Not Shipped By Express.-Every dead body not

shipped by express must be accompanied by a person in charge, who
must be provided with a passage ticket and also present a full first
class ticket marked "corpse" for the transportation of the body, and
a transit permit showing physician's or coroner's certificate, name of'
deceased, date and hour of death, age, place of death, cause of death,
and if of a contagious or infectious disease, the point to which the
body is to be shipped, and when death is caused by any of the dis
eases specified in Rule 71, the names, of those authorized by the health
authorities to accompany the body. The transit permit must be made
in duplicate, arid the signatures of the physician or coroner, health
officer and undertaker must be on both the original and duplicate
copies. The undertaker's certificate and paster of the origirial shall
be detached from the transit permit and pasted on the end of the coffin
box. The physician's certificate and transit permit shall be handed
to the passenger in charge of the corpse. The whole duplicate copy
shall be' sent to the official in charge of the baggage department of the .
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initial line and by him to the Secretary of the State Board of Health
at Austin.

Rule 76. Bodies Shipped By Express.-When dead bodies are

shipped by express, the whole original transit permit shall be pasted
upon the outside box, and the duplicate forwarded by the express
agent to the Secretary of the State Board of Health at Austin.

Rule 7,7. Disinterred Bodies Treated as Contagious.-Every disin
terred body, dead from any disease or cause, shall be treated as con

tagious or dangerous to. the public health and shall not be accepted
for transportation unless said removal has been approved by the
State Dr IDeal health authorities having jurisdiction where such body
is disinterred, and the consent of the health authorities of the locality
,to which the corpse is. consigned has first been obtained; and all such
disinterred remains shall be enclosed in a hermetically sealed (soldered)
zinc, tin or copper-lined coffin or box. Bodies deposited in receiving
vaults shall be treated and considered the same as buried bodies.

Rule 78. Transfer of Dead Bodies in Tmnsit.-When it may be
'come necessary to transfer dead bodies in transit from one railway
train to another, Dr from one station to another, or from a station to
a ferry, the affidavit of the undertaker and permit of the local health
officer accompanying the remains shall be in all cases sufficient au

thority for such transfer.
Rule 79. Certificate Furnished by Undertaker.-ND common car

rier shall accept for transportation any body unless a certificate is fur
nished by the undertaker preparing such body for shipment to the
-effect that the foregoing rules have been complied with in the prepara
tion for transportation of said body.

Penalty.-Any person who shall violate any of the rules, regulations
or provisions of the Sanitary Code of Texas, as herein set forth, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be fined
in any sum not less than ten dollars and not more than Dne thousand
-dollars.

Repeal.-Provided, this Act shall not be construed to repeal any of
the laws of this State now in force affecting the public health, which
.are not clearly in conflict herewith, but shall be construed to' be cumula
tive to said laws.

[Act 1909, 1st S. S., p. 342, ch. 30, ,§ 10, amended; Act 1911, p.
173, ch. 95, § 1, superseding art. 801, revised Pen. Code.]

Explanatory.-Act 1911, ch. 95, § 1, amends section 10 of chapter 30, Acts 31st
Legislature "at its Regular Session" (the act was passed at the first called ses

sion). As 'art. 801, revised Pen. Code was made up from the section amended,
'such article is thereby superseded.

Arts. 802-805. [Amended. See Art. 801.]
Explanatory.-The above articles of the revised Pen. Code were made up from

'section 10, ch, 30, 1st called session of 31st Leg. and, hence, the amendment of
section 10 (see art. 801, ante), worked their supercession.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 580.

Art. 80Sa. Charbon districts.-That all of that portion of the
'State of Texas in which charbon or anthrax has heretofore be,en
prevalent or any district of the State of Texas in which charbon or

anthrax may become prevalent, shall be known as charbon districts
and shall be subject to the provisions hereof. [Act 1913, p. 147, ch.
78, § 2 (lOa).]

Explanatory.-Act 1913, ch, 78, § 2, amends Act 1909, ch, 30, by adding thereto
:sections lOa to 10k, inclusive. The criminal provisions of such added sections are

inserted in this compilation as arts. 805a-805h.

Art. 80Sb. Report of animals and persons suffering from char
'bon or anthrax.-That each person residing in a district where
-charbon or anthrax is prevalent or where the same is supposed to
be prevalent shall report in writing to the county health officer, who
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in turn shall report in writing to the president of the State Board of
Health at Austin, all cases where an animal or animals are suffer

ing with charbon or anthrax or supposed to have such disease, and
each physician practicing in the State of Texas shall report in writ
ing to the president of the State Board of Health all persons suffer

ing from charbon or anthrax or supposed to be suffering from same

and in case of failure to do so any person so failing shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be fined in any
sum not less than $10.00 nor more than $25.00 and each case of
which no report is made shall constitute a separate offense. [Id.,
§ 2 (lOb).]

Art. 805c. Destruction of carcasses of animals dying from char
bon or anthrax.-That carcasses of stock which have died from
charbon or anthrax shall be destroyed by burning by the owner or

person in charge within 24 hours after death and any owner or per
son having charge of said animals who should fail to destroy said
carcasses as herein provided shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction shall be fined in any sum not less than $25.00 nor

more than $100.00 and each 24 hours after the first 24 hours that
said carcass is permitted to remain undestroyed shall be considered
a separate offense. [Id., § 2 (lOe).]

Art. 805d. Quarantine of animals infected.-The county health
officer shall be the exclusive judge of the necessity of isolation or

quarantine of all animals infected therewith and when in the judg
ment of said county health officer there exists a necessity thereof
[therefor] said county health officer shall issue a proclamation di
recting that all animals of certain classes which he may specify in
the infected district, in either the entire county or any political sub
division thereof, shall be placed and kept in an enclosure by the.'
owners or keeper thereof, and any owner, or keeper of such animals
for the owners, who shall fail or refuse to obey the requirement of
such proclamation shall be fined in any sum not less than $10.00
nor more than $50.00 and where any owner or keeper for the owner

shall have more than ten animals subject to the quarantine regula
tions herein provided the fine 'shall be doubled and each day that
any owner or keeper for such owner shall fail to comply with the
proclamation of said county health officer, shall constitute a sepa
rate offense and such quarantine shall continue and be in effect as

long as in the judgment of such county health officer it may be
necessary to prevent the spread of charbon or anthrax. [Id., §
2 (lOf).]

Art. 805e. Proclamation of quarantine.-The proclamation of
the county health officer provided for in Section 10f of this Act [art.
805d] shall be sufficient, if it name the kinds or classes of stock to
which it shall apply and it shall be published in some newspaper
published in the county if there be one; and if there be no newspa
per it shall be posted in three public places in said county one of
which shall be at the court house door of such county if the procla
mation pertains to the whole county, but if only to a subdivision of
the county, then in any three public places in such subdivision, and
one insertion in a newspaper shall be sufficient, and such proclama
tion shall be effective three days after such notice IS given. [Id., §
2 (lOg).]

Art. 805f. Election for prevention of animals from running at

large in county within charbon districts.-In all counties now af
fected with charbon or anthrax, or which may hereafter become
affected, the qualified voters of such county or any political subdivi
sion thereof may, in the manner hereinafter provided, prohibit the
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running at large of cattle, horses, sheep, goats and hogs or any of
such animals within such county or subdivision thereof; provided
that, upon the petition of ten per cent of the qualified voters of
such county or subdivision, thereof presented to the commissioners'
court of such county in open session, requesting such court to or

der an election to be held in such county or political subdivision
thereof said petition to state the territory within which an election
is requested and the kinds of animals to be effected and also for
what portions of the year it is desired to prohibit such stock from
running at large, or whether the entire year, it shall be the duty of
said commissioners' court to order such election to be held within
such territory as may be petitioned for, naming the kinds of ani
mals to be affected thereby and as designated in the order for such
election; and such commissioners' court shall also designate in
said order of election the time within which such stock is to be pro
hibited from running at large, whether for the entire year or for
portions thereof; which the said court is hereby authorized to do in
accordance with the petition therefor. Such commissioners' court
is hereby authorized and it is made its duty to provide for the hold
ing of such elections and compensation of officers thereof, provided
that the expense of such election shall be borne by the county
wherein such election is ordered and held; and provided further
that in any such election so to be held the ballots shall read as fol
lows: "For the Running at Large of Domestic Animals," and
"Against the Running at Large of Domestic Animals."

Returns of such election shall be made by the presiding officers of
the precinct or precincts of the county where such election is held,
to the county judge of such county, whose duty it shall be to forth
with call the commissioners' court together for the purpose of can

vassing the returns; and if it shall be found by the commissioners'
court, upon a canvass of such returns, that a majority of the quali
fied voters of the county or subdivision thereof wherein such elec
tion was held, is in, favor of prohibiting the running at large of such
domestic animals as hereinbefore named, then it shall be the duty
of the commissioners' court of such county to forthwith declare the
result of said election and give public notice thereof by proclama
tion of such court to be issued and posted within three public places
of the county or subdivision thereof in which such election has been
held. [Id., § 2 (lOh).]

Art. 80Sg. Same; permitting animals to run at large.-From
and after the issuance and posting of the proclamation hereinabove
provided for, it shall be unlawful for any owner or keeper of such
animals hereinabove designated or any of them to permit such ani
mals as have been voted upon to run at large within such county
or subdivision thereof at any time within which the same has been
prohibited; and in case of failure or refusal of any owner or keeper
of such stock or any of them to comply with such proclamation he
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be fined in any
sum not less than five dollars ($5.00) nor more than fifty dollars
($50.00) and each day that any owner or keeper for such owner

shall fail to comply with the law as herein provided for, shall con

stitute a separate offense. The venue of such prosecution shall lie in
the counties where the offense is committed. [Id., § 2 (lOi).]

.

Art. 80Sh. Repeal.-This Act shall not be construed to repeal
the laws of this State now in force affecting the public health, which
is not clearly in conflict herewith but shall be construed to be cumu

lative to the said law but all laws in conflict herewith are herebyre
pealed. [Id., § 2 (lOj).J
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Art. 806. Members of board, inspectors and officers constituted
peace officers.-Each member of the said Texas state board of
health, and each of its inspectors and officers, is hereby constituted
a peace officer, and shall have power to arrest persons violating any
of the provisions of the sanitary code [to be adopted by the board];
of the violation of any public health, sanitary or quarantine law of
the state; and such member, officer or inspector may so arrest such
offenders without warrant when the offense is committed within
the presence or sight of such member, officer or inspector, but oth
erwise only when in the execution of a warrant issued by a proper
officer. TAct 1909, p. 345.]

Explanatory.-The words in brackets are superseded by. the new Sanitary Code
(see art. 801, ante).

Art. 807. Sheriff and other officers to do what.-It is hereby
made the duty of all sheriffs and their deputies, and constables and
their deputies, police officers, town marshals, state rangers, and all
other peace officers, to assist in 'the apprehension and arrest of all

persons violating any provisions, rules, ordinances or laws or the
sanitary code for Texas, [as it may be adopted by said board,] or

for violation of any public health, sanitary or quarantine laws of the'
sanitary code for Texas, [as it may be adopted by said inspectors.
and officers of said board,] to apprehend and arrest all persons who,
may commit any offense against the public health laws of this state,.
or the rules, regulations, ordinances and laws of the sanitary code:
for Texas [when adopted, published and promulgated by said board
of health,] as provided in this law, when charged to execute a war

rant of arrest issued by the proper officer for the apprehension and
arrest of all persons charged with so offending. [Id., p. 346.]

Explanatory.-The words in brackets are superseded by the new Sanitary Code
(see art. 801, ante).

Art. 808. When and by whom·buildings and premises may be
examined and inspected.-The members of the board of health and
every person duly authorized by them, upon presentation of proper
authority in writing, are hereby empowered, whenever they may
deem it necessary in pursuance of their duties, to enter into, examine,.
investigate, inspect and view all grounds, public buildings, fac
tories, slaughter houses, packing houses, abattoirs, dairies, bakeries,.
manufactories, hotels, restaurants and all other public places and
public buildings where they may deem it proper to enter, for the'
discovery and suppression of disease, and for the enforcement of the'
rules, regulations and ordinances of the sanitary code for Texas.
[after it has been adopted, promulgated and published by the
board] for the enforcement of any and all health laws, sanitary laws.
or quarantine regulations of this state. [Id., p. 346.]

Explanatory.-The words in brackets are superseded by the new Sanitary Code
(see art. 801, ante).

Art. 809. Oaths may be administered, when and by whom.c=
The members of said board of health and its officers are hereby
severally authorized and empowered to administer oaths and to
summon witnesses and compel their attendance in all matters prop
er for the said board to investigate, such as the determination of
nuisances, investigation of public water supplies, investigation of
any sanitary conditions within the state, investigation of the exist
ence of infection or the investigation of any and all matters requiring
the exercise of the discretionary powers invested in said board and
its officers and members, and in the general scope of its authority
invested by this law. The several district judges and courts are

hereby charged with the duty of aiding said board in its investiga
tions and in compelling due observance of this law, and, in the
event any witness summoned by said board or any of the officers or
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members of the same, shall prove disobedient or disrespectful to the
lawful authority of such board, officer or member, such person shall
be punished by the district court of the county in which such wit
ness is summoned to appear as for contempt of said district court.

[Id., p. 346.]
Art. 810. Witness testifying falsely guilty of perjury.-Any

witness, when summoned to appear before said board, who shall
falsely testify as to any matters proper for the determination of any
question which the board may be investigating, shall be deemed
guilty of perjury, and shall be punished as provided by law for the
offense of perjury. [Id., p. 346.]
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TITLE 13

OF OFFENSES AFFECTING PROPERTY HELD IN COM
MON FOR THE USE OF THE PUBLIC

Chap. .

1. Obstruction [o.r improper' use] or
navigable streams, and roads,
streets and bridges.

2. Offenses pertaining to. public roads
[drainage, levees], and Irrtgatlon.

2a.. Offenses relating to. toll roads,
3. Offenses relating to. ferries.

Chap.
4. Offenses relating to. public grounds

and buildings.
5. Public Qr quasi public buildings

fire protection.
5a. Libraries, museums, etc.
6. Offenses relating to. the protection

or fish, birds and game.

CHAPTER ONE

OBSTRUCTION [OR IMPROPER USE] OF NAVIGABLE
STREAMS, AND ROADS, STREETS AND BRIDGES

Art.
811. Obstruction or navigable streams.
812. Of roads, streets Qr bridges.
813. Riding over bridges.
813a.. Entering on toll bridge with in

tent to. avoid payment of toll,
814. Name or owner of automobile or

motor vehicle to. be registered.
815. Speed or, regulated.
816. Not to. be operated as to. endanger

life Qr limb.
817. Racing on street or public road

prohibited.
818. Operator when signaled shall come

to. a stand still.

Art.
819. Shall have attached suitable bell

to. give notice of approach.
820. Penalty tor vtolation.
821. Destroying bridges, etc.
822. Unlawful to. carry over any public

bridge or culvert any traction

engine, when.
823. NQt applicable, when.
824. Commtsaioriera' court may also.

regulate.
825. Cornmisstoners' cour-t may control

streets, etc., when.
826. Wilful obstruction of ditch, etc.
826a. Deposittng glass and other sub

stances in highway.

Article 811. [479] Obstruction of navigable streams.-If any
person shall obstruct the navigation of arty stream which can be
navigated by steam, keel or flat boats, by cutting and felling trees,
or by building on or across the same any dike, mill-dam, bridge or

other obstruction, he shall be fined not less than fifty nor more than
five hundred dollars.

Construction of bridge."":":Et is a viola.tlon of this article ror a ratlroad company
While repairing a bridge across a navigable river in Texas to. so. obstruct the
stream as to. prevent boats or vessels or rafts or Iogs trom. being propelled along
the river. Gulf, C. & S. F. Ry. Co, v. Meadows, 56 Clv, App. 131, 120 S. W. 522.

Indictment.-WillsQn's Cr. Forms, 363.

Art. 812. [480] Of roads, streets, or bridges.-If any person
shall wilfully obstruct or injure, or cause to be obstructed or in
jured in any manner whatsoever, any public road or highway, or

any street or alley in any incorporated town or city, or any public
bridge or causeway, he shall be fined in a sum not exceeding two
hundred dollars. [Act 1913, p. 315, ch. 147, § 4, amending Art.
812, revised Pen. Code.]

See art. 823, post. See, also, art. 154, C. C. P. and note.
Explanatory.-Act 1913, ch, 147, was approved Apr. 7, 1913, and is an act relat

ing to. the powers of cities contatntng' over 5000 inhabitants. SectiQn 4 or this
act, in which the amending provlston is contained, recites: "* * Among
the other powers that may be .exercised by any such city, the following are hereby
enumerated ror greater certainty: ... * * To. enforce all ordinances necessary to.
protect health, life and property, .and to. prevent and summarily abate and re

move all nuisances and to. preserve and enforce the good government, order and
security of the city and its inhabitants, and as incident to. giving effect to. the
provlslons hereof article 812 of the Penal Code or the state of Texas is hereby
amended so. as to. hereafter read as followe ;" (Text as above.) At the same ses

sion of the Legislature, but by an act approved Apr. 3, 1915 (ch. 128, p, 258) art.
812 of the Penal Code was again amended, reducing the maximum penalty ror
vlolatton in the same manner as the later act above referred to, but extending
the operation or the article to. unincorporated towns or cities, and to bridges or

causeways "within this state." By this act the article is made to. read as rouows:

If any person shall wilfullyobstruct or injure or cause to be ob
structed or injured, in any manner whatsoever, any public road
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or highway, or any street or alley, in any incorporated or unin
corporated town or city or any public bridge or causeway within
this State, he shall, upon conviction, be fined in any sum not ex

ceeding two hundred dollars ($200.00). rAct 1913, p. 258, ch. 128,
§ 1, amending Art. 812, revised Pen. Code.]

That the design of the two acts was the same is indicated by the emergency
clause in the earlier amendment, which is as follows: "The fact that corpora
tion courts have jurisdiction only to try offenses where the fine to be imposed
shall not exceed two hundred dollars, and the further fact that the Court of
Criminal Appeals of Texas has held that a city ordinance imposing a less fine
than five hundred dollars for obstructing streets is void, by reason of being in
conflict with the State law; and whereas, it is desirable that incorporated cities
and towns should be clothed with authority to pass ordinances controlling their
streets and alleys, and the fact that such cities and towns, incorporated under
the general law, now have no such authority, creates an emergency and an im

perative public necessity," etc. Inasmuch as a question may arise as to whether
chapter 128 may be operative in spite of chapter 147, the compilers have set out
the text of both amendments, with full explanation of the situation.

The original article reads as follows: "If any person shall wilfully obstruct or

injure, or cause to be obstructed or injured in any manner whatsoever, any pub
lic road or highway, or any street or alley in any incorporated town or city, or

any - public bridge or causeway, he shall be fined in a sum not exceeding five
hundred dollars."

1. Offense.
2. Existence of highway.
3. Authority to establish.
4. Notice of laying out.
5. Oath of commissioners.
6. Payment of damages.
7. Adverse or permissive use.
8. Conclusiveness of report of

jury.
-- Abandonment.
-- Proof of existence.
Estoppel.
Streets and alleys.
Reconstructing road.
Willfully.

DECISIONS AFFECTING ARTICLE

15. Advice as defense.
16. Obstruction as negligence.
17. Erection of gates.
18. Fences.
19. Complaint, information or, indict-

ment.
20. -- Variance.
21. Evidence.
22. -- Sufficiency.
23. Instructions.
24. -- Willful.
25. Amount of fine.
26. Venue.
27. Plea of acquittal.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

1. Offense.-Where one owned ]and on both sides of a public road crossed
by a creek spanned by a bridge, the fact that persons could not cross the creek
except on the bridge, did not authorize him to fence the creek's banks from his
land to the bridge. Cornelison v. State, 40 App. 159, 49 S. W. 384.

One is indictable for obstructing a public road where he places his fence
along the same, though he leaves enough open way for 'the travel of the public,
and also for closing up the remaining portion of the road by a fence. Kelley
v. State, 46 App. 23, 80 S. W. 382.

.

Where the public road was not laid out at the point designated as' having been
obstructed, and the public were authorized to use the land which defendant fenced
only until such time as he saw fit to inclose it, and such inclosure did not inter
fere with the road as laid out by the viewers and adopted by the commission
ers' court, defendant was not guilty of obstructing a highway. Farr v. State,
65 App, 271, 116 S. W. 570.'

If accused, as his father's employe, assisted in fencing a road, believing that
his father had a right to do so, and knowing of no criminal intent of his father
to obstruct the road, he was guilty of no offense. Craighead v. State, 65 App,
339, 116 S. W. 579.

2. Existence of hlghiway.-A public road is one established as such by order of
the commissioners' court in accordance with law. For the law regulating the
establishment, etc., of public roads, see Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, title 119,
and Amendatory Act of 18 Leg., special session, p, 19. Act of 19 Leg., p. 25 and p.
92. In order to condemn private property to public uses, the law authorizing and
directing it must be strictly observed and pursued, and the performance of what
the law requires is a condition precedent to the authority to condemn. A pub
lic road cannot be laid out and established without the requirements of the law
in such cases having first been complied with.. Davidson v. State, 16 App. 336.
To constitute a road ordered to be laid out by the commissioners' court, a public
road, the designation of its locality by reference to natural objects, if from the
nature of the country that can be done, and the adoption thereof by the county
court, is sufficient; and it is as effectual as if made by passing over the ground,
.marking trees, or seting up mounds. Floyd v. State, 25 Tex. 277.

Compliance with the requirements of the statute is essential to the laying
out and establishment of a road. Davidson v. State, 16 App, 336; Floyd v. Turner,
23 Tex. 292.

A road not located in accordance with the order of the commissioners' court
establishing it is not a public road. Owen v. State, 24 App, 201, 5 S. W. 830.

Where a third class road is established, the owner of the land upon which it Is
located, who has consented to such location, without compensation therefor, may
erect gates across such road, such as are described in the statute. But if the
land has been condemned in accordance with law, he has no right to erect such
gates. Conner v, State, 21 App, 176, 17 S. W. 157.
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It is not necessary, to constitute a public road, that all obstructions be re

moved from it, and, though a part of such a road is under fence, the remaining
part which is open to travel cannot be obstructed. Kelley v. State, 46 App, 23, 80
S. W. 382.

A conviction of obstructing a public road cannot be sustained, where it ap
pears that the obstruction was placed, not in a public road, as created by the
commissioners' court, but on a passageway adjoining the road, owned by accused
and not shown to have been dedicated to public use. .Jones v. State (Cr. App.)
153 S. W. 622.

3. -- Authority to establish.-Only the commissioners court, as such, is au

therized to establish and designate a public road. Ehilers v. State, 44 App. 156,
69 S. W. 148.

4. -- Notice of laying. out.--On trial fer obstructing a public read it is not

necessary to prove that notice or its laying out was given to the land owners.

Ewing v. State (Cr. App.) 38 S. W. 618.

5. -- Oath of commissioners.-A public road cannot be laid out and es�

tablished without the requirements of the law in such cases having first been

complied with, and one of the prerequisites is that those appointed to layout the
road shall, befere proceeding to act as such, take the oath prescribed by statute.
Davidson v. State, 16 App. 336.

6. -- Payment of damages.-A condition precedent to the authority of the
commissioners' court to take a per-sons land for a public road, is that said

court, in the manner provided by law, shall ascertain the damage thereby ac

cruing to such owner, and make compensation to him for the same. And

changing a public road of the third class to one of the first class is taking the
owner's land over which the road passes. Thompson v. State, 22 App. 328, 3 S.
W. 232. And so is changing the road rrom a second to a third class one. Brad

ley v. State, �2 App, 330, 2 S. W. 828.
When a road has been laid out substantiallv in accordance with the law, the

fact that a land owner across whose land such road runs has not received any

damages, nor been allowed damages by the commissioners' court, does not justify
him in obstructing such road. Crouch v. State, 39 App. 145, 45 S. W. 578.

A road which has been laid out and worked and used as a public read for fif
teen years, although the order establishing it does not show that damages for tak
ing the land were allowed or that he was notified or the proceedings, is a public
road. Ward v. State, 42, App. 435, 60 S. W. 757.

7. -- Adverse or permissive use.-In a prosecution for obstructing a public
road the character of the road may be established as public by evidence of long
continued use as such, and by an order of the county court assigning hands to
work en it as a public read. Berry v. State, 121 App, 249.

In a prosecution for obstructing a public road the character of the read may
be shown by proof of long continued use of it as such and by an order of the
county court assigning hands to work on it as a public road, but a user by the
public merely for a short time will not make it a public read. Hall v. State,
13 App. 269.

Mere travel over a road for a short period does not make it a public road.
Day v. State, 14 App, 26.

Permissive use of road ever another's land held not sufficient to establish right
in public. Smith v. State (Cr. App.) 40 s. W. 736.

A road laid out, worked and recognized as a public road for fifteen years is a

public road. Ward v. State, 42 App. 435, 60 S. W. 757; Race v. State, 43 App,
438, 66 S. W. 560.

Evidence showing that the road at the point of obstruction had never been
designated, but was used by the public by the, consent of the owner until such
time as he should elect to inclose it; he. was not guilty of obstruction, citing Is
ham v. State, 49 App. 324, 92 S. W. 808. Farr v. State, 55 App, 271, 116 S. W. 570.

Where a county commissioners' court ordered a road to be opened between two
sectiens of land, and the county surveyor found that the defendant had a part
of the adjoining section fenced, and had been in possession of such portion for
more than 10 years, claiming title thereto, and he was given no notice or the
appointment of a jury of freeholders to view the road as prescribed by law, he
was not criminally responsible for obstructing the read, Where he rebuilt his
fence upon its being cut down by the road overseer in opening up the road. Lewis
v. State, 64 App. 110, 141 S. W. 532.

Where, at the time a road was laid out by a jury of view on the line of a sur

vey, there was an old road crossing such survey diagonally, and the owner of
such survey, who was a member of the jury, told the other members that the
public might continue to use the old road until he chose to fence the survey.
the use of the old road by the public was not adverse to his title. Rust v. State,
71 App. 283. 158 S. W. 519.

In a prosecution for obstructtng a public road. evidence for the state that over

seers had been appotrrted for the road for every year from 1878 down to the trial
would have supported a finding that the state had acquired title by limitation.
where the road did not coincide with the road as laid out by the commissioners'
court. Rust v. State. 71 App, 283. 158 S. W. 519.

8. -- Conclusiveness of report of jury.-Where the jury of review reported
the road laid out followed a certain boundary line. but the road actually laid out
was two hundred yards from the reported route-that the reported route was
never laid out or marked upon the ground. and had never been used or worked
as a public road. but that the road as actually laid out and marked had been used
by the public. and worked by the road overseer. it was held that the true public
road was that actually used by the public. and recognized by the county author
ities, and not the route reported by the jury of review. Day v, State, 14 App. 26.
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The action of the commissioners' court in laying out and adopting a public road
as reported by the jury of review cannot be questioned in a collateral proceeding
by showing a want of the notice of the sitting of the jury of review, prescribed
by Sayles' Ann. Civ. St. 1897, art. 4691, though the judgment of the commissioners'
cour-t establishing the road does not contain any recitation of notice. Kelley v,

State, 46 App. 23, 80 S. W. 382.
The report of a jury of view appointed to layout a road and the order of com

missioners' court adopting such report could not be varied by the testimony of
a juror that the report did not correctly describe the highway as in fact surveyed
and adopted by the jury. Rust v. State, 71 App. 283, 158 S. W. 519.

9. -- Abandonment.-The evidence showed that the road passed through
defendant's land; that it had never been formally opened by the commissioner's
court; that it had been used by travelers, but had been practically abandoned
before the defendant fenced it. Defendant testified that he believed that he had
a right to fence the land, and that the fence was built without any intention of
violating the law; held, that the evidence is insufficient to support a conviction.
Meyer v. State, 37 A:pp. 460, 36 S. W. 255.

10. -- Proof of existence.-A variance as to the road is immaterial on trial,
if it is shown to be the same road alleged. Sigler v. State, 17 Tex. 304. It is not
necessary to prove � classification; and proof that defendant acted as overseer is
sufficient to show notification of his appointment, etc. ld. Under the Republic (1st
Corig., p. 157) the commissioners could designate the route by natural objects,
without going over the ground, marking trees, etc.; and if this designation was
acted-on by the county court, its status as a public road was fixed. Floyd v. State,
25 Tex. 277.

The public character of the road may be established, not only by the order of
the commissioners' court, but also by proof that it has long been used as a public
road, and that the commissioners' court has recognized it as such by asatgning
hands to work it, or by an order declaring it to be a. road of a certain class. Mi
chel v. State, 12 APPI 108; Berry v. State, ld. 249; Jolly v. State, 1� App. 76; MC'
Whorter v. State, 43 Tex. 666.

Evidence which shows that the fence alleged to be the obstruction was on the
land of the accused when the road through it was established, and that the said
road was never opened after it was established, will not support a conviction for
obstructing a public road. Rankin v. State, 25 App. 694, 8 S. W. 932.

11. Estoppel.-One who, with full knowledge of the establishment of a public
road subsequently :petitions the commissioners' court to change such road, is
estopped to question the legality of its establishment. Kelley v. State, 46 App, 23,
80 S. W. 382.

12. Streets and alleys.-The ordinance of a town authorizing the occupation
of six feet of sidewalk for the purpose of a fruit stand would be a complete de
fense to obstruction if only the six feet were occupied. Echols v. State, 12 App,
615.

It was no offense under this article berore its amendment to obstruct a street
or alley in an unincorporated town. McClanahan v . State, 21 App. 429, 2 S. W.
813; Echols v. State, 12 App, 615; Martin v. State, 72 App. 454, 162 S. W. 1145.

Where a state law provides as a penalty for the Obstruction of the streets of
towns a fine not to exceed $500, a town ordinance punishing the obstruction of its
streets by fine not in excess of $25 conflicts with the state law, and is void. Ex
parte Cross, 44 App, 376, 71 S. W. 289.

A town ordinance punishing the obstruction of its streets by a fine not in ex
cess of $2500, being in conflict with this section, is void. Ex parte Oroes, 44 App.
376, 71 S. W. 289.

13. Reconstructing road.-Where accused, against the protests and objection
of the properly constituted county authorities, undertook to determine for himself
that a road properly constructed by such authorities was not properly constructed.
and attempted to take the matter and the law into. his own hands and construct it
differently to suit his own desires, he was guilty of violating this article. Brown v,
State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 508.

14. Wilifully.-The word "willful," when used in a penal statute, means more
than its Import in common parlance. It means with evil intent, or legal malice.
or without reasonable ground to believe the act to be lawful. Thomas v. State, 14
App. 200; Rose v. State, 19 App, 470; Loyd v. State, Id. 321; Shubert V. State, 16
App. 645; Trice v. State, 17 App. 43; Yoakum v. State, 21 App, 260, 17 S. W. 254;
Parsons v. State, 26 App, 192, 9 S. W. 490; Musgrave v. State, 28 App. 57, 11 S.
W.927. .

Intent is a constituent element of this offense, arid it must appear that the ob
struction was willful on the part of the accused. Such intent is not to be presumed
from the act of obstruction; but it must be proved as a fact, as such fact is
proved in other offenses where it is, an element of the offense. Brinkoeter v. State,
14 App, 67; s. c., 16 App. 72; Shubert v. State, 16 App, 645; Trice. v. State, 17
App. 43; Loyd v. State, 19 App, 321; Sanborn v. State, 21 App, 155, 17 S. W. 475;
Conner v. State, Id. 176, 17 S. W. 157; Baker v. State, ld. 264, 17 S. W. 144; Mur
phy v. State, 23 App, 333, 4 S. W. 906; Guthrie v. State, Id. 339, 4 S. W. 906. And
road must be legally established. Owen v. State, 24 Ap.p. 201, 5 S. W. 830; Rankin
v. State, 25 App. 694, 8 S. W. 932; Parsons v. State, 26 App, 192, g S. W. 490; Var
nell v. State, 26 App. 56, 9 S. W. 65; Laroe v. State, 30 App, 374, 17 S. W. 934.

When a road was obstructed by the accused, not Wilfully, but with the belief,
based on good cause, that he had the legal right to obstruct it, he is not guilty
of an offense. Owen v. State, 24 App. 201, 5 S. W. 830.

A person who, under a mistake of fact, erects a fence encroaching on a public
road, without any intention to obstruct or knowledge that he is obstructing it, is
not guilty of wilfully obstructing a public road. Sanborn v. State. 21 App, 155, 17
S. W; 475.
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The act of obstruction must be afflnnatively shown to have been "wilful."
Laroe v. State, 30 App. 374, 17 S. W. 934; Parsons v. State, 26 App, 192, 9 S. W.
490; Cornelison v. State, 40 App. 159, 49 S. W. 384.

In a prosecution for wilfully obstructing a public road, the court charged that
by the word "wilful" is meant that defendant knew at the time of the alleged ob
struction that such road was a public road of the second class, and said obstruc
tion was placed there with an evil intent. Held a proper legal definition of, the
term "wilful." Cornelison v. State, 40 App. 159, 49 S. W. 384.

The court in defining the offense should use the word "wilfully" as this is of
the essence of the offense and should also define its meaning. Dyrley v. State
(Cr. App.) 63 S. W. 63l.

Evidence that accused went to the county commissioner of the precinct and
inquired about the boundaries of the road and was authorized by the county com

missioner to fence the road was sufficient to present an issue of fact for the jury
whether accused's act was willful, which should have been submitted by a proper
instruction, although there was evidence for the state that he was not authorized
to fence the road by the county commissioner, since if the jury believed the evi
dence first referred to they could hardly have found that he acted with evil intent
and legal malice. Rust v. State, 71 App. 283, 158 S. W. 519.

In a prosecution for violating the statute prohibiting the obstruction of streets
in an incorporated town, evidence that accused was advised by the mayor and
others that he had a right to place the posts, which were the alleged obstruction,
where he placed them after incorporation was voted out, was admissible on the

question of wilfulness. Martin v. State, 72 App, 454, 162 S. W. 1145.
Where accused claimed that he acted solely to protect his premises from back

water caused by the road, evidence that when a county commissioner sent word
to accused declining to take any action, and stating that the road was not the
cause of the water backing up, accused said: "It seems we have no commissioner,
and no commissioners' court; just let's take the matter in our own hands and
attend to it," and that when warned by a constable that he and those aiding him
would be prosecuted, he replied, "Let's go ahead and cut it in five or six places
anyhow, and just let them prosecute"-was relevant on the question of wilfulness.
Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 508.

Where it appeared that defendant stated that he did not wish to do anything
in respect to closing certain lands, except what was agreeable to the commission
ers' court, and that he would remove any fence that they did not want where he

had placed it, the charge, especially where there was an issue of wilfulness, should
have defined the word "wilful." Carney v. State (Cr. App.) 175 S. W. 155.

15. Advice as defense.-But after the road has been legally established the
owner of land condemned for that purpose cannot disregard the order of the com

mtsstoners court even on the advice of attorneys that the order establishing the
road was void. Crouch v. State, 39 App. 145, 45 S. W. 578.

The fact that defendant obstructed the road after he knew that it had been
used as a third-class road was willful, and that his attorney advised him that the
order was void was no defense as tending to show that his act was not willfully
done. Ward v. State, 42 App, 435, 60 S. W. 757.

An attorney's opinion that the road is not a legal one is no defense on a trial
for obstructing the road. Ward v, State, 42 App. 435, 60 S. W. 758.

One bound by the judgment of the commissioners' court establishing a public
road cannot, in the face of the facts and his knowledge of the establishment of the
road, in a prosecution for obstructing such public road, show his good faith or

'negative the imputation of willfulness in stopping up the road, by evidence as to
his belief based on what others may have advised him in regard to fencing up the
road. Kelley v. State, 46 App. 23, 80 S. W. 382.

16. Obstruction as negllgence.�An obstruction of a street in an incorporated
city in violation of this article is as to a person injured while using the street at
the place of obstruction, negligence per se, Shippers Compress Warehouse ·Co. v.

.

Davidson, 35 Civ. App. 558, 80 S. W. 1033.

17. Erection of gates.-To erect a gate across a public road of the first or sec
ond class constitutes an illegal obstruction of same. Jolly v. State, 19 App. 76.

The erection of a gate across a road of the third class would not have con
stituted an illegal obstruction of same, provided defendant complied with the re

quirements of the law in the construction thereof. Jolly v. State, 19 App. 76.
18. Fences.-The fact that after the esta.blishment of a road one places his

fence within the bounds of said road, and the commissioners: court does not re
move the obstruction, does not relieve such person of liability for subsequently
closing up the road by fencing it. Kelley v. State, 46 App. 23, 80 S. W. 382.

19. 'Complaint, Information or Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 364, 366.
An indictment under this article need not allege the materiality of the obstruc

tion, or that the road had been duly laid off, or nega.tive the right to obstructs
State v. Collins, 38 Tex. 189. It need not allege the class of the road, but if it)
does, the allegation is descriptive and must be proved. Meuly v. State, 3 App.
382. It may be charged that the defendant "did unlawfully and willfully obstruct!
and cause to be obstructed a public road." Day v. State, 14 App. 26.

-

An indictment charging the obstruction of a public road need not allege the
materiality of the obstruction, or that the road was laid off by the proper public
authorities, or negative defendant's right to obstruct same. State v. Collins, 38
Tex. 189.

An indictment charging an obstruction of a public road need not allege the
particular class of road; but when the offense charged is described with unnec
essary particularity it is necessary to prove it substantially as described. Meuly
v. State, 3 Tex. App. 382.

Indictment must allege that road was a public one. l\I[cClanahan v. State, 21
App. 429, 2 S. W. 813.
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An indictment charging defendant with wilfully obstructing a public road and
highway does not charge two distinct offenses. Laroe v. State, 30 App. 374,. 17 S.
W.934.

An indictment held sufficient to charge obstruction of a public road. Richard
son v. State, 46 App. 83, 79 S. W. 536.

The complaint or indictment in a prosecution for violating the statute before its
amendment, which prohibits the wilful obstruction of a street in an incorporated
town, was defective for not alleging that the town at the time was an incorporated
town. Martin v. State, 72 App. 454, 162 S. W. 1145; McClanahan v. State, 21 App.
429, 2 S. W. 813; Echols v. State, 12 App. 615.

20. -� Variance.-In a prosecution on a complaint and information charging
the obstruction of an avenue extending north and south on the east side of an ad
dition to a town, and known as G. avenue, by erecting a fence across it, where the
only witness testified that the avenue obstructed ran east and west, and where
the maps in evidence did not show any such avenue in the addition, the proof did
not correspond with the allegations. Carney v. State (Cr. App.) 175 S. W. 155.

21. Evidence.-Defendant's testimony that previous to the obstruction he was

informed by the person who laid out the road that he laid it out without authority
is admissible on the question of willfulness. Laroe v. State, 30 App. 374, 17 S. W.
934.

Orders of the commissioners' court requiring defendant to open a dam which
he had built alongside a public highway are not admissible against defendant in a

prosecution for obstructing the highway predicated on the building of a dam, where
defendant admitted having built the dam. Richardson v. State, 46 App, 83, 79
S. W. 536. .

In a prosecution for obstructing a public road defendant cannot show, good
faith, and contradict the imputation of willfulness, by showing the prosecution by
him of injunction proceedings with reference to the road subsequent to his obstruc
tion thereof. Kelley v. State, 46 App. 23, 80 S. W. 382.

In a prosecution for obstructing a public road by fencing same, defendant's fa
ther being the owner of the land on both sides thereof, it was error to exclude tes
timony of a county commissioner that the father obtained verbal permission to
locate the road at his own expense, where the court instructed that the fact that
accused was his father's employe did not justify his act; the testimony tending to
show a lack of wilfulness or criminal intent on accused's part. Craighead v. State,
55 App. 339, 116 S. W. 579.

22. -� Sufficiency.-Evidence held insufficient to sustain a conviction of ob
structing a public road. Farrier v. State, 54 App, 536, 113 S. W. 763; Meyer v.

State, 37 App. 460, 36 S. W. 255.
Evidence held to support a conviction. Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W.

508.

23. Instructlons.-An instruction to acquit defendant of obstructing a road if
the jury believed from the evidence that he was not guilty held erroneous. Brin
koeter v. State, 14 App. 67.

It was not error to refuse a charge that, if defendant thought he was placing
the obstruction on his own land, he should be acquitted, since the material ques
tion was whether .it was in fact a public road. Cornelison v. State, 40 App. 159,
49 S. W. 384.

Where there was no question that defendant closed the road at a point in the
road as designated by the jury of review and the commissioners' court, a charge
that the true public road was the one actually laid out on the ground by the jury
of review, and not the land lines or the route described in the report of the jury
of review, was not pre.ludtcial. Kelley v. State, 46 App. 23, 80 S. W. 382.

An instruction defining a public road as one actually reviewed and laid out on

the ground by a jury of review appointed by and acting under authority from the
commissioners' court, their written report describing the road having been ap
proved and recorded by the commissioners' court, was proper. Kelley v. State, 46
App. 23, 80 S. W. 382.

A charge confining the Investigatton of the jury to the period between the 23d
of February and the 27th of June, was not subject to. criticism on the ground that
it deprived defendant of any right under a plea of former acquittal of obstructing
the same public road on the 14th of January, but it rather conserved that right.
Kelley v. State, 46 App. 23, 80 S. W. 382.

An instruction that there was testimony as to the location of accused's fence,
which is claimed by the state to 00 the obstruction, but the testimony on that
point was confttcting, and that the jury was not required to harmonize conft.icts in
the evidence, but were free to believe any of the witnesses, was objectionable as
misleading. Jacobs v. State, 55 App. 149, 115 S. W. 581.

Where accused testified that he had obtained permission from the commission
ers' court to survey the land at his own expense and locate the boundary lines of
the road, and that he surveyed the land and placed a fence five 'feet from the line
on his own land, leaving that much land for the benefit of the public not called for
by the field notes, the refusal to charge that if accused, when he built the fence, be
lieved that it was built on his own land, or on the boundary line of the road, he
should be acqultted, was erroneous. Craighead v. State, 55 App, 460, 117 S. W. 816.

24. -- Willful.-The giving of instructions that willfulness would be presum
ed from the act of obstructing and that when the facts constituting the offense
have been proven it devolves on defendant to show facts in justification held er-
ror. Brinkoeter v. State, 14 App. 67.

.

Failure to instruct on the meaning of "willful" held error. Trice v. State. 17
App. 43.

. .Failure to define "wilful" held error. Loyd v. State, 19 App. 321.
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The defense being that the road was not wilfully obstructed, it was error for
the court to fail to instruct as to the statutory meaning of the word "wilfully,"
the omission being called to the attention of the court. Sneed v. State, 28 App.
66, 11 S. W. 834.

In such prosecution it was incumbent on the court to define the word "wilfully"
to the jury. Dyr'ley v. State (Cr. ApP.) 63 s. W. 631.

Where, in a prosecution for obstructing a road, the court instructed that, in
order to convict, the jury must believe that the act was wilful, it was not neces

sary to give defendant's requested instructions on wilfulness. Kelley v. State, 46
App, 23, 80 S. W. 382.

25. Amount of fine.-Where accused, against the protests and objection of
the properly constituted county authorities, cut a solid smooth gravel road, and
put in a wooden culvert, thereby injuring and obstructing the road, and later com

menced cutting the road at another point, a fine of $5� was proper. Brown v,
State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 508.

26. Venue.-A conviction of obstructing a highway will be set aside where the
statement of facts fails to show that the road alleged to have been obstructed was

situated in the county. Robinson v. State (Ct. App.) 39 S. W. 678.

27. Plea of acqulttal.-In a prosecution for obstructing a road on March 3, the
striking of a plea showing an acquittal of obstructing the same road on January
14th held not prejudicial. Kelley v. State, 46 App. 23, 80 S. W. 382.

Art. 813. [481] Riding or driving over bridges.-If any per
son shall ride or drive over any bridge belonging to any county, or

to any municipal or private corporation, faster than a walk, he
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding one hundred dollars. [Act
22d Leg., p. 131.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 365.

Art. 813a. Entering on toll bridge with intent to .avoid pay
ment of tolL-If any person or persons in this State shall wilfully
enter upon any toll bridge maintained wholly or partly within this
State without the consent of those in charge of such bridge, with
the intent to avoid the payment of the toll lawfully chargeable for
crossing the same, such person or persons shall be deemed tres

passers and guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not less than five dollars nor more than
one hundred dollars. [Act 1915, p. 154, ch. 100, § 1.]

Art. 814. Name of owner of automobile or motor vehicle to be
registered.-All owners of automobiles or motor vehicles shall, be
fore using such vehicles or machines upon the public roads, streets
or driveways, register. with the county clerk of the county in which
he resides, his name, which name shall be registered by the county
clerk in consecutive order, in a book to be kept for that purpose,
and shall be numbered in the order of their registration; and it
shall be the duty of such owner or owners to display in a conspicu
ous place on said machine the number so registered, which num

ber shall be in figures not less than six inches in height. The coun

ty clerk shall be paid by such owner or owners a fee of fifty cents
for each machine registered. [Act 1907, p. 193.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732l.

Art. 815. Speed of regulated.-N0 automobile or motor vehicle
shall be driven or operated upon any public road, street or drive
way at a greater rate of speed than eighteen miles an hour, or

upon any public road, street or driveway, within the built up
portions of any city, town or village, the limits of which shall be
fixed by the municipal officers thereof, at a greater rate of speed
than eight miles an hour, except where such city or town may, by
an ordinance or bylaw, allow a greater rate of speed; provided,
the speed limit shall not apply. to race courses or speedways. [Id.,
p. 193.]

Validity of act.-The validity of this article is not affected by art. 816, declar
ing that no operator of an automobile shall drive the same at any speed greater
than is reasonable and proper, having regard to the travel and use of the road
by others, which is but a limitation on the speed rates fixed in art. 815, and though
art. 816 is invalid because uncertain, art. 815 is valid. Byrd v. State, 69 App. 613.
129 S. W. 620.

Construction of act.-This article creates two offenses, and the exception re
lates only to the latter offense. Byrd v. State, 69 App. 513, 129 S. W. 620.
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Existence of road.-A conviction for the violation of this article must be re

versed, where the evidence does not establish that the road where the automobile
was run was a public road. Allen v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 115l.

Excessive speed as negligence.-The driver of an automobile which was injured
in turning to avoid a railroad locomotive at a crossing was guilty of negligence per
se in approaching at from 15 to 25 miles per hour in violation of this article, in
the absence of any showing that a greater speed was permitted by ordinance; and
no recovery could be had from the railroad. Houston Belt & Terminal Ry, Co.
v. Rucker (Civ. App.) 167 s. W. 30l.

Intent.-This article does not make the intent of an operator of an automobile
an element of the offense; but an operator must at his peril keep within the
statutory limit. Goodwin v, State, 63 App. 140, 138 S. W. 399.

Defenses.-A driver of an automobile! is not relieved from the penalty for oper
ating it at a speed in excess of that fixed by Acts 30th Leg. c. 96, on the ground
that the automobile was under the control of a third person riding therein, un
less the driver shows that he was under duress and drove the automobile at the
instance of the third person. Goodwin v: State, 63 App. 140, 138 S. W. 399.

Indictment or complaint.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 132m.
A complaint alleging that accused operated an automobile at a greater speed

than 18 miles an hour on a public road not a speedway charges a violation of this
article. Goodwin v, State, 63 App, 140, 138 S. W. 399.

-- Negativing exception.-Indictment to be sufficient must negative exception
named in the article. Byrd v, State, 59 App. 513, 129 S. W. 620.

Art. 816. Not to be operated as to endanger life or limb.-No
person in charge of an automobile or motor vehicle on any public
road, street or driveway, shall drive the same at any speed greater
than is reasonable and proper, having regard to the traffic and use

of the public road, street or driveway by others, or so as to en

danger the life or limb of any person thereon. [Id., p. 193.]
Validity of artlcle'.-The validity of art. 815, fixing the maximum speed of auto

mobiles on public roads, is not affected by this article which is but a limitation on

the speed rates fixed in art. 815, and though art. 816 is invalid because uncertain,
art. 815 is valid. Byrd v: State, 59 App, 513, 129 S. W. 620.

Effect on civil duty.-Even if this article was too indefinite to be enforced as a

penal statute, it was sufficient as a remedial statute imposing a civil duty so as to
render its violation negligence per se. Solan & Billings v, Pasche (Civ. App.) 153
S. W. 672.

.

Art. 817. Racing on street or public road prohibited.-All driv
ers or operators of automobiles or motor vehicles are prohibited
from racing upon any public road, street or driveway. [Id., p.
193.]

Art. 818. Operator when signaled shall come to a standstill.-
Any person driving or operating an automobile or motor vehicle
shall, at the request, or signal by putting up the hand, or by other
visible signal from a person riding or driving a horse or horses or

other domestic animal, cause such vehicle or machine to come to a

standstill as quickly as possible, and to remain stationary long
enough to allow such animal to pass. [Id., p. 193.]

Art. 819. Shall have attached suitable bell to give notice of ap
proach.-Every driver or operator of an automobile or motor ve

hicle shall have attached thereto a suitable bell
�

or other appliance
for giving notice of its approach, so that, when such attachment
is rung or otherwise operated it may be heard a distance of three
hundred feet, and shall carry a lighted lamp between one hour
after and one hour before sunrise. [Id., p. 193.]

Art. 820. Penalty for violation.-Every one who violates any
of the six preceding articles shall be punished by a fine of not less
than five dollars nor more than one hundred dollars. [Id., p. 193.]

Art. 821. [482] Destroy, injure or' misplace bridge, culvert,
ditch, signboard, etc.-Any person who shall knowingly or wil
fully destroy, injure or misplace any bridge, culvert, drain, sewer,
ditch, signboard, mile post, or tile, or anything of like character
placed upon any road for the benefit of the same, shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, punished by fine of
not more than five hundred dollars, and shall be liable to the
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county and any person injured for all damages caused thereby.
[Act 22d Leg., ch. 97, p. 149, § 22.]

Art. 822. [482a] Unlawful to carry over any public road or

culvert any traction engine, when.-It shall be unlawful for any
person to transport or carryover any public bridge or culvert,
upon any public road or highway, or any street or alley in any
incorporated town or city, any traction engine with lugs on the
wheels thereof, and to carry or transport over any such public
bridge or culvert any traction engine or separator, without hav
ing first provided and placed in position skids upon which the
wheels of said traction engine or separator shall be run, which said
skids shall be not less than three inches thick, twelve inches in
width and sixteen feet in length; and any person violating the

-provisions of this article shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined in any sum not exceed

ing five hundred dollars. [Act 1907, p. 189.]
Art. 823. [483] Not applicable, when.�No person shall be

punished, under article 812, who places obstructions in the streets
or alleys of an incorporated city or town for purposes of building
or improvement, under the sanction of the corporate authorities of
such city or town.

Art. 824. [484] Commissioners' court may regulate.-Nothing
in this chapter contained shall be so construed as to prevent the
commissioners' courts of the several counties, or the municipal
authorities of towns or cities, from adopting such regulations as

they may deem proper relative to the removal of obstructions from
public roads, streets or bridges, and to enforce the same by due
process of law.

See notes under art. 812.

Art. 825. [485] Commissioners' court may control streets,
etc., when.-.In all cities and incorporated towns in the state of
Texas in which, from any cause, there is not a de facto munici
pal government in the active discharge of their official duties, the
commissioners' court of the county in which such city or incor
porated town is situated shall assume and have control of the
streets and alleys thereof, and shall have the same worked under
the law and regulations for the working of public roads; and such
streets and alleys, for the purposes .of this law, shall be held and
denominated public roads; provided, that all residents of any city
or town having no de facto city government, not otherwise exempt
from road duty" shall be liable to road service as in other cases.

[Act March 4, 1885, p. 25.]
Art. 826. [485a] ,Wilful obstruction of public ditch or diver

sion of water.-If any person shall wilfully obstruct any public
ditch, or shall wilfully divert the water from its proper channel,
he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction
thereof, shall be fined in any sum not less than five nor more than
five hundred dollars, and shall also be liable for any and all dam
ages accruing to any person or persons or corporation or county
for any such act. [Acts of 1895, p. 155; Act 1897, p. 99.]

Explanatory.-In the r-evised Penal Code the above article was ascribed to Acts,
1895, p. 155. The provision was re-enacted, without change of language, by Acts
1897, p, 99, § 15. See art. 836, and note thereunder.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 379.

Art. 826a. Depositing glass and other substances in highway.
That hereafter it shall be unlawful for a person to wilfully throw
or deposit in or on any public road, street, or alley any glass bot
tle, glass, nails, tacks, hoops, wire, cans or any other substance"
likely to injure any person, animal, automobile or vehicle and, any"
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person violating any of the provisions hereof, shall upon convic
tion thereof, be fined any sum not less than five dollars nor more

than two hundred dollars. [Act 1913, p. 131, ch. 71,- § 1.]

CHAPTER TWO

OFFENSES PERTAINING TO PUBLIC ROADS, [DRAIN
AGE, LEVEES], AND IRRIGATION

Art.
827. Refusal to serve as overseer.
828. Failure of duty as overseer.

829. Same subject continued.
S30. Commissioner failing to comply.
831. Superintendent failing to comply.
831a. Age limitation of workers on pub-

lic roads, etc.
'

832. Failure to attend when summon

ed, etc.
833.· Failure to open boundary lines.
834. Leaving gate open on third class

road, etc.
835. Violation of irrigation laws.
836. Person obstructing ditch con

structed under the drainage law.
836a. Destruction of works constructed

by State Levee and Drainage
Board.

837. Injuring canal.
837a. Taking water without permit.
837b. Use of streams for conveying

stored water.

Art.
837c. Penalty for unlawful interference.
837d. Interference with headgates, etc.,

forbidden ..

837e. Penalty for injuring works.
837f. Penalty for polluting or obstruct

ing canals, etc.

837g. Diversion of water from water-
shed prohibited when.

837h. Same; permit; proceedtngs,
837i. Same; per,alty.
837j. Johnson Grass and Russian This-

.
tIe.

837jj. Same; limitation of preceding ar-

ticle.
837k. Artesian wells.
83n. Waste defined.
837m. Penalty for waste.
837n. Record of boring, etc.
8370. Oil welIs.
837p. Partial invalidity,

Article 827. [486] Refusal to serve as overseer.-If any per
son, subject to public road duty under the laws of this state, shall
wilfully fail or refuse to serve as overseer of any road in his road
district or precinct, when duly appointed as such overseer by the
commissioners' court of his county, he shall be fined not less than
ten nor more than fifty dollars. [Act July 29, 1876, p. 67.]

Duty to accept appointment.-A road overseer has no' option of accepting or

rejecting an appointment as road overseer, but must perform the service required
of him as prescribed, and within the ttme-prescrfbed. State v. Chinn, 29 Tex. 497.

Ignorance as defense.-Defendant's inability to read and write is no defense In
prosecution for wilfully refusing to serve as road overseer. France v. State (Cr.
�PP.) 77 S. W. 452.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 367.

Art. 828. [487] Failure of duty as overseer.-If any over

seer of a public mad in this state shall wilfully fail, neglect or re

fuse to perform any duty imposed upon him by law, or shall so

fail, 'neglect or refuse to keep the roads, bridges and causeways
in his precinct or district clear of obstructions and in good order,
or shall wilfully suffer such roads, bridges or causeways to remain
uncleared and out of repair for twenty days at anyone time, he
shall be fined not less than ten nor more than twenty-five dollars.
[Id., p. 68;]

Character of road.-It is not necessary to prove that the road has been classi
fied. Sigler v. State, 17 Tex. 304.

Appointment of overseer.-Proof that the defendant acted as overseer of the
(road is sufficient evidence of his appointment as such, and that he had been noti
fied of such appointment. Sigler v. State, 17 Tex. 304. A formal acceptance of
such appointment by him need not be shown. State v. Chinn, 29 Tex. 497.

For an order appointing an overseer held sufficient, see Tincher v. State, 19 Tex.
156.

Willful.-To constitute an offense the neglect of duty by road overseer must be
shown to have been willful. Such overseer is charged only with reasonable dili
gence, and if, because of lack of available means, he fails to keep his road in re

pair, he is not liable. Moore v. State, 27 App, 439, 11 S. W. 457. See, also, Parker
.

v: State, 29 App, 372, 16 S. W. 186; Howell v. State, 29 App, 592, 16 S. W. 533;
Laroe v. State, 30 App. 374, 17 S. W. 934.

.

Removal of obstructions.-An overseer of a public road is not only authorized.
but it is made his duty to remove from such road all unauthorized obstructions,

,

and in performing such duty he is justified by the law in removing a fence which
has been erected across such roa,d. Schott v. State. 7 App, 616.
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Repair of streets.-An indictment will not lie against an overseer for falling to
keep a road in repair within the limits of an incorporated city or town, for the
reason that the commissioners' court has no jurisdiction over the SUbject-matter.
But where there "is not a de facto municipal government, the commissioners' court
has jurisdiction to control the streets and alleys of the city or town, and in such
case the overseer would be liable. State v. Jones, 18 Tex. 874.

Burden of p·roof.-See notes under art. 52, ante, and art. 785, C. C. P.

Indictment.-WUlson's Cr. Forms, 368.
Indictment need not allege specifically the county in which the road is situated,

if it designates said road as leading from the county seat of the county, naming
the county, to the line of said county. State v. Lee, 15 Tex. 252. But on excep
tion, the omission to allege the road precinct, by number or otherwise, with suffi
cient certainty to identify the road assigned, is fatal. Thus to allege, that it was

"road number seven in said county," is Insufflcient. State v. Hail, 21 Tex. 587.
An indictment alleging that defendant was duly elected road overseer of Road

Precinct No. 1 of a certain road leading from Austin by certain places to the
county line and took upon himself his duties as such, and charging that he failed
to keep the roads, bridges, and causeways within his said precinct clear and in

good order, sufficiently charged that the offense was committed in Travis County.
State v. Lee, 15 Tex. 252.

An indictment for failure to keep the road in repair, is sufficient when it charges
that the defendant was overseer of a certain specific precinct of a certain desig
nated public road in the county, and that he willfully suffered such road of which
he was overseer to remain uncleared and out of repair for twenty days at one

time. State v. Forrest, 30 Tex. 503. It would, perhaps, be better pleading, to des
ignate the twenty days time during which the road was suffered to remain out of

repair.
An indictment under the 23d section of the road law was sufficient where it

charged that defendant was overseer of a certain precinct of a certain road in the
county and neglected to keep same in good repair and suffered same to remain
out of repair for twenty days at one time. State v. Forrest, 30 Tex. 503.

An indictment was, defective where it failed to show that defendant road over

seer was bound by law to keepi the road in repair. Massure v. State, 36 Tex. 377.

Variance.-A variance in the description of the road in the indictment, and
that described in the order establishing such road, is immaterial if it be proved
to be the same road, and the description of it in the indictment is appropriate.
Sigler v: State, 17 Tex. 304.

Art. 829. [488] Same subject.-If any overseer of a public
road in this state shall fail, within six months after his appoint
ment as such, to measure the road or roads in his precinct or dis
trict and set up posts of lasting timber at the end of each mile
leading from the court house, or some other noted place or town,
and to mark on such posts in legible words and figures the distance
in miles to such court house, or other noted place, or shall fail,
when any such post is destroyed or removed, to replace the same

with another marked a.s the original, or shall fail to affix or set

up at the forks of all public roads in his district or precinct index
boards with the directions pointing toward the most noted places
to which they lead, he shall be fined in the sum of five dollars.
[Id., p. 67.]

Elements of offense.-The neglect to set up mileposts for any consecutive six
months is not necessarily an offense. This consists in not doing it within six
months after his appointment. State v. Smith, 25 Tex. SuPP. 64. Nor does a

penalty attach .upon a failure to "measure the road," but for failure "to set up
mileposts." State v. Mathis, 30 Tex. 506.

Evidence.-Evidence that defendant acted as road overseer was admissible and
sufficient proof that he had been notified of his appointment. Sigler v. State, 17
Tex. 304.

In the prosecution of a road overseer for failure to keep' a road in repair, it
need not be proven that the road has; been classified. Sigler v. State, 17 Tex. 304.

Burden of proof.-See notes under art. 52, ante, and art. 785, C. C. P.
Indictment and Information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 370-372.
The indictment need not describe the order establishing a road. Sigler v. State,

17 Tex. 304.
After verdict indictment is sufficient if it describes the road and the breach of

duty with such certain ty as to notify the defendant of the precise facts consti
tuting the offense. Sennett v. State, 17 Tex. 308.

The omission to allege the road precinct by number or otherWise, with sufficient
certainty to identify the road assigned is fatal. Hardeman v. State, 25 Tex. 179.

Where the indictment is for failure to put up mileposts, it must be alleged that
such failure was within six months after his appointment as overseer. Hardeman
v. State, 25 Tex. 179; State v. Smith, 25 Tex. Supp. 64; State v. Chinn, 29 Tex.
497. It should, in such case, negative the fact that there is any other "noted place
or town" between the termini of the precinct. State v. Mathis, 30 Tex. 506.

An indictment describing the road as "road No.7 in M. county," held insuffi
cient. Hardeman v. State, 25 Tex. 179.

An indictment not describing with certainty the road of which defendant was

appomted overseer, held insufficient. Hardeman v. State, 25 Tex. 179.
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An indictment of a road overseer for wilfully failing to keep a road in repair.
which charges that defendant. "of the county of F.... on a specified date. "in the

county and state aforesaid. was the duly appointed overseer of a public road then
and there situated." giving the section and precinct. sufficiently avers that the

road was in F. county. Howell v. State, 29 App. 592. 16 S. W. 533.

Pleading and proof.-Where the offense· is described with unnecessary particu
larity. it is necessary to prove it substantially as described. Meuly v. State. 3

App. 382.
Where one of the several modes in which the statute may be violated has been

selected and declared on. the prosecution can prove no other but must prove
the case as alleged. Howell v. State. 29 App. 592. 16 S. W. 533.

Art. 830. [489] Road commissioner failing to comply; pen
alty.-Any road commissioner who. shall wilfully fail to comply
with any duty required of him shall be deemed guilty of a misde
meanor, and, upon conviction, shall be punished by fine of not less
than twenty-five nor more than two hundred dollars. [Act April
6, 1889, 21st Leg., ch. 111, § 5.]

Indictment.-Willson·s Cr. Forms. 369.

Art. 831. [490] Road superintendent failing to comply; pen
alty.-Any road superintendent who shall wilfully fail or refuse to

comply with any provision of law or order of the commissioners'
court shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction there
of, punished by fine of not less than twenty-five nor more than two
hundred dollars for each offense. [Act 22d Leg., ch. 97, p. 149,
§ 21.]

Counties exempted. see article 6976, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.

Art. 831a. Age limitation of workers on public roads, etc.
No person in this state under the age of twenty-one years, or over

the age of forty-five years, shall be required to work upon the
public roads of this state or upon the streets and alleys of any city
or town of this state. [Act 1895, p. 160, ch. 102, § 1.]

Explanatory.-The above provision was omitted from t.he revised Pen. Code of
1911. As it seems to be unrepealed. and in view of the decision in Berry v. State,.
156 S. W. 626, it is inserted in this compilation.

Art. 832. [491] Failure to attend when summoned.-If any
person, liable to work upon the public roads, after being legally
summoned, shall fail or refuse to attend, either in person or by
able and competent substitute, or fail or refuse to furnish his team
or tools at the time and place designated by the person summon

ing him, or to pay to such road overseer the sum of one dollar for
each day he may have been notified to work on the public roads,.
or to pay to such overseer the sum of one dollar and fifty cents
for each day he may have been notified to furnish his team for
road work, or, having attended, shall fail or refuse to perform good
service or any other duty required of him by law, or the person
under whom he may work, or, if anyone shall fail to comply with
any duty required of him as provided by law, shall be deemed guil
ty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, fined in any
sum not exceeding twenty-five dollars. [Act July 29, 1876, p. 60;
Act 1899, ch. 15; amended, Act 1901, p. 277.]

Payment of money.-The payment of money in lieu of attendance and work
must be made to the overseer. A tender or payment made to an unauthorized
person is no defense to a prosecution under the preceding article. Gross v. State,
4 App. 249.

.
,

Apptlcabtltty of act to city.-This article has no application to a citizen of a.

city which, under its charter, exercises exclusive control over the streets, alleys.
and public highways within the city limits. Ex parte Roberts, 28 App, 43, 11 B;
W.782.

A town or city incorporated under the general laws has the power, by ordi
nance, to compel its citizens to work its streets under penalty of fine and impris-
onment. Ex parte Bowen, 34 App. 107, 29 S. W. 269.

'

A city can impose such penalties as it sees fit without reference to the. State,
law in regard to working the roads subject to the limitations of punishment as.
fixed by the jurisdiction of their local courts. Ex parte Drake, 55 App, 233, 116·
S. W. 49.

Residence.-If accused did not make his home in a particular road precinct and
:was a transient person working in boats on the bay most of the time, he could not
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be convicted of failing to work the public roads in the district; the state being
required to show that he was subject to road duty and had lived within the bound
aries of the road precinct long enough to make him a road hand. Anselin v. State,
72 App, 17, 160 S. W. 713.

Complaint and Information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 373, 374.
A complaint and information which charged that accused was a delinquent

poll tax payer in the county, liable under the law to work upon a certain public
road, and was legally summoned to do so at a certain time and place by the road
commissioner for the district, ana wilfully failed and refused to do so, etc., was

insufficient because failing to allege that accused was liable and in default of pay
ment of a tax for a year within the period of limitation. Bluitt v. State, 56 App,
525, 121 S. W. 168.

Evidence.-In a prosecution for failure of a delinquent poll tax payer to appear
for road work, while a strong inference might arise from an agreed statement of
facts reciting that accused was correctly assessed for a poll tax in 1905 for that
year by the tax assessor, as shown by the tax rolls of the county, and that he
did not pay any poll tax in 1905 or 1906, that a poll tax had been levied for those

years, it could not, in the absence of proof to that effect, be assumed that there
had been a levy, in the absence of a clear agreement to that effect. Bluitt v. State,
56 App, 525, 121 S. W. 168.

Art. 833. [493] Failure to open boundary Iines.c=Whenever
the commissioners' court of any county in this state shall duly
declare the boundary lines between the lands of different persons
a public highway, in accordance with law, if any person or owner

shall fail, neglect or refuse, for twelve months after legal notice
thereof, to leave open his land, free from all obstructions, for ten

feet on his side of the line designated, he shall be fined not more

than twenty dollars for each month after the twelve months afore
said in which he may so fail, neglect or refuse. [Act July 29,
1876, p. 69.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 375.

Art. 834. [494] Leaving gates open on third-class roads.-

Any person or persons placing a gate on or' across any third-class
road, or on or across any road such as is designated in article 833
of the Penal Code, shall be required to keep said gate and the ap
proaches to the same in good order; and the gate shall be ten feet
wide and so constructed as to cause no unnecessary -delay to the
traveling public in opening and shutting the same, and provide a

fastening to hold said gate open till the passengers go through;
and such person or persons shall place a permanent hitching post
and stile block on each side of, and within sixty feet of, such gate.
Any person or persons who may hereafter place a gate on or across

a third class road, or on or across any road such .as is designated in
article 493 [833], who shall wilfully or negligently fail to comply
with the requirements of this article shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, on conviction, may be fined in any sum not less
than five nor more than twenty dollars for each offense; and each
week of said failure shall constitute a separate offense. Any per
son or persons who shall wilfully or negligently leave open any
gate on or across any third class road, or on or across any road
such as is designated in article 493 [833], shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction, may be fined in any sum as

above provided for. [Amended by Act Feb. 2, 1874, S. S., p. 18.]
Construction of act.-For construction of this article, see Jolly v. State, 19 App.

76, and Conner v. State, 21 App. 176, 17 S. W. 157; and note the first mentioned
decision to the effect that if the road obstructed by the gate is not a public road
or either class, then the leaving open of such a gate would be a violation of article
1250 of this Code.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 376.

Art. 835. [495] Violation of irrigation laws.-If any person
amenable to the laws governing irrigation shall fail or refuse to
work on any ditch or aqueduct when summoned so to do by the
proper authority, he shall be fined not less than one nor more than
five dollars. [Act Dec. 20, 1861.]

Explanatory.-The above article seems to 'have been superseded by the new

irrigation acts (Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts. 4991-5107-105). Arts. 6002m
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and 50020, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914 seem to be the only vestige of the old
provisions requiring work on irrigation ditches. The new provisions contemplate
a civil rather than a criminal remedy against delinquents.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 377.

Art. 836. Persons obstructing ditch constructed. under the
drainage law.-If any person shall wilfully or negligently obstruct,
or cause to be obstructed, any ditch constructed under the drain
age law of this state, he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined in any sum not less
than ten dollars nor more than one hundred dollars. [Act 1899,
p. 100.]

.

Exp,lanatory.-While the revisers of the Penal Code ascribed the above provision
to Act 1899, p. 100, it may have been the design to construct a composite provision
applicable to all the groups of the drainage law. Act 1899, p. 100, as originally
enacted, has reference to the group placed under chapter 2 of Title 47, Rev. St.
1911. The corresponding penal provision for the group represented by chapter 2,
Title 47, Rev. St. 1911 is found in Acts 1897, p. 99, § 15. This provlsion was car

ried into the Penal Code as art. 826. The group represented by chapter 4, Title 47,
Rev. St. 1911, carried a penal provision (Acts 1907, p. 88, ch. 40, § 39), and this

provision was inserted in the revision as art. 1253, post. Art. 1253 was superseded
by Act 1911, ch. 118, § 40 (art. 1253, post).

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 380.

Art. 836a. Destruction of works constructed by State Levee
and Drainage Board.-Any person or persons who shall wilfully
destroy or deface any corner, line, mark, bench mark or other ob

ject fixed or established in connection with the work herein au

thorized [Arts. 5529a-5529j, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914] shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon a c.onviction there
of, shall be fined in any sum not less than one hundred dollars
nor more than one thousand dollars; or by imprisonment in the
county jail for a period of not less than thirty days; or by both
such fine and imprisonment. [Act 1909, ch. 81; Act 1911, ch. 88;
Act 1913, p. 296, en. 145, § 9.]

Art. 837. [496] Injuring irrigation canal, etc.-Any person
who shall wilfully or through gross negligence injure any irrigat
ing canal or its appurtenances, wells or reservoirs, or who shall
waste the water thereof, or shall take the water therefrom without
authority, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, for each
offense, shall be liable to a fine not exceeding two hundred dol
lars. [Act March 19, 1889, p. 100, § 14; Act 1895, p. 25, § 16;
amended, Act 1899, p. 301.]

See art. 1252.

Explanatory.-Acts 1913, ch. 171 re-enacts Acts 1895, p. 25, of which this article
was a part (section 16), and creates separate offenses of the various acts de
nounced by this article. See arts. 837a, 837e, 837f, 8371, 837m, post. The result
would seem to be that this article is wholly or partly superseded. See, also, art.
1252.

Information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 378.
In a prosecution for the wrongful taking of water from an irrigating canal, the

information in failing to allege ownership of the canal was fatally defective, this
article being analogous to those of theft and malicious mischief involving a tres
pass upon the property of others. Dolan v, Sta.te, 60 App. 5, 129 S. W. 840.

Art. 837a. Taking water without perrnit.s=Any person, asso

ciation of persons, corporation or irrigation district, or any agent,
officer, employe or representative of any person, association of
persons, corporation or irrigation district; who shall wilfully take,
divert or appropriate any of the water of this State, or the use of
such water, for any purpose, without first complying with all the
provisions of this Act [Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts. 4991-
5011s], shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor; and on convic
tion thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding one hundred
dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for a term not ex

ceeding six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment: and
each day that such taking, diversion or appropriation of water shall
continue shall constitute a separate offense; and the possession.
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of such water, except when the right to its use is acquired in ac

cordance with the provisions of law, shall be prima facie proof of
the guilt of the person, association of persons, corporation, irri

gation district, or the agent, officer, employe or representative of

any person, association of persons, corporation or irrigation dis
trict. [Act 1895, p. 25; Act 1913, p. 367, ch. 171, § 39.]

Art. 837b. Use of streams for conveying stored water.-For the
purpose of conveying and delivering storm, flood or rain water from
the place of storage to the place of use as provided in the preceding
Section [art. 500 1m, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914] it shall be
lawful for any person, association of persons, corporation or irri

gation district to use the banks and bed of any flowing natural
stream within this State; under and in accordance with such rules
and regulations as may be prescribed by the Board of Water En
gineers; and such board shall prescribe rules and regulations for
such purpose. No person, association of persons, corporation, or

irrigation district who has not acquired the right to the use of such
conserved or stored waters as provided in the last preceding Sec
tion [art. 5001m, Vernon's Sayles' Civ, St. 1914] shall take, use, or

divert same. [Act 1913, p. 370, ch. 171, § 51.]
Art. 837c. Penalty for unlawful interference.-Any person, as

sociation of persons, corporation, or irrigation district, of [or] the
agent, officer, employee, or representative of any such person, as

sociation of persons, corporation, or irrigation district who shall
wilfully interfere with the passage of or take, divert, or appropri
ate such conserved or stored water during the passage and delivery
thereof as provided in the last two preceding sections [art. 837b,
ante, and art. 5001m, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914], shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof, shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding one hundred dollars, or by im

prisonment in the county jail for a term not exceeding six months,
or by both such fine and imprisonment. [Id., § 52.]

Art. 837d. Interference with headgates, etc., forbidden.-Any
person, who shall wilfully open, close, change or interfere with any
headgate or water box, without lawful authority, or who shall wil
fully use water or conduct water in or through his ditch or upon
his land, to which water he is not entitled, shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum of not less than ten dollars, and not more than one hundred
dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for a term not ex

ceeding sixty days; provided, that the possession or use of water
to which the person using or possessing same shall not lawfully be
entitled shall be prima facie proof of the guilt of the person so

using or in possession of same. [Id., § 69.]
Art. 837e. Penalty for injuring works.-Any person or persons

who shall knowingly and wilfully cut, dig, break down, destroy,
or injure, or open any gate, bank, embankment or side of any ditch,
canal, reservoir, flume, tunnel or feeder or pump or machinery,
building, structure or other work, which is the property of another,
or in which another owns an interest, or which is in the lawful pos
session or use of another or others, and which is used for the pur
pose of -irrigation or milling or mining, or manufacturing, or for
the development of power or for domestic purposes, or for stock
raising, with intent maliciously to injure any person, association or

corporation or irrigation district, or for the gain of any person, as

sociation or corporation, so cutting, digging, breaking, injuring or

opening any such work hereinbefore in this Section named, or with
the intent of stealing or taking or causing to run out or waste out of
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any such ditch, canal or reservoir, feeder or flume, any water for
his own profit, benefit or advantage or to the, injury of any person,
association or corporation lawfully entitled to the use of such water
or to the use or management of such ditch, canal, tunnel, reservoir,
feeder, flume, machinery, structure or other irrigation work, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not less than ten dollars nor more than
one thousand dollars, and may be punished by imprisonment in the

county jail for any term not exceeding two years, or by both such
fine and imprisonment. [Id., § 70.]

Art. 837£. Penalty for polluting or obstructing canals, etc.

Any person or persons who shall deposit in any canal, lateral,
reservoir or lake, used for any of the purposes enumerated in this
Act [arts. 4991-5011s, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914] the carcass

of any dead animal, tin cans, discarded buckets or pails, garbage,
ashes, baling or barbed wire, earth, offal or refuse of any character,
or "any other article or articles which might pollute or obstruct the
flow of water in any such canal or other similar structure, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be
fined in any sum not less than ten dollars, nor-more than one hun
dred dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for a term not

exceeding six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
'

[Id., § 71.]
Art. 837g. Diversion of water from watershed prohibited when.

-It shall be unlawful for any person, association of persons, cor

poration, or irrigation district to take or divert any of the water of
the ordinary flow, underflow, or storm flow of any stream, water

course, or watershed in this State into any other natural stream,
water course, or watershed to the prejudice of any person or prop
erty situated within the watershed from which such water is pro
posed to be taken or diverted. [Id., § 81.]

Art. 837h. Same; permit; proceedings.s=Before any person,
association of persons, corporation, or irrigation district shall take
any water from any natural stream, water course, or watershed in
this State into any other watershed, such person, association of per
sons, corporation, or irrigation district shall make, application to
the Board of Water Engineers for a permit so to take or divert
such waters, and no such permit shall be issued by the board until
after full hearing before said board as to the rights to be affected
thereby, and such hearing shall be held and notice thereof given at
such time and such place in such mode and manner as the board
may prescribe; and from any decision of the board an appeal may
be taken to the district court of the county in which such diversion
is proposed to be made in the mode and manner prescribed in this
Act for other appeals from the decision of the board. [Id., § 82.]

Art. 837i. Same; penalty.-If any person, association of per
sons, corporation, irrigation district, or the agent, attorney, em

ploye, Of representative of any such person, association of persons,
corporation or irrigation district, shall take or divert any waters
from one natural stream, water course, or watershed into any other
watershed contrary to the provisions of the last two preceding Sec
tions of this Act [arts. 837g,' 837h], he, it or they, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be pun
ished by a fine in any sum not less than one hundred dollars nor

more than five hundred dollars or by imprisonment in the county
jail for any term not exceeding six months, and each day that such
taking or diversion shall continue shall constitute a separate of
fense. [Id., § 83.]
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Art. 837j. Johnson Grass and Russian Thistle.-It shall be un

lawful for any person, association of persons, corporation or irriga
tion district owning, leasing or operating any ditch or canal or

reservoir or cultivating any lands, abutting upon any reservoir,
ditch, flume, canal, waste-way or lateral to permit Johnson Grass
or Russian Thistle to go to seed upon such reservoir, ditch, flume,
canal, waste-way or lateral within ten feet of the high water line
of any such reservoir, ditch, flume, canal, waste-way or lateral,
where the same crosses or lies upon land in the ownership or con

trol of any such person, association of persons, corporation or

irrigation district, and anyone violating the provisions of this sec

tion shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
therefor shall be fined in any sum not less than twenty-five dollars
nor more than five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in the
county jail not less than thirty days nor more than six months, or

by both such fine and imprisonment. [Id., § 90.]
Art. 837jj. Same; limitation of preceding article.-That Sec

tion 9.0 [art. 837j] of the Acts of the Thirty-Third Legislature of
Texas, approved April 9, 1913, General Laws, Thirty-third Legis
lature, pages 358 et seq., relating to irrigation, shall have no ap
plication to cases of lands or ditches located in Tom Green, Ster
ling, Irion and Schleicher county, in which the land abutting upon
the reservoir, ditch, flume, canal, wasteway or lateral owned and
cultivated by the person, association of persons or corporations
owning or operating such reservoir, ditch, flume, canal, wasteway

.

or lateral. [Act 1915, p. 127, ch. 74, § 1.]
Art. 837k. Artesian wells.-An artesian well is defined for the

purposes of this Act to be any artificial well in which, if properly
cased, the waters will rise by natural pressure above the strata in
which they are found. [Act 1913, p. 378, ch. 171, § 91.]

Art. 8371. Waste defined.-Waste is defined for the purposes
of this Act in relation to artesian wells to be the causing, suffering
or permitting the waters of an artesian well to run into any river,
creek or other natural water course or drain, superficial or under
ground channel, bayou, or into any sewer, street, road, highway, or

upon the land or any other person than that of the owner of such
well, or upon the public lands, or to run or percolate through the
strata above that in which such water is found: unless it be used
for the purposes and in the manner in which it may be lawfully
used on the premises of the owner of such well; provided, that
nothing in this Section shall be construed to prevent the use of such
water, if suitable, for the proper irrigation of trees standing along
or upon any street, road or highway, or for ornamental ponds or

fountains, or the propagation of fish or for the purposes authorized
by this Act. [Id., § 93.]

Art. 837m. Penalty for waste.-Any person causing, suffering,
or permitting the waste of water from an artesian well as defined
in the last preceding Section [art. 837l] shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor, and upon conviction therefor shall be fined in any
sum not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than five hundred
or by imprisonment in the county jail for any period not exceeding
six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment. [Id., § 94.]

Art. 837n. Record of boring, etc.-Any person boring or caus

ing to be bored any artesian well shall keep a complete and accurate
record of the depth and thickness and character of the different
strata penetrated, and when such well is completed, shall transmit
by.registered mail totheBoard of Water Engineers a copy of such
record. Any person violating the provisions of this section shall
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be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction therefor
shall be fined in any sum not less than ten dollars nor more' than
one hundred dollars. [Id., § 95.],

Art. 8370. Oil wells.-Nothing in the preceding Sections num

bered ninety-one to ninety-five [arts. 837k-837n, ante, and art.

5011h, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St., 1914] inclusive, shall be construed
to apply to any oil well, and the status of such oil wells shall be un

affected by this Act. [Id., § 96.]
Art. 837p. Partial invalidity.-If any provision of this Act shall

be held unconstitutional, it shall not be held to invalidate any other
provision of this Act. [Id., § 99.]

CHAPTER TWO A

OFFENSES RELATING TO TOLL ROADS
Art.
837q. Toll road corporations may pro

mulgate rules and regulations.
S37r. May not refuse reasonable use of

road.

Art.
837s. Trespass on property of toll road

corporation.
837t. Obstruction of toll road.

Article 837q. Toll road corporations may promulgate rules
and regulations.-Every toll road corporation [Vernon's Sayles'
Civ. St. 1914, arts. 1278a-1278u] shall have the power to promul
gate, by its board of directors, all necessary and reasonable rules
and regulations relating to the manner in which traffic shall move

over any toll road operated by it, and to refuse the use of such road
to any person who shall fail or refuse to abide by such rules and
regulations; and shall be empowered to fix and charge tolls for the
use of such roads; provided, that such rules and regulations shall
not be contrary t.o law, and provided that the rate to be charged for
each class of vehicle shall be the same to all in each of such classes.
[Act 1913, p. 145, ch. 77, § 22.]

Art. 837r. May not refuse reasonable use of road.-No such cor

poration shall have the right arbitrarily to refuse the use of such
road to any person who shall offer to pay the regular toll therefor,
except that such corporation shall be authorized to refuse to permit
such road to be used by any vehicle which shall render the same

unduly hazardous to the patrons of said road or damaging to the
surface thereof, or to any person who shall fail or refuse to abide .by
the reasonable and necessary traffic regulations promulgated by
such corporation. [Id., § 23.]

.

Art. 837s. Trespass on property of toll road corporation.-It
shall be unlawful for any person to.trespass or enter upon the prop
erty or right of way of any such corporation without its consent

except as to crossings provided by law, and any person so trespass
ing or unlawfully entering thereupon shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be' fined in a sum not less
than $25.00 nor more than $100.00. [Id., § 24.]

.

Art. 837t. Obstruction of toll road._:_It shall be unlawful for
any person to in any manner obstruct any such toll road, or to

place thereon any thing or substance which would be reasonably
calculated to result in injury to any patron of such road, or damage
to any vehicle which might be run over the same; and any per
son so placing any such obstruction or thing or substance on any
such road shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con

'viction shall be fined in a sum not less than $50.00 nor more than
$200.00. [Id., § 25.]
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CHAPTER THREE·

OFFENSES RELATING TO FERRIES
Art.
838. Keeping ferry without license.

Art.
839. Failure to keep good boats, etc.

Article 838. [497] Keeping ferry without license.-If any per
son or firm shall keep any ferry over any water course, navigable
stream, lake or bay in this state, and shall charge or receive any
money, property, or other valuable thing, for crossing passengers
or property at such ferry, without first obtaining license, as is now

or as may hereafter be required by law, such person or firm shall
be punished by fine not less than fifty nor more than two hundred
dollars. [Act Feb. 11, 1860, p. 98.]

See chap. 10, title 119, Vernon's Sayles' civ, St. 1914, for law regulating ferries.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 381.

Art. 839. [498] Failure to keep good boats.-If the owner of
any licensed ferry in this state shall fail to keep, at all times, good,
safe and substantial boats, sufficient in number for the ready ac

commodation of the public, or shall fail to keep the banks on each
side of the ferry in good repair, and so graded that the ascent shall
not exceed one foot in every seven feet from the water's edge to
the top of the bank, or shall fail to give ready attendance on all
passengers desiring to cross with their animals, wagons, or other
property, or shall charge higher rates of ferriage than those fixed
by the proper authority, he shall be fined not less than ten nor more

than one hundred dollars. [Act March 4, 1875, pp, 58-59.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 382-385.

CHAPTER FOUR

OFFENSES RELATING TO PUBLIC GROUNDS AND
BUILDINGS

Art.
840. Injuring or defacing a public

building
841. "Public building" defined.
842. All officers to report violations.
843. Driving in capitol grounds, etc.
844. Injuring roadway, public grounds

or property of state prohibited.
845. Not to apply, when.
846. "Public grounds" defined.
847. Hitching in capitol grounds.
848. Pass-keys to state capitol.
849. Taking property from public

grounds.
850. Unlawful fencing, using, etc., pub

lic land.
851. Not applicable, when.

Art.
852. Purchaser turning loose too many

stock upon leasehold land.
852a. Construction of fences without

gates.
853. Other statutes relating to public

lands.
854. Permitting fence to stand, etc.
855. Articles that apply to prosecutions.
856. When the law does not apply.
857. Unlawful to herd horses, etc.
858. Penalty.
859. Turning loose excess of stock on

leased land.
860. Illegal fencing, etc., of public

lands.
860a. Suits to be brought.

Article 840. [499] Injuring or defacing a public building.-If
any person shall wilfully injure or deface any public building, or

the furniture therein in this state, he shall be fined not less than
five nor more than five hundred dollars. The word "deface" in
this chapter shall be held to apply to writing, carving or scratching
on the walls or plastering or furniture of said building, or staining
the same with paint or any other article which will produce a dis
coloration of the same. [Act May 14, 1888, p. 5, § 5.]

Injuring bullding.-One breaking the window-panes of and shooting into a

schoolhouse is guilty of injuring it, within the statute punishing the injuring or

defacing of a public building, though it be conceded that the injury did not amount
to a defacing. Thurston v. State, 58 App, 308, 125 S. W. 31.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 386. See art. 841.
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Sufficiency of evidence.-Evidence held to show that accused was the person
who maliciously injured a public building, authorizing a conviction. Thurston v.

State, 58 App. 308, 125 S. W. 31.

Art. 841. [500] "Public building" defined.-The term "public
building" as used in the preceding article means the capitol and all
other buildings in the capitol grounds at the seat of government,
including the general land office and the executive mansion, the
various state asylums and all buildings belonging to either, all col
lege or university buildings erected by the state, all court houses
and jails and all other buildings held for public use by any depart
ment or branch of government, state, county or municipal; and
the specific enumeration of the above shall not exclude other build
ings not named, properly coming within the meaning and descrip
tion of a public building.

What constitutes "public bullding."-A building intended to be protected is
a public building owned or controlled and held by the public authorities for a

public use. A house in which public school is, taught is not necessarily a public
building. Cleavinger v. State, 43 App. 280, 65 8'. W. 90.

A schoolhouse is a "public building." Thurston v. State, 58 App. 308, 125 S.
W.31.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 386.
W1len the offense is injuring or defacing a public building other than one that

Is specifically named in the preceding article, the indictment must allege that the
building was "a public one held for public use." Brown v. State, 16 App. 245;
Pratt v. State, 19 App. 276; Clark v. State, 23 App. �60, 5 S. W. 115.

Indictment must allege that said church was a public building then and there
held for public use. Burkhalter v. State (Cr. App.) 104 s. W. 901.

An indictment charging injury to property pertaining to a public building to

wit, "the COlorado High School Building," should allege that such building was

held for public use; it not being one of those enumerated in the statute. Hughes
v. State, 59 App. 360, 128 S. W. 904.

Art. 842. [501] All officers to report violations.-It is the es

pecial duty of all executive' officers of the state and the county offi
cers of the various counties to aid in the execution of the two, pre
ceding articles, and to report all violations thereof to the proper au

thorities for immediate prosecution. [Act Jan. 4, 1862, p. 51.]
Indlctment.-Brown v. State, 16 App, 245; Pratt v. State, 19 App. 276; Clark

v, State, 23 App, 260, 5 S. W. 115; note under § 841.

Art. 843. [502] Driving in capitol grounds.-If any person
shall drive, ride or lead, or cause to be driven, ridden or led, any
horse or other animal to the capitol grounds at the seat of gov
ernment, or into the inclosure of the state cemetery, without the
consent of the keeper or superintendent of said grounds or cem

etery, he shall be fined not exceeding twenty-five dollars. [Act
April 29, 1874, p. 165.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 387, 389.

Art. 844. Injuring roadway, public grounds or property of state

prohibited.-It shall be unlawful for any person or persons to

drive, or cause to be driven, over or along any roadway in any of
the public grounds of this state, any heavy vehicle, or vehicle for
carrying merchandise, or vehicle heavily loaded, or otherwise rea

sonably calculated to injure or deface such roadways, or to make
their maintenance more expensive; or to drive, or cause to be
driven, any vehicle or conveyance of any kind, or to' drive, or cause

to be ridden, any animal of any kind, over, across, or along any of
the footpaths or walks in such grounds, or on the turf of such
grounds, or at any place therein, except on and along the roadways
and at the hitching places provided therefor; or to hitch any horse
or team in any of said public grounds, or to the fences surrounding
the same, unless at some place especially provided therefor, or to
cause or permit any horse, not being driven to some vehicle or

ridden, or any cow, sheep, goat, hog, or other animal reasonably
calculated to injure said grounds, or anything pertaining thereto,
or go into or remain in any portion of said grounds; or to cut, pull,
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break, bru!se, remove, or in anywise injure any tree, or shrub
or, vegetation of any kind growing thereon; or disturbing any
birds' nests or eggs; or to in any wise injure, deface or in any
way interfere with any chair, bench, seat, hydrant, frame, fence,
gate, erection or structure of any kind therein or thereon or con

nected therewith; or to fish or wash or bathe in or any way
pollute the waters of any lake or pond, or stream, therein, or to

obscenely or indecently expose any part of his or her person, or to

do any indecent act thereon. Any person violating any of the
several provisions of this law shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and shall be fined in any sum not less than five nor more than one

hundred dollars. [Act 1903, p. 187.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 388.

Art. 845. Not to apply, when.-This law shall not apply to

anything done by the lawful custodian offhe public grounds on

which said act is performed, or under his authority and direction,
a.nd which is done in the reasonable discharge of his duties as

such custodian, or in the use of such grounds for the purpose to
which they are dedicated by the state. [Id., p. 187.]

.

Art. 846. "Public grounds"defined.-The term "public grounds,"
as used in this law, includes all grounds owned by the state, and
used and maintained by it in connection with any public building
or institution, whether for governmental, educational, eleemosy
nary or other purpose, and all state cemeteries and all parks main-

. tained at the expense of the state. [Id., p. 187.]
Art. 847. [503] Hitching in capitol grounds.-If any person

shall hitch any animal to any tree or shrub in the capitol grounds
or state cemetery, he shall be punished as prescribed. in the pre
ceding article. [Act April 29, 1874, p. 165.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 390.

Art. 848. [503a] Pass-keys to state capitol.-It shall not be
1awful for any person to make or have made, or to keep in his pos
session, a pass or master key to the rooms and apartments in the
state capitol, unless authorized to do so by the superintendent of
public buildings and grounds; and any person violating the pro
visions of this article shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
.and, on conviction, shall be fined in any sum not exceeding one

hundred dollars. [Acts of 1895, p. 79.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 392.

Art. 849. [504] Taking property from public grounds.-If any
person shall take, remove, injure or destroy any species of public
property pertaining to public building, as defined in article 841,
or to the grounds belonging to such building, he shall be fined not
less than twenty-five nor more than one hundred dollars.

'

Public bulldlng.-An indictment charging injury to property pertaining to a pub
lic building to wit, "the Colorado High School Building," should allege that such
building was held for public use; it not being one of those enumerated in the
.statute, Hughes v. State, 59 App, 360, 128 S. W. 904.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 391.

Art. 850. [505] Unlawful fencing, using, etc., public lands.
It shall be unlawful for any person to fence, use, occupy or appro
.priate, by herding or line-riding, any portion of the public lands of
the state, or of the lands belonging to any particular fund. specified
in this act, without having first obtained a lease of such lands in
.accordance with the provisions of this act. Any person, whether
owner of stock, manager, agent, employe or servant, who shall
fence, use, occupy or appropriate, by herding or line-riding, any por
tion of such lands without a lease thereof, shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and shall, upon conviction, be fined not less than
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one hundr�d nor more than onethousand dollars, and, in addition
thereto, shall be imprisoned in the county jail for a period of not
less than three months nor more than two years. Each day of such
fencing, using, occupying or appropriating, by herding or line

riding, shall be deemed a separate offense; and any person so

offending may be prosecuted, by indictment or information, in the
proper court of the county where any portion of the land lies or to
which it may be attached for judicial purposes, or in the county of
Travis; and jurisdiction of such offenses is hereby vested in said
courts; and, in case any indictment or information is preferred or

filed against a non-resident of this state for a violation of this arti
cle, it shall be the duty of the governor to demand the extradition
of the defendant from the proper officer of any state or territory
where he may be found, in order that he may be brought to trial.
"Fencing," within the meaning of this article, is the erection of any
structure of wood, wire, or both, or any other material intended to

prevent the passage of cattle, horses, mules, asses, sheep, goats or

hogs, whether the same shall inclose lands on all sides or be erect
ed on one or more sides. Any appropriation of land belonging to

any particular fund specified in this act, or of the public lands of
this state, without having first obtained a lease thereof, by fencing
of any kind, or by inclosures consisting partly of fencing and partly
of natural obstacles, or impediments to the passage of live stock,
shall be deemed an unlawful appropriation, punishable as provided
in this article for appropriating such lands; and each day said land
is so appropriated shall be deemed a separate offense. [Act April
1, 1887, p. 89, § 18.]

Explanatory.-At the time this article was placed in the revised Penal Code
the act from which it was derived (Act 1887, p. 89, § 18) had been superseded by
Act 1895, p. 74. The latter act, however, was carried into the revised Penal Code
as art. 860, post. The later act was substantially the same as the earlier one, ex

cept that the proviso (art. 851) of the early act was omitted from the act of 1895.
The result would seem to be that the revisers of 1911 inadvertently restored a pro
viso, which the legislature, in 1895, intended to strike out.

Art. 851. [506] Not applicable, when.-The provisions of this
act, as set forth in the preceding article, shall not apply to persons
who are moving or gathering or holding for shipment any stock
mentioned in said article; provided, the said persons have not
erected any fence on such lands or continue on said lands longer
than one week. [Id., § 19.]

Explanatory.-This proviso was not contained in the later act of 1895. See
art.. 860, and art. 850 and note thereunder.

Art. 852. [507] Turning loose too many stock on leasehold
land.-N0 purchaser or other person than the lessee of public free
school, asylum and public lands shall be permitted to turn loose
within such leasehold more than one head of horses or mules or

cattle for any ten acres of land purchased, owned or controlled by
him and uninclosed, or in lieu thereof, four head of sheep or goats
to every ten acres so purchased. owned or controlled and unin
closed. Each violation of this provision of this article, which re

stricts the number of stock that may be turned loose on lands leas
ed from the state, shall be an offense; and the owner, on convic
tion, shall be punished by a fine not less than one dollar for each
head of stock he may so turn loose; and each thirty days' violation
of the provisions of this article shall constitute a separate offense.
[Act April 1, 1887, p. 88, § 15; amended by Act April 28, 1891, p.
181.]

Explanatory.-Between Apr. 28, 1891, the date of the amendatory act from
which the above article was taken, and 1911, the date of the revision, the subject
matter of the above article had been three times re-enacted. viz. Acts 1895, p.
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71, § 18; Acts 1897, p. 187, ch. 129; and Acts 1901, p, 292, ch. 125, § 5. However.
in these various re-enactments, no substantial change was made in the language
of the provision.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 585.

Art. 852a. [422d, 508] Construction of fences without gates.
Jt shall be unlawful for any person or corporation who may have
used any of the lands, by joining fences or otherwise, to build or

maintain more than three miles, lineal measure, of fence running
in the same general direction without a gateway in the same, which
gateway must be at least ten feet wide, and shall not be locked
or kept closed so as to obstruct free ingress and egress; provided,
that all persons who have fences already constructed in violation
of the provisions of this law shall have two months from the time
this act takes effect within which to conform with the provisions
thereof; provided further, that if any person or persons shall build
or maintain more than three miles, lineal measure, running in the
same direction without providing such gateway he shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be fined in any
sum not less than two- hundred nor more than one thousand dollars,
and each day that such fence remains without such gateway shall
constitute and be punished as a separate offense; provided fur
ther, that the construction of gates as provided for in this article
shall apply only to pasture lands; provided further, that when
herds of cattle, horses, sheep or goats are driven through this state
from one place to another place in this state, and it becomes neces

sary for such stock to pass through any inclosed pasture of any
person who has leased any of the aforesaid lands, such lessees of
such inclosure shall permit such stock to pass through such pas
ture; provided, that the owner of such stock so driven through any
such inclosure shall move the same as expeditiously and with as

little delay as practicable through such inclosure. [Act Apr. 1,
1887, p. 90, § 21.]

Explanatory.-The above provision was carried into the revised Penal Code of
1895 as art. 608, but it was omitted from. the revision of 1911. In view of the de
cision in Bugby-Coleman Land & Cattle Co. v. Matador Land & Cattle Co., 26
Civ. App. 260, 63 S. W. 914, recognizing the constitutionality and continued exist
ence of the statute, it is included in this compilation.

Constitutionality of act.-This law is not in violation of the constitution. In
asmuch as a lessee's right to maintain the inclosure was founded upon his lease
of, the school lands from the State he must be held to have consented to what
the law imposes as one of the conditions of the lease and right to inclose. Bugby
Coleman Land & Cattle Co. v. Matador Land & Cattle Co., 26 Civ. App. 260, 63
S. W. 914.

Recovery of damages.-The lessee cannot recover damages caused by sheep in
grazing while being moved expeditiously through his inclosed lands. Acrey v. Mc
Kenzie, 30 Civ. App, 255, 70 S. W. 367.

Art. 853 .. [509] Other statutes relating to public lands.-Each
and every person who shall have inclosed, by fencing or otherwise,
any of the public free school lands belonging to the state, and shall
use the same to the exclusion of the public, shall pay an annual
rental value therefor of the sum of twenty-five dollars for each sec

tion so inclosed.
And it shall be the duty of the surveyor of each county to make

a report to the county commissioners' court on the first Monday in
June each year of the number of sections of public school lands in
his county inclosed during the past year, andthe names of the per
son or persons controlling such inclosed lands, and the number of
sections controlled by him or them, respectively.

And the said court, at the first regular term thereafter, shall
make a list of the names of the persons controlling such public
free school lands, the number of sections so controlled by each
person, and the aggregate amount due from each person, at the
rate of twenty-five dollars for each section so inclosed and con

trolled, which list shall be recorded by the clerk of said court, and
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a certified copy thereof forwarded by him to the comptroller of

public accounts, and a like copy delivered to the collector of taxes

for said county.
The collector of taxes, on receipt of such list, shall proceed to

collect the same under the same provisions and penalties as is im

posed by law for the collection of taxes.
All moneys collected under the provisions of this act shall be paid

by the collector into the state treasury and constitute a part of the
available school fund; provided, that the state may resume control
of said land at any time.

Any person who shall control inclosed lands belonging to the

public free schools, and fail to pay the rental value as specified
under the provisions of this act, upon the demand of the collector,
shall be subject to prosecution upon complaint, information or in
dictment, and fined in the sum of one hundred dollars for each
section so inclosed. [Act April 17, 1879, pp. 101-2.]

E�planatory.-It would seem that this article was superseded, in part at least,
by the act of Apr. 1, 1887, p. 89, § 18 (art. 850, ante).

Description of land in Indictment.-An indictment for unlawfully fencing lands
of another is sufficient when it describes the land as a certain half of a certain
section. It is not necessary for the number of acres to be stated. Gibbs v. State,
39 App. 476, 46 S. W. 645.

Art. 854. Permitting fence to remain standing round
.
land of

another, etc.s=If any person or corporation shall knowingly make
or permit to remain standing any fence on or around the land of
another, or the public, public school, university or asylum lands of
this state, without the written consent of the owner thereof duly
acknowledged, or a duly executed lease of such land from the prop
er authority' in a case of public, public school, university or asylum
lands, as the case may be, duly recorded in the county where the
land lies or to which it is attached for judicial purposes, he shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof,
fined in any sum not less than fifty cents nor more than one dollar
per acre per month for each month so. inclosed, or fined and im
prisoned in the county jail for any period not over two years.
Within the meaning of person, as used in this act, is included every
man managing or controlling for a corporation, firm or joint stock
company, and any and every individual or person who shall aid, as

sist or direct in the violation of this act. Half of all fines collected
under the provisions of this act shall be paid to the person or per
sons informing on the person or corporation who shall unlawfully
inclose any land; provided, that each three months said land is so

inclosed shall constitute a separate offense. A fence," within the
meaning of this act, is any structure of wood, wire, or both, or any
other material intended to prevent the passage of cattle, horses,
mules, asses, sheep, goats or hogs. Where persons or corporations
have unlawfully fenced land belonging to the state, or public school,
university or asylum lands, it shall be the duty of the attorney gen
eral, either in person or by proxy, to institute proceedings in the
name of the state against any person or incorporation so unlawfully
inclosing said lands; and the expense incurred in employing counsel
to prosecute such cases shall be deducted from the fine or fines col
lected from any person or corporation violating the provisions of
this act, the balance to be paid to the fund to which it belongs.
[Act Feb. 7, 1884, pp. 68-69.] ,

.

Art. 855. Articles that apply to prosecutions.-In all prosecu
tions under this chapter, the provisions of articles 1290 and 1291 of
the Pen�l Code of the State of Texas shall apply. [Id.]

Art. 856. When the law does not apply.-This chapter shall
not apply to persons' who have heretofore settled upon lands not
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their own, where the inclosure is two hundred acres or less, and
where the principal pursuit of such person upon the land and is
that of agriculture. [Id.]

Art. 857. Unlawful to, herd horses, etc.-It shall be unlawful
for any person, firm or corporation to herd, or aid in herding, or

cause to be herded, loose-herded or detained for grazing by line
riding, any cattle, horses, mules, .asses, sheep or goats on any va

cant public domain, school, university or asylum lands within this
state, unless the same shall have been leased from the proper au

thority; provided, that this section of this act shall not apply to

persons herding such stock, in gathering for or carrying to and
from market, or in moving the same from one section of the coun

try to another. [Id.]
Explanatory.-When the above provision was carried into the revised Penal

Code it had been superseded by the Act of Apr. 1, 1887 (art. 850, ante) and by
Act 1895, p. 74 (art. 860, post). See note under art. 850.

'

Art. 858. Penalty.-Any person who shall knowingly violate
any of the provisions of article 857 shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and upon conviction, shall be fined one hundred dollars for each
year or part of a year, for each section or part of a section (meaning
six hundred and forty acres of land or less, whether surveyed in
sections or not), which shall be used contrary to the provisions of
said article. [Id.]

See note under preceding article.

Art. 859. [509a] Turning loose excess of stock on leased lands.
-Each violation of the provisions of article 852 of this Code, which
restricts the number of stock that 'may be turned loose on lands
leased from the state, shall be an offense; and the offender, on con

viction, shall be punished by fine of one dollar for each head of
stock he may so turn loose; and each thirty days' violation of the
provisions of said article shall constitute a separate offense. [Act
·1895, p. 71.]

See note under art. 852.

Art. 860. [509b] Illegal fencing, etc., of public lands.-It shall
be unlawful for any person to fence, use, occupy or appropriate by
herding or line-riding, any portion of the public lands of the state,
or of the lands belonging to the public free schools or asylums,
without having first obtained a lease of such lands. Any person,
whether owner of stock, manager, agent, employe or servant, who
shall fence, use, occupy or appropriate by herding or line-riding any
portion of such lands without a lease thereof, shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and shall, upon conviction, be fined not less than
one hundred nor more than one thousand dollars, and, in addition
thereto, shall be imprisoned in the county jail for a period of not
less than three months nor more than two years. Each day of such
fencing, occupying, using or appropriating by herding or line
riding shall be deemed a separate offense; and any person so of
fending may be prosecuted by indictment or information in the
proper court of the county where any portion of the land lies, or

to which it may be attached for judicial purposes, or in the county
of Travis; and jurisdiction of such offenses is hereby vested in
said courts; and in case any indictment or information is preferred
or filed against a nonresident of this state for a violation of this
article, it shall be the duty of the governor to demand the extradi
tion of the defendant from the proper officer of any state or terri
tory where he may be found, in order that he may be brought to
trial. "Fencing," within the meaning of this article, is the erection
of any structure of wood, wire, or both, or any other material in
tended to prevent the passage of cattle, horses, mules, asses, sheep,.
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goats or hogs, whether the same shall inclose lands on all sides
or be erected on one or more sides. Any appropriation of land be
longing to any particular fund specified in said act or of the public
lands' of this state, without having first obtained a lease thereof,
by fencing of any kind, or by inclosures consisting partly of fenc

ing and partly of natural obstacles or impediments to the passage
of live stock, shall be deemed an unlawful appropriation, punishable
as provided in this article for appropriating such lands, and each
day said land is appropriated shall be deemed a separate offense.
[Id., p. 74.]

See arts. 850 and 857, and notes thereunder.

Art.. 860a. Suits to be brought.-When said agents [state land
agents; Vernon's Sayles' Civ, St. 1914, art. 5460 et seq.] shall have
reported that any public free school, asylum, or other public lands
is or has been used or occupied or inclosed without authority of
law, or that any timbered land belonging to any of said fund has
been or is being destroyed, or depredated upon to the injury of
such land, or the detriment of such fund, the governor shall in
vestigate same, and in his discretion direct that suit be instituted
for the recovery of such sums as may appear to be proper under'
this act, and article 5467 [Rev. St. 1911] or he may transmit such
documents as he may deem proper to the proper officer or court
for the purpose of criminal proceeding, as provided for in articles
850, 851, 852, 853, 859, 860 of the Penal Code and neither of said
remedies shall be exclusive of the other, but the one shall be cumu

lative of the other, and the state may use either or both remedies;
provided, that this shall not repeal any pre-existing criminal law.
[Act 1899, p. 176, ch. 104, § 2; Rev. Civ. St. 1911, art. 5464.]

Explanatory.-The above provision was omitted from the revised Penal Code.
Inasmuch as it has a bearing on the criminal laws of the state, it is included in
this compilation, in view of the decision in Berry v. State, 156 S. W. 626.

CHAPTER FIVE

PUBLIC OR QUASI PUBLIC BUILDINGS-FIRE PROTEC-
TION

.

[Sanitary regulations of hotels, etc., see Title 12, ch, lA.]
Art. Art.
861. Every public lodging house to be 867. Tenant or lessee may do what.

furnished with. 867a. Certain buildings to be provided
862. How constructed. with fire escapes.
863. Where constructed. 867b. Duties of officers as to enforce-
864. Placards indicating way to. ment of act.
865. Every bedroom to be provided with 867c. Notice to owners of buildings.

rope. 867d. Penalty for violation of act.
866. Penalty for violation.

Article 861. Every public lodging house to be furnished with.
Every building or structure kept, used or maintained as, or adver
tised as, or held out to the public to be, an inn, hotel or public lodg
ing house or place where sleeping accommodations are furnished to.

the public, whether with or without meals, shall have and be pro
vided with, at each and every floor above the second floor, or at

every floor twerity feet or more above the ground, two or more iron
or steel fire escapes to be attached securely on the outside of the
walls of such buildings or structures; and such buildings or struc
tures shall have and be provided with a way of egress to said fire
escapes, which way of egress and fire escapes shall, at all times, be
kept free and clear of obstructions and in good repair and ready and
suitable for immediate use. [Act 1907, p. 164.]

Explanatory.-This act is to some extent superseded by Act 1915, ch, 12 (arts.
867a-867d, post).
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Art. 862. How constructed.-Said fire escapes shall consist of
iron or steel ladders reaching from the roof of the building to with
in twelve feet of the ground, and the rungs of said ladders must be
at least six inches from the wall, so that a secure foothold and hand
hold on same may be had, and the ladders must be securely bolted
to and through the wall, and must be capable of sustaining a weight
of fifteen hundred pounds avoirdupois, and that each floor above the
ground floor, with proper open connections and exit to these lad
ders, shall be iron or steel balconies or landings, with strongly
braced iron or steel hand railings, capable of sustaining a weight of
fifteen hundred pounds avoirdupois. Said landings or balconies and
the hand railings thereof shall be securely bolted to and through the
walls, and in case of wooden buildings, said ladders, landings or

balconies and hand railings shall be securely bolted to and through,
or clamped with iron or steel clamps to and around, the upright
studding or frame proper of the building. [Id., p. 164.]

Art. 863. Where constructed.-All fire escapes shall be located
as far as possible, consistent with accessibility, from stairways, ele
vator hatchways and other openings in the floors, and shall be
located on two or more sides of the building, and as far apart as is
consistent with the construction and location of the building. [Id.,
p. 164.]

Art. 864. Placards indicating way to.-Placards or signs, indi
cating plainly the way to fire escapes, shall be placed and kept con

tinuously in conspicuous places in the offices, hallways and in every
bedroom of such building. [Id., p. 164.]

Art. 865. Every bedroom to be furnished with rope.-Every
building or structure not more than two stories high from the
ground, and where the second floor is less than twenty feet above
the ground, kept, used or maintained as, or advertised as, or held
out to the public to be, an inn, hotel or public lodging house or place
where sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public, wheth
er with or without meals, shall have and be provided with, in every
bedroom on the floor above the ground floor, a manilla or hemp rope
of at least five-eighths of an inch thickness, firmly knotted at least
at every fifteen inches of its length, and long enough to reach with
in four feet of the ground, and to be securely fastened within the
room not less than three feet above the base or sill of the window or

opening, and so with strength of rope' and fastening be capable of
sustaining a weight of not less than five hundred pounds avoirdu
pois. [Id., p. 164.]

Art. 866.' Penalty for violation.-Any person or persons own

ing, keeping or maintaining, controlling or managing, any building
or structure kept as, used as, maintained as, or advertised as, or

held out to the public to be, an inn, hotel, public lodging house or

place where sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public,
whether with or without meals, in violation of the provisions of this
act, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction
thereof, shall be fined not less than twenty-five nor more than two
hundred dollars; and each and every day any person owning, keep
ing, maintaining, controlling or managing any building or structure

kept as, maintained as, or advertised as, or held out to the public
to be, an inn, hotel, public lodging house or place where sleeping
accommodations are furnished to the public, whether with or with
out meals, in violation of the provisions of this law, shall constitute
a separate offense. [Id., p. 165.]

Art. 867. Tenant or lessee may do what.-The tenant or sub
tenant, lessee or sub-lessee, of any building, coming within the pro-
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visions and requirements of this act, may, when the owner or his
agent fails to comply with the provisions of this act, contract for
and have constructed and erected said fire escapes in accordance
with the requirements of this law, and may deduct the cost of same

from the amount due, or the amounts that may become due such
landlord or lessor on account of the rent or lease of such building.
[Id., p. 165.]

.

Art. 867a. Certain buildings to be provided with fire escapes.
That every building of over two stories in height now or hereafter
used in whole or in part as a seminary, college, academy, school
house, dormitory, hotel, apartment house, or lodging house or

theater or place of public amusement, including halls for public
gatherings, other than private residences, or any manufacturing,
wholesale or retail mercantile establishment, factories, or work
shops, warehouses where five or more persons shall be assembled,
shall be provided with at least one, and as many additional fireproof
stairways or ladders or iron spiral fire escape on the exterior of such
building placed in such position and as many in number as may be
designated bythe head of the fire department of that city or town,
in or near which such building may be located, if there be one, or by'
the mayor, if there be no head of such fire department, or by the
Commissioner of Labor Statistics, if such building be not in or near

any incorporated city or town, or one having a head of its fire de
partment. If one or more fire escapes o� ladders are required on

each side of such buildings for the accommodation and protection
of the guests, assemblies, employes or inmates of such buildings,
now or hereafter, used in whole or in part as a seminary, college,
academy, school house, theater or place of public amusement, in

cluding halls for public gatherings other than private residences, .or

by any manufacturing wholesale or retail mercantile establishment,
factories or work shops, warehouses, where five or more persons
shall be assembled or a place of public resort, shall be provided
therewith; such stairways or ladders shall connect the cornice with
the top of the first story of any such building by a metal platform,
balcony, piazza, or other safe and convenient resting place on a

level with the floor of each story so connected and of sufficient
length to permit access to the same from not less than two windows
of each story. They shall be convenient of access from the interior
of the building, commodious in size and form and of sufficient
strength to be safe for the purpose of ascent and descent. It shall
be the duty of the school board controlling any school in Texas,
conducted in a building two or more stories in height, to have the
building equipped with necessary fire escapes as is provided herein.
[Act 1915, p. 20, ch. 12, § 1.] ,-

Art. 867b. Duties of officers as to enforcement of act.-It shall
be the duty of .fire chiefs or marshals of fire departments, mayor or

chief of police or city marshal of all such cities and towns in which
the building is located, or by the Commissioner of Labor Statistics
and his factory inspectors, to enforce the provisions of the foregoing
section. The term "balcony, piazza, or other safe and convenient
resting place" shall not be construed to mean any wooden or iron
awning which might intervene between such stairways and such
landing upon the ground or sidewalk. [Id., § 2.]

,

Art. 867c. Notice to owners of buildings.-Any person who
shall fail to comply with the provisions of Section one (1) of this
Act [art. 867a] within sixty days after being notified in writing to
do so by either of the said officers whose duty it may be to give such
notice, shall be punished according to law; said chief or marshal
of all such cities and towns in which the buildings are located, or
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by the Commissioner of Labor Statistics or his factory inspectors,
upon receiving notice or obtaining knowledge, that any person
within his jurisdiction has not so complied with said provisions,.
shall file a written statement to that effect with the county attorney
of the county in which such building is located, and such being done,
such county attorney shall prosecute such persons, firms, corpora
tions or �gents having charge of such buildings. [Id., § 3.]

Art. 867d. Penalty for violation of act.-The owners, tenants,
firms, corporations, agents or other persons in charge of any busi
ness within either of the foregoing sections, who shall fail or neg
lect, after a written notice has been given him [them] in accordance
with the preceding sections, to comply with any of the provisions of
said preceding section which are applicable to the building owned,
leased, or in his charge, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and be punished by a fine of not less than fifty dollars, nor more

than two hundred dollars. [Id., § 4.]

CHAPTER FIVE A

LIBRARIES, MUSEUMS, ETC.
Article 867e. Detaining books, etc.-That whoever wilfully de

tains any book, newspaper, magazine, pamphlet, manuscript, or

other property belonging to any public or incorporated library, read
ing room, museum, or other educational institution for thirty days
after notice in writing to return the same, given after the expiration
of the time which by the rules of such institution such articles or

'other property may be kept, shall be punished by a fine of not less
than $1.00 nor more than $25.00, and the said notice shall bear on

its face a copy of this Section. [Act 1913, p. 281, ch. 140, § 1.]

CHAPTER SIX

OFFENSES RELATING TO THE PROTECTION OF FISH,
BIRDS AND GAME

Art.
868. [Repealed.]
869. Unlawful to use nets; certain

counties exempted.
870. Taking fish by means of nets, etc.,

without consent of owner.
871. Conviction may be had on unsup

ported testimony of accomplice.
872. Duty of persons erecting dams and

other obstructions.
873. Limiting fish that may be taken

and sold.
874. Number of squirrels that may be

taken and sold.
875. Not to apply to certain counties.
876. Sale of squirrels prohibited in

county of Montgomery.
876a. Shipping squirrels.
877. Catching of fish, etc., in counties

of Montgomery and Newton.
877a. Fishing in valley of Medina river;

bass; weight and number of
fish.

877b. Same; sale or purchase of fish.
877c. Same; penalty.
877d. Same; cumulative of general law.
877e. Same; catching for bait.
878. Wild game, property of public.
879. Unlawful to kill or have in posses

sion any wild bird. but game
bird as defined.

880. Unlawful to destroy nest or eggs
of wild birds.

Art.
881. Penalty for violating two preced-

ing articles.
882. Selling or purchasing game.
883. Netting or trapping prohibited.
884. Unlawful to kill wild geese or

ducks.
885. Killing of in certain counties at

night prohibited.
886. Certain game not to be killed for

a period of five years.
887. Killing certain harmless birds pro

hibited.
888. Killing of certain other birds er

fowls prohibited.
889. Open season when; killing of over

certain number of game prohib
ited.

889a. Deer call or decoy.
889b. Open season for doves.
889c. Open season for bob-whites, quail,

or partridges.
889d. Penalty for violation of two pre

ceding articles.
890. Unlawful to receive' for transpor

tation.
891. Exception when lawfully killed;.

shipping affidavit.
892. What birds not protected.
893. Domestic birds excepted.
894. Possession of prohibited bird ap

plies to any such bird.
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Art.
895. Possession during protected sea

son prima facie evidence of guilt.
896. Game, fish and oyster commission-

er to enforce law.
'

897. Has power of sheriff, may arrest
without warrant.

898. Penalty for violation.
899. Hunting license to be procured,

when.
900. Person hunting who refuses to

show license.
901. Oysters culled from public beds,

etc.; penalty; cancellation of li
cense.

902. Planting prohibited, when.
903. Unlawful to receive for shipment,

when.
'904. Unlawful to rake dredge, etc.;

penalty.
905. Unlawful to destroy or deface

buoy.
'906. Unlawful to catch fish, green tur

. tle, etc.; how and when.
• ''907. Catching same by explosives or

poison.
'908. Penalty for failure to take out, li

cense as a fisherman.
909. Sale of certain fish of certain

weight prohibited.
'910. Sale of turtle and terrapin of cer

tain weight prohibited.
'911. Catching fish or terrapin with

drag seine during breeding sea

son; proviso.
912. Person fishing with drag seine to

return fish of certain size to wa

ter.
913. Coast survey charts as evidence.
914. Closed season for oysters.
915. Use of screens on taking water

from public waters.
:916. Taking fish, turtle, terrapin or oy

sters, with seine without license.

Art.
917. Dealer in fish and oysters shall

take out license; requirements;
"wholesale dealer" defined.

918. Selling unculled oysters; penalty.
919. Duty of game, fish and oyster

commissioner'.
920. Theft from private oyster bed.
921. Selling oysters gathered for plant

ing.
922. Gathering seed oysters without li

cense.
923. Penalty for selling fish, turtle, oy-

sters, etc., without license.
923a. Permit to use dredges for oysters.
923b. Closing overworked reefs; notice.
923c. Seizure of unlawful fishing devic-

es and instrumentalities.
923d. Penalty for taking oysters from

closed reef.
923e. Complaint before justice of the

peace.
923f. What devices may not be used for

fishing.
923g. Having in possession or carrying

seine or drag net into prohibited
waters.

923h. Dealer's license forfeited on con

viction.
923i. Obstruction or drverslon of wa

ters.
923j. Measure for sale of oysters.
923k. Taking boat, etc., into prohibited

waters.
923l. Seining for gars, turtle, etc., not

prohibited; seining by county
authorities.

923m. Seining for drum fish; permit;
superintendence.

923n. Taking of marl, sand, shells, or

mudshells from fishing waters;
permit: proviso.

Article 868. [Repealed.]
Explanatory.-The subject-matter of this article is dealt with in Acts, 1897, eh,

153; Acts 1903, ch. 119; Acts 1905, ch. 61; Acts 1907, chs. 75, 78. Acts 1911, ch.
110, re-enacts the article, and expressly repeals Acts 1907, ch. 75. Acts 1913,
-ch, 135, § 2, expressly repeals art. 868, Penal, Code. This would seem to super
sede Acts 1911, ch. 110, especially in view of art. 907, Pen. Code, as amended by
the repealing act of 1913, above referred to.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 394.
Indictment must state that the fish was taken in fresh waters. Taylor v. State

(Cr. App.) 55 S. W. 832.

Art. 869. Unlawful to use nets; certain counties exeinpted.-If
any person shall at any time during the year take, catch, ensnare

or entrap any fish, except minnows for bait by means of nets or in
any othe�anner than with ordinary hooks and line or trot line, ex

cept as specified in Section One, Chapter 78, of the General Laws of
the Regular Session of the Thirtieth Legislature, [art. 868] such
person shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic
tion thereof shall be fined not less than twenty-five nor more than
one hundred dollars; provided that the following counties are here
by exempt from the provisions of this section: Anderson, Angelina,
Archer, Baylor, Bosque, Brazos, Brown, Burnet, Brazoria, Bowie,
'Camp, Caldwell, Chambers, Cherokee, Cass, Clay, Galveston, Coman
che, Collin, Delta, De Witt, Eastland, Fannin, Freestone, Fayette,
Gillespie, Goliad, Grimes, Hamilton, Hardin, Hopkins, Hill,
Hood, Houston, Hunt, Jack, Jefferson, Johnson, Jones, Kaufman,
Knox, Lamar, Limestone, Liberty, Llano, Mason, Matagorda,
Mitchell, Morris, Nacogdoches, Newton, Orange, Panola, Polk,
Rains, Rockwall, Red River, 'San Augustine, Sabine, Stephens,
:Shackelford, San Jacinto, Shelby, Smith, Throckmorton, Trinity,
Tyler, Titus; Upshur, Van Zandt, Webb, 'Walker, 'Wharton, Wood
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and Young : provided that the Counties of Gregg, Harrison and
Rusk shall be exempt from the provisions of this Section as to the
waters of Sabine River but no further, and that Harrison County
shall be exempt from the provisions of this Section in so far as it
applies to the waters of Big Cypress above Tuscombie Bridge and
Little Cypress; provided that in the County of McLennan it shall
not be unlawful for any person to take or catch fish by means of net
or seine from any stream in said county from May 15 to October
1st of each year and that it shall not be unlawful for any person or

persons to take or catch fish by net or seine in Palo Pinto County
from June 15th to October 1st of each year; provided that Clay
county shall be exempt from the provisions of this Section along the
waters of the Wichita and Red Rivers; also Jack County along
the waters of Trinity River, provided that the counties of Austin,
Washington, and Palo Pinto shall be exempt from the provisions of
this Section along the waters of Brazos river, provided further that
in the county of Falls it shall not be unlawful for any person or per
sons to take or catch fish by means of net or seine from any stream
in said county from June 15th to September 1st of each year. Pro
vided further that it shall be unlawful for any person or persons to
build any trap in or across any stream or lake in Wood County,
Texas, for the purpose of catching or taking fish from any, such
stream or lake, and any person violating this provision shall be
punished as provided by this Act. [Act 1897, ch. 153; Act 1899,
chs. 55, 69; Act 1901, ch. 18; Act 1901, 1st S. S., ch. 17; Act 1903,
ch. 119; Act 1905, ch. 61; Act 1907, chs. 75, 78; Act 1909, p. 95;
Act 1911, ch. 110; Act 1911, ch. 113; Act 1911, 1st S. S.,ch. 17;
Act 1913, ch. 41; Act 1913, ch. 96, amended; Act 1915, p. 15, ch. 10,
§ 1.]

Explanatory.-Act 1913, ch, 135, § 2 repeals art. 869, Penal Code, but as the
Act of 1915 re-enacts its subject-matter, the new act is given the old code num

ber. Act 1915, ch. 10, § 1, amends "section 2, chapter 96, of the General Laws of
the Regular Session of the Thirty-third Legislature, relating to the taking of
fish, as amended by chapter 96 of the General Laws of the Regular Session of
the Thirty-third Legislature" so as to read as above. It was probably the intent
to amend section 2, chapter 49 of the acts of the 31st Legislature, as amended,
etc. The misdescription of the act amended is probably immaterial in view of
the clear intent as shown by the subject-matter of the act.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 393.

Art. 870. Taking fish by means of nets, etc., without consent of
owner.-Any person who shall take, catch, ensnare or entrap any
fish by means of nets or seines or by muddying, ditching or drain
ing any lake, pool or pond in any county within this State without
the consent of the owner of such lake, pool or pond, shall-oe subject
to the penalty hereinbefore prescribed in Section 2 of thllt\ct [art.
869, ante, as amended] and in all prosecutions under this Act, the
burden of proof of such consent of the owner shall devolve and be
upon the defendant. [Act 1907, ch. 78, § 2; Act 1909, p. 96, repeal
ed; Act 1911, ch. 110, § 5, superseded; art. 870, revised Pen. .Code,
superseded; Act 1911, p. 233, ch. 113, § 3 [2].]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 393.

Art. 871. Conviction may be had on unsupported testimony of

accomplice.-Any court, officer or tribunal, having jurisdiction of
the offense set forth in this chapter, or any district or county attor

ney, may subpcena persons, and compel their attendance as witness
es to testify as to violations of any of the provisions of this law;
and any person so summoned and examined shall not be liable to

prosecution for any of the violations 'of this law about which he may
testify; and a conviction for said offense may be had upon the un

supported evidence of an accomplice or participant. [0. C.]
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Art. 872. [513] Duty of persons erecting dams and other ob
structions.-It shall be the duty of every person, firm, or corpora
tion, municipal or private, who has heretofore erected, or who may
hereafter erect any dam, water weir, or other obstruction or weirs
on any regular flowing stream within this state to build, construct
and keep in repair fish ways, or fish ladders, at such dam, water

weir, or obstruction, so that at all seasons of the year fish may
ascend above such dam, weir, or obstruction, to deposit their
spawn. Any person, firm or corporation, or the agent or employe
or officer of any corporation, whether private or municipal, who
shall erect such dam, weir, or obstruction, or any firm, person, or

corporation whether private or municipal, who shall own or main
tain, any such dam, obstruction or weir, who shall fail or refuse
to build, construct and keep in repair such fish way, or fish ladder,
within 90 days after having been notified by the Fish, Game and
Oyster Commissioner of this state to do so, shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, shall be punished
by a fine of not less than $25.00 nor more than $500.00; provided,
that each week after the expiration of 90 days after receiving notice,
as herein provided that such person, firm or corporation, municipal
or private, shall fail or refuse to so build, construct and keep in

- repair, such fish way or fish ladder, shall constitute a separate of
fense. [0. C.; Act Apr. 17, 1879, p. 100, § 1; Act 1915, p. 118, ch.
67, § 1, amending art. 872, revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 873. Limiting fish that may be taken and sold.-It shall
be, and is unlawful for any person to take, in any way, more than
fifty pounds of any fresh water fish, for sale or barter for money
or anything of value whatsoever; provided, that anyone person
shall be allowed to take and sell as much as fifty pounds of fish in
one week, and no more than fifty pounds of fish in anyone week
of seven days; provided, the counties of Wharton and Nueces

shall be exempt from the provisions of this law. [Act 1905, p.
222.]

Art. 874. Number of squirrels that may be taken and sold.-It
shall be, and is unlawful, for any' person to kill more than ten

squirrels in anyone day of twenty-four hours; and it is not law
ful for any person to sell more than five squirrels in anyone week
of seven days. [Id., p. 222.]

Art. 875. Not to apply to certain counties.-If anyperson shall
violate any provision of the two preceding articles, said person
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction
thereof, Aall be punished by a fine of not less than five dollars,
with co�ement in the county jail not less than one day nor more

than ten days. Provided, the said provisions shall not apply to

any county situated in the ninth and twelfth and thirty-first and
fifth and eighteenth and twenty-first and seventeenth and tenth
and second and twenty-fourth and fifteenth and fourteenth senato
rial districts of Texas. I Id., p. 222.]

Art. 876. Sale of squirrels prohibited 'in county of Montgom
ery.-It shall be unlawful for any person to sell, or offer for sale,
or ship for sale, in the county of Montgomery, any squirrels; and
any person violating the provisions of this article, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be
fined not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than one hundred
dollars. [Act 1907, ch. 63, § 2; Act 1909, p. 117.]

Art. 876a. Shipping squirrels-c-Lt shall be unlawful for any
person to ship or cause to be shipped, or for any express com

pany, railroad company or other common carrier or the officers,
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agents, servants or employes of the same, to receive for the pur
pose of transportation, or to transport, carry or take beyond the
'limits 16f the county of Liberty in the State of Texas any wild
squirrels. Any person violating the provisions of this Section
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in anv sum not less than ten nor more than
one hundred dollars; and -'each such shipment shall constitute a

separate offense. [Act 1911, p. 98, eh. 56, § 1.]
Art. 877. [S13a] Catching of fish, etc., in counties of Mont

gomery and Newton.--It shall be unlawful for any person in the
counties of Montgomery and Newton in the state of Texas, at any
time during the year, to take, catch, ensnare or entrap any fish by
means of nets, traps, poison or dynamite, or in other manner than
with the ordinary hook and line or trot line, in any of the fresh
waters, lakes or streams of this state in said counties; and any
person violating the provisions of this article shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon" conviction thereof, shall be
fined not less than twenty-five dollars and not more than one hun
dred dollars; provided, that this article shall not be construed to

prevent the catching of fish by nets in any of the lakes in said coun

ty, except Grand Lake. [Act 1907, ch. 63, § 1; Act 1909, p. 133.]
Art. 877a. Fishing in valley of Medina river; bass; weight

and number of fish.-It shall be unlawful for any person who shall
fish in any water which is located in the valley of the Medina river,
where the lower or diversion dam above the town of Castroville
crosses the Medina river in Medina county, Texas, to a point on

the Medina river in Bandera county, Texas, which, by following
the meanders of the Medina river upward toward its source, shall
constitute a distance of twenty-five miles, or in any water which is
impounded in Medina county, Texas, by said lower or diversion
dam, or in any water which is impounded in Medina county, Tex
as, and in Bandera county, Texas, by what is known as the upper
or main dam which crosses the Medina river, a distance of about
four miles above the said lower or diversion dam, to catch and
retain, or have in his possession, any bass or other fish of the bass
species, which shall weigh less than one pound; or to catch and
retain, or have in his possession, in anyone day, more than a total
aggregate of ten bass or other fish of the bass species; or to catch
and retain, or have in his possession in anyone day, a total ag
gregate of more than twenty perch, crappie or sun fish," or other
fish of the perch, crappie or sunfish species, which shall be larger
than two inches long; or shall, at any time during the t'1Ionth of
March, April" and May of any year, make use of a dowagiaf or oth
er similar device for catching fish, but this provision shall not pro
hibit what is known as fly fishing. [Act 1915, p. 135, ch. 84, § 1.]

Art. 877b. Same; sale or purchase of fish.-It shall be unlaw
ful for any person to sell, or offer for sale, or to buy, any fish
caught in any of the waters described in Section 1 [art. 877a]
hereof. " [Id., § 2.]

Art. 877c. Same; penalty.-Any person violating any provi
sion of this Act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con

viction shall be fined not less than $5.00 nor more than $15.00, for
each violation of this law, and "each fish caught in violation of
this Act shall be deemed a separate violation hereof, and a separate
offense, and he may. be prosecuted either in the county where the
fish is caught, or where he is found with them in his possession, or

where the fish are sold, or bought, or where they are offered for
sale. [Id., § 3.]
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Art. 877d. Same; cumulative of general law.-This special law
is meant to be cumulative of the General Law of the State of
Texas, and is not meant to repeal the General Law of the State. of
Texas. [Id., § 4.]

Art. 877e. Same; catching for bait.-Nothing in this Act shall
prohibit the catching of more than twenty perch or sunfish to be
used for bait, provided none of the perch or sunfish so caught to
be used for bait shall be larger than two inches in length. [Id.,
§ S.]

Art. 878. Wild game, property of public.-All the wild deer,
wild antelope, wild Rocky Mountain sheep, wild turkey, wild
ducks, wild geese, wild grouse, wild prairie chickens (pinnated
grouse), wild Mongolian or English pheasants, wild quail or par
tridges, wild doves, wild pigeons, wild plover, wild snipe, wild
jacksnipe, wild curlews, wild robins, wild Mexican pheasants or

chachalaca, and all other wild animals, wild birds and wild fowls
found within the borders of this state, shall be, and the same are

hereby declared to be the property of the public. [Act 1897, ch.
149, § 1; Act 1903, ch. 137; Act 1907, p. 278.]

Art. 879. Unlawful to kill or have in possession any wild bird
but game bird as defined.-It shall be unlawful for any person in
the state of Texas to kill, catch or have in his or her possession,
living or dead, any wild bird, other than a game bird, or to pur
chase, to offer or expose for sale, transport or ship within or with
out the state, any such wild bird after it has been killed or caught,
except as permitted by this law; and no part of the plumage, skin
or body of any bird protected by this article shall be sold or had in

possession for sale. For the purposes of this article, the following
only, shall be considered game birds : Wild turkey, wild ducks,
wild geese, wild grouse, wild prairie chicken (pinnated grouse),
wild Mongolian or English pheasants, wild quail or partridges,
wild doves, wild pigeons, wild plover, wild snipe, wild jacksnipe,
wild curlews, wild robins and wild Mexican pheasants or chachala
ca. [Act 1903, ch. 137; Act 1907, p. 278.]

Art. 889. Unlawful to destroy nest or eggs of wild birds.-It
shall be unlawful for any person in the state of Texas to take or

needlessly destroy the nest or eggs of any wild bird, or have such
nest or eggs in his or her possession, except as permitted by this
law. [Act 1903, ch. 137; Act 1907, p. 279.]

.

Art. 881. Penalty for violating two preceding ·articles.-Any
person violating any of the provisions of Sections 2 and 3 of this
Act [arts. 879, 880] shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
shall upon conviction be fined not less than ten nor more than one

hundred dollars for each bird, living or dead, or a part of a bird,
nest or set of eggs or part thereof, possessed in violation of this
Act. [Act 1903, ch. 137; Act 1907, p. 279, § 4, amended; Act 1911,
p. 101, ch. 60, § 1, superseding art. 881, revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 882. Selling or purchasing game.-Whoever shall sell or

offer for sale, have in his or her possession for the purpose of sale,
or whoever shall purchase or have in his possession after purchase
any wild deer, wild antelope or wild Rocky Mountain sheep, killed
in this State, or the carcass thereof, or the hide thereof, or the ant
lers thereof, or whoever shall sell or offer for sale, or have in his
possession for the purpose of sale, or whoever shall purchase or

have in his possession after purchase any of the game or game birds
mentioned in Section 1 of this Act [art. 878] killed or taken within
this State shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con

viction
.

thereof shall be fined in any sum not less than ten nor
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more than one hundred dollars. [Act 1897, ch. 149, § 2; Act 1903,
ch. 137; Act 1907, p. 279, § 5, amended; Act 1911, p. 101, ch. 60,
§ 1, superseding art. 882, revised Pen. Code.]

Validity of act.-This statute is constitutional. The legislature may restrict
the citizen in the slaughter of game, and inhibit the sale of game slaughtered un

der that restriction. Ex parte Blardone, 55 App. 189, 115 S. W. 838, 116 S. W.
1199, 21 L. R. A. (N. S.) 607.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 403, 404.

Art. 883. Netting or trapping prohibited.c=The netting or trap
ping of any wild bird or wild fowl mentioned in Sections 1 and 2
of this Act [arts. 878, 879] at any season of the year is hereby
prohibited; and any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not less than ten nor more than
one hundred dollars. [Act 1897, ch. 149, § 3; Act 1903, ch. 137;
Act 1907, p. 279, § 6, amended; Act 1911, p. 102, ch. 60, § 1, super
seding art. 883, revised Pen. Code.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 405.

Art. 884. Unlawful to kill wild geese or ducks.-It shall be un

lawful to destroy any wild geese or wild ducks by any means

otherwise than by an ordinary gun, capable of being held to and
shot from the shoulder, and whoever violates the provisions of this
Section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon convic
tion thereof shall be fined in any sum not less than ten nor more

than one hundred dollars. [Act 1897, ch. 149, § 4; Act 1903, ch.
137; Act 1907, p. 279, § 7, amended; Act 1911, p. 102, ch. 60, § 1,
superseding art. 884, revised Pen. Code.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 406.

Art. 885. Killing of in certain counties at night prohibited.
If any person shall, in either of the counties of Harris, Jefferson,
Galveston, Brazoria, Matagorda, Nueces, Aransas, Refugio, Lava
ca, San Patricio, Cameron, Hidalgo or Calhoun, shoot or shoot at,
with a gun of any description, or hunt or kill in any manner, any
wild duck, wild goose or any other kind of wild aquatic fowl at

night, that is, between sunset and sunrise, he shall be fined not less
than five nor more than twenty dollars. [Act 1901, p. 301.]

Art. 886. Certain game not to be killed for a period of five years.
-It shall be unlawful for any person to kill, take or destroy any
wild Mongolian or English pheasant, wild prairie chicken (pin
nated grouse), wild antelope or wild Rocky Mountain sheep, for
the space of five years next after this Act takes effect; and any
persons violating the provisions hereof shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not less than ten nor more than one hundred dollars. [Act
1897, ch. 149, § 5; Act 1903, ch. 137; Act 1907, p. 279, § 8, amend
ed; Act 1911, p. 102, ch. 60, § 1, superseding art. 886, revised Pen.
Code.] .

Explanatory.-The above act took effect 90 days after adjournment of the leg
islature on March 11, 1911.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 407.

Art. 887. [518] Killing certain harmless birds prohibited.-If
any person shall wilfully kill, or in any manner injure, any mock
ing bird, whippoorwill, night hawk, blue bird, red bird, finch,
thrush, linnet, wren, martin, swallow, bobolink, cat bird, nonpareil,
scissortail, he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon
conviction before a justice of the peace or other court of competent
jurisdiction, he shall be fined a sum of not less than five nor more
than fifteen dollars. [Act March 15, 1881, p. 30.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 401.
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Art. 888. [519] Killing of certain other birds or fowls prohib
ited.-If any person shall wilfully kill any seagull, tern, shear-wa
ter, egret, heron or pelican, or shall wilfully take from their nests,
or in any manner destroy, any egg or eggs of any seagull, tern,
shear-water, egret, heron or pelican, he shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by
a fine of not less than five nor more than twenty-five dollars; pro
vided, that the killing of any of the birds above enumerated, or

taking of their eggs with intent to preserve the same for scientific
purposes, shall not be construed to be a violation of this act.

[0. C.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 402.

Art. 889. Open season, when; killing of over certain number of

game prohibited.-It shall be unlawful for any person to kill, en

snare, or entrap, or in any way destroy any wild deer in the period
of time embraced between the first day of January and the first
day. of November in each year; provided, it shall be unlawful for

any person at any season of the year to take, kill, trap or ensnare

any wild female deer or shatter fawn within this State; and pro
vided, further, that it shall be unlawful for any person to take,
kill, trap or ensnare more than three wild buck during the months
of Novernber and December of anyone year; provided, it shall be
unlawful to kill any wild turkey in the period of time embraced be
tween the first day of April and the first day of De� of each
year, or more than th.ree-wild turkey in the period of time em

braced in the months of December, January and February of each
year, or any wild quail or partridge, or any dove within the period
of time embraced between the first day of February and the first
day of November in each year; provided, it shall be unlawful, ex

cept herein elsewhere provided, for any person in anyone day to
kill or destroy more than twenty-five of the birds or fowls men

tioned in Section 1 of this Act [Art. 878, ante] that are permitted
to be taken or killed in anyone day. It shall further be unlawful
for any person at any time to hunt deer or other game mentioned
in Section 1 of this Act by aid of what is commonly known as a

hunting lamp or lantern, or any other light used for the purpose of
hunting at night; and after the space of five years next after this Act
takes effect, it shall be unlawful for any person to kill, trap or en

snare or in any way destroy any wild antelope or Rocky Mountain
sheep in the period of time embraced between the first day of Jan

uary and the first day of November of each year; provided fur
ther, that it shall be unlawful for any person to kill, trap or ensnare

more than two wild antelopes or one Rocky Mountain sheep dur
ing the months of November and December of each year; and any
wild Mongolian or English pheasants, wild turkey or any prairie
chicken (pinnated grouse), in the period of time embraced between
the first day of February and the first day of November of each
year. Any person violating any provisions of this Section shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not less than ten nor more than one hundred
dollars. [Act 1897, ch. 149, § 6; Act 1903, ch. 137; Act 1907, p.
280, § 9, amended; Act 1911,. p. 102, ch. 60, § 1, superseding art.
889, revised Pen. Code.] .

Explantory.-The above act took effect 90 days after adjournment of the leg
islature on March 11, 1911.

SUfficiency of evidence.-Evidence in a prosecution for killing a wild deer out
of season held to sustain a finding that the deer was killed in the close season
in 1910 or 1911. Baker v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 631.

Indictment.---,Willson's Cr. Forms, 399, 400, 408.

Art. 889a. Deer call or decoy.-It shall be unlawful for any
person at any time of the year within this state, to use a deer call,
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whistle, decoy, horn, call, pipe, reed, or other devise, mechanical
or natural, for the purpose of calling or attracting the attention of
any deer, and any person hunting deer by such. means, or attempt
ing to use such means in hunting deer, shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine of
not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dol
lars, or by imprisonment of not less than twenty days or more

than ninety days, or both by said fine and imprisonment, and each
and every such unlawful act shall constitute a separate offense.
[Act 1915, p. 162, ch. 107, § 1.]

Explanatory.-Act 1915, ch. 107, § 1, provides "that there shall be added to Ar
ticle 889 of the Revised Criminal statutes .. .. .. an article to be known as Ar
Ucle 889a."

Art. 889b. Open season for doves.c-From and after the passage
of this Act it shall be unlawful for any person within this State to

kill, ensnare, entrap or in any way destroy any wild doves between
the first day of March and the first day of September of any year.
[Act 1915, 1st S. S., p. 43, ch. 22, § 2, amending Act 1915, ch.
123, § 1.]

Explanatory.-Act 1915, ch. 123 and the amendatory act (Act 1915, S. S. ch.
22), in their titles, amend ch. 6, Title 13, of the Penal Code, by inserting therein
articles 889a and 889b. As the legislature at the same session enacted another
provision to be designated as article 889a, the two articles in question are here
designated as articles 889b and 889c. The act took effect 9() days after adjourn
ment of legislature on March 20, 1915.

Art. 889c. Open season for bob-whites, quail, or partridges.
From and after the passage of this Act it shall be unlawful for any
person in this State to kill, entrap, ensnare or in any way destroy
any bob-whites, quail or partridges in this State, between the first
day of February and the first day of December of any year; pro
vided, it shall be unlawful for any person at any time to kill or

destroy in one day more than fifteen of the birds or fowls men

tioned in this Act or in Article 878 of this chapter. [Act 1915, 1st
S. S., p. 43, ch. 22, § 3, amending Act 1915, ch. 123.]

See note under preceding article.

Art. 889d. Penalty for violation of two' preceding articles.
Any person violating the provisions of this law shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction shall be punished by a

fine of not less than ten ($10.00) dollars nor more than one hun
dred ($100.00) dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for
not less. than five nor more than thirty days, or by both such fine
and imprisonment. [Act 1915, 1st S. S., p. 43, ch. 22, § 4.]

Art. 890. Unlawful to receive for transportation.-It shall be
unlawful for any express company, railroad company, or other
common carrier, or the officers, agents, servants or employes of the
same, to receive for the purpose of transportation, or to transport,
carry or take beyond the limits of the State, or within this State,
except as hereinafter provided, any wild animal, bird or water fowl
mentioned in Section 1 of this Act [Art. 878, ante], or the carcass

thereof, or the hide thereof. Any persons violating the provisions
of this Section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not less than ten nor

more than one hundred dollars. Provided, that each shipment
shall constitute separate offense, and that such express company,
or other common carrier, or its agents, servants or employes shall
have the privilege of examining any suspected package for the pur
pose of determining whether such package contains any of the
articles mentioned herein. [Act 1897, ch. 149, § 7; Act 1903, ch.
137; Act 1907, p. 280, § 10, amended; Act 1911, p. 103, ch. 60, § 1,
superseding art. 890, revised Pen. Code.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 409.
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Art. 891. Exception when lawfully killed; shipping affidavit.
Nothing in this Act shall be construed [to] prohibit the transpor
tation or shipment of any of the game, birds or wild fowls men

tioned in Section 1 of this Act [Art. 878, ante],' when lawfully
taken or killed, from the place of shipment to the home of the per
son who killed the same; provided, the person who killed said
game, birds or fowls, shall accompany said game, birds or fowls
on the same train or common carrier from the point of shipment to
the said point of destination, and provided further, that the person
desiring to ship or transport said game, birds or fowls shall first
make the following affidavit in writing before some officer au

thorized by law to administer oaths, and deliver same to said rail
road or common carrier, or to the agent of said railroad or common

carrier, at the point of shipment; and upon filing the affidavit,
such party shall be permitted to transport to his home in accord
ance herewith not exceeding twenty-five of any wild game bird,
when such number is permitted to be killed or the kind offered for
shipment, except wild duck, provided that such party may be per
mitted to transport seventy-five wild ducks upon filing the af-fi
davit containing the provisions as stipulated in the affidavit pre-
scribed:

'

State of Texas, County of Before me, the undersigned
authority, on this day personally appeared , who, after
being by me duly sworn, upon oath says: I live at in the
County of , in the State of ; that I have killed
(state the number and kind of game, birds or fowls), which [I] de-
sire to ship from , in county, to my home, which game
I killed for my own use and not for sale, and same shall not be
sold, and same will be accompanied by me from the point of ship
ment to the point of destination; that I have not killed or shipped
exceeding three .buck deer during this hunting season and have
not killed or shipped exceeding twenty-five birds or fowls men

tioned in Section 1 of this Act, except wild ducks, in anyone day
during the present hunting season; and that I have in no way
violated any of the provisions of this bill; (and if such game to
be shipped be wild duck) then such party shall further make affi
davit that the shipment I offer is wild duck only; that the num

ber does not exceed seventy-five, and I killed the said duck in three
days consecutively, and that I did not kill more than twenty-five
of same in anyone day.

'

Sworn to and subscribed by before me this .

day of , 19 .

Narne and official character of officer.
And thereupon said game birds or fowls shall be transported or

shipped by railroad or other common carrier in the name of the
person making said affidavit to the home of said person, and shall
mark on the card attached to said game, birds or fowls the words,
"Affidavit Made." Any person violating the provisions of this
Section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con

viction thereof shall be fined in any sum not less than ten nor more

than one hundred dollars. [Act 1903, ch. 137; Act 1907, p. 281,
§ 11, amended; Act 1911, p. 103, ch. 60, § 1, superseding art. 891,
revised Pen. Code.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 409a.

Art. 892. What birds not protected.-The English or European
house sparrows, hawks, crows, buzzards, black birds, rice birds and
owls are not included among the birds protected by this chapter.
Nothing herein contained shall be construed to prevent any person
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or pe.rsons from killing birds that are at the time destroying his
growing crop. [Act 1903, ch. 137; Act 1907, p. 282.]

Art. 893. Domestic birds excepted.-Nothing in this .chapter
shall prevent the keeping of any bird in a cage as a domestic pet;
provided, that such bird shall not be sold or exchanged or offered
for sale or exchange, or transported out of the state; provided that
nothing herein contained shall be construed to prohibit the sale or

shipment of canary birds or parrots. [Act 1903, ch. 137; Act 1907,
p.282.]

Art. 894. Possession of prohibited bird applies to any such bird.
-Whenever in this chapter the possession of any bird is prohibited,
said prohibition shall apply equally to a bird coming from outside
the state as to one taken within the state. [Act 1903, ch. 137; Act
1907, p. 282.]

Art. 895. Possession during protected season prima facie evi
dence of guilt.-Possession at any time of the year during which
the game, birds and wild fowl of the state are protected herein shall
be prima facie evidence of the guilt of the person in possession
thereof. [Act 1897, ch. 149, § 8; Act 1903, ch. 137; Act 1907, p.
282.]

Art. 896. Game, fish and oyster commissioner to enforce law.
It is hereby made a special duty of the game, fish and oyster com

missioner to enforce the statutes of this state for the protection and

preservation of wild game and wild birds, and to bring or cause to
be brought actions and proceedings in the name of the state of
Texas to recover any and all fines and penalties provided for in the
laws now in force or that may hereafter be enacted relating to wild
game and wild birds. Said game, fish and oyster commissioner may
make complaint and cause proceedings to be commenced against
any person for violation of any of the laws for the protection and
propagation of game or birds without the sanction of the county
attorney in which such proceedings are commenced, and in such
case he shall not be required to furnish security for costs. Said
commissioner shall at any and all times seize and take possession
of all birds and animals that have been caught, taken or killed, or

had in possession or under control, or have been shipped contrary to

any of the laws of this state; and such seizure may be made with
out a warrant. All birds or animals, seized by the commissioner,
shall 'be disposed of in such manner as may be directed by any
court having competent jurisdiction to hear and determine cases for
violation of the game and bird laws of this state. [Act 1907, p.
254.]

Art. 897. Has power of sheriff, may arrest without warrant.

Said game, fish and oyster commissioner shall have the same power
and authority to serve criminal process as sheriffs, and shall have
the same power as sheriffs to require aid in executing such process.

Said commissioner may arrest without warrant any person found
by him.in the act of violating any of the laws for the protection or

propagation of game or wild birds, and take such person forthwith
before a magistrate having jurisdiction. Such arrests may be made
on Sunday, and in which case the person arrested shall be taken
before a magistrate having jurisdiction, and proceeded against as

soon as may be, on a week day following the arrest. [Id., p. 255.]
Art. 898.· Penalty for violation.-Any person violating the pro

visions of this law shall be punished, upon conviction, by fine not

exceeding one hundred dollars and the cost of prosecution, or im
prisonment in the county jail not exceeding thirty days, or both
such fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court.
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And the court shall sentence the offender to be confined in the
county jail, until such fine is paid, for any period not exceeding one

hundred days; and, in all cases where a fine and imprisonment is

imposed, the sentence shall provide that, if the fine and costs are not

paid at the time of the expiration of such imprisonment, the person
serving such sentence shall be further detained in jail until such fine
and costs are paid, for any period stated; provided, that the whole
term of imprisonment shall not exceed SL-X: months. [Id., p. 257.]

Art. 899. Hunting license to be procured, when.-It shall here
after be unlawful for any person who has not been a bona fide in
habitant of and resident citizen of this state, for six months last

past to hunt for or kill any game or birds protected by the laws' of
this state, without first procuring a hunting license from the game,
fish and oyster commissioner, permitting him to do so, and by pay
ing to said commissioner the sum of fifteen dollars. Said license
shall be dated when issued, and shall remain in force until the first
day of September, following thereafter. It shall hereafter be unlaw
ful for any person to hunt or kill any game quadrupeds or game
birds or wild fowl protected by the game laws of this state, except
in the county of his residence or in the counties adjoining the coun

ty of his residence, or on land owned or controlled by him, without
first obtaining a state hunting license from the game, fish and oyster
commissioner, permitting him to do so. Any person who has been
a bona fide resident of this state for six months last past may procure
a hunting license to hunt outside the boundaries of the county in
which he resides, by paying a license fee of one dollar and seventy
five cents to the county clerk of the county in which he resides, to
be dated when issued. Such license shall expire the first day of
September of each year following such date. Said license shall au

thorizc the person named therein to use firearms in the hunting or

killing game birds during the hunting season of that year, but only
in the manner and time prescribed by law. Said license shall limit
the number and quality of game which may be taken or killed, in
accordance with the provisions of law governing the subject. [Act
1909, p. 456.]

Art. 900. Person hunting who refuses to show license.-Any
person found hunting, in open season, any game protected by the
laws of the state, and who shall refuse to show his license herein
provided for to any sheriff, deputy sheriff, constable, game commis
sioner or deputy game commissioner, or any other person or per
sons, on whose lands said person or persons are found hunting, or to

any person who has the land under their control, on demand, shall
be deemed guilty of a violation of the provisions of this law, and,
upon conviction, shall be liable to the penalties provided herein.
[Id., p. 456.]

Art. 901. [525] Oysters culled from public beds, etc.; penal
ty; cancellation of license.-It shall be unlawful for any person to
fail or refuse to scatter the culls of such oysters as he may take
from the oyster reefs as directed by the Game, Fish and Oyster
Commissioner, and any person so failing or refusing to scatter such
culls, as directed, by the Commissioner, shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor and on conviction, he shall be fined in a sum of not
less than ten nor more than one hundred dollars. And on such con

viction the Game, Fish and Oyster Commissioner may cancel the
license of the captain of the boat, and he shall also cancel the license
of such person to gather oysters, on which such person is employed
or for which he is gathering oysters, and no new license shall be
issued to such captain or to such person convicted for a period of
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three years. [Act 1891, p. ISS, § 2; Act 1897, ch. 98, § 1; Act 1913,
p. 268, ch. 135, § 1, amending art. 901, revised Pen. Code.]

Explanatory.-Act 1891, p. 155, § 2, from which art. 901 was constructed, seems

to have been superseded, prior to the revision, by Act 1897, p. 127, ch. 98, § 1,
which reads as follows: "When oysters are gathered as prescribed in article 529s
of this act, from the public beds or reefs, except for planting, they must be culled,
and the young oysters and dead shells must be returned to the original reef or

bed while the young oysters are yet alive, and not to exceed ten hours from the
time of taking from the water bed or reef. Any person offending against this
article shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be
fined not less than ten dollars nor more than two' hundred and fifty dollars for
each and every offense."

Art. 902. [526] Planting prohibited, when.-It shall be unlaw
ful for any person to plant or purchase oysters for planting, bedding
or depositing, or for marketing, or for any other purpose whatever,
from the first day of May to the first day of September in any year,
except by permission of the Game, Fish and Oyster Commissioner,
and, if any person shall violate the provisions of this Article, he
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction shall
be fined for each offense not less than ten nor more than one hun
dred dollars. [Act 1891, p. ISS, § 6; Act 1913, p. 269, ch. 135, § 1,
amending art. 902, revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 903. [526a] Unlawful to receive for shipment, when.-It
shall be unlawful for any transportation company operating within
this. State, its officers, agents or employes, to receive for shipment,
or to ship, within the boundaries of this State, from the first day of
May to the first day of September of any year, any oysters from
any public bed or reef, for depositing or for marketing; provided,
that nothing in this Chapter shall be so construed as to prohibit
any such transportation company, its officers, agents or employees,
from shipping, orreceiving for shipment, any oysters taken from a

private bed, located under the laws of this State, offered, for ship
ment by the owner or owners, locator or locators, of such bed; such
fact to be established by the written affidavit of the person or per
sons offering such oysters for shipment, made before an officer au

thorized to take oaths. Any officer, agent or employee of such
transportation company, violating the provisions of this Section
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction
shall be fined for each offense not less than ten nor more than one

hundred dollars. [Act 1907, p. 233; Act 1913, p. 269, ch. 135, § 1,
amending art. 903, revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 904. [528] Unlawful to rake, dredge, etc.; penalty.-It
shall be unlawful for any person or persons to rake, dredge or exca

vate with machinery any public oyster bed or oyster reefs in the
waters of this State without first having obtained permission of the
Game, Fish and Oyster Commissioner to so dredge or excavate
with machinery. Any person or persons who shall violate the pro
visions of this Article shall, on conviction, be fined in any sum not
less than five hundred nor more than one thousand dollars. Each
day's violation of any of the provisions of this Article shall consti
tute a separate offense. [Act 1907, p. 233, § 8; Act 1913, p. 269, ch.
135, § 1, amending art. 904, revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 905. [529] Unlawful to destroy or deface buoy.-Any
person who shall wilfully deface, injure or destroy or remove any
buoy, markers, or fence, or any parts thereof, used to designate or

enclose a private oyster bed in this State, without the consent of
the owner thereof, or any buoy, marker or sign placed or used by
the Game, Fish or Oyster Commissioner for the purpose of desig
nating any waters closed against fishing or oyster taking, without
the consent of the Game, Fish and Oyster Commissioner, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be fined
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in any sum not less than ten nor more than two hundred dollars.
[Act 1899, ch. 56; Act 1901, p. 302; Act 1913, p. 269, ch. 135, § 1,
amending art. 905, revised Pen. Code.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 569.

Art. 906. [529b] Unlawful to catch fish, green turtle, etc.;
how and when.-It shall be unlawful for any person to catch or at

tempt to catch any fish, green turtle, loggerhead, terrapin or shrimp
in any of the bays or navigable waters of this State, within the lim
its or within one mile of the limits of any city or town in this State,
with seines, dragnets, fykes, set nets, trammel nets, traps, dams or

weirs. A town or city in the meaning of this Act shall be a collec
tion of one hundred families within an area of one square mile.
Anyone violating any of the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined
in any sum not less than twenty-five nor more than two hundred
dollars. In all prosecutions under the provisions of this Act, the
identification of the boat from which such violation or violations
occur shall be prima facie evidence against the owner, lessee, per
son or persons in charge or master of such boat. [Act 1897, p. 213 ;
Act 1913, p. 269, ch. 135, § 1, amending art. 906, revised Pen. Code.]

Construction of act.-This article as amended by Acts 33d Leg. c. 135, which
act amended arts. 901-923 inclusive, and adding thereto articles 923a-923k, which
article provided a penalty for violation of any provision of the act, when con

strued with the other provisions of the act which imposed different penalties for
violation of the other articles, and to effectuate the intent of the Legislature, im

poses the penalty only upon the violation of that article, and not upon the other
articles of the act. Sterret.t v. Gibson (Civ. App.) 168 S. W. 16.

Indictment and Information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 395.
Under this article and art. 911, an information charging defendant in the alter

native with catching "fish or terrapin or both fish and terrapin with a drag seine
or set net" is fatally defective. Venturio v. State, 37 App, 653, 40 S. W. 974.

Art. 907. [529c] Catching same by explosives or poison.
The catching, taking or killing of fish, green turtle or terrapin in
any of the salt waters or fresh waters, lakes or streams in the State
by poison, lime, dynamite, nitroglycerine, giant powder or other ex

plosives, is hereby prohibited; and any person offending against
this Article, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon
conviction, shall be fined not less than twenty-five dollars nor more

than two hundred dollars; and by confinement in the county jail
not less than thirty nor more than ninety days. [0. C.; amended,
Act 1897, p. 125; Act 1913, p. 270, ch. 135, § 1, amending art. 907,
revised Pen. Code.] '.

.

Art. 908. [529d] Penalty for failure to take out license as a

fisherman.-Any person who shall engaS"e in the business of fishing
or catching green turtle or terrapin or shrimp for market without
first having procured a license therefor, shall be guilty of a misde
meanor and, upon conviction, shall be fined not less than ten dollars
nor more than two hundred dollars. . [Act 1897, p. 125; Act 1913,
p. 270, ch. 135, § 1, amending art. 908, revised Pen. Code.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 396.

Art. 909. [52ge] Sale of certain fish of certain weight prohibit
ed.-It shall be unlawful for any person to have in his or her pos
session or to sell or ship any red fish more than twelve pounds in
weight or less than one and one-half pounds in weight; any trout
of less than three-fourths of one pound in weight; sheepshead,
flounder, Spanish mackerel or pompano of less than one-half pound
in weight. It shall also be unlawful for any person to place or
stretch in or across any water any seine or net for the purpose of
catching or holding fish for a longer period of time than ten hours.
Any person offending against this Article shall, upon conviction be
fined in any sum not less than ten nor more than two hundred dol-
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lars. [Act 1899, ch. 56; Act 1907, p. 238, ch. 126; Act 1909, p. 329;
Act 1913, p. 270, ch. 135, § 1, amending art. 909, revised Pen. Code.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 397.

Art. 910. [529£] Sale of turtle and terrapin of certain weight
prohibited.-It shall be unlawful for any person to sell or ship any
green turtle of less than twelve pounds in weight or terrapin of
less than six inches in length of under shell, or to catch or sell any
terrapin from the first day of May to the first day of August. Any
person offending against this Article shall, upon conviction, be
fined in any sum not less than ten nor more than two hundred dol
lars. [0. C.; Act 1913, p. 270, ch. 135, § 1, amending art. 910, re

vised Pen. Code.]
Art. 911. [529g] Catching fish or terrapin with drag seine dur

ing breeding season; proviso.-It shall be unlawful for any person,
during the breeding season, consisting of the months intervening
between June first and September first of each year, to catch any
fish or terrapin in the bays, tidal or coastal waters of this State by
the use of a drag seine; or to drag any seine or net or other device,
except a minnow seine for catching bait of not more than twenty
feet in length or a shrimp seine of not more than fifty feet in length
for catching shrimp only. And, it shall be unlawful for any person
to place or set or drag any net or seine or use any other device for

taking fish, other than the ordinary hook and line or cast net, or

minnow seine of not more than twenty feet in length, within the
waters of any pass leading from the Texas coastal waters into the
Gulf of Mexico, or within one mile of such pass, or within the
waters of any pass, stream or canal leading from one body of Texas
bay or coastal waters into another body of such waters. And the
Game, Fish and Oyster Commissioner, whenever he has reason to
believe that fish are breeding, or that it is destructive to fish, to

permit fishing in any of such tidal waters, shall have power and
authority to close such waters against fishing with any net, seine
or other device, except by hook and line or cast net or minnow net
of no greater length than twenty feet; but such commissioner shall
give notice of his intention to close any such waters against fishing
with nets and seines for two weeks prior to such closing by posting
notices in public places near such waters; and after the date set
in such notices for the closing of such waters, it shall be unlawful
to drag, seine or set nets in such waters for that period of time
that the commissioner shall in the notices declare they shall be
closed. Any person offending against the provisions of this Article,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall
be punished by fine of not less than $25.00 nor more than $200.00;
and each day shall constitute a separate offense, and in all pros
ecutions under this article the identification of the boat from which
the violation occurred shall be prima facie evidence against the
owner of the party last in charge of such seines or nets or on such
boat.

Nothing in the foregoing article shall be taken to prohibit fish
ing on the Gulf Beach outside of one mile of the passes at any time
and with any net or seine authorized by the provisions of this chap
ter. And provided further, that this section is not intended to pre
vent the use of trammel nets, gill nets or other nets, when used
strictly as set nets, except in passes, streams, canals and in waters
within one mile of passes leading from coastal waters into the Gulf
of Mexico. [Act 1897, ch. 98; Act 1899, ch. 56; Act 1909, p. 329;
Act 1913, ch. 135; Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 33, ch. 23, § 1.]

Prohibited territory.-A defined Channel, extending between Padre and Mus
tang Islands, through which the tide flows and ebbs, leading from the interior end
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of a strait to Corpus Christi Bay, one of the coast waters of Texas on the Gulf
of Mexico, through which channel the Gulf waters flow, is a part of the Corpus
Christi Pass, within this article as amended. Gibson v. Sterrett (Civ. App.) 144
S. W. 1189.

Seining is prohibited in the entire length of the channel known as Corpus
Christi Pa.ss leading from Corpus Christi Bay to the Gulf of Mexico by this article
as amended. Gavinia v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 594.

Principal offenders.-See notes under article 74, ante.

Indictment and information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 398.
An information charging accused with seining and dragging a seine is sufficient

to charge a violation of this article as amended. Gavinia v. State (Cr. App.) 145

S. W. 594.
See Venturio v . State, 37 App. 653, 40 S. W. 974; note under 906.

Question of law.-See notes under art. 786, C. C. P.
Whether Corpus Christi Pass is covered by this article as amended, is a

question of law, and not of fact, and hence a charge that, if accused did seine
and drag a seine in that pass, he was guilty of violating that section, was not a

charge on the weight of the evidence. Gavinla v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 594.

Sufficiency of evidence.-Evidence in a prosecution for seining in prohibited wa

ters held to justify a refusal of a peremptory instruction for defendant. Gavinia

v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 594.

Art. 912. [529h] Person fishing with drag seine to return fish
of certain sizeto water.--Any person fishing with a drag seine or

set net, for sale or market, shall return all fish, green turtle or terra

pin of the sizes and weights, specified in Articles 909 and 910 of the
Penal Code, to the water, while they are yet alive, except sharks,
gars, rays, catfish and sawfish; and the size of the meshes of the
fish seines shall not be less than one and one-half inches square, not

including the bag nor shall any seine exceed twelve hundred feet
in length; and any person offending against this Article shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be
fined not less than ten dollars nor more than two hundred dollars.
[Act 1897, ch. 98; Act 1909, p. 331; Act 1913, p. 271, ch. 135, §
1, amending art. 912, revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 913. [529i] Coast survey charts as evidence.-All United
States Coast Survey Charts covering the coast of Texas shall be
admissible as evidence in all prosecutions under this Act. [0. C.;
Act 1913, p. 271, ch. 135, § 1, amending art. 913, revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 914. [529j] Closed season for oysters.-It shall be unlaw
ful for any person to take or catch oysters from any public beds or

reefs, for sale or for market, from the first day of April to the first
of September of each year. Any person offending against this
Article shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon con

viction, shall be fined not less than ten dollars nor more than two
hundred dollars; and each day shall constitute a separate offense;
provided that part of Laguna Madre, south and west of Baffin's
Bay, be exempted from the operation of this Article. [Act 1907,
ch. 126; Act 1909, p. 331; Act 1913, p. 271, ch. 135, § 1, amending
art. 914, revised Pen. Code.

For public and private beds defined, see Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St, 1914, article
3981.

Art. 915. [529f%] Use of screens on taking water from public
waters.-It shall be the duty of every person, firm or corporation
using pumps for the purpose of taking water from the public wa

ters of the State, when directed to do so' by the Game, Fish and
Oyster Commissioner to place screens over the mouth of the intake
pipe for the purpose or preventing fish from entering said pipe. The
size of and regulations for placing such screens shall be designated
by the Game, Fish and Oyster Commission. Any person, firm or

corporation failing to comply with this Article, after notification
by the Game, Fish and Oyster Commissioner so to do shan be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be
punished by a fine of not less than fifty dollars nor more than two
hundred dollars; and each day shall constitute a separate offense,
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[Act 1909, p. 331; Act 1913, p. 271, ch. 135, -§ 1, amending art. 915,
revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 916. [529l] Taking fish, turtle, terrapin, or oysters, with
seine without license.-It shall be unlawful for any person to catch

any fish, green turtle or terrapin, with seine or set net for market,
in any of the bays or coast waters of this State, or gather any
oysters with tongs or otherwise, for market or planting, from any
of the public reefs or beds in this State, without having a license
from the Game, Fish and Oyster Commissioner, or his deputy.
Any person offending against this Article shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction, shall be fined not less than
ten dollars nor more than two hundred dollars; and each day shall
constitute a separate offense. [Act 1897, ch. 98; Act 1899, p. 77;
Act 1913, p. 271, ch. 135, § 1.]

Explanatory.-Pen. Code 1895, arts. 529k, 529l, were held unconstitutional in Gus
tafson v. State, 48 S. W. 518, as involving discrimination against nontaxpaying cit
izens.

Art. 917. Dealer in fish and oysters shall take out license; re

quirements; "wholesale dealer" defined.-For the protection of the
fish and oyster industry any individual, firm or corporation, en

gaged in or who may engage in, the business of a wholesale dealer
or dealers in fish and oysters, shall on or before the first day of
September of each year, secure from the Game, Fish and Oyster
Commissioner, or one of his deputies, a license granting such in
dividual, firm or corporation, permission to engage in said occu

pation. For the purpose of obtaining this license the applicant de
siring same must make written application to the Game, Fish and
Oyster Commissioner, or one of his deputies, in which he (the
applicant) shall set forth, under oath, if required, that he is a citi
zen of the United States; he shall also agree that, because of the
privilege which he applies for from the State of Texas, that all

products handled by him shall at all times be subject to the inspec
tion of the Game, Fish and Oyster Commissioner, or any of his
deputies; and in said application he shall authorize said Commis
sioner or any of his deputies to enter his place of business, or any
place where he may have such products stored, and inspect same.

He shall also agree to keep a correct record of all fish and oysters
handled by him under this Chapter in a book to be furnished by the
Game, Fish and Oyster Commissioner; and, further, that failure
on his part to keep a correct record shall be grounds for the for
feiture of his license granted him under the application aforesaid.
This application, having been duly executed and delivered to
the Game, Fish and Oyster Commissioner, or any of his deputies,
together with the fee for same, it shall then be the duty of the
Game, Fish and Oyster Commissioner, or. his deputy, to issue to
the applicant a license to engage in the business set forth in the
application. Said license must be signed by the Game, Fish and
Oyster Commissioner, or one of his deputies, stamped with the
seal of his office, and state the name of the licensee, place of busi
ness and the kind of license applied for, and shall be good for
twelve months following the date of issuance. For such license
the applicant shall pay one dollar for each one thousand pounds
of fish handled by him, and a tax of one cent per barrel on oysters
handled by him, which tax shall be paid monthly; the tax to be
paid on the first of each month, which may be due upon the said
products handled during the preceding month, as shown by the
record books hereinbefore mentioned. And any person, firm or

corporation, or association of persons, or any officer; agent or em

ployee of any company, corporation or association of persons who
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shall engage in the business of a wholesale dealer in fish and

oysters, or either, without procuring a license to follow said busi
ness, or without paying the tax required by this Article, shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be punished
by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor more than two

hundred dollars, and each day such business may be engaged in in
violation of this Article shall constitute a separate offense; and

upon conviction for pursuing said occupation without payment of
the tax required by law or for any other violation of the game, fish
and oyster law, the license of such dealer shall be forfeited. A
wholesale dealer, within the meaning of this Article, is one who is

engaged in the fish and oyster business as a dealer, supplying the
retail and wholesale trade, or either, by sales in quantities of fifty
(50) pounds or more of fish, and of oysters of five (5) barrels or

more. [Act 1909, p. 327; Act 1913, p. 272, ch. 135, § 1, superseding
art. 917, revised Pen. Code.]

-Art, 918. [529n] Selling unculled oysters; penalty.-Any per
son offering, for sale, or who shall sell, any cargo of oysters which
shall contain more than five per cent of young oysters, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction shall be
fined not less than ten dollars nor more than two hundred dollars.
Any oyster that measures less than three and one-half inches from

hinge to mouth shall be deemed a young oysters for the purpose of
this and the preceding Article [Art. 917]. [Act 1897, ch. 98; Act
1909, p. 327; Act 1913, p. 273, ch. 135, § 1, amending art. 918, re

vised Pen. Code.]
Art. 919. [5290] Duty of, Game, Fish and Oyster Commis

sioner.-It shall be the duty of the Game, Fish and Oyster Com
missioner or his deputy, when he thinks that any cargo of oysters
offered for sale, contains more than five per cent of young oysters,
to take as many as he may deem necessary from such cargo, cull
them and measure the young oysters, or those that measure less
than three and one-half inches from the hinge to the mouth, and
ascertain to the best of his ability, the proportion of the young
oysters by number to the marketable oysters; and, if the young
oysters be in greater proportion than five per cent, the cargo shall
be deemed unculled, and the owner shall be deemed guilty of the
offense prescribed in Article 918 of the Penal Code. [Act 1907, ch.
126; Act 1909, p. 327; Act 1913, p. 273, ch. 135, § 1, amending art.
919, revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 920. [529p.] Theft from private oyster bed.-It shall be
unlawful for any person to take oysters from a private bed, or to
take oysters deposited by one making up a cargo for market or

family use, without the consent or permission of the owner there
of; and anyone' offending any provisions of this Article shall be
deemed guilty of theft and, upon conviction, shall be punished as.

provided by law for the offense of theft. [0. C.; Act 1913, p. 273,.
ch. 135, § 1, amending art. 920, revised Pen. Code.]

Repeal.-This statute was passed subsequent to the enactment of Penal Code;
article 527, and there is such an irreconcilable conflict between the two that both
cannot stand, therefore, such article 527 is repealed. Ragazine Y. State, 47 App.
46, 84 S. W. 833.

Art. 921. [529t] Selling oysters gathered for planting.-It
shall be unlawful for any person gathering oysters for planting on

locations obtained from the State or on private property, to sell,
market or in any way dispose of oysters so gathered at the time
of gathering, for any other purpose than planting, provided, this
shall not be considered as meaning the right to dispose of a loca
tion or oyster bed. Any person offending against this Article shall
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be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction, shall be
fined in any sum not less than fifty nor more than two hundred
dollars. [Act 1897, ch. 98; Act 1907, p. 238; Act 1913, p. 273, ch.
135, § 1, amending art. 921, revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 922. [529u] Gathering seed oysters without license.-It
shall be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation or joint stock

company to gather seed oysters for planting without having first
obtained a permit or license to do so from the Game, Fish and
Oyster Commissioner, or his deputy, said permit or license to des
ignate the reef or beds from which the applicant is allowed to

gather seed oysters; and any person, agent, employee or officer of
a firm, corporation or joint stock company gathering or having
gathered oysters for planting from any bed or reef designated, or

who has not a permit or license for gathering seed oysters, shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction, shall be fined not

less than fifty nor more than two hundred dollars. [Act 1899, p.
77; Act 1913, p. 273, ch. 135, § 1, amending art. 922, revised Pen.
Code.]

Art. 923. Penalty for selling fish, turtle, oysters, etc., without
license.-Any person who shall market or offer to market any fish,
turtle, terrapin, shrimp or oysters taken from salt waters of this
State, or any fish taken from any fresh water lakes or streams, in

any quantity greater than fifty pounds, shall pay the tax and ob
tain the permit, as prescribed by law, before disposing of any part
of said product, and if he or any other person shall sell or shall
dispose of any part of said product for shipment or storage before
obtaining said permit, the person so selling or disposing of said
product, or any part thereof, shall be deemed guilty of a misde
meanor and, upon a conviction, shall be fined not less than ten nor

more than two hundred dollars. In prosecutions in this and other
similar cases, the fact of the fish, turtle, terrapin, shrimp and
oysters being of the varieties that are found in the waters of this
State shall be prima facie evidence that said fish, turtle, terrapin,
shrimp or oysters were taken from the waters of this State. [Act
1905, p. 134; Act 1913, p. 273, ch. 135, § 1, amending art. 923, revised
Pen. Code.]

Art. 923a. Permit to use dredges for oysters.v-Whenever the
Game, Fish and Oyster Commissioner believe that an oyster bed
can be improved by the use of- dredges in it, he may grant the use

of such dredges in such reefs, but only under the superintendence,
supervision and in the presence of a deputy Fish and Oyster Com
missioner. [Act 1913, p. 274, ch. 135, § 1.]

Construction of act.-Art. 906, as amended by Acts 33d Leg. c. 135, which act
amended arts. 901-923 inclusive, and adding thereto articles 923a-923k, which arti
cle provided a penalty for violation of any provision of the act, when construed
with the other provisions of the act which imposed different penalties for violation
of the other articles, and to effectuate the intent of the Legislature, imposes the
penalty only upon the violation of that article, and not upon the other articles of
the act. Sterrett v. Gibson (Civ. App.) 168 S. W. 16.

Art. 923b. Closing overworked reefs; notice.-Whenever the
Game, Fish and Oyster Commissioner believes that any public reef
is being overworked or damaged in any way he may close such
reef against anyone taking oysters from it, but before he closes
such reef he shall give two weeks' notice of such closing posting
notices in such fish houses as are in two towns nearest such reefs.
In such notices he shall state the date of closing and the time for
which such reefs shall be closed. [Id.]

See notes under art. 923a, ante.

Art. 923c. Seizure of unlawful fishing devices and instrumen
talities.-Nets, seines, boats or other devices for catching, fish, un-
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lawfully used in the waters of this State, or boats, dredges, barges
and tongs unlawfully used in violating the oyster laws of this
State, are hereby declared. public nuisances and may be summarily
seized, destroyed and abated by the Game, Fish and Oyster Com
missioner, or his deputies and no action for damages shall be main
tained against such Commissioner or his deputies for such seizure,
destruction and abatement. [Id.]

See notes under art. 923a, ante.

Validity of act.-In the exercise of the power of the state to protect fish, it
may not only prohibit the use of seines and nets, but to enforce such regula
tion may declare seines and nets to be a nuisance, and require their abatement,
as was done by this article. Sterrett v . Gibson (Civ. App.) 168 S. W. 16.

Art. 923d. Penalty for taking oysters from closed reef.-Any
person who shall take any oysters from any oyster reef which has
been closed by the Game, Fish and Oyster Commissioner shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction shall be fined
in a sum of not less than twenty-five nor more than two hundred
dollars. [Id.]

See notes under art. 923a, ante.

Art. 923e. Complaint before justice of the peace.-Complaint
against any person for the violations of the game, fish and oyster
laws of this State may be made before any justice of the peace of
the county in which the offense is charged to have been commit
ted, and he shall have jurisdiction to try and dispose of such cases,
provided the penalties prescribed for such offenses are within the
jurisdiction of justices of the peace. [Id.]

See notes under art. 923a, ante.

Art. 923£. What devices may not be used for fishing.-It shall
be unlawful for any person to take or catch any fish, in the public
fresh water rivers, creeks, lakes, bayous, pools, lagoons or tanks
of this State by any other means than by the ordinary hook and
line or trout line, or by set or drag net or or seine the meshes of
which are less than three inches square, or trammel net, the
meshes of any part of which are less than four inches square or by
a minnow seine of no more than twenty feet in length, and it shall
be unlawful for any person to place in the public fresh water rivers,
creeks, lakes, bayous, pools, lagoons or tanks of this State any net
or other device or trap for taking or catching fish other than a set
net or drag net or seine, the meshes of which are less than four
inches square. Any person violating any provision of this Section
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction,
shall be fined any sum not less than twenty-five nor more than one

hundred dollars. All fresh water streams or bayous emptying into
the tidal waters of this State are, for the purpose of this Act, here
by declared fresh water streams to their mouths. [Id.]

See notes under art. 923a, ante.

Art. 923g. Having in possession or carrying seine or drag net
into prohibited waters.-It shall be unlawful for any person to

carry into or have in his possession in any waters where seining
is prohibited, any seine or drag net, and any such person who shall
carry into or have in his possession any such seine or drag net
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction,
shall be fined in a sum of not less than ten nor more than one

hundred dollars, and any seine or drag net so carried into or found
in such waters shall be deemed a nuisance, and the Game, Fish
and Oyster Commissioner or his deputy are required to abate
such nuisance by the destruction of such nets, as provided in this
Act. Provided, that this Act shall not apply to the closed waters
within one mile of any town. [Id.]

See notes under art. 923a, ante.
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Art. 92311. Dealer's license forfeited on convktion.-On the
conviction of any wholesale dealer or the conviction of any licensed
fisherman or oysterman, the license of such dealer shall be for
feited and the Game, Fish Oyster Commissioner shall not issue to
such dealer, fisherman or oysterman another license for a period
of three years. [J.d.]

See notes under art. 923a, ante.

Art. 923i. Obstruction or diversion of waters.-It shall be un

lawful for any person to wilfully obstruct the natural flow of wa

ters into any of the public waters of this State or two [to] wilfully
divert the water from any of the public lakes, streams or ponds
of this State, except for domestic or other necessary uses or for
irrigation purposes, and any person so offending shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction, shall be fined in a

sum of not less thari fifty nor more than one hundred dollars.
[Id.]

Art. 923j. Measure for sale of oysters.-Any person who uses

any measure in the sale of oysters other than the measure estab
lished by this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and,
upon conviction, shall be fined in a sum of not less than ten nor

more than one hundred dollars. [Id.]
The act does not prescribe the measure referred to.
See notes under art. 923a, ante.

Art. 923k. Taking boat, etc., into prohibited waters.-Any per
son who shall wilfully and with intent to injure the owner take
any boat, seine or net or other device for fishing into prohibited
waters, or shall use said articles for the unlawful taking or catch
ing of fish, so as to cause the destruction of same, shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor and punished by a fine, of not less than ten nor

more than two hundred dollars, and by confinement in the coun

ty jail not less than thirty nor more than ninety days. [Id.]
See notes under art. 923a, ante.

Validity of act.-This article is a valid exercise of the power of the state to
regulate the right of fishery. Sterrett v. Gibson (Civ. App.) 168 S. ,W. 16.

Art. 9231. Seining for gars, turtle, etc., not prohibited; seining
by county authorities.-The provisions of this Act relative to use

of seines in fresh water streams shall not prevent the seining for
gars, turtle and other natural enemies of fish, under the supervi
sion of the Game, Fish and Oyster Commissioner or a deputy;
and the commissioners' court of any county is hereby authorized
to have any stream, creek or lake in said county'seined for the pur
pose of destroying any gar, turtle or other natural enemies of the
fish which may be caught from such waters, said seining to be
done under the supervision of and in the presence of the Game,
Fish and Oyster Commissioner or a deputy. The expenses of said
seining to be borne by the said county, or by the citizens thereof;
all good or edible fish which may be caught or taken in said seine
to be returned to the waters. [Id.]

See notes under art. 923a, ante.

Art. 923m. Seining for drum fish; permit; superintendence.
Any person leasing an oyster claim or oyster reef in waters where
seining is prohibited, may 'apply to the Game, Fish and Oyster
Commissioner for permission to seine for drum fish in such wa

ters. In his application he shall make oath that the drum fish are

seriously damaging his oysters, and that if he is permitted to
seine for such drum fish in such waters, he will not take or destroy
any other food fish but will throw them back in the water. If the
'Commissioner is satisfied that such damage is being done, he may
grant such permission to the person applying for it, specifying in
such permit the length and mesh of the seine to be used, the length
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of time in which it is to be used, and the claim or reef on which
it is to be used. And such Commissioner shall assign a deputy
Fish and Oyster Commissioner to superintend such seining and no

seine shall be dragged except in his presence, and for which, a per
son obtaining the permission to seine, as set forth above, shall pay
to the Game, Fish and Oyster Commissioner, $2.50 per day to be

placed in the special fish and oyster fund, for such services. The
person granted such permission shall board the deputy Fish and

Oyster Commissioner during his superintendence of such seining.
If the person obtaining the permission shall violate any of the pro
visions of this Act, he shall be prosecuted and punished under the
criminal laws of this State applicable in such cases. [Act 1913,
p. 306, ch. 146, § 1, amending Art. 4018, Rev. St. 1911.]

Art. 923n. Taking of marl, sand, shells, or mudshells from fish

ing waters; permit; proviso.-If any person, association of per
sons, corporate or otherwise, shall, for himself or itself, or for or

on behalf of or under the direction of another person, association of
persons, corporate or otherwise, take or carry away any of the marl,
sand or shells or mudshell included in this Act, [Vernon's Sayles'
Civ. St. 1914, arts 4021b-4021il or shall disturb any of said marl,
sand shells or mudshell or oyster beds or fishing waters, or shall
fish in any fresh water lake or shall operate in or upon any of said
places for any purpose other than that necessary or incident to nav

igation or dredging under State or Federal authority, without hav
ing first obtained a written permit from the Game, Fish and Oyster
Commissioner for the territory in which such operation is carried
on, such person, association of persons, corporate or otherwise,
·shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upori conviction
shall be fined in a sum of money not less than ten dollars nor more

than two hundred dollars, and one-half of the proceeds arising
from such fines shall be appropriated to the road and bridge fund
of the county in which the conviction is had and one-half shall be
appropriated to the fish and oyster fund. Provided, however, that
there may be taken and appropriated from beneath the waters of
Galveston Bay, sand for filling and raising the grade of Galveston
Island, without making payment therefor to the Game, Fish and
Oyster Commission or to the State of Texas. [Act 1911, p. 120,
eh. 68, § 9; Act 1913, p. 329, ch. 154, § 1.]
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TITLE 14

OF OFFENSES AGAINST TRADE, COMMERCE AND THE
CURRENT COIN

Chap.
L Of forgery and other offenses af

fecting written instruments.
2. Forgery of land titles, etc.
3. Of counterfeiting and diminishing

value of current coin.
4. Of offenses which affect foreign

commerce.

5. Public warehousemen and ware-

houses.
6. Bureau of cotton statistics.
7. False weights and measures.
7a. Weight of cotton bales.

Chap.
S. Of offenses by public weighers.
Sa. Commercial fertilizers.
Sb. Live stock commission merchants.
Sc. Commission merchants.
Sd. Loan brokers.
Se. Employment agencies.
Sf. Contracting stevedores.
Sg. Public accountants.
Sh. Sale of corporate stock.
Si. Sale of patent rights.
9. Miscellaneous offenses.

CHAPTER ONE

OF FORGERY AND OTHER OFFENSES AFFECTING
WRITTEN INSTRUMENTS

A� Art
924. "Forgery" defined. 937. Passing forged instruments.
925. Alteration also forgery. 93S. Preparing implements for forgery.
926. Intent to injure, etc., necessary. 939. Possession of forged instruments
927. "Instrument in writing" defined. with intent to pass.
92S. "Alter" defined. 940. Evidence in case of bank bills.
929. "Another" includes what. 941. Falsely reading instrument.
930. "Pecuniary obligation" defined. 942. Substituting one instrument for
931. "Transferred or in any manner another.

have affected" defined. 943. Mutilate, destroy, deface any book,
932. All participants guilty. record or other document kept
933. . Filling up over signature. by officer of this State, punish-
934. Person not guilty, when. ment for.
935. Altering teacher's certificate is 944. Falsely personating another.

forgery. 945. Same in acknowledgments.
936. Penalty. 946. Prosecutions under one indictment.

Article 924. [530] "Forgery" defined.-He is guilty of for
gery who, without lawful authority, and with intent to injure or

defraud, shall make a false instrument in writing, purporting to
be the act of another, in such manner that the false instrument so

made would (if the same were true) have created, increased, di
minished, discharged. or defeated any pecuniary obligation, or

would have transferred, or in any manner have affected any prop
erty whatever.

1. Nature and elements of offense.
2. -- Intent.
3. -- Nature and apparent efficacy

of instrument.
4. -- Particular instruments.
5. -- Injury from forgery.
6. Forgery and uttering forged in

strument distinguished.
7. Forgery and swindling in same

transaction.
S. Swindling distinguished.
9. Principals.

10. Accomplice.
11. Defenses.
1.2. Venue.
13. Indictment.
14. -- Statutory form.
15. -- Intent.
16. -- Description of or setting forth

instrument in general.
1. Nature and elements of offense.-The common law definition of forgery is,

"the fraudulent making or alteration of a writing to the prejudice of another'S
right." This definition is sufficiently comprehensive' to include official as well as

private writings, but has not been adopted in the Code of this state. Rogers v.

State, 8 App. 401.

2. -- 'ntent.-See notes under art. 926, post.

17. -- Variance between purport and
tenor clauses.

lS. -- Facts extrinsic to instrument.
19. -- Designation or description of

parties.
-- Counts and election.
-- Issues, proof, and variance.
Evidence.
-- Presumptions and burden of

proof.
23%. -- Introduction of forged instru

ment.

Admissibility.
-- Comparison of handwriting.
-- Other offenses.
-- Weight and sufficiency.
Instructions and questions' for jury.
Verdict.

20.
21.
22.
23.

24.
25.
26.
27.
2S.
29.
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3. -- Nature and apparent efficacy of instrument.-Pecuniary obligation, see

post, art. 930; Julmson v. State, 40 App. 605, 51 S. W. 382, 76 Am. St. Rep. 742;
Tracy v. State, 49 App, 37, 9(} S. W. 308.

A written instrument, to be the subject of forgery, must be valid, if genuine,
for the purpose intended. If void or invalid on its face, and it cannot be made
good by averment, the crime of forgery cannot be predicated upon it. It must
be an instrument which, if it were true, would create, increase, diminish, dis
charge, or defeat a pecuniary obligation, or would transfer, or in some manner

affect property. Anderson v. State, 20 App. 595; Henderson v. State, 14 Tex. 503;
Howell v. State, 37 Tex. 591; Rollins v. State, 22 App, 548, 3 S. W. 759, 58 Am.

Rep.. 659.
Any written instrument which, if true, would create, increase, diminish, dis

charge or defeat a pecuniary obligation, or would transfer or in some manner

affect property, is subject-matter of forgery. But if void or invalid on its face,
and it cannot be made good by averment, forgery cannot be predicated upon it.
Hendricks v. State, 26 App, 176, 9 S. W. 555, 557, 8 Am. St. Rep. 463; King v.

State, 27 App. 567, 11 S. W. 527, 11 Am. St. Rep. 203.
An instrument void on its face is a subject of forgery if extrinsic facts are

alleged showing that the holder might be enabled by reason thereof to defraud an

other. Forcy v. State, 60 App. 206,. 131 S. W. 585, 32 L. R. A. (N. S.) 327; Green
v. State, 63 App. 510, 140 S. W. 444; Hendricks v. State, 26 App, 176, 9 S. W. 555,
557, 8 Am. St. Rep. 463; Daud v. State, 34 App. 460" 31 S. W. 376.

But if the legality of the instrument be but doubtful, and by proper averments
its legarity can be shown, it is the subject of forgery. Rollins v. State, 22 App.
548, 3 S. W. 759, 58 Am. Rep. 659; Daud v. State, 34 App. 460, 31 S. W. 376; Car
der v. State, 35 App, 105, 31 S. W. 678; Scott v. State, 40 App. 107, 48 S. W. 523.

An instrument void on its face cannot be the subject of forgery. Forcy v. State,
60 App. 206, 131 S. W. 585, 32 L. R. A. (N. S.) 327; Scott v. State, 40 App. 107, 48
S. W. 523; King v. State, 42 App. 108, 57 S. W. 840, 96 Am. St. Rep. 792; Green
v. State, 63 App. 510, 140 S. W. 444.

Signing of a fictitious name, with fraudulent intent, is forgery. Hocker v.

State, 34 App. 359, 30 S. W. 783, 53 Am. St. Rep. 716; Davis v. State, 37 App. 218,
39 S. W. 296.

It is immaterial as to where in the instrument the signature appears, if it pur
ports to have been placed there to give it authenticity. Crawford v. State, 31 App.
51, 19 S. W. 766; Elkins v. State, 35 App. 207, 32 S. W. 1047.

Undated instrument. Boles v. State, 13 App, 650.
Forgery may be predicated upon an instrument which, if true, would tend,

though might not actually, defeat or discharge an obligation. Fonville v. State,
17 App. 368.

If the instrument would create a pecuniary obligation upon the purported maker
if genuine it is the subject of forgery. Scott v. State, 40 App. 107, 48 S. W. 523.

The name of payee in forged instrument or something from which to ascertain
to whom payment is to be made is essential. Colter v. State, 40 App. 166, 49 S. W.
379.

Unstamped instrument. Thomas alias Moon v. State, 40 App. 565, 51 S. Vii. 242,
46 L. R. A. 454, 76 Am. St. Rep. 740.

Order to "let Bare have $5 in grosses and charge the same to" .the purported
drawer is an order for articles of value, implies an obligation to the extent of $5,
and without the averment of extrinsic facts will support an indictment for for
gery. Hendricks v. State, 26 App, 176, 9 S. W. 555, 557, 8 Am. St. Rep. 463. And
see Williams v. State, 24 App. 342, 6 S. W. 531.

A written instrument which, if genuine, would be valid, can be made the basis
of an indictment for forgery. Hendricks v. State, 26 App, 176, 9 S. W. 555. See
Alexander v. State, 28 App, 186, 12 S. W. 595; Sweet v. State, 28 App, 223, 12 S. W.
590; Hooper v. State, 30 App. 412, 17 S. W. 1066, 28 Am. St. Rep. 926; Burks v.

State, 24 App, 326, 6 S. W. 300.
If the instrument is void or invalid upon its face, and incapable of being made

good by the averment of extrinsic facts, an indictment for forgery cannot be pred
icated upon it. Hendricks v. State, 26 App. 176, 9 S. W. 555, 557, 8 Am. St. Rep.
463; Daud v. State, 34 App. 460, 31 S. W. 376.

Signing a dead person's name to a check with intent to defraud is forgery.
Brewer v. State, 32 App, 74, 22 S. W. 41, 40 Am. St. Rep. 760.

Two parties of the same name lived in different counties, defendant secured
the Signing of one of their names to the instrument representing him to be the
other one; held, that he was guilty of forgery. Peel v. State, 35 App. 308, 33 S. W.
541, 60 Am. St. Rep. 49.

,

Where one person induces another to sign a third person's name to a bond in
tending to pass such instrument as the bond of such party and does so pass it, he
is guilty of forgery. Peel v. State, 35 App, 308, 33 S. W. 541, 60 Am. St. Rep. 49.

The alleged forged instrument was set .out sas follows: "May 22, 1897. Mr. Brin
PIes let John Womble name ine thing that he wont J 0 Thompson;" held, the
instrument does not on its face import such an obligation as would constitute for
gery. Womble v. State, 39 App. 24, 44 S. W. 827.

To constitute the basis of forgery, the instrument must appear on its face to
be, or must in fact be, one which, if true, would possess some legal validity, or

in other words must be legally capable of effecting a fraud. Cagle v. State, 39
App, 109, 44 S. W. 1097, and authorities cited.

A good test is whether the subject-matter of the alleged forgery would create
a pecuniary liability upon the purported maker, if it were genuine. And every
instrument purporting to be a complete pecuniary obligation on the part of the
maker, is the subject of forgery. Scott v. State; 40 App, 105, 48 S. W. 523.

It is not necessary to constitute forgery that the instrument be full and corn
plete. If it is complete so far as the maker is concerned, it is sufficient. Spicer Y.

State, 52 App. 177, 105 S. W. 813.
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One of two persons having the same name who signs the name to a note with
intent that it may be used in trade as the note of the other, is guilty. Edwards
v, State, 53 App, 50, 108 S. W. 673, 126 Am. St. Rep. 767.

The bond of the guardian of an infant over 14 years of age was the subject
'Of forgery, even though no notice was given of the application for guardianship
letters and the bond was not filed for nearly 40 days after waiver of citation by
the minor and the appointment of accused as guardian. Jones v. State, 60 App,
-67, 130 S. W. 1012.

A writing valid on its face though invalid as a matter of fact or under the
llroof, is the subject of forgery. King v. State, 57 S. W. 840; Jones v. State, 60
App. 67,. 130 S. W. 1012.

An instrument valid on its face may be forged, though extrinsic facts exist
which would avoid it if genuine, or though other steps would have been necessary
to have perfected it. Jones v. State, 60 App, 67, 130 S. W. 1012.

A written instrument filled in over the genuine signature of the purported
maker, agreeing to give defendant a sum of money for his equity in land for which
the signer had sued, and agreeing not to dispossess defendant until the amount
named is paid, is an instrument subject to forgery. Wheeler v. State, 62 App, 370,
137 S. W. 124.

Where the reading is so imperfect and obsclire that, without extrinsic evidence,
it does not show a capacity of effecting fraud, it is not a subject of forgery.
-Green v. State, 63 App. 510, 140 S. W. 444.

An instrument to be the subject of forgery must be of a character calculated
to deceive. Bagley v. State, 63 App. 606, 141 S. W. 107.

Where a contract of insurance demanded proof by affidavit with proper seal
of death of insured, an indictment for passing a forged proof of death, which set
cut an affidavit without a seal, did not allege an instrument which was the sub
ject of forgery. Bagley v. State, 63 App, 606, 141 S. W. 107.

Where accused, who was indebted upon a note, falsely uttered a receipt, which
purported to show that the note had been paid, and in an action on the note
'pleaded the receipt, and offered parol testimony to explain the receipt, which was

ambiguous, he was guilty of forgery, though the receipt taken by itself was unin
telligible. Barber v. State, 64 App, 89, 142 S. W. 582.

In a prosecution for forging an express money order, which recited on its face
that any alteration, defacement, or mutilation rendered the order void it is no

-defense to show that the written word of the amount of the order was so blurred
and smeared as to be illegible, where it appeared that the amount of the order
as expressed in numerals was clear, for bad writing or bad spelling will not vitiate
an instrument. Cheesebourge v. State, 70 App, 612, 157 S. W. 761.

Under this article an alleged forged instrument must on its face be a com

pleted instrument, or, if not a completed instrument, the indictment must allege
-extrinsic facts to show that the instrument, if genuine, would be a valid instru
ment. Ritter v. State (Cr. App.) 176 s. W. 727.

4. -- PaMicular instruments.-Order for payment of money though not ad
dressed to any particular person. Dixon v. State (App.) 26 S. W. 500; Kennedy
v. State, 33 App. 183, 26 S. W. 78; Green v. State (Cr. App.) 140 S. W. 444.

Order for money or goods, though neither accepted nor filled. Keeler v. State,
15 App. 111; Crawford v. State, 31 App. 51, 19 S. W. 766.

Instrument purporting to be a deed, but neither witnessed nor acknowledged,
is valid as a contract and is the subject of forgery. Lassiter v. State, 35 App, 540,
.34 S. W. 751; Howard v. State, 37 App, 494, 36 S. W. 475, 66 Am. St. Rep. 812.

Bail bond. Costly v. State, 14 App, 156.
Telegram requesting a bank to honor a draft on the sender. Morris v. State,

17 App, 660.
School voucher. Thomas v. State, 18 App. 213; Mee v. State, 23 App, 666, 5

S. W. 243.
Telegram requesting remittance of money to sender. Dooley v. State, 21 App .

.G49, 2 S. W. 884.
.

Deed purporting to convey the homestead of husband and wife without the cer
tificate of the wife's separate acknowledgment is not. Johnson v. State, 40 App,
-611, 51 S. W. 382, 76 Am. St. Rep. 742.

Receipt for money. Hennessey v. State, 23 App, 340, 5 S. W. 215; Barber v.

State, 64 App, 89, 142 S. W. 582.
Order to "let Bare have $5 and charge the same to" the purported drawee.

.Hendricks v. State, 26 App. 176, 9 S. W. 555, 557, 8 Am. St. Rep. 463.
Order for diploma. Alexander v. State, 28 App, 186, 12 S. W. 595.
Raised check. Mason v. State, 31 App. 306, 20 S. W. 664.
Time check. Daud v. State, 34 App, 460, 31 S. W. 376.
Railroad ticket. Overly v. State, 34 App, 600, 31 S. W. 377; Robinson v. State,

:35 App, 54, 43 S. W. 526, 60 Am. St. Rep. 20.
Bill of sale "This is to certify that I have sold and delivered one bay mare

x x sold to J. C. R., sold by J. F. E." Elkins v. State, 35 App. 207, 32. S. W. 1047.
Appeal bond. Peel v. State, 35 App, 308, 33 S. W. 541, 60 Am. St. Rep. 49.
SchOOl teacher's voucher, unless accompanied by the affidavit required by law,

is not the subject of forgery. Caffery v. State, 36 App, 198, 36 S. W. 82, 61 Am.
St. Rep. 841. But in this case see the dissenting opinion of Davidson, Judge.

Simple request to let the bearer, or third party, have goods, without imposing
.a. charge on anyone, is not. Crawford v. State, 40 App, 344, 50 S. W. 378.

Unstamped instrument requiring stamp. Thomas, alias Morse, v. State, 40 App.
;662, 51 S. W. 242, 46 L. R. A. 454, 76 Am. St. Rep. 740.

Married woman's name to note, if note on its face shows that it was signed
by married woman. King v. State, 42 App, 108, 57 S. W. 841, 96 Am. St. Rep. 792.

Instrument in following terms: "October 20 Mr. J. W. Claybrook, please pay
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to Joe Plemons Eight dollars an fifty cents $8.50 fore I. A. Butler." Plemons v.

State, 44 App, 555, 72 S. W. 854.
Statutory convict bond. Crayton v. State, 45 App. 84, 73 S. W. 1046.
Will, during life-time of testator, is not. Huckaby v. State, 45 App, 577, 78 S.

W. 942, 108 Am. St. Rep. 975.
School warrant. Tracy v. State, 49 App. 37, 90 S. W. 308.
Receipt. Knezek v. State, 49 App. 157, 90 S. W. 1099.
Bill of sale. Gaut v. State, 49 App, 493, 94 S. W. 1034.
Check drawn by ma.rried woman living with her husband. Miller v. State, 50-

App. 536, 100 S. W. 380.
Guardian's bond. Jones v. State, 60 App, 67, 130 S. W. 1012.
Order for goods payable to bearer, though it did not contain a promise to pay

for the goods. Forcy v: State, 60 App. 206, 131 S. W. 585, 32 L. R. A. (N. S.) 327.
Order for goods "To Mr. R. Jacobs & sons please fill this oder for me 17$ 35¢

Harvey romaI." Forcy v. State, 6(} App. 206, 131 S. W. 585, 32 L. R. A. (N. S.) 327.
Proofs of loss under insurance policy. Bagley v, State (Cr. App.) 141 S. W. 107.
Express money order. Cheesebourge v, State, 70 App. 612, 157 S. W. 761.
Indorsement of confederate pension warrant drawn payable to the order of a

pensioner who had died, whether the warrant was negotiable or not. Dreeben v.

State, 71 App, 341, 162 S. W. 501.
Where the drawer of a check after it was paid by the bank on which it was.

drawn altered the date thereof and inserted a provision that .it was to be applied
on a particular note held by the payee and given by the drawer after the check
was paid, thereby making it purport to evidence a payment on such note, he was.

guilty of "forgery" within this article as one of the tests of whether an instrument
is the subject of forgery is whether, if the instrument were true, the holder would
be enabled to maintain or defeat a civil suit by such instrument (citing Words and
Phrases, Forgery). Bunker v. State (Cr. App.) 177 s. W. 108.

5. -- Injury from forgery.-See art. 926, post.
6. Forgery and uttering forged Instrument distinguished.-Forgery and utter

ing forged instrument are distinct offenses. Green v. State, 36 App. 109, 35 S.
W. 971; Preston v. State, 40 App. 80, 48 S. W. 581.

7. Forgery and swindling in same transaction.-Scott v. State, 40 App, 108,
48 S. W. 523.

8. Swindling dlstingulsh'ed.-Where one fills in the blank spaces of a printed
receipt, the signature of which is not in writing, nor resembles manuscript, but
is printed in bold type, he is not guilty of forgery, but of swindling. Heath

V'1
State, 491 App, 49, 89 S. W. 1063, 122 Am. St. Rep. 783.

Wbere a person obtained money from a bank by the unauthorized signing of the
name of another to a note, it is forgery and indictable as such, rather than as.

swindling. Ashmore v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 196.

9; Prlncipals.-See notes under 'article 74 ante.

10. Accompllce.-See notes under article 79, ante, and C. C. P. art. 80l.

11. Defenses.-See Webb v. State, 47 App. 305, 83 S. W. 394; Plemons v. State,.
44 App. 555, 72 S. W. 854.

)Subsequent ratification of the act of the person whose name was forged does
not condone the forgery. Countee v. State (Cr. App.) 33 S. W. 127.

That a firm owed accused or his father for work performed is no defense to a, .

prosecution for forging a check purporting to be drawn by the firm, though ac

cused intended that the amount thereof should be credited on the account. Mor-
ville v: State (Cr. App.) 141 s. W. 96.

It is no defense to a prosecu lion for forging the names of others to a promis
sory note that accused did not think that they would object, it appearing that

)one of the parties whose name he subscribed to tho note refused to sign it, and
that the others refused to ratify the signature thereafter. Meredith v. State (Cr.
App.) 164 s. W. 1019.

12. Venue.-See C. C. P. art. 235.

13. Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 410.
Necessary allegations: Shanks v. State, 25 Tex. Supp. 326; State v. Baggerly,.

21 Tex. 757; Anderson v. State, 20 App. 595; Thomas v. State, 18 App. 213;
Smith v. State, Id., 399; Roberts v. State, 2 App, 4; Westbrook v. State, 23 App.
4:01, 5 S. W. 248; Millsaps v. State, 38 App. 570, 43 S. W. 1015; Colter v. State,
40 App. 165, 49 S. W. 379; Labbaite v. State, 6 App. 257; Hennessy v. State, 23
App. 340, 5 S. V'-.T. 285; Overly v. State, 34 App. 500, 31 S. W. 377; Robinson v.

State, 35 App. 54, 43 S. W. 526, 60 Am. st. Rep. 20; Bell v. State, 21 App, 270,.
17 S. W. 155; Chester v. State, 23 App. 577, 5 S. W. 125; Hooper v. State, 30 App,
412, 17 S. W. 1066, 28 Am. St. Rep. 926; Crawford v. State, 31 ,App. 51, 19 S. W.
766, and cases. cited; Thurmond v. State, 25 App. 366, 8 S. W. 473; Lucas v. State,.
39 App. 48, 44 S. W. 825; Webb v. State, 39 App. 534, 47 S. W. 356; Brooks v,

State, 45 App. 206, 75 S. W. 507; Franklin v. State, 46 App. 181, 78 S. W. 934;
Usher v. State, 47 App. 93, 81 S. W. 309; Knezek v. State, 49 App. 157, '9()' S. W.
1000; Huckaby v. State, 45 APP. 577, 78 S. W. 942, 108 Am. St. Rep. 975.

It must be alleged that the instrument charged to be a forgery was made with
out lawful authority. Shanks v. State, 25 Tex. Supp. 326.

Indictment which alleges that the forged instrument "did create a pecuniary
obligation" is inconsistent, incongruous and fatally defective. If it was false and
forged it could not create a pecuniary obligation. Scott v. State, 40 App. 107, 48.
S. W. 523.

An indictment cha.rg.ng in one part the entire instrument as forged and in
another that appellant knew the indorsement was forged, held not duplicitous.
Strang v. State, 32 App. 219, 22 S. W. 680.
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An indictment charging forgery of an instrument purporting to be a deed which
was neither witnessed nor acknowledged, charges an offense. Lassiter v. State, 35
App. 540, 34 S. W. 751.

Indictment held good, though the letters "A. D." before the year were omitted.
Whorton v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 1082.

An indictment, charging accused with passing a forged instrument by intro
ducing it in evidence on the trial of an action in the court held by a justice of
the peace, sufficiently designated such court as the "justice court"; such court
being known and generally called. by that name. Bunker v. State (Gr. App.) 177
S. W. 108.

Where a count, in an indictment charging accused with passing a forged in
strument, also contained allegations that accused forged such instrument, they
could be eliminated as surplusage. Bunker v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 108.

14. -- Statutory form.-See art. 470 C. C. P. Form No. 27.

15. -- I ntent.-See C. C. P. art. 454 and notes.
For indictment held sufficient, though it failed to charge the intent to defraud,

see Howard v. State, 37 App. 494, 36 S. W. 475, 66 Am. St. Rep. 812.
Where, though an indictment for forgery charges that the offense was "with

intent to injure and defraud," a conviction may be had upon a showing that the
offense was committed with intent either to injure or defraud. Howard v. State
(Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 178.

16. -- Description of or setting forth instrument in general.-It is sufficient
to charge the gravamen of the offense in the language of the code, and set out the
forged instrument in heec verba. Labbaite v. State, 6 App. 483.

An indictment designating the instrument as a "school voucher or check" is
SUfficient, the instrument being set out in hsec verba. Thomas v, State, 18 App. 213.

The indictment must purport to and must set out the alleged false instrument
by its tenor, unless it be impracticable to do so, in which case it must specifically
allege the reason for not setting it out and then allege its substance, and so de
scribe it as to identify it with reasonable certainty. Smith v. State, 18 App, 399;
Thomas v. State, 18 App, 213; Baker v. State, 14 App, 332; White v. State, 3 App,
605; State v. Baggerly, 21 Tex. 757.

In setting out an alleged forged instrument it is not necessary to set out any
writing put upon the instrument subsequent to the forgery. Hennessey v. State,
23 App, 340, 5 S. W. 215; May v. State, 15 App. 430; Labbaite v. State, 6 App. 257.

It is sufficient if the instrument is set out in heee verba. Westbrook v. State,
23 App, 401, 5 S. W. 248.

Indictment held to sufficiently allege that the instrument was set out in heeo
verba. Miller v. State (Cr. App.) 34 S. W. 267.

Indorsement on back of forged instrument held essential. Robinson v. State,
35 App, 54, 43 S. W. 526, 60 Am. St. Rep. 20; Daud v. State, 34 App, 460, 31 S. W.
376; Overly v. State, Id., 500, 31 S. W. 377.

An indictment for forging a railroad ticket should set out the stamp and in
dorsement on the back of the ticket. Robinson v. State, 35 App. 54, 43 S. W. 526,
60 Am. St. Rep. 20.

An indictment for forgery of a postal money order should, when the forged order
cannot be procured, set out a substantial copy of it. Pierce v. State, 38 App. 604,
44 S. W. 292.

It is sufficient to set out the instrument by its tenor alleged to have been forged.
Webb v. State, 39 App. 504, 47 S. W. 356; Id. (Cr. App.) 44 S. W. 498.

A memorandum on a note which forms no part of it need not be copied in the
indictment in setting out the forged instrument. Adkins v. State, 41 App. 577, 56
S. W. 64.

Revenue stamps on forged paper (a note) are not part of the paper and need
not be described. Giles v. State (Cr. App.) 57 S. W. 99.

Indictment is sufficient if it pleads the SUbstance of the forged instrument. Dud
ley v. State (Cr. App.) 58 S. W. 111.

Indorsements on a forged note constitute no part of the note and need not be
set out in the indictment. Beer v. State, 42 App, 505, 60 S. W. 962, 96 Am. St.
Rep. 810.

The indictment alleged: 'That, at the time of the offense, R. Jacobs & Sons was

a business firm. That Harvey Roamell had credit with such firm. That accused
fraudulently passed as true to the said R. Jacobs a false and forged instrument
in writing, as follows: "To Mr. R. Jacobs & sons please fill this oder for me 17 $
35 ¢ Harvey romal." That in such instrument the term "Mr. Jacobs & sons" was

meant for HR. Jacobs & Sons"; the word "oder" for the word "order"; the fig
ures "17 $ 35 ¢" for $17.35; and the name "Harvey romal" for "Harvey Roamell"
all of which was intended for an order from Harvey Roamell upon R. Jacobs &

Sons, in favor of the bearer for $17.35 worth of goods. Held that, if the instru
ment was the subject of forgery, the indictment sufficiently set forth the purport
of the instrument so as to make it valid. Forcy v. State, 60 App, 206, 131 S. w.

585, 32 L. R. A. (N. S.) 327.
An indictment charging that accused on a specified date, within the county and

state, and before the presentment of the indictment, did without lawful authority,
and with intent to injure and defraud, wilfully and fraudulently make a false in
strument in writing purporting to be the act of another, to wit, purporting to be
the act of L., he being a fictitious person, "which false and forged instrument was

to the tenor as roltows," and then copying a check alleged to have been forged,
was sufficient. McGee v. State, 62 App, 358, 137 S. W. 686.

An indictment which alleges that accused, with intent to defraud, fraudulently
made a false instrument in writing to the tenor following, then setting out in hsec
verba an obligation binding one to pay to another a specified sum, is sufficient,
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within the rule that it is not necessary that an indictment for forgery contain a

purport clause. Whittaker v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 599.
An indictment for forgery of a check need not allege an indorsement thereon,

put on it at the banker's request after its presentation at the bank; the check
being a complete instrument without the indorsement. Whorton v. State (Cr. App.)
152 S. W. 1082.

An indictment for the forgery of a railroad receiver's certificate for the amount
due discharged employes, which sets forth a blank certificate furnished by the
receivers to their agents to be used in paying off employes, and which sets forth
the meaning of all the terms in the blanks, and which sets forth a copy of a cer

tificate charged to have been forged, is sufficient as against the objection that the

alieged forged instrument did not appear. on its face to be one on which, if gen

uine, the receivers could be held liable, in that neither their names nor the word

"receivers" appears in the alleged forged certificate; the names of the receivers
and the word "receivers" not appearing in the blank form. That the blank COpy
of the certificate did not have on its face "Supt. of Machinery," and that the

forged certrncate did have such words, did not render the indictment invalid. Rit
ter v. State (Cr. App.) 176 S. W. 727.

17. -- Variance between purport and tenor clauses.-The purport and tenor
clauses of the indictment must not be repugnant, and if so setting out the instru
ment in hsec verba will not cure such defect; thus where the purport clause de

scribed the instrument as a "check for money on the city bank of Dallas" and the
instrument set out was a check on the "city bank" without designation of place,

• the indictment was bad. Roberts v. State, 2 App. 4; Westbrook v. State, 23 App,
401, 5 S. W. 248.

Repugnancy as to name of bank in indictment for. forgery of a check held fatal.
Roberts v. State, 2 App. 4.

The indictment alleged in the purport clause that the indorsement forged pur
ported to be the act of Wm. M. Cook, Jr., and the indorsement shown in the tenor

clause was Wm. Cook pr Wm. M. Cook Jr W L Thulemeyer; held, the variance
was fatal. Thulemeyer v. State, 38 App, 349, 43 S. W. 83.

The indictment need not set out the forged instrument, both by its purport and
its tenor, but if it does, any repugnancy between the two allegations is fatal.
Westbrook v. State, 23 App. 401, 5 S. W. 248.

Variance as to name held fatal. English v. State, 30 App, 470, 18 S. W. 94;
Black v. State, 46 App, 109, 79 S. W. 308; Booth v. State, 36 App, 600, 38 S. W.· 196.

In an indictment it was alleged that the instrument purported to be the act of
C. R., a fictitious person; then the indictment set out the instrument which was

signed C. R.; held, there was no variance. Hocker v. State, 34 App, 359, 30 S. W.
783, 53 Am. St. Rap. 716.

Where the indictment alleged the forgery to be the apparent act of J. and the
instrument set out showed it to have been signed by C., the variance was fatal.
Overly v. State, 34 App, 500, 31 S. W. 377.

�

Where an indictment for forging a railroad ticket charged that the instrument
purported to be the act of one J., agent for said road, and the instrument set out
was signed C., Gen'l P. & Tkt Agt.; held, that the variance was fatal. Overly
v. State, 34 App, 500, 31 S. W. 377.

The indictment charged that the forged instrument purported to be the act of
M. W. Leonard and another, the tenor clause showed it to be the act of W. W.
Linard and another; held, variance fatal. Campbell v. State,· 35 App. 182, 32 S.
W.899.

Indictment alleged the instrument purported to be the act of Mr. Andrew Ar
low and set out an instrument signed L. B. P. & Co. and Andrew Arlow; held,
variance fatal. Fite v. State, 36 App .. 4, 34 S. W. 922.

Act of single and several parties. Stephens v. State, 36 App; 386, 37 S. W. 425;
Tracy v. State, 49 App. 37, 90 S. W. 308; Crayton v. State, 45 App, 84, 73 S. W.

1046; Gibbons v. State, 36 App, 469, 37 S. W. 861.
The purport clause alleged the forged instrument to be the act of G.; the tenor

clause showed it to be the act of S. and G.; held, the variance was fatal. Darby
shire v. State, 36 App. 547, 38 S. W. 173.

Indictment alleged instrument to be the act of M. & Co., and set out the in
strument signed M. & Co., with the letter "M." written under signature; held, no

variance. Young v. State (Cr. App.) 40 S. W. 793.
The indictment set out the names of the members of the firm separately. In

the tenor clause the first two names Signed were joined by the character &; held,
no variance. Sawyers v. State, 39 App, 481, 46 S. W. 814.

When the purport clause alleges the forged instrument to be the act of a cor
poration, and the tenor clause shows it to be the act of the president and secretary
of the corporation, the variance is fatal. Millsaps v. State, 38 App. 570 53 S. W.
1015.

'

Indictment need not set out forged instrument by both. its tenor and purport
clauses, . but if it should do so, any repugnance between the two will be fatal.
Hanks v. State (Cr. App.) 54 S. W. 588.

Variance as to date. Hickman v. State, 44 App. 533, 72 S. W. 587.
An indictment for forging a county convict bond should set it out in hsee verba

and allege that it was approved by the county judge. Crayton v. State, 45 App.
84, 73 S. W. 1046.

18. -- Facts extrinsic to instrument.-See Costley v. State, 14 App. 156;
Anderson v. State, 20 App, 595; Rollins v: State, 22 App, 548, 3 S. W. 759, 58 Am.
Rep. 659; Hendricks v. State, 26 App. 176, 9 S. W. 555, 557, 8 Am. St. Rep. 463;
King v. State, 27 App. 567, 11 S. W. 525,'11 Am. St. Rep. 203; Jonier v. State, 48
App. 360, 87 S. W. 1039; Knezek v. State, 49 App. 157, 90 S. W. 1099; Simms v.

State, 32 App. 277, 224 S. W. 876; Carder v. State, 35 App, 105, 31 S. W. 678; Overly
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V. State, 34 App. 500, 31 S. W. 377; Womble v. State, 39 App, 24, 44 S. W. 827;
Belden v. State, 50 App, 565, ss S. W. 563; McBride v. State, 48 App, 213, 88 S. W.
237; Allen v. State, 44 App. 63, 68 S. W. 286, 100 Am. St. Rep. 839; Fischl v. State,
54 App. 55, 111 S. W. 410; Rubio v. State, 50 App. 177, 95 S. W. 120.

Where the forged "nstrument is set out in hssc verba, it is not necossary to

allege that it would if true have created, discharged, or affected any pecuniary
liability. Labbaite v. State, 6 App. 483; Horton v. State, 32 Tex. 79; Morris v.

State, 17 App, 660. Rule otherwise where instrument on its face does not import
an obligation. Belden v. State, 50 App, 565, 99 S. W. 563.

Where the forged instrument is not plain in meaning, explanatory averments

should be used and also innuendoes showing what the misspelled and ambiguous
words in the instrument mean. Crawford v. State, 40 App. 345, 50 S. W. 378.

Where the forged instrument is not plain in its meaning it should be made so

by innuendo averments. Polk v. State, 40 App. 669, 51 S. W. 909.
If the forged instrument imports no legal liability on its face the indictment

should allege by appropriate innuendoes such intrinsic facts as will invest it with

legal force. Carder v. State, 35 App. 105, 31 S. W. 678.
An indictment for forging a check, drawn by the trustees to pay a school teach

er, which fails to allege that the affidavit of the teacher (as required by art. 3962,
Sayles' Civ. Stats., Rev. Ed.) accompanied the check, is fatally defective. Caffey
v. State, 36 App. 198, 36 S. W. 82, 61 Am. St. Rep. 841.

An instrument void on its face cannot be made good by averment. Caffey v.

State, 36 App. 198, 36 S. W. 82, 61 Am. St. Rep. 841. And see Carder v. State, 35

App, 105, 31 S. W. 678, and cases cited.
If the instrument is incomplete in form, the indictment must set out the ex

trinsic facts to show that, if genuine, it would be valid. Cagle v. State, 39 App.
109, 44 S. W. 1097; Scott v. State, 40 App. 105, 48 S. W. 523; Carder V. State, 35
App, 105, 31 S. W. 678.

In forgery if the paper declared on be not one of the ordinary instruments used
in commercial transaction, but dependent upon extrinsic facts to create a liability,
such facts must be alleged in the indictment. Cagle v. State, 39 App. 109, 44 S. W.
1097.

Where an instrument on its" face does not import a pecuniary obligation there
must be explanatory averments, showing how the instrument became an obligation
affecting money or property. Lynch v. State, 41 App, 209, 53 S. W. 693.

Innuendo averments are unnecessary where a forged instrument clearly imports
on its face a pecuniary obligation. Reeves v. State, 51 App. 604, 103 S. W. 894.

Explanatory averments to explain the instrument set forth in an indictment for
forgery are proper to explain what may not otherwise be intelligible. Chappel v.

State, 58 App. 52, 124 S. W. 657.
Since a check imports a pecuniary obligation on its face, an indictment for the

forgery thereof need not allege that the purported maker had funds in the bank
on which it is drawn. Reeseman v. State, 59 App. 430, 128 S. W. 1126.

In an indictment against a railroad station agent who was authorized to hire
and pay extra help required at his station, taking receipts therefor which were

turned in as a part of his accounts as cash, for forgery of such a receipt, an al
legation that it was a part of his duty to have the party to whom the money was

paid sign a receipt, and when signed it was his duty to turn it in as cash, im
ported a legal obligation in the performance of his services for the company. Pel
ton v. State, 60 App. 412, 132 S. W. 480, Ann. Cas. 1912C, 86.

An indictment against a railroad station agent for forging a labor receipt for
money paid for services rendered at his station, in order to have shown that the
receipt created, increased, discharged, or defeated a legal pecuniary obligation,
should have alleged that it was defendant's duty to account to the railroad com

pany for all moneys coming into his hands" belonging to it and for all moneys paid
out by him for the company, and to make a report of all moneys collected and
paid out, and that when defendant, as agent, paid out money for extra labor and
took receipts therefor, the company became bound to repay him if paid out of his
own money, or, if paid out of money belonging to the company in his possession,
to give him credit therefor on an accounting or report. Pelton v. State, 60 App.
412, 132 S'. W. 480, Ann. Cas. 1�12C, 86.

An indictment for forgery of ali instrument reading, "2/16, 1911. "let Roy Den
man have 685 [meaning thereby $6.85] L. T. Burns," the explanation as to its
meaning being an averment of the pleader, is good on demurrer, since the explan
atory averment is suggested by the instrument itself, and made necessary in the
indictment to show that the three figures meant $6.85. Green v. State, 63 App, 510,
140 S. W. 444.

A check calling for "$50.75 Fifty Cents and 75/100 Dollars" is so uncertain as to
be insufficient to support an indictment for forgery, in the absence of innuendo
averments alleging its true meaning. Lamb v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 1088.

Where the instrument, claimed to have been forged, as set out in the indict
ment, was an ordinary check on a bank, which imported a pecuniary obligation
on its face, it was not necessary for the indictment to allege that the instrument
would have created a pecuniary obligation if valid. Davis v. State, 70 App. 253,
156 S. W. 1171.

An indictment alleging the forging of a check payable to the order of a firm
named, "$15.00 Fiftheen no/Dollars For Goods," was not defective for not alleging
what was meant by the word "no," or the words "For Goods"; their meaning
being well known in the commercial world. Davis v. State, 70 App, 253, 156 S. W.
1171.

In a prosecution for forgery, where the instrument on its face was a negotiable
one imparting a pecuniary obligation, It was unnecessary for the indictment to
contain any explanatory averments. Cheesebourge v. State, 70 App. 612, 157 S. W.
761.
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An indictment for making a false instrument purporting to be a receipt by the
treasurer of a life insurance company for a premium on a policy was not defective
because of the omlsston of extrinsic averments showing how and in what manner

it might become possessed of capacity to defraud, since the instrument, if true on

its face, would create a legal obligation on the part of the treasurer to pay the
company the sum, the receipt of which was therein acknowledged. Lamb-Camp
bell v. State, 72 App, 628, 162 S. W. 879.

An indictment for making a false instrument purporting to be a receipt by
the treasurer of a life insurance company for a premium on a policy need not al
lege that the treasurer had authority to issue such receipts, as the duty to do so

necessarily follows the holding of the office of treasurer. Lamb-Campbell v. State,
72 App, 628, 162 S. W. 879.

An indictment for forgery, containing the following innuendo: "That in said
false and forged instrument, if true, the words, 'Bmt. Tex.,' were • • • in
tended for 'Beaumont, Texas,' and the name 'T. G. Tigmosk' • * * was meant
.. * * for 'T. G. Llgnoski": and the said instrument * • • was intended ror
an order from Ed Weiss upon the Sun Pipe Line Company * in favor of
T. G. Lignoski, whereby the said Sun Pipe Line Company should pay to the said
T. G. Lignoski" a certain sum--sufficiently explained the instrument set out in the
indictment to make it available as a basis of the charge of forgery and render the
indictment good. Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 144.

19. -- Designation or description of parties.-See art. 456, C. C. P., and
notes thereunder.

The indictment need not name the party intended to be defrauded. Johnson
v. State, 35 App, 271, 33 S. W. 231; Labbaite v. State, 6' App. 483; Johnson v.

State, 1 App. 146; Pye v. State, 71 App, 94, 154 S. W. 222; Davis v. State, 70 App.
253, 156 S. W. 1171.

If the forged instrument purport to be the act of a partnership, the name of
such partnership and the name of each individual. member thereof should be aver

red. Labbaite v. State, 6 App, 483.
An indictment alleging that a school voucher or check purported to be signed

by three persons designated by their names, and that it purported to be their act
as trustees of a certain school community, was a sufficient allegation that said
three persons were trustees of said school community, and that said voucher or

check purported to be their official act as such. Thomas v. State, 18 App. 213.
The instrument must purport to be the act of another and the indictment must

so allege and must name the person whose act it purports to be. Henderson v.

State, 20 App. 304.
Indictment charging intent to- defraud is sustained by evidence that the name

forged was the name of a' fictitious person. Johnson v. State, 35 App, 271, 33 S. W.
231.

For sufficiency of indictment alleging that defendant fraudulently made a

forged instrument purporting to be the act of another, "a fictitious person," see

Hocker v. State, 34 App. 359, 30 S. W. 783, 53 Am. St. Rep, 716. ..

Where the instrument is set out in hsec verba, the name of the person whose
act it purports to be need not be averred. Westbrook v. State, 23 App. 401, 5 ::;.
W.248.

The indictment must show whether the beneflcia.rv in a forged instrument was

a partnership, an individual or a corporation. Carder v. State, 35 App. 105, 31
S. W. 678.

.

The indictment in one place alleged the instrument to be the act of "Mr. J."
a.nd in another part alleged it to be the act of "Mrs. J.;" held, fatally' defective.
Fite v. State, 36 App, 4, 34 S. W. 922. See, also, Stephens v. State, 36 App, 386,
37 S. W. 425; Gibbons v. State, 36 App. 469, 37 S. W. 861; Booth v. State, 36 App.
600, 38 S. W. 196. .

.

An indictment alleging, in one clause, the instrument to be the act of B., and
in another clause to be the act of B. and another, is fatally defective. Fite v.

State, 36 App, 4, 34 S. W. 921.
It is not necessary that the indictment charging the forgery of a. firm name set

out the names of the individual members of the firm. Howard v. State, 37 App.
494, 36 S. W. 475, 66 Am. St. Rep. 812; distinguished from Labbaite v. State, 6
App. 483.

An indictment alleging the forged instrument to be the check of a transfer
company should show whether such company was a corporation or a partnership.
Hutton v. State (Cr. App.) 38 S. W. 209.

Indictment alleged the forgery of J. C. Pray, Agt., to a bill of lading; held, no
sufficient allegation that Pray was the agent of the railroad company. Beasley v.

State, 39 App, 688, 47 S. W. 991.
Where alleged forged paper is signed b¥, firm name the names of the members

need not be alleged or that their names were unknown .. Brod v. State, 42 App, 71,
57 S. W. 671.

'

Where the person injured by the forgery of a check is the purported maker,
the indictment need not allege whether the bank on which the check was drawn
was a corporation, joint-stock company, or partnership. Reeseman v. State, 59
App. 430, 128 S. W. 1126.

An indictment for forgery, where the instrument is set out according to its ten
or, is not defective in failing to allege that the act purported to be that of an
other than the defendant, where there is no similarity between the name of de
fendant and that on the instrument, so as to cause confusion. Hardin v. State,
60 App, 129, 131 S. W. 552.

It is necessary where the forged paper is set out according to its tenor to allege
name of party forged to the instrument. Rhudy v. State, 42 App, 225, 68 S. W.
1008.
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Where an alleged forged check was payable to "Abilene D. G. Co. or bearer,"
it being payable to bearer, it was not essential to a conviction that the indictment
should contain explanatory averments as to who was meant by "Abilene D. G. Co."
Carter v. State, 61 App. 609, 136 S. W. 47.

An indictment for forging a false instrument purporting to be the act of "Aus
tin Bros." is not insufficient for failing to allege that they constituted a firm, and

to state the names of the members thereof. Morville v. State, 63 App. 551, 141

S. W. 98.
An indictment for the forgery of a receipt which, as set out, was signed by a.

named person to whom defendant was indebted is sufficient, though it did not .al

lege that the instrument was the act of such person, and did not name the person
whose act the instrument purported to be. Barber v. State, 64 App. 89, 142 S. VV.
582.

An indictment for the forgery of an obligation purporting to bind a person
named to pay a specified sum to "the L. B. Price Mercantile Company" is good,
without alleging whether the latter is a partnership or corporation; it not being
claimed that it executed the instrument. Whittaker v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W.
599.

An indictment for forgery need not state whose act it purports to be, nor who
it was intended to defraud; it need orily be charged that it was executed without
lawful authority, and with intent to defraud. .Pye v. State, 71 App. 94, 154 S.
W.222.

An indictment charging the forgery of a check need not allege that "S. F.
Hackney and son," the payee, was a firm. Davis V. State, 70 App, 253, 156 S. W.
1171.

It was not necessary that the indictment, charging the forgery of a check on

a bank, allege whether the bank was incorporated or unincorporated; it not being
the injured party. Davis V. State, 70 App. 253, 156 S. W. 1171.

An indictment for making a false instrument, purporting to be a receipt by
the treasurer' of a life insurance company for a premium on a policy, need not
allege whether or not the company is a corporation. Lamb-Campbell V. State, 72
App. 628, 162 S. W. 879.

An indictment which .merely set out the check which was drawn on the First
National Bank and dated Mexia, Texas, is sufficient without allegations as to what
first national bank it was drawn on for the check would have been a forgery, what
ever bank may have been intended to be defrauded. Bowen v. State, 72 App. 404,
162 S. W. 1146.

20. -- Counts and election.-See article 946, post, and C. C. P. art. 481, and
notes thereunder.

21. -- Issues, proof, and variance.-See Fite v: State, 36 App, 4, 34 S. W. 922;
Stephens', Id., 386, 37 S. W. 425; Davis v. State, 37 App. 218, 39 S. W. 296; Thule
meyer v. State, 38 App .. 349, 43 S. W. 83; Pierce v. State, Id., 604, 44 S. W. 292;
Sawyers v. State, 39 App. 481, 46 S.· W. 814; Williams v. State, 47 App. 605, 85 S.
W. 800; Morris v. Sta.te, 52 App. 288, 106 S. W. 383; Lasister v. State, 49 App.
532, 94 S. W. 233; 'Wisdom v. State, 49 App. 534, 95 S. W. 505; Bader Alias Lei
feste v. State, 44 App. 184, 69 S. W. 506'; Miller v. State, 50 ApD. 536, 100 S. W.
380; Baird v. State, 51 App. 322, 101 S. W. 991; Simms v. State, 32 App, 277, 22
S. W. 876; Lovejoy v. State, 40 App. 89, 48 S. W. 520.

Where an indictment undertakes to set out the forged instrument according to
its tenor the strictest proof is required, and this is furnished only by an exact
copy. Tenor imports an exact copy and requires the strictest proof. Fischl v.

State, 54 App. 55, 111 S. W. 411, 412; Feeney v. State, 58 App, 152, 124 S. W. 944;
Simmons v. State, 61 App. 7, 133 S. W. 687.

Where the indictment alleged that an entire deed was a forgery, and set out
the deed, including the certificate of acknowledgment, in haec verba, it was not
error to allow the state to prove the certificate, as well as the deed, to be a

forgery. Ham v. State, 4 App. 645.
Where the indictment alleged that the forged instrument purported to be the

act of Abraham Barnes, but the signature to the instrument was A. Barnes, it
was held there was no variance. Ham v. State, 4 App. 645.

Wher-e the indictment set out the alleged forged note, ignoring an indorsement
on the back thereof, such omission was held immaterial, and the note was admis
sible in evidence. Lal:.Jbaite v. State, 6 App, 483; May v. State, 15 App. 430..

Where the indictment charged that the forged instrument was signed "Pat
Whelan," proof that it was signed "P" Whelan or "D" Whelan, did not support
the allegation. Murphy v. State, 6 App, 554.

If the alleged forged instrument be set out in haec verba, a variance, otherwise
than by misspelling, between the words of the instrument as set out, and those
of the instrument put in evidence, will be fatal to the prosecution. Thomas v.

State, 18 App. 213.
The mere misplacement of a dot belonging to the letter "i" in setting out a

proper name, does not constitute a variance. Hennessy v. State, 23 App. 340, 5
S. W. 215.

The indictment charged the instrument to be the act of a fictf tious person, the
instrument on its face did not show it to be the act of a fictitious pers-on; held,
no variance. Hocker v. State, 34 App. 359, 30 S. W. 783, 53 Am. St. Rep. 716.

On trial for forgery of a draft the indictment in the tenor clause had on the
left-hand side the letters F. N. B. The draft had on the left-hand side a mono

gram F. N. B.; held, no variance. DeAlberts v. State, 34 App. 508, 31 S. W. 391.
An indictment alleged the instrument to be the act of Wm. R. Robinson; on

the trial the State proved that Wm. R. Robinson was a fictitious person; held, no

error. Chapman v. State (Cr. App.) 34 S. W. 621; citing Johnson·v. State, 35 App,
271, 33 S. W. 231.
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An indictment charging the instrument to be the act of one R., evidence that
R. is a fictitious person is admissible. Chapman v. State (Cr. App.) 34 S. W. 621.

The indictment charged the forgery of a deed as purpor-ttng to be the act of
John Cotton, Jr. The introduction of a patent to John Cotton, Assignee, etc., is
not a variance. Lassiter v. State, 35 App. 540, 34 S. W. 751.

The fact that the deed set out in an indictment for forgery contains no certifi
cate of acknowledgment, while that offered in evidence has such certificate ap
pended, is not a variance; a deed and its acknowledgment being separate and dis
tinct. Lassrter v. State, 35 App, 540, 34 S. W. 751.

Under an indictment setting out the forged instrument and intent to defraud,
it is admiasible to prove that the signature is that of a firm. Howard v: State, 37
App. 494, 36 S. W. 475, 66 Am. St. Rep. 812.

The indictment alleged the instrument to be the act of one Mc.; the instru
ment introduced in evidence showed it to be the act of Mc. and T.; held, variance
fatal. Booth v. State, 36 App. 600, 38 S. W. 196.

Under indictment for forging a. postal money order the evidence showed that
defendant forged the name of the payee to the order; held, a fatal variance be
tween allegation and proof. Pierce v: State, 38 App. 604, 44 S. W. 292.

Where the instrument set out purported to be the act of N. Webb, and the
proof showed the instrument to, be signed by J. N. Webb, the variance was fatal.
W'ebb v. State, 39 App. 534, 47 S. W. 356; Id. (Cr. App.) 44 S. W� 498.

Variance between the alleged forged check, as set out in the indictment and
the instrument itself as tendered in evidence, is fatal. Feeney v. State, 58 App.
152, 124 S. W. 944.

The indictment alleged that the forged instrument contained a description of
a tract of land in the J. A. "2 league grant on S. B. B. of which I am the owner,"
etc. The alleged forged instrument described the tract as in the J. A. "2 league
grant N. S. B. B. of which I am the owner," etc. The state claimed that a capital
"N" was intended for the quoted word "on" in the instrument as alleged; but an

inspection of the Original instrument showed that the capital "N" used with the
letters "N. S. B. B." was identical with the same letter as used elsewhere in the
description. Held, that there was a fatal variance. Bedford v. State, 60 App. 83,
131 S. W. 314.

If the grand jury, in finding an indictment for forgery, could, by the use of
process in summoning witnesses they knew of, have ascertained and charged in
the indictment a substantial copy of the note alleged to have been forged, and they
heard no witnesses, but set out the substance of the note in the indictment, such
conduct was ground for reversal where upon the trial a variance was proved be
tween the note alleged to have been forged and the note charged as to the amount
thereof, the place of payment, and a provision as to its being secured by pledge of
sureties. Carlton v. State, 60 App. 584, 132 S. W. 775.

The variance between an indictment for forgery, which sets out the instrument
in hsec verba, including the signature "Doff G.," and which alleges that the name

was intended for "Dolph G.," and the instrument introduced in evidence was

signed by "Dolph G.," the right name of the person whose signa.ture was forged,
is fatal. Simmons v. State, 61 App, 7, 133 S. W. 687.

Where no forgery was predicated on the indorsement of a check, it was not a

fatal variance that the check offered in evidence bore an indorsement not described
in the indictment. McGee v. State, 62 App. 358, 137 S. W. 686.

The record of a forgery case should not be treated as presenting a variance
because thE, charge was that the forged check purported to be signed by "R. C.
Cameron & Son," whereas a critical analysis of the signature shows "R. C. Cam
aon & Son," or "R. C. Camnon & Son," especially since the check was identified as

the one accused passed, and he filed an affidavit incorporating thEJ check with the
name spelled "Cameron." Feeny v. State, 62 App. 585, 138 S. W. 135.

Defendant was indicted for forgtng a check payable to C., "or bearer," in the
amount of '"Seven fifte Dollars." The check offered in evidence was not payable
to bearer, but directed the bank to pay C. "seven and 50/100 Dollars," adding the
letters "C. N. B.," not appearing on the copy set out in the indictment. Held,
that the two instruments were not the same, and that there was a fatal variance.
Mills v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 368.

Though an indictment for passing a forged check alleged that the bank upon
which the check was drawn was incorporated, it was not necessary to prove such
allegation; the instrument not having been passed on the bank but on another.
Bunker v. State (Cr. App.) 177 s. W. 108.

22. Eviden-ce.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 783, et seq,
Howard v. State, 37 App. 494, 36 S. W. 475, 66 Am. St. Rep. 799; McGlasson v.

State, 37 App. 620, 40 S. W. 503, 66 Am. St. Rep. 842; Preston v. State, 41 App .

.a00, 53 S. W. 127, 881; Whittle v. State, 43 App, 468, 66 S. W. 771.
For mode of making out a prima facie case, and establishing venue, see Hen

derson v. State, 14 Tex. 503.
23. -- Presumptions and burden of proof.-Where the forgery of a deed is

charged, it must be proved that the person whose name was forged owned the
land. Horton v. State, 32 Tex. 79; Henderson v. State, 14 Tex. 503. '

That· the instrument was made without lawful authority must be proved, and

)without such proof the case is not made out. Shanks v. State, 25 Tex. Supp. 326.
When the State shows that the defendant signed the name of a third person to

a note without his knowledge or consent, it is not necessary to prove an intent to
derraud. Green v. State, 36 App. 109, 35 S. W. 971.

In a prosecution for passing an alleged false writing, to justify a conviction the
writing itself must he produced in court, 'or it must be accounted for by showing
tho accused has possession of it, or that it has been destroyed. Bobbit v. State,
59 App, 314, 128 S. W. 1104.

To justify a conviction of passing a forged instrument, the instrument itself
must be introduced in evidence. Muniz v. State, 69 App, 365,' 128 S. W. 1104.
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Where accused, indicted for the forgery of an obligation of receivers of a rall
road corporation, did not under oath plead that the corporation was not duly in

corporated, but his only plea was an oral one of not guilty, it was not necessary
for the state to prove that the corporation was duly incorporated. Ritter v. State
(Cr. App.) 176 S. W. 727.

23Yz. -- Introduction of forged Instrument.-The forged instrument being
accessible, its introduction in evidence was imperative. Dovalina v. State, 14 App,
312.

As to practice when the forged instrument is lost, destroyed or is in the pos
session of the defendant, see Rollins v. State, 21 App, 148, 17 S. W. 466; Hender
son v. State, 14 Tex. 503; Thornley v. State, 36 App. 119, 34 S. W. 264, 35 S. W.

981, 61 Am. St. Rep. 836; Patterson v. State, 17 App. 102; .Tohnson v. State, 9 App.
249; Caston v. State, 31 App. 304, 20 S. W. 585.

The rule that before a recorded instrument can be offered in evidence it must
have been filed with the papers in the case three days before the trial does not

apply in prosecutions for forgery. Caston v. State, 31 App. 304, 20 S. W. 585.
In a prosecution for forging a check, complete andva.lid on its face, the check

was admissible in evidence. Davis v. State, 70 App. 253, 156 S. W. 1171.

24. -- Admlsslbillty.-It is competent to prove that a name partially oblit
erated was at the time of the execution of the instrument plainly written. Inman

v. State, 35 App, 36, 30 S. W. 219.
Evidence to prove explanations, alleged in the indictment is admissible. Daud

v. State, 34 Tex. 460, 31 S. W. 376.
On trial defendant offered to prove that he had ample means and money on his

person at the time of the alleged forgery: First, in order to show that there was

no motive. Second, to show that if he under such circumstances committed the

forgery he was insane; held, properly excluded. DeAlberts v. State, 34 App, 508,
31 S. W. 391.

.

The State cannot corroborate the testimony of the purported maker of the in
strument by proving by others that he had, in talking with them, always repudi
ated the instrument. McGlasson v. State, 38 App. 351, 43 S. W. 93.

Evidence that defendant had turned over all of his property to the prosecutor
should not be admitted unless there was something to show its bearing upon the
question. McGlasson v. State, 38 App, 351, 43 S. W. 93.

A deed which is the connecting link between the forged deed and defendant is
admissible to show his interest in the transaction. Preston v. State, 40 App, 80.
48 S. W. 581.

On a trial for passing a forged instrument, evidence that accused the date he
passed the check boarded a train and stated that he was going to a designated
town, but went to another, and that accused told the witness that he had changed
his mind, was relevant and admissible, though not in rebuttal of any evidence of
accused. Fluewellian v. State, 59 App. 334, 128 S. W. 621.

On a trial for passing a forged check purporting to be signed by one "Obrey F.,"
evidence that "Aubrey F." and "Ovay F." did not sign the check nor authorize
accused to do so was relevant, where the state attempted to prove that there was

no such person as "Obrey F.," and that if the check was intended to be the act
of "Aubrey" or "Ovay" it was forged. Fluewellian v. State, 59 App, 334, 128 S.
W. 621.

In a trial for forging a check of a fictitious firm, the state could show that no

such firm ever existed or was known in the county, especially since the check
purported to be drawn for services rendered by accused. Feeny v. State, 62 App,
685, 138 S. W. 135.

In a trial for forging an instrument purporting to be the act of "Austin Bros.,"
the state could show that the firm was composed of two certain persons, and that
the instrument was in the handwriting of neither, and authorized by neither.
Morville v. State, 63 App. 551, 141 ·S. W. 98.

.

In a prosecution for the forgery of a receipt for the amount of a note executed
by accused, evidence that the payee had, after the date of the execution of the
receipt, placed the note in the hands of an attorney' for collection was admissible.
Barber v. State, 64 App, 89, 142 S. W. 582.

In a prosecution for uttering a forged note, on which the names of several in
dividuals had been forged, evidence that if the note had been presented to some
of them they would have signed it, at defendant's request, was properly excluded
as immaterial. .Tordan v. State (Cr. App.) 143 s. W. 623.

In a prosecution for uttering a forged note, evidence that the holder, in con
sideration of payment of the note and others alleged to have been made and uttered
at the same time, agreed to mark them settled and deliver them to defendant, and
that he also agreed to execute a petition, asking the court to dismiss the prose
cution because, in the holder's opinion, there was no criminal intent, was inad
missible. .Tordan v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 623.

The evidence in a forgery prosecution showed that a check was given to ac

cused, F., for $2.25 on a certain bank, and that, when it was presented, the name

of the payee had been changed to .T., or bearer, and the amount raised from $2.25
to $7.25, and the check for the latter amount was cashed. Held, that the evidence
that the check for $7.25 was cashed at the bank was admissible, though accused
was not charged with passing a forged instrument. Frye v. State (Cr. App.) 146
S. W.199.

Where, in a prosecution for forgery of a check, it was claimed that defendant
carried the forged check to witness for the purpose of having it cashed, the wit
ness was properly asked whether he had any business transaction with defendant
on the day defendant tendered the check to witness to be cashed, to which the
witness answered that defendant presented the check to be cashed, and stated
that P. sent him down for that purpose. Douglass v, State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W.
1089.
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The state's case, on a prosecution for forgery of the check of C., being one of
circumstantial evidence, and the only question being whether the forgery, which
was not denied, was committed by defendant, a check on the same bank, previously
given by C. to defendant arid cashed by him at the bank, was admissible as show
ing his knowledge of where C. banked, and his opportunity to examine his signa
ture. Whorton v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 1032.

Where defendant admitted that he signed and intended to sign the name of the

prosecuting witness to the note, and showed that about the date of the note she
came to him to borrow money, and that he understood her to request him to obtain
it for her, and signed her name for that purpose, and where the prosecuting wit
ness denied defendant's statements, she was properly permitted to testify that she
had not signed the note or authorized defendant to sign her name to it. Pye v.

State, 71 App. 94, 154 S. W. 222.
In a prosecution for forging the. indorsement of a confederate pensioner to whom

the warrant had been issued after he had died, the necessary affidavits required to

accompany such warrant, stating the county of the pensioner's residence, his post
office address, and that he was the identical person to whom a pension had been

granted, and that the conditions which existed at the time of making the applica
tion, on which the pension was granted, still existed, which were also shown to
have been forged by accused, and which were clearly identified, were admissible.
Dreeben v. State, 71 App. 341, 162 S. W. 50l.

In a prosecution for forgery of an order, purporting to be signed by W. on the S.
Co., a witness' testimony that he had purchased another order from defendant
signed by W. on such company at about the same time was properly admitted,

•

where defendant admitted that he sold the alleged forged order, but claimed that
it had been given to him by a third person to cash, and that he did not sign W.'s
name thereto. Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 144.

Testimony that defendant brought to the witness an order signed by W., and
that because it was not properly worded the witness wrote out the order copied
in the indictment and Introduced in evidence, and gave it to defendant, telling
him that if he would get W. to sign it he would cash it for him, and that defendant

subsequently returned with such order with W.'s name Signed thereto, whereupon
the witness cashed same, was admissible. Johnson v, State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W.
144.

Accused gave a check March 13, 1912, and was subsequently charged with alter
ing it after its payment by the bank by changing its date to March 13, 1914, and
inserting a provision that it was to be applied on a particular note, and with pass
ing it as so altered. Held, that it was permissible to show by the officers of the
bank that such a check was paid on March 22, 1912, and that no such transaction
had taken place at any time from March 13, 1914, to March 22, 1914. Bunker v.

State (Cr. App.) 177 s. W. 108.

25. Comparison of handwrltlng.-See note under C. C. P. art. 814.

26. -- Other offenses.-See note under C. C. P. 783.

27. ,-- Weight and sufficiency.-Facts held sufficient. Barnwell v. State, 1
App. 745; Costley v. State, 14 App, 156; Murphy v. State, 49 App, 488, 93 S. W.
543; Fonville v. State, 17 App. 368; Hennessy v. State, 23 App. 340, 5 S. W. 215;
Hughes v. State; 59 App. 294, 129 S. W. 837; Terry v. State, 60 ApP'. 60, 130 S. W.
1004; Dreeben v. State, 71 App. 341, 162 S. W. 501.

Evidence that witness has no recollection of ever giving defendant authority
to sign his name will not support conviction. Roberts v. State (Cr. App.) 53 s.
W.865.

Evidence held insufficient, see Horton v. State, 32 Tex. 79; Montgomery v. State,
12 App. 323; S. C., 13 App, 74; Dovalina v. State, 14 App. 312; Smith v. State. 18
App. 399; Murphy v. State, 6 App, 554; Brown v. State, 55 App. 9, 114 S. W. 820.

In a prosecution for forgery, where the defendant had been conducting bust-

}ness under the name of his servant and had written letters under that name, evi
dence held insufficient to support a conviction of forgery for signing servant's
name. Fench v. State, 60 App. 432, 132 S. W. 478.

The state proved that accused falsely represented himself to be B., and claiming
to be B. purchased goods in that name, and in 'payment thereof executed a check
in the name of B. Held, that such facts establish a prima facie case of forgery
without proof that B. was a fictitious person, or that defendant did not have the
right to sign B.'s name. Carter v. State, 61 App. 609, 136 S. W. 47.

Evidence, in connection with a plea of guilty, held to sustain a conviction for
forgery with the imposition of the lowest authorized penalty. Weatherford v.
State (Cr. App·.) 165 S. W. 58l.

Evidence held sufficient to sustain a conviction of forging a receipt for $75 in
Signing the name of another actually existing person, or the name of a fictitious
person. Walderen v, State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 348.

28. Instructions and questions for Jury.-See notes under following article and,
also, C. C. P. art. 735 et seq., and notes thereunder.

See Thornley v. State, 36 App. 119, 34 S. W. 264, 35 S. W. 981, 61 Am. St. Rep.
836; Garza v. State, 38 App. 317" 42 S. W. 563; Feeney v. State, 58 App. 152, 124
S. W. 944; Plemons v. State, 44 App. 555, 72 S. W. 854; Spicer v. State, 52 App,
177, 105 S. W. 813; Gaut v. State, 49 App. 493, 94 S. W. 1034; Usher v. State, 47
App. 93,. 81 S. W. 309; Lasister v. State, 49 App. 532, 94 S. W. 233; Baird v. State,
61 App. 322, 101 S. W. 991; Green v. State, 36 App. 109, 35 S. W. 971; Lovejoy v.

State, 40 App. 89, 48 S. W. 520.
It is proper to charge that the defendant is guilty if he forged the note or any

part of it. Darbyshire v. State, 36 App, 547, 38 S. W. 173.
It is error to charge the mere making of the forged instrument constitutes the

offense without proof that it was made without lawful authority. Shanks v. State,
25 Tex. Supp. 326.
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Where there is no allegation of forgery by altering a genuine instrument it is
error to charge that forgery is committed by altering a genuine instrument. John
son v. State, 40 App. 612, 51 S. W. 382, 76 Am. St. Rep. 742.

Where evidence of collateral facts, or of a distinct offense is admitted to prove
guilty knowledge or a criminal intent, the charges should apprise the jury of the

purpose and scope of such evidence, and instruct them to not consider it as proof
of the commission of the offense, but only as evidence bearing upon the issues of
guilty knowledge or criminal intent. Francis v. State, 7 App. 501; Hennessy v.

State, 23 App, 340, 5 S. W. 215.
It is the duty of the trial judge to construe an alleged forged instrument and

to instruct the jury as to its legal effect had it been genuine. Burks v. State, 24
App. 326, 6 S. W. 300; Id., 24 App. 332, 6 S. W. 303.

An instruction that the instrument must be such, if true, as would have "trans
ferred or affected any property or any money whatever," is not erroneous because
of the use of the word "money," though the statute uses only the word "property,"
as "property" includes "money." Williams v. State, 58 App. 82, 124 S. W. 954.

29. Verdlct.-See C. C. P. arts. 763 et seq., and notes thereunder.
Verdict failing to find on an essential element of the offenses and to assess pun

ishment, is an absolute nullity. O'Connor v. State, 37 App. 267, 39 S. W. 368.

Art. 925. [531] Alteration also forgery.-He is also guilty of
forgery who, without lawful authority, and with intent to injure or

defraud, shall alter an instrument in writing, then already in exist
ence, by whomsoever made, in such manner that the alteration
would (if it had been legally made) have created, increased, dimin
ished, discharged or defeated any pecuniary obligation, or would
have transferred, or in any manner have affected any property
whatever.

See notes under art. 924, ante.
Intent, see post, art. 926.

Offense.-Forgery by alteration is committed by the fraudulent endorsement of
the name of the payor on an existing negotiable note. And so is the raising of a

draft or' check forgery by alteration. Strang v. State, 32 App. 219, 22 S. W. 680;
Mason v. State, 31 App, 306, 20 S. W. 564; Mason v. State, 32 App. 95, 22 S. W. 144,
408.

The raising of the figures on a voucher check would increase the pecuniary lia
bility of its maker, and the person who raised such figures would be guilty of for
gery, though he did not sign the receipt: on the reverse side of the check. Horn .

v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 948.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 411.
The indictment must set forth what was done. It must be alleged in what: the

alteration consisted, so as to advise the defendant of the very words he is alleged
to have changed. It must be alleged whether it was by changing, obliterating, add
ing to, or erasing words and figures, so as to leave no uncerta.inty of what is in
tended to be charged. State v. Knippa, 29 Tex. 295; Hennessy v . State, 23 App.
340, 5 S. W. 215.

As to indictment for forgery by alteration of scholastic census, see Munoz v.

State, 40 App. 460, 50 S. W. 949.
An indictment 'charging accused with fraudulently altering a pay check by in

dorsing the name of the payee thereon was not bad for failing to allege the drawee
was a firm. corporation, or partnership. Carter v. State, 55 App. 43, 114 S. W. 839.

Indictment is not duplicitous because in one portion it: describes the entire in
strument as forged, and in another charges that the defendant knew that the en

dorsement was forged. Strang v. State, 32 App. 219, 22 S. W. 680.
Where forgery of a railroad ticket is charged, the fact that it consisted of fill

ing in the destination and placing a stamp on the back should have been charged.
Overly v. State, 34 App. 500, 31 S. W. 377.

In an indictment for raising a check drawn on a bank it is not necessary to
allege that such bank is a corporation. This is necessary when defendant is charg
ed with forging the signature of the bank. Lucas v. State, 39 App, 48, 44 S. W. 825.

Explanatory averments. Johnson v. State, 40 App. 605, 51 S. W. 382, 76 Am. St.
Rep. 742.

The purport clause of the indictment charged that the instrument (forged by an

indorsement) had been executed by G. N. Y., While the tenor clause said G. N.
Y., paymaster. There was no variance because of use of word paymaster in tenor
clause and not in purport clause. Carter v. State, 55 App. 43, 114 S. W. 840.

Where accused was charged with altering a bank check made on a printed blank
used by the bank, and which the cashier refused to pay upon presentation, and
the drawer, the cashier, and the constable, who saw part of the check, were all
residents of the county and witnesses before the grand jury, the destruction of
the check by accused did not excuse the failure of the indictment to describe the
instrument correctly according to its tenor. Collum v. State (Cr. App.) 153 s. W.
1144.

Instructlons.-Charge on forgery by alteration is improper where there is no

allegation to that effect. Johnson v. State, 40 App. 612, 51 S. W. 382, 76 Am. St:
Rep. 742.

Art. 926. [532] Intent to injure, etc., necessary.-The false
making or alteration to constitute forgery, must be done with in-
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tent to injure or defraud; and the injury must be such as affects one

pecuniarily, or in relation to his property.
Cited, Heimes v. State, 59 App. 420, 129 S. W. 123.

Offense.-The intent to injure or defraud anyone, whether it does or not, is the

gravamen of forgery. Scott v. State, 40 App. 105, 48 S. W. 523; Green v. State, 36

App, 109, 35 S. W. 971; Ashmore v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 196.
lntent to defraud is the essence of this offense, but it is immaterial whether

this intent is or not directed toward any particular person, and it is sufficient if
the state or some person may be affected. Henderson v. State, 14 Tex. 503; Mont

gomery v. State, 12 App. 323. See, also, Lucas v. State, 39 App. 48, 44 S. W. 825.
The injury must be such as affects one pecuniarily, or in relation to his prop

erty; but it is not necessary that the accused intended to injure or defraud any

particular person, or that any particular person was injured or defrauded by the
forgery. Ashmore v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 196.

Ratlfication.-A defendant may be convicted though the person whose name

was forged ratified his act. Countee v. State (Cr. App.) 33 S. W. 127.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 411.
See notes under article 924, ante.

,

Evidence.-Other offenses, see notes under Code Cr. Proc. art. 783; Ham v.

State, 4 App. 645; Francis v. State, 7 App. 501; Burks v. State, 24 App. 326, 6 S.
W. 300; Id., 24 App, 332, 6 S. W. 303; Hennessy v. State, 23 App. 340, 5 S. W. 215;
Mason v. State, 31 App. 306, 20 S. W. 564.

The fact of 'forgery, itself, will be sufficient to show an intention to defraud.
Henderson "'I. State, 14 Tex. 503.

Questions for Jury.-The court must submit the issue, raised by the testimony,
that accused had authority from the person whose name was charged to have been
forged to sign his name. White v. State, 61 App. 498, 135 S. W. 562.

Art. 927. [533] "Instrument in writing" defined.-The words
"instrument in writing," as used in articles 924 and 925, and else
where in this chapter, include every writing, purporting to make
known or declare the will or intention of the party whose act it

purports to be, whether the same be of record or under' seal or pri
vate signature, or whatever other form it may have. It must be
upon paper or parchment, or some substance made to resemble
either of them. The words may be written, printed, stamped or

made in any other way, or by any other device. And the words,
"in writing," "write," "written," include all these modes of making.
An instrument, partly printed or stamped, and partly written, is an

instrument in writing. In order to come within the definition of
forgery, the signature, when made otherwise than by writing, must
be made to resemble manuscript.

Signature In bold type.-Signature in bold type not in writing or resembling
manuscript. Heath v. State, 49 App. 49" 89 S. W. 1063, 122 Am. St. Rep. 783.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 413.

Art. 928. [534] "Alter" defined.-The word "alter," in the
definition of forgery, means to erase or obliterate any word, letter
or figure, to extract the writing altogether, or to substitute other
words, letters or figures for those erased, obliterated or extracted, to
add any other word, letter or figure to the original instrument, or to
make any other change whatever which shall have the effect to

create, increase, diminish, discharge or defeat a pecuniary obliga
tion, or to transfer, or in any other way affect, any property what
ever.

See Mason v, State, 31 App. 306, 20 S. W. 564; Id., 32 App. 95, 22 S. W. 144, 408;
Strang v. State, 32 App. 219, 22 S. W. 680. .

Indictment.-See notes under article 924, ante.

Art. 929. [535] "Another" includes, what.-The instrument
must purport to be the act of "another;" and, within the mean

ing of this word, as used in defining forgery, are included this state,
the United States, or either of the states or territories of the Union;
all the several branches of the government of either of them; all
public or private bodies, politic and corporate; all courts; all offi
cers, public or private, in their official capacity; all partnerships in
professions or trades; and all other persons, whether real or ficti
tious, except the person engaged in the forgery.

Offense.-Fraudulently signing the mime of a dead or a fictitious person to an

instrument in writing is forgery. Henderson v. State, 14 Tex. 503; Brewer v.
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State, 32 App. 74, 22 S. w. 41, 40 Am. St. Rep. 760; Davis v. State, 34 App. 117,
29 S. W. 478; Hocker v. State, 34 App. 359, 30 S. W. 783, 53 Am. St. Rep. 716; John,
son v. State, 35 App. 271, 33 S. W. 231.

Art. 930. [536] "Pecuniary obligation" defined.-"Pecuniary
obligation" means every instrument having money for its object,
and every obligation for the breach of which a civil action for dam

ages may be lawfully brought.
Pecuniary obligations.-Instances of "pecuniary obligation:" Peel v. State, 35

App. 308, 33 S. W. 541, 60 Am. St. Rep. 49; Keeler v. State, 15 App. 111; Hendricks
v. State, 26 App. 176, 9 S. W. 555, 557, 8 Am. St. Rep. 463; Reddick v. State, 31

App. 587, 21 S. W. 684; Anderson v. State, 20 App. 595; Kennedy v. State, 33 App.
183, 26 S. W. 78; Boles v. State, 13 App. 650; Crawford v. State, 31 App. 51, 19 S.
W. 766; Womble v. State, 39 App, 24, 44 S. W. 827; Scott v. State, 40 App. 105,
48 S. W. 523.

A date is not indispensable to an instrument creating a pecuniary obligation.
Boles v. State, 13 App. 650.

A bail bond is a pecuniary obligation, and is the subject of forgery, notwith
standing it had not 'been forfeited. Costley v. State, 14 App. 156.

It is not essential that the forged instrument, if true, should actually discharge
-or defeat an obligation; it is sufficient if it tends to do so. Fonville v. State, 17
App. 368.

An order "Let Bare have $5 in grosses, arid charge same to" the purported
drawer, is an order for articles of value, implies an obligation, and is the subject
or forgery. Hendricks v. State, 26 App. 176, 9 S. W. 555, 557, 8 Am. St. Rep. 463.

A diploma from a school or college is not a "pecuniary obl iga.tion," and hence
does not come within the purview of this article, but it is a species of "property,"
and, as such, a fraudulent order for its delivery is the subject of forgery. Alex
ander v. State, 28 App. 186, 12 S. W. 595.

An order for payment of money may create pecuniary obligation without being
addressed to any particular person, and hence a subject of forgery. Dixon v. State
(App.) 26 S. W. 500; Kennedy v. State, 33 App, 183, 26 S. W. 78.

An instrument purporting to be a statement of time of a work man is a pe
cuntarv obligation. Daud v, State, 34 App. 460, 31 S. W. 376. See, also, Williams
v, State (Cr. App.) 32 S. W. 544.

' ,

A person cannot be convicted of forging the will of a living person. A will is
not effective until after death of testator. Huckaby v. State, 45 App. 577, 78 S.
W. 944, 108 Am. St. Rep. 975.

An instrument need not, without explanatory averments, import a financial ob
ligation, in order to be made the subject of forgery. Forcy v. State, 60 A.pp. 206,
131 S. W. 585, 32 L. R. A. (N. S.) 327.

Confederate pension warrant. Dreeben v. State, 71 App, 841, 162 S. W. 501.
Questions for jury.-Whether or not an instrument imports a pecuniary obliga

tion is a question for the court, and it should be determined in the charge to the
jury. Overly v. State, 34 App, 500, 31 S. W. 377.

Art. 931. [537] "Transferred or in any manner have affected"
defined.-By an instrument which would "have transferred or in

any manner have affected" property, is meant every species of con

veyance, or undertaking in writing, which supposes a right in the
person purporting to execute it, to dispose of or change the char
acter of property of every kind, and which can have such effect
when genuine.

See notes under art. 924, ante.

Art. 932. [538] All participants guilty.s=He is guilty of mak
ing or altering, as the case may be, under articles 924 and 925, who,
knowing the illegal purpose intended, shall write, or cause to be
written, the signature, or the whole or any part, of a forged instru
ment. All persons engaged in the illegal act are deemed guilty of
forgery.

Peel v. State, 35 App. 308, 33 S: W. 541, 60 Am. St. Rep. 49; Robinson v, State,
25 App. 54, 43 S. W. 526, 60 Am. St. Rep. 20; Heard v. State, 9 App, 1; Ex parte
Rogers, 10 App. 655, 38 Am. Rep. 654; Rogers v. State, 11 App. 608; Williams v.

State, 24 App. 342, 6 S. W. 531; Mason v. State, 32 App. 95, 22 S. W. 144, 408;
Dillard v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 99.

Art. 933. [539] Filling up over signature.-It is forgery to

make, with intent to defraud or injure, a written instrument, by fill
ing up over a genuine signature, or by writing on the opposite side
of a paper so as to make the signature appear as an indorsement.

See Overly v. State, 34 App. 500, 31 S. W. 377; Robinson v. State, 35 App, 54,
43 S. W. 526, 60 Am. St. Rep. 20; Montgomery v. State, 12 App. 323.

Offense.-Where defendant filled check for another purpose and made it payable
to another person than that for which it was given him, held. forgery. Hooper
v, State, 30 App. 412, 17 S. W. 1066, 28 Am. St. Rep.. 926.
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A written instrument filled in over the genuine signature of the purported
maker, agreeing to give defendant a sum of money for his equity in land for
which the signer had sued, and agreeing not to dispossess defendant until the
amount named is paid, is an instrument subject to forgery. "Wheeler v. State,
62 App. 370, 137 S. W. 124.

Where a confederate pension warrant was drawn payable to the order of a

pensioner who had died, and the warrant came into the hands of defendant, a

clerk in the pension commtssioner's office, who forged an indorsement of the
pensioner's name on the back of the warrant and cashed it, the forgery of such
inst:rument was sufficient to "in some manner affect the property" so as to' con

stitute forgery without reference to whether the warrant was negotiable or not.
Dreeben v. State, 71 App. 341, 162 S. W. 50l.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 412, 413. See Booth v. State, 36 App. 600�
38 S. W. 196; Colter v. State, 40 App. 165, 49 S. W. 379.

An indictment of a railroad station agent for forging a receipt for money
claimed to have been paid by him for extra labor rendered. at his station charging
that defendant, after procuring a receipt to be signed in blank, filled in an amount
much larger than that 'owing or paid to the employe, held fatally defective for'
failure to show that any pecuniary obligation would have been created, increased.,
discharged, or defeated by the receipt if it had been true. Pelton v. State, 6o.
App, 412, 132 S. W. 480, Ann. Ca."I. 1912C, 86.

Art. 934. [540] Person not guilty, whens=-When the person
making or altering an instrument in writing acts under an authority
which he has good reason to believe, and actually does believe, to

be sufficient, he is not guilty of forgery, though the authority be in
fact insufficient and void.

See Sweet v. State, 28 App.• 223, 12 S. W. 590; Burge v. State, 32 App, 359, 23:
S. WI. 692; Williams v. State, 24 App, 342, 6 S. W. 531.

Instructlons.-Charge held sufficient, see McCay v. State, 32 App. 233, 22 S�
W. 9174.

The court must submit the issue, raised by the testimony, that accused. had au

thority from the person whose name was charged to have been forged to sign
his name. White v. State, 61 App. 498, 1351 S. W. 562.

An instruction, in a prosecution for forgery, that if accused actually believed
he had authority to sign to a chock the name which he signed thereto, the jury
should acquit, cannot be complained. of for not being based upon the hypothesls.
that accused "reasonably" believed, etc. Davis v. State, 166 S. W. 1171.

Art. 935. [540a] Altering teacher's certificate is forgery.
Any person who shall unlawfully and wilfully raise, change, or alter,.
any teacher's certificate or diploma or other instrument having the
force of a teacher's certificate, shall be deemed guilty of forgery,.
and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by confinement in
the penitentiary for a term of not less than two nor more than
seven years. [Acts of 1893, p. 205.]

See Thomas v. State, 18 App. 213; Mee v. State, 23 App. 566, 5 S. W. 243;
Alexander v. State, 28 App. 186, 12 S. W. 595; Brooks v. State, 45 App, 206,
76 S. W. 5(}7.

Art. 936. [541] Penalty.-If any person be guilty of forgery
he shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less
than two nor more than seven years.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 685.

Art. 937. [542] Passing forged instrument.-If any person
shall knowingly pass as true, or attempt to pass as true, any such
forged instrument in writing' as is mentioned and defined in the
preceding articles of this chapter, he shall be punished by imprison
ment in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than five years.

See notes under article 924, ante, and article 946, post.
Offense.-Having a forged deed placed on record is a sufficient uttering. Hen

derson v. State, 14 Tex. 503.
Article 932, ante, is not pertinent to this offense. Hatch v. State, 8 App. 416�

3. Am. Rep. 75l.
It is an offense to knowingly utter as true a forged instrument, which, at the'

time it was forged, was not the subject of forgery, but which was made the sub
ject of forgery before it was uttered. Johnson v. State, 9 App. 249.

An instrument which cannot be the basis of a prosecution for forgery cannot
be the basis of a prosecution for this offense. Anderson v. State, 20 App. 598.

The pledging of a forged instrument as security for a debt, under an agree
ment to redeem the same within a specified time, is an uttering of the same
within the meaning of the statute, and the trial court did not err in refusing to
charge the jury to the converse of this rule, and to the effect that, to constitute
the uttering of the forged instrument, it must have been given by the accused
absolutely in payment or exchange. Thurmond v, State, 25 App. 366, 8 S. W. 473.
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One who passes the check of a fictitious person, representing it to be the check
of another, is guilty of passing a forged instrument. Davis v. State, 34 App, 117,
29 S. w. 478.

Depositing forged notes as security for a debt is the passing of same within
the meaning of the statute. Nichols v. State, 39 App, 80, 44 S. W. 1091.

One may be convicted of passing a forged instrument not in his handwriting.
Leslie v. State (Cr. App.) 47 S. W. 367.

Essential ingredients of the offense of passing forged instruments are the for

gery itself and knowledge of defendant of the forgery. Hanks v. State (Cr. App.)
56 S. W. 922.

It is an offense to attempt to pass as true an altered teacher's certificate.
Brooks v. State, 45 App. 206, 75 S. W. 507.

It is an offense to attempt to pass as true a forged diploma or teacher's cer

tificate. Brooks v. State, 45 App. 206, 75 S. W. 509.
Where a. person passes a check purporting to be signed by a fictitious person,

and which he falsely represents has been executed and given him by some per
son whom the testimony discloses is fictitious, he is guilty of passing a forged in
strument. Boswell v. State, 59 App. 161, 127 S. W. 820.

Accused presented a forged check to the teller of a bank. The teller took it

to the vice president, who engaged accused in conversation to detain him until
an officer should arrive. The vice president asked him if he wanted the money
in $10 bills, and asked accused if he would not leave some of the money in the
bank on deposit, to which he replied that he did not wish to. Held, that there
was an attempt to pass the check on the vice president, though it was presented
to the teller. Houston v. State, 59 App, 505, 128 S. W. 618.

Venue.-See C. C. P. art. 235.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 414. See C. C. P. arts. 454, 481, and notes
thereunder.

Indictment held sufficient. Peterson v. State, 25 App. 70, 7 S. W. 530; Thur
mond v. State, 25 App-, 366, 8 S. W. 473.

The indictment must charge that the uttering was knowingly done. Hender
son v. State, 14 Tex. 503; Morris v. State, 17 App. 6130.

Indictment under this article sufficient which alleges that accused "did wil
fully, knowingly and fraudulently, pass as true to one F. a forged instrument in

writing to the tenor following," and then setting out the instrument. Cagle v.

State, 39 App. 109, 44 s. W. 1097.
If the paper declared on be not an instrument ordinary in commercial trans

actions, but is contractual in form, and depends on extrinsic facts to create a.

liability, such extrinsic facts must be averred. Cagle v. State, 39 App. 109, 44
S. W. 1097.

An indictment alleging that accused uttered a forged instrument of the tenor
as follows: "Bartlett, Tex. (meaning thereby Bartlett, Texas). Receipt of cotton
seed Sept. 9/30/07 (meaning thereby September 30, 1907), Three dollars & 65¢
(meaning thereby Three & 65/100 dollars), 3.65 (meaning thereby $.3.65). [Signed]
Rev. Peach (meaning thereby Lewis Pietzsch)"-is sufficient; the explanatory
averments explaining what might otherwise be unintelligible. Chappel v. State, 58
App. 52, 124 S. W. 657.

Since, in a prosecution for uttering a forged check under the statute requiring
that the instrument uttered be passed with an intent to injure or defraud, the in
dictment need not allege any particular person who was intended to be injured
or defrauded, in a prosecution for passtng a forged check to a certain person, the
indictment need not allege that such person received the check as agent for a

bank. Heimes v. State, 59 App. 420, 129 S. ,Yo 123.
An indictment for uttering a forged check was not fatally defective for fail

ure to allege whether the company purporting to have drawn the check was a

partnership, a joint-stock company, or a corporation. Brown v. State, 60 App.
505, 132 S. W. 789.

An indictment for uttering a forged check was not fatally defective for failure
to allege whether the bank was a partnership, a joint-stock company, or a cor

poration, or what business it was engaged in. Brown v. State, 60 App. 505, 132
S. W. 7S9.

.

An indictment is not fatally defective for fa.llur'e to allege that the instrument
was made or uttered without lawful authority and with intent to defraud. Brown
v, State, 60 App, 505, 132 S. W. 78�.

An indictment for uttering a forged note, which alleges that accused fraudu
lently made a false instrument in writing purporting to be the act of another,
which instrument "is in substance as follows," and which then sets out the in
strument in heec verba, sufficiently sets out the alleged false instrument. Slatter
v. State, 61 App. 243, 136 S. W. 770.

An indictment for passing a forged instrument, which alleges that accused
passed as true a forged instrument to a person named with intent to defraud a
third person, but which fails to allege any legal relation between them, is fatally
defective. Bagley v. State, 63 App. 606, 141 S. W. 107.

It, was not necessary to allege an indorsement on a check, where it was shown
that it was placed there long subsequent to the execution of the instrument, and
not) until it was delivered to the indorsee. Wesley v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S.
W.197.

An indictment without extrinsic or innuendo averments, charging defendant
with passing the following instrument: "Mr. Bartay please let .Tim "Whitmire have
the plows if he dont pay you I will Yours Respectfully Mr. Sam. Pier"-was in
sufficient. Whitmire v. State, 70 App. 475, 156 S. w. 1179.

Where accused was charged with passing a forged instrument upon one per
son, proof that he passed it upon a third person is insufficient to warrant a con
viction. Brown v. State, 71 App. 45, 158 S. W. 633.
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Evidence.-See C. c. P. arts. 783, et seq., and notes thereunder.
Evidence held not sufficient. Whitmire v. State, 70 App, 475, 156 S. W. 1179;

Leeper v. State, 27 App. 694, 11 S. W. 644.
If the utterer of a forged note, made payable to himself, represents the maker

as at a particular place and engaged in a particular business, evidence that it

is not that person's note is sufficient prima facie proof of forgery; for accused,
being the payee, must have known who was the maker. Barnwell v. State, 1

App. 745.
On the question of intent, the state may prove previous attempts of defendant

on the same day to pass the alleged forged instrument. Burks v. State, 24 App.
326, 6 S. W. 300.

The state introduced in evidence the alleged forged instrument before proving
that the same was written by the accused, but subsequently produced such proof.
Held, that such practice, though irregular, was not materially erroneous. Wil

liams v. State, 24 App. 342, 6 S. W. 531.
Evidence that the defendant· was drunk about the time he passed a forged

check, does not justify a charge on temporary insanity when there is no evidence

that the defendant was drunk at the time he signed the Check. Howard v. State,
37 App. 494, 36 S. W. 475, 66 Am. St. Rep. 812.

On trial for uttering a forged deed executed at the time of execution of another

deed conveying the premises to defendant, evidence of the entire transaction was

admissible. Preston v. State, 40 App. 72, 48 S. W. 581.
On a prosecution for uttering a forged deed by presenting it for record, where

the pendency of a civil action against accused is shown, it is admissible on the

question of intent to show introduction of the deed in evidence by defendant on

his behalf in that action. Preston v. State, 40 App. 72, 48 S. W. 581.
The proof must show that defendant knew, at the time he passed the instru

ment, that it was forged. Feeney v. State, 58 App, 152, 124 S. W. 944.
To support a conviction under an indictment alleging that accused passed a

forged instrument to an individual to defraud an insurance company, the evidence
must show a legal connection between the individual and the company. Bagley v.

State, 63 App. 606, 141 S. W. 107.
Evidence held to identify accused as the person who passed a forged instru

ment, justifying his conviction therefor. Adams v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 185.
Where only one note was described in the indictment, and there was nothing

in the record to show that such note was part of a transaction in which eleven
notes, aggregating $2,300, were given, the note described in the indictment was

not subject to exclusion, because it was one of a series of notes, all of which
were passed at the same time. .Jordan v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 623.

Questions for jury.-The defense that defendant had bought the instrument
from another party, and that he could .neither read nor write, should have been
submitted to the jury. Garza v: State, 38 App. 317, 42 S. W. 563.

Instructions.-See C. C. P. arts. 735, et seq., and notes thereunder.
"Knowingly" and "pass" are not words of technical meaning and need not be

defined in the charge. Peterson v. State, 25 App, 70, 7 S. W. 530; Thurmond v:

State, 25 App. 366, 8 S. W. 473.
It is incumbent on the court to charge the statutory definition of forgery, or

to explain the constituents of that offense. Ham v. State, 4 App. 645.
While it was competent, in a prosecution for attempting to pass a forged in

strument, for the state to prove that the accused attempted to pass the same

forged instrument to another than the person alleged in the indictment, and at
another time and place, it was incumbent on the court to charge the jury that
such evidence was admissible only upon the issue of the fraudulent intent of the
accused in the transaction on trial. Omission to so charge was fundamental er

ror. Burks v. State, 24 App. 332, 6 S. W. 303. See, also, Burks v. State, 24 App,
326, 6 S. W. 300; Francis v. State, 7 App. 501; Hennessy v. State, 23 App. 340,
5 S. W. 215.

And further on charge of court, see Mason v. State, 31 App, 306, 20 S. W. 564;
Davis v. State, 34 App. 117, 29 S. W. 478; Shanks v: State, 25 Tex. Bupp, 326;
Hennessy v. Bta.te, 23 App. 340, 5 S. W. 215; Burks v. State, 24 App. 326, 6 S. W.
300; s. c., 24 App, 332, 6 S. W. 303.

An instruction requiring defendant's conviction if the instrument was forged,
and if the defendant "did knowingly pass said instrument as true," was faulty,
in that it failed to require that defendant must have known that the instrument
was forged at the time he passed it, in order to render him guilty. Feeney v.

State, 58 App. 152, 124 S. W. 944.
Where, the court had defined forgery, and charged that if defendant had un

!awfully passed the alleged forged instrument as true, with intent to injure and
defraud, he would be guilty, the jury having inquired whether the use of a ficti
tious name in making a check with intent to defraud, and knowingly passing the
same with intent to defraud, constituted two separate offenses, punishable sepa
rately, the court did not err in charging in reply, that it did, and that if the jury
found, beyond a reasonable doubt, that both such offenses had been committed,
they should find defendant guilty of only one offense, and should state under
which count of the indictment the conviction was had. Boswell v. State, 59 App.
161, 127 S. W. 820. .

Where on a trial for attempting to pass a forged note the evidence showed that
all the names, save the name of accused, were forgeries, and that accused stated
to the person to whom he attempted to pass the note that the maker had signed
�he note while sitting on his horse, a charge that an attempt to pass a forged
Inatrumarrt must be done with intent to injure or defraud was applicable. Slat
ter v. State, 61 App, 243, 1"36 S. W. 770.

In a prosecution for kaving possession of a known forged instrument with in
tent to pass it, a requested charge that, if the name signed to the instrument
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purported to be the act of Fred Williamson and the jury found the name to It
to be Freed William, they should acquit, is properly refused where the name ac

tually signed to the instrument, as shown by the copy in the indictment and the
Instrument itself in evidence, was Freed William. Woodard v. State (Cr. App.)
170 S. W. 309.

Verdict.-See C. C. P. arts. 763, et seq., and notes thereunder.

Art. 938. [543] Preparing implements for forgery.-Whoever
shall prepare in this state any implements or materials, or engrave
any plate for the purpose of being used in forging the notes of any
bank, whether within this state or out of it, and whether the same

be incorporated or not, or who shall have in his possession in this
state any such implements, materials or engraved plate, with intent
to be used for the purpose above mentioned, shall be imprisoned in
the penitentiary not less than two nor more than five years.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 415, 416.

Art. 939. [544] Possession of forged instrument with intent to

pass.-If any person shall knowingly have in his possession any in
strument of writing, the making of which is by law an offense, with
intent to use or pass the same as true, he shall be punished by con

finement in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than five
years. [Act Feb. 12, 1859, p. 169.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 417.

Art. 940. [545] Evidence in case of bank bills.-Upon the trial
of any indictment for the forgery of any bank bill, or for passing, or

attempting to pass, any such bill as true, or for knowingly having
in possession any such forged bank bill, evidence that bills or notes,.
purporting to be issued by any bank, are commonly received as cur

rency, or proof of the existence of such bank by parol testimony,
shall be deemed sufficient to show its legal establishment and exist-
ence.

See Elkins v, State, 35 App. 207, 32 S. W. 1047; O'Connor v, State, 37 App. 267.
39 S. W. 368.

Art. 941. [546] Falsely reading instrument.-H anyone, with
intent to defraud, shall, either by falsely reading or falsely interpret
ing, any pecuniary obligation or instrument in writing, which would
in any manner affect property, or by misrepresenting its contents,
induce anyone to sign such instrument as his act, or give assent to
it in such manner as would make it his act, if not done under mis
take, the person, so offending, shall be imprisoned in the peniten
tiary not less than two nor more than five years.

Offense.-The mere fact that a deed absolute on its face may have been in
tended as a mortgage will not preclude a prosecution under this article. Nor would
the fact that a deed to a homestead absolute in form may be shown by parol to
be intended as security for a loan, convey no title, change the fact that the in
strument was legitimate subject for prosecution under this article. Lewis v.
State, 48 App. 149, 86 S. W. 1028.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 418.

Art. 942. [547] Substituting one instrument for another.-If
any person, with intent to defraud, shall substitute one instrument
of writing for another, and, by this means, induce any person to·

sign an instrument materially different from that which he intended
to sign, he shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary
not less than two nor more than five years.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 419.

Art. 943. Mutilate, destroy, deface any book, record or other
document kept by officer of this state, punishment for.-If any per
son, without authority of law, shall wilfully and maliciously change,.
alter, mutilate, destroy, deface or injure any book, papers, record or

any other document, required or permitted by law to be kept by any
officer within this state; he shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and,
on conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding five
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thousand dollars, or by imprisonment in the penitentiary not less
than one nor more than five years. [Act 1899, p. 301.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 550.
.

Art. 944. [548] Falsely personating another.-If one shall
falsely personate another, whether bearing the same name or not,
a.nd, in such assumed character, shall give authority to any person
to sign such assumed name to any instrument in writing which, if
genuine, would create, increase, diminish or discharge any pecunia
ry obligation, or would transfer, or in any way affect any property,
he shall be imprisoned in the penitentiary not less than two nor

rnore than seven years.
See Peel v. State, 35 App. 308, 33 S. W. 541, 60 Am. St. Rep. 49.

, Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 420.

Art. 945. [549] Same in acknowledgments.-If any person
shall falsely personate another, whether bearing the same name or

not, and in such assumed character shall, before any officer author
ized by law to authenticate instruments of writing for registration,
a.cknowledge the execution of an instrument of writing purporting
to convey, or in any manner affect, an interest in property, such
instrument purporting to be the act of the person whose name is 'so
assumed, and the acknowledgment thereof being such as would
entitle the instrument to be registered, he shall be punished by con

finement in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than ten

years.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 421.
This offense is nearly allied to forgery, and the indictment should be framed

with an equal degree of certainty 'as in that offense. The falsely authenticated
instrument should be set out; or cause be shown for not setting it out; the prop
erty to be affected by it should be sufficiently described; the purpose of the ac

knowledgment should be averred, and the authority of the accused to make it
should be negatived. Martin v. State, 1 App. 586.

Indictment hereunder should set out the falsely authenticated instrument or

-explain not doing so; sufficiently describe the property to be affected; aver the
purpose of the acknowledgment, and negative the authority of the accused. Mar
tin v. State, 1 App. 586.

Need not allege the whereabouts or residence of the person falsely personated.
Freeman v. State, 20 App. 558.

Art. 946. [549a] Prosecutions under one bill of indictment.
A conviction for any of the offenses, mentioned in articles 924, 937

.and 939 of this Code, shall be a bar to any other prosecution under
said articles, based upon the same transaction or same forged in
strument of writing; provided, that one or more. of said several of
fenses may be charged by separate counts in the same bill of in
dictment, and prosecuted together to final judgment, without elec
tion by the state as to which it relies upon for conviction; and pro
vided, further, a judgment of conviction shall specify which offense
or under which count the defendant is found guilty, and shall assess

but one penalty not exceeding the greatest punishment fixed by law
to the highest grade of offense of which defendant is. convicted;

.and it is hereby declared unlawful for any county or district attor
- ney, or any person acting as such, to wilfully or knowingly demand
or receive fees for more than one prosecution that could have been
combined or prosecuted in one bill of indictment, and subject to the
penalties prescribed by law for the punishment of extortion of il
legal fees. [Acts of 1895, p. 106.]

Time of taking effect.-This article did not take effect till 90 days after April
M, 1895, and so was unavailable in a case tried July 23, 1895.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 410, 414,
An indictment may in separate counts charge forgery, and the uttering of &

forged instrument knowing it to be forged. Boles v. State, 13 App. 650; Barn
well v. State, 1 App. 745; Bell v. State, 21 App, 270, 17 S. W. 155; Keeler v.

State, 15 App. 111; Dovalina v. State, 14 App. 312; Chester v. State, 23 App. 677,
'5 S. W. 125; Pitts v. State, 40 App. 667, 51 S. W. 906.

An election cannot be required between counts for forging and for uttering.
Carr v. State, 36 App. 3, 34 S. W. 949.
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But the court submitting but one of the counts in its charge is tantamount to
an election by the state, and the dismissal of the other count. Stephens v. State,
36 App. 386, 37 S. W. 425.

Jeopardy.-This article limits the defense of former jeopardy in offenses defined
by articles 924, 937, and 958 of this Code to former conviction, and does not in
clude former acquittal. Green v. state, 36 App, 109, 35 S. W. 971; Hooper v.

State, 30 App, 412, 17 S. W. 1066, 28 Am. St. Rep. '926; Reddick v. State, 31 App.
587, 21 S. W. 684; Inman v. State, 35 App, 36, 30 S. W. 219.

Forgery and uttering same forged instrument are distinct offenses and con

viction or acquittal for one does not bar the other. Preston v. State, 40 App, 80>,
48 S. W. 581; Hooper v. State, 30 App. 412, 17 S. W. 1066; 28 Am. St. Rep. 926;
Preston v. State, 40 App. 72, 48 S. W. 581.

The offense of attempting to pass an instrument knowing it to be forged is
different from the offense of having possession of an instrument knowing it to
be forged with intent to use and pass it as true; hence an acquittal of the first
offense does not bar a prosecution for the second. Woodard v. State (Cr. App.)
170 S. W. 309.

Verdlct.-Under an indictment containing counts for forgery and uttering a.

forged instrument there cannot be a general verdict and judgment for both of
fenses. Pitts v. State, 40 App, 667, 51 S. W. 906.

Where an indictment contains a count for forgery and another for uttering,
and the evidence supports both counts, a general verdict can be entered upon
either. Carr v. State, 36, App, 3, 34 S. W. 949.

Where the indictment charges forgery in one count and uttering the forgery
in another, a general verdict of guilty without specifying the count is good, but
the court in entering judgment and sentence must recite the offense of which
defendant is adjudged guilty. Jacobs v. State, 42 App, 353, 69 S. W. 1112.

CHAPTER TWO

FORGERY OF LAND TITLES, ETC.
Art.
947. "Forgery of patents," etc., defined.
948. False certificate by officers, for

gery.
949. Knowingly uttering forged instru

ment.
950. Non-residents may commit; venue.

Art.
951. Proof and allegations necessary in

indictment; proof of intent to
defraud United S.tates, etc., no

variance.
952. Venue.
953. Rules in forgery applicable,

Article 947. [550] "Forgery of patents," etc., defined.-Every
person who falsely makes, alters, forges or counterfeits, or causes

or procures to be falsely made, altered, forged or counterfeited, or

in any way aids, assists, advises or encourages the false making,
altering, forging or counterfeiting of any certificate, field notes,
returns, survey, map, plat, report, order, decree, record, patent,
deed, power of attorney, transfer, assignment, release, conveyance or

title paper, or acknowledgment, or proof of record, or certificate of
record belonging or pertaining to any instrument or paper, or any
seal, official or private stamp, scroll, mark, date, signature, or any
paper, or any evidence of any right, title, or claim of any character,
or any instrument in writing, document, paper or memorandum, or

file of any character whatsoever, in relation to or affecting lands,
or any interest in lands in this state, with the intent to make money
or other valuable thing thereby, or with intent to set up a claim or

title, or aid or assist anyone else in setting up a Claim or title, to
lands or any interest in lands, or to prosecute or defend a suit, or

aid or assist anyone else in prosecuting or defending a suit with re

spect to lands, or to cast a cloud upon the title, or in any way injure,
obtain the advantage of, or prejudice the rights or interest of, the
true owners of lands, or with any fraudulent intent whatever, shall
be deemed guilty of forgery, and be punished by imprisonment in
the state penitentiary at hard labor not less than five nor more than
twenty years, [Act July 28, 1876, p. 59.]

. Constltutionality.-The various articles of this chapter held constitutional.
'Grooms v. State, 40 App. 319, 50 S. W. 370; Johnson v. State, 9 'App. 249; Ham
v. State, 4 App. 645; Francis v. State, 7 App. 501; Rogers v. State, 11 App. 608;
Hanks v. State, 13 App. 289.

Offense.-To take anyone step or do anyone act or thing in' the commission
of the offense, if any fraudulent intent may be reasonably inferred therefrom, is
an offense under this article. Phillips v. State, 6 App. 364.
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Instruments subject of forgery.-An instrument in the form of a deed though
not acknowledged or witnessed, is a subject of forgery. Lassiter v. State, 35

App, 540, 34 S. W. 751, Howard v. State, 37 App. 494, 36 S. W. 475, 66 Am. St.

jEtep. 812.
A forged transfer of land, though a blank be left for the name of the trans

feree, is an instrument within the meaning of the statute. Phillips v. State, 6

App. 364.
The fabrication of a certificate of a notary public, purporting to authenticate

the acknowledgment of a conveyance or transfer, is forgery, but was not an of
fense prior to the enactment of this article. Rogers: v. State, 8 App, 401. It
was an offense, however, to knowingly' utter as true a fabricated certificate,
though fabricated before this statute. Johnson v. Sta.te, 9 App. 249.

A deed purporting to convey the hornestead of husband and wife without the
certificate of the wife's separate acknowledgment, is not subject to forgery. John
son v. State, 40 App, 611, 51 S. W. 382, 76 Am. St. Rep. 742.

A written instrument filled in over the genuine signature of the purported mak

er, agreeing to give defendant a sum of money for his equity in land for which
the signer had sued, and agreeing not to dispossess defendant until the amount
named .Is paid, is an instrument subject to forgery. Wheeler v. State, 62 AI>p.
370, 137 S. W. 124.

An affidavit reciting that the deponent had conveyed land by quitclaim deed
will estop him from asserting title; hence the forgery of such an affidavit falls
within the act declaring that every person who forges or falsely makes any pa,

per affecting the title to land shall be deemed guilty of forgery. Dillard v. State
(Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 99.

Where the owner of real estate put in circulation a letter reciting a convey
ance of the land, intending that It purchaser from a third person should rely
thereon, he is estopped to assert his title. Dillard v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 99.

Parties liable.-Any act in furtherance of the offense from which a fraudulent
intent can be inferred comes within the purview of this article. And the least
degree of concert or collusion between plural parties in the illegal transaction
makes the act of one the act of all. Phillips v. State, 6 App, 364; Heard v.

State, 9 App. 1.

Jurisdiction and venue.-See arts. 950, 952, post; C. C. P. art. 235.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 422.
Proof of signature of "A. Barnes," when the indictment charged "Abraham

Barnes," is no variance. Ham v. 8tate, 4 App, 645.
A distinct variance between the attestation Clause of a deed and the haec

verba allegation of the indictment, disqualifies the former as evidence. Ex parte
Rogers, 10 App. 655, 38 Am. Rep. 654.

An indictment which alleges that accused unlawfully and with intent to defraud
assisted the forging of a signature to a certain deed purporting to entitle the

grantee named therein to certain lands which, if true, would have affected the title
and interest in such lands, sufficiently charged that the instrument would have
affected the title to lands. Thompson v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 893.

'

Where an indictment charging forgery of an affidavit affecting title to land set
forth the, affidavit, which showed wherein it affected title, explanatory averments
are unnecessary. Dillard v: State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 99.

Evidence.-Comparison of handwriting, see C. C. P. art. 814.
Other offenses, see C. C. P. art. 783; Preston v. State, 40 App. 72, 48 S. W. 581.
The state must prove that the party whose name to a deed was forged was

the owner of the land. Henderson v. State, 14 Tex. 503; Horton v. State, 32 Tex. 79.
In a prosecution for uttering a forged deed, proof that the certificate of authen

tication was forged is competent, it being set out. Ham v . State, 4 App. 645.
Evidence, in a prosecution for the forgery of a note purporting to be secured

by trust deed on certain described property, hold sufficient to sustain a conviction.
Pye v. State, 71 App. 94, 154 S. W. 222.

Instructions.-The charge must define or explain "forgery." Ham v. State, 4
App. 645.

See charges properly given and refused, and one which should have been given
in relation to proof of execution. Hatch v. State, 6 App, 384.

In a prosecution for forging and passing a forged instrument affecting title to
land, the case must be submitted under Pen. Code 1911, arts. 947, 949, defining that
particular offense, and not the general statute. Dillard v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S .

.

W. 99.

Art. 94K [551] False certificate by officers Iorgery.s=If any
person authorized by law to take the proof or acknowledgment of
any instrument, document or paper whatsoever, affecting or relating
to the title of lands in this state, wilfully and falsely certify that
such proof or acknowledgment was duly made, or if any person
fraudulently affixes a fictitious or pretended signature purporting
to be that of an officer or any other person, though such person
never was an officer or never existed, he shall be deemed guilty of
forgery and punished as provided in article 947 of this chapter.
[Id.]

See notes under the preceding article.
Offense.-Since the act referred to, the fabrication of instruments in the nature

of official acts,-those, for instance, of a notary public-has been forgery. Rogers
v. State, 8 App. 4()1.
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Even before the act of 1876, to utter or pass a fabricated certificate of authenti
cation was an offense. Johnson v. State, 9 App. 249.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 423, 424.

Art. 949. [552] Knowingly uttering forged instruments.-Ev
ery person who knowingly utters, publishes, passes or uses, or

who in any way aids, assists in or advises the uttering, publishing,
passing or using as true and genuine any false, forged, altered or

counterfeited certificate, field-notes, returns, survey, map, plat, re

port, order, decree, record, patent, deed, power of attorney, transfer,
assignment, release, conveyance, title papers, acknowledgment or

proof for record or certificate of record belonging or pertaining
to any instrument or paper, or any evidence of any right, title or

claim of any character whatsoever, or any instrument in writing,
document, paper, memorandum or file, or any official or private
seal, or any scroll, mark, date or signature in any way relating to, or

having any connection with, land, or any interest in land in this
state, with the intent mentioned in article 947 of this chapter, or

with any other fraudulent intent whatsoever, shall be deemed guilty
and be punished in like manner as is provided in article 947 of

.

this chapter. And the filing or causing or directing to be filed, or

causing or directing to be recorded, in the general land office of
the state, or in any office of record or in any court in this state,
or the sending through the mails or by express, or in any other

way, for the purpose of filing or record of any such false, altered,
forged or counterfeited matter, documents, conveyances, papers
or things, knowing the same to be false, altered, forged or counter

feited, shall be an uttering, publishing and using within the mean

ing of this article. [Id.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 425.
I nstructions.-In a prosecution for passing a forged instrument, the court should

instruct that, in order for defendant to be convicted, he must have done so with
intent to defraud. Feeney v. State, 124 S. W. 944.

In a prosecution for passing a forged instrument, where the count in the indict
ment upon which the conviction was predicated alleged that the party whose act
the instrument on its face purported to be was a fictitious person, the jury should
have been instructed on this averment. Feeney v. State, 124 S. W. 944 .

.

In a prosecution for forging and passing a forged instrument affecting title to
land, the case must be submitted under Pen. Code 1911, arts. 947, 949, defining
that particular offense, and not the general statute. Dillard v: State (Cr. App.)
177 s. W. 99.

Art. 950. [553] Non-residents may commit, venUe.-Persons
out of the state may commit and be liable to indictment and convic
tion for committing any of the offenses enumerated in this chapter,
which do not in their commission necessarily require a personal
presence in this state-the object of this chapter being to reach and
punish all persons offending against its provisions, whether within
or without the state. 'An indictment, under this chapter, may be
presented by the grand jury of Travis county, in this state, or in
the county where the offense was committed, or in the county
where the land lies about which the offenses named in this chapter
were committed. [Id.]

See notes under art. 947.

Constitutionality.-The preceding articles, and all the other provisions of this
chapter are constitutional. Ham v. State, 4 App. 645; Francis v. State, 7 App. 501;
Johnson v. State, 9 App. 249; Hanks v. State, 13 App, 289.

Jurisdiction and venue.-See art. 952, post, and C. C. P. art. 235.
Persons out of the state may commit the offense defined, and be indicted there

for, either in the county of Travis, the county in which the offense was committed,
or the county in which the land to be affected is situate. Ham v. State, 4 App,
-645; Francis v. State, 7 App. 501; Rogers v. State, 11 App, 608; Hanks v. State,
13 App. 289; Grooms v. State, 40 App. 319, 50 S. W. 370; Johnson.v. State, 9 App.
249.

And the statutes in force prior to the act of 1876, conferred such jurisdiction
upon the courts of this state. Ex parte Rogers, 10 App. 655, 38 Am. Rep. 654;
Rogers v. State, 11 App, 608; Hanks v. State, 13 App, 289.

Proof showing that a conspiracy to fabricate land titles was entered into in this
state, and that one or more of the overt acts were perpetrated in this state, the
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courts of this state had jurisdiction independent of the act of 1876-this article.
Ex parte Rogers, 10 App. 655, 38 Am. Rep. 654.

As Travis county has original jurisdiction under this article, it is competent,
by agreement of parties, to transfer cases filed in another jurisdictional county to
Travis. Grooms v. State, 40 App, 319, 50 S. W. 370.

Indtctment.e-Wtllson's Cr. Forms, 422.

Art. 951. [554] Proof and allegations necessary in indict
ments; proof of intent to defraud the United States, etc.-Upon
indictment under this chapter, to warrant a conviction, it shall
only be necessary to prove that the person charged took anyone
step, or did anyone act or thing in the commission of the offense,
if from such step, act or thing any of the intentions hereinbefore
mentioned, or any other fraudulent intention, may be reasonably in
ferred; nor shall it be any defense to a prosecution under this

chapter that the matter, act, deed, instrument or thing was in law,
either as to' substance or form, void, or that the same was not in
fact used for the purpose for which it was made or designed; and
it shall only be necessary in an indictment under this chapter to
state with reasonable certainty the act constituting the offense,
and charge, in connection therewith, in general terms, the intention
to defraud, without naming the person or persons it was intended
to defraud; and, on trial of such indictment, it shall be sufficient
and shall not be deemed a variance if there appears to be an intent
to defraud the United States, or any state, territory, county, city,
town or village, or any body corporate, or any public officer in his
official capacity, or any co-partnership or member thereof, or any
particular person. [Id.]

See notes under arts. 947, 950.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 422.

Art. 952. [555] Venue.-Indictments under this chapter may
be presented and the offenses prosecuted in any of the counties
"prescribed in title 4, chapter 2, of the Code of. Criminal Procedure.
[Id.]

Indlctment.-WilIson's Cr. Forms, 422.

Art. -953. [556] Rules in forgery applicable.-The rules pre
scribed in chapter 1 of this title, relative to the offense of forgery,
so far as the same are applicable, shall apply to the various offens
es enumerated in this chapter. [Id.]

CHAPTER THREE

OF COUNTERFEITING AND DIMINISHING VALUE OF
CURRENT COIN

Art.
959. Making dies, etc., and having

them in possession.
960. Passing coin of diminished value.
961. "Gold and silver coin" defined.
962. What sufficient to constitute pass

ing.

Article 954. [557] "Counterfeiting" defined.-He is guilty of
counterfeiting who makes, in the semblance of true gold or silver
coin, any coin of whatever denomination, having in its composi
tion a less proportion of the precious metal of which the true coin
intended to be imitated is composed than is contained in such true

coin, with intent that the same should be passed in this state or

elsewhere.
Jurisdiction.-This and the following articles make the counterfeiting of the

gold or silver coins of the United States an offense against this state, and confers
jurisdiction of such offense upon the courts of this state. Martin v. State, 18 App.
224.

Congress has expressly conferred and recognized the jUrisdiction of state courts
over counterfeiting. Stroube v: State, 4!) App. 581, 51 S. W. 357.
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Offense.-One who passes a copper cent so changed by some chemical way as

to make it appear to be a ten-cent piece and passes it as such may be convicted
of passing counterfeited coin. Glass v. State, 45 App. 605, 78 S. W. 1068, 108 Am.
St. Rep. 980.

Venue.-See C. C. P. art. 236.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 426.
I nstructions.-See Stroube v. State, 40 App. 581, 51 S. W. 357.

Art. 955. [558] "Altering" also counterfeiting.-He is also
guilty of counterfeiting who, with like intent, alters any coin of
lower value so as to make it resemble coin of higher value.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 427.

Art. 956. [559] Resemblance need not be perfect.-The re

semblance between the true and the false coin need not be perfect
to constitute the offense of counterfeiting.

See notes to article 954.

Art. 957. [560] Punishment.-Any person who shall counter
feit any gold or silver coin shall be punished by imprisonment in
the penitentiary not less than five nor more than ten years.

Art. 958. [561] Passing counterfeit coin.-If any person, with
intent to defraud, shall pass, or offer to pass, as true, or bring into
this state, or have in his possession, with intent to pass as true,
any counterfeit coin, knowing the same to be counterfeit, he shall
be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than
two nor- more than five years.

See notes under art. 954.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 428.

Art. 959. [562] Making dies, etc., and having them in pos
session.-If any person, with the intention of committing the of
fense of counterfeiting or of aiding therein, shall make or repair,
or shall have in his possession any die, mould or other instrument
whatever, designed or adapted, or usually employed for making
coin, or shall prepare, or have in his possession, any base metal
prepared for coinage, with intent that the same may be used for
the purpose of counterfeiting, he shall be punished by imprisonment
in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than five years.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 429.

Art. 960. [5�3] Passing coin of diminished value.-If any per
son shall, with intent to profit thereby, diminish the weight of any
gold or silver coin, and shall afterward pass it for the value it
would have had before it was so diminished, or send it to any place,
whether in the state or out of it, with the intent that the same may
be passed, he shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary
not less than two nor more than five year. [Act Feb. 12, 1858,
p. 169.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. "Forms, 430.

Art. 961. [564] "Gold and silver coin" defined.-By the gold
or silver coin mentioned in this chapter is meant any piece of gold
or silver of which one of these metals is the principal component
part, and which passes as money in the United States, either by
law or usage, whether the same be of the coinage of the United
States or of any foreign country.

Indictment;-Willson's Cr. Forms, 426.

Art. 962. [565] What sufficient to constitute passing.-It is
sufficient to constitute the offense of passing, or attempting to pass,
under the provisions of this chapter, if the counterfeit coin be de
livered or offered to another, with the intention of defrauding, or

-::�ab1ing such other person to defraud, although such counterfeit
coin be not delivered or offered at the full value which it would
bear if genuine.
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CHAPTER FOUR

OF OFFENSES \iYHICH AFFECT FOREIGN COMMERCE
Art.
963. Shipping articles without inspec

tion.
964. Altering marks, etc.
965. False packing.

Art.
966. Same subject.
967. Fraudulent insurance.
968. Harboring deserting seamen.

Article 963. [566] Shipping articles without inspection.-If
any person shall export from this state, or ship for the purpose of
exportation to anyone of the United States or to any foreign port,
any article of commerce which, by any law of the state, may be re

quired to be inspected by a public inspector, without having caused
such inspection to be made according to law, he shall be fined not

exceeding one hundred dollars.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 431.

Art. 964. [567] Altering marks, etc.-If any person shall coun

terfeit or alter the mark, brand or stamp directed by any law of.
the state to be put on any article of commerce, or on the box, cask
or package containing the same, he shall be punished by fine not

exceeding one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment in the county
jail not exceeding one year.

Art. 965. [56S] False packing.-If any person shall, with in
tent to defraud, put into any hogshead, barrel, cask or keg, or into
any bale, box or package containing merchandise or other com

modity usually sold by weight, any article whatever of less value
than the merchandise with which such bale, box, package, hogs
head, barrel, cask or keg is apparently filled, or, with intent to de
fraud, shall sell or barter, give in payment, or expose to sale, or

ship for exportation, any such hogshead, barrel, cask, keg, box, bale
or package of merchandise, or other commodity with any such
article of inferior value concealed therein, he shall be punished by
confinement in the county jail not exceeding one year, or by fine not

exceeding one thousand dollars.
Offense.-Where the prosecution was for falsely packing a bale of cotton, it was

held that it matters not at what time the sand or dirt was put into the cotton,
provided it was done by the defendant, and for the purpose, and with the intent to

defraud, and in a manner Calculated to accomplish such purpose at the time. It
is not necessary to constitute the offense of false packing that the defendant should
have been present at the time of packing, and at that very time should have put
the sand and dirt into the cotton. If the sand and dirt were mingled by him with
the cotton, while the said cotton was in the seed, and by his act it went into the
bale of cotton when the cotton was packed, the offense was as complete as' it he
had put the sand and dirt into the cotton while it was being packed. Jones
v. State, 22 App. 680, 3 S. W. 478.

The gravamen of this offense is packing a bale with an article of less value
than the pretended article. Packing a bale of cotton with an "inferior quality"
of cotton, is no offense. Lidtke v. State, 27 App. 500, 11 S. W. 629.

Sale and intent to defraud, coupled with a guilty knowledge that the bale of
cotton was falsely packed, or knowledge of such facts as would put him on inquiry.
is of the essence of this offeriae, and unless shown conviction cannot stand. An-·
derson v. State, 30 App. 699, 18 S. W. 866.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 432, 433.
It is not essential to an indictment under this article that the name of the per-·

son intended to be defrauded shall be alleged. Holden v. State, 18 App. 91.
The specific intent to defraud must be alleged. Holden v. State, 18 App. 91.
I nstructlons.-This article defines two separate and distinct offenses. When

the indictment charges and the evidence suggests but one it is error to submit
both to the jury. Jones v. State, 22 App, 680, 3 S. W. 478.

Art. 966. [569] Same subject.-If any" person shall, with in
tent to deceive and defraud, conceal within any hogshead, cask,
barrel, box, bale, keg or package, containing merchandise or other·
commodity, any merchandise or commodity of a quality inferior to·
that which such hogshead, cask, barrel, bale, keg or package is.
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filled, or any substance of less value, he shall be fined not ex

ceeding five hundred dollars. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 170.]
Offense.-The offense defined by article 965 is the false packing with merchan

dise of any article whatever of less value than the merchandise, the intent being
to defraud. That defined by article 966 may be committed in like manner, but
also by packing with merchandise articles of like character but of inferior value.
And in any event the false packing must have been willful and with intent to
defraud. Lidtke v. State, 27 App. 500, 11 S. W. 629.

Indictment or complaint.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 434.
A complaint which charged. defendant with concealing inferior cotton inside a

bale of superior cotton. but did not charge that the cotton so concealed was of less
value, was not defective; for there are two ways of violating the statute, one by
concealing merchandise of inferior quality, and the other by substitutions of less
value, and the pleader, having selected the first, is not bound to charge the other
violation. Jordan v. State, 60 App. 178, 131 S. W. 539.

Instructions.-While it was undesirable that the charge should contain a full
statement of the statute, yet as the court, when applying the law to the facts,
charged the jury directly and pertinently to the facts in the case on trial, the er

ror was harmless, and will not cause reversal. Jordan v. State, 60 App, 178,,131
S. W. 539.

Art. 967. [570] Fraudulent insurance.-H any person shall
cause insurance to be made in this state upon any merchandise
or other commodity represented to be already shipped, or about
t:) be shipped, at any place, whether within this state or out of it,
and shall, with the intent to defraud the insurer, ship articles of
value less than one-half the represented value of those insured, or

of a different kind from those insured, he shall be punished by fine
in a sum not exceeding the amount for which such merchandise or

commodity may be insured.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 435.

Art. 968. [571] Harboring deserting seamen.-The municipal
authorities of incorporated towns and cities, being shipping ports,
may make such regulations as are deemed proper for the punish
ment of keepers of boarding houses and others who knowingly
lodge, entertain or conceal seamen who have deserted from any
merchant vessel in their respective ports; but they shall not affix
a higher penalty for such offense than a fine of fifty dollars, or

imprisonment in jail for thirty days.

CHAPTER FIVE

PUBLIC WAREHOUSEMEN AND WAREHOUSES
Art.
969. "Public warehousemen" and "ware

houses" defined.
970. Owner or operator shall obtain

. certificate and file bond.
971. Warebouse receipts for property

stored; form; duplicates.
971a. Supervision of warer ouses by

Commissioner of Insurance and
Banking; examinations.

971b. Form for cotton warehouse re

ceipts.
971c. Liens on cotton to be stated in re

ceipt; non-negotiable receipts.
971d. Excllange of non-negotiable for

negotiable receipt.
'971e. False statement or concealment

concerning liens.
'972. Unlawful to issue receipt unless

goods are deposited.
'973. When and to whom property stor

ed shall be delivered; liability;
cancellation of receipt.

974. Shall not limit liability.
'975. Warehouse receipt negotiable un-

Art.
less otherwise stamped; ware
houseman not to issue receipt
for his own property proviso .

976. Penalty for violation of law.
976a. Civil liability in addition to crlm

inal.
977. Not applicable to private ware

housemen or private warehouse
receipts.

977a. Cotton and grain receipts may be
issued to farmers under super
vision of Board of Supervisors
of warehouses; blanks for such
receipts.

977b. Same; owners may issue promis
sory notes on deposit of ware

house receipts in state banks;
negotiability of notes.

9770. Same; penalty for unlawful issu
ance of receipts or notes.

977d. Same; contract with state banks
as to compensation.

977e. Same; landlord's lien not to be
impaired; penalty.

Article 969. "Public warehousemen" and "warehouses" de
fined.-All persons, firms, companies or corporations who shall re

-ceive cotton, tobacco, wheat, rye, oats, rice, oil, or any kind of
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produce, wares, merchandise, or any description or personal prop
erty in store for hire, under the provisions of this Act, shall be
deemed and taken to be public warehousemen; and all warehouses
which shall be owned or controlled, conducted and managed in
accordance with the provisions of this Act, shall be deemed and
taken to be public warehouses, provided that a public warehouse
for the storage of cotton may, within the meaning of this Act, in
clude a lot or parcel of land inclosed with a lawful fence, the gates
or entrances to which shall be kept securely locked at night. [Act
1901, p. 251; Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 93, ch. 37, § 2, amending Art.

969, revised Pen. Code.]
Art. 970. Owner or operator shall obtain certificate and file

bond.-The owner, proprietor, lessee or manager of any public
warehouse, whether an individual, firm or corporation, before
transacting any business in such public warehouse shall procure
from the county clerk of the county in which the warehouse or

warehouses are situated, a certificate that he is transacting busi
ness as a public warehouseman under the laws of the State of
Texas, which certificate shall be issued by said clerk upon a writ
ten application, setting for th the location and name of such ware

house or warehouses, and the name of each person, individual, or

a member of the firm, interested as owner or principal in the
management of the same, or, if the warehouse is owned or man

aged by a corporation, the names of the president, secretary and
treasurer of such corporation shall be stated, which application
shall be received and filed by such clerk and preserved in his
office, and the said certificate shall give authority to carryon
and conduct the business of a public warehouse within the mean

ing of this Act, and shall be revocable only by the district court
of the county in which the warehouse or warehouses are situ
ated, upon a proceeding before the court, on complaint by writ
ten petition of any person, setting forth the particular violation
of the law, and upon process, procedure and proof, as in other
civil cases. The person receiving a certificate, as herein pro
vided for, shall file with the county clerk granting same, a bond
payable to the State of Texas, with good and sufficient surety, to
be approved by said clerk, in the penal sum of five thousand dol
lars, conditioned for the faithful performance of his duty as a

public warehouseman,-which said bond shall be filed and pre
served in the office of such clerk. [Act 1901, p. 251; Act 1913, 1st
S. S., p. 93, ch. 37, § 3, amending art. 970, revised Pen. Code.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 461.

Art. 971. Warehouse receipts for property stored; form; du
plicates.-On application of the owner or depositor of the property
stored in a public warehouse, the warehouseman shall issue, over

his own signature, or that of his duly authorized agent, a public
warehouse receipt therefor, to the order of the person. entitled
thereto; which receipt shall purport to be issued by a public ware

house, shall bear date of the day of its issue, and shall state upon
i.ts face the name of the warehouse and its location, the descrip
tion, quantity, number and marks of the property stored where
such receipt is for cotton it shall state the class and weight and
the date on which it was originally received in warehouse and that
it is deliverable upon the return of the receipt, properly indorsed
by the person to whose order it was issued, and on payment of all
charges for storage, and insurance, which charges shall be stated
on the face of the receipt. All such receipts shall be numbered
consecutively, in the order of their issue; and when such receipt.
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is for cotton, the receipt shall state whether the cotton therein de
scribed is exposed to the weather or is under shelter; and a cor

rect record of such receipts shall be kept in a well-bound book,
which shall be, at all reasonable hours, open to examination by
any interested person; and 110 two receipts bearing the same num

ber shall be issued from the same warehouse during the same year,
nor shall any duplicate receipts be issued, except in the case of a

lost or destroyed receipt, in which case the. new receipt shall bear
the same date and number as the original, and shall be plainly
marked on its face, "duplicate" and provided, that no such dupli
cate receipt shall be issued by the public warehouseman until ade
quate security acceptable to the warehouseman be deposited with
or to the order of said warehouseman, to protect the party or

parties who may finally hold the original receipt in good faith and for a

valuable consideration. [Act 1901, p. 251; Act 1913, 1st S. S., p.
94, ch. 37, § 4, amending Art. 971, revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 971a. Supervision of warehouses by Commissioner of In
surance and Banking; examinations.c-The supervision of public
warehouses shall be under the control of the Commissioner of In
surance and Banking, whose duty it shall be to prescribe all forms
of receipts, certificates, and records of whatsoever description nec

essary in the conduct of the business of public warehouses; and in

providing forms for handling those products which are of gen
eral commercial character, the said commissioner shall prescribe
forms answering to all usual requirements of negotiable receipts
of certificates. The Commissioner of Insurance and Banking is
hereby empowered and directed to make not less than one examina ..

tion each year of all such public warehouses, the necessary ex

pense of such examination or examinations to be paid by the ware

house.' [Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 95, ch. 37, § 5.]
Art. 971b. Form for cotton warehouse receipts.-The Commis

sioner of Insurance and Banking shall provide a uniform public
warehouse receipt for cotton which shall be used by all public
warehouses coming under the provisions of this Act, which said
receipt shall conform in all respects to the provisions herein set
out. In addition to the other provisions such receipt shall have a

blank form on the back thereof, to be filled in and signed by the
owner of the cotton showing whether or not such cotton is free
from encumbrance or liens of any kind. [Id., § 6.]

Art. 971c. Liens on cotton to be stated in receipt; non-nego
tiable receipts.-If there is any encumbrance or liens of any kind
on said cotton at the time of its storage the nature and amount of
same shall be clearly set out and it is hereby made the duty of
the public warehouseman or his authorized agent issuing the re

ceipt, to have said blank filled in and signed by the owner of the
cotton before issuing a negotiable receipt against same; provided,
however, such statement need not be made if a non-negotiable re

ceipt is desired, but in such cases the public warehouseman is
suing said receipt shall write or stamp across the face thereof the
words "not negotiable." [Id., § 7.]

Art. 971d. Exchange of non-negotiable' for negotiable receipt.
·-If a person holding a non-negotiable receipt for cotton as is here
in provided for, shall desire to obtain a negotiable receipt in lieu
thereof, he shall return said non-negotiable receipt to the public
warehouse issuing same and thereupon shall comply in every re

.spect with the provisions of this chapter relating to negotiable re-
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.

ceipts, and upon compliance therewith a negotiable receipt shall be
issued to him in lieu of said non-negotiable receipt, and said non

negotiable receipt thereupon shall be cancelled, and the word "can
celled" plainly marked in ink across the face thereof. [Id., § 8.]

Art. 971e. False statement or concealment concerning liens.
Any person making a false statement concerning liens, mortgages,
encumbrances or indebtedness or whatsoever nature against the
cotton, or who shall in any particular conceal the existence of liens,
mortgages, encumbrances or indebtedness of any kind that may
exist against such cotton, or who shall fail to truthfully make the
statements provided for by this Act; shall be deemed guilty of a

felony, and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of
one thousand dollars} or imprisonment in the penitentiary for one

year, or by both such fine and imprisonment. [Id., § 9.]
Art. 972. Unlawful to issue receipt unless goods are deposited.

-No public warehouse receipt shall be issued except upon the ac

tual previous delivery of the goods in the public warehouse or on

the premises, and under the control of the public warehouseman by
whom it purports to be issued; and the name of the warehouse
shall invariably be specified in such receipt. [Act 1901, p. 252;
Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 95, ch. 37, § 10, amending Art. 972, revised
Pen. Code.]

Art. 973. When and to whom property stored shall be deliv
ered; liability; cancellation of receipt.-On the presentation and
return to the warehouseman of any public warehouse receipt issued
by him and properly indorsed, and the tender of all proper ware

house charges upon the property represented by it, such property
shall be delivered immediately to the holder of such receipt; but
no public warehouseman who shall issue a receipt for goods shall,
under any circumstances or upon any order or guarantee whatso
ever, deliver the property for which receipts have been issued, un

til the said receipt shall have been surrendered and cancelled, ex

cept in case of lost receipts, as provided for in Section 4 [Art.
971]; and, in default of the strict compliance with the provisions of
this article, he shall be held liable to the legal holder of the re

ceipt for the full value of the property therein described, as it
appeared on the day of the default, and shall, furthermore, be li
able to the special penalty herein provided. Upon delivery of the
goods from the warehouse, -upon any receipt, such receipt shall be
plainly marked in ink across its face with the words "cancelled,"
with the name of the person cancelling the same, and shall there
after be void, and shall not again be put in circulation. [Act 1901,
p. 252; Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 96, ch. 37, § 11, amending Art. 973,
revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 974. Shall not limit liability.-No public warehouseman
shall insert in the public warehouse receipt issued by him any lan
guage limiting or modifying his liabilities or responsibilities as

imposed by the laws of this State, excepting, "not accountable for
leakage or depreciation," or words of like import and meaning.
[Act 1901, p. 252; Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 96, ch. 37, § 12, amending
Art. 974, revised Pen. Code.] .

Art. 975. Warehouse receipt negotiable unless otherwise stamp
ed; warehouseman not to issue receipt for his own property; proviso.
-The receipt issued against property stored in public warehouses,
as herein provided for shall be negotiable and transferable by en

dorsement ,in blank or by special endorsement, and delivery in the
same manner and to the same extent as bills of exchange and prom-
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issory notes now are, without other formality; and the transferee
or holder of such public warehouse receipt shall be considered and
held as the actual and exclusive owner, to all intents and purposes,.
of the property therein described, subject only to the lien and
privilege of the public warehouseman for storage and other ware

house charges; provided, however, that all such public warehouse
receipts as shall have the words "not negotiable" plainly written
or stamped on the face thereof, shall be exempt from the provisions
of this article; and provided, further, that no public warehouse
man shall issue warehouse receipts against his own property in his
own warehouse; but, upon sale of such property in good faith
may issue to the purchaser his public warehouse receipt in form
and manner as herein provided, which issue and delivery of the
rereipt shall be deemed to complete the sale, and shall constitute
the purchaser full owner, as aforesaid, of the property therein de
scribed. Nothing in this last clause shall be construed to exempt
the issuer of said receipt for his own goods in his own public
warehouse, from complying with and being subject in all respects,
to all other articles of this chapter. [Act 1901, p. 252; Act 1913,
1st S. S., p. 96, ch. 37, § 13, amending art. 975 revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 976. Penalty for violation of law.-Any public warehouse
man who violates any of the provisions of this law shall be deemed
guilty of criminal offense, and, upon indictment and conviction
thereof, shall be punished by fine in any sum not exceeding five
thousand dollars, or imprisonment in the State penitentiary not ex

ceeding two years, or by both such fine and "imprisonment. [Act
1901, p. 252; Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 96, ch. 37, § 14, amending art.

976, revised Pen. Code.]
Art. 976a. Civil liability in addition to crimina1.-Any, every

and all persons, aggrieved by the violations aforesaid, shall have
the right to maintain an action against the person or persons, cor

poration or corporations, so violating any of the provisions of this
law, for the recovery of damages which he or they may have sus

tained by reason of such violation aforesaid, before any court of
competent jurisdiction, whether such person or persons so violating
shall have been convicted of criminal offense under this law or not.

[Act 1901, p. 252; Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 96, ch. 37, § 15, amending
art. 976, revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 977. Not applicable to private warehousemen or private
warehouse receipts.-Nothing in this law shall be construed to ap
ply to private warehouses or to the issue of receipts by their owners

or managers under existing laws, or to prohibit public warehouse
men from issuing such receipts as are now issued by private ware

housemen under existing laws; provided, that such private ware

house receipts issued by public warehousemen shall never be writ
ten on a form or blank indicating that it is issued from a public
warehouse, but shall, on the contrary, bear on its face, in large char
acters, the words, "not a public warehouse receipt." [Act 1901, p.
252; Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 97, ch. 37, § 16, amending art. 977, revised
Pen. Code.]

Art. 977a.· Cotton and grain receipts may be issued to. fanners
under supervision of Board of Supervisors of Warehouses; blanks
for such receipts.c=That each and every person, partnership or joint
stock association hereafter engaged in agricultural farming shall
have the right to deposit his, her or their cotton or grain by weight
or in bushels of the standard weight of the United States in any
bonded warehouse or elevators under the supervision and control
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of the Board of Supervisors of Warehouses under the laws of the
State of Texas, which said cotton and grain, upon the deposit there
of in said bonded warehouse, shall be properly classed or classified
by the keeper of said bonded warehouse and a certificate containing
the weight, numbers of bales or packages of grain, and the classifi
cation thereof shall be written in said certificates, which said certifi
cates shall be printed or lithographed byand under the supervision
.and direction of the Commissioner of Insurance and Banking of the
State of Texas, and blanks thereof furnished to the keepers of said
bonded, warehouse to be furnished by him under his official signa
ture to the depositors of cotton and grain of any kind in said bonded
warehouse. [Act 1915, p. 226, ch. 145, § 1.]

Art. 977b. Same; owners may issue promissory notes on de
posit of warehouse receipts in state banks; negotiability of notes.
-And be it further enacted, that blank promissory notes of the face
value of one, two, three, five, ten and twenty dollars each, made pay
able to bearer, shall be prepared in due form, properly lithographed,
and be furnished by the Commissioner of Insurance and Banking to

banks chartered under the laws of the State of Texas for the use of
the depositors of said cotton and grain aforesaid, whereby the said
depositors shall have the right to take their said certificates of their
said cotton or grain to the said State bank or banks chartered by the
State of Texas and deposit said certificates with said bank or banks,
and they shall furnish said depositor with blank promissory notes

. of the face value aforesaid, or so much thereof as shall be equal to
two-thirds of the value of each bale of cotton according to its classi
fication, or to each parcel of grain, according to its classification in
said certificates, which said promissory notes, when signed up by
the depositors of said certificates, shall become negotiable paper as

other promissory notes, and shall be a lien upon said cotton to the
extent of their face value.. for the purpose of aiding and securing
their redemption by said bank as hereinafter provided..[Id., § 2.]

Art. 977c. Same; penalty for unlawful issuance of receipts or

notes.-And be it further enacted, that any person other than the
keeper and manager of the bonded warehouse herein provided for,
and any person other than the owner of said certificates, who shall
sign said certificates or any of said promissory notes herein provid
ed for and put the same in circulation, shall be guilty of a felony,
and shall, be punished on conviction for said offense for a term of
years not less than two nor more than ten years in the penitentiary
of the State of Texas. [Id., § 7.]

Art. 977d. Same; contract with state banks as to compensation.
-And be it further enacted, that the owners of said cotton and
grain. certificates shall have the right under this Act by private
contract to arrange and have any State bank or banks aiding and
assisting in the execution and putting in circulation said promissory
notes as commercial paper and keeping a record of said certificates
deposited with said bank, and the said notes issued aforesaid, such
compensation as may be agreed to by the depositors of said certifi
cates and the makers of said notes. [Id., § 8.]

Art. 977e. Same; landlord's lien not to be impaired; penalty.
And be it further enacted, that no person holding such cotton or

grain certificates issued by the keepers of the bonded warehouse
under this Act shall place said certificate or offer to place said cer

tificate in any State bank or banks in this State for the purpose of
obtaining the benefits of this Act in any instance where there is a
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prior landlord's lien or mortgage, and any person violating this pro
vision of this Act shall be deemed guilty of swindling, and shall be
punished as provided in our penal code defining swindling. [Id.,
§ 9·1

CHAPTER SIX

BUREAU OF COTTON STATISTICS
Art.
978. "Public ginner" defined, certifi

cate required, form of.
979. Form of affidavit to be made.
980. County clerk to issue and number

each certificate.
981. Duty of commissioner of agricul

ture.
982. Public ginner to forward report to

commissioner of agriculture.
983. Shall open same and give out to

public, when.
984. Giving out information before

time specified, penalty.

Art.
985. County clerk or public ginner vio

lating any provisions hereof,
penalty.

986. Person, owner, etc., of public gin
shall keep record.

987. Each bale of cotton shall be mark
ed and same put upon record.

988. Buyers of cotton shall not alter
or deface marks.

989. Person, firm, corporation, etc.,
failing, refusing, etc., to comply
with any provision hereof, pen
alty.

Article 978. "Public ginner" defined, certificate required, form
of.-All custom ginners of seed cotton in this state are hereby de
clared to be public ginners. Any person or persons, firm or cor

poration in this state, before engaging in the business of public
ginners, shall obtain from the county clerk of the county in which
gin is located a certificate after the following form:

Number .

This is to certify that. of ....•....... county, Texas,
has this day filed affidavit required by law, of all public ginners in
this state.

, (Seal.)' ...••••................••...............•

County clerk of. .•.. ,' county, Texas.
[Act 1907, p. 313.]

Art. 979. Form of affidavit to be made.-The form of affidavit
to be made to and filed with the county clerk shall be as follows:

I, of. county, Texas, do solemnly swear

that I will, so long as I may operate a public gin, make and forward
a true and correct report of the number of bales of cotton ginned
by me to the commissioner of agriculture at Austin, as required by
law. [Id., p. 313.]

Art. 980. County clerk to issue and number each certificate.
The county clerk shall number each certificate issued by him consec

utively, beginning at number one; and shall immediately forward
to· the commissioner of agriculture the name and postoffice address
to whom certificate was issued. The clerk shall issue certificates to
all ginners, and shall take the affidavits as herein required without
cost to ginners. [Id., p. 313.]

Art. 981. Duty of commissioner of agriculture.-The commis
sioner of agriculture, upon receipt of information of the issuance of
a ginner's certificate from any county clerk in this state, shall im

mediately forward all necessary blanks to the public ginner for
making official cotton report, which shall consist of the following:

Envelopes addressed to the commissioner of agriculture, Austin,
Texas; and there shall be printed upon the upper left hand corner

the words, "official cotton report of .........•..•••. county," also
blanks, to wit: . ,
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Official Cotton Report
Certificate No............•

.................................... , 190 ..

Commissioner of Agriculture,
Austin, Texas.

Sir: This is to certify that I have ginned bales of cot-
ton from the day of 190 , to the
............ day of 190 '\ ..

(Signed)
'

.

[Id., p. 313.]
Art. 982. Public ginner to forward report to commissioner of

agriculture.-All public ginners shall make and forward reports to
the commissioner of agriculture, on the blanks furnished them, by
the third of each month, stating the exact number of bales ginned
by them the preceding calendar month. This report -must be made

by all ginners, unless they have ceased to operate, the notice of
which must be forwarded to' the commissioner of agriculture.
These reports must be securely sealed by ginners. [Id., p. 314.]

Indictment.-Willson's cr. Forms, 455.

Art. 983. Shall open same and give out information, when.
The commissioner of agriculture shall open, on the eighth of each
month, and tabulate the official cotton reports of the various coun

ties, in the presence of three creditable witnesses, who shall be ap
pointed by the governor. The complete report, showing total num

ber of bales of cotton ginned, shall be given out to the public, in
cluding the press, at eleven o'clock a. m., on the ninth of each
month. [Id., p. 314.]

Art. 984. Giving out information before time specified, penalty.
-If the commissioner of agriculture, his assistants, or anyone else
connected with the opening and tabulating of these official cotton

reports, or any other person, shall give out any information, as to
the number' of bales of cotton ginned, before the time specified by
this act, shall, upon conviction, be confined in the penitentiary not
less than one year nor more than three years. [Id., p. 314.]

Art. 985. County clerk or public ginner violating any provisions
hereof, penalty.-All county clerks and public ginners who violate
any of the provisions of this act are guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
upon conviction, shall be fined not less than twenty-five nor more

than two hundred dollars. [Id., p. 314.]
.

Art. 986. Person, owner, etc., of public gin shall keep record.
Hereafter, every person, firm, corporation or association of persons
owning, controlling or operating a public cotton gin in this state,
shall keep, or cause to be kept, a public record of all cotton brought
to them for ginning and packing. Such record shall correctly show
the amount of cotton received, date of its receipt, by whom brought
to the gin and the name or names of the party or parties claiming to
own the same. [Act 1901, p. 263.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 456.

Art. 987. Each bale of cotton shall be marked and same put up- ,

on record.-Said ginner, after ginning and packing said cotton, shall
place, or cause to be placed, on each bale of cotton, the initials of the
party or parties claiming to own said cotton, under which he shall
place some private ginner's mark, all of which shall be put upon
record in the book before mentioned. [Id., p. 263.]

Art. 988. Buyers of cotton shall not alter or deface marks.
Hereafter, every person, firm, corporation or association of persons
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who shall buy cotton in this state, shall not change, alter or deface
the marks and brands on such cotton. [Id., p. 263.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 459.

Art. 989. Person, firm, corporation, etc., failing, refusing, etc.,
to comply with any provisions hereof, penalty.-Any person, firm,
corporation or association of persons failing, neglecting or refusing
to comply with any of the provisions of this act shall be punished
by a fine in any sum not more than twenty-five dollars. [Id., p.
263.]

CHAPTER SEVEN

FALSE \iVEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Art.
990. Penalty for using.
'991. Definition.
992. Destruction of, on conviction.

Art.
993. Applicable to electric current, wa

ter or gas, when; penalty for
violation.

Article 990. [572] Penalty for using.-If any person shall use

a false balance, weight or measure in weighing or measuring any
thing whatever, purchased or sold by himself, or bartered, shipped
or delivered by him for sale, or bartered or pledged, or given in
payment, knowing the same to be false, and with intent to de
fraud, he shall be punished by fine not exceeding three hundred
dollars.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 436, 437.

Art. 991. [573] Definition.-A false weight or measure is such
as is not in conformity with the standard which is or may be estab
lished by a law of this state.

Art. 992. [574] Destruction of, on conviction.-When a war

rant of arrest is issued in case of offenses under this chapter, the
magistrate shall direct the false balances, weights or measures to
be seized and kept by the sheriff until the trial of defendant; and,
in case of conviction, the same shall be destroyed.

Art. 993•. Applicable to electric current, water or gas, when;
penalty for violation.-Whoever, intentionally, by any means or

device, prevents electric current, water or gas from passing through
.any meter or meters belonging to a person, corporation, or com

pany, engaged in the manufacture or sale of electricity, water or

gas, for lighting, power or other purposes, furnished such person
to register the current of electricity, water or gas, passing through
meters, or intentionally prevents a meter from duly registering
the quantity of electricity, water or gas supplied; or, in any way,
interferes with its proper action or just registration, or without
the consent of such person, corporation or company, intentionally
diverts any electric current from any wire, or water or gas
from any pipe or pipes of such person, corporation or com

pany, or otherwise intentionally uses, or causes to be used,
without the consent of such person, corporation or company,
any electricity or gas manufactured, or water produced or dis
tributed, by such person, corporation or company, or any person,
corporation or company who retains possession of, or refuses to

deliver, any meter or meters, lamp or lamps, or other appliances
which may be, or may have been, loaned them by any person,
corporation or company for the purpose of furnishing electricity,
water or gas, through the same, with the intent to defraud such
-person, corporation or company, or, if any person, corporation or

-company engaged in. the manufacture or sale of electricity, water,
.or gas for lighting, power or other purposes, shall knowingly
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misread any meter or overcharge any customer for such light, wa

ter or gas furnished, shall, for every such offense, be punished by
a fine of not less than twenty-five dollars and not more than one

hundred dollars. Every person, firm or corporation engaged in
the business referred to in this act shall keep displayed at all
times, in a conspicuous place in their office, a printed copy of this
law. [Act lS05, p. 205.J

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 462, 463.

CHAPTER SEVEN A

WEIGHT OF COTTON BALES
Art.
993a. Cotton ginners to stamp weights

upon bales.
993b. Cotton compresses to see that

marks are not defaced.
993c. Separate offenses.

Art.
993d. Unlawful to make greater deduc

tion for tare than shown by
marks.

993e. Same; penalty.
993f. Same; separate offenses.

Article 993a. Cotton ginners to stamp weights upon bales.-That
the owners, lessees, operators or receivers of all cotton gins, in this
State, shall stamp or write, upon each and every bale of cotton

ginned by them, in plain figures, the weight of the bagging and ties
in which the cotton is wrapped, said figures to be written or stamp
ed with indelible ink, and shall be not less than four inches in
height and three inches in width, and shall be preceded by the
word, "tare," written or stamped upon the bale with indelible ink,
the letters composing said word to be not less than four inches in
height and three inches in width. Any person wilfully violating
the provision of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and

upon conviction shall be punished by a fine of not less than ten,.
nor more than one hundred dollars. [Act 1911, p. 47, ch. 34, § 1.}

Art. 993b. Cotton compressers to see that marks are not de
£aced.-That the owners, lessees, operators or receivers of all
cotton compresses in this State, shall write or stamp upon each
and every bale of cotton compressed by them, the word and figures.
placed upon such bale or bales of cotton by the ginner ginning the
same, in compliance with Section 1 of this Act [art. 993a], in the
same manner as provided for ginners in said Section 1, should
such word and figures be defaced or hidden during the process of
compression. Any person wilfully violating the provisions' of this
section, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction.
shall be punished by a fine of not less than ten ($10.00) dollars, nor

more than one hundred ($100.00) dollars. [Id., § 2.]
Art. 993c. Separate offenses.-Each bale of cotton ginned and

each bale of cotton compressed without having placed thereon
the word and figures as provided in Sections 1 and 2, respectively"
of this Act [arts. 993a, 993b], shall constitute a separate offense,
[Id., § 3.]

Art. 993d. Unlawful to make greater deduction for tare than
shown by marks.-It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, cor

poration, cotton exchange or board of trade, to make a greater
deduction for tare, either from the gross weight of any bale of cot
ton or the price of same than is shown by the figures placed upon
the bale in compliance with Section 1 of this Act [art. 993a]. [Id.,.
§ 4.]

Art. 993e. Same; penalty.-Any person, firm, corporation, cot
ton exchange, or board of trade, or any agent of 'any person, firm,
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corporation, cotton exchange, or board of trade who violates the

provisions of Section 4 of this Act [Art. 993d], shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction, shall be punished by
a fine, of not less than ten nor more than one hundred dollars.

[Id., § 5.]
Art. 993f. Same; separate offenses.-Each bale of cotton from

which a greater deduction for tare is made, than is shown by the

figures written or stamped upon same, shall constitute a separate
offense. [Id., § 6.]

CHAPTER EIGHT

OF OFFENSES BY PUBLIC WEIGHERS
Art.
994. Use of false balances.
995. Giving false certificate.
996. Other than public weigher shall

not weigh, etc.
997. Factor, etc., shall not employ pri

vate weigher.

Art.
998. Person may weigh his own prod

uce.

999. Weighing or offering to weigh for
public without complying with
thts law, penalty.

Article 994. [575] Using false balances.-If any person is
elected or appointed public weigher under the laws of this state,
or, if any person whomsoever who is engaged in the business of

weighing for the public, and who holds himself out to weigh for
the public, shall fraudulently use any false balances, scales or in
struments for weighing, or shall, in the exercise of his duty as such

public weigher, or as such weigher for the public, fraudulently give
the wrong weight of any article whatever weighed by him, he
shall be punished by fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor

more than five hundred -dollars, or by imprisonment in the county
jail not to exceed one year. [Amended, Act 1901, p. 257.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 438-440, 442, 445.

Art. 995. [576] Giving false certificate.-If any public weigh
er in this state or his deputy, or if any person whomsoever who is

engaged in the business of weighing for the public, or who holds
himself out to weigh for the public, shall wilfully or fraudulently
certify to or sign any false weight of cotton, sugar, wool, hides,
or other commodity, he shall be punished by a fine of not less than
twenty-five dollars nor more than one hundred dollars. [Act March
15, 1875, p. 164; amended, Act 1901, p. 257.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 441, 443.

Art. 996. [577] Other than public weigher shall not weigh.
It shall not be lawful for any person other than a regularly appoint
ed weigher, or his deputy, to weigh any cotton, wool, sugar, or

hides required to be weighed, sold or offered for sale in any city
having a public weigher duly qualified. Any person or persons so
offending shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon
conviction before any court of competent jurisdiction, shall suf
fer a fine of five dollars for each and every bale of cotton, bale
or sack of wool, hogshead or barrel of sugar, bale or loose hide so

weighed. [Act April 19, 1879, p. 116, § 7.]
,

See notes under art. 998, post.
See Martin v. Johnson, 11 Civ. App. 628, 33 S. W. 306.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms. 444.

Injunctlon.-The petition of a public weigher seeking to enjoin an unauthorized
weigher need not allege that the weighing was not done at the request of the
owner in order to entitle him to a preliminary injunction, the criminal statutes
showing that it was the policy of the law to protect the public weigher, and the
fees of his office and the last pronouncement of the Legislature baving omitted
that qualificatiOn. Perry v. Carlisle (Civ. App.) 151 S. W. 1155.

The public weigher of a, municipality is entitled to enjoin an unauthorized
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weigher who set up his establishment just outside the municipality, so as to weigh
property bought; and offered for sale therein. Perry v. Carlisle (Civ. App.) 151 S.
W.1155.

A public weigher elected in a justice precinct cannot enjoin a private weigher
from carrying on his business. Paschal v. Inman (Sup.) 157 s. W. 1158.

Art. 997. [578] Factor, etc., shall not employ private weigher.
-It shall not be lawful for any factor, commission merchant, or

any other person or persons, to employ anyone other than a reg
ularly appointed and qualified public weigher, or his deputy, to

weigh any cotton, wool, sugar or hides required to be weighed,
sold or offered for sale in any city having a public weigher duly
qualified; and any person or persons violating this provision shall
be liable, at the suit of the public weigher of such city, or either
of such public weighers, to damages in any sum not less than five
dollars for each bale of cotton, bale or sack of wool, hogshead or

barrel of sugar, or bale of hides, so unlawfully weighed, to be
recovered in any court of such county having jurisdiction thereof;
provided, any owner shipping any produce named in this article
to any town or city having a public weigher may, by written in

structions, authorize his factor, commission merchant or agent to

have such produce weighed by private weighers, if he prefers so

to do; and, in all such cases, the prohibitions and penalties em

braced in this article and in the preceding article shall not apply.
[rd., § 8.]

Art. 998. [579] Person may weigh his own produce.-Nothing
in this law shall prevent any person, firm or corporation from
weighing his own cotton, wool, sugar, hay, grain or pecans in

person; providing that in places where there are no public weigh
ers appointed or elected, that any person who shall weigh cotton,
wool, sugar, grain, hay or pecans for compensation shall be re

quired, before weighing such produce, to enter into a bond, with
at least two good and sufficient sureties, in the sum of twenty
five hundred dollars, approved and payable as in the case of pub
lic weighers referred to in this chapter, and conditioned that he
will faithfully perform the duties of his office, and turn over all
property weighed by him on demand of the owner; provided,
that this article shall not apply to merchant flouring mills. [Id.,
§ 10; amended, Act 1905, p. 117.]

See Watts v. State ex reI. Jowers, 61 Tex. 184; Johnson v. Martin, 75 Tex. 33,
12 S. W. 321.

.

Weighing of produce by owner.-The act of April 12, 1883 (Acts Leg. 1883, p.
84) amending the act of 1879, permits private persons in cities having a public
weigher to weigh cotton, when so requested by the owner thereof. Ex parte-Hunt
er, 34 App. 114, 29 S. W. 482.

The owner of produce may procure anyone to weigh it when he is present
and acts for himself. Martin v. Johnson, 11 Civ. App. 628, 33 S. W. 306.

Art. 999. Weighing or offering to weigh for public without
complying with this law, penalty.-Any person who shall weigh or

offer to weigh any cotton, wool, sugar or hides for compensation
for the public, without complying with all of the provisions of
this law, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction,
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding two hundred dollars. [Act
1905, p. 117.]

Note.-Laws 1905, ch. 152, amending Laws 1901, ch. 112, making it a mis
demeanor to issue merchandise checks to employes, was held unconstitutional in
Jordan v. State, 51 App. 531, 103 S. W. 633, 11 L. R. A. (N. S.) 6()3, 14 Ann. Cas.
616, and was omitted from the revised penal code.

Private weighers.-A private person has the right, under the law, to keep scales
for weighing in a city; to pursue the business of a private cotton weigher, and
to solicit such business on private orders as he is allowed to receive. Watts v.
State ex reI. Jowers, 61 Tax. 184.

Any person may weigh cotton, hides or wool, when requested to do so by the
owner, notwithstanding there may be a public weigher in the city or town where
the same is weighed. Ex parte.Hunter, 34 App. 114, 29 S. W. 482-
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CHAPTER EIGHT A

COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS
Art.

999&. Commercial fertilizers before
sale to have brand or label;
what must be shown, etc.

999aa.. Statement to be filed with state

chemist, copy of brand or

stamp to be filed, etc.; cer

tificate of registration; what
brand or stamp may be regis
tered; priority in registration,
etc.; chemist to publish annu

al list.
999aaa. Words "highgrade" and "stand

ard" shall not appear upon
what bags or packages; when
words "low grade" must ap
pear, etc.

999b. Tnspectton tax; tags showing
payment; not applicable to
certain fertilizers; fees and
penalties. how disposed of;
tags, how issued; attaching
tags when fertilizer not regis
tered, etc., prohibited; fiscal
year, etc.

999bb. Duties and powers of state
chemist; penalty for interfer
ence; analysis and samples,
certificate of state chemist;
evidence; bulletins, informa
tion, etc.

999bbb. Deficiency below guaranteed val
ue; duties of state chemist;
selling fertilizer which is be
low guaranteed value misde
meanor.

9990. Selling fertilizer containing for
bidden materials unlawful, etc.;
duty of state chemist; to is
sue bulletins; evidence, etc.

Art.
999cc. Monthly statements by carriers;

examination of carriers' books.
999ccc. Statements to be mailed to state

chemist after sales, etc., an

nual statements of sales to be
submitted.

999d. Fertilizer sold, etc., in violation
of law liable to seizure; war

rant for seizure on complaint
of state chemist, etc.; hearing,
condemnation and sale; sale,
how advertised and made, etc.

999dd. Selling, etc., offering in certain
cases misdemeanor; duties of
attorney general and county
attorneys; injunction.

999ddd. Commercial fertilizer defined;
certain substances exempt.

999e. Penalty for setltng, etc., adul
terated or misbranded fertiliz
er; when deemed misbranded
or adulterated.

999ee. Sale of fertilizer in bulk in cer

tain cases authorized.
999eee. Penalty for deceiving, counter

feiting, etc.
999f. Weight of bags or packages;

weight, how ascertained; pen

alty for failure to make good
deficiency, etc.

999ff. Purchaser for use who is not
dealer, etc.; may take sample
for analysis; state chemist to
make analysis; samples, how
taken, certified, etc.; penalty
for refusal to furnish certifi·
cate, etc.

999fff. Penalty for violation of act.

Article 999a. Commercial fertilizers before sale to have brand
or label; what must be shown, etc.-All corporations, firms or per
sons, before selling or offering for sale any commercial fertilizer
for use within this State, shall brand or attach to each bag, barrel
or package a plainly printed statement; showing the brand or name

of said fertilizer, the net weight of the contents of the package, the
name and address of the corporation, firm or person registering
�aid fertilizer and the minimum percentages guaranteed to be pres
ent o� available phosphoric acid, of nitrogen and of potash soluble
in distilled water. Only such potash shall be claimed to be present
as sulphate, which is in excess of the quantity required to combine
with the chlorine present, less one-half per cent. In bone meal,
tankage, or other similar products, the phosphoric acid shall be
claimed as total phosphoric acid, unless it be desired to claim avail
able phosphoric acid only, in which latter case the guarantee must
take the form above set forth. In the case of bone meal and tank
age, information showing the fineness of the product may be brand
ed or attached to the package; provided it takes a form approved
by the State Chemist. All branding or labeling must be durable
and legible, and so placed and arranged as to be easily read. [Act
1899, p. 64, ch. 46, repealed; Act 1911, p. 218, ch. 109, § 1.]

Explanatory.-Act 1911, p. 225, ch, 109, § 19, repeals chapter 46, Gen. Laws 1899,
and other laws in conflict, and thus supersedes Arts. 741-746, revised Penal Code.
Section 20 provides that the act shall take effect Sept. I, 191L

Art. 999aa. Statement to be filed with state chemist; copy of
brand or stamp to be filed, etc.; certificate of registration; what
brand or stamp may be registered; priority in registration, etc.;
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chemist to publish annual list.-All firms, corporations or persons,
before selling or offering for sale any commercial fertilizer for use

within this State, shall annually file with the chemist of the Texas
Agricultural Experiment Station, herein termed the State Chemist,
a certified statement giving the information required by Section 1
of this chapter [Art. 999a] and the true names and sources of all
the ingredients used in the manufacture of the said fertilizer. If
the same fertilizer is sold under a different name or names, said
fact shall be stated, and the different brands which are identical
shall be named. If the source of any ingredient of said fertilizer
is changed, notification must be promptly furnished the State
Chemist. A copy of the brand or stamp on the bag or other pack
age or on the label attached thereto shall be filed with the State
Chemist on or before delivery to the dealers, agents or consumers

in this State, which brand or stamp shall be uniformly used during
the fiscal year for which it is filed, but such brand or stamp shall

truly set forth the data required in Section 1 of this Act, and be
otherwise in accordance with the provisions of this chapter. On
receipt of the certified statement above described, and the copy
of the brand or stamp and after compliance with other require
ments of this chapter, the State Chemist shall issue a certificate
of registration for the commercial fertilizer, which shall be in force
until the succeeding September first. A brand name previously
registered shall not be allowed to be registered by another firm,
corporation or individual, and no brand or name shall be allowed
to be registered which is so nearly similar to another as to lead
to uncertainty, confusion or fraud. The party whom the. previous
records of the State Chemist's office show to have first registered
the name shall be permitted to retain it, subject, however, to appeal
and hearing before the State Chemist to determine who is entitled
to the brand; but the action of the State Chemist shall be without
prejudice to the legal rights of the parties to the brand or trade
mark. No brand or name once registered shall be changed to a

lower grade at any subsequent registration. The State Chemist
shall publish annually a list of brands or trade-marks registered
with him. [Act 1911, p. 218, ch. 109, § 2.]

Art. 999aaa. Words "high grade" and "standard" shall not ap
pear upon what bags or packages; when words "low grade" must

appear, etc.-The words "high grade" shall not appear upon any
bag or other package of any complete fertilizer which complete fer
tilizer contains, by its guaranteed analysis, less than ten per cent
available phosphoric acid, one and sixty-five one-hundredths per cent

nitrogen and two per cent of potash, or a grade or analysis of equal
total commercial value; the word "standard" shall not appear upon
any bag or other package of any complete fertilizer which contains,
by its guaranteed analysis, less than eight per cent available phos
phoric acid, one and sixty-five one-hundre .lths per cent nitrogen and
two per cent potash, or a grade or analysis of equal total commercial
value; the words "high grade" shall not appear upon any bag or

other package of any acid phosphate with potash, which shall con

tain, by its guaranteed analysis, less than thirteen per cent avail
able phosphoric acid, and one per cent of potash, or a grade or

analysis of equal total commercial value; the word "standard" shall
not appear upon any bag or other package of any acid phosphate
with potash which shall contain, by its guaranteed analysis, less
than eleven per cent available phosphoric acid, and one per cent

potash, or a grade or analysis of equal total commercial value; the
words "high grade" shall not appear upon any bag or other pack
age of any plain acid phosphate which shall contain by its guar-
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anteed analysis, less than fourteen per cent available phosphoric
acid; and the word "standard" shall not appear upon any bag or

other package of any plain acid phosphate which shall contain by its

guaranteed analysis less than twelve per cent available phosphoric
acid. The word "standard" shall not appear upon any bag or other
package of acid phosphate with nitrogen which shall contain, by
its guaranteed analysis, less than nine per cent of available phos
phoric acid and two per cent nitrogen, or a grade or analysis of
equal total commercial value. It is hereby further provided that
no commercial fertilizer shall be sold, offered or exposed for sale
for use within this State, upon which the use of the words "high
grade" or "standard" is prohibited by this Section, unless the
words "low grade" is printed in two-inch letters in a conspicuous
place upon the package of said commercial fertilizer. Provided,
further, that no claim or guarantee for less than one per cent of
phosphoric acid or of potash, or for less than a 0.82 per cent of
nitrogen, shall be allowed in any commercial fertilizer. [Id., § 3.]

Art. 999b. Inspection tax; tags showing payment; not appli
cable to certain fertilizers; fees and penalties, how disposed of;
tags, how issued; attaching tags when fertilizer not registered,
etc., prohibited; fiscal year, etc.-For the purpose of defraying the
expenses connected with the inspection of commercial fertilizer sold,
or exposed, or offered for sale in this State, and experiments relative
to the value thereof, all firms, corporations or persons engaged in the
manufacture or sale of commercial fertilizers shall pay to the State
Chemist an inspection tax of twenty-five cents per ton (2000
pounds) for such commercial fertilizers sold or exposed, or offered
for sale in this State in order to entitle the same to inspection and
delivery, and shall attach a tag furnished by the State Chemist as

evidence that said tax is paid, and goods so tagged shall not be
liable to any further tax. But nothing contained in this Section
shall interfere with fertilizers passing through the State in transit;
nor shall apply to the delivery of fertilizing materials in bulk to

fertilizing factories for manufacturing purposes. The fees received
by the State Chemist and all the penalties collected under this
chapter shall be deposited with the treasurer of the Agricultural.
and Mechanical College of Texas, and shall be expended under the
direction of the Board of Trustees of said College in defraying the
expenses of inspecting and analyzing commercial fertilizers, the
preparation of tags, and bulletins, experiments relative to the value
of fertilizers, and for such other purposes as the Board of Trustees
of said Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas shall allow
or direct. Firms, corporations or persons, or agents representing
them, who have registered their brands in compliance with Section
2 [Art. 999aaL of this chapter, shall forward to the State Chemist
a request for tax tags, stating that the said tags are to be used upon
the brands of commercial fertilizers registered and sold in accord
ance with this chapter, and said request shall be accompanied with
the inspection tax, whereupon, it shall be the duty of the State
Chemist to issue tags to parties applying, who shall attach said
tags to each bag, barrel or package thereof. All firms, corporations
or persons are hereby forbidden to attach the tag prescribed by
this Section to any bag, barrel or package of any commercial fer
tilizer which has not been previously registered as required in
Section 2 of this chapter [Art. 999aa], and which is not in accord
ance with all other provisions of this chapter. No tags shall be
used after the end of the fiscal year for which they are issued, and
they shall not be redeemed by the State Chemist. The fiscal year
shall be comprised between the dates of September first and August
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thirty-first, inclusive. The State Chemist is hereby empowered to

adopt a form for said tags. [Id., § 4.]
Art. 999bb. Duties and powers of state chemist; penalty for

interference; analysis and samples; certificate of state chemist;
evidence; bulletins, information, etc.-The State Chemist shall
cause one analysis or more to be made annually of such com

mercial fertilizer sold or offered for sale under the provisions of
this Act as may be sampled under his direction. The State Chem
ist, in person or by deputy, shall have power to enter into any car,

warehouse, store, building, boat, vessel, steamboat, or place, sup-
.

posed to contain fertilizers for the purpose of inspection or sam

pling, and shall have the power to take a sample for analysis, not

exceeding two pounds, from any package or lot of fertilizer found
within the State. Any person who opposes the entrance of said
chemist or deputy, or in any way interferes with the discharge of
his duty, shall be liable to a fine of not less than fifty dollars and
not more than five hundred dollars. Said sample shall be drawn
by means of a sampling tube of uniform diameter and at least
eighteen inches long, placed in a jar or can, sealed and labeled by
the inspector. Said sample shall be taken from not less than five
bags, but in lots of 100 and over, from not less than 5 per cent of
the entire number. All analyses shall be made by the official
methods of the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists of
North America. In the trial of any suit or action wherein is called
in question the value or composition of any fertilizer, a certificate
signed. by the State Chemist and attested with his seal, setting
forth the analysis made by the State Chemist, or under his direc
tion, of the sample of said fertilizer analyzed by him under the pro
visions of this chapter, shall be prima facie proof that the fertilizer
was of thevalue and consistency shown by his said analysis. And
the said certificate of the State Chemist shall be admissible to evi
dence to the same extent as if it were his deposition taken in said
action in the manner prescribed by law for the taking of depositions.
The State Chemist shall issue at least one bulletin annually, set

ting forth the analyses of fertilizers made under the provisions of
this chapter, the operations of the law, and such other information
concerning violations or operations of this chapter, or otherwise
pertaining to the sale of fertilizers as rriay be considered necessary.
The State Chemist shall also investigate the composition, proper
ties and agricultural values of fertilizers or of fertilizer materials
or ingredients of fertilizers sold or offered for sale within the State
of Texas, and shall publish his results as he may find. [Id., § 5.]

Art. 999bbb. Deficiency below guaranteed value; duties of
state chemist; selling fertilizer which is below guaranteed value
misdemeanor.-Whenever the State Chemist shall be satisfied that
any lot or shipment of fertilizer is four per cent or more below the
guaranteed value in plant food, it shall be his duty to assess such
deficiency against the manufacturer or guarantor of the fertilizer,
and require that the value of the deficiency be made good to all
persons who have purchased said fertilizer; and the State Chemist
may seize any fertilizer belonging to such manufacturer or guar-

.

antor if the deficiency shall not be paid within thirty days after no

tice to such manufacturer.
Any person, firm, or corporation who. shall intentionally or

knowingly sell or offer for sale any commercial fertilizer for use

within this State which is materially below the guaranteed value
in plant food, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon convic
tion, shall be fined not less than fifty dollars nor more than two
hundred dollars for the first offense, and not less than two hundred
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dollars nor more than five hundred dollars for each subsequent of
fense, and shall refund to all purchasers of said commercial ferti
lizer twice the value of the deficiency in plant food. [Id., § 6.]

Art. 999c. Selling fertilizer containing forbidden materials un

lawful, etc.; duty of state chemist; to issue bulletins; evidence;
etc.-It shall be unlawful to sell or offer for sale, in this State, any
fertilizer or fertilizing materials which contain an undue quantity
of hair, or which contains leather scraps, peat, or other substances
of low availability as food for plants, but in which such forbidden
materials aid in making up the required or guaranteed analysis.
Whenever the analysis by the State Chemist shall show the pres
ence of any of these unlawful materials in goods registered for
sale, publication shall be made in bulletins giving the name or

brand of the goods and the unlawful substance contained in its
composition. No manufacturer or seller of such goods shall be
allowed to collect pay for the same, and if payment has been made
it shall be returned by the seller to the purchaser. A copy of the
bulletin containing the statement of the presence of said unlawful
materials in the named goods shall be evidence in any court in this
State in bar of payment and for recovery of money paid for goods
so named. The presence of any forbidden material shall vitiate
the whole; provided that manufacturers who desire to use any
such material may do so under such regulations as the State Chem
ist may prescribe, if it be shown that it is available for a proper
purpose. [Id., § 7.]

Art. 999cc. Monthly statements by carriers; examination of
carriers' books.-It shall be lawful for the State Chemist to re

quire the officers, agents, or managers of any railroad, steamboat
or other transportation company, transporting fertilizers or fer
tilizing material in the State, to furnish monthly statements of the
quantity of such fertilizers, with the names of the consignor and
consignee and the name of brand delivered on their respective lines
at any and all points within this State. And the State Chemist is
hereby empowered to compel such officers, agents or managers to
submit their books for examination, if found expedient so to do.
[Id., § 8.]

Art. 999ccc. Statements to be mailed to state chemist after
sales, etc.; annual statements of sales to be submitted.-Every firm,.
corporation or person who has registered fertilizers for sale within
the State of Texas, shall mail to the State Chemist, on forms pro
vided by the State Chemist, within three days of each sale, ship
ment or delivery, a statement showing the official name of fertiliz
er, the quantity and the name and address of the person to whom
the fertilizer is sold, and if such fertilizer is to be used for man

ufacturing purposes, the fact must be so stated, and also the com

position of said fertilizer. Every corporation, firm or person regis
tered to sell fertilizers within the State of Texas according to.
this chapter, shall annually on the first day of May, submit to the
State Chemist a statement of their sales of said fertilizer since Sep
tember 1, preceding, and the State Chemist is hereby authorized
to require other statements of sales, if necessary, in such form as he
may prescribe. 'I'he sales or shipments of any individual, corpora
tion, firm, or person shall not be disclosed. [Id., § 9.]

I
Art. 999d. Fertilizer sold, etc., in violation of law Hable to seiz

ure; warrant for seizure on complaint of state chemist, etc.; hear
ing, condemnation and sale; sale, how advertised and made, etc.

Any commercial fertilizer sold, offered, or exposed for sale within
this State in violation of any provision of this chapter, shall be
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liable to seizure at the instance of the State Chemist. Upon com

plaint being filed by the State Chemist, in person or by duly au

thorized deputy, with any county judge or justice of the peace,
describing the commercial fertilizer and the place where it is be
lieved that said commercial fertilizer is sold, offered or exposed
for sale in violation of law, such county judge or justice of the

peace shall issue his warrant directing and commanding the sheriff
or any constable of his county to search such place, and if the law
is being violated, to seize the commercial fertilizer, and it shall be
the duty of the officer to whom such warrant is delivered to search
the place described in the warrant and to seize all commercial fer
tilizer found therein which is in violation of law, and if admission
into said place is refused, the officer executing said warrant is here
by authorized to force open the same. If it shall appear at the
hearing before the county judge or justice of the peace who issued
said writ, that the commercial fertilizer was being sold, exposed

- or offered for sale in violation of any provision of this chapter,
said commercial fertilizer shall be condemned and delivered to an

officer or agent of the State Chemist, to be sold by or under the
direction of the State Chemist, and the net proceeds paid to the
Treasurer of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas,
for the purpose of enforcing the provisions of this chapter. The
sale shall be made at the court house door in the county in which
the seizure is made, after thirty days' advertisement in some news

paper published in said county, or if no newspaper is published in
such county, then by like advertisement in a newspaper published
in the nearest county thereto having a newspaper. The advertise
ment shall state the name or brand of the goods, the quantity,
and why seized and offered for sale. Said commercial fertilizer
shall be sampled and SUbjected to analysis if necessary or tagged
or branded and otherwise brought into compliance with the re

quirements of this chapter, before being sold. The State Chemist,
however, may, in his discretion, release the commercial fertilizer
seized or condemned, upon the payment of the required tax or

charge and all cost and expense incurred in any proceeding con

nected with such seizure and condemnation and upon compliance
with all other requirements of this chapter. [Id., § 10.]

.

Art. 999dd. Selling, etc., offering in certain cases misdemeanor;
duties of attorney general and county attorneys ; injunction.-Ev
ery firm, corporation or person who shall sell or offer for sale any
commercial fertilizer without having attached thereto such labels,
stamps and tags as are required by law, or who shall use the re

quired tag a second time to avoid the payment of the t-onnage
charge, or who shall sell adulterated or misbranded fertilizer with
in the meaning of this Act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction shall be fined not less than fifty nor more than two
hundred dollars for each offense. It shall be ·the duty of the At
torney General and of the several county attorneys, when request
ed by the State Chemist, to institute suit to enjoin any person,
firm, or corporation, resident or non-resident, from manufacturing,
Dr selling or 'soliciting orders for the sale of fertilizers in this State
or selling fertilizers for use in this State without complying with
all the provisions of this chapter, which injunction may issue with-
-out bond or advanced cost. [Id., § 11.]

.

Art. 999ddd. Commercial fertilizer defined; certain substances
exempt.s=A commercial fertilizer is hereby defined as any material,
substance or mixture, which contains or is claimed to contain more

than one per cent of total phosphoric acid, or of potash, or of ni
trogen, and which is used for application to the soil to promote
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the growth of crops, or any substance, material or mixture, which
is claimed to exert a beneficial action upon the soil or to promote

�

the growth of crops; provided, that following substances: lime,
limestone, marl, unground bones, stock-pen manure, bran-yard
manure, or the excrement of any domestic .animal, shall be exempt
from the provisions of this chapter, in case that said manure or

excrement has not been dried or manipulated or otherwise treated
or is not claimed to have a value of more than four dollars a ton.

[Id., § 12.]
Art. 99ge. Penalty for selling, etc., adulterated or misbranded

fertilizer; when deemed misbranded or adulterated.-Any person,
firm or corporation manufacturing, selling or offering for sale any
adulterated or misbranded commercial fertilizer for use within this

State shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of not
less than twenty-five dollars or not more than two hundred dol
lars. A fertilizer shall be deemed to be misbranded if it carries
any false or misleading statement upon or attached to the package,
or if false or misleading statements concerning its agricultural
value are made on the package or in any printed advertising mat
ter issued by the corporation, firm or individual that registered
said fertilizer, or if the number of net pounds set forth upon the
package is not substantially correct. A fertilizer is adulterated if it
contains any substance or substances injurious to the crop or to
the soil, or if the guaranteed valuation exceeds the valuation of
the plant food found on analysis ten per cent or more, or if any of
the plant food constituents falls twenty per cent or more below
the guaranteed composition. [Id., § 13.]

Art. 99gee. Sale of fertilizer in bulk in certain cases authorized.
�Manufacturers, jobbers, dealers or manipulators of commercial
fertilizers may sell acid phosphate -or other commercial fertilizer in
bulk to persons, individuals or firms who desire to purchase the same

for their own use on-their own land but not for sale or distribution,
under rules and regulations prescribed by the State Chemist which
will not be inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter; pro
vided, that. inspection tax shall be paid upon such fertilizer as pro
vided in Section 5 [art. 999bb]. But if such bulk fertilizer is of
fered for sale or distribution, it must be tagged and branded and
otherwise accord with the provisions of this chapter. {Id., § 14.]

Art. 99geee. Penalty for deceiving, counterfeiting, etc.x-Any
person, party or manufacturer who uses the fertilizer tags, bags or

labels of some other person, party or manufacturer, in such a way
as to deceive or tend to deceive, or who counterfeits, 'or uses a

counterfeit, of the tax tag prescribed in this chapter, shall be sub
ject to a fine of not less than one hundred dollars, and not more

than five hundred dollars. [Id., § 15.]
Art. 999f. Weight of bags or packages; weight, how ascertain

ed; penalty for failure to make good deficiency; etc.-All fertilizers
or fertilizing materials sold or offered for sale for use .within this
State, shall be in bags or packages of one hundred pounds net weight,
except as provided in Section 14 [art. 99gee]. The weight of fertiliz
ers shall be ascertained by the inspectors of the State Chemist before
drawing a sample, or by the purchaser within ten days of delivery
to him, in the presence of at least two disinterested witnesses, one

chosen by the purchaser and the other by the manufacturer, and
the purchaser shall within five days notify the manufacturer to
make good the deficiency, and upon failure of the manufacturer to
do so within twenty days thereafter, he shall be liable to a penalty
of three dollars for each sack, barrel, or package, which immedi-
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ately attaches and becomes recoverable by the State, one-half of
the penalty so received to be paid. to the purchaser in case of a

sale; provided, if any such manufacturer shall refuse, decline, or

neglect to be present or to choose a witness within six days as'

herein provided after having been notified or requested in writing
by the purchaser so to do, then he or they shall have forfeited their

right to do so and the purchaser may select two 'witnesses who
shall select a third, who shall proceed to ascertain said weight.
[Id. § 16.]

Art. 999££. Purchaser for use who is 'not dealer, etc., may take
sample for analysis; state chemist to make analysis; samples, how
taken, certified, etc.; penalty for refusal to furnish certificate, etc.

Any person not a dealer in, or agent for the sale of any fertilizer,
who may purchase any commercial fertilizer for his own use with
in this State and not for sale, may take a sample of same for analy
sis, which analysis shall be made free of charge by or under the
direction of the State Chemist. Said sample or samples of fertiliz
er shall be taken in the presence of both purchaser and seller. One
cupful of the fertilizer shall be taken from the top and one cupful
from the bottom of each sack, provided that there are not more

than five sacks in the lot, but in lots of 10 to 100 sacks, from not
less than five sacks; in lots of 100 and over, from not less than five
per cent of the entire number. The samples so taken shall be in
termixed upon some surface so as not to mix dirt or any other sub
stance with' the fertilizer. After thorough mixing, at least one

pound of the material must be put into each of two cans or jars;
one of which securely sealed and marked in such a way as to sure

ly identify the sample and show bywhorn it was sent, but the name

of the fertilizer or of the person from whom it was purchased need
not be given, and must be forwarded by express, all charges pre
paid, to the State Chemist; the other sample, securely sealed, 'shall
be turned over to the company or agent selling same. The pur-

I chaser shall also send with the sample a certificate signed by him
self and two disinterested witnesses, 'stating that the sender has
purchased the fertilizer for his own use and not for sale and that
the sample was taken in the manner prescribed in this Section, and
that the sender has in his possession a certificate 'signed by himself
and the two witnesses, giving the name of the fertilizer and manu

facturer thereof as tagged or branded on the packages and will
forward this certificate to the State Chemist on receipt: of the
analysis. Provided, however, that if the person, company or agent
shall refuse, decline or neglect to witness the taking of samples,
after 'having been requested or notified by the purchaser in writing
six days before so to do, then the sample may be taken in the man

ner already described in the presence of two disinterested witnesses.
Any person having sent a sample for analysis under the provisions
of this Section, who shall, after having received the report of analy
sis of same, refuse to furnish the required certificate, shall thereaft
er forfeit the privilege of analysis of fertilizers under this Section.
[Id., § 17.]

Art. 999fff. Penalty for violation of act.-Any person, corpora
tion or firm violating any provision of this chapter for which a pen
alty is not otherwise provided herein, shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be fined not less than fifty
dollars nor more than two hundred dollars. [Id.,

.
§ 18.]
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CHAPTER EIGHT B

LIVE STOCK COMMISSION MERCHANTS
Art.

999g. Livestock commission merchants
defined.

999gg. Bond of.
999ggg. Suits on bond.

Art.
999h. New bond required, when.

999hh. Penalty for violation of law.
999hhh. Bond filed, where; fees.

9991. Laws not repealed.

Article 999g. Livestock commission merchants defined.-That
any person, firm or corporation pursuing or who shall pursue the
business of selling livestock, cattle, cows, calves, bulls) steers, hogs,
sheep, mules, horses, jacks and jennets, or any of them upon con

signment for a commission or other charges, or who shall solicit
consignments of live stock as a commission merchant or who shall
advertise or hold himself out to be such, shall be deemed and held to
be a livestock commission merchant within the meaning of this Act.
[Act 1913, p. 93, ch. 49, § 1.]

Art. 999gg. Bond of.-That all livestock commission merchants
be and they are hereby required to make bond each in the sum of
$10,000.00 entered into with two or more good and sufficient sure

ties, who are residents of this State, or some surety company duly
and legally authorized to do business in this State, payable to the

county judge of the county in which such livestock commission
merchant resides or has his principal office, and to his successors in
office, as trustees for all persons who may become entitled to the
benefits of this Act, such bond to be filed in the county where such
commission merchant has his principal office or place of business, in
which county suits may be maintained on such bond and such bond
shall be conditioned that such livestock commission merchant will
faithfully and truly perform all agreements entered into with con

signors with respects to receiving, handling, selling and making re

mittances and payments made to him, which bond shall be approv
ed by the county clerk of the county in which such livestock com

mission merchant resides, or has principal office and by him, be
filed and recorded. [Id., § 2.]

Art. 999ggg. Suits on bond.-That the bond provided for by the
preceding section may be sued upon and recovery had thereon by
any person claiming to have been damaged by a breach of its con

ditions; provided, that said bond shall not become void upon the
first recovery thereon, but may be sued upon until the amount
thereof is exhausted. That upon the exhaustion of said bond by
recoveries thereon, said livestock commission merchant shall be
required to make and file a new bond conditioned as provided in
Section 2 [Art. 999gg] hereof. [Id., § 3.]

Art. 999h. New bond required, when.-That if it shall come to
the knowledge of the said county judge or the county clerk that
either or all of the sureties on said bond are, or may become insol
vent, then it shall be the duty of said county judge or said county
clerk to require said live stock commission merchant to enter into,
execute and deliver a new bond, as herein provided for. [Id., § 3a.]

Art. 999hh. Penalty for violation 0.£ law.--That any person who
shall advertise or solicit business as a livestock commission mer

chant, or who shall pursue in any way the occupation of a livestock
commission merchant, without having made the bond or bonds as

required by this Act, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and
upon conviction shall be fined in any sum not more than five thou
sand dollars ($5,000), or by imprisonment in the county jail for not
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less than one month and not more than twelve months, or by both
such fine and imprisonment. [Id., § 4.]

Art. 999hhh. Bond filed, where; fees.-The bond herein men

tioned shall be filed and kept by the county clerk of the county
where filed, who shall receive the sum of fifty cents for each such
bond, same to be paid by such commission merchant. [Id., § 5.]

Art. 999i. Laws not repea1ed.-It is expressly declared that
none of the provisions of Title 57 of the Revised Civil Statutes of
1911, are affected or in anywise modified or repealed by the provi
sions of this Act. [Id., § 6.]

CHAPTER EIGHT C

COMMISSION MERCHANTS
Art.

999il. Bond of.
Art.
999iii. Bond made where; suit in same

county.

Article 999ii. Bond of.-Every commission merchant is hereby
required to make bond in the sum of three thousand dollars, en

tered into with two or more good and sufficient sureties, who are

residents of this State, and who shall make affidavit before some

officer authorized to administer oaths, that they in their own right,
over an above all exemptions, are worth the full amount of the bond
they sign as sureties, payable to the county judge of each county in
which such commission merchant maintains an office, and to the
successors in office of such county judge as trustees for all persons
who may become entitled to the benefits of this Act; conditioned
that such commission merchant will faithfully and truly perform all
agreements and contracts entered into with consignors for said prod
uce, goods, wares or merchandise, that said commission merchant
will promptly receive and sell such produce, goods, wares or mer

chandise, and will on receipt of such produce, goods, wares or mer

chandise class the same, and if such class as made by such commis
sion merchant is not as high as that made and sent to him by the
consignor, he (the commission merchant), will immediately notify
the consignor of such fact and of the class made by him; and, as

soon as .sold will send to the consignor a full and complete account
of sales of same, giving an itemized account thereof, and the price
received, the dates of sales, and shall, within five days after said
produce, goods, wares or merchandise are sold, send to the con

signor the full amount received for the same, less the commission
due said commission merchant under the contract of consignment,
which bond shall be approved by the county judge of the county in
which said commission merchant maintains an office, and by said
county judge filed for record in the county clerk's office as chattel
mortgages are now authorized to be filed by law; provided, that
any commission merchant may be bonded under the provisions of
this Act by a solvent surety company, doing business in this State,
to be approved by the county judge under the provisions of this
Article. [Act 1907, p. 61, § 2; AC,t 1913, p .. 178, ch. 94, § 1, amend
ing art. 3827, Rev. St. 1911.]

Art. 999iii. Bond made where; suit in same county.-Such bond
shall be made and filed for record in each county in which such
commission merchant maintains an office, and in which county suits
may be maintained upon such bond by any person claiming to have
been damaged by a breach of its condition; provided, that said
bond shall not become void upon the first recovery thereon, but.
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may be sued upon until the amount thereof is exhausted; provided,
however, that when said bond by suits of recovery has been reduced
to the sum of fifteen hundred dollars, that said commission mer

chant shall be required to enter into a new bond in the sum of three
thousand dollars as required in the first instance under the provi
sions of this Chapter; which said new bond shall be liable for all
future contracts, agreements or consignments thereafter entered
into by said commission merchant and consignor of such produce,
cotton, sugar, goods, wares or merchandise, and upon failure of
said commission merchant to give said new bond, as above required,
he shall cease doing business -in this State; provided any commis
sion merchant, as herein defined, who shall engage in business as

such commission merchant, without first making and filing the
bond provided for in Articles 3827 and 3828, [Rev. Civ. St. 1911]
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not less than one hundred dol
lars, nor more than five hundred dollars. [Act 1907, p. 61, § 2; Act
1913, p. 178, ch. 94, § 1, amending art. 3828, Rev. St. 1911.]

CHAPTER EIGHT D

LOAN BROKERS
Art.

999j. "Loan broker" defined.
999jj. Bond required.

999jjj. Registration of bond.
999k. Separate offices.

999kk. Broker to keep register of loans.
999kkk. Public inspection of register.

999J. Loan broker to file power of at-

Art.
torney to receive service of
process.

99911. Payment of judgments.
999llZ. Penalty for violation of law.
999m. Consent of wife to security for

loan.
999mm. Annual tax.

Article 999j. "Loan broker" defined.-A "loan broker" is a per:"
son-firm or corporation who pursues the business of lending money
upon interest and taking as security for the payment of such loan
and interest an assignment of wages, or an assignment of wages
with power of attorney to collect the same or other order for unpaid
chattel mortgage or bill of sale upon household or kitchen furniture.
[Act 1915, p. 48, ch. 28, § 1.]

Art. 999jj. Bond required.-No person, firm or corporation shall
pursue the business of a loan broker without first having given
bond with at least two good and sufficient sureties or the guaranty
of some solvent bonding company authorized to do business in this
State, in the sum of five thousand ($5,000) dollars, payable to the
State of Texas, approved by and filed with the clerk of the County
Court of the county in which such person, firm or corporation pro-

.

poses to pursue said business, conditioned that such person, firm or

corporation shall faithfully comply with each and every require
ment of the law governing such business, and will pay to any per
son dealing with such loan broker any judgment that may be ob-
tained against him. [Id., § 2.]

.

Art. 999jjj. Registration of bond.-The bond required by the
preceding article shall be recorded and safely kept in the office of
the clerk of the County Court of the county in which such loan
broker pursues such business, the recording fees thereof to be paid
by such loan broker, and a new bond shall be given, filed and re

corded in the same manner as the first one, every twelve months
during the continuance of such business. [Id., § 3.]

Art. 999k. Separate offices.-A bond shall be required and given
by each loan broker for each and every separate office or place of
business which he may conduct. [Id., § 4.]
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Art. 999kk. Broker to keep register of loans.-Each loan broker
shall keep a well-bound book in which he shall register all his trans

actions as a broker at the time same occurs; such registry shall
show (1) the articles of property securing the loan, if the same be
secured by chattel mortgage or bill of sale on household or kitchen
furniture; (2) the assignment of wages, or the assignment of
wages with power of attorney to collect the same, or other order
for unpaid wages given as security, giving the name of the person
receiving the money, and the person by whom such person is em

ployed, or by whom it is expected that he will be employed, and in
whose service it is expected that he shall earn the salary or wages;
(3) the amount of money received by the borrower; (4) the
amount to be received back by the loan broker, and the time in
which he is to receive back such payment; (5) the rate of interest
or discount agreed upon. [rd., § 5.]

Art. 999kkk. Public inspection of register.-Such books shall be
kept open for inspection, and that the broker shall give to the party
borrowing, a ticket showing the amount of cash actually received,
and showing the amount paid back by the borrower to t.he loan
broker on each payment, such tickets to correspond with the entry
on the book of the register. [Id., § 6.]

Art. 999l. Loan broker to file power of attorney to receive serv

ice of process.-Each loan broker as defined in Section 1 of this Act
[Art. 999j] engaged in doing or desiring to do business in this State
shall file with the County Clerk of the county in which he or it is
engaged in doing such business or desires to. do such business an

irrevocable power of attorney duly executed, constituting and ap
pointing the County Judge of the county in which he or it is en

gaged in doing business or in which he or it desires to do business,
and to his successors in office, his or its duly authorized agent and

attorney in fact, for the purpose of accepting service for him or it, or

being served with citation in any suit brought against him or it in
any court of this State by any person, firm, company or corporation,
and consenting that the service of any civil process upon such Coun
ty Judge as his or its attorney for such purpose, in any suit or pro
ceeding, shall be taken and held to be valid, waiving all claim and
right to object to such service or to any error by reason. of such
service and such appointment, agency and power of attorney, shall
by its terms and recitals provide that it shall continue and remain
in force and effect so long as such loan broker continues to do busi
ness in this State and so long as it shall have outstanding any claim
of any character held by any citizen, firm, company or corporation
of this State or by the State of Texas against him or it, and until
all claims of every character, so held by any citizen, firm, company
or .corporation or by the State of Texas, shall have been settled.
Said power of attorney shall be signed in person by any individual
loan broker and by each member of any firm, partnership or associa
tion engaged in business as a loan broker, and if such loan broker
is a corporation it shall be signed by the president or vice-president
and by the secretary of such corporation, and shall be attested by
the seal of such corporation. Each such power of attorney shall be
acknowledged before some officer authorized by the laws of this
State to take acknowledgments. .[rd., § 7.]

Art. 999ll.. Payment of judgments.-If any judgment upon any
bond given by any loan broker shall remain unpaid for sixty days
after final judgment and execution thereon, it shall be unlawful for
such loan broker to continue to run such business, and the same

shall be punished by fine of not less than $50.00 nor more than $250.-
00, and each and every day in which such loan broker conducts
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such business shall be a new and separate offense. Each and every
person employed by and engaged in the conduct of such business
shall be guilty of unlawfully conducting the same, if the same be
conducted without a bond, or after the forfeiture of such bond as

above described. [Id., § 8.]
Art. 999lll. Penalty for violation of 1aw.-If any loan broker, or

person doing business as such shall make any loan upon chattel
mortgages or bill of sale upon household or kitchen furniture, or

shall make any loan taking as security for the payment thereof an

assignment of wages or an assignment of wages with power of at

torney to collect the same, whether the same be called a loan or pur
chase without complying with the laws regulating loan brokers in
this State, he shall be punished by a fine of not less than $50.00 nor

more than $250.00 for each. [Id., § 10.]
Art. 999m. Consent of wife to' security for loan.-Each assign

ment, mortgage, power of attorney to collect or other transfer of
the salary or wages of a married man, and each bill of sale or chat
tel mortgage upon the household and kitchen furniture of a married
man shall be void unless the same be made and given with the con

sent of the wife, and such consent shall be evidenced by the wife
joining in the assignment, mortgage, power of attorney to collect
or other transfer of salary or wages, and the signing of her name

thereto and by her separate acknowledgment thereof, taken and
certified to by a proper officer, substantially in the mode provided
by law for the acknowledgment by the wife of a conveyance of the
homestead. [Id., § 11.]

Art. 999mm. Annual tax.-Every loan broker shall pay an an

nual tax of one hundred and fifty dollars to the State of Texas for
each and every place of business. [Id., § 12.]

CHAPTER EIGHT E

EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES
Art.
999mmm. License and bond; action on

bond.
999n. Shall keep register of transac

tions; charges for service.
999nn. Immoral occupations; false

promises; inducing employ
es to leave service.

999nnn. Penalty for violation of act;

Art
duty of commissioner of La
bor Statistics.

9990. "Private agency for hire" de
fined.

99900. Fees and fines to be paid into
state treasury; special fund.

999000. Disposition of fines assessed
by courts.

999p. Blank books.

Article 999mmm. License and bond; action on bond.-N0 per
son, firm or corporation in this state shall open, operate or maintain
a private employment agency for hire, or where a fee is charged to
either applicant for employment or for help, without first obtaining
a license for the same from the Commissioner of Labor Statistics,
and such license fee shall be $25.00 (twenty-five dollars). Such
license shall be of force for one year, but may be renewed from year
to year upon the payment of a fee of $25.00 (twenty-five dollars) for
each renewal. Every license shall contain a designation of the city
street and number of the building in which the licensed party con
ducts said employment agencies. The license, together with a copy
of this Act, shall be posted in a conspicuous place in each and every
employment agency. The Commissioner of Labor Statistics shall
require with each application for a license a good and sufficient bond
in the penal sum of five hundred ($500.00) dollars, to be approved
by said commissioner, and conditioned that the obligor will not vio
late any of the duties, terms, conditions, provisions, or requirements
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of this Act. The said Commissioner of Labor Statistics is authoriz
ed to cause an action to be brought on said bond in name of the
State for any violation of any of its conditions, and may revoke, up
on a full hearing, any license whenever, in his judgment, the party
licensed shall have violated any of the provisions of this Act. [Act
1915, p. 163, ch. 108J § 1.]

Art. 999n. Shall keep register of transactions; charges for serv

ice.-It shall be the duty of every licensed agency to keep a regis
ter in a substantial book, in the form prescribed by the Commis
sioner of Labor Statistics, in which shall be entered the age, sex,
nativity, trade or occupation, name and address of every applicant .

.Such licensed agency shall also enter in a register the name and
address of every person who shall make application for help 'or

servants, and the name and nature of the employment for which
such help shall be wanted. Such register shall, at all reasonable
hours, be open to the inspection and examination of the Commis
sioner of Labor Statistics or his deputies or inspectors. Where a

registration fee is charged for filing or receiving application for
employment or help, said fee shall in no case exceed the sum of
two ($2.00) dollars; for which a receipt shall be given, in which
shall be stated the name of the applicant, the amount of the fee,
the date, the name or character of the work or the situation to be
secured. In case the said applicant shall not obtain a situation or

employment through such licensed agency within one month after
registration as aforesaid, then said licensed agency shall forthwith
repay and return to such applicant, upon demand being made
therefor, the full amount of the fee paid or delivered by said appli
cant to said licensed agency; provided, that such demand be made
within thirty (30) days after the expiration of the period aforesaid.
[ld., § 2.]

Art. 999nn. Immoral occupations; 'false promises; inducing
employes to leave service.-No agency shall send or cause to be
sent any female help or servants to any place of bad repute, house
of ill fame or assignation house, or any house or place kept for im
moral purposes. No such licensed agency shall publish, or cause

to be published, any false information, or to make any false prom
ise concerning or relating to work or employment to anyone who
shall register for employment, and no such licensed agency shall
make any false entries in the register to be kept as herein provided,
and all entries in such registers shall be made in ink. Any licensed
person or agency shall not by himself or itself, agent or otherwise,
induce, or attempt to induce, any employe to leave his employment
with a view to obtaining other employment through such agency.
[ld., § 3.]

Art. 999nnn. Penalty for violation of act; duty of commission ..

er of Labor Statistics.-It shall be the duty of the Commissioner
of Labor Statistics to enforce this Act, and when informed of any
violation thereof, it shall be his duty to institute criminal proceed
ings for enforcement of its penalties before any court of compe
tent jurisdiction. He may make such rules and regulations for the
enforcement of this Act not inconsistent therewith, as he may
deem proper. Any person convicted of a violation of any of the
provisions of Sections 1, 2 and 3 [Arts. 999mmm-999nn] shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction in any court of com

petent jurisdiction shall be fined not less than fifty ($50.00) dol
lars nor more than two hundred ($200.00) dollars for each offense;
provided, that any person or persons who shall send any female
help or servants to any place of bad repute, house of ill fame or

assignation house or anyhouse or place kept for immoral purposes,
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shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and upon conviction in any
court of competent jurisdiction shall be punished by a fine of not
less than one thousand ($1,000.00) dollars nor more than. five
thousand ($5,000.00) dollars, or by imprisonment in the peniten
tiary not less than two (2) years nor more than ten (10) years,
or by both such fine and imprisonment. [Id., § 4.]

Art. 9990. "Private agency for hire" defined.-A private agen
cy for hire is defined and interpreted to mean any person, firm or

corporation engaging in the occupation of furnishing employment
or help, or giving information as to where employment or help may
be secured, or displaying any employment sign or bulletin, or,
through the medium of any card, circular or pamphlet, offering to
secure employment or help; provided, that charitable organiza
tions not charging a fee shall not be included in said term. [Id.,
§ 5.]

Art. 99900. Fees and fines to be paid into state treasury; spe
cial fund.c=T'he Commissioner of Labor Statistics shall, at the end
of each month, make an itemized account of all moneys received
by him from fees and fines, under the provisions of this Act, and
pay the same into the State Treasury, to be held in a separate fund
known as the employment agency fund, and to be used for ex

penses incurred in inspecting, regulating and printing blanks and
books to be furnished such employment agencies by the Commis
sioner of Labor Statistics. The unexpended moneys remaining in
the State Treasury at the end of the fiscal year shall be transferred
into the school fund. [Id., § 6.]

Art. 999000. Disposition of fines assessed by courts.-All fines
assessed by the courts for violation of Sections 1 and 2 of this Act
[Arts. 999mmm, 9911] shall be paid by said court to the Commis
sioner of Labor Statics or his duly authorized agents. [Id., § 7.]

Art. 999p. Blank books.-The Commissioner of Labor Statis
tics shall furnish to each licensed employment agency blank books
upon which their record shall be kept, as provided for in this Act,
together with forms for receipts, etc., and all necessary blanks
upon which reports shall be made to the Commissioner of Labor
Statistics. [Id., § 8.]

CHAPTER EIGHT F

CONTRACTING STEVEDORES
Art.

999pp. Contracting stevedore and steve
dore defined.

999ppp. License and bond; penalty.
999q. Bond.

Art.
.

999qq. Bond and license in each coun

ty, etc.; suits on bond.
999qqq. License, how granted.

999r. New bonds and licenses; time
within which to qualify.

"" Article 999pp. Contracting stevedore and stevedore defined.
A contracting stevedore, within the meaning of this Act, is any
person, firm, association of persons, or corporation that contracts
with any ship, agent, owners, masters, managers or captains of ves

sels, or with any other person or corporation, for the purpose of
loading or unloading, or of having loaded or unloaded any vessel,
ship or water craft; a stevedore within the meaning of this Act is

any. laborer who performs any of the actual labor in loading 'and
unloading any ship, vessel or water craft whatsoever while in the
service or employ of a. contracting stevedore as above mentioned.
[Act 1913, p. 153, ch. 82, § 1.]

Art. 999ppp. License and bond; penalty.-It shall hereafter be
unlawful for any contracting stevedore to engage in the business
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.-or pursue the occupation of loading and unloading or having load
.

ed or unloaded by the employment of labor therefor any ship, ves

sel or water craft in this State without first obtaining the license
and executing the bond as hereinafter provided, and any such per
son who pursues said occupation without first qualifying as pro
vided by this Act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on convic
tion shall be fined in any sum not less than one hundred nor more

than five hundred dollars for each day he shall pursue such occupa
tion or business without thus qualifying and any member of a firm
or association or any manager of a corporation who come within
the meaning of a contracting stevedore who shall thus offend shall
be amendable [amenable] to prosecution hereunder. [Id., § 2.]

Art. 999q. Bond.-Each contracting stevedore as contemplated
by this Act is hereby required to make bond in the sum of five
thousand dollars, entered into with two or more good and suffi
cient sureties, who are residents of this State, or with any good
and sufficient surety bonding Co. authorized to transact business
in this State, payable to the county judge of the county in which
such stevedore pursues his occupation and to his successor in of
fice, as trustee for all persons who may become entitled to the
benefits of this Act, said bond to be conditioned that said contract

ing' stevedore will promptly on Saturday of each week pay each
laborer his wages for labor performed in loading and unloading
any such ship, vessel or water craft according to the scale of wages
agreed upon, and that all agreements entered into with said labor
ers and each of them in respect to the loading and unloading of said
water craft, as above mentioned, will be faithfully and truly per
formed, which bond shall be approved by the county clerk of the
county in which said contracting stevedore is pursuing said busi
ness or occupation and by him shall be filed and recorded. [Id.,
§ 3.]

.

Art. 999qq. Bond and license in each county, etc.; suits on

bond.-The bond and license hereinafter provided for shall be
made in each county in which said contracting stevedore pursues
said occup�tiog, in which county suits may be maintained upon
such l5Oi1Q by any person to whom wages are due and unpaid for
such labor as is hereinbefore mentioned; provided, that the same

shall not become free upon the first recovery, but may be sued
upon until the full amount thereof is exhausted, or suits sufficient
to exhaust the bond or\[are] pending, and when so exhausted said
contracting stevedore shall make and file a new bond in amount
and conditioned as provided for the first, and his failure so to do
shall render him amendable [amenable] to prosecution as if no

.

bond had ever been given in the fi'fis.t instance. [Id., § 4.]
Art. 999qqq. License, how granted.--Said contracting steve

dore shall, before beginning business as before stated, file his' ap
plication in writing for a license to pursue the occupation of a

contracting stevedore for the county mentioned, and on approval
of the bond hereinbefore provided for by the county Clerk and
payment of a license fee of five dollars the clerk shall grant to him
� license to pursue said occupation upon such form as the county
commissioners court may designate, the said license fee to be paid
into the general fund of the county. [Id., § 5.]

Art. 999r. New bonds and licenses; time within which to qual
ify.-.Said contracting stevedore shall be and he is hereby required
to execute a new bond and to obtain the issuance of a new license
at the expiration of each year from the former, every two years
from the issuance of the former license, and all contracting steve-
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dores who may be engaged in the occupation herein defined at any
port, sub-port or other place where ships, vessels or water "crafts
are loaded or unloaded, at the time this law becomes effective, shall
have thirty days from and after the going into effect of this law to

qualify thereunder by executing the bond and obtaining the license
as required herein. [Id., § 6.]

CHAPTER EIGHT G

PVBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
Art.

999rr. State Board of Public Account
ancy created.

999rrr. Appointment and tenure of
members of board.

999s. Organization of board; rules
and regulations; powers.

999ss. Meetings of board; examina
tions.

999sSB. Records of board; transmission
to Secretary of State.

Art.
999t. Qualifications of applicants for

certificates.
999tt. Certificate without examination.

999ttt. Same.
999u. Examination fee; annual fee.

999uu. Revocation of certificate.
999uuu. Penalty for violation of act.

999v. Misconduct by practicing Pub
lic Accountant.

999vv. Purpose and scope of law.

Article 999rr. -State Board of Public Accountancy created.
There is hereby created a hoard to be known as the State Board' of
Public Accountancy, to be composed of five members, who shall be
public accountants of good moral character and qualified citizens
of the State of Texas, each of whom shall have had at least three

years practical experience as a public accountant on his own ac

count immediately preceding his appointment, during the last three
• years of which he shall have been so engaged in the State of Tex

as; the members of said board to be selected and appointed as

hereinafter provided. [Act 1915, p. 184, ch. 122, § 1.]
Art. 999rrr. Appointment and tenure of members of board.

Within thirty days after this Act shall go into effect the Governor
of the State of Texas shall appoint five persons qualified as pro
vided in Section 1 of this Act [Art. 999rr], who shall constitute the
State Board of Public Accountancy.

The members of the first State Board of Public Accountancy
provided for herein shall be appointed for and shall serve for the
term ending on the third Tuesday of January, 1917, or until their
successors are appointed and qualified. On and after the third
Tuesday in January, 1917, and regularly every two years there
after, the Governor of the State of Texas shall appoint five mem

bers as successors on said board, and each and every member who
may be appointed to succeed any member of the first State Board
of Public Accountancy shall be a certified Public Accountant, hold
ing a certificate as such under the provisions of this Act, and resi
dent of Texas for at least three years preceding said appointment.

Five members of the First State Board of Public Accountancy
prov:i.ded for herein shall confer upon themselves the title "Certi
fied Public Accountant," provided that each member of said board
shall have filed an application for such certificate with four re

maining members of said board, and, provided further, that said
applicant shall meet the requirements as provided in Section 8
[Art. 999ttt]. All vacancies in said board caused by death, resig
nation, removal from the State, or otherwise, shall be filled by
appointment of the Governor) and each special appointment shall
be from the roster of certified public accountants created under
this Act, and said appointee shall continue only until the expira
tion of the regular term for which the predecessor of such ap
pointee would have held office. The revocation of the certificate
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of any member of this board shall terminate his membership there
on, and the Governor shall fill the vacancy so caused as herein
above provided. [Id., § 2.]

Art. 999s. Organization of board; rules and regulations; pow
ers.-The members of said board shall, within thirty days after
their appointment, qualify by taking the oath of of-fice before a no

tary public or other officer empowered to administer oaths in the
county in which each shall reside, and shall file same with the
Secretary of State and receive their certificate of appointment as

members of the "State Board of Public Accountancv." At the
first meeting after each biennial appointment, the board shall elect
from among its members a chairman and secretary-treasurer.
The hoard may prescribe rules, regulations and by-laws in har

mony with the provisions of this law and not inconsistent with the
laws of the State of Texas for its own proceedings and government
and for the examination of applicants for certificates as certified
public accountants; which rule shall provide that when a division
on any motion occurs, at least three affirmative votes shall be nec

essary to the final adoption thereof. It is further provided that
. three members of said board shall constitute a quorum for the
transaction of the business of the board.

All rules, regulations and by-laws adopted by the said board
shalf be filed with the office of the Secretary of State. Said board,
or any member thereof, shall have the power to administer oaths
for all purposes required in the discharge of its duties, and said
board shall adopt a seal to be affixed to all of its official documents.
[Id., § 3.]

Art. 999ss. Meetings of board; examinations.-The board shall
meet within sixty days after its appointment and at least once in
each year for the purpose of examining applicants for certificates
as provided herein, and may meet as .many times during the year
as may be in its discretion advisable. Notice of all meetings shall
be given at least thirty days prior to the dates selected for same

by publication three consecutive times in three daily newspapers
published in the three most populous cities in the State, such notice
giving the time and place of meeting and stating the purpose to
be for the examination of applicants for certificates as certified pub
lic accountants; provided, that the board may hold any number
of meetings, and at any time, without giving notice by publica
tion of such meetings, if a meeting be called for any other purpose
than the examination of applicants for certificates. It is further
provided that any applicant who has successfully passed an ex

amination before said board upon three of the subjects required
may have a re-examination upon the unsuccessful subject under
the supervision of said board. Examinations by the board shall
be on the following subjects: "Theory of Accounts," "Practical
Accounting," "Auditing," and "Commercial Law as Affecting Ac
countancy," and each applicant shall be required to make a general
average of at least seventy-five per cent. on all subjects, and to
each person passing such examination, if he has otherwise qualified,
shall be issued by the State Board of Public Accountancy a cer

tificate as a "Certified public accountant of the State of Texas,"
and the State Board of Public Accountancy shall have the power
to revoke or recall any certificate issued under this Act as herein
after provided. [Id., § 4.]

Art. 999sss. Records of board; transmission to Secretary of
State.-The State .Board of Public Accountancy shall preserve
a record of its proceedings in a book kept for that purpose, showing
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the name, age and duration of residence of each applicant, the time
spent by the applicant in practice as a public accountant, or in
employment in the office of the public accountant, and the year
and school, if any, from which degrees were granted or in which the
course of study was successfully completed by the applicant as re

quired by law. Said register will show, also, whether applicants
were rej ected or licensed, and shall be prima facie evidence of all
matters contained therein. The secretary of the board shall, on

December 31 of each year, transmit an official copy of said regis
ter to the Secretary of State for permanent record, certified copy
of which, under the hand and seal of the secretary of said board
or Secretary of State, shall be admitted in evidence in any court
or proceeding. [Id., § 5.]

Art. 999t. Qualifications of applicants for certificates.-No per
son shall be permitted to take an examination unless he be twenty
one years of age, of good moral character, a qualified citizen of the
United States, and unless he shall have had one year's study and
practice in accountancy or accounting work. [Id., § 6.]

Art. 999tt. Certificate without examination.-The board may,
in its discretion, waive the examination and issue a certificate
to any person who has received and holds a valid and unrevoked
certificate as a certified public accountant issued by or under the
authority of any state or territory of the United States, the Dis
trict of Columbia, or who holds the equivalent of such certificate
by and under the expressed legal authority of any foreign nation,
providing, however, that such certificate or degree shall, in the
opinion of the board, have been issued under a standard fully equiv
alent to that of the requirements of said board, and issued by such
state or territory as may extend the same privilege to certified
public accountants holding certificates from this State; provided,
further, that such applicant shall have qualified as provided in
Section 6 [Art. 999t]. [Id., § 7.]

Art. 999ttt. Same.-The State Board of Public Accountancy
'shall, upon written application therefor, waive examination of any
applicant, provided said applicant shall be qualified as provided
by Section 6 [Art. 999t] hereof, and shall have been practicing on

his own account as a public accountant, or on the behalf of an
'other public accountant, as a senior public accountant for not less
than three years, two years of which practice shall have been with
in the State of Texas immediately preceding .said application; pro
vided, further, that such application is filed prior to January 1, 1916 .

. [Id., § 8.]
.

Art. 999u. Examination fee; annual fee.-Each applicant for
a certificate as certified public accountant shall, at the time of
making application, pay to the treasurer of said board a fee of
twenty-five dollars, and no application shall be considered by said
board until said fee of twenty-five dollars shall have been paid. In
case of failure on the part of any applicant to pass a satisfactory
examination, said applicant may have the privilege of appearing
at any subsequent examination conducted by said board for re

examination, upon the payment of an additional fee of ten dollars.
The holder of each certificate issued hereunder shall pay an an

nual fee of $1.00 into the treasury of the State Board of Public
Accountancy. The failure on the part of the holder of any certifi
cate issued under this Act to pay this fee shall automatically cancel
the privilege of using the title "Certified Public Accountant," but
reinstatement may be had at any time within two years, or before
the expiration of sixty days after the two years shall have elapsed,
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by the payment of the fee and application in such form as may
be provided by the board and the payment further of a penalty of
$2.50 for each year lapsed. [Id., § 9.]

Art. 999uu. Revocation of c:ertificate.-The State Board of Pub
lic Accountancy shall revoke and recall any certificate issued under
this Act if the holder thereof: (1) shall be convicted of a felony;
(2) shall be declared by any court to 'have committed any fraud;
or (3) shall be declared by any court or commission to be insane
or otherwise incompetent; or (4) shall be held by this board to
be guilty of any act or default discreditable to the profession; pro
vided, that written notice of the cause of such contemplated action
and the date of the hearing thereof by this board shall have been
served upon the holder of such certificate at least fifteen days prior
to such hearing, or provided that such notice of such contemplated
action and the date of the hearing thereof by this board shall have
been mailed to the last known address of such holder of such cer

tificate at least twenty days prior to such hearing; and at such hear
ing the Attorney General of this State, or anyone of his assistants,

.

or any district attorney designated by him, may sit with the board
as legal counsellor and advisor, and to prepare for any legal action
that may be determined upon· by the State Board of Public Ac
countancy. [Id., § 11.]

Art. 999uuu. Penalty for violation of act.-If any person repre
sents himself to the public as having received a certificate as pro
vided for in this Act, or advertises as a "Certified Public Account
ant," or uses the initials "C. P. A.," or otherwise falsely holds him
self out as being qualified under this Act, while practicing in this
State, without having actually received such certificate, or it has.
been recalled or revoked, and he shall continue to use the initials
"C. P. A.," or shall refuse to surrender such certificate after revoca-

tion thereof, or shall otherwise violate any provisions of this Act,
he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined any sum not to exceed $200.00. No audit
company, incorporated or unincorporated, shall use the title "Cer
tified Public Accountants" or the initials "C. P. A.," and no firm
or partnership shall use this title, or these initials, unless each
inember of said firm or partnership is a legal holder of a certificate
issued under the provisions of this Act, and any violation of these
provisions shall be punished by a fine not to exceed the sum of
$200.00.

The use by any person, firm or corporation of the abbreviated
title "Certified Accountant," or of the initials "C. A.," shall be
construed a violation of this Act, and shall subject such person"
firm or corporation to a fine not to exceed the sum of $200.00 ..

[Id., § 12]
Art. 999v. Misconduct by practicing public accountant.-If any

person practicing in the state of Texas as a Certified Public Ac
countant under this Act shall wilfully falsify any report or state
ment bearing upon any examination, investigation or report made
by him or under his direction as such Certified Public Accountant,.
he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction.
thereof shall be fined not less than $100.00 or more than $1,000.00;.
provided, further, than any person convicted under this section
shall forfeit and surrender the certificate of Certified Public Ac
countant held by him to the State Board of Public Accountancy�

[Id., § 13.] .

Art. 999vv. Purpose and scope of law.-Nothing herein con

tained shall be construed to prevent any person from being em-
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ployed as an accountant in this State in either public or private
practice. The purpose of this law is to provide for the examina
tion and the issuance of a certificate, or degree, granting the priv
ilege of the use of the title "Certified Public Accountant," and the
use of the initials "C. P. A.," as indicative of the holder's fitness
to serve the public as a competent and properly qualified account
ant in public practice, and to prevent those who have no such cer

tificate or degree from using such title or initials; provided, how
ever, the use .of the initials "C. P. A." or "C. A." to designate any
business other than the practice of accountants or auditors is not

prohibited by this Act. [Id., § 14.]

CHAPTER EIGHT H

SALE OF CORPORATE STOCK
Art.

999vvv. Corporations affected by act;
promotion commissions or

fees.
999vvvv. Corporations affected; min

ing, oil, or gas companies;
townsite companies.

999w. Sale of stock; filing state
ment; contents of state
ment; foreign corporation
to file copy of charter; em

ployment of experts; state
ment of townsite company.

999ww. Granting or refusing permit;
stock previously sold; pro
motion fee; when permit
shall not issue; bond.

999www. Misrepresentations; suit on

bond; amount of recovery;
successive suits; new bond;
list of officers, agents, etc.

�99wwww. Deposit of net proceeds of
sales.

999%. Books showing sales to be

Article 999vvv. Corporations affected by act; promotion com

missions or fees.-Every private corporation, foreign or domestic,
organized for profit, which is now attempting or shall hereafter
attempt to increase its capital stock, and every proposed corpora
tion attempted to be organized which shall, directly or indirectly,
through itself, its agents or employes, or through any person or

association of persons, holding companies, sales companies or oth
erwise, or through any other agents, sell or contract to sell any
stock of such corporation or proposed corporation, upon which
sale or proposed sale or contract of sale any part of the proceeds
derived or to be derived therefrom are used or to be used, directly
or indirectly for the payment of any commission, promotion, or

ganization fee or other expenses incident, directly or indirectly; to
the sale of its shares of stock, except attorney's fees) charter fees,
franchise tax, permit fees and stationery and supplies, shall be sub
ject to the provisions of this act. [Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 66,
.ch. 32, § 1.]

.

Art. 999vvvv. Corporations affected; mining, oil, or gas com

panies; townsite companies.-This act shall also apply to any min
ing, oil or gas corporation increasing its stock or proposed mining,
-oil or gas corporation attempting to sell stock in which any land
,or mineral or thing of value is to be procured from, in or under
such land that has been or is to be placed as an asset with or in the
.corporation or proposed corporation, whether any promotion fee
is charged or not, and to any townsite corporation or proposed
-townsite corporation. [Id., § 2.]
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Art. 999w. Sale of stock; filing statement; contents of state

ment; 'foreign corporation to file copy of charter; employment of

experts; statement of townsite company.-Before offering for sale
or contracting to sell, directly or indirectly, any stock of such pro
posed corporation, or such increased stock of any existing corpora
tion, or before selling any stock in any townsite corporation as pro
vided in Section 2 [art. 999vvvv], such corporation, or those pro
moting or having charge of the sale of stock of any proposed cor

poration, shall file, .under- oath, in the office of the Secretary of
State, where, under the law, a charter would be filed in his depart
ment, or in the office of the Commissioner of Insurance and Bank
ing, where, under the law, a charter would be filed in his depart
ment, together with a filing fee of twenty dollars, the following
documents: A statement showing in full detail the plan upon which
the corporation proposes to increase its capital stock or upon which
the promoters or those having charge of the sale of stock of any
-proposed corporation proposes to sell it.s stock and organize the
corporation, together with a copy of all the forms of contracts,
stock (or deeds, if the same shall come under Section 2 hereof) to be
used by the corporation or promoters, or those having charge of
the sale of stocks of any proposed corporation in connection with
such stock sales. The statement shall further show the name, loca
tion and domicile of such corporation, and the names of its officers
or proposed officers, if any, or promoters, and the addresses of all the
parties; the amount of capital stock of any corporation already
organized, the proposed increase, or the proposed capital stock of
the corporation to be organized, and the price at which the stock
is proposed to be sold; and the price at which the .stock is pro
posed to be sold shall not be changed without filing with the secre

tary or commissioner, as the case may be, a statement of such
change, which shall be subject to his approval. Any such cor

poration or promoters of such proposed corporation shall furnish
the secretary or commissioner such other information as may. be
necessary or proper concerning the sale of its stock.

If it shall be a corporation organized under the laws of any oth
er jurisdiction, it shall file with the Secretary or commissioner a

copy of its charter, and such other evidence of its authority as

the secretary or commissioner may require.
Said statement shall also show the commission, promotion fee

and other estimated incidental expenses proposed to be charged
for the organization of such proposed corporation, or the increase
in the capital stock of any corporation already organized, and how
the commissions or fees are to be paid.

If the corporation or proposed corporation comes under Section
2 hereof, the officers of the corporation, or the promoters of the
proposed corporation shall state the facts upon which they base
their estimate of the actual value, of the property which is to be
come an asset of the corporation, and the secretary or commission
er shall require such proof as he may deem proper to establish
the actual value of the property.

The secretary or commissioner shall have the right to employ
such experts as he may deem necessary, and the experts shall be
employed at the expense of the corporation or promoters of a pro
posed corporation.

No corporation proposed to be organized for the purpose of buy-
ing or seHing town sites and town lots shall hereafter be granted
a charter by the Secretary of State, or if a foreign corporation shall
not be granted a permit to do business in the State of Texas unless.
the incorporators of said proposed corporation or officer of such.
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foreign corporation shall file with the Secretary of State each and
every document, contract and all papers referred to in Section 3
of this act [this article], as well as a general statement of the plan
of its proposed townsite, and a general statement of its methods of
advertising same, together with a sample copy of its advertising
literature, and no charter shall be granted any corporation unless
after the compliance with the provisions of this act and in the judg
ment of the Secretary ofState, such business of any proposed town
site corporation will be honestly and fairly conducted both to the
corporation and to the public. And each and every corporation
in this State now existing or hereafter organized desiring to en

gage in the sale of townsite lots or sites shall, prior to such sale,
file with the Secretary of State a general plan of said proposed lots
to be sold, as well as a copy of any and all proposed contracts to
be made with the public in the sale thereof, and a general state
ment of the literature proposed to be issued, and all matter referred
to in Section 3 hereof, and if in the judgment of the Secretary of.
State said sale will be conducted both honestly and fairly to the
corporation and to the public, a permit to conduct said sale shall
be granted. This provision shall not be construed to authorize
the creation of any corporation for any purpose not now authorized
by the laws of this State. [Id., § 3.]

Art. 999ww. Granting or refusing permit; stock previously
sold; promotion fee; when permit shall not issue; bond.-The
secretary or commissioner, upon the receipt of the information as

provided for in Section 3, [art. 999w] shall grant or refuse such
permit.

If the secretary or commissioner shall decide that the sale of
stock will be fairly and honestly conducted, both to the corpora
tion and to the public, such permit shall be granted, provided that
the commissions, promotion and other incidental expenses, ex

clusive of the exempted expenses mentioned in Section 1 of this
act [art. 999vvv] shall not be more than fifteen (15) per cent
of the price at which such stock is to be sold as shown by the
application or amended application.

Provided, that where any proposed corporation has already sold
its stock, or a part thereof, or any part thereof has been subscribed
at the time this act shall take effect, this act shall not effect stock

. previously sold or subscribed nor any contracts made in reference
to same; but if any of the stock of said proposed corporation re

mains unsold or unsubscribed, said corporation shall, nevertheless,
be entitled to a permit upon complying with the other conditions
of this act, including the future sale or subscription of any of its
stock.

The commission or promotion fee shall be paid to the agent or

promoter as the stock is sold by him and paid for by the purchaser.
The stock shall be considered as paid for when paid for in cash,
property or labor.

No permit shall be granted unless there shall appear upon the
subscription lists and contracts of such corporation or proposed
corporation, in bold type, the amount of the commissions, pro
motion fees and other estimated expenses incident to the sale of
such stock, and the interest which the officer, agent, employe or

promoter selling or contracting to sell such stock has in such sale;
nor shall such permit be granted until the applicants therefor have
entered into a bond for not less than one thousand dollars ($1000)
nor more than one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000), the same

to be fixed by the secretary or commissioner at not more than ten

per cent of the stock proposed to be issued, The said bond shall
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be payable to the .secretary or �o.mmissioner as the case may b.e,
and his successor m office, conditioned that the facts set forth m

the application for such permit, and the proof and statements of
fered to such secretary or commissioner, upon which the applica
tion is baked, are true, and that they will comply with the pro
visions of this act in the sale of the stock of such corporation or pro
posed corporation. Said bond n:ay be made �ith it;dividual sure

ties or a surety company authonzed to do business m the State of
Texas, and the bond shall be approved by the secretary or com

missioner. [Id., § 4.]
Art. 999www. Misrepresentations; suit on bond; amount of

recovery; successive suits; new bond; list of officers, agents, etc.
-Whenever any permit has been issued, the corporation or per
sons receiving the same shall file a list of the names of their or its
authorized officers, agents and employes, and the postoffice ad
dress of each; and, in case of the change of any of its officers,
agents or employes, it shall file a list of such changes with the
secretary or commissioner. [Id., § 6.]

Art. 999wwww. .Deposit of net proceeds of sales.-All moneys
or other things of value collected by such corporation or the pro
moters of a proposed corporation, for the sale of its stock, or con

tract for the sale of its stock, shall be deposited by said corpora
tion to its credit, or by the promoters of a proposed corporation, to
the credit of its proposed officers or trustees, with the exception of
the amount allowed for commissions, promotion fees and other in
cidental expenses, with a bank, bank and trust company or trust

company incorporated under the laws of this State, or of the Unit
ed States. [Id., § 7.]

Art. 999x. Books showing sales to be kept; inspection by state
officers.-All such corporations, and the organizers or trustees of
proposed corporations shall keep a set of books, which shall show
the amount of money, or other things' of value received by such
corporation or proposed corporation, from the sale of its stock, or

from contracts of sale of its stock, and such books shall show the
number and amounts of stock sold or contracted to be sold, by
whom sold, and to whom sold, or contracted to be sold, and the
postoffice address of each. Said books shall at all times be open
for inspection by the secretary or commissioner, or his duly au

thorized agent. [Id., § 8.]
Art. 999xx. Foreign corporations; no permit unless fifty per

cent of stock subscribed; loan and insurance companies excepted.
-No permit to sell stock shall ever be issued to any foreign corpo
ration which has not at the time of making application for permit at
least fifty per cent of its capital stock subscribed and paid in, pro
viding that this shall not apply to any foreign corporation engaged
exclusively in the business of lending money in this state, nor to,
any insurance company that is required by law to obtain a permit
from the Commissioner of Insurance and Banking. [Id., § 10.]

Art. 999xxx. Foreign corporations; power of attorney to re

ceive process.-Each foreign corporation or the promoters 'of any
proposed foreign corporation desiring to sell or contract to sell its
stock in this State shall first file with the secretary or commissioner
a like power of attorney to that provided for life insurance corpora
tions in Article 4773, Revised Civil Statutes of the State of Texas
of 1911, [same article in Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914] and service
may be had upon the corporation and the secretary or commission-

,

er, as the case may be, as therein provided for, and the secretary or

commissioner, as the case may be, upon receipt of such process as
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is therein provided for, shall proceed as is provided for him to do in
Article 4774, Revised Civil Statutes of the State of Texas of 1911
[same article in Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914] and the secretary
or commissioner's acts and conduct in regard to such power of at

torney, and such process shall be the same as is provided for in said
Articles 4774 and 4773, and the effect, force and result of such acts
shall be the same as therein provided for. [Id., § 11.]

Art. 999xxxx. Penalty for violation of law.-It shall hereafter
be unlawful for any officer, agent or employe or trustee, or holding
company, or sales agents, or person, or association of persons in
this State to sell, or offer to sell, or contract to sell, directly or in
directly, for such concern, any stock of any corporation or proposed
corporation, subject to this act, which has been, proposed to be, is
now being, or may hereafter be organized for profit, without first
complying with the provisions of this act, and any person so offend
ing shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be
fined not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than two thousand
dollars, and in addition thereto may be imprisoned in the county jail
for any period not more than one year, or by both such fine and im

prisonment. [Id., § 12.]
Art. 999y. Organization within two years; refundment to sub

scribers; extension of time.-At the expiration of two years from
the granting of a permit under this act if the proposed corporation
has failed to organize, then all subscribers must be refunded the
amount paid to the promoter or trustee; provided, however, that
the secretary or commissioner may grant an 'extension of time for
the sale of securities. [Id., § 12a.]

Art. 999yy. Law tumulative.-This act shall be construed to be
cumulative of any other law or laws of this State. [Id., § 13.]

Art. 999yyy. Corporations and transactions not affected by act.
-The terms of this act shall not apply to any national bank, nor to

any corporation having a charter granted under any act of the Con
gress of the United States, nor to any State bank, bank and trust

company or trust company organized under the laws of this State,
nor to any corporation organized under the Federal Reclamation
Act, approved June 17, 1902, or the regulations established by the
Secretary of the Department of the Interior in pursuance thereof.
Nor shall the terms of this act apply to any corporation or the pro
moters of any corporation organized under the laws of rexas which
does not sell or contract to sell its stock to more than twenty-five
bona fide purchasers; provided, it does not act as the agent or trus
tee, holding company or sales company in the promotion of any
concern which· is included under the terms of this act. Nor shall
this act apply to any railroad or railway company or .interurban
railroad or railway company, or street railroad or railway company.
Nor shall this act apply to the sale of stock of a corporation by a

bona fide owner of same, who had in good faith bought the same,
and who in the purchase and sale of same was and is not acting di
rectly or indirectly as promoter or agent of such corporation. Nor
shall this act apply to a bona fide stock or stock broker in the sale
of stock, which stock has been by such corporation sold and issued
to a bona fide purchaser prior to the offering of same for sale by
such broker; provided, that such purchaser or broker was not act

ing, directly or indirectly, as promoter of such corporation. [Id.
§ 14.]

. �

Art. 999yyyy. Deposit of funds with state treasurer; examina
tion of corporations; expenses.-All moneys collected under the
terms of this act by the secretary or commissioner shall be quarter-

.
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ly deposited by him with the State" Treasurer and credited to the
general fund. Whenever the secretary or commissioner shall deem
it necessary to examine the books of any corporation or proposed
corporation, subject to the provisions of this act, or investigate its
financial condition, he shall do so at the expense of the corporation
or proposed corporation under investigation, and the corporation or

the agents of the corporation or proposed corporation being investi
gated shall pay to the secretary or commissioner, or his agent, mak

ing the investigation his actual expenses and seven dollars and fifty
cents per day for such investigation, which said expenses shall be
paid at the termination of such investigation by the concern investi
gated. [Id., § 15.]

Art. 999z. Definition of terms.-Whenever the word "secre
tary" is "used in this act it shall be considered to mean Secretary of
the State of Texas, and whenever the word "commissioner" is used
in this act it shall be considered to mean Commissioner of Insur
ance and Banking of the State of Texas. [Id., § 16.]"

CHAPTER EIGHT I

SALE OF PATENT RIGHTS
Art. Art.

999zz. Notes to state consideration. 999zzzz. Penalty for violation of act.
999zzz. Effect of statement in notes or

liens.

Article 999zz. Notes to state consideration.-That all notes and
liens given for a patent right consideration or patent right territory
shall state on their face that the same were given for a patent right.
{Act 1915, p. 128, ch. 76, § 1.]

Art. 999zzz. Effect of statement in notes or liens.-The afore
said statement on the face of said notes or liens shall be notice to
all subsequent purchasers of said notes or liens of all equities exist
ing between the parties to the original transaction, and the same

shall be subject to all defenses against subsequent owners and hold
ers, that they would, if the same had remained in the hands of the
original owner. [Id., § 2.]

Art. 999zzzz. Penalty for violation of act.-If anyone selling a

patent or patent right territory shall take a note or lien for the pur
chase price of the same, contrary to the provisions of this Act, he
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction fined
any sum not less than twenty-five nor more than two hundred dol
lars. [Id., § 3.]

CHAPTER NINE

MISCELLANEOUS OFFENSES
Art.
1000. False certificate by notary public.
1001. False declaration or protest by.
1002. Preceding articles embrace what.
1003. False declaration by master of

vessel.

Art.
1004. Throwing ballast into the sea

near bar, etc.
1005. Penalty.
1006. False entry in book of accounts.
1007. [Superseded.]

Article 1000. [580] False certificate by notary public.-If any
notary public shall make any false certificate as to the proof or ac

knowledgment of any instrument of writing relating to commerce

or navigation to which, by law, he is authorized to certify, or shall
make any false certificates as to the proof or acknowledgment of
any letter of attorney, or other instrument of writing relating to
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commerce or navigation, to which he may by law certify, he shall
be punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less than two
nor more than five years.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 446.

Art. 1001. [581] False declaration or protest by.-If any nota

ry public shall make any false declaration or protest respecting any
matter or thing relating to commerce or navigation, or to commer

cial instruments, where, by law, he is authorized to make such
declaration or protest, he shall be punished as prescribed in the pre
ceding article.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 447.

Art. 1002. [582] Preceding articles embrace, what.-The pro
visions of the two preceding articles are intended to embrace all
acts of a notary public, done in his official capacity within the prop
er sphere of his duties, and which arise out of transactions respect-.
ing navigation or commerce.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 446, 447.

Art. 1003. [583] False declaration by master of vessel.-If any
master or other officer of a vessel, with intent to defraud, shall make
a false declaration or protest as to the loss or damage of any vessel
or cargo, he shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary
not less than two nor more than five years.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 448.

Art. 1004. [584] Throwing ballast into the sea near bar, etc.
From and after the passage of this act, it shall be unlawful to throw
into 'the sea any part of the ballast of any vessel within six miles of
any bar or harbor in this state. [Act April 23, 1879, p. 153, § 2.]

Art. 1005. [585] Penalty.-If any ballast shall be thrown into
the sea within the limits forbidden by this law, from any vessel, the
master or officer in charge thereof at the time shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not less
than one hundred dollars nor more than two hundred dollars. [Id.,
§ 2;]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 449.

Art. 1006. [586] False entry in book of account.-If any per
son, with intent to defraud, shall make, or cause to be made, any
false entry in any book kept as a book of accounts, or shall, with
like intent, alter, or cause to be altered, any item of an account kept
or entered in such book, he shall be fined not less than one hundred
nor more than one thousand dollars, or be punished by confinement
in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than five years.

Offense.-The essentials of the offense are the making of a false entry and the
Intent to defraud. Pope v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 150.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 450, 451.
Instructions.-A charge, that if the jury believed that the alleged false entry

was made by accused, but that it was correct and was a proper entry, and that
it was not made with intent to defraud, he should be acquitted, is improper, be
cause requiring the jury, as a condition to acquitting, to believe, not only that
the entry was correct and proper, but that it was made without intent to defraud.
Pope v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 150.

Questions for Jury.-Accused held not entitled to a directed verdict of acquit
tal. Pope v, State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 150.

Art. �007. [Superseded. See arts 999ii and 999iii, ante.]
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TITLE 15

OF OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON
Chap.

1. Assault and assault and battery.
2. Aggravated assault and battery.
2a. Assault with prohibited weapon.
3. Of assault with intent to commit

some other offense.
4. Of maiming, dtsftgurlng' and castra-

tion.
4a. Hazing.
5. False imprisonment.
6. Offenses against minors.
7. Of kidnaping and abduction.
8. Rape.
9. Abortion.

10. Administering'poisons and injuri
ous potions.

11. Of homicide.
12. Of justifiable homicide.

1. Of a public enemy.

Chap.
12. Of justifiable homicide-Continued.

2. Of a convict.
3. By officers in the performance

of a duty, and by other per
sons under certain circum
stances.

4. Defense of person or property.
13. Of excusable homicide.
14. Homicide by negligence.

1. In the performance of a law-
ful act.

.

2. In the performance of an un-

lawful act.
15. Of manslaughter.
16. Of murder.
17. Of dueling.
18. General provisions relating to homi

cide.

CHAPTER ONE

ASSAULT AND ASSAULT AND BATTERY
Art.
1008. "Assault and battery" defined.
1009. Intent presumed, and "injury" de-

fined.
1010. May be committed on person not

intended.
1011. How it may be" committed.
1012. Any means capable of injury sur

ficient.
1013. "Coupled with an ability to com

mit" defined.

Art.
1014. When violence does not amount

to.
1015. Degree of force permissible.
1016. Verbal provocation .no justifica-

tion.
1017. "Battery," how used.
1018. Degrees of assault.
1019. Punishment for simple assault,

etc.
1020. Abusive language an offense.
1021. Intimidation of another.

Article 1008. [587] "Assault and battery" defined.-The use

of any unlawful violence upon the person of another with intent
to injure him, whatever be the means. or the degree of violence
used, is an assault and battery. Any attempt to commit a battery,
or any threatening gesture showing, in itself or by words accom

panying it, an immediate intention, coupled with an ability to com

mit a battery, is an assault.
Cited, Gage v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 565; Ward v. State (Cr. App.) 151

S. W. 1073; Ely v. State (Gr. App.) 152 S. W. 632; McCraw v. State (Cr. App.)
163 S. W. 967.

Offense.-Slightest degree of violence is sufficient. Donaldson v. State, 10 App.
307; Ware v. State, 24 .r1.pp. 521, 7 S. W. 240. See, also, (Cromeans v: State, 59 App,
611, 129 S. W. 1129; Robey v. State (Cr. App.) 163 S. W. 713.

To constitute assault and battery unlawful violence must be used upon another,
and such violence must be used with the intent to injure the person upon whom
it is inflicted. Unaccompanied by such intent the violence, however unlawful,
does not constitute assault and battery. High v. State, 26 App. 545, 10 S. W. 238,
8 Am. St. Rep. 488; Carroll v. State, 24 App. 366, 6 S. W. 190; Dickenson v. Sta.te,
24 App. 121, 5 S. W. 648; Donaldson v. State, 10 App. 307; Ware v. State, 24 App.
621, 7 S. W. 240.

.

Ability and an attempt or threatening movement, showing intention to commit
a battery, are constituent elements. Carroll v. State, 24 App. 366, 6 S. W. 190;
Flournoy v. State, 25 App. 244, 7 S. W. 865; Lee v. State, 34 App. 519, 31 S. W. 667.

A common assault arid battery is the unlawful assaulting and beating of an

other; and the least touching of another willfully, or in anger is a battery; and
every battery includes an assault; so that every unlawful touching of another per
son is an assault and battery. Norton v. State, 14 Tex. 387; Johnson v. State, 17
Tex. 515.

It is sufficient that an act be done indicating an intention to immediately com
mit a battery, coupled with the ability to do it. ThuSi the mere act of taking a
gun from the rack, coupled with other indicia, will sometimes suffice. Higgin

. botham v. State, -23 Tex. 574; Johnson v. State, 14 App. 306.
The flourish of a knife in a threatening manner sometimes constitutes an as

sault. Stockton v. State, 25 Tex. 772.
An assault may be committed though the party announces that he has no inten

tion to do immediate injury. The test is, was there in fact a present purpose of
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dotng an injury? If so, the acts will amount to an assault; otherwise they will
not. Bell v. State, 29 Tex. 492; Rainbolt v. State, 34 Tex. 286; Hill v. State, Id.
623; Agitone v. State, 41 Tex. 501; Walker v. State, 7 App, 627.

An assault may be committed by one or more persons at the same time by the
same act. State v. Bradley, 34 Tex. 95.

In every assault there must be an intent to injure, coupled with an act which
must be at least the beginning of the attempt to injure then and not an act of
preparation for some contemplated injury to be afterwards inflicted. Johnson v.

State, 43 Tex. 576.
An assault is an attempt to commit a battery. A bility to commit a battery by

violence by the means used is essential. McKay v. State, 44 Tex. 43.
The use of any dangerous weapon or the semblance thereof in an angry or

threatening manner, with intent to alarm another, under circumstances calculated
to effect that object, is an assault. Kief v. State, 10 App. 286.

An assault and battery does not consist of every violent act against another,
but only of "an unlawful violence upon the person of another with intent to injure
him," etc. Souther v. State, 18 App, 352.

Where one approaches another in a threatening manner and uses threatening
language and gestures, it is an assault. Brister v. State, 40 App. 500, 51 S. W.
393.

The statutory definition follows the common law. Evans v. State, 25 Tex. 303.
The use of any unlawful force upon the person of another with intent to injure

in an assault and battery. Two things must concur-s-tbe one physical and the
other mental-the act and the intent. Floyd v. State, 29 App. 341, 15 S. W. 819.

An assault includes the idea of intended unlawful violence toward the person al
leged to have been assaulted. In every assault there must be an intent to injure.
The test is, was there in fact a present purpose of doing an injury? If so, the
acts will amount to an assault; otherwise they will not. White v. State, 29 App.
530, 16 S. W. 340.

Defendant knocked the prosecutor down with a milk bucket; held, an assault
and battery. Marrow v. State, 37 App, 330, 39 S. W. 944.

'

For defendant, after there was no danger of violence from one who had been
knocked down and was being held, to kick at him was an assault. Marrow v.

'State, 37 App, 330, 39 S. W. 944.
The use of a loaded gun which was incapable of being fired because of a broken

firing pin held a simple assault and not an aggravated assault with a deadly weap
'On. Pearce v. State, 37 App. 643, 40 S. W. 806.

Accused had threatened to beat prosecutor to death the first time they met
again, and a few days thereafter he approached him on the highway, in an angry
and threatening manner, telling him, if he had a knife, to use it, and that pros
€cutor was afraid to do so, and then ran his hand into his pocket, but suddenly
stopped when prosecutor pointed a pistol at him. Held to constitute an assault.
Brister v. State, 40 App. 505, 51 S. W. 393.

Drawing back or lifting the arm to strike one who could have been hit Is an

assault. Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Bowdoin (Civ. App.) 168 s. W. 1.

Intent.-Intent to injure is the principal ingredient of the offense. Berry
v. State, 30 App, 423, 17 S. W. 1080; Floyd v. State, 29 App. 341, 15 S. W. 819;
Young v. State, 31 App. 24, 19 S. W. 431. See, also, Atkins v. State, 11 App. 8;
Dowlen v. State, 14 App. sr.

In every assault there must be an intent to injure, coupled with an act which
must at least be the beginning of the attempt to injure at once, and not· a mere act
of preparation for some contemplated injury that may afterward be inflicted .

..Johnson v. State, 43 Tex. 576; Fondren v. State, 16 App. 48; Rutherford v. State,
13 App. 92; and see Bell v. State, 29 Tex. 492; Rainbolt v. State, 34 Tex. 286; Hill
v. State, Id. 623; Agitone v. State, 41 Tex. 501.

Accidental injury without intent to inflict pain or injury does not constitute an
assault. Atkinson v. State, 62 App. 419, 138 S. W. 125.

Princlpals.-See notes under art. 74, ante.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 464, 465.
See, also, C. C. P. art. 470, and notes.
A battery need not be charged, if there was only an assault. State v. Johnston,

11 Tex. 22.
The indictment need not negative the relations and circumstances which would

justify an act of violence. State v. Stephenson, 20 Tex. 151.
The indictment may charge an assault upon two or more persons. State v.

Bradley, 34 Te:lC. 95.
Nor need it be alleged that the defendant had the ability to commit a battery.

Greenwood v. State, 35 Tex. 587.
An indictment charging that defendant committed "and assault" instead of "an

assault" held not fatally defective. Martin v. State, 40 Tex. 19.
An indictment charging that defendant did assault, strike and beat another

with intent to injure, held sufficient as an indictment for common assault. State
V. Cass, 41 Tex. 552.

An indictment for a simple assault need not state the instrument or means
used in committing it. State v. Hunter, 44 Tex. 94.

It is not necessary in charging an assault that the particular acts of violence
,constituting the assault should be averred. The means by which the offense was
-commttt.ed need not be stated. Roberson v. State, 15 App. 317,; Martin v. State,
-40 Tex. 19. See, also, Smith v. State, 62 App. 281, 136 S. W. 1063.

An "intent to injure," or "unlawful violence" need not be alleged. Milstead v.

Btate, 19 App, 490; State v. Hartman, 41 Tex. 562; State v. Hays, Id. 526; State
v, Allen, 30 Tex. 59; Evans v. State, 25 Tex. 303; State v. Lutterloh, 22 Tex. 210.

Where indictment charges striking with the fist, proof of a blow made with the
open hand is sufficient. Allen v. State, 36 App, 436, 37 S. W. 738.
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Where the state elects to try accused for an assault committed on a particular
date, in a particular manner, it must prove that the assault was committed on that
date' by the means alleged. Graham v. State, 72 App. 9, 160 S. W. 714.

Inclusion in other offenses.-Under an indictment charging an assault
with intent to murder, or an aggravated assault, a conviction for a simple assault
may be had. Harrison v. State, 10 App, 93; Kennedy v. State, 11 App. 73; Bolding
v. State, 23 App. 172� 4 S. W. p79; Davis v. State, 20 App, 302; Peterson v. State"
12 App. 650; Bittick v. State, 40 Tex. 117; James v. State, 36 Tex. 645; Gardenheir
v. State, 6 'I'ex. 348; Givens v. State, Id. 344; Johnson v. State, 17 Tex. 515; Rey
nolds v. State, 11 Tex. 120.

An indictment which imperfectly charges an aggravated assault may be good
for a simple assault. Nelson v. State, 2 App. 227; Marshall v. State, 13 App. 492,
overruling State v. Pierce, �6 Tex. 114. See, also, Smith v . State, 35 Tex. 500.

If the indictment is bad for the felony, the state can not dismiss as to the high
er grade and obtain a conviction for simple assault. Robinson v. State, 31 Tex.
170.

The indictment may charge both the higher and lower degrees of the offense,
and if bad for the higher, may be good for the lower. State v. Bradley, 34 Tex.
95; Wilks v. State, 3 App. 34.

A defendant may be punished under the same indictment for different degrees
of an assault. State v. Bradley, 34 Tex. 95.

An indictment may be bad for an assault with intent to murder and good for a

simple assault. State v. Archer, 34 Tex. 646; Wilks v. State, 3 App. 34.'
Under an indictment charging defendant with an aggravated assault, a convic

tion could be had for simple assault. Smith v. State, 35 Tex. 500; Milstead v.

State, 19 App. 490.
Where the indictment was for a felony, jurisdiction of the district court was

not ousted by the fact that the conviction was for a misdemeanor included within
the felony charged. Montgomery v. State, 4 App, 140.

Under an accusation charging aggravated assault, defendant may be convicted
of simple assault. Harrison v. State, 10 App. 93.
-- Allegation of name.-See notes under C. C. P. 456.
-- Variance.-On an indictment for assault on one "Garzia," a conviction

may be had on proof of an assault on one "GarCia," in the absence of proof as

to the pronunciation of the letter "z" in the Mexican name "Garzia." Rape v.

State, 34 App. 615, 31 S. W. 652.
Where an accusation particularizes the transaction, the proof must be confined

to such transaction. Herald v. State, 37 App, 409, 35 S. "\,V. 670.

Evidence.-Facts held insufficient to justify a conviction, Warren v . State, 33
Tex. 517; Chamberlain v. State, 2 App, 451; Lewallen v. State, 6 App. 475; Mc
Connell v. State, 25 App, 329, 8 S. W. 275; Jeffers v. State (Cr. App.) 173 S. W.
1038. When the evidence is conflicting as to the first aggression, the verdict will
not be disturbed. Givens v. State, 6 Te;x:. 344.

The character of the assaulted party as a quarrelsome, pugnacious man, it was

held, could· not be proved by the defendant, when the defense was that the assault
was committed while such party was in the act of committing arson in the night
time, and was not recognized by the defendant until the assault had been com

mitted. Henderson v. State, 12 Tex. 525.
.

In some cases the defendant may prove the character of the injured party when
in liquor. Lewallen v. State, 6 App. 475.

Acts which prima facie and unexplained, are undoubtedly assaults, may be
shown to be, in truth, different from what they purport to be; that they are not
attempts or offers to do harm, but merely annoying gestures without any accom

panying purpose of mischief, or that they are merely reasonable preparations to
repel anticipated violence. Young v. State, 7 App. 75; Bell v. State, 29 Tex. 492.

If the intent imputed to the accused 'is to injure the mind or feelings of. the
assaulted party, the evidence germane to the existence of such intent may well
involve the character of the assailed party, and in such case would be admissible.
See this case for an instance, where such evidence was held admissible. Donald
son v. State, 10 App. 307.

In a prosecution for an assault, defendant proposed to prove that it was the
custom and practice of himself and associates to denounce each other in violent
and abusive language, sometimes flourishing deadly weapons and indulging in

threats, when in fact such conduct was merely matter of jest, and accompanied
by no actual intention of committing violence. Held, that such evidence was prop
erly rejected. Hawkins v. State, 17 App. 593, 50 Am. Rep. 129.

A verdict of guilty of simple assault is amply supported by evidence of an at
tempt to commit a battery with an open knife, which was prevented only by the
interference of bystanders. Yawn v. State, 37 App, 205, 38 S. W. 785, 39 S. W. 105.

On trial for an assault, evidence of previous threats made by defendant against
the person assaulted is admissible. Bolton v. State (Cr. App.) 39 s. W. 672. But
evidence of trouble between prosecutor and others is inadmissible.-Id.

When a party who interposes to prevent a battery upon the person assaulted,
and defendant in turn assaults him, evidence Of such assault is admissible to show
the animus of defendant. McCray v. State, 38 App, 609, 44 S. W. 170.

Evidence held to sustain a conviction. Reynolds v. State, 63 App, 270, 139 S. W.
977.

Charge.-See notes to C. C. P. art. 735.
Evidence held not to raise issue of simple assault. Vivian v. 'State (Cr. App.)

152 S. W. 895; Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 167 s. W. 1110; Raleigh v. State (Cr.
App.) 168 S. W. 1050.

Where accused approached prosecutor in a threatening manner, with the intent
to assault him, challenging him to defend himself with a knife, and was stopped
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before he got close enough to commit a battery by prosecutor pointing a pistol at

him, a request to charge that accused had not committed an assault becaus� there
had been no present ability to commit a battery, was properly refused. Brister v.

State, 40 App, 505, 51 S. W. 393.
Facts held to require a charge on simple assault. Smith v. State, 61 App. 349,

135 S. W. 152.
One is not entitled. to a charge on simple assault, in that he only used his hands

and feet, where he helped one who was using a knife. Cukierski v. State (Cr.
App.) 153 S. W. 313.

Definition of an assault is incomplete without a definition of a battery. Perkins
Bros. Co. v. Anderson rciv. App.) 155 S. W. 556.

Where the evidence showed beyond doubt that· serious bodily injury was in

flicted, the court properly refused to charge on simple assault. Solis v. State (Cr.
App.) 174 S. W. 343.

Art. 1009. [588] Intent presumed, and "injury" defined.
When an injury is caused by violence to the person, the intent to

injure is presumed; and it rests with the person inflicting the in

jury to· show the accident or innocent intention. The injury in
tended may be either bodily pain, constraint, a sense of shame or

other disagreeable emotion of the mind.
Pr-esumptions and burden of proof.-See arts. 51 and 52, ante, and notes.
When an injury is caused by violence to the person, the intent to injure is pre

sumed, and it rests with the person inflicting the injury to show that it was due to
accident or innocent intention. McConnell v. State, 25 App. 329, 8 S. W. 275; Mc

Kay v. State, 44 Tex. 43; Atkins v. State, 11 App, 8.
The intent to injure will be presumed when an injury has been inflicted, but

when no injury has been inflicted, the intent must be proved. Ware v. State, 24

App. 521, 7 S. W. 240; McConnell v. State, 25 App, 329, 8 S. W. 275. See, also,
Ward v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 1073; Robey v. State (Cr. App.) 163 S. W. 713.

The presumption is not conclusive, but merely casts the burden on defendant
to show accident or innocent intent. Floyd v. State, 29 App. 341, 15 S. W. 819.

Where one uses violence upon another and produces an injury, the burden is

upon him to show that his act was innocent and without intent to injure. Thomp
son v. State (Cr. App.) 89 S. W. 1081.

It is improper to charge in assault and battery cases, that intent to injure will
be presumed, when no physical injury has been inflicted, except in cases of assault
of an indecent character by an adult upon a female. In case of assault by one

man upon another, where no injury has been inflicted, the intent to injure must
be proved as any other fact. Tubbs v. State, 50 App. 143, 95 S. W. 113.

The presumption that injury was intended arises from violence, but that pre
sumption may be rebutted. Perkins v. State, 62 App. 508, 138 S. W. 133.
-- Char-ge.-Charge held more favorable to defendant than the law. Wil

liams v. State, 4 App, 255.
An instruction held erroneous as assuming that an injury was done prosecu

trix, whereas the evidence rendered it doubtful whether her feelings were injured.
Floyd v. State, 29 App. 341, 15 S. W. 819.

The giving of an instruction embracing this article held proper though prosecu
trix did not testify to any disagreeable emotion, where it appeared that defendant
admitted her virtue and she immediately complained after the insult. Young v.
State, 31 App, 24, 19 S. W. 431.

Where the violence is slight, the charge as to intent to injure must be given,
but where the injury is obvious, no such need be given. Brown v. State, 42 App.
417, 60 S. W. 549, 96 Am. St. Rep. 806. See, also, Stripling v. State, 47 App, 117,
80 S. W. 377.

Where the State's proof tends to show an assault without violence, the court
must instruct the jury there must be established an intent to injure on the part
of person making the assault and it is not proper to charge that the intent to in
jure is presumed, and accused must show innocent intention. Lee v. State, 47 App,
612, 85 S. W. 799.

Where accused claims that the injuries were accidental, and there is evidence
that he caused the injuries, an instruction that, when an injury is caused by vio
lence to the person. the intent to injure is presumed, and it rests with the person
inflicting the injury to show accident or innocent intention, is proper. Yates v.
State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 1064.

Argument.-Reading section held not attack on defendant's failure to testify.
Jacobs v. State, 37 App. 428, 35 S. W. 978.

Art. 1010. [589] May be committed on person not intended.
An assault, or an assault and battery, may be committed, though
the person actually injured thereby was not the .person intended
to be injured.

Accidental Injury.-If, in a di.fficulty he brought on. accused, in an effort to
strike an antagonist, accidentally strikes and injures a third party, he is guilty
of assault and battery on the latter. Powell v. State, 32 App. 230, 22 S. W. 677.

However, if in the justifiable self-defense of himself, the accused unintention
ally injured a bystander, he would be guilty of no offense. Powell v. State, 32

App. 230, 22 S. W. 677; Plummer v. State, 4 �PP. 310, 30 Am. Rep. 165; Clark V.

State, 19 App. 495.
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To warrant a conviction for accidentally striking another when correcting a

child, evidence must show the correction immoderate. Turner v. State, 35 App.
369, 33 S. W. 972.

The accused may make any defense, mitigation, or extenuation that could have
been offered if he had shot the person intended. Vining v. State (Cr. App.) 146
S. W. 909.

Art. 1011. [590] How it may be committed.-An assault, or

assault and battery, may be committed by the use of any part of
the body of the person committing the offense, as of the hand,
foot, head, or by the use of any inanimate object, as a stick, knife,
or anything else capable of inflicting the slightest injury, or by
the use of any animate object, as by throwing one person against
another, or driving a horse or other animal against the person.

Cited, Ward v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 1073.

Art. 1012. [591] Any means capable of injury sufficient.-Any
means used by the person assaulting, as by spitting in the face or

otherwise, which is capable of inflicting an injury, comes within
the definition of an assault, or an assault and battery, as the case

may be.

Art. 1013. [592] "Coupled with ability to commit" defined.
By the terms, "coupled with an ability to commit," as used in arti
cle 1008 is meant-

1. That the person making the assault must be in such a posi
tion that, if not prevented, he may inflict a battery upon the per-
son assailed.

'

2. That he must be within such distance of the person so as
sailed as to make it within his power to commit the battery by the
use of the means with which he attempts it.

3. It follows that one who is, at the time of making an attempt
"

to commit a battery, under such restraint as to deprive him of the
.

power to act, or who is at so great a distance from' the person as

sailed as that he can not reach his person by the use of the means'
with which he makes the attempt, is not guilty of an assault.
But the use of any dangerous weapon, or the semblance thereof,
in an angry or threatening manner, with intent to a'iarm another,
and under circumstances calculated to effe�t that object, comes

within the meaning of an assault.
Cited, Vivian v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 895.

Ability to comm It.-If there be question of the ability to commit battery, it
Should go to the jury under instruction. Boles v. State, 18 App, 422.

An assault can only be committed when the act is coupled with the ability to
commit a battery. For instance, the parties being too far separated for the ac

cused to commit violence with the means used, there was no assault. Marthal!
v. State, 34 App. 22, 36 S. W. 1062.

That defendant was restrained before he made battery is no defense. Goss v.

State (Cr. App.) 40 S. W. 725.

Use of weapon with intent to alarm.-An assault with a gun which cannot be
fired is only a simple assault. Pearce v. State, 37 App. 643, 40 S. W. 806 (over
ruling McCollough v. State, 24 App. 128, 5 S. W. 839; Blackwell v. State, 33 App,
278, 26 S. W. 397, 32 S. W. 128).

Defendant used a gun, that was loaded but could not be fired, for the purpose
of alarming the injured person, held a simple assault. Pearce v. State, 37 App.
643, 40 S. W. 806.

,

If the weapon as used was calculated to alarm, it is immaterial that it did not,
in fact, alarm the party threatened. Coker v: State, 22 App. 20, 2 S. W. 615. And
see further Johnson v. State, 19 App, 545; Atterberry v. State, 33 App, 88, 25
S. W. 125; Smith v. State, 62 App. 281, 136 S. W. 1063.

One who curses and points a fire arm at another, who flees, is guilty of an

assault. Myers v. State, 72 App. 630, 163 S. W. 432. See, also, King v. State, 61
App. 427, 135 S. W. 136.

POinting a gun or pistol at a person, within carrying distance of the weapon,
with intent to injure such person, is an assault, unless it appear that the weapon
was unloaded; and the burden of proving that it was unloaded is on the defend
ant. Forrest v, State, 3 App, 232; Crow v. State, 41 Tex. 468; Caldwell v. State;
5 Tex. 20; Burton v. State, 3 App. 408, 30 Am. Rep. 146.

Under the last clause of subdivision 3 of this article, if a dangerous weapon
is used in a threatening manner, with intent to alarm, and under circumstances
calculated to effect that object, the ability to commit battery is not necessary to
constitute assault. Kief v. State, 10 App. 286; Trimble v, State, 57 App. 439, 125
S. W. 41.
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Presenting a fire-arm in a condition for immediate use accompanied by an

avowal of an intention to kill the party assaulted, is an assault. Johnson v. State,
19 App. 545.

The use of the weapon must be unlawful, which necessarily implies aggression,
and the facts must show a present unlawful purpose to alarm another. If the

weapon is used in 'lawful selt-defense, it does not constitute assault. White v.

State, 29 App. 530, 16 S. W. 340.
Where defendant, armed with a knife, advanced in an angry and threatening

manner with intent to alarm the injured party, he was guilty of an assault. At
terberry v. State, 33 App, 88, 25 S. W. 125.

It is error to charge that it made no difference whether defendant had a

weapon or not, if he made a threatening gesture. Nelson v. State (Cr. App.) 57
S. W. 645.

If a party has no weapon or semblance thereof, he cannot be �uilty, under sub
division 3 of thts article. Nelson v. State (Cr. App.) 57 S. W. 645.

Where one presents a pistol at the breast of another and snaps it, he is guilty
of an assault with intent to murder. The burden is on the defendant to prove that
the pistol is unloaded if such is the fact. Tile court is not bound to submit tile
issue to the jury whether tile pistol was loaded or not simply because it does not
fire. Bedford v. State, 44 App. 97, 69 S. W. 158.

'

The use simply of animate or inanimate objects for the purpose of alarming
another does not under our statute constitute an assault. Barnes v. State (Cr.
App.) 72 S. W. 169.

To constitute an assault by alarming a person, the thing done must first be

unlawful, and must be done in an angry or threatening manner, and with intent
to alarm; but there may be an intent to alarm which is not unlawful, and one

may compel trespassers on his premises to leave them, and the means used to

accomplish that purpose, if not intended to bring about injury, cannot become an

assault. Trimble v. State, 57 App. 439, 125 S. W. 40.
Where accused threatened to kill and snapped a pistol which could not be fired,

the issue of aggravated assault should have been submitted. Oliver v. State, 60

App. 62, 131 S. W. 215.
Firing a gun to frighten another is a simple assault. Drake v. State, 62 App.

130, 136 S. W. 1064.
Where one intending to commit an assault with his fists, is so confused by a

blow that he uses a knife wrthout knowing what he is doing. he may be convicted
of simple assault. Brewer v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 622.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, ,465.

Evidence.-On trial for aggravated assault, when the evidence shows that
defendant made an assault with a knife and was prevented from committing a

battery; held, the evidence is amply sufficient to support a verdict for simple
assault. Yawn v. State, 37 App. 205, 38 S. W. 785, 39 S. W. 105.

Evidence held insufficient to authorize a conviction of any character of as

sault other than that named in subdivision 3. McCullough v. State, 24 App. 128,
5 S. W. 839.

Charge.-A court is not required to charge that "an unloaded pistol is not a

deadly weapon," or that "a pistol without a cap is not a deadly weapon," these
being matters about which the jUry are supposed to possess competent knowledge
without information from the court. Flournoy v. State, 16 Tex. 31.

Where the testimony tended strongly to show that the alleged injured party
was beyond the reach of danger from the means used, the charge should have
explained the statutory meaning of "coupled with an ability to commit" the as

sault. Boles v. State, 18 App. 422.
The definition of an assault is incomplete without a definition of a battery.

Perkins Bros. Co. v. Anderson (Civ. App.) 155 s. W. 556.
One who compels another to make an apology by threatening him with a.

knife, is not entitled to the submission of the issue whether there was an intent
to injure. Yelton v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 318.

Decisions under original article.-Before this article was revised, it was held
that mere threatening gestures and accompanying words did not constitute an

assault, unless coupled with an ability to commit battery, no matter what the
intention was. McKay v. State, 44 Tex. 43; Smith v. State, 32 'I'ex, 593; Spears
v. State, 2 App, 244; Jarnigan v. State, 6 App. 465.

Art. 1014. [593] When violence does not amount to.-Vio
lence used to the person does not amount to an assault or battery
in the following cases:

1. In the exercise of the right of moderate restraint or correc

tion given by law to the parent over the child, the guardian over

the ward, the master over his apprentice, the teacher over the
scholar.

Cited, Cromeans v. State, 59 App, 611, 129 S. W. 1129.

2. For the preservation of order in a meeting for religious,
political or other lawful. purposes.

3. The preservation of the peace, or to prevent the commission
of offenses.
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4. In preventing or interrupting an intrusion upon the lawful
possession of property.

Cited, S. H. Kress & Co. v. Lawrence (Civ, App.) 162 S. W. 448.

S. In making a lawful arrest and detaining the party arrested,
in obedience to the lawful order of a magistrate or court, and in
overcoming resistance to such lawful order.

6. In self-defense or in defense of another against unlawful
violence offered to his person or property.

Subd. 1
1. Test of liability in general.
2. Parent and child.
3. Master and servant.
4. Teacher and pupil.
5. Burden of proof.

Subd. 2
6. Fo'rce permissible.

Subd. 4
7. Defense of property.

Subd. 5
8. Arrest.

Subd. 6
9. Self-defense.

10. -- Charge.
11. Defense of another.
12. Homicide in self-defense or in de

fense of another.
13. Prevention of offences by act of

private person.
14. Evidence of threats against accus

ed, and character of person as

saulted.
15. Indictment.

SUBO. 1
1. Test of liability In general.-The true issue in prosecutions of this charac

ter, when the relationship is established, is, "Was the correction moderate?" not
whether the instrument was unusual and calculated to infiict serious injuries, nor

that the chastisement was done in a cruel or vindictive manner. Stanfield v.

State, 43 Tex. 167.

2. Parent and child.-A stepfather stands in loco parentis to the stepchild, and
may exercise this right. Gorman v. State, 42 Tex. 221; Turner v. State, 35 App.
369, 33 S. W. 972.

This provision applies only to the actual, and not to a mere conventional, re

lationship of parent and child. Davis v. State, 6 App. 133.
The right of moderate restraint applies not only to the parent, but also to a

person who stands in loco parentis. Thus a brother of a fifteen year old girl, who
provided her with board, lodging, clothing, and schooling, might be considered as

standing in loco parentis to her. Snowden v. state, 12 App. 105, 41 Am. Rep. 667.
Defendant, while infiicting punishment upon his step-daughter, accidentally

struck his wife; held, that in order to sustain a conviction for an assault upon his
wife the evidence must show that he was chastising the child in an immoderate
or unlawful manner. Turner v. S�ate, 35 App, 369, 33 S. W. 972.

3. Master and servant.-A master has no right to chastise his servant. Davis
v. State, 6 App, 133.

4. Teacher and pupil.-The teached is clothed with discretionary authority to
punish refractory pupils, and is not liable for its exercise, unless in an exces

sive or malicious manner. Stephens v. State, 44 App. 67, 68 S. ,lIT. 281, citing
Dowlen v. State, 14 App. 61; Hutton v. State, 23 App, 386, 5 S. W. 122, 59 Am.
Rep. 776, and Kinnard v. State, 35 App, 276, 33 S. W. 234, 60 Am. St. Rep. 47.

And see further, Bolding v. State, 23 App. 172, 4 S. W. 579; Stanfield v. State,
43 Tex. 167.

In all such cases the law presumes, from the relation of the parties, an en

tire absence of any criminal intent to injure, and it does not devolve upon the de
fendant to show accident or innocent intention, unless it be shown that the
force used was excessive. Whether the violence used was moderate or excessive,
must necessarily depend upon the age, sex, condition, and disposition of the pupil,
with all the attending circumstances. Dowlen v. State, 14 App. 61; Stanfield v.

State, 43 Tex. 167.
The teacher can use only that degree of violence necessary to restrain or cor

rect the pupil. Dowlen v. State, 14 App. 61.
Evidence held to show that the injured person was a child and to sustain a con

viction. Bell v. State, 18 App. 53, 51 Am. Rep. 293.
Case held immoderate punishment of pupil by teacher, see Whitley v. State,

33 App, 172, 25 S. W. 1072.
Evidence held insufficient to sustain the conviction of a teacher for simple

assault. Stephens v. State, 44 App. 67, 68 S. W. 281.
The punishment must be moderate though the pupil Is not subdued. Whit

ley v. State, 33 App, 172, 25 S. W. 1072.
Evidence to show that an assault made by a teacher upon his pupil was so se

vere as to draw blood is admissible. Kinnard V.· State, 35 App, 276, 33 S. W.
234, 60 Am. St. Rep. 47. Also, evidence of teacher's intention. Id.

A teacher is not liable for unusual consequences resulting from an abnormal
condition of the pupil's blood. Ely v. State (Cr. App.) 152 s. W. 631.

5. Burden of proof.-See notes under art. 52, ante, and art. 785, C. C. P.

SUBD.2
6. Force permisslble.-Only the force necessary to the purpose is permissible

under this subdivision of the article; excessive force is punishable. Rasberry v.
State, 1 App. 664.
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SUBD.4
7. Defense of property.-When one is guilty of improper conduct in a pri

vate house, the owner has the right to use sufficient force to eject him if he
refuses to leave when requested. Hinton v. State, 24 Tex. 454; Mccrary v. State,
38 App. 609, 44 S. W. 170.

An assault committed by one in possession of property who resists its taking'
without warrant of law, using no more force than is necessary, is justifiable. Yar
borough v. State (Cr. App.) 147 s. W. 272. See, also, Lassiter v. State (Cr.
App.) 163 S. W. 710.

A party cannot justify an assault committed in attempting to take forcible
possession of a house belonging to him. He cannot even use his title to the house
in mitigation of the offense. Terrell v. State, 37 Tex. 442.

Aggravated assault cannot be justified upon the ground that the house was

the property of defendant and the assault was committed in an effort to take
possession of it, nor can title be invoked to mitigate the offense. Terrell v. State,
37 Tex. 442. Defense. of one's own habitation is a right only limited in extent
by the same rules which govern in the defense of the person. Richardson v,

State, 7 App. 486.
Force necessarily used to defend one's own property from violence, is not as

sault. Souther v. State, 18 App, 352.
A person may defend against an assault on his property, using the means at

hand. Lilly v. State, 20 App. 1.
One who is in lawful possession of property has the right, as against a tres

passer to arm himself for his protection, and go to where the trespass is being
committed and request such person to leave; and if the trespasser refuses to go,
he can insist upon his going and use all reasonable means to compel him to
leave, using no more force than Is reasonably necessary. And if under such
circumstances he is himself attacked he can meet force with force. Vann v.

State, 43 App. 244, 64 S. W. 244.
The defendant's theory of the case should be submitted. Robey v. State (Cr.

App.) 163 s. W. 713.

SUBD.5

8. Arrest.-Legal arrest by an officer being resisted, he may resort to such
force as is necessary, but no more, to overcome the resistance and accomplish
the arrest. If the officer exceeds such force, he is guilty of an offense. Beaverts
v. State, 4 App. 175, citing Skidm.ore v. State, 43 Tex. 93; Skidmore v. State, 2;
App, 20. And see, also, Giroux v. State, 40 Tex. 97; Carter v. State, 30 App,
551, 17 S. W. 1102, 28 Am, St. Rep. 944; Rasberry v. State, 1 App, 665; Owen v.

State, 58 App, 261, 125 S. W. 405.
While an officer has the right to use necessary force tc complete a legal ar

rest, he may not kill his prisoner to prevent his attempted escape. Caldwell v:

State, 41 Tex. 86. And see Miers v. State, 34 App. 161, 29 S. W. 1()'74, 53 Am .

.
St. Rep. 705; Tiner v. State, 44 Tex. 128.

A peace officer has the right to summon assistance to his aid in the discharge
of his duty. Owen v. State, 58 App. 261, 125 S. W. 405.

SUBD.6

9. Self-defense.-As to actual and apparent danger, see Phipps v. State, 34
App, 608, 31 S. W. 1657; s. c., 34 App, 560, 31 S. W. 397; Garner v, State, 34 App,
356, 30 S. W. 782; Law v. State, 34 App. 79, 29 S. W. 160; Sm.ith v. State, 33-
App. 513, 27 S. W. 137; McGrath v. State, 35 App. 413, 34 S. W. 127, 941; Willi
ford v. State, 36 App. 414, 37 S. W. 761; Pinson v. State, 50 App. 234, 96 S. W. 23;
Crenshaw v. State, 48 App, 77, 85 S. W. 1147; Martin v. State, 71 App. 521, 160
S. W. 968.

See, also, Priest v. State (Cr. App.) 34 s. W. 611; Evans v. State, 57 App. 174.
122 S. W. 392.

- The right of self-defense is limited only by what reasonably appears to the
person exercising it to defendant to be dangerous at the time, viewed only from
.his standpoint. Aycock v. State, 55 App. 142, 115 S. W. 590; Jones v. State, 50
"App. 194, 95 S. W. 1044; Newcomb v. State, 49 .A.pp. 550, 95 S. W. 1048; Brownlee
v. State, 48 App, 408, 87 S. W� 1153; Beard v. State, 47 App. 5(}, 81 S. W. 33, 122
Am. St. Rep. 672.

See, also, Black v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 944; Darnell v. State, 58 App.
585, 126 S. W. 1122; Cooley v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 192.

And further, on the right of self-defense, see West v. State, 2 App, 460;
Weaver v. State, 19 App, 547, 53 Am. Rep. 389; Blake v. State, 3 App, 581; May
v. State, 6 App. 191; Hobbs v. State, 16 App. 517; Good v. State, 18 App. 39;
Hawthorne v. State, 28 App, 212, 12 S. W. 603; Downey v. State, 33 App. 380, 2�
S. W. 627; Rhea v. State, 37 App. 138, 38 S. W. 1012.

As to imperfect right of self-defense, see, also, Cheatham v. State, 57 App.
442, 125 S. W. 565; Corley v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 227.

One attacked by several is justified in acting on the hostile demonstrations of
anyone of them. Black v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 944.

See, also, Recen v. State, 58 App, 457, 126 S. W. 577.
One who wrongfully goes on the premises of another to take property without

warrant of law, cannot claim to have acted in self-defense. Yarborough v, State
(Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 270; Yarborough v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 272.

One may act upon a reasonable apprehension of danger. Munden v. State, 37
Tex. 353; Moore v. State, 15 App. 1.

Though defendant's purpose in entering prosecutor's house was unlawful, where
he abandoned such purpose, and sought to escape from the house before being
pursued by prosecutor, he may resist prosecutor's pursuit and assault by force,
and plead self-defense. Cox v. State, 57 App. 427, 123 S. W. 696. 26 L. R. A.
(N. S.) 621, 136 Am. St. Rep. 992.
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One has the right to defend himself if assaulted by an arresting officer, and
this right is not abridged by a knowledge that the officer has a warrant. Owen v.

State, 58 App. 261, 125 S. W. 405.
Since the right of self-defense of one on trial for assault with intent to mur

der must be determined by the facts known to him, testimony of a state's wit
ness that prior to the difficulty he told prosecutor that accused was enraged
against him, and that he (prosecutor) ought to be prepared for any emergency,
was inadmissible; accused not knowing of the conversation. Dowell v. State, 58
App, 482, 126 S. W. 871.

Where prosecutor had threatened accused charged with assault with intent
to murder, and at the time of the assault prosecutor did some act manifesting an

intent to execute the threat or unlawfully assaulted accused, or did acts produc
ing in the mind of accused a reasonable apprehension of an assault or of death or

serious bodily injury, and accused committed the assault charged to protect him
self from such danger or apparent danger, the assault was justifiable self
defense. Darnell v. State, 58 App, 585, 126 S. W. 1122.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to murder, where it appeared that the
prosecuting witnesses had formed a conspiracy to kill defendants, and had come

to town for that express purpose, and that one of the prosecuting witnesses had
advanced to prqvoke the difficulty, defendants, if believing that an attack was

imminent, could, in their own protection, assail all of the prosecuting witnesses,
though some of them had not made any' overt act or fired any guns, for the act
or one conspirator is that of another, and the law of conspiracy is not changed
because invoked by one accused of crime. Black v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W.
:944.

If accused had reason to believe that prosecuting witness had poisoned his
chtckens, he could ask him if he had done so, without forfeiting his perfect right of
self-d,efense, if then assaulted, provided he did not intend to bring on a difficulty
.tn asking the questions. Parish v. State (Cr . .App.) 153 S. W. 327.

A party, who has voluntarily agreed to fight, cannot successfully plead self
defense in a prosecution for assault with intent to kill. Brewer v. State (Cr.
App.) 153 s. W. 622.

While one illegally arrested may use all necessary force to effect his release,
he cannot justify a malicious assault on the arresting officer made for other rea

sons, merely because he was illegally arrested. Nickerson v. State (Cr. App.) 154
S. W. 992.

One cannot justify assaulting an arresting officer by reason of being struck
by him because of an insulting epithet. Nickerson v. State (Cr. App.) 154 s.
W.992.

The question whether the person assaulted, who admitted trouble with another
.some months before, was at that tim.e armed with a pistol, is immaterial on the
issue of accused's plea that he acted in self-defense because the witness was
armed. Evansl v. State (Cr. App.) 172 s. W. 795.

10. -- Charge.-See notes to C. C. P. art. 735.
Charge held proper. Hogue v. State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 905; Noland v.

State, 63 App. 275, 140 S. W. 100; Yarborough v. State (Cr. App.) 147 s. W. 270;
Yarborough v. State (Cr. App.) 147 s. W. 272; Foster v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s.
W. 583; Simms v. State (Cr. App.) 14� S. W. 786; Russell v. State, 71 App, 86,
158 S. W. 546.

On provoking difficulty and charge thereon, see Rogers v. State, 71 App, 271,
159 S. W. 44; Barr-ego v. State, 61 App. 625, 136 S. W. 41; Walker v. State, 63
App. 499, 140 S. W. 455; Sanchez v. State, 70 App. 24, 156 S. W. 218; Shoemaker
v, Sitate, 71 App. 445, 160 S. W 356; Martin v, State, 71 App. 521, 160 S. W. 968;
Stoner v. State, 72 App. 482, 162 S. W. 836.

Facts held not to require charge on self-defense. Martin v. State, 71 App .

.521, 160 S. W. 968; Ulun Y. State (Cr. App.) 32 s. W. 6991; Teel v. State, 63 App.
460, 140 S'. W. 340; Davis v. State, 63 App. 484, 141 S. W. 93; Yarborough v.
State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 272; Waters v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 796.

Facts held to require charge on self-defense. Fisher v. Sta.te (Cr. App.) 168 s.
W. 528; Culp v. State, 58 App. 74, 124 S. W. 946; Prater v. State, 60 App. 88, 131
:S. W. 325; Shoemaker v. State, 71 App. 445, 160 S. W. 356; Lassiter v. State
(Cr. App.) 163 S. W. 710.

In a proper case, the law of self-defense must be given. Edwards v. State, 5
.A.pp. 59,g; Coons v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 820; Martin v. State, 71 App. 521,
160 S. W. 968. Even though the assault is upon an officer having the defendant in
<custody. Goodman v. State, 4 App. 349.

For charge unduly limiting the right of self-defense, see, also, Parish v. State
(Cr. App.) 153 s. W. 327; Kelton V. State, 71 App, 491, 160 S. W. 342.

If portions of the evidence tend to show that the assailed attempted to strike
with a stick, the charge must not restrict the .rtght of self-defense to actual
.strtktng. McFarlin v. State, 41 Tex. 23.

Charge held insufficient, Carter v. State, 28 App. 355, 13 S. W. 147.
Charge held objectionable in form in that the unlearned juror might be unable

to grasp, retain, and properly apply the different circumstances, conditions, and
-contingencies upon which the rights of defendant were predicated-all of which
.are contained in a single paragraph. Williams v. State, 30 App, 429, 17 S. W. 1071.

It appeared that the injured party fired the first shot, when defendant rising
up drew his pistol and said: "If that's your game here's at you," and fired; held,
·this did not constitute mutual combat, and a charge on mutual combat predicated
upon these facts is erroneous. Waldon v. State, 34 App, 92, 29 S. W. 273.

The court in charging on self-defense, further charged on provoking difficulty,
but there was no evidence to support this phase of case and such a charge was

necessarily prejudicial to defendant's rights. Thomas v, State, 34 App. 481, 31
a, W. 170.
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On trial for an assault and battery, where the danger if any is patent and

real, it is not error to refuse a charge on apparent danger. Thompson v. State,
35 App. 352, 33 S. W. 871; Moore v. State, 31 App. �34, 20 S. W. 563; Dyer v:

State, 47 App. 253, 83 S. W. 192, distinguishing Hjeronymous v. State, 46 App:
157, 79 S. W. 313, and McVey v. State (Cr. App.) 81 S. W. 740.

Where defendant claims no assault has been committed, he can not complain
of a refusal to instruct on self-defense. Clark Y. State (Cr. App.) 35 S. W. 149.

Refusal to charge that defendant might act on the danger as it appeared to
him, is erroneous. Harris v. State, 37 App, 454, 36 S. W. 263.

The court charged that if d'efendant sought a meeting with the injured party
with the intent to raise a difficulty, he could not avail himself of self-defense;
but if he sought the injured party with no intent to raise a difficulty, his right
of self-defense would be perfect; held, no error. Rhea v. State, 37 App. 138,
38 S. W. 1012.

Charge on abandonment of difficulty held justified by the facts. McCray v,

State, 38 App. 609, 44 S. W. 170.
It is error to charge on self-defense where evidence does not raise the issue.

Mattison v. State, 54 App. 514, 114 S. W. 824.
.

On charge in a case of assault on a person assisting an arresting officer, see

Owen v. State, 58 App. 261, 125 S. W. 405.
For charge held inapplicable to facts, see Little v. State, 61 App. 197, 135 S.

W� 119.
.

Charge held properly refused. Barr-ego v. State, 61 App. 625, 136 S. W. 41.
A charge limiting accused's right to use force to such force as was reasonably

necessary for his own protection held error. Comegys v. State, 62 App, 231, 137
S. W. 349.

.

Evidence held not to raise the issue of self-defense separate from that of
threats so as to require a distinct charge on self-defense. Bussey v. State (Cr.
App.) 153 s. W. 873.

.

A charge on the right to defend against a robbery is not objectionable for using
the words "force and violence" instead of the phrase "by assault and putting in
fear of their lives or bodily injury." Wilson v. State, 70 App. 627, 158 S. W. 512.

A charge on excessive force held improper. Shoemaker v. State, 71 App. 446,
160 S. W. 356.

On a trial for aggravated assault, requested instructions given by the court
held to fairly submit the defense of self-defense. Yates v. State, 72 App. 279,
162 S. W. 499.

Charge held erroneous as placing on defendant the burden of proving self
defense, and as submitting to the jury whether he used greater force than neces

sary, as it appeared to them at the time of t.he trial, instead of as it reasonably
appeared to, defendant at the time of the assault, Knox v. State (Cr. App.) 167
s. W. 729.

Accused is entitled to have self-defense submitted from his standpoint. Fisher
v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 528.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to murder, where accused claimed that
he acted in self-defense, believing he was in imminent danger, but there was no

evidence of any threats before the altercation which led to the assault, a charge
that, if the words or acts of the prosecuting witness created in the mind of
accused reasonable apprehension of imminent danger, then he had the right to de
fend himself in such a manner as seemed reasonably necessary, and that he was

not bound to retreat to avoid the necessity of assaulting his assailant, is a suffi
cient presentation of the right of self-defense as raised by the evidence, which
only showed that the prosecuting witness got down from his wagon and reached
towards his pocket, where accused believed he had a knife. Nesbitt v. State (Cr.
App.) 171 s. W. 1126.

11, Defense of another.-One who interposes in defense of the life or person
of another assumes the same responsibilities to the law that rest upon such
other, and is entitled to the same justification. For full discussion of the subject,
see Guffee v. State, 8 App. 187; Kendall v. State, Id., 669; Dyson v. State, 14
App. 454; Reyons v. State, 33 App. 143, 25 S. W. 786, 47 Am. St. Rep. 25; Terrell
v. State, 53 App. 604, 111 S; W. 162. See, also, Little v. State, 61 App. 197, 135-
S. W. 119-.

The evidence showing that defendant assaulted a person after the latter had
thrown a missile at a third person, and while in the aca of reaching for another
stone, a charge that if the assault on said third person was over, and defendant
cut the assailant out of revenge, he would not be justifiable, is erroneous. Horton
v. State (Cr. App.) 34 S. W. 612.

The right covers all phases of an attack. Smith v. State, 61 App. 349, 136 S.
W.152.

One present with another who is the object of a deadly attack may defend the
one assaulted though he himself is not attacked. Black v. State (Cr. ApP.) 145
s. W. 944.

12. Homicide in self- defense or in defense of another,-See arts. 1104-1110 and
notes thereunder.

13. Prevention of offenses by act of private person.-See C. C. P. arts. 110-
116 and notes thereunder.

14. Evidence .of threats against accused, and character of person assaulted.
See notes under art. 1143.

15. I ndictment,-Willson's Cr. Forms, 465.

Art. 1015. [594] Degree of force permissible.-In all the cases

mentioned in the preceding article, where violence is permitted to
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effect a lawful purpose, only that degree of force must be used
which is necessary to effect such purpose.

Force permissible.-In all cases of self-defense the means must be proportioned
to the aggression. Stockton v. State, 25 Tex. 772; Burch v, State, 43 Tex. 376;
Cotton v. State, 4 Tex. 260; Hobbs v. State, 16 App. 517; Hawthorne v. State,
28 App. 212, 12 S. W. 603; Miller v. State, 31 App. 609, 21 S. W. 925, 37 Am. St.
Rep. 836; Patterson v. State, 49 App. 613, 95 S. W. 129. '

See, also, Rasberry v. State, 1 App. 665; Skidmore v. State, 2 App, 20; May
v. State, 6 Tex. App. 191; Dunnaway v. State, 72 App. 617, 163 8. W. 426; Robey
v. State (Gr. App.) 163 S. W. 713.

Whether the degree of force used was necessary or excessive, is a question
which must be determined from the racts of each particular case as the law does
not furnish the measure. Souther v. State, 18 App. 352; Stanfield v. State, 43
Tex. 167.

Defendant, in the fight, used a brass motor key; the assaulted party used a

walking stick, and there was some conflict as to who was the aggressor; held,
that defendant ought to have been allowed to prove the size and appearance of
the stick used by the injured party. Law v. State, 34 App. 79, 2!t S. W. 160.

Defendant, on going to a hospital, turned over his 6 year old child to one to

be taken care of until he was able to leave the hospital and care for the child,
and was arrested on a charge of vagrancy, and sued out a writ of habeas corpus,
and obtained an agreement whereby such person was to keep the child until the

charge was disposed of. The charge was dismissed on agreement that defend
ant would not interfere with the child's custody until it was determined whether
he was entitled thereto. Held, that on the refusal of the one in possession to
surrender the child and in attempting to get possession of the child, he had no

right to strike the person in possession. Carrel v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 331.

Art. 1016. [595] Verbal provocation no justification.-N0

verbal provocation justifies an assault and battery, but insulting
and abusive words may be given in evidence in mitigation of the
punishment affixed to the offense.

I nsulti ng words.-Grossly insulting words may mitigate punishment, but not
justify assault or reduce the offense. Timon v. State, 34 App, 363, 30 S. W. 808;
White v. State, 23 App, 154, 3 S. W. 714; Cartwright v. State, 14 App. 486.

See, also, 'Boone v. State, 31 Tex. 557; Griffin v. State, 57 App. 280, 122 S. W.
553.

.

Defamatory language used about a female inmate of defendant's household is
not admissible as a justification, but may be admitted in mitigation of exemplary
damages for the assault. Parham v: Langford, 43 Civ. App. 31, 93 S. W. 526.'

Art. 1017. [596.] "Battery," how used.--The word "battery" is
used in this Code in the same sense as "assault and battery."

Battery.-Assault is included in every battery. Norton v. State, 14 Tex. 387;
.Johnson v. State, 17 Tex. 515; Dool v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 626.

Art. 1018. [597] Degrees of assault.-An assault is either a

simple assault, an aggravated assault, or an assault with intent to
commit some other offense.

Aggravated assault.-Any circumstances of aggravation in the manner or char
acter of the assault or battery, by which it exceeds the incidents or consequences
of a common assault or, battery, will render the assault of an aggravated nature.
Norton v. State, 14 Tex. 387.

The use of a worn-out pocket knife will suffice, Weaver v. State, 24 Tex. 387.
If an officer strikes his prisoner over the head with a pistol, except in his own

necessary defense, he commits the offense. Skidmore v, State, 43 Tex. 93; s. c.,
2 App. 20.

If the transaction is a, mutual combat on equal terms, no undue advantage be
ing taken or sought, though fought with bludgeons, the offense is aggravated as

sault; if the defendant took an undue advantage, it might be of a higher grade.
King v. State, 4 App, 54, 30 Am. Rep. 160; Wilson v. State, 4 App. 637; Bingham
v, State, 6 App. 169.

Aggravated assault and battery necessarily includes simple assault and bat
tery. One cannot be heard to complain of conviction of the latter on proof suffl
-clent to establish the former. Foster v. State, 25 App. 543, 8 S. W. 664.

Evidence to show the commission of a battery is admissible in a trial for ag
gravated assault. Dool v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 626 .

. One charged with an aggravated assault may be convicted of a Simple assault
,if the facts justify such finding. Yelton v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 318.

Art. 1019. [598] Punishment for simple assault.-The punish
ment for a simple assault, or for assault and battery, unattended
with circumstances of aggravation, shall be a fine of not less than
five nor more than twenty-five dollars.

Penalty changed in revising (1879), the former penalty being a fine not exceed
ing $100.

Meaning of terms.-The terms "simple assault" and "assault and battery" are
·used synonymously, and the latter term does not include an aggravated assault.
l!'�ster v, State, 27 Tex. 236.
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Plural assaults.-A single difficulty may embrace plural assaults, and a convic
tion may be had for each. 8tate v. Bradley, 34 Tex. 95; Samuels v, State, 25

App. 537, 8 S. W. 656; Ashton v. State, 31 App, 482, 21 S. W. 48.

Art. 1020. [599] Abusive language an offense.-If any person
shall, in the presence or hearing of another, curse or abuse. such

person, or use any violently abusive language to such person, con

cerning him or any of his female relatives, under circumstances
reasonably calculated to provoke a breach of the peace, he shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof,
shall be fined in a sum not less than five nor more than one hun
dred dollars. [Act March 8, 1887, pp. 13, 14.]

Cited, Presley v. Ft. Worth & D. C. ns. Co. (Clv. App.) 145 S. W. 669.
Offense.-The fact that the prosecuting witness was trespassing on the land of

defendant's mother was no defense under this article, though it might be con

sidered as a mitigating circumstance in fixing the punishment. Deaton v. State,
53 App. 393, 110 S. W. 69, 70.

That a cursing and abuse of females occurred in the house of accused will not
excuse the offense. Bumgarner v. State, 64 App. 165, 142 S. W. 4.

Abusive language towards accused does not justify the offense although it may
mitigate the penalty. Easter v. State, 71 App. 370, 160 S. W. 74.

Indictment or informatlon.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 236.
The information should allege that the language was used in the presence or

hearing of the injured party. Elkins v. State, 26 App. 220, 9 S. W. 491.
And see, also, Foreman v. State, 31 App. 477, 20 S. W. 1109; Menasco v. State,

32 App. 582, 25 S. W. 422; Seckerv. State, 28 App. 479, 13 S. W. 774.
If an information alleges that defendant, in the presence and hearing of an

other, did curse and abuse, such person, under circumstances reasonably calculated
to provoke a breach of the peace, it is sufficient. Foreman v. State, 31 App. 477,
20 S. W. 1109. Elkins v. State, 26 App. 220, 9 S. W. 491, so far as it intimates a

different rule, is overruled. Id.
If the indictment presents two phases of abusive language, if the evidence sus

tains either, the conviction is proper. Wilborne v: State (Cr. App.) 66 S. W.
559.

An information which uses the words "in a manner" calculated to provoke a

breach of the peace, instead of "under circumstances," etc., is sufficient. The
words used are tantamount to those employed by the statute. Trezevant v. State,
47 App. 502, 84 S. W. 828.

Art. 1021. [600] Intimidation of another.-Any person who
shall, by threatening words, or by acts of violence or intimidation,
prevent or attempt to prevent another from engaging or remain
ing in or from performing the duties of any lawful employment,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction I thereof,
shall be punished by fine of not less than twenty-five nor more than
five hundred dollars, or by confinement not less than one nor more

than six months in the county jail. [Id., p. 13.]
,

Offense.-An owner of animals, who by threatened use of violence takes them
from one who had taken them up for depredating on his crop, does not violate this
article. Franklin v, State, 61 App. 235, 134 S. W. 702.

Indictment or Information.-Information must set out the nature of "lawful
employment." Luter v. State, 32 App. 69, 22 S. W. 140.

Indictment held not defective for failure to set out the threatening words,' or
state the specific acts of violence. Diggs v. State, 64 App. 122, 141 S. W. 100.

Evidence and charge.-The court should direct an acquittal when the prose
cutor's title is doubtful. Boyd v. State, 28 App. 524, 13 S. W. 864.

As to evidence to sustain charge, see Diggs v. State, 64 App. 122, 141 S. W. '100.

CHAPTER TWO

AGGRAVATED ASSAULT AND BATTERY
Art. Art.
1022. Definition. 1024. Punishment.
1023. Aggravation may be of different

aegrees.

Article 1022. [601] Definition.-An assault or battery be
comes aggravated when committed under any of the following cir
cumstances :

1. When committed upon an officer in the lawful discharge of
the duties of his office, if it was known or declared to the offender
that the person assaulted was an officer discharging an official duty.
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2. When committed in a court of justice, or in any place of re

ligious worship, or in any place where persons are assembled for
the purpose of innocent amusement.

3. When the person committing the offense goes. into the house
of a private family and is there guilty of an assault and battery.

4. When committed by a person of robust health or strength
upon one who is aged or decrepit.

S. When committed by an adult male upon the person of a

female or child, or by an adult female upon the person of a child.
6. When the instrument or means used is such as inflicts dis

grace upon the person assaulted, as 'an assault or battery with a

whip or cowhide.
7. When a serious bodily injury is inflicted upon the person as

saulted.
·8. When committed with deadly weapons under circumstances

not amounting to an intent to murder or maim.
,

9. When committed with premeditated design, and by the use

of means calculated to, inflict great bodily injury.
10. When committed by any person or persons in disguise.

In General
1. Offense.
2. Principals.
3. -- Indictment and Information,
4. -- Variance.
5. -- Inclusion in other offenses.
6. Evidence.
7. Charge.
8. Review.
9. Conviction of assault and battery

in case of homicide in sudden
passion not with deadly weapon.

Subd. 2
10. Offense.
11. Indictment.
12. -- Variance.
13. Evidence.
14. Instructions.

Subd. 3
15. Offense.
16. Indictment.
17. Evidence.
18. Charge.

Subd. 4
19. Offense.
20. Charge.

Subd. 5
21. Offense.
22. _- "Adult" and "child."
23. Consent.
24. Assault on female.
25. -- Assault by female.
26. -- Assault by husband on wife.
27. -- Assault by parent on child.
28. Indictment.
29. -- Assault on female.
30. -- Assault on child.
31. -- Variance.
32. Evidence.
33. -- Assault on wife.
34. -- Assault on female.
35. _- Assault by parent.
36. Charge.
37. -- Assault on female.

38. -- Assault on child.
39. Punishment.

Subd. 6
40. Offense.
41. Evidence.
42. Information.

Subd.7
43. Offense.
44. Indictment.
45. -- Election between counts.
46. -- Pleading and proof.
47. Evidence.
48. _- Sufficiency.
49. -- Serious injury.
50. Charge.

Subd. 8
51. Offense.
52. Deadly weapon.
53. -- Elements of manslaughter as

reducing assault with intent to
murder to aggravated assault.

54. Distinct offenses.
55. Indictment and information.
56. -- Election between counts.
57. -- Variance.
58. Evidence.
59. _- Deadly weapon.
60. -- Weapons or means used as

evidence of intent.
61. Charge.
62. Self-defense.

Subd. 9
63. Offense.
64. Indictment.
65. Evidence.
66. Charge.

Subd. 10
67. Offense.
68. Officers.
69. Indictment.
70. --

I

Pleading and proof.
71. Evidence.
72. Charge.

IN GENERAL.

1. Offense.-An intent to injure is not a necessary element of the offense.
Cromwell v. State, 60 App, 183, 131 S. W. 595.

2. -- Prlncipals.-See notes under art. 78, ante.
3. -- Indictment and Information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 466-475.
ThE': indictment need not charge in words that the assault is aggravated, but

may set out the particular facts and circumstances which constitute the offense.
Ptnson v. State, 23 Tex. 579;. Meier v. State, 10 App. 39 ..

The intent to injure need not be averred. Bronson v. State, 2 App. 46; Fergu
son v, State, 4 App. 156; Milstead v, State, 19 App. 490; ante, art. 588.
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An indictment for aggravated assault held not defective, though it did not al

lege that the assault was with intent to injure or in an attempt to commit a bat

tery coupled with an intention and ability to commit same or that the gun was

loaded. Forrest v. State, 3 App. 232.
An indictment held insufficient to support a conviction for an aggravated as

sault and battery or for any higher grade of offense than a simple assault and

battery. Flynn v. State, 8 App. 368.
It should set out the facts or ground constituting the aggravation. Meier v.

State, 10 App. 39; Flynn v. State, 8 App, 368; Williamson v. State, 5 App. 485;
Lacoume v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 626.

Indictments for aggravated assault should allege some of the particular acts or

circumstances which are necessary to constitute the offense. Allen v. State, 13

App. 28.
To charge that the defendant "did make an aggravated assault," upon a per

son, .naming such person, without stating the fact or ground of aggravation, is in
sufficient. Marshall v. State, 13 App. 492; Allen v. State, Id. 28; Key v. State, 12

App. 506; Browning v. State, 2 App. 47. But such an indictment will be good for
a simple 8.1 n ult. Marshall v. State, 13 App. 492; Nelson v. State, 2 App. 227, over

ruling StaLe v. Pierce, 26 Tex. 114.

4. -- Varfance.c=T'he circumstances of aggravation must be proved as al

leged, not other circumstances. Pinson v. State, 23 'I'ex, 579; McGrew v. State, 19

App. 302; Stevens v. State, 27 App. 461, 11 S. W. 459.
Under an indictment charging an aggravated assault with a knife, conviction

for an assault with a stick cannot be had. Herald v. State, 37 App. 409, 35 S. W.
670.

5. -- Inclusion in other offenses.-Conviction of simple assault under indict
ment charging aggravated assault, see article 1008.

Under an indictment for assault with intent to murder defendant could be con

victed of aggravated' assault and battery. James v. State, 36 Tex. 645.
Under an indictment charging assault with intent to murder, a conviction may

be had for an aggravated assault. Henderson v. State, 2 App, 88; Davis v. State,
20 App. 302; Moore v. State, 7 App, 14.

Under an indictment charging murder, defendant may be convicted of aggra
vated assault and battery. Green v. State, 8 App. 71.

A defendant indicted for an assault with intent to murder may be convicted 01
an aggravated assault. Bolding v. State, 23 App, 172, 4 S. W. 579; Davis v. State,
20 App. 302. And, also, when indicted for an assault with intent to rape. Brown
v. State, 7 App. 569.

Conviction for aggravated assault may be had under indictment for assault to
murder, though the indictment does not charge the circumstances of aggravation.
Bolding v. State, 23 App. 172, 4 S. W. 579.

A convi.ction of aggravated assault and battery may be had under an indict
ment for murder in the second degree, which charges defendant with killing the de
ceased "by striking, beating, bruising, and wounding him with a stick," independ
ently of the article providing that murder shall include all assaults. Bean v. State,
25 App. 346, 8 S. W. 278.

Where an assault is made with a deadly weapon, under circumstances insuffi
clent to justify a conviction of assault to murder, a submission of the issue of ag
gravated assault is proper. Blackwell v. State, 33 App. 278, 26 S. W. 397, 32 S. W.
128.

It is not necessary to allege the manner by which an aggravated assault was

committed; a conviction being permissible under an indictment in the usual form
charging assault with intent to murder. Wimberley v. State, 60 App, 65, 130 S. W.
1002.

6. Evidence.-Evidence held sufficient, see Brown v. State, 16 Tex. 122; Moor
ing v. State, 42 Tex. 85; Young v. State, 44 Tex. 98; Rasberry v. State, 1 App,
664; Dunman v. State, Id. 593; Skidmore v. State, 2 App. 20; Coney v. State,
Id. 62; Bingham v. State, 6 App, 169; Cato v. State, 4 App. 87; Johnson v. State,
7 App, 210; Atkins v. State, 11 App, 8; Jones v. State, 12 App. 15!X; McMahon v.

State, 16 App. 357; Bell v. State, 18 App. 53, 51 Am. Rep. 293; Coker v. State, 22
App. 20, 2 S. W. 615; Robertson v. State (Cr. App.) 29 S. W. 478; Scott v. State
(Cr. App.) 29 S. W. 386; Thompson v. State (Cr. App.) 30 s. W. 667; Waechter
v. State, 34 App. 297, 30 S. W. 444, 800; Lee v. State, 34 App. 519, 31 S. W. 667;
McDade v. State (Cr. App.) 33 s. W. 125._

A continuance sought to get testimony of words of provocation used prior to an

aggravated assault held properly denied. Boone v. State, 31 Tex. 557.
Evidence held insufficient, see Chamberlain v. State, 2 App, 451; Young v. State,

7 App. 75; Pease v. State, 13 App. 18; Osborne' v. State, 14 App.. 225; Hall v.

State, 16 App. 6, 49 Am. Rep'. 824; McGrew v. State, 19 App. 302; Metcalf v. State,
21 App. 174, 17 S. W. 142; Peterson v. State, 21 App, 485, 1 S. W. 521; George v.

State, 21 App, 315, 17 S. W. 351; Hutton v. State, 23 App, 386, 5 S. W. 122, 59 Am.
Rep. 776; Flournoy v. State, 25 App, 244, 7 S. W. 865; Lee v: State, 34 App. 519,
31 S. W. 667.

Cross-examination of prosecuting witness relative to threats to poison accused,
made subsequent to the commission of the alleged assault held properly excluded
where no predicate had been laid therefor. Booker v. State, 4 App. 564.

Where the prosecuting witness testified on cross-examination that the county
attorney induced her to make affidavit against derendant, evidence rebutting and
contradicting this statement was properly admitted. Gonzales v. State, 16 App.
152.

It is sufficient ground for the postponement of a trial for aggravated assault
that a witness, by whom defendant expects to prove that threats of personal vio
lence had been made against him by the alleged assaulted party, is absent, as such
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threats, if the issue is self-defense, and the evidence is in conflict as to who began
the difficulty, are material. Tankersley v: State, 31 App, 595, 21 S. W. 767.

The testimony of the' prosecuting witness, on a trial for assault with intent to

murder, that he was robbed during the assault, is admissible as a part of the res

gastse, Richards v . State, 34 App. 277, 30 S. W. �2D.
Where, on a prosecution for assault with intent to murder, it appeared that the

assault was made with a stick, the defendant was entitled to a continuance be
cause of the absence, caused by sickness, of a witness by whom he expected to
prove that the stick was not a deadly weapon. Richards v. State, 34 App, 277, 30
S. W. 229.

Evidence that two or three days after the assault the prosecuting witness bore
marks of the whipping he had received held not too remote. Caples v, State (Cr.
App.) 155 s. W. 267.

The exclusion of an almanac showing there was no moon on the night in ques
tion was proper, where the prosecutor testified that he recognized the parties by
the light of a match struck by one of them. Caples v. State (Cr. App.) 155 s.
W.267.

Evidence as to whether 1iefendant had a bottle of whisky in his store, or had
in fact taken a drink or two, without any contention that the assault occurred in
the store, or that he was intoxicated at the time, was inadmissible. Hodges v .

State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 512.
7. Charge.-See C. C. P. art. 735.
Where the defendant is charged with an assault with intent to murder, and

convicted of an aggravated assault, the omission to give in charge the elements
of murder is immaterial. Haynes v . State, 2 App. 84.

The charge must be confined to the particular ground, or grounds, of aggrava
tion alleged in the indictment. Kouns v, State, 3 App. 13; Stanfield v, State, 43
Tex. 167; Ferguson v. State, 4 App. 156; McGregor v. State, Id. 599; 'Coney v.

State, 43 Tex. 414; Williams v . State, 8 App. 367; Kennedy v. State, 9 App. 399;
Hunt v, State, re, 404; Reid v: State, Id. 472; Clubb v . State, 14 App. 192.

A charge which substantially directs the jury that they must convict the de
fendant of either an aggravated, or a simple assault; leaving them no option to
acquit, is erroneous. Kennedy v, State, 9 App, 399.

"If you believe that an offense has been committed you may flnd the defendant
guilty," etc., was -held to be erroneous, because it did not require the jury to be
lieve that the defendant, and none other, committed the offense. Reid v, State, 9
tApp. 472.

Where the evidence demands it, it is error to reruss to instruct that the de
fendant may be convicted of a simple assault. Key v. State, 12 App. 506.

Where the evidence is clear and sufficient that the defendant is guilty of an

aggravated assault, a charge upon simple assault need not be given. Jackson v;

State, 25 Tex. Supp. 229; Chambers v, State, 42 Tex. 254.
The refusal of an instruction that defendant could not be convicted of an ag

gravated assault unless the jury found that he attempted to use violence toward
the person of prosecutrix with intent to injure her person held error. Floyd v,

State, 29 App. 341, 15 S. W. 819.
Under an indictment for assault with intent to murder, the court, in submit

ting aggravated assault, may submit either ground that may be developed by the
evidence directly growing out of the assault charged, including assault by an adult
male on a female. Lofton v. State, 59 App, 270, 128 S. W. 384.

Where, on a trial for aggravated assault, accused relied on self-defense, and the
facts called for a charge on excessive force after the danger had passed, the court
should submit in separate instructions the law of self-defense and the law of ex
cessive force. Aycock v, State, 133 S. W. 683.

8. Revlew.-A person convicted of a simple assault under charge of aggravated
assault can not be heard to complain that evidence tended to support the charge
for higher degree. Foster v, State, 25 App. 543, 8 S. W. 664.

9. Conviction of assault and battery In case of homicide In sudden passion not
with deadly weapon.-See art. 1149 and notes.

SUBD.2

10. Offense.-An assault committed in a court room is ipso facto an aggravated
assault. Milstead v, State, 19 App. 490.

It is an offense to assault a justice of the peace. Milstead v. State, 19 App. 490.
It is not necessary that the assault be committed within the very walls of the

building used for religious worship. Pollock v, State, 60 App. 265, 131 S. W. 1094.
11. Indlctment.-An allegation that the assault was made "in a court of jus

tice, then and there being in session," is sufficient. State v : Murrah, 25 Tex. 758;
State v . Hunter, 44 Tex. 552; Milstead v, State, 19 App. 490; Blackwell v, State,
30 App. 416, 17 S. W. 1061; State v. Hunter, 44 Tex. 94.

It need not aver that the court was then in session, or specify the court. Mil
stead v. State, 19 App. 490; State v: Hunter, 44 Tex. 94; State v. Murrah, 25 Tex.
759.

An intent to injure or unlawful violence need not be alleged especially when
the transaction as set' out imports illegality. Milstead v, State, 19 App. 490.

Indictment held good for an aggravated assault where it alleged that the as
sault was committed in a court of justice. Milstead v. State, 19 App, 490.

Use of "at" for "in" referring to the school house used for religious worship,
held not to invalidate the information. Blackwell v : State, 30 App, 416, 17 S. W.
1061. Compare Pederson v. State, 21 App. 485, 1 S. W. 521.

12. -- Variance.-The evidence disclosed that the assault was on a m.inister
in a congregation assembled for religious worship under a brush arbor, a. few
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steps from the school-house. Held, that the evidence sufficiently corresponded to
the allegations, and did not constitute a variance. Blackwell v. State, 30 App.
416, 17 S. W. 1061.

13. Evidence.-Exclusion of evidence of defendant's reputation, if error, held
ha.rmless where defendant admitted the offense and the disturbing of religious wor

ship as charged. Blackwell v. State, 30 App. 416, 17 S. W. 1061.

14. l nstr-uctlons.c--Bee notes to IC. C. P. art. 735.
In a prosecution for an assault with intent to murder, where the real issue was

as to the existence of the intent at the time of the assault, it was error to in
struct that, if the state had not made a case of assault with intent to murder, the
jury might inquire whether it was an aggravated assault, and, if they found' the
same was committed in a court of justice, to find defendant guilty of an aggravated
assault, since the jury might well have thought therefrom that no other circum
stance except an assault "in a court of justice" would reduce the crime to an ag
gravated assault. Mathis v. State, 39 App. 549, 47 S. W. 464.

SUBD.3

15. Offense.-Where the assault occurred in the house of defendant's father,
in the common sitting room of the family, and the defendant at the time was an

occupant of said house, and a member of the family, it was held that this ground
of aggravation did not apply. Hall v. State, 16 App. 6, 49 Am. Rep. 824.

This article does not refer to those occupying a private residence, one of whom
disturbs the others, but was enacted to protect such occupants from being dis
turbed. by others. McIver v. State, 34 App. 214, 29 S. W. 1083 (following Hall v.

State, 16 App, 6, 49 Am. Rep. 824).
To constitute aggravated assault the party charged must go into the house of a

private family and must there commit not only an assault but a battery also.
Pederson v. State, 21 App. 485, ,I S. W. 521.

16. Indictment.-The indictment must allege that the house was that of "a
private family." State v. Cass, 41 Tex. 552.

An allegation that defendant "went into the residence of H. G., and did then
and there assault, strike, and beat the said H. G., with intent to injure," is insuffi
ctent, except for simple assault. There should be an additional averment that G.
had a family. State v. Cass, 41 Tex. 552.

It must allege that accused did go into the house and there commit the as

sault. To allege that he committed the assault at such house is insufficient. The
indictment must also allege that a battery was committed. Pederson v. State, 21
App. 485, 1 S. W. 521.

17. EVidence.-Exclusion of evidence to show defendant's innocent purpose in
going into the house held error. Burns v. State, 23 App, 641, 5 S. W. 140.

,Facts held to authorize conviction. Ward v. State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 1073.

18. Charge.-See notes to C. C. P. art. 735.
Accused cannot complain of an instruction permitting a verdict of guilty of sim

ple assault, on the ground that the evidence clearly showed an aggravated assault.
Garrett v. State, 61 App. 514, 135 S. W. 532.

In a trial for aggravated assault claimed to have been committed by accused
forcing the door to a house to which prosecuting witness fled, it was error to re

fuse to instruct that, to convict of the offense charged, it was essential that ac

cused intended to do unlawful violence or some injury, and that if he used violence
to enter the house for a lawful purpose, using no more force than was necessary;
and without intending to injure prosecuting witness, he should be acquitted. It
was also error to refuse to instruct that no amount of constraint, sense of shame,
or other disagreeable emotion caused by words alone would authorize a conviction.
It was also error to refuse to instruct that, though accused caused the door to
strike prosecuting witness, unless it caused physical pain, an intent to injure would
not be presumed, and that the burden of proving such intent was on the state. At
kinson v. State, '138 S. W. 125.

SUBD.4

19. ,Offense.--A person fifty years of age, having one arm disabled, was held
to be "decrepit." Bowden v. State, 2 App. 56.

A "decrepit person" is one so 'disabled by mental or physical weakness, as to be
practically helpless in a personal conflict with a person of ordinary health and
strength. Decrepitude may exist without age. Hall v. State, 16 App. 6, 49 Am.
Rep. 824.

One who, in a difficulty produced by himself, accidentally struck a decrepit per
son is guilty of aggravated assault. Powell v. State, 32 App. 230, 22 S. W. 677.
And see Bowden v. State, 2 App. 56.

'

Where decedent's 'widow testified that her husband was 5 feet 11 inches tall,
weighed 147 pounds, was "real stout," and about 60 years of age, the court erred
in charging that, if deceased was aged and decrepit, that would furnish a basis
for a conviction of aggravated assault; the word "decrepit," as used in Pen. 'Code
1895, art. 601, declaring an assault aggravated if made on a decrepit person, mean

ing one who is disabled, incapable, or incompetent, from either physical or mental
weakness or defects, so as to render him comparatively helpless in a personal con

flict with one possessed of ordinary health and strength, and not merely a person
broken down with age, and wasted or worn with infirmities of old age, etc. Lit
tle "fl. State, 61 App. 197, 135 S. W. 119.

20. Charge.-See notes to Code Cr. Proc. art. 735.
Charge should direct the jury to the question of the guilt in view of the physiC2l

condition of the parties. Darnell v. State, 58 App. 685, 126 S. W. 1122.
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SUBD.5

Cited, Foster v. State, 25 App. 543, 8 S. W. 664.
21. Offense.-Forcible resistance to a release of stock that has been illegally

taken, will constitute an assault. Cox v. State (ICr. App.) 34 S. W. 754.
There is no law abridging an adult's right to self-defense when attacked by a

minor or child. Latham v. State, 39 App. 472, 46 S. W. 638.
In a prosecutton for aggravated assault on a girl nine years old, a note written

by defendant and given to the child did not constitute an assault, but, being of

an affectionate character, might be read and considered in determining whether the

subsequent acts of defendant amounted to an indecent fondling of the child's per
son. St. John v. State (Cr. App.) 178 s. W. 360.

22. -- "Adult" and "child."-Henkel v. State, 27 App. 510, 11 S. W. 671;
Wilman v. State, 63 App. 623, 141 S. W. 110.

"Child" is not synonymous with "minor." McGregor v. State, 4 App. 599;
Allen v. State, 7 App. 298.

An "adult" person is one who has attained the full age of twenty-one years.

iSchenault v. State, 10 App, 410; George v. State,. 11 App. 95; Hall v. State, 16

App. 6; 49 Am. Rep. 824.
A child is a young person, as contradistinguished from a person whose age im

plies settled habits and discretion. When applied to a boy it means a male not

above the age of fourteen years, and when applied to a girl, it means a female not

above the age of twelve years. Bell v. State, 18 App. 53, 51 Am. Rep. 293.

Any assault on a female is an aggravated one. Carmicle v. State (Cr. App.)
172 s. W. 238.

See, also, White v. State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 826.

23. Consent.-In a prosecution for aggravated assault upon a girl nine years
of age, her consent was 'immaterial as being too young to consent to the fondling
of her person in an indecent manner. St. John v. State (Cr. App.) 178 s. W. 360.

24. -- Assault on female.-An adult male, who assaulted a female, in at
tempting to eject her from premises owned by him, is guilty of an aggravated
assault, and the title to the premises is no protection to him, and not admissible
in evidence for him. Terrell v. State, 37 Tex. 442.

Violent and indecent familiarity with an adult male with the person of a fe
male, against her will, is an aggravated assault. Veal v. State, 8 App. 474; Pef

ferling v. State, 40 Tex. 486; Curry v. State, 4 App, 574; Ridout v, State, 6 App.
249; Sanford v. State, 12 App. 196.

But not when such familiarity is with the consent of the female. Atkins v.

State, 11 App, 8; Crawford v. State, 21 App. 464, 1 S. W. 446.
A male minor held capable of committing this offense. George v, State, 11

App, 95.
Indecent familiarity on a female's person, without her consent,' by an adult

male, is aggravated assault. Gill v. State, 48 App. 39, 85 S. W. 1062; Miller v.

State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 635.
Where the female is a child, such indecent familiarity is aggravated assault,

with or without consent. Knight v. State, 48 App. 41, 85 S. W. 1067; Rogers. v.

State, 40 App. 355, 50 S. W. 338; Hill v. State, 37 App. 279, 38 S. W. �987, 39 S.
W. 666, 66 Am. St. Rep. 803.

See, also, Scott v. State (Cr. App.). 166 S. W. 729.
If the male be not an adult, the offense is simple assault. Miller v. State (Cr.

App.) 150 S. W. 635.
Intentionally driving a wagon against a buggy driven by a female, whereby

she is thrown out and injured, is an aggravated assault. Carmicle v. State (Cr.
App.) 172 S. W. 238.

25. -- Assault by female.-An assault by one female upon another is not
necessarily aggravated, and in such case an adult male who was present and con

senting to a Simple assault by one female upon another is not guilty of an aggra
vated assault. Colquitt v. State, 34 Tex. 550.

If an adult male procures one female to assault another, and is present when
the assault is made, he is guilty of an aggravated assault. Dunman v. State, 1
App. 593.

A female who acts with an adult male in. committing an assault on another
female is, under the doctrine of prtncipal offenders, guilty of an aggravated as

sault. Kemp v. State, 25 App. 589, 8 S. ·W. 804.

26. -- Assault by husband on wife.-A husband has the right to defend
against an assault by his wife as far as may be necessary to protect himself.
Leonard v. State, 27 App. 186, 11 S. W. 112; 'Kelton v. State, 71 App. 491, 160
S. W. 342. J

The husband cannot inflict corporal punishment on the wife. Gorman v. State,
42 Tex. 221.

The husband is guilty of an aggravated assault and battery if he chastises his
wife. Owen v. State, 7 App. 329; Jones v. State, 12 App, 156.

Striking her over the head with a stick is an aggravated assault. Jordan v.
State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 881.

He cannot use force in obtaining possesston of children. Dool v. State (Cr.
App.) 150 s. W. 626.

27. -- Assault by parent on child.-See art. 1014 (1) and notes thereunder ..

In a prosecution of a father for assault on his daughter, one witness testified
that on July 4th' he heard screams at defendant's house; that immediately there
after the daughter came to his house, and complained of the assault. A witness
for defendant testified that on the same day he heard the daughter threaten to
knock defendant's head off with an ax. A physician testified that he treated the
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daughter on July 15th. Held, that the evidence was sufficient to show that the
assault was committed on July 4th. Waechter v. State, 34 App. 297, 30 S. W. 444,
800.

.

Where defendant, while chastising his stepdaughter, accidentally struck another,
it must be shown, in order to his conviction for assault and battery for such strtk

ing, that his chastisement of the girl was immoderate, as, occupying a parental
relation towards her, the presumption is that her punishment was lawful. Turner

v. State, 35 App. 369, 33 S. W. 972.
A father has the right to moderately chastise his minor son, without being

guilty of an assault. Thompson v. State, 46 App. 412, 80 S. W. 623.
Where a father whipped his infant child without intent to take her life, and

the whipping was not cruel, he was guilty of aggravated assault only. Betts v.

State, 60 App. 631, 133 S. W. 251.
The accused should be acquitted if the jury have a reasonable doubt whether

the punishment was excessive. wuman v: State, 63 App. 623, 141 S. W. 110.

28. Indlctment.-The indictment must allege the name of the party injured or

that it is to the grand jurors unknown. Rutherford v. State, 13 App. 92.
Where indictment charges an assault made with a piece of "scantling," evi

dence that it was made with a scantling, a picket, or a pole is sufficient. Holliday
v. State, 35 App. 133, 32 S. W. 538.

It is not necessary to allege the name of another person who acted as prin
cipal with defendant. Webb v. State, 36 App. 41, 35 S. W. 380.

A part of a count charging intent is not an essential averment. Berry v. State

(Cr. App.) 40 S. W. 984.
And further as to indictment, see Blackburn v. State, 39 Tex. 153; Bell v,

State, 25 Tex. 574.
.

29. -- Assault on female.-When the ground is that the assaulting party
was an adult male, and the assaulted party a female, the indictment must so al

lege. The allegation must be that the defendant was an "adult male." Collins v.

State, 5 App. 38; Griffin v. State, 12 App, 423; Lawson v. State, 13 App. 83.
It need only allege that the accused is "an adult male," and the person as

saulted "a female." Collins v. State, 5 App. 38; but describing the injured female
as "the wife of T. B." is fatally defective. Ranch v. State, 5 App. 363.

Where the assault charged is one made by an adult male upon a female, it
must be proved that the defendant at the time of the assault was twenty-one
years of age. ,George v. State, 11 App, 95; Andrews v. State, 13 App. 343; Hen
kel v. State, 27 App. 510, 11 S. W. 671.

, On trial for an aggravated assault committed by an adult male upon a female,
the means used may be proven though not alleged. Duke v. State, 35 App. 283,
33 S. W. 349.

An information charging that defendant, "a male person," committed an as

sault upon a 'female with intent to have unlawful sexual intercourse with her is
sufficient to charge an aggravated assault. Price v. State, 35 App. 501, 34 S.
W.622.

An information which charges that defendant, an adult male, committed an

assault upon a female, naming her, is sufficient. Webb v. State, 36 App. 41, 35 S.
W.380.

When an indictment charges an aggravated assault by an adult male upon a

female, the age of the female may be proven .whether alleged or not. Hill v. State,
37 App. 279, 38 S. W. 987, 39 S. W. 666, 66 Am. St. Rep. 803.

An information charging that accused, an adult, committed an aggravated as
sault includes a simple assault on proof that she was not an adult. Ely v. State
(Cr. App.) 152 s. W. 631.

.

Indictment held to allege that accused was an adult male when offense was
committed. Wilson v. State, 71 App. 547, 160 S. W. 454.

,
30. -- Assault on chlld.-An information for an aggravated assault to the

effect that the assault was committed by an adult male, upon a Child, with
SWitches, is sufficient. The State would be confined in her proof to the means
alleged. Kinnard v. State, 35 App. 276, 33 S. W. 234, 60 Am. St. Rep. 47.

31. -- Varlance.-In a prosecution for aggravated assault, the grounds of
aggravation being an assault by an adult male on a female, evidence of the
means used in making the assault is admissible, though the information does not
set forth the means. Duke v. State, 35 App. 283, 33 S. W. 349.

, 32. Evidence.-Evidence held to sustain conviction. Cuellar v, State (Cr. App.)
154 s. W. 228; Inglen v. State,-36 App. 472, 37 S. W. 861; Patton v. State, 58
App. 231, 125 S. W. 24; Perkins v. State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 241; Grantland v.

State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 196; Jordan v. State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 881; Yar
borough v. State (Cr. App.) 147 s. W. 272.

Where any question arises as to the name of the person on whom the indict
ment alleges that the injury was inflicted, the fact should be submitted to the
jury and it is competent to show in support of the allegation that the person was
as well known by the name used in the indictment as by any other. Bell v.
State, 25 Tex. 574.

Evidence held insufficient to authorize a conviction of aggravated assault where
the information alleged that defendant was an adult and there was no proof
thereof. Robinson v. State, 25 App, 111, 7 S. W. 531.

Proof that defendant was a man is sufficient evidence that he was an adult
male. Holliday v. State, 35 App. 133, 32 S. W. 538.

Presumption of intent follows proof of actual injury, and imposes countervail
ing burden on the defendant, but such presumption does not obtain if injury be
not shown. Stripling v. State, 47 App, 117, 80 S. W. 376, overruling Floyd v,

State, 29 App. 341, 16 S. W. 819, and following Young v. State, 31 App. 24, 19
S. W. 431.

'
.
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Evidence that defendant had lived in a vicinity for 25 years is sufficient' to show
that he was an adult. Stone v. State, 57 App. 321, 123 S. W. 582.

Evidence held to raise an issue whether accused consented to an assault by
others, as affecting his responsibility. Johnson v. State, 59 App-. 263, 128 S.
W.614.

33. -- Assault on wife.-Evidence held to sustain the conviction of a hus
band for an aggravated assault on his wife though she used the first force. Jones
v. State, 12 App. 156.

Under a charge of aggravated assault by the husband upon the wife, evidence
that he had been previously married and divorced is Inadmtaslble. Webb v. State.
36 App. 41, 35 S. W. 380.

On trial of defendant for aggravated assault upon his wife, it is admissible to

prove that he induced another man to get in bed with her, and to try to have
carnal intercourse with her, in order to get a divorce. Webb v. State, 36 App. 41,
35 S. W. 380.

.

An assault by a husband upon a wife cannot be proved by a judgment of di
vorce granted upon the ground of his assault. Dunagain v. State', 38 App. 614, 44
S. W. 148.

Evidence held not to sustain a judgment of conviction for assaulting accused's
wife. Kelton v. State, 71 App. 491, 160 S. VV. 342.

In a prosecution for aggravated assault on a girl nine years old, evidence held
insufficient to show indecent fondling of her person by defendant. St. John v.

State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 360.
34. -- Assault on female.-Evidence held sufficient to show defendant an

adult male and injured party a female. Pilcher v. State, .32 App, 557, 25 S. W.

24; Johnson v. State, 59 App. 263, 128 S. W. 614.
The sex of the parties need not be proved directly. Thus, where, the parties

being in court, the defendant was spoken of in the evidence as "a man who wore

whiskers" and "kept a hotel," and the party assaulted was called "Nancy" and
referred to in the evidence as "she," it was held that this was sufficient proof
of the sex; of the parties. Tracy v. State, 44 Tex. 9. So where it was proved
that the defendant was a man-a presiding elder-a preacher, and that the female
was a wife and mother. Veal v. State, 8 App. 474. See, also, Davis v. State, 6

App, 133; Gaston v. State, 11 App. 143. But see, also, Hall v. State, 16 App. 6,
49 Am. Rep. 824, for evidence held insufficient to show that the defendant was

an adult male. Where the charge was an assault upon a child, and on the trial
the witnesses all referred to and called the assaulted party "a boy," it was held
that this was sufficient proof that such assaulted party was a child. Bell v.

State, 18 App. 53, 51 Am. Rep. 293. In such a case the statements of a child
made two or three nights after the assault as to his physical condition, were

held to be inadmissible in evidence. Dowlen v. State, 14 App. 61.
It is not competent for the state to put in evidence complaints made by the

injured female immediately after the assault, unless they come within the rule
of res gestre. Veal v. State, 8 App, 474.

While, in order to warrant a conviction of aggravated assault by an adult male
upon a female, it must be shown that defendant was at least 21 years old, yet,
.where he was spoken of on the trial as "a man," and "a railroad hand," and no

question was raised below as to his age, nor suggested by the facts in evidence.
the judgment will not be reversed for want of specific proof of the fact. Henkel
v. State, 27 App. 510, 11 S. W. 671.

In a prosecution for assault, where defendant offers evidence to prove that the
.assaulted person stated that she. did not know who committed the assault the
state, to corroborate her testimony, may prove that she stated soon after the as

sault that defendant was one of the persons who committed the assault. Duke
v. State, 35 App. 283, 33 S. W. 349.

The declarations of the prosecutrix,. in order to be admissible, must be part
of the res gestre. Price v. State, 35 App. 501, 34 S. W. 622.

Evidence as to the appearance and condition of a female when first seen after
.the assault had been committed is admissible. Id.

An assault cannot be proved by statements of the person alleged to be assault
. ed, where she denies the assault on the trial. Dunagain v. State, 38 App. 614.
44 S. W. 148.

In a prosecution for an assault on a female child, evidence of similar asseutts
.on other occasions is admissible to show intent. Rogers v. State, 40 App. 355, 50
.S. W. 338 .

• 1 It cannot be presumed that the accused was an adult. White v. State (Cr.
App.) 151 S. W. 826.

Evidence in a prosecution for assault to rape held to sustain a conviction for
aggravated assault. Vivian v. State (Cr. App.) 152 s. W. 895.

35. -- Assault by parent.-In a trial for assault, evidence that, immedi
ately after the offense, the complaining witness went to B.'s home, a short dis
tance away, and voluntarily told him that her father had pushed her out of
the house, and then kicked her, was admissible as a part of the res gestse. Waech
ter v. State, 34 App. 297, 30 S. W. 444, 800.

In a prosecution of accused for inflicting corporal punishment on her female
:child, between two and three years old, which resulted in its death, circumstan
tial evidence held sufficient to sustain a conviction of aggravated assault. Earnest
v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W.. 638.

36. Charge.-See notes to C. C. P., art. 735.
Facts held to require a charge on accidental assault. Owens v. State, 62 App.

129, 136 S.' W. 1057. But, see Jordan v. State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 881.
Evidence held to require a charge that, if there was reasonable doubt as to

whether or not the child was over 14, accused must be acquitted. Wilman v•
.

State. 63 App. 623. 141 S. W. 110.
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Defendant's theory should be presented to the jury. McGill v. State, 71 App.
443, 160 S. W. 353.

37. -- Assault on female.-When there is no controversy as to the sex of
the parties to an aggravated assault the charge may assume their sex as alleged.
Davis v. State, 6 App. 133.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to rape held that failure 'to instruct on

assault and aggravated assault with or without a request was error. Hemanus
v. State, 7 App. 372.

Where the assault charged was upon a female, and the proof was that she was

fifteen years old, and lived with the defendant, who was her brother, and who
furnished her with board, lodging, clothing, and schooling, it was held that the
court should have charged the parental right of correction. Snowden v. State, 12

App. 105, 41 Am. Rep. 667.
When on a charge of assault with intent to rape, evidence shows violent and in

decent familiarity, court should charge the law of aggravated assault. Shields
v. State, 32 App. 498, 23 S. W. 893. See, also, Alexander v. State, 58 App, 621, 127
S. W. 189.

The evidence showed that defendant took the injured party by the arm and
made an indecent proposal to her, but did nothing further; held, the court should
have, at the request of defendant, instructed the jury that if defendant had prob
able ground to believe and did believe that such taking hold of injured party's
arm would not be objected to by her, and that he did not intend to injure her,
they should acquit him. Shields v. State, 39 App. 15, 44 S. W. 844.

On a trial for an aggravated assault by an adult male upon a female, an in
struction that "before you can find the defendant guilty as charged in the in
formation you must believe beyond a reasonable doubt that the acts done by the
defendant at the time of the commission of the assault were acts of prepara
tion on the part of defendant to have illicit, unlawful, and improper connec

tion; that is, that unlawful handling of the privates, or attempt to handle the
privates, of the alleged injured party, with the party assaulted"-is erroneous, for
vagueness. Bradford v. State, 25 App." 723, 9 S. W. 46.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to rape, where the evidence makes
an issue as to whether defendant intended to use force, it is error not to submit
to the jury the law of aggravated assault and battery. Shields v. State, 32
App. 498, 23 S. W. 893.

.

The court instructed the jury that if they believed from the evidence that the
defendant, an adult male, did commit an assault, etc. This charge was objected
to because it assumed defendant to be an adult male; held, the objection was

not well taken. Holliday v. State, 35 App. 133, 32 S. W. 538.
On a trial for aggravated assault, the state's evidence was that defendant

caught a girl eight years old, and held her between his legs; that she tried to

get loose; that he used improper language, and exposed his person. Held, that
the evidence warranted a charge, in the language of the statute, that, when an

injury is caused by violence to the person, the intent to injure is presumed, and
it rests on the one inflicting the injury to show: accident or innocent intention,
where the main charge required the jury to find beyond a reasonable doubt
that defendant intended to injure the girl. Hill v. State, 37 App, 279, 38 S. W.
987, 39 S. W. 666, 66 Am. St. Rep. 803.

It is proper to charge in a prosecution for aggravated assault on a child eight
years old that if defendant indecently or violently fondled her person, with Irrtenn
to injure her, they must find defendant guilty, without requiring the act to be
done without the consent of the child. Hill v. State, 37 App. 279, 38 S. W. 987,
39 S. W. 666, 66 Am. St. Rep. 803.

In an information charging defendant with "an aggravated assault" was an al�
legation that he intended, by the use of means employed by him on the person
of a female, to have carnal intercourse with her. Held that, part of the count
charging intent not being an essential averment, a refusal to charge that such
intent must exist is not error. Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 40 S. W. 984.

In a prosecution for an assault on a female child, an instruction to find de
fendant guilty, if he indecently handled the child, does not injure defendant
by failing to state that the assault must be made with intent to injure the child.
Rogers v. State, 40 App, 355, 50 S. W. 338.

In a prosecution for an assault on a female child, an instruction that, when an

injury is caused by violence to the person, the intent is presumed, and defendant
must show the accident, or innocence of the intention, is not erroneous as stat
ing, as a matter of law, that injury had resulted from defendant's act. Rogers v.
State, 40 App. 355, 50 S. W. 338.

An instruction that the injury intended may be a sense of shame, following
an instruction that the intent is presumed where an injury is caused by violence
to the person, is not prejudicial, as being an undue repetition. Rogers v. State, 40
App. 355, 50 S. W. 338.

Where accused was referred to throughout the trial as a male adult, and his
mother testified that he was 27 years of age, it was proper to instruct that, if the
jUry believed beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant committed the as

sault, he would be guilty. Robinson v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 345.
For correct charge in a case of assault on a female, see Pittcock v. State (Cr.

App.) 163 S. W. 971.

38. -- Assault on chIJd.-Giving of an instruction to convict defendant if he
chastised his ward with an unusual instrument calculated to inflict serious injuries
held error as making the instrument the test of guilt. Stanfield v. State, 43
'.rex. 167.

39. Punlshment.-A fine of $500, and 12 months' imprisonment in a county
jail, for an assault committed on complainant by defendant by seizing her sleeve
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and jerking her nearly to the ground, tearing off the sleeve (these facts being in
dispute), is excessive. Robinson v. State, 25 App, 111, 7 S. W. 531.

On conviction of an aggravated assault on a married woman held that a ver

dict assessing a penalty of three hundred dollars fine and six months' impris
onment was not excessive. Young v. State, 31 AW. 24, 19 S. W. 431.

SUBD. 6

40. Offense.-A male person under twenty-one years of age may commit an

aggravated assault and battery upon a female by using violent familiarity upon
her person, without her consent, with intent to have improper connection with
her. George v. State, 11 App. 95.

A male is guilty of an aggrava.ted assault by feeling the private parts of a

chaste female against her will; this clause not limiting the chara-cter of the as

sault to the use of whip or cowhide. Slawson v. State, 39 App, 176, 45 S. W. 575,
73 Am. St. Rep. 914.

An assault with switches or sticks is aggravated; the statute including all
assaults where whipping is administered. Caples v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 267.

41. Evidence.-Evidence held to support a conviction notwithstanding evidence
of self-defense. Yates v. State, 72 App, 279, 162 S. W. 499.

42. Information.-An information under said subdivision referring to defendant
by the pronoun "his," and to the person assaulted by the pronoun "her," and re

ferring to her vagina, makes it sufficiently clear that defendant was a male, and
that he assaulted a female. Slawson v. State, 39 App, 176" 45 S. W. 575,. 73 Am.
St. Rep. 914.

SUBD. 7

Cited, Kinslow v. State (Cr. App.) 147 s. W. 249.
43. Offense.-Whenever there are such circumstances of aggravation attending

the commission of the offense, as the use of bludgeons, missiles, weapons, or in
struments of any kind capable of inflicting injury beyond what may ordinarily be
inflicted by a blow with the fist and used in such manner. as to be likely to in
flict such injury, and especially where so used as to cause a wounding, the of
fense must be deemed to be an aggravated assault. Norton v. State, '14 Tex. 387.

An assault committed by striking with a pistol is, under the law of Texas
(Pen. Code, arts. 46, 496), simple assault, notwithstanding the person assaulted
was wounded by the accidental discharge of the pistol used in the assault, unless
it is shown that a pistol was, when used in such a manner, a deadly weapon;
or that by means of such use of it serious bodily injury had been inflicted, or that
the assault was committed with premeditated design and by the use of means cal
culated to inflict great bodily injury. Pierce v. State, 21 App. 540, 1 S. W. 463;
Jenkins v. State, 30 App, 379, 17 S. W. 938; Stephenson v. State, 33 App. 162, 25
S. W. 784; Melton v. State, '30 App, 273, 17 S. W. 257.

"Serious bodily injury" is such as gives rise to apprehension-an injury which
is attended with danger. Biting off a small portion of the rim. of the ear, it was

held, was not inflicting serious bodily injury. George v. State, 21 App, 315, 17 S.
W. 351; Halsell v. State, 29 App. 22, 18 S. W. 418.

To make the throwing of a hot Coffee pot on a person an aggravated assault,
it must have been thrown so as to make it a deadly weapon, or it must have in
flicted serious bodily injury. Clark v. State, 63 App, 579, 140 S. W. 779; Bagley v.

State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 7.73; Shelton v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 940.
44. Indictment.-"Striking and beating with a pistol in a manner calculated to

inflict serious bodily pain and injury" does not per se constitute an aggravated
assault. If, as used, the pistol was a deadly weapon, or if the assault was made
with premeditated design, the assault would be an aggravated one; but, in the
absence of both these allegations, the indictment charges a simple assault. only.
Miles v. State, 23 App. 410, 5 S. W. 250.

An indictment held sufficient to charge aggravated assault and battery under
this subdivision. Bean v. State, 25 App, 346, 8 S. W. 278.

Where the indictment alleges the assault made with a deadly weapon, also, that
serious bodily injury was inflicted, proof of either allegation will sustain a con

viction. Whitten v. State (Cr. App.) 28 s. W. 474.
Indictment held sufficient. Bagley v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 773.
The injury and not the means is the criterion by which the aggravation. is de

termined. Hyde v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 535.

45. -- Election between counts.-See notes under C. C. P., art. 481.
46. -- Pleading and proof.-Where an indictment charges that an assault was

aggravated, first, because serious bodily injury was inflicted; second, because the
offense was committed upon a female by an adult male,-proof of the latter fact
alone is sufficient. Waechter v. State, 34 App. 297, 30 S. W. 444, 800.

Serious bodily injury, relied on in a prosecution for aggravated assault, is sup
ported by proof that the injuries inflicted on the assaulted stiffened one of his
fingers, Branch v. State, 35 App. 304, 33 S. W. 356.

47. Evidence.-The assaulted party having testified that he was unable to go
about, evidence, that the day after the assault he was in front of accused's house
and invited him to fight, was improperly excluded. Parish v. State (Cr. App.)
153 s. W. 327.

A physician having testified that he would not state the wound was such as

might probably result in death, his testimony, showing the bullet did inflict serious'
bodily injury, was admissible. Singleton v. State (Cr. App.) ,167 S. W. 46,.

48. -- Sufficiency.-Evidence held to sustain a conviction. Rowlett v. State
(Cr. App.) 147 s. W. 599; Fulkerson v. State, 57 App. 80, 121 S. W. 1111; Bagley v.
State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 773; Nickerson v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 992.

Facts held insufficient to sustain conviction. Russell v, State, 71 App 86, 158
S. W. 546.
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49. -- Serious injury.-Serious injury not shown. Miller v. State, 59 App.
249, 128 S. W. 117; Parish v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 327.

A dislocation of complaining witness' shoulder inflicted by defendant while forci
bly putting him out of a door in the post office, which hurt a great deal, required
a -sltng for several weeks, and continued to hurt at trial six months later, which
had been put in place while complainant was under anzesthetics, and which, while
not necessarily permanent, would expose the joint to greater chance of a subsequent
dislocation, was a serious injury. Robey v. State (Cr. App.) 163 s. W. 713.

50. Ch-arge.-See notes to C. C. P. art. 735.
Facts held not to require a charge on aggravated assault. Bussey v. State,

7l App. 612, 160 S. 'f.. 697; Spiller v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 1164.
Charge on intent to injure held sufficient. Johnson v. State, 71 App. 610, 160

S. W. 702; Robey v. State (Cr. App.) 163 s. W. 713.
Where injury was almost fatal, a proper charge on defendant's ability to in

flict the injury can not prejudice him. De Los Santos v. State (Cr. App.) 31
S. W. 395.

It is not necessary to submit the issue of simple assault in a homicide case
where the jugular vein was cut, causing death. Kinslow v. State (Cr. App.) 147
s. W. 249.

SUBD. 8

51. Offense.-Hunt v. State, 6 App. 664; Johnson v. State, 70 App, 294, 156 S.
W. 1164.

Where the evidence showed that the fight was provoked by defendant and
it was not shown that it was necessary to his defense that he should use a

knife which, though not very formidable, was a dangerous weapon capable of in
flicting a serious wound and of endangering the life of the person on whom it
was used, the jury was justified in finding him guilty of aggravated assault in
the use of the knife. Weaver v. state, 24 Tex. 387.

On trial for an assault with intent to murder, where an assault with a deadly
weapon is shown, but the intent to kill is not shown, the offense would be an ag
gravated assault. Moore alias Neal v. state, 33 App. 306, 26 S. W. 403.

The use of a loaded gun, incapable of being fired because of a broken firing
pin, held a simple assault and not an aggravated assault with a deadly weapon.
Pearce v. State, 37 App. 643, 40 S. W. 806.

An unlawful assault with a deadly weapon, not in self-defense, is aggravated
assault. Hamilton v. State, 60 App. 258, 131 S. W. 1127.

Where accused, after ordering out of his store, one, who was his enemy, got his
shotgun and pointed it at him, but did not fire it, or use it to -strike with, and
inflicted no injury, the acts of accused amounted to no more than simple assault.
Shuffield v. State, 62 App, 556, 138 S. W. 402.

To make the throwing of hot coffee on a person an aggravated assault, it must
have been done so as to make it a deadly weapon, or it must have inflicted serious
bodily injury. Clark v. State, 63 App. 579, 1401 S. W. 779.

A person shooting another is guilty of assault, unless done by accident or un

intentionally; the grade of the offense depending on whether he acted with
malice, and intended to 1d11. Vining v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S'. W. 909.

Where a person threw a stick at another with no intention of killing him, and
which was not what would usually be considered a deadly weapon, he would be
guilty of an aggravated assault only. Harris v. State (Cr. App.) 148 8.' W. 1071.

Shooting to frighten or to inflict injury without killing is an aggravated as

sault. Young v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 1046.
One who curses and points a gun at another, who flees, the gun not being

fired, is guilty of aggravated assault. Myers v. State, 72 App. 630, 163 S. W. 432.
52. Deadly weapon.-A "deadly weapon" is one which, in the manner used,

is likely to produce death, or serious bodily injury. Skidmore v. State, 43 Tex.
93; Kouns v. State, 3 App, 13; McReynolds v. State, 4 App. 327; Johnson v. State,
70 App. 294, 156 S. W. 1164; Harris v. State, 72 App, 491, 162 S. W. 1150.

A fire-arm is not necessarily a deadly weapon. Whether or not in the par
ticular case it was a deadly weapon must depend upon its size, or the manner of
its use. Skidmore v. State, 43 Tex. 94; Key v. State, 12 App. 506; Shadle v,

State, 34 Tex. 572; State v. Franklin, 36 Tex. 155; Hunt v. State, 6 App. 663.
A chatr is not necessarily a. deadly weapon. Kouns v. State, 3 App. 13. Nor

is "a black jack pole used as a fence rail." Wilson v. State, 15 App. 150.
When assault was made with a pistol it must be shown in what manner the

pistol was used. Stephenson v. State, 33 App. 162, 25 S. W. 784.
"An instrument calculated and likely to produce death or serious bodily injury

from the manner in which it is used," is a proper definition of a deadly weapon.
Hardy v. State, 36 App. 400, .37 S. W. 434.

•

Whether a weapon is a deadly weapon can be proved by Its size and character
and the manner in which it was used. Hardy v. State, 36 App. 400, 37 S. W. 434.

A deadly weapon is one which, from the manner used, is calculated to produce
death or serious bodily injury. Wilson v. State, 37 App. 156, 38 S. W. 1013.

An assault with an ordinary saw is not an "assault with a deadly weapon,"
where the injuries inflicted are very slight. Fisher v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S.
W\ 544.

A weapon mayor may not be deadly according to its size and the manner of
• its use, Smith v. State, 61 App, 349, 135 S. W. 152; F'isher v. State (Cr. App.)

161 s. W. 544.

53. -- Elements of manslaughter as reducing assault with intent to murder
to aggravated assault.-See arts. 1128-1138 and notes thereunder.

54. Distinct offenses.-A conviction for engaging in an
- "affray" does not bar a

prosecution for ."aggravated assault" under a plea of former jeopardy, nor does
the doctrine of carving apply. McCraw v. State (Cr. App.) 163 S. W. 967.
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55. Indictment and Informatlon.-See notes under the two preceding subdivi-
sions.

.

An allegation that the assault was committed with a pistol, and that the de

fendant did shoot at the assaulted party, with intent to kill, sufficiently charges
an aggravated assault. It is not necessary to allege that the assault was un

lawful. State v. Lutterloh, 22 Tex. 210.
An information charging that defendant "did make an aggravated assault

and battery * * * and * * * with brass knuckles * * * did strike, beat,
wound" held insufficient to charge aggravated assault or more than a simple as

sault. Wilks v. State, 3 App. 34.
It is not necessary to allege that the fire-arm used was loaded, or that the as

saulted party was within carrying distance of the weapon. Burton v. State, 3

App. 408, 30 Am. Rep. 146; Rainbolt v. State, 34 'I'ex. 286.
It need not allege that the assault was committed under "circumstances not

amounting to an intent to murder or maim." Brown v. State, 2 App. 61; Hunt
v. State, 6 App. 663; State v. Franklin, 36 Tex. 155.

The indictment must allege that the weapon with which the assault was com

mitted, was a "deadly" one. To allege that the assault was committed with a

pistol without alleging that the pistol was a deadly weapon is insufficient. Key
v. State, 12 App. 506; Miles v. State, 23 App. 410, 5 S. W. 250,; Williamson v,

State, 5 App, 485.
Information held to charge an offense. Dunn v. State, 71' App. 89, 158 S.

W.300.
Intent to injure need not be alleged. Yelton v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S: W. 318.

56. -- Election between counts.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 481.

57. -- Varlance.-If the assault is alleged to have been committed with a

specific weapon, it must -be so proved. McGee v. State, 5 App, 492.
Where an indictment charged an assault with intent to murder with a bowie

knife, and the evidence showed an assault with a butcher knife, that there was no

variance. Hernandez v. State, 32 App. 271, 22 S. W. 972.
An information charging an assault committed with a knife, is not supported

by evidence of an assault committed with a stick. Heralc1 v. State, 37 App. 409,
35 S. W. 670.

58. Evldence.-Facts held to sustain a verdict of guilty. Noland v. State, 63
App. 275, 140 S. W. 1001; Simpson V. State (Gr. App.) 33 S. W. 1078; Black v.

State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 932; Waller v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 921.
Evidence that defendant sei-zed a gun during the fight with a knife held ad

missible as part of the res gestre, but not to establish an assault with the gun.
Weaver v. State, 24 Tex. 387.

If the assault was with a fire-arm, the state need not prove it was loaded;
if unloaded the burden is upon the defendant to prove it. Crow v. State, 41 Tex.
468; Caldwell v. State, 5 Tex. 18.

The locality and character of the wounds inflicted is competent evidence to
prove that the weapon used was a deadly one, and may be sufficient. Briggs v,

State, 6 App. 144.
Proof by the defendant that the assaulted party had a weapon which he did

not attempt to use, is inadmissible. Briggs v. State, 6 App, 144.
If the charge is that the assault 'Was committed with a deadly weapon, it must

be proved that the weapon was deadly when used in the manner in which it was

used, or attempted to be used. Wilson v. State, 15 App, 150; Hilliard v. State, 17
App. 210; Hunt v. State, 6 App. 663; Key v. State, 12 App. 506; McGrew v. State,
19 App. 302.

Conviction for aggravated assault with deadly weapon will be set aside when
there is no evidence to show that the knife used was a deadly weapon. Willson
v. State, 34 App. 64, 29 S. W. 41.

There was no proof as' to the size of the knife, and a physician who examined
the wounds testified that they were not dangerous; held, the evidence was in
sufficient to, support the verdict. Willson' v. State, 34 Ap,p. 64, 29 S. W. 41.

The proof showing that the assault was committed with a pistol, used as a

bludgeon, the size and weight of the pistol must be shown. Branch v, State, 36.
App. 304, 33 S. W. 356.

The prosecutor found defendant and a woman in a thicket; evidence tending
to show that prosecutor was in the habit of spying upon persons was inadmissible.
Parker v. State (Cr. App.) 34 s. W. 265.

The state of defendant's feeling may be shown. Decker v. State, 58 App. 159,.
124 S. W. 912.

.
.

Where defendant had testified that he wanted to settle the matters in contro
versy with complainant and had offered to do so, evidence in rebuttal that wit
ness, prior to the difficulty, went to see accused and tried to Indues him to settle
the difference, was admissible. Decker v. State, 58 App. 159, 124 S. W. 912.

If accused waylaid prosecutor and shot him without killing him at a time his
mind was incapable of cool reflection on first meeting prosecutor after being in
formed of insults to a female relative, he was guilty of aggravated assault.
Cheatham v. State, 57 App. 442, 125 S. W. 565.

Where accused cut prosecutor's throat, and made a gash five inches long around
his neck, and one three inches long across his cheek, and cut his coat and vest.
he was guilty of aggravated assault, if of anything, without reference to whether
he acted in the heat of passion. Wimberley v. State, 60 App, 65, 130 S. W. 10()2.

A conviction held unauthorized. Maxwell v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 1190.
Evidence of an agreement between the accused and his brother to beat up a

person other than the one assaulted, held improperly admitted. Larue v. State
(Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 194•.
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In a prosecution for assault to kill, where it appeared that the assault' was

made with a dirk, the blade being 5% inches long from guard to the point, sharp
on both edges, and about three-fourths of an inch in width, tapering to a point,
and a dangerous wound was made under the shoulder blade puncturing the lung
tissue, the issue of simple assault was not presented. Hogue v. State (Cr. App.)
146 S. W. 905.

If accused provoked a difficulty with G., with no intention of killing him, and
after being knocked down by G. formed an intention to kill, he was only guilty of

aggravated assault, if his mind was rendered incapable of cool reflection by G.'s
blows. Solis v. State (Or. App.) 174 S. W. 343.

If accused, when he "hollered" as he approached G., intended to bring on trou
ble with G., but had no intention of killing him, his attack on G., after G. had
knocked him down, was no graver offense than aggravated assault. Solis v, State
(Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 343.

59. -- Deadly weapon.-Evidence that defendant struck a person with a

"good-sized walking-stick made of bois d'arc, and loaded;" that it was a "fair
sized walking-stick;" that the last blow was over the eye, and stunned the as

saulted person; that the blow "cut the skin;" and that blood was wiped from the

forehead,-is sufficient to convict of assault with a deadly weapon, or of an as

sault inflicting serious bodily injury. Stevens v. State, 27 App. 461, 11 S. W. 459.
In a prosecution- for assault with a deadly weapon, the prosecuting witness

testified that defendant cut him "three times in the back." The physician who

attended the witness testified that the wounds were not serious, and looked as

though they had been made with a penknife. Defendant testified that he cut the

witness with his knife. There was no evidence as to the character of the knife.

Held, that the evidence failed to show that the knife was a deadly weapon. Wil
son v. State, 34 App. 64, 29 S. W. 41.

On a prosecution for aggravated assault with a deadly weapon, where it ap
pears that the weapon was a pistol used as a bludgeon, the weight and size of the

pistol must be shown to determine whether it is, as so used, a deadly weapon.
Branch v. State, 35 App, 304, 33 S. W. 356.

.

Evidence held to justify a finding that accused, when he assaulted complain
ant, used a dangerous weapon. Decker v. State, 58 App, 159, 124 S. W. 912.

In a prosecution for an assault to murder, evidence held to justify a finding
. that the weapon used was a deadly weapon, so as to warrant a conviction of ag
gravated assault. Teasley v. State, 150 S. W. 784.

Evidence held to sustain a finding that the knife used was a deadly weapon.
Johnson v. State, 70 App, 294, 156 S. W. 1164.

Evidence held insufficient to show that the knife used was a deadly weapon.
Burleson v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 851.

60. -- Weapons or means used as evidence of Intent.-See art. 1147, post
and notes.

61. Charge.-See notes to C. C. P. art. 735.
Facts held to require a charge on aggravated assault. Cukierski v. State (Cr.

App.) 153 S. W. 313; Leigh v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 920; Earnest v. State (Cr.
App.) 152 S. W. 638; Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 310; Mitchell v. State,
71 App. 254, 158 S. W. 812.

Facts held not to require a charge on aggravated assault. Gray v. State (Cr.
App.) 144 S. W. 283; Crutchfield v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 1053.

On the trial of B, charged with an aggravated assault on C, there was evi
dence that C was attempting to strike B with a stout walking stick at the time
B stabbed him with a pocketknife. Held, that it was error to criarge "if you be
lieve that B stabbed C without C striking him with the stick, you will find him
guilty of an aggravated assault." McFarlin v. State, 41 Tex. 23.

Where the assault charged was with. a pistol, the jury propounded to the court
the question, "Is a pistol a deadly weapon, the size not known, and not known
whether empty or loaded?" The court answered, "A pistol is a deadly weapon."
Held, error. Skidmore v. State, 43 Tex. 94.

The jury should be instructed as to the meaning of the phrase "deadly weapon,"
where it charged that the assault is committed with such a weapon. Kouns v.

State, 3 App, 13.
And see on charge, Di1lard v. State, 31 App. 67, 19 S. W. 895.
On trial of assault with intent to murder, where the evidence tends to show

an aggravated assault, the court should submit that issue to the jury. Goode v.

State, 32 App, 505, 24 S. W. 102.
Where a deadly weapon is used with the intention of alarming another the court

should instruct on that phase of the case. Blackwell v. State, 33 App. 278, 26 S.
W. 397, 32 S. W. 128.

On trial for assault with intent to murder where there is a conflict in the evi
dence as to defendant's intent to kill, the court should submit the law of aggra
vated assault. Moore v. State, 33 App, 351, 26 S. W. 404.

On trial for an assault with intent to murder where a deadly weapon was used
but the evidence fails to establish the intent the court should charge the law on

aggravated assault. Moore v. State, 33 App. 351, 26 S. W. 404; Blackwell v. State,
33 App. 278, 26 S. W. 397, 32 S. W. 128; Moore alias Neal v; State, 33 App. 306,
26 S. W. 403.

Where the defense was that the defendant fired the shots with intent to alarm
and the evidence tended to support this theory the court should have charged the
law in regard to aggravated assault. Moore alias Neal v. State, 33 App. 306, 26
S. W. 403.

A charge stating two grounds of aggravated assault and to convict if defendant
committed an, aggravated assault does not authorize a conviction on any other
than the grounds stated. Russell v. State, 35 App, 8. 29 S. W. 43.
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Defendant cut his wife's throat with a razor and ran after her and tried to cut

her again; held, a charge on aggravated assault was properly refused. Halli

burton v. State, 34 App, 410, 31 S. W. 297.
It appearing that defendant used his pistol only as a club the court should have

defined deadly weapon. Lawson v. State (Cr. App.) 32 s. W. 895.
On evidence of an assault with a knife, it is not error to charge on the use of a

dangerous weapon. Ellison v. State (Cr. App.) 34 S. W. 945.
The evidence showed the assault to have been made with a breast yoke, which

inflicted but slight injury, and then defendant picked up a rock with which he

might have killed the injured party; but after striking one lick threw the rock
down and left; held, the court should have charged an aggravated assault. Smith
v. State, 36 App, 569, 38 S. W. 167.

On trial for assault with intent to murder, failure to instruct as to aggravated
assault and battery is error, where the weapons, used in committing the assault
were a breast yoke and a rock. Smith v. State, 36 App, 569, 38 S. W. 167.

Defendant testified that he did not intend to kill the assaulted party, but the

testimony of all the other witnesses and the physical facts were against him; held,
no error to refuse a special charge raising the question or aggravated assault.
Schmeischer v. State, 36 App. 461, 37 S. W. 864, 38 S. W. 355.

But see dissenting opinion of Davidson, Judge. Id.
A charge that a deadly weapon is one which, from the manner used, is cal

culated to produce dea.th, "or serious bodily injury," is not erroneous, on the

ground that the weapon, as used, must be capable of producing death, where the
evidence shows that the assault was with a shotgun, and a witness testifies that
the gun, as loaded, and at the distance defendant was from the prosecutor, was a

deadly weapon. Wilson v. State, 37 App. 156, 38 S. W. 1013.
The evidence showed that if defendant did not provoke the difficulty, he will

ingly engaged in the fight; held, that he could not complaln of the charge of the
court on aggravated assault; Wilson v. State, 37 App, 156, 38 S. W. 1013.

On trial for an assault with intent to murder, when the evidence shows either
such an assault or self-defense, the court is not required to charge an aggravated
assault. Barnes v. State, 39 App, 184, 45 S. W. 495.

When an assault is made with a deadly weapon, but it is doubtful as to whether
or not defendant intended to kill the injured par-ty, the court should instruct the
jury that if they have a reasonable doubt as to such intention they will only find
defendant guilty of an aggravated assault. Mathis v. State, 39 App, 549, 47 S. W.
464.

See this, case for facts .whlch called for a charge upon aggravated assault upon
grounds stated in subdivisions 7 and 8 of this article. Henderson v. State, 55 App.,
15, 115 S. W. 45.

In a prosecution for assault to murder, there' was evidence that the person as

saulted brought on the difficulty, threw a rock at accused, and then pulled a pistol.
and threatened to kill him. Held, that this evidence necessitated a charge as to
the law of aggravated assault, on the theory that the difficulty was begun by the,
prosecuting witness. Heath v. State, 57 App, 59, 121 S. W. 862.

Where, on a trial ror assault with intent to murder, no motive was shown for'
the shooting, and the parties were strangers, and the testimony raised the issue
of an attack on accused by prosecutor and his associates suddenly, unexpectedly,
and in the darkness, resulting in the inflictton of serious wounds on accused, the,
court must submit the issue of aggravated assault. Recen v. State, 58 App. 457,
126 S. W. 577.

Evidence in a prosecution for assault with intent to murder held to raise the,
issue of aggravated assault. Furgerson v. State, 58 App, 431, 126 S. W. 594.

Where, in a prosecution for murder, the character of wound inflicted by ac

cused who stabbed deceased, the latter's prostrated condition immediately follow
ing the stabbing, the depth of the wound, and all, clearly showed the weapon used
was deadly, there was no issue of aggravated assault in the case, and the court did
not err in not charging thereon. Joseph v. State, 59 App. 82, 127 S. W. 171.

A pistol used as a firearm is per se a "deadly weapon," and it is unnecessary
to define the term. Lorton v. State, 59 App. 270, 128 S. W. 384.

Where there was evidence that the difficulty between accused and prosecutor
arose from the fact that prosecutor owed accused money, and the 'state showed that
accused was the aggressor, and without excuse cut prosecutor with a penknife
with a blade two 0'r three inches long, and accused raised the issue of self-defense,
and there was no evidence as to whether the wound was serious or not, the court
erred in not submitting the issue of aggravated assault, 'though the facts did not
call for a charge of aggravated assault on account of passion arising frorn ade
quate cause: Armstrong v. State, 60 App. 316, 131 S. W. 1074.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to murder, there was evidence that the
defendant, arter a dispute with the prosecuting witness over payment for an article
bought at the witness' store, said, "I will pay you, but I will see you again," and
that the defendant, leaving the store, returned in a short time, and from a position
behind a telephone pole shot and wounded the witness. The witness ran into the
store, and defendant followed him, and shot and wounded him again, and witness
then hid in the store, while the defendant shot once or twice more. This evidence,
and evidence to identify the defendant, was corroborated. Held, that the court's
refusal to submit the case to the jury, with an instruction upon aggravated as

sault, was not error. Harding v. State, 60 App. 327, 131 S. W. 1092.
In a prosecution for aggravated assault, submitted to the jury on an instruc

tion as to assault with a deadly weapon, it appeared from the evidence that the
assault was committed and the wounds of the prosecuting witness made with a
wooden stick about 2lh or 3 feet long, measuring about llh inches in diameter at the
larger end and about three-quarters of an inch at the smaller end, and weighing
from three-quarters of a pound to 11;il pounds. A phystcian testified that he ex
amined the wounds shortly after the alleged assault, and found some blood clots ..
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under the scalp, a wound upon the jaw, and bruises on the shoulder, which might
have been made with a stick, and which he dressed; the witness not stating wheth
er the wounds were serious or not. Held, that the evidence was insufficient to
warrant an instruction upon assault with a deadly weapon. Hamilton v. State, 60
App. 258, 131 S. W. 1127.

Defendant, an adult male, was charged with assaulting a boy 13 years of age
and stabbing him with a sword for running between the line of a Knights of
Pythias funeral procession. An examination of the boy disclosed a small punctured
wound one-fourth to half an inch deep on his thigh and about half an inch long,
which seemed to have been caused by a sharp pointed instrument. Defendant de
nied that he struck the boy, and disclaimed any purpose or intent to do so, nor

was there any motive or evidence of any intention on the defendant's part to kill
the boy. Held, that the Court erred in failing to submit aggrava.ted assault, under
Pen. Code 1895, art. 1031, declaring that, when an assault is committed with a

deadly weapon under circumstances not amounting to an intent to murder or

maim, the offense is "aggravated assault." Malone v. State, 60 App. 509, 132 S.
W.769.

The jury should be instructed on cooling time. Leggett v. State, 62 App, 99,
136 S. W. 784.

Where the case was submitted on the issues of assault to murder and aggra
vated assault, the court should, especially in connection with a charge on cooling
time, have instructed as to blows inflicted by 'prosecutor on defendant, with a chair
bottom and rail, causing pain and bloodshed, authorizing a conviction of the lesser
offense, though such blows were inflicted an hour before the parties again met,
when defendant shot prosecutor. Leggett v. State, 62 App, 99, 136 S. W. 784.

The evidence of the state in a prosecution for an assault with intent to kill
tended to show a dispute between the parties growing out of a game of craps;
that defendant shot directly at one of the state's witnesses under such circum
stances as to show that he did so with intent to kill, and that of the defendant
that the shot was accidental, and that he did not shoot at or intend to shoot or

kill the witness, nor shoot in self-defense, and that he used his pistol with the in
tention of defending himself if it became necessary, as he believed that the wit
nesses intended to assault him. Held, that an instruction upon aggravated assault
was necessary. Davis v. State, 63 App. 484, 141 S. W. 93.

Evidence on a trial for homicide held not to require the submission of aggra
vated assault. Carver v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 746.

In a prosecution for homicide, where a witness testified that, on exclamation
by the wife of deceased that men standing by had let that man kill her husband,
he went out to where deceased was lying on the ground, and that defendant
stood over him with an- ax, and struck him on the head, and where defendant
himself testified that he picked up an ax and struck deceased with it three times,
knocking him down at the first blow, a charge on aggravated assault defining a

deadly weapon was not called for. Penton v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 190.
Where, in a prosecution for aggravated assault by striking prosecutor with a

rock, there was no evidence that the injuries were serious or of an aggravated
nature, an instruction defining aggravated assault as one from which serious
bodily injury results, or committed with a deadly weapon under circumstances not
.amounting to intent to murder or maim, or committed with a premeditated de
sign and by the use of means calculated to effect great bodily injury, and charg
ing that, if defendant committed an aggravated assault by then and there assault
ing and cutting prosecutor with a knife·, as alleged in the information, he should
have been found guilty, etc., was erroneous. Shelton v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S.
W. 940.

Charge held too restrictive. Young v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 1046.
Where defendant stabbed deceased in the stomach only once with an ordinary

pocket knife and there was no testimony showing directly that it was a deadly
weapon, defendant having .testified that he had no idea of killing deceased, but,
being greatly frightened at the way deceased came at him, struck him once with
the knife in order to defend himself, it was error to refuse to charge on aggravated
.assault. Hysaw v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 941.

'l'he killing of another with a weapon not likely to produce death is only ag
-gra.vated assault in the absence of evidence showing a design to kill, consequently
in a homicide case, where the court properly charged the jury that, if the ham
mer used in the offense was not an instrument likely to produce death, it cannot
be presumed that death was intended, a further instruction on aggravated assault
'was necessary. Beaupre v. State, 70 App, 19, 156 S. W. 625.

Evidence, in a prosecution for assault with intent to kill, held to make it a

jury question whether the fights theretofore had between the parties were sufficient
to constitute adequate cause, so as to reduce the offense to aggravated assault.
Luttrell v. State, 70 App. 183, 157 S. W. 157.

It was not error to refuse to charge the law of aggravated assault, where de
fendant procured a pistol and went to the other's house, and a shooting affray im
mediately followed. Rogers v. State, 71 App. 271, 159 S. W. 44.

Where the evidence in a homicide case tended to show that the knife used was
8 or 8% inches long, and had been sharpened while in accused's possession shortly be
fore the killing, and was used with such force as to sever decedent's watch chain,
put gaps in the knife, and drive part of the chain into his abdomen and that the
knife went six inches across the abdomen, until it struck and cut off two ribs, and
then went downward an inch and a half and that a second wound was inflicted
inside the bowels before the knife was withdrawn, a requested charge on aggravated
or simple assault was properly refused; the evidence indicating a design to kill.
Ward v. State, 70 App. 393, 159 S. W. 272.

.

On a trial for assault with intent to murder, where the state's evidence showed
a deliberate and wilful assault with a 'shotgun within a distance of only 12 to 15
.feet, while accused testified that he shot solely in self-defense and did not testify
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that he did not intend to kill the party assaulted, the court properly refused to
submit aggravated assault under Pen. Code 1911, art. 1022, subd. 7, providing that
an assault becomes aggravated when a serious bodily injury is inflicted upon the

person assaulted, or subdivision 8, providing that an assault is aggravated when
committed with deadly weapons, under circumstances not amounting to an inten
tion to murder or maim, since the evidence showed an assault with a deadly
weapon in such a way as to show an intention to kill. Bussey v. State, 71 App.

,

612, 160 S. W. 697.
On a trial for assault to murder, accused's testimony that, as he was walking

down the street with a pistol in his hand just after killing a man, some one called,
"Look out," that as he turned he saw approaching a person whom he knew to be
an. officer, and that the officer was attempting to draw a pistol, whereupon he

fired, though it raised the issue of self-defense, did not justify the submission of

aggravated assault. Lamb v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 534.
Where the state's evidence presented only the question of murder, and the

defendant's evidence raised only the question of manslaughter and accidental kill

ing, the court properly refused to instruct on aggravated assault. Walker v,

State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 1156.
Where the injuries inflicted by accused result in death, the issues of assault

with intent to murder or aggravated assault do not arise and should not be sub':
mitted. Francis v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 779.

On a trial for assault to murder, the court, in charging on self-defense, should
have told the jury that if accused provoked the difficulty, with no intention of kill

ing, and was assaulted by the prosecuting witness, and driven to the necessity of
cutting as a matter of self-preservation, he would be guilty of no higher offense
than aggravated assault, if th� blows and assault caused such pain as to produce
anger, ra!;e, or fear to an extent rendering his mind incapable of cool reflection,
as the statute provides' that a blow causing pain is "adequate cause." Solis v.

State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 343.
Defendant was tried for assault with intent to commit murder, and the court

charged that "an assault becomes aggravated when committed with a deadly
weapon under circumstances not amounting to an intent to murder or maim," and

that, if there was a reasonable doubt as to the defendant's intent to murder or

maim, the defendant was guilty of no higher offense than aggravated assault.
Held, that the use of the word "maim," in conjunction with murder, had a tend
ency to confuse the jury, for if it was believed that defendant's intent was not to
murder, but to maim, the jury would have been obliged to convict, and hence the
instructions taken together were reversible error. Cooper v. State, 132 S. W. 355.

62. Self-defense.-See notes under art. 1014 ante.

SUBD.9

63. Offense.-An assault is not necessarily aggravated because committed by
the use of means calculated to inflict great bodily injury. It must also be com

mitted with premeditated design. Pinson v. State, 23 Tex. 579.
An aggravated assault under this subdivision may be committed with the fists.

Keley v. State, 12 App. 245.
An assault committed with premeditated design, but without the specific intent

to kill, and by the use of means calculated to inflict great bodily injury, is an

"aggravated assault." Armstrong v. State, 60 App. 316, 131 S. W. 1074.
Where one intending to use his fists, is so confused by a blow that he uses a

knife without knowing what he is doing, he is not guilty of aggravated assault,
but may be convicted of simple assault. Brewer v. State (Cr. App.) 153 s. W.
622.

The assault must be committed with a fixed purpose, and not upon a rash im
pulse, but the real injury is not material, except as showing that the means were
calculated to inflict serious injury. Hodges v. State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 512.

Where accused struck complaining witness on being called a liar by him, and
witness fell, fracturing his skull, it was insufficient to support a conviction of ag
gravated assault. Calvert v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 744.

But see LittlEli v. State, 61 App. 19,7, 135 S. W. 119.

64. Indictment.-Conviction under this clause may be had under indictment
for assault with intent· to murder or rape. Givens v. State, 6 Tex. 344; Garden
heir v. State, Id. 348; Johnson v. State, 17 Tex. 565; Blackwell v. State, 33 App,
278, 26 S. W. 397, 32 S. W. 128.

An indictment under this subdivision is not duplicitous because it alleges that
the assault was committed with a deadly weapon. Coney v. State, 2 App. 62.

65. Evldence.-The assaulted party may testify as to the ownership of the
locus of the assault. Tucker v. State,.6 App. 251.

Evidence held to sustain conviction. Johnson v. State, 59 App. 425, 128 S. W.
1123.

And further as evidence, see Pinson v. State, 23 Tex.' 579; Briggs v. State, 6
App, 144; McGrew v. State, 19 App. 302; Stevens v. State, 27 App. 461, 11 S. W.
459; Chambers v. State, 42 Tex. 254; Skidmore v. State, ·43 Tex. 93; Wilson 'v,
State, 15 App. 150; Wilson v. State, 34 App. 64, 29 S. W. 41; Parrish v. State, 32
App. 583, 25 S. W. 420.

66. Charge.-See notes to C. C. P. art. 735.
An instruction that if defendant, on or about the date specified, and within

two years prior to the filing of the information, did commit an assault on prose
cutor with premeditated design, that is, preconceived in his mind prior to such as

�a�lt, and the assault was committed by means calculated to inflict great bodily
injury on prosecutor, the jury should find him guilty of aggravated assault, was
erroneous, for failure to require that the premeditation must have existed in the
mind of accused at the time of the assault, especially in view of evidence that an
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unfriendly state of feeling had existed between the parties for a considerable time.
Decker v. State, 124 S. W. 912.

.

As to necessity of charge upon reasonable doubt, as between two. degrees, see

Hodges v. State (ICr. App.) 166 s. W. 512.

SUBD. 10

67. Offense.�Where a breach of peace justifies an officer in making an arrest,
and the person attempted to be arrested, while within striking distance and hav
ing a carving knife in his hand, raises the knife in a striking position and orders
the officer to stand back, he is guilty of an assault. Stockton v. State, 25 Tex. 773.

The assaulted person and the officer by whom he was summoned as a posse
having attempted to arrest defendant for the theft without a warrant, the arrest

was illegal, and defendant was justified in striking the injured persori with his
whip, to compel him to release defendant's horse. Massie v. State, 27 App. 617, 11
S. W. 638.

.

The invalidity of a warrant can not be pleaded if unknown to accused when he
committed the assault. Graham v. State, 29 App, 31, 13 S. W. 1013.

It is no offense to resist arrest by one who is neither a de jure nor a de facto
officer. Brown v. State, 43 App. 411, 66 S. W. 547.

It must appear that the party assaulted was an officer in the actual discharge
of his duties, and that the assault was made as an interruption of his duty.
Jeanes v. State, 60 App. 440, 132 S. W. 352.

One .arrested without a warrant fo·r an offense not committed in the officer's
presence, has a right to relieve himself of the restraint, and in doing so iE1 not
guilty of assault. Williams v. State, 64 App, 491, 142 S. W. 899.

The fact that an officer thinks that a writ entitles him to take property under it
will not increase his rights. If the writ is void he is a trespasser. Lassiter v.

State (Cr. App.) 163 s. W. 710.
68. Officers.-Peace officers are designated by C. C. P. art. 43.
The term "officer," includes all persons legally authorized to perform public

duties. Sanner v. State, 2 App, 458.
A policeman is a peace officer. Sanner v. State, 2 App. 458.
69. Indlctment.-The indictment must allege that it was known or declared to.

the defendant that the person assaulted was an officer discharging an official duty.
State v. Coffey, 41 Tex. 46; Johnson v. State, 26 Tex. 117; Bristow v. State, 36
App. 379, 37 S. W,. 326.

Under an indictment for assault upon a peace officer conviction may be had
for simple assault. Jay v. State, 41 App, 451, 55 S. W. 336..

An allegation that defendant made an assault upon an officer while in the dis
charge of his official duty is sufficient. Dilliard v. State, 62 App. 321, 137 S. W.
356.

70. -- Pleading and proof.-Evidence that the person assaulted was a peace
officer and that when assaulted he was arresting defendant held admissible though
the indictment did not allege these facts. Hodges v. State, 6 App. 615.

71. Evidence.-Evidence held insufficient to sustain a conviction of assaulting
an officer. Franklin v. State, 27 App. 136, 11 S. W. 35.

On a prosecution for aggravated assault, the injury being inflicted when the
.assaulted person was in the act of arresting defendant for theft of cattle, testi
mony of a witness that another had told him that defendant was the person who
drove the cattle from her pasture is inadmissible, as hearsay. Massie v. State, 27
App, 617, 11 S. W. 638.

The officer having arrested accused's father, the clrcumstancea; of the arrest
were admissible. Marsden v. State, 59 App. 36, 126 S. W. 1160.

Evidence held to justify a conviction. Ligon v. State, 59 App. 274, 128 S. W.

.620.
Evidence held to show that the officer was not in the performance of his duty.

Jeanes v. State, 60 App, 440, 132 S. W. 352.
Conversation of which accused had no. information is irrelevant. Walker v.

State, 63 App. 499, 140 S. W. 455.
72. Charge.-See notes to Code Cr. Proc. art. 735.
Facts held to require charge on aggravated assault. Sanchez v. State, 70 App.

24, 156 S. W. 218.

Art. 1023. [602] Aggravation may be of different degrees.
The circumstances of aggravation, mentioned in the preceding arti
cle, are of different degress, and the jury are to consider these cir
cumstances in forming their verdict and assessing the punishment.
[Act Nov. 6, 1871.] .

Art. 1024. [603] Punishment.-The punishment for an aggra
vated assault or battery shall be a fine not less than twenty-five nor

more than one thousand dollars, or imprisonment in the county jail
not less than one month nor more than two years, or by both such
fine and imprisonment.

Historical.-The penalty formerly was a fine not less than $100 nor more than
$1,000, and the jury might add imprisonment in the county jail not exceeding two
years.

Punlshment.-A fine of $500 and confinement in the county jail for twelve
months, held excessive in view of the evidence•. Robinson v. State, 25 App. Ill,
'7 S. W.631.
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Grossly insulting words will not justify or reduce aggravated to simple assault,
though they may mitigate the punishment. Timon v. State, 34 App. 363, 30 S. W.
808.

A verdict imposing a fine of $500 and imprisonment for fifteen months held
not excessive under the circumstances. Inglen v. State, 36 App. 472, 37 S. W. 861.

"Month," means a solar month or thirty days, and not a calendar or lunar
month. McKinney v. State, 43 App. 387, 66 S. W. 769.

A fine of $200 and 12 months in jail held not excessive. Cuellar v. State (Cr.
App.) 154 S. W. 228.

A fine of $500 and two years' imprisonment in the county jail held not excessive.
Jobe v. State (Cr. App.) 173 S. W. 1025.

-- Charge.-It is fundamental error to mistake the penalty in the charge.
Bostic v. State, 22 App. 136, 2 S. W. 538; Gardenhire v. Stat-e, 18 App. 565; How-
ard v. State, Id. 348; Veal v. State, 8 App, 474.

.

A charge which fails to instruct that both such fine and imprisonment may be
imposed is erroneous. Graham v. State, 29 App, 31, 13 S. W. 1013; Moody v. State,
30 App, 422, 18 S. W. 94.

A charge of the court which erroneously states the maximum of the fine as

sessable, is cause for reversal. Blackwell v. State, 30' App. 416, 17 S. W. 1061.
The court charged: "If you find the defendant guilty the form of your verdict

will be, 'We the jury find the defendant E. B. guilty as charged at a fine of $500,
filling in the amount.''' Held erroneous as well as inconsistent. It is for the jury
and not the courti to assess. the fine within statutory limits. Blackwell v. State,
30 App, 416, 17 S. W. 1061.

Verdict.-See C. C. P. art. 763 et seq. and notes thereunder.
On trial of aggravated assault the verdict was: "We the jury find the defend

ant guilty and assess his fine $10." Held, the verdict is indefinite and insufficient.
Hays v. State, 33 App.' 546, 28 S. V'\T. 203.

Where the offense charged consists of degrees, the jury should state in their
verdict the degree in which they find the accused guilty; and where the infor
mation charged aggravated assault, and the verdict read: "We. the jury, find
the defendant guilty, and assess his fine at ten dollars,"-it is too indefinite to
form the basis of a judgment. Hays v. State, 33 App. 546, 28 S. W. 203.

Under an indictment for aggravated assault, jury found defendant guilty and
assessed his punishment at fine that might apply to either simple or aggravated
assault; held, not reversible. Pearce v. State, 37 App. 643, 40 S. W. 806.

Under indictment for aggravated assault and verdict is fine of $25, 111 should
state whether it is for aggravated or simple assault. Lee v. State, 41 App. 557, 65
S. W. 814.

CHAPTER TWO A

ASSAULT WITH PROHIBITED WEAPON
Art.
1024a. The offense defined.

Art.
1024b. Purpose and scope of act.

Article l024a. The offense defined.--That if any person shall
wili.ully commit an assault or an assault and battery upon another
with a pistol, dirk, dagger, slung shot, sword cane, spear or knuckles
made of any metal or made of any hard substance, bowie knife, or

any knife manufactured or sold for the purpose of offense or de
fense, while the same is being carried unlawfully by the person com

mitting s'iid assault, he shall be deemedguilty of an assault with a

prohibited weapon and upon, conviction shall be punished by a fine
not to exceed two thousand dollars or by imprisonment in the coun

ty jail not to exceed two years, or by confinement in the peniten
tiary for not more than five years. [Act 1913, p.237, ch. 114, § 1.]

Indictment.-An tndictment for assault which merely states that the weapon
used was unlawful.ly carried without alleging the facts which made the carrying
unlawful, is ins\t'tlijcient. Denton v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 796.

Art. l024b. Purpose and scope of act.-The above shall not be
construed to in any manner affect Article 475 of the Revised Penal
Code of 1911 relating to unlawfully carrying arms, but shall be
cumulative thereof and is intended to create the offense of assault
with prohibited weapons and prescribing penalty thereof. [Id.,
§ 2.]
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CHAPTER THREE

OF ASSAULTS WITH INTENT TO COMMIT SOME OTHER
OFFENSE

Art.
1025. Assault with intent to maim.

1026. With intent to murder.

1027. "Bowie knife" and "dagger" de
fined.

1028. Test on trial.

Art.
1029. With intent to rape.
1030. With intent to rob.

1031. In attempt at burglary.
1032. Ingredients of the offense.

Article 1025. [604] Assault with intent to maim.-If any per

son shall assault another with intent to commit the offense of maim

ing, disfiguring or castration, he shall be punished by fine not ex

ceeding one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment in the penitentia
ry not less than two nor more than five years; and, if such assault

be made by a person or persons in disguise, the penalty shall be

double. [Act Nov. 6, 1871, p. 20.]
Cited, Cole v. State, 62 App. 270" 138 S. W. 109.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 476.
A charge of maiming and disfiguring carries with it a charge of asaault with

intent to maim and disfigure. Pool v. State, 59 App. 482, 129 S. W. 1135.

Art. 1026. [605] With intent to murder.-If any person shall

assault another with intent to murder, he shall be punished by con

finement in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than fifteen

years; if the assault be made with a bowie knife or dagger, or in

disguise, or by laying in wait, or by shooting into a private resi

dence, the punishment shall be double. [Id., amended, Act 1903, p�

160.]
1. Offense. 15. Evidence.

2. Intent. 16. -- Intent and motive.

3. Malice. 17. -- Weapons or means used evt-

4. Grade of assault. dence of intent.

5. Murder defined. 18. -- Circumstances reducing grade

6. Accidents. of offense.

7. Insanity and intoxication as 19. -- Threats against accused, and

defense. character of person assaulted.

8. -- Self-defense. 20. -- Sufficiency.

9. Principals. 21. Charge.
10. Indictment. 22. Intent and malice.

11. Intent and malice. 23. -- Grade of assault.

12. Means or instrument used. 24. -- Definition of terms.

13. Issues, proof and variance. 25. -- Penalty.

14. Conviction of offense included 26. Verdict.

in charge. 27. Punishment.

1. Offense.-To establish this offense the evidence must show that had the

death of the assaulted party resulted from the assault the homicide would have

been murder. State v. Kellough, 32 Tex. 74; Yanez v. State, 20 Tex. 656; Stapp

v. State, 3 App. 138; Wilson v. State, 4 App. 637; Stevens v . State, 38 App. 550,

43 S. W. 1005; Williams v. State, 57 App. 492, 123 S. W. 1110; Darnell v. Bta.te,

58 App. 585, 126 S. W. 1122.
'

To constitute an assault with intent to murder, there must be an unlawful vio

lence, a specific intent to kill, and the act must be prompted by malice. Ponton

v. State, 35 App. 597, 34 S. W. 950; (Chatman v. State, 40 App. 278, 50 S. W. 396�

Young v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 1046.

If the assault is voluntary, committed with deliberate design, and with an in

strument capable of producing death, in such manner as evidences an intention to

take life, and there are no extenuating circumstances, it is an assault with intent

to murder. Yanez v. State, 20 Tex. 656.

Administering poison, with malicious intent is not an assault with intent to

murder. It is a different and more heinous offense. Garnet v. State, 1 App, 605,

28 Am. Rep. 425.

'

Where A. and B. agree to fight with knives, and, proceeding to the place agreed

upon, A. strikes B. with his knife, and B. draws a pistol and shoots A. and con

tinues to shoot at him while he is retreating, B. is guilty of an assault with in

tent to murder. King v. State, 4 App. 54, 30 Am. Rep. 160.

If the defendant attempted to shoot the assaulted party with intent to kill him,

and in such attempt was actuated by malice aforethought, and under circumstances

which, if the death of the assaulted party had resulted, the homicide would have

been murder; but was prevented by any cause from effecting his purpose, he

would be guilty of an assault with intent to murder. Miller v. State, 15 App. 125 .

.A person intending to commit murder and using a deadly weapon in such a,
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manner that his intent is apparent, can not afterward, by abandoning any .rur
ther attempt, lessen the effect of his previous acts. Watts v. Sta.te; 30 App. 633,
17 S. W. 1092.

Two prisoners attempted to make their escape, one of them trying to cut the
jailer's throat, with a razor, and in the scuffle the other one secured the jailer's
pistol and made him go inside the cell; held, they were both guilty of an assault
with intent to murder. Thompson v. State, 37 App. 448, 36 S. W. 265.

Defendant standing by took part with the aggressor in a fight and shot at'the
injured party; held, if the shot had been fatal the crime would have been murder,
and not manslaughter, 'hence the assault was assault with intent to murder.
Schrimscher v. State, 36 App. 461, 37 S. W. 864, 38 S. W. 355.

One who calls another a liar, and picks up his gun, is not conclusively guilty
of an assault with intent to murder. Stevens v. State, 38 App. 550, 43 S. W. 1005.

If, when one accused of assault to murder shot, assailed was out of range, there
was no assault. Jackson v. State, 54 App. 60'5, 114 S. W. 136.

H is not conclusive that an assault was not with intent to murder because it
'Was from a rash and inconsiderate impulse, and the assailant did not follow up
his victim, though there was nothing to prevent. Duncan v. State, 55 App. 168,
115 S. W. 837.

If accused placed a child, to which his sister-in-law had just given birth, in an

exposed position near his house, without any intent to kill it, but to hide his sis
ter-in-Iaw's shame and his own paternity of it until it could be carried away, he
would not be guilty of assault to murder, but of some lesser degree of assault,
if of anything. Martin v. State, 57 App. 264, 122 S. W. 558. .

Where accused waylaid prosecutor and shot him without killing him when his
mind was capable of cool reflection, and his mind was cool, he was guilty of as
sault with intent to murder. Cheatham v. State, 57 App, 442, 125 S. W. 565.

.

Accused is guilty of. assault with intent to murder, and not of aggravated as

sault, where, if the assaulted party had died, accused would have been guilty of
murder. Edwards v. State, 58 App. 342, 125 S. W. 894.

To shoot at another is not: necessarily an assault with intent to murder. Cooper
v. State, 60 App, 411, 132 S. W. 355.

.
.

A hatchet in the hands of a strong man is a "dangerous weapon." Stanton v.
State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 808.

Where one intending to commit an assault with his fists, is so confused by a

blow that he uses a knife without knowing what he is doing. he is not guilty of
assault with intent to murder but may be convicted of Simple assault. Brewer
v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 622.

Where accused fired a 32-caliber rifle and wounded a person from 75 to 100
yards away, he was guilty of some grade of assault. Catlett v. State ()8r. App.)
169 s. W. 673.

Where accused applied opprobrious epithets to G., and, after G. had knocked
him down, attacked G., he was guilty of assault to murder, if he applied such
epithets with the intention of provoking a difficulty and killing G. Solis v. State
(Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 343.

2. -- Intent.-The evidence must show a specific intent to kill the person
assaulted. Jobe v. State, 1 App. 183.

The specific intent to kill is an indispensable element of assault to murder. Da
vidson v. State, 22 App, 372, 3 S. W. 662; Downes Vi. State, 22 App, 393, 3 S. W.
242; McCullough v. State, 24 App. 1�8, 5 S. W. 839; Lehman v. State 26 App.
322, 9 S. W. 610; Goleman v. State, 28 App. 173, 12 S. W. 590; Carter v. State, 28
LApp. 355, 13 S. W. 147;. English v. State, 28 App; 500, ,13 S. W. 775; Walton 'Y.
State, 29 App. 163, 15 S. W. 646.

For an assault to be one to murder, there must be a specific intent to take life.
Leigh v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 920.

In a prosecution for assault to murder, the reason why accused was armed at
the time of the shooting is immaterial, where prosecutor committed the first overt
act, and accused shot in what he believed was self-defense. 'Clark v. State (Cr.
App.) 177 s. W. 84. .

3. -- Mallce.-Malice is as much an ingredient of this offense as it is of
murder. Hodges v. State, 3 App, 470; Daniels v. State, 4 App, 429; Garza v. State,
11 App. 345; Babb v. State, 12 App, 491; Caruthers v. State, 13 App. 339.

Malice is that condition of the mind which shows a heart regardless of social
duty and fatally bent on mischief, the existence of which condition is inferred
from acts done, or words spoken. Harris v. State, 8 App. 90; McKinney v. State,
Id. 626; Bramlette v. State, 21 App, 611, 2 S. W. 765, 57 Am. Rep. 622. See, also,
Crook v. State, 27 App. 198, 11 S. W. 444; Boyd v. State, 28 App .. 137, 12 S. W.
737; Gallaher v. State, 28 App. 247, 12 S. W. 1087; Ainsworth v, State, 29 App.
599, 16 S. W. 652; Callahan v. State, 30 App. 275, 17 S. \V. 257.

Express or implied malice supports a charge of assault to murder. Jackson v.
State, 54 App, 605, 114 S. W. 136.

Where one intentionally, wilfully, without justification or excuse, and while
his mind was cool enough to realize the nature of his acts, shot another with in
tent to kill, he was actuated by "malice." Williams v. State, 61 App. 589, 135 S.
W.552.

4. -- Grade of assault.-Aggravated assaults generally, see notes to art.
1022 ante.

Elements of manslaughter as determining grade of offense, see notes to arts.
1128-1138, post.

Conviction when offense, of different degree is charged, see C. C. P. arts. 771,
'172.

5. Murder defined.-See art. 1140.

6. Accldenta.e=See notes under art. 48 ante.
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7. Insanity and intoxication as defense.-See arts. 39-41, and notes.

8. Self-defense.-See notes under art. 1014 and arts. 1104-1110.

9. Principals.-See notes under art. 74 ante.

10. Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 477. See, also, C. C. P. art. 447, et seq.,
and notes.

The same particularity is not required in charging this offense as is required in
charging murder. State v. Croft, 15 Tex. 576; State v. Jennings, 35 Tex. 503; State
v. Wall, Id. 484; Morris v. State, 13 App. 65.

The state can not enter a nolle prosequi for the felony on a defective indict
ment and proceed only for the lesser offense, after exceptions are overruled. Rob
inson v. State, 31 Tex. 170.

It may charge an assault on two persons with intent to murder one. State
v, Simpson, 32 Tex. 98; or both. State v. Bradley, 34 Tex. 95.

For one insufficient except for simple assault, see State v: Archer, 34 Tex.
646.

For indictments held to be good, see State v. Peters, 36 Tex. 325; James v.

State,Id. 645; Bittick v. State, 40 Tex. 117; State v. Walker, Id. 485; Mayfield v.

State, 44 Tex. 59; State v. Jennings, 35 Tex. 503; Warfield v. State, Id. 736; Mer
edith v. State, 40 Tex. 480; Crane v. State, 41 Tex. 494; Johnson .v: State, 1 App.
130; Montgomery v: State, 4 App, 140; Gordon v. State, 23 App. 219, 4 S. W. 883.

A slight mistake in the name of the injured party at the conclusion of the indict
ment is immaterial, if referred to as "the said." Hart v. State, 38 Tex. 382.

"Did commit and assault" will answer, in the absence of special exception.
Martin v. State, 40 Tex. 19.

To allege that the intent was to "kill and murder" is not bad. The words "kill
and" may be rejected as surplusage. Meredith v. State, 40 Tex. 480.

Although they may constitute a charge for aggravated assault. Young v. State,
44 Tex. 98; State v. Bradley, 34 Tex. 95.

Unnecessary allegations may be rejected. Johnson v. State, 1 App. 130.
Assault to "kill" is not an offense against the law-the charge must be assault

with intent to murder. Lockwood v. State, 1 App. 749.
For indictments held bad, see Jones v. State, 21 App. 349, 17 S.· W. 424; Bart

lett v. State, Id. 500, 2 S. W. 829.
Form No. 357 of Willson's Cr. Forms, for this offense, is approved in Bartlett v.

State, 21 App. 500, 2 S. W. 829, and Williams v: State, Id. 256, 17 S. W. 624.
To an indictment for assault with intent to murder it was objected that it was

insufficient because it failed to allege that the pistol used in the commission of the
offense was charged, and that it failed to allege otherwise the present ability of
the accused to inflict an injury Held, that the objection is unsound; such allega
tions not being necessary to the sufficiency of an indictment for assault to murder.
Bradberry v. State, 22 App. 273, 2 S. W. 592.

Where an indictment charged an assault with intent to commit murder on two
persons, and it appeared that there were two assaults, each on one of the per
sons, a motion to compel the state to elect on which assault it would rely should
have been granted. Scott v, State, 46 App. 305, 81 S. W. 950.

To allege that accused, with malice aforethought, did unlawfully assault a cer

tain person "with intent to kill and murder" him, is sufficient. Garza v. State (Cr.
App.) 145 s. W. 590.

11. -- Intent and malice.-It need not allege "of his malice aforethought,"
State v. Jennings, 35 Tex. 503; Martin v. State, 40 Tex. 19; Lyons v. State·, 9
App. 636; Gordon v. State, 23 App. 219, 4 S. W. 883; Mills v. State, 13 App, 487.

The intent to murder must be alleged. State v, Johnston, 11 Tex. 22; State v.

Nations, 31 Tex. 561; Bartlett v. State, 21 App, 500, 2 S. W. 829.
The word "feloniously" is not necessary. Posey v. State, 32 Tex. 476; Prim v.

State, 32 Tex. 157.
The phrase, "feloniously, unlawfully,· wilfully, and with malice aforethought,"

in connection with the assault, need not be repeated in connection with the intent.
Stewart v. State, 4 App, 519.

The indictment must allege expressly whom the defendant intended to kill. It
can not be inferred that he intended to kill the person alleged to have been as

saulted. Wimberly v. State, 7 App. 328; State v. Nations, 31 Tex. 561.
Intent with malice aforethought to kill is equivalent to intent to murder. Smith

v, State', 31 App. 33, 19 S. W. 546.
An indictment alleging that defendant "with malice aforethought," made an

assault upon another with intent "to kill" him, sufficiently charges such an as

sault as, had death resulted, would have been murder, and is not objectionable on

the ground that it charges the assault to have been made with intent "to kill" in
stead of with intent "to murder." Smith v. State, 31 App. 33, 19 S. W. 546.

An indictment charging an assault with intent to murder two persons is not
duplicitous. Scott v. State, 46 App, 305, 81 S. W. 950.

12. -- Means or instrument used.-It is not necessary to state the instru
ment or means used in making the assault. The weapon need not be named, or

the manner in which it was used or attempted to b.e used, or that the defendant
was in "carrying distance of the assaulted party." State v. Croft, 15 Tex. 575;
State v. Peters, 36 Tex. 325; James v. State, Id. 645; State v. Killough, 32 Tex. 78;
Bittick v. State, 40 Tex. 117; Martin v. State, Id. 19; Mayfield v. Sta.te, 44 Tex.
59; Nash v. State,·2 App. 362; Hines v: State, 3 App. 483; Montgomery v: State,
4 App. 140; . Payne v. State, 5 App. 35; Davis v. State, 20 App. 302; Price v. State,
22 App. 110, 2 S. W. li22; Douglass v. State, 26 App. 109, 9 S. W. 489, 8 Am. St.
Rep. 459; Mathis v. State, 39 App. 549, 47 S. W. 464; Lacoume v. State (Cr. App.)
143 S. W. 626.

.

A gun need not be alleged as a deadly weapon, if it is averred that it was

charged with gunpowder and bullets, and was discharged at the person. State v,
Rutherford, 13 Tex. 24.

.
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An indictment for intent to murder need not state the instrument or means

made use of by the assailant, to effectuate the murderous intent. State v: Croft,
15 Tex. 575.

But it should show that the gun was charged, or that the accused had a pres
ent ability to commit a battery. Robinson v. State, 31 Tex. 170

Allegations as to the kind of weapon used and the specific circumstances of the
act held not to vitiate the indictment even if unnecessary. State v . Killough, 32
Tex. 74.

An indictment for assault with intent to murder need not allege the instru
ment or means used. Bittick v. State, 40 Tex. 117

lt may charge that defendant shot the pistol in and upon the injured party, in
stead of the bullets. Crane v. State, 41 Tex. 494.

Indictment need not allege the weapon used. Payne v. State, 5 App. 35.
Where the assault is committed with bowie knife or dagger or in disguise,

double punishment can not be inflicted unless the means be aileged. Garcia v.

State, 19 App, 389.

13. -- Issues, proof and variance.-The attempted use of another weapon
than the one alleged may be proved but where thp. indictment charged that the
assault was with a knife, proof that it was with a gun drd not sustain the charge.
Weaver v. State, 24 Tex. 387.

If the assault is charged to have been made on William R. Rathburn, and the
evidence shows only that i.t was upon a man by the, narne of Rathburn, the ver

dict will be set aside. Hardin v. State, 26 Tex. 113.
lt may allege that defendant "shot," instead of "assaulted;" and because he

missed, makes no vartance. Carr v. State, 41 Tex. 543.
Evidence of the official character of the party assaulted is admiaslble- though

not alleged. Hodges v. State, 6 App, 615
Evidence of circumstances constituting aggravated assault is admissible. Moore

V. State, 7 App, 14.
The indictment need not allege all of the parties who participated in the as

sault in order to admit evidence that a party not on trial and not named in the
indictment committ.ed the offense, while the accused was present aiding and abet
ting in its commission. Mills v. State, 13 App. 487.

There is no material variance when the instrument alleged and t.hat proved are

of the same nature and character, 'and capable of inflicting the same kind of
wound. A charge of an assault with a gun is sustained by proof that a pistol was

used. Douglass v. State, 26 App, 109, 9 S. W. 489, 8 Am. St. Rep. 459.
Where indictment alleged assault committed with a bowie knife and evidence

showed rt to have been committed with a butcher knife, held, no variance. Her
nandez v. Sta.t.e, 32 App. 271, 22 S. W. 972 .

. Where an indictment charges an assault with intent to murder two persons, the
fact that it appears that the assault was by different acts, though in the same

transaction, does not amount to a variance defeating the prosecution. Scott v.

State, 46 App. 305, 81 S. W. 950.
In a prosecution for assault with intent to murder, Ieading and suggestive ques

tions should be excluded, referring to the identification of the assaulted party,
whose name was not proved, nor any testimony offered that she was named as

aileged. Brown v. State, 53 App. 303, 109 S. W. 188.

14. -- Conviction of offense in.cluded In charge.-See C. C. P. arts. 771, 772
and notes.

Conviction of aggravated assault under Indictment charging assault with intent
to murder, see article 1022, ante.

Assault with intent to murder includes an aggravated assault, an aggravated
assault and battery. a simple assault, and a simple assault and battery, and a

conviction may be had for either of those minor offenses under an indictment
charging an assault with intent to murder. Bolding v. State, 23 .A:pp. 172, 4 S. W.
579; Davis v. State, 20 ApT', 302; Jones v. State, 21 App, 349, 1.7 S. W. 424; Peter
son v. State, 12 App. 650; Garcia v. State, 19 AJ1p. 389; Henderson v State, 2 App.
89; Bittick v. State, 40 Tex. 1.17; James v. State, 36 Tex. 645, Gardenheir v. State,
6 Tex. 348; Givens v .. State, Id. 344, Johnson v State, 17 Tex 515, .Reynolds v.

State, 11. Tex. 120; Montgomery v State, 4 App. 140, Moore v. State. 7 App. 14;
Posey v. State, 32 Tex. 476; Waddill v. State, 33 'I'ex, 343; Henderson v. State, 2
App. 88.

Conviction of lower degrees may be had under indi.ctment charging higher, but
such conviction will not bar prosecution for murder, if the assaulted party dies.
State v. Archer, 34 Tex. 646; .larnes v State, 36 Tex. 645,

Under an indictment for assault with intent to murder a conviction can not be
had for unlawfully carrying arms. Thomas v State, 40 Tex. 36.

Indictment for the higher offense includes assaults t.o commit inferior grades of
the offense. Stapp v. State, 3 App. 138.

The verdict may be for assault with intent to murder, on an indictment for
murder. Stapp v. State. 3 App, 13'8.

A conviction for this offense may be had under an indictment for murder. Mor
gan v. State, 16 App. 593; Peterson v State, 12 App. 650; Stapp v. State, 3 App.
138.

An indictment for robbery will not support a conviction of assault with intent
to murder. Munson v. State, 21 App, 329, 17 S. W 251.

Defendant may be convicted of an assault with intent to murder under a charge
of burglary with intent to comrntt murder. Hammons v. State, 29 App. 445, 16 S.
W.99.

15. Evldence.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 783 et seq.
The opinion of a witness as to the deadly character of a tumbler, is not ad

missible; but where the witness testifled that he caught the arm of the assailed
as he seized a tumbler, he may state why he did so. Thomas v. State, 40 Tex. 36.
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In a trial for assault with intent to murder, it was held not competent for the
defendant to prove that an indictment was then pending against the alleged as

saulted party for an assault with intent to murder him, the defendant. McGuire
v. State, 10 App. 125.

On a trial for assault with intent to murder, where the character of the weapon
has already been fully shown by competent evidence, it is not reversible error to
allow a witness to state that, if armed with such a weapon, he would not be
"afraid to tackle any man." Ashton v. State, 31 App. 479, 21 S. W. 47.

The burden of showing the pistol unloaded was on defendant. Bedford v. State,
44 App. 97, 69 S. W. 158.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to murder, evidence that some months
before the commission of the alleged crime defendant had accidentally discharged
a gun so near prosecuting witness as to burn his face with the powder was im
material. Goebel v. State, 45 App. 415, 76 S. W. 460.

A policeman ordered negroes, of whom accused was one, away from a pool
room, and while doing so, kicked one of them, who was going into the room. In
a difficulty arising thereafter between accused and the policeman, the policeman
was shot. Held, in a prosecution for the offense, that it was not prejudicial er

ror to exclude the testimony of the negro who was kicked, and others, that he was

doing nothing at the time, since it was more of an opinion than a fact. Williams
v. State, 54 App, 642, 114 S. W. 802.

Testimony of the prosecuting witness that, shortly before an assault on him,
there was a message delivered to him from accused, who was outside the house,
was not inadmissible as hearsay or as testimony of a conversation in accused's
absence, where the witness was not allowed to state the SUbject-matter of the mes

sage. Henderson v. State, 55 App. 15, 115 S. W. 45.
In a prosecution for shooting a man and wife while in bed, with intent to mur

der them, where the testimony showed that shots of different sizes were found in
the bed clothing as well as in the bodies 'of the injured persons, testimony was

admissible to. show that a battered piece of lead was found on the bedclothes the
morning after the shooting, though it was not shown that it touched either of the
injured persons, nor that it was fired from accused's gun, nor that he had any
connection with it. Pemberton v. State, 55 App, 464, 117 S. W. 837.

A conversation between defendant and another, concerning a woman, held in
admissible. Rushing v. State, 62 App. 309, 137 S. W. 372.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to kill, it appeared that defendant,
when a peace officer attempted to arrest him as he was riding in a wagon, shot
at the officer, and when arrested there was a pistol in the wagon, and cartridges
which fitted the pistol were found on defendant's person, and that the cartridges
had soft-nosed bullets which had been split and something put into them. Held,
that evidence of these facts was admissible. Ricen v. State, 63 App, 89, 138 S.
W.403.

Where it appeared that the two defendants engaged in a shooting affray with
four others who they claimed had conspired to kill them, evidence as to the rea

son why one of these four who had come to town heavily armed went to the bank
near defendants' place of business is inadmissible where it did not appear that
defendants knew of such reason. Black v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 944.

Witnesses may state for what purpose accused said he wanted a gun when he
attempted to borrow it. Anderson v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 802.

Evidence of what took place between accused and prosecutor the day after the
difficulty is properly excluded. Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 185.

Evidence that after the difficulty defendants' cousin disappeared and that two
horses disappeared at the l1ame time held inadmissible. Maldonado v. State, 70
App. 205, 156 S. W. 647.

Testimony of assaulted party as to effects of wounds held admissible. Lut
trell v. State, 70 App. 183, 157 S. W. 157.

As to reputation of the third person accompanying prosecuting witness, see

Wilson v. State, 70 App, 627, 158 S. W. 512.
Evidence of the finding of a 'pistol, shells and bullets held admissible. Forester

v. State (Cr. App.) 163 S. W. 87.
The evidence sought to be elicited by defendant, charged with firing at S. from

ambush, that 20 years before, shortly after the killing of C., with which S. was

charged, S. was fired at from ambush by C.'s brother, was too remote in time.
Thompson v. State (Cr. App.) 178 s. W. 1192.

16. -- Intent and motive.-Statements by accused in the nature of threats
are admissible. Brewer v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 622; Rhodes v. State (Cr.
App.) 153 s. W. 128; Martin v. State, 71 App, 52, 160 S. W. 968. See, also, Dowell
v. State, 58 App. 482, 126 S. W. 871.

Evidence of former trouble between the parties is admissible to show intent
or motive. Martin v: State, 41 App. 242, 53 S. W. 850; Carr v. State, 41 Tex. 543;
Luttrel v. State, 70 App. 183, 157 S. W. 157.

The declarations of the assaulted party, made after the difficulty, are, ordinari
ly, incompetent. Meredith v. State, 40 Tex. 480.

The statements of the defendant about the difficulty are not admissible in his
behalf unless they come within the rule of res gestre. Johnson v. State, 1 App,
130. But see 'l'aliaferro v. State, 40 Tex .. 523.

Declarations of the injured party held admissible as showing animus. Black v.

State, 8 App. 3�l:I.
On the trial of a husband for an assault with intent to murder his wife, the

testimony of the wife tended to show .that he assaulted her because he found an
unknown man with her two days prior to the assault. Under the peculiar cir
cumstancea of the case, it was held that the defendant should have been permit
ted to prove that twenty days previous to the assault she had been surprised in
an act of criminal intercourse with said unknown man, and that defendant, at
the time he assaulted her, was apprised of that fact. Greta v. State, 1(} App. 36.
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The defendant was a watchman at a railroad freight depot, and in the night
time fired upon and wounded two persons passing near the depot. Held, that as

tending to throw light upon defendant's motive in shooting, and in mitigation, if
not justification of the act, he was entitled to prove that there had been a great
deal of car-breaking, and stealing from the cars at night at said depot a short
time previous to the shooting. Hobbs v. State, 16 App, 517.

Testimony of the assaulted party and his wife and daughter is competent to

prove the conduct of defendant prior to the assault. Moore v. State, 31 App. 234,
20 S. W. 563. See same case further on evidence.

Antecedent menaces, quarrels, and grudges may be proved to show malice.
Sullivan v. State, 31 App. 486, 20 S. W. 927, 37 Am. St. Rep. 836.

Previous assaults, outrages, threats, and acts of cruel and ill treatment toward
his wife, extending back over a period of several years, is proper and legitimate
evidence· to meet defendant's theory of temporary insanity produced by the re

cent use of intoxicants, as well as tOt show malice, motive, ill-will, and intent on

his part in making the assault on her. Hall v: State, 31 App, 565, 21 S. W. 368.
For language used by defendant held admissible to show that he was fatally

bent on mischief, see Wiseman v. State, 32 App, 454, 24 S. W. 413.
Evidence of an assault on the father of the prosecuting witness held admissi

ble to show malice. Denson v. State (Cr. App.) 35 S. W. 150.
On it trial for assault alleged to have been committed with a knife, a piece of

iron, and a sharp instrument to the grand jurors unknown, the court admitted evi
dence that defendant also used an ax handle, but instructed the jury ·that in
order to convict they must find that he committed the assault with one of the
weapons alleged in the indictment; held, no error. Foster v. State, 39 App, 399,
46 S. W. 231.

Previous assault may be proved to show animus and motive, and if there have
been several so close together as to be res gestse, they may all be proved. Hamil
ton v. State, 41 App. 644, 56 S. W. 927.

Where previous assaults cannot be considered for any other purpose than to
show motive, court need not limit the testimony in his charge. Hamilton v. State,
n App. 644, 56 S. W. 928.

.

Where, in a prosecution for assault with intent to kill, it was shown that both
defendant and prosecutrix lived on F.'s farm, and worked for him, and that the
assault was occasioned by defendant's jealousy of prosecutrix, arising from F.'s

.

attentions to her, evidence that F. whipped people on the farm, and made them
do as he pleased, was inadmissible to show a motive for the assault, or to show
the relationship which defendant bore to F. or to prosecutrix. Barnard v. State, 45-
App, 67, 73 S. W. 957.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to kill, in which it was the theory of
the state that dependant had attempted to kill prosecuting witness in order to
conceal a theft by defendant of certain money which had been taken by some one

some time before from the house of prosecuting witness at which defendant stayed,
evidence that defendant had, during the time the sheriff was investigating as to
who took the money, advised him to obtain a search warrant and search the
premises was improperly excluded, because tending to rebut the state's theory of
motive. Goebel v. State, 45 App, 415, 76 S. W. 460.

Evidence as to the meaning of a common expression used in games is admissi
ble. Da-vis v. State, 63 App. 484, 141· S. W. 93.

The assaulted party's statement that she did not believe that defendant in
tended to hurt her is a mere opinion, and not admissible. Rhodes v. State (Cr.
App.) 153 s. W. 128.

Evidence that prior to the stabbing defendant sought to secure a pistol held
competent. to show animus and intent. Brewer v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 622.

Evidence of the details of a dispute over an account held properly admitted.
Brewer v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 622.

Testimony as to the condition of the ground where the assault occurred, the
tracks, etc., found there, held admissible to show whether the persons at this
point were waiting for the person assaulted. Wilson v, State (Cr. App.) 154 s.
W. 1015.

Evidence that the parties were paying attentions to a woman held admissible on

the question of motive. Irving v. State, 70 App. 222, 156 S. W. 641.
Matter not shown to have entered into the difficulty is inadmissible to show mo

tive: Maldonado v. State, 70 App. 205, 156 S. W. 647.
A statement by accused that he was going' to kill a red-headed, freckled-face

s-- of a b�-, is inadmissible, where there is no evidence pointing the threat
towards the assaulted party, Wade v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W, 215,

17. -- Weapons or means used evidence of intent.-See art. 1147, post.
and notes.

18. -- Circumstances reducing grade of offense.-Testimony held compe
tent on issue of manslaughter. Wadlington v . State, 19 App. 266.

Where the homicide was not committed in the perpetration of a felony, and the
circumstances do not show a cruel or evil disposition on the part of defendant,
the intent to kill cannot, as a matter of law be inferred from a killing' with a

stick four feet long and two inches in diameter. Fitch v. State, 37 App, 500, 36
S. W. 584.

To permit the state to show that accused called on complaining witness' wife
held error. Comegys v. State, 62 App, 231, 137 S. W. 349.

R petition for a divorce, filed by accused held properly excluded. Martinez v.
State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 886.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to murder, alleged to have grown out
of misconduct by prosecutor concerning defendant's wife, evidence that a year
prior to the difficulty defendant filed a suit for divorce was inadmissible. Daniels
1I. State, 71 App� 662, 160 S. -yv. 707.
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19. -- Threats against accused, and character of person assaulted.-See art.
1143 and notes.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to kill a policeman, accused claimed
that he was fired upon by one whom he thought to be another with whom. he had
had a difficulty, and fired back, hitting the policeman. Held, that it was not
prejudicial error to refuse to permit accused to testify that such other person was

a man of dangerous character, since, the danger being real rather than appar
ent, it was immaterial what his character was. Williams v. State. 54 App, 642,
114 S. W. 802.

20. -- Sufficiency.-Evidence held sufficient to sustain conviction. Yanez v.

State, 20 Tex. 656; Meredith v. State, 40 Tex. 480; Rideus v. State, 41 Tex. 199;
Crane v. State, Id. 494; Carr v. State, Id. 543; Young v. State, H Tex. 98; Pugh
v. State, 2 App. 539; Stapp v. State, 3 App. 138; King v. State, 4 App. 54, 30
Am. Rep. 160; Collins v. State, 6 App. 72; Ferguson v. State, Id. 504; Jones v.

State, 13 App. 1; Meyers v. State, 14 App. 35; Johnson v. State, Id. 306; Taylor v.

State, 17 App, 46; Slaughter v. State, 34 App. 81, 29 S. W. 161; Trevinio v. State,
27 App, 372, 11 S. W. 447; Wood v. State, 27 App. 393, 11 S. W. 449; Barton v.

State, 34 App. 613, 31 S. W. 671; Drennan v. State, 53 App. 311, 109 S. W. 1090;
Williams v. State, 54 App. 642, 114 S. W. 802; Pemberton v. State, 55 App. 464, 117
S. W. 837; Nelson v. State, 57 App. 339, 123 S. W. 132; Williams v. State, 5:7 App.
4!J2, 123 S. W. 1110; William.s v . State, 58 App. 284, 124 S. W. 916; Edwards v. State,
58 App. 342, 125 S. W. 894; Kuykendall v. State, 60 App. 254, 131 S. '1\T. 1099: Jen
kins v. State, 60 App. 465, 132 S. W. 133; Sellers v. State, 61 App. 140, 134 S. W.
348; Mosley v. State, 61 App, 294, 135 S. W. 148; York v. 'State, 64 App. 153, 142
S. W. 8; Waller v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 921; Simms v. State (Cr. App.) 148
s. W. 786; Pettis v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 790; Stanton v . State (Cr. App.)
151 S. W. 808; Luttrell v . State, 70, App. 183, 157 S. W. 157; Rogers v. State, 71
App, 271, 159 S. W. 44; Martin v. State, 71 App, 521, 160 S. W. 968; Simmons v.

State (Cr. App.) 164 s. W. 843; McGrew v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 234.
Evidence held insufficient see McGuire v. State, 43 Tex. 210; Burch v. State,

Id. 376; Roseborough v. State,. Id. 570; Jobe v. State, 1 App, 183; Ewing v. State,
4 App. 417; Black v. State, 8 App, 329; Rutherford v. State, 13 App. 92; Garcia
v. State, 23 App. 712, 5 S. W. 186; Thompson v. State (Cr. App.) 3o. s. W. 667;
Barton v. State (Cr. App.) 31 S'. W. 671; Patrick v. State (Cr. App.) 33 S. W.
352; Martinez v. State, 35 App, 38,6, 33 S. W. 970; Clifton v. State, 39 App. 619,
47 S. W. 642; Nalley v. State, 51 App. 58, 100 S. w.. 385; Sanchez v. State" 70
App. 24, 156 S. W. 218.

A conviction can not be sustained upon circumstantial testimony, when it ap
pears that positive is not inaccessible. Porter v. State, 1 App. 395.

Where it was proved that the defendant, While drunk, shot at a friend and
missed him, the material question for the jury to determine was, whether he shot
intending to hit, or whether the act was done in a spirit of drunken bravado.
Walker v. State, 7 App. 627.

It is only necessary to prove that the instrument used was capable of pro
ducing death in the manner in which it was used. Givens v. State, 35 App. 563,
34 S. W. 626.

Evidence showing the assault to have been committed with a bois d'arc stick,
three or four feet long, and about one and a half inches in diameter, held suffi
cient on the question of deadly weapon. Franklin v. State, 37 App, 113, 38 S.
W. 802, 1016.

See opinion for facts adduced on trial for assault with intent to murder upon
which the court should have instructed the jury to return a verdict of not guilty.
Clifton v. State, 39 App. 619, 47 S. W. 642.

Evidence held to warrant an instruction on assault to kill. Cukierski v. State
(Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 313.

Evidence, held to require the submission of the question whether the discharge
of a pistol was accidental. Maldonado v. State, 70 App, 205, 156 S. W. 647.

Evidence held to authorize the submission of the question of assault with in
tent to kill. Luttrell v. State, 70 App, 183, 157 S. W. 157.

Where following a quarrel with another, defendant procured a pistol, and went
to the others house, whereupon both began shooting, there being no evidence that
defendant went to adjust the difficulty, an instruction that, if the crime would
have been manslaughter had death occurred, defendant could not be found guilty
of assault to murder was uncalled for by the evidence. Rogers v: State, 71 App.
271, 159 S. W. 44.

Evidence held to justify a finding of assault to murder by shooting under cir
cumstances showing a reckless disregard of human life. Catlett v. State (Cr.
App.) 169 s. W. 673.

21. Charge.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 735 et seq.
Charge held erroneous because leaving out of view certain essential principles

as applicable to the particular facts. Thomas v. State, 40' Tex. 36.
When there is no evidence that defendant provoked the difficulty, the charge

must not assume, even remotely or inferentially, that he did. Thomas v. State,
40 Tex. 36.

Whether a weapon, as used, was dangerous to life, is a question for the jury.
Sheffield v. State, 1 App. 640.

The charge need not be as specifiC as in murder. Daniels v. State, 4 App. 429.
A husband on trial for an assault with intent to murder 'his wife, testified that

the cut was purely accidental and was' done in trying to push her out of the way
to get to her paramour. The court instructed the jury that if they believed he
cut her accidentally, in trying to kill her paramour, they should acquit him;
held correct. Pena v. State, 38 App. 333, 42 S. W. 991.

An assault and a spectflc intent to kill are elements which must concur to con

stitute the offense of assault with intent to murder. Charge. of the. court, there-
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fore, which in defining the offerise extended the intent to "do such serious bodily
injury as would probably end in death," constitutes fundamental error. Lehman
v: State, 26 App, 322, 9 S. W. 610.

Charge held correct. Wagner v. State, 35 App, 255, 33 S. W. 124; McMillan
v. State, 35 App. 370, 33 S. W. 970; Cole v. State, 35 App, 384, 33 S. W. 968.

The defendant was charged with an assault committed upon his wife, the evi
dence showed that he and his wife were in a room together. The defendant tes
tified that his pistol discharged accidentally. The court instructed the jury that
if they had a reasonable doubt as to whether the pistol was discharged accl
den ta.lly, they would acquit the defendant; held, correct. Wagner v. State, 35 App.
255, 3S S. W. 124.

On a trial for an assault with intent to murder, the court instructed the jury:
(1) If the defendant cut and wounded the injured party with a knife, such act
would be an assault. (2) If such assault was made wilfully, intentionally, and
without lawful justification or excuse, then the same would be made upon what
the law terms malice. (3) If said assault in addition to being made with malice,
was made with the specific intention to kill by use of such knife, then such act
was an assault with intent to murder; held, error. (1) The cutting must have
been unlawful. (2) The definition of malice is incorrect, but the defendant might
under passion have wilfully, intentionally and without legal justification committed
the assault, and yet it would have been without malice. (3) The court apparently
assumed facts which should have been left for the jury to determine. Ponton v .

State, 35 App. 597, 34 S. W. 950.
The court instructed the jury: "If you are satisfied from the evidence, beyond

a reasonable doubt, that the defendant, without legal justification or excuse, cut
R. with a knife and that the knife was a deadly weapon, as above defined, and
that defendant so cut said R. not through sudden impulse, passion or resentment,
fear or t.error; but did so with intent then and there to kill him, and with malice
aforethought, as above explained, then you will find him guilty of an assault with
intent to murder, etc.;" held, this charge was sufficient. Williams v. State, 38

App, 144, 41 S. W. 626.
The court instructed the jury that if derendant voluntarily discharged his gun

into the house, with the intent to kill any person who might be in the way of the

shot, this would include an intent to kill the injured party; held, correct. Darity
v, State, 38 App, 546, 43 S. W.. 982.

Where, in a prosecution for assault with intent to murder, there was no fact
or combination of facts which constituted adequate cause for defendant's shoot
ing the person assailed, who, the evidence showed, was retreating and seeking to
avoid a difficulty at the time the shot was fired, an instruction that any com

blnatton, of circumstances capable of creating sudden passion, etc., rendering the
mind incapable of cool reflection for a time, may be adequate cause, and whether
such adequate cause existed was for the jury to determine, but that insulting
words or gestures, unaccompanied by violence, would not constitute adequate
cause, was not prejudicial to defendant. Jowell v. State, 44 App. 328, 71 S. W. 286.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to murder, an instruction that, if de
fendant's mind was aroused by prosecutrix shooting at him, this would be ade
quate cause, was a sufficient instruction on adequate cause, since to shoot at a

person with a pistol would not as a matter of law constitute adequate cause, as

defined by Pen. Code 1895, art. 702. Lofton v. State, 128 S. W. 384.
Defendant and his wife had had trouble, and defendant had taken the chil

dren to his father's home. The wife had gone there with an officer to take them
away. Defendant, who was a young man of very weak mind, came up with a

gun in his hand, ran between his wife and Children, placed the gun between his
wife, on one side, and children, on the other, and fired. He could have killed
his wife if he had tried. Held to raise an issue whether the shot was not fired
merely to frighten the wife, and it was error, in charging on aggravated assault,
not to present that phase of the case to the jury. Angel v. State, 45 App. 135,
74 S. W. 553.

In a criminal prosecution, one of the defenses raised was Insanitv. It ap
peared that defendant was. a young man of very weak mind. Held error to charge
the jury "that the question for your determination is not whether defendant is
a man of weak mind or strong mind," etc.; the charge being on the weight of
the evidence, and having a tendency to withdraw from the jury the question as

to the weakness of defenda.nt's mind. Angel v. State, 45 App. 135, 74 S. W. 553.
Where, on a prosecution for assault with intent to commit murder, it ap

pea.red that defendant and another were shooting at others who returned the
fire, the arms being deadly weapons from the commencement of the shooting, and
it was a question which of the parties com.menced the shooting, it was error to '

instruct on excessrve force on the part of one attacked. Scott v. State, 46 App.
305, 81 S. W. 950.

An instruction using the words "under the immediate influence of sudden pas
sion," etc., held not erroneous as limiting the defense; and leading the jury to
believe that the passion must have arisen when defendant met the prosecutor.
Jones v. State, 47 App. 515, 85 S. W. 5.

Evidence held not to authorize an instruction on justification in the protection
of defendant's person against any unlawful attack other than one of intent to
murder or inflict serious bodily injury. Floyd v. State, 52 App. 103, 105 S. W. 791.

In a trial for assault with intent to murder, it was not reversible error to fail
to instruct on reasonable doubt as applied to the grade of offense raised by the
evidence, where the court instructed that if the jury believed beyond a reasonable
doubt that accused was guilty of an assault, but had reasonable doubt whether
the assault was with malice aforethought with intent to murder, he should be
acquitted, and the jury should then consider whether he was guilty of aggravated
assault, or was justified in his acts; that every accused person is presumed to
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be innocent until his guilt is established beyond reasonable doubt; and that if the
jury had reasonable doubt as to accused's guilt he should be acquitted. Bryant
v. State, 54 App. 65, 111 S. W. 1009.

An instruction that, if one accused of assault to murder shot, but the jury be
lieved or had reasonable doubt that assailed was out of range, accused should be
acquitted, was not erroneous as placing the burden on accused to show that as

sadledwas out of range. Jackson v. State, 54 App. 605, 114 S. W. 136.
An instruction that, if the jury believe beyond reasonable doubt that accused

unlawfully assaulted another with a deadly weapon, but that through sudden
passion induced by ad-equate cause his mind was incapable of cool reflection, he
was guilty of aggravated assault, was not erroneous as placing the burden on

accused to show facts reducing the character of the assault, and as requiring the

jury to find those facts beyond reasonable doubt. Jackson v. State, 54 App. 605,
114 S. W. 136.

.

An instruction that, if the jury believed or had reasonable doubt that one

accused of assault to murder shot with no intention of inflicting injury, he should
be acquitted, was not erroneous as shifting the burden of proof to accused.
Jackson v. State, 54 App. 605, 114 S. W. 136.

Where accused seeks to justify an assault because of threatened attack by the
use of means calculated to produce death or serious bodily injury, it is the better
practice to charge the provision that, when a homicide takes place to prevent
murder, etc., if the means used by the person attempting or committing the mur

der are such as would have been calculated to produce that result, it will be pre
sumed that the person using them designed to inflict the injury. Henderson v.

State, 55 App. 15, 115 S. W. 45.
It was not error, in a prosecution for assault with intent to murder, to refuse

to charge on self-defense, where the evidence did not raise the issue. McDonald
v. State, 55 App. 208, 116 S. W. 47.

VVihere no issue of aggravated assault was raised, a charge that if accused,
with a knife, which was a deadly weapon, with malice aforethought, assaulted
prosecuting witness with intent to kill and murder her, and if the assault, if any,
was not made under the immediate influence of sudden passion produced by an

adequate cause, he was guilty, was not objectionable as failing to clearly present
the issue of accused's mental condition and confining the jury to a determina
tion of whether the passion was such as anger, rage, and sudden resentment or

terror, the court having properly charged on insanity, and was not erroneous, it
simply quoting the statute and giving accused the benefit of the doctrine of ag
gravated assault. McDonald v. State, 55 App, 208, 116 S. W. 47.

An objection to a charge on adequate cause that, if adequate cause existed,
the offense would be reduced to aggravated or simple assault, and accused was

not given the benefit of a reasonable doubt on that proposrtion, would not raise
the question that the charge did not copy the statute. McDonald v. State, 65
App. 208, 116 S. W. 47.

Accused could not complain of a charge that any condition orr· circumstance
capable of creating, and which does create, sudden rage, etc., rendering the mind
at the time incapable of cool reflection, whether accompanied by bodily pain or

not, may be adequate cause, on the ground that it did not follow the statute
defining adequate cause to be such as would commonly produce a degree of anger,
rage, or resentment in a person of ordinary temper, since the charge was broader
than the statute. McDonald v. State, 55 App. 208, 116 S. W. 47.

Where, the evidence raises other issues than assault to murder and self
defense, the court should limit malice aforethought and assault to murder by the
extenuating circumstances proved. Sa.nch ez v. State, 70 App. 24, 156 S. W. 218.

It is error to give a charge authorizing a conviction of defendants if either
made the assault with intent to kill. Maldonado v. State, 70 App, 205, 156 S. W.
647.

The charge must conform to the indictment. Brailaford v. State, 71 App. 113,
168 S. W. 541.

Where the injuries result in death, the issue of assault with intent to murder
does not arise and should not be submitted. Francis v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S.
W_ 779.

Where all the evidence showed conclusively that defendant's wife died from
injuries received at his hands, the court did not err in rerusmg to submit to the
jury the issue of assault with intent to murder. Paschal v. State (Cr. App.) 174
s. W. 1067.

Accused was not prejudiced by an instruction that it is not enough that the
assaulting party believed himself in danger, unless the circumstances are such
that the jury can say he had a reasonable ground for such belief, where the
court further charged in the same connection that the law guarantees the right
to act on apparent danger, and that in judging thereof the law requires the jury
to view the danger from defendant's standpoint, and to consider all the circum
stances surrounding defendant at the time of the difficulty, though the jury may
believe that in fact no real danger existed, and if, at that time, it reasonably ap
peared to defendant that the prosecutor was about to attack him, defendant would
be guilty of no offense. Decker v. State, 124 S. W. 912.

'I'he evidence tended to show that but two or three minutes elapsed between
the second assault by prosecutor on accused and the third difficulty, in which ac

cused inflicted the injury relied on; and that in the second difficulty prosecutor
knocked accused down, and was beating him about the head and face when he
was taken off. Held that, in a prosecution for assault to murder, it was error

not to charge on the question of cooling time. Luttrell v. State, 143 S. W. 628.
In a prosecution for assault with intent to kill, an instruction that if defend

ant stabbed prosecutor, but that prior thereto prosecutor, by his conduct, caused
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defendant to believe that he was in danger; and that prosecutor was about to
-draw a knife and threw 'bricks at defendant, but that the circumstances were

not sufficient to warrant a belief on the part of defendant that he was in dan
ger or death or serious bodily harm, but that the conduct of prosecutor aroused
in him a sudden passion, anger, rage, or resentment, and under the influence
thereof he cut prosecutor, his offense would be aggravated assault, was not er

roneous, as requiring the jury to find more than one thing to constitute an ade
-quate cause. SCQtt v. State, 143 S. W. 610.

An instruction on self-defense, on a trial of assault with intent to murder, that
if from the acts of prosecutor, or from his words coupled with his acts, there
was created in the mind of accused a reasonable apprehension that he Vias in

·danger of losing his life or of suffering serious bodily harm at the hands of prose
-cutor, accused could defend himself from danger, 0'1' apparent danger, as it reason

.ably appeared to him at the time, viewed from his standpoint, etc., fairly repre-

.serrted the issue. Smith v. State, 143 S. W. 643.
.

An instruction in a prosecution for assault with intent to kill, that if the jury
believed "that the accused was guilty of an assault, but had a reasonable doubt
wh.ether the assault was upon malice aforethought with intent to murder, then
they ahould acquit him of that offense, and should consider whether he was

guilty of an aggravated assault, did not eliminate from the jury's consideration the
issue of self-defense. Luttrell v. State, 157 S. W. 157.

In a trial for assault, an instruction on self-defense, stated in general terms,
is sufficient, in the absence or request for a more specific instruction.. Hoyle v.

State, 137 S. W. 355.
A charge held erroneous as being more burdensome than the law, in that

it blends the law of self-defense with the law of threats, and requires, to justify
the assault, an affirmative finding that the assaulted party made a movement
with his hand as if to draw a weapon and used threatening language toward de
fendant, which would cause him to have a reasonable apprehension of serious
bodily injury, or that the assaulted party was about to carry out the threats.
Graves v. State, 124 S. W. 676.

22. -- I ntent and malice.-The exact issue of the defendant's intention must
be submitted in charge, when there may be conflicting theories as to the act, and
not be assumed inferentially py the court. See instances. Agitone v. State; 41
Tex. 501; Walker v. State, 7 App. 627.

From the use of an instrument likely to produce death, such purpose may be
presumed; but this is a presumption of fact, and it is error to charge it as a pre
sumption of law. Agitone v. State, 41 Tex. 501.

The intent is an essential ingredient of the Qffense and a material inquiry for
the jury, under appropriate instructions as tOo malice and murder. Anderson v.

State, 1 App. 730; Lockwood v. state, Id. 749; Agitone Y. State, 41 Tex. 501;
Walker v. State, 7 App, 627.

The court must charge. that to constitute the offense there must have existed
in the mind or the defendant at the time of committing the assault, a speciftc in
tent to kill the person assaulted. Pruitt v. State, 20· App. 129; Davis v. State, 15
App. 475; White v. State, 13 App, 259; Gillespie v. State, Id. 415; Jobe v. State,
1 App. 183; Crook v. State, 27 App, 198, 11 S. W. 444; Boyd v. State, 28 App. 137,
12 S. W. 737; Gallaher v. State, 28 App, 247, 12 S. W. 1087; Ainsworth v. State,
� App. 599, 16 S. W. 652; Callahan v. State, 30 App, 275, 17 S. W. 257; Moody v.

State, 30 App. 422, 18 S. W. 94.
An essential element of this offense is the speciflc intent to kill, and it must

be embraced in the court's charge to the jury. Hightower v. State, 56 App. 248,
119 S. W. 691, 133 Am. St. Rep. 966.

The court instructed the jury that to constrtute an assault with intent to mur

der, two things must concur: first, an assault, and second, a specific intent to kill;
held, error, but in this case not reversible because in another portion of the
charge he correctly charged upon malice and applied it to the case. White v.

State, 34 App. 153, 29 S. W. 1094.
Where on trial for assault with Intent to murder defendant was convicted of

aggravated assault, error in charge on intent will not be reversible. Thompson
v. State (Cr. App.) 30 S. W. 667.

A charge which defines assault and malice aforethought, and requires a finding
beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused made an assault with malice afore
thought and intent to kill, is ordinarily sufficient. Luttrell v. State, 70 App. 183,
157 S. W. 157.

The court must charge that the offense is not committed unless malice is
proved, so that had death resulted it would have been murder. Daniels v. State,
71 App. 662, 160 S. W. 707.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to kill, there was evidence that prose
cutor and accused had been friendly before the difficulty, and so far as either
knew there was no animosity a.gainst the other. Accused did not attack prose
cutor with a knife until the latter had struck him with a post auger, when de
fendant knocked off the blow and the auger came down on the head of his young
er brother. Accused further testified that he could have; cut prosecutor to pieces
if he had desired to, but that he 'did not want to kill him at all, but only wanted
him" to drop the auger. Held, that the court should have charged that, although
defendant cut prosecutor with a knife, yet, if he did so without a predete-rmined
intent to kill, but only tOo disarm him and to defend himself against an attack by
prosecutor with the auger; defendant could not be convicted of assault to mur

der. Scott v. State, 131 S. W. 1072.
An instruction, in a trial for murder, that if the defendant was committing an

unlawful assault upon the deceased with a gun without any intention to kill him
and caused the death of deceased by shooting, when there was no apparent dan-
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ger of causing death and no intent to murder, he was guilty of negligent homicide
in the second degree, sufficiently presents the issue of whether defendant had the
intent to kill. Ford v. State, 142 S. W, 6.

23. -- Grade of assault.-See notes under arts. 1008 and 1022, ante, and arts.
1128-1138.

In a proper case the law of aggravated assault should be charged. Marshall
v. State, 40 Tex. 200; Taliaferro v. State, 40 Tex. 523; Collins v. State, 6 App,
72. See, also, Daniels v . .state, 71 App. 662, 160 S. W. 707,

If the blow was struck in a sudden melee, the distinction between murder and
manslaughter must be charged. Williams v. State, 43 Tex. 382.

-

When the court charges as to the law of manslaughter, but fails to instruct as

to what the verdict should be in case the killing would have been manslaughter,
it is an erroneous charge. Hodges v. State, 3 App. 470.

When the facts demand a charge submitting the issue of aggravated assault, it
is not necessary that the definition of manslaughter be given if the law of ag
gravated assault is otherwise adequately explained. Wilson v. State, 4 ;"pp. 637.
Contra this doctrine, Spivey v. State, 30 App, 343, 17 S. W. 546.

The law of manslaughter or aggravated assault need not and should not be
charged, when the facts do not raise the issue. Anderson v: State, 15 App, 447;
Hines v. State, 3 App. 484; Sims v. State, 4 App. 144; Winn v. State, 5 App. 621;
Carr v. State, 41 Tex. 544.

"Where the court instructed the jury, "if defendant provoked the difficulty in
order to have a pretext to kill C., or do him some serious bodily harm," etc., held,
that since the intent to "do serious bodily harm" will not constitute assault with
intent to murder, the charge was erroneous and calculated to mislead, in that it
did not go further and instruct that if the intent was to do serious bodily harm and
not murder, the offense would be aggravated assault, and not assault with intent
to murder. Williams v. State, 30 App. 429, 17 S. W. 107l.

For test as to whether charge should be given on lesser degree of offense, see

Sowel v. State, 32 App. 482, 24 S. W. 504.
On trial for assault with intent to murder, where there was evidence that de

fendant had been struck by the prosecuting witness in the house of the latter, and
left the house, immediately followed by the prosecuting witness, who carried a

pistol, and pointed it at defendant, and that defendant turned and shot him, the
whole having taken place in a short space of time, it was error for the court to
fail to charge on aggravated assault. Slaughter v. State, 34 App, 81, 29 S. W. 161.

On trial for assault with intent to murder, failure to instruct as to aggravated
assault and battery is error, where the weapons used in committing the assault
were a breast yoke and a rock. Smith v. State, 36 App. 569, 38 S. W. 167.

It is error for the charge to make the circumstances convict of assault with in
tent to murder, when facts charged in other portions of the charge make only ag
gravated assault. Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 53 S. Vfl. 640.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to murder, it appeared that accused
fired but one shot, at close range; there being nothing to prevent him from hit
ting the prosecuting witness. Accused denied that he fired at the witness. Held,
that it was error to fail to charge on aggravated assault. Cubine v. State, 44 App.
596, 73 S. W. 396.

On a trial for assault with intent to murder, where the prosecutor had ejected
from his house the accused, who went off some distance, and, after getting a

pistol, returned and commenced firing on the prosecutor, and where the evidence
also raised the issue of aggravated assault, it was error to instruct on the law
of provoking the difficulty, since it might tend to' procure a conviction of the higher
grade of the offense on trial. Ross v. State, 46 App. 451, 80 S. W. 1004.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to murder, where defendant's testimony
showed that he acted in self-defense because prosecutor was about to attack him
with a dirk or knife, and that he did. not shoot with intent to hurt or kill pros
ecutor, but merely to scare him away, the court should have charged on aggra
vated and simple assault. Pastrana v. State, 48 App. 224, 87 S. W. 347.

Where, on a prosecution for assault with intent to murder, there was evidence
tending to show a lesser degree than such crime, and defendant entered a plea of
guilty, it was the duty of the court to instruct on the lesser degree. Jackson v.

State, 48 App, 373, 88 S. _W. 239.
.

Failure to instruct on aggravated assault held error. Floyd v. State, 52 App,
103, 105 S. W. 791.

Evidence held not sufficient to justify a charge submitting the theory of ag
gravated assault by means of a deadly weapon. Barnes v. State, 52 App. 407, 107
S. W. 823.

- -

Where the weapon used by defendant was not of 'a deadly character, nor the
injury inflicted of a serious nature, then simple assault was an issue in the case,
and the jury should have been instructed thereon. Barnes v. State, 52 App. 407,
107 S. W. 828.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to kill, where the evidence of prose
cuting witness was that the assault was deliberate and unprovoked, and accused
testified that he did not attack such witness, there was nothing justifying the sub
mission of a lesser degree of unlawful assault. Colbert v. State, 5� App, 486, 107
S. W. 1115.

An instruction submitting the issue of aggravated assault held erroneous where
it ccnfined such issue to the question of passion artaing for adequate cause, and
did not state that if there was no specific intent to kill and serious bodily injury,
or if the assault was committed with' a deadly weapon under the circumstances
not amounting- to an intent to murder, accused would be guilty only of aggravated
assault. Henderson v. State, 55 App, 15, 115 S. W. 45.

Under an indictment for this offense, the court, in submitting aggravated assault,
may submit. either ground that may be developed by the evidence directly grow-
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ing out of the assault charged, including assault by an adult male on a female,
though not specifically alleged in the indictment. Lofton v. State, 59 App. 270, 128
S. W. 384.

24. -- Definition of terms.-It is not necessary to explain the distinction
between express and implied malice, as the existence of either kind of malice will
be sufficient to constitute this offense. Anderson v. State, 1 App. 731; Wilson v.

:Stat, 4 App, 637; Stapp' v. State, 3 App. 13S.
It must explain the term malice. Smith v. State, l' App, 517; Anderson v.

State, ld. 731; Williams v. State, 3 App, 316; Hodges v. State, ld. 470; Ewing v.

State, 4 App. 417; Wilson v. State, ld. 637; Johnson v. State, ld. 598; Daniels v:

State, ld. 429; Caruthers v. State, 13 App, 339; Hayes v. State, 14 App, 330; An
-derson v. State, 1 App. 730; Hines v. State, 3 App. 484.

It must define an "assault" and "murder," not in statutory terms, but suffi
ciently to inform the jury of the elements of the offense. Smith v: State, 1 App,
U6.

Ordinarily the charge should inform the jury what is murder, and what facts
-constitute that offense. Lockwood v. State, 1 App, 750; Haynes v. State, 2 App. 84.

In a proper case the charge should define the term "deadly weapon." Kouns v.

State, 3 App. 13.
It should define or explain what an assault is. Campbell v. State, 9 App. 147;

Driskill v. State, 22 App, 60, 2 S. W. 622.
A charge that, "malice is when one with a sedate and deliberate mind and

formed design kills another, and such killing is murder," held, erroneous" inasmuch
'as killing, to constitute murder, must have been committed unlawfully, and under
circumstances which do not excuse or justify the act. Pickens v . State, 13 App.
,353.

For an inadequate and incorrect definition of malice, see Hayes v. State, 14 App.
�3�

,

The court instructe-d the jury that if they believed from the evidence that de
fendant, with malice aforethought, made an assault upon the injured party by
.shooting him with a gun, with the intent to kill him, etc.; and properly defined

malice; held, that it was not necessary under this instruction to define murder.
'Grayson v. State, 35 App, 629, 34 S. W. 961.

An instrument calculated to produce' death or serious bodily injury, is a deadly
weapon. Hardy v. State, 36 App. 400, 37 S. W. 434.

"Malice" held sufficiently defined. Williams v. State, 61 App. 589, 135 S. W .

.552.
Where defendant shot at another with a pistol, it was unnecessary to define

the term "assault." Williams v. State, 61 App. 589, 135 S. W. 552.
In a case of serious bodily injury, the failure to properly define "deadly weapon"

is not reversible. Hughes v. State, 62 App. 288, 136 S. W. 1068.
Where, on a trial of an accomplice to an assault with intent to murder, the

court defined malice aforethought, and charged that there could be no murder
without malice, a charge that if accused, before' the commission of the assault by
a third person, wilfully and of his malice aforethought advised or encouraged the
third person to murder prosecutor, or if accused "promised any reward or favor
to" the third person to murder prosecutor, he was guilty, was not objectionable for
failing to repeat the words "malice aforethought" in submitting the issue of prom
ising reward and favor to the third person. Vails v. State, 128 S. W. 1117.

25. -- Penalty.-The charge must instruct correctly as to the penalty.
Howard v. State, 18 App. 348.

On a trial for assault with intent to murder where the accused was convicted
of said offense, held, a misstatement by the court as to the penalty for the lesser
offense of aggravated assault is harmless. Bell Y. State, 31 App. 521, 21 S. W. 259.

An instruction that the penalty be fixed at not less than 2 nor more than 7
years, after the penalty had been changed to not less than 2 nor more than 15
years could not have injured defendant. Leal v. State, 46 App. 334, 81 S. W. 961.

26. Verdict.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 763 et seq.
A verdict "guilty of an attempt to commit an assault" is bad. White v. State,

22 Tex. 608.
"We, the jury, find the defendant guilty of an assault with intent to kill," etc.,

is not a good verdict. Long v. State, 34 Tex. 566; Sheffield v. State, 1 App. 640.
"Guilty of an assault with attempt to murder" was held sufficient. Hart v.

:State, 38 Tex. 382.
It is not essential that the verdict should name the offense, of which it finds

the defendant guilty. A general verdict of "guilty as charged in the indictment,"
and assessing the punishment is sufficient. Henderson v. State, 5 App, 134; Net
tles v, State, ld. 386. See, also, Pierce v. State, Austin term, April 20, 1875 (un
reported).

A verdict of guilty of assault with intent to "murdery" is not insufficient to
.sustain a conviction of assault with intent to murder, where it is clear that the
jury intended to so convict. Bryant v. State, 54 App, 65, 111 S. W. 1009.

27. Punishment.-Murder, and an assault with intent to murder, are not of
fenses of the same nature within the meaning of art. 1619 of this Code. Long v,
State, 36 Tex. 6.

The sentence should be indeterminate, and, if made for a given term of years,
will be reformed on appeal. Bell v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 1150.

Art. 1027. [606} "Bowie-knife" and "dagger" defined.-A
"bowie-knife" or "dagger," as the terms are here and elsewhere.
used, means any knife intended to be worn upon the person, which
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is capable of inflicting death and not commonly known as a pocket
knife.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 477.
See notes under art. 1026 ante.

Art. 1028. [607] Test on trial.-\Vhenever it appears; upon a.

trial for assault with intent to murder, that the offense would have
been murder had death resulted therefrom, the person committing
such assault is deemed to have done the same with that intent.

Intent as element.-See notes under § 1026 ante.
In order to constitute the offense of an assault with intent to murder, two

things must concur: (1) An assault; and (2) a specific intent to kill. Without a

simultaneous concurrence of these two constituent elements, there can be no as

sault with intent to murder. No other intent save the speclftc one to kill, will
be sufficient. If the intent is to maim, rob, rape, or other than kill, it will not
be an assault with intent to murder. The intent may be to kill under circum-

. stances which, if death ensued, it would not be murder. Such intent would not
constitute the specific intent required in the offense. The preceding article of the
Code is applicable only where there exists the specific intent to kill. It is not ap
plicable in any case where such intent does not exist. It simply prescribes a test

by which to determine whether there was an offense, and if so, what offense; but.
in thus affording a test does not dispense with the very gist of the offense, that
is, a specific intent to kill. White v. State, 13 App. 259; Harrill v. State, Id. 374;
Gillespie v. State, Id. 415; Courtney v. State, Id. 502; Davis v. State, 15 App, 475;
Pruitt v. State, 20 App. 129; Long v. State, 36 Tex. 6; Carter v. State, 28 App,
355, 13 S. W. 147.

Art. 1029. [608] With intent to rape.-If any person shall as

sault a woman with. intent to commit the offense of rape, he shall
be punished by confinement in the penitentiary for any term of

years not less than two. [Amend. 1895, p. 104.]
1. Offense.
2. -- Female under age of consent.
3. -- Attempt.
4. Principals.
5. Rape defined.
6. Indictment.
7. -- Included offenses.
8. -- Variance.
9. Evidence.

1. Offense.-Milton v. State,
(Cr. App.) 53 S. W. 847.

The force used, or attempted to be used, must be such as might reasonably be
supposed sufficient to overcome resistance, considering the relative strength of the
parties, and other circumstances of the case. Saddler v. State, 12 App. 194; Brown
v, State, 27 App. 330, 11 S. W. 412; Walton v. Bta.te.. 29 App, 163, 15 S. W. 646;
Mooney v. State, 29 App, 257, 15 S. W. 724; Rhea v. State, 30 App. 483, 17 S. W.
931; Duckett v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 1177; post, art. 1064.

When used with reference to a human being, the word "female" is synonymous,
interchangeable with, equivalent to, and means "a woman." Gibson v. State, 17
App. 577.

Violent or indecent familiarity with the person of a female, with no intent to.
force her, is only an aggravated assault. Pefferling v. State, 40 Tex. 486; Thomp
son v. State, 43 Tex. 583; Curry v. State, 4 App, 574; Veal v. State, 8 App. 474.

Slipping into a room of a female at night, with nothing on but a shirt, and
pulling her bedclothes, may constitute the offense. Dibrell v. State, 3 App. 456.

The assault must be committed with the specific intent to rape. No other in
tent will suffice. Thus an assault with intent to have an improper connection with.
a woman, but without the use of force, and not without the consent of the woman;
would not be an assault with intent to rape. Thomas v. State, 16 App. 535; Curry

. v. State, 4 App. 574; Pefferling v. State, 40 Tex. 486; Sanford v. State, 12 App,
196; Irving v. State, 9 App. 66; McGee v. State, 21 App. 670, 2 S. W. 890; Jones
v. State, 18 App. 485; Walton v. State, 29 App. 163, 15 S. W. 646; Veal v. State,
8 App. 474; Thompson v. State, 43 Tex. 583; Robertson v. State, 30 App, 498, 17.-
S. W. 1068; Power v. State, 30 App, 662, 18 S. W. 552.

This offense is constituted· by the use of any threatening gesture, showing in,
itself, or by words accompanying it, an immediate intention, coupled with an abil
ity to have carnal knowledge of a woman by force, without her consent. Jones-
v. State, 18 App, 485.

To warrant a conviction under an indictment for an assault and battery with.
intent to commit rape, the state must prove the actual or attempted use of force.
Fraud and threats have no part in such an offense. Pen. Code Tex. arts. 525, 526,_
530. Burney v, State, 21 App. 565, 1 S. W. 458.

This offense can only be committed by means of force or attempted force. It.
can not be committed by threats or fraud. Milton v. State, 23 App. 204, 4 S. W.
574; Burney v. State, 21 App, 565, 1 S. W. 458; Taylor v. State, 22 App. 529, 3 S.
W. 753, 58 Am. Rep. 656.

Assault to rape is constituted by the existence of facts which bring the offense-
within the definition of an assault, coupled with an intention to commit rape; and.
such an assault can only be committed by means of force or attempted force ..
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-Car-roll v. State, 24 App. 366, 6 S. W. 190. See, also, Shields v: State, 32 App, 498,
:23 S. W. 893; Passmore v. State, 29 App. 241, 15 S. W. 286; Milton v. State, 23
App. 204, 4 S. W. 574.

Essential that there be an intention to commit the entire crime of rape. Wal
ton v. State, 29 App. 163, 15 S. W. 646.

The assault must be accompanied wlth the specific intention to rape; with the
specific intention to have carnal knowledge of the woman; to have carnal knowl
edge of the woman without her consent; to have carnal knowledge of the woman

by force; to have carnal knowledge of the woman without her consent, and by the
use of such force as is sufftcient to overcome such resistance as the woman should
make. Shields v. State, 32 App, 498, 23 S. W. 893; Passmore v. State, 29 App.
·241, 15 S. W. 286.

On trial for assault with intent to commit rape, where it appeared that, after
making an indecent proposal to the prosecutrix, defendant took hold of her, and
tried to push her down, and she then pushed him away, and escaped, it was error

to refuse an. instruction that, to find defendant guilty, the jury must believe that,
when he took hold of the prosecutrix, he intended to gratify his passion notwith
standing her resistance. Porter v. State, 33 App. 385, 26 S. W. 626.

Assault with intent to rape is established where evidence shows that accused
intended, if necessary, to force compliance with his desires. Dockery v. State, 35
App. 487, 34 S. W. 281.

The offense of assault with intent to commit rape is established where the evi
.dence shows beyond a reasonable doubt that accused intended, if it became neces

sary, to force compliance with his desires regardless of any resistance made by his
victim. Dockery v. State, 35 App. 487, 34 S. W. 281.

It must be shown that defendant used such force as would make him guilty of

rape had he succeeded. McAdoo v. State, 35 App. 603, 34 S. W. 955, 60 Am. St.
Rep. 61.

Pen. Code 1895, art. 1064, defining force as applied to the crime of rape does not
limit the rule that, in order to convict for assault with intent to commit rape,
the evidence must show, not only an assault, but that defendant intended to have
carnal knowledge of the woman, and "to use all his power," notwithstanding any
resistance on her part. McCullough v. State (Cr. App.) 47 S. W. 990.

An assault with intent to rape apprehends an intent on the part of defendant
to use sufficient force to overcome the utmost resistance. Clark v. State, 39 App,
152, 45 S. W. 696; ld. (Cr. App.) 51 s. W. 1120.

Where the evidence was that defendant entered room of prosecutrix while she
was asleep, pulled up her gown and placed his hand upon her privates, when
she awoke, 'ft does not sustain charge of assault with intent to rape. Ford v .

. State (Cr. App.) 53 S. W. 847.
To constitute an assault with intent to rape by force, the consent of the

female must be wanting, and the assault by accused must be such as to show a

'purpose to have intercourse with the female despite her resistance. Cotton v.
State (Cr. App.) 105 s. W. 185.

If accused seized and assaulted prosecutrix with intent to have sexual inter
-ccurse with her, the crime of assault with intent to rape became complete the
moment the assault was actually made, though accused afterwards abandoned
the intent to have intercourse with prosecutrix. Ross v. State, 60 App; 547, 132
:S. W. 793.

Before one can be convicted of assault with intent to commit rape, it must be
found that he had the specific intent to have sexual intercourse with prosecutrix,
.and a finding that he placed his hands on the girl with her consent with no in
tention to rape her is no offense. Collins Y. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 1065.

One assaulting a female with intent to rape her is guilty although he volun
.tarily abandons the assault. Duckett v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 1177.

That prosecutrix was a woman of loose virtue is no defense. Taff v, State (Cr.
App.) 155 s. W. 214.

2. -- Female under age of consent.-An attempt to have carnal knowledge
-or one under the age of consent, though with her consent, is an assault with in
tent to rape. Callison v. State, 37 App. 211, 39 S. W. 300; Mayo v. State, 7 App,
342; Moore v. State, 20 App. 275; Croomes v. State, 40 App. 672, 5], S. W. 924, 53
S. W. 882 (overruling Hardin v. State, 39 App. 426, 46 S. W. 803); Allen v. State,
&6 App. 381, 37 S. W. 429; Blair v. State (Cr. App.) 60 S. W. 880; Gage v. State

. (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 565; Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 176 S. W. 50.
Under this article one may be convicted of assault with intent to rape a child

under 15 years old, though she consented to sexual intercourse, and no force
was used, in view of articles 1063, and 1064, and the Code defining an assault as any
unlawful violence on the person of another. eroomes v. State, 40 App. 672, 51 S.
W. 924, 53 S. W. 882.

Proof that defendant laid violent hands on the child and made all necessary
preparations for intercourse with her was sufficient. Alexander v. State, 58 App.
'621, 127 S. W. 189.

When the female is under the age of consent she cannot consent to the use of
unlawful violence· so as to prevent the act from amounting to an assault with in
tent to rape. Cromeans v, State, 59 App, 611, 129 S. W. 1129.

Assault with intent to rape a female under age of consent defined. Cromeans
v, State, 59 App, 611, 129 S. W. 1129.

Touching a girl with the intent of having sexual intercourse was an assault,
where she was incapable of giving her consent thereto, and the intent to have
·such intercourse is an intent to injure. Altman v. Eckerman (Cr. App.) 132 S.
,W.523.

One unlawfully handling a female under the age of consent may be guilty of as
sault with intent to rape, though not intending to forcibly ravish her. Hightower·
'\T. State (Cr. App.) 143 s. W. 1168.
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3. -- Attempt.-See art. 1070 and notes.
In an attempt to rape, the age of the assaulted female has nothing to do with

the question; it is mainly a question as to intended use of force. Warren v. State,
38 App. 152, 41 S. W. 635.

We have no law declaring that "an attempt to commit rape is an offense.'"
Art. 1070, post, authorizes the penalty provided in this article where, in a rape case,
it appears that the accused attempted the rape though he failed to accomplish it.
Warren v. State, 38 App, 152, 41 S. W. 635. And see Taylor v. State, 44 App. 153,
69 S. W. 149.

The offense of attempt to rape is distinct and separate from the offense of as-

sault to commit rape. Shockley v. State, 71 App. 475, 160 S. W. 452.
4. Prlnclpals.-See notes under art. 74, ante.

5. Rape defined.-See art. 1063.
6. Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 478.
Indictment held to be sufficient. Greenlee v. State, 4 App, 345; Smith v. State,

41 Tex. 352; Gibson v. State, 17 Tex. App. 574; Ldgfrts v. State, 21 App. 308, 17
S. W.428.

The word "ravish" or "ravished" is the essential word in all indictments for

rape or for assault with intent to rape; it is indispensable. It means all that is

necessary to a charge of rape, and imports not only violence on the part of the
man but resistance and want of consent on the part of the woman; and where
that word is used in an indictment for rape, it is but repetition to allege that
the defendant carnally knew the woman forcibly and against her will. Gibson v.

State, 17 App, 577.
It may use the word "attempt" instead df "intent," and it is not necessary to

allege that the accused is a male, and that the female was alive and in being,
Greenlee v. State, 4 App. 345. See, also, Fowler v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 576.

It need not allege that the assaulted party was a woman or female, if that fact

appears from all that is stated in the indictment, but it is better to make the di
rect allegation of the fact. See indictment held sufficient. Battle v. State, 4 App,
595, 30 Am. Rep. 169; Jones v. State, 18 App. 485.

Indictment held bad. Hewitt v. State, 15 App, 80.
Where the assaulted party is alleged to be a "female," this is equivalent to al

leging her to be a "woman" and is sufficient. But if the assault was upon a "fe
male under the age of ten years" the indictment should so allege. See an indict
ment held to be sufficient. Gibson v. State, 17 App. 574. In the case last cited it
is said that the word "ravish" or "ravished" is essential in all indictments for
rape, or for assault with intent to rape. But this expression seems to be in con

flict with all the other decisions, and with later decisions of the same court with
reference to this offense. If the word "ravish" or "ravished" is used, however, it
implies force, and the want of consent of the assaulted party. Davis v. State, 42
Tex. 226; wunams v. State, 1 App, 90, 28 Am. Rep. 399; Mayo v. State, 7 App,
342; Hewitt v. State, 15 App, 80.

Where the assault is upon a female under the age of ten years, it is unnec

essary to allege the means by which the rape was intended to be accomplished,
or that it was without the consent of the female. In such case these allegations
should not be made. Moore v. State, 20· App. 275.

When the indictment does not allege that the female assaulted WM under the
age of consent, the state must prove that the assault was made without her con

sent and with intent to commit rape by force, although it be shown that she was
under said age. Moore v. State, 20 App, 275; Mosely v. State, 9 App. 137.

An indictment for an assault with intent to rape a girl under fifteen years of
age must allege that she was not the wife of defendant. Edwards v. State, 37
App, 242, 38 S. W. 996, 39 S. W. 368; Dudley v. State, 37 App, 543, 40 S. W. 269.

It is proper to join in an indictment a count charging an assault with intent to
rape and one charging an attempt to rape. Reagan v. State, 28 App. 227, 12 S. W.
601, 19 Am. St. Rep. 833.

The indictment for assault with intent to rape closed with the words, "by then
and there, without the consent M the said Mrs. L., attempting by force, threats
and fraud, to have carnal knowledge of her, the said Mrs. L.;" held, that such al
legations did .not vitiate the indictment. Oxsheer v. State, 38 App. 499, 43 S.
W.335.

An indictment alleging that defendant did make an assault on, and attempt to
ravish, N., held insufficient to charge an attempt to rape; art. 1070 excluding the
question of assault in an attempt to rape. Taylor v. State, 44 App. 153, 69 S. W.
149.

An indictment averring that defendant did make an assault on and attempt #1;).
ravish N. charges an assault with intent to rape; the word "attempt" being
equivalent to charging an intent. Id.

An indictment alleging that accused made an assault on a person named, a fe
male under the age of 15 years and not the wife of accused, and that accused had'
carnal knowledge of the female, is not defective for failing to allege that accused
is a male person, and for failing to aver whether the rape was committed with or'
without the female's consent. Taylor v. State, 50 App. 362, 97 S. W. 94, 123 Am.
St. Rep. 844.

Indictment charging an assault with intent to "ravish," held not defective for
failure to allege want of consent and intent to commit rape by force. Alexander
v. State, 58 App, 621, 127 S. W. 189.

In an Indictment, for attempt to commit rape, the character of force necessary
to be charged is the sam.e as that required in the ordinary rape by force. WyVias
v. State (Cr. App.) 142 s. W. 585.

.

An indictment for an attempt to commit rape on a female, under the age 9f 15-
years which fails to charge that the attempt was made by force or threat or fraud,.
ts insufficient. Wyviaa v. State (Cr. App.) 142 S. W. 585.
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An indictment for an attempt to. commit rape on a female under the age of 15

years must show an intent to. use for-ce which might reasonably be supposed to.

be sufficient to. overcome all resistance. Wyvia.s v. State (Cr. App.) 142 S. W. 585.
Allega.tioria of force, threats, or fraud are not necessary where the girl is under

the age of consent, Colllris v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 1065.
An indictment alleging that accused made an assault upon a woman with the

intent by rorce, threats, and fraud, without, her consent, to. commit rape upon her,
by then and there attempting to. ravish her, charges the ortense of assault with
intent to. cornrnit rape and not an attempt to. commit rape, notwtthstanding the un

necessary allega.tions charging an attempt. Bhockley v. State, 71 App. 475, 160 S.
W.452.

Where an iridictment clearly charged the offense of assault with intent to. com

mit rape, the inclusion of unnecessary allegations charging an attempt does not
render it uncertain or subject to. motion to quash as they can be disregarded as

surplusage. Bhockley v. State, 71 App. 475, 160' S. W. 452.

7. -- Included offenses.-Under an indictment ror this offeriae a convlctlon
may be had tor an aggravated 0.1' a simple assault. Brown v. State, 7 App, 569;
Curry v. State, 4 App. 574. But not for an attempt to. cornmrt rape. Mitton v.

State, 23 App. 204, 4 S. W. 574; TaylQr v. State, 22 App. 529, 3 S. W. 753, 58 Am,

Rep. 656; Burney v. State, 21 App. 565, 1 S. W. 458; Brown v. State, 7 App. 569;
Williams v. State, 1 App. 90, 28 Am. Rep. 399.

See, also, O'Bryar; v. State, 27 App. 330, 11 S. W. 443; Massey v. State, 29 App.
159, 15 S. W. 601; Passmore v. State, 29 App, 241, 15 S. W. 28G.

B. -- Varlance.-Where an indictment charged an assault with intent to.
murder with a bowie knife, and the evidence showed an assault wit.h a butcher
knife. there was no. variance. Hernandez v. State, 32 App. 271, 22 S. W. 972.

In a prosecution for an assault with intent to. rape UPQn "Dorothy Cohen," where

her mother testified that her name was "Dorothy," and it appeared that she went

by that name, the fact that she spelled it "Dor'thea," did not present a variance.
Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 176 s. W. 50.

9. Evidence.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 783 et seq.
It is error to. admit, as ortgtnal evidence, the fact that prosecutrix identified

defendant as her assailant. If her teatirnony were attacked this might be done to.

support her. Clark v. State, 39 App, 160, 45 S. W. 696.
Statements by the prosecuting witness three-quarters of an hour after reaching

horne after the assault are not admissible as res gestae. Caudle v. State, 34 App,
26, 28 S. W. 810.

'Statements by the prosecuting witness, in regard to the details of the assault,
made after the assault, are admissible only in support of her veracity, and not as

original evidence. 'Caudle v. State, 34 App. 26, 28 S. W. 810.
On the· trial it was not error to. admit the testlmonv of physicians to. the fact

that defendant was afflicted with a venereal disease a few days before the alleged
assault on the prosecutrix. Allen v. State, 36 App. 381, 37 S. W. 429.

When defendant has testified in his own behalf, he may, on cross-examination,
be asked if he has not been previously indicted for assault with intent to. rape.
Clark v. State, 38 App. 30, 40 S. W. 992.

See opirrion for experiments made for defendant after the alleged transaction,
which were held admissible in corroboratton of defendant's testimony. Id.

A witness was asked whether prosecutrix made any reply when the sheriff
asked her to. be certain whether defendant was her assailant, to which the wit
ness responded that prosecutrix made no. reply, and evidence was then admitted
in rebuttal to. show that prosecutrix fainted before defendant was taken out of the
room, whereby she was unable to r-espond to. the sheriff. Held, that the testimony
as to. prosecutr-ix fainting was prejudicial error': the identity or the assailant be
ing one or the questions in issue. Turman v. State, 50 App, 7, 95 S. W. 533.

Where it appearing that prosecutrix broke away from her assailant and ran,
it was proper to. admit evidence that after she had run about 200 yards she fainted.
Turman V. State, 50 App, 7, 95 S. W. 533.

It was not error to. permit a witness to. testify that the house or witness where
the crime was cornmitted was closed when witness left it in the morning, though
such testimony might suggest that the accused had committed burglary. Tur
man V. State, 50 App. 7, 95 S. W. 533.

Where the court excluded a letter written by prosecutrix to her father 10 days
after the assault, on the ground that it contained statements that were impropor
to. go. to. the jury, the error in permitting prosecutrix to. testify that the letter was

with reference to the assault was not prejudicial to. accused. Warren v, State,
54 App, 443, 114 S. W. 380.

Where the theory of the state was that accused and prosecutrix were engaged
to. be married, and prosecutrtx testified that she left home with accused on the
night of the assault believing that he would take her to a designated town, and
there marry her, and accused claimed that the prosecutrix left home with him
ror an immoral purpose, and sought to cover up her immoral conduct, a letter
written by accused to prosecutr-ix some months before indicating the existence of
an engagement to. marry was admissible as corroborative of prosecutrix. Warren
V. State, 54 App, 443, 114 S. W. 380.

The teatirnony of prosecutrix that on accused coming to her house after the
eornmtsston of the offense, and inviting her to a party, she asked him to. leave
was admissible. Warren v. State', 54 App. 443, 114 S. W. 380.

'

Where the bheory of the state was that prosecutrtx left home with accused
believing that they would go to. a designated town and there marry, while accused
claimed that the prosecutr-ix consented to. go with him for an immoral purpose,
evidence or the conduct of the prosecutrtx on leaving horne with accused was ad
missible. Warren v, State, 54 App. 443, 114 S. W. 380.
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Defendant held entitled to show the use of persuasion to induce the girl to tes
tify against him. Liles v. State, 68 App. 310, 126 S. W. 921.

Evidence that shortly after the alleged assault prosecutrix had been pleasant
and agreeable toward defendant is admissible. Conger Y. State, 63 App. 312, 140
S. W. 1112.

On a trial for assaulting a female under the age of 16 years with intent to rape,
evidence that accused was a preacher and that the church where the family of
prosecutrix attended and were members was one of his appointments was prop
erly admitted to show why accused knew prosecutrix and how long. Love v. State
(Cr. App.) 160 S. W. 920.

10. -- Intent.-The burden of proof to show the criminal intent is upon the
state, and evidence showing a mere possibility of the existence of such intent is
insufficient. House v. State, 9 App. 667; Robertson v. State, 30 App. 498, 17 S. W.
1068.

To authorize a conviction the proof must show specific intent. Thomas v. State,
16 App, 636.

Defendant has a right to testify as to his intention (following Berry v. State,
30 App. 423, 17 S. W. 1080). Lewallen v. State, 33 App. 412, 26 S. W. 832.

Where prosecutrix testified that defendant pursued her, finally overtook her,
drew a loaded pistol, and pointing it at her, demanded that she submit to his de

sires, and upon her refusal he left her, an instruction that defendant could not be
convicted unless the jury found that he not only committed the assault, but that it
was committed with the specific intention of having carnal intercourse with her by
force, if necessary, regardless of any resistance made by her, should have been
given. Caddell v. State, 44 App, 213, 70 S. W. 91.

To establish an assault with intent to rape by force, a specific intent to rape
must be established, and the evidence must show more than the possibility of
such intent. Cotton v. State, 62 App. 56, 106 S. W. 186.

Evidence as to what was said and done on the day the offense was alleged to
have been committed held admissible. Grimes v. State, 64 App. 64, 141 S. W. 261.

The testimony of prosecutrix that defendant told her to take her pants down,
and she would not do so, but he took hold 0f her and took the pants off, that she
tried to keep him from doing so, but could not, and .that he unbuttoned his pants,
took out his privates, and pressed her to him, etc., when a woman interfered, was

admissible on the issue of intent. Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 176 S. W. 60.
In such prosecution, the length of time the prosecuting witness had been ac

quainted with the woman who interfered was admissible. Brown v. State ('Cr.
App.) 176 S. W. 50.

11. -- Other acts, and transactions.-Testimony as to other acts and trans
actions than the one alleged is admissible for the purpose of corroborating the
testimony as to the particular act. Callison v. State, 37 lApp. 211, 39 S. W. 300.

Where the girl is more than 16 years of age, evidence of prior attempts is inad
missible. Grimes v. State, 64 App, 64, 141 S. W. 261.

12. -- 'Character of female.-General reputation of the female held admissi
ble on the question of want of consent but not to show justification. Favors v.

State, 20 Tex.. App. 166; Lawson v. State, 17 Tex. App. 292.
Evidence of the prosecutrix's reputation for chastity is admissible. Shields v,

State, 32 App. 498, 23 S. W. 893.
When force has been proven beyond question, evidence of the injured female'S

reputation is worse than idle. Steinke v. State, 33 App. 66, 24 S. W. 909, 26 S.
W.287.

Where accused assailed the reputation of prosecutrix for virtue, the state was

properly permitted to show her general reputation for virtue and chastity prior to
the alleged offense. Warren v. State, 64 App, 443, 114 S. W. 380.

Where all the evidence showed that prosecutrix did not assent to the attempted
act, and there was nothing to justify accused in believing that she would consent,
evidence as to her general reputation for chastity was not admissible. Ross v.

State, 60 App. 647, 132 S. W. 793.
The admission of evidence as to prosecutrix's reputation for chastity in a

rape prosecution is limited to her general reputation and to acts of illicit inter
course with accused alone, so that, in a prosecution for assault with intent to rape,
testimony that prosecutrix had at various times had intercourse with another, and
that accused had been informed thereof, was not admissible. Ross v. State, 60
App. 647, 132 S. W. 793.

13. --' Age of female.-An allegation ot the age of the female being descrip.
tive and material must be proven though the state attempts to abandon such alle
gation. Mosely v. State, 9 Tex. App. 137.

Exclusion of depositions of the girl's parents taken by defendant showing when
she was born held error. Caples v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 730.

14. -- Physical condition, complaints and declarations of ,female.-It is a rule
of evidence that "it is relevant to prove any circumstance which tends to make the
proposition at issue more or less improbable." Under this rule, the condition of
an under-garment of the alleged injured female on the first evening and second
morning after the alleged rape was properly admitted in evidence. The objection
that the examination of the garment was too remote in point Of time, goes to the
weight rather than the competency of the evidence. Grimmett v. State, 22 App.
36, 2 S. W. 631, 58 Am. Rep. 630.

The mother of the alleged injured female was permitted to testify for the state,
to the particulars of the complaint made to her by such party on the morning
after the night of the alleged assault. Held, error. Such evidence is admissible
only when the statements of the alleged injured party are within the rule of res

, gestse, McGee v. State, 21 App. 670, 2 S. W. 890.
The appearance, condition of clothing and marks of violence upon prosecutrix,
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shortly after the alleged assault, are admissible evidence; but statements made

by her when not res gestse are not admissible. (Following Pefferling v . State, 40
Tex. 487.) Caudle v. State, 34 App. 26, 28 S. W. 810.

Complaints made by the prosecutrix are admissible for the purpose of showing
that she was or was not dissatisfied, owing to the length of time and surrounding
circumstances, etc. Senten v. State, 34 App, :l6(), 30 S. W. 226.

'

When the details, narrated by the prosecutrix, are a part of the res gestse, the

name of the defendant may be proven by proving her statements in that re

gard. Id.
On a prosecution for assault with intent to rape, it was proper for the state to

show the condition or prosecutrix on the night of the day on which the crime was

committed. Turman v. State, 50 App. 7, 95 S. W. '533.
Accused sought a continuance because of the absence of witnesses by whom he

claimed he could prove that he was at the place of one of them some time before
the crime, and at the place of the other some time after, and that he did not have
such clothing as described by prosecutrix. Held, that the testimony was not mate
rial; it appearing that accused was .near enough at either place to the place of
the crime to have been at such places as alleged, and yet have been present at
the commission of the crime, and it not appearing what opportunity the witnesses
had had of knowing the character of accused's clothing. Turman v. State. 50

App. 7, 95 S. W. 533.
An application for a continuance because of the absence of a witness who would

testify that he met a person, wearing clothing similar to the clothing described by
the prosecutrix as that worn by her assailant, about two miles from the scene of
the crime and going toward that place, was properly denied for immateriality of
the testimony. Turman v. State, 50 App, 7, 95 S. W. 533.

Failure of prosecutrix to make outcry is a circumstance against the state's case.

But the state may show. why she made no outcry. Warren v. State, 54 App.
443, 114 S. W. 380.

If she is asked what is the matter and then makes her complaint, it is admis-
sible. 'Conger v. State, 63 App. 312, 140 S. W. 1112.

'

Evidence that the prosecutrtx was crying when she made complaint is admissi
ble. Conger v. State, ,63 App. 312, 140 S. W. 1112.

Where accused has impeached prosecutrix, testimony of complaints by prose
cutrix and of her condition immediately' after the assault is admissible. Rogers
V. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 631.

On a trial for assaulting a girl eight years old with intent to rape while on her
way to school in the morning, evidence that on reaching home that evening
she complained to her parents was competent. Duckett v. State (Cr. App.) 150
S. W. 1177.

Testimony of prosecutrix that after the assault she ran and told a certain per
son all about it and asked her what she should do, and that they phoned the!
sheriff and officer for help, all in a few minutes after the alleged assault, was ad
missible as a part of prosecutrix's complaint. Fuller v. State (Gr. App.) 154 S.
W. 1021.

Such evidence was also admissible as a part of an outcry or complaint. Ful
ler v. State (Gr. App.) 154 S. W. 1021.

Evidence of the condition of the dress of prosecutrix and her appearance when
reaching home, about two hours after the assault, is admissible. Calyon v. State
(ICr. App.) 174 S. W. 591.

'

15. -- SUfficiency.-Evidence held insufficient. Ellenburg v. State, 36 App.
139, 35 S. W'. 989; Caldwell v. State, 14 Tex. Cr. 171; Johnson v. State, 17 Tex.
App, 565; Mathews v. State, 34 App, 479, 31 S. W. 381; Dockery v. State, 35 App,
487, 34 S. W. 281; Pless v. State, 23 App. 73, 3 S. WI. 576; Carroll v. State, 24 App.
366, 6 S. W. 190; Passmore v. State, 29 App. 241, 15 S. W. 286; Shepard v. State,
34 App. 35, 28 S. W. 816; Marthall v. State, 34-App. 22, 36 S. W. 1062; Allen v.

State, 36 App. 381, 37 S. W. 429; Laco v. State (Cr. App.) 38 S. W. 176; ,Tittle v.
State (Cr. App.) 38 S. W. 202; Clark v. State, 39 App. 152, 45 S. W. 696; Han
cock v. State ('Cr. App.) 47 S. W. 465; Draper v. State (Cr. App.) 57 S. W. 655;
Cotton v. State (Cr. App.) 105 s. W. 185; Collins v. State, 52 App. 455, 107 S.
W. 852; Gromeans v. State, 59, ApP'. 611, 129 S. W. 1129; Blair v. State, 60 App.
363, 132 S. W. 358; Wyvias v. State, 64 App. 236, 142 S. W. 585; Love v. Stat,le
(Cr� App.) 150 S. W. 920; Duckett v. State (Cr. App .. ) 150 s. W. 1177.

Evidence held to sustain conviction. Yawn v. State, 37 App. 205, 38 S. W. 785, 39
S. W. 105; Edwards v. State, 37 App. 242, 38 S. W. 996, 39 S. W. 368; Dibrell v. State,
3 App. 456; Doyle v. State, 5·App. 442; Grimm.ett v. State, 22 App, 36, 2 S. W. 631, 58
.Am. Rep. 630; Stout v. State, Id. 339, 3 S. W. 231; House v. State, 9 App. 53;
Sanford v. State, 12 App, 196; Peterson v. State, 14 App. 162; Thomas v. State,
IG App, 535; Johnson v. State, 17 App. 565; Jones v. State, 18 App. 485; Moore v.

State, 20 App. 275; Pless v. State, 23 App. 73, 3J S. W. 576; Stout v. State, 22
.App. 339, 3 S. W. 231; Bourland v. State, 49 App. 197, 93 S" W. 115; White v. State,
60 App. 559, 132 S. W. 790; Ross v. State. 6()1 App, 547, 132 S. W. 793; Conger v.

State, 63 App. 312, 140 S. W. 1112; Rogers v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 631; Mc
Whirter v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 189; Fowler v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W.
576; 'Collins v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 10'65; Love v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W.
920; Duckett v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. WI. 1177; Calyon v. State (C'r. APp·.) 174
S. W. 591; Allen v. State (Cr. App.) 177 s. W. 88.

'Evidence held insufficient where it did not show the intent. Jones v. State, 18
App. 485; Thomas v. State, 16 App. 535; Robertson v. State, 30 Tex. :App. 498, 17
S. W. 1068.

Evidence held insufficient where it showed consent. Moore v. State, 20 App.
275.

A conviction for assault with intent to rape is not supported by evidence show
ing an attempt to rape by fraud. Milton v. State, 23 App. 204, 4 S. W. 674.
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Wihere prosecutrix testified as to the number of times she was assaulted, and
the manner thereof, without contradiction, and that she told her mother and
brother of the first assault, which testimony both mother and brother denied, and
the sherttf who arrested defendant testified to finding him in hiding, and that de
fendant asked what it took to constitute rape and made other incriminating re

marks, and the testimony of prosecutrix was corroborated, the verdict of convic
tion will not be disturbed. Shepa.rd v. State, 34 App. 35, 28 S. W. 816.

Evidence that defendant; while on horse-back, struck the prosecutrix with a

whip, and made an insulting proposition to her, but did not get off the horse,
though he might have done so, or use any other force, will not sustain a convic
tion of assault with intent to rape. Mathews v. State, 34 App. 479, 31 S. W. 381.

16. Charge.-See notes to C. C. P. art. 735.
The charge should define rape or its constituents. Fulcher v: State, 41 Tex. 233.
The charge should define an assault. Hemanus v. State, 7 App, 372.
The court should not instruct that when the assault has been proved, it rests

with defendant to show accident or innocent intention. Thomas v. State, 16 App.
535; Jones v. State, 13 App. 1; Curry v. State, 4 App. 574.

Unless an issue of limitation of the offense be raised by the evidence, the
charge may omit to instruct in regard thereto. Unlike the offense of rape, this
offense is not barred until the lapse of three years after its commission. Moore
v. State, 20 App. 275.

The court should instruct the jury that there must have existed in the mind
of the defendant, at the time of the alleged assault, a speclflc intent to commit
rape by force. Burney v, State, 21 App. 565, 1 S. W. 458; McGee v, State, Id. 670,
2 S. W. 890; Irving v. State, 9 App. 66.

The court should instruct the jury as to the character of the force necessary
to constitute the crime. Brown Y. State, 27 App. 330, 11 S. W. 412. Shields v,

State, 32 App, 498, 23 S. W. 893.
If defendant is a minor, the court should instruct the jury that if they be

lieved the accused assaulted the prosecutrix but did not intend to use the degree
of force necessary to overcome resistance, they should find him guilty of simple
assault. Porter v. State, 33 App. 385, 26 S. W. 626.

It was error to refuse to charge that if the jury did not believe that, under the
circumstances, defendant intended to have carnal knowledge of the prosecutrix,
notwithstanding her resistance, they might find defendant guilty of simple as

sault, but not of assault to rape. Porter v. State, 33 App. 385, 26 S. W. 626.
Where a man is prosecuted for an attempt to carnally know a child of tender

years, that the effort to penetrate the private parts. of the prosecutrix with his
male organ is evidenced only by the irritation of the parts of the child, testified
to by her mother and physicians, and by the fact that defendant communicated
to her a venereal disease, does not entitle defendant to a charge on circumstan
tial evidence. Allen v. State, 36 App, 429, 37 S. W. 429.

It is error to charge that, as a matter of law, the uncorroborated testimony
of a prosecutrix in a case of assault with intent to rape is sufficient to convict.
Cox v. State (Cr. App.) 44 s. W. 157.

It is not error to fail to instruct that the prosecutrix must be shown to have
resisted with all her power when the proof shows that her resistance was success
ful. Barnett v. State, 42 App. 302, 62 S. VV. 766.

Refusal of instruction on proof required as to want of consent and on presump
tion as to consent held error in view of the evidence. Perez v. State, 48 App. 225,
87 S. W. 350.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to rape, where accused admitted his
presence with the girl, there was no necessity for a charge on alibi. Herbert v,

State, 49 App. 72, 90 S. W. 653.
In a prosecution for assault with intent to rape, it is not proper to prove more

than one act, and where more than one act is proved without objection, it is the
duty of the court to limit the consideration of the jury to one specific act. Hen
derson v. State, 49 App. 511, 93 S. W. 550.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to rape, where the court in defining
assault added that the injury intended might be either bodily pain, constraint, or

sense of shame, or other disagreeable emotion of the mind, this was error, unless
the evidence suggested aggravated assault. Henderson v. State, 49 App. 511, 93
S. W. 550.

Wriere, on a trial for rape on a female 11 years of age, there was evidence
indicating that the offense was committed by the consent of the prosecutrix and
Circumstances showing lack of penetration, an instruction on assault with intent
to commit rape, that the injury intended might be either bodily pain, constraint
or sense of shame, or other disagreeable emotion of the mind, was not erroneous:
Taylor v: State, 50 App. 362, 97 S. W� 94, 123 Am. St. Rep. 844.

Where, on a trial for rape on a female 11 years of age, the prosecutrix testified
that accused raped her, and the evidence indicated that it was done with her con
sent, and circumstances showed a lack of penetration, it was proper to charge an
assault with intent to rape. Taylor v. State, 50 App. 362, 97 S. W. 94, 123 Am. St.
Rep. 844.

Where the jury might find from the evidence that the assault was made to
recover a ring which defendant had given the prosecutrix, the court erred in re
fusing to charge that if the jury should so find, and the prosecutrix screamed
only to prevent defendant getting possession of the ring; or if they should have a
reasonable doubt as to such matters, it would be their duty to acquit defendant.
Freeman v: State, 52 App, 500, 107 S. W. 1127.

Where there was evidence of acts of Illlcit intercourse between defendant and
the prosecutrix, tending to show that the assault was made for the purpose of
having intercourse with her with her consent, and evidence showing that the as-
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sault was made only to secure from the prosecutrix a ring which defendant had

previously given her, it was error to refuse to submit the issue of aggravated as-

sault. Freeman v. State, 52 App. 500, 107 S. W. 1127. •

It was error to charge that testimony of illicit intercourse between defendant
and prosecutrix and of the latter's reputation for virtue was admitted, not in jus
tification, but on the issues of the credibility of prosecutrix as a witness, and as

to whether; it was necessary that she should be forced to the embraces of de

fendant, since evidence impeaching the general reputation of a prosecutrix for

chastity is always admissible, to raise a presumption of her consent, and as bear

ing upon defendant's intent. Freeman v. State, 52 App. 500, 107 S. W. 1127.
Where the indictment alleged assault by force, threats, and fraud, and the

proof excluded any question of fraud, and presented mainly an assault to rape by
force, held that a charge that rape is the carnal knowledge of a woman without
her consent, obtained by force, threats, or fraud, or the carnal knowledge of a

woman so mentally diseased as to have no will to oppose the act, or the carnal
knowledge of a female under the age of 15 years, while including matters having
no relation to the offense charged in the indictment or the evidence adduced, was

not prejudicial in view of the other instructions given. Railsback v. State, 53

App, 542, 110 S. W. 916.
Such charge is not objectionable by the omission of the word ··will." Conger

V. State, 63 App. 312, 140 S. W. 1112.
Charge held not objectionable as authortztng a conviction where the injury in

tended is merely constraint or a sense of shame. Conger v. State, 63 App. 312, 140
S. W. 1112.

An instruction that if defendant assaulted prosecutrix, then under the age of
15 years, by putting his hands and arms around her, and fondling her with the
specific intent to have carnal knowledge of her, Without defining the word "as
sault," fully presented the issues. Collins v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 1065.

Charge held to have correctly covered every phase of the case. Duckett v.

State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 1177.
A request to charge that accused was not guilty unless the assault was made

with specific intent to have carnal knowledge without consent, held covered by 'the
charge given. Blair v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 779.

In a prosecution for assaulting a female under the age of 15 years with intent
to rape, an instruction requiring the jury to find, to justify a conviction, that
accused used the kind of force necessary to place prosecutrix in the position and
attitude in which the act of sexual intercourse could have been performed with
her, is properly refused. Love v. State, 150 S. W. 920.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to rape, where the evidence showed
that after a struggle defendant abandoned his efforts, it was not error, after the
court had charged on the theory of the state that such assault was made with
the specific intent to commit rape by force and the defendant's theory traversing
this contention, to refuse a special instruction that if the jury believed the de
fendant had formed the intention of committing the assault, but that before it
was made he had abandoned the former intent, he would not be guilty, Stewart
v. State, 133 S. W. 1051.

17. -- Grade of assault.-See notes to Penal Code art. 1022, subd. 5, and
C. C. P. art. 735.

The court should charge the law of aggravated assault when the evidence raises
that issue. McGee v. State, 21 App. 670, 2 S. W. 890.

When there is evidence of violent and indecent familiarity with the person of
the prosecutrix without her consent, the court should. charge the law of aggravat
ed assault. Shields v. State, 32 App. 498, 23 S. W. 893,

Prosecutrix testified that defendant requested her to have sexual intercourse
with him, but she refused, and that he then threw her on the floor several times,
and tried to tear her clothes. No marks of violence .were shown to have been
made on her, and she testified that she screamed only once or twice during the
half an hour tussle, though several people lived near by. Held, that it was error

to refuse to charge as to aggravated assault, 'where defendant denied any assault,
since defendant may not have entertained the intent at the time to accomplish
his purpose at all hazards. McCUllough v. State (Cr. App.) 47 s. W. 990.

Where the testimony of. prosecutrix showed that the unquestioned purpose of
accused was to have carnal intercourse, while he denied that he made the at
tempt at all, no charge on aggravated assault was necessary. Herbert v. State,
49 App. 72, 90 S. W. 653.

The evidence raised the issue of aggravated assault and battery, requiring the
court to charge thereon. Taylor v. State, 50 App. 362, 97 S', W. 94, 123 Am, St.
Rep. 844.

One indicted for assault with intent to commit rape and convicted of aggravat
ed assault cannot complain of the failure to require a finding as to the offense
charged, where the issue of an aggravated assault was the only one submitted.
Halsell v. State, 53 App. 510, 110 S. W. 441.

Art. 1030. [609] With intent to rob.s=If any person shall as
sault anothe� with the intent to cO.mmit the ?ffense of robbery, he
shall be pumshed by confinement in the penitentiary not less than
two nor more than ten years. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 495.]

Cited, Evans v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 573.

Robbery defined.-See arts. 1327 and 1328, post.
Intoxication as defense.-See art. 41 and notes.

Principals.-See notes under art. 74, ante.
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Offense.-Where defendant, while walking in the evening with prosecutor and
his companion, who were strangers to him, stepped out in front of them, pre
sented a gun, and ordered them to "Halt! Throw up your hands!" and, on prose
cutor and his companion taking flight, shot after them, such facts established an

assault committed with the specific intent to rob. Long v. State, 47 App. 296, 83
S. W. 384.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 480, 481, 932.
It is not necessary to allege specifically that the assault was made with the

intent to appropriate the property of the injured party to his own use. It is a

sufficient allegation of intent to allege that the assault was made with "intent
to rob." Morris v. State, 13 App. 65.

The indictment need not describe the' property which defendant intended to
take or allege that he intended to deprive the owner of same of the value thereof.
Crumes v. State, 28 Tex. App. 516, 13 S. W. 868, 19 Am. St. Rep. 853.

The word "attempt" is more comprehensive than the word "intent," and when
used in an indictment for assault with intent to rob, it sufficiently charges the
intent. Runnells v. State, 34 App, 431, 30 S. W. 1065. See also Atkinson v. State,
34 App, 424, 30 S. W. 1064.

And further on indictment, see Clark v. State, 41 App. 641, 56 S. W. 621.

Evidence.-Testimony to the effect that witness had intrusted money and busi
ness to defendant, and that she would still be willing to trust him, is inadmissible.

Angley v. State, 35 App. 427, 34 S. W. 116.
Testimony of a witness that he saw, on the day the robbery was committed,

two men answering the description of defendant and his co-defendant, in the

vicinity of the robbery, is admissible. Id.
Two persons were charged in separate indictments for the same offense, and

the evidence shows a peculiar track made by one; held, admissible against
both. Id.

Also when it was shown that one of the parties had a red handkerchief, it w[' s

competent to show that the red handkerchief was found in defendant's co-defend
ant's pocket. Id.

Evidence that the assaulted party had no money is inadmissible unless de
fendant proposes to prove that he knew that the assaulted party had no mon

ey. Id.
Evidence·by a police officer that he found a pistol in the street where the as

sault occurred the morning after the assault is admissible. Wingate v. State (Cr.
App.) 152 s. W. 1078.

-- Sufficiency.-Evidence held to sustain conviction. Hernandez v. State, 60
App, 382, 131 S. W. 1091; Scott v. State, 12 App. 31; Williams v. State, 37 App,
147, 38 S. W. 202; Wingate v. State (Cr. App.) 152 s. W. 1078; Drysdale v. State,
70 App. 273, 156 S. W. 685.

Evidence held Insufflcient, see Robertson v. State, 10 App. 602; Sanders v. State,
63. App, 613, 111 S. W. 157.

Charge.-Where defendant "held up" prosecutor and his companion with a gun
in the evening, and; on their taking to flight, shot at them, he was not entitled to
a charge on aggravated assault in a prosecution for assault with intent to rob.
Long v. State, 47 App. 296, 83 S. W. 384.

Art. 1031. [610] In attempt at burglary.-If any person, in at

tempting to commit burglary, shall assault another, he shall be pun
ished by confinement in the penitentiary not less than two nor more

than five years. [Id., p. 171.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 482.

Art. 1032. [611] Ingredients of the offense.-An assault with
intent to commit any other offense is constituted by the existence of
the facts which bring the offense within the definition of an assault,
coupled with an intention to commit such other offense, as of maim
ing, murder, rape or robbery.

Offense.-One who tried to detach a shirt stud, but was prevented, held not
guilty of assault with intent to rob. Walters v. State, 56 App. 10, 118 S. W. 543.

"Assault," defined. Cromeans v. State, 59 App, 611, 129 S. W. 1129.
An assault to commit another offense is an assault that is intended to be or is

in its nature the procuring or instrumental means of accomplishing or carrying out
the completed act. Cromeans v. State, 59 App, 611, 129 S. W. 1129.

Assault with intent to rape female under age of consent defined. Cromeans v,
State, 59 App. 611, 129 S. W. 1129.

I nd ictment.-The proper construction, with reference to an indictment, of' the
preceding article is, that it is only necessary in charging an assault with intent
to commit some other offense, to allege an assault, coupled with an intention to
commit such other offense, naming it, without alleging the constituent elements
of such other offense. Wherever the offense is defined, as is the case in murder,
rape, robbery, etc., in charging assaults with intent to commit these offenses, it is
only necessary to charge the assault, and the intent to commit the offense, naming
such offense. Morris v. State, 13 App. 65; Martin v. State, 40 Tex. 19; Bittick
v. State, 40 Tex. 117; Long v. State, 10 App. 186; State v. Croft, 15 Tex. 575;
Lights v. State, 21 App. 308, 17 S. W. 428. But see Hewitt v. State, 15 App. 80.
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CHAPTER FOUR

OF MAIMING, DISFIGURING AND CASTRATION
Art.
1033.
1034.
1035.

"Maiming" defined.
Punishment.
"Disfiguring" defined.

Art.
1036.
1037.
1038.

Punishment.
"Castration" defined.
Punishment.

Article 1033. [612] "Maiming" defined.-To maim is to wil
fully and maliciously cut off or otherwise deprive a person of the
hand, arm, finger, toe, foot, leg, nose or ear; to put out an eye or in
any way to deprive a person of any other member of his body.

Offense.-A willful act is one committed with an evil intent, with legal malice,
without reasonable ground for believing the act to be lawful, and without legal
justtncatton. A malicious act is one committed in a state of mind which shows a

heart regardless. of social duty, and fatally bent on mischief; a wrongful act, in
tentionally done without legal justification or excuse. Bowers v. State, 24 App.
542, 7 S. W. 247, 5 Am. St. Rep. 901; Key v. State, 71 App. 642, 161 S. W. 121.

The under lip is a member of the body, but not being specifically designated as

such in the statute, its being so is a question of fact for the jury, under proper
instruction, . and must not be assumed in the charge. Biting off a portion of it is
not necessarily maiming, but the jury should determine whether it was so injured
as to substantially deprive the party of the lip at the time. If such an injury was

inflicted the offense of maiming is complete, though the member was put back to
its proper place and afterward grew there. Slattery v. State, 41 Tex. 619.

To constitute the offense of maiming, the act must be both wilfull and malicious.
Bowers v. State, 24 App. 542, 7 S. W. 247, 5 Am. St. Rep. 901.

Biting off a portion of a member of a person's body does not necessarily con

stitute maiming. In all such cases the jury should be, left, under proper instruc
tions, to determine whether or not the injury was such as substantially to deprive
the injured party of the member. Bowers v, State, 24 App. 542, 7 S. W. 247, 5
Am. St. Rep. 901.

A front tooth is a "member of the body." When the evidence describes the
.tooth as a "corner tooth," a question of fact for the determination of the jury is
raised, i. e., whether the tooth was or' was not a "front tooth." High v. State, 26
App. 545, 10 S. W. 238, 8 Am. St. Rep. 488.

"Maiming" is to deprive a person of some member of his body. Cooper v. State,
60 App. 411, 132 S. W. 355.

The injury must be done wilfully and maliciously, and, if it arises from a sud
.

den attack without premeditated design, the offense is not maiming. Key v. State,
71 App, 642, 161, S. W. 121.

The whole member need not be detached, but a severance of only a small part,
which does not disfigure the person and can only be discovered by close examina
tion, is not an offense. Key v. State, 71 App. 642, 161 S. W. 121.

If a maiming occurred under the immediate influence of sudden passion aroused
by adequate cause, such as an assault, the issue of simple assault by accused would
not be in the case, though accused only intended to commit a. simple assault. Key
v, State, 71 App. 642, 161 S. W. 121;

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 483.
An indictment which, otherwise correct, charges the defendant with wilfully

and maliciously shooting off the toe of another, is sufficient to charge this of
fense. Indictment for this offense will not sustain a conviction for assault to mur

der. Davis v. State, 22 App, 45; 2 S. W. 630.
A charge of maiming and disfiguring carries with it a charge of assault with

intent to maim and disfigure. Pool v. State, 59 App, 482, 129 S. W. 11:l5.

Evidence.-Evidence held sufficient to support conviction. Davis v. State, 22
App. 45, 2 S. W. 630.

See the statement of the case for evidence which, tending to show that the act
of the accused was neither wilfully nor maliciously done within the legal signifi
cation of those terms, was erroneously excluded by the trial court, such evidence
being competent upon the question of intent. Bowers v. State, 24 App, 542, 7 S.
W. 247, 5 Am. St. Rep. 901.

Charge.-The charge should explain the terms "wilfully" and "maliciously."
Davis v. State, 22 App, 45, 2 S. W. 630; Bowers v. State, 24 App. 542, 7 S. W.
247, 5 Am. St. Rep. 901.

An instruction assuming that the under lip was a member of the body and de.
termining as a matter of law that biting off only a portion of the under lip would
be tantamount to biting off the whole of the under lip, held erroneous as invading
the province of the jury. Slattery v. State, 41 Tex. 619.

(

Art. 1034. [613] Punishment.-H any person shall commit the
offense of maiming, he shall be punished by confinement in the
penitentiary not less than two nor more than ten years. [Act Feb.
12, 1858, p. 171.]
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Art. 1035. [614] "Disfiguring" defined.-To disfigure is to wil
fully and maliciously place any mark, by means of a knife or other
instrument, upon the face or other part of the person.

.

Offense.-The word "instrument" includes any means by which one may dis
figure, such as carbolic acid. Lee v, State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 567, 4U L. R. A.
(N. S.) 1132.

.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 484.
A charge of maiming and disfiguring carries with it a charge of assault with

intent to maim and disfigure. Pool v. State, 59 App, 482,· 129 S. W. 1135.·

Evide·nce.-Evidence held to justify a conviction of disfiguring by throwing
carbolic acid. Lee v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 567, 40 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1132.

Art. 1036. [615] Punishment.-H any person shall disfigure
another, he shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary not
less than two nor more than five years, or by fine not exceeding two
thousand dollars.

lndictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 484.

Art. 1037. [616] "Castration" defined.-To castrate is to wil
fully and maliciously deprive any person of either or both, or any
part of either or both of the testicles.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 485.

Art. 1038. [617] Punishment.-H any person shall commit the
offense of castration, he shall be punished by confinement in the
penitentiary not less than five nor more than fifteen years.

lndictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 485.

CHAPTER FOUR A

HAZING
Art.
1038a. Offense defined.
1038b. Teachers and school officers

shall not encourage or permit
hazing.

1038c. Penalty imposed on students.

Art.
1038d. Penalty imposed on teachers and

school officers.
1038e. Other laws not affected.
1038f. Repeal.

Article 1038a. Offense defined.-That it shall be unlawful for
any student of the University of Texas, of the A. & M. College of
Texas, of any normal school of Texas, or of any other State educa
tional institution of this State, to .engage in what is commonly
known and recognized as hazing, or to encourage, aid or assist any
other person thus offending.

For the purpose of making plain what is meant herein by "haz
ing," same is defined as follows:

(a) Any willful act by anyone student alone or acting with oth
ers, directed against any other student of such educational institu
tion, done for the purpose of submitting such student made the sub
ject of the attack committed, to indignity or humiliation, without
his consent.

(b) Any willful act of anyone student alone, or acting with oth
ers, directed against any other student of such educational institu
tion, done for the purpose of intimidating such student attacked by
threatening such student with social or other ostracism, or of sub
mitting such student to ignominy, shame, or disgrace among his
fellow students, and acts calculated to produce such results.

(c) Any willful act of anyone student alone, or acting with oth
ers, directed against any other student of such educational institu
tion, done for the purpose of humbling, or that is reasonably calcu
lated to humble the pride, stifle the ambition, Dr blight the courage
of such student attacked, or to discourage any such student from
longer remaining in such educational institution or to reasonably
cause him to leave such institution rather than submit to such acts.

(d) Any willful act by anyone student alone, or acting with oth-
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ers, in striking, beating, bruising or maiming; or seriously offering,
threatening, or attempting to strike, beat, bruise, or maim, or to do
or seriously offer, threaten, or attempt to do physical violence to

any student of any such educational institution; or any assault upon
any such students made for the purpose of committing any of the
acts, or producing any of the results to such student as defined in
subdivisions (a), (b), or (c) of this Section. [Act 1913, p. 239, ch.
117, § 1.]

Art. 1038b. Teachers and school officers shall not encourage or

permit hazing.-It shall be unlawful for any teacher, instructor,
member of any faculty, or any officer or director, or a member of

any governing board of any of such educational institutions to

knowingly permit, encourage, aid, or assist any student in commit
ting the offense of hazing, or to willfully acquiesce in the commis
sion of such offense, or to fail to promptly report his knowledge or

any reasonable information within his knowledge of the presence
and practice of having [hazing] in the institution in which he may
be serving, to the executive head or governing board of such insti
tution, and any act of omission or commission shall be deemed
"hazing" under the provisions of this Act. [Id., § 2.]

Art. 1038c. Penalty imposed on students.s=Any student of any
of the said State educational institutions of this State who shall
coinmit the offense of hazing, shall be deemed guilty of a misde
meanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by fine of
not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than two hundred and
fifty dollars, or shall be confined in the county jail for not less than
ten days nor more than three months, or by both such fine and im
prisonment. [Id., § 3.]

Art. 1038d. Penalty imposed on teachers and school officers.
Any teacher, instructor, or member of any faculty, or officer or di
rector of any such educational institution who shall commit the of
fense of hazing shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon
conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less than fifty
dollars or not more than five hundred dollars, or shall be imprisoned
in the county jail for .a period of not less than thirty days or not
more than six months or by both such fine and imprisonment, and
in addition thereto, shall be immediately discharged and removed
from his then position or office in such institution, and shall there
after be ineligible to reinstatement or re-employment as teacher, in
structor, member of faculty, officer, or director in any such State
Educational institution for a period of three years. [Id., § 4.]

Art. 1038e. Other laws not affected.-It is especially provided
in this Act that nothing herein shall be construed as in any' manner

affecting or repealing any of the laws of this State respecting homi
cide, or murder of any degree, manslaughter, assault with intent to
murder, or aggravated assault. [Id., § S.]

Art. 1038£. Repeal.-That all laws and parts' of laws in conflict
herewith, as hereinafter [hereinbefore] especially provided, be and
the same are hereby in all things repealed. [Id., § 6.]

CHAPTER FIVE

FALSE IMPRISONMENT
Art.
1039. "False imprisonment" defined.
1040. Assault of violence, same as in

assault and battery.
1041. What impediment necessary.
1042. 'I'h rea.t, effect of.
1043. What detention is not.

Art.
1044. Punishment.
1045. Detention after discharge on ha

beas corpus.
1046. Refusal to allow consultation

with counsel.
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Article 1039. [618] "False imprisonment" defined.-False im
prisonment is the wilfull detention of another against his consent,
and where it is not expressly authorized by law, whether such de
tention be effected by an assault, by actual violence to the person,
by threats or by any other means which restrains the party so de
tained from removing from one place to another as he may .see

proper.
Arrest without warrant.-See C. C. P., arts. 259-264.

Offense.-It is a sufficient imprisonment to stop a man from going in any di
rection he may think proper, and it is not necessary that he be detained in any
particular spot, so he is prevented from moving from place to place, or in the di
rection he wishes to go. Woods v. State, 3 App. 204; Harkins v. State, 6 App,
452; Herring v. State, 3 App, 108; Maner v. State, 8 App. 361; Staples v. State,
14 App. 136.

The posse comitatus is protected by the officer's warrant, although he is not
personally present, and the guilt or innocence of the party arrested is immaterial;
but the rule is different with a mere volunteer. Kirbie v. State, 5 App. 60.

The gravaman of this offense consists in the willful detention of another against
his consent, and where it is not expressly authorized by law. Maner v. State, 8
App. 361. It is the willful and unauthorized detention of another against his con

sent, whether such detention be accomplished by actual violence, or by force of
threats. Herring v. State, 3 App. 108; Woods v. State, Id. 204. See, also, John
son v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 733; Staples v. State, 14 App. 136.

Unavoidable delay of· a peace officer in taking bail for a prisoner is not false im
prisonment. Cargill v. State, 8 App. 431.

Nor is a reasonable delay, and confinement in a calaboose when necessary.
Beville v. State, 16 App. 70.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 486-488.
See, also, C. C. P., art. 470 and notes.
The indictment must allege the detention to have been without lawful authority,

and the conclusion "contrary to the statute," etc., will not supply the omission of
such allegation. Redfield v. State, 24 Tex. 133.

Indictment charging false imprisonment by means of threats held good. Her
ring v. State, 3 App. 108.

It must allege the mode in which the detention was effected,-as by actual
violence, assault, threats, or the like,-but need not further particularize it. And
if threats be the mode alleged, it need not be averred that they were seriously
made, or of such a character as to operate on the person threatened, or to in
spire him with a just fear of injury to his person, reputation, or property. Maner
v. State, 8 App. 361; Staples v. State, 14 App. 136 .

.

Evidence.-The state makes a prima facie case by proving the imprisonment for
imprisonment is presumed to be unlawful. It devolves upon the defendant to
show that it was lawful. Kirbie v. State, 5 App, 60.

The decision just cited is expressly qualified in a subsequent case, where it is
held that the defendant, in mitigation of the penalty, was entitled to prove that
he arrested the injured party, believing, and having reason to believe, that such
party was guilty of crime; and that legal proceedings for crime had been insti
tuted against him, and the nature of such proceedings. This evidence was not ad
missible in justification, but in mitigation, of the offense. C. C. P. arts. 259 to
264 inclusive, prescribes all the circumstances which justify an arrest without war

rant, and under other circumstances than these an arrest without warrant is il
legal. The fact that the derencant, when he made the arrest, was accompanied
by, and acted in concert with an officer, in such case, affords no justification.
Staples v. State, 14 App, 136.

Evidence held insufficient. Boyd v. State, 11 App. '80; McClure v. State, 2& App,
102, 9. S. W. 353.

When the alleged detention was by means of threats, it need not be proved
that the threats were express, or that the in,jured party made any effort to escap-e
the detention. Herring v. State, 3 App. 108; Woods v. State, Id. 204.

Evidence held to support conviction. Herring v. State, 3 App. 108; Woods v,

State, Id. 204; Harkins v. State, 6 App, 452; Giroux v. State, 40 Tex. 97.
Evidence to prove menaces made by the injured party while he was detained

by the accused, is not admissible. Harkins v. State, 6 App, 452.
The authority to make an arrest need not be shown to be express. If, from

all the circumstances, the law would authorize the arrest, by a fair construction,
defendant would not be guilty, because the power was not expressly given. Beville
v. State, 16 App. 70.

As to evidence, see, also, Walker v. State, 45 App. 443, 8 S. W. 647; Smythe v.

State, 51 App. 408, 103 S. W: 899.

Charge.-It was error to instruct the jury that the punishment must be both
fine and imprisonment. Redfield v. State, 24 Tex. 133.

For a correct charge as to what constitutes detention, see Woods v. State, 3
App. 204. '

For a correct charge as to the rights of a person summoned by an officer to as

sist in an arrest, see Kirbie v. State, 5 App. 60.
It was held error to charge that an officer's authoritv, in order to justify an ar

rest, must be express. Beville v. State, 16 App. 70.
For a state of facts on, which the court should have' given a requested charge

to the effect that where the alleged injured party was attempting to release by
force a person whom the defendant, as city marshal, had arrested for being drunk
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on the streets and disturbing the peace, the defendant had the right, without war

rant, to arrest such alleged injured party, also, and confine him in jail. Moseley
V. State, 23 App, 409, 4 S. W. 907.

For erroneous refusal of charge, see McClure v. State, 26 App, 102, 9 S. W. 353.

Art. 1040. [619] Assault of violence same as in assault and

battery.-The assault of violence may be such as is spoken of in

defining the offense of assault and battery.
Art. 1041. [620] What impediment necessary.-The impedi

ment must be such as is in its nature calculated to detain the person
and from which he can not by ordinary means relieve himself. [Po
C., 514.]

Art. 1042. [621] Threat, effect of.-The threat must be such
as is calculated to operate upon the person threatened and inspire a

just fear of some injury to his person, reputation or property, or to

the person, reputation or property of another; and the jury are to

consider the age, sex, condition, disposition or health of the person
threatened in determining whether the threat was sufficient to in
timidate and prevent such person from moving beyond the bounds
in which he was detained.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 487.

Art. 1043. [622] What detention is not.-It is not an offense
to detain a person in the cases and for the object mentioned in arti
cle 1014 as justifying the use of force, but, whenever it is assumed
as a justification that such circumstances existed, it must be shown
also that the detention was necessary to effect any of the objects
set forth in said article.

Justification for arresrt..-See notes under art. 1039, ante.
Arrest and detention for theft held not justified. S. H. Kress & Co. v. Lawrence

(Cr. App.) 162 S. W. 448.

Art. 1044. [623] Punishment.-Any person who shall be guilty
of the offense of false imprisonment shall be fined not exceeding
five hundred dollars, and may be confined in the county jail not ex-

ceeding one year.
.

Mitigation of punishment.-Evidence that defendant made the illegal arrest be
cause the person arrested had stabbed another recently, held admissible in mitiga
tion of penalty. Staples v. State, 14 Tex. App, 136.

Discretion of Jury.-An instruction requiring the jury to inflict punishment of
both fine and imprisonment if they found defendant guilty of false imprisonment,
held erroneous; the question whether they will impose imprisonment or not
resting within their discretion. Redfield v. Stf1te, 24 Te.."'C:. 133.

Art. 1045. [624] Detention after discharge on habeas corpus.
-If any officer or other person shall hold or detain in any manner

anyone who has been ordered to be discharged by any court or

judge, upon the hearing of a writ of habeas corpus, he shall suffer
double the punishment prescribed in the preceding article.

Art. 1046. [625] Refusal to allow consultation with counsel.
If any officer or other person having the custody of a prisoner in
this state shall wilfully prevent such prisoner from consulting or

communicating with counsel, or from obtaining the advice or serv

ices of counsel in' the protection or presecution of his legal rights,·
he shall be punished by imprisonment in the county jail not less
than sixty days nor more than six months, and by fine not exceed
ing one thousand dollars. [Act Nov. 15, 1864, p. 15.]

Consultation with counsel.-In this case it was held that the refusal to allow
counsel of one· charged with incest to interrogate the girl was violative of the
right to confer with counsel. Hamilton v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 331.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 488, 489.
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CHAPTER SIX

OFFENSES AGAINST MINORS
Art.
1047. Enticing minor from legal cus

tody.
1048. Sell, etc., pistol, dirk, etc., to mi

nor.
1049. Sell, etc., cigarette or tobacco to

minor.
1050. Employment in dangerous or im

moral,occupation.
1050a. Same; permitting inspection of

premises.
1050b. Employment in quarries or mines.

Art.
1050c. Same; permitting inspection of

premises.
1050d. Repeal.
1051, 1052. [Repealed.]
1053. Permitting minor to remain in

pool room, etc.
1054. Selling or giving intoxicating liq

uor to minor.
1055. Encouraging, contributing, etc.,

to the delinquency or dependen
cy of child.

Article 1047. [6Z5a] Enticing minors from legal custody.
Any person in this state who shall knowingly entice or decoy any
minor in the state away from the custody of his parent or guardian,
or person standing in the stead of such parent or guardian, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall
be punished by fine not less than twenty-five nor more than two
hundred dollars. In all cases where charitable and benevolent in
stitutions have established homes for dependent orphans of their
deceased members, and the person legally entitled to the guardian
ship of such orphans surrenders them to such homes for support,
maintenance and education, such institutions, under their agencies,
rules and regulations, shall have and exercise over such orphans
all the rights of natural guardians, as standing in the place of their

. parents. [Acts of 1893, p. 114.]
Offense.-In order to constitute this offense it is necessary that the minor be

knowtngty decoyed or enticed from the parent. Cummings v. State, 36 App. 398,
37 S. W. 435.

The evidence showed that the minor, a boy nineteen years old, had been hiring
out and working for himself for several years, and he testified that he left home
of his own accord and was not enticed or persuaded by defendant; held, the evi
dence was entirely insufficient to support the verdict. Id.

Giving moral and active assent to the minor leaving home is not sufficient.
Cockrell v. State, 71 App, 543, 160 S. W. 343, 48 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1001.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 490.
Evidence.-Evidence held insufficient to support conviction. Cockrell v. State,

n App, 543, 160 S. W. 343, 48 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1001.

Art. 1048: Sen, etc., pistol, dirk, etc., to minor.-If any person
in this state shall knowingly sell, give'or barter, or cause to be sold,
given or bartered, to any minor, any pistol, dirk, dagger, slung
shot, sword-cane, spear or knuckles made of any metal or hard sub
stance, bowie knife or any other knife manufactured or sold for
the purpose of offense or defense, without the written consent of
the parent or guardian of, such minor, or of some one standing in
lieu thereof, he shall be punished by fine of not less than twenty
five dollars nor more than two hundred dollars, or by imprison
ment in the county jail not less than ten' nor more than thirty days,
or by both such fine and imprisonment. And during the time of
such imprisonment such offender may be put to work upon any
public work in the county in which such offense is committed.
[Act 1897, p. 221.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 245.

Art. 1049. Sell, etc., cigarette or tobacco to minor.-Any per
son who shall sell, give or barter, or cause to be sold, given, or

bartered, to any person under the age of sixteen years, or know-
.

ingly sell to any other person for delivering- to such minor, with
out the written consent of the parent or guardian of such minor,
any cigarette or tobacco in any of its forms, shall be fined not
less than ten nor more than one hundred dollars. [Act 1899, p.
237.]

Indlctm'ent.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 313.
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Art. 1050. Employment in dangerous or immoral occupations.
-Any person, or any agent, or any employe of any person, firm
or corporation who shall hereafter employ any child under the age
of fifteen years to labor in or about any manufacturing or other
establishment using dangerous machinery, or about the machinery
in any mill or factory, or in any distillery, brewery, or to labor in

any capacity in the manufacture of goods for immoral purposes,
or where their health may be impaired or morals debased, or shall
send any such child to any disorderly house, bawdy house, or as

signation house, or having the control of such child, shall permit
him or her to go to any such house, shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be fined not less than
fifty dollars nor more than two hundred dollars, and each day the
provisions of this Act are violated shall constitute a separate of
fense. [Act 1903, p. 40, ch. 28, repealed; Act 1911, p. 75, ch.
46, § 1, superseding art. 1050, revised Pen. Code.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 331.

Art. 1050a. Same; Permitting inspection of premises.-Such
person, firm or corporation, or any agent thereof, shall give free
access at all times to the Commissioner of Labor Statistics of the
State of Texas, and his deputies, for the inspection of their prem
ises and of the methods employed, to insure compliance with the
provisions of the foregoing Section. [Act 1911, p. 76, ch. 46, § 1a.]

Art. 1050b. Employment in quarries or mines.-Any person,
agent, or any employe of any person, firm or corporation, who shall
hereafter employ any child under the age of 17 years to labor in or

about any quarry. or mine shall be punished as provided for in
Section 1 of this Act [art. 1050]. [Id., § 2.]

Art. 1050c. Same; permitting inspection of premises.-Such
person, firm or corporation, or any agent thereof, sh,L11 give, fr�e
access at all time to the Commissioner of Labor Statistics of the
State of Texas, and his deputies, for the inspection of their prem
ises and of the methods employed, to insure compliance with the
provisions of the foregoing Section [art.1050b]. [Id., § 2a.]

Art. 1050d. Repeal.-Chapter 28 of the General Laws of the
Twenty-eighth Legislature, Regular Session, being "Ap. Act to

regulate the employment of children in factories, mills, mines,
breweries, manufacturing establishments and other establishments
using machinery, and to provide penalties for the violation of the
same," be and the same is hereby, expressly repealed, and any and
all laws and parts of laws in conflict with this Act, be and the same

are hereby repealed. [Id., § 3.]
Arts. 1051, 1052. [Repealed. See arts. 1050-1050d].
Cited, .i.Etna Life Ins. Co. v. Tyler Box Lumber Mfg. Co. (Clv. App.) 149 S.

W.283.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 332,' 333.

Art. 1053. Permitting minor to remain in pool room, etc.-If
any owner, lessee or man�ger of any billiard hall, pool hall, ten
pin alley or bowling alley, or any employe therein, whether intoxi
cating liquors are sold in such place or not, shall permit any per
son under the age of twenty-one years to enter such place of busi
ness and remain therein for any length of time, without the con
sent of the parent of such minor, or some one standing in their'
place and stead, or shall permit any person under twenty-one years.
of ag� to play billiards 0: pool, ?r roll on any ten pin or bowling
alley 111 such place of business WIthout the consent of the parent of
su�h minor, o.r some one standing in their place and stead, shall be
gullty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be fined
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in any sum not less than twenty dollars nor more than one hun
dred dollars. [Act 1897, eh. 154, § 1; Act 1905, p. 105.]

Offense.-One is guilty under this law if he permits a minor to play pool in
premises which he has rented, whether he knows that he is a minor or not Rain
bolt v. State, 49 App. 427, 93 S. W. 737.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 300-303.

Evidence.-Accused has a right to show as a defense that he acted in good faith
and on a mistake of fact as to the parent's consent. Simpson v. State, 58 App.
253, 125 S. W. 398.

Evidence held to sustain a conviction. Stark v. State, 71 App, 560, 160 S. W.
454.

Art. 1054. Selling or giving intoxicating liquor to minor.-Any
person who shall knowingly sell or give or deliver, or cause to be
sold, given or delivered, or be in any way interested in the sale,
gift or delivery of any spirituous, vinous, malt or intoxicating liq
uors to any person under the age of twenty-one years without the
written consent of the parent or guardian of such person who is
under the age of twenty-one years, shall be guilty of a misde
meanor, and shall be fined therefor not less than twenty-five nor

more than one hundred dollars; and any person who is agent for
or employed by any express company or other common carrier, or

who, as agent for or employe of any other person, firm or corpora
tion, delivers or causes to be delivered any spirituous, vinous or in
toxicating liquors to any other person under the age of twenty-one
years, whether consigned to such person or some other person,
without the written consent of the parent or guardian of such
minor or person under the age of twenty-one years, shall be- guilty
of a misdemeanor, and shall be punished, upon conviction therefor,
by a fine of not less than twenty-five nor more than one hundred
dollars. [Act 1909, p. 119.]

Explanatory.-The revisers of the Penal Code, when they inserted Acts 1909, p.
119, and expanded the language so as to include "sales" in addition to "gffts"
and "deliveries" of liquor, seem to have overlooked the later act passed at the first
extra session of the 1909 legislature (Acts 1909, p. 307, § 19). This later act affixes
a different penalty to the act of a retail liquor dealer in selling, giving, or de
livering intoxicating liquor to a minor. The later act was included in the revi
sion as art. 622, ante. The revisers again carried Acts 1909, p. 119, into the Penal
-Code as art. 593, but in its original form.

Offense.-This article applies to all persons other than licensed retail liquor deal
-ers and express companies and common carriers. Art. 593 applies to express com

panies and carriers, and art. 622 applies to retail liquor dealers. Talley v. State
(Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 255.

It is unlawful to give a minor intoxicating liquor in local option territory, as

well as elsewhere, without the parent's consent. Hogan v. State (Cr. App.) 147
S. W. 601.

'

The sale is not made "knowingly" where the minor has the appearance of a man

of age, and represents himself as being over 21. Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s.
W.612.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 310.
Finding defendant guilty of an offense different from that for which he had been

.indicted is error. Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 61�.
Indictment held sufficient. Andrada v. State (Cr. App.) 152 s. W. 910.

Evidence.-Knowledge of minority may be proved by circumstantial evidence.
Eogan v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. "\V. 601.

Evidence held to sustain conviction. Hogan v. State (Cr. App.) 147 s. W. 601.
Testimony of minor as to the sales is admissible. Andrada v. State (Cr. App.)

.152 S. W. 910.

Charge.-For charge held to go beyond information, see Walker v. State, 57
.App. 172, 122 S. W. 395.

Art. 1055. Encouraging, contributing, etc., to the delinquency
or dependency of child.-In all cases where any child shall be a

'''delinquent child" or a "neglected or dependent child," as defined
in the statutes of this state, the parent or parents, legal guardian
-or persons having the custody of such child, or any person re

sponsible for, or who, by any act, encourages, causes or contributes
to the delinquency or dependency of such child, shall be deemed
.guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be
fined in any sum not to exceed one thousand dollars, or by im
prisonment in the county jail for any period not exceeding one
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year, or by both such fine and imprisonment. The court may im

pose conditions on any person found guilty under this law, and; so

long as such person shall comply therewith to the satisfaction of
the court, the judgment imposed may. be suspended. [Act 1907,
p. 209.]

Habeas corpus.-The statute .for proceeding against infants as delinquent chil

dren does not create a criminal offense, so that a judgment on a trial under it is

not appealable, but any remedy is by habeas corpus. Mills v: State (Cr. App.) 177

S. W. 492.

CHAPTER SEVEN

OF KIDNAPING AND ABDUCTION
Art.
1056. "Kidnaping" defined.
1057: Punishment.
1058. If person kidnaped be actually

removed.

Art.
1059. "Abduction" defined.
1060. Of female under fourteen.
1061. Offense complete, when.
1062. Punishment.

Article 1056.. [626] "Kidnaping" defined.-When any person
is falsely imprisoned for the purpose of being removed from the
state, or if a minor. under the age of seventeen years, for the pur
pose of being concealed or taken from the lawful possession of a

parent or guardian, such false imprisonment is "kidnaping." If the

person kidnaped be under the age of fifteen years, it is not necessary
that there should be force in order to constitute the offense of kid
naping. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, pp. 171-2.]

Offense.-When defendant took female under mistake as to her age, and she
went with him willingly, there is no offense. Mason v. State, 29 App, 24, 14 S. W.
71. There must be a wilful detention of a person, without such person's consent,
and without authority of law. Castillo v. State, 29 App. 127, 14 S. W. 1011.

Where female goes with defendant of her own accord, and testimony shows de
fendant believed her to be over seventeen years old, it is neither kidnaping nor

abduction. Mason v. State, 29 App. 24, 14 S. W. 71; Castillo v: State, 29 App. 127,
14 S. W. 1011.

To constitute the offense of "kidnapping," the detention must be against the
consent of the person detained, and the fact that the statute provides that, if the
person kidnapped is a female under 15 years of age, force is not an. essential ele
ment of the offense, does not dispense with her non-consent. Castillo v. State, 29
App. 127, 14 S. W. 1011; Olivarez v. Same (App.) 14 S. W. 1012.

-- At common law.-Kidnapping as defined at common law is the forcible
abduction and conveying away of a man, woman or child from their own country
and sending them to another. Click v. State, 3 Tex. 282.

To constitute the crime of kidnapping at common law, it was essential that the
asportation or conveying away be against the will and without the consent of the
party injured and without any lawful warrant or authority therefor. Click v:

State, 3 Tex. 282.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 491, 492.
See, also, C. C. P. art. 470, and notes.

.

As to indictment for kidnaping at common law, see Click v. State, 3 Tex. 282.
Evidence.-The prosecuting witness testified that she was only 13, and under-

the prescribed age, at the time of the alleged offense; but it was shown that she
told defendant before the alleged offense that she was 18, and above the required
age, and that she had given birth to a child. All the other evidence tended strongly
to show that she was a well-developed young woman at the time in question.
Held that, the evidence being clear that she consented to go with defendant, a
conviction could not be sustained. Mason v. State, 29 App. 24, 14 S. W. 71.

Evidence that defendant delivered the person arrested to soldiers, who placed
him in jail, is admissible. Nenuz v. State, 70 App. 481, 156 S. W. 933.

A witness may state that he saw defendants when they had the person in charge,
though the witness did not see the actual capture. Nunez v. State, 70 App, 481,
156 S. W. 933.

Prosecution of persons wrongfully brought into state.-See notes to C. C. P.
art. 1101.

Art. 1057. [627] Punishment.-The punishment for kidnap
ing shall be imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than two nor

more than five years, or fine not exceeding two thousand dollars.
Art. 1058. [628] If person kidnaped be actually removed.-If

the person so falsely imprisoned be actually removed out of the.
state, the punishment shall be imprisonment in the penitentiary
not less than two nor more than ten years.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 491.
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Art. 1059. [629] "Abduction" defined.-"Abduction" is the
false imprisonment of a woman with intent to force her into a

marriage or for the purpose of prostitution.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 493-495.

Art. 1060. [630] Of female under fourteen.-If a female un

der the age of fourteen be taken for the purpose of marriage or

prostitution from her parent, guardian or other person having the
legal charge of her, it is abduction, whether she consent or not, and
although a marriage afterward take place between the parties.

Offense.-The offense is committed if the man takes a girl under 14 from her
parents to have intercourse with her individually. Lopez v, State, 70 App. 71, 156
S. W. 217.

And the offense is committed though the girl is merely taken from her par
ents without having intercourse with her. Lopez v. State, 7() App. 71, 156 S. W.
217.

A girl under fourteen could not be an accomplice. Mason v. State, 29 App. 24, 14
S. W. 71.

If the person· kidnapped be a female under the age of 15 years, force is not
necessary to abduction. Castillo v. State, 29 App. 127, 14 S. W. 1011.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 493-495.

Evidence.-Evidence held insufficient to warrant a finding that the girl was

under 14 at the time of the abduction. Lopez v. State, 70 A.pp. 71, 156 S. W. 217.

Art. 1061. [631] Offense complete, when.-The offense of ab
duction is complete if the female be detained as long as twelve
hours, though she may afterwards be relieved from such detention
without marriage or prostitution.

0

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 493-495.

Art. 1062. [632] Punishment.-Any person who shall be guil
ty of abduction shall be punished by fine not exceeding two thou
sand dollars. If, by reason of such abduction, a woman be forced
into marriage, the punishment shall be confinement in the peni
tentiary not less than two nor more than five 'years; and, if by
reason of such abduction, a woman be prostituted, the punishment
shall be confinement in the penitentiary not less than three nor

more than twenty years. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 172.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 493, 494.

Art.
1063. "Rape" defined.
1064. Definition of "force."
1065. What threat sufficient.
1066. "Fraud" defined.
1067. Penetration only need be proved.

CHAPTER EIGHT

RAPE
Art.
1068. Defendant must be over fourteen.
1069. Punishment.
1070. Conviction may be had for at

tempt.

Article 1063. [633] "Rape" defined.-Rape is the carnal
knowledge of a woman without her consent, obtained by force,
threats or fraud, or the carnal knowledge of a woman other than
the wife of the person having such carnal knowledge with or with
-out consent, and with or without use of force, threats or fraud,
such woman being so mentally diseased at the time as to have no

will to oppose the act of carnal knowledge, the person having car

nal knowledge of her knowing her to be so mentally diseased; or

the carnal knowledge of a female under the age of fifteen years,
other than the wife of the person, with or without her consent,
and with or without the use or force, threats or fraud. [Amended
by Act April 13, 1891, p. 96; amend. 1895, p. 79.]

Cited, Murff v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 238.

1. Validity of law.
2. Offense.
3. Force.
4. Capacity to consent.

5. -- Female under age of consent.
6. -- Female as accomplice.
7. Limitations.
8. Indictment.
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9. -- Female under age of consent.
10. -- Fraud.
11. -- Joinder of counts and election

between counts.
12. -- Issues and proof.
13. Election between acts.
14. Continuance.
15. Competency of witness.
16. Evidence.
17. Consent:
18. Intent.
19. Character of female.
20. Age of female.
21. Character of accused.
22. Other offenses.
23. Identity of accused.
24. Incriminating circumstances.
25. Res gestae and hearsay.
26. Female's condition, complaints

and declarations.

27. -- Documentary evidence and
best and secondary evidence.

28. -- Articles connected with com

mission of offense and physical
conditions about locus in quo.

29. -- Expert testimony.
30. -- Confessions of accused.
31. -- Presumptions and burden of

proof.
32. Sufficiency in general.
33. -- Corroboration of female.
34. -- Reasonable doubt.

.

35. -- Examination and impeach
.

ment of witnesses.
36. Charge.
37. Improper argument of prosecuting

attorney.
38. Verdict.
39. New trial.
40. Civil liability.

1. Validity of law.-This article, as amended by acts of 1891, Is constitutional.
Nichols v. State, 32 App. 391, 23 S. W. 680.

2. Offense.-For definition, see Taylor v. State, 24 App. 299, 6 S. W. 42;
Tomlin v. State, 25 App, 676, 8 S. VV. 931; Johnson v. State, 27 App, 163, 11 S. W.

106; Brown v. State, 27 App. 330, 11 S. W. 412; "Wood v. State, 28 App. 61, 12 S.
W. 405; Reagan v. State, 28 App, 227, 12 S. W. 601, 19 Am. St. Rep. 833; Walton
v. State, 29 App, 163, 1.5 S. W. 646; Mooney v. State, 29 App. 257, 15 S. W. 724;
Lincecum v, State, 29 App. 328, 15 S. W. 818, 25 Am. St. Rep. 727; Rhea v. State,
30 App. 483, 17 S. W. 931; Rodgers v. State, 30 App, 510, 17 S. W. 1077; Cromeans v.

State, 59 App, 611, 129 S. W. 1129.

3. -- Force.-See notes under art. 1064 for definition of force.
Force is a necessary element where the female is above the age of consent.

Cromeans v. State, 59 App. 611, 129 S. W. 1129.

4. .._- CapaCity to consent.-In Baldwin v. State, 15 App. 275, it was said that
the Code did not recognize mental incapacity. See Rodriguez v. State, 20 App, 542.
This law was again amended by the acts of 1895 ralstng' the age of consent to
fifteen years.

As to mental incapacity, see Caruth v. State (Cr. App.) 25 s. W. 778; 'Lopez
v. State, 30 App. 487, 17 S. W. 1058, 28 Am. St. Rep. 935; Ellis v. State, 33 App,
86, 24 S. W. 894.

Consent defeats the charge of rape, where the party Is capable of giving ..consent.
Altman v. Eckerman (Civ. App.) 132 S. W. 523.

5. -- Female under age of consent.-It is rape for one to have carnal knowl
edge of a female under the age of consent not his wife, with or without her con

sent and with or without the use of force, threats or fraud. Croomes v. State, 40
App. 680, 51 S. W. 924, 53 S. W. 882; Exon v. State (Cr. App.) 33 S. W. 336; Cro
means v. State, 59 App, 611, 129 S. W.1129; Altman v. Eckerman (Civ. APP;) 132
S. W. 523; Whitehead v. State, 61 App. 558, 137 S. W. 356; Kinch v. State, 70 App,
649, 156 S. W. 649; Turner v. State, 72 App. 649, 163 S. W. 705; Scott v. State (Cr.
App.) 166 S. W. 729. See, also, Gage v. State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 565.

Intercourse with other men is no defense. Shoemaker v. State, 58 App. 518, 126
S. W. 887; Foreman v. State, 61 App. 56, 134 S. W. 229.

The fact that the prosecutrix made 'no outcry, she being under age of consent,
is not fatal to a conviction. Hamilton v. State, 36 App, 372, 37 S. W. 431.

When the female is under eleven years of age the defense of the existence of a

common law marriage between the parties is untenable. Hardy v. State, 37 App.
55, 38 S. W. 615.

Every act of carnal intercourse with a girl under fifteen years of age is a sep
arate offense, and conviction for one is not a bar to prosecution of another. Grif
fey v. State (Cr. App.) 56 S. W. 52.

Representations of the child to accused as to her age are immaterial. Zachary
v. State, 57 App. 179, 122 S. W. 263.

It is no defense that defendant in good faith believed. prosecutrix was over 15
years. Pilgrim v. State, 59 App. 231, 128 S. W. 128. See, also, Martin v. State (Cr.
App.) 165 S. W. 579.

No presumption of common-law marriage where female is under 15. Wofford v.

State, 60 App. 624, 132 S. W. 929.
"Common-law marriage" defined. Wofford v. State, 60 App. 6�4, 132 S. W. 929.
6. --' Female a� accomplice.-See notes under art. 79.
A female under age of consent, though she give her consent to the intercourse,

is not an accomplice. Hamilton v. State, 36 App, 372, 37 S. W. 431.
A female under fifteen years of age with whom one has carnal intercourse can

not be an accomplice in a prosecution for rape, based on such intercourse. Danley
v. State (Cr. App.) 71 S. W. 959.

7. Limitations.-See C. C. P. arts. 226, 228 and notes.

8. Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 478, 496, 497, 626.
See, also, C. C. P. art. 447 et seq. and notes.
The indictment may charge that the rape was effected by all three of the

means named in the statute, force, threats, and fraud, the charge being made
conjunctively. Sharp v. State, 15 App, 171; Lawson v. State, 17 App. 292; Cooper
V. State, 22 App, 419, 3 S. v'il. 334; Nicholas v. State, 23 App. 317, 5 S. W. 239.

An indictment for rape on a female under 15 years of age must allege that she
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is other than the wife of accused. Rice v. State, 37 App, 36, 38 S. W. 801; Bice
v. State, 37 App, 38, 38 S. W. 803; Edwards v. State, 37 App, 242, 38 S. Vl. 996, 39
S. W. 368. See, also, Dudley v. State, 37 App. 543, 40 S. W. 269.

If the prosecutrix is over 15 years the indictment need not allege that she
was not his wife. Caidenas v. State (Cr. App.) 40 S. W. 9'80. See Belcher v. State
(Cr. App.) 44 S. W. 519.

The word "felonious" need not be used in the indictment. Robertson v. State,
31 Tex. 36.

"Female" and "woman" are synonymous, and the indictment may allege that
the party ravished was a "female," although the statute uses the word "woman."
Robertson v. State, 31 Tex. 36; Gibson v. State, 17 App. 574.

The words "rape" and "ravish" can not be used interchangeably, the word
"ravish" being the proper and indispensable one to use in charging this offense.
The word "ravish" implies both force and the want of consent of the woman, but
the word "rape" does not. Davis v. State, 42 Tex. 226; Hewitt v. State, 15 App.
801; Gibson v. State, 17 App. 574; Mayo v. State, 7 App. 342; Williams v. State, 1

App. 90, 28 Am. Rep. 399. See Robertson v. State, 31 Tex. 36; Jones v. State, 18
App. 485; Alexander v. State, 58 App. 621, 127 S. W. 189.

Indictment held to be good. Williams v. State, 1 App. 90; O'Rourke v. State,
8 App. 70; Cornelius v. State, 13 App. 349; Sharp v. State, 15 App, 171.

Indictment alleging that without the consent and against the will of the female
defendant did "violently and feloniously rape, ravish, and carnally know her,"
held, sufficient. Walling V. State, 7 App. 625. See, also, Gutierrez v. State, 44-
Tex. 587.

To charge a rape by force there must be an allegation that the accused obtained
the carnal knowledge by force and that he ravished the female. Eischiep v. State,
11 App. 30l.

The indictment need not allege that the accused was an adult male, nor that he
was over the age of fourteen years when the offense was committed. Word v.

State, 12 App. 175; Cornelius v. State, 13 Ap'p. 349; Davis v. State, 42 Tex. 226 .

. It is not essential that the indictment should allege the character of the force,
or specify the threats used to accomplish the rape. It is sufficient to charge in
general terms that the rape was accomplished by force, or by threats, or by fraud,
or by all those means together. Cooper v. State, 22 App. 419', 3 S. W. 334.

Where the offense is committed upon a woman, the indictment need not allege
that she was over the age of consent, but where it was committed upon a female
under that age the indictment must so allege. It is questionable whether these
two classes of rape can be joined in the same count in an indictment. Nicholas
v. State, 23 App. 317, 5 S. W. 239.

Indictment for ravishing woman so mentally diseased as to have no will to op
pose the act need not allege want of consent. Caruth v. State (Cr. App.) 25 s.
W.778.

The indictment charged that defendant did "ravish and have carnal," with the
prosecutrix; held, the word ravish is equivalent to the words carnal intercourse,
and the indictment was sufficient. Fields v. State, 39 App, 488, 46 S. W. 814.

Further as to indictment, see Thompson v. State, 33 App, 472, 26 S. W. 987;
Owens v. State, 35 App. 345, 33 S. W. 875; Brinster v. State, 12 App. 612; Wig
gins v. State, 47 App. 538, 84 S. W. 821; Altman v. Eckerman (Civ. App.) 132 S. W.
523. .

9. -- Female under age of consent.-Where the female is alleged to be un
der the age of consent, allegations of force, threats, or fraud, or the want of the
female's consent, are unnecessary and should not be made. Davis v. State, 42
Tex. 226; Moore v. State, 30 App. 275. See, also, Nicholas v. State, 23 App. 317,
5 S. W. 239.

As to rape of girl under fifteen, see, also,' Gutierrez v. State, 44 Tex. 587; Mose
ley v. State, 9 App. 137; Mayo v. State, 7 App. 342; Gibson v. State, 17 App. 674;
Rodgers v. State, 30 App. 510, 17 S. W. 1077.

10. -- Fraud.-Indictment charging fraud in impersonating the prosecutrix
husband must allege that prosecu.trix was a married woman, and not the wife of
defendant, and it is better to. allege the husband's name. Payne v. State, 38 App.
494, 43 S. W. 515, 70 Am. St. Rep. 757. But in Franklin v. State, 34 App. 200, 29
S. W. 1088, it was held that an indictment for an attempt to commit rape upon a

married woman by personating her husband need not allege husband's name.

11. .- Joinder of counts and election between counts.-See C. C. P. art.
481 and notes.

12. -- Issues and proof.-Vlhen the indictment alleges the offense to have
been committed by force, proof that it was committed on a female under age with
her consent is insufficient and will not support a conviction. Jenkens v. State, 34.
App, 201, 29 S. W. 1078; Banton v. State, 53 App. 251, 1091 S. W. 159; Moore v.

State, 20 App. 275; Nicholas v. State, 23 App, 317, 5 8". W. 239.
A charge of ripe by force is not supported by evidence of a rape by threats or

fraud. Williams v. State, 1 App, 90, 28 Am. Rep. 399; Milton v. State, 23 App.
204, 4 S. W. 674.

Where the indictment charged a rape by force evidence that defendant com

manded silence on pain of death was admissible on the Issue of consent. Bass v,

State, 16 App. 62.
Where it is alleged that force, threats, or fraud were used in accomplishing a

rape upon a female alleged to be under the age of consent it was held to be no

variance to prove that she was over that age;
.

that the allegation as to her age
was surplusage and could be disregarded. Nicholas v. State, 23 App. 317, 6 S. W.
239.

Under an indictment for rape of a girl under fifteen years of age charged to
have been committed on. a certain date, evidence of acts of intercourse between
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the parties had on other days is admissible. Hamilton v. State, 36 App. 372, 37
S. W. 431.

Mental condition of prosecutrix may be shown as bearing on want of consent,
even though indictment does not charge that she was mentally capable of gtvlng
consent. Segrest v. State (Cr. App.) 57 S. W. 845.

Evidence of other acts of carnal intercourse than the one alleged is admissible,
and the court need not limit the same. Cooksey v. State (Cr. App.) 58 S. W. 10>4.

While an indictment for rape on a female under the age of consent need not
allege force, where force is alleged it must be proved. Cromeans v. State, 69 App,
611, 129 S. W. 1129.

In a trial for raping a child under 14 yeaes of age, the state could show all the
facts attending the offense, including force used, though the indictment did not
charge force. Hutcherson v. State, 62 App. 1, 136 S. W. 53.

It is not necessary, in a statutory rape case under an indictment charging that
.the defendant "did then and there ravish and have carnal knowledge" of the pros
ecutrix, to show force. Vaughn v. State, 62 App, 24, 136 S. W. 476.

13. Election between acts.-See notes under art. 431 C. C. P.; Sharp v. State,
15 App, 171; Nicholas v. State, 5 S. W. 239; Thompson v. State, 33 App. 472, 26
S. W. 987.

The state must elect upon which of several instances of intercourse it will rely.
'Bader v. State, 57 App, 293, 122 S. W. 565; Batchelor v. State, 41 App, 601, 65 S.
W. 491. 96 Am. St. Rep. 791.

Where state elects between acts of intercourse the jury should be restricted
to the act chosen. Stone v. State, 45 App. 91, 73 S. W. 956.

.

14. Continuance.-See C. C. P. arts. 603-609 and notes thereunder.
15. Competency of witness.-See C. C. P. art. 788.

16. Evidence.-See Q. C. P. art. 783 et seq., and notes.
It is not permissible to prove that accused is a married man. Smith v. State

(Cr. App.) 74 S. W. 557; Lemons v. State, 59 App. 299, 128 S. W. 416; Jenkins v.

State, 60 App, 236, 131 S. W. 542; Wilkerson v. State, 60 App. 388, 131 S. W. 1108,
Ann. Cas. 1912C, 126. But see Battles v. State, 63 App. 147, 140 S. W. 783.

To maintain the charge of rape upon a woman by force, the state must prove
(1) penetration, (2) force, and (3) that the carnal knowledge was without her con

sent. Jenkins v. State, 1 App, 346.
W]here the want of consent of the woman is necessary to constitute the offense,

it must be proved by the state, as well as resistance to the act on her part.
Jenkins v. State, 1 App. 346.

Where the female ravished is under the age of consent it is not incumbent upon
the! state to prove the means by which the crime was accomplished, or to prove
the want of consent of such female to the act. Anschicks v. State, 6 App, 624;
Mayo v. State, 7 App, 342; Craig v. State, 18 App, 321; Moore v. State, 201 App.
275.

Where the rape was. upon a female over the age of consent, no matter what
was her physical or mental condition, the state must prove her want of consent
to the act. Craig v. 8'tate, 18 App, 321; Baldwin v. State, 15 App. 275; contra,
Anschicks v. State, 6 ApP'. 524. But these decisions were made before the amend
ment of this article, and would not apply to the case of a woman mentally dis
eased so as to have no will to oppose to the act. In such case, however, it would
devolve upon the state to prove that the defendant knew that she was so mentally
diseased. Where the indictment charged a rape by force alone, and the state was

permitted to prove that when the woman attempted to make an outcry the defend
ant placed his hand over her mouth and commanded her to desist on pain of
death, it was held that this evidence was admissible because it was res gestee,
bore directly upon the question of her consent, showed the defendant's intent, and
was an important fact to be considered in passing upon the degree and character
of the force used by the defendant to accomplish his purpose. Bass v. State, 16
Apn. 62.

State can not be compelled to use the prosecutrix as a witness. Bozeman v.

State, 34 App, 603, 31 S. W. 389.
In a prosecution for rape, the original petition in a prior civil action against the

accused by prosecutrix, through her next friend, for damages from the alleged in
. tercourse, was inadmissible. Eckermann v. State, 57 App. 287, 123 S. W. 424.

In a prosecution for rape on a female under the age of consent, evidence that
defendant made her presents of candies and a ring, in answer to a question
whether prior to the intercourse defendant had made her presents, was admissible
as showing intimate relations between prosecutrix and accused, it appearing that
the intercourse was had with her consent, and to show willingness on her part.
Rowan v. State, 57 App. 625, 124 S. W. 668, 136 Am. St. Rep. 1005.

Where, on a trial for rape by means of a sham marriage, the evidence showed
that accused had a legal wife at the time he married prosecutrix, testimony of the
father of the legal wife that he, acting in behalf of his daughter, had redeemed
accused's household goods from a pledge while accused was in jail on the charge,
was inadmlssible. Wilkerson v. State, 60 App. 388, 131 S·. W. 1108, Ann. Cas.
1912C, 126.

The state, on a trial for rape by means of a sham marriage, may show declara
tions of accused to prosecutrix as to his possessing property, to show the reason
ableness of the testimony of the prosecutrix that she believed that she married
accused, and as aifecting the probability of her consenting to marry. Wilkerson
v. State, 60 App. 388, 131 S. W. 1108, Ann. Cas. 191.2C, 126.

'

Attentions and letters, consistent with the idea of affection for the girl, held
admissible. Battles v. State, 63 App, 147, 140 S. W. 783.

Admission of evidence held no error, although it tended to show the commis
sion of another crime by one who aided accused, Wragg v. State (Cr. App.) 145
s. W. 342.
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Where accused sought to show that a third person was the one who had had
intercourse with prosecutr-ix, the court properly permitted the third person to tes
tify that he had never had intercourse with her. Cain v. State (Cr. App.) 153
S. W. 147.

In a prosecutton for rape Qn a girl under 15, whom defendant was keeping in
his home for her father, defendant was properly allowed to' show that all the time
she was with him he gave her the tenderest care and treated her as he would his
own child. Haggart v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 328.

17. -- Consent.-It is proper to ask her when testifying, "Was it done with
or without your consent?" Coates v. State, 2 App. 16. •

Evidence of bona fide resistance manifests a want of consent. Anschicks v.

State, 6 App. 524.
As to telephone conversation, see Jacobs v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 558.
Where one count charged force and another that prosecutrix was mentally de

fective, evidence of her mental condition was admissible upon the question of con

sent. Hubbard v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 260.

18. -- I ntent.-Evidence of acts and declarations of the defendant five years
before the alleged rape was held inadmissible. Tomlin v. State, 25 App. 676, 8 S.
W. 931.

Declarations made by the defendant a month before the alleged rape, held ad
missible. Wood v. State, 28 App. 61, 12 S. W. 405.

Statements of accused held admissible on the question of intent. sharp v.

State, 71 App. 633, 160 S. W. 369.

19. -- Char'acter of female.-The woman's character for chastity may be im

peached by the defendant, not in justification of the offense, but as tending to
show her consent to the act of carnal knowledge. The inquiry must be confined to
her general reputation for chastity; and can not extend to particular instances of

unchastity with other men than the defendant. Lawson v. State; 17 App. 292;
Favors v. State, 20 App. 155; Hernanez v. State, Id. 155; Jenkins v. State, 1 App.
346; Rogers v. State, Id. 187; Dorsey v. State, Id. 33; Pefferling v. State, 40 Tex.
486; Mayo v. State, 7 App, 342. See, also, Lemons v. State, 59 App. 299, 128 S. W.
416.

It is admissible to prove a number of different acts of carnal intercourse when
the prosecutrix is under the age- of consent. Hamilton v. State, 36 App. 372, 37 S.
W. 431; Battles v. State, 63 App. 147, 140 S. W. 783; Clardy v. State (Cr. App.)
147 S. W. 568; Abernathy v. State «(Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 339.

Illicit intercourse between her and the defendant may be proved. Lawson v.

State, 17 App, 292; Mayo v. State, 7 App. 342 .

.As evidence to establish her general reputation for a want of ohastity it is
competent for the defendant to prove that she had, given birth to an illegitimate
child prior to the alleged rape. Wilson v. State, 17 App. 525.

It is not permissible to prove that the injured female was regarded by her
neighbors as lacking good sense. Ellis- v. State, 33 App. - 86, 24 S. W. 894.

Objection that State was permitted to prove that defendant had intercourse
with prosecutr-ix who was under age of fifteen after she became the wife of an

other man is without merit. But on another trial, testimony should only be ad
duced by State of one act of intercourse between prosecutrtx and defendant. (That
stated in the indictment.) Smith v. State (Cr. App.) 74 S. W. 557.

The general reputation for chastity of prosecutrix's mother and sister held in
admissible; defendant's expert having testified that such general reputation would
throw no light on whether or not prosecutrix had nymphomania. Jenkins v. State,
60 App, 236, 131 S. W. 542.

Prosecutrix's reputation for virtue and chastity can be shown by the state
only when it is assailed by accused or she is a stranger in the county. Holland
v. State, 60 App. 117, 131 S. W. 563.

Accused's testimony that prosecutrix invited him to her house on the absence
of the family, and that she so acted as to invite intercourse, and that force was

unneccessary, so assailed her chastity as to entitle the state to show that her
reputation was good. Holland v. State, 60 App. 117, 131 S. W. 563.

Evidence of the female's good reputation as to chastity and truthfulness held
admissible to support her testimony that she believed that she and accused were

married. Wilkerson v. State, 60 App. 388, 131 S. W. 1108, Ann. Gas. 1912C, 126.
One accused of raping a female under age with her consent could show that

about nine months before her child was born she was seen in compromising rela
tions with another man, to rebut her testimony of exclusive intercourse with ac

cused, and to support his denial of the ottense. Parker v. State, 62 App. 64, 136
S. W. 453.

Other acts of intercourse of the prosecutrix under the age of consent are not
admissible unless the fact of intercourse be questioned, or the evidence shows that
anotb.er may be the father of the child, and hence, where the - act of intercourse is
proven by the birth of a child, evidence of acts recurring- more than two years
before the birth of the child is inadmissible. Whitehead v. State, 61 App. 558,
137 S. W. 356.

Evidence of other acts of intercourse on the part of the prosecutrix is admissi
ble only when they are with the defendant, and for the purpose of showing con

sent. Whitehead v . State, 61 App. 558, 137 S. W� 356.
Evidence that others had had intercourse with prosecutrix is not admissible

as a defense, but only to affect her credibility. Wade v. State (Cr. App.) 144
S. W. 246.

Evidence as to other acts of intercourse prior to the date of the offense charged
is admissible solely to corroborate the prosecutrix as to the offense charged. Lott
v, State (Cr. App.� 146 S. W. 544.
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Defendant on cross-examination having attempted to show that the woman's
pregnancy was due to another, the state was properly permitted on redirect ex

amination to show who caused her pregnancy. Lott V.' State (Cr. App.) 146 S.
W.544.

Evidence of the chastity of the prosecutrix is admissible, where accused claims
that the intercourse was with her consent. Jacobs v. State (. Cr. App.) 146 S. W.
658.

Evidence was admissible as to other acts of intimacy not amounting to inter
course between the defendant and prosecutrix. Clardy v. State (Cr. App.) 147 s.
W.568.

In a trial for rap€ on a female under 15 years of age, evidence that she has had

prior intercourse with others than the defendant presents no defense and is inad
missible on the main issue. Clardy v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 568.

Evidence that prosecutrix under 15 years of age was a lewd woman at the time
of tho alleged offense is inadmissible to affect her credibility. Kearse v. State'
(Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 827.

Accused, on a trial for rape on a female under the age of 15 years, may, to af
fect her credibility, show that prior to the time of the alleged offense she had
been an inmate of houses of ill fame, but he may not prove, as affecting her cred
ibility, isolated or independent acts of immorality. Bigliben v. State (Cr. App.)
151 S. W. 1044.

Though accused, on a trial for rape on a female under the age of 15 years,
showed on the cross-examination of prosecutrix that her act with him was the
first act committed, he could not impeach her by showing her prior individual
and isolated acts of immorality. Bigliben v. State (Ier. App.) 151 S. W. 1044.

It is not improper to allow the girl to testify that she did not understand the
enormity of the offense. Hamilton v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 536.

20. -- Age of female.-When the age of the prosecutrix is in issue it is ad
missible for a witness testifying to her age, to testify to collateral facts that im
pressed her age upon him at certain times, and to testify to her appearance, as to

age when an infant, compared with other infants. Bice v. State, 37 App. 38, 38
S. W. 803.

.

It is also competent for an experienced physician, who has made a personal
examination of the prosecutrix, to testify to her apparent age. Bice v. State, 37
App. 38, 38 S. W. 803.

Witness must testify as to her own knowledge as to her age and not as to what
her mother may have said. Johnson v. State, 42 App. 298, 59 S. W. 899.

It is proper to refuse to cause prosecutrix to put on a suit so the jury may see

her in a longer skirt where there is no testimony that she was over 14 years, or

that accused was misled as to her age. Campbell v. State, 63 App, 595, 141 S. W.
232, Ann. Cas. 1913D, 858.

.

Testimony of a school census taker as to girl's age as stated by defendant
held admissible. Lott v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 544.

As to statements by prosecutrix and rumor, see Magee v. State (Cr. App.) 168
s. W. 96 .

.

In a prosecution for rape, where the age of the prosecutr-lxt was in question,
accused attempted to show that her parents bad married at an earlier date than
they testified. They testified that they were married under license issued on a

certain day. Held, that the record of the license was properly admitted in evidence.
Walton v, State (Cr. App.) 178 s. W. 358.

21. -- Character of accused.-On a trial for rape the accused may prove his
general reputation as a "peaceable and law-biding man." Lincecum v. State, 29
App. 328, 15 S. W. 818, 25 Am. St. Rep. 727.

On trial for rape of his own daughter it is error to allow a State's witness to
testify, over defendant's objection, that defendant stated to him, witness, that he
did not care if witness had carnal intercourse with his whole family. Owens v,

State, 39 App, 391, 46 S. W. 240.
Defendant's good conduct and demeanor toward his children held inadmissible.

Cooper v. State, 72 App. 266, 162 S. W. 364.

22. -- Other offenses.-See notes under art. 783, C. C. P.

23. -- Identity of accused.-On a trial for rape where one of the principal
issues was the identification of the defendant, held, that it was not error to allow
a witness for the state to testify that when the prosecutrix was brought into the
presence of the defendant on the morning after the rape she "shuddered" at her
first sight of the defendant; her shuddering being a circumstance which tended to
show the certainty of and, to corroborate her identification. Bruce v. State, 31
App. 590, 21 S. W. 681.

The state was permitted to prove by the sheriff of the county that after de
fendant's arrest he placed him and eight other negroes in a line, and brought the
proesecutrix, also her little son, in before them separately, and they each identified
defendant as being the person who committed the offense. This was introduced
by the State as original evidence; held, error. (Overruling on this point, Bruce
v. State, 31 App. 590, 21 S. W. 681; Ruston 'v, State, 4 App. 432; Fulcher v. State,
28 App. 471, 13 S. W. 750; Rippy v. State, 29 App. 37, 14 S. W. 448); Reddick v.

State, 35 App, 463, 34 S. W. 274, 60 Am. St. Rep. 56.

24. -- Incriminating clrcumstances.-Where witnesses for the state were

permitted to testify, that, five days after the alleged rape, in company with the
prosecutrix they went to the place where she said the rap€ was committed, and
saw weeds, grass, etc., disarranged as well as other indications that persons had
been lying upon the ground, it was held, that, in view of the circumstances of
that case, such evidence was not admissible; that it was too remote and uncer-
tain. Lawson v. State, 17 App. 292.

.
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Condition of an undergarment of the alleged injured female, on the first evening
and second morning after the alleged rape, held admissible evidence. Grimmett
v. State, ,22 App. 36, 2 S. W. 631, 58 Am. Rep. 630.

Evidence of the finding of a receipt, in the handwriting of the defendant at
the place of the occurence, and five or six days thereafter, held admissible as not
being too remote. Rodgers v. State, 30 App. 510, 17 S. W. '1077.

The state may show that accused was at the time of his courtship with prose
cutrix, and at the time of the alleged marriage, married to another woman, as

bearing on his desire to have the marriage with prosecutrix kept secret, and to
explain her conduct in leaving home to marry accused without notifying her par
ents. Wilkerson v. State, 60 App. 388, 131 S. W. 1108, Ann. Gas. 1912G, 126.

The court properly permitted a witness to testify that about the date alleged he
saw defendant and a woman in a buggy. Battles v. State, 63 App. 147, 140 S. W .

. 783.
Evidence that the prosecutrix stated, in a room adjoining the one in which ac

cused and her brother-in-law were sitting, tr-at she was going for a walk, is ad
missible, where she was attacked during that walk and the brother-in-law testified
to hearing the remark. Jacobs v. State (,Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 558.

Evidence as to condition of locus and as to the finding of articles worn by the
parties held admissible. Sharp v. State, 71 App. 633, 160 S. W. 369.

In a trial for rape on a girl under 15 years of age, her testimony that on reach
ing a junction where she changed cars, and where the offense was alleged to
have occurred, she learned that her train would leave for her destination at 6
o'clock in the morning, and that defendant was not with her, 'Was admissible.
Graham v. State (Cr. App.) 163 s. W. 726.

-

Physician's opinion as to commission of offense owing to the woman's position
held properly excluded. Burge v. State (Gr. App.) 167 s. W. 63.

25. -- Res gestre and hearsay.-See notes under art. 783, C. C. P.

26. -- Female's condition, complaints 'and declaratlons.-Recent complaints
by prosecutrix and her appearance and condition of her clothing shortly after the
alleged occurrence may be proved as original evidence, though not strictly res

gestse, Rogers v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W..631; Ulmer v. State, 71 App. 579,
160 S. W. 1188. See, also, Jacobs v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 558; Burge v.

State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 63.
The state may prove that the prosecutrix promptly complained of the outrage,

and may show her state and appearance, and the condition of her clothes shortly
after the alleged occurrence. But proof of the particulars of her complaint, and
her detailed statement of the facts connected with the alleged outrage cannot
be admitted as original evidence, but may be admissible in rebuttal in support of
her veracity and to establish the accuracy of her testimony when her credibili
ty has been attacked by the evidence of the defendant. Lawson v. State, 17 App.
292; Johnson v. State, 21 App, 368, 17 S. W. 252; Holst v. State, 23 App, 1, 3 S.
W. 757, 59 Am. Rep. 770; Pefferling v. State, 40 Tex. 48-6,; Irby v. State, 25 App,
203, 7 S. W. 705; McGee v. State, 21 App, 670, 2 S. W. 890; Lights v. State, 21 App,
808, 17 S. W. 428; Sentell v. State, 34 App. 260, 30 S. W. 226.

Where the female alleged to have been outraged was held to be too young to
testify as a witness, it was held that statements made by her immediately after
the occurrence charging the defendant with the act, and gfvlng' some of its de
tails, were inadmissible. Smith v. State, 41 Tex. 352.

The failure of the' alleged injured party to make outcry, or to promptly disclose
the outrage, may be proved by the defense to discredit her testimony. Rogers v:

State, 1 App, 187.
Delay in making complaint is a fact which sometimes casts strong suspicion on

the testimony of the prosecutrix, but it is a fact which may be satisfactorily ex

plained by other facts showing good reason for not making complaint promptly.
Sharp v. State, 15 App. 171.

The State may show by the prosecutrix, or by other persons, that she made
complaint of the outrage soon after its commission, and when, where and to whom
it was made; but the prosecution will not be allowed to prove new statements as

to how the offense occurred. Reddick v. State, 35 App. 463, 34 S. W. 274, 60 Am.
St. Rep. 56. See, also, Valdez v. State, 71 App. 487, 16(} S. W. 341.

The only object in admitting such testimony is to corroborate her statements
made on the stand. Reddick v. State, 35 App. 463, 34 S. W. 274, 60 Am. St. Rep.
56. See, also, Hamilton v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 636.

It is not error to allow a physician to testify to an examination of the prosecu
trtx, made more than two months after the alleged rape. Gonzales v. State, 32
App. 611, 25 S. W. '781.

Statements of complainant must be limited to the fact that complaint was

made and the circumstances under which it was made. Reddick v. State, 35 App.
463, 34 S. W. 274, 60 Am. St. Rep. 56.

The rules in regard to evidence of outcry and complaint made by the prose
cutrix do not apply when the indictment charges rape of a girl under fifteen years
of age. Hamilton v. State, 36 App. 372. 37 S. W. 431.

It is inadmissible to prove that prosecutrix had "fits." Johnson v. State, 42
App. 298, 69 S. W. 899.

The statement made by prosecutrix and the circumstances and reasons for the
disclosure, which had been for some time withheld, held admissible. Bader v.

State, 67 App. 293, 122 S. W. 556.
The girl's statement held admissible, though made 10 days after the alleged of

fense. Pettus v. State, 58 App. 546, 126 S. W. 868, 137 Am. St. Rep. 978.
A physictan who examined prosecutrix five days after the offense could testi

fy to the conditions disclosed. Hutcherson v. State, 62 App. 1, 136 S. W. 63. See,
also, Caton v. State (Cr. App.) 147 s. W. 590.
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The prosecutrix may testify that the defendant is the father of her baby.
Whitehead v. State, 61 App. 558, 137 S. W. 356.

Evidence of the physical condition of the prosecutrix the morning after the

rape is admissible; accused having testified that the intercourse was with her
consent. Jacobs v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 558.

The fact that the girl accused defendant is not admissible as original testimony.
Ulmer v. State, 71 App. 579, 160 S. W. 1188.

In a prosecution of defendant for rape of his daughter, defendant's bill, which
merely objected that the girl was permitted to testify that she told her mother, and
did not tell her sooner because deferidarrt threatened to kill her, presented no

error. Boyd v. State, 72 App, 521, 163 S. W. 67.
The detailed statements of a child eight years old made to the first person she

met after she had been raped, were not admissible, unless a part of the res gestre,
and, where the interval between the assault and the meeting of such person was

not shown, the proof of the statements could not be justified. Douglass v. State
(Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 933.

The failure of prosecutrix to make outcry or pall for aid, when it may be readily
obtained, or within reasonable time to disclose the offense tends to discredit her
testimony. Burge v. State (Cr. App.) 167 s. W. 63.

Evidence that the prosecutrix before making her complaint informed the wit
ness that accused had never had sexual intercourse with her, and that another wit
ness was in such a place that she must have heard the struggle is material.
Baker v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 1154.

.

Evidence that the girl, who was under 15, had given birth to a child held ad
missible. Abernathy v. State (Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 339.

27. -- Documentary evidence and best and secondary evidence.-See notes.
under art. 783, C. C. P.

28. -- Articles connected with commission of offense and physical condI-
tions about locus In quo.-See art. 783, C. C. P., and notes.

29. Expert testimony.-See notes under art. 783.

30. -- Confessions of accused.-Se.e arts. 809, 810, C. C. P., and notes.

31. -- Presumptions and burden of proof.-See notes under arts. 51, 52,
ante, and art. 785, C. C. P.

32. -- Sufficiency in general.-Evidence held to support conviction. Ake-
v. State, 6 App. 398, 32 Am. Rep. 586; Cornelius v. State, 13 App. 349; Cone v.

State, Id. 483; Sharp v. State, 15 App. 171; Bass v. State, 16 App. 62; Wil
son v. State, 17 App. 525; Fitzgerald v. State, 20 App. 281; Grate v. State, 23.
App. 458, '5 S. W. 245; Rhea v. State, 30 App. 483, 17 S. W. 931; Dove v.

State, 36 App, 105, 35 S. W. ,6-48; Helton v. State (Cr. App.) 125 S. "V. 21; White
head v. State, 61 App. 558, 137 S. W. 356; Battles v. State, 63 App. 147, :140
S. W. 783; Smith v. State, 63 App. 183, 140 S. W. 1096; Tyler v. State, 64

App. 512, 143 S. W. 620; Hightower v. State (Cr. App.) 143 s. W. 1168; Wade
v. State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 246; Jacobs v. State (Cr. App.) 14<6 S. W. 558;
Vanderberg v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 315; Logan v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. VI.
713; Clinton v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 1087; Cain v. State (Cr. App). 153 S.
W. 147; Graham v. State (Cr. App.) 163 s. W. 726; Smith v. State (Cr. App.) 164
S. W. 838; Douglass v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 933; Baker v. State (Cr. App.)
169 S. W. 1154; Merkel v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 738. And see McCleavland v:

State, 24 App. 202, 5 S. W. 664; Tillery v. State, 24 App. 252, 5 S. W. 842, 5 Am. St.
Rep. 882.

Evidence held insufficient. Davis v. State, 43 Tex. 189; House v. State, 9 App,
53; Baldwin v. State, 15 App. 275; Lawson v. State, 17 App. 292; Gazley v. State,
Id. 267; Allen v. State, 18 App. 120; Nicholas v. State, 23 App. 317, 5 S. W. 239;
Dickey v. State, 21 App. 430, 2 S. W. 809; Thompson v. State, 33 App. 472, 2G.
S. W. 987; Lawrence v. State, 35 App, 114, 32 S. W. 530; Tittle v. State (Cr. App.)
38 s. W. 202; Lee v. State, 43 App, 285, 64 S. W. 1047; Jones v. State (Cr. App.)
153 S. W. 136.

Evidence held to show that accused was not the husband of prosecutrix. Mun
ger v. State, 57 App, 384, 122 S. W. 874; Gent v. State, 57 App. 414, 123 S. W. 5!)4.

Sufficiency of evidence to justify that if defendant "kept watch" he was guilty.
Caruth v. State (Cr. App.) 28 s. W. 532; Shepard v. State (Cr. App.) 28 S. W. 816 ..

Evidence that defendant was an old man and that prosecutrix was a woman

is sufficient to prove sex. Hill v. State (Cr. App.) 34 s. W. 750.
Evidence held not to show a common-law marriage between the parties. Wof

ford v. State, .60 App, 624, 132 S. W. 929.
Age may be fixed by an event the date of which is shown. Mora v. State (Cr.

App.) 167 S. W. 344.

33. -- Corroboration of female.-A conviction can not be sustained upon the
unsupported testimony of the female, who made no outcry for several weeks. To
polanck v. State, 40 Tex. 160.

A conviction may be supported upon the uncorroborated testimony of the pros
ecutrix, even though she be a child under ten years of age. But such cases re

quire special scrutiny by the jury, and a careful weighing of the evidence, with all
remote and near circumstances of probability. Extraordinary effort should be
made to corrobora.te the testimony of the prosecutrix in such cases, and when such
testimony can be procured its nonproduction should tell seriously against the pros
ecution. Gazley v. State, 17 App. 267; Montreaser v. State, 19 App.. 281; Goss v:

State, 40 Tex. 520.
The prosecutrix testified positively as to defendant's identity, and was corrobo

rated by other witnesses who had seen defendant in the neighborhood, both before
and after the commission of the offense; held, the evidence was sufficient to sup
port a verdict, assessing the death penalty. Dove v, State, 36 App, 105, 35 S. W.
648.
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A conviction on the uncorroborated testimony of the injured female who went
riding with the defendant a few days after the occurrence of the alleged offense,
cannot stand. Price v. State, 36 App, 143, 35 S. W. 988.

A conviction for rape on a female under the age of consent may be sustained on

her uncorroborated testimony. Rat.tles' v. State, 63 App. 147, 140 S. W. 783.
The girl's unsupported testimony is sufficient when there is no doubt as to its

reasonableness and probable truth. Logan v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 713.
The fact that the girl refused, until compelled to do so, to name any person as

guilty is ordinarily a strong circumstance in support of her testimony. Logan v:

State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 713.

34. -- Reasonable doubt.-See notes under art. 785, C. C. P.

35. -- Examination and impeachment of witnesses.-See notes under art.
3687, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.

36. Charge.-For charge held to be correct, see Washington v. State, 58 App,
345, 125 S. W. 917; Wade v. State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 246.

The court should instruct on the girl's age. when the evidence raises the issue.
Tate v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 781; Cowden v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 779.

When the evidence is conflicting as to consent, the jury should be instructed
carefully on the point. See an instruction applicable to the particular case, improp
erly refused. Clark v. State, 30 Tex. 448.

The charge need only comprise the law applicable to every legitimate deduction
which the jury may draw from the facts in evidence. Rogera v. State, 1 App. 188.

For charge subject to criticism, but, taken as a whole, not misleading, see Burk
v. State, 8 App. 336.

The charge should explain to the jury the statutory meaning "force," and
"threats," and "fraud," where the case demands it. Jones v. State, 10 App; 552;
Jenkins v, State, 1 App. 346.

The charge should not submit an issue not presented by the Indictment. Craig
v. State, 18 App, 321.

Where the indictment charged a rape by force, threats, and fraud, and there
was no allegation of the nonage of the female, but the evidence showed that she
was under age, and tended to show that she consented to the act, the court should
have instructed, at defendant's request, that the state must prove that she did not
consent to the act. Moore v. State, 20 App. 275.

The charge should be confined to the case made by the evidence. If the evi
dence shows the rape to have been committed by one or two of the several means,
viz.: force, threats, or fraud, but not by all three of the said means, it is error to
charge the jury upon all three of the said means. In other words, though the in
dictment should charge the three means, the charge of the court should be confined
to the means only that is proved by the evidence. Serio v. State, 22 App. 633, 3 S.
W. 784; Williams v. State, 1 App. 90, 28 Am. Rep. 399.

For charge held abstractly correct, but, in view of the evidence, erroneous in
that it did not direct an acquittal if the jury believed from the evidence that the
female consented to the sexual act, and was over the age of consent, see Taylor v.

State, 24 App. 299, 6, S. W. 42.
For charge held erroneous, because it rested the defendant's right to acquittal

upon a hypothesis eliminated by the proof, see Taylor v. State, 24 App, 299, 6 S.
W.42.

Charge held erroneous in that, under the proof, it failed to Instruct the jury
that defendant should be acquitted of assault to rape or aggravated assault if the
female was not under the age of consent and consented to the act of the defendant.
Taylor v. State, 24 App. 299, 6 S. W. 42.

Upon requisites of the charge of the court in rape cases, see Johnson v. State,
27 App. 163, 11 S. W. 106; Mooney v. State, 29 App, 257, 15 S. W. 724; Rodgers v,

State, 30 App. 510, 17 S. W. 1077.
On a trial for rape the question whether the prosecutrix has been corroborated

is one of fact, and should not be given in charge. Gonzales v. State, 32 App, 611,
25 S. W. 781.

Where indictment charged in one count rape by force and fraud, and in another
rape of a woman so mentally diseased as to have no will, etc., and prosecutrix tes
tified that she kicked and fought defendant, it was error for the court to confine his
charge to the second count. Thompson v. State, 33 App, 472, 26 S. W. 987.

Special charge as to defendant's testimony properly refused, see Russell v: State,
33 App. 424, 26 S. W. 990.

For charge held sufficient, see Gonzales v. State (Cr. App.) 31 s. W. 371.
The prosecutrix, a child, testified to the act; held, that the defendant was not

entitled to a charge on circumstantial evidence. Allen v . State, 36. App, 381, 37 S.
W.429.

For a charge held to contain all the constituent elements of the offense, see

Pettiway v. State (Cr. App.) 37 s. W. 860.
Charge on facts testified to by defendant; held, erroneous. Shell v. State (Cr.

App.) 38 s. W. 207.
Where defendant testified, that he was not present when others, with whom

he is charged to have been in conspiracy, committed the rape, but afterwards had
intercourse with prosecutrix with her consent, this issue should have been sub
mitted to jury. Segrest v. State (Cr. App.) 57 s. W. 845.

A charge held erroneous in using the word "crime," since it might have con

veyed the impression that the court believed the offense had been committed. Pet
tus v. State, 58 App, 546, 126 S. W. 868, 137 Am. St. Rep. 978.

For charge held erroneous, see Pettus v. State, 58 App. 546, 126 S. W. 868, 137
Am. St. Rep. 978. -

A charge requiring the jury to find the age of the prosecutrix is not erroneous,
though her age is not contested. Cain v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 147.

Charge held to properly submit issue of age of the girl, there being no evidence
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of mistake of fact as excusing defendant. Martin v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W.
579.

Refusal to charge that consent would be presumed held proper. Burge v. State

(Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 63.
It is not necessary for the court to group the facts tending to show the girl was

over 15 years. Hamilton v. State (Gr. App.) 168 s. W. 536.
Where the court submitted the case based on force alone, error in a charge

defining rape as defined by the code was not reversible. Calyon v. State (Cr. App.)
174 s. W. 591.

37. Improper argument of prosecuting attorney.-See notes under art. 724, C.
C. P.

38. Verdict.-See C. C. P. art. 763 et seq., and notes. .

The court submitted to the jury "rape and assault with intent to rape." The

verdict of the jUry was, "We the jury find defendant guilty as charged in the in
dictment and assess his punishment at confinement in the penitentiary for fifty
years;" held, this was evidently a finding that defendant was guilty of rape. Mc
Gee and Fuller v. State, 39 App, 190, 45 S. W. 709.

38. New trial.-See arts. 835-846, C. C. P. and notes.

40. Civil liabillty.-The fact that the woman yielded will not defeat a civil ac

tion for assault and battery. Altman v. Eckerman (Civ. App.) 132 S. W. 523.

Art. 1064. [634] Definition of "force."-The definition of

"force," as applicable to assault and battery, applies also to the
crime of rape, and it must have been such as might reasonably be

supposed sufficient to overcome resistance, taking into considera
tion the relative strength of the parties, and other circumstances 01
the case.

Force as element of offense.-There must be something more than the want of

consent on the part of the woman; there must be a resistance made by her. The
whole subject of resistance is referable to the question of the consent of the female.
A feigned resistance would not show want of consent, while an unfeigned, positive
resistance would; Jenkins v. State, 1 App. 346; Anschicks v. State, 6 App. 524;
Walton v. State, 29 App, 163, 15 S. W. 646; Mooney v. State, 29 App. 257, 15 S. W.

724; Rhea v. State, 30 App. 483, 17 S. W. 931.
It is such force as might be reasonably supposed sufficient to overcome resist

ance, taking into consideration the relative strength of the parties and other cir
cumstances in the case. Jones v: State, 10 App. 552; Saddler v. State, 12 App.
194; Favors v. State, 20 App. 155; Hernandez v. State, Id. 15; Sharp v. State, 15
App. 171; Pas'Smore v. State, 29 App, 241, 15 S. W. 286; Brown v. State, 27 App.
330, 11 S. W. 412; Walton v . State, 29 App, 163, 15 S. W. 646, and authorities cited;
Price v. State, 36 App, 143, 35 S. W. 988.

In determining upon the sufficiency of the' force used, the jury is authorized to
take into consideration threats made at the time of the commission of the offense.
Sharp v. State, 15 App, 171; Base v. State, 16 App. 62; Perez v. State, 50 App, 34,
94 S. W. 1036.

The word "force" does not refer to the mere muscular force necessarily exerted
by the male in the act of copulation; nevertheless, in estimating the efficiency of the
resistance made by the female, her mental capacity is a proper subject of inquiry
and consideration. Baldwin v. State, 15 App. 275.

The use of chloroform as a means comes within the meaning of fraud, and is
not force. Milton v. State, 23 App. 204, 4 S. W. 574.

In default of resistance by the female, consent is presumed. Mooney v. State,
29 App, 257, 15 S. W. 724.

It is error to refuse to charge that if defendant did not intend to have carnal
knowledg-e of prosecutrix if she restated, he should be found guilty of simple' as

sault. Porter v. State, 33 App, 385, 26 S. W. 626. See, also, Sanford v. State, 12
App, 196.

The force is that by which the dissenting woman is subjected to and put under
the power of the assailant so that he is able notwithstanding her opposition to have
intercourse with her. Cromeans v. State, 59 App. 611, 129 S. W. 1129.

-- Attempt to commit rape.-To constitute an attempt to commit rape there
must have been an intent to use such force as would constitute rape, or an assault
to commit rape, but the attempt to apply force must have failed so that it did not
amount to rape or an assault with intent to rape. Holloway' v. State, 54 App. 465,
113 S. W. 933. And, see, Fowler Y. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 576. See, also, art.
1070, post, and notes thereunder.

-- Female under age of consent.-Force is not an element of the offense when
committed on a child under the age of ten years. Rodgers v. State, 30 App, 510, 17
S. W. 1077; Alexander v. State, 58 App. 621, 127 S. W. 189; Cromeans v. State, 59
App. 611, 129 S. W. 1129; Ulmer v. State, 71 App. 579, 160 S. W. 1188.

See, also, notes under art. 1063, ante.

Evidence.-Evidence held to support conviction. Cole v. State, 57, App. 51, 123
S. W. 409, 136 Am. St. Rep. 973.

See Perez v. State, 50 App. 34, 94 S. W. 1036.

Charge.-The legal significance of "force" must be given, whether asked or not.
Jenkins v. State, 1 App. 346; Brown v. State, 27 App. 330, 11 S. W. 412.

Definition of "force" in charge, approved. Jones v. State, 10 App. 552; Favors
v. State, 20 App. 155. See Anschick v. State, 6 App. 524.

Where the evidence raised an issue as to consent the court should have charged
on force and resistance essential to be shown. Tyler v. State, 46 App, 10, 79 S. W.
558.
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A requested charge on the degree of resistance by the woman held erroneous.

Lemons v. State, 59 App, 299, 128 S. W. 416.
A requested charge on the effect of the woman's consent to violence exerted

against her held erroneous. Lemons v. State, 59 App, 299, 128 S. W. 416.
One charged with assault with intent to commit rape cannot complain of a

charge which substantially follows this definition of force. Conger v: State (Cr.
App.) 140 S. W. 1112.

Charge held correct. Conger v. State (Cr. App.) 140 S. W. 1112.
See, also, notes under arts. 735-743, C. C. P.

Art. 1065. [635] What "threat" sufficient.-The "threat" must

be such as might reasonably create a just fear of death, or great
bodily harm, in view of the relative condition of the parties as to

health, strength and all other circumstances of the case.

Cited, Fowler v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 576.

Threat as element of offense.-The threats used must be such as might rea

sonably create a just fear of death, or great bodily harm, in view of the relative
condition of the parties as to health, strength, and all other circumstances of the
case. Jones v. State, 10 App. 552.

Where both force and threats are alleged, in determining the sufficiency of the

force, or the effect of the threats proved, it is proper to consider the cogency which
the threats may have contributed to the force, and the intensifying influence which
the force may have imparted to the threats. Sharp v. State, 15" App. 17l.

As to the character and sufficiency of threats, see Reagan v. State, 28 App. 227,
12 S. W. 601, 19 Am. St. Rep. 833.

Evidence.-Evidence held to support conviction. 'Cole v. State, 57 App. 51, 123
S. W. 409, 136 Am. St. Rep. 973.

Charge.-See Jones v. State, 10 App, 552, and see notes under art. 1064, ante, and'
arts. 735-743, C. C. P.

Where the court submitted the case based on force alone, error in a charge,
defining rape as defined by arts. 1063, 1065, was not reversible. Calyon v. State
(Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 591.

Art. 1066. [636] "Fraud" defined.-The "fraud" must consist
in the use of some stratagem by which the woman is induced to
believe the offender is her husband, or in administering, without
her knowledge or consent, some substance producing unnatural
sexual desire or such stupor as prevents or weakens resistance,
and committing the offense while she is under the influence of such
substance. It is a presumption of law, which can not be rebutted
by testimony, that no consent was given under the circumstances
mentioned in this article.

Cited, Fowler v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 576.

Fraud as element of offense.-It is rape to have carnal knowledge of woman
who is asleep without her consent, when no more force is used than that involved'
in the act. Payne V:. State, 40 App. 203, 49 S. W. 604, 76 Am. St. Rep. 712.

That portion of this article with reference to the use of stratagem, protects mar
ried women only. Having carnal knowledge of a woman when she is asleep, is not
per se fraud within the meaning of the statute. To constitute the statutory fraud"
it must be the use of some stratagem by which the woman is induced to believe
that the offender is her husband. King v. State, 22 App. 650, 3 S. W. 342. The
use of chloroform as a means is fraud, and not force. Milton v. State, 23 App. 204,
4 S. W. 574.

"Stratagem" defined, and, held, that it must be such as to induce the woman to
believe the offender is her husband. Mooney v. State, 29 App. 257, 15 S. W. 724;
Franklin v. State, 34 App. 203, 29 S. W. 1088; Huffman v. State, 46 App. 428, 80 S_
W.625.

If the fraud is such as to cause the woman, whether legally married or unmar

ried, to give consent to the copulation, believing she is the wife of the man she is
copulating with, it is necessarily rape whether the woman be married or single.
Lee v. State, 44 App, '354, 72 S. W. 1008, 61 L. R. A. 904. And see Wilkerson v.

State, 60 App. 388, 131 S. W. 1108, Ann. Cas. 1912C, 126.
Deception and persuasion may sometimes be equivalent to the use of force in

obtaining sexual intercourse. Altman v. Eckerman (Civ. App.) 132 S. W. 523.

Charge.-See notes under art. 735, C. C. P.
,

For approved charges, see Melton v. State, 71 App. 130, 158 S. W. 550, and cases
cited.

Art. 1067. [637] Penetration only need be proved.-Penetra
tion only is necessary to be proved upon a trial for rape.

Penetration as element of offense.-Penetration as used in this article means,
that penetration, with or without emission, is only necessary to be proved. John�
son v. State, 27 App. 163, 11 S. W. 106.

Penetration is an element of rape and must be proved beyond a reasonable
doubt, though such penetration need not be of any particular depth. Johnson v.

State, 27 App. 163, 11 S. W. 106; Davis v. State, 43 Tex. 189; Rodgers v. State, So.
App. 510, 17 S. W. 1077.
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The word "penetration" is a limitation upon, and qualification of the meaning
-or the term "carnal knowledge;" and by "penetration only" this article means

merely to dispense with emission in the commission of rape. Lujano v. State, 32
App, 414, 24 S. W. 97.

Evidence.-Where the rape is upon a female under the age of ten years, the
testimony of medical experts should be had as to penetration, or its absence rea

sonably accounted for. Every source of knowledge as to this fact should, in such
-case, be explored. Davis v. State, 42 Tex. 226.

'

The fact of penetration must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt, but may be
-esta.blished by circumstantial evidence. Word v. State, 12 App. 175.

Evidence to prove penetration was held insufficient. Baldwin v. State, 15 App,
'275; Davis v. State, 43 Tex. 189.

Where the girl was examined about ten days after the offense, the physician's
testimony as to the fact of penetration was not so remote as to be inadmissible.
'Thompson v. State, 70 App. 610, 157 S. W. 494.

Testimony of the girl's mother that she examined her daughter's bloomers and
found them cut and also found "white stuff like the passage of a man" on them
was competent. Thompson v. State, 70 App. 610, 157 S. W. 494.

Testimony of the girl's mother that she found "the passage from him" on her

daughter's bloomers was incompetent. Thompson v. State, 70 App, 610, 157 S. W.
494.

Where penetration was testified to by the girl and admitted by appellant in his
conresslon, it was sufficiently proven. Mora v. State (Cr. App.) 167 s. W. 344.

Charge.-See Fitzgerald v. State, 20 App, 281.
The jury should be instructed, if asked, that penetration must be proved be

yond a reasonable doubt. Davis v. State, 43 Tex. 189.
In explaining "penetration," the charge should instruct the jury plainly, that

to constitute rape, the 'private parts of the female must have been penetrated by
the male member, or sexual organ of the man. But see this case for a charge
not so specific which was held to be sufficient. Burk v. State, 8 App, 336, and see,

also, Wilson v. State, 17 App. 525.
The court should instruct the jury that penetration should be proved beyond a

reasonable doubt. Word v. State, 12 App. 174.
For approved charge, see Rodgers v. State, 30 App. 510, 17 S. W. 1077.
Failure to charge this article if prejudicial at all would be prejudicial 'to the

state and defendant can not complain. Lujano v. State, 32 App. 414, 24 S. W. 97.
Where evidence of defendant himself saows an act of carnal intercourse, error

in charge on "penetration" is harmless. 'Ledbetter v. State, 33 App. 400, 26 S. W.
725.

'

When proof of penetration is positive, an instruction to the jury that pene
tration may be proven either by positive, or circumstantial evidence cannot injure
defendant. Belcher v, State, 39 App. 121, 44 S. W. 1106.

Where the evidence shows penetration, it is not error to refuse a request for a

finding whether there was an attempt to commit rape. Boyd v. State, 72 App. 521,
163 S. W. 67.

Art. 1068. [638] Defendant must be over fourteen.-No per
son under the age of fourteen, at the time the offense is charged
to have been committed, can be convicted of rape, or assault with
intent to commit the offense.

Indlctment.-Indictment need not charge that defendant was under fourteen
years of age at the time the offense was committed. If true, it was matter of
defense. Davis v. State, 42 Tex. 226; Word v. State, 12 App. 174; Cornelius v.

State, 13 App. 3490.

Burden of proof.-See notes under art. 52, ante.

Charge.-Where evidence tending to show that defendant was under fourteen
years of age .was very inconclusive, the court did not err in refusing to submit
that issue to the jury. Wilcox v. State, 33 App, 392, 26 S. W. 989.

Art. 1069. [639] Punishment.-Whoever shall be guilty of
rape shall be punished by death or by confinement in the peniten
tiary for life, or for any term of years not less than five, in the dis
cretion of the jury. [Act Nov. 10, 1886, p. 161.]

Cited, Murff v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 238.

Extent of punlshment.s+See Dove v. State, 36 App, 105, 35 S. W. 648.
Ninty-nine years in the penitentiary, held, not excessive punishment for rape

on a female 9 years old. Moore v. State, 49 App, 449, 96 S. W. 327.

Twenty years' imprisonment is not excessive punishment for forcibly raping a

child. Hutcherson v. State, �2 App. 1, 136 S. W. 53.
Where the jury fixed the punishment at 35 years, the sentence, in view of the

indeterminate law, must be' a sentence of imprisonment for not less than 5. years
nor more than 35 years. Douglass v. State (Cr. App.) 165 s. W. 933.

Nine years for intercourse with a girl under 15 is not excessive. Lafoon v.
State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 1168.

-- Mlnors.-See art. 35, ante, and notes.
The maximum punishment of death does not apply where accused is under 17

years. Munger v. State, 57 App. ,384, 122 S. W. 874.

Charge.-It is not error to charge that the jury may assess the punishment
at death or imprisonment for not less than five years, although the jurors were
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not asked whether they had conscientious scruples against punishment by death.
wragg v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 342.

A charge omitting to state that punishment may be by Imprtsonment for life is
erroneous, but in this case the error was harmless. Graham v. State (Cr. App.)
163 S. W. 726.

Evidence as to age.-See art. 52, ante, and notes.

Art. 1070. [640] Conviction may be had for "attempt."-If
it appear, on the trial of an indictment for rape, that the offense,
though not committed, was attempted by the use of any .of the
means spoken of in articles 1064, 1065 and 1066, but not such as to

bring the offense within the definition of an assault with intent to
commit rape, the jury may find the defendant guilty of an attempt
to commit the offense, and affix the punishment prescribed in ar

ticle 1029.
Attempt.-See art. 1029, and notes.
Attempt to rape is a distinct offense from rape or assaultfo rape, and may be

prosecuted and punished as such. Melton v. State, 24 App. 284, 6 S. W. 39, citing
Williams v. State, 1 App. 90, 28 Am. Rep. 399; Burney v. State, 21 App. 565, 1 S.
W. 458; Moore v. State, 20 App, 275; Milton v. State, 23 App. 204, 4 S. W. 574;
Taylor v. State, 22 App, 529, 3 S. W. 753, 58 Am. Rep. 656. And see Reagan v.

State, 28 App. 227, 12 S. W. 601, 19 Am. St. Rep. 833; Franklin v. State, 34 App,
203, 26 S. W. 1088; Holloway v. State, 54 App. 465, 113 S. W� 933; Shockley v.

State, 71 App. 475, 160 S. W. 452.
.

An attempt, in legal parlance, means an endeavor to accomplish a crime car

ried beyond mere preparation, but falling short of the ultimate design in any part
of it. Lovett v, State, 19 Tex. 174. See, also, Marthall v. State, 34 App. 22, 36
So. W. 10·62.

The age of the female is immaterial, and though she be under 15 years of age
force must be proven to convict under this article. Warren v. State, 38 App. 152,
41 S. W. 635.

The gravamen of the offense of attempting to rape a married woman by fraud
in personating her husband is the fraud, and it is not necessary that the woman
should believe the offender to be her husband. Franklin v. State, 34 App, 2O'3, 2�
S, W. 1088.

To convict under this article it must be shown that it was defendant's intent
to use the same force as would make him guilty of rape or of assault with intent
to rape, but that in the actual attempt carried beyond mere preparation, he fell
short of the requisite degree of force. McAdoo v. State, 35 App. 603, 34 S. W. 955,
60 Am. St. Rep. 61. See, also, Warren v. State, 38 App. 152, 41 S. W.. 635.

If the offense should fall within the definition of an assault with intent to
rape the defendant cannot be convicted of an attempt to rape. Waire v. State (Cr.
App.) 64 S. W. 1062.

The very definition under this article, excludes in an attempt to rape the ques
tion of assault. Taylor v. State, 44 App, 153, 69 S. W. 149.

An "attempt to rape" can be committed without an assault being made on the
person of the female, but, in an "assault to rape," an assault in one of the ways
defined by the Code is one of the constituent elements. Taff v. State (Cr. App.)
155 s. W. 214.

Assault with Intent to rape.-See art. 1029, ante, and notes.

Burglary with Intent to rape.-See arts. 1303, 1304, post, and notes.

Limit�tions.-See art. 226 et seq., C. C. P.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 479, 496.
.

See Franklin v. State, 34 App. 203, 29 S. W. 1088.
See, also, notes under art. 1029, ante.
A conviction for this offense can not be had under an indictment for an assault

with intent to rape. Brown v. State, 7 App, 56!); Williams v. State, 1 App. 90,
28 Am. Rep. 399; Burney v. State, 21 App. 565, 1 S. W� 458; Taylor v. State, 22
App. 529, 3 S. W. 753, 58 Am. Rep. 656; Milton v. State, 23 App. 204, 4 S. W. 574;
Shockley v. State, 71 App. 475, 160 S. W. 452.

It is not necessary to a conviction for attempt to rape that the indictment be
for rape. Reagan v. State, 28 App, 227, .12 S. W. 601, 19 Am. St. Rep. 833.

An indictment, alleging that accused unlawfully assaulted a female under the
age of 15 years and attempted to ravish her, does not charge an attempt to com

mit rape. Fowler v. State (Cr. App.) 148 H. W. 576.

Evldence.-Sufficiency of evidence, see Franklin v. State, 34 App, 203, 29 S. W.
1088; Bozeman v. State, 34 App. 50S, 31 S. W. 389.

Charge.-Where on a trial for rape the court, in its charge to the jury, made
the fact of defendant's guilt to depend upon their belief, beyond reasonable doubt,
that he had actually ravished and penetrated the injured female, held, that de
fendant could not be heard to complain that the court had omitted to charge the
law with regard to an attempt to commit rape. Massey v. State, 31 App. 371, 20
S. W. 758.

Where the evidence shows penetration, it is not error to refuse a request for
a finding whether there was an attempt to commit rape. Boyd v. State, 72 App,
521, 163 S. W. 67.
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CHAPTER NINE

OF ABORTION
Art.
1071. Definition and punishment.
1072. Furnishing the means-an ac

complice.
1073. Attempt at.

Art.
1074. In case of death, murder.
1075. Destroying unborn child.
1076. Not punishable when procured by

medical advice.

Article 1071. [641] Definition and punishment.-If any per
son shall designedly administer to a pregnant woman, or know
ingly procure to be administered, with her consent, any drug or

medicine, or shall use toward her any violence, or means whatever,
externally or internally applied, and shall thereby procure an abor
tion, he shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary not
less than two nor more than five years; if it be done without her
consent, the punishment shall be doubled.

By the term "abortion" is meant that the life of the fetus or

embryo shall be destroyed in the woman's womb, or that a prema
ture birth thereof be caused. [Amended, Act 1907, p. 55.]

1. Constitutionality.
2. Offense.
3. Principals and accomplices.
4. Indictment.
5. -- Different counts, duplicity,

and election.

6. Competency of wife as witness
against husband.

7 Evidence.
8. -- Opinion and expert testimony.
9. -- Impeachment of witnesses.

10. Charge.
11. Continuance.

is not unconstitutional as failing to suffl
Jackson v. State, 55 App. 79, 115 S'. W. 262,

1. Constitutlonallty.-This article
-elently define or describe the o.ffense.
131 Am. St. Rep. 792.

2. Offense.-Fingers inserted into the womb constitute an "instrument." Shaw
v. State (Cr. App.) 165 s. W. g30.

3. Principals and accompllces.-A completed abortion should be prosecuted
under this article only. If the attempt to commit abortion fails, accused should
be prosecuted under both, this and art. 10'73. Willingham v. State, 33 App. 98, 25
S. W. 424. And see Jackson v. State, 55 App, 79, 115 S. W. 266, 131 Am. St. Rep.
792.

Though the injured female consents, she is not an accomplice to the act of. abor
tion or attempt thereat. Will'ingham v. State, 33 App. 98, 25 S. W. 424, citing
Watson v. State, 9 App, 237; Shaw v. State, 165 S. W. 930. And see Miller v.

State, 37 App. 575, 40 S. W. 313; Hunter v. State, 38 App. 61, 41 S. W. 602; Gray
v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 337.

The female subject of abortion cannot be a principal. The party prescribing
and furnishing the means would be principal under this article. The party sup

plying the means on prescription with the knowledge that it was intended for
abortion, would be accomplice under art. 1072. Moore v. S·tate, 37 App, 552, 40
S. 'W. 287; Cave v. State, 33 App. 335, 26 S. W. 503. And see Fondren v. State
(Cr. ApD.) 169 s. W. 411.

Article 79 applies to this offense. Fondren v. State (Cr. App.) 169 s. W. 411.
See, also, notes under arts. 74, 99, ante.

4. Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms,' 498, 499.
See notes under arts. 447-487, C. C. P.
Indictment need not allege what drug or medicine was used, or more than that

it was a drug or medicine calculated to produce abortion. Watson v. State, 9

App. 237; Cave v. State, 33 App, 335, 26 S. W. 503.
When the indictment alleges that the abortion was produced by means of a

metalic instrument being introduced into the womb, the State must confine her
proof to the allegations, and should not be allowed to prove attempts made at
different times. King v. State, 35 App. 472, 34 S. W. 282.

Indictment held sufficient. Navarro v. State, 24 App. 378, 6 S. W. 542.
As to election between counts, see Moore v. State, 37 App. 552, 4(} S. W. 287.
Evidence of use of other instruments than that alleged, held, admissible.

Moore v. State, 37 App. 552, 40 S. W. 287. .

A request to instruct a verdict of not guilty for want of evidence that the
grand jury did not know the name of the instrument held properly refused. Link
v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 987.

An indictment charging one as an accomplice need not allege that the principal
knew the woman was pregnant. Fondren v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 411.

An indictment enlarged that accused did unlawfully and designedly make an as

sault on a pregnant woman, and, with the woman's consent used means calculated
to produce, and which did produce, an abortion on the woman, who was then preg
nant. Held that, as the term "abortion" generally means the premature delivery
or the fetus or a miscarriage, and the term "pregnancy" includes the entire time
from conception to delivery, the indictment charged the offense of abortion. Gray
•• State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 337.
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5. -- Different counts, duplicity, and electlon.-See art. 481, C. C. P.

6. Competency of wife as witness against husband.-See notes under C. C. P.,
art. 795.

7. Evidence.-It is competent to prove by the prosecutrix the means used, how
it affected her, and her suffering; but that defendant killed the child and came

near killing her, are matters of opinion. King v. State, 35 App, 472, 34 S. W. 282.
Where the indictment charge the use of instruments, evidence of two attempts:

is admissible. King v. State, 35 App. 472, 34 S. W. 282.
Evidence held sufficient to show that abortion resulted from the act of Idefend

ant committed thirty days before the abortion occurred. Moore v. State, 37 App.
552, 40 S. W. 287.

On evidence to pregnancy, see Link v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 987.
Evidence of prosecutrix that the man who took her to defendant, and who made

the arrangements to have the operation performed, was the author of her ruin and
the father of her child, was admissible. Shaw v. State (Cr. App.) 1,65 S. W. 930.

8. -- Opinion and expert testimony.-See notes under art. 783, C. C. P.

9. -- Impeachment of witnesses.-See notes under art. 3687, Vernon's Sayles'
Civ, St. 1914.

10. Charge.-See Reum v. State, 49 App. 125, 90 S. W. 1109. See, also, notes
under arts. 735-743, C. C. P.

A charge to acquit if the medicine either caused, or was calculated to cause,
the death of the fcetus, should not be given. Link v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 987.

It was not error to omit to define "assault," where the court stated in detail
what the jury would be required to find before they could convict. Link v. State
(Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 987.

11. Continuance.-See notes under art. 603, et seq. C. C. P.

Art. 1072. [642] Furnishing the means; an accomplice.-Any
person who furnishes the means for procuring an abortion, know

ing the purpose intended, is guilty as an accomplice.
Accomplices.-See notes under art. 1071, ante.
The woman's father testifying for the state, held to be an accomplice. Watson

v. State, 9 App. 237.
This article is not exclusive in defining accomplices, but article 79 applies, so

that one who advises, commands, or encourages another to commit the abortion,
is guilty. Fondren v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 411.

See, also, Willingham v. State, 33 App. 98, 25 S. W. 424; Moore v. State, 37
App. 552, 40 S. W. 287.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 500.

Art. 1073. [643] Attempt at.-If the means used 'shall fail
to produce an abortion, the offender is nevertheless guilty of an

attempt to produce abortion; provided, it be shown that such
means were calculated to produce that result, and shall be punished
by fine not less than one hundred nor more than one thousand dol
lars. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 172.]

Constltutlonality.-This article sufficiently defines the offense. .Jackson v. State,
65 App. 79, 115 S. W. 262, 131 Am. St. Rep. 792.

Offense.-Where an attempt to produce abortion fails of its purpose, the ac

cused should be prosecuted under both this and art. 1071. Willingham v. State, 33-
App, 98. 25 S. W. 424. .

For construction of this article, see Fretwell v. State, 43 App. 501, 67 S. W. 1021.

Accomplices.-See notes under art. 1071, ante.
Evidence held to show that the father of the Injured female was an accomplice.

Watson v. State, 9 App. 237.
Where the injured female testifies the court is not required to instruct on the

law of accomplice. Willingham v. State, 33 App. 98, 25 S. W. 424.
The injured female, though she consented to the attempt, is not an accomplice.

Hunter v. State, 38 App, 61, 41 S. W. 602.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 501.
Where indictment charges attempt by use of drug or medicine it is not neces

sary to allege what drug or medicine was administered. Watson v. State, 9 App.
237; Cave v, State, 33 App, 335, 26 S. W. 503.

Evldence.-On trial for attempt to produce an abortion, the evidence showed that
defendant had administered ergot; evidence of experts that ergot would under
certain circumstances produce an abortion is sufficient to support a conviction.
Hunter v. State, 38 App, 61, 41 S. W. 602. And further as to evidence, see Watson
v. State, 9 App. 237.

Art. 1074. [644] In case of death, murder.-If the death of
the mother is occasioned by an abortion so produced, or by an

attempt to effect the same, it is murder.
Constitutlonallty.-The statute suffiCiently defines the offense. Jackson v. State..

65 App. 79, 115 S. W. 262, 131 Am. St. Rep. 792.
Offense.-A homicide committed by procuring or attempting to procure an

abortion is not murder per se, the intent to kill must exist. Ex parte Fatheree.
34 App. 594, 31 S. W. 403.
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Evidence.-As to dying declarations, see art. 808, C. C. P., and notes.

Charge.-See Jackson v. State, 55 App, 79, 115 S. W. 262, 131 Am. St. Rep. 792,
and notes under art. 735, C. C. P. -

Art. 1075. [645] Destroying unborn child.-If any person
shall, during parturition of the mother, destroy the vitality or life
in a child, in a state of being born, and before actual birth, which
child would otherwise have been born alive, he shall be punished by
confinement in the penitentiary for life, or any period not less
than five years, at the discretion of the jury.

Offense.-'l'he child must be in a condition of being born alive and but for the
act of the accused the child would have been born alive. This offense differs from
infanticide, for in the latter the child must be born alive in order that its death
may be brought within the definition of that, offense. Hardin v. State, 52 App.
238, 106 S. W. 353.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 502.
The manner in which the vitality is destroyed must be alleged with reasonable

particularity; at mere allegation in the language of the statute will not suffice.
The indictment need not negative that the act was done under the advice of a

physician. State v. Rupe, 41 Tex. 33.

Art. 1076. [646] Not punishable when procured by medical
advice.-Nothing contained in

'

this chapter shall be deemed to

apply to the case. of an abortion procured or attempted to be
'procured by medical advice for the purpose of saving the life of
the mother.

CHAPTER TEN

ADMINISTERING POISONOUS AND INJURIOUS
POTIONS

Art.
1077. Poisoning food, well, etc.
1078. Causing another to inhale injuri

ous substances.

Art.
1079. Death within a year, murder.
1080. Malpractice punishable.

Article 1077. [647] Poisoning food, well, etc.-If any person
shall mingle or cause to be mingled any other noxious potion or

substance with any drink, food or medicine, with intent to kill or

injure any other person, or shall wilfully poison or cause to be
poisoned any spring, well, cistern or reservoir of water with such
intent, he shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary
110t less than two nor more than ten years.

Offense.-This article denounces two offenses: 1. Poisoning food, etc., with in
tent to kill or injure; and, 2. Wilfully poisoning any spring, etc. An indictment for
the first need not allege that the act was "wilfully" done, but such allegation would
be essential in charging the second offense. Davis v. State, 4 App. 456. This of
fense is not to be treated as an assault with intent to murder, or as any other
kind of an assault, although if death ensues the offense will.be murder. Garnet v.

.State, 1 App. 605, 28 Am. Rep. 425.
"The intent to kill" or "the intent to injure" are made to stand in lieu of and

must be proven just as malice aforethought under the general law, which means

nothing more nor less than the taking' of human life with the intention to do so,
or when death results from an intention to do serious bodily harm. Rupe v. State, V42 App. 477, 61 S. W. 933.

This artiCTe defines an offense as it now stands, whether or not the word
"'other" as it appears in the article is rejected. Runnels v. State, 45 App. 446, 77
s. W. 460.

For one to be guilty he must have the intent to injure in dotng the acts de
nounced and the administering or use by the intended victim must be unknown to
the party taking or using the poisonous matters, or the party causing the injury
must do it by some personal act to the party sought to be injured. If the re

ceiving party knows of the deadly character of the poison, takes and swallows it,
the party giving it is not guilty. Sanders v. State, 54 App, 101, 112 S. W. 69, 22
L. R. A. (N. S.) 243. See, also, Grace v. State, 44 App. 193, 69 S. W. 53().

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 503, 504, 512.
This article defines two distinct offenses. Indictment for the first need not,

as it must in the second, charge that the act was "wilfully" done. Davis v. State,
� App. 456.

Evldence.-8ee Ellington v. State, 48 App. 160, 87 S. W. 153.
"In cases of murder by poison it is not essential to conviction that a chemical

analysis of the stomach of the deceased should have been made in order to ascer

.ta.in whether or not death was caused by poison, if death by poison was clear-ly
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and satisfactorily proved by other evidence." Johnson v. State, 29 App. 150, 15 S.
W. 647. And see, also, Roe v. State, 25 App. 33, 8 S. W. 4.63; Johnson v. State,
30 App. 419. 17 S. W. 1070, 28 Am. St. Rep. 930.

Charge.-Indictment being drawn under the provisions of this and art. 1079,
post, Which require that the defendant "mingle" or cause to be mingled the po
tion, with intent, etc., charge that he gave the deceased arid caused him to swal
low the drink in which the potion was mingled, was error. Brooks v. State, 42

App. 347, 60 S. W. 53.

Art. 1078. [648] Causing another to inhale injurious sub
stances.-If any person shall, with intent to injure, cause anoth
er person to inhale or swallow any substance injurious to health or

any of the functions of the body, or, if such substance was ad
ministered with intent to kill, he shall be punished by confinement
in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than five years. [Act
Feb. 12, 1858, p. 172.]

Murder by causing inhalation of polson.-See art. 1078, post.
Indlctment.-Willson's Gr. Forms, 505, 513.

Art. 1079. [649] Death within a year, murder.-If by reason

of the commission of the offenses named in the two preceding
articles, the death of a person be €aused within one year, the of
fender shall be deemed guilty of murder and be punished accord-
ingly. .

Offenses and procedure.-See notes to art. 1077, ante.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 511-513, 516.
.

Art. 1080. [650] Malpractice punishable.c=If any person en

gaged in the practice of medicine and claiming to be a physician,
shall, by the use of any noxious substance, administered in a gross
ly ignorant manner, produce death, or other great bodily injury,
he shall be punished for the offense as any other person would be
who had given such substance, knowing it to be injurious and in
tending to kill or injure.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 506.

CHAPTER ELEVEN·

OF HOMICIDE
Art.
1081. Definition.
1082. Destruction of life must be com

plete.
1083. Gross negligence, etc., refers to

acts of others.

Art. •

1084. Body of deceased must be found.
1085. Persons killed must be in exist-

ence.

1086. Produced by words, etc.

Article 1081. [651] Definition.-"Homicide" is the destruction
of the life of one human being by the act, agency, procurement or

culpable omission of another.
Homlclde.-See notes under arts. 1082, 1083.
As appertaining to this article, see Hart v. State, 15 App. 202, 49 Am. Rep. 188;

Treadwell v. State, 16 App. '560.
.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 508.
Char-ge.-See notes under art. 1082, post.
A charge using the expression "the destruction of the life of one person" in

stead of the statutory expression "the destruction of the life of one human being;"
is not objectionable. Jefferson v. State, 71 App. 120, 158 S. W. 520.

Insanity and Intoxication.-See arts. 39-41.

Principals, accomplices and accessorles.-See notes to arts. 74-91, ante.

Art. 1082. [652] Destruction of life must be complete.-The
destruction of life must be complete by such act, agency, procure
ment or omission; but, although the injury which caused death
might not under other circumstances have proved fatal, yet, if such
injury be the cause of death, without its appearing that there has
been any gross neglect or manifestly improper treatment of the
person injured, it is homicide.

Homlclde.-This and the preceding article combine a more specifiC definition of
"homicide" than that inherited from the common law. Under our system, -the de-
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structiQn Qf life must not only be complete, but itl must be complete by the act,
agency, procurement or omtssion or the defendant. Morgan v. State, 16 App. 593.

FQr -a construction ot the first clause or the second sentence or this article, and
for an exposition or the pr-inclple, see the deciding opinton of WillSQn, J., Morgan
v. State, 16 App, 593, and note that on the questlon, Williams v. State, 2 App.
271, and Powell v. State, 13 App. 244, appear to be overruled.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 508.

Charge.-Only in case there should be evidence tending to raise the issue that
deceased may have died rrom some other cause than the infliction of the wound
would the oourt be required to charge specifically on this' subject. Outley v, State

(Cr. App.) 99 s. W. 96; Smith v. State, 33 Ap'P. 513, 27 S. W. 137; Wood v. State,
31 App. 571, 21 S. W. 602.

Where the facts warrant it, an affirmative charge should be given to the effect
that if the wound was not necessarily of a fatal character, and would not of itself
have caused death, but that deceased died from blood poisoning superinduced ei
ther by grQSS neglect or manifestly Improper treatment by deceased or those in at
tendance upon him, defendant would not be responalble ror his death. JQhnson v.

State, 43 App. 283, 65 S. W. 93, 94; Armsworthv v. State, 48 App, 413, 88 S. W.
215.

Where the court has given a proper charge in accordance with this article, it is
not proper for him to give a requested charge to the effect that if the deceased
was shot, but the wound thereby inflicted was not necessarily fatal and the wound
ed party 'was suffering rrom Qr afflicted with a disease not connected with or su

perinduced by the. shot and died therefrom, then the appellant should be acquit
ted. If the deceased would have shor-tly died rrom Bright's disease and it was an

incurable malady, yet if appellant's shot assisted in bringing about the death he
would be guilty or the homicide. Gardner v. 'State, 44 App. 572, 73 S. W. 14.

When the deceased lived 18 days after receiving the wound but the evidence
shQWS that the wound caused his death the courb need not charge this article. La
hue V. State, 51 App. 159, 101 S. W. 1011.

Where the evidence shows that the wound was not necessarily fatal, and that
death might have ensued from deceased's neglect to have the wound treated, the
court should charge this and the preceding article, and apply them to the facts of
the case. NQble v. State, 54 App. 436, 113 S. W. 282, 22 L. R. A. (N. S.) 841.

The court, after defining homicide, charged that, though the injury which
caused death might not, under other circumstances, have proved fatal, if it be the
cause of death, without gross neglect or Improper treatment by some other person,
such as a physiclan, nurse, or other attendant, it would be homlctde; and, if some

one cut deceased and inflicted a wound, not' in itself! necessarily mortal, and it
produced peritonitis or any other effect resulting in his death, the party inflicting
the injury would be as guilty as if the wound of itself would inevitably' lead to
death. Held that, while correct as far as it went, the charge was not sufficient to
present fully an issue as to' whether improper- treatment brought about peritonitis
which resulted fatally, and accused was entitled to' a requested Instructton that,
if death was brought about by improper treatment or gross neglect of the physi
cians, he would not be guilty. McMillan v. State, 58 App. 525, 126 S. W. 875.

Instructions that if accused inflicted wounds not necessarily fatal, but from the
effects of which decedent died. accused was guilty of some degree of homicide un

less decedent died rrom her own gross neglect, such as failure to obey tnstructtone
of her attending physician, but that if she was guilty of such gross neglect, and
the neglect operating with the wounds, caused her death, which would not prob
ably have resulted but for such neglect or if the jury had a reasonable doubt as to
whether such were the facts, accused should be acquitted of any degree of homl
cide, etc., sufficiently p,resented an issue whether decedent's death was caused by
her walking around, whereas the physician had told her to remain in bed. Pettis
v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 790.

Where decedent's attending physician testified that the wound inflicted by ac

cused was not necessarily fatal, that decedent's life might have been saved by an

operatton which the witness desir-ed to perform, but was! forbldden to' do so by
decedent's mother, who had him in charge, and that she administered to' him cer

tain medicine which was detrimental and which witness told her not to give, en
titled accused to' a charge Qn negligence and improper treatment by others. Mas
ters v. State, 71 App. 608, 16(} S. W. 693.

In a prosecution for homicide, where it was shown that shortly after he was

shot, deceased was taken to a nearby house; that unsuccessful efforts were made
to secure a doctor: that next day deceased was removed to a town where he was
attended by a physician, but died shortly thereafter, and the doctor testified that
the wound which extended from the upper left side through the lungs, liver, and
intestines and lodged in the right hip was necessarily fatal-the court properly re
fused to' Instruct on the issue of negligence and grQSS mistreatment as the cause
of death. Francis v. State (Cr. App.) 179. s. W. 779.

Death within a year and a day.-See notes under art. 228, ante.

Art. 1083. [653] Gross negligence, etc., refers to acts .of oth
ers.-The foregoing article, in what is said of gross neglect or im
proper. treatment, has reference to the acts of. some person other
than him who inflicts the first injury, as of the physician, nurse or

other attendant. If the person inflicting the injury, which makes it
necessary to call aid in preserving the life of the person injured.
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shall wilfully fail or neglect to call such aid, he shall be deemed
equally guilty, as if the injury were one which would inevitably lead
to death.

See notes to art. 1082, ante.

Negligence and improper treatment.-The fact that the family of the deceased
was present when the wound was inflicted, does not relieve the person inflicting
the wound from furnishing aid to the injured party. Williams v. State, 2 App, 271.

In defining homicide, the Code is more specific than the common law. The
common law defines it, as the "killing of any human creature," the "killing of a

man by a man." The C'ode defines it as the destruction of the life of one human
being by the act, agency, procurement, or omission of another, and still further,
it requires that the destruction of life must be complete by such act, agency,
etc. The words "but although the injury which caused death might not under
other circumstances have proved fatal," used in article 1082, refer to and! mean
all injuries which are not of themselves inevitably fatal, or which are not inflict
ed under circumstancesl which render them inevitably fatal. In other words, all
injuries, which under the circumstances of the particular case, are not necessarily
fatal, but which may cause death. An injury which must cause death under any
state of circumstances, such as the severance of the head from the body, the sev

erance of the carotid artery, or the breaking of the neck, would not come within
the meaning of the words quoted. For injuries of this character no legislation is
required, because they can not be affected by either care or negligence, skillful or

unskillful treatment. They produce death in spite of any human aid. But if the
injury be such that death is not a certain result thereof, if it be such that human
aid and skill may prevent a fatal termrna.tton, then it! is such an injury as the
words quoted refer to. At common law the neglect or improper treatment must
produce the death in order to relieve the person who inflicted the original injury
of the homicide. But the preceding articles of the Code do not require that the
neglect or improper treatment should cause the death, either in whole or in part.
If there be gross neglect, or manifestly improper treatment, either in preventing,
or in aiding the fatal effects of the injury, the death of the injured person is not
homicide by the party who inflicted the original injury. Gross neglect and im
proper treatment are not only such as produce the destruction of life, but such
also as allow, suffer, or perm.it it. The preceding articles, therefore, undoubtedly
change the rule of the common law, the theory of which is, that he who caused
the first injury should be held guilty of the homicide. The cases of Williams v.

State, 2 App, 271, and Powell v. State, 13 App, 244, which declare the common law
rule, are virtually overruled upon this point. Morgan v. State, 16 App, 593.

.

If the party who inflicted the injury willfully fails to furnish necessary. aid, and
the injured person dies from the injury, the injury is regarded as inevitably fatal,
and no question as to neglect or improper treatment by others can in such case

arise as a matter of defense. Morgan v. State, 16 App. 593.
Deceased cannot be charged with neglect or grossly Improper treatment where

he refuses to allow his leg to be amputated. Franklin v. State, 41 App. 21, 51 S.
W.952.

If one illegally shoots another or inflicts upon him an injury that might not be
fatal, and yet of his malice fails to call aid, and the injured party dies, the killing
might be imputed to him; but in any event the failure to call aid must be will
ful, that is with legal malice and evil intent. Ware v. State, 41 App, 415, 55 S.
W.·344.

Charge.-The following charge was held to be correct: "Homicide is the de
struction of the life of one human being by the act, procurement, or culpable omis
sion of another. The destruction of life must be complete by such act or agency.
But, although the injury which caused death might not, under other circumstanc
es, have proved fatal, yet, if such injury be the cause of death, without its ap
p.earing that there has been any great neglect, or manifest improper treatment by
some other person, such as a physician, nurse, or other attendant, it would be
homicide; and if the jury are satisfied, from the evidence, that some one shot the
deceased, and inflicted upon him a wound, which was not in itself necessarily
mortal, and that the wound inflicted produced blood poisoning, or any other effect
which 'would result in the death of the deceased, the party inflicting the injury
would be as guilty as if the wound would of itself inevitably lead to death." Hart
v. State, 15 App. 202, 49 Am. Rep. 188. See this subject fully discussed in Mor
gan v. State, 16 App, 593.

For facts under which the court, properly charging this article, should, in con
nection therewith, have submitted articles 1147 and 1150, and in connection with
these last named articles, have submitted manslaughter and aggravated assault,
see Lee v. State, 44 App. 460, 72 S. W. 195.

Indlctme.nt.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 508.

Art. 1084. [654] Body of deceased must be found.-No person
shall be convicted of any grade of homicide, unless the body of the
deceased, or portions of it, are found and sufficiently identified to
establish the fact of the death of the person charged to have been
killed. [Act March 8, 1887, p. 4.]

See notes under art. 1140, post.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 508.
Evidence of corpus delicti.-In prosecutions for murder, the state must estab

lish clearly and satisfactorily the corpus delicti. The corpus delicti consists of two
things: (1) a criminal act; and (2), the defendant's agency in the commission of
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such act. In homicide, in order to establish the corpus delicti it must be proved �

(1) the death of the party alleged to .be dead, and that the death was produced
by the criminal act of some one other than the deceased, and was not the result
of accident or natural cause; and (2), that the defendant committed the act which
caused the death. The corpus delicti may be established by circumstantial evi
dence. but the fact of the death of the party alleged to have been killed, and that
his death was caused by criminal agency, must be clearly shown, and a confession
of the defendant is not of itself sufficient proof of this part of the corpus deUcti.
Special care should be exercised as to this part of the corpus delicti, and there
should be no conviction except where this part of the case is proved with partic
ular clearness and certainty. Lovelady v. State, 14 App, 545. And see Id., 17
App. 286. Walker v. State, 14 App. 609; Willson v. State, 41 Tex. 320, Id., 43 Tex.
472; Gay v. State, 40 App. 242, 49 S. W. 612, citing Kugadt v. State, 38 App. 681,
44 S. W. 989; Gay v. State, 42 App. 450, 60 S. W. 771; Conde v. State, 35 App. 98.
34 S. W. 286, 60 Am. St. Rep. 22; Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 65 S. W. 1060; Lott
v. State, 60 App, 162, 131 S. W. 553.

See, also, Steagald v. State, 24 App. 207, 5 S. W. 853; Shulze v. State, 28-
App. 316, 12 S. W. 10'84; Puryear v. State, 28 App. 74, 11 S. W. 929; Morris v. State,
SO App, 95, 16 S. W. 757.

'

-- Admissibility of evldence.-It is competent to show the cause of a death
without the aid of expert witnesses, even in a case where death did not ensue im
mediately after the infliction of the wound. Experts may give their opinions as

to the cause of the death. Smith V. State, 43 Tex. 643; Powell v. State, 13 App.
244. See, also, McMillan v. State (Cr. App.) 165 s. W. 576.
-- Sufficiency of proof of corpus delicti In general.-Evidence held sufficient

to establish the corpus delicti. Lucas v. State (Cr. App.) 155 s. W. 527; Shulze
V. State, 28 App. 316, 12 S. W. 1084; Davis v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 1161.

Evidence held insufficient, on a trial for infanticide, to establish the corpus
delicti. Harris v. State, 30 App, 549, 17 S. W. 1110. And see Harris v, State, 28-
ApIA 308, 12 S. W. 1102, 19' Am. St. Rep. 837. And see, also, Jackson v. State, 29'
App. 459; 16 S. W. 247; Southern v. State, 57 App, 188, 122 S. W. 259.

For cases and evidence bearing upon the question as to whether the death was

caused by the criminal act or agency of another person than the deceased see Oli
vares v. State, 23 App. 305, 4 S. W. 903; Treadwell v. State, 16 App, 560; Heacock
v. State, 13 App, 97; Spear v. State, 16 App. 9;8; Scott v. State, 23 App, 521, f).
S. W. 142; Lucas v. State, 19 App. 79; Johnson v. State, 20 App, 178.

The corpus delicti must be proven with greater certainty than a mere prob
ability or strong suspicion. Clifton v, State, 39 App, 619, 47 S. W. 642.

The state is bound to prove the corpus delicti, and the amount of proof of iden
tification cannot be complained of. McCue v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 281.
-- Circumstantial evidence.-Where criminating facts are fully proven the

conviction will not be set 'aside because the evidence is circumstantial. Wilkins
v. State, 35 App. 525, 34 S. W. 627; Wilson v. State, 39 App, 365, 46 S. W. 251;
Gossett v. State, 57 App. 43, 123 S. W. 428.

In a prosecution for killing a newborn child, evidence held to sustain a finding
that the child's head was mashed in and its neck broken. Jones v. State, 63 App.
494, 141 S. W. 953.
-- Confession or testimony of accused.s--tf'he uncorroborated testimony of the

defendant is not sufficient of itself to establish the corpus delicti, nor to support
a conviction. Willard v. State, 27 App. 386, 11 S. W. 453, 11 Am. St. Rep. 197;
Harris v. State, 28 App. 308, 12 'So W. 1102, 19 Am. St. Rep. 837; Jackson V. State,
29 App. 459, 16 S. W. 247.

The confession of defendant, together with circumstances tending to show his
guilt, is sufficient to prove or establtsh the corpus delicti. Mathews V. State, 39
App. 553, 47 S. W. 647, 48 S. W. 189.

Where, in a prosecution fop infanticide, there was no proof other than de
fendant's confession that the child came to its death by any act of hers, except,
perhaps, by her abandonment thereof, and no examination of its lungs had been
made to' determine whether in fact the child had ever lived, the proof of the cor

pus delicti was insufficient to sustain a conviction, under the 'rule that the corpus
delicti must be proved independent of defendant's 'confession. Ellison V. State,
59 App. 3, 127 S. W. 542.

A confession will not sustain a conviction of homicide unless it is shown that
decedent has been killed and that the killing was criminally caused by accused's
act or agency. LoU V. State, 60 App. 162, 131 S. W. 553.

An extrajudicial confession standing alone is not sufficient proof of the corpus
delicti, but is sufficient if there be such extrinsic corroborative circumstances as

will, taken with the confession, produce conviction in the minds of the jury beyond
a reasonable doubt. Lott V. State, 60 App. 162, 131 S. W. 553.

The corpus delicti need not be proved independently of confessions which may
be taken in connection with circumstantial evidence to determine that fact. Lott
V. State, 60 App. 162, 131 S. W. 553.

See,. also, Anderson V. State, 34 App, 546, 31 S. W. 673, 53 Am. St. Rep. 722;
Hunter v. State, 34 App, 599, 31 S. W. 674.

-- Finding of dead body and identification thereof.-The old article read as
follows: "N0 person shall be convicted of any grade of homicide unless the body
of the deceased, or portions of it, are found and sufficiently identified to establish
the fact of killing."

This article was amended so as to avoid an important question which might have
arisen, that is, did it not require, not only that the body of the deceased, or por
tions of it, should be identifie-d as that of the alleged murdered party, but also
that it should be so identified as to establish the fact of killing; that is, that the
body, or portions of it, found and identified, should exhibit evidence sufficient to
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prove that the individual had been killed, that is, that the death was produced by
violence and not by natural causes. Walker v. State, 14 App, 609. Under the article
as amended this question can not arise.

.

Where a party has disappeared and portions of a human body are found, after
the admission of testimony concerning his disappearance the court should guard
the jury against using the circumstances of the disappearance in identifying the
remains found as those of the alleged murdered man. Gay v. State, 42 App. 450,
60 S: W. 771. It is only required that such proof be of a legal character and suffi
cient to clearly establish the death of the party alleged to have been killed. It
need not be positive, and if circumstantial, all that is required is that it sufftcierrtly
identifies the remains, or portions thereof, as those of deceased. Gay v. State, 40
App. 242, 49 S. W. 612, citing Taylor v. State, 35 Tex. 97; Wilson v. State, 41 Tex.
320; s, c., 43 Tex. 472; Brown v. State, 1 App. 154; Jackson v. Sltate, 29 App, 458,
16 S. W. 247; Gay v. State, 42 App. 450, 6Q S. W. 771; McCue v. State (Cr. App.)
170 s. W. 280.

The body may be identified by the best evidence attainable, and its identification
by positive testimony is not indispensable. Taylor v. State, 35 Tex. 97.

A witness unskilled in anatomy ought not to be permitted to testify as to the
sex of a skeleton, but experts should be called to testify upon that question. Wil
son v. State, 41 Tex. 320.

For the purpose of identifying the dead body or the portions thereof found, as

the remains of the person alleged to have been kflled, it is competent to identify
clothing and other articles found upon, with, or near to such remains, as the prop
erty of the alleged deceased person. Campbell v. State, 8 App. 84; Early v. State,
9 App, 476; McCue v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 280.

It is indispensable that a dead body, or portions of a dead body, be found, and
be clearly proved to be the body, or portions of the body of the person alleged to
have been killed. Walker v. State, 14 App, 609.

For instances of identification and attempted identification of remains, see Scott
v. State, 23 App; 521, 5 S. W. 142; Lightfoot v, State, 2()i App. 77; Hung Ah Hang
v. State, 18 App, 675; Spear v. State, 16 App, 98; Lum v. State, 11 App, 483; Ham
by v. State, 36 Tex. 523.

Eyewitness testlmony.-See notes to C. C. P. art. 717.

Charge.-This article is a rule of evidence and limitation on the quantum of
proof, and need not be charged to the jury. Southern v. State, 60 App. 578, 132 S.
W.778.

For correct charge, see Southern v, State, 60 App. 578, 132 S. W. 778.

Art. 1085. [655] Person killed must be in existence.-The per
son upon whom the homicide is alleged to have been committed
must be in existence by actual birth. It is homicide, however, to

destroy human life actually in existence, however frail such exist
ence may be, or however near extinction from other causes.

Chlld.-An infant can not be the subject of homicide until its complete expul
sion, alive, from its mother. See this case held insufficient to prove the existence
of the alleged murdered infant. Wallace v. State, 10 App, 255; see, also, Sheppard
v. State, 17 App, 74; Harris v. Slate, 28 App, 308, 12 S. W. 1102, 19 Am. St. Rep.
837; Harris v. State, 30 App. 549, 17 S. W. 1110; Josef v. State, 34 App. 446, 30 S.
W.I067.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 508.
Indictment sufficiently alleged the "infant child of E. S., said child being with

out name." Puryer v. StatEl, 28 App, 74, 11 S. W. 929.

Art. 1086. [656] Produced by words.-Although it is neces

sary to constitute homicide that it shall result from some act of the
party accused, yet, if words be used which are reasonably calculated
to produce and do produce an act which is the immediate cause of
death, it is homicide; as, for example, if a blind man, a stranger, a

child, or a person of unsound mind, be directed by words to a preci
pice or other dangerous place where he falls and is killed; or if one

be directed to take any article of medicine, food or drink, known to
be poisonous and which does produce a fatal effect; in these and
like cases, the person so operating upon the mind or conduct of the
person injured shall be deemed guilty of homicide.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 508.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

OF JUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE
Art.
1087. When justifiable.

1. OF A PUBLIC ENEMY

108'8. Killing a public enemy.
1089. But not by poison.
1090. Nor a deserter, prisoner, etc.

2. OF A CONVICT

1091. Execution of convict.

3. BY OFFICERS IN THE PER
FORMANCE OF A DUTY, AND
BY OTHER PERSONS UNDER
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES

1092. By officer in execution of lawful
order.

1093. Even though the order is errone-
ous.

1094. Qualification of the foregoing.
1095. Order may be written or verbal.
1096. Written orders include what.

Art.
1097. Verbal order justifies only in fel

ony.
1098. Persons aiding officer justified.
1099. Persons aiding escape may also

be killed.
1100. Federal officers included.
1101. In suppressing riots.
1102. In adultery.
1103. But not in connivance.

4. IN DEFENSE OF PERSON OR
PROPERTY

1104. In defense of person and prop-
erty.

1105. In preventing other felonies.
1106. Presumption from use of weapon.
1107. In protecting person or property

from other attacks.
1108. Retreat not necessary.
1109. Requisites of the attack.
1110. Circumstances justifying in de

fense of property.

Article 1087. [657] When justifiable.-Homicide is justifi
ble in the cases enumerated in the succeeding articles of this chap
ter.

1. OF A PUBLIC ENEMY
Art. 1088. [658] Killing a public enemy.-It is lawful to kill a

public enemy, not only in the prosecution of war, but when he may
be il) the act of hostile invasion or occupation of any part of the state.
A public enemy is any person acting under the authority or enlisted
in the service of any government at war with this state or with the
United States. Persons belonging to hostile tribes of Indians, who
habitually commit depredations upon the lives or property of in
habitants of this state, and all persons acting with such tribes are

public enemies, and this whether found in the act of committing
such depredations or under circumstances which sufficiently show
an intention so to do.

Art. 1089. [659] But not by poison.-Homicide of a public en

emy by poison or the use of poisoned weapons is not justifiable.
Art. 1090. [660] Nor a deserter, prisoner, etc.-Homicide of

a public enemy who is a deserter or prisoner of war, or the bearer
of a flag of truce, is not justifiable.

2. OF A CONVICT
Art. 1091. [661] Execution of a convict.-The execution of a

convict for a capital offense, by a legally qualified officer, under the
warrant of a court of competent jurisdiction, is justifiable when the
same takes place in the manner authorized by law and directed by
warrant.

3. By OFFICERS IN 'THE PERFORMANCE OF A DUTY, AND BY OTHER
PERSONS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES

Art. 1092. [662] By officer in execution of lawful order.
Homicide by an officer in the execution of the lawful orders of
magistrates and courts is justifiable when he is violently resisted
and has just ground to fear danger to his own life in executing the
order.

Homicide by officers.-An officer's right of self-defense is limited to danger or

apparent danger to his own life, and he is not authorized to slay a party to rescue
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a pri"soner, or a prisoner attempting to escape when his own life is not endangered,
and when the weapon used in assault upon him is not a deadly weapon. Williams
v. State, 41 App. 365, 54 S. W. 759.

Homicide by militiamen.-A militiaman in time of peace may kill in self-de
fense, but has no other authority to take human life. Manley v. State, 62 App.
392, 137 S. W. 1137.

And further as to militiamen, see Manley v . State, 62 App. 392, 137 S. W. 1137.

Art. 1093. [663] Even though it is erroneous.-The officer is
justifiable, though there may have been an error of judgment on the

part of the magistrate or court, if the order emanated from a proper
authority.

Art. 1094. [664] Qualification of the foregoing.-The rule set
forth in the two preceding articles is subject to the following re

strictions :

1. The order must be that of a magistrate or a court having law
ful authority to. issue it.

2. It must have such form as the law requires to give it validity.
3. The person executing the order must be some officer duly

authorized by law to execute the order, or some person specially
appointed in accordance with law for the performance of the duty.

4. If the person executing the order be an officer, and perform
ing a duty which no other person can by law perform, hemust have
taken the oath of office and given bond, where such is required by
law.

S. The order must be executed in the manner directed by law,
and the person executing the same must make known his purpose
and the capacity in which he acts.

.

6. If the order be a written one, and the person against whom it
issues, before resistance offered, wishes to see the same, or hear it
read, the person charged with its execution shall produce the order
and show it or read it.

7. In making an arrest under a written order, the person acting
under such order shall, in all cases, declare to the party against
whom it is directed the offense ·of which he is accused, and state the
nature of the warrant, ·unless prevented therefrom by the act of the
party to be arrested. .

8. The officer or other person executing an order of arrest is
required to use such force as may be necessary to prevent an escape
when it is attempted, but he shall not in any case kill one who at

tempts to escape, unless in making or attempting such escape the
life of the officer is endangered, or he is threatened with great bodily
injury.

9. In overcoming a resistance to the execution of an order, the
officer or person executing the same may oppose such force as is
necessary to overcome the resistance, but he shall not take the life
of the person resisting, unless he has just ground to fear that his
own life will be taken, or that he will suffer great bodily injury in
the execution of the order.

10. A prisoner under sentence of death, or of imprisonment in
the penitentiary, or attempting to escape from the penitentiary, may
be killed by the officer having legal custody of him, if his escape can

in no other manner be prevented. .
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1. Arrest.
2. -- Warrants.
.3. _- Power of city to. author-ize ar

rest without warrant.

Subd. 2
4. Validity of process,

SUbd. 3
15. Officers authorized.

Subd. 4
6. De facto. o.fficer.

Subd. 5
7. Executio.n of process.

Subd. 6
8. Executio.n of process in other

county.

Subd. 7
9. Failure to demand nature or au

tho.rity .

Subd. 8
10. Force.
11. Rights of o.fficer making illegal ar

rest.
12. Charge on right or self-defense.

Subd. 9
13. Force to. overcome resistance.
14. Degree of ho.micide.

SUbd. 10
15. Convict and guard.
16. Arrest of convict without warrant.
17. Manslaughter.

SUBD. 1

1. Arrest.-The rules under which an arrest may be made by a peace' officer,
without warrant, are defined by Code Cr. Proc, arts. 259-263. These articles pre
scribe the only circumstances under which an arrest can be made by a peace offl
cer without. a warrant, except when the arrest is made in the prevention of an

offense. .Iohnson v. State, 5 App. 43; Ross v. State, 10 App, 455, 38 Am. Rep. 643;
Lacy v. State, 7 App. ,403; Staples v . State, 14 App. 136; Jacobs v. State, 28 App.
79, 12 S. W. 4!()8; E'x parte Sher-wood, 29 App. 334, 15 S. W. 812; Carter v. State,
30 App. 551, 17 S. W. ,1102, 28 Am. St. Rep. 944.

A person unlawfully carrying arms may be arrested without warrant. Ho.dges
V. State, 6 App, 615. See, also, art. 479, ante; Jacobs v. State, 28 App. 79, 12 S.
W.408.

And see generally, Graham v. State, 29 App. 31, 13 S. W. 1013; Newburn v.

Durham, 10 Civ. App. 655, 32 S. W. 112; Miers v. State, 34 App, 161, 29 S. W. 1074,
53 Am. St. Rep 705; English v. State, 34 App. 190, 30 S. W. 233; Weaver v. State,
19 App, 547, 53 Am. Rep. 389; Russell v. State, 37 App, 314, 39 S. W. 674; Mundine
v. State, 37 App. 5, 38 S. W. 619; Moor e v. State, 40 App, 439, fiO S. W. 942; Lynch
v. State, 41 App. 510, 57 S. W. 1130; Montgomery v. State, 43 App. 304, 65 S. W.
537, 55 L. R. A. 710; Co.rtez v. State, 43 App. 375, 66 S. "V. 453; s. c., 44 App, 169,
69 S. W. 536; Vann v. State, 45 App. 434, 77 S. W. 813, 108 Am. St. Rep. 961;
Earles v. State, 47 App. 559, 85 S. W. 1; Johnson v. State, 49 App. 250, 92 S. W.
257; Early v. State, 50 App, 344, 97 S. W. 82.

2. -- Warrants.--Fo.r requisites of warrant of arrest, and complaint, see C.
C. P. arts. 266-271, and Pierce v. State, 17 App, 232.

The ordinarv jurisdictio.n of a justice of the peace is circumscribed by the lim
its of his precinct, but when proceeding as an examining court his .authority is
coextensive with his county, Hart v. State, 15 App. 202, 49 Am. Rep. 188.

A peace officer- has no. autho.rity beyond the limits or his county to. arrest a party
accused of crime. A warrant of arrest issued by a justice of the peace co.nfers no.

authorttv to. arrest in another county, unless it is Indorsed by a judge of the su

preme court, court of appeals, or a district or county judge .(when it may be ex

ecuted anywhere in the state), 0.1' by a magistrate of the county in which the ac

cused is round, when it may be executed in the latter county, but must be executed
by an officer of the county where the accused is round, Ledbetter v. State, 23 App.
247, 5 S. W. 226; Peter v. State, 23 App. 684, 5 S. W. 228.

And see, also, To.liver v. State, 32 App, 444, 24 S. W. 286; Russell v. State, 37
App. 314" 39 S. W. 674.

.

3. -- Powe .. of city to authorize arrest without warrant.-See Jo.ske v. Ir
vine (Civ. App.) 43 S. W. 278, and see art. 965 C. C. P. and notes.

SUBD. 2

4. Validity of process.-If a .process, fair and legal on its face, is: placed in the
hands of an officer for execution, he will be pro.tected in executing it, although he
may know of .facts which render such process in reality void. Rainey v. State, 20
LApp. 455; Tierney v. Frazier, 57 Tex. 437.

And further as to validity of pro.cess, see, also, Alford v. State, 8 App, 545;
Graham v. State, 29 App. 31, 13 S. W. 1013.

See notes under art. 1094, subd. 1, ante.

SUBD. 3

5. Officers authorized.-See C. C. P. arts. 43-47, and notes thereunder. See,
a.lso, arts. 279, 280, C. C. P.

SU.BD. 4

6. De facto officer.-See Weatherfo.rd v. State, 31 App. 530, 21 S. W. 251, 37 Am.
Bt. Rep. 828, and cases cited.

SUBD. 5

7. Execution of process.-See C. C. P. art. 288.
If a person whose arrest is attempted under legal process knows the purpose and

official character of the offlcer, and the arrest be o.therwise lawful, it is his duty
to. submit, and resistance is unjustifiable, though the officer makes no. declara.tton
or his offtcial character 0.1' purpose. Plasters v. State, 1 App. 673. But it is other
wise where the process is illegal. Miers v. State, 34 App. 161, 29 S. W. 1074, 63
Am. St. Rep. 705.
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SUBD. 6
8. Execution of process In other county.-A sheriff is not authorized to execute

a capias beyond the limits of his county. In this case the paper was produced, and
an altercation and exchange of shots occurred between the prisoner and the officer
while the former was reading the warrant. Jones v. State, 26 App. 1, 9 S. W. 53,
8 Am. St. Rep. 454.

SUBD. 7

9. Failure to demand nature of author+ty.c=Resfstance after accompanying offi
cer without demanding production of authority to make arrest. Miller v. State, 31
App, 609, 21 S. W. 925, 37 Am. St. Rep. 836.

SUBD. 8

Cited, Williams v. State, 41 App. 365, 54 S. W. 759.
10. Force.-If an officer kills his prisoner, who is not resisting or attacking

him, but is simply running away to make his escape, in the absence of proof of
express malice, he is guilty of murder in the second degree. Caldwell v. State, 41
Tex. 86; Plasters v. State, 1 App. 673.

In attempting to make an arrest for a petty offense, the officer is not author
ized to fire on the party fleeing from such arrest. Tiner v. State, 44 Tex. 128.

Where the evidence showed that a prisoner had escaped by violence from an

officer, and was fleeing, but was at the same time in the attitude of, or at least
prepared for resistance, it was held that the officer had the right to treat him as

resisting. James v. State, 44 Tex. 314.
Authority of sheriff to use force in preventing escape of prisoner in his custody,

see .Tames v. State, 44 Tex. 314; Skidmore v. State, 43 Tex. 93.
An officer having lawful authority to make an arrest, may, on meeting with re

sistance, employ such force as may be necessary to overcome such resistance; but
he must use no greater force than is necessary for the arrest and detention of the
accused. Beaverts v. State, 4 App, 175; Giroux v. State, 40 Tex. 97; Carter v.

State, 30 App, 551, 17 S. W. 1102, 28 Am. St. Rep. 944.
The officer must not use a deadly weapon in making an arrest unless compelled

to do so by the conduct of the prisoner. English v. Slate, 34 App. 190, 30 S. W.
233.

11. Rights of officer making '"egal arrest.-See Carter v. State, 30 App, 551,
17 S. W. 1102, 28 Am. St. Rep'. 944; Miers v. State, 34 App. 161, 29 S. W. 1074, 53
Am. St. Rep. 705; Mundine v: State, 37 App. 5, 38 S. W. 619; Hardin v. State, 40
App. 208,. 49 S. W. 607.

12. Charge on right of self-defense.-Giebel v. State, 28 App. 153, 12 S. W. 591.

SUBD. 9

Cited, Williams v. State, 41 App, 365, 54 S. W. 759.
13. Force to overcome reslstance.-If the officer acts outside of his authori

ty or exercises it unlawfully, his official character does not prevent accused from
setting up ·the unlawful acts to justify or extenuate acts of resistance. James v.

State, 44 Tex. 314.
An officer or other person, in executing an order of arrest, is authorized to use

such force as is necessary in overcoming resistance to the execution of such or

der; but he shall not take the life of the person resisting arrest, unless he has
just grounds to fear that his own life will be taken, or that he will suffer great
bodily injury in the execution of the order. Plasters v. State, 1 App, 673.

Mistake as to identity of person being arrested. Carter v. State, 30 App, 551,
17 S. W. 1102, 28 Am. St. Rep. 944.

Effect of previous threats of prospective prisoner against officer. Miller v. State,
32 App. 319, 20 S. W. 1103.

Use of deadly weapon is improper unless the conduct of the prospective pris
oner requires it. English v. State, 34 App. 190, 30 S. W. 233.

Where accused was merely attempting to escape, and not resisting the officer,
the latter had no right to kill him, and if the officer drew his pistol and shot at
accused to kill him to prevent escape, the right of self-defense was complete.
Hardin v. State, 401 App. 208, 49 S. W. 607.

14. Degree of homiclde.-See notes under arts. 1128-1144, post.

SUBD. 10

Cited, Ex parte Russell, 71 ApJ). 377, 160 S. W. 75.

15. Convict and guard.-A convict guard is not authorized to kill a convict
in attempting to re-arrest him after he has escaped. In such case the guard has
only the authority of a peace officer. Wright v. State, 44 Tex. 645.

The guard may kill if absolutely necessary to prevent the escape of the con

vict in the first instance. Washington v. State, 1 App, 647.
16. Arrest of convict without warrant.-See Ex parte Sherwood, 29 App. 334,

15 S. W. 812.
17. M�nslaughter.-See art. 1128 et seq., post.

Art. 1095. [665] Order may be written or verbaL-The order
referred to in this chapter may be either written or verbal, where a

verbal order is allowed for the arrest of a person.
Process.-See arts. 42, 43, ante, and C. C. P., arts. 265 to 291.

Art. 1096. [666] Written order includes, what.-Under writ
ten orders are included all process in a criminal or civil action which
directs the seizure of the person or of property.
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Art. 1097. [667] Verbal order justifies only in felony.-No of
ficer or other person ordered verbally to arrest another is justified
in killing, except the arrest be in a case of felony, or for the preven
tion of a felony.

Illegal arrest.-As to illegal arrest, see Carter v.: State, 30 App. 551, 17 S. W.
1102, 28 Am. St. Rep. 944.

OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON Art. 1102

Art. 1098. [668] Persons aiding officer justified.-Persons call
ed in aid of an officer, in the performance of a duty, are justified in
the same manner as the officer himself.

Possemen.-A de facto officer, known to be, such, is charged with the preven
tion of violations of law in his presence, and may summon the posse comitatus to
aid him. A posseman acting within the scope of the officer's authority is justifiable
in what he does. Weatherford v. State, 31 App. 530, 21 S. W. 251, 37 Am. St.
Rep. 828. See, also, C. C. P., art. 46.

Art. 1099. [669] Persons aiding escape may be killed.-All

persons opposing the execution of the order, or aiding in an escape,
may be treated in the same manner as the person against whom the
order is directed, or who is attempting to escape.

Art. 1100. [670] Federal officers inc1uded.-Officers acting un

der the authority of the laws or courts of the United States have
the rights and are liable to the rules prescribed in this chapter.

Art. 1101. [671] In suppressing riots.-Homicide is justifiable
when necessary to suppress a riot, when the same is attempted to
be suppressed in the manner pointed out in the Code of Criminal
Procedure, and can in no way be suppressed except by taking life.

Suppression of riots.-As to officer's authority, see C. C. P., arts. 139-147, and
notes. \

Art. 1102. [672] In adultery.-Homicide is justifiable when
committed by the husband upon the person of anyone taken in the
act of adultery with the wife; provided, the killing take place before
the parties to the act of adultery have separated.

Adultery as Justificatlon.-The words "taken in the act of adultery," as used
in this article, do not mean that in, order to avail himself of the protection given
by said article, and justify a homicidal act, the husband should be an actual eye
witness to the physical act of coition between his wife and the person slain;
but it will be sufficient if he sees them in bed together, or leaving that position,
or in such a position as tndtcates with. reasonable certainty to a rational mind that

they had just then committed the adulterous act, or were then about to commit it.
But no knowledge otherwise acquired by the husband, however positive, of an

adulterous intercourse between his wife and the deceased, will justify the homi
cide. When adultery is an issue, it may be established by circumstantial evidence,
and though a mistake as to the fact of adultery may possibly exist, yet "if a per
son laboring under a mistake as to a particular fact shall do an act which would
otherwise be criminal, he is guilty of no offense, provided it be such a mistake as

does not arise from want of proper care on his part." Ante, arts. 46, 47. In other
words, a person may always act upon reasonable appearances, and his guilt de
pends upon the reasonableness of the appearances judged of from his own stand
point. When the facts require it the charge of the court should thus explain the
words, "taken in the act of adultery," otherwise the jury might conclude that they
meant that the parties must be detected in the actual physical act of coition. The
words, "before the parties to the act of adultery have separated," mean only that
the parties are still together in company with each other, after the act of adul
tery; not that they are still united in the act of copulation, and, when the facts
require it, the charge of the court should so instruct the jury. Adultery, as used
in the preceding article, is ecclesiastical, and not statutory adultery, and to jus
tify a homicide under said article, the defendant need not show that adultery,
as defined by art. 490 of this Code, was committed, but it will be sufficient if he
show a single defilement of his marriage bed, and where this issue is in the case,
the court should so instruct the jury. Price v. State, 18 App, 474, 51 Am. Rep. 322.

One who apprehends his wife and another in the actual physical act of copula
tion slays the seducer hefore the parties have separated, is guilty of no grade of
homicide. Massie v. State, 30 App. 64, 16 S. W. 770; Morrtson v, State, 39 App,
619, 47 S. W. 369.

The statute makes no exception in favor of one place or another, but is broad
enough to include every place. It does not authorize immunity to one who has de
bauched the wife of a citizen, provided he shall induce her to meet him at a house
of ill fame, or assignation house. Giles v. State, 43 App, 661, 67 S. W. 412.

See this case for facts held to justify the defendant in beltevlng' that deceased
and defendant's wife had been copulating or were about to do so, when he dis
covered them, and hence a charge on manslaughter was not authorized. Dewber
ry v. State (Cr. App.) 74 S. W. 308.

A charge explaining the expression "taken in the act of adultery" which says,
"that the husband must see the parties together in such a pcaition as indicates
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with reasonable certainty to a rational mind," etc., is erroneous. It was the in
dication of circumstances that addressed themselves 1;0 appellant's mind at the
time, which was the question the jury were investigating. If it reasonably ap
peared to defendant that h.is wife and deceased were about to commit or had
comrnit.ted adultery he would be justify in slaying deceased. Gregory v. State, 50
App. 73, 94 S. W. 1043.

Where, in a prosecution of accused for killing his wife, the state introduced his
confession, in which he stated that he intentionally shot his wife while in flagrante
delicto with another, which, by this article is declared justifiable homicide, an in
struction that, if accused discovered his wife in such offense, and shot intending
to kill her paramour, but' accidentally struck and killed her, they should acquit was

prejudicial error, though he testified that he shot at his wife's companion, and ac

cidentally struck her. Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 583.

Art. 1103. [673] But not' in case of connivance.-Homicide
cannot be justified by reason of the existence of the circumstances
spoken of in the preceding article, where it appears that there has
been, on the part of the husband, any connivance in or assent to the
adulterous connection.

See notes under preceding article.

4. D:EF:ENSE OF PERSON OR PROPERTY

Art. 1104. [674] In defense of person and property.-Homicide
is permitted in the necessary defense- of person or property, under
the circumstances and subject to the rules herein set forth.

Art. 1105. [675] In preventing other felonies.-Homicide is
permitted by law when inflicted for the purpose of preventing the
offense of murder, rape, robbery, maiming, disfiguring, castration,
arson, burglary and theft at night, or when inflicted upon a person
or persons who are found armed with deadly weapons and in dis

guise in the night time on premises not his or their own, whether
the homicide be committed by the party about to be injured or by
some person in his behalf, when the killing takes place under the
following circumstances:

1. It must reasonably appear by the acts or by words, coupled
with the acts of the person killed, that it was the purpose and intent
of such person to commit one of the offenses above named.

2. The killing must take place while the person killed was in the
act of committing the offense, or after some act done by him show
ing evidently an intent to commit such offense.

3. It must take place before the offense committed by the party
killed is actually completed; except that, in case of rape, the rav

isher may be killed at any time before he has escaped from the
presence of his victim, and except, also, in the cases hereinafter enu

merated.
4. Where the killing takes place to prevent the murder of some

other person, it shall not be deemed that the murder is completed so

long as the offender is still inflicting violence, though the mortal
wound may have been given.

S. If homicide takes place in preventing a robbery, it shall be
justifiable if done while the robber is in the presence of the person
robbed, or is flying with the money or other article taken by him.

6. In cases of maiming, disfiguring or castration, the homicide
may take place at any time while the offender is mistreating with
violence the person injured, though he may have completed the of
fense.

7. In case of arson, the homicide may be inflicted while the of
fender is in or at the building or other property burnt, or flying from
the place before the destruction of the same.

8. In cases of burglary and theft by night, the homicide is jus
tifiable at any time while the offender is in the building, or at the
place where the theft is committed, or is within reach of gunshot
from such place or building.
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9. When the party slain in disguise is engaged in any attempt,
by word, gesture or otherwise, to alarm some other person or per
sons and put them in bodily fear.

In General 9. Charge of court.
1. Defense of another, Subd. 4
2. Theft at night. 10. Defense of another.

Subd. 1 Subd. 5
3. Threats by deceased. 11. Charge.
4. Charge. Subd. 6
5. Reasonableness of apprehension. 12. Mistreating with violence.

SUbd. 2 Subd. 7
6. Construction and application. 13. Theft.
7. Charge of cour-t. 14. Evidence.

Subd. 3 15. Charge.
8. Preventing debauchery of daughter.

IN GENERAL

Cited, Gilleland v. State, 44 Tex. 356.
1. Defense of another.-A person acting in behalf or another, to prevent such oth

er from being murdered, ravished, robbed, maimed, disfigured, or from. sustaining
serious bodily injury, is entitled to the same justification under the law as would
be the person in whose behalf he acts. For a discussion of the law in such cases,
see Guffee v. State, 8 App, 187; Foster v. State, Id. 248; Dyson v. State, 14· App.
454; Johnson v. State, 5 App, 43; Sterling v. State, 15 App, 249.

2. Theft at night.-.Accused and deceased gambled at cards in the nighttime,
and when the game ceased two $10 bills· lying between them were claimed by both.
Deceased started away with them, and accused demanded them, and, when de
ceased refused to give them to him, struck him a blow with a stick shown to be
a deadly weapon, from which he died. Held, that evidence of these facts did not
require the submtssion of the question of justification in preventing a theft at night,
under Pen. Code 1911, art. 1105, providing that homicide is permitted when inflicted
for the purpose of preventing such a theft. Blalock v. State (Cr. App.) 176 S.
W.725.

Under the present statute, the court's failure, on a trial for homicide, to sub
mit the issue of justification in preventing a theft at night was not reversible er

ror, where no exception was taken to the charge at the trial. Blalock v. Sta�
(Cr. App.) 176 S. W. 726.

SUBD.

Cited, Alexander v. State, 63 App. 102, 138 S. W. 721.
3. Threatsi by deceased.-See notes to arts. 1107, 1143, post.
4. Char-ge.-See Welch v. State, 57 App, 111, 122 S. W. 880.

5. Reasonableness of apprehension.-The apprehension upon the part of the
slayer must be reasonable-not merely conjectural, such as might arise from the
mere presence of the intruder, but .must be predicated upon some act of deceased'
of a nature calculated to arouse in the mdrid of one of ordinary prudence and
caution that a theft is about 00 be committed. Grant v. Hass, 31 Civ. App. 688, 75
S. W. 345.

SUBD. 2

6. Construction and appllcatlon.-See notes to arts. 1014, subd. 6, ante, 1107-
1110, post.

See High v. State, 26 App. 545, 10 S. W. 238, 8 Am. St. Rep. 488; Gonzales v.

State, 28 App, 130, 12 S. W. 733.
'I'hts article comprises all cases in which, from the acts of the assailant, or his

words coupled therewith, it reasonably appears that his purpose or intent is to

murder, ravish, rob, maim, disfigure, castrate, or do other serious bodily injury to
the assailed party. In such case the assailed party may lawfully kill the assail
ant while he is committing the offense or injury, or when he has done some act
evidently showing his intent to commit it, and the assailed party need not first
resort to other means of prevention. ·Kendall v. State, 8 App. 569; Ainsworth v.

State, Id. 532; Robins v. State, 9 App, 666'; Hill v. State, 10 App. 618; Gilly v.

State, 15 App. 287; Shor-t v. State, Id. 370·; Foster- v, State, 11 App. 105; King v:

State, 13 App. 277; Risby v. State, 17 App, 517; Jones v. State, ld. 602; Steven
son v. State, Id. 618; Penland v. State, 19 App, 365; Hunnicutt v. State, 20 App·.·
632; Williams v. State, 22 App. 497, 4 S. W. 64; Cartwrtght v. State, 16 App. 473,
49 Am. Rep. 826; May v. State, 23 App. 146, 4 S. W. 591; Boddy v. State, 14. App.
528; \Voodring v; State,· 33 App, 26, 24 S. W. �93. And see Horbach v. State, 43-
Tex. 242; Orman v. State, 22 App. 604, 3 S. W. 468, 58 Am. Rep. 662; s. c., 24

.

App. 496, 6 S. W. 544; High v. State, 26 App. 545, 10 S. W. 238, 8 Am. St. Rep.. 488;
Barrett v. State, 9 App. 33; Aycock v. State, 55 App, 142, 115 S. W. 590; Vinson
v. State, 55 App. 490, 117 S. W. 846.

One has the right to kill, resisting a combined attempt to rob and assault with
a dangerous weapon. Pryse v. State, 54 App, 523, 113 S. W. 938.

Deceased having attacked defendant with a view of roping him and dragging
him from his horse and inflicting death on him, defendant was not required to re
sort to any other means to repel the attack, than to defend himself in the best
manner he could. "Williams. V. State, 61 App, 356, 136 S. W. 771.

Where there is evidence of threats by deceased against the accused, and of an

attack by deceased on accused with a knife, by means of which he inflicted sev

eral wounds on accused, and that, after accused had succeeded In getting loose
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from deceased and secured his gun. deceased came towards him again, and did
not heed a warning to stop, a charge which required accused to resort to other
means of defense than killing his assailant was error. Maclin v. State (Cr. App.)
144 s. W. 951.

7. Charg'e of court.-Welch v. State, 57 App. 111, 122 S. W. 880.

SUBD. 3

8. Preventing debauchery of daughter.---<See art. 1102, and notes.
As to protection of daughter rrom debauchery, see Varnell v. State, 26 App, 66,

9 S. W. 65.
.

9. Charge of court.-Welch v. State, 67 App, 111, 122 S. W. 880.

SUBD. 4

10. Defense of anotherv=Homtctde in defense or another is justifiable: 1, when
deceased is in the act of murdering such other person; 2, when it reasonably ap
pears that deceased is in the act of committing murder upon such other person;
3, where deceased would have been guilty of murder when in the act of killing
upon an insufficient provocation, or pis passion had not in fact been aroused by
such provocation. Glover v. State, 33 App, 224, 26 S. W. 204; and see, also, Shu
mate v. State, 38 App. 266, 42. S. W. 600; Mitchell v. State, 38 App. 170, 41 S. W.
816; McGrath v. State, 36 App. 413, 34 S. W. 127, 941; Garcia v. State (Cr. App.)
57 s. W. 651.

.

SUBD. 5

11. Charge.-Charge held sufficient. ·Welch V. State, 67 App, 111, 122 S. W. 881.

SUBD. 6

12. Mistreating with violence.-To assault a person is to mistreat him; but a

mere assault is not alway violence. High v. State, 26 App. 545, 10 S. W. 238, 8
Am. St. Rep. 488.

SUBD. 7

13. Theft.-Homicide is justifiable when committed to prevent theft at night
and at the place of the theft or within gunshot therefrom. And it is immaterial
that the person killed had abandoned the property and was fleeing. Whitten v.

State, 29 App. 504, 16 S. W. 296.
Homicide though committed while deceased is engaged in committing theft at

night cannot be justified if the killing was done upon malice and not to prevent the
theft. Laws v. State, 26 App. 643, 10 S. W. 220. See, also, Skaggs v. State, 31
App, 563, 21 S. W. 257.

"Nighttime" is any time between thirty minutes after sunset and thirty min
utes berore sunrise. Laws v. State, 26 App, 643, 10 S. W. 220. And see Whitten
v. State, 29 App. 50.4, 16 S. w. 296.

If one enters the premises or another' at night with the purpose and intention
of stealing and if hds conduct was such as to make it reasonably appear that
such is his intention his killing is jUstifiable. The killing must be done while the
offender is in the act of committing the offense or after some act has been done
showing an intention to commit the offense, or if the theft is com.pleted the kill
ing must occur within gun shot distance of the place where the theft was com

mitted. Grant v, Haas, 31 Civ. App. 688, 75 S. W. 345.
The killing of a mere trespasser is unjustifiable, but, where one is stealing

and is leaving with the stolen goods, the killing is justified. Slack v. State (Cr.
App.) 149 s. W. 107.

14. Evldence.-In a homicide case, in which accused claimed that the killing
was done to prevent a theft which he believed was about to be committed in the
nighttime, evidence held to support a conviction. Joy v. State, 67 App. 93, 123 S.
W.684.

15. Charge.-Omission to define nighttime, held error. Laws v. State, 26 App.
643, 10 S. W. 220..

In a homicide case, in which the evidence made it an issue whether accused
shot decedent in the honest belief that he was about to steal corn from him,
the court instructed that, if accused believed that decedent was stealing his corn

at night and killed him while in reach or gunshot from the place from which he
believed the corn had been taken, and such belief diq not arise rrom want of prop
er care by accused, the jury should acquit, even though decedent or anyone else
had not in fact stolen the corn. and further charged fully and correctly on man

slaughter. Held, that since, under the charge given, accused could not have been
convicted or second-degr-ee murder, the element of malice being absent, failure to
charge that, if accused shot under the belief that decedent was about to commit
theft at night, for the purpose of preventing such theft, the killing could not be
more than manslaughter, was not error. JOoY v. State, 67 .App. 93, 123 S. W. 584.

Charge held erroneous under the facts. Slack V. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 107.

Art. 1106. [676] Presumption from the use of weapons.
When the homicide takes place to prevent murder, maiming, dis
figuring or castration, if the weapons or means used by the party
attempting or committing such murder, maiming, disfiguring or

castration are such as would have been calculated to produce that
result, it is to be presumed that the person so using them designed
to inflict the injury.

See arts. 51, 1147, ante, and notes thereunder.
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Presumption as to Intent.-See art. 51, ante, and art. 1147, post.
"Used" and "using a weapon" defined. Ward v. State, 30 App, 687, 18 S. W.

793. And note the presumption to arise from conduct of deceased. Id. Cochran
v. State, 28 App. 422, 13 S. W. 651; Skaggs V. State, 31 App, 563, 21 S. W. 257.

A shotgun used as a firearm is a "deadly weapon." Deneaner v. State, 58 App.
624, 127 S. W. 201.

A knife with a blade 2% or 3 inches long, held a "deadly weapon." Hudson v.

State, 59 App. 650, 129 .s. W. 1125, Ann. Cas. 1912A, 1324.
Where deceased was making an assault on defendant with the loaded end of a

quirt, which as sought to be used was a deadly weapon, the statute created from
such fact a legal presumption that deceased intended to kill defendant, conferring
on defendant the absolute right to kill deceased in self-defense. Polk v. State, 60
App. 499, 132 S. W. 76-7.

If decedent attacked accused with a knife in such a manner as was reasonably
calculated to produce death or serious bodily harm, the law presumes that de
cedent intended to kill or seriously injure accused. Shed v. State (Cr. App.) 153
S. W; 125.

Charge.-If the weapon or means used by the assailant were calculated to effect
the purpose of murder, rape, robbery, disfiguring, castration, or serious bodily in

jury,' it is an absolute presumption of law that it was the intention of the as

sailant to effect the purpose indicated, and this presumption is imperative to
juries as well as courts, and when applicable must be given in charge to the jury.
Kendall v. State, 8 App. 569; Jones v. State, 17 App. 602; King v. State, 13 App,
277; Cochran v. State, 28 App. 422, 13 S. W. 651; Renow v. State, 56 App. 343, 120
S. W. 174; Deneaner v. State, 58 App. 624, 127 S. W. 201; Skaggs v. State, 31 App.
563, 21 S. W. 257; Hall v. State, 43 App. 479, 66 S. W. 784; Yardley v. State, 50

App. 644, 100 S. W.. 400, 123 Am. St. Rep. 869; Freeman v. State, 40 App. '545, 46
S. W. 641, 51 S. W. 230;, Barnes v. State, 39 App. 184, 45 S. W. 495.

Presumptions of law adverse to a defendant should rarely be given in charge,
and then great care should be observed to protect his rights. Shaw v. State, 34
App. 435, 31 S. W. 361.

From appellant's standpoint, and according to the theory developed by his tes
timony, he and those with him were first assaulted by the prosecuting witness and
those with him. Such assault was made upon them with guns. The firing be
gan at a distance of about seventy-five yards. In such State of the case the
court should have charged the jury in accordance with the provisions of this stat
ute. Scott v. State, 46 App. 315, 81 S. W. 952.

When the facts show that the prosecuting witness had thrown a cleaver about
two feet long at defendant and was advancing on him with a butcher knife, the law
presumes that he intended to kill witness or inflict serious bodily injury upon him,
and the court should have given thds article in charge to the jury. Cooper v.

State, 48 App. 36, 85 S. W. 1060.
It is best to charge this article whenever the defendant seeks to justify on the

ground of threatened attack by the use of means calculated to produce death
or serious bodily injury. Henderson v. State, 55 App. 15, 115 S. W. 46.

It is not required to give this article in charge in any case unless the weapon
used is known in law as a deadly weapon. A stick 21h or 3 feet long and 1 inch
in diameter is not in law a deadly weapon. Renow v. State, 56 App, 343, 120 S. W.
175; C1ark v. State, 56 App. 293, 120 S. W. 179; Coker v. State, 59 App. 241, 128 S.
W.137.

Where the evidence for accused tended to show that deceased had something
in his hand that looked like a gun, and the evidence for the State showed that de
ceased was not armed, the court should have given this article in charge. Duke
Y. State, 56· App. 502, 120 S. W. 894.

Where decedent's husband came to the door of a house and began shooting at
defendant's companion, who thereupon turned quickly and without taking aim
fired one barrel of a shotgun, the contents of which missed the husband and struck
decedent, defendant was entitled to an instruction in the language of this article.
Deneaner v. State, 58 App. 624, 127 S. W. 201.

Where deceased only grabbed accused but did not draw a knife, which was

found closed, a charge on the presumption arising from the use of a deadly weapon
was properly refused. Spencer v. State, 59 App. 217, 128 S. W. 118.

The charge was not required where deceased had the butt of his gun on the
ground with his hand over the barrel in no attitude to shoot. Blue v. State (Cr.
App.) 148 S. W. 730.

The court in charging on the presumption of intent from the use of a deadly
weapon, should also give the substance of art. 1147. Coker v. State, 59 App. 241,
128 S. W. 137.

Evidence that the fatal blows were administered by a willow stick 2% or 3 feet
long, 1 inch in diameter at the small end, and 1% inches in diameter at the large
end, and weighing a pound and a half, is insufficient in itself to warrant an in
struction on the presum.ption of intent from the use of a deadly weapon. Coker v.

State, 59 App. 241, 128 S. W. 137.
Uncontradicted testimony' that a knife, which was a deadly weapon, was found

beside deceased, required the charging of this article. Hudson v. State, 59 App.
650, 129 S. W. 1125, Ann. Cas. 1912A, 1324.

Under this article where the defendant's testimony was that deceased was

approaching him with an open knife with a blade three inches long, threatening to
cut his guts out, it was error to. refuse an instruction that when a deadly weapon
is used the law presumes that death or serious bodily injury would be presumed.
Best v. State, 61 App. 551, 135 S. W. 581.

Charge held to sufficiently present this presumption. Alexander v. State, 63-
App. 102, 138 S. W. 721; Munos v. State, 58 App. 147, 124 S. ·W. 941.

Charge is not objectionable, though it does not define "deadly weapon." An
derson v. State, 63 App. 525, 140 S. W. 457.
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Where accused testified that he believed that decedent was armed, that dece
dent was attempting to enter accused's house at the time of the killing, that ac

cused knew that decedent had something in his pocket, and that he had his hand
in his pocket at the time the fatal shot was fired, a charge on self-defense, that,
if decedent was armed and was about to use the weapon in a manner reasonably
calculated to produce death or bodily injury, the law presumed that decedent in
tended to murder or inflict. serious bodily injury on accused, who could rely on

self-defense, was too favorable to accused. Wells v. State, 63 App. 618, 141 S.
W.96.

Where accused testified that decedent got his pistol from his pocket and drop
ped it, the court properly charged on the presumption arising from the use of a

deadly weapon. Fox v. State, 71 App, 318, 158 S. W. 1141.
Where decedent was armed with a rock and threw it at accused, and then ad

vanced on accused with a knife, the failure to charge this article was reversible
error. Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 620·.

Where deceased shot defendant with a pistol which constituted the commence

ment of the difficulty, the court erred in failing to apply the law of presumption
provided by this article. Foster v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 583.

An instruction presenting the presumption arising under this article in words
that, "and if the weapon used by him, and the manner of its use, were such as

were reasonably calculated to produce death or serious bodily injury," unless fol
lowed by the words "or it reasonably so appeared to defendant," or words of
similar import, is erroneous. Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 165.

.

An instruction that when a killing takes place to prevent murder, if the weap
ons and means used by the party attempting such murder are such as would have
been calculated to produce that result, it is presumed that the per-son so using
them designed to inflict the injury, and that if, at the time accused struck and
killed deceased, deceased was making an 'attack upon him which, under the cir

cumstances, reasonably indicated an intention to murder. maim, or disfigure him,
with a piece of iron, and the weapon and manner of its use were calculated to

produce murder, maiming, or d lsfigura.tion, the law would presume that deceased
intended to murder accused, and that if under these circumstances, viewed from
accused's standpoint, he killed deceased, he should be found not guilty, should
have been given, and was not covered by an instruction that, if accused believed
his life was in danger, the jury should acquit, since under this article there is. a

legal presumption that the attacking party under the circumstances mentioned in
tends to kill or inflict serious bodily. injury. Edwards v. State (Cr. App.) 151 s.
W.294.

Under this article it is error for the court to fail to charge this presumption
where deceased actually attacks accused, or where accused's testimony would show
an actual attack. Bankston v. State (Cr. App.) 175 S. W. 1068.

Where it appeared that deceased, at the time defendant struck and killed him,
was making an assault on defendant w ith a deadly weapon, and defendant was

entitled as a matter of law to the benefit of self-defense, an instruction that if
defendant did kill deceased by atabbing him with a knife, and when so stabbing
him deceased was unlawfully striking or attempting to strike defendant with a

quirt, defendant should be acquitted, did not justify the refusal of a request to

charge that when a homicide takes place to prevent murder or disfiguring, and
the weapon used by the party attempting to commit such murder, maiming, or

disfiguring is such as would have been calculated to produce that result, it is pre
sumed that the person so using such weapon designed to inflict the injury. Polk
v. State, 60 App. 499, 132 S. W. 767.

Where self-defense was involved, the court erred in failing to instruct than if
deceased was armed with a pistol and shot at defendant, the law presumed de
ceased/ intended to kill him. Hammons v, State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 493.

In a prosecution for murder, where defendant's theory of the case was that
he had called at deceased's store for his mail, when deceased cursed and ordered
him out of the house, and, when he insisted on getting his mail, pic�'ed up an ax

handle and struck him over the head, injuring his ear, whereupon defendant cut
deceased with a small knife without intending to kill him, an instruction that
reasonable fea.r of death or great, bodily harm will excuse one in using all neces

sary force to protect his life or person, that it is not necessary that there should
be actual danger, provided the party acts on a reasonable apprehension of danger
as it appears to him: from his standpoint at the time, that the party acting un

der the' real or apparent danger is in no way bound to retreat in order to kill his
assailant, and that, if from the evidence the jury believed that defendant killed
the deceased, but that at the time the deceased was making an attack on de
fendant, which, from its manner and character, and defendant's knowledge of the
character and disposition of the deceased, caused him to have a reasonable ex

pectation or fear of death or serious, bodily injury, and that, acting under such
reasonable expectation or rear, the defendant killed the deceased, then the jury
should acquit, that, if the deceased was armed with an ax handle, and its man

ner of use \ was reasonably calculated to produce death or serious' bodily harm,
then the law presumed the deceased intended to murder or inflict serious injury
on the defendant, that, in determining whether the defendant acted in what rea

sonably appeared to him to' be necessary self-defense, the jury should look at
the transaction from the defendant's standpoint at the time, and consider the
same in the light of the facts and circumst.ances as the jury' should believe they
.appeared to the defendant at the time and not from any other standpoint, and that
it was for the jury to determine from the evidence what the appearances were

to the defendant, and what his standpoint was, and in what light he did, in fact,
view the facts, such instruction fully covered the issue of self-defense as pre
sented by defendant's ,evidence. Bolden v. State (Cr. .App.) 178 s. "V. 533.

-- Necessity of bill of exceptions or motion for new trial.-See art. 743, C.
C. P. and notes.
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Art. 1107. [677] In protecting person or property from at
tacks.-Homicide is justifiable also in the protection of the person
or property against any other unlawful and violent attack besides
those mentioned in the preceding article, and, in such cases, all oth
er means must be resorted to for the prevention of the injury, and
the killing must take place while the person killed is in the very act

of making such unlawful and violent attack; and any person inter
fering in such case in behalf of the party about to be injured is not

justifiable in killing the aggressor, unless the life or person of the in

jured party is in peril by reason of such attack upon his property.
See art. 1014, ante, and notes. See, also, arts. 115, 116, C. C. P.
Cited, Moss v. State, 60 App. 268, 131 S. VV. 1088.

1. Defense of person or property.
2. Defense of habitation.
3. Resisting arrest.'
4. Defense of another.
5. Provoking contest, and impairment

of self-defense.
6. Mutual combat.
7. 'I'b rea.ts by defendant.
8. Manslaughter.
9. Evidence on issue of self-defense.

1. Defense of person or property.-Self-defense is a defensive, not an offensive
act. Blake v. State, 3 App. 581; Weaver v. State, 19 App. 547, 53 Am. Rep. 389.

Whether a killing is in self-defense depends on the motive and intent of ac

cused at the time of the killing under the light presented to him at that time,
and it is improper to leave the question to the jury's belief as to the real facts.
Manly v. State (Cr. App.) 176 s. W. 724.

I

When the purpose of the unlawful and violent attack is other than those men

tioned in article 1110, the person killing must resort_ to all other means of pre
vention, except that of retreat. "All other means" does not import all possible
means, but all means reasonably proper and effective under the circumstances.
Kendall v. State, 8 App, 569; Ainsworth v. State, Id. 532; Blake v. State, 3 App,
58S; Horbach v. State, 43 Tex. 242; Williams v. State, 2 App. 271; Gilly v. State,
15 App. 287.

The right to arrest for theft, given by C. C. P. art. 376, does not confer upon
the person entitled to exercise it, the right to pursue and take the thief, dead or

alive, nor is the thief if attacked under such circumstances deprived of all right
of self-defense. Luera v. State, 12 App. 257.

To make the killing justifiable it must take place while the person killed is in
the very act of making the unlawful and violent attack. Gilly v. State, 15 App.
287; Williams v. State, 2 App, 271; Kendall v. State, 8 App. 569; Jordan v. State,
11 App, 435.

The right of self-defense does' not arise when there is opportunity to restrain
the assailant by process of law. One who believes his life in danger must, if the
circumstances are such that he can, resort to the law for protection. Penland v.

State, 19 App. 365; Weaver v. State, 19 App. 547, 53 Am. Rep. 389.
In no case of attempted felony, other than those named in article 1105, is it

lawful to take life where the party making such- attempt may be arrested and

thereby prevented from committing the felony. To justify homicide to prevent
the perpetration of a felony, the danger of such felony must not be problematical
or remote, but evident and immediate. Weaver v. State, 19 App, 547, 53 Am. Rep.
389.

The killing must be in necessary resistance to aggression apparently violent,
immediate, and imminent toward the person about to be injured. Weaver v. State,
19 App. 547. 53 Am. Rep·. 389.

In order that killing in defense of property be justifiable, evidence must show
that deceased was in the very act of making a violent attack, and that defendant
had resorted to all other means to prevent the injury. Woodring v. State, 33
App. 26. 24 S. W. 293.

Homicide in defense of property is justifiable when committed while deceased V

was in the act of destroying defendant's property. Sims v. State, 36 App. 154,
36 S. W. 256.

When a trespasser goes upon property with the means and intent to commit V'
a felony, the owner has a right to repel force by force. Sims v. State, 36 App. 154,
36 S. W. 256.

. _

.

A party has a right to prepare himself for an attack and act in his own self
defense whether it endangers other people or not. Lankster v. State, 41 App, 603,
56 S. W. 66.

Where attack is made with deadly weapon it is error to charge that defendant
must resort to all other means before killing assailant. McCandless v. State, 42.
App, 58, 57 S. W. 673.

A party has the. right to use whatever force is necessary to repel an aggression V
upon his property in order to prevent the same from being taken from him.
Howell v. State (Cr. App.) 57 S. W. 836.

The issue of defense of property is not raised when the evidence does not show
that the deceased was in the act of taking the proper-ty, but only shows that
deceased had merely informed defendant that he was going to take the property,
Dean v. State, 47 App, 243, 83 S. W. 817.
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This article does not authorize a killing when the party is about to attack or is
doing some act preparatory to the attack, but hel must be then making such un

lawful and violent attack. One is not compelled to wait until a battery has been
inflicted upon him, but the attack must be then imminent, immediate and im
pending; otherwise he is not to slay, and even then all other means except re

treat must be resorted to in order to avoid: killing. Bryant v. State, 51 App, 66·,
1�0 S. W. 371. And see Patterson v. State, 49 App, 613, 95 S. W. 129; Balt.rip v.

State, 30 App. 545, 17 S·. W. 1106; Garello v. State, 31 App. 56, 20 S. W. 179;
Woodring v. State, 33 App. 26, 24 S. W. 293; Hunnicutt v. State, 18 App, 499, 51
Am. Rep. 330.

A party has the right to defend his person or his property against any other
unlawful violence than those enumerated in article 1105. French v. State, 55 App,
538, 117 S. W. 849.

In a murder case, where it appeared that accused, while in an altercation with
decedent, either shot his pistol or it was discharged, and decedent immediately
ran 50 or 100 feet, pursued by accused, who was all the while shooting at him, and
who finally shot him in the back, defendant could not rely on self-defense. Hart
v. State, 57 App. 21, 121 S. W. 508.

If deceased made an unlawful assault, or threatened the defendant with an at
tack which might end in his death or serious bodily injury, defendant had a right
to kill him without resorting to other means to prevent the injury. Best v. State,
61 App. 551, 135 8. W. 581.

Evidence held to justify a finding that accused knew that a horse belonged to
decedent, so that accused pursuing decedent to obtain possession of the horse
could not rely on self-defense; decedent not doing any act at the time of the

killing that would create in accused's mind a reasonable apprehension of death.
Burton v. State (Cr. App.) 148 8'. W. 805.

Where accused claimed that deceased came into his pool hall, raised a row, and
drove him from the hall, when deceased was caught by bystanders and ejected,
and that thereafter deceased returned armed with a bottle, and upon his threat
ening to strike, accused shot, there is no ground for the submission to the jury
of the issue that accused had the right to slay in defense of his property. Ross
v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 305.

Where accused in self-defense inflicted a mortal wound, and deceased there
after abandoned the combat, accused cannot pursue and inflict other wounds, and
if he does so, and death is hastened or contributed to', he is guilty of an offense.
Maddox v. State (Cr. App.) 173 S. VV. 1026.

.

Where an attack is made upon an accused by two persons, they both being
present, or by one person when the other is present, in any way aiding or en

couraging the attack,' accused can defend himself against both as well as either.
Stacy v. State (Cr. App.) 177 s. W. 114.

2. Defense of habitatlon.-One's right to defend his own habitation is limited
only in extent by the same rules which govern in defense of the person. It is not

necessary that there be actual danger, provided the party acted on a reasonable
apprehension of danger. Richardson v. State, 7 App. 486, Citing Munden v. State,
37 Tex. 353; Horbach v. State, 43 Tex. 242; Cheek v. State, 4 App. 444; Blake
v. State, 3 App, 581; May v. State, 6 App, 191; Marnoch v. State, 7 App. 269.
See, also, Weaver v. State, 19 App, 547, 53 Am. Rep. 389; Turner v. State, 16 App,
378; Stanley v. State, 16 App. 392.

The Jaw does not protect a gambling room, so as to authorize the keeper
thereof to eject a person from it. Pierce v. Sta.te, 21 App. 540, 1 S. W. 463.

An intruder or trespasser on the habitation of another, or a guest who puts
himself in the wrong may be ejected provided no more terce is used than is neces

sary to effect the expulsion. Wells v. State, 63 App, 618, 141 S. W. 96.

3. Resisting arrest.-Manslaughter, see notes to art. 1130.
If an arrest is attempted for misdemeanor, and the officer unlawfully fires on

the party fleeing, the latter may return the fire, and if the officer is killed, the
killing is not necessarily unlawful. Tiner v. State, 44 Tex. 128.

If an arrest is illegal and unauthorized, it is a continuous assault of an ag
gravated nature, and the person arrested, or others in his behalf, may employ
adequate force to effect a release. If the officer making such illegal arrest is
killed, the perpetrators of the homicide will be guilty of no higher offense than
manslaughter, and under certain circumstances may be justified. Alford v. State,
S App. 545; Johnson v. State, 5 App, 47; Goodman v. State, 4 App, 349; James
v. State, 44 Tex. 314; Dyson v. State, 14 App. 454.

A citizen is authorized to stand upon his individual rights and oppose force
to force in the prevention of an attempted wrong, and when he is threatened with
Unlawful arrest, he may not only use force, but can increase that force even to
the killing of his adversary, if necessary to prevent the attempted wrong. Ross
v. State, 10 App. 455, 38 Am. Rep. 643.

It is no excuse, justification, or extenuation, for a homicide committed by a

prisoner held in legal custody, that it was committed in an attempt to secure his
liberty by escaping from such custody. Wallace v. State, 20 App. 360; Waite v,

State, 13 App. 169; Washington v. State, 1 App. 169.
Defendant cannot claim self-defense where he kills an officer who is trying to

arrest him in a lawful manner. Hardin v. State, 40 App, 220, 49 S. W. 607.
If defendant is trying to escape or evade arrest and the officer tries to kill

him, the former's right of self-defense is complete. Hardin v: State, 40 App. 220,
49 S. W. 607.

Homicide to prevent arrest, even though the attempted arrest be lawful, is
justifiable if the arrest is attempted in such a wanton and menacing manner as

to threaten the accused with loss of life or serious bodily harm. Jones v. State,
26 App. 1, 9 S. W. 53, 8 Am. St. Rep. 454.
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A killing committed in the prevention of an illegal arrest is ordinarily a homi
cide of no higher degree UTan manslaughter. See the opinion for a state of case

to which the foregoing rules apply; wherefo-re the omission of the trial court to

give them in charge to the jury was material error. Jones v. Btate, 26 App. 1, 9
S. W. 53, 8 Am. St. Rep. 454.

See the opinion and the statement of the case for proof under which the
charge of the court erroneously made the accused's right of self-defense depend
upon whether or not he was the person named in the capias and whether the de
ceased was making or had made an unlawful attack upon him. Jones v. state, 26
App. 1, 9 S. W. 53, 8 Am. St. Rep. 454.

An officer making an arrest without authority is no more than a private per
son-a trespasser who may be resisted to the extreme if necessary. If he attempts
to shoot to prevent escape and the escaping party shoots and kills him, the killing
is justifiable. Miers v. State, 34 App. 161, 29 S. W. 1074, 53 Am. 'Bt. Rep. 705.

A party may meet unnecessary force with force, but cannot take the arresting
officer's life, unless it is necessary or apparently necessary in defense of himself.
Condron v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 253.

The fact that officers had no legal authority to make an investigation held
no justification for the killing of one of the officers. Serrato v. State (Cr. App.)
171 s. W. 1133.

The evidence, if raising the issue of self-defense, was the self-defense in con

nection with attempted arrest. Stewart v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W,. 1077.
See, also, Meuly v. State, 26 App, 274, 9 S. W. 563, 8 Am. St. Rep. 477; Massie

v. State', 27 App. 617, 11 S. W. 638.

4. Defense of another.-See arts. 115, 116, C. C. P.
To justify defense of another's property, the peril must be not merely to the

property, but to the person of the other involved in the assault, and then all rea

sonable means to avert killing must be resorted to. .Horbach v. State, 43 Tex .

.

242; Weaver v. State, 19 App, 547, 53 Am. Rep. 389; Ledbetter v. State, 26 App.
22, 9 S. W. 6()O; Risby v. State, 17 App, 517; Kendall v. State, 8 App. 569.

One who interferes in behalf of the owner of the property is not justified in
killing the aggressor, unless the life of. such owner is imperiled by reason of the
attack upon the property. Kendall v. State, 8 App. 569; Risby v. State, 17 App.
517; Ledbetter v. State, 26 App. 22, 9 S. W. 60; Lilly v, State, 20 ApD'. 1; Coulter
v, State, 72 App, 602, 162 S. W. 885.

The culpability of a defendant who slays in defense of another is measured by
the intent with which he acted, and not by the intent with which such other was

actuated, unless he knew or might reasonably have known such intent. Snell v.

State, 29 App, 237, 15 S. W. 722, 25 Am. St. Rep. 723. And see, also, Varnell v,

State, 26 App. 56, 9 S. W. 65; Bonner v. State, 29 App. 223, 15 S. W. 821.
A mere threatened injury to another would not justify or reduce the homicide.

Reyons v. State, 33 App. 143, 25 S. W. 786, 47 Am. St. Rep. 25; Mealer v, State, 32
App. 102, 22 S. W. 142; Reyons v. State, 32 App. 151, 22 S. W. 590.

A party who acts in defense of another is authorized to act in same manner as

that party would be justified in doing. Garcia v. State (Cr. App.) 57 S. W. 65l.
If decedent undertook to assault accused's brother with a knife, or accused be

lieved that he was going to do so, accused would have the same right to defend
his brother as the brother would have had to defend hlrnself, Griffin v: State, 57
App. 280, 122 S. W. 553. .'

.,

Where defendant R., learning that his brother was about to enter a mutual
combat with deceased, accompanied hig brother to settIe the difficulty peaceably,
which he tried to do, but deceased declined every offer of that sort and fired on

the brother, R. was entitled to defend, not only his brother, but himself, when de
ceased turned on him, and if he killed deceased under those Circumstance's the
killing was justified. Burns v. State, 58 App, 463, 125 S. W. 90l.

If accused intervened in a difficulty between his brother and deceased, in which
they were cutting each other with knives, and struck and killed deceased entirely
in the defense of his brother, it would be justifiable homicide. Vickers v. State, 70
App. 558, 157 S. W. 767.

See, also, Robins v. State, 9 App. 666; Foster v. State, 8 App, 248; Ainsworth
v. State, Id. 532; Ross v. State, 10. App. 455, 38 Am. Rep. 643; North v. State, 12
App. 111; Glover v. State, 33 App. 224, 26 S. W. 204; Snell v. State, 29 App. 236,
15 S. W. 722, 25 Am. St. Re.p. 723; Mealer v: State, 32 App. 102, 22 S. W. 142; Har
grove v. State, 33 App, 431, 26 S. W. 993.

5. Provoking contest, and Impairment of self-defense.-See notes to art. 1138,
post.

If a person by his own wrongful act brings about the necessity of taking the
life of another to prevent being himself killed, he can not say that such killing
was in his necessary self-defense; but the killing will be imputed to malice, ex

press or implied, by reason of the wrongful act which brought it about, or malice
from which it was done. A person can not avail himself of a necessity which he
has knowingly and wilfully brought upon himself. Logan v. State, 17 App. 50;
Cunningham v. State, Id. 89; King v. State, 13 App, 277; Gilleland v. State, 44
Tex. 356; Lee v. State, 21 App. 241, 17 S. W. 425; Thuston v. State, 21 App, 245, 17
S. W. 474; Roach v. State, 21 App. 249, 17 S. W. 464; Crist v. State, 21 App. 361,
17 S. W. 260; Hollis v. State, 8 App, 620; Meuly v. State, 26 App.. 274, 9 S. W.
563, 8 Am. St. Rep. 477; Beard v. State (Cr. App.) 29 S. W. 770; Waldon v. State,
34 App. 92, 29 S. W. 273; Plew v, State (Cr. App.) 35 S. W. 366; Abram V. State,
36 App. 44, 35 S. W. 389; Hawkins v. State (Cr. APP.) 36 S. W. 443; Koller v.

State, 36 App, 496, 38 S. W. 44; Winters v: State, 37 App. 582, 40 S. W. 303; Best
v. State, 61 App, 551, 135 S. W. 581; Clampett v. State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 929;
Allen v. State, 24 App, 216, 6 S. W. 187. And see, also, under selr-derense, Orman
v. State, 24 App. 495, 6 S. W. 544; Jones v: State, 26 App. 1, 9 8. W. 53, 8 Am. St.
Rep. 454; High v. State, 26 App, 545, 10 S. W. 238, 8 Am. St. Rep. 488; Kelly v,
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State, 27 App. 562, 11 S·. W. 627; McDade v. State, 27 App, 641, 11 S. W. 672, 11
Am. St. Rep. 216; Gonzales v. State, 28 App. 130, 12 S. W. 733; Gonzalez v. State,
30 App. 203, 16 S. W. 978; Williams v. State, 30 App. 429, 17 S. W. 1071; Fuller v.

State, 30 App. 559, 17 S. W. 1108. But see Carter v. State, 37 App. 403, 35 S. W.
378.

If the accused provoked the deceased to strike him with a stick, which was

not followed up by a further assault, he can not justify on the ground of self-de
fense if he retreats out of danger, draws a dagger, returns to the conft.ict, and kills
his antagonist. Isaacs v. State, 25 Tex. 174.

Where the defendant sought an interview with the deceased for the purpose of

demanding payment of a debt, and with no hostile intentions toward the deceased,
and the deceased becoming angry, an altercation ensued during which the de
ceased drew a pistol and assaulted defendant with it in such a manner as to create
in the mind of defendant a reasonable apprehension of death or serious bodily in

jury, and acting upon such reasonable apprehension defendant fired the fatal shot,
he was justifiable on the ground of necessary self-defense. Borma.rd v. State, 25

App. 173, 7 S. W. 862, 8 Am. St. Rep. 431.
Where a person was taken in adultery with another's wife, it was held that he

was not deprived wholly of the right of self-defense by reason of this wrongful act
on his part; but that in slaying the husband of the woman with whom he was

committing adultery, he could claim partial or imperfect self-defense, and reduce
the homicide from murder to manslaughter. The amenability of a person charged
with crime is conditioned solely on his own acts, and is never dependent upon the
immunity of the injured person in case the result had been different. Reed v.

State, 11 App. 509, 40 Am. Rep. 795; King v . State, 13 App. 277.
A party may have a perfect right of self-defense, though he may not be en

tirely free from blame in the tra.nsa.ction. If the blame or wrong was not in
tended to produce the occasion, nor an act which was, under the circumstances,
reasonably calculated to produce the occasion or provoke the difficulty, then the

right of self-defense would be complete, though the act may not be blameless.
Franklin v. State, 30 App. 628, 18 S. W. 468.

Where defendant went to deceased's house for the purpose of having carnal
intercourse with deceased's wife and killed deceased while there in self-defense, he
is guilty of manslaughter. Franklin v. State, 34 App. 286, 30 S. W. 231.

If the slayer provoked the contest with the apparent intention of killing de
ceased, or doing him some serious bodily injury, he is guilty of murder, although
he may have done the act of killing suddenly, without deliberation, and in order
to save his own life The law allows no justification in such a case, and no re

duction of the grade of the homicide below that of murder. But if the slayer pro
voked the contest without any intention to kill or inft.ict serious bodily injury, and
suddenly, without deliberation, did the act of killing, while the homicide would'
not be justifiable, it might be a lower grade of homlcide than murder. Green v.

State, 12 App, 445; King v: State, 13 App. 277; Smith v. State, 15 App. 338.
Because the slayer by his own wrongful acts produced the necessity to kill, it

does not always follow that the homicide can not be justified or excused. Consid
eration must be addressed to the nature and quality of the wrongful acts by which
it is claimed the right of self-defense is forfeited or abridged. Adjudicated cases

hold that among the slayer's acts which abrogate or abridge his right of self-de
fense, are the following: 1. Devices, by language, or otherwise, to provoke the
deceased to make an assault which will furnish a pretext for taking his life, or

inft.icting serious bodily injury upon him. 2. Provocation of the deceased into a

quarrel, causing the fatal affray; but mere words or libelous publications do not
amount to, such provocation. 3. Preconcert with the deceased to fight him with
deadly weapons. 4. Commencing an attack, assault, or battery upon the deceased.
5. Going with a deadly weapon to where the deceased is, for the purpose of pro
voking a difficulty or bringing on an affray, and by words or acts making some

demonstration of such purpose calculated to provoke the deceased. The right of
self-defense is not impaired by mere preparation for the perpetration of a wrong
ful act, unheralded, and unaccompanied by any demonstration, verbal or otherwise,
indicative of the wrongful purpose. Cartwright v. State, 14 App, 486; Cunning
ham v. State, 17 App. 89.

When a party is a mere trespasser upon another's premises, and thus pro
vokes the difficulty which results in the homicide, and such trespass is not with
any intent on his part to kill or do serious bodily injury, or to commit any felony,
he would not be deprived wholly of the right of self-defense, but such right would
be abridged, and would be only partial and imperfect, and would reduce the hom
icide from murder to manslaughter. Roach v. State, 21 App, 249, 17 S. W. 464;
Thuston v. State, 21 App. 245, 17 S. W. 474; Arto v. State, 19 App. 126; Jones v,

State, 17 App. 602; King v: State, 13 App. 277.
If the slayer goes upon the premises with the intention to kill, or to do serious

bodily injury, or to commit felony, and abandons such intention in good faith, and
tries to escape from or avoid· his adversary, if he is pursued his right of self
defense revives. Roach v. State, 21 App, 249, 17 S. W. 464.

To be sufficient to revive the perfect right of self-defense, the abandonment of
the difficulty must be one which clearly evinces a withdrawal in good faith, and
shows clearly the honest effort of the slayer for peace. Roberts v. State, 30 App.
291, 17 S. W. 450.

When A. says to B.: "You are a God d-d liar," and B., upon the impulse of the
moment, resents the insult by striking A. with his fist, and A. draws a pistol with
intent to kill B., and B., to save his own life, kills A., held, manslaughter. Insult
ing words will not justify an assault; therefore B. was the aggressor. He was as
much guilty of an assault and battery upon A., as he would have been had not
A. given the insult; and though he may not have intended to produce the occasion,
yet this would be the reasonable and natural consequence of his act for which the
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law holds him responsible, and to the same extent as if he had intended to provoke
tile difficulty. Polk v. State, 30 App, 657, 18 S. \V. 466.

The fact that a person may know that his presence on his own premises may be
offensive to another does not deprive him of self-defense if his going to his prem
ises is in good faith. Milrainey v. State, 33 App. 577, 28 S. W. 537.

Nor where in doing a lawful act he creates a disturbance. Gilcrease v. State,
33 App, 619, 28 S. W. 53l.

One may speak to another in a quiet and peaceable manner in regard to derog
atory charges or statements made by such other person against him, and knowing
such other person is armed he may arm himself with the intention of protecting
himself if necessary in self-defense. If such other person makes a violent assault

upon him and he kills his assailant in self-defense, he is not guilty of any crime.
Shannon v. State, 35 App. 2, 28 S. W. 687, 60 Am. St. Rep. 17.

The fact that a person arms himself before going to 'demand an explanation
does not deprive him of the right of self-defense. Shannon v. State, 35 App. 2, 28
S. W. 687, 60 Am. St. Rep. 17; Duke v. State, 61 App, 19, 133 S. W. 432; Cloud v.

State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 892; Fox v. State, 71 App. 318, 158 S. W. 1141; Quinn
v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 783.

Although defendant provoked the fight, if it had ceased and afterward deceased
renewed the quarrel, defendant would not be deprived of the right of self-defense.
Lindsey v. State, 35 App. 164., 32 S. W. 768.

When defendant is the aggressor the fact that the deceased started to draw his

pistol when defendant shot him, does not justify the homicide. Lawrence v. State,
36 App, 173, 36 S. W. 90.

That defendant armed himself to prevent deceased from building a fence on

his land did not deprive himself of the right of self-defense. Wilson v. State (Cr.
App.) 36 S. W. 587.

No matter what was defendant's purpose in seeking deceased, if, when he met
him, he did nothing to' provoke a difficulty and deceased assaulted him, his right
of self-defense is perfect. Airhart v. State, 4.0 App, 472, 51 S; W. 214, 76 Am. St.
Rep. 736.

Unless defendant's acts are clearly calculated or intended to provoke a difficulty,
the rig-ht of self-defense is not lost, even though he went to the place for purpose
of difficulty. Defendant is not tried merely for seeking out deceased but for his
acts after he has met him .. Airhart v: State, 40 App, 473, 51 S. W. 214, 76 Am. St.
Rep. 736.

One must not only seek his adversary for the purpose of provoking the diffi
culty but he must provoke the difficulty at the time he meets deceased, before it
can be claimed that he has forfeited his right to self-defense. Matthews v. State,
42 App. 31, 58 S. W. 90.

.

If one intends to provoke a difficulty, and although the means used are not rea

sonably calculated to provoke, yet if they in fact do provoke it, he is responsible
for what he actually intended to do, Matthews v . State, 42 App. 31, 58 S. IN. 90.

A cool and calm determination in the mind of the slayer to kill the deceased
should the latter, at the time of the meeting, attack him, and do some act mani
festing an intention to kill or' seriously injure him, would not destroy the slayer's
right of self-defense. Pratt v. State, 50 App. 227, 96 S, W. 8.

One who provokes a difficulty without intent to kill or inflict serious bodily in
jury, and with no intent at the time of provoking the difficulty, is not thereby de
prived of his right of self-defense. Best v. State, 58 App, 327, 125 S. W. 909.

In order to abridge the right of self-defense, the language used or acts done
must have been spoken or done by accused with intent at the time to provoke the
difficulty, as well as reasonably calculated to do so. Keeton v. State, 59 App. 316,
128 S. W. 404-.

Where defendant's wife told him that deceased had scared her, defendant was

guilty of no wrong in seeking out deceased and demanding an explanation. Bal
lard v. State, 62 App. 435, 138 S. W. 120.

If accused placed money on a table and challenged decedent to take it to create
an excuse for the killing, he cannot rely upon defense of property. Mansfield v.

State, .62 App, 631, 138 S. VV. 59l.

That accused went where decedent was with a pistol did not forfeit his right to
act in self-defense nor make him guilty of provoking the difficulty. Kincaid v.
State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 597.

Defendant, who had armed himself and gone to take possession of a barn,
knowing that his attempt would be likely to cause serious trouble, and knowing
of threats against him by the claimant, had still a right to defend himself against
a third party, whom he did not know. Smith v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 722.

Where defendant was talking to one person, and another person, whom he did
not know, shot at him from behind a barn, his right to defend himself against such
attack would not be impaired, even though his conduct might have impaired his
right to self-defense had he killed the party to whom he was talking. Smith v.
State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 722.

Where accused's own testimony showed that the difficulty between him and
deceased was caused by his remark with reference to deceased that he would not
let any son of a bitch run over his boy, that, when deceased asked' if he was re

ferring to him, he did not deny that he was, but drew a knife, and, when deceased
got him by the collar, commenced cutting him, and entered into the fight with zeal,
accused did not have the perfect right of self-defense which would justify his con

duct, but, at most, only the imperfect right which would reduce the grade of of
fense to manslaughter, since the necessity for self-defense was caused by his own

insulting language. Carver v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 746.
There is a difference between hringing on a difficulty and provoking a difficulty

for the purpose of getting some advantage. Ware v. State (Cr. App.) 152 s. W.
1074.
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A charge on provoking a difficulty or abridging the right of self-defense is not
called for unless the interview was sought by defendant to provoke aJ difficulty,
and when the meeting occurred defendant did some act or used language reason

ably calculated to provoke the difficulty, and with intent to provoke a difficulty,
and, in fact, did provoke a difficulty in which deceased was the aggressor Sor
rell v. State' (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 299.

For a discussion of the principles of perfect and imperfect self-defense, see

Thumm v. State, 24 App, 667, 7 S. W. 236; Bonnard v. State, 25 App, 173, 7 S.
W. 862, 8 Am. St. Rep. 431; Williams v. State, 25 App. 216, 7 S. W. 666; Varnell
v. State, 26 App. 56, 9 S. W. 65; Meuly v. State, 26 App. 274, 9 S. W. 563, 8 Am.
St. Rep. 477; Johnson v. State, 26 App. 631, 10 S. W. 235; Gonzales v. State, 28
App, 130, 12 S. W. 733; Levy ,v. State, 28 App. 203, 12 S. W. 596, 19 Am. St. Rep.
826; Carter v. State, 28 App. 355, 13 S. W. 147; Habel v. State, 28 App. 588, 13
S. W. 1001; Williams v: State, 30 App. 429, 17 S. W. 1071; Carter v, State, 30 App.
551, 17 S. W. 1102, 28 Am. St. Rep, 944; Polk v. State, 30 App. 657, 18 S. W. 466;
Ball v: State, 29 App, 107, 14 S. W. 1012; Franklin v. State, 30 App. 628, 18 S. W.
468; Muely v, State, 31 App. 155, 18 S. W. 411, 19 S. W. 916; Sullivan v . State, 31
App, 486, 20 S. W. 927, 37 Am. St. Rep. 826; Mundine v, State, 37 App, 5, 38 S. W.
619; Cheatham v. State, 57 App. 442, 125 S. W. 565.

6. Mutual combat.-Manslaughter in mutual combat, see notes to art. 1129,
post. '

If a person voluntarily engages in a combat. knowing that it will, or may result
in death, or some serious bodily injury which may probably produce the death of
his adversary or himself, he can not claim that he is acting in self-defense. Gil
leland v, State, 44 Tex. 356; Logan v, State, 17 App, 50; Lee v: State, 21 App,
241, 17 S. W. 425; Cunningham v: State, 17 App. 89; Bordeaux v. State, 58 App,
61, 124 S. W. 640.

The fact that deceased may have been in the a.ct of firing upon the defendant
does not render the killing justifiable, if it appear that' defendant sought the
conflict and voluntarily engaged in it, and that threats were mutual and a hostile
meeting mutually determined upon. Gilleland v. State, 44 Tex. 356. See this
case for a discussion of this article and article 1107.

If death ensues from mutual combat it is murder if undue advantage was taken
by the slayer. King v. State, 4 App. 54, 30 Am. Rep. 160.

For discussion of principles entering into the question of mutual combat, see

Thumm v. State, 24 App, 667, 7 S. W. 236; Williams v. State, 25 App. 216, 7 S. W.
666; Gonzales v. State, 28 App. 130, 12 S. W. 733; Habel v. State, 28 App, 588, 13
S. W. 1001; White v. State, 30 App. 652, 18 S. W. 462; Waldon v. State, 34 App,
92, 29 S. W. 273.

-

7. ·Threats by defendant.-Threats made by the defendant to kill the deceased
will not deprive the former of his right to defend himself against an attack made
on him by the deceased, on account of such threats. Parker v. State, 18 App. 72;
Smith v. State, 15 App, 338; White v. State, 23 App. 154, 3 S. W. 710.

The fact that accused the night after a difficulty with decedent, in which de
ceased fired a gun at or over accused, wrote a letter to another person making
threats against the deceased, does not preclude his relying on self-defense in a

prosecution for murder committed the next day while accused was sitting peace
ably in a public place, when decedent approached with a gun, and acted in a man

ner signifying an intention to shoot or kill accused, whereupon accused shot him;
accused not having made any hostile movement towards deceased or attempted in
any way to execute his threat. Stanley v. State, 62 App. 306, 137 S. W. 703.

Where accused claimed than he shot in self-defense and that he and deceased
had been the best of friends, evidence of his remarks and threats against de
ceased, made some time before the killing, was admissible; it being the conten
tion of the state that accused and his father, who on the day of the killing had a

quarrel with deceased, conspired together to kill him. Coulter v. State, 72 App.
602, 162 S. W. 885.

Where accused, relying on self-defense and on the theory that he killed decedent
to protect his family, had about three weeks before the killing made threats
against decedent under such circumstances that they would probably be com

municated to decedent, proof of the threats was admissible. Roberts v, State (Cr.
App.) 168 S. W. 100.

And further on threats by defendant, see Manning v. State, 51 App. 211, 98
S. W .. 251; McMahan v. State, 46 App. 540, 81 S. W. 296; Pratt v. State, 50 App.
227, 96 S. W. 8; Reinhard v. State, 52 App. 53, 106 S. W. 128; Slade v. State, 29
App. 381, 16 S. W. 253; Gilcrease V. State, 33 App, 620, 28 S. W. 531; Utzman v.

State, 32 App. 426, 24 S. W. 412.
8. Manslaughter.-As to manslaughter under this article, see Ross v. State, 10

App. 456, 38 Am. Rep. 643; Roach v. State, 21 App, 249, 17 S. W. 464; Ledbetter v.

State, 26 App, 22, 9 S. W. 60; Milrainey v. State, 33 App, 577, 28 s. W. 537; Gil
crease v. State, 33 App. 619, 28 S. W. 531; Glover v. State, 33 App. 224, 26 S. W.
204.

9. Evidence on Issue of self-defense.-Evidence as to cuts on the person and
clothing of the accused is admissible on the issue of self-defense. The objection
that such evidence is easily fabricated goeS! to its credibility and not to its com

petency. Good v. State, 18 App. 39.
The state proved over objection that the p-istol found on the body of deceased

could only fire center-fire car trtdges and was loaded with rim fire' cartridges,
which it could not explode. 'I'his evidence should have been; excluded as imma
terial, since defendant could not have known of. the condition of deceased's pistol,
the manner in which it was loaded, nor that it could not have been fired by de
ceased. Everett v. State, 30 App. 683, 18 S. W. 674. See, also, Irvine v, State, 26
App. 37, 9 S. W. 65.
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When the defense is self-defense, it is admissible to show that deceased was

not friendly with defendant and language used by him showing such feelings to
ward defendant is admissible. Holley v. State, 39 App. 301, 46 S. W. 39.

It is error to admit proof that deceased's gun was loaded with small shot, when
defendant did not know this. Carr v. State, 41 App. 380, 55 S. W. 51.

Acts and declarations of deceased are not admissible for purposes of showing
friendly feeling towards accused when they have not been communicated to ac

cused. The facts must be regarded from defendant's standpoint. Stell v. State
(Cr. App.) 58 s. W. 76.

.

In a prosecution for homicide by shooting, testimony of a witness that after
decedent fell he saw him making a motion with his hand as if putting a knife in
his pocket was inadmissible, since defendant could not have acted on anything
decedent was doing at that time. Barbee v. State, 58 App. 129, 124 S. W. 961.

Evidence held to show that the killing was riot in self-defense. Pannell v.

State, 59 App. 383, 128 S. W. 133; Snowberger v. State, 58 App. 530, 126 S. W. 878;
Baum V. State, 60 App. 638, 133 S. W. 271; Florence v. State, 61 App. 238, 134 S. W.
689; Powdrill v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 231; Cole v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S.
W. 929; Latham v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 797.

Proof that decedent was unarmed is admissible. Dougherty v. State, 59 App.
464, 128 S. W. 398.

For testimony on the question of who began the difficulty. Bradley v. State,
60 App, 398, 132 S. W. 484.

Evidence' held insufficient to raise an issue as to decedent's abandonment of the
difficulty. Duke v. State, 61 App. 19, 133 S. W. 432.

Where defendant testified that when he got the pistol he had in mind a threat
of deceased against him, and carried it for protection, testimony that he' asked
the witness if he would go on his bond if he got into trouble was admissible. Drake
v. State (Cr. App.) 143 s. W. 1157.

Where the issue was self-defense, the question whether a witness had ever

seen deceased about the witness' store with a pistol was improperly excluded.
Maclin v. State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 951.

Evidence held to show that accused acted in self-defense. Antu v. State (Cr.
App.) 147 s. W. 234.

Evidence was admissible ror- accused, that decedent had, on a number of oc

casions been seen to carry a pistol, if accused was shown to have known of such
fact. Andrus v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 189.

An innocent motive, unknown to defendant, for acts producing an appearance
on which he had a right to act in self-defense, may not be shown. And for ap
plication of rule, see Singleton v. State (!Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 46; Bradley v. State,
60 App. 398, 132 S. W. 484; Johnson v. State (Cr. ApP.) 148 s. W. 328.

Where accused relies on self-defense, his words and conduct immediately after
the killing are material on the issue as to why he killed decedent. Rober-ta v.

State (Cr. App.) 168 s. W. 100.
Evidence in a prosecution for murder by shooting deceased several times, in

which the defendant relied on self-defense, held sufficient to sustain a conviction
of murder. Crossett v. State (Gr. App.) 168 s. W. 548.

Whatever accused may have known or heard that could have affected his mind,
and had a tendency to lead him to believe that, from the conduct of deceased at
the time, his life was in danger, was admtsstble. Echols v. State (Cr. App.) 170
S. W. 786; Keeton v. State, 59 ..App. 316, 128 S. W. 404; Cloud v. State (ICr. App.)
153 S. W .. 892; Garcia v. State, 70 App, 485, 156 S. W. 939; Roberts v. State (Cr.
App.) 168 S. W. 100; Harper v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 721.

Evidence, in a prosecution for murder, held to justify submission to the jury of
the issue of self-defense. Barnett v. State (Gr. App.) 176 S. W. 580.

Evidence in a hom.icide case held not to raise the issue of manslaughter, but of
self-defense. Howe v. State (Gr. App.) 177 S. W. 497.

10. Burden of proM.-See notes to art. 52, ante, and art'. 785, C. C. P.
11. -- Threats by deceased and deceased's character.-See notes to art. 1143,

post.
12. Charge.-See notes to C. G. P. art. 735.
In regulating the right to take life in necessary self-defense, the Code of this

state establishes an essential distinction, based upon the nature and severity of
the unlawful attack, and discriminates it into two classes. The first class, reg
Ulated by article 1105 of the Penal Code, comprises all cases in which, 'from the
acts of the assailant, or his words coupled therewith, it is reasonably apparent that
his intent is to murder or do serious bodily harm, in which case the assaulted par
ty may lawfully slay his aggressor while he is committing the offense, or when he
has done some act evidently showing his intention to commit it. The second class,
regulated by article 1107 of the Penal Code, comprises those cases in which the
purpose or intent reasonably indicated by the unlawful and violent attack is other
than those above mentioned. The proof on this, as on the former trial of this case,
shows that i.f the deceased made any attack on the accused, it was a murderous
attack which came clearly within the provisions of article 1105, and there was no
evidence whatever tending to show a milder attack. In this state of the proof the
trial court erred in charging the provisions of article 1105, because such charge,
being unauthorized by the proof, was calculated to confuse and mislead. the jury.
(Note the opinion for the approval on the subject of Orman's Case, 22 App, 604,
3 S. W. 468, 58 Am. Rep. 662, and Kendall's Case, 8 App. 569.) Orman v. State,
22 App. 604, 3 S. W. 468, 58 Am. Rep. 662; s. c., 24 App. 495, 6 S. W. 544. See,
also, Hill v. State, 10 App, 618; Jordan v. State, 11 App. 435; Foster v. State, Id.,
105; Morgan v. State, 16 App. 593; Gonzalez v. State, 30 App, 203, 16 S. W. 978;
Fuller v. State, 30 App. 559, 17 S. W. 1108; Warren v. State, 22 App, 383, 3 S. W.
240; Skaggs v. State, 31 App. 563, 21 S. W. 257; Kelly v. State, 27 App. 562, 11 S.
W. 627; Bedford V. State, 36 App, 477, 38 S. W. 210.
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The charge should be applicable to the facts. It is often inadequate to charge
simply the language of the statutory provisions upon this issue. Richardson v.

State, 7 App. 486; Kendall v. State, 8 App. 569; Talbert v. State, Id. 316; Salmon v.

State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 1023.
The charge should, in a proper case, draw clearly the distinctions between self

defense under article 1105 and self-defense under this article. Kendall v. State, 8

App. 569.
Where the evidence tends; to show self-defense under either art. 1105 or art.

1107, the court should frame its charge with reference to the article which is ap
plicable to the facts proved, and should not charge with reference to the other ar

ticle. But where the evidence raises a question as to which of the two articles
apply to the facts, the charge should be with reference to both articles, and should
draw clearly the distinctions between the two kinds of attack justifying homicide.
Kendall v. State, 8 App. 569.

A charge which limited the right of self-defense to "extreme necessity" held er-

roneous. King v. State, 13 App. 277.
.

The charge should be constructed upon the evidence in the particular case on

trial. Hackett v. State, 13 App. 406.
.

The law of self-defense when invoked by the proof should be given to the jury
in plain and intelligible language, without superfluous verbiage. Learned abstrac
tions are not the best means to make it comprehensible by the jury. Boddy v.

State, 14 App. 5:tR.
The first subdivision of article 1105 declares that it must "reasonably appear,"

etc. It is error to substitute the word "necessarily" for the word "reasonably"
in the charge, as the two words are essentially different in meaning. Also, homi
cide is justifiable when the slayer kills the deceased after the latter has done some

act, etc. A charge which omits the word "after" is erroneous because it limits
the justification to a killing while the deceased is in the act of killing the slayer,
or in the act of doing the act which evidences his intention to kill the slayer or do
him serious bodily injury. Stevenson v. State, 17 App. 618.

It is not error to give in charge the law of article 1107 before charging the law of
article 1105. Gonzalez v. State, 30 App. 203, 16 S. W. 978.

A charge that the jury ought to consider the situation and circumstances from
accused's standpoint, held sufficient. Jackson v. State, 32 App. 192, 22 S. W. 831.

On trial for murder when the issues raised were: First, whether deceased was

killed in pursuance of an agreement between defendant, his father, and brother;
second, whether deceased was killed by defendant in protection of the life of his
father or brother; or third, whether deceased was killed in mutual combat. Held,
that in such case the court should have instructed the jury, that unless the evi
dence satisfied them beyond a reasonable doubt that there was an agreement be
tween defendant, his father, and brother, to kill deceased or that he was killed
in mutual combat they must acquit defendant, unless they believed that defend
ant's father and brother began the difficulty, and defendant knew it when he en

tered into the conflict. Hargrove v. State, 33 App, 431, 26 S. W. 993.
See case held error to charge that to justify the homicide all other means must

ha.ve first been resorted to to prevent the attack. Cline v. State (Cr. App.) 28 s.
W.684.

Erroneous charge on self-defense held harmless. James v. State (Cr. App.) 33
S. W. 342; Ward v. State, 70 App. 393, 159 S. W. 272; Harper v. State (Cr. App.)
170 S. W. 721.

When the court gives an instruction on self-defense which is directly applica
ble to the facts as testified to by the defendant, failure to give the general instruc
tion on the same subject is not error. McGrath v. State, 35 App. 413, 34 S. W. 127,
941.

The defense was justifiable homicide because deceased was making an assault
on defendant's brother with a pistol, and was in the act of taking the latter's life;
held, that defendant was not required to resort to other means to prevent the kill
ing of his brother before taking the life of deceased, and a charge based upon such
theory was erroneous. Shumate v. State, 38 App. 266, 42 S. W. 600.

A charge "that all self-defense rests upon necessity" is the law when the
necesaity is only apparent, such proposition should be more fully explained, but
when such necessity is real it is not necessary to explain. Williford v. State, 38
App. 393, 42 S. W. 972.

It is proper to charge that one in defending himself against an unlawful attack
can use all necessary and reasonable force, but no more than the circumstances
reasonably indicate to be necessary. Freeman v. State, 40 App. 551, 46 S. W. 641,
1i1 S. W. 230.

Where court groups facts and charges if jury finds them true, self-defense could
not be set up, it should then group facts embracing defendant's claim and instruct
to acquit if the jury finds them to be true. Francis v . State (Cr. App.) 55 S. W.
489.

Charge should not restrict the rights of accused to the intent of deceased.
Accused's intent must be judged by his own purpose and not by the intent of
deceased. Casner v. State, 42 App: 118, 57 S. W. 821, 824.

When the killing occurs in sudden broil, no former grudge or quarrel being
shown, and the evidence tends to sustain self-defense, the charge should limit the
design to kill to an unlawful design to kill formed prior to the broil. Manis v.

State, 41 App. 614, 58 S. W. 81.
Where party's life is in danger, or when the perfect right of self-defense has

accrued, he has the right to use any means within his power to protect his life,
or his person from serious bodily injury, even to the taking the life of his ad
versary, and a charge which restricts his right to any reasonable and necessary
means, is erroneous. Hall v . State, 42 App. 444, 60 S. W. 770.

In a conflict of evidence it is a question of fact to be submitted to the jury
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whether defendant has compromitted his right of self-defense. Hall v. State, 42.

App. 444, 60 S. W. 771.
The fact that the altercation grew out of adverse claims to possession of prop

erty would not require a charge involving the right of appellant to protect his claim

to the property against an intrusion of the prosecutor. Hill v. State, 43 App. 583,
67 S. W. 506.

Defendant, having purchased a barn from a city located on a lot of which S.

was possessed under a lease from the city, went to take down the barn, when he

was forbidden to do so by S., though he had agreed to surrender possession within
10 days, which time had long since expired, on the ground that he was entitled to

written notice of dispossession. Defendant claimed that, while discussing the mat
ter with S., decedent, his son, armed with a rifle, appeared around the corner of'
the barn in a shooting position and immediately fired, whereupon defendant shot
him. Held, that deceased, having no rights with reference to the property in ques

tion, had no right to assault defendant, unless necessary to save his father's life, as

authorized by this article, and the court should have charged that if deceased
made an attack on defendant as claimed, not in defense of his father, and defend
ant from his standpoint thought that his life was endangered, he could shoot de
ceased in self-defense. Smith v. State, 57 App. 455, 123 S. W. 698.

Where the state's evidence showed that decedent struck accused with his hand,
and that the blow, which was not serious, was struck as a result of provocation,
and the evidence of accused showed that decedent was trying to cut and kill ac

cused with a knife when accused fired the fatal shot, an instruction on self-defense
that homicide is justifiable in the protection of the person from any violent attack,
and in such case all other means must be resorted to for the prevent.ion of the in

jury, and the killing must take place while the person killed is in the act of mak- .

ing such attack, or while the person killed is doing some hostile act that would,
viewed from the standpoint of accused, produce in his mind a reasonable fear of
death, etc., properly submitted the issue of self-defense. Best v. State, 58 App.
327, 125 S. W. 909.

Where the charge sufficiently directs attention to the facts, 'it is not essential
to embody in the charge the details of every fact relied on. Pratt v. State, 59 App,
167, 127 S. W. 827.

Where the question of self-defense is in the case, accused is entitled to a charge
thereon independent of the law of threats. Lundy v. State, 59 App. 131, 127 S. W.
1032.

The charge should embody, not only the acts of decedent, but also his words
accompanying the acts illustrating the intent of decedent as viewed from accused's
standpoint. Lundy v. State, 59 App. 131, 127 S. W. 1032.

Where there was no evidence that decedent intended or attempted at the time
of the homicide to enter the storehouse of accused, except as such act related to a

threatened assault on accused, .and the court charged that one need not retreat to'
avoid the necessity of killing his assailant, but anyone, in defending himself, may
stand his ground and kill his adversary if necessary, etc., the refusal to charge that
if decedent approached accused's storehouse, and manifested a purpose of entering"
the same over the protest of accused, accused could prevent decedent from enter

ing the same, and could use force reasonably necessary, etc., was not prejudicial
to accused. Pratt v. State, 59 App. 635, 129 S. W. 364.

Where decedent who had had prior difficulties with accused stated that he would
take accused's gun, and he approached accused with an ax in hand, threatening to
take the gun, and accused, after warniv-g decedent several times, shot decedent
as he continued to approach, the issues of self-defense applicable to real and ap
parent danger of bodily injury and applicable to the taking of the gun from accused
were raised, so that the court properly charged the substance of this article. Wil
liams v. State, 59 App. 624, 129 S. W. 838.

Where the jury were in terms instructed that, in passing on the issue whether'
accused had reasonable grounds to fear an attack by deceased, etc., the facts and
circumstances must be looked at and the question determined from the standpoint
'of defendant alone, the issue of self-defense was properly submitted. Hudson v.

State, 59 App. 650, 129 S. W. 1125. Ann. Cas. 1912A, 1324.
A difficulty having occurred between defendant and deceased, deceased appeared

at a dance defendant was attending armed with a shotgun. Defendant was at
once notified that deceased was coming armed to kill him. Defendant approached
deceased, had some conversation with him, and on a movement by deceased, as if
to shoot, defendant grabbed" the gun. They scuffled out of doors, when a shot was

fired by defendant, which killed deceased. Held, that defendant, under such cir
cumstances, was entitled to a charge on self-defense, untrammeled by the limita
tions contained in this article. Anderson v. State, 60 App. 314, 131 S. W. 1124.

In a prosecution tor homicide, an instruction that, if defendant fired on deceased
in self-defense, but the deceased abandoned the difficulty and defendant had no rea

sonable apprehension of danger from deceased, defendant would not be justified in
pursuing or firing other shots was error, where- it failed to state that, if defendant
under these conditions was, by the previous conduct of deceased, rendered incapa
ble of cool reflection, he would not be guilty of any higher grade of offense than
manslaughter. Johnson v. State, 63 App. 50, 138 S. W. 1021.

A charge that, if accused killed decedent while defending himself against t.he
acts, or acts and words, of decedent, or the acts and words of those acting with
him, and that his life was put in danger, or that he was put in danger of serious.
bodily harm, the jury should acquit was not objectionable as requiring the jury to
find that accused acted against the combined acts and conduct of all the parties,
before they could acquit on the ground of self-defense. Beaver v. State (Cr.
App.) 142 S. W. 11.

.

A paragraph in the charge consisting of a mere definition, held, not erroneous;

Holmes v. State (Cr. App.) ,155 s. VV. 205.
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Where deceased had rented a farm from the father of accused, reserving the
right to the pecan crop, and accused was on the land threshing such trees when
deceased ordered him off the premises, and used threatening language and made a

hostile demonstration, on trial for his murder, an instruction on the issue of de
fense of property should have been given. Walker v. State, 70 App. 84, 156 S. W.
206.

Where self-defense is an issue, an instruction submitting that defense should
not require the jury to believe numerous unimportant details leading up to the
fatal affray, before they can acquit. McMillan v. State (Cr. App.) 165 'S. W. 576.
Nor should the instruction require the jury to find that the affray started in the
precise manner detailed by accused, before they could acquit, the evidence as to
how the affray started being conflicting. McMillan v: State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W.
576.

Where the killing occurred in a shooting which defendant claimed was begun
by deceased; it was error to instruct the jury that they could take into considera
tion the relative strength of the parties. Hammons v. State (Cr. App.) 177 s. W.
493.

Where, in a prosecution for murder, the evidence shows that, at the time of the
killing, a brother was not aiding or encouraging deceased in any attack upon ac

cused, though he had theretofore been cursing accused for a grievance, an instruc
tion as to his right of self-defense as against such brother was unnecessary. Stacy
v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 114.

Charges on self defense held correct. Bright v. State, 10 App. 68; Kemp v.

State, 13 App. 561; Rider v. State, 26 App, 334, 9 S. W. 6S8; Maxwell v. State, 31
App. 119, 19 S. W. 914; Garello v: State, 31 App, 56, 20 S. W. 179; Chalk v. State,
35 App. 116,32 S. W. 534; Tate v. State, 35 App. 231, 33 S. W. 121; Sargent v. State,
35 App. 325, 33 S. W. 364; Graham v. State (Cr. App.) 33 S. W. 537; Thompson v.

State, 35 App. 352, 33 S. W. 871; Williford v. State, 36 App, 414, 37 S. W. 761; Price
v. State, 36 App. 403, 37 S. W. 743; Brittain v. State, 36 App. 406, 37 S. W. 758;
Walters v. State, 37 App, 90, 38 S. W. 794; Snowberger v. State, 58 App, 530, 126
S. W. 878; Day v: State, 61 App, 114, 134 S. W. 215; Young v. State, 61 App. 303,
135 S. W. 127; Tabor v. State, 61 App. 425, 135 S. W. 142; Edwards v. State, 61 App.
307, 135 S. W. 540; Tilmeyer v . State, 62 App. 272, 136 S. W. 1060; Owens v. State,
63 App 633, 141 S. W. 530; Treadway v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 655; Maclin v.

State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 951; Stephens v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 907; Over
cash v. State (Cr. App.� 148 S. W. 701; Lee v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 706;
Williams v . State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 763; Penton v. State (Cr. App.) 149 s. W.
190; Luttrell v. State, 70 App. 183, 157 S. W. 157; Brookins v. -State, 71 App. 101,
158 S. W. 521; Stewart v. State, 71 App. 237, 158 S. W. 996; Burnaman v. State, 70
App. 361, 159 S. W. 244, 46 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1001; Ward v. State, 70 App. 393, 159
S.- W. 272; Thomas v. State, 71 App. 183, 159 S. W. 1183; Perales v. State, 72 App.
176, 161 S. W. 482; Carey v. State (Cr. App.) 167 s. W. 366; Johnson v: State (Cr.
App.) 167 S. W. 733; Roberts v. State (Cr. App.) 168 s. W. 100; Crossett v. State
(Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 548; Hicks v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 755; McAnthony v,

State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 1046; Francis v, State (Cr. ApD.) 175 s. W. 705; Eads
v. State (Cr. App.) 176 s. W. 574.

Charges on self defense held erroneous. Arman v. State, 24 App. 496, 6 S. W.
544; Kelly v. State, 27 ApD. 562, 11 S. W. 627; Gonzalez v. State, 30 App. 203, 16
S. W. 978; Bow v. State, 34 App. 481, 31 S. W. 170; Phipps v. State, 34 App. 608,
31 S. W. 657; Maines v. State, 35 ApD. 109, 31 S. W. 667; Anderson v. State, 34
App, 546, 31 S. W. 673, 53 Am. St. Rep. 122; Castro v. State (Cr. App.) 40 S. W.
985; Carson v. State, 57 App. 394, 123 S. W. 590, 136 Am. St. Rep. 981; Hardin v,

State, 57 App, 401, 123 S. W. 613; Snowberger v. State, 58 App. 530, 126 S. W. 878;
Gaines v. State, 58 App. 631, 127 S. W. 181; Castro v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W.
553; Antu v. State (Cr. App.) 147 s. W. 234; McDowell v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S.
W. 1049; Wilson v. State, 70 App. 355, 156 S. W. 1185; Vickers v. State, 70 App.
558, 157 S. W. 767; Coulter v. State, 11 App. 514, 160 S. W. 80; Trevino v. State, 72
App, 91, 161 S. W. 108; Johnson v. State, 72 App, 178, 161 S. W. 1098; Williams v.

State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 1170.
And further as to charges, see Brazzi! v. State, 28 App. 584, 13 S. W. 1006;

Slade v. State, 29 App. 381, 16 S. W. 253; Roberts v. State, 30 App, 291, 17 S. W.
450; McSpatton v. State, 30 App. 616, 18 S. W. 298; Beaty v. State, 30 App. 677,
18 S. W. 646; Lynch v. State, 24 App. 350, 6 S. W. 190, 5 Am. St. Rep. 888; Mc
Dade v. State, 27 App. 641, 11 S. W. 672, 11 Am. St. Rep. 216; Hawthorne v. State,
28 App. 212, 12 S. W. 603; Bonner v. State, 29 ApD. 223, 15 S. W. 821; Williams v.

State, 30 App. 429, 17 S. W. 1071; Maxwell, v. State, 31 ADP. 119, 19 S. W. 914;
Ennis v. State (Cr. App.) 38 S. W. 998; Mundine v. State, 37 App, 5, 38 S. W. 619;
Bedford v . State, 36 App. 477, 38 S. W. 210; Rucker v. State (Cr. App.) 40 S. W. 991.

13. -- Provoking contest.-A charge on provoking difficulties should be given
separately from a charge of self-defense. Castro v. State (Cr. App.) 40 s. W. 985.

An instruction that defendant had the right, on a peaceable mission, to seek
out decedent and ask him to retract insulting language, and to arm himself for his
necessary self-defense, if he apprehended danger at the time he sought such
apology, and that if defendant, on a peaceable mission, sought out decedent and
asked him to apologize, and decedent refused to do so, and it reasonably appeared
to defendant that he was in danger of death or serious bodily harm, and acting
thereunder he shot decedent, to acquit, placed an improper limitation on defendant's
rights by the words "on a peaceable mission." McCleary v. State, 57 App. 139,
122 S. W. 26.

A charge that one who willingly enters into a fight cannot justify shooting in
self-defense is erroneous, as depriving him of his right of self-defense by virtue
of the wrongful act, without reference to his intent in doing it. Gardner v. State,
57 App. 471, 125 S. W. 13.

An instruction on self-defense that if it reasonably appeared to defendant that
deceased had abandoned the conflict, and that thereafter the defendant returned,
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armed with a stick, and renewed the fight, then he cannot rely on the law of self
defense, was erroneous, as the court should have told the jury that, if the' de
ceased had in fact abandoned the difficulty and the defendant knew he had so

abandoned it, and then renewed the attack, he could not plead self-defense. Coker
v. State, 59 App, 241, 128 S. W. 137.

A charge that if defendant used words or did acts, either or both of which pro
voked the difficulty, and that he did so for the purpose or with the intention of

provoking a difficulty, he could not rely on self-defense, is proper, it not being
necessary to point out the particular acts of provocation on the part of defendant.
Giesecke v. State, 64 App, 531, 142 S. W. 1179.

'

Pursuit of deceased with intent to kill him was an overt act, depriving defendant
of the right of self-defense and justifying refusal of an instruction that, though
defendant pursued deceased with intent to kill him, yet if when he overtook de
ceased he drew a pistol and fired, defendant would be justified in killing him.
Hammons v. State (Gr. App.) 177 s. W. 493.

Where the court instructed as to self-defense, without any limitation as to

provocation of difficulty, it was not error to refuse a request that defendant, on

seeking deceased for a peaceable settlement, had a right to arm himself, if he
thought deceased might make an assault on him, in view of the undisputed evi
deuce that defendant shot and killed one of deceased's sons, had shot another son

of deceased and put out both his eyes, that the deceased had shot the defendant in
the face and put out his eye, and that defendant had shot at deceased and thought
that he had wounded him, and so believed until the defendant shot and killed de
ceased, and that, when defendant caught sight of deceased, he got bois gun and pur
sued deceased until deceased turned and, 8-.''3 claimed by defendant, put his hand in
his pocket. Ford v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 1176.

Charge held erroneous in the .use of the word "peaceable." Sorrell v. State (Cr.
App.) 169 S. W. 299; Gaines v . State, 58 App. 631, 127 S. W. 181.

As to sufficiency of charge, see, also, Stoner v. State, 72 App. 482, 162 S. W. 836;
Morgan v. State, 34 App. 222, 29 S. VV. 1092; Gaines v. State, 58 App. 631, 127 S.
W. 181; Gray v. State, 61 App, 454, 135 S. W. 1179; McGreagor v. State, 71 App.
6'04, 160 S. W. 711; Reed v: State (Cr. App.) 168 s. W. 541; Ghent v. State (Cr.
App.) 176.s. W. 566.

14. -- Mutual combat.-Court need not make direct application of law of mu

tual combat to murder and manslaughter or either. Gardner v. State (Cr. App.)
69 S. W. 1116.

Though it is immaterial on the question of self-defense whether the abandon
ment of the conflict by deceased was in good faith, defendant may not complain
of the instruction that if deceased in good faith abandoned the conflict, and fled,
and defendant was then in no danger of violence from deceased, and, knowing he
was in no danger, shot deceased, he could not justify the killing on the ground
of self-defense. Bordeaux v. State, 58 App. 61, 124 S. W. 640.

Charge held sufficiently favorable, to accused. Anthony v. State, 62 App. 138,
1&6 S. W. 1097.

15. -- Threats by deceased.-See notes to art. 1143, post.
Where the evidence raises the issue of self-defense in connection with that of

threats, an independent charge on self-defense, should be given, but is not neces

sary where the evidence does not raise that issue in connection with the issue of
threats. Bussey v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 873; Williams v. State, 61 App. 356,
136 S. W. 771. See, also, Ware v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 1074; Reagan v.

State, 70 App, 498, 157 S. W. 483; Lyons v. State, 71 App. 189, 159 S. W. 1070.
Where the court charged that in determining the rights of accused to act, the

matter must be viewed from his standpoint at the time of the homicide, a charge
submitting the issue of self-defense on the ground of threats was not erroneous

for failing to state that the acts and conduct of decedent must be viewed from
the standpoint of accused. Payton v, State, 60 App. 475, 132 S. W. 127.

In a homicide case, refusal to instruct that, if accused believed that decedent
was armed and had reasonable ground for such belief, he could act thereon,
though decedent was unarmed, was not justified by giving an instruction that if
before the killing accused had been informed of decedent's threats to kill him, and
if at the time of the difficulty decedent, by his manner, caused accused to believe
that he intended to execute such threats, accused should be acquitted. Kemper
V. State, 63 App. 1, 138 S. W. 1025.

,

Where the testimony of the defense raises "the right to eject an intruder from
the premises, the right of self-defense from attack, and the right of self-defense in
view of previously communicated threats, each defense should be separately stated
in distinct paragraphs, applying the law of reasonable doubt to each. Reagan v.

State, 70 App. 498, 157 S. W. 483.
A charge that if deceased had made threats against accused, and such threats

had been communicated, or reports of threats, whether actually made or not,
had been reported to accused, and accused shot deceased, who, at the time of the
killing, did some act reasonably indicating he was about to put his threats into
execution, accused should be acquitted, is not erroneous as requir-ing the jury to
find that deceased actually made the threats. Eads v. State (Cr. App.) 176 s. W.
574.

The evidence for 'accused tended to show that when he and deceased met, de
ceased jumped from his horse and threw his hand into his bosom as if to draw a

pistol, after telling accused to halt, and that accused then shot him. The court
charged that if deceased had threatened to kill accused, or if accused had been
informed that deceased had done so, such threats, lor the fact that accused had
been so informed, afforded no justification for the killing, unless deceased at the
time of the shooting did or was doing some act, or making some demonstration,
manifesting an intention to execute or carry out such threats, or which was rea

sonably calculated, in view of all the circumstances considered. from accused's
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standpoint, to produce and which did produce in accused's mind the belief that
he was about to execute such threats, that in that event accused had a right to
act upon such reasonable appearance of danger, though the danger was not real,
and that if deceased did any act which reasonably_induced accused to believe that
he was about to shoot or inflict serious bodily injury and if prompted by such be
lief accused shot deceased, his act was justifiable. The court did not charge upon
self-defense on any other theory. Held, that the refusal of charges as to self
defense on the theory of demonstrations by deceased at the time of the killing
without regard to threats was error, as the charge given was limited to threats and
accompanying demonstrations. Manly v. State (Cr. App.) 176 S. W. 724.

16. -- Defense of another.-See notes under art. 735, C. C. P.
It is error to charge jury that if they believed that defendant killed deceased:

in part to protect his brother's life and in part because of revenge to find him
guilty. Shumate v. State, 38 App. 266, 42 S. W. 600.

In a prosecution for homicide, where defendant maintained that he had done
the killing in defense of his brother, the court charged the jury that every person
was permitted to defend himself or his brother, etc., and in the same charge, in ap
plying the law to the facts, instructed the jury that if they believed that, when de
fendant cut deceased with a knife, it was a necessary measure to protect him

self, they should acquit. Held, that this charge was too restrictive, for it should
have charged the jury on the facts as to the right of defendant to kill in defense
of his brother. Johnson v. State, 60 APP. 512, 132 S. W. 804.

17. -- De!ense of habitation.-See Oldham v. State, 63 App. 527, 142 S. W. 13 ..

Art. 1108. [678] Retreat not necessary.-The party whose per
son or property is so unlawfully attacked is not bound to retreat in
order to avoid the necessity of killing his assailant.

Retreat.-It is, under this article, a part of the law of self-defense that a par
ty unlawfully assailed is not bound to retreat in order to avoid the necessity of

slaying his assailant. Voight v . State, 53 App. 268, 109 S. W. 205; Hix v. State,
51 App. 431, 102 S. W. 405; Watson v. State, 50 App. 171, 95 S. W. 115; Cooper v.

State, 4!ol App. 28, 89 S. W. 1068; Arto v. State, 19 App, 126; Parker v. State, 22"
App. 105, 3 S. W. 100; Smith v. State, 57 App. 455, 123 S. W. 698. See, also, May v.

State, 23 App. 146, 4 S. W. 591; Gonzales v. State, 28 App. 130, 12 S. W. 733; Ball
v. State, 29 App. 107, 14 S. W. 1012; Williams v. State, 30 App. 429, 17 S. W. 1071;'
Nalley v. State, 30 App. 456, 17 S. W. 1084; Warren v. State, 31 App, '573, 21 S. W.
680; King v. State, 13 App. 277; Smith v. State, 33 App, 51�, 27 S. W. 137; Gar
ner v. State, 34 App. 356, 30 S. W. 782; Renn v. State, 64 App, 633, 143 S. W. 167.

Deceaeed- demanded and insisted upon his right to move a fence in defend
ant's possession, and came with employes and a shot-gun to remove such fence;
held, that defendant was not bound to retreat, and if he killed deceased While
deceased was in the act of removing such fence, he was justified. Sims v. State,
36· App. 154, 36 S. W. 256.

The law of retreat is not applicable to cases of imperfect self-defense. Carter
v. State, 30 App. 552, 17 S. W. 1102, 28 Am. St. Rep. 944 .

. Return to attack after retreat.-See Isaacs v. State, 25 Tex. 175; Garner v.

State, 34 App. 356, 30 S. W. 782.

Charge.-When the evidence raises the issue of self-defense, it is the duty of the
court, whether reque-sted to do so or not, to give in charge to the jury all the law

upon that issue applicable to. the evidence. Under the Code it is a part of the law
of self-defense, that an assailed party is not bound to retreat in order to make good
his right of self-defense. Failure to so charge is error, which, if excepted to, neces

sitates the reversal of a conviction, and if not excepted to will still be ground for
reversal if the error was calculated to prejudice the rights of the accused. Bell
v. State, 17 App. 538; Arto v. State, 19 App, 126; Parker v. State, 22 App. 105,
3 S. W. 100; White v. State, 23 App, 154, 3 S. W. 710. But see Hunt v. State, 33
App. 252, 26 S. W. 206.

The following charge asked by the defendant was held to be substantially cor

rect as matter of law, and, responding to the proof, should have been given. "If
Jim Jones, defendant in this case, believed, and had reasonable ground to be
lieve, or for such belief, at the time he shot the deceased, Tom Nowlin (if you
find he shot him), that he, defendant, Jim Jones, was being unlawfully arrested,
that is, arrested without lawful authorttv.. and that the life or person of him, de
fendant Jim Jones, was in immediate serious danger thereby, and the acts done
by the defendant, Jim Jones, were necessary to prevent such unlawful arrest of
him, the said Jim Jones, and without a resort to such extremity, the said unlaw
ful arrest could not have been prevented, and the deceased had not, in fact, any
lawful authority to make such arrest, then the homicide was in law justifiable,
and you will acquit the defendant." Jones v. State, 26 App, 1, 9 S. W. 53, 8 Am,
St. Rep. 454. And see Ball v. State, 29 App. 107, 14 S. W. 1012; Wiliiams v. State,
30 App. 429, 17 S. W. 1071; Nalley v. State, 30 App. 456� 17 S. W. 1084; Baltrip v.

State, 30 App. 545, 17 S. W. 1006.
When the evidence shows that the defendant did retreat, it is unnecessary to

charge the law of retreat. Hudson v. State, 28 App. 323, 13 S. W. 388.
The court instructed that the defendant had the right to resist an unlawful

arrest and to use all force necessary to prevent it and to release himself and that
he could only be convicted of manslaughter in case he used more force than was

necessary. Held that there was no need to further instruct that defendant was

not bound to retreat. Montgomery- v. State, 45 App. 373, 77 S. W. 789.
Where defendant killed decedent while he was threatening to assault defend

ant's father, an instruction as to the necessity to retreat applied only to defend
ant is erroneous, as it should have applied also to the father. Dobbs v. State, 61
App. 113, 100 S. W. 946.
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Art. 1109. [679J Requisites of the attack.-The attack upon
the person of an individual, in order to justify homicide, must be
such as produces a reasonable expectation or fear of death, or some

serious bodily injury.
See notes to art. 1014, subdivision 6, ante.
Cited, Alexander v. State, 63 App. 102, 138 S. W. 721.

Attack and danger.-If at the time, of the killing, the conduct of the deceased,
viewed in the light of all the circumstances, was such as to create in the mind of
the defendant, a reasonable apprehension .of death or serious bodily injury, al

though in fact no such danger existed, his right to kill to prevent the apparent
danger would be as complete as if the danger had been real. And the appear
ances or indications of danger must be viewed and considered from the defendant's
standpoint in determining whether or not they were reasonably calculated to pro
duce, and did produce in his mind the fear of death or serious bodily harm. Where
the evidence demands it, the charge of the court should clearly explain to the
jUry these rules with reference to apparent danger, and should not restrict the
right of self-defense to actual danger. Marnoch v. State, 7 App. 269; Richardson
v. State, Id. 486; Pharr v. State. Id. 472; Rodriguez v. State, 8 App. 129; Babb v.

State, Id. 173; Jordan v. State, 11 App. 435; Moore v. State, 15 App. 1; Smith v.

State, Id. 338; Cartwright v. State, 16 App, 473, 49 Am. Rep. 826; Jones v. State,
17 App. 602; Bell v. State, 20 App. 445; Brumley v. State, 21 App. 222, 17 S. W.
140, 57 Am. Rep. 612; Spearman v. State, 23 App. 224, 4 S. 'VIT• 586; Conner v.

State, 23 App, 378, 5 S. W. 189; High v. State, 26 App. 545, 10 S. W. 238, 8 Am.
St. Rep. 488; Lander v. State, 12 Tex. 46'2; Anderson v. State, 1 App. 730; Patillo
v. State, 22 App. 586, 3 S. W. 766; Gilly v. State, 15 App. 287; Short v. State, Id.

370; King v. State, 13 App. 277; Horbach v. State, 43 Tex. 242; Penland v. State,
19 App. 365; Lister v. State, 3 App. 17; Bode. v. State, 6 App, 424; Munden v.

State, 37 Tex. 353; Thomas v. State, 40 Tex. 36; Tillery v. State, 24 App. 251, 5
S. W. 842, 5 Am. St. Rep. 882; Gonzales v. State, 28 App. 130, 12 S. W. 733; Nalley
v. State, 28 App. 387, 13 S. W. 670; Ball v. State, 29 App, 107, 14 S. W. 1012; Bon
ner v. State, 29 App. 223, 15 S. W. 821; Cochran v. State, 28 App. 422; 13 S. W. 651;
Brazzil v. State, 28 App. 584, 13 S. W. 1006; Williams v. State, 30 App. 429, 17 S.
W. 1071; Nalley v. State, 30 App. 456, 17 S.' W. 1084; Andrus v. State (Cr. App.)
165 S. W. 189; Meuly v. State, 26 App. 274, 9 S. W. 563, 8 Am. St. Rep. 477; Bal

trip v. State, 30' App. 545, 17 S. W. 1106; Lankster v. State, 42 App. 360, 59 S. W.
889; Moss v. State, 59 App. 68, 126 S. W. 1150; Williams v . State, 61 App. 356,
136 S. W. 771; Ballard v. State, 62 App, 435, 138 S. W. 120; Carden v. State (Cr.
App.), 138 s. W. 396; Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 763; Edwards v. State
(Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 294; Robbins v. State, 70 App. 52, 155 S. W. 936; Kirklin v.

State (Cr. App.) 164 s. W. 1016.
And on same question generally, see Bell v. State, 29 Tex. 494; Irwin v. State,

43 Tex. 236; Weaver v. State, 19 App. 547, 53 Am. Rep. 389; Sims v. State, 9
App. 586; Jones v. State, 17 App. 603; Allen v. State, 17 App. 637; Risby v. State,
17 App, 517; Walker v. State, 70 App. 84, 156 S. W. 206.

The right of self-defense is based upon and limited by necessity. When the
necessity arises, the right instantly accrues, and when the necessity, real or ap
parent, ceases, the right no longer exists. Blake v. State, 3 App. 581; Lander v.

State, 12 Tex. 462; Hobbs v. State, 16 App. 517; Brendendick v. State (Cr. App.)
34 s. W. 116.

A party assailed or endangered may pursue his adversary until the danger is
past, and if in so doing he kills the latter, it is justifiable. As long' as the danger,
real or apparent, exists, the right of defense continues. West v. State, 2 App. 460.

A reasonable belief that another intends to inflict on the party some serious bodily
!njury, and that he is in such a position that he may carry his intention into ef
fect, is not sufficient to justify the killing of him upon that apprehension; such
belief must be founded, in part at least, upon some act of the deceased, showing
that he has a present intention to inflict the injury; and even then, the means

used to repel the assault and prevent the impending injury must be only such as

are necessary under the circumstances. Hinton v. State, 24 Tex. 454.
A previous difficulty with deceased is not a justification for shooting him two

hours after it occurred, the accused being in no danger, at the time, of injury.
Hudson v. State, 40 Tex. 12.

The assailed must decide at his peril as to the necessity, and threats by a dan
gerous' man, unarmed, and making no effort toward their execution, does not war

rant any apprehension. Williams v. State, 2 App. 271.
'I'he right of self-defense is founded on the law of nature, and is not, nor can

be, superseded by any law of society. West v. State, 2 App. 460. There must be
at least an apparent necessity to wa.rd off by force some unlawful and violent at
tack.' It is not enough that the party believed himself in danger unless the facts
were such that the jury can say he had reasonable ground for such belief. Blake
v. State, 3 App. 581.

An apprehension of future danger does not justify a homicide. The apprehen
sion must be of a present and imminent, danger. Holt v. State, 9 App. 571.

If, there be evidence tending to prove that the homicide was committed for the
protection of the slayer against an attack by the deceased, which produced a rea

sonable expectation or fear of "serious bodily injury" to the slayer, it is error

to instruct the Jurv to convict, unless the slayer, before killing the deceased, re

sorted to other means for the prevention of the injury. Hunnicutt v. State, 20
App, 632.

To justify homicide on ground of self-defense, either with or without threats,
the danger must be apparently or really immediate and pressing, imminent and un

avoidable. Bush v. State. 40 App. 543, 51 S. W. 238.
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If the accused was pursued by the deceased with a pistol in his hand, which
he attempted to fire, but failed, and the accused, still fleeing, turned and shot his
pursuer, the case is clearly one of self-defense. Underwood v. State, 25 Tex. Supp.
389.

The theories of defense b-eing mistaken identity and self-defense in an attempt
to illegally arrest the deceased, the homicide must be of a grade inferior to man

slaughter, though done upon reasonable apprehension of danger. Carter v. State, 3()
App. 551, 17 S. W. 1102, 28 Am. St. Rep. 944. See, also, Allen v. State. 24 App.
216, 6 S. W. 187; Tillery v. State, 24 App, 251, 5 S. W. 842, 5 Am. St. Rep. 882; Meuly
v. State, 26 App. 274, 9 S. W. 563, 8 Am. St. Rep. 477; McDade v. State, 27 App. 641,
11 S. W. 16172, 11 Am. St. Rep. 216; Cochran v. State, 28 App. 422, 13 S. W. 651;
Childers v. State, 30 App. 160, 16 S. W. 903, 28 Am. St. Rep. 899; Williams v. State,
30 App. 429, 17 S. W. 1071; Sullivan v. State, 31 App. 486, 20 S. W. 927, 37 Am. St.
Rep. 826.

Self-defense cannot be pleaded on the ground of attack on defendant's broth
er, when the attack had ceased before defendant appeared on the scene. Malone
v. State (Cr. App.) 35 S. W. 991.

Serious bodily injury does not mean an injury that must necessarily or proba
bly be fatal. Bruce v. State, 41 App. 27, 51 S. W. 955.

Where the evidence showed that accused was quarreling with his employer,
and that another interfered, and such other retreated to some distance, and then
renewed the attack on accused, and the court charged on the right of one to in
terfere to prevent an assault on another, a further charge should have been giv
en that, if such other person who was killed by accused stopped the pending as

sault, and then retreated, and thereafter attacked accused when he was doing
nothing that accused could kill in self-defense if he was reasonably in fear of his
life, etc. Moss v. State, 59 App. 68, 126 S. W. 1l5(}.

One has the same right to defend against a threatened attack as he has to de
fend against an actual attack. Payton v. State, 60 App: 475, 132 S. W. 127.

In a prosecution for homicide, it appeared that the deceased had scared the de
fendant's wife, and when the defendant sought him out and demanded an ex

planation, deceased told defendant substantially that his wife had lied. The
defendant knew that the deceased had a pistol on the morning of the homicide, and,
as the deceased told defendant that his wife had lied, he stepped forward, placed
his right hand in his shirt, and defendant shot him. Held, that those circum
stances presented a case of self-defense upon apparent danger, and not man

slaughter. Ballard v. State, 62 App. 435, 138 S. W. 120.
To abridge one's right of self-defense it must be apparent to him that the dan

ger has ceased or he must have reached a place where it is not reasonable for him
to have fear of .his life or of serious bodily injury. Holmes v. State (Cr. App.)
150 s. W. 926.

Appearance of danger held not such as justified the shooting. Cloud v. State
(Cr. App.) 153 s. W. 892.

The issue of self-defense upon the theory of apparent danger may be raised by
the acts of deceased, coupled with his words or by his acts without words. Andrus
v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S" W. 189.

-- Joint attack.-When there are more assailants than one, the slayer has
the right to act upon the hostile demonstrations of either one of them, and to
kill either of them, if it reasonably appeared to him that they were present and
acting together to take his life, or do him serious bodily injury. McLaughlin v.
State, 10 App. 340; Jones v. State, 20 App, 6'65; Cartwrtght v. State, 16 App.
473, 49 Am. Rep. 826; Carter v. State, 37 App, 403, 35 S. W. 378; Stell v. State
(Cr . .A.Pp.) 58 s. W. 76; Gaines v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 717. See, also, Bean
v. State, �5 App. 346, 8 S. W. 278; Meuly v. State, 26 App, 274, 9 S. "\V. 563, 8
Am, St. Rep. 477; Fifer v. State, 64 App. 203, 141 S. W. 989; Black Y. State (Cr.
App.) 145 s. W. 944.

Charge.-Facts held to require a charge on apparent danger. Lundy v. State,
69 App. 131, 127 S. W. 1032; Rodriguez v. State, 58 App. 397, 126 S. W. 264.

Where accused's testimony only showed preparation for an attack on him by
decedent and apparent danger, the court in its charge should not limit accused's
right to act from an actual attack alone. McCampbell v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S�
W. 345; Rhea v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S'. W. 578.

A charge on apparent danger is properly refused where danger was real.
Stacey v. State (Cr. App.) 33 S. W. 348; Rodriquez v. State, 71 App. 108, 158 S.
W.537.

The instruction should be, that if the attack by the deceased was such as. might
reasonably produce in the mind of the slayer a reasonable expectation of either
death or serious bodily harm, he would not be required to resort to other means
than killing. to prevent the injury. Blake v. State, 3 App, 588; Cheek v. State, 4
App. 444; Ainsworth v, State, 8 App. 538; Kendall v. State, rd. 577; Brite v. State,
10 App. 368; Foster v. State, 11 App. 10,5; Jordan v. State, rd. 448; Boddy v.

State, 14 App, 540; Branch v. State, 15 App, 103; Short v. State, rd. 376; Gilly v.
State, rd. 301; Sterling v. State, rd. 256; Cartwright v. State, 16 App. 473, 49 Am.
Rep. 826; Morgan v. State, rd. 595; Jones v. State, 17 App, 611; Hunnicutt v.

State, 18 ApD. 522, 51 Am. Rep. 330; Williams v. State, 22 App, 497, 4 S. W. 64;
Orman v. State, 22 App, 604, 3 S. W. 468, 58 Am. Rep. 662; Lee v. State, 21 App.
241, 17 S. W. 425.

A charge is erroneous which turns the issue of self-defense not upon apparent
danger, but upon an actual attack when there had been no actual attack. Stew
art v. State, 40 App. 651, 51 S. W. 9'07.

Where the facts require it, the charge should instruct that the defendant had
the right to act upon apparent danger as it reasonably appeared to him, and that
to justify his acts the danger need not be real. The defendant is entitled to have
explained correctly to the jury. the law of self-defense in all the phases in which
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it may be applicable to. the evidence. Wheelis v. State, 23 App. 238, 5 S. W. 224;
Hill v. State, 10 App. 618; King v. State, 13 App, 277; Jackson v. State, 15 App.
84; Luera v. State, 12 App, 257; Edwards v. State, 5 App. 593; Wasson v. State,
:3 App. 474. And see Barnes v. State, 57 App. 449, 125 S. W. 39.

The rule prescribing the extent to which a person in emergency is authorized to
act upon appearances of danger is as follows: If, from the standpoint of the slay
er, it reasonably appeared to him, from the circumstances of the case, that the

danger existed, and he acted under the reasonable belief that it did exist, he was

justified in defending against it to the same extent and under the same rules as

if the danger had been real. The charge in this case was erroneous in that it

limited such right of the accused to his honest belief that he was in danger, and
erroneously made this idea prominent by reiteration. Tillery v. State, 24 App. 251,
{) S. W. 842, 5 Am. St. Rep. 882.

It is error to charge "that all other means must be resorted to before accused
can kill." One has the right to act upon danger or the reasonable appearance
of danger. Casner v. State, 42 App. 118, 57 S. W. 825.

Charge on self-defense relating to real and apparent danger held sufficient.
Gay v. State, 58 App, 472, 125 S. W. 896.

Charge held not misleading in the use of the term "great bodily harm" as

well as the statutory phrase "serious bodily injury." Ward v. State, 59 App. 62,
126 S. W. 1145; Ward v. State, 70 App, 393, 159 S. W. 272.

A charge that accused could kill if necessary for the preservation of his own

life, or if he believed it was necessary, held erroneous for not charging that he
could exercise the same right to protect himself against serious bodily harm ap

prehended by him, though he did not believe that his life was in danger. Gaines
v. State, 58 App. 631, 127 S. W. 181.

Charge held not to limit the right of accused to kill in self-defense to the situa
tion as it appeared to him, based only on acts of deceased at that time, and ex

cluding threats made by deceased shortly before. Millican v. State, 63 App, 440,
140 S. W. 1136.

The charge is not objectionable in charging that defendant had the right to act
from "apparent danger" as well as "real danger," though the testimony presented
a situation of actual danger alone. Allen v. State, 64 App, 225, 141 S. W. 983.

It is error to limit the right of self-defense to an unlawful attack producing a

reasonable apprehension of death or serious bodily harm; a party attacked having
the right to defend himself against any unlawful assault so long as he uses no

greater force than is necessary. Kinslow v: State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 249.
It is not error to charge that the real or apparent danger justifying the killing

must have been imminent and pressing, Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W.
763.

Where it appears that accused was really in danger of his life, an instruction
on self-defense should not be confined to apparent danger, but should include
real danger. Garcia v. State, 70 App. 485, 156 S. W. 9'39.

In a prosecution for murder, where defendant's theory of the case was that he
had called at deceased's store for his mail, when deceased cursed and ordered him
out of the house, and, when he insisted on getting his mail, picked up an ax

handle and struck him over the head, injuring his ear, whereupon defendant cut
deceased with a small knife without intending to kill him, an instruction that
reasonable fear of death or great bodily harm will excuse one in using all neces

sary force to protect his life or person, that it is not necessary that there should
be actual danger, provided the party acts on a reasonable apprehension of dan
ger as it appears to him from his standpoint at the time; that the party acting

. under the real or apparent danger is in no way bound to retreat in order to kill
his assailant, and that, if from the evidence the jury believed that defendant
killed the deceased, but that. at the time the deceased was making an attack on

defendant, which, from its manner and character, and defendant's knowledge of
the character and disposition of the deceased, caused him to have a reasonable
expectation or fear of death or serious bodily injury, and that, acting under such
reasonable expectation or fear, the defendant killed the deceased, then the jury
should acquit, that, l.f the deceased was armed with an ax handle, and its manner
of use was reasonably calculated to produce death or serious bodily harm, then
the law presumed the deceased intended to murder or infiict serious injury on
the defendant, that, in determining whether the defendant acted in what rea

sonably appeared to him to be necessary self-defense, the jury should look at the
transaction from the defendant's standpoint at the time, and consider the same in
the light of the facts and circumstances as the jury should believe they appeared
to the defendant at the time and not from any other standpoint, and that it was
for the jury to determine from the evidence what the appearances were to the
defendant, and what his standpoint was, and in what light he did, in fact, view
the facts, such instruction fully covered the issue of self-defense as presented by
defendant's evidence. Bolden v. State (Cr. App.) 178 s. VV. 533.

.

Facts held to warrant a charge limiting accused's right to defend himself
from actual attack. Coulter v. State (Cr. App.) 162 s. W. 885.

-- Joint attack.-The rules as to apprehended danger are equally applicable
and should be given in charge to the jury, where there is evidence tending to
show that other persons are acting together with the deceased in the attack upon
the defendant. In such case the charge should not ignore the participancy of such
other persons, and should not limit the defendant's right of self-defense to the
hostile demonstrations of the deceased alone, but should recognize such right with
reference to the acts, each and all of the parties apparently making, or partici
pating in the attack upon him. McLaughlin v. State. 10 App. 340; Jones v. State,
20 App. 665.
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Where two are engaged in an attack upon defendant, a charge is defective I
which restricts attack to one; it should be enlarged so as to embrace a joint at
tack. Francis v. State (Cr. App.) 55 S. W. 489.

Where a number of parties are acting together and one of them is killed by
accused, it is error to restrict defendant's right of self-defense to an act on part
of deceased. If from all the circumstances the accused was in danger, viewed
from his standpoint, he had the right to act. Stell v. State (Cr. App.) 58 S. W. 77.

Charge on accused's right to act on the hostile demonstrations of another per
son with deceased held sufficient. Carson v. State, 57 App. 394, 123 S. W. 590, 136
Am. St. Rep. 981.

.

The court should charge that if it appeared to accused, from the conduct of'
decedent or from the conduct of decedent and another acting with him, that his
life was in danger, he could act in self-defense. McCampbell v. State (Cr. App.)
174 S. W. 345. See, also, Mayhew v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. ViT. 229, 39 L. R. A ..

(N. 8.) 671.
The charge should not limit the consideration of past threats solely to the ac

tion of deceased; the third person by acting in conjunction with deceased assum

ing all of his past threats. Garcia v. State, 70 App, 485, 156 S. W. 939.

Art. 1110. [680] Circumstances justifying in defense of prop
erty.-When, under article 1107, a homicide is committed in the pro
tection of property, it must be done under the following circum
stances:

1. The possession must be of corporeal property, and not of a

mere right, and the possession must be actual and not merely con

structive.
2. The possession must be legal, though the right of the property

may not be in the possessor.
Legality of possession.-A charge that defendant might defend property to

which he had the rightful possession, held, error. The possession required by
the statute is "legal possession," and a person may hold legal possession of prop
erty without any claim of right. Sims v. State, 36 App. 154, 36 S. W. 256.

A "legal" possession of the property, without reference to "rightful" posses
sion, is sufficient. Sims V. State, 36 App. 151, 36 S. W. 256; s. c., 38 App. 637, 44
S. W. 522.

On evidence, see Sims v. State, 38 App. 637, 44 S·. W. 522; s. c., 36 App. 152,
36 S. W. 256.

Where defendant is shown to be in legal possession, it is reversible error to
admit evidence as to rightful possession. Carr v. State, 41 App, 380, 55 S. W. 51.

Where .accused tendered the issue of his right to defend his possession of land
at the time he killed an officer attempting to execute a writ of sequestration, it
was proper to permit a witness to state that a writ of possession on wh.lcn ac-·

cused had been ejected had been issued out of a district court. Fifer v. State, 64
App, 203, 141 S. W. 989.

Where accused, killing an officer attempting to execute a writ of sequestration
claimed the land in good faith, evidence that at the time of the dispossession of
accused, and prior to the killing, an officer took the decree of court dispossessing
accused and in the presence of accused ran the lines of the land, and accused
and his property were placed off the land, was admissible to show that he knew
that a decree had been rendered decreeing him not the owner of the land. Fifer'
v. State, 64 App. 203, 141 S. W. 989.

A landlord who let farm land for crop rent, the tenant agreeing to work the
crops, may, upon the tenant's failure, enter and work the crop for the benefit of
both, and, where he peacefully acquired possession, he is not a trespasser, and,.
if the tenant attempts by display of force to drive him from the land, may de-·
fend himself. Hillis v .. State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 1154.

Where accused claimed that he entered upon his land to work the crop for the
benefit of himself and his tenant who had abandoned it, and that upon the ten
ant's attempting to drive him therefrom by display of force he killed deceased in
defending himself, he is entitled to have his theory of the case submitted, and it
is improper for the court to charge that he was under no circumstances entitled.
to go upon the land. Hillis v. State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 1154.

3. If possession be once lost, it is not lawful to regain it by such.
means as result in homicide.

Regaining possession.-In a prosecution for murder, wherein it appeared ac�

cused killed deceased when endeavoring to gain possession of a house occupied by
deceased on land accused had recently bought, there was no error in refusing In-,
structioris in favor of the latter's title and right to possession, as the illegality of
the possession of deceased would not authorize accused going on the place to.
forcibly eject him, and killing him in so doing, and the charge on manslaughter'
sufficiently guarded the question as to extenuating or mitigating circumstances.
Gay v. State, 58 App. 472, 125 S. W. 896.

Whether or not deceased was in wrongful possession of a house on land of ac-·

cused, accused could not go on the premises and eject him by force, as was sought
to be done when he went to the place with a shotgun and killed deceased in the
difficulty that ensued, as accused, who occupied a neighboring house on the same

land, was not in such case acting under the statute authorizing the defense of
property or habitation, but requiring him to ne in possession, and art. 1110, subd.,
3. Gay v. State, 58 App, 472, 125 S. W. 896.
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An owner has no right to r-etake his stolen property by such means as would
result in the loss of life or serious bodily injury. Hartfield v. State, 61 App. 515,
134 S. W. 1180.

That one is armed does not impair his right of self-defense, but he has no

right to kill, though his adversary wrongfully seeks to obtain possession of prem
ises in dispute. Knight v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. VV. 268.

One has no right to use force to regain possession. Burton Y. State (Cr. App.)
148 S. W. 805.

4. Every other effort in his power must have been made by the
possessor to repel the aggression before he will be justified in killing.

Cited, Smith v. State, 57 App. 455, 123 S. W. 698:
Defense of property.-Homicide in the protection of property is only justifiable

after all other means have been resorted to for the prevention of the injury, and
the killing must take place while the person killed is in the very act! of making
such unlawful and violent attack; and such homicide, to be justifiable, must be

committed under the following circumstances, viz.: 1. The possession must be of

corporeal property, and not of a mere right, and the possession must be actual,
and not merely constructive. 2. The possession must be legal, though the right of

property may not be in the possessor. 3. If the possession be once lost, it is not

lawful to regain it by such means as result in homicide. 4. Every other e,ffort in

his power must have been made by the possessor to repel the a.gg'resston before

he will be justified in killing. It is a general rule that the owner of personal
property has a right to use as much force as is necessary to prevent its forcible,
illegal removal. Lilly v. State, 20 App. 1; "Weaver v. State, 19 App. 547, 53 Am.

Rep. 389; Ross v. State, 10 App. 455, 38 Am. Rep. 643. See, also, Souther v. State,
18 App. 352; Woodring v. State, 33 App. 26, 24 S. W. 293; Ledbetter v. State, 26

App, 22, 51 S. W. 60; To1liver v. State, 53 App. 329, 111 S. W. 655; Wenzel v. State,
48 App. 625, 90 S. W. 28; Gilcrease v. State, 33 App. 619, 28 S. W. 531; Dean v.

State, 47 App. 243, 83 S. W. 816; Allen v. State (Cr. App.) 66 S. W. 674; Wa.lker
v. State, 70 App. 84, 156 S. W. 206.

Where accused went to where decedent was, and killed him simply because he
was on accused's premises and would not leave, as demanded by accused, self
defense was not in the case. Humphrey v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S...w. 589.

Charge.-Charge held erroneously refused. Newman v. State, 58 App. 443, 126
.S. W. 578, 21 Ann. Cas. 7] 8.

Charge held correct. Wells v. State, 63 App, 618, 141 S. W. 96.

Art.
1111. Definition.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

OF EXCUSABLE HOMICIDE
Art.
1112. The lawful act must be done by

lawful means.

Article 1111. [681] Definition.-Homicide is excusable when
the death of a human being happens by accident or misfortune,
though caused by the act of another, who is in the prosecution of a.

lawful object by lawful means.

Cited, Cooper v. State, 72 App. 250, 161 S. W. 1094.

Accldent.-See, also, arts. 45, 48, ante.
If a person acting in his own necessary self-defense shoots and kills a third

person by accident, he is guilty of no offense. Clark v. State, 19 App. 495, citing
Plummer v. State, 4- App. 310, 30 Am. Rep. 165; McCullough v. State, 62 App. 126,
136 8. W. 1055; Jackson v , State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 589; Hobbs v. State (Cr.
.App.) 151 S. W. 809.,

For facts held to constitute excusable homicide, see Ex parte Warren, 31 Tex.
143, and Ross v. State, 10 App. 455, 38 Am. Rep. 643.

Homicide by accidental discha.rge of defendant's pistol, when deceased was

trying to prevent defendant from killing a third person, is not excusable. Wheat
ley v, State (Cr. App.) 39 S. W. 672.

Where a pistol accidentally dropped upon the floor is discharged and a person
is thereby killed, the' defendant by whom the pistol was dropped is, under an in
dictment for homicide, entitled to an acquittal. Hodge v. State, 60 App, 157, '131
.s. W. 577.

Where accused shot deceased believing that he was A., he was entitled to all
the defenses to which he would have been entitled if the person shot had in fact
been A. Wilson V. State, 70 App. 355, 156 S. W. 1185.

Evidence.-Wbere there was a plea of accidental homicide and an issue as to
whether the shooting was intentional, any circumstance or declaration showing
.accuseds state of mind and which would throw light on such issue was admis
sible. Singleton V. State,' 57 App. 560, 124 S. W. 92.

On a trial lor homicide, in which accused claimed that he was intoxicated and
that deceased was shot accidentally, evidence held sufficierrt to support a convic
tion for murder. Vomez V. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 711.

Evidence as to whether deceased was killed by accused or killed himself in

tentionally or accidentally held sufficient to sUPPQl't a convlcuon, Brown v. State
..(Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 360.
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Charge.-An instruction that if the jury believed from the evidence, or had a
reasonable doubt, that defendant drew his pistol, not to assault prosecutrix, but
to protect himself from danger taken from his standpoint at the time, and while
endeavoring to make prosecutrix and her companions talk to him relative to get
ting his wife back, prosecutrix took hold of the barrel of the pistol, which, in the
scuffle, was accidentally discharged and prosecutrix was wounded; defendant
should be found not guilty, sufficiently presented the theory of accidental shoot
ing. Groszehmigen v. State, 57 App. 241, 121 S. W. 1113.

Where the issue was whether the killing of decedent was accidental or the re

sult of negligence, the court in its charge defined murder in the first and second
degrees, and negligent homicide in the first and second degrees, and stated that if
accused fired the pistol accidentally without intending to do so, 'and thereby killed
decedent, and if he did not intend to kill decedent, accused was not guilty of
negligence, sufficiently submitted the issue of accidental homicide. Biggerstaff v.

State, 59 App, 575, 129 S. W. 840.
.

Evidence held to raise the issue of accidental shooting. McCray v. State, 63
App. 522, 140 S. W. 442. See, also, Whiten v. State, 71 App. 555, 160 S. W. 462.

Charge held insufficient. Hamilton v. State, 64 App. 175, 141 S. W. 966.
Evidence insufficient to present an issue of self-defense or accidental kUling.

Vines v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 727.
Charge held sufficient. Vick v. State, 71 App, 50, 159 S. W. 50.

I
Chargea that accused should be acquitted, if the jury had a reasonable doubt

whether he intended to kill or at the time he pointed his gun knew it was loaded
or cocked, affirmatively present the issue of accidental homlcide. Windham v.

State (Cr. App.) 173 S. W. 661.

Art. 1112. [682] The lawful act must be done by lawful
means.-The lawful act causing the death of another must be done

by lawful means and used in a lawful degree. Though lawful for
the parent, guardian, schoolmaster or master to chastise the child,
ward, scholar or apprentice, yet, if this be done with an instrumerit
likely to produce death, or, if with a proper instrument the chastise..

ment be cruelly inflicted and death result, it is murder.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

HOMICIDE BY NEGLIGENCE
Art. Art.
1113. Of two kinds. 1120. Homicide must be consequence of

the act.
1. IN THE PERFORMANCE OF A 1121. Punishment.

LAWFUL ACT

1114. In the performance of a lawful
act.

1115. "Lawful act" defined.
1116. Must be an apparent danger of

causing death.
1117. How distinguished from excusable

homicide.
i118. Examples.
1119. Must be no apparent intention to

kill.

2. IN THE PERFORMANCE OF AN
, UNLAWFUL ACT

1122. "Of second degree" defined, etc.
1123. Can only be committed, when.
1124. "Unlawful act" includes what.
1125. Homicide in an attempt at felony.

not negligent.
1126. In an attempt at misdemeanor,

punished how.
1127. In a trespass, etc., how punished;

decisions relating to.

Article 1113. [683] Of two kinds.- Homicide by negligence
is of two kinds:

1. Such as happens in the performance of a lawful act; and 2.
That which occurs in the performance of an unlawful act.

Accomplice in negligent homicide.-No accomplices to this offense, see art. 85.
ante,

But as to testimony as accomplice of one formerly indicted for the same of
fense, see Saye v State, 50 App. 569, 99 S. W. 551.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms. 5Q1i'.

1. IN THE PERF'ORMANCE OF' A LAWF'UL ACT
Art. 1114. [684] In the performance of a lawful act.-If any

person in the performance of a lawful act shall, by negligence and
carelessness, cause the death of another, he is guilty of negligent
homicide of the first degree.'

Cited,. Baskins v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 723.
Negligent homicide of first degree.-Homicide committed by intentionally firing

a pistol into a residence is not negligent homicide. Russell v, State, 38 App. 690,
44 S. W. 159.
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If a husband believing that his wife is about to shoot herself attempts to take
the gun from her and it is discharged, killing her, he is not negligent an(� the
court need not charge on negligent homicide. Blalock v. State, 40 App. 154, 49 S.
W.100.

Where the victim was killed by discharge of a pistol which he was attempting
to take from defendant or was attempting to prevent defendant from using it was

not negligent homicide. Williams v. State, 45 App, 218, 75 S. W. 859.
The test of this offense seems to be that there must be an apparent danger of

causing death. And the test of care or caution is that which distinguishes it from
excusable homicide. The statute never intended to hold a surgeon liable for a

homicide in cases of serious operation unless there was a want of proper caution
and care, however dangerous the operation may be. Gorden v. State (Cr. App.)
90 s. W. 637.

Where the court charged that if the shooting was an accident defendant should
be acquitted, defendant can not complain of failure to charge on negligent: homi
cide of the first and second degree. Combs v. State, 52 App, 613, 108 S. W. 649.

In order to convict for negligent homicide, the killing must be accidental or

unintentional, and under circumstances from which the law will impute negligence.
Joy V. State, 57 App. 93, 123 S. W. 584.

The evidence made applicable a requested charge that, on the question of neg
ligence, if accused in exercising ordinary care did not know that: the gun was

loaded, the jury should acquit. McCray v. State, 63 App, 522, 140 S. W. 442.
If accused obtained and took a gun from the rack and pointed it at decedent

and pulled the trigger without knowing that it was loaded, he would not be guilty
of negligent homicide in the first degree. Hamilton v. State, 64 App. 175, 141 S.
W. 966.

Evidence held not to raise the issue of negligent/ homicide. 'Cooper v. State,
72 App, 250, 161 S. W. 1094.

Evidence held to raise the issue of negligent homicide. Windham v. State (Cr.
App.) 173 s. W. 661; Sewall v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 569.

And generally, see Spears v. State, 41 App. 527, 56 S. W. 347; Morton v. State,
43 App. 533, 67 S. W. 115; Posey v. State, 46 App, 190, 78 S. W. 689; Saye v. State,
60 App. 569, 99 S. W. 551; Holland v. State, 55 App. 27, 115 S. W. 48.

I ndictment.-Willson's Gr. Forms, 507.

Art. 1115; [685] "Lawful act" defined.-A "lawful act" is one

not forbidden by the penal law, and which would give no just
occasion for a civil action.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 507.

Art. 1116. [686] Must be an apparent danger of causing
death.-To constitute this offense, there must be an apparent dan
ger of causing the death of the person killed, or some other.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 507.

Art. 1117. [687] How distinguished from excusable homicide.
-The want of proper care and caution distinguishes this offense
from excusable homicide. The degree of care and caution is such
as a man of ordinary prudence would use under like circumstances.

Cited, Baskins v. State (fCr. App.) 171 s. W. 723:
Negligence.-Negligence. by omission consists in the omission to perform an act

with the performance of which the party is especially charged, and there can be
no criminal negligence in the omission to perform an act which it is not the ex

press duty of the party to perform. Under this rule brakemen on a railway train,
whose duty is shown to pertain in no degree to the operation of a locomotive, nor

to the watching of the railway track, nor the sounding of the danger signal, can

not be held liable for the killing of a person by the locomotive, operated by the
engineer and fireman, upon whomJ the duty of operating it exclusively devolved.
See the statement of the case for evidence held insufficient to support a conviction
for negligent homicide. Anderson v. State, 27 App, 177, 11 S. ·W. 33, 3 L. R. A. 644,
11 Am. St. Rep. 189.

/

In order that a civil action for a death in the negligent operation of a ferry
be deemed an action for an "offense" within Rev. St. art. 1198, subd. 8 it must be
alleged that the defendants acted in person and not by agent. Austin v. Cam
eron, 83 Tex. 351, 18 S. W. 437.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 507.

Art. 1118. [688] Examples.c-Throwing timbers by a work
man from the roof or upper part of a house in a public street
or highway, or where a number of persons are known to be around
the house, or discharging firearms on or near a public highway,
other than a street in a town or city, in such manner as would be

likely to injure persons who might be passing, are examples of
. negligent homicide of the first degree, in case of death resulting
therefrom. If death is caused by the careless discharge of fire-
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arms in a public street of a town or city, the offense will be of a

higher degree.
Negligent shooting.-If defendant shot and killed deceased, mistaking him for

wild game, he was guilty of negligent homicide if he did not exercise ordinary
prudence under the circumstances. Bertrong v. State, 2 App, 160.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 507.

Art. 1119. [689] Must be no apparent intention to kill.-To
bring the offense within the definition of homicide by negligence,
either of the first or second degree, there must be no apparent in
tention to kill.

I ntent.-Negligent homicide is a killing which can only be predicated upon
facts showing "no apparent intention to kill." Aikin v. State, 10 App. 610; 'Clark
V. State, 19 App, 495.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 507.

Art. 1120. [690] Homicide must be consequence of the act.
The homicide must be consequence of the act done or attempted
to be done.

See art. 1120 C. ;. P. and note.
Indictment.-Will:'lon's Cr. Forms, 507.

Art. H21. [691] Punishment.-Negligent homicide of the
first degree shall be punished by confinement in the county jail
not exceeding one year, or by fine not exceeding one thousand dol
lars.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 507.

2. IN THE PERFORMANCE OF AN UNLAWFUL ACT

Art. 1122. [692] "Of second degree" defined, etc.-The defini
tions, rules and provisions of the preceding articles of this chapter,
with respect to negligent homicide of the first degree, apply also
to the offense of negligent homicide of the second degree, or such
as is committed in the prosecution of an unlawful act, except when
contrary to the following provisions:

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 508.

Art. 1123. [693] Can only be committed, when.-Negligent
homicide of the second degree can only be committed when the
person guilty thereof is in the act of committing or attempting
the commission of an unlawful act.

Art. 1124. [694] "Unlawful act" includes what.i--Within the
meaning of an "unlawful act" as used in this chapter are inc1uded-

1. Such acts as by the penal law are called misdemeanors; and, .

2. Such acts, not being penal offenses, as would give just occasion
for a civil action.

Negligent homicide of second degree.-Negligent homIcide in the second degree
is a homicide which occurs in the performance of an unlawful act, when the un

lawful act does not rise above the grade of a misdemeanor; and when the evidence
is of a character that would warrant the jury in concluding that, in the perform
ance of the act, there was no apparent intention to kill, the law applicable to
negligent homicide in the second degree should be given to the jury. Robins v.

State, 9 App. 667; Robins v. State, Id. ·671.
If, in the commission of a simple assault, or ailsault and battery upon another,

there being no apparent intention to kill, one accidentally kill a third party, he is
guilty of negligent homicide of the second degree. McConnell v. State, 13 App.
390.

Three elements concur to constitute negligent homicide of the second degree:
1. The killing must have occurred in the performance of an illegal act. 2. There
must have been an apparent danger of causing the death of the person killed or

some other. 3. There must have been no apparent intention to kill, and the homi
.cide must have been the consequence of the act done or attempted to be done.
See the opinion and the statement of the case for evidence held to raise the issue
of negligent homicide of the second degree, and to have demanded of the trial
court a charge upon that issue. McConnell v. State, 22 App. 354, 3 S. W. 699, 58
Am. Rep. 647; Howard v. State, 25 App. 686, 8 S. W. 929.

Two of the essentials to constitute negligent homicide of the second degree,
are: 1, A killing( while the accused is in the performance of an illegal act; 2,
There must be no apparent intention to kill. Flynn v. State, 43 App. 407, 66 S.
W. 551.

The act must be unlawful and a misdemeanor, and must be accompanied by
want of proper care and caution, and 'there must be apparent danger of causing the
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death of the person killed, and no apparent intention to kill. Talbot v. Rtate, 58
App. 324, 125 S. W. 906.

Where, on a trial for homicide, there was evidence that accused's brother and
H. were having a dispute, in which H. used insulting epithets reflecting on ac

cused's mother, to which the brother responded in the same spirit, that knives
were drawn by both, som.e of the evidence indicating that the' brother was in the
wrong in drawing his knife, that when accused arrived he urged his brother to
make H. take back what he had said, and that while in this condition he shot at

H., killing S., but accused claimed that the pistol was fired accidentally, the issue
of negligent homicide should have been submitted, since, if accused was in the
wrong in interfering in the trouble between his brother and H. and culpable under
the law, he was doing an unlawful act and, though he did not intend to kill, was

guilty of negligent homicide. Whiten v. State, 71 App. 555, 160 S. W. 462.
Where accused testified that he went to a house where his wife was, without

intending to have a difficulty with her, but to induce her to go home with him, and
as he was standing in the door some women got hold of his gun, and it was ac

cidentally discharged in the scuffle, shooting his wife, the court should have in
structed on negligent homicide in the second degree. Hill v. State, 72 App, 109, 161
S. W. 118.

Where accused engaged with another in the unlawful act of trying to take the
wife away from the home of her husband by force or stealth, at night, and accus

ed, in furtherance of the unlawful purpose. while trying to force himself into the
house, killed decedent and accused claimed that his gun was acctdentallvdtscharg
ed, he was guilty of negligent homicide of the second degree. Chant v. State ('Cr.
App.) 166 s. W. 513.

"Negligent homicide" is a killing which can only be predicated on facts show
ing no intention to kill, and one who intentionally fired a gun under the mistaken
belief that it was loaded with shot that would inflict injury only, while the gun
was so loaded as to cause decedent's death, he was guilty of negligent homicide in
the second degree, and, if the shooting occurred on or near a public highway while
engaged in a lawful act, he was guilty of negligent homicide in the first degree.
Egbert v. State (Cr. App.) 176 S. W. 560.

Art. 1125. [695] Homicide in an attempt at felony not negli
gent._:_.When one, in the execution of or in attempting to execute
an act made a felony by the penal law, shall kill another, though
without an apparent intention to kill, the offense does not come
within the definition of negligent homicide.

As ',0 instructions, see note under art. 1114.

Negligent homiclde.-When the slayer, under circumstances which would ma.ke
the homicide manslaughter, i.f effected, in attempting to kill one, by accident kills
another, against whom he' had no malice, such killing would not be more penal
than that intended. Ferrell v. State, 43 Tex. 504.

If one committing an assault with intent to murder, accidentally kill a third
person, he is guilty of murder in the second degree. McConnell v. State, 13 App,
390; Leggett v. State, 21 App. 382, 17 S. W. 159; Musick v. State, 21 App. 69, 18
S. W. 95; Thomas v. State, 53 App, 272, 109 S. W. 155, 126 Am. St. Rep. 786.

If A. was killed through mistake, the slayer believing him to be K. whom he
intended to kill, the homicide was no higher grade than murder in the, second de
gree, and if the circumstances would have made the killing of K. manslaughter
then the killing of A. would be manslaughter only. Breedlove v. State, 26 App.
445, 9 S. W. 768.

Unintentional killing of one without malice, in a malicious attempt to kill an

other was not murder in the first, but second degree. Taylor v. State, 3 App. 387�
Halbert' v. State, 3 App. 656; Richards v. State" 35 App. 38, 30 S. W. 805.

Indictment.-Willson'S Cr. Forms, 508.

Charge.-When the testimony tends to show that the shooting was accidental an

instruction as to negligent homicide should be given. Mitchell v. State, 36 App.
278, 33 S. W. 367, 36 S. W. 456; Brittain v. State, 36 App. 406, 37 S. w. 758.

The court having charged on accident held that a charge on negligent homicide
was not required. )Combs v. State, 52 App. 613, 108 S. W. 649.

Facts held to demand a; charge on the law of negligent homicide. Curtis v.

State, 22 App. 227, 3 S. W. 86, 58 Am. Rep·. 635; McConnell v. State, Id. 354, 3 S.
W. 699, 58 Am. Rep. 647; .Elliston v. State, 10 App. 361; Howard v. State, 25 App.
686, 8 S. W. 929; Robins v. State, 9 App. 666, Id. 671; Curtis v. State, 22 App.
227, 3 S. W. 86, 58 Am. Rep. 635.

.

For cases where the charge was not necessary or proper, see Williams v. State,
45 App, 218, 75 S. W. 859; Clifton v. State, 47 App. 472, 84 S. W. 237, 111 S. W.
740; Scott v. State, 47 App. 568, 85 S. W. 1060, 122 Am. St. Rep. 717; Leito v.

State, 49 App, 309'; 92 S. W. 418.

Art. 1126. [696] In an attempt at misdemeanor, punished,
how.-When the unlawful act attempted or executed is known as

a misdemeanor, the punishment of negligent homicide committed
in the execution of such unlawful act shall be imprisonment in
the county jail not exceeding three years, or by fine not exceeding
three thousand dollars.

Art. 1127. [697] In a trespass, etc., how punished.-If the act
intended is one for which an action would lie, but not an offense
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against the penal law, the homicide resulting therefrom is a mis
demeanor, and may be punished by fine not exceeding one thou
sand dollars, and by imprisonment in the county jail not exceeding
one year.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

OF· MANSLAUGHTER
Art.
1128. Deflnition of.
1129. "Under influence of sudden pas-

sion" explained.
1130. "Adequate cause" explained.
1131. What are not adequate causes.

1132. What are.

1133. For insult to female, killing must
be immediate.

Art.
1134. General character of female in is-

sue.

1135. Discretion of jury in such cases.
1136. "Relation" includes whom.
1137. "Adequate cause" must produce

the passion.
1138. Provoking contest with intent to

kill, not manslaughter.
1139. Punishment.

Article 1128. [698] Definition of.-Manslaughter is voluntary
homicide committed under the immediate influence of sudden pas
sion arising from an adequate cause, but neither justified nor ex

cused by law.
Cited, Jaynes v.· state (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 441.
Elements of offense.-The question of force, or degree of force is not an element

of the crime. Force and comparative force are applicable to defensive, and not
to acts which are solely defensive. Beaty v. State, 30 App, 677, 18 S. W. 646.

Malice is not an ingredient of manslaughter. Roquemore v. State, 69 App, 668,
129 S. W. 1120.

For other decisions pertinent to this subject, see notes to arts. 1022, 1026, 1087-
1110, 1140-1143.

-- Passion and adequate cause.-Manslaughter is predicated upon adequate
cause and unless adequate cause exists, the horn lcide will not be reduced from mur

der, although it was committed under the immediate influence of sudden passion,
rendering the mind incapable of cool reflection. McKinney v. State, 8 App, 626; Hill
v. State, 11 App. 466; Neyland v. State, 13 App. 636; Richardson v. State, 9 App. 612;
Boyett v. State, 2 App, 93; Johnson v. State, 43 Tex. 612; Jennings v. State, 7 App.
350; Meuly v. State, 26 App, 274, 9 S. W. 563, 8 Am. St. Rep. 477; High v. State. 26

App. 545, 10 S. W. 238, 8 Am. St. Rep. 488; Boyd v. State, 28 App. 137, 12 S. W.
737; Bonner V. State, 29 App, 223, 15 S. W. 821; Weathersby v. State, 29 App. 278.
15 S. W. 823; Lacy v. State, 30 App, 119, 16 S. W. 761; Massie v. State, 30 App.
64, 16 S. W. 770; Ex parte Jones, 31 App, '422, 20 S. W. 983 (following Breedlove v.

State, 26 App, 453, 9 S. W. 768); Childs v. State, 35 App, 573, 34 S. ·W. 939; Tread
way v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 655; Burns v. State (Gr. App.) 145 S. W. 356;
Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 165; Redman v. State (Gr. App.) 149 s. W.
670'; Kelly v. State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 304; Wisnoski v. State (Cr. App, ) 153
S. W. 316; Cloud v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 892; Davis v; State, 70 App, 37, 155
S. W. 546; Corbitt v. State, 72 App. 396, 163 S. W. 436; Lamb v. State (cr. App.)
169 S. W. 1158; Witty v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 229.

If adequate cause is present, and intent to kill is formed in excited state of
mind, in case death results the offense would be manslaughter, hence if death does
not ensue the offense is only aggravated assault. Chatman v. State, 40 App. 278,
60 S. W. 396.

Passion and the want of premeditation may characterize both mur-der' in the
second degree and manslaughter; the crii:nes are distinguishable by the causes

leading to the homicide. If the cause be inadequate, it is murder; if adequate,
manslaughter. Childers v, State, 33 App. 509, 27 S. W. 133 .

. On trial for murder, where there was a total want of provocation, there can not
possibly be any manslaughter. Mitchell v. State, 36 App, 278, 33 S. W. 367, 36 S.
W.456.

.

Where one's mind is capable of cool reflection, even though statutory adequate
cause is shown, a homicide committed by him isI murder. Rogers v. State (Cr•

App.) 149 s. W. 127.
Under the direct provision of the statute, as well as in the absence of statute,

to reduce voluntary homicide to manslaughter there must exist "sudden passion"
in accused, which must have arisen from an "adequate cause." Wilson v. State,
71 App. 399, 160,S. W. 83.

To reduce the offense of murder to manslaughter, the killing must have been
committed under the influence of a sudden transport of passion. 'Coulter v. State,
72 App, 602, 162 S. W. 885.

.
. "Manslaughter" is the killing of a human being under sudden passion before the

slayer has time to reflect. Cook v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 227.
Under the statute sudden passion is requisite to constitute "manslaughter,"

which is homicide committed under the immediate influence of "sudden passion,"
arising from an adequate cause, the passion that blindly strikes, and not the pas
sion of revenge; and, however sudden the passion, if the evidence does not show
that it was from an adequate cause, t�e homicide cannot be manslaughter; and,
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whatever the adequate cause, if the homicide was not committed under the imme
diate influence of sudden passion arising therefrom, it cannot, under the statute,
be manslaughter. Hicks v . State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 755.

Killing by mlstake._..:..See notes under art. 48, ante.

Principals and accomplices.-See notes to art. 74 et seq.

Llmitations.�See C. C. P. art. 228 and notes.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 509..
On indictments generally, see C. C. P. art. 447 et seq.
A common law indictment for manslaughter is not sufficient, as this offense at

common law differs materially in its definition and essential elements from the
offense defined in the preceding article. To be sufficient under the preceding article,
the indictment must charge that the defendant, under the immediate influence of
sudden passion, arising from an adequate cause, neither justified nor excused by
law, did unlawfully and voluntarily kill, etc. Jennings v. State, 7 App, 350 .

.

Where a count of an indictment for manslaughter did not sufficierrtly charge
the off'ense in respect to the instrument used, it was error to authorize the jury to
convict on that count, Huddleston v. State, 70 App. 260, 156 S. W. 1168.

Evidence.-Where killing occurred over a contract, evidence of the terms of the
contract is immaterial. Chalk v. State, 35 App. 116, 32 S. W. 534.

As to evidence showing the state of accused's mind, see Burnam v. State, 61

App, 51, 133 S W. 1045.
Defendant's quarrel with a third person just previous to his killing of deceased

was admissible as showing the condition of his mind and the circumstances that led
up to the killing. Lee v State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 706.

One convicted of this offense can not complain that the evidence established
murder instead of manslaughter. Powell v. State, 5 App. 234.

.

On a' second trial after defendant had been acquitted of murder in both degrees
the court did not err in refusing to instruct the jury to acquit defendant because

'the evidence showed murder and not manslaughter. See opinion for (acts stated,
Scroggins v. State, 32 App. 71, 22 S. W. 45.

Evidence held to show defendant guilty of manslaughter. Castro v. State (Cr.
App.) 40 S. W. 985; Carter v. State, 37 App, 403, 35 S. W. 378; Id. (Cr. App.) 40 s.
W. 498; Childers v. State, 33 App. 509, 27 S. W. 133; Johnson v. State, 60 App,
362, 132 S. W. 362; Tabor v. State, 61 App, 425, 135 S. W. 142; Anderson v. State,
63 App, 525, 140 S. W. 457; Wells v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 950; Wysong v.
State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 941; Mims v. State (Cr. App.) 153 s. W. 321; Rodriguez
v. State, 70 App. 77, 155 S. W. 530; Johnson v. State, 71 App, 620; 160 S. W. 695;
Dawson v. State, 72 App 68, 161 S. W. 469; Green v. State, 72 App. 538, 162 S. W.
1151, Harper v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 721; Quinn v. State (Cr. App«) 170 s.
W. 783; Latham v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 797.

Evidence held not to show manslaughter. Hardcastle v. State, 36 App. 555, 38
S. W. 186; Woolbright v. State (Cr. App.) 35 S. W. 393; Eggleston v. State, 59
App, 542, 128 S. W. 1105; Powdrill v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 231; . Lamb v.
State (Cr. App ', ) 169 S. W. 1158 .:

Charge,-See notes under arts. 735 and 743, C. C. P.
If the facts proved create a doubt in the mind of the trial judge as to the neces

sity of a charge upon the law of manslaughter in a trial for murder, the doubt
should be resolved in favor of the accused, and such charge given. Williams v.

State, 7 App, 396; Robles v. State, 5 App. 346; Halbert v. State, 3 App. 656; Maria
v. State, 28 Tex. 698.

A charge on manslaughter is not required, where the proof shows either murder
or justifiable homicide only. Grissom v. State, 4 App. 374; Roberts v State, 5 App.
141, Berry v State, 8 App. 515;· Bejarano v. State, 6 App. 265; Halbert v. State,
3 App. 656; Boyett v. State, 2 App, 93; Jones v. State, 40 Tex. 188; Hudson v.

State, Id. 12; Myers v. State, 33 Tex. 525; Vela v. State, 33 App. 322, 26 S. W. 396;
McGrath v. State, 35 App. 413, 34 S. W. 127, 941; Treadway v. State (Cr. App.) 144
S. W. 655; Blue v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 730; Summers v. State (Cr. App.)
148 s. W. 774; Smith v. State, 70 App. 62, 156 S. W. 214; Hammons v. State (Cr.
App.) 177 S, W. 493; Thompson v. State (Cr. App·.) 177 s. W. 503.

Where the evidence, however inclusively, tends to prove facts from which the
jury may deduce a finding of manslaughter, it is incumbent on the trial court to
give the law of manslaughter in charge to the jury, and it should be given affirm
atively, directly, and pertinently to the theory of the case indicated by such evi
dence. Mere negative or abstract propositions are not sufficient. McLaughlin v.

State, 10 App. 340; Johnson v. State, 43 Tex. 612; Jennings v. State, 7 App. 350;
Williams v. State, Id. 396; Moore v. State, 15 App. 1; Neyland v. State, 13 App.
536; Rutherford v. State, 16 App. 649; Gaines v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 717.

It is error to charge the jury that they may find the defendant guilty of man

slaughter, without also instructing them as to what state of facts would constitute
that offense. Babb v. State, 12 App. 491.

In the absence of evidence tending to establish, or that creates a doubt as to
whether the homicide be of a lower g-rade than murder, it is unnecessary and im
proper for the court to charge upon manslaughter. Neyland v. State, 13 App. 536;
Jackson v. State, 18 App. 586; Burkhard v. State, Id. 599; Anderson v. State, 15
App. 447; Smith v. State, ld. 139; Jones v. State, 22 App, 324, 3 S. W. 230; Wal
lace v State, 20· App, 360; 'Roberts v. State, 5 App. 141; Grissom v. State, 4 App,
374, Hill v. State, 11 App. 456; Boyett v. State, 2 App, 93; Halbert v . State, 3
App, 657; Sierra v. State, 37 App. 430, 35 S. W. 982; Johnson v. State (Cr. App.)
35 s. W. 387.

The charge must be limited to the case' on trial. When the defendant was
charged with murder, and on- a former trial had been convicted for manslaughter,
such conviction opera.ted as an acquittal of both degrees of murder, and it was
held error for the court upon a second trial to charge the jury upon the law ap-
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plicable to murder. The charge should have been limited to the law of manslaugh
ter, that being the case on trial. Parker v State, 22 App. 105, 3 S. W 100.

Where the defendant was on trial for manslaughter, under an indictment charg
ing murder, having on a former trial been acquitted of murder, it was held error

to charge the jury that if they believed, from the evidence, that the defendant was

guilty of either degree of murder, they could :f.nd him guilty of manslaughter.
Such charge was not warranted by the rule that a verdict for an inferior grade will
not be set aside because the evidence showed a higher grade of offense Parker v.

State, 22 App, 105, 3 S. W. 100.
Objection that the court charged the jury abstractly upon the issue of man

slaughter can not be entertained, inasmuch as it was not interposed when the
charge was given and no probable injury to the accused is shown. See the opin
ion for a charge upon homicide in defense of the person. against an unlawful at
tack, and the statement of the case for a charge upon adequate cause, held suffi
cient under the facts of the case. And note that the evidence does not call for a

charge upon "cooling time," nor upon self-defense, wherefore the trial court did not
err in omitting to charge upon "cooling time," nor refusing the special charge as

to self-defense. Miller v. State, 27 App. 63, 10 S. W. 445; Arrellano v. State, 24
App. 43, 5 S. W. 526; Thumm v. State, 24 App. 667, 7 S. W. 236; Bonnard v. State,
25 App. 173, 7 S. W. 862, 8 Am. St. ReD. 431; Phillips v. State, 26 App. 238, 9 S.
W. 557, 8 Am. St. Rep. 471; Meuly v. State, 26 App. 274, 9 S. W. 563, 8 Am. St.
Rep. 477; Johnson v. State, 26 App, 631, 10 S. W. 235; Alexander v. State, 25 App,
260, 7 S. W. 867, 8 Am. St. Rep. 438; Miller v. State, 27 App, 63, 10 S. W. 445;
Green v. State, 27 APD. 244, 11 S. W. 114; Hawthorne v. State, 28 App, 212, 12 S. W.
603; Cochran v. State, 28 ApD. 422, 13 S. W. 651; Floyd v. State, 29 App. 349, 16
S. W. 188; Williams v. State, 30 App. 429, 17 S. "",V. 1071.

The evidence failing to show adequate cause, the court property refused to
charge on manslaughter. Warren v. State, 31 App, 573, 21 S. W. 680. And see, also,
Orman v. State, 24 App, 495, 6 S. W. 544; Williams v. State, 25 App. 216, 7 S. W.
666; Alexander v. State, 25 ApD. 260, 7 S. W. 867, 8 Am. St. Rep. 438; High v:

State, 26 App, 545, 10 S. W. 238, 8 Am. St. Rep. 488; Clore v. State, 26 App. 624,
10 S. W. 242; Johnson v. State, 26 App. 631, 10 S. W. 235; Hawthorne v. State, 28
ADP. 212, 12 S. W. 603; Cochran v. State, 28 App. 422, 131 S. W. 651; Blackwell v.

State, 29 App, 195, 15 S. W. 597; Baltrip v. State, 30 App. 545, 17 S. W. 1106; Brack
en v. State, 29 App. 362, 16 S. W. 192.

Where deceased interfered in a fight to keep defendant's friend from cutting an

other with a knife, and defendant standing by saw and knew that his friend was
in no danger but deliberately shot and killed deceased, held that a charge on mur

der in the first degree was correct. And the court did not err in refusing to in
struct upon the law of manslaughter. Reyons v. State, 33 App, 143, 25 S. W. 786,
47 Am. St. ReD. 25.

Where defendant having quarreled with deceased's brother got a gun and de
ceased was shot by defendant while trying to disarm him, an instruction on man

slaughter. was properly refused. Beard v. State (Cr. App.) 29 S. W. 770.
An objection that the charge of manslaughter was too restrictive, because it

confined the jury to the facts occurring at the time of the homicide; held, the
objection was untenable, there being no evidence of any acts of deceased before
the time of the homicide. Woodring v . State, 34 App. 419, 30 S. W. 1060.

Instruction proper-ly limited to acts done at the time the homicide was com

mitted. Woodring v. State, 34 ApD. 419, 30 S. \V. 1060.
On a trial for inurder, when the acts and conduct of a COdefendant have been

adduced in evidence, the charge of manslaughter instructed the jury to look into
all facts and circumstances before them; held, sufficiently comprehensive to per
mit the jury to consider the acts of such codefendant. Magruder v. State, 35 ADP.
214, 33 S. W. 233.

A charge on manslaughter which leaves the jury absolutely untrammeled to re

view all the evidence in the case in order to determine adequate cause and ascer

tain whether or not defendant's' mind was thereby influenced, is sufficient. Sargent
v. State, 35 App. 325, 33 S. W. 364.

Where vicious assault was committed by deceased upon defendant several hours
before killing and the circumstances were such as to show that mind of the defend
ant had not become cool, the assault constituted provocation and manslaughter
should have been charged, although there was no other provocation at time of
killing. Thomas v. State, 421 App. 386, 56 S. W. 72.

On the trial of a tenant for killing his landlord, there was evidence for accused
that the landlord was trying to put him off' of the place in the middle of the year,
with considerably less property than he was entitled to, that when the landlord
offered to let him take such property he had his hand on his pistol, and when ac

cused declined the offer said, "You will take this;" that accused became alarmed
and went to a blacksmith shop some distance away; that, though this was not the
usual road of travel, the landlord drove down by the blacksmith shop, with the
lines in his left hand, and his right hand in the pocket where accused had seen the
pistol; that accused grabbed his gun and ordered the landlord to drop the pistol;
but that, instead of dropping it, he looked as if he was trying to get it out of his
pocket. The state's evidence tended to show that the landlord was using both
hands in driving the team, and did not attempt to get his pistol until accused
grabbed his gun and ordered him to drop the pistol. Held, that this made a ques
tion whether the antecedent circumstances, in connection with .the landlord's con

duct at the time of the killing, engendered in accused's mind such a degree Of
anger, rage, or resentment as rendered him incapable of cool reflection, and the
failure to properly submit this issue was error. Burton v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S.
W.334.

In a prosecution for homicide, it was error to charge in one inst'ruction that if
defendant was led to commit the homicide from learning that decedent had in
sulted his wife, and also that the decedent had used violent language to and threat-
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ened defendant with bodily harm, he was only guilty of manslaughter, and in the
next that, in order to reduce his offense to manslaughter, it was only necessary for
the jury to believe that he was led to commit the homicide from learning that de
cedent had insulted his wife. Barbee v. State, 58 App. 129, 124 S. W. 961.

In a trial for assault with intent to murder, the charge was sufficient where the
court, while it did not in terms define manslaughter, did, in charging on aggravated
assault, fairly submit the grounds on which the assault, if unlawful, would have
been reduced to that offense. Dowell v. State, 58 App. 482, 126 S. W. 871.

The charge should submit the issue with reference to all the facts in evidence.
Snowberger v. State, 58 App. 530, 126 8. W. 878.

Held, that tnstructtons held not to correctly present the law of mutual combat,
not submitting the facts that would justify conviction for murder, nor drawing the
distinction from the facts between murder and manslaughter. McGill v. State, 60
App. 614, 132 S. W. 941.

The cour-t instructed in a homicide case that, if accused defended against the
acts, 001' acts and words, of decedent, or- the acts and words or those acting with
him, etc., and his mind was agitated beyond cool reflection, and he did not believe
that his' life was in danger, the jury should acquit of murder and convict of man

slaughter. Held, that the charge was not objectionable as requiring the jury to
find that accused acted against the combined acts and conduct of all of the parties,
befor-e they could find him guilty of manslaughter. Beaver v. State, 63 App. 581,
142 S. W. 11.

The court should charge the law as to manslaughter rrom the standpoint of
accused. Whiten v. State, 71 App. 555, 160 S. \V. 462.

Where the· issue of manslaughter was presented, an instruction on murder
held erroneous in excluding the fact that if the circumstances reduced the offense
to manslaughter, it would not be murder. Mason v. State, 72 App. 501, 163 S.
W.66.

Where the court undertakes to enumerate the circumstances that would con

duce to show adequate cause and consequent passion, he should enumerate all the
circumstances. Kirklin v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 1016.

Evidence held not to call for a charge on manslaughter. Luster v. State, 63 App.
541, 141 S. W. 209, Ann. Cas. 1913D, 1089; McDade v. State, 27 App, 641, 11 S. W.
672, 11 Am. St. Rep. 216; Maxwell v. State, 31 App. 119, 19 S. W. 914; Adams v,
State, 35 App. 285, 33 S. W. 354; Blount v. State, 58 App. 509, 126 S. W. 570; Dough
erty v. State, 59 App. 464, 128 S. W. 398; Hardeman v. State, 61 App. Ill, 133 S. W.
1056; Ballard v. State, 62 App, 435, 138 S. W. 120; Alexander v. State, 63 App, 102,
138 S. W. 721; Lacy v. State, 63 App. 189, 140 S. W. 461; Kinney v. State (Cr.
App.) ,144 s. W. 257; Treadway v. State (Cr. App.) 144 8. W. 655; Blue v. State
(Cr. App.) 148 S. W, 730; Summers v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 774; Johnson v.
'State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 165; Maxwell v. State (Cr. App.) 149 s. W. 171; Kirby v.
State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 455; Roberts v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 627; Pettis
v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 790; Pace v. State, (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 132; San
chez v. State (Cr. App.) 153 s. W. 1133; Beaupre v. State, 70 App. 19, 156 S. W.
£"25; Cook v. State, 71 App. 532, 160 S. W. 465; Shaw v. State, 72 App. 114, 161 S.
W. 963; Francis v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 779; Cook v. State (Cr. App.) 171
s. W. 227; Guerrero v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 731.

-

For evidence demanding a charge on manslaughter, see Ross v. State, 23 App,
M9, 5 S. W. 184; Tow v. State, 22 App. 175, 2 S. W. 582; Leggett v. State, 21 App,
382, 17 S. W. 159; Rutherford v. State, 15 App. 236; Smith v. State, Id. 338; Moore
v. State, rd. 1; Reynolds v. State, 14 App. 427; Green v. State, 121 App, 445; Elli
son v. State, Id. 557; Brunet v. State, Id. 521; Luera v. State, 12 App. 257;
Holmes v. State; 11 App, 223; Reed v. State, 9 App. 317; Richardson v: State, Id.
612; Larson v. State (Cr. App.) 29 S. W. 782; Adams v. State, 35 App. 285, 33 S.
W. 354; Mootry v. State, 35 App. 450, 33 S. W. 877, 34 S. W. 126; Carter v. State,
37 App. 403, 35 S. W. 378; Green v. State,' 58 App, 428, 126 S. W. 860; Williams v.

State, 61 App. 356, 136 S. W. 771; Jackson v. State, 63 App. 351, 139 S. W. 1156;
Anderson v. State, 63 App. 525, 140 S. W. 457; Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 148
s. W. 763; Wood v. State (�r. App.) 150 S. W. 780; Whiten v. State, 71 App, 555,
160 S. W. 462; Masters v. State, 71 App. 608, 160 S. W. 693; House v. State (Cr.
App.) 171 S. W. 206; Eldwarda v. State (Cr. App.) 172 s. W. 227; McCampbell v .

State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 345.
Charge held correct. Simmons v. State, 23 App. 653, 5 S. W. 208; Johnson v.

State, 22 App, 206, 2 S. W. 609; Clark v. State, 19 App. 495; Arto v. State, rd.
126; Bennett v. State, 12 App. 15; Drake v. State, 5 App. 649; Lienpo v. State,
28 App. 179, 12 S. W. 588; Williams v. State, 30 App, 429, 17 S. W. 1071; Kemp v.

State, 13 App. 561; White v. State, 34 ·App. 153, 29 S. W. 1094; Childs v. State,
35 App, 573, 34 S. W. 939; Bishop v. State (Cr. App.) 35 S. W. 170; Lawrence v.

State, 36 App. 173, 36 S. W. 90; Adams v. State (Cr. App.) 40, s. W. 590; Abrams
v. State (Cr. App.) 40 S. W. 798; Best v. State, 58 App, 327, 125 S. W. 909; Pratt
v. State, 59 App. 167, 127 S. W. 827; Maxey v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 952;
Carver- v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 746; Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W.
763; Kelly v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 304; Oliver v. State, 70 App, 140, 159 S.
W. 235; Girtman v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 1008; Kirklin v. State (Cr. App.)
164 S. W. 1016; Muldrew v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 156; Reed v. State (Cr .

App.) 168 S. W. 541; HOouse v . State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 206.
Charge ·held bad. Hardy v. State, 36 App. 400, 37 S. W. 434; rd. (Cr. App.) 37

. S. W. 737; Burns v. State, 58 App. 463, 125 S. W. 901; Wilson v: State, 70 App.
355, 156 S. W. 1185; Reagan v. State, 70 App. 498, 157 S. W. 483; Whiten v . State,
'l1 App. 555, 160 S. W. 462.

Art. 1129. [699] "Under the influence of sudden passion" ex

plained.-By the expression "under the immediate influence of sud
den passion" is. meant-
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1. That the provocation must arise at the time of the commis
sion of the offense, and that the passion is not the result of a

former provocation.
.

2. The act must be directly caused by the passion arising out of
the provocation. It is not enough that the mind is merely agi
tated by passion arising from some other provocation, or a provo
cation given by some person other than the party killed.

3. The passion intended is either of the emotions of the mind,
known as anger, rage, sudden resentment, or terror, rendering it

incapable of cool reflection.
Cited, Jaynes v. Sta.te (Cr. App.) 15(} S. oW. 441.
Sudden passion.-A provocation sufficient to produce a state of mind pre

cluding cool reflection, and to reduce a homicide to manslaughter, must arise at
the time of the killing. Cloud v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 892; Johnson v. State,
43 'I'ex, 612; Boyett v. State, 2 App. 93; Barbee v. State, 50 App. 426, 97 S. W.
1058. See, also, Miles v. State, 18 App. 156°; Johnson v. State, 2.2 App. 206, 2 S.
W. 60!J; Orman v. State, 24 App. 495, 6 S. W. 544; Baltrip v. State, 30 App. 545.
17 S. W. 1106; Lamb v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 1158; Flicks v. State (Cr. App.)
171 S. W. 755.

Where the killing is the result of the provocations mentioned in subdivisions 3
and 4 of article 113�, post, the requlrement that "the provocation must arise at
the time of the commission of the offense, and that the passion is not the result
of a former provocation," is not applicable. In such cases, the time intervening
between the slayer's apprisal of the insult, and his first meeting with deceased is
not a material consideration; but it is essential not only that the adequate cause

be shown but that the state of the slayer's mind predicated thereon, did actually
exist at the time of the killing. Eanes v. State, 10 App. 421; Hill v. State, 5 App,
2; Paulin v. State, 21 App. 436, 1 S. W. 453; Orman v. State, 22 App. 604, 3 S.
W. 468, 58 Am. Rep. 662; Howard v. State, 23 App, 265, 5 S. W. 231. See, also.
Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 1t6'7 S. W. 733.

To reduce the killing from: murder to manslaughter two things must concur;
there must have been provocation legally sufficient to produce passion, and such
passion must in fact have been produced, which rendered the party while under its
influence incapable of cool reflection, depriving her for a time of the power to
comprehend the consequences of her act. Maria v. State, 28 Tex. 698.

The adequate cause is measured not by pain but by passion. Williams v. State.
15 App. 617.

-- Abandonment of combat.-If the deceased attacked defendant, and after
shooting at him retreated and quitted the combat as far as he could, and the
defendant then, under the immediate influence of sudden passion produced by
the assault, fired upon and killed the deceased, he would be guilty of manslaughter.
West v. State, 2 App, 46{}.

One continuing to shoot after it is apparent that all danger has passed, but un

der the influence of passion aroused by the difficulty, is guilty of no higher offense
than manslaughter. Mason v. State, 72 App. 501, 163 S. W. 66.

The court, in charging on self-defense and abandonment of difficulty held re

quired to charge on manslaug'hter. McCampbell v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 3'15.
Where accused fires the first shot in self-defense and decedent flees, but by his

conduct the mind of accused is rendered incapable of cool reflection, though not
justified in continuing to shoot after the abandonment of the difficulty by de
cedent, he would be guilty of no higher .grade of offense than manslaughter. Me
Campbell v. State (Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 345.

-- Mutual combat.-Mutual combat as impairing self-defense. see notes to
art. 1107.

"Where, in a sudden quarrel, both par-ties engage in the contest willingly, fight
on equal.terms, and no undue advantage is sought or taken by either, if death en

sue, the killing will amount to manslaughter. If one party seeks, or takes any
undue advantage of his adversary, and slays him, the killing is murder. King v,

State, 4 App. 54, 30 Am. Rep, 160; Wilson v. State, rd. 637.
A homicide committed in m.utual combat will not be reduced from murder to

manslaughter unless it was committed under the influence of sudden passion aris
ing from adequate cause. Spearman v: State, 23 App. 224, 4 S. W. 586; Crist v,

State, 21 App, 36J, 17 S. W. 260.
An assault committed in a mutual combat will not be reduced to an aggravated

assault unless committed under the influence of sudden passion arising from an

adequate cause. Spearman v. State, 23 App. 224, 4 S. W. 586; Crist v. State, 21
App. 361. 17 S. W. 2,s0.

When a person entering into a fight with no intent to kill, but during the fight
receives great bodily injury and then slays his antagonist, the crime would be
manslaughter. Cole v. State, 35 App. 384, 33 S. W. 968.

But when he willingly entered the fight he cannot rely on manslaughter unless
during the fight he received great bodily injury. Id.

It appeared from the evidence that there had been two fights between defend
ant and the injured party, in both of which derendant had entered willingly; held,
that he could not rely on heat of passion aroused by the' first fight as a defense,
or to lower the grade of assault. Cole v. State, 35 App. 384, 33 S. W. 968.

Where accused and decedent agreed to fight without deadly weapons, and in pur
suance thereof left decedent's house for a more private place where the fight could
be had without interference, that decedent struck accused before giving notice of
his intention so to do did not give accused protection under the ordinary rule of
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self-defense; but, where there was raised in his mind that degree of terror, rage.
or resentment recognized by the law, the killing by accused was manslaughter.
Anthony v. State, 62 App. 138, 136 S. W. 1097.

-- Cooling tlme.-When the evidence shows two difficulties between the
parties, into both of which defendant entered willingly, the doctrine of "cooling
time" does not apply. Cole v . State, 35 App, 384, 33 S. W. 968.

Although provocation must arise at trial of homicide and must not be the re

sult of former provocation, yet the statute includes such provocation as consti
tutes part of res gestse, or is so near in point of time as not to allow the mind of
a man of ordinary temper, which is excited by previous provocation, to become
cool and composed before the killing. What is cooling time is matter of fact to be
judged by circumstances of each case. Thomas v. State, 42 App. 386, 56 S. W. 7().

For other decisions as to "cooling time," see Hobbs v. State, 16 App, 517; Eanes
v. State, 10 App. 421; Wadlington v. State, 19 App. 26'6.

Evidenc.e.-While provocation must arise at time of killing, yet if there is
testimony of antecedent acts to illustrate, as to intensify or render more significant
the act of provocation, this is admissible. Stanton v. State, 42 App. 269, 59 S.
W. 272. See, also, Gaines v. State, 58 App. 631, 127 S. W. 181.

Charge.-Sudden passion is a necessary element; instructions should not omit
it. Hinton v. State, 24 Tex. 454.

It is error to restrict charge on provocation to time of killing if there is proof
of previous acts that intensify the provocation. Spangler v. State, 41 App, 424,
55 S. W. 330; Miles v. State, 18 App, 156.

Where the evidence tends to show that passion was aroused by an adequate
cause, the question whether the act of killing was caused by the passion is for the
jury and not the court to pass upon. Mackey v. State, 13 App. 360.

The provocation on the part of deceased was a sudden altercation between
deceased and defendant's friend. The court properly limited in his charge the
provocation to what occurred at the time of the killing. Kidwell v. State, 35 Ap·p.
264, 33 S. W. 342.

Where decedent seized the bridle and gave the horse, on which accused was

riding, a jerk, which threw accused against the pommel of the saddle, injuring
him, and decedent held onto the bridle over accused's protest, and accused shot
decedent, the failure to charge, in submitting the issue of manslaughter, that, if
decedent's assault created pain and engendered sudden passion, accused would be
guilty of no higher ottense than manslaughter, was erroneous, notwithstanding a

charge that the provocation causing sudden passion must arise at the time' of
the killing, and that the jury, in determining adequacy of the provocation, must
consider all the facts, etc. Craft v. State, 57 App. 257, 122 S. W. 547.

Where, in an instruction on manslaughter, the court charged that the passion,
which is an element of that offense, "is not the result of former provocation," but
immediately rollowed with a statement that, in determining the question the jury
m.ight consider former provocations, if any, in connection with the provocation
at the time of the killing, to determine the state of defendant's mind at the time
of the killing, the instruction was not erroneous. Edwards v. State, 61 App. 307,
135 S. W. 540.

'
.

A charge on manslaughter, that the provocation must arise at the time of the
commission of the offense, and the passion must not be the result of a former
provocation, presents no error, where the court later on instructed the jury, in
determining the adequacy of provocation, to consider all the facts and circum
stances in evidence, in passing on the condition of Clefendant's mind, and if, by
reason thereof, his mind at the time of the killing was incapable of cool reflec
tion, etc. Johnson v. State, 63 App. 50, 138 S. W. 1021.

A charge omitting the statutory definition of "under the immediate influence of
sudden passion," is improper. Burns v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. '¥. 356.

A charge that the provocation must arise at the time of the commission of the
offense, held not erroneous for failure to qualify it by a statement that such
provocation might have its origin prior thereto, where the court had charged that
in considering the sufficiency of such provocation the jury should consider all the
circumstances. Burns v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 356.

A charge defining "immediate influence of sudden passion," held correct and
applicable to the facts. Burns v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S·. W. 356.

A charge that the jury should determine the adequacy of the 'provocation, in
stead of the adequacy of the cause of accused's passion, held not error. Williams
v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 763.

Where there is no evidence of a former provocation it is error to charge that
the provocation must arise at the time, and must not be caused or brought about
by any former provocation, etc. McDowell v . State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 1049.

Where a member of the National Guard, while on duty in time of peace, bay
oneted a citizen in an altercation wtth reference to permission to cross a military
line, a request to charge that if deceased intended to enter the inclosure guarded
by accused, or it so appeared to him, and he intentionally thrust deceased with
a bayonet and killed him, his offense was manslaughter, was properly refused as
eliminating adequate cause and sudden passion, essential elements of manslaugh-ter. Manley. v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 1008. .

Where th.e homicide did not take place at the first meeting after accused was
informed that deceased was the cause of accused's wife living a life of shame,and he learned no new facts after the first meeting, an instruction requiring that
if adequate cause existed, it produced "sudden passion" was proper. Simmons v:
State (Cr. App.) 155 s. W. 229.

In a case of joint attack of deceased and another, the charge on manslaughter
should not limit provocation solely to the attack of deceased. Nor should the
charge limit the passion under which accused acted to that induced solely by the
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provocation of deceased's attack, but it should include passion caused by the joint
attack. Garcia v. State, 70 App. 485. 156 S. W. 939.

The charge should directly submit the question whether the wound or stab
made in a joint attack was such provocation as 1.0 cause passion, reducing the kill
ing, if not in self-defense, to manslaughter, and a mere general charge is not
sufficient. Garcia v. State, 70 App. 485, 156 S. W. 939.

A charge which directs an acquittal if the mind of accused was agitated by
anger, rage, resentment, or terror, regardless of what caused or produced the
mental condition, is too favorable to accused. Stewart v. State, 71 App. 237, 158
S. W. 996.

While the provocation must arise at the time of the commission of the offense,
yet antecedent matters should be considered in passing upon the state of de
fendant's mind; but the court should not enumerate them, but tell the jury that
they must look to all the facts and circumstances in the case. Willis v. State
(Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 1172.

Charge enumerating hostile acts to show passlon held erroneous. Henson v.

State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 89'.
The court should instruct the jury to consider the question of provocation from

the standpoint of the defendant as the facts were presented to his mind. House
v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 206.

Evidence held to warrant charging this article. Smith v. State (Gr. App.) 147
s, W. 240.

The giving of an instruction on manslaughter which quoted Pen. Code 1911, art.
1129, subd. 1, providing that provocation must arise at the time of the commis
sion of the offense, and that the passion must not be the result of a former prov
ocation, was not prejudicial, though it was not authorized by the evidence, where
the court also stated that in determining whether adequate cause existed at the
time o·f the killing the jury may consider all of the facts and circumstances in
evidence occurring both at the time and prior to the time of the killing. Thomp
son v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 503.

On a trial for homicide, the court charged that by the expression "under the
immediate influence of sudden passion" was meant that the provocation must
arise at the time of the commission of the offense, and that the passion was

not the result of former provocation, that the act must be directly caused by the
passion arising out of the provocation, and that it was not enough that the mind
was merely agitated by passion arising from such other provocation. Held that,
though this was correct so 'far as it went, where manslaughter was in the case by
reason of antecedent circumstances also operating on accused's mind, the court
should have further charged that in determining whe1.her the provocation at the
time of the killing was adequate cause to produce a state of mind incapable of
cool reflection the jury should consider all the facts and circumstances in evi
dence, and that, if they found that the provocation occurring at the time, viewed
in the light of the antecedent circumstances, was such as to produce, and in fact
did produce, such a state of mind, the killing would be manslaughter. BUrton
v. State (Cr. App.) 178 s. W. 334.

.

Mutual combat.-If there be no evidence in the case warranting or call
ing for a charge on mutual combat, it is error to sive it. Everett v. State, 30
App. 683, 18 S. W. ,6,74. But see a case wherein such a charge, though error, was

held to be harmless. Polk v. State, 30 App. 657, 18 8'. W. 466. And see, also,
Williams v. State, 25 App. 216, 7 S. W. 666; Bonnard v. State, 25 App. 173, 7 S. W.
862, 8 Am. St. Rep. 431; Anthony v. State, 62 App. 138, 136 S. W. 1097.

Defendant and another engaged in a scuffle and broke a glass in a saloon. The
saloon keeper had defendant arrested. Defendant made his escape from the officer
and returned to the saloon in about an hour with -a shotgun. There was a ques
tion as to which fired first, the saloon keeper or defendant; held, the question of
adequate cause and cooling time should have been submitted. Mundine v. State,
37 App. 5, 38 S. W. 619.

Facts held to call for a submission of manslaughter from the viewpolrrt of
mutual combat. Reed v. State, 72 App. 10'3, 161 S. 'W. 97.

-- Cooling time.-Where the evidence presents the question of cooling time,
it is error to omit to charge on that subject. Love v. State, 71 App. 79, 158 S. W.
525.

Where there was but one difficulty, which was immediately and continuously
prosecuted until the killing, within a very shorn time after the difficulty had be
gun, the question of cooling time was not in the case. Wilson v. State, 71 App,
399, 160 S. W. 83.

A charge omitting to submit the question of "cooling time" held too favorable
to accused. Myers v. State, 71 App. 594, 160 S. W. 679. .

"Wjhere statutory adequate cause is not in the case and the court charges that
the jury, in considering provocation, may consider all the circumstances, failure to
charge on cooling time is not error. Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 167 s. W. 7:)3.

Art. 1130. [700] "Adequate cause" explained.-By the ex

pression "adequate cause" is meant such as would commonly pro
duce a degree of anger, rage, resentment or terror in a person of
ordinary temper sufficient to render the mind incapable of cool
reflection.

Cited, Jaynes v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 441.

Adequate cause.-High v. State, 26 App. 545, 10 S. W. 238, 8 Am. St. Rep. 488;
Johnson v. State, 26 App. 631, 10 S. W. 235; Boyd v. State, 28 App. 137, 12 S. W.
737; Cochran v. State, 28 App, 422, 13 S. W. 651; Bonner v. State, 29 App. 223, 15
S. W. 821; Bracken v. State, 29 App. 362, 16 S. W. 192.
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To raise the issue of manslaughter, it is not essential that the overt act relied
upon was sufficient to raise the issue of self-defense, but if, in connection with
other antecedent facts and circumstances, it excited in the mind of accused, and
was sufficient to excite in the mind of a person of ordrnar-y temper, such sudden
passion as would render it incapable of cool reflection, then adequate cause would
be produced sufficient to raise the issue of mansla.ughter, and the law of man
slaughter would be a part of the law of the case, and shoulj be given in charge to
the jury. Howard v. State, 23 App. 265, 5 S. W. 231; Hobbs v. State, 16 App, 523;
Baltrip v. State, 30 App, 545, 17 S. W. 1106; Orman v. State, 24 App. 495, 6 S. W_
544; Hawthorne v. State, 28 App .. 213, 12 S. W. 603; Cochran v. State, 28 App. 422,
13 S. W. 651; Bracken v. State, 29 Appi S62, 16 S. W. 192; Williams v. State, 30
App, 429, 17 S. W. 1071. See, also, Lamb v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 1158.

Where defendant killed deceased through. terror and under belief that his life
was in danger the homicide would be manslaughter even though his belief was
not reasonable. Gilcrease v. State, 33 App. 619', 28 S. W. 531.

There are other adequate causes besides those outlined in the statute, and an
adequate cause may be produced by another than the party assaulted; the ques
tion must be viewed from the defendant's standpoint, Chatman v. State, 40. App,
280, 50 8'. W. 396.

There may be adequate causes outside of those named in statute, and provo
cation OCCUrring at the time may be intensified by matters occurring before, and
such matters can be considered. Warthan v. State, 41 App. 385, 55 S. W. 57.

A blow which causes pain is adequate cause to render mind incapable of cool
reflectioIll and reduce killing to manslaughter. Warthan v. State, 41 App. 385, 55
S. W. 57.

A blow which causes either pain or bloodshed, is not adequate cause per se,
to reduce homicide to manslaughter. It must produce anger, rage, resentment or

terror, to such an extent as to render the mind incapable of cool reflection. Chat
man v. State (Cr. App.) 55 S. W. 346.

That decedent, accused's wife, was whipping their child held not sufficient
provocation to make her killing manslaughter. Wilson v. State, 60 App, 1, 129 S.
W.613.

Adequate cause to justify an assault with a deadly weapon which would other
wise be assault with intent to murder must be some such reason for the difficulty
as to disturb the mind beyond cool reflection. Black v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W.
944.

"There the mind of the party is aroused by an adequate cause to such a degree
of sudden anger, fear, rage, or resentment as to render him incapable of cool
reflection, the act does not constitute assault to murder, but merely aggravated
assault. Vining v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 909. .

Where defendant's reason was dethroned because of his anger and resentment
caused by th.e wrongful words, acts, and conduct of prosecutor, the alleged as
sault with intent to murder was not excused,· but the jury could reduce the grade
of the offense to aggravated assault. Anderson v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 80·2.

The fact that deceased had aided his mother in investigating defendant's vio
lation of an injunction against him in her divorce action and in making an affi
davit for his punishment therefor, did not constitute adequate cause for homicide.
Powdrill v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 231.

That deceased compelled his wife to make a confession and procured its pub
lication, held not to constitute adequate cause. Jones et a1. v. State, 72 App. 504,
163 S. W� 81.

The mere fact accused'S' wife declined to go home when he demanded it, was
not adequate cause to reduce the killing of the wife to manslaughter. Hill v.
Stale (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 864.

To constitute "manslaughter," it is essential that there be not only adequate
cause but an existing passion caused by what deceased has said or done. Witty
v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 229. See, also, notes under art. 1128, ante.

-- Arrest.-An attempted unlawful arrest is adequate cause. Ross v. State.10 App. 455, 38 Am. Rep. 643; Peter v. State, 23 App. 684, 5 S. W. 228; Goodman
v. State, 4 App. 349; Mundine v. S,tate, 37 App. 5, 38 S. W. 619; Ledbetter v.
State, 23 App. 247, 5 S. W. 22·6; Jones v. State, 26 App. 1, 9 S. W. 53, 8 Am. St.
Rep. 454; Meuly v. State, Id., 274, 9' S. W. 563, 8 Am. St. Rep. 477; Lynch v.
State, 41 App. 510, 57 ·S. W. 1130; Miers v. State, 34 App. 161, 29 S. W. 1074, 53
Am. St. Rep. 705; Condron v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W·. 253. And see Fifer v.
State, 64 App. 203, 141 S. VV. 989.

When a person illegally restrained kills the officer, the offense is not of ahigher grade than manslaughter. Goodman v. State, 4 App. 349.
If an arrest is attempted by an unauthorized person, and in the mel�e such

person is cut by the defendant, the offense is not greater than an aggravated ?-ssault and battery. Johnson v. State, 5 App ', 43.
An officer is not authorized to kill one who is attempting to rescue a prisoner. If he is assaulted by such an one, but not with a deadly weapon, and killshim, it is manslaughte-r. Williams v. State, 41 App. 365, 54 S. W. 759. And seeDemarco v. State, 60 App. 185, 131 S. W. 589.
Testimony that the accused told the witness several hours after the killing thathe was not goirrg to be arrested and that all he wanted was one shot at the constable was admissible to show a threat to resist arrest, regardless of whether itconstituted a part of the .res gestre. Walker v. State (Cr. App.) 169 s. W. 1156.

Charge.-See notes under arts. 735-743, C. C. P.
Charge held sufficient. Tyler v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 1086; Burns v.State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 356; Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 763; McKelvey v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 932. See, also, Brookins v. State, 71 App.101, 158 S. W. 621.
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To use the words of the statute in a charge upon adequate cause is sufficient;
it is error to interpolate the words "and courage" after "temper" in the sentence
"resentment or terror in a person of ordinary temper." Gardner v. State, 40' App,
22, 48 S. W. 170.

Any condition or circumstance which is capable of creating sudden passion,
rendering the mind incapable of cool reflection, may be "adequate cause," and
where the evidence shows a number of conditions or circumstances tending either
singly or collectively to show "adequate cause," the jury should not be restricted
by the charge' to a consideration of a single condition or circumstance, but should
be directed to consider them all in determining the question of "adequate cause."
In confining the "adequate cause" to the insulting language, and in failing to sub
mit to the jury whether the said acts and threats of the deceased (which were

proved to have been communicated to the defendant), of themselves or in connec

tion with the insulting language, were not "adequate cause," the charge was er

roneous. Orman v, State, 24 App. 495, 6 S. W. 544. And see Hawthorne v. State,
28 App. 212, 12 S. W. 60'3.

Under the facts the court properly refused to charge upon homicide in resisting
illegal arrest. Wolfforth v. State, 31 App. 387, 20 S. W. 741.

The court need not give statutory definition of adequate cause but may define
it in a general way and leave it to the jury to deterrnrne from all the facts wheth
er there was adequate cause. Blanco v. State (Cr. App.) 57 S. W. 829'.

It is error to restrict provocation constituting adequate cause to time of kill

ing. The jury can look to past occurrences between the parties, especially those of
deceased towards defendant. Adams v. State, 42 App, 366, 60 S. W. 48.

Where the court, in applying the law to the facts with reference to manslaugh
ter, limited the issue of adequate cause to the acts and words of deceased' at the
time of the killing, the charge was erroneous, though the court in previously stat
ing the law generally had stated that the jury should take into consideration all
the facts and circumstances in the case. Barnes ,v. State, 61 App. 37, 133 S. W.
887.

Where the adequate cause relied on is statutory, the jury cannot determine
whether there is sufficient provocation, so that a charge blending the statutory
adequate cause with other facts and making the jury the judges of whether there
was sufficient provocation, is erroneous. Ware v. State (Cr. App.) 152 s. W. 1074.

Where threats uttered by deceased against defendant had been communicated
to defendant, the conduct of deceased in approaching defendant and making a

hostile demonstration, and using threatening language, entitled defendant to a

charge on manslaughter from the standpoint of decedent's threats. Walker v,

State, 70 App, 84, 156 S. W. 206.
Failure to define adequate cause, held error on a trial for assault to murder.

Robinson v. State, 70 App. 81, 156 S. W. 212.
When statutory adequate cause or causes are alleged as an excuse, it is the

court's duty to appropriately instruct with reference to each of such causes; and,
if there be independent or a combination of independent causes, not specifically
set forth in the statute, those should be combined and charged on separately from
the statutory adequate cause. Love v. State, 71 App, 79, 158 S. W. 626. See, also,
Lee v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 706.

, Charge held erroneous for omitting all the facts bearing on the conduct of de
cedent. Sneed v. State, 71 App. 299, 168 S. W. 530.

Art. 1131. [701] What are not adequate causes.-Insulting
words or gestures, or an assault and battery, so slight as to show
no intention to inflict pain or injury, or an injury to property, un

accompanied by violence, are not adequate causes.

Cited, Jaynes v. State (Cr. App.) 160 s. W. 441; Witty v. State (Cr. App.) 171
S. W. 229; Lamb v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 1168.

Adequate cause.-The circumstances and conditions which constitute adequate
cause to reduce a homicide to manslaughter are not restricted to those named in
the statute. Burton v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 334.

Insulting words or gestures, or an assault and battery so Slight as to' show
no intention to inflict injury, or an injury to property unaccompanied by violence
are not adequate causes. Boyett v. State, 2 App. 93; Rutherford v. State, 15 App.
236; Clore v. State, 26 App. 624, 10 S. W. 242; High v. State, 26 App. 545, 10 S. W.
238, 8 Am. St. Rep. 488; McGregor v. State, 71 App. 604, 160 S. W. 711.

Facts held not to raise the issue of manslaughtar under this article. Charba
v. State, 48 App. 316, 87 S. W. 830; Snowberger v. State, 58 App, 530, 126 S. W.
878; Ward v. State, 59 App, 62, 126 S. W. 1146; Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 167
S. W. 733.

Threats by, deceased held insufficient to reduce the offense to manslaughter.
Davis v. State, 37 App. 371, 35 S. W. 388; Hardeman V. State, 61 App. 111, 133 S. W.
1056.

'

To make a killing under sudden passion manslaughter there must actually have
existed an adequate cause. McKinney V. State, 8 App, 626.

Manslaughter is predicable alone on the supposition of the existence of adequate
cause. Neyland v. State, 13 App, 536.

Where the evidence shows assault with intent to murder, evidence of abusive
language by the prosecutor will not reduce the offense to aggravated assault nor

require a charge thereon. Barbee v. State, 34 App, 129, 29 S. W." 776.
If the cause is such as will be reasonably calculated to rouse the passion of a

'man of ordinary temper and render him incapable of cool reflection it is deemed
an adequate cause. Childers v. State, 33 App. 509, 27 S. W. 133.

,

An attack on one's property, where it may not justify homicide, is justly, re-
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garded as great provocation and may be adequate cause. Milrainey v. State, 33
App. 577, 28 S. W. 537.

Calling a man a son of a bitch, and charging him with attempting to rape

prosecutor's wife, held, not justification, and not to reduce assault with intent
to murder to an aggravated assault. Barbee Y. State, 34 App, 129, 29 S. W. 776.

An offense against one's property, even if wrongful, does not reduce the killing
of the offender to manslaughter, unless there are other circumstances. Ward v.

State, 59 App. 62, 126 S. W. 1145. See, also, Wisnoski v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W.
316.

Facts held not calculated to arouse such passion as to render the mind incapable
of cool reflection so as to reduce the killing of' deceased at the time to manslaugh-
ter. Hardeman v. State, 61 App. 111, 133 S. W. 1056. .

Threats of themselves alone will not reduce a killing to manslaughter, but,
though an assault by deceased later was such as would not reasonably cause one

to believe that he was in danger of losing his life or of serious bodily injury, yet
the conduct at the time was such, considering the previous threats, as to cause

.

such a degree of anger or terror as to render the mind incapable of cool reflection,
the offense would be only manslaughter. Kelly v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 304.

The circulation of a slanderous report in regard to a man will not avail to re

duce a homicide to manslaughter, though the killing take place when the mind
is incapable of cool reflection. Cloud v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 892.

Calling a man a son of a bitch and striking at him with the open hand, without
hitting him, is not adequate cause. Wilson v. S�ate, 71 App. 399, 160 S. W. 83.

Calling a man an opprobrious name and advancing on him with a heavy club
in a threatening attitude is not adequate cause. Shaw v. State, 71 App, 630, 160
S. W. 103.

The statement of decedent that if accused did not leave, decedent would go for
an officer to have accused arrested for his misconduct, was not adequate cause.

'I'ores v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 523.
Acts of deceased held not to constitute false imprisonment, upon which an issue

of manslaughter could be predicated. Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 733.

Charge.-An Instructton on manslaughter was properly refused where there was
no evidence whatever of adequate cause. Hill V.· State, 11 App, 456.

Charge held correct. Davis v. State, 57 App, 545, 124 S. W. 104.
Under Pen. Code 1911, art. 1131, providing that insulting words or gestures are

not adequate cause to reduce a homiclde to manslaughter in a prosecution for mur

der, where the defense was self-defense, and the state's case was that defendant
killed deceased because he refused to deliver to him his mail, that both cursed each
other, and that, when deceased called defendant a black son of a bitch, defendant
inflicted a fatal knife wound in his breast, the refusal of defendant's special in
structions that the evidence was insufficient to authorize a conviction for murder
was proper. Bolden v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 533.

Art. 1132. [702] What are.-The following are deemed ade
quate causes:

1. An assault and battery by the deceased, causing pain or blood-
shed.

.

Cited High v. State, 26 App. 545, 10 S. W. 238, 8 Am. St. Rep. 488; Jaynes v;
State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 441.

ACfequate cause.-An assault and battery causing either pain or bloodshed is;
adequate cause. It is not necessary that it should cause both pain and bloodshed.
Hill v. State, 8 App, 142; Foster v. State, ld. 248; Childers v. State, 33 App, 509,.'
27 S. W. 133; Williams v. State, 15 App, 617; Washington v. State, 19 App. 521,
53 Am. Rep. 387; Spivey v. State, 30 App. 343, 17 S. W. 546; Lee v. State, 54 App,
382, 113 S. W. 302; Anthony v. State, 62 App. 138, 136 S. W. 1097; Gaines v. State
(Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 717; Corbitt v. State, 72. App. 396, 163 S. W. 436. See, also,
Solis v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 343.

Where such a cause or causes a.r isrng at the time or in connection with a homi
cide as will produce a degree of anger, fear, Dr rage, such as to render the mind
of an ordinary person incapable of cool reflection, is disclosed, and the jury be
lieves that such cause or causes did produce such a state of mind, the offense is
only manslaughter, though such cause or causes are not enumerated in the Code·
as sufficient to reduce an unlawful killing to manslaughter. Carter v. State (Cr.
App.) 170 S. W. 739; Childers v. State, 33 App, 509, 27 S. W. 133 (following Wil
liams v. State, 15 App, 617). And see Bonner v. State, 29 App, 223, 15 S. W. 821;
Renow v. State, 49 App, 281, 92 S. W. 801; Milrainey v. State, 33 App. 577, 28 S_
W.537.

There are other "adequate causes" than those stated in this article. The stat
Ut6 is explanatory and not restrictive, and the question as to whether or not ade-
quate cause existed is one of fact for the jury to determine. Brown v. State, 38.
Tex. 482; Johnson v. State, 43 Tex. 612; West v. State, 2 App, 460; Guffee v.
State, 8 App, 187; Williams v. State, 7 App. 396; Maria v. State, 28 Tex. 698;
Ster�ing v. State, 15 App. 249; Williams v. State, ld. 617; Neyland v. State, 13:
App. 536; Johnson v. State, 22 App. 206, 2 S. W. 609; Hobbs v. State, 16 App. 517.

Any condition or circumstance which is capable of enacting, and does create,
sudden passion, such as anger, rage, sudden resentment, or terror, rendering the
mind incapable .or cool reflection, whether accompanied by bodily pain or not, is.
"adequate cause." Where there are several causes to arouse passion, although
no one of them might constitute adequate cause, yet all the causes combined might
be sufficient to do so. Wadlington v. State, 19. App, 266; Neyland v. State, 13 APP.
536; Williams v. State, 15 App, 617.

A killing upon a sudden quarrel and after an assault committed by the de
ceased, held to be manslaughter. Moffatt v. State, 35 App. 257, 33 S. W. 344.
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An assault and battery with intent to injure or inflict bodily pain, constitutes
adequate cause. McGregor v. State, 71 App. 604, 160 S. W. 711.

Charge.-See notes under arts. 735-743, C. C. P.
Charge held correct and applicable to the facts. Myers v. State, 71 App. 594,

160 S. W. 679; Irvin v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 589; Lee v. State (Cr. App.) 148
S. W. 706.

A charge that assault and battery would not be adequate cause unless it pro
duced severe pain or bloodshed, was held to be erroneous. "I'lckle v. State, 6
App. 623.

In a, trial for assault with intent to murder, the trial court charged the jury
that "an assault and battery so slight as to show no intention to inflict pain or

injury is not, in law, deemed an adequate cause." Held that, although abstractly
correct, the charge, in view of the proof which showed that the injured party
struck the defendant, with a manifest intention to injure him, before the defendant
made the assault, was material error. The proof leaving it in doubt whether or

not a blow inflicted by the injured party upon the defendant, causing pain and

bloodshed, was inflicted before the assault by the defendant, the trial court erred
in refusing an instruction to the effect that if the jury should find that the blow
causing the pain and bloodshed was inflicted before the assault, it would be "ade
quate cause." Williams v. State, 25 App. 216, 7 S. W. 666.

A charge that, if defendant's mind was aroused by shooting at him, this would
be adequate cause, held correct. Lofton v. State, 59 App, 270, 128 S. W. 384.

One convicted of manslaughter cannot complain of an instruction which re

quires a finding of provocation of the difficulty with intent to kill or do serious
bodily injury, since manslaughter can arise from a provocation with intent merely
to beat or injure. Gray v. State, 61 App. 454, 135 S. W. 1179.

It is error to leave it to the jury to determine what is adequate cause, and
whether the pain caused by the assault produced passion. Luttrell v. State (Cr.
App.) 143 S. W. 628.

The charge must state what constitutes an adequate cause and submit the is
sues of the assault and the resulting passion. Smith v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S.
W. 699.

A charge which failed to submit the law of manslaughter with reference to a

blow inflicting pain and bloodshed held fatally defective. Gaines v. State (Cr. App.)
148 S. W. 717.

A charge on adequate cause must be given where the testimony shows such
cause. Rodriguez v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 530.

Charge held inapplicable. Reagan v. State, 70 App. 498, 157 S. W. 483.
Where the provocation was the pain caused by deceased's assault, a charge on

manslaughter limiting the cause to that of an assault causing pain is not too re

strictive. Finch v. State, 71 App. 325, 158 S. W. 510.
Charge held too restrictive in failing to instruct that if the jury found deceased·

inflicted pain or bloodshed on defendant in the prior attack, that would be sufficient
cause to arouse sudden passion. Love v. State, 71 App, 79, 158 S. W. 525.

Where there was evidence that just before the killing deceased struck defendant
a blow in the face and pursued him with blows, a 'requested instruction defining
manslaughter was improperly refused. Herrera v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 719.

2. A serious personal conflict, in which great injury is inflicted
by the person killed, by means of weapons, or other instruments
of violence, or by means of great superiority of personal strength,
although the person guilty of the homicide was the aggressor;
provided, such aggression was not made with intent to bring on a

conflict and for the purpose of killing.
Cited, High v. State, 26 App. 545, 10 S. W. 238, 8 Am. St. Rep. 488.

Charge.-For facts which required a charge of this subdivision, see Ellison v.

State, 12 App. 557; Lawrence v. State, 10 App. 495.
Where there is no evidence of an assault by decedent, it is not error to fail to

charge the substance of this clause. Wheeler v. State, 58 App. 296, 125 S. W.· 29.

3. Adultery of the person killed with the wife of the person guil
ty of the homicide; provided, the killing occurs as soon as the fact
of an illicit connection is discovered.

Adultery as justification for homicide.-See art. 1102, ante.

Adultery as adequate cause.-Adultery of the deceased with the wife of the
slayer, provided the killing occurred as soon as the fact of the illicit connection
was discovered, is one of the adequate causes expressly enumerated in the statute
as sufficient to reduce a homicide from murder to manslaughter. Where this is the
provocation it is not required that it should arise at the time of the homicide, but
the homicide will be extenuated thereby to manslaughter if it be committed as

soon as the fact of such illicit connection is discovered. Paulin v. State, 21 App.
436, 1 S. W. 453; Pickens v. State, 31 App, 554, 21 S. W. 362; Massie v. State, 30

App, 64, 16 S. W. 770; Ex parte Jones, 31 App, 422, 20 S. W. 983; Giles v. State,
60 App. 436, 132 S. W. 359.

The statute presupposes that the adultery would arouse a degree of passion
which, for the time, would dethrone reason, but that such passion could constitute
an "adequate cause," only until there had been reasonable time for it to subside.
Winkfield v. State, 41 Tex. 148.

.

If an adulterer is attacked by the husband he is not deprived wholly of the

right of self-defense. If he kills the husband to save his OW11 life, he will be guilty
of manslaughter only. Reed v. State, 11 App. 509, 40 Am. Hep. 795.
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It is essential that the information to accused produce passion. Oldham v,

State, 63 App, 527, 142 S. W. 13.
.

In a prosecution for homicide, where accused claimed that deceased had Im

proper relations with his wife, the state may show the wife's good reputation for

virtue. Eads v: State (Cr. App.) 176 S. W. 574.
In a prosecution for homicide, where defendant claimed that he killed decea�ed

under the provocation, reducing the crime to manslaughter, that he had been �n
formed that deceased had sustained criminal relations with his wife, the pomt
was, not whether deceased had actually been guilty of the acts, but whether de

fendant had been so informed and so believed. Sweat v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S.

W.554.
In a prosecution for homicide, where the defendant offered evidence of provoca

tion to reduce the offense to manslaughter, that deceased had been guilty of im

proper relations with def'eridarrta wife, and where the whole trend of the state's

evidence was to show that deceased had not been guilty, and that the matter was

a fabrication pure and simple, the jury should have been instructed that the ma

terial point on the issue of provocation was, not whether deceased had been guilty
of the conduct alleged, but whether defendant had been informed and believed that

he was so guilty. Sweat v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 554.

Defendant in homicide could not show that deceased had recently taken the

wives of several men; he not contending any of the husbands could have killed

deceased. or that he was related to the women or their husbands. White v. State

(Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 93.
And see Oliver v. State, 70 App. 140, 159 S. W. 235.

4. Insulting words or conduct of the person killed towards a fe
male relation of the party guilty of the homicide.

Insult to female as adequate cause.-See notes to art. 1133.

Art. 1133. [703] For insult to female, killing must be im
mediate.-When it. is sought to reduce the homicide to the grade
of manslaughter, by reason of the existence of the circumstances
specified in the fourth subdivision or article 1132 of the Penal
Code, it must appear that the killing took place immediately upon
the happening of the insulting conduct, or the uttering of the in
sulting words, or so �oon thereafter as the party killing may meet
with the party killed, after having been informed of such insults.
[Act Feb. 12, 1858, pp. 172-3.] r

Insult to female as adequate cause.-Subdivision 4 of article 1132 makes insult
ing words or conduct toward a female relative of the slayer an adequate cause for
the passion which reduces murder to manslaughter, provided the killing occurred
immediately upon the happening thereof, or so soon thereafter as the slayer, having
been informed of the insults, met with the person killed. In such case the require
ment of article 1129 that the provocation must arise at the time of the killing, and
that the passion be not the result of a past provocation, is inapplicable. The time
intervening between the slayer's apprisal of the insult and his first meeting with
deceased is not a material consideratton, but it is essential not only that the ade
quate cause have a status in the evidence, but that the state of the slayer's mind
predicated ther-eon did actually exist at the time of the homicide. In the state of
case contemplated by subdivision 4 of article 1132 in connection with this article
four issues of fact are presented: 1. The occurrence of insulting words or conduct
on the part of the deceased toward a female relative of the accused; 2. Whether
that was the real provocation which induced the killing; 3. Whether the killing
took place immediately on the happening of the insult or as soon thereafter as the
accused, having been apprised thereof, met with the deceased; and 4. Whether
the accused, when he killed the deceased, was affected by such a degree of anger,
rage, resentment, or terror as would commonly, in a person of ordinary temper,
render the mind incapable of cool reflection. In determining these issues the jury
should consider' the aspect in which the evidentiary circumstances presented them
selves to the accused at the time he acted upon them. Eanes v. State, 10 App,
421; Niland v. State, 19 App, 166. See, also, Orman v. State, 22 App. 604, 3 S. W.
468, 58 Am. Rep. 662; Howard v: State, 23 App, 265, 5 S. W. 231; Jones v. State,
33 App, 492, 26 S. W. 1082, 47 Am. St. Rep. 46; Knowles v: State, 31 App. 383, 20
S. W. 829; Reagan v. State, 70 App. 498, 157 S. W. 483.

Insult to female relative as adequate cause is governed by the same rules that
apply when adultery with the slayer's wife is the provocation. See Hill v, State,
5 App. 2; Whaley v. State, 9 App. 305.

Deceased accused defendant of insults towards his wife, and ordered him to
leave the country; held, that this was not such provocation as would reduce the
homicide from murder to manslaughter. Davis v. State, 37 App. 371, 35 S. W. 388.

One is not guilty of murder if he sought decedent to demand an apology for an

insult to accused's wife, but shot decedent on account of the insult without de
manding an apology. Kincaid v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 597.

To make remarks imputing unchastity to a female relative adequate cause to
reduce a killing to manslaughter, they must have produced anger in accused. Fox
v. State, 71 App. 318, 158 S. W. 1141.

.

-- Relation of female to accused.-See notes to art. 1136, post.
Insulting conduct of deceased in presence of proprietress of house of prostltu

tion, whose guest, so called, defendant was, does not constitute legal provocation to.
defendant. Meyers v. State, 39 App, 512, 46. S. W. 817.
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The insult must be given to the female while under the protection of the slayer,
and the killing must also be done while she is under his protection. Ex parte
Jones, 31 App, 422, 20 S. W. 983. And see Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W.
620.

Insulting words used toward a female relative does not apply where the insult
ing words or conduct is used to defendant herself. She is not a relative of herself
in contemplation of the statute. Moore v. State, 33 App, 351, 26, S. W. 404.

Insulting words to a female in one's presence does not reduce assault with in
tent to murder to aggravated assault, when the female is not a relative nor under
the protection and control of assaulting party. Moody v. State· (Cr. App.) 59 S.
W.895.
-- Words or conduct constituting insult.-The insult need not be in the pres

ence of the female; the word "towards" does not so imply. Hudson v. State, 6
App, 565, 32 Am. Rep. 593. See, also, Wright v. State, 52 App. 542, 107 S. W. 822;
Blocker v. State, 61 App, 413, 135 S. W. 130; Whiten v. State, 71 App. 555, 160 S. W.
462.

Calling a man a son of a bitch or a son of a whore is not an insult to a female
relative. (Following Graham v. State (Cr. App.) 33 S. W. 537.) Fitzpatrick v. State,
37 App. 20, 38 S. W. 806; Simmons v. State, 23 App. 653, 5 S. W. 208; Levy v.

State, 28 App. 203, 12 S. W. 596, 19 Am. St. Rep. 826; Woods v. State, 71 App. 398,
159 S. W. 1183; Trevino v. State, 72 App. 91, 161 S. W. 108. And see, also, Melton
V. State, 24 App. 47, 5 S. W. 652; Parker v. State, 24 App. 61, 5 S. W. 653; Wil
liams v. State, 24 App, 637, 7 S. W. 333; Norman v. State, 26 AW. 221, 9 S. W.
606; Richardson v. State, 28 App. 216, 12 S. W. 870; see, also, Evers v. State, 31
App. 318, 20 S. W. 744, 18 L. R. A. 421, 37 Am. St. Rep. 811; Knowles v. State, 31
App. 383, 20 S.. W. 829.

A love letter to a wife is not statutory adequate cause, but it should be consid
ered by the jury in passing upon husband's state of mind at the time of the killing
of the writer. Willis v. State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 1172.

Though such letter in itself was not sufficient provocation, yet it might be when
considered with all the antecedent conduct and acts of deceased. Willis v. State
(Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 1172.

The Mexican term, "Cabron," which means that the person to whom it is ap
plied consents to the prostitution of his wife, is insulting words toward a female
relative within the meaning of the statute. Escareno v. State, 16 App. 85.

The conduct need not offend the female; as where she consents to caresses.

Garrett v. State, 36 App, 230, 36 S. W. 454.
Where defendant's wife was scared by deceased, and when defendant sought

out deceased, demanding an explanation, and deceased told him in substance that
his wife had lied, it was provocation sufficient to reduce the killing to manslaugh
ter. Ballard v: State, 62 App. 435, 138 S. W. 120.

The acts of the deceased toward the female tending to show improper relations
will not reduce the killing to manslaughter where the accused himself in his con

versations has imputed a want of chastity in her. Teague v. State (Cr. App.) 148
S. W. 1063.

The words "insulting words or conduct towards a female relative," embrace
not only such circumstances as really insult the woma.n, but such conduct as to be
an insult to her hubsand, which, if in fact it does produce such anger or resent
ment as to render his mind incapable of cool reflection, reduces his homicide to
manslaughter. Rogers v. State (Cr. App.) 149 s. W. 127.

It is not insult where the accused knows the statement to be true. Redman v.
State (Cr. App.) 149 s. W. 670.

.

Where accused was seized with sudden passion on seeing his wife caressed by
another, and shot at him, but struck his wife, he would be guilty of no higher
offense than aggravated assault; the insult to the wife being adequate cause.

Hobbs v. State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 809.
Simply calling defendant's daughter a "wolf" was not statutory adequate cause

to reduce a shooting from assault to murder to aggravated assault, though it would
be a circumstance to be considered along with any others. Singleton v. State (Cr.
App.) 167 s. W. 46.

Insulting language towards and of defendant's' daughter, by one not present at
the time of the shooting, though the father of the one shot, could not reduce the
.offense from assault to murder to aggravated assault. Singleton v. State (Cr. App.)
167 s. W. 46.

-- Time of insult.-To be adequate cause, insulting words toward a female
relative must be used in the presence of defendant, or the killing occur upon the
first meeting of the parties after defendant hears of the insulting language or con

duct and the insult must be the real cause of the killing. Jones v. State, 33 App.
492, 26 S. W. 1082, 47 Am. St. Rep. 46; Wright v. State, 36 App. 427, 37 S. W. 732:
Hardcastle v. State, 36 App, 555, 38 S. W. 186; Norman v . State, 26 App, 221, 9 S.
W. 606; Bledsoe v. State (Cr. App.) 34 S. W. 120; Cheatham v. State, 57 App.
442, 125 S. W. 565; Moss v. State, 60 App. 268, 131 S. W. 1088; Mansfield v. State,
f)2 App. 631, 138 S. W. 591; Kincaid v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 597; Davis v.

,State, 70 App, 37, 155 S. W. 546; Thompson v. State, 72 App. 659, 163 S. W. 973;
Willis v. State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 1172. And see, also, Richardson v. State, 28
App. 216, 12 S. W. 870; Hammond v. State, 28 App. 413, 13 S. W. 605;. Pitts v,
State, 29 App, 374, 16 S. W. 189; Williams v. State, 30 App, 429, 17 S. w.. 1071;
Parker v, State, 24 App. 61, 5 S. W. 653. '

This rule applies to an accomplice. Parker v. State, 24 App. 61, 5 S. W. 653.
The word "meet" signifies that the parties were brought into such proximity

as would enable the defendant to act in the premises whether he was armed or

unarmed. Gillespie v. State, 53 App. 167, 109 S. W. 158.
Accused cannot justify a homicide through remarks made by decedent to ac

cused's wife, but not communicated to accused until after the homicide. Lacy. v,

State, 63 App. 189, 140 S. W. 461.
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Information and belief as to insult.-If defendant believed the wife's story
of insulting conduct by deceased, it was immaterial whether it had occurred .

.Jones v. State, 33 App. 492, 26 S. W. 1082, 47 Am. St. Rep. 46r
The criterion was not whether the alleged insulting language was used, .but

whether accused believed the language was uttered and acted on that belief. Mor
rison v. State, 61 App, 223, 135 S. W. 551.

Evidence.-To authorize introduction of evid�nce of insult to female relative it
must appear that prior to killing the insult was communicated to defendant and
that he shot deceased on first meeting him. Wright v. State, 36 App, 431, 37 S.
W. 732; Howard v. State, 23 App. 265, 5 S. W. 231.

The declarations of the defendant made the instant before killing, that deceased
had insulted his wife, are not admissible in his behalf, in the absence of other tes
timony that such insult had been given. Bassham v. State, 38 Tex. 622.

The wife of the deceased was the only witness to the ktllmg. Over objection by
the defendant, she was allowed to testify that a few minutes before he killed her
husband, he made indecent prop-osals to her; but of this fact the deceased was

never apprised, and there was nothing to indicate that it influenced or explained
the motives or acts of either the deceased or the defendant. Held, that this testi

mony was irrelevant, and of a character likely to incense the jury against the de·
fendant, and it was material error to admit it. Gardner v. State, 11 App.: 265.

Evidence of insulting language toward female relatives of defendant was prop

erly excluded when there was no evidence that the fact was communicated to de
fendant. Wright v. State, 36 App. 427, 37 S. W. 732.

Evidence as to the age of defendant's sister seduced by deceased is immaterial.
Caveness v. State (Cr. App.) 37 s. W. 750.

The defense was that defendant's wife had told defendant of the misconduct of

deceased, which testimony the State controverted; held, that defendant was enti
tled to prove similar statements made by his wife to a third person. .Jones v. State,
as App. 87, 40 S. W. 80'7, 41 S. W. 638, 70 Am. St. Rep. 719.

The defense was insulting conduct toward defendant's wife; held, competent
for defendant to prove by a witness that his wife told witness of such conduct, and
that witness told defendant. He may also prove that deceased was a man of un

chaste and lecherous habits, upon the issue as to whether he believed his wife's
statements. .Jones v. State, 38 App. 87, 40 S. W. 807, 41 S. W. 638, 70 Am. St. Rep.
719.

Where' defendant's testimony was that deceased had. used insulting language
about his female relatives, evidence that prior thereto he had spoken nicely about

them, is inadmissible, because it was not part of conversation of defendant's wit
nesses with deceased, and it tended to discredit them. Fossett v. State, 41 App.
400, 55 S. W. 498.

.

Evidence held admissible to SllOW that the motive of the killing was not the in
sult to defendant's wife, but malice. Barbee v. State; 58 App, 129, 124 S. W. 961.

Where accused killed decedent on his first meeting him after learning of his
insulting conduct towards the wife of accused, evidence of the criminal relations
between the wife and decedent not known to accused was inadmissible. Young v.

State, 59 App. 137, 127 S. W. 1058.
On evidence. as to decedent's character, see Redman v. State (Cr. App.)· 149 S.

W.670. f'
Evidence of improper relations between accused's wife and the party assaulted

two years before held incompetent. Martinez v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 886.
Remarks by deceased not communicated to defendant, held admissible as cor

roborative of the communicated insults, and also as tending to show that deceased
uttered the communicated insults. Walker v. State, 70 App. 84, 156 S. W. 206.

Evidence that the female was only 14 is admissible as tending to lessen the
probability that she was a prostitute. Walker v. State, 70 App. 84, 156 S. W. 206.

And further on evidence, see Hart v. State, 57 App. 21, 121 S. W. 508.

Charge.-Charge held sufficient. Long v. Stat:e, 59 App. 103, 127 S. W. 551,
Ann. Gas. 1912A, 1244; Norman' v. State, 26 App. 221, 9 S. W. 606; Knowles v.

'State, 31 App. 383, 20 s. W. 829; Price v. State, 36 App. 40'3, 37 S. W. 743; Redman
v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 670.

It is error to charge that the "provocation must arise at the time of the kill
ing, and must not be the result of a former provocation." Paulin v. State, 21 App.
436, 1 S. W. 453; Niland v. State, 19 App. 166. See, also, Williams v. State, 24
App. 637, 7 S. W. 333; Maxwell v. State (Gr. App.) 56 S. W. 62.

For facts which require a charge as to insulting words used by the deceased
toward the wife of the defendant, see Smith v. State, 15 App. 338; Washington v.

'State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 818.
Facts not involving manslaughter, as predicated upon insulting conduct toward

wife of accused. Wolfforth v. State, 31 App. 387, 20 S. W. 741; and see Wood v.

'State, 31 App. 571, 21 S. W. 6(}2; Gay v. State·, 58 App. 472, 125 S. W. 896.
On trial for murder where the e.vtderice presents the issue of killing by defend

ant upon first meeting after learning of deceased's insulting conduct toward his
wife, the court should instruct on the law of manslaughter. .Jones v. State, 33 App .

. 492, 26 S. W. 1082, 47 Am. St. Rep. 46.
The court should not limit the jury to the insults to female relative to the time

or the homicide but can consider former insults as well. Martin v. State, 40 App.
665, 51 S. W. 912.

The charge was, "If you belie�e, from the evidence, beyond a reasonable doubt,
that the defendant did unlawfully kill the deceased, by shooting him with a pistol,
and that the same was done under the immediate influence of sudden passion, aris
ing from an adequate cause, such as insulting words or conduct of the deceased
toward female relations of defendant, you will find defendant guilty of manslaugh
ter." Held, erroneous, because it in' effect requires that the killing, in order to be
reduced to manslaughter, must have immediately followed the insulting words in
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order to be sudden, although the insulting words were uttered not in the presence
or hearing of the defendant, and although the killing occurred at the first meeting
of the parties after the defendant had been informed of the insulting words: Or
man v. State, 22 App. 604, 3 S. W. 468.

When evidence showed brutal and insulting conduct toward the mother of de
fendant, court charged that defendant was not thereby authorized to seek the par
ty so offending for the purpose of killing him and the killing would not for that
reason be reduced to manslaughter. Held, error. Halliburton v. State, 32 App.
51, 22 S. W. 48.

Evidence held insufficient to justify a charge on an insult to a female relative.
Turner v. State, 37 App. 451, 36 S. VV. 87.

It was error to charge that, before defendant would be entitled to a reduction
of his offense to manslaughter, 'the jury must believe both that he was led to com

mit the hom lcide from learning that decedent had insulted his wife, and also that
the decedent had used violent language to and threatened him with bodily harm.
Barbee v. State, 58 App. 129, 124 S. W. 961.

Charge held too. restrictive. Reinhardt v. State, 60 App. 662, 133 S. W. 265.
The court should determine as a matter of law whether the remarks made were

insulting, and, if so found, should charge that the use of the words constituted
adequate cause. Morrison v. State, 61 App. 223, 135 S. W. 551.

Charge limiting the provocation or adequate cause held improper in view of the
facts. Kincaid v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 597.

The court should not only define adequate cause, but should apply the law to
the facts. Rogers v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 127.

The charge should apply the law to the fresh provocation, authorizing the jury
to look to the pr-eceding facts only in passing on the condition of defendant's mind.
Rogers v. State (Cr. App.) 149 s. W. 127.

Where accused's theory was that he shot his wife, intending to shoot another,
whom he discovered caressing her, such insult to her being a statutory adequate
cause, accused was entitled to an affirmative charge that if the shooting occur

red on account of this conduct of the person at whom he shot toward his wife,
and' the passion was thus engendered, he would be guilty of no greater offense
than manslaughter, had death occurred, and, death not having resulted, his of
fense could not be greater than aggravated assault. Hobbs v. State (Cr. App.)
151 s. W. 809.

Wherever there is insulting conduct or words at the time of a difficulty and
there had been prior insulting remarks which had been conveyed to the accused,
and the killing had been upon the first meeting both causes should be included in
the charge on provocation. Walker v. State, 70 App. 84, 156 S. W. 206.

Insulting words used by deceased concerning defendant's wife and lady com

panion, whom defendant was accompanying at the time, were not ground for an

instruction on adequate cause, where the evidence as a whole and defendant's own

testimony showed that the difficulty out of which the killing occurred was not
caused by such language, even if used by deceased. McGregor v. State, 71 App.
604, 160 S. W. 711.

A charge held not to submit to the jury the question whether it: would be ade
quate cause if defendant was informed and believed that insulting language was

used to his wife' by deceased, but to state that it would be; and to leave to the
jury, as -was proper, the questions whather- he was so told and so believed, and
whether this produced that condition of mind, defined, to reduce' the offense to
manslaughter. Davis v. State (Cr. App.) 163 S. W. 442.

Charge held not erroneous, as eliminating all acts and conduct of deceased at
the time of the killing tending to show adequate cause. Hicks v. State (Cr. App.)
171 S. W. 755.

Art. 1134. [704] General character of female in issue.--In
every case where the defense spoken of in the preceding article is
relied on, it 'shall be competent to prove the general character of
the female insulted, in order to ascertain the extent of the provoca
tion. [Id., p. 173.]

Character of female.-Not special acts but only the general reputation of the
female for chastity, as bearing upon the question of provocation is provable. Wood
v. State, 31 App. 571, 21 S. W. 602; Fox v. State, 71 App. 318, 158 S. W. 1141. And
see Redman v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. V'l. 670; Oliver v. State, 70 App. 140, 159 S.
W. 235; Ballard v. State, 71 App. 587, 160 S. W. 716; Strickland v. State, 71 App.
582, 161 S. W. 110.

Presumption of the chastity of a female obtains in the absence of proof of gen
eral bad reputation, and that language impeaching such chastity is such as would
provoke the anger, rage and resentment on the part of the rela.tlva to 'reduce the
killing of deceased to manslaughter. Hammond v. State, 28 App. 413, 13 S. W. 605.

For propriety of instructions on insult to relative and defendant's knowledge,
see Fuller v. State, 50 App. 14, 95 S. W. 541.

It is not permissible to prove specific acts of adultery of the wife with de-'
ceased in a case where the defense was that deceased had raped the' wife. Jones
v. State, 51 App. 472, 10'1 S. W. 995, 996.

Art. 1135. [705] Discretion of jur� in such cases.c-The jury
shall be at liberty to determine in every case whether, under all
the circumstances, the insulting words or gestures, were the. real
ca�se which provoked the killing. [Id.]

.

·Cons.truction .and operation in gene ....al.-The question whether insulting words
and conduct toward the wife or the' defendant actually "produced rage' in - defend'-
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ant's mind is for the jury. Reagan v. State, 70 App. 498, 157 S. W. 483; Eanes v.

State, 10 App. 421; Halliburton v. State, 32 App. 51, 22 S. W. 48; Fuller v. State,
50 App. 14, 95 S. W. 541; Rogers v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 127; Davis v. State,
70 App, 37, 155 S. W. 546; Burton v. State (Cr. APP.) 178 s. W. 334. And see Wil
lis v, State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 1172.

An instruction that insulting words about and concerning a female relative, who
is not present, would not necessarily be adequate cause, was held erroneous. The

jury must be left the liberty of determining whether, under all the circumstances,
the insulting words were the real cause which provoked the homicide. Hudson
v. State, 6 App, 565, 32 Am. Rep. 593.

Where adequate cause and existing passion are shown as the moving cause

for a homicide, the jury will not be authorized to find, as a matter of fact, other
wise than is indicated by the testimony. Davis v. State, 70 App. 37, 155 S. W. 546.

Art. 1136. [706] "Relation" includes whom.-Any female un

der the permanent or temporary protection of the accused, at the
time of the killing, shall also be included within the meaning of
the term "relation." [Id.]

Female relation.-Any female under permanent or temporary protection, at the
time of the killing, is included in the term "relative" under this article. In both
cases the insult must be given while the relationship exists, but in the last case

the killing must occur while the statutory relationship exists, and not after it has
been dissolved. Etx parte .Tones, 31 App, 422, 20 S. W. 983. See, also, Melton v.

State, 24 App. 47, 5 S. W. 652; Parker v. State, 24 App. 61, 5 S. W. 653; Williams
v. State, 24 App. 637, 7 S. W. 333; Massie v. State, 30 App. 64, 16 S. W. 770.

A man's mistress living at his house is a female relative. Gaines v. State (Cr.
App.) 148 S. W. 717. And so is a cousin of the wife present at the house in which
the slayer lives. Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 620.

It is not essential that the female be under the defendant's protection if a

relative; it is only when the female is not a relative that she must be under his
protection. A stepdaughter need not be under the defendant's protection in order
that he may avail himself of the defense. Clanton v. State, 20 App. 615.

A promised wife is not a "female relative." Carter v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s.
W. 739. But in Lane v. State, 29 App. 310, 15 S" W. 827, the court approves in
structions given on the theory that insult to defendant's .betrot.hed might con

stitute adequate cause.

Art. 1137. [707] "Adequate cause" must produce the passion.
-In order to reduce a voluntary homicide to the grade of man

slaughter, it is necessary not only that adequate cause existed to

produce the state of mind referred to in the third subdivision of ar

ticle 1129, but also that such state of mind did actually exist at the
time of the commission of the offense.

Cited, Wilson v. State, 71 App. 399, 160 S. W. 83; Witty v. State (Cr. App.)
171 s. W. 229; Lamb v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 1158.

Adequate cause' and passton.e--See notes to arts. 1123, 1131.
Manslaughter is predicated on adequate cause and unless that exists the homi

cide will not be reduced to manslaughter though committed under influence of
sudden passion that rendered the mind incapable of cool reflection. Clore v. State,
26 App. 624, 10 S. W. 242; Blackwell v. State, 29 App, 194, 15 S. W. 597; Neyland
v. State, 13 App. 536; Hill v. State, 11 App, 456.

The cause, to reduce a homicide from murder to manslaughter, must be one

acting upon the mind of the slayer. Wolfforth v. State, 31 App. 387, 20 S. W. 741.
And see, also, Evers v. State, 31 App. 318, 20 S. W. 744, 18 L. R. A. 421, 37 Am.
St. Rep. 811; Ex parte .Tones, 31 App. 422, 20 S. W. 983.

Art. 1138. [708] Provoking contest with intent to kill, not

manslaughter.-Though a homicide may take place under circum
stances showing no deliberation, yet, if the person guilty thereof
provoked a contest with the apparent intention of killing, or doing
serious bodily injury to the deceased, the offense does not come

within the definition of manslaughter.
Provoking contest.-Jf accused provoked the contest' with the apparent intention

of killing decedent, or doing him serious bodily injury, he is guilty of murder,
though he may have killed him suddenly without deliberation and to protect his
own life, though, if he provoked the contest without intent to kill, or inflict serious
bodily injury and suddenly without deliberation killed decedent, the offense might
be a lower grade than murder. Keeton v. State, 59 App. 316, 128 S. W. 404; .Tackson
v. State, 32 App, 192, 22 S. W. 831; Polk v. State, 30 App, 657, 18 S. W. 466; .Tohn
son v. State, 26 App. 631, 10 S. W. 235; Varnell v. State, 26 App. 56, 9 S. W. 65;
Alexander v. State, 25 App. 260, 7 S. W. 867, 8 Am. St. Rep. 438; Gray v. State, 55
App. 90, 114 S. W. 635, 22 L. R. A. (N. S.) 513; Best v. State, 58 App, 327, 125
S. W. 909. See, also, Rogers v. State, 71 App'. 271, 159 S. W. 44.

Though a homicide may take place under circumstances showing no delibera
tion, yet, if the person guilty thereof provoked a contest with the apparent inten
tion of killing, or doing serious bodily injury to the deceased, the offense does not
come within the definition of manslaughter. But if he provoked the contest with
out any apparent intention of killing or doirig serious bodily injury, and suddenly,
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without deliberation, did the act of killing, while the homicide would not be jus
tifiable, still it might be reduced to a lower grade than murder. Green v. State, 1Z
App. 445; King v. State, 13 App. 277; Smith v. State, 15 App, 338; ICartwright v.

State, 14 App. 486; Cunningham v. State, 17 App, 89; Jones v. State, Id. 602; Arto
v. State, 19 App, 126; Thuston v. State, 21 App. 245, 17 S. W. 474; Roach v. State,
21 App, 249, 17 S. W. 464; Reed v. State, 11 App. 509, 40 Am. Rep. 795. See, also,
Burris v. State, 34 App, 387, 30 S. W. 785.

Although the circumstances show no deliberation, yet if deferrdant provoked the
contest apparently for the purpose of killing, or doing serious bodily mischief, the
offense is not manslaughter. Hartless v. State, 32 Tex. 88.

Provoking contest with intent to kill can not: be manslaughter. Melton v. State,
24 App. 47, 5 S. W. 652; Bonnard v. State, 25 App, 173, 7 S. W. 862, 8 Am. St. Rep.
431; Meuly v. State, 26 App. 274, 9 S. W. 563, 8 Am. St. Rep. 477; Rider v. State,
26 App, 334, 9 S. W. 688; Johnson v. State, 26 App, 631, 10 S. W. 235; Nalley v.

State, 28 App. 387, 13 S. W. 670; Williams v. State, 30 App, 429, 17 S. W. 1071;,
Polk v. State, 30 App. 657, 18 S. W. 466; Muely v. State, 31 App, 155, 18 S. W. 411,
19 S. W. 915.

When defendant provokes difficulty, but not with intent to kill, and deceased
assaults defendant, and from latter's standpoint he is in danger of death or serious
bodily injury and he slays, he is guilty of nothing higher than manslaughter. Tol
lett v. State (Gr. App.) 55 S. W. 575.

If one provokes a difficulty for the purpose of killing and does kill, he is guilty
of murder even though in the difficulty deceased assaulted him. Tollett v. State
(Gr. App.) 55 S. W. 575.

If one provokes a contest with the apparent intention of killing or doing serious
bodily harm to his adversary, then in no event is he justified in killing his adver
sary, even to save his own life; and if he kills his adversary he is at least guilty
of murder in second degree. But if he have no such intention, and suddenly, with
out deliberation, kills, while the act might not be justifiable, still it might be of
a lower grade of homicide than murder. Gray v. Phillips, 54 Ctv.. App. 148, 117
S. W. 873.

Though accused used an insulting epithet to provoke a difficulty, if he intended
to provoke only an ordinary fight, and was forced to kill under the circumstances,
he was not guilty of a higher grade of homicide than manslaughter. Reed v. State.'
72 App. 103, 161 S. W. 97.

Where defendant, after a difficulty with deceased, went back and made a re

mark calculated to provoke a renewal of the difficulty, but without any intent to
kill, and where he was not justified in killing, he would be guilty of no higher of
fense than manslaughter. Mason v. State, 72 App, 501, 163 S. W. 66.

Evidence of advice given to accused before he entered on land in dispute is
admissible to show that he had no intention of provoking a difficulty. Hillis v.

State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 1154.

Charge.-Facts held not to warrant charge on provoking a difficulty. Edwards.
v, State, 60 App. 323, 131 S. W. 1078; Keeton v. State, 59 App. 316, 128 S. W. 404;
Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 141:1 S. W. 165.

Evidence held to call for a charge on provocation of difficulty. Mason v. State,
72 App. 501, 163 S. W. 66; Gray v. State, 61 App. 454, 135 S. W. 1179;, Lamb v. State'
(Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 1158.

As to sufficiency of charge, see, also, Gaines v. State, 58 App. 631, 127 S. W.
181; McGregor v. State, 71 App. 604, 160 S. W. 711.

Under the facts, the court erred in failing to instruct the jury to the effect
that if the defendant did not intend to provoke a difficulty with deceased, but
sought him solely for the purpose of demanding payment of a money demand, and
a difficulty ensued in which defendant, on account of abuse heaped upon him by
deceased, voluntarily slew the deceased in the heat of passion engendered by the
abuse, in connection with previous wrongs done him by the deceased, and the cir
cumstances, altogether combined, were of such a character as to produce adequate
cause sufficient to render the mind incapable of cool reflection, then the killing
would be manslaughter. The court should have instructed the jury to the effect
that if defendant sought an interview with the deceased with no hostile intention,
and deceased became enraged and committed an assault upon defendant which
did inflict pain or bloodshed, and under the passion thus engendered defendant
shot and killed deceased, the pain or bloodshed wouldamount to "adequate cause,"
and the killing would be manslaughter. Bonnard v. State, 25 App. 178, 7 S. W. 862,
8 Am. St. Rep. 431.

It is not necessary in charge upon provoking difficulty for the court to tell the'
jury the facts upon which they can find appellant has provoked the difficulty.
Matthews v. State, 42 App, 31, 58 S. W. 86, 90, Citing cases on same question.

Evidence held not to call for a charge as to accused's right to arm himself.

Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 265.

Provoking co�test as Impairing self-defense.-See notes under art. 1107 ante.

Art. 1139. [709] Punishment.-Manslaughter is of various
degrees of culpability, according to the circumstances under which
it was committed. It shall be punished by imprisonment in the
penitentiary not less than two nor more than five years. [Id.,.
p. 173.]

The Original article fixed the punishment at not exceeding five years.
Indlctment.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 949.

Charge.-A charge that three years is the minimum is reversible error. Wil
liams v, State, 25 App, 76, 7 S. W. 661.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

OF MURDER
Art.
1140.
1141.
1142.

"Murder" defined.
Punishment.
[Repealed. ]

Art.
1143.

1144.

Evidence of threats and deceas
ed's character admissible, when.

[Repealed. ]

Article 1140. [710] "Murder" defined.-Every person with
sound memory and discretion who, with malice aforethought shall
unlawfully kill-any person within this State shall be guilty of mur

der. Murder is distinguishable from every other species of homi
cide by the absence of circumstances which reduce the offense to,

negligent homicide, or manslaughter, or which excuse or justify
the homicide. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 173; Act 1913, p. 238, ch.
116, § 1.]
1. Explanatory.
2. Offense defined.
3. Capacity to commit offense.
4. Malice as element.
5. Degrees under former law.
'6. Abortion.
7. Accident -or mistake.
8. Poisoning.
9. Principals, accomplices and

accessories.
10. Indictment.
11. -- Charging principals; accom-

plices and accessories.
12. -- Name of deceased.'
13. _- Proof.
14. Evidence-Criminal actions gener-

.a.lly.
15. Calling eye-witnesses.
16. Corpus delicti.
17. Dying declarations.
18. Insanity.
19. Justifiable homicide.
20. Manslaughter.
21. Threats by deceased and de

ceased's character.

1. Explanatory.-Act 1913,' ch. 116, § 1 repeals articles 1140, ,1141, 1142, 1144
Revised Penal Code, and inserts, in lieu thereof articles 1140 and 1141, to read as,
herein set out. Sec. 2 repeals all laws in conftict. .Sec. 3, the emergency clause,
recites: "The fact that the present law defining murder divides the same into two·
degree's, to-wit: first degree murder and second degree murder, and the fact that
such definitions of murder or divisions of murder are creating complications in the
trial of those charged with murder," etc.

Oited, Essery v. State, 72 App. 414, 163 S. W. 17.

22. Presumption and burden of'
proof.

23. -- Presumptions from means or

instruments used.
24. -- Admissibility of evidence as

to malice and intent. I

25. Commission of act.
26. Character of accused.
27. Physical condition of parties.
28. Motive.
29. Threats by defendant.
30. Circumstances preceding act.
31. Identity of accused.
32. Means or instruments used.
33. Subsequent incriminating or-

exculpatory circumstances.
34. -- Cause of death.
35. -- Incriminating others.
36. -- Sufficiency of evidence.
37. Charge.
38. Corpus delicti.
39. Intent and malice.
40. Degrees under former law.

2. Offense defined.-Offenders may be punished under indictments charg
ing murder under the prior law which was not repealed by Act April 3, 1913.
This act only abolished the degrees and changed the penalty. Andrus v. State
(Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 189; Shaw v. State, 71 App. 630, 160 S. W. 103; Henson
v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 89. And see Ex parte Stephenson, 71 App. 380, 160,
S. W. 77; Cook v. State, 71 App. 532, 160 S. W. 465; Ybarra v. State (Cr. App.)
164 S. W. 10; Echols v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 786.

The court should charge the jury as to the definition of murder under the old
law, but, as to the penalty, under the new law the offense having been committed
before the change in the law. Robbins v. State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 528. See,
also, Herrera v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 719.

The case is governed by the law in force at the time of the killing and the be
ginning of the trial. Jones et al. v. state.: 72 App. 504, 163 S. W. 81. See, also,
Hill v. State, 72 App. 109, 161 S. W. 118.

The matter of defendant's right to a charge of murder in the first and second
degrees, under the law in effect when the crime was committed, is not jurisdic
tional, and, in'the absence of proper objection, can not be raised for the first time
in the reviewing court. James v. State, 72 App. 457, 163 S. W. 61.

Where accused was convicted of murder in the second degree, and before retrial
after reversal the degrees of murder were abolished, he was still subject to con

viction at least of murder in the second degree under the old law. Sorrell v. State'
(Cr. App.) 169 s. W. 299.

3. -- Capacity to commit offense.-As to insanity and intoxication, see arts.
39-41, ante, and notes.

"Sound mind and discretion" means ability to distinguish between right and.

Wrong as to the particular act. Witty v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 229.

4. -- Mal ice as element.-Malice aforethought includes all those states of'
the mind under which the killing of a person takes place without any cause which
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will in law justify, excuse or extenuate the homicide. It is the doing of a wrong
ful act intentionally, without just cause or excuse. It is a condition of the mind
which shows a heart regardless of social 'duty and fatally bent on mischief, the
existence of which is inferred from acts eommitted or words spoken. Vela v. State,
33 App. 322, 26 S. W. 396; Powell v. State, 28 App. 393, 13 S. W. 599; Gallaher v.

State, 28 App. 247, 12 S. W. 1087 (citing McKinney's Case, 8 App, 626, Harris' Case,
rd. 90, and Landers' Case, 12 Tex. 481); McCoy v. Stat.e, 25 Tex. 33, 78 Am. Dec. 520;
Tooney v. State, 5 App. 163; Hayes v. State, 14 App. 330; Bramlette v. State, 21
App. 611, 2 S. W. 765, 57 Am. Rep. 622; Ellis v. State, 30 App. 601, 18 S. W. 139;
Jackson v. State, 31 App. 552, 21 S. W. 367; Stevens v. State, 42 App. 154, 59 S. W.
549; Witty v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 229. See, also, Harrell v. State, 39 App.
204, 45 S. W. 581 (following Martinez v. State, 30 App. 129, 16 S. W. 767, 28 Am.
St. Rep. 895).

The distinguishing characteristic of murder is bomicide with malice afore
thought, express or implied. Evans v. State, 6 App. 513; Pharr v. State, 7 App.
472; Babb v. State, 12 App, 491; McCoy v. State, 25 Tex. 33, 78 Am. Dec. 520;
Ainsworth v. State, 29 App. 599, 16 S. W. 652; Smith v. State, 31 App. 14, 19 S. W.
252; Patterson v. State (Cr. App.) 60 s. W. 561; Witty v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S.
W. 229; Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 360.

Expresama.llce is where one with a sedate and deliberate mind and formed de
sign unlawfully kills another, which formed design is evidenced by external cir
cumstances discovering that inward intention, as lying in wait, antecedent men

aces, former grudges, concerted schemes to do the person slain some bodily harm,
or any other circumstances showing such sedate and deliberate mind, and formed
design unlawfully to kill another, or to inflict serious bodily harm which might
probably end in the death of the person upon whom the same was inflicted. Mar
tinez v. State, 30 App, 129, 16 S. W. 767, 28 Am. St. Rep. 895; Farrer v. State, 42
Tex. 271; Sharpe v. State, 17 App. 486; Lewis v. State, 15 App. 647; McCoy v. State,
25 Tex. 33, 78 Am. Dec. 520; Jordan v. State, 10 'l'ex. 479; Harrell v. State, 41
App. 507, 55 S. W. 824; Benson v. State, 51 App. 367, 103 B. W. 911; Plasters v.

State, 1 App. 673; Holden v. State, Id. 226; Primus v. State, 2 App. 369; Halbert
v. State, 3 App, 657; Jones v. State, Id. 150; Cox v. State, 5 App. 493; Tooney v.

State, Id. 163; Gaitan v. State, 11 App. 544; Crook v . State, 27 App. 198, 11 S. W.
444; Frizzell v. State, 30 App. 42, 16 S. W. 751; Baltrip v. State, 30 App. 545, 17
.s. yv. 1106. And see Ex parte Jones, 31 App. 422, 20 S. W. 983; Harris v. State,
40 App. 13, 48 S. W. 502.

It is not necessary that any length of time should intervene between the forma
tion of the intent to kill and the killing. Lawrence v. State, 36 App, 173, 36 S. W.
90; Duebbe v. State, 1 App, 160; Halbert v. State, 3 App, 657; Jordan v. State, 10
Tex. 479; Farrer v. State, 42 Tex. 265; Atkinson v. State, 20 Tex. 522; Snow
berger v. State, 58 App. 530, 126 S. W. 878.

Implied malice is that which theTaw infers from or imputes to certain acts.
'Thus, wben the fact of an unlawful killing is establisbed, and there are no clr
oumstances in evidence which tend to establish the existence of express malice,
nor which tend to mitigate, excuse, or justify the act, then the law implies malice.
Harris v. State, 8 App. 90; Douglass- v. State, rd. 520; Hubby v. State, Id. 597;
Neyland v. State, 13 App. 536; Reynolds v. State, 14 App, 427; Turner v. State, 16
App. 378; Stanley v. State, rd. 392; Hill v. State, 11 App, 456; Hart v. State, 21
.App, 163, 17 S. W. 421; Smith v. State, 19 App. 95; Ellison v. State, 12 App, 557;
Sharp v. State, 6 App. 650, the latter decision modified in Morgan v. State, 16 App.
593, so as to expunge from the definition of implied malice the word "evident," used
in the charge approved in that case. And see McGrath v. State, 35 App, 413, 34
S. W. 127, 941; Burns v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 356.

A prisoner in legal custody commits murder in killing to effect escape. Wash
ington v. State, 1 App. 647; Wallace v. State, 20 App. 360; Ex parte Sherwood,
29 App. 334, 15 S. W. 812.

The intent may be to do only serious bodily harm, yet if death ensue it is mur

der. Summers v. State, 5 App, 365, 32 Am. Rep. 573.
Where one, knowing he has violated the law and that he will be arrested, de

liberately determines to make the issue one of life and death, and prepares him
self and kills the party attempting to make the arrest, he is guilty of murder al
though the arrest is illegal. Miller v. State, 32 App. 319, 20 S. W. 1103. See, also,
Hill v. State, 35 App. 371, 33 S. W. 1075.

Where parties engaged in robbing a train compel one to stand in place of dan
ger and he is killed by those resisting the robbery, who do not intend to kill him,
but intend to kill the robbers, the robbers are guilty of murder, and a charge to
this effect is correct, but the court should also charge that if the persons engaged
in the robbery did not compel deceased to stand in the place of danger, they are

not guilty. Taylor v. State, 41 App. 564, 55 S. W. 965.
Motive is not essential. Butler v. State, 61 App, 133, 134 S. W. 230.
A voluntary and intenttonal killing may be manslaughter or murder, according

to the attendant circumstances, and to elevate the offense from manslaughter to
murder, or from aggravated assault to intent to murder, there must be malice ex

press or implied. Dantels v. State, 71 App, 662, 160 S. W. 707.
"Malice aforethought" is the voluntary and intentional doing of an unlawful

act by one of sound memory and discretion with the purpose, means, and ability
to accomplish the reasonable and probable consequences of the act, Witty v.

State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 229.
5. -- Degrees under former law.-First degree on express malice. Wilkins

v. State, 35 App. 525, 34 S. W. 627; McCoy v. State, 25 Tex. 33, 78 Am. Dec. 520;
Jones v. State, 3 App. 150; Murr-ay v. State, 1 App, 417; Sherar v: State, 30 App.
349, 17 S. W. 621; Hall v. State, 33 App. 191, 26 S. W. 72; Benson v. State, 51
App. 367, 103 S. W. 911; Farrer v. State, 42 Tex. �65; Ake v . State, 30 Tex. 466;
Atkinson v. State, 20 Tex. 522; Duebbe v. State, 1 App, 159; Ferrell v. State, 43
Tex. 503; Summers v. State, 6 App, 365, 32 Am. Rep 673; Musick v. State, 21 App,
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69, 18 S. W. 95; Plasters v. State, 1 App. 673; Primus v. State, 2 App. 369; Hal
bert v. State,�3 App, 656; Cheek v. State, 4 App, 444; T'ooney v. State, 5 App. 163;
Sharpe v. State" 17 App. 486; Pharr v. State, 7 App. 473; Singleton v. State, 1
App. 501; Gonzales v. State, 19 App. 394; Giles v. State, 23 App. 281, 4 S. W. 886;
Roach v. State, 8 App, 478; Reyes v. State, 10 App. 1; Isaacs v. State, 36 App.
505, 38 S. W. 40; Johnson v. State, 44 App, 332, 71 S. W. 25; Gay v. State, 40,

App. 260, 49 S. W. 612; Washington v. State, 35 App. 387, 8 S. W. 643; Garter v.

State, 28 App. 355, 13 S. W. 147; Mendez v. State, 29 App. 608, 16 S. W. 766; Wil
liams v. State, 30 App. 354, 17 S. W. 408; Ex parte J'ones, 31 App, 422, 20 S. W.
983; Reyoris v. State, 32 App, 151, 22 S. W. 590; Chapman v. State, 34 App, 27,.
28 S. W. 811; Lancaster v. State (Cr. App.) 31 S. W. 515; Harvey v. State, 35 App,
545, 34 S. W. 633 (following Conde v. State, 35 App, 98, 34 S. W. 286, 60 Am. St.
Rep. 22); Mitchell v. State, 3,6, App. 378, 33 S. W. 367, 36 S. \V. 456; Hardcastle v.

State, 36 App. 555, 38 S. W. 186; Walker v. State (Cr. App.) 38 S. W. 788; Caton
v. State (Cr. App.) 38 S. W. 192; .Burt v. State, 38 App. 397, 40 S. W. 1000, 43 S.
W. 344, 39 L. R. A. 305, 330; Little v:" State, 39 App. 654, 47 S. W. 984; Speights
v. State, 41 App. 323, 54 S. W. 595; Martin v. State, 42 App, 144, 58 S. W'. 113;
Rupe v. State, 42 App. 477, 61 S. W. 929; Chapman v. State, 43 App, 328, 65 S.
W. 1098, 96 Am. St. Rep. 874; 'I'homa.s v. State, 57 App. 452, 125 S. W. 35; Milo,
v. State, 59 App. 196, 127 S. W. 1025; Wilson v. State, 60 App, 1, 129 S. W. 613;
Ridge v. State, 61 App. 214, 134 S. W. 732; Alexander v. State, 63 App, 102, 138·
S. W. 721; Bailey v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 996; l\l1tchell v. State (Cr. App.)
144 s. W. 1006; Foster v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 936; Cloud v. State (Cr. App.)
153 S. W. 892; Simmons v. State (Cr. App.) 155 s. W. 229; Parsons v. State, 70
App, 551, 157 S. W. 939; Christian v. State, 71 App. 566, 161 S. W. 101; Essery v.

State, 72 App, 414, 163 S. W. 17; Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 437; wuw
v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 229.

Second degree on implied malice. McGrath v. State, 35 App. 413, 34 S. W.
127, 941; Atkinson V. State, 20 Tex. 522; Cotton v. State, 32 Tex. 614; Farrer v.

State, 42 Tex. 2165; McCoy v. State, 25 Tex. 33, 78 Am. Dec. 520; Thomas v. State,
53 App, 272, 109 S. W. 155, 126 Am. St. Rep. 786; Ferrell V. State, 43 'rex. 503;
Jordan v. State, 10 Tex. 479; Hamby v. State, 36 Tex. 5�3; Murray v. State, 1
App. 417; Tooney v. State, 5 App. 163; Hill v. State, 11 App. 456; Neyland v.

State, 13 App. 536; Taylor v . State, 3 App, 387; Baker v . State, 4 App, 223; Tem
pleton v. State, 5 App. 398; Wallace v. State', 7 App. 570; McLaughlin v. State, 10
App. 340; Whitaker v. State, 12 App, 436; Moore v. State, 40 App. 444, 50 S. W.
942; Humphries v. State, 25 App. 126, 7 S. W. 663; Green v. State, 27 App, 244,
11 S. W. 114; Carter v. State, 28 App. 355, 13 S. W. 147; Baltrip v. State, 30 App,
545, 17 S. W. 11016'; Blocker v. State, 27 App, 16, 10 S. W. 439; Caldwell v. State,.
28 App. 566, 14 S. W. 122; Whit€! v. State, 30 App. 652, 18 S. W. 462; Aud v.

State, 36 App, 76, 35 S. W. 671; Childs v. State, 35 App. 573, 34 S. W. 939; Scruggs.
v. State, 35 App. 622, 34 S. W. 951; Baldez v. State, 37 App. 413, 35 S. VV. &64;
Lancaster v. State, 36 App. 16, 35 S. W. 165; Briscoe v. State, 37 App, 464, 36 S.
W. 281; Hardcastle v. State, 36 App. 555, 38 S. W. 186; Walker v. State (Cr.
App.) 38 s. W. 788; Harrell V. State, 39 App, 204, 45 S. W. 581; Swann v. State,
39 App. 310, 416 S. W. 36; Fendrick v. State, 39 App. 147, 45 S. W. 589; Godwin v ..

State, 39 App. 404, 46 S. W. 226; Bennett v. State, 39 App, 639, 48 S. W. 61; Turn
er v. State (Cr. App.) 51 s. W. 366; Wheeler v. State, 56 App. 547, 121 S. W. 166;
King v. State, 57 App, 363, 123· S. W. 135; Gossett v. State, 57 App, 43, 123 S. W.
428; Barnes v. State, 57 App, 449, 125 S. W. �; Pollard v. State, 58 App, 299, 125-
S. W. 390; Best v. State, 58 App. 327, 125 S. W. 909; Green v. State, 58 App.
428, 126· S. W. 860; Miller v. State, 58 App, 600, 126 S. W. 864; Snowberger v.

State, 58 App, 530, 126 S. W. 878; Henderson v. State, 58 App. 579, 126 S. W. 1148;
Wynne v. State, 59 App. 117, 127 S. W. 197; Wynne v. State, 59 App. 126, 127
S. W. 213; Ellison v. State, 59 App. 3, 12.7 S. W. 542; Pratt v. State, 59 App. 167�
127 S. W. 827; Bass v. State, 59 App, 186, 127 S. W. 1020; Dougherty v. State, 59
App, 464, 128 S. W. 398; Pratt v. State, 59 App. 635, 129 S. W. 364; Wilson v.

State, 60 App. 1, 129 S. W. 613; Edwards v. State, 161 App, 307, 135 S. W. 540;
Patton v. State, 62 App, 71, 136 S. W. 459; Powdrill v. State, 62 App, 442, 138 S. W.
114; Hickey v. State, 62 App. 568, 138 S. W. 1051; Anderson v. State, 63 App. 525,
140 S. W. 457; Jones v. State, 63 App. 394, 141 S. W. 953; McCline v. State, 64
App. 19, 141 S. W. 977; Ford v. State, ,64 App. 14, 142 S. W. 6; Clay v. State (Cr.
App.)· 14;4 s. W. 280; Burns v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 356; Simmons v. State
(Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 550; Crowell v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 570; Overcash v.

State (Gr. App.) 148 S. W. 701; Rainer v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 735; Williams.
v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 763; Menefee, v. State (Cr. App.) 149 s. W. 138;
Johnson v. State (Gr. App.) l49 S. W. 165; Pinson v. State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W.
556; Crutchfield v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 1053; Cloud v. State (Cr. App.) 153
s. W. 892; Hendricks v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 1005; Davis v. State, 70 App,
37, 155 S. W. 546; Smith v. State, 70 App. 62, 156 S. W. 214; Roberts v. State, 70
App. 297, 156 S. W. 651; Reagan v. State, 70 App. 498, 157 S. ·W. 483; Brookins, v.

State, 71 App. 101, 158 S. W. 521; Thomas v. State, 71 App. 183, 159 S. W. 1183;
Heidelberg v. State, 71 App, 393,159 S. W. 1187; Whiten v. State, 71 App, 555, 160
S. W. 462; Smith v. State, 72 App. 127, 161 S. W. 477; Cooper v. State, 72 App,
250, 161 S. W. 1094; Wright v. State (Cr. App.) 163 s. W. 976; McGowen v. State
(Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 999; Herrera v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 719; 'Witty v.

State (Gr. App.) 171 S. W. 229; Hicks v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 755; Gusman v.

State, 72 App. 258, 171 S. W. 770. See also, Caton v. State (Cr. App.) 38 S. W. 192.
A homicide committed in sudden passion, and without adequate cause, held

murder of the second degree. Ex parte Jones, 31 App. 422, 20 S. W. 983; Puryear
v. State, 56 App. 231, 118 S. W. 1042 (overruling Clark v. State, 51 App. 519, 102
S. W. 1136, and Kannmacher v. State, 51 App. 118, 101 S. W. 238). And see Hicks
v. State (Cr. ·App.) 171 s. W. 755; Reyons v. State, 32 App. 151, 22 S. W. 590;
English v. State, 34 App. 190; 30 S. W. 233; Baltrip v. State, 30 App, 545, 17 S. W.
1106; McGrath v. State, 35 App, 413;·34 S. W. 127, 941.
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6. Abortion.-See notes to art. 1074, ante.

7. Accident' 01" mistake.-See, ante, arts. 45, 46, 47, 48, 1111, and notes.

8. Poisoning.-See arts. 1077-1079.

9. Principals,. accomplices and accessorles.-See notes to arts. 74-91, ante.

10. Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 477, 510-516, 921, 923.
Indictment sufficient if it alleges homicide with malice aforethought. Giebel v.

State, 28 App. 151, 12 S. W. 591; Washington v. State, 25 App. 387, 8 S. W. 643;
Johnson v. State, 29 App. 150, 15 S. W. 647; Mendez v. State, 29 App, 608, 16 S. "'Ilif.
766; Williams v. State, 30 App. 354, 17 S. W. 408; Johnson v. State, 30 App. 4"19,
17 S. W. 1070, 28 Am. St. Rep. 930; Smith v. State, 31 App, 14, 19 S. W. 253; Mc

Elroy v. State, 14 App. 235; 'I'ooney v. State, 5 App. 163; McCoy v. State, 25 Tex.
33, 78 Am. Dec. 520; Penland v. State, 19 App. 365; Bohannon v. State, 14 App.
271; Dwyer v. State, 12 App, 535; Peterson v. State, ld. 650; Longley v. State,
3 App. 611; Stapp v. State, 3 App. 138; Perry v. State, 44 Tex. 473; Henrie v .

. State, 41 Tex. 573; Wall v. State, 18 Tex. 682, 70 Am.. Dec. 302; White v. State,
16 Tex. 20,6'; Gehrke v. State, 13 Tex. 568; Banks v. State, 24 App, 559, 7 S. W.
327; Jackson v. State, 25 App. 314, 7 S. W. 872; Rather v . Bta.te, 25 App. 623, 9
S. W. 69; Douglass v. State, 26 App. 109, 9 S. W. 489, 8 Am. St. Rep. 459; Green
Y. State, 27 App. 244, 11 S. W. 114; Lucas v. State, 27 App. 322, 11 S. W. 443; Cudd
v. State, 28 App. 124, 12 S. W. 1010; Hall v. State, 28 App. 146, 12 S. W -. 739;
Giebel v. State, 28 App. 151, 12 S. W. 591; Hunter v. State, 30 App. 314, 17 S. W.
414; Cravey v. State, 36 App. 90, 35 S. W. 658, 61 Am. St. Rep. 833; Hamlin v.

'State, 39 App. 579, 47 S. W. 656.
Indictments for murder held sufficient. Wado v. State, 23 App, 308, 4 S. W.

896; Smith v. State, 21 App. 277, 17 S. W. 471; De Olles v. State, 20 App. 145;
.Stepheris v. State, Id. 255; Lucas v. State, 19 App. 79; Walker v. State, ld. 176;
Penland v. State, Id. 365; Bean v. State, 17 App. 60; Sharpe v. State, ld. 486;
Moore v. State, 15 App. 1; Bohannon v. State, 14 App. 271; Walker v. State, ld.
609; Dwyer v. State, 12 App. 535; Peterson V. State, Id. 650; Caldwell v. State, 28
.App. 566, 14 S. W. 122; Giebel v. State, 28 App. 151, 12 S. W. 591; Williams v.

'State, 30 App, 354, 17 S. W. 408; Scott v. State, 31 App. 363, 2(} S. W. 755; Oates
"v. State, 48 App. 131, 86 S. W. 770; Oates v. State, 51 App. 44.9, 103 S. W. 860;
.Jones v. State, 53 App, 131, 110 S. W. 742, 126 Am. St. Rep. 776.

It need not aver that the party slain was a "person of sound memory and dis
-cretton" or "a'reasonable creature in being" or "a human being." Bean v. State,
17 App, 60; Ogden v. State, 15 App, 454; Bohannon v. State, 14 App. 271; Wade
Y. State, 23 App. 308, 4 S. W. 896; Perryman v. State, 36 Tex. 321; Zunago v .

. State, 63 App, 58, 138 S. W. 713, Ann. Cas. 1913D, 6,6'5.
It is not necessary to allege an assault or to use the word "felonious" or . "fe

loniously" in charging murder. It need not be alleged that the killing was "un
.lawfully" or "wilfully" done. Stephens v. State, 20 App. 255; Bean v. State, 17

App, 60; Thompson v. State, 36 'I'ex, 326; Jackson v. State, 25 App. 314, 7 S.
W.872.

Under the statute of 1848 it was held that the indictment must allege that the
.assault was made "feloniously and of malice aforethought," but that these words
need not he repeated as to the stroke. Arthur v. State, 3 Tex. 403.

The common law form of indictment for murder is sufficient. Gehrke v. State,
13 Tex. 568; White v. State, 16 Tex. 206; Wall v. State, 18 Tex. 682, 70 Am.
Dec. 302; Perry v. State, 44 Tex. 473.

�. � Qurere: Is it necessary under our Code, except in cases named in articles 1079
'and 1146, to allege and prove that the death occurred in a year and a day from the
time of the injury? See Edmondson v. State, 41 Tex. 498; Sutton v. State, Id.,
515; Hardin v. State, 4 App. 370; Strickland v. State, 19 App. 518.

As to murder by poisoning, see Marshall v. State, 5 App. 273.
It may charge the murder of two or more persons in one count. Rucker v.

'State, 7 App. 549; Chivarrio v. State, 15 App. 330.
The indictment must set forth the means by which the life of the deceased

'was extinguished, or allege that the means used were unknown to the grand jury.
Drye v. State, 14 App, 185; Walker v. State, ld.•609; Dwyer v. State, 12 App .

. 535; Peterson v. State, ld. 65(}; Sheppard v. State, 17 App. 74; State v. Williams,
36 Tex. 352.

An allegation that the defendant "did deprive him" (the deceased). "of life"
'was held to be a sufficient allegation of killing. Walker v. State, 14 App. 609.

It must allege that the defendant killed the deceased. Strickland v. State, 19
.App. 518; Pierce v. State, 21 App. 669, 3 S. W. 111.

The indictment charged that "Mack Green, on or about the first day of May,
1888, in the county and state aforesaid, did, with malice aforethought, kill Sam
Smith, by shooting him with a gun, contrary," etc. On motion in arrest of judg
ment the indictment is held a good indictment for murder, and sufficient to sus

tain a conviction in the first degree. Green v. State, 27 App. 244, 11 S. W. 114..
Every means of death suggested by the proof should be alleged in the indict

ment. Burt v. State, 38 App. 397, 40 S. W. 1000, 43 S. W. 344, 39 L. R. A. 305, 330.
An indictment, alleging that the instrument used by accused to commit the

'homicide was a piece of pipe, sufficiently charged the nature of the instrument
with which the crime was committed. Beaver v. State, 63 App. 581, 142 S. W. 11.

An indictment for murder is also an indictment for each degree of homicide,
.and for assault. Gentry v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 635.

A count charging the killing of deceased by stabbing him "with some sharp
instrument" is insufficient. Huddleston v. State, 70 App, 260, 156 S. W. 1168.

Where the indictment charged that deceased was killed with some sharp in
strument to the grand jury unknown, it was not error for the district attorney to
testify as to the efforts of the grand jury to ascertain the character of instrument
:used. Mason v. State (Cr. App.) 16'8 s. W. 115.
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1.1. -- Charging principals, accomplices and accessories.-See notes to art. 74
et seq.

12. -- Name of deceased.-See C. C. P., art. 456.

13. -- Proof.-On issues and proof under former law, see Roach v. State, 8

App. 478; Reyes v. State, 10 App. 1; Shar.p v. 'State, 17 App. 486; Mitchell v. State,
1 App, 194; Tooney v. State, 5 App. 163; Hedrick v. State, 40, App. 536, 51 S. W.
252; Fuller v. State, 30 App. 559, 17 S. W. 1108; Smith v. Sta.te, 22 App. 316, 3 S.
W. 684; Breedlove v. State, 26 App, 445, 9 S. W. 768; Nalley v. State, 28 App.
387, 13 S. W. 670; Caldwell v. State, 28 App. 56,6', 14 S. W. 123; Jones v, State, 29

App, 338, 15 S. W. 403; Floyd v. State, 29 App. 349, 16 S. W. 188.
The killing' may be proved to have taken place at any time before the present

ment of the indictment, either before or after the time charged in the indictment.
'O'Connell v. State, 18 Tex. 343.

Where the sex of the deceased is averred, which is unnecessary to do, such
.averment is descriptive of the offense, and must be proved. Wallace v. State, 10
App. 255.

Allegation that deceased was killed by a shot from a gun will admit proof of
a shooting by any kind of fire-arm. This indictment alleged the kind of weapon
to be unknown to the grand jury. The evidence admitted to prove the diligence
of the grand jury to ascertain- the fact was too broad, and should have been ex

·cluded. Allegation that deceased was killed by being shot devolved upon the
state to prove that fact. Monk v. State, 27 App, 450, 11 S. W. 460. See, also,
Reno v, State, 25 App. 102, 7 S. W. 532; Levy v. State, 28 App. 203: 12 S. W. 596,
19 Am. St. Rep. 826; Blackwell v. State, 29 App. 195, 15 S. W. 597; Frizzell v. State,

.so App, 42, 16 S. W. 751; White v. State, 30 App, 652, 18 S. W. 462.
Proof that the means of death was unknown to the grand jury, as alleged in

the indictment, need not be offered. Harris v. State, 37 App. 441, 36 S. W. 88.

Though an indictment charges the .murder to have been committed on Febru
ary 24, 1910, and the evidence shows it was com.mitted on January 24th, relevant
-evidence of facts that occurred prior to the date charged were not for that rea

aon inadmissible. Ridge v. State, 6�1 App, 214, 134 S. W. 732.
The testimony of the foreman of the grand jury that he heard the evidence

read before the grand jury, and was unable to ascertain any manner in which the
poison was administered, was inadmissible. Orner v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 935.

Under an indictment charging murder on or about March 30th, proof that the
-crtrne was committed on March 29th would present no variance. James v. State,
'']2 App. 457, 163 S. W. 61.

14. Evidence--Criminal actions generally.-See notes to C. C. P.,. art. 783 et seq.
15. Calling eye-wltnesses.-See notes to C. C. P., art. 717.
16. Corpus delicti.-See notes to art. 1084, ante.

17. Dying declarations.-See notes to C. C. P., art. 808.
18. Insanlty.-See notes to art. 40, ante.
19. Justifiable homlolde.e=See notes to arts. 1087-1110, ante.

20. Manslaughter.-See notes to art. 1128 et seq.

21. Threats by deceased and deceased's character.-See notes to art. 1143,
;post.

22. Presumptions and 'burden of proof.-As to presumption of i.nnocence
.and reasonable doubt, see notes to art. 11, ante, and C. C. P. 785.

See, also, ante, arts. 51, 52 and notes. And see Rider v. State, 26 App. 334, 9
:S. W. 688; Taylor v. State, 27 App. 44, 11 S. W. 35.

.

Express malice must be proved, and cannot be iriferred. Its actual existence is
'manifested by external acts or circumstances which may transpire before, at the
time of, or immediately after the killing. It is not required that its existence be
-demonatra.ted by the evidence with mathematiqal precision, but it is sufficiently
proved if the evidence be sufficient to satisfy and convince the jury beyond a

reasonable doubt tliat it did exist, and the fact of its existence may be established
by circumstantial, as well as by direct, evidence. Walker v. State, 14 App, 609;
-Gaitan v. State, 11 App. 544; Jackson v. State, 9 App, 114; Richarte v. State, 5
App. 359; McCoy v. State, 25 T'ex. 33, 78 Am. Dec. 520; Gomez v. State, 15 App,
327; Holden v. State, 1 App. 226; Murray v. State, Id. 418; Jones v. State, 3 App.
150; Farrer v. State, 42 Tex. 266; Drake v. State, 29 App, 265, 15 S. W. 725.
See, also, Logan v. State, 39 App. 573, 47 S. W. 6\45; Snowberger v. State, 58 App .

. 530, 126 S. W. 878.
The homicide being proved, the presumption Is that the offense is murder; but

it may be extenuated to manslaughter by evidence showing an absence of malice.
Chandler v. State, 2 Tex. 305; Jordan v. State, 10 Tex. 479; Lander v. State, 12
'Tex. 462; Brown v. State, 4 App. 275.

Where fresh provocation intervened between the preconceived intention and the
.act resulting in death, it will not be presumed that the killing was upon the ante
-cedent. malice, in the absence of proof to that effect. McCoy v. State, 2'5 Tex. 33,
78 Am. Dec. 520; Murray v. State, 1 App. 417; Primus v. State, 2 App. 369.

The constituents of express malice to be established are: 1. The slayer must
'be sufficiently self-possessed to comprehend and contemplate the consequences
.or his acts, and such acts must not be the result of a sudden,. rash, inconsiderate
impulse 'or passion. 2. The design formed must be to kill the deceased, or do him
.serious bodily injury, which may end in death; but this specific malevolence toward
the par-ty slain may be embraced in such utter and reckless disregard of life AS

.shows the slayer to be an enemy of all mankind, such as shooting into a crown,
resolving to kill the next man he meets, etc. If the formed design be not to kill
-or do serious bodily harm to the deceased, but to commit some other felony, the
killing will not he on express malice. 3. Malice of all kinds, being a state of mind,
must necessarily be inferred. Its actual existence is manifested by external acts,
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and these external acts or circumstances may transpire before, at the time of, or

subsequent' to the killing. Even a sudden killing may be attended with such cir
cumstances as to evidence the existence of actual or express malice, and such
existence is always a question for the jury and must be proved by the state.
McCoy v. State, 25 Tex. 33, 78 Am. Dec. 520; Richarte v. State, 5 App. 359; Sum
mers v. State, Id. 365, 32 Am. Rep. 573.

Express malice may be shown by proof of the cool, calm, and circumspect de
portment and bearing of the party when the act is done, and immediately pre
ceding and subsequent thereto; his apparent freedom from passion or excitement;
the absence of any obvious or known cause to disturb his mind or arouse his
passions; the nature and character of the act done; the instrument used, as

well as the manner in which the murder is committed; declarations indicating not

only the state of the mind, but also the purpose and intent with which he acts,
and the motives by which he is actuated; and all such other matters and things
pertinent to the issue which may be suggested by the facts. Farrer v. State, 42
Tex. 265; Gaitan v. State, 11 App. 544; Garza v. State, Id. 345; Singleton v. State,
1 App, 501; Plasters v . State, Id. 673; Campbell v. State, 15 App, 506; Miller v.

State, 31 App. 609, 21 S. W. 925, 37 Am. st. Rep. 836.
The existence of express malice is never presumed from the mere act of killing

another with a deadly weapon, by It.s intentional and deliberate use against the per
son killed. There must be the other element of murder, to wit, a cool and se

date mind, and a killing in pursuance of a former design to kill, or to inflict som.e

serious bodily injury which would probably result in death. Summers v. State, 5
App. 365, 32 Am. Rep. 573; Murray v. State, 1 App. 418; Hamby v. State, 36 Tex.
523; Farrer v. State, 42 Tex. 266.

Express malice may be evidenced by other external circumstances besides lying
in wait, antecedent menaces, former grudges, and concocted schemes. Even in
sudden difficulty, homicide may -oe committed under circumstances of such enor

mity, cruelty, or deliberate malignity, as will suffice to show that it was done with
express malice. Lewis v. State, 15 App. 647; Gaitan v. State, 11 App, 544; Ex:
parte Beacom, 12 App, 318.

The evidence should not only show that at about the time alleged the accused
shot a person, and that such person was dead, but it should also show the time
of his death, and its cause. Irving v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 61l.

Evidence that deceased had abused his children, and that when defendant re

monstrated, deceased stated that they were his and he could do as he pleased,
held inadmissible. Francis v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 779.

23. -- Presumptions from means or instruments used.-See art. 51 ante, and
art. 1147 pest, and notes.

24. -- Admissibility of evidence as to malice and in'tent.-Evidence of ill
feeling between accused and deceased and accused's threats, is admissible on the
question of malice and motive. Coffman v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 939; Bryant
v. State, 35 App. 394, 33 S. W. 978, 36 S. W. 79; Singleton v . State, 57 App. 560, 124
S. W. 92; Hunter v. State, 59 App, 439, 129 S. W. 125; Bradley v . State, 60 App.
398, 132 S. W. 484; Wheeler v . State, 61 App. 527, 136 S. W. 68; Leech v. State, 63
App. 339, 139 S. W. 1147; Lacy v. State, 63 App. 189, 140 S. W. 461; Fifer v. State, 64
App. 203, 141 S. W. 989; Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 165; Pettis v. State
(Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 790; Rodriquez v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 1167; Brock v:
State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 801; Coulter v. State, 72 App, 602, 162 S. W. 885; Gant
v: State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 142; Reed v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 541; Sorrell
v: State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 299; Harper v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 72l.

Evidence of the conduct and language of the defendant previous to the killing.
and which show, or tend to show, the state of mind of the accused, is admissible.
Wright v. State, 41 Tex. 246. See, also, Pace v. State, 58 App. 90, 124 S. W. 949;
Drake v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 1157; Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W.
763; Kelly v. State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 304; Powdrill v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W.
231; Manning v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 11.

Antecedent menaces, quarrels, and grudges may always be shown to prove
malice. Anderson v. State, 15 App. 447; McKinney v. State, 8 App. 626; Smith v.

State, 43 Tex. 643; Howard v. State, 25 App. 686, 8 S. \V. 929; Frizzell v. State,
30 App, 42, 16 S. W. 751; Fuller v. State, 30 App. 559, 17 S. W. 1108; White v.

State, 30 App. 652, 18 S. W. 462; Flores v. State (Cr. App.) 38 s. W. 790; Menefee
v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 138; Hill v. State, 72 App. 109, 161 S. W. 118; Paschal
v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W.: 1057. And see Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W.
437.

Acts and admissions, and the language of the accused before, at the time of, and
even after the killing, may often be pertinent evidence to show express malice.
Duebbe v. State, 1 App. 159; Garza v. State, 11 App, 345; Crass v. State, 31 App.
312, 20 S. W. 579; Clampitt v. State, 9 App. 27.

Declaration of deceased, not in the presence of defendant and without his knowl
edge as to his intentions, is not admissible as a predicate to show motive or animus
of defendant at time of killing. Woodward v. State, 42 App. 188, 58 S. W. 144.
See, also, Coffman v. State, 62 App. 88, 136 S. W. 779; Roberts v. State (Cr. App.)
150 s. W. 627.

Facts and circumstances originating with the person on trial may be proved
where they shed light on the causes of the difficulty, or tend to show malice. Wil
liams v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 763. See, also, Burnam v. State (Cr. App.)
148 S. W. 757; Wright v. State (Cr�. App.) 163 S. W. 976.

Evidence of a former difficulty between the parties may be admissible in behalf
of the defendant as explanatory of his acts, and is admissible for the state to
show' the animus of the homicide. Marrioch v. State, 7 App. 269.

Where the scienter or quo animo of the defendant is necessary to be proved, it
is competent for the state to introduce testimony of his acts, conduct, or declara
tions, which tend to establish his Rnow ledg'e or intent, though such acts, conduct•
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or declarations may themselves constitute distinct crimes, and are apparently col
lateral and foreign to the main issue, and may have occurred either prior or sub
sequent to the act for which the accused is being tried. McKinney v. State, 8
App. 626.

That the deceased had witnessed an assault and battery committed by defend
ant, and had made complaint against him therefor, was held competent evidence
to prove express malice. Williams v. State, 15 App. 104.

A fact, apparently irrelevant, may be made relevant and admissible by other
facts with which it is connected by the proof. Thus, where the defendant was on

trial for the murder of a policeman, the state was allowed to prove that a short
time before the killing the defendant said: "He can't arrest me." It was .held
that this exclamation, isolated from other facts, would not have been legal evi
dence, but in view of other facts in proof, tending to show that the exclamation
referred to the deceased, it was relevant and admissible. Campbell v. State, 15
App, 506.

Refusal to permit a defendant, on trial for the murder of his wife, to introduce
€vidence to prove her infidelity, and that recently before the homicide, he was in
formed of that fact, held, error. Any evidence showing that the defendant had rea

sonable cause to be excited, troubled in mind, or in any wise mentally distracted, and
that would render it improbable that in perpetrating the homicide he acted with a

cool, sedate, and deliberate mind, is admissible upon the issue of express malice.
Burkhard v. State, 18· App. 599. See, also, Greta v . State, 10 App, 36.

On trial for murder of a policeman, it appeared that on the day previous to
the homicide defendant was in the public streets unlawfully carrying a pistol and
threatening to kill any d--d policeman who tried to arrest him; that the threats
were communicated to deceased and another policeman, and in their efforts to
arrest defendant without warrant, deceased was shot and killed by defendant.
Held, that the evidence was relevant and was properly admitted. Miller v. State,
32 App, 319, 2 S. W. 1103.

"Lying in wait" is evidence of express malice, and one of the standard illus-
trations thereof. Osborne v. State, 23 App. 431, 5 S. W. 251. I

Antecedent menaces, former grudges, and quarrels may be proved to show the
state of mind and the malice of the accused at the time of the killing. Under this
rule the state was properly permitted to prove former difficulties between the ac

cused and the deceased, and the previous threats made by the accused against the
deceased. Howard v. State, 25 App, 686, 8 S. w. 929.

The acts and conduct of the defendant after a previous difficulty with accused
were, in this case, held admissible to show his animus toward deceased. Everett
v. State, 30 App. 682, 18 S. W. 674.

Where there is evidence of an old grudge, but defendant's theory is fresh prov
ocation, he should be allowed to prove the recent provoeation if he can in order
to lessen the degree. Utzman v. State, 32 App. 426, 24 S. W. 412; Rodgers v . State,
28 S. W. 685; Stewart v. State, 34 App, 214, 29 S. W. 1080; Houston v. State, 34 App,
587, 31 S. W. 403.

The state has a right to show that one who, in resisting arrest, killed an officer
was a horse thief. English v. State, 34 App. 190, 30 S. W. 233.

When threats have been proven on the part of defendant towards deceased,
defendant may prove that he proposed afterwards to drop the difficulty between
them. Gaines v. State, 38 App. 202, 42 S. W. 385.

In a conversation about deceased a short time before the homiolde, defendant
remarked that if he gets after me with a knife, I will cut off his wind; held, ad
missible. Self v. State', 39 App. 455, 47 S. W. 26.

It is proper to admit a conversation of defendant in which he stated that he
was afraid that he would have trouble with deceased. Mott v. State (Cr. App.)
51 s. W. 369.

Statement of defendant that he would stop the laying out of the road with his
gun is admissible, although he did, not go to the place of the killing for this purpose,
yet it showed animus. Furlow v. State, 41 App. 12, 51 S. W. 939.

It is admissible, both as to defendant and deceased, to prove that statements
had been made to each of a character making it prudent for him to go armed. In
fine, any fact, hearsay or not, which goes to explain the condition of a person's
mind, when such condition is at issue, is admissible. Heffington v. State, 41 App.
315, 54 S. W. 757.

While it is admissible to prove statement of defendant before the killing to
show state of mind, yet the state of mind must in some manner be directed toward
deceased, either by direct expression or so as to embrace deceased. Fossett v. State,
41 App. 400, 55 S. W. 498.

The conduct of defendant previous to homIcide to show intent and animus of
·defendant at time of killing, his desire for peace and apprehension of danger should
have been received. Nelson v. State (Cr. App.) 58 S. W. 107.

Evidence of what defendant said about deceased twelve or fifteen years prior
to homicide is inadmissible, as it throws no light on anything in the trial, and it
is not shown that what he said was communicated to deceased. Woodward v.

State, 42 App. 188, 58 S. W. 142.
Efforts on part of defendant to settle peaceably his trouble with deceased can be

shown, as this tends to show state of deceased's mind and also of defendant's,
and throws light upon the question as to who was the aggressor in the fatal en

counter. Schauer v. State (Cr. App.) 60 S. W. 251.
Evidence that defendant severely whipped deceased at times held properly ad

mitted. Betts v. State, 57 App. 389, 124 S. W. 424.
Evidence that accused was a large man, and young and robust, and that de

-cedent was an elderly man, and small, and blind in one eye, held admissible to
indicate the animus and motive of accused. Lundy v. State, 59 App. 131, 127 S.
W.1032.
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It was not error to exclude testimony that decedent made "certain statements"
respecting accused a few days before the homicide, existence of ill feeling between
the parties being undisputed. Kemper v. State, 63 App. 1, 138 S. W. 10.25.

On circumstances showing premeditation, see Kirby v. State (Cr. App.) 150. S. W.
455.

That accused procured a bottle of muriatic acid and a shotgun before the horn
icide held admissible to show premeditation. Asbeck v. State, 70. App, 225, 156 S.
W.925.

A note sent by accused to the sheriff, which disclosed premeditation and a

formed and fixed design to kill, held admissible. Lee v. State, 72 App. 237, 162-
S. W. 843.

Where defendant killed his wife and another at the same time, evidence that
on the same evening a witness heard defendant cursing his wife was admissible
and pertinent, in a prosecution for the killing of the other. Robbins v . State (Cr.
App.) 166 S. W. 528.

In a prosecution for murder, where the state did not dispute that accused went
to deceased's store only to get his mail, and that an unpremeditated quarrel then
arose between the deceased and accused, the exclusion of evidence that accused
had stated he was going down to deceased's store to get his mail, offered to show
that there was no premeditation, was proper. Bolden v .. State (Cr. App.) 178 S.
W.533.

25. -- Commission of act.-See nofes to art. 1437, post.
When the inculpatory evidence is circumstantial in its nature, any fact, how

ever unimportant in itself, which tends in the least degree to establish the guilt
or innocence of the accused, is competent evidence. In such cases, therefore, In
cidents may be legitimate evidence which would be deemed irrelevant in a case

dependent on direct and positive testimony. In such cases the mind seeks to ex

plore all sources from which light, however feeble, may be derived, and in the
investigation of such cases greater scope is allowed than when the evidence is
direct and positive. Preston v. State, 8 App. 30.; Howard v. State, Id. 53; Bouldin
v. State, Id. 332; Washington v. State, Id. 377; Simms v. State, 10. App. 131; Du
bose v. State, Id. 230.; Langford v. State, 17 App. 445; Ryan v. State, 64 App.
628, 142 S. W. 878; Archer v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 857.

When the evidence fails to show that defendant belonged to a mob, or that the
killing was done at the instigation of a mob, it is inadmissible to prove other kill
ing by a mob. Campbell v. State, 35 App. 160., 32 S. W. 774.

It is competent to prove by a witness that he. heard shots in the direction of
the place and at the time that deceased was alleged to have been killed. Harvey
v. State, 35 App, 545, 34 S. W. 623.

It is error to admit evidence on a murder trial that defendant offered to pay
for testimony in another case. Newton v. State, 41 App. 610., 56 S. W. 64.

Evidence of the physical surroundings, near the scene of the killing, held ad
missible, as throwing light on the transaction. Lundy v. State, 59 App, 131, 127
S. W. 10.32.

26. -- Character of accused.-Conversation between deceased and another
policeman as to defendant's dangerous character and the method of arrest when
afterward in making arrest deceased was killed by defendant held admissible.
Miller v. State, 32 App. 319, 20. S. W. 110.3.

While it is competent to prove that defendant's mother had hired deceased,
instead of her son, to attend to her business, it is not admissible to ask defendant
if he had not spent his part of the estate and was drunken and worthless. Willi
ford v. State, 36 App. 414, 37 S. W. 761.

Evidence that a witness carried a pistol because he had heard of a prior diffl
culty between .accused and deceased, and was afraid of deceased, held outside the
issues and inadmissible, and so was evidence as to the relative strength of de
ceased and a third person. Echols v. State (Cr. App.) 170. S. W. 786.

27. -- Physlcal condition of parties.-Testimony of physicians as to having
attended accused when he was suffering from a severe attack of pneumonia held
inadmissible. Joseph v. State, 59 App, 82, 127 S. W. 171.

Evidence of the relative size of defendant and decea.sed and their respective
ages is admissible; the evidence, as a whole, making this a material issue. San
chez v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 1133.

28. -- Motive.-The crime being proved and the circumstances porntfng to
the accused as the perpetrator, 'facts tending to show motive, though remote, are

admissible. Johnson v. State, 28 ADP. 17, 11 S. W. 667; Leeper v. State, 29 App,
63, 14 S. W. 398; Johnson v. State, 29 App. 150., 15 S. W. 647; Blackwell v. State,
29 App, 195, 15 S. W. 597; Somerville v. State, 6 App. 433; Dill v. State, 1 ApD.
278; Lane v: State, 59 ApD. 595, 129 S. W. 353; Harrelson v. State, 60. App. 534, 132
S. W. 783; Leech v. State, 63 App. 339, 139 S. W. 1147; Millican v. State, 63 App.
440., 140. S. W. 1136; Mitchell v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 10.0.6; Foster v. State
(Cr. App.) 150. S. W. 936; Kelly v. State (Cr. ADP.) 151 s. W. 30.4; Asbeck v. State,
70. ADP. 225, 156 S. W. 925; Corbitt v. State, 72 App. 396, 163 S. W. 436; Coffman
v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 939.

On the question of motive, see, also, Simmons v. State, 31 App. 227, 20. S. W.
573; Crass v. State, 31 App. 312, 20. S. W. 579; Gonzales v. State, 31 App. 50.8, 21
S. W. 253; Miller v. State, 31 App. 60.9, 21 S. W. 925, 37 Am. St. Rep. 836; House
v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 20.6. See, also, Barbee v. State, 58 App. 129, 124 S.
W. 961; Powdrill v. State, 62 App .. 442, 138 S. W. 114; Spates v. State, 62 App, 532,
138 S. W. 393; Drake v. State (Cr. App.) 143 s. W. 1157; Bailey v. State (Cr. App.)
144 s. W. 996; Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 165; Holmes v. State (Cr.
App.) 150. S. W. 926; DeLeon v. State (Cr. App.) 155 s. W. 247; Millner v. State,
72 App. 45, 162 S. W. 348; Francis v, State (Cr. App.) 170. S. W. 779; Guerrero v,
State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 731.
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On intimacy with wife of deceased, see Goode v. State, 57 App. 220, 123 S. W.
597; Pannell_v. State, 59 App. 383, 128 S. W. 133; Millner v. State (Cr. App.) 169 s.
W.899.

Antecedent menaces, threats, grudges, and recent difficulties between accused
.and decedent are admissible on the issue of motive. Hill v. State (Cr. App.) 168
s. W. 864; Penton v. State (Cr. App.) 149 s. W. 190; Gant v: State (Cr. App.) 165
.S. W. 142.

Evidence that deceased on the morning before he was murdered had received
money, was admissible as tending to prove a motive for his murder. Cordova v.

State, 6 App. 207; Milo v. State, 59 App, 196, 127 S. W. 1025.
An indictment pending against accused at the time of 'the homicide, for an of

fense against the person of deceased or for theft of his property is competent evi
dence to prove motive. Hudson v. State, 28 App. 323, 13 S. W. 388; Dubose v.

State, 13 App. 418; Taylor v. State, 14 App, 340.
It was held competent for the defendant to prove that the house of the de

-ceased, where the homicide occurred, was a house of prostitution, for the purpose
of explaining the intent and object of his presence there. Villareal v. State, 26
·Tex. 107.

It is competent for the state to prove acts of the accused antecedent to the act
-ot killing, which, either in themselves or in connection with other circumstances,
tend to prove motive or preparation. Hubby v. State, 8 App, 597.

The declarations of the accused, made at the time the act is done, and expres
.sive of its object and character, are regarded as verbal acts indicating a present
purpose and intention, and are admissible in evidence to determine. his motive.
Ward v. State, 41 Tex. 612.

It was held permissible for the state to introduce in evidence an indictment
-charging defendant's brother with theft from the deceased. Coward v. State, 6
App.60.

It was held admissible for the state to put in evidence an indictment against
the defendant for an assault on one W., and also an indictment against said W.
and the bail bond of said W. on which deceased was a surety. There was evidence
of ill-will and threats of the defendant against the deceased because of his having
become the surety of said W. on the bail bond. Rucker v. State, 7 App. 549.

It was held competent for the state to prove that the deceased had considerable
money before his removal to Texas, where he was assassinated, though such testi
mony tended only remotely to prove a motive for his murder. EarJy v. State, 9
App. 476.

.

In a trial for murder, the wife of the deceased testified, over objection of the

·defendant, that a few minutes before the killing, the defendant made indecent
proposals to her; but of this fact the deceased was not apprised, and there was

no evidence indicating that such proposals influenced or explained the motives
-or acts of either the deceased or the defendant. Held, that such. testimony was

.irrelevant and it was error to admit it. Gardner v. Stl:!-te, 11 App. 265.
It was held competent to prove that the defendant had served a term in the

penitentiary for burglarizing the house of deceased. Powell v. State, 13 App. 244.
An affidavit made by the deceased a short time before the killing, and which

'Was pending at the time of the killing, charging the defendant with' an offense,
was held admissible evidence to prove motive. Robinson v. State, 16 App. 347.

The defendant was a watchman at a railroad freight depot, and in the night
time fired upon and wounded two men passing near the depot. Held, that as tend

ing to throw light upon the question of motive in shooting, and as having a ten

dency to mitigate if not to justify, the conduct of the defendant in shooting, he
'Was entitled to prove that there had been a great deal of car breaking and steal

ing from the cars at the depot where he was on duty as guard. Hobbs v. State,
16 App. 517.

Where there was evidence of a conspiracy between the defendant and two other
parties to kill the deceased, it was held that the state was entitled to prove on the
separate trial of the defendant, ill-feeling existing prior to the homicide between
said two other parties and the deceased, as tending to show motive for the com

mission of the murder. Thompson v. State, 19 App. 593.
Where a defendant is' charged with the murder of his wife, the state may prove

her in,fidelity to him, and his knowledge of such infidelity to show a motive for the
murder. Phillips v. State, 22 App, 139, 2 S. W. 601.

In the trial of a husband for the murder of his wife, it is not competent for the
.state to prove acts of infidelity on the part of the wife, unless it is also proved
'that the husband, at the time of the homicide, had knowledge of such acts. Phil
lips v. State, 22 App, 139, 2 S. W. 601. See the same case for other testimony held
to be irrelevant.

An indictment against the defendant for an offense different from that for
which he is on trial, may be introduced in evidence against him, if such indict
ment, in any degree, tends to show a motive on the part of the defendant to com
mit the offense for which he is on trial. This is so, even where such indictment
was presented subsequent to the murder for which the defendant is on trial, where
.such indictment is connected by other testimony with transactions which occurred
before the murder, and which tend to show a motive on the part of the defendant
to commit the murder. Kunde v. State, 22 App. 65, 3 S. W. 325.

The State was permitted, over objection by defendant, to prove that defendant
had said, prior to the homicide, that he would kill "any man who fooled with
Mandy Smith." This was admissible, it being shown that defendant and deceased
Were rival suitors of Miss Smith. Mathis v. .state, 34 App. 39, 28 S. W. 817.

That deceased knew that defendant's brother-in-law had stolen cattle and pro
posed to testify against him is admlssfble, Easterwood v. State, 34 App. 400, 31
a, W. 294.
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Evidence that deceased had money is inadmissible in the absence of evidence
showing that defendant had knowledge of that fact. Lancaster v. State (Cr. App.)
31 S. W. 515.

Evidence that defendant had money after the murder is admissible, but defend
ant should be allowed to prove in rebuttal that deceased was impecunious. Lan
caster v. State (Cr. App.) 31 S. W. 515.

Deceased being a Mexican, it is proper to prove that defendant had been at

tending meetings the object of which was to get rid of Mexicans in that community.
Chalk v. State, 35 App, 116, 32 S. W. 534.

When the testimony shows that deceased had money at the time of the killing,
evidence of his poverty previous to the time is inadmissible in rebuttal. Lancaster
v, State, 36 App, 16, 35 S. W. 165.

A certified copy of the will of deceased, leaving ali her estate to the defendant,
her husband, is admissible to show motive. Golin v. State, 37 App. 90, 38 S. W. 794.

See a case where it was held improper to allow the State to prove that defend
ant's witness was the beneficiary in deceased's life insurance policy. Barry v :

State, 37 App, 302, 39 S. W. 692.
On trial for murder committed in the perpetration of burglary, proof that a

burglary was committed in a certain way, and defendant was identified therewith,
does not authorize the proof of another burglary committed in the same way, but
with which defendant is in no way identified. Williams Y. State, 38 App. 128, 41

S. W. 645.
It is always admissible to show motive by proving threats against deceased,

and it is not necessary that his name be mentioned if it can be shown that the
threats had reference to him. Godwin v. State, 38 App. 466, 43 S. W. 336.

When deceased was a witness against defendant in a theft case, it is admis
sible to prove what deceased stated in reference to defendant's connection with
the theft case to 'prove motive. if defendant knew what deceased's testimony would

be, but not otherwise. Attaway v. State, 41 App. 395, 55 S. W. 45.
It is admissible to show what the defendant said and did just before the homi

cide, of a criminative nature, to show motive. Howard v. State (Cr. App.) 67 S.

W.948.
It is error to admit evidence that subsequent to the killing accused and his

wife's sister, who lived with him and his family, had been indicted for adultery,
on the theory that accused killed deceased while the latter was approaching ac

cused's house because of jealousy ; there being no evidence that deceased knew
the sister-in-law, or to show for what purpose he was approaching the house.
Newman v. State, 58 App. 443, 126 S. W. 578, 21 Ann. Cas. 718.

The sister of the accused testified that a few days before the homicide she told
the accused that the decedent was the cause of her removal from one school to

another, denied on cross-examination that the school superintendent told her,
prior thereto, that decedent had nothing to do with her removal. Held that it was

competent to contradict her with the testimony of the suportntendent. And note

other contradicting testimony, held properly admitted. Long v. State, 59 App, 103,
127 S. W. 551, Ann. Cas. 1912A, 1244.

Testimony by decedent's wife that she and her husband were living on ac

cused's place, when the killing occurred, and that accused and her husband were

in partnership, was admissible. Spencer v. State, .59 App. 217, 128 S. W. 118.
Where defendant killed deceased because of animosity growing out of defend

ant's marriage to deceased's daughter, evidence that deceased had been guilty
of incest with his daughter; and that that was the ca.use of the separation between
deceased and his wife, was irrelevant. Jennings v. State, 60 App. 421, 132 S. W.
473.

Evidence that decedent had charged accused with larceny was admissible to
show motive and resentment of accused. Harrelson v. State, 60 App. 634, 132 S.
W.783.

On criminal intimacy between defendant and deceased's sister, see Baum v.

State, 60 App. 638, 133 S. W. 271.
Evidence that deceased had considerable money the evening before he was

killed, and that there was only 15 cents on his body when found the next morning,
was admissible. Spates v. State, 62 App, 532, 138 S. W. 393.

Where policies on deceased's life were in part payable to accused, evidence that
on the day of the homicide she was inquiring concerning the policies was admis
sible. Streight v. State, 62 App, 453, 138 S. W. 742.

Where accused tendered the issue of his right to defend his possession, when
he killed an officer attempting to execute a writ of sequestration, the state could
show that accused had been enjoined from entering on the land, and that he had

signed an agreement not to go on the land, as bearing on his motive. Fifer v.

State, 64 App. 203, 141 S. ·W. 939.
In a prosecution for homicide, deceased's wife was permitted to testify over ob

jection that she had told her sister-in-law, in the absence of accused, that her hus
hand was going to prosecute accused for cattle stealing. There was no evidence
that this statement was communicated to accused, and, although counsel for ac

cused had examined the witness about a part of this conversation, the statement
objected to was not germane to those called out by accused's counsel. Held, that
the admission of this evidence was reversible error. Maclin v. State (Cr. App.) 144
s. W. 951.

Where the state's theory was that accused poisoned deceased in an attempt to
poison his wife, on whose life accused held a policy of insurance, evidence showing
that accused had collected insurance money for a personal injury and also on a

horse that had died was admissible, if tending to show accused's mania for in
surance money. Bailey v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 996.

Where the trouble arose over deceased's appointment as guardian of infants
living with accused, the letters of guardianship, showed to accused just before the
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killing, and the order of appointment were competent to show motive. Welch v.

State (Cr. App.) 147 s. W. 572.
On resisting arrest, see Vines v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 727.
Evidence of the action of deceased in making affidavit charging accused with

a violation of an injunction in an effort to have him punished therefor was ad
missible. Powdrill v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 231.

Evidence of deceased's general reputation for virtue and chastity is inadmissi
ble for any purpose. Hall v. State, 70 App. 590, 158 S. W. 272.

Where, at the time of a homicide, defendant was unaware of the issuance of

a marriage license authorizing the marriage of deceased and defendant's divorced

wife, evidence of the issuance of the license was not admissible against defendant
as showing motive. Kirklin v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 1016.

That. deceased husband had had illicit intercourse and had visited houses or
ill fame held inadmissible. Millner v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 899.

The killing of the husband of a woman with whom the slayer has had illicit
intercourse is not justified by the fact that the deceased had had illicit intercourse
with another woman, and evidence of that fact is inadmissible. Millner v. State

(Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 899.
Evidence that after the killing accused was freely spending money held admis

sible, where it appeared that deceased had money. McCue v. State �Cr. App.) 170
S. W. 280.

On a trial for homicide, while resisting arrest after commission of a burglary,
evidence of the details of the burglary, committed in the presence of decedent and
.a third person, was admissible. Stewart v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 1077.

29. -- Threats by defendant.-Evidence of indefinite and indirect threats is
inadmissible.' Duke v. State, 61 App, 19, 133 S. W. 432; Maclm v. State (Cr. App.)
144 S. W. 951; Rogers v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 127; Wade v. State (Cr. App.)
172 s. W. 215.

A threat of general malignity embracing all persons is admissible. Hiles v.

State (Cr. App.) 163 S. W. 717. See, also, Mathis v. State, 34 App. 39, 28 S. W. 817.
It is admissible to prove that defendant some time before the transaction used

words tending to show that he was going to do a thing similar to that which he

did, although he did not in any manner refer to what he afterwards did. Hedrick
v, State, 40 App. 535,1 51 S. W. 252.

Witness testified that about a week before the homicide occurred he said to
·defendant, "I heard that fellow (meaning deceased) hallooing at you." Defendant
replied, "Yes, I'll fix him." Held, relevant and admissible. White v. State, 32
.App. 625, 25 S. W. 78·1.

It appeared that, accused and deceased had an altercation. Accused went off
to get a larger pistol and on returning he called to accused, "Now I am ready for
you;" held, this did not constitute an accidental meeting, but was an invitation
by defendant for a renewal of the difficulty. Mathis v. State, 34 App, 39, 28 8.
W.817.

Threats made by defendant are admissible. Bryant v. State, 35 App. 394, 33
S. W. 978, 36 S. W. 79.

Abstract declarations made by defendant shortly before the homicide, such as

"I'm going to wind it up," "I've had enough of it," are not admissible unless it
be shown in some way that such remarks had reference to the killing. Gaines v.

State, 38 App. 202, 42 S. W. 385.
That defendant at one time said he was going to kill somebody, and at another

time said he was going to kill his wife and her protector, are inadmissible unless'
it be shown in some way that such expressions had reference to deceased. Strange
v. State, 38 App. 280, 42 S. W. 551.

So much of a conversation between witness and defendant as showed threats
of

'

defendant against a syndicate for whom deceased was manager, and that the
cause for the threats was the sending of a telegram by deceased, was admissible.
Williams v. State, 61 App. 356, 136 S. W. 771.

A statement by defendaht that "he would kill anybody who killed his hogs"
was admissible, where, taken in connection with the remaining testimony, it clear
ly points to deceased. Pace v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 132.

Where there was evidence that accused was mad at deceased and called him vile
names, testimony as to a threat by accused clearly shown to refer to deceased
was properly admitted. Mayhew v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 191.

A remark by accused that he would use his pistol held inadmissible, in the ab
sence of evidence that he referred to deceased. Sorrell v. State (Cr. App.) 169 8.
W.299.

A threat made by defendant to kill is admissible, though deceased's name was
not mentioned at the time, if it can be reasonably gathered from the evidence
that deceased was then meant. Howe v. State (Cr. App.) 177 s. W. 497.

In a prosecution for murder, evidence that accused made love to deceased's
fiancee and said that he would kill her lover, and that he asked another whether
the two were going to be married and made a bet that they would not, is admis
sible to show motive, malice, intent, and threats. Stacy v. State (Cr. App.) 177
s. W. 114.

30. -- Circumstances preceding, act.-Acts, statements, and declarations of
the deceased which tend to prove a peaceable motive, or friendly animus toward
the defendant, but which have not been communicated to him, are inadmissible
as evidence because they could in no manner have influenced his action and should
not be used 'to establish or aggravate his crime. Brumley v. State, 21 App. 222,
�7 S. W. 140, 57 Am. Rep. 612; Johnson v. State, 22 App. 206, 2 S. W. 609.'; Ball
v. State, 29 App. 107, 14 S. W. 1012; Fuller v. State, 30 App. 559, 17 S. W. 1108;
Nelson v. State (Cr. App.) 58 S. W. 108; Hunter v. State, 59 App. 439, 129 S. W.
125. But see Craig v. State, 30 App. 619, 18 S. W. 297.
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In a prosecution for murder, evidence showing the fact.s previous to and Iead
ing up to the killing is admissible. Barnett v. State (Cr. App.) 176 S. W. 580.

When defendant is charged with murder of his wife, his ill treatment of her'
previous to the killing is admissible. Spears v. State, 41 App. 527, 56 S. W. 348;
Stanton v. State, 70 App. 519, 158 S. W. 99'4; Cooper v. State, 72 App, 250, 161 S.
W. 1094.

See Allison v. State, 14 App, 402, for evidence held to be irrelevant in a murder
case, the murder growing out of a feud, having its origin in a controversy about a

schoolhouse.
The defense proposed, but was not permitted, to prove that a short time prior'

to the shooting the deceased was known to be making efforts to trade for a pistol.
This proof, in view of the evidence, was competent as tending to explain why it
was that defendant and deceased were together at the place of the shooting; why
the defendant invited the deceased to that place, and why defendant had a pistol
on that occasion: and, moreover, it tended strongly to throw light on the whole
transaction. Irby v. State, 25 App. 203, 7 S. W. 705.

The state was allowed to prove that a few minutes before the homicide de-·
ceased left a crowd of young ladies remarking that he was going to his store,
that he went to the store, lighted a lamp, and remained there a few minutes and
then started to return to the plaza. Defendant and his codefer.dant were seen to

change positions on the opposite side of the street and when deceased had gone
about fifty yards from his store, the fatal shot was fired. Held, that the evi

dence was admissible. Rodriquez v. State, 32 App, 259, 22 S. W. 978.
Evidence that defendant assaulted deceased about a year before the killing,

is too remote when the evidence shows that defendant had been gone from the

country and had not been seen in the country for several months. Wilkins v.

State, 35 App. 525, 34 S. W. 627.
It is not error to exclude a statement made by deceased that he had struck

defendant with a walking stick, and that defendant would remember him by the
mark he left. Bishop v. State (Cr. App.) 35 s. W. 170.

Statements made by defendant's son befure the homicide was committed, not
connected with the killing, are inadmissible. Wilson v. Sta.te., 37 App, 64, 38 S.
W.610.

That defendant fired a pistol on the night before the homicide, held admis
sible to show that defendant had a pistol. Brittain v. State, 36 App. 406, 37 S. W.
758; Id. (Cr. App.) 40 S. W. 297.

In a case of murder which grew' out of a difficulty between two factions, it
was competent to prove that a member of one faction went and challenged a

member of the other faction to come up to the place where the killing was after
wards committed. Mitchell v. State, 38 App. 170, 41 S. W. 816.

Prior acts of the deceased connected with the killing are admissible in ex

planation of the killing. Heffington v. State, 41 App. 315, 54 S. W. 758.
Former acts and conduct may be shown to shed light on what occurred at

time of homicide. Spangler v.· State, 41 App. 424, 55 S. W. 330.
It is inadmissible to prove that defendant carried a pistol at home of deceased's

mother some time before the killing, it not being shown that deceased was near

the place at the time. Woodward v. State, 42 App. 188, 58 S. W. 142.
Evidence that deceased remarked that he would separate "that other man and

his wife," held not objectionable as not sufficiently referring to accused. Jen
nings v. State, 60 App. 421, 132 S. W. 473.

Testimony is admissible that accused bought a knife about a week before the
homicide; the knife being identified as that used. Bradley v. State, 60 App. 398,
132 S. W. 484.

The rule that actions and declarations of the decedent are not admissible
against the accused, who was not present and had no notice of' them, applies only
to cases involving self-defense, where the accused has a right to act upon move

ments apparently hostile towards him, and does not exclude testimony as to the
actions, movements, and declarations of decedent on the day of the homicide,
which are merely explanatory of his presence at the place where he was killed.
Bozanno v. State, 60 App. 507, 132 S. W. 777.

Evidence that decedent was called out just before being shot held inadmissible
in the absence of a showing accused was instrumental in the calling. Clements
v. State, 61 App. 161, 134 S. W. 728.

Where evidence of previous threats by accused against deceased was intro
duced, evidence of the fact of a prior altercation between them, in which defend
ant -cut deceased, without the details thereof, was admissible. Powdrill v. State,
62 Apn. 442, 138 S. W. 114.

Where the trouble originated over the e,fforts of accused's father to have dece
dent put out of a house rented by him, evidence was not admissible that decedent
did not pay part of the rent to accused's father resulting in some ill feeling be
tween them. Jackson v. State, 63 App. 351, 139 S. W. 1156.

Evidence that accused, on trial for murder by poison, was, prior to the homi
cide, in a saloon drinking with a third person, and was assisted home in a drunken
condition, was inadmissible. Orner v. State (Cr. App.) 143 s. W. 935.

.

Evidence of divorce proceedings between accused and his wife, and accompany
ing circumstances, held inadmissible. Drake v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 1157.

State held properly permitted to show that, before the killing, accused procured
a pistol from a third person, who first refused to give it to him, stating in ac
cused's presence that she would not let him have it because he was "mad." Wy
song v. State (Gr. App.) 146 S. W. 9141.

A witness having testified that he and decedent were friendly, it was not error
to exclude testimony whether he and decedent did not "drink together"; it not
being claimed that decedent drank the day he was killed. Kirby v. State (Cr.
App.) 150 S. W. 455.
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The acts and conduct of both parties when deceased was in sight of accused
are admissible. Roberts v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 627.

That witness had seen de-cedent intoxicated some time during the preceding
summer, held not admissible. Ward v. State, 70, App. 3!l3, 15!) S. W. 272.

Evidence by decedent's daughter that her father was shot at by an unknown

person in February preceding the homicide in question in June, offered to show
why decedent had purchased a gun, was not admissible for that purpose, in ab
sence of a showing that accused knew that decedent had been shot at in February
and was carrying a gun for that reason. Cook v. State, 71 App. 532, 160 S. W.
465.

Where accused killed deceased shortly after his father had had a quarrel with
him, evidence of that difficulty and what was said by both parties is admissible;
it appearing that it took place only a very short time before the fatal affray.
Coulter v. State, 72 App. 602, 162 S. W. 885.

The state can show, by either direct or circumstantial evidence, that the de
fendant had heard, prior to time of the killing, statements made by his wife
which were offered in evidence against him. Robbins v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S.
W. 528.

A conversation between the parties just prior to the killing was admtssfble.
Sorrell v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 299.

Evidence that some time prior thereto and subsequent to a difficulty between
deceased and defendant's brothers a witness saw defendant with a gun near a

fence dividing deceased's field from that of defendant's father held inadmissible.
Sorrell v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 299.

As to declarations by deceased, see, also, Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W.
437.

In a prosecution for murder, where the state was permitted to prove that after
trouble between defendant and deceased on the day before the killing defendant
went to town, and there purchased shotgun shells loaded with buckshot, as tend
ing to show premeditation, it was error to exclude evidence that before purchasing
the shells defendant went to a justice of the peace and tried to have deceased put
under a peace bond, which the justice refu.sed to do. Sunday v. State (Cr. App.)
177 s. W. 917.

In a prosecution for murder, where the state claimed that defendant and his
brother, who was jodrrtl'y indicted with him, had waylaid deceased, whlle they
claimed self-defense, and there was evidence that defendant's brother had been
told that deceased and another had threatened to kill him if he did not move off
from the place of deceased's father-in-law, it was error to exclude evidence that

just before the killing defendant's brother had employed witness to move him o.ff
from the place, as a circumstance tending to show an effort by defendant to avoid
trouble. Sunday v. State (Gr. App.) 177 S. W. 97.

Where there was evidence that on a day preceding that of the killing defend
ant was going from store to store with part' of a buggy shaft about two feet long
looking for deceased, it was error to admit evidence that deceased sought advice
as to what he should do, and followed it by going to his home, where it was not
shown that defendant knew that deceased was trying to evade him. Hammons v.

State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 493.

31. -- Identity of accused.e=It. is erroneous to permit witness to state that
he examined other persons than the defendant arrested on suspdclon and failed to
identify them and they were turned loose. Moore v. State, 40 App, 443, 50 S. W.
942.

A witness may be allowed to testify that he believes he recognizes defendant
as the man to who-m he had loaned a pistol a short time before the killing oc

cu.rred. Tate v. State, 35 App, 231, 33 S. W. 121.
A witness testified that in his judgment and belief defendant was the same

person that came to his house to borrow a pistol; held, admissible; the fact that
he was not certain, would go only to the weight of the testimony. Tate v. State,
35 App. 231, 33 S. W. 121.

Evidence that defendant threw away a pistol whtcn was identified as the one
he had taken from an officer, held admissible on the question of defendant's iden
tity. Vines v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 727.

See, also. Bailey v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 996.

32. -- Means or instruments used.-Witness may be permitted to state that
if deceased had a weapon he did not see it and that he was in position to have
seen it. Tate v. State, 35 App, 231, 33 S. W. 121; McGrath v. State, 35 App. 413.
34 S. W. 127, 941.

It is not error to permit the exhibition of the rock with which the killing was

committed, though the testimony as to identification is slight. McBrayer v. State
(Cr. App.) 34 S. W. 114.

The fact that defendant's accomplice assisted in finding the instrument with
Which the murder was committed does not render it inadmissible. Batson v. State,
36 App. 606, 38 S. W. 48.

Where the evidence showed that accused had whipped the deceased child with
a waistbelt, evidence of the character, weight, length, and size of the belt was ad
missible. Betts v. State, 60 App. 631, 133 S. W. 251.

Where it was the theory of the state that accused killed his child with a hair
brush, the testimony of the sheriff that he found the hairbrush in a broken condi
tion, and that it appeared to be freshly broken, was admissible. Betts v. State,
60 App. 631, 133 S. W. 251.

Evidence with reference to a knife held admissible. Ward v. State, 70 App. 393,
159 S. W. 272.

Evidence that accused's pistol would go off by just touching the trigger, held
properly excluded. Truett v. State (Gr. App.) 168 s. W. 523.
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33. -- Subsequent incriminating or exculpatory circumstances.-The dec
larations and conduct of the defendant, either before or after being charged with
the offense, are admissible evidence, not as part of the res gestre, but as indicative
of a guilty mind. 'Cordova v. State, 6 App. 207; Langford v. State, 17 App, 445.
But see Fulcher v. State, 28 App. 465, 13 S. W. 750.

How far and circumstances under which acts and declarations of defendant
are admissible in evidence. Giebel v. State, 28 App, 151, 12 S. W. 591; Angus v.

State, 29 App. 52, 14 S. W. 443; Blackwell v. State, 29 App. 195, 15 S. W. 597; Lewis
v. State, 29 App. 201, 15 S. W. 642, 25 Am. St. Rep. 720; Morris v. State, 30 App.
95, 16 S. W. 757; Craig v. State, 30 App. 619, 18 S. W. 297. And further on the
question, Simmons v. State, 31 App. 227, 20 S. W. 573; Lynch v. State, 24 App.
350, 6 S. W. 190, 5 Am. St. Rep. 888; Wilson v. State, 70 App. 355, 156 S. W. 1185.

Clot.hing admissible in evidence. Kidwell v. State, 35 App. 364, 33 S. W. 342;
Harris v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 1074.

The actions of the accused when brought into the presence of the dead body
of the deceased are competent evidence as indicative of a guilty mind. Handline
v. State, 6 App. 347.

So his flight after the commission of the homicide, together with the circum
stances attending such flight, is evidence against him. Aiken v. State, 10 App,
610; Hardin v. State, 4 App, ,355; Blake v. State, 3 App. 581; Gose v. State, 6
App. 121; Hart v. State, 22 App. 563, 3 S. W. 741; Williams v. State, 22 App. 497,
·4 S. W. 64.

A state's witness, in a trial for murder, testified that after the fatal blow was

struck, and just after the deceased fell, he, the witness, picked up a pistol from
the ground near the feet of the deceased; that he did not know to which of the
parties it belonged, but supposing it to belong to the deceased, he put it in de
ceased's wagon among his other things. The defense proved the defendant's dec
larations, made a "fe:w minutes after he struck the fatal blow, to the effect that
just before he seized the weapon, with which he struck the blow, he saw the de
ceased thrust his hand behind him, as he thought to draw a knife. He then. pro
posed to prove that a very short time after the difficulty, he requested a witness
to summon a doctor; that said witness in going for the doctor put on and wore

the coat of the state's witness who testified to having picked up the pistol, and
that witness who went for the doctor, found in the coat pocket of said state's wit
ness a pistol, which he identified as the pistol of the deceased. Held, that the
proposed testimony, in view of the other evidence in the case, was pertinent and
admissible. Lilly v. Sta.te, 20 App. 1.

The state was permitted to prove that the husband of deceased said to defend
ant when they met at the body of the dead woman: "Aleck, you have killed my

wife," and defendant made no reply, but walked off. Brown v. State, 32 App.
119, 22 S. W. 596.

.

Where the evidence showed that the key in defendant's pocket fitted the door of
the room in which the murder occurred, defendant should be allowed to explain
his possession of the key. Radford v. State, 33 App. 520, 27 S. W. 143.

Witness can not testify that defendant's clothes looked like they had been
smeared over with ashes. Moffatt v . State, 35 App. 257, 33 S. W. 344.

Witness testified that 'he saw defendant ride into the field where deceased was

a.t work, and after the shooting deceased came to witness and asked him who it was

that was shooting at him; held, admissible. Williamson v. State, 36 App. 225, 36
S. W. 444.

Evidence of the finding of a hat at deceased's house, after the homicide, with
shot holes in it; held, admissible. Houston v. State (Cr. App.) 40 S. W. 803.

.

It is competent for the State to prove the clothing deceased wore at the time
he was! killed, and then exhibit such clothing to the jury. Mitchell v. State, 38
App. 170, 41 S. W. 816.

Where there was a controversy as to the number of shots, and by whom fired,
evidence that near deceased's hand was found a pistol with only one shell in it
was admissible. Godwin v . State, 39 App. 404, 46 S. W. 226.

Where the evidence showed a bitter state of feeling between the parties, evi
dence of statements of accused, made after the homicide, showing intense dislike
and ill will towards decedent, was admissible to show such ill will and animosity,
and to illustrate accused's attitude respecting the killing. Carson v. State, 57 App.
394, 123 S. W. 590, 136 Am. St. Rep. 981.

The state could show that bullet shells appearing to have been recently ex-l
ploded and fresh bullet marks on a tree were found the next morning at the scene
of the homicide. Butler v. State, 61 App. 133, 134 S. W. 230.

Where the evidence is wholly circumstantial, evidence as to articles found is
admissible to connect defendant with the crime. Ridge v. State, 61 App. 214, 134
S. W. 732.

The state can show finding in accused's possession shortly after the homicide
or wearing apparel belonging to decedent, and in his possession at or shortly be
fore the homicide; but the things must be identified with reasonable certainty as

decedent's. Harris v. State, 62 App. 235, 137 S. W. 373.
Where death was caused by a blunt instrument, evidence that, when deceased's

body was found the next morning, the witness and others looked for the weapon
used, and that a piece of two-Inch, iron pipe with blood stains and hair on it was

discovered, was admissible. Spates v. State, 62 App. 532, 138 S. W. 393.
Where accused claimed that he shot deceased in the defense of his brother, and

that brother, while he and accused were being taken to the scene of the homicide,
stated that accused fired the shot in defense of their father, and accused failed to
-deny that, evidence of such statement was admissible, tending to inculpate ac

cused by showing that his explanation of the crime was untrue. Zimmer v. State,
-64 App, 114, 141 S. W. 781.
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Evidence that the articles used by decedent after she was poisoned disappeared
or were washed held inadmissible, unless accused was connected therewith. Orner
v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 935.

.

Evidence that an account book belonging to the deceased had been lost and not
found would not tend to prove any issue. Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W.
622.

Evidence that the sheriff, after obtaining from deceased's wife a description of
the man who did the killing, traced the horse of the slayer for some distance was

admissible where the horse was recognized by many people and described by de
ceased's wife. Mitchell v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 1006.

That witnesses saw no weapon on deceased, was not inadmissible on the ground
that the evidence showed that other people had been to the place of the killing be
fore such witnesses; that fact only going to the weight of their evidence. Swan
ney v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 548.

Where the evidence was conflicting as to whether, when accused shot deceased,
he had deceased by the right hand pulling him, evidence that immediately after
the killing the shirt sleeve on deceased's right arm was drawn down over his hand
was admissible. Welch v . State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 572.

Where deceased wore a truss, and a truss was found in accused's trunk with
a blue stain on it, evidence that deceased wore blue shirts which faded was ad
missible .. Harris v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 1074.

Where the state's theory was that the killing took place over an alleged in

debtedness, accused's daughter could testify what she heard accused say about
the matter. Ward v. State, 70 App. 393, 159 S. W. 272.

Evidence that tracks were found leading from the place where deceased's body
was found, held admissible. Tho:rn.pson v. State, 72 App. 659, 163 S. W. 973.

Evidence of the discovery of a twig whittled by deceased held not objectionable,
because it was found several days after the killing. Bullock v. State (Gr. App.)
165 S. W. 196.

Where deceased had been shot while in bed, evidence that the mattress had
been burned, and thel bedclothes 'Washed, is properly received, where it was not
intimated that accused's mother, who took charge of the premises, did so to sup':'
press evidence. Coffman v. State (!Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 939.

That defendant was nervous and had a haggard appearance, held admissible.
Mason v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 115.

34. -- Cause of death.-The cause of dea.th may be proved without the aid
of expert testimony, even where death did not ensue immediately after the inflic
tion of the injury which caused it. Smith v. State, 43 Tex. 643.

Where a, blow is the proximate cause of death, the prior enfeebled condition
of deceased is not material. Griffin v. State, 40· App, 314, 50 S. W. 366, 76 Am. St.
Rep. 718.

In a case of death alleged to be by poison, it is proper to admit evidence of
friends and neighbors of deceased that she was apparently contented, happy and
joyful in disposition and did not appear to be sick, but had the appearance of a

healthy woman. This to rebut theory that deceased died from natural causes.
Morrison v. State, 40 App. 493, 51 S. W. 358.

The physician who made the post mortem examination may testify that deceas
ed had been hit with a heavy instrument, describe the places where he was struck,
and the effect thereof. Spates v. State, 62 App, 532, 138 S. W. 393.

It is permissible to show that when decedent: arrived home he had to be helped
into the house. Ward v. State, 70 App. 393, 159 S. W. 272.

Where accused attempted to show that the ligaments, etc., were not properly
sewed up, and that death was caused by such improper treatment, physicians could
give evidence describing the wound, its depth and course, and the ligaments, etc.,
severed. Ward v. State, 70 App. 393, 159 S. W. 272.

Evidence that deceased was in perfect health, and that shei died in 14 hours
after being shot in the abdomen by accused, was clearly admissible. Gomez v.

State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 71l.

35. -- Incriminating others.-Where the evidence showed that a party who
was jointly indicted with the defendant for the murder, had equal opportunities
with the defendant to commit the murder, it was held that the defendant was

entitled to prove the acts and declarations of such party done and made prior to
the murder, tending to show motive on the part of such party toward the deceased,
and to show a motive on the part of such party to commit the murder. The cases
of Bowen v. State, 3 App. 617; Boothe v. State, 4 App, 202; Walker v. State, 6
App. 576; Holt v. State, 9 App. 571, which hold a contrary doctrine, are overruled.
The rule now established is, that investigation with reference to other parties than
the accused should not be permitted in cases either positive or circumstantial, un
less the inculpatory facts are such as are proximately connected with the trans
action. In other words, to show remote acts or threats would not be admissible
unless there were other facts also in proof proximately and pertinently connecting
such third party with the homicide at the time of its commission. Kunde v. State,
22 App. 65, 3 S. W. 325; McInturf v. State, 20 App, 335; Hart v. State, 15 App.
202, 49 Am. Rep. 188; Dubose v. State, 10 App, 230.

A defendant on trial for murder proposed to introduce evidence of the ill-feel
ing and previous threats of an independent third party against: the deceased,
which proposed proof, upon objection, was excluded. Held, that in view of the
other proof on the trial, which tended to show the presence of both the defendant
and the said third party at the time and place and their participation in the homi
cide, and because of the further fact that such proof would in no event show the
absence of the defendant from the place of the homicide, the exclusion of the
proposed evidence did not constitute reversible error. Harris v. State, 31 App. 411.
20 S. W. 916.
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I1l is not error to reject evidence that another had threatened deceased's life.
Henry v. State (Cr. App.) 30 S. W. 802; Martin v. State, Id. 222.

Evidence that certain persons assaulted deceased about a year before the killing
is inadmissible. Wilkins v. state, 35 APP. 625, 34 S. W. 627.

.

When the evidence is circumstantial evidence that other persons than defend
.ant had made threats; is admissible. Murphy v. State, 36 App. 24, 35 S. W. 174.

Accused may meet the charge by showing that another, or others, committed
the offense. Wheeler v. State, 56 App. 547, 121 S. W. 166.

That deceased was in fear of a former· husband held inadmissible. Brown v.
State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 437.

36. -- Sufficiency of evidence.-Evidence held to justify conviction. Fletch
-er v. State, 62 Apop. 417, 138 S. W. 109; Lander v. State, 12 Tex. 462; Killingsworth
v. State, 23 Tex. 204; Gillmore v. State, 36 Tex. 334; Weeden v. State, 41 Tex.
84; Gilleland v. State, 44 Tex. 356; Lopez v. State, 2 App, 204; Noland v. State,
3 App. 598; Hill v. State, I) App. 2; Proffit v. State, Id. 54; Rodriguez v. State,
Id. 256; Templeton v. State, Id. 398; Bejarino v. State, 6 App. 265; Gardenhire
v. State, Id. 147; Wilson v. State, Id. 427; Evans v. State, Id. 513; Rye v. State,
-g App, 163�. 'Clark v. State, Id. 350; Ross v. State, 10 App'. 455, 38 Am. Rep. 643;
Romberg v. State, 12 App. 1; Brownlee v. State, 13 App, 255; Kemp v. State, Id .

. 561; Coffey v. State, Id. 580'; Charles v. State, Id. 658; Graves v. State, 14 App.
113; Allison v. State, Id. 402; McDonald v. State, 15 App. 493; Conner v. State,
17 APP'. 1; Bell v. State, Id. 538; Venters v. State, 18 App, 198; Lewis v. State,
Id. 401; Pierson v. State, Id. 524; Loyd v. State, 19 App. 137; Rainey v. State, 20
App, 455; Rainey v. State, Id. 473; Musick v. State, 21 App. 69, 18 S. W. 95; Smith
v. State, 22 App. 316, 3 S. W. 684; Leache v. State, 22 App. 279, 3 S. W. 539, 58
Ani. Rep. 638; Gehrke v. State, 13 Tex. 568; O'Connell v. State, 18 Tex. 343; Wall v.

State, 18 Tex. 682, 70 Am. Dec. 302; McCoy v. State, 25 Tex. 33, 78 Am. Dec. 520;
Drury v. State, 25 Tex. 45; Johnson v. State, 30 Tex. 748; Nelson v. State, 32 Tex.
71; WUson v. State, 32 Tex. 112; Holland v. State, 38 Tex. 474; Garrett v. State, 41
Tex. 530; Wilson v. State, 43 Tex. 472; Smith v. State,. Id. 643; Duebbe v. State, 1

App. 159; Singleton v. State, Id. 501; Washington v. State, Id. 647; Williams v. State,
3 App. 123; Bowen v. State, Id. 617; Powell v. State, Id. 630; Jones v. State, Id.
150; Jackson v. State, 4 App. 292; WalkeI' v. State, 6 App. 576; Coward v. State,
Id. 59; Harris v. State, Id. 97; Cordova v. State, Id. 207; Brown v. State, Id.
286; Handline v, State, Id. 348; Tuttle v. State, Id. 556; Lanham v. State, 7 App.
126; Noftsinger v. State, Id. 301; Smith v. State, Id. 414; Krebs v. State, 8 App,
1; Preston v. State, Id. 30; Howard v. State, Id. 53; Carter v. State, Id. 372; Wash
in.gton v. State, Id. 377; Tooney v. State, Id. 452; Beltram v. State, 9 App. 280';
Thomas v. State, 11 App, 315; Gaitan v. State, Id. 544; Caldwell v. State, 12 App.
:303; Scott v.. State, Id. 594; Clanton v. State, 13 App, 139; Waite v. State, Id.
169; Creswell v. State, 14 App, 1; Duran v. State, Id. 195; Bohannon v. State,
Id. �71; Stanley v. State, Id. 315; Taylor v. State, Id. 340; Davis v: State, Id. 645;
Phelps v. State, 15 App. 45; Darnell v. State, Id. 70; Williams V. State, Id. 104;
Smith v. State, Id. 139; Cavitt v. State, Id. 190; Gomez v. State, Id. 327; Ogden
v. State, Id. 454; Campbell v. State, Id. 506; Lewis v. State, Id. 647; Escareno v.

State, 16 App, 85; Spear v. State, Id. 98; Walker v. State, 17 App. 16; IChevarrio
v. State, Id. 390; Sharpe v. State, Id. 488; George v. State, Id. 513; Rhodes v.

State, Id. 579; Bryant v. State, 18 App. 107; Mendiola v. State, Id. 462; Johnson
v. State, Id. 385; Lane v. State, 19 App. 54; Adams v. State, Id. 250; Penland v.

State, Id. 365; Washington v. State, 19 App, 521, 53 Am. Rep. 387; Weaver v. State,
19 App. 548, 53 Am. Rep. 389; Thompson v. State, 19 App, 593; Kennedy v. State,
Id. 618; McInturf v. State, 20 App. 335; De Olles v. State, Id. 145; Johnson v.

State, Id. 178; Wallace v. State, Id. 360; Thornton v. State, Id. 519; Pierson v.

State, 21 App. 14, 17 S. W. 468; Smith v. State, 21 App. 277, 17 S. W. 471; Murray
v. State, 21 App. 466, 1 S. W. 522; Robinson v. State, 22 ApP'. 129, 2 S. W. 539;
Jones v. State, 22 App. 324, 3 S. W. 230; May v. State, 22 App. 595, 3 S. W. 781;
Cooper v. State, 22 App. 419, 3 S. W. 334; Cook v. State, 22 App. 511, 3 S. W. 749;
Rodriguez v. State, 23 A'PP. 503, 5 S. W. 255; Scott v. State, 23 App, 521, 5 S. W
142; McC'ullough v. State, 23 App. 620, 5 S. W. 175; Ex parte Smith, 23 App, 100,
.fi S. W. 99; Giles v. State, 23 App. 281, 4 S. W. 886; Heard v. State, 24 App. 103,
5 S. W. 846; Rather v. State, 25 App. 623, 9 S. W. 69; Murphy v. State, 28 App,
350-, 13 S. W. 141; Frizzell v. State, 30 App, 42, 16 S. W. 751; Scroggin v. State,
30 App. 92, 16 S. W. 651; Burleson v. State, 33 App, 549, 28 S. W. 198; Delgado v.

State, 34 App. 157, 29 S. W. 1070; McGill v. State, 25 App'. 499, 8 S. W. 661; Isaacs
v. State, 36 App, 505, 38 S. W. 40; Aud and Townsend v. State, 36 App, 76, 35 S.
W. 671; Gill v. State, 36 App, 589, 38 S. W. 190; Carter v. State, 39 App. 345, 46
S. W. 236, 48 S. W. 508; Morris v. State, 39 App. 371, 46 S. W. 253; Kirkpatrick
v. State, 57 App. 17, 121 S. W. 511; Singleton v. State, 57 App. 560, 124 8,. W. 92;
Thomas v. State, 57 App. 452, 125 S. W. 35; Pollard v. State, 58 App, 299, 125 S.
W. 390; Elliott v. State, 58 App. 201t, 125 S. W. 568; Robinson v. State, 58 App.
550, 126 S. w.. 276; Joseph v. State, 69 App. 82, 127 S. W. 171; Longi v. State, 59
App. 103, 127 S. v: 551, Ann. Cas. 1912A, 1244; Pratt v. State, 59 App. 167, 127 S.
W. 827; Mass v. State, 59 App. 390, 128 S. W. 394; Jenkins v. State, 59 App, 475,
128 S. W. 1113; Pratt v. State, 59 App. 635, 129 S. W. 364; Lott v. State, 6.0- App.
162, 131 S. W. 553; Butler v. State, 61 App. 133, 134 S. W. 230; Wheeler v. State,
-61 App. 527, 136 S. W. 68; Hamilton v. State, 62 App. 68, 136 S. W. 480; Boyea
v. State, 62 App. 374, 137 S. W. 116; Vela v. State, 62 App. 361, 137 S. W. 120;
Jordan v. State, 62 App. 380, 137 S. W. 133; Mansfield v. State, 62 App, 631, 138
S. W. 591; Condron v. State, 62 App. 485, 1?8 S. W. 594; Zunago v. State, 63 App.
58, 138 S. W. 713, Ann. iCas. 1913D, 665; Hargrove v. State, 63 App, 143, 140 S. W.
234; McClennan v. State, 63 App. 558, 141 S. W. 90; Villa v. State, 63 App, 537,
141 S. W. 104; Calderon v. State, 63 App. 639, 141 S. W. 251; Owens v. State, 63
App. 633, 141 S. W. 530; Jordan v . State, 64 App. 187, 141 S. W. 786; Jones v.

State, 63 App. 394, 141 S. W. 953; McCline v. State, 64 App. 19, 141 S. W. 977; John-
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son v. State, 64 :AIm. '399, 142 S. W. 589; Ryan v. State, 64 App.' 6�'8, 142 S. W. 878;
Brown'v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 265; Bailey v. State oc-, App.) 144 s. W.

996; Mitchell v. State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 1006; Burns v. State (Cr. App). 145
s. W. 356; Ex parte Martinez (Cr. 'App.) 145 s. W. 959; Henry v. State (Cr. App.)
146 s. W. 879; Smith v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 896; Lubbock v. State «(Cr.
App.) 147 s. W. 258; Rainer v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 735; ,

Burnam v. Statel
(Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 757; Harris v. State (ICr. App.) 148 s. W. 1074; Tyler v. State
(Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 1086; Rodriquez v. State (Cr. APP.) 150 s. W. 1167; Pugh
'v, State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 546; Pinson v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 656; Brock
v. State (Cr. App.) 161 s. W. 801; Wisnoski v. State (fCr. App.) 163 s. W. 316;
Decker v. State (Cr. App.) 164 s. W. 666; Powdrill v. State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W.
231; Lucas v. State (Cr. App.) 155 s. W. 627; Christie v. State (Cr. App.) 166 s.
W. 641; Beaupre v. State, 70 App, 19, 156 S. W. 626; Stanton v. State, 70 App.
519, 158 S. W. 994; Vick v. State, 71 App. 50, 159 S. W. 50; Oliver v. State, 70
App. 140, 159 S. W. 236; Heidelberg v. State, 71 App, 393, 159 S. W. 1187; Wilson
v. State, 71 App, 399, 160 S. W. 83; ICoulter v. State, 72 App. 602, 162 S. W. 885;
Thompson v. State, 72 App. 659, 163 S. W. 973; Espinoza v. State (Cr. App.) 165 s.
W. 208; Sewall v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S., W. 593; Cole v. State (Cr. App.) 166 s.
W. 929; Davis v. State (Cr. App.) 170' S. W. 726; Echols v. State (Cr. App.) 170
s. W. 786; Shamblin v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 718; Hicks v. State (Gr. App.)
171 s. W. 766; Castillo v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 788; Paschal v. State (Cr.
App.) 174 S. W. 1057; White v. State (Cr. App.) 177 s. W. 93; Satterwhite v. State
(Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 959.

.

Evidence tnsuftlclent. Pullen v. State, 28 App. 114, 12 S. W. 602; Ex parte
Henseley, 30 App. 139, 16 S. W. 761; Sherar v. State, 30 App. 350, 17 S. W. 621;
Hamby v. State', 36 T'ex. 623; Saunders v. State, 37 Tex. 710; Burnham v. State,
43 Tex. 322; Jones v. State, 4 App. 436; s. C., 7 App, 457; Cox v. State, 6 App,
493; Simms v. State, 8 App, 230; Roach v. State, 8 App. 478; Hodde v. State, Id.
383; Kemp v. State, 11 App, 175; Heacock v. State, 13 App. 97; Lovelady v. State,
14 App. 646; s. C., 17 App. 286; 'Williams v. State, 15 App. 401; Ex parte Pace,
16 App, 541; Ex parte Catney and Hammons, 17 App, 332; Hung Ah Hang v.

State, 18 App. 675; Ex parte Cochran, 20 App. 242; Ex parte Dickson, 20 App.
332; Ex parte Bryant, 21 App. 639, 2 S. W. 891; Kunde v. State, 22 App. 66, 3
S. W. 325; Ex parte Allen, 22 App, 201, 2 S. W. 688; Ex parte Kunde, 22 App.
418, 3 S. W. 332; Ex parte O'Connor, 22 App, 660, 3 8'. W. 340;, Ex parte England,
23 App. 90, 3 S. W. 714; Scott v. State, 23 App. 462, 6 S. W. 189; Ex parte Mc
Dowell, 23 App, 679, 5 S. W. 187; Loggins v. State, 32 App. 364, 24 S. W. 612;
Chapman v. State, 34 App. 27, 28. S. W. 811; Underwood v. State, 25 Tex. Supp.
389; Ake v. State, 31 Tex. 416; Barnes v. State, 41 Tex. 342; King v. ,State, 4
App. 256; Alford v. State, 8 App. 646; White v. State, 10 App, 381; Hogan v.

State, 13 App. 319; Nolen v. State, 14 App. 474, 46 Am. Rep. 247; Smith v. State,
16 App, 338; Turner v. State; 16 App, 433; Alexander v. State, 17 App. 614; Lucas
v. State, 19 App. 79; Turner v. State, 20 App.156; Holmes v. State, 20 App. 110;
Olivares v. State, 23 App. 305, 4 S. W. 003; Scott v. State, 23 App. 452, 5 S. W.
189; Milrainey v. State, 33 App. 577, 28 S. W. 537; Gill v. State, 36 App, 689, 38
S. W. 190; Huddleston v. State, 70 App, 260, 156 S. W. 1168.

In a prosecution dependent wholly upon circumstantial testimony, greater lati
tude is allowed in the presentation of evidence; but, in such cases it is not suffi
cient that the circumstances coincide with, account for, and therefore render prob
able the guilt of the defendant. They must exclude, to a moral certainty, every
other hypothesis. Lovelady v'. State, 14 App. 546; Pogue v. State, 12 App. 283;
Pharr v. State, 10 App. 485; Jackson v. State, 9 App. 1.14; Taylor v. State, 9 App.
100; Shultz v. State, 13 Tex. 401; Barnes v. State, 41 Tex. 342; Roseborough v.

State, 43 Tex. 670; Williams v. State, 41 Tex. 209; Perkins v. State, 32 'Tex. 109;
Law v. State, 33 Tex. 37; Black v. State, 1 App. 369; Hampton v. State, Id. 652;
Taylor v. State, 3 App. 170; King v. State, 34 App. 228, 29 S'. W. 1086; Spearman
v. State, 34 App. 279, 30 S. W. 229; Wheeler v. State, 66 App. 647, 121 S. W. 166;
Durfee v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 180.

The mere fact that the defendant knew where the body of the deceased was,
is not prima facie evidence of the guilt of the defendant of the homicide. Eliza
beth v. State, 27 Tex. 329.

The mere presence of the defendant at the killing will not justify his convic
tion of the homicide. Ake v. State, 31 Tex. 416.

The guilt of the defendant must be proved with such certainty as to establish
it beyond a reasonable doubt. White v. State, 36 Tex. 347; Wallace v. State, 9
AJp.p. 299; Holmes v. State, Id. 313; McNair v. State, 14 App, 78; Hackett v.

State, 13 App. 406; Dyson v. State, Id. 402.
It is never indispensable to a conviction that a motive for the commission of

crime should appear, though in cases of circumstantial evidence, the existence
or want of motive Is sometimes of great importance. Preston v. State, 8 App. 30.

Deceased, a strong healthy man, was stabbed with a knife immediately under
the left nipple. He spoke only once thereafter and died in about fifteen minutes;
held, that such facts showed conclusively that the wound was the immediate
proximate cause of his death. Thompson v. State, 38 App. 335, 42 S. w.. 974.

It is not necessary to show motive. Wynne v. State, 59 App, 117, 127 S. W. 191'(.
Circumstantial evidence considered, and held sufficient to sustain a conviction

of murder in the perpetratlon of robbery. Ridge v. State, 61 App, 214, 134 8'. W.
'732.

Evidence in a murder case held to authorize a conviction, conceding the' truth
of testimony, on alibi, as to defendant being at his home at 12:30 or 1 o'clock
on the night of the homicide. Wheeler v. State, 61 App. 527, 136 S. W. 68.

The question whether accused intended to kill deceased, or deemed her to be
another person about to attack him, held, under the evidence, for the jury. Gar
rett v. State (Cr. App.) 156 S. ·W. 251.
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Evidence held sufficient to authorize the submission to the jury of the question

whether defendant was carrying a pistol prior to the killing. Condron v. State
(Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 253.

Where, on a trial for homicide, the evidence for the state showed a cold
blooded killing, and accused's connection therewith was shown by the testimony
of an accomplice, which was corroborated, the verdict could not be disturbed,
though accused's testimony tended somewhat persuasively to show that the ktlling
was by a third person. Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 163 s. W. 75.

In a prosecution for homicide, evidence held to sustain a conviction of murder.
pursuant to a conspiracy to organize a company in Texas to invade Mexico and to
prevent decedent from giving information concerning the conspirators' unlawful
purpose. Serrato v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 1133.

One who has pleaded guilty, can not be convicted under the plea if the evi
dence to determine his punishment shows that he acted in self-defense. Harris v.

State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 975.

37. Charge.-See C. C. P. art. 735 et seq.
Evidence held to raise issue of murder. Edwards v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S.

W. 277; Windham v. State (Cr. App.) 173 S. W. 661; Stewart v. State (Cr. App.)
174 S'. W. 1077.

The court should apply the law of threats, like any other law of the case, di
rectly to the issues raised by the testimony. Askew v. State, 59 App, 152, 127 S.
W. 1037. And see Bussey v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 873.

See facts which were held to justify a charge to the effect that if one kills
another by beating in a cruel and unusual manner, it is murder with express
malice although he did not intend to kill. Duebbe v. State, 1 App. 159:.

It is never safe to depart from established authorities in giving instructions.
With reference to murder, the law has been so fully settled that the courts can

not err if they but employ in their charges the language of standard cases. Hunt
v. State, 7 App. 212.

Deceased was an officer, but there was no evidence tending to show that he
was attempting to arrest defendant at the time of the killing, a charge predicated
upon such theory was erroneous. Murphy v. State, 36 App, 24, 35 S. W. 174.

When indictment charges the killing with malice aforethought, and the crime
was committed in the perpetration of robbery, it is proper to define robbery. Wil

kins v. State, 35 App. 525, 34 S. W. 627.

Charge held sufficient as to identification of defendants. Polk v. State, 35 App.
495, 34 S. W. 633.

When there is no evidence tending to show either manslaughter or justifiable
homicide they need not be defined in the charge. Brittain v. State, 35 App, 406, 37
S. W. 758.

In the absence of evidence tending to show coercion, an instruction that if de
fendant poisoned her child at the persuasion of her mother it is no excuse; held,
correct. Carlisle v. State, 37 App, 108, 38 S. W. 991.

Where a person in an attempt to kill one, accidentally kills another, a general
charge on implied malice is not sufficient; a charge applicable to the particular
facts should be given. Howard v. State (Cr. App.) 58 S. W. 79.

Charge held to be applicable and to sufficiently submit the theory of accused.
Bass v. State, 59.App. 186, 127 S. W. 1020.

A charge that if accused "in a sudden transport of passion," aroused without
adequate cause, and not in defense of himself against an unlawful attack, shot
and killed decedent with malice aforethought, he was guilty of "murder in the
second degree," was sufficient, though it was unnecessary to use the phrase "sud
den transport of passion" or "with malice aforethought." Pratt v. State, 59 App.
635, 129 S. W. 364.

A charge that, if one in the perpetration of or in the attempt to perpetrate a

robbery upon another shall take the life of such other, he shall be guilty of mur

der, and that a murder committed under such circumstances is per se murder of
the first degree, was erroneous as authorlztng a conviction for murder in the first
degree without finding the existence of malice. Grant v. State, 60 App. 358, 132
S. W. 350.

Under the facts held that a refusal to charge that, if the killing occurred, not
on a previously formed design, but on a subsequently formed design, they should
attribute it to the latter, and not to the original, design was error. Mayhew v.

State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 229, 39 L. R., A. (N. S.) 671.
A charge that if accused killed decedent as alleged he should be convicted of

murder is erroneous as authorizing a conviction whether the killing was upon
malice, or in self-defense, or constituted manslaughter under adequate cause. Kin
caid v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 597.

The words "mitigate, excuse or justify," have a well-understood meaning, and,
in the absence of a request, it is not necessary for the court to define them, Kelly
v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 304.

.

Charge held erroneous as authorizing a conviction, though defendant may have
acted in self-defense, or been guilty of no higher offense than manslaughter, or

unintentional killing. McDowell v. State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 1049.
An instruction held not an insufficient charge on murder in the .ftrst degree,

though failing to inform the jury that the killing must be unlawful, being correct
in other particulars. Crutchfield v. State (Cr. App.) 152 s. W. 1053.

Charge held sufficient. Crutchfield v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 1053.
In a homicide case, the court Invdeftntng murder in the second degree need not

define words "tend to mitigate, excuse or justify the acts" used therein, where it
also charges fully on manslaughter and self-defense. Hendricks v. State (Cr. App.)
154 S. W. 1005.

A charge that clearly required the jury to believe beyond a reasonable doubt
that defendant did not kill deceased in self-defense, but with express malice arore-
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thought, sufficiently covered first and second degree murder. Powdl'ill v. state
(Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 231.

Malice will not be implied from all killings, viz., manslaughter and negligent
homicide; consequently, in a prosecution for homicide where there was evidence
tending to reduce the crime to manslaughter, a charge that malice will be implied
from an unlawful killing is improper. Garcia v. State, 70 App. 485, 156 S. W. 939.

Where the court, in a homicide case, after defining the different degrees Of

homicide, required the jury to find the facts, constituting each degree, to exist he

yond a reasonable doubt, and to give the defendant the benefit of a reasonable
doubt between the different degrees, it was not error to fail to charge the negative
of the facts constituting each degree. Borders v. State, 72 App. 135, 161 S. W. 483.

In the trial for murder, defendant was entitled to a charge on the degrees of
murder as they existed under the law in force when the offense was committed,
though between such time and the trial the degrees had been changed by statute.
James v. State, 72 App, 457, 163 S. W. 61.

Where defendant, in a prosecution for murder, shot deceased, while attemptmg
to recover mules that had strayed into an inclosed field belonging to deceased, and
which deceased was seeking to impound, an instruction that the running at large
of stock was prohibited, and that if defendant's mules had entered inclosed lands
leased by deceased, without his consent, deceased had a lawful right to impound
them, was not improper as being immaterial. Barnett v. State (Cr. App.) 176 S.
W.580.

An indictment alleged that R. unlawfully and with malice killed A., that ac

cused before the killing unlawfully and with malice advised, commanded, and en

couraged R. to kill M., and promised a reward and favor to him for killing M.,
and that R. while attempting to kill M. killed deceased, believing that he was

shooting at M. and thereby "by mistake" killed deceased. The court charged cor

rectly as to murder, malice, etc., and then charged that if R., with malice towards
M. and with intent to kill him, shot and killed deceased, believing that deceased
was M., and if accused prior to the commission of the offense with malice towards
M. encouraged and promised a reward to R. to kill M. and R. was thereby induced
to try to kill M., but, in trying to kill him, shot and killed deceased, believing that
he was M., accused should be found guilty of murder in the second degree. The
court further charged that if the jury believed or had a reasonable doubt that R.,
when he shot and killed deceased, knew or believed that it was some one other
than M., they should find accused not guilty, though they believed beyond a rea

sonable doubt that accused encouraged and offered R. a reward to kill M. Held,
that, though the charge did not use the word "mistake," when read as a whole it
did not authorize a conviction on proof of less or different facts than those alleged.
Cooper v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 975.

38. -- Corpus delicti.-See notes to art. 1084, ante.
39. -- Intent and malice.-Failure to explain malice aforethought is funda

mental error. Griffin v. State, 26 'App, 157, 9 S. W. 459, 8 Am. St. Rep. 460; Crook
v. State, 27 App. 198, 11 S. W. 444; Cahn v. State, 27 App, 710, 11 S. W. 723; Boyd
v. State, 28 App. 137, 12 S. W. 737; Ainsworth v. State, 29 App. 600, 16 S. W. 652;
Martinez v. State, 30 App, 129, 16 S. W. 767, 28 Am. St. Rep. 895; Callahan v. State,
80 App, 275, 17 S. W. 257; Ellis v. State, 30 App. 601, 18 S. W. 139; Smith v. State,
31 App. 14, 19 S. W. 252; G�nzales v. State, 28 App, 130, 12 S. W. 733; Angus v.

State, 29 App, 53, 14 S. W. 443; Frizzell v. State, 30 App. 42, 16 S. W. 751; Jones
v. State, 5 App. 397; Tooney v. State, ld. 163; Pha.rr v. State, 7 App, 472; Garza
v. State, 11 App. 345; Holmes v. State, ld. 223; Babb v. State, 12 App, 491; Caru
there v. State, 13.App. 339.

For a sufficient charge upon express malice, see Jordan v. State, 10 Tex. 479;
McCoy v. State, 25 Tex. 33, 78 Am. Dec. 520; Farrer v. State, 42 Tex. 271; Plasters
v. State, 1 App. 673; Cox v. State, 5 App. 493.

For other decisions discussing' charges upon implied malice, see. Perry v. State,
44 '.rex. 473; Reynolds v. State, 14 App, 427; Turner v. State, 16 App. 378; Stan
ley v. State, Id. 392; Miles v. State, 18 App. 156; Neyland v. State, 13 App, 536;
Ellison v. State, 12 App. 557; Taylor v. State, 13 App. 184; Turner v. State, 16
App, 379; Morgan v. State, 16 App. 593; Smith v. State, 19 App, 95; Whitaker v.

State, 12 App, 436.
Under the former law it was essential to explain the term implied malice, and

to distinguish this species of malice from express malice. Jones v. State, 5 App.
397; Pharr v. State, 7 App. 472; Villareal v. State, 26 Tex. 107; Shrivers v. State,
7 App. 450.

The term is sufficiently expounded to the jury by a charge which without criti
cal refinement, substantially explains its legal, in contradistinction to its ordinary
signification. If the charge limits the meaning of the term to hatred,' ill-will, or

hostility, the error is not to the prejudice, but to the advantage of the defendant.
Harris v. State, 8 App. 90.

For a sufficient charge explaining the term, see Harris v. State, 8 App. 90;
McKinney v. State, re. 626; Bramlette v. State, 21 App. 611, 2 S. W. 765, 57 Am.
Rep. 622.

For a sufficient explanation of implied malice, see Harris v. State, 8 App, 90;
Hubby v. State, Ld. 597; Douglass v. State, ld. 520; Brown v. State, 4 App. 275;
Sharp v. State, 6 App. 650.

For defective explanations of the term, see Pickens v. State, 13 App, 353; Hayes
v. State, 14 App, 330.

That express malice may be evidenced by external circumstances, is a part of
its definition, and a charge to that effect is not objectionable as being upon the

weight of evidence. Sharpe v. State, 17 App. 486; Douglass v. State, 8 App, 520.
Where the court charges fully on the necessity of malice to constitute murder,

failure to charge on malice in each instruction is not error. White v. State, 34
App. 153, 29 S. W. 1094.
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In defining "sedate and deltberate" it is error to charge that "it does not mean

that the mind must be absolutely unruffled." Gaines v. State (Cr. App.) 53 S. W.
626.

A general definition of malice aforethought is usually sufficient. Simmons v.

State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 550.
Where accused claimed that the killing was accidental, a charge which required

the jury to believe that accused fired his gun with intent to kill, and that he did

unlawfully and with implied malice shoot and thereby kill deceased, sufficiently
charges on the issue of Intent ito kill. Vick v. State, 71 App. 50, 159 S. W. 50.

Though the degrees of murder have been abolished, it is not error to define
express and implied malice. Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 360.

40. -- Degrees under former law.-For charges on degrees of murder, see

Kemp v. State, 13 App. 561; Benavides v. State, 31 -Tex. 579; Blake v. State, S

App. 581; Parker v. State, 22 App. 105, 3 S. W. 100; Jenkins v. State, 41 Tex. 128;
Plasters v. State, 1 App. 673; Garza v. State, 3 App. 286; Halbert v. State, Id. 656;
Baker v. State, 4 App. 223; Pharr v. State, 10 App. 485; West v. State, 7 App, 150;
Tooney v. State, 5 App. 163; Summers v. State, 5 App, 365, 32 Am. Rep. 573; Roach
v. State, 8 App. 478; Sh�rpe v. State, 17 App, 486; Bright v. State, 10 App. 68;
Pickett v. State, 12 App. 86; Conner v. State, 23 App, 378, 5 S. W. 189; Benevides
v. State, 14 App. 378; Hill v. State, 5 App, 2; Holden v. State, 1 App. 226; Gatlin
v. State, 5 App, 531; Edmondson v. State, 41 Tex. 496; Sanders v. State, Id. 306;
Darlington alias Garlington v. State, 40 App. 335, 50 S. W. 375; May v. State, 22

App, 595, 3 S. W. 781; Bryant v. State, 18 App. 107; Johnson v. State, Id. 385;
Jackson v. State, Id. 586; Rhodes v. State, 17 Ap�,579; Smith v. State, 15 App.
139; Darnell v. State, Id. 70; Gomez v. State, Id. 327) Davis v. State 14 App. 645;
Neyland v. State, 13 App. 536; Lum v. State, 11 App. 483; Hubby v. State, 8 App,
597; Taylor v. State, 3 App, 387; Washington v. State, 1 App. 647; O'Connell v
State, 18 Tex. 343; Boren v. State, 32 App. 637, 25 S. W. 775; Henry v. State (Cr.
App.) 30 s. W. 802; Tate v. State, 35 App. 231, 33 S. W. 121; Mitchell v. State, 36
App, 278, 33 S. W. 367, 36 S. W. 456; Howard v. State (Cr. App.) 33 S. W. 225.

Art. 1141. Punishment.-The punishment for murder shall be
death or confinement in the penitentiary for life or for any terms
of years not less than five. [Id.]

See note under preceding article.

Punishment, and assessment thereof.-The question of what penalty shall be in
flicted is peculiarly the province of the jury under the guidance of the trial court.
Calderon v. State, 63 App, 639, 141 S. W. 251.

The court on appeal may not disturb the punishment assessed by the jury with
in its discretion conferred by law, on the ground that it is excessive. Villa v.

State, 63 App, 537, 141 S. W. 104.
The death penalty may be assessed for murder committed upon implied malice,

as well as upon express malice, where the evidence, from the circumstances at
tendant upon the crime, authorizes the infliction of so severe a punishment. Subia
v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 466; Lee v. State (Cr. App.) 162 S. W. 843.

'

'I'he infliction of the death penalty for homicide is authorized under the exist
ing law. Gomez v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 711.

Under this law the jury may assess the death penalty where the evidence shows
beyond a reasonable doubt an unlawful killing with malice aforethought, whether
the malice is expressed or implied, and the court may not fix the punishment.
Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 1042.
-- Former law.-The verdict must specify the degree of murder found.

Buster v. State, 42 Tex. 315 (overruling Holland v. State, 38 Tex. 474). And see
Johnson v. State, 30 App, 419, 17 S. W. 1070, 28 Am. St. Rep. 930; Blocker v. State,
27 App, 16, 10 S. W. 439; Giles v. State, 23 App. 281, 4 S. W. 886; Isbell v. State,
31 Tex. 138; Colbath v. State, 2 App. 391; Brown v. State, 3 App, 294; Krebs v.

State, 3 App. 348; Nettles v. State, 5 App. 386; Dubose v. State, 13 App, 418; Wool
dridge v. State, Id. 443, 44 Am. Rep. 708; Sanders v. State, 18 App. 372; Armstead
v. State, 22 App, 51, 2 S. W. 627; Lopez v. State, 2 App. 204; Charles v. State, 13
App, 658; Boothe v. State, 4 App, 202; Carroll v. State, 24 App, 313, 6 S. W. 42;'
Zwicker v. State, 27 App. 539, 11 S. W. 633; Martin v. State, 36 App, 632, 36 S. W.
587, 38 S. W. 194; McCloud v. State, 37 App. 237, 39 S. W. 104; 'I'homa.s v. State,
43 App. 20, 62 S. W. 920, 96 Am. St. Rep. 834; Murray v. State. 46 App. 400, 78 S.
W. 927; Miller v. State, 58 App. 600, 126 S. W. 864; Orner v. State (Cr. App.) 143
s. W. 935; Bailey v. State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 996; Essery v. State, 72 App. 414,
163 S. W. 17; Marshall v. State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 722, L. R. A. 1915A, 526;
Roberts v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 100; Taylor v. State (Cr. App.) 169 s. W.
672.

On extent of punishment, see Frye v. State, 7 App. 94; Taylor v. State, 14 App,
340; Drake v. State, 5 App. 649; Hunt v. State, 7 App. 212; Cox v. State, 8 App,
254, 34 Am. Rep. 746; Wilson v. State, 14 App, 524; McInturff v. State, 20 App,
335; Gonzales v. State, 31 App. 508, 21 S. W. 253; Pottard V. State, 58 App. 299, 125
S. W. 390.

On effect of changes in former laws, see Walker v. State, 7 App. 245, 32 Am. Rep.
595; Simms v. State, 8 App. 230; Myers v. State, 8 App, 321; Shaw v. State, 71
App. 630, 160 S. W. 103; Johnson v. State, 72 App. 178, 161 S. W. 1098.

Under a former statute it was not essential to the validity of the verdict that
it should assess the punishment. Murray v. State, 1 App. 417; Perry v. State, 44
Tex. 473.

'

The verdict must assess the punishment. Doran v. State, 7 App. 385; Wool
dridge v. State, 13 App. 443, 44 Am. Rep. 708.

-- Amelioration of punishment, and defendant's right of election.-See art.
15 'ante, and notes.
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-- Persons not punishable capitally.-See art. 35 ante, and notes.

Verdict In general.-See C. C. P. art. 763 et seq.

Judgment and sentence.-See C. C. P. art. 853 at seq., and notes.

Art. 1142. [712] [Repealed. See Art. 1140, ante.]
See Willson's Cr. Forms, 947, 948, 956.

Art. 1143. [713] Evidence of threats and deceased's char-·.
acter admissible, when.-Where a defendant accused of murder
seeks to justify himself on the ground of threats against his own

life, he may be permitted to introduce evidence of the threats made,
but the same shall not be regarded as affording a justification for the
offense, unless it be shown that, at the time of the homicide, the
person killed by some act then done manifested an intention to exe

cute the threat so made. In every instance where proof of threats
has been made, it shall be competent to introduce evidence of the
general character of the deceased. Such evidence shall extend only
to an inquiry as to whether the deceased was a man of violent or

dangerous character, or a man of kind' and inoffensive disposition,
or whether he was such a person as might reasonably be expected
to execute a threat made. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 174.]

Threats by deceased.-When accused seeks to justify the homicide on the ground
of threats against his own life, he is permitted to introduce evidence of such
threats, whether communicated to him or not, but no threats will afford justifi
cation unless it be shown that at the time of the homicide, the person killed, by
some act then done, manifested an intention to execute the threats so made. Lo
gan v. State, 17 App, 50; Allen v. State, 17 App, 637; Miles v. Sltate, 18 App. 156;
Thomas v. State, 11 App, 315; Wall v. State, 18 Tex. 682, 70 Am. Dec. 302; John
son v. State, 27 Tex. 758; Lander v. State, 12 Tex. 462; Peck v. State, 5 App.
611; Irwin v. State, 43 Tex. 236; Stapp v. State, 1 App. 734; Carter v. State, 8 App,
372; Horbach v. State, 43 Tex. 242; Sims' v. State, 9 App. 586; Penland v. State,
19 App. 365; Howard v. State, 23 App, 265, 5 S. W. 231. S(;e, also, Dawson v.

State, 33 Tex. 491 (overruling Pridgen v. State, 31 Tex. 420); Franklin v. State,
34 App. 625, 31 S. W. 643; Lynch v. State, 24 App. 350, 6 S. W. 190, 5 Am. St. Rep.
888; Hinton's case, 24 Tex. 454; Holt's case, 9 App, 571; Huddleston v. State, 54
App. 93, 112 S. W. 64, 130 Am. st. Rep. 884; Jay v. State, 52 App. 567, 109 S. W.
131; Mitchell v. State, 50 App. 180, 96 S. W. 43; 'I'arikeraley v. State, 31 App. 595,
21 S. W. 767; Reeves v. State, 34 App. 483, 31 S. W. 382; Pratt v. State, 50 App.
227, 96 S. W. 8; McDade v. Sta.te; 27 App, 641, 11 S. W. 672, 11 Am. St. Rep. 216;
Tilmyer v. State, 58 App, 562, 126 S. W. 870, 137 Am. St. Rep. 982; Ware v. State
(Cr. App.) 152 s. W. 1074.

The exclusion of testimony to prove threats made by the deceased will not be
error when the evidence in the case shows that such threats could not have af
forded justification for the homicide. Penland v. State, 19 App, 365; Ex parte
Mosby, 31 Tex. 566, 98 Am. Dec. 547.

Where a defendant waylaid and killed the deceased, evidence of previous threats
by the deceased against the defendant, coupled with a movement on his part at
the time of the killing, as if to draw a weapon, was held to be wholly immaterial.
Ex parte Mosby, 31 Tex. 566, 98 Am. Dec. 547.

The mere expression of an opinion by the deceased that the accused was pur
suing a line of conduct which would endanger and cost him his life, was held .to be
not a threat against the life of the accused. Myers v. State, 33 Tex. 525.

It is not practicable to fix on what the act manifesting the intention of the
deceased to execute his threats shall be; but it must be some act reasonably cal
culated to induce the belief that the threatened attack has then commenced, to
be then executed, and not a mere act of preparation to execute the threats at some

other period of time, either speedy or remote. Irwin v .. State, 43 Tex. 236.
The defendant, for the purpose of showing that his apprehension of danger was

reasonable, is entitled to lay before the jury all circumstances which would go to
show the character of the threats, the intention with which they were made, and
the grounds 9.f fear on which the defendant acted, and hence evidence of previous
affrays and difflcultfes with the deceased, and of previous attacks, and threats
made by him are admissible for the defendant. Russell v. State, 11 App. 288.

It is immaterial to the defendant's right to act upon the threat, whether it was

seriously made or not, if some act was done by the deceased, which, viewed in the
light' of the threat, rendered it reasonable for the defendant to infer that the de
ceased was about to execute the threat, and the defendant did not know that the
threat was not seriously made. Wilson v. State, 18 App. 576.

Where evidence of threats could not possibly benefit the defendant, it is not
error to reject it. .Penland v. State, 19 App, 365; Allen v. State, 17 App, 637; How
ard v. State, 23 App. 265, 5 S. W. 231.

Proof of deadly threats made by the deceased against the accused, and that
the deceased was a violent and dangerous character, and that the threats and the
character of the deceased were known to the accused at the time of the homicide,
can afford no justification for homicide without proof that, at the time of the
homicide, the deceased did some act indicating a present intention to kill the ac

cused, or do him serious bodily harm. Neither the evidence adduced on the trial
nor that foreshadowed in the application for continuance laid a predicate for proof
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of threats in this case, wherefore a continuance was properly refused. Brooks v.

State, 24 App, 274, 5 S. W. 852.
Under a proper construction of this statute, the act done must manifest the

immediate intention to execute the threat so made. It was not error, therefore,
that in his charge upon this subject the trial judge interpolated the word "immedi
ate" to qualify "intention." See the opinion in extenso on the question. Lynch v.

State, 24 App. 350, 6 S. W. 190, 5 Am. St. Rep. 888.
If one accused of culpable homicide has been threatened by the deceased with

death or serious bodily injury, and such threat has, prior to the homicide, been
communicated to the defendant, and at the time of the homicide the deceased by
any act manifested an intention to execute such threat, the defendant would be
authorized to act upon appearances in resorting to any means to protect himself,
and a killing under such circumstances would be justifiable homicide. In view of
the proof in this case, the failure of the trial court to give this rule in charge to
the jury was error. Alexander v. State, 25 App. 260, 7 S. W. 867, 8 Am. St. Rep.
438. And see Harper v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 721.

The defendant having introduced evidence of threats against his life, uttered

by the deceased, a short time before the homicide, the state, over defendant's

objection, was permitted to prove that, about a year before the homicide, the de
fendant told a witness that the "threats of John Collier (deceased) did not amount
to any more than those of an old woman." Held, that objection to this proof was

properly overruled. Miller v. State, 27 App. 63, 10 S. W. 445.
Uncommunicated threats are mainly admissible in evidence in case of doubt as

to who commenced the difficulty, and who began the attack. Pitts v. State, 29 App,
374, 16 S. W. 189; Stewart v. State, 36 App. 130, 35 S. W. 985; McMillan v. State

(Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 1174; Kirkli'n v. State (Cr. App.) 164 s. W. 1016; Bankston
v. State (Cr. App.) 175 s. W. 1068.

That deceased had said he intended to have carnal intercourse with a woman

defendant afterward married is too remote to be admitted in evidence. Cockerell
v. 'State, 32 App, 585, 25 S. W. 421.

That just before the homicide defendant was told of threats made against him
by deceased is admissible. Reeves v. State, 34 App. 483, 31 S. W. 382.

That deceased had some time previous to the killing tried to get defendant to

help him kill a man, is inadmissible. Ryan v. State (Cr. App.) 35 S. W. 288.
Where deceased had made threats and had assaulted defendant before the kill

ing, it was error to exclude evidence that defendant had sent a friend to deceased
to get him to withdraw his threats and agree not to harm defendant, it being shown
that a peace bond would not have any effect. Schauer v. State (Cr. App.) 60 S.
W.251.

Where appellant testified that the deceased attacked him and that he acted in
self-defense, evidence of a conspiracy to which deceased belonged, and of threats
made by the conspirators should have been admitted. Hall v. State, 42 App. 444,
60 S. W. 770.

Threats of third persons to have deceased kill accused are inadmissible, unless
connection is shown between such persons and deceased, or there is some proof of
conspiracy between, them, or sofne evidence of their acting together therein. Pol
lard v. State, 58 App. 299, 125 S. W. 390.

Where threats alleged to have been made by decedent were communicated to
and believed by accused, accused had the legal right to act on the communicated
threats, and the fact that the threats were not made did not affect accused's legaJ
right. Lundy v. State, 59 App, 131, 127 S. ""T. 1032.

The conduct of decedent at the time of the killing, to justify accused on the
ground of threats made by decedent, must be such as to raise in the mind of ac

cused the belief that decedent was about to carry the threats into execution.
Payton v. State, 60 App. 475, 132 S. W. 127.

One is not limited in his right to "repel force with force." Duke v. State, 61
App, 19, 133 S. W. 432.

Where there was evidence that decedent intended to compel accused to leave
the county because the latter killed his dog, evidence was admissible that accused
was much alarmed and feared decedent, and contemplated leaving the county to
avoid being injured by decedent. Jackson v. State, 63 App. 351, 139 S. W. 1156.

Where accused knew of the threats made by deceased and of the cause of the
threats prior to the homicide, evidence of the reason for the threats was admissi
ble. Treadway v. State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 655.

Where the deceased has made threats against the accused, his subsequent dec
larations of pacific intent, not communicated to the accused, are not admissible.
Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 328.

Threats of themselves alone will not justify a killing, but if deceased raised
from his seat with a knife, and defendant thought he was going to carry into effect
previous threats to kill him, the right of self-defense arose. Kelly v. State (Cr.
App.) 151 S. W. 304.

Threats made by one against another with the intention of provoking a diffi
culty on that occasion would not justify the other in killing him on another and
different occasion before an act is done or word spoken. Kelly v. State (Cr. App.)
151 s. W. 304.

Where accused, relying on self-defense, had been informed of the fact that his
life had been threatened by decedent, and he acted on that information when firing
the fatal shot, the jury must view the case from his standpoint, and not from the
standpoint as to whether the threats were or were not made. Robbins v. State,
70 App, 52, 155 S. W. 936.

-

Where a defendant has testified that the deceased was approaching her with a

knife, saying that he was going to kill her, evidence of recent attempts by the
deceased to kill or inflict serious injury upon her was admissible as bearing on her

good faith in claiming that she then feared she would be killed. Clay v. State, 70
App. 451, 157 S. W. 164.
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Threats by deceased to take accused's life were properly admitted as tending to
shed light on his actions; there being a sharp conflict as to who was the ag
gressor. Flores v. State, 70 App, 232, 162 S. W. 883.

Where there was a sharp conflict as to which party was the aggressor, and
accused introduced proof that deceased had threatened to take his life, accused's
remarks shortly before the killing, showing ill will, and that accused was not
afraid, were properly admitted. Flores v. State, 72 App. 232, 162 S. W. 883.

Where accused's evidence of communicated threats is denied, the question is
whether or not accused had been told that threats had been made by deceased
against him and he so believed, and not whether the threats had actually been
made. Eads v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 145.

Threats by deceased, whether communicated to defendant or not, are admissi
ble to explain the acts and conduct of the deceased at the time of the homicide.
Harper v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 721.

As to conditional threats, see Gilleland v. State, 44 Tex. 356; Knowles v. State,
31 App. 383, 20 S. W. 829; Slade v. State, 29 App. 381, 16 S. W. 253.

For other decisions on the subject of threats in murder cases, see Allen v.

State, 24 App. 216, 6 S. W. 187; Tillery v. State, 24 App, 251, 5 S. W. 842, 5 Am.
St. Rep. 882; Howard V.' State, 25 App. 686, 8 S. W. 929; Ball v. State, 29 App.
107, 14 S., W. 1012; Bonner v. State, 29 App, 223, 15 S. W. 821. And see Reed v.

State, 32 App, 25, 22 S. W. 22; .Jennings v. State, 60 App, 421, 132 S. W. 4.73;
Kemper v. State, 63 App, 1, 138 S. W. 1025; McMillan v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W.
1174; Lamb v. State (Cr. App.) 169 s. W. 1158.

Where evidence was admitted that deceased had said he was going to kill de

fendant, which threats were communicated to defendant, it was error to refuse to
permit evidence that deceased at the same time said it would not be the first man

he had killed, as he had killed one in Oklahoma. Hammons v. State (Cr. App.)
177 s. W. 493.

Defendant having introduced evidence of uncommunicated threats of deceased
against him, as bearing on the acts and conduct of deceased at the time of the
homicide, as permissible where self-defense is in issue, the state, to rebut such
evidence, may introduce evidence of statements of deceased, uncommunicated to
defendant, made after the threats, and just before the homicide, to show a changed
state of mind. Howe v. State (Cr. App.) 177 s. W. 497.

-- Threats against otfiers.-It is not permissible to prove threats made by
deceased against another person than the defendant. Drake v. State, 5 App. 649;
Talbert v. State, 8 App. 316. But see Slade v. State, 29 App. 381, 16 S. W. 253.

Threats by the deceased against some other person than the defendant can not
justify the homicide. Talbert v. State, 8 App. 316.

Testimony as to a conversation with decedent some 30 minutes before the killing,
in which he made threats against accused's brother, but did not mention accused,
was not admissible. Spencer v. State, 59 App, 217, 128 S. W. 118.

Threats by deceased against one other than accused are inadmissible, where
accused had never heard of any such threats. Echols v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S.
W.786.

Evidence of threats of the deceased that he would kill one jOintly charged with
the defendant with killing, deceased was not admissible on the trial of defendant
alone; it not being shown that he had knowledge of such threats. Hammons v.

State (Cr. App.) 177 s. W. 493.
Threats by assaulted party.-The rules governing the admissibility of threats

made by deceased, and of the character of the deceased, are also applicable in pros
ecutions for assault with intent to murder.

.

Bingham v. State, 6 App, 169; Smith
v. State. 55 App. 628, 118 S. W. 146; Bussey v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 873.

On proof of threats by the prosecutor, the state may prove his general good rep
utation for peace. Darnell v. State, 58 App. 585, 126 S. W. 1122; Rhea v. State, 37
App. 138, 38 S. W. 1012, following Horbach v. State, 43 Tex. 242.

The character of the injured party, and threats made by him, are immaterial,
'unless they might have influenced the defendant's act. Henderson v. State, 12
Tex. 525; Murray v. State, 36 Tex. 642.

General reputation of prosecutor for being a dangerous man, at a time sub
'sequent to time' of alleged offense, not admissible. Burks v. State, 40 App, 170, 49
S. W. 389.

Threats against defendant's life by prosecutor may be proved, but such proof
is not a justification unless prosecutor by some act manifested an intent to exe

cute the threats. Darnell v. State, 58 App, 585, 126 S. W. 1122.

Character of deceased or person assaulted.-It is never competent for the prose
cution in the first instance to prove that the person slain was of .good or peace
able character. Such evidence, however, may be introduced by the prosecution in
rebuttal, when the opposite has been testified to in behalf of the defense or

where the defendant seeks to justify the homicide on the ground of threats
.made by the deceased. Russell v. State, 11 App, 288; Graves v., State, 14 App, 113;
Irwin v. State, 43 T'ex. 236; Brooks v. State, 24 App. 274, 5 S. W. 852; Johnson v.

'State, 28 App. 17, 11 S. W. 667; Chalders v. State, 30 App. 160, 16 S. W. 903, 28
Am. St. Rep. 899; Horbach v. State, 43 Tex. 243; Dorsey v. State, 34 Tex. &51; Rob
erts v. State, 5 App. 141; Williams v. State, 14 App. 102, 46 Am. Rep. 237; Moore
v. State, 15 App. 1; Branch v. State, Id. 96; Creswell v, State, 14 App. 7; Miers
v. State, 34 App, 161, 29 S. W. 1074, 53 Am. St. Rep. 705; Cornelius v. State,
54 App. 173, 112 S. W. 1050; Arnwine v. State, 50 App, 477, 99 S. W. 97; Hunter v.

State, 54 App. 224, 114 S. W. 124, 130 Am. St.' Rep. 887; Nelson v. State (Cr. App.)
,58 s. W. 108; .Jirou v. State, 53 App, 18, 108 S·. W. 656; Canon v. State, 59 App.
398, 128 S. W. 141; Blocker v. State, 61 App. 413, 135 S. W. 130; Edwards v. State,
61 App, 307, 135 S. W. 540; Williams v. State, 61 App. 356, 136 S. W. 771; Williams
v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 7163; Hysaw v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. WI- 941; Wil
son v. State, 70 App. 355, 156 S. W. 1185.
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Where there is evidence tending to show that in committing the homicide the
defendant acted in self-defense, or under the reasonable apprehension that his life
was in danger, or that he was in danger of some serious bodily harm, by reason of
some act of deceased, then done, indicating an intention to kill or do serious'
bodily harm, or that he acted under the impulse of passion, without delibera
tion, he is entitled to prove, in explanation, extenuation, or justification of his
acts, the general character of the deceased, as being that of a violent and dan
gerous man, or his general character in any other respect which would tend to
detenmine the grade of the homicide by showing the intent actuating the defend
ant in its commission. Williams v. State, 14 App, 102, 46 Am. Rep. 237; Moore
v. State, 16 App, 1. Such evidence is only admissible when it is shown that at
the time of the homicide the deceased did some act indicating his purpose then
to take the life of the defendant, or do him serious bodily harm. Creswell v.

State, 14 App. 1; Moore v. State, 15 App, 1; Stevens v. State·, 1 App. 591; Rob
erts v. State, 5 App. 141; Hudson v. State, 6 App. 565, 32 Am. Rep. 593; Horbach
v. State, 43 Tex. 242; Irwin v. State, Id. 236; Evers v. State, 31 App. 318, 20 S.
W. 744, 18 L. R. A. 421, 37 Am. St. Rep. 811. Or when the circumstances of the case
raise a doubt as to whether the defendant committed the homicide in self-defense.
West v. State, 18 App, 640; Creswell v. State, 14 App. 1.

Evidence of the details of deceased's difficulties with others is inadmissible.
Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 733; Flores v. State, 72 App. 232, 162 S.
W. 883; Harper v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 721; Echols v. State (Cr. App.) 170
s. W. 786.

It is not competent for the defendant to prove that the general character of the
deceased for honesty was bad. Plasters v. State, 1 App. 673.

The defense having proved that deceased was a man of violent and dangerous
character, and the state having adduced contrary evidence, it was held that the
defendant was entitled to introduce the records of another court to show that the
deceased had at one time been convicted of manslaughter. Brunet v. State, 12
App.621.

If the character of the deceased could not have affected the conduct of the
defendant, evidence to prove such character is inadmissible. Henderson v. State,
12 Tex. 525; Grissom v. State, 8 App. 38161.

An inquiry as to character must be limited to the general reputation of the
deceased in the community of his residence, or where he is best known, and the
witness must speak from this knowiedge of his gener-al character, and not from
his own individual opinion. Brownlee v. State, 13 App, 255; Marshall v. State,
6 App, 273; Roach v. State, 41 Tex. 261; Spangler v. State, 41 App. 424, 55 S.
W.328.

The general character referred to means the general character of the deceased
as a dangerous and violent man, or his general character in any other respect that
would tend to determine the grade of the homicide by showing the intent actuat
ing the defendant in its commission. Williams v. State, 14 App. 102, 46 Am.
Rep. 237.

The rule laid down in Horbach v. State, 43 Tex. 242, defining the circumstances
under which proof of the general character of the deceased may be put in evi
dence by a defendant upon a trial for ,murder, cannot be restricted to the one
act of seemingly attempting to draw a pistol or .other weapon. The reason of the
rule applies with equal force to any act reasonably indicating a present purpose
on the part of the deceased to kill, or do some serious bodily injury to the defend
ant. Branch v. State, 15 App. 96.

The defendant having proved acts of the deceased at the time of the homi
cide reasonably indicating danger 'to the defendant, and having also shown that
the deceased was a violent, dangerous man, it was held that the defendant was en

titled to further prove that the deceased carried deadly weapons about his per
son. Lilly v. State, 20 App. 1. See, also, Horbach v. State, 43 Tex. 242.

Independent of general reputation as to the character of the deceased, the de
fendant has the right to "prove 'that he had received information of deceased's
character from other sources. Childers v. State, 30 App, 160, 16 S. W. 903, 28
Am. St. Rep. 899. And see, also, on the subject, Brooks v. State, 24 App. 274,
6 S. W. 852; Johnson v. State, 28 App. 17, 11 S. W. 667; Walker v. State, 28 App,
603, 13 S. W. 860.

Evidence of the general reputation of deceased, acquired after the homictde,
held, properly excluded. Skaggs v. State, 31 App, 563, 21 S. W. 257.

To show that he drew his pistol in self-defense, a witness testified that he
knew defendant to be a professional pugilist and the champion of his class at the
time defendant made the assault. Warren v. State, 31 App. 573, 21 S. W. 680.

Proof of general reputation of deceased and that defendant knew of such repu
tation is admissible. Jones v. State, 38 App. 87, 40 S. W. 807, 41 S. W. �'38.

Evidence that deceased was not in the habit of carrying pistol or of using
profane language not admissible. McCandless v. State, 42 App. 58, 57 S. W. 672.

It is not admissible to show deceased's character by isolated facts. Nelson v,
State (Cr. App.) 58 s. W. 108.

After proof of communicated threats, the State may prove the good character of
deceased, but not so as to uncommunicated threats. Arnwine v. State, 50 App.
264, 96 S. W. 4.

Where there is evidence of threats made by deceased and communicated to de
fendant, and evidence tending to show justification on part of defendant, testimony
of character is admissible on either side. Menefee v. State, 50 A,pp. 249, 97 S.
W.487.

There is no error in excluding evidence not showing of what offense deceased
had been convicted, or that it was one bearing on his character for peace or vio
lence. Pollard v. State, 58 App. 299, 125 S. W. 390.

'l'he general character of deceased or the injured person may be proved, to show
that defendant was justified in believing himself in danger of losing his life or of
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sustaining serious bodily injury from deceased or the injured person. Daniels v.

State, 58 App. 569, 126 S. W. 1153.
Accused testified that decedent attacked him without excuse, and swore he

would cut him, and also testified that decedent had told him of how he had used
his knife in various difficulties. Held, that accused could prove that decedent
had assaulted others without apparent excuse, and on the morning of the killing
had without excuse attacked two others with a knife. Spencer v. State, 59 App.
217, 128 S. W. 118.

"

Where there was no evidence showing that decedent was doing anything when
he was killed, testimony as to decedent's reputation as a quarrelsome and violent
man was offered, such testimony was properly excluded. Spencer v. State, 59
App. 217, 128 S. W. 118.

It was proper to exclude showing by one accused of assault with intent to mur

der that the assaulted person was quarrelsome and overbearing in his manner,
turbulent, and dictatorial, especially in church matters; accused being permitted
to prove the assaulted person's general 'reputation, and to show that he had more

trouble than the average man, etc. York v. State, 64 App. 153, 142 S. W. 8.
In a prosecution for assault to murder a police officer, defendant was entitled to

prove the officer'S general reputation as being a violent and dangerous man, but
could not prove that the officer had assaulted other parties at various times, and
had kIlled one man within the preceding five years, for which he had never been
indicted. Lacoume v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 626.

Evidence of a previous difficulty, in which deceased had committed a violent
assault on another, and of which it was not shown defendant had any knowledge,
was inadmissible. Lubbock v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 258.

Accused may show that he knew of his personal knowledge and from hearsay
of several attacks made by decedent on third persons and that he had almost
killed a person, to explain his condition of mind at the time of the homicide.
Smith v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 699.

Where decedent and accused had quarrels and fights, and accused, on decedent
getting the best of it, cut ,decedent with a pocketknife, inflicting fatal wounds,
and it was not shown that decedent had made any threats against accused, evi
dence of decedent's good reputation as a peaceable and law-abiding man was in
admissible. Dawson v. State, 70 App, 8, 155 S. W. 266.

Evidence that deceased had been previously seen to carry a pistol, but not on

the day or at the time of the .alleged hcmlcide, was inadmissible. Hysaw v,

State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 941.

,
Isolated acts showing that deceased is a dangerous man are inadmissible, in

the absence of proof of knowledge thereof on the part of accused at the time of
or prior to the dlfflculty. Smith v. State, 70 App. ,6'2, 156 S. W. 214. But see

Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 310.
Where accused claimed that he mistook deceased for A., with whom he had had

trouble and for whom he had been warned to look out as he was armed and like
ly to kill him, the state was properly 'permitted to prove that A>s reputation as

a .peaceable law-abiding citizen was good. Wilson v. State, 70 App. 355, 156 S. W.
1185.

Evidence of knowledge or information brought home to accused concerning the
prior difficulty between his brothers and deceased held admissible. Sorrell v. State
(Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 299.

'

Where, there was no offer to prove that, prior to the killing, decedent's wife
had informed accused that her husband had served a two-year term in the pen
itentiary, accused was not entitled to prove such fact by decedent's wife. Shaw
v, State, 72 App. 114, 161 S. W. 963.

Where accused, for the purpose of showing that deceased, a deputy sheriff,
was a violent and dangerous ma.n, introduced testimony that on one occasion he
assaulted a witness, the state was properly permitted to prove that the witness
was drunk and disorderly, that deceased acted simply as an officer in trying to
quiet him. Flores v. State, 72 App, 232, 162 S. W. 883.

Where the defense was permitted to prove a statement by deceased that he
would break accused's neck, though not communicated to accused, the state
was properly permitted to show deceased's reputation as a peaceable, law-abiding
citizen. Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 163 S. W. 964.

Where defendant claimed that he shot deceased in self-defense, he was entitled
to show that deceased was a violent and dangerous man by proof of his general
reputation, but if defendant's state of mind at the time of the killing was also in
issue, he might then show specific communicated acts of violence on deceased's
part. Bullock v. State (Cr. App.) 165 s. W. 196.

W'here accused is entitled to show specific communicated acts of violence on

deceased's part, the state may inquire into particulars of such acts to show that
deceased was justified; and to rebut the claim that deceased was a violent and
dangerous person. Bullock v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 1916; Hysaw v. State
(Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 941.

But where evidence of decedent's acts is confined to those committed at the
very time of the killing, Which are res gestee thereof, and they show him to be
a violent and dangerous man, the state cannot rebut such evidence by proof of
his reputation in those respects. Bullock v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 196.

The state may rebut evidence that deceased had been indicted for murder
by showing that he was acquitted, and that he did not participate in the killing;
although the detadls of the prosecution are inadmissible. Johnson v. State (Cr.
App.) 167 S. W. 733.

Where accused claimed that he killed in self-defense, and testified that be
cause of his knowledge of the numerous difficulties in which deceased had been
engaged he regarded him as a dangerous man, the state may introduce evidence
to show deceased's general reputation was that of a peaceable, law-abiding citi
zen. Johnson v, State (Cr. App.) 167 s. W. 733.
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In a prosecution for manslaughter, where the defendant attacked the charac
ter of deceased as a peaceable citizen by testifying that certain persons told him
that deceased was as bad a man as there was in that neck of the woods and
would need to be watched, evidence supporting the character of deceased was ad
missible on behalf of the state. Ghent v. State (Cr. App.) 176 S. W. 566.

In a prosecution for murder, where the wife of deceased denied on cross-ex

amination that she had told defendant that deceased was of a violent disposition,
and that she at one time had kept him from killing her father, and defendant and
his family testified that she had so told them, evidence by the father in rebut
tal thereof was admissible. Barnett v. State (Cr. App.) 176 s. W. 580 .

.

Where defendant, in a prosecution for murder, has introduced evidence that de
ceased had been engaged in difficulties in another state, as bearing on his char
acter and disposition, evidence as to his general reputation in such other state is
admissible in rebuttal. Barnett v. State (Cr. App.) 176 S. W. 580.

In a prosecution for murder, where defendant has pleaded self-defense and
defense of his! wife, based on threats, the general character of deceased as a vio
lent and dangerous man, or a man of kind and inoffensive disposition, is admissi
ble. Barnett v. State (Cr. App.) 176 S. W. 580.

In a prosecution for murder, after the introduction of evidence that deceased
had made threats against defendant, proof of the general reputation of deceased
as a peaceful and law-abiding citizen was admissible. Barnett v. State (Cr. App.)
176 s. W. 582.

Charge.-Where the issue of threats of deceased is raised the court should
charge this article. Knight v. State, 55 App. 243, 116 S. W. 62; Armsworthy v.

State, 48 App, 413, 88 S. W. 217.
The charge of the court is erroneous in that the instruction relating to the

threats uttered by the deceased against the accused is disconnected from that
portion of the charge which relates to self-defense, whereas it should have formed
a part of the instruction on the law of self-defense, and should have been given
in immediate connection with that issue. See the opinion in extenso on the sub
ject. Tillery v. State, 24 App. 251, 5 S. W. 842, 5 Am. St. Rep. 882; M'dtchell v.

State, 50 App, 180, 916, S. W. 43; Burnam v. State, 61 App. 51, 133 S. W. 1045;
Ayers v. State, 62 App. 428, 137 S. W.1146; Mayhew v. State (Cr. App.), 144 s. W.
229, 39 D. R. A. (N. S.) 671; Maclin v. State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 951; Ware v.
State (Cr. App.) 152 s. W. 1074. See, also, Lyons v. State, 71 App, 189, 159 S. W.
1070.

Where the only threats made were made during the difficulty, it was not neces

sary to charge on the law of threats. Wilson v. State, 71 App. 399, 160 S. W. 83;
Belcher v. State, 71 App. 646, 161 S. W. 459; Francis v. State (Cr. App.) 17'5 s.
W.705.

.

It was held error to instruct the jury that there must have been "an effort,
or demonstration to execute the threats" by the deceased in order to justify the
defendant's action. Miles v. State, 18 App. 156.

.

Inasmuch as the so-called threat in this case was both conditional and had
never been communicated to the defendant at the time of the homicide, the court
properly refused to charge on threats. Knowles v. State, 31 App. 383, 20 S. W.
829.

Instructions as to the consideration to be given to uncommunicated threats,
held proper. Trotter v. State, 37 App, 468, 36 S. W. 278.

Where charge upon threats is given it should be in affirmative form and not
negative. Sebastian v. State, 42 AP'P. 84, 57 S. W. 821.

It is error for charge to limit consideration of threats communicated to ac

cused for the purpose of ascertaining the intent of deceased. Sebastian v. State,
42 App. 84. 57 S. W. 821.

The law does not define what "overt act" is necessary, and it is error for the
court to limit the right of self-defense to any particular act or the deceased. If
threats enter into the question an appropriate charge must be given presenting
that phase, and the law does not require an actual attempt to execute the threat,
before the demonstration to execute the threat can be relied upon. Any act of
the deceased which the accused may have believed evidenced an intention to
carry his threats into executton would be basts for his action on the theory of
self-defense. Swain v. State, 48 App. 98, 86 S. W. 338; Graves v. State, 58 App,
42, 124 8'. W. 676.

A charge which says: Some overt act which was Calculated to induce the belief
and which did induce the belief in the mind of the accused, reviewing the facts
from the defendant's standpoint at the time, etc., was improper. It is best to
follOW the language of the statute and not try to improve on it. The jury might
not have understood what an overt act meant. Clark v. State, 51 App. 519, 102 S.
W. 1138.

Wllere just immediately before the killing deceased said, in reply to defend
ant's question whether he was drunk or craev, that if defendant even thought he
was drunk or crazy he would kill him, it is not required that the court charge
threats under this article. Rice v. State, 51 App. 255, 103 S. W. 1156.

It is error for the court to charge that the jury must believe in the defendant's
reasonableness of belief that deceased intended to inflict death or serious bodily
injury, and to consider the strength of the parties and any real or apparent at
tempt of deceased to draw OT use a knife or other deadly weapon before he could
take advantage of this statute. The court should not go beyond the words of the
statute. Lockhart v. State, 53 App. 589, 111 S. W. 1024.

Where there was evidence of threats before the killing, but not communicated
to defendant, and evidence of threats at time of killing, there was no need to

give substance of this article in charge to jury. Dobbs v. State, 54 App. 550, 113
S. W. 925.
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Under this article charge in a prosecution for assault with intent to murder
that if the party assaulted had made threats against the life of defendant, and
when they met made a movement with his right hand as if to draw a weapon
and used threatening language toward the defendant, causing him to have rea

sonable apprehension of death or serious bodily Injury at the hands of the party
assaulted, defendant had a right to use all necessary force to defend himself, was

erroneous, since the statute does not define what acts shall justify the threatened
.party in using force to defend himself, and the court is not authorized to do so.

Graves v. State, 58 App. 42, 124 S. "'V\.T. 676.'
Charge on threats should apply the law of threats to serious bodily injury as

well as the law of threats to take life. Lundy v. State, 59 App. 131, 127 S. W.
1032.

Where the evidence of threats was confined to threats by decedent to kill ac

cused or his son, a charge on self-defense, limiting the evidence to threats to kill
accused or his son, as affecting the right of self-defense, was proper. Owens v,

State, 63 App, 633, 141 S. W. 530.
It was not error to omit to instruct on uncommunicated threats, where it be

came an unimportant issue as to who began the dlfftculty, on proof that decedent
abandoned it, and was shot in the back while leaving the place. Lancaster v.

State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 307.
.

Refusal to charge that threats by deceased not communicated to accused should
'be considered held proper. Garver v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 746.

Where accused provoked the conflict a refusal to charge on the effect of un

communicated threats was harmless. Carver v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 746.
It was proper to refuse to instruct that, to excuse accused's acts, it was not

necessary that any threats by decedent were seriously made, if accused deemed
them serious, where all threats testified to were seriously made, if made. Burnam
v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 757.

Where accused testified to threats by deceased made to him personally and
others communicated to him by third persons, it was proper for the court to
present the question of threats from both viewpotnts. Williams v. State (Cr.
App.) 148 8'. W. 763.

,"'VI.There there is no pertinent or forcible evidence on the question of uncom

municated threats, and the evidence, if any, is weak, trivial, and remote, the
refusal of an instruction thereon is proper. Summers v. State (Cr. App.) 148
s. W.774.

A separate charge on threats in presenting the issue of self-defense held un

necessary. Johnson v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 733.
Where the evidence did not show that deceased made any threat against de

fendant, no charge on threats was called for. Hicks v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W.
755. �

Charge on threats by deceased, approved. Powell v. state, 28 App. 393, 13 S.
W. 599; Self v. State, 28 App. 398, 13 8'. W. 602; Lewis v. State, 59 App. 51, 126
S. W. 1137; Payton v. State, 60' App. 475, 132 S. W. 127; Edwards v, State, 61
App, 307, 135 S. W. 540; Shed v. State (CT. App.) 153 S. W. 125; Brookins v.

State, 71 App. 101, 158 8'. W. 521.
See case in which the court limited the right of self-defense as based alone

upon threats, and acts manifesting an intention to execute them, and which was

defective in failing to rurther instruct as to self-defense based upon reasonable
appearance of danger. Nalley v. State, 30 App. 456, 17 S. W. 1084. See, also,
Lynch v. State, 24 App, 350, ,6 S. W. 190, 5 Am. St. Rep. 888; Crook v. State, 27
App. 198, 11 S. W. 444; Green v. State, 27 App. 244, 11 8'. W. 114; Smith v, State;
31 App. 14, 19 S. W. 252.

Facts held to call for a charge on threats as affecting self-defense. Young v;
Sotate, 61 App. 303, 135 S. W. 127; Jackson v. State, 63 App. 351, 139 S. W. 1156�
Lee v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 701{i; Montgomery v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W:
813; Smith v, State, 7(j App. 62, 156 S. W. 214; Rutherford v. State (Or. App.) 164
s. W. 383.

.

Threats against deceased as evidence of malice.-See notes to art. 1140, ante;
Art. 1144. [714] [Repealed. See art. 1140, ante.]
See Willson's Cr. Forms. 947, 948.

MURDER BY MOB VIOLENCE
Laws 1897, S. S�, ch. 13, relating to the taking of life by mob violence was held

, unconstitutional in Augustine v. State, 41 App, 59,. 52 S. W. 77, 96 Am. St. Rep,
765, and was omitted from the revised penal code.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

..
OF DUELING

Art.
1145. Dueling, etc., how punished.

Art.
1146. Homicide in, murder in the first

degree.

Article 1145. [7151 Dueling, etc., how punished.-Any person
who shall, within this state, fight. a duel with deadly weapons;
or send or acceI?t a challenge to fight .a duel with deadly weapons,
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either within the state or out of it, or who shall act as a second,
or knowingly aid or assist in any manner those thus offending,
shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction, shall be
punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less than two nor

more than five years.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 517-522.

Charge.-Charge on fighting a duel held not authorized by the facts. Guerrero
V. State, 39 App. 662, 47 S. W. 655.

Art. 1146. [716] Homicide in, murder in first degree.-If, in
any duel hereafter fought in this state, either of the combatants
be killed, or receive a wound from which he afterwards dies with
in three months, the survivor shall be deemed guilty of murder
in the first degree and be punished accordingly.

See arts. 1140, 1141, abolishing the degrees of murder.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 516.

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING· TO HOMICIDE
Art.
1147. Means or instruments used must

be considered.
1148. If injury be done in a cruel man

nero

Art.
1149. If in sudden passion not with

deadly weapon.
1150. If evil or cruel disposition be ex

hibited.

Article 1147. [717] Means or instruments used must be con

sidered.-The instrument or means bv which a homicide is com

mitted are to be taken into consideration in judging of the intent
of the party offending; if the instrument be one not likely to pro
duce death, it is not to be presumed that death was designed, un

less, from the manner in which it was used, such intention evi
dently appears.

See arts. 51 and 1106, ante.
Cited, Luttrell V. State, 70 App. 183, 157 S. W. 157; Paschal v. State (Cr. App.)

174 S. W. 1057.

Deadly weapan.-A deadly weapon is one, which in the manner used is likely to
produce death or great bodily harm. McReynolds V. State, 4 App. 327; Coney V.

State, 2 App, 62; Key v. State, 12 App. 506; Wilson v. State, 15 App, 150; Hilliard
V.· State, 17 App. 210; Howard: v. State, 18 App, 348; Skidmore v. State, 43 Tex.
93; McDowell V. State, 55 App. 596, 117 S. W. 831; Pierce V. State, 21 App.. 540, 1
S. W. 463; Peacock v. State, 52 App, 432, 107 S. W. 346; Briggs v. State, 6 App,
144; Witty v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 229.

A pocketknife with a blade from 2 to 272 inches long is not per se a deadly
weapon. Reeves v. State (Cr. App.) 168 s. W. 860; Price V. State, 60 App, 91,
131 S. W. 319; Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 310.

The testimony of medical witnesses as to the deadly character of the weapon
used is competent evidence. Waite v. State, 13 App. 169; Banks V. State, Id. 182;
Thompson V. State, 24 App. 383, 6 S. W. 296. But see Ward v. State, 70 App. 393,
159 S. W. 272.

Wlhether it is a deadly weapon is a matter of proof and depends, in some cases,
on the manner of its use. Hunt V. State, 6 App. 663; Pier.ce v. State, 21 App.
640, 1 S. W. 463; Jenkins v. State, 30 App. 379, 17 S. W. 938.

A pistol used to strike with is not per se a deadly weapon; its character as

such must be shown by evidence thereof or by the injury inflicted. Stephenson
V. State, 33 App. 162. 25 S. W. 784.

The injuries themselves may be proof of the deadly character of the weapon
Where its character is not shown definitely by the evidence. Walters v. State, 37
App. 388. 35 S. W. 652.

The jury may infer the intent to kill where the weapon was a deadly one.

Franklin v. State, 37 App. 113, 38 S. W. 802, 1016.
One need not be an expert to testify that a crowbar, 50 inches long and weigh

ing 11 pounds, is a deadly weapon in the hands of a boy 15 years old. Ashley V.

State, 58 Ap.p. 420, 126 S. W. 589..
A pistol, used .as a firearm, is a "deadly weapon." Hartfield v. State, 61 App.

516, 134 S. W. 1180.
To' permit the jury to determine whether the knife used was a deadly weapon,

though there was no evidence stating in terms that it was a deadly weapon held
not error. Luttrell V. State, 70 App, 183, 157 S. W. 157.

Evidence held to authorize a finding that a knife with which accused killed
decedent was a deadly weapon. Stewart v. State, 71 App. 237, 158 S. W. 996.

, Where the state claimed that defendant killed deceased with a 45-caliber pistol
used as a. club, which was offered in evidence, identified, and admitted to belong
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to accused, the court having properly defined the term·"deadly weapon," whether
the pdstol as so used was a deadly weapon was for the' jury. Girtman v. State

(Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 1008.
.

A carving knife, the handle of which was 514 inches long, the blade 9%, inches
long, 11/7 inches wide at the butt, and tapering to a point and weighing 7 ounces,
was a deadly weapon per se. Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 1110.

Where a knife with which an assault has been committed had been identified,
evidence of the county attorney as to its length, breadth, and weight, and that it
was a deadly weapon, was admissible. Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 1110.

A 32-caliber rifle, fired at a person from 75 to 100 yards away, is a deadly
weapon as a matter of law, and on a trial for assault to murder it is proper to
refuse to submit to the jury the question whether the weapon is a deadly weapon.
Catlett v. State (Cr. App.) 169. S. W. 673.

Weapon or means used as evidence of Intent.-Se·e art. 51, ante.
Means or instruments used must be considered. Nichols v. State, 24 App, 137,

6 S. W� 661; Boyd v. State, 28 App, 137, 12 S. W. 737; Bean v. State, 25 App. 346,
8 S. W. 278. And see Gatlin v. State, 5 App, 531; Gaitan v. State, 11 App, 544;
Fitch v. State, 37 App. 500-, 36 S. W. 584; Hardy v. State, 36 App, 400, 37 S. W.

434; Betts v. State, 60 App. 631, 133 S. W. 251; Crutchfield v. State (Cr. App.)
152 S. W. 1053; Dawson v. State, 72 App. 68, 161 S. W. 469.

Where a deadly weapon is used in a deadly manner, the presumption of intent

to kill is practically conclusive, but, if the weapon be not dangerous or be not used
in a deadly manner, then the intent must be established by the facts. Grant v.

State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 929; Martinez v. State, 35 App. 386, 33 S. W. 970; Mc
Dowell v. State, 55 App, 596, 117 S. W. 831; Johnson v. State, 42 App, 377, 60 S. W.

48; Washington v. State, 53 App, 480, 110 S. W. 751, 126 Am. St. Rep. 800; Crow
v. State, 55 App. 200, 116 S. W. 53, 21 L. R. A. (N. S.) 497; Betts v. State, 57 App,
389, 124 S. W. 424,; Williams v. State, 57 App. 492, 123 S. W. 1110; Thomas v. State,
67 App, 452, 125 S. W. 35.

When one uses an instrument calculated to produce death in a way to produce
such a result the law presumes that the party intends to kill; but the homicide
would not be presumed to be murder upon express malice, but express malice must

be proved aliunde. Murray v. State, 1 App. 417.
On the issue of intent the character of the weapon used and the manner of its

use may be proved. Hatton v. State, 31 App. 586, 21 S. W. 679.
When the homicide is not committed in the commission of a felony and no

evil disposition is shown, there must have been an intent to kill to constitute mur

der, and the intent cannot be inferred from the killing with a stick two inches

in diameter and four feet long. Fitch v. State, 37 App, 500, 36 S. W. 584.
When a person uses an instrument from which any . reasonable person knows

that death may result, and death does result, the law presumes that death was

intended. Ford v. State, 64 App. 14, 142 S. W. 6.
The state was properly permitted to show that the knife used by accused had

been recently sharpened, and had on the blade, next the handle, dust from a whet
stone, as tending to show that the assault was premeditated; the parties having
agreed to meet, as they did, to try and adjust matters. York v. State, 64 App. 153,
142 S. W. 8.

Testimony of a physician' as to wounds inflicted on deceased held admissible
on the issue of whether an intent to kill was manifest from the mode and manner
of the use of a knife, though it had already been proved that deceased died from
wounds inflicted by accused. Dawson v. State, 72 App, 68, 161 S. W. 469.

Charge.-Charge held correct. Gatlin v. State, 5 App, 531; Henry v. State, 38
App. 306, 42 S. W. 559; Cornwell v. State, 61 App, 122, 134 S. W. 221, Ann. Cas.
1913B, 71; Beaupre v. State, 70 App, 19, 156 S. W. 625.

Where the weapon used was a pocket knife with blade from 2 to 2% inches
long and there was a conflict in the evidence as to the intent and purpose with
which the knife was used, the court should have given this article in charge. High
tower v. State, 56 App, 248, 119 S. W. 693, 13'3 Am. St. Rep. 966; Snowberger v.

State, 58 App. 530, 126 S. W. 878; Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 310.
-

An instruction that if accused, with a leather belt, being a deadly weapon, or
a weapon calculated to produce death by the manner in which it was used, struck
a.nd killed deceased, the jury should find him guilty, is not erroneous because the
indictment did not allege that the belt was a deadly weapon, or became such from
the manner of its use. Lee v. State, 44 App, 460, 72 S. W. 195. But see Jackson
v. State, 33 App. 281, 26 S. W. 194, 622, 47 Am. St. Rep. 30, holding that on trial
for robbery where it was not alleged that deadly weapons were used, it was error
to charge the law in relation to the use of deadly weapons.

When the evidence does not show the size of the knife used in a homicide but
indicates that it was a common pocket knife, the court should, under this article
have charged the law of aggravated assault. Wilson v. State, 49 App, 50, 90 S. W.
315; Dawson v. State, 70 App, 8, 155 S. W. 266. And see Reeves v. State (Cr. App.)
168 S. W. 860.

Charge held incorrect. Thomas v. State, 57 App, 452, 125 S. W. 35; Pool v.

State, 62 App, 360, 137 S. W. 666; Grant v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 929.
Where the assault is made without any apparent intention to kill with a weap

on not reasonably calculated to effect that purpose the court should charge the law
of manslaughter and aggravated assault as contained in this article and articles
1150. Lee v. State, 44 App, 460, 72 S. W. 195; Huddleston v. State, 70 App, 260,
156 S. W. 1168.

The preceding article and articles 1148 and 1150 apply to cases Where the In
tention to kill evidently appears, or where it is evidenced by the cruel manner in
which the injury was inflicted. Article 1149, applies to a case where there was no

intention to kill, and the homicide was divested of an evil and cruel disposition.
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Where the evidence makes the intention of the slayer at all doubtful, articles 1147,
1148, 1150 should not be given in charge without also giving in charge article 1149.
Dones v. State, 8 App. 112; Hill v. State, 11 App. 456.

A charge should not give undue prominence to the presumption arising against
a defendant from the character of the weapon, or the manner in which it was used.
See an instance where such error was committed. Bell v. State, 17 App. 538; Whit
taker v. State, 12 App. 436.

'

Where the charge is murder and the means used was a small rock, court should
have instructed in accordance with this article and apply the charge to the facts,

Honeywell v. State, 40 App. 201, 49 S, W. 586.
Where the real keynote in the case is the intent of the defendant with which

the blow was struck, the court should go further than to give the mere abstract
form of the statute. He should apply the law embodied in the statute to the facts.
Griffin v. State, 40 App, 312, 50 S. W. 366, 76 Am. St. Rep. 718.

See a state of facts upon which it was held not to be error to omit to charge the
rules of law declared in articles 1147 and 1149, although the court had charged
the substance of article 1150. Hartwell v. State, 23 App, 88, 3 S. W. 715; Johnson
v. State, 22 App, 206, 2 S. W. 609; Orman v. State, 24 App, 495, 6 S. W. 544; Levy
v. State, 28 App. 203, 12 S. W. 596, 19 Am. St. Rep. 826; Cochran v. State, 28 App,
422, 13 S. W. 651; Bracken v. State, 29 App. 362, 16 S. W. 192; Baltrip v. State,
30 App, 545, 17 S. W. 1106.

On a trial for murder committed by striking deceased with a stick, a charge
that when the instrument used, or the means in which it was used, was reasonably
calculated to produce death, then the law presumes that such was the intent or
the party, is erroneous, because it left the jury to infer intention from the mere

fact that death followed the blow. Shaw v. State, 34 App. 435, 31 S. W. 361.
A charge which defines a deadly weapon to be one which from the manner used

is calculated to produce death or serious bodily injury is not erroneous. Henry v.

State (Cr. App.) 54 s. W. 593.
Where the instrument is not one not likely to produce death, theIi it becomes a

controverted question of criminal intent that should be submitted by a proper
charge to the jury; and it must appear from the evidence that the manner in
which it was used made it evident that the defendant intended to kill, before the
jury would be warranted in finding the defendant guilty of homicide. Danforth
v. State, 44 .App. 105, 69 S. W. 162.

Under this article a defendant is entitled to a charge that if the jury find the
instrument used in the homicide was one not likely to produce death, in that event
before they find the defendant guilty of any grade of felonious homicide, they must
find from manner of use of instrument that defendant intended to take life or
the person he killed. Posey v. State, 46 App. 190, 78 S. W. 690.

It is error to charge this article in a case of homicide committed by shooting
with a pistol. This article onlY) becomes a part of the law of the given case, when
the intent is to be judged in part from the instrument used; that is if it is one

not likely to produce death, it is not to be presumed that the death was designed,
unless from the manner in which the instrument is used such intent evidently ap
pears. Burnett v. State, 46 App. 116, 79 S. W. 551.

This article need not be given in charge unless the weapon used is not of a

deadly character such as a club, a stick or a very small knife, When the instru
ment is a dirk knife, with a blade five and three-fourths inches long and about
seven-eighths of an inch wide, sharp pointed, with a keen sharp edge on both sides,
the blade fixed and rigid to the handle, with a guard between blade and handle,
and is used with deadly effect, this article need not be given in charge because
the instrument so used is a deadly weapon. Connell v. State, 46 App, 259, 81 S. W.
749.

When the defendant begins the difficulty with the evident purpose to kill de
ceased, and he uses a weapon, which of the size and in the manner used is a

deadly weapon, the question of intent based on the character of the instrument is
not in issue in the record to be charged upon under this article. Baker v. State
(Cr. App.) 81 S. W. 1216.

This article relates to the character of weapon in connection with the intent
. of the party and a charge on this article is addressed to the evidence and a ques
tion' of law can only arise rrom the record evidence in the case. Jackson v. State,
47 App. 557, 85 S. W. 11.

The record does not disclose the size Dr character of the 'knife with which the
wound was inflicted. If the knife is not a deadly weapon the court should charge
this and article 1149. Brownlee v. State, 48 App, 408,. 87 S. W. 1155.

-Pocketknives are not per se deadly weapons. They mayor may not be. If
the weapon is not ordinarily a deadly one, then in order to find homicide, the in
tent to kill must evidently appear from the manner of its use. Before the court
is authorized to refuse an instruction under this article, the testimony must make
it evident that the party intended to kill. Cra.iger v. State, 48 App, 500, 88 S. W.
212.

Where there is nothing in the evidence to show the size of the instrument used,
outside or the statement that it was the "butt end of a black snake whip," or that
it was a stick, it is not shown that it was a deadly weapon, and the court should
have given this article in charge to the jury. Coleman v. State, 49 App, 82, 90
S. W. 501.

Where the evidence tends strongly to show that the knife was not in itself a.

deadly weapon the defendant's rights should have been adequately guarded by a

charge presenting this issue. Lucas v. State, 49 App. 135, 90 S. W. 882.
Where the weapon used was a small one-bladed barlow pocket knife the court

should have charged this article. Thompson v. State, 49 App, 384, 93 S. W. 111.
Where the knife is shown to have been a small pocket knife, and appellant and

prosecuting witness were in a fight when the cutting was done, the court should.
have charged this article. Johnson v. State, 49 App. 429, 93 S. W. 736, 737.
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Usually this article does not apply unless the intent is to be judged in part
from the instrument used. It is necessary sometimes to give the statute in charge
in order to properly guard the legal rights of a defendant. If the weapon be not
one per se deadly in its character then the manner of its use may become a potent
fact in regard to the intent. If there is an issue in the case as to whether the
party intended to kill, or even if it was a deadly weapon that brought about the
death, or if the weapon is not necessarily deadly but death does result, then it

may be necessary to give this article in charge to guard defendant's rights in the
case. Campos v. State, 50 App. 102, 95 S. W. 1043.

In the absence of testimony showlng the deadly character of the weapon used
the accused is entitled to have the question of intent presented as an issue to the

jury. Williams v. State, 50 App. 269, 96 S. W. 47.
It was not error to give this article in charge in a case where the theory Of

the State was that the killing was intentional, while that of the defense was the
gun was accidentally discharged, which killed deceased. McKenzie v. State (Cr."
App.) 96 S. W. 933.

Where the weapon used in inflicting a wound which causes death is a brick
bat it may be that a charge on the character of the weapon as not being a deadly
one is called for under this article. Outley v. State (Cr. App.) 99 s. W. 97.

A charge of this article is not called for if the weapon is of a non-deadly char
acter; but if it is unquestionably of a deadly character then it is not error ordi
narily to give it in charge. Early v. State, 51 App, 382, 103 S. W. 871, 123 Am.
St. Rep. 889.

Where the evidence was that the defendant struck deceased with a "stick of
stove-wood," the substance of this article should have been given in charge, with
other charges in the case. Washington v. State, 53 App. 480, 110 S. W. 752, 126
Am. St. Rep. 800.

It is error to fail to instruct in a prosecution for murder with an iron pipe,
half an inch in diameter and 30 inches long, that an intent to kill at time blow
was struck must be shown to convict of homicide, the instrument used not being
as a matter of law a deadly weapon. Crow v. State, 55 App, 200, 116 S. W. 54, 21

.. L. R. A. (N. S.) 497.
Where the weapon used was an ordinary pocket knife, the blade of which was

272 or 3 inches long, and the deceased was a man of superior strength, age and
Weight "and in resisting the attack the defendant struck rather at random, the
court should have given this article in charge. McDowell v. State, 55 App. 596, 117
S. W. 833; Vinson v. State, 55 App. 490, 117 S. W. 848.

Where the conviction is for an aggravated assault and not for assault with in
tent to murder no harm resulted to defendant in not giving this article in charge
to the jury. Halsford v. State, 56 App, 118, 12() S. W. 194.

The charge, "If the means be such as are not likely to produce death, it is not
to be presumed that death was designed, unless from the means adopted, and the
surrounding circumstances at the time such intention evidently appears" is erro
neous because the phrase "and the surrounding circumstances at the time" was

improperly included. Grant v. State, 56 App. 411, 120 S. W. 484.
It is not necessary to deflr e deadly weapons unless there is some question as

to whether the weapons are of that character, considering the circumstances and
the manner of their use. Wheeler v: State, 56 App. 547, 121 S. W. 166. See, also,
McGill v. State, 60 App. 614, 132 S. W. 941.

"

The court having submitted, as a predicate for conviction in a murder case, the
whipping of deceased by defendant with a belt worn by him, which was not a

deadly weapon, it should have charged this article. Betts v. State, 57 App. 389,
i24 S. W. 424.

Case in which this article should have been charged. Snowberger v. State, 58

App. 530, 126 S. W. 878.
Where the court charges on the presumption of intent from the use of a deadly

weapon, it should give the substance of this article. Coker v. State, 59 App. 241,
128 S. W. 137.

Where it was to be inferred from the evidence that both parties used knives,
but there was no description of the knife used, the court should have charged this
article. McGill v. State, 60 App, 614, 132 S. W. 941.

Where, on a trial for assault to murder, the evidence showed that no serious
injury was inflicted on prosecutor, and that accused used a small knife, the court
should charge this article. Ross v. State, 61 App, 12, 133 S. W. 688.

Instruction in so far as it required that defendant must have been influenced

by sudden passion imposed an elemerrt more burdensome on defendant, and not
within this article and article 51, and was therefore erroneous. Grant v. State
(Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 929.

Where accused denied having inflicted the fatal wound received by decedent in
an affray, testimony for the defense that the knife used by him was short and

small raised an issue as to the deadly character of the" weapon, so as to require
a charge thereon. Blackshear v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 564.

Where the instrument used was a matter of conjecture, where the depth of the
wound was not shown, though a small pocket knife might have inflicted it, where
there was no previous trouble between the parties, where the blow, if struck by
defendant, was during a general fight, the court should have charged this article.
Huddleston v. State, 70 App. 260, 156 S. W. 1168.

Art. 1148. [718] 1£ injury be done in a cruel manner.c-H any
injury be inflicted in a cruel manner, though with an instrument
not likely under ordinary circumstances to produce death, the
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killing will 'be manslaughter or murder, according to the facts
of the case.

Degree of offense.-If the injury were inflicted in a cruel manner, the law im
plies malice, notwithstanding the instrument used in inflicting the injury be one

not likely to produce death. It is the cruel manner in which the act is committed
that stamps it as malicious. Whitaker v. State, 12 App. 436; Cook v. State, 22
App. 511, 3 S. W. 749; McCoy v. State, 25 Tex. 33, 78 Am. Dec. 520; Jordan v.

State, 10 Tex. 479; BeH v. State, 17 App. 538; Garcia v. State, 48 App. 528, 89 S. W.
647. And see Betts v. State, 60 App. 631, 133 S. W. 251; Girtman v, State (Cr.
App.) 164 S. W. 1008.

In every case when it becomes a question whether or not there was an inten
tion to kill on the part of the slayer suggested by the character of the weapon
used not being deadly, it is the duty of the court to submit the issue of manslaugh
ter; and if there is no intention to kill he should submit the issue of aggravated
assault. Johnson v. State, 42 App. 377, 60 S. W. 49.

Art. 1149. [719] If in sudden passion not with deadly weapon.
-Where a homicide occurs under the influence of sudden passion,
but by the use of means not in their nature calculated to produce
death, the person killing is- not deemed guilty of the homicide. un.:.

less it appear that there was an intention to kill, but the party from
whose act the death resulted may be prosecuted for and convicted
of any grade of assault and battery.

Degree of offense.-See arts. 1022, 1026, ante, and notes.
If a homicide be committed under the influence of sudden passion by the use

of means not in their nature calculated to produce death, and in the absence of
an intention to kill, the circumstances not showing' an evil or cruel disposition, the
party killing would not be guilty of culpable homicide, but, self-defense apart,
would be guilty of some grade of assault and battery. Thompson v. State, 24 App. •

383, 6 S. W. 296; Bean v. State, 25 App. 346, 8 S. W. 278.
This article comprehends the law of a case in which there was no intention to

kill, and when the homicidal act was divested of the elements of an evil and cruel
disposition. Under it an offender may be prosecuted and convicted of any grade
of assault and battery. Hill v. State, 11 App. 456. And see, also, Thompson v.

State, 24 App. 383, 6 S. W. 296; Boyd v. State, 28 App. 137, 12 S. W. 737; Wilson
v. State, 49 App. 50, 90 S. W. 312; Lucas v, State, 49 App. 135, 90 S. W. 880; Ter
rell v. State, 53 App. 604, 111 S. W. 152; Crow v. State, 55 App, 200, 116 S. W. 52,
21 L. R A. (N. S.) 497; Pool v. State, 62 App, 360, 137 S. W. 666; Kinslow v. State
(Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 249; McDowell v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 1049; Reeves v.
State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 860; House v. Sta.te (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 206.

Art. 1150. [720] If evil or cruel disposition be exhibitede->
Where the circumstances attending a homicide show an evil or

cruel disposition, or that it was the design of the person offending
to kill, he is deemed guilty of murder or manslaughter, according to
the other facts of the case, though the instrument or means used
may not in their nature be such as to produce death ordinarily.

Cited, Girtman v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 1008; Paschal v. State (Cr. App.)
174 S. W. 1057.

Deadly weapon.-See notes under arts. 1026, 1147, ante.
Offense.-When the evidence shows no evil or cruel disposition on the part of

defendant, and the homicide was not committed in the perpetration of a felony,
then in order to constitute a case of either murder or manslaughter the evidence
must show an intent to kill. Fitch v. State, 37 App. 500, 36 S. W. 584.

Charge.-For facts requiring charge of this article, see Lee v. State, 44 App.
460, 72 S. W. 195; Dones v. State, 8 App. 112.

When the facts do not show an evil and cruel disposition the court should not
charge on this point. Griffin v. State, 40 App. 312, 50 S. W. 366, 76 Am. St. Rep. 718.

When the main evidence was that accused killed deceased by striking on the
head with a hoe, it was error for court to charge the jury that they might look
to the cruelty evidenced by the manner of killing in passing upon the testimony.
Barnes v. State, 42 App. 297, 59 S. W. 883, 96 Am. St. Rep. 801.
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TITLE 16

OF OFFENSES AGAINST REPUTATION
Chap.

1. Of libel.
2. Of slander.
3. Sending anonymous letters.

Chap.
4. Of false accusation and threats of

prosecution.
5. Blacklisting.

CHAPTER ONE

OF LIBEL
Art.
1167. No criticism of any book, work

of art, etc.
1168. The offense relates tc persons

only.
1169. Respecting religious systems, etc.
1170. Corporation cannot be libeled.
1171. Nor legislative or judicial pro

ceedings, unless.
1172. Recorder of minutes, etc., not lia

ble.
1173. But all members of the associa

tion who assent, are.

1174. Intent to injure not presumed, un

less, etc.
1175. "Malicious" signifies what.
1176. Statement in legislative or judi

cial proceedings not included.
1177. Truth of the statement may be

shown, when.
1178. Province of jury.
1179. This title relates only to penal

action.

Art.
1151. "Libel" defined.
1152. Punishment.
1153. Publishing writing purporting to

be done by another.
1154. "Maker" explained.
1155. "Publisher."
1156. "Circulating."
1157. The· ideas the statement must

convey.
1158. Mode of publication.
1159. A manuscript must be circulated.
1160. Editor, publisher, etc., prima facie

guilty.
1161. But may avoid responsibility, how.
1162. Mechanical executor not guilty.

unless.
1163. Actual injury not necessary.
1164. Intent to injure presumed.
1165. True statement concerning candi

date not libel.
1166. Nor concerning qualifications ot

professional men.

Article 1151. [721] "Libel" defined.-He is guilty of "libel"
who, with intent to injure, makes, writes, prints, publishes, sells
or circulates any malicious statement affecting the reputation of
another in respect to any matter or thing pointed out in this chap
ter.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

-- Innuendo.
-- Proof and variance.
Evidence.
Charge.
Recognizance on appeal.
Civil liability.

1. Constitutionality.
2. What constitutes libel.
3. Publication.
4. Liability of newspaper corporation

or members.
5. Indictment, information, and com

plaint.
1. Constltutlonallty.-The prOVISIOns of this chapter are not in derogation or

the freedom of the press, nor violative of the constitutional provisions which se

cure to every person the right to speak, write, or publish his opinions on any sub
ject, being responsible for the abuse of that privilege, and which prohibit the en

actment of any law curtailing the Iiberty' of speech, or of the press. Morton v.

State, 3 App. 610. Bill of Rights, Const., art. 1, sec. 8.

2. What constitutes IIbel.-See articles 1157, 1171, 1176, post, and notes there-
under.

.

A libelous article charging that the conductors of a city railroad, as a class,
were foul characters, but not mentioning any conductor by name was properly al
leged to affect the reputation of anyone or more of the conductors of said railroad.
Jones v. State, 38 App. 364, 43 S. VV. 78, 70 Am. St. Rep. 751.

3. Publlcation.-See note under article 1156.
The publication of a libel and its circulation is made when it is written, print

ed and sent and delivered, either to the person defamed, or to any other person.
Smith v. State, 32 Tex. 594.

Depositing a libel in the postoffice for transmission to the party addressed, is.
a publication of it. Coulson v. State, 16 App. 189; Smith v. State, 32 Tex. 594.

As it was alleged, and some evidence was introduced to show, that the petition
was published in a newspaper, and circulated from hand to hand, it was proper
to charge that every person signing the paper, knowing that it was intended to
be printed, or who signed it and delivered it to another, without knowing that it
would be printed, would be guilty of circulating it; that signing and delivering it
would be in itself a publication; and that if no protest or direction against its be
ing printed was made by the signer, and it was afterwards printed by the person.
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to whom it was delivered, or by his autnorttv.e-It was no defense that the signer
did not intend or direct its publicatton in the paper. Cotulla v. Kerr, 74 Tex. 89,
11 S. W. 1058, 15 Am. St. Rep.. 819.

When the defendant admitted writing the libelous matter it is immaterial
whether or not he was responsible for its publication. Noble v. State, 38 App. 368,
43 S. W. 80.

Writing a letter and depositing it in the post office addressed to a party, is
publication of it within the meaning of the law. Mankins v. State, 41 App. 662,
67 S. W. 962.

Putting a libelous letter in the mail is publication, regardless to whom it is
addressed or whether it is addressed at all, and makes the writer guilty of libel.
Mankins V. State, 41 App, 662, 57 S. W. 952.

4. Liability of newspaper corporation or me.mbers.-Members of a publishing
corporation are not liable for a libelous publication by it alone. Belo v. F'uller., 84
Tex. 450, 19 S. W. 616, 31 Am. St. Rep. 76.

5. 'Indlctment, Information, and complalnt.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 523.
Indictment held sufficient. Morton v. State, 3 App. 610.
For indictments held sufficient, see Woody v. State, 16 App. 252; Morton v,

State, 3 App. 510. An indictment for libel must set out the libel in haec verba,
and must show upon its face that it is so set out. The literal language) of the
libel must be set forth, although it may be indecent and obscene. The distinction
between libel at common law, and libel as defined by this Code, is, that libel at
common law is punishable because of its tendency to provoke a breach of the peace
while under this Code it is punishable as well because of its tendency to injure the
reputation of the person against whom it is directed. Such being the case, the
indictment need only allege the intent to injure the person libeled, and need not
allege the tendency and intent to provoke a breach of the peace. 'Coulson v. State,
16 App. 189; Woody v. State, Id. 252.

It is not essential that a complaint upon which an information is based begin
"In the name and by the authority of the state of Texas." Johnson V. State, 31
App, 464, 20 S. W. 980.

To be sufficient the indictment should set out specifically one or more of the
grounds stated in the statute. Byrd v. State, 38 App, 630, 44 S. W. 521; Jones v.

State, 38 App. 364, 43 S. W. 78, 70 Am. St. Rep. 751.
It is not essential to an indictment that it allege the matter to be libelous or

wickedly committed. Baldwin v. State, 39 App. 245, 45 S. W. 714. See, also, Smith
v. State, 39 App. 320, 45 S. W. 1013.

.

In view of this article and article 1167, subd. 1, held, that an indictment for libel,
alleging that defendant published a malicious statement concerning complainant,
reciting that he was a United States federal guard, that he was a highwayman and
cowardly assassin, and the murderer of a certain person who on the morning of
March 19, 1906, was cowardly assassinated on a public highway, etc., sufficiently
charged complainant with a penal offense, and was therefore sufficient. Gonzales
v. State, 68 App. 141, 124 S. W. 937.

An indictment charged defendant with having published a malicious state
ment of and concerning one Villegas, affecting his reputation, in that he referred
to a paper in which Villegas had proposed a ridiculous question as to who was

the candidate of the People's Party for mayor, and then stated that Villegas was

the heir to a fortune; had studied science; and had studied military affairs, learn
ing only to do half a turn; had studied four years in law school, at the end of'
which time his father was compelled to purchase for him a law license, to which
profession he could not dedicate himself, because he never knew what law was;
that he was naturally stupid, and had not inherited the integrity and industry of
his father; that he inherited his brother's wife and part of his fortune; and that,
not wishing to hurt his modesty, of which he makes so much fuss, nothing would
be said of his private life. Held, in view of articles 1151, 1157, 1165, and 1166 that
the indictment charged no offense. Aldama v. State (Cr. App.) 163 S. W. 730.

6. -- Innuendo.-If the indictment conveys the idea that the person has
been guilty of a penal offense, or of conduct disgraceful to him as a member of
society, it is not necessary to allege that the libelous language does charge him
with a penal offense, or .does bring him into disgrace as a member of society. Man
kins Jr. State, 41 App. 662, 67 S. W. 952; Lockhard v. State, 43 iAppo. 61, 63 S. W.
666; Gonzales v. State, 58 App. 141, 124 S. W. 937.

Information should state innuendo. McKie v. State, 37 App. 544, 40 S. W. 305.
An information which sets out an instrument denouncing a party as a "black

mailer, a liar and a scoundrel," "A person who is ashamed to have exposed the
previous four years of his life," is insufficient. Id.

An indictment for libel without innuendo or explanatory allegations, but which
contains allegations of inducement; a colloquium together with an allegation of
publication and which sets out an instrument that needs no explanation is suffi
cient. Squires v. State, 39 App. 96, 45 S. W. 147, 73 Am. St. Rep. 9·04.

The office of an "innuendo" is to aver the meaning of the alleged libelous lan
guage published, but is available only to give point or meaning as explanatory of
a matter sufficiently expressed before, but is not available to estabish a new

charge. McCauley v. State, 64 App. 183, 141 S. W. 975.
Defendant published in his newspaper an article calling attention to the ad

journment of court; that crime had been permitted to go unpunished; that the
officers drew fat salaries, and used the same to buy expensive bar fixtures for
saloons that were owned and controlled by the county officials; that when "some
good old soul gets so full of religion that he shouts 'Amen' in church" the county
court is quick to judge him insane, but that gang that drank, interfered with
peaceable citizens, etc., were seldom found in the jury room; that they did not
believe in interfering with a man's personal liberty. unless he was crazy and dis-
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turbed public worship by shouting "Amen" or "Glory Hallelujah." Held, that
such statements were insufficient to justify an innuendo that they meant that the
various officials controlling the county court had illegally sent a man to the asylum:
as insane who was in fact sane. McCauley v. State, 64 App. 183, 141 S. W. 975.

7. -- Proof and variance.-Language charged must be proved, Barnett v.

State, 35 App, 280, 33 S. W. 340.
It is sufficient to prove substantially the words charged as libelous and proof

of additional words not altering the meaning of those alleged is no variance. Me
Arthur v. State, 41 App, 635, 57 S. W. 848.

8. Evidence.-See article 1164, post, and notes thereunder, and, also, under
article 1175, post.

Mailing a libelous letter is a publication, and upon proof of its writing and pub
lication, malice and intent to injure are presumed, and it rests upon the defendant
to bring it within the class of privileged communications. Smith v. State, 32 Tex.
694.

When the libelous matter COnsists of a charge that the person against whom
it is uttered has been guilty of embezzlement, and is "a liar, swindler, and dead
beat," it is competent, under the latter allegation, to prove, in defense, the general
reputation of the injured party. If the charge had been "embezzlement" slrnply,
the inquiry should be restricted to his general character for honesty. Leader v.

State, 4 App. 162.
Where the language used by defendant is ambiguous, testimony explaining what

the witness understood by it is admissible. Dickson v. State, 34 App, 1, 28 S. W.
815, 30 S. W. 807, 53 Am. St. Rep. 694.

Where State proves certain declarations of defendant as to motive of defendant
in publishing the libel, it is not error to exclude other declarations made to other:
parties, when they constitute no part of those introduced by the State. McArthur
v. State, 41 App. 635, 57 S. W. 849.

Proof is not admissible to' show bad reputation of libelee in regard to trait of'
character charged against him. McArthur v. State, 41 App. 635, 57 S. W. 849.

The reputation of a person for truth and veracity cannot be proved when he
is not a witness and his truth and veracity are not in issue. McArthur v. State,
41 App. 635, 57 S. W. 849 .

.

In view of article 1151, and articles 1157, 1165, and 1166, post, defining libel ill'
respect to statements affecting the reputation of candidates for office, professional
men, etc., and making truth a defense to statements as to their qualifications, evi
dence in a prosecution for libel affecting reputation \

of a candidate held insufflclent
to sustain a conviction. Aldama v. State (Cr. App.) 163 S. W. 730.

9. Charge.-The charge held to present the law fairly and fully. Morton v.

State, 3 App. 610.
10. Recognizance on appeal.-See notes under C. 'C. P. art. 919.
11. Civil lIablllty.-See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts. 5595, et seq., and

notes thereunder.

Art. 1152. [722] Punishment.-H any person be guilty of libel,
he shall be punished by fine not less than one hundred nor more

than two thousand dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail
not exceeding two years; and the court may enter up judgment and
issue an order thereupon directing the sheriff to seize and destroy
all the publications, prints, paintings or engravings constituting
the libel as charged in the indictment or information.

Art. 1153. [723] Publishing writing purporting to be done by
another.-H any person, with intent to injure the reputation of an

other, shall, without lawful authority, make, publish or circulate
a writing purporting to be the act of some other person, and which.
comes within the definition of libel, as given in this chapter, he
shall be punished in the same manner as if the act purported .to·
be his own ; . and the rules with respect to libel apply also to the
making and circulation of such false writing.

Indictment.-Willson's Gr. Forms, 524.

Art. 1154. [724] "Maker" explained.e=He is the maker of a

libel who originally contrived and either executed it himself by
writing, printing, engraving or painting, or dictated or caused it
to be done by others.

Art. 1155. [725] "Publisher."-He is the publisher of libel
who, either of his own will or by the persuasion or dictation of
another, executes the same in any of the modes pointed out as con

stituting a libel; but if anyone by force or threats is compelled
to execute such libel he is guilty of no offense.

Publication.-See notes under articles 1151, 1.156.
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Art. 1156. [726] Circulating.-He is guilty of circulating a libel
who, knowing its contents, eithe-r sells, distributes or gives, or who,
with malicious design, reads or exhibits it to others.

What is circulatlon.-See notes under article 1151.
Writing a letter and depositing it in the post office constitutes circulation. Smith

V. State, 32 Tex. 594; Coulson v. State, 16 App. 189; Mankins v. 13 tate, 41 App.
662. 57 S. W. 950.

The publication of a libel and its circulation is made when it is written, printed
and sent and delivered, either to the person defamed, or to any other person,
Smith v. State, 32 Tex. 594.

Sale and distribution of a paper containing a libel constitutes circulation either
at common law or under the penal code; circulation of a libel is an offense com

mitted in any place where the libel is sold or distributed. Belo v. Wren, 63 Tex.
686.

Evidence held to show a "circulating" by reading and exhibiting a ltbeloua
statement to others with the intent to injure. W00'dy v. State, 16 App. 252.

It is not necessary that the letter be addressed or that the information allege
the address. Mankins v. State, 41 App. 662, 57 S. W. 950.

Art. 1157. [727] The ideas the statement must convey.-The
written, printed or published statement, to come within the defini
tion of libel, must convey the idea either-

1. That the person to whom it refers has been guilty of some

penal offense; or

Libelous charges.-To charge a person with being a. "hireling murderer" if
written and published is indictable. Smith v. State, 32 Tex. 594.

For writings held to be libels, see Woody v, State, 16 App. 252; Morton v. State,
3 App. 510'.

Pen. Code, § 1172, provides that when any person, by virtue of his office, is re

quired to record the proceedings of any religious body, he shall not be charged
with libel for any entry so made; the following article provides that if a false
statement is entered, which would be libelous if circulated by an individual, the
one assenting to and directing such statement is guilty; and the next article pro
vides that the statements are not to be presumed to have been made with intent
to injure unless such fact appears. Held, that where a minister, required by a

custom of his church to make entries of the names of parents of those baptized,
knew that plaintiff had been acquitted of seduction in a suit by the mother of a

bastard confirmed by him, yet he entered plaintiff's name as that of the bastard's
father,-insisting on making the entry unless the mother would consent to its not
being done,-the evidence showed malice, rendering defendant liable under the
statute. Kubricht v. State, 44 App. 94, 69 S. W. 157, 58 L. R. A. 959, 100 Am. St.
Rep. 842.

Wbere a minister, knowing that the plaintiff has been acquitted of seduction on

a prosecution by the mother of a bastard, makes an entry ,on his church records
imputing paternity of the child to plaintiff, the entry is a libel, within the stat
utes. Kubricht v. State, 44 App. 94, 69 S. W. 157, 58 L. R. A. 959, 100 Am. st. Rep.
842.

Indlctment.-See notes under art. 1151, ante.
In view of this article and article 1151, it was herd that an indictment for libel,

alleging that defendant published a malicious statement concerning complainant,
reciting that he was a United States federal guard, that he was a highwayman
and cowardly assassin, and the murderer of a certain person who on the morning
of March 19, 1906, was cowardly assassinated on a public highway, etc., sufficient
ly charged complainant with a penal offense, and was therefore sufficient. Gon
zalez v. State, 58 App. 141, 124 S. W. 937.

2. That he has been guilty of some act or omission which, though
not a penal offense, is disgraceful to him as a member of society,
and the natural consequence of which is to bring him into con

tempt among honorable persons; Or
Construction of article In general.-An information which charges that defend

.ant wrote prosecutrix a letter, the substance of which was that he had seen her
in an act of sexual intercourse with a man, is suffictent, without charging that the
language used was calculated to bring her into disgrace, and the natural conse

quence of which was to bring her into contempt. Mankins v. State, 41 App. 662,
.57 S. W. 950.

Indictment and proof.-It is not enough ror an indictment to charge that de
fendant published a statement concerning prosecutor affecting his reputation and
honesty, setting out the publication or five or six pages; but if it is claimed that
it is libelous because conveying the idea that prosecutor has been guilty of some
.act which is disgraceful to him as a member of society, and the natural conse

quence of which is to bring him into contempt among honorable persons (art.
1157, subd. 2), the indictment should point out such part of the publication as is
-cla.imed to impute such an act, and allege that it does impute an act disgraceful
to him, etc. Nordhaus v. State (Cr. App.) 4(} S. W. 804.

On a trial for libel, where the words complained of by the prosecuting witness
.are: "I denounce him as a, blackmailer, a liar, and a scoundrel; a person who
is ashamed to have exposed the four years of his life previous to him corning to
E. It was an unlucky moment for him when he brought the name of woman

Into the question,"--the Inrormation must by Innuendo show that they refer' to
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some parttcutar act disgraceful to the witness, and the natural consequence of
which is to bring him into contempt. McKie v. State, 37 App, 644, 40 S. W. 305.

An indictment for libel in publishing that one of the conductors of a certain
railroad caused a lady to be thrown to the ground while alighting from a street
car, and irrnputing to all the conductors of such road disgraceful acts, the nature
and consequence of which were to bring them into contempt, and which attributed
to said conductors infamous characters, was sustained on .proof of any of the
allegations. Jones v. State, 43 S. W. 78, 38 App. 364, 70 Am. St. Rep. 751.

.

An indictment for libel setting out that the publication, which might convey
several different meanings, was made with intent to injure prosecutor, and that
it was a malicious statement concerning him, which affected his reputation, is
sufficient, as it must set forth that ;it conveyed! the idea of one or more of the
specific grounds for libel mentioned in Pen. Code 1895, art. 1157. Byrd v, State,
38 App, 630, 44 S. W. 521.

3. That he has some moral vice, or physical or mental defect
or disease, which renders him unfit for intercourse with respectable
society, and such as should cause him to be generally avoided; or

4. That he is notoriously of bad or infamous character; or

Evidence.-Where an indictment charged that the libel represented B. as a

man of notoriously bad and infamous character it was error to refuse to permit
defendant to adduce evidence of the general character of B. in the community.
Leader v. State, 4 App. Hi,2.

5. That any person in office, or a candidate therefor, is dishonest,
and therefore unworthy of such office, or that while in office he has
been guilty of some malfeasance rendering him unworthy of the
place.

Libelous charges.-The word "dishonest" here means some such want of honesty
as would go to his personal integrity and would render him unfit to be trusted
with official duties. Squires v. State, 39 App. 96, 45 S. W. 147, 73 Am. St. Rep. 904.

A publication in regard to a candidate, to be libelous, must impute to him
lack or want of honesty, or unfitness for office. A statement that he is not true
to his party, or that he is affiliating with another party, is: not libelous. Squires
v. State, 39 App. 96, 45 S. W. 147, 73 Arm. St. Rep. �04.

Indlctment.-An indictment charged defendant with having published a ma

licious statement of and concerning one Villegas, affecting his reputation, in
that he referred to a paper in which Villegas had proposed a ridiculous question as

to who was the candidate of the People's Party for mayor, and then sta.ted that
Villegas was the heir to a fortune; had studied science: and had studied mili
tary affairs, learning only to do half a turn; had studied four years in law school,
at the end of which time his father was compelled to purchase for him a law li
cense, to which profession he could not dedicate himself, because he never knew
what law was; that he was naturally stupid, and had not inherited the integrity
and industry of his father; that he inherited his brother's wife and part of his
fortune; and that, not wishing to hurt his modesty, of which he makes so much
fuss, nothing would be said of his private life. Held, in view of articles 1151, 1157,
1165, and 1166, that the Indlctment' charged no offense. Aldama v. State (Cr.
App.) 163 S. W. 730.

Evldence.-In view of articles 1151, 1157, 1165, and 1166, evidence in a prosecution
for libel affecting reputation of a candidate held insufficient to sustain a

conviction. Aldama v. Bta te (Cr. App.) 163 S. W. 730.

Civil lIablllty.-See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. S1. 1914, arts. 5595, et seq., and notes
thereunder.

Art. 1158. [728] Mode of publication.-A libel may be either
written, printed, engraved, etched or painted, but no verbal defama
tion comes within the meaning thereof; and whenever a defend
ant is accused of libel by means of a painting, engraving or carica
ture, it must clearly appear therefrom that the person said to be
defamed was, in fact, intended to be represented by such paint
ing, engraving or caricature.

Art.: 1159. [729] A manuscript must be circulated.-In order
to render any manuscript a libel, it must be circulated or posted
up in some public place.

See article 1156' and notes thereunder.

Art. 1160. [730] Editor, etc., prima facie guilty.-If the libel
be in printed form, and issues or is sold in any office or shop where
a public newspaper is conducted, or where books or other pnnted
works are sold or printed, the editor, publisher and proprietor
of such newspaper, or anyone of them, or the owner of such shop,
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is to be deemed guilty of making or circulating such libel until
the contrary is made on the trial to appear.

Business manager.-In a criminal prosecution for libel, it was iJrnmaterial wheth
er defendant was responsible for the publication of the article in question, on ac

count of the fact that he was the financial manager of the paper in which it was

published, where it appeared that he had admitted the writing of such article.
Noble v. State, 38 App. 368, 43 S. W. 80.

Liability of newspaper corporation or members.-See note under article 1151,
ante.

-

It is no defense to a prosecution for libel that defendant, a part owner of the
newspaper in which it was published, protested against the publication, and only
agreed to it on his partner agreeing to assume the responsibility therefor, where
defendant then set the type for the article. Baldwin v. State, 45 S. W. 714. 39
App. 245.

Art. 1161. [731] But may avoid responsibility, how.-The
editor, publisher or proprietor of a public newspaper may avoid'
the responsibility of making or publishing a libel by giving the'
true author of the same; provided, such author be a resident of
this state and a person of good character, except in cases where it
is shown that such editor, publisher or proprietor caused the libel
to be published with malicious design.

Art. 1162. [732] Mechanical executor not guilty, unless.-N0

person shall be convicted of libel merely on evidence that he has
made a manuscript copy of a libel or has performed the manual
labor of printing it, unless it be shown positively that such person
was actuated by a malicious design against the person defamed.
But the person for whose account or by whose order it was print-
ed shall be presumed to have known the intent of the publication;
and shall be liable for the offense.

Art. 1163. [733] Actual injury not necessary.-It is sufficient
to constitute the offense of libel if the natural consequence of the
publication of the same is to injure the person defamed, although
no actual injury to his reputation has been sustained.

Art. 1164. [734] Intent to injure presumed.-The intent to.

injure is to be presumed if such would be the natural consequence
of the libel, though no actual proof be made that the defendant had.
such design; and in all trials of libel the jury are to judge from
the facts proved relative to the malicious design of the defendant
as to what penalty ought to be imposed under the restrictions here
in prescribed.

Smith v. State, 32 Tex. 594.

Presumption and burden of proof.-When the libelous matter is published malice
or intent to injure is presumed, and the burden of proof is thrown on the party
charged to show that publication was made under such circumstances as to bring
it within the class of privileged communications. Smith v. State, 32 Tex. 594.

The information need not charge that the acts were libelous nor that they were

wickedly committed. Baldwin v. State, 45 S. W. 714, 39 App, 245.

Art. 1165. [735] True statement concerning candidate not
libel.-It is no offense to make true statements of fact or express .

. opinions as to the integrity or other qualifications of a candidate
for any office or public place or appointment.

Const., art. 1, sec. 8; Express Co. v. Copeland, 64 Tex. 354.
IndiCitment.-An indictment charged defendant with having published a ma

licious statement of and concerning one Villegas, affecting his reputation, in that
he referred to a paper in which Villegas had proposed a ridiculous question as to.
who was 'the candidate of the People's Party for mayor, and then stated that
Villegas was the heir to a fortune; had studied science; and had studied mili
tary affairs, learning only to do half a turn; had studied four years in law school,
at the end of which time his father was compelled to purchase for him a law li
cense, to which profession he could not dedicate himself, because he never knew
what law was; that he was naturally stupid, and had not inherited the integrity
and industry of his father; that he inherited his brother's wife and part of his
fortune; and that, not wishing to hurt his modesty, of which he makes so much
fuss, nothing would be said of his private life. Held, in view of this and the fol
lowing article and articles 1151 and 1157, that the indictment charged no offense ..

Aldama v, State (Cr.App.) 163. S. W. 730.
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Evldence.-In vtewor this and the following article and articles 1151 and 1157,
evidence in a prosecution for libel affecting reputation of a candidate held insuffi
cient to sustain a conviction. Aldama v. State (Cr. App.) 163 s. W. 730.

Art. 1166. [736] Nor concerning qualifications of professional
men.-It is no offense to publish true statements of fact as to the
qualifications of any person for any occupation, profession or trade.

See note under article 1165, ante; Const., art. 1, sec. 8.

Art. 1167. [737] No criticism of any book, work of art, etc.
It is no offense to publish any criticism or examination of any
work of literature, science or art, or any opinion as to the qualifica
tions or merits of the author of such work.

Const., art. 1, sec. 8.
'

Art. 1168. [738] The offense relates to persons only.-To con

stitute libel, there must be some injury intended to the reputation
of persons, and no publication as to the government, or any of the
branches thereof, as such is an offense under the name of seditious
writings or any other name.

.

Art. 1169. [739] Respecting religious systems, etc.-It is no

libel to make publication respecting the merits or doctrines of any
particular religion, system of morals or politics, or of any particular
form of government.

Art. 1170. [740] Corporations can not be libeled.-It is no

libel to make any publication respecting a body politic or corporate
as such.

Art. 1171. [741] Nor legislative or judicial proceedings, un

less, etc.-It is no libel to publish any statement respecting any
legislative or judicial proceedings, whether the statement be in fact
true or not, unless in such statement a charge of corruption is made
against some person acting in a legislative or judicial capacity.

Freedom of the presSI.-E'xtent to which the rreedom of the press may be re

strained to protect private character from falsehood and slander, and prevent the
publication of testimony libelous in its nature, required by the policy of the law
to be kept absolutely secret. See Belo v. Wren, 63 Tex. 686; Express Printing Co.
v. Copeland, 64 Tex. 354.

Privileged communications.-See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 5597.
It rests upon the defendant to bring a libelOUS letter within the class of privi

leged communications. Smith v. State, 32 Tex. 594.
And see Belo v. Wren, 63 Tex. 16'86; Runge v. Franklin, 72 Tex. 685, 10. S. W.

721, 3 L. R. A. 417, 13 Am. St. Rep. 833; Holt v. Parsons, 23 Tex. 9, 76 Am. Dec.
49; CotulJa v. Kerr, 74 Tex. 89, 11 S. W. 1058, 15 Am. St. Rep. 819; Behee v. Rail
way, 71 Tex. 424, 9 S. W. 449; Railway Co. v. Richmond, 73 Tex. 568, 11 S. W.
555, 4 4 R. A. 280, 16 Am. St. Rep. 794.

Art. 1172. [742] Recorder of minutes, etc., not liable.-Where
any person by virtue of his office is required to record the pro
ceedings of any department of the government or of any body cor

porate or politic, or of any association organized for purposes of
business, or as a religious, moral, benevolent, literary or scientific
institution, he can not be charged with libel for any entry upon the
minutes or records of such department, body or association made
in the course of his official duties.

Baptismal record.-This article makes a defendant liable if a false entry is
made with malice. Kubricht v. State,

.

44 App, 94, 69 S. W. 157, 58 L. R. A. 959,
100 Am. St. Rep. 842. ,

A minister is guilty of libel if he enters the name of a man on the baptismal
register of his church as the father of a bastard child when he knows that the im
puted father has been acquitted of the crime of seducing the m.other of the child,
and he has been warned not to put the name there as the father of the child.
Kubricht v. State, 44 App. 94, 69 S. W. 157, 58 L. R. A. 959, 100 Am. St. Rep, 842.

Art. 1173. [743] But all members of the association who as

sent are.-If any false statement be entered upon the minutes or

record of proceedings of any corporate body or association in
cluded within the meaning of the preceding article, which would
be libel if written, printed published or circulated by an individual,
according to the previous articles of this chapter, the persons be-
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ing members of such body or association, who assent to and di
rect such libelous statement to be made, are guilty of libel under the
same rules as if the false statement had been written, published
or circulated in any other manner than as a part of the record or

proceedings of such body or association, subject, however, to the
restrictions contained in the succeeding article.

For the acts of a body corporate as a defense to a civil action for entering a

resolution adopted by the trustees of a church censuring plaintiff for defaulting as:

treasurer, see Holt v. Parsons, 23 Tex. 9, 76 Am. Dec. 49.

Art. 1174. [744] Intent to injure not presumed, unless, etc.
-The libelous statement referred to in the preceding article is not
to be presumed to have been made with intent to injure, from the
mere fact that such would be the natural result thereof, unless it
appear from other facts that the statement was in fact made with
that intention.

Holt v. Parsons, 23 Tex. 9, 76 Am. Dec. 49.

Art. 1175. [745] "Malicious" signifies what.-The word "rna
licious" is used to signify an 'act done with evil or mischievous de

sign, and it is not necessary to prove any special facts showing ill

feeling on the part of the person who is concerned in making, print
ing, publishing or circulating a libelous statement against the per
son injured thereby.

Presumptions and evidence of malice.-See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art.
5595, et seq.

Mailing a libelous letter is a publication, and upon proof of its writing and
publication, malice and intent to injure are presumed, and it rests upon the de
fendant to bring it within the class of privileged communications. Smith v, State,
32 Tex. 594.

When the communication is not privileged, malice must be shown to authorize
a recovery; but in such case negative facts may indicate the malice, as that the
publication was false, and was made without legal excuse. The malice may be
inferred from the fact of a false publication of libelous matter. When the publica
tion is privileged, the malice so implied from the false and defamatory publication
is deemed to have been met and rebutted, in which case, as before stated, mal
ice in fact must be shown to warrant a recovery; and such malice is defined to
be ill-will, bad or evil motive, or such gross indifference to the right of others as

will amount to a Wilful or wanton act. Bradstreet Co. v. Gill, 72 Tex. 115, 9 S.
W. 753, 2 L. R. A. 405, 13 Am. St. Rep. 768.

For necessity of proving express malice in case of prtvileged communication in
civil suit, see Railway v. Richmond, 73 Tex. 568, 11 S. W. 555, 4 L. R. A. 280,
15 Am. St. Rep. 794.

,

Evidence of the general rumor and conversation in the neighborhood in regard
to the specific acts charged in the alleged libel is inadmissible tal show want of
malice in the publication. Baldwin v. State, 45 S. W. 714, 39 App, 245.

Charge.-ln an action against a railroad company for libel in publishing plain
tiff's name on the "blacklist" as an employe discharged for incompetency, it is
error to instruct that the malice essential to such a loibel is express malice, which
means wicked intent, and that such intent must be proved like any other fact, and
is never to be presumed, since the jury may infer the intent from the fad that
the publication was false and injurious. Behee v. Missouri Pac. Ry, Co., 71 Tex.
424. 9 S. W. 449.

Art. 1176. [746] Statement in legislative ot judicial proceed
ings not included.-No statement made in the course of a legislative
or judicial proceeding, whether true or false, although made with
intent to injure and from malicious purposes, comes within the
definition of libel.

Statement In Judicial proceedlng.-This is declaratory of the common law as to
slander. And likewise under the statute all things said as well as all documents
in judicial proceedings are absolutely privileged. Lindsey v. State, 18 App. 280.

Stockholders of a corporation filed a petition against the corporation, alleging
that the prestdent, with the approval of the directors, had been rraudulently con

ducting the management of the company, detailing the acts alleged to show a con

certed scheme to reduce the value of the company's stock, and buy it in, and con

trol the company's affairs. Held that, as proceedings in courts are absolutely
privileged, a director of the company, though not a party to the suit, could not
maintain an action for alleged defamatory matter contained in the petition, though
it was false and malicious, and made under color and pretense of a suit without
right. Runge v, Fra.nklin, 72 'Tex. 1685, 10 S. W. 721, 3 1.. R. A. 417, 13 Am. St.
Rep. 833.
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Art. 1177. [747] Truth of statement may be shown, when.
In the following cases, the truth of any statement charged as libel
may be shown in justification of the defendant:

1. Where the publication purports to be an investigation of the
official conduct of .officers or men in a public capacity.

2. Where it is stated in the libel that a person has been guilty of
some penal offense, and the time, place and nature of the offense
is specified in the publication.

3. Where it is stated in the libel that a person is of notorious
ly bad or infamous character.

4. Where the publication charges any person in office, or a can

didate therefor, with a want of honesty, or of having been guilty
of some malfeasance in office, rendering him unworthy of the
place. In other cases, the truth of the facts stated in the libel can

not be inquired into.
Truth as Justification and proof thereof.-Wlhere a private citizen was libeled

as "a hireling, a murderer, and a coward," it was held that the truth of such
charge could not be proved as a defense. Smith v. State, 32 Tex. 594.

It would seem that failure to sustain a plea of justification by truth of the
alleged libel should not be considered as tending to show malice where the effect
would deprive defendant of the benefit of inconsistent pleas. Express Printing Co.
v. Copeland, 64 Tex. 354.

Where the libelous matter consisted of a charge that the person against whom
it was uttered had been guilty of embeezlement, and was a "liar, SWindler, and
dead-beat," it was held competent, under the latter portion of said charge, to
prove, in defense, the general reputation of the libeled party. But if the libel had
charged "embezzlement" only, the inquiry should have been restricted to his gen
eral character for honesty. Leader v. State, 4 App, 162. See, also, Johnson v.

State, 31 App. 456, 20 S. W. 985; Johnson v. State, 31 App. 464, 20 S. W. 980;
Johnson v. State, 31 App, 569, 21 S. W. 541.

Where the article complained of was naturally susceptible of the construction
given by the innuendoes, and its truth is denied in the complaint, an instruction
which presented the question of the literal truth or falsity of the publication
only, without reference to its effect or meaning, was properly refused. Democrat
Pub. Co. v. Jones, 83 Tex. 302, 18 S. W. 652.

Where defendant charged injured party with fornication and drunkenness he
should have been allowed to prove the truth of the matter charged. Johnson v.

State, 31 App. 464, 20 S. W. 98()1.
Charge of the court held erroneous. Johnson v. State, 31 App. 464, 20 S. W.

9180.
Proof of bad character of plaintiff in civil action for libel, see Geo. Knapp &

Co. v, Campbell, 14 Civ. App .. 199, 3& S'. W. 765.
A defense of truth of a publication that a person was jailed on a charge of

horse stealing is not made out by proof that he was so charged and was jailed
on that charge, but the truth of the charge must be shown. D-ement v. Houston
Printing Co., 14 Civ. App. 391, 37 S. W. 985.

For evidence admissible as to the truth of a libel in a prosecution for a killing
of an editor for its publication, see Williams v. State, 40 App. 497, 51 S. W. 220.

Art. 1178. [748] Province of jury.-The jury in every case of
libel are not only the,judges of the facts and of the law, under the di
rection of the court, in accordance with the constitution, but they
are judges of the intent with which a libel may have been published
or circulated, subject to the rules prescribed in this chapter; and
in rendering their verdict they are to be governed by a considera
tion of the nature of the charge contained in the libel, the general
reputation of the person said to be defamed, and the degree of mal
ice exhibited by the defendant in the commission of the offense.

Cited, Baldwin y. State, 39 App. 245, 45 S. W. 714.
Construction of law by Jury.-While under this article the jury are the judges

of the law and the evidence, they must construe the law, as in other cases, under
the charge of the court as to the law. McArthur v. State, 41 Ap.p. 635, 57 S. W.
847.

Art. 1179. [749] This title relates only to penal action.-This
title regulates the law with regard to libel when prosecuted as a

penal offense, and is not intended to have any operation upon the
subject so far as relates to civil remedies for the recovery of dam
ages.
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CHAPTER TWO

OF SLANDER
Art.
1180. Definition and punishment.

Art.
1181. Procedure in prosecution for.

Article 1180. [750] Definition and punishment.-If any per
son shall, orally or otherwise, falsely and maliciously or falsely and

wantonly impute, to any female in this state, married or unmarried,
a want of chastity, he shall be deemed guilty of slander, and, upon
conviction, shall be fined not less than one hundred nor more than
one thousand dollars; and the jury may, in addition thereto, find

o

a verdict for the imprisonment of defendant in the county jail not

exceeding one year.

1. Nature and elements offense.
2. Slander of wife by husband.
3. Privileged statement.
4. Words actionable per se.

5. Indictment and information and
proof thereunder.

1. Nature and elements offense.-If on a prosecution for slander an inquiry
into the reputation of the female establishes that such reputation is bad, the de":
fendant is entitled to an acquittal. McMahan v. State, 13 App, 220; Shaw v.

State, 28 App, 236, 12 S. W. 741; Crane v. State, 30 App. 464, 17 S. W. 939.
Article 1180 does not include or apply to defamatory language used in a judicial

proceeding. The extent and object of the enactment is merely to make it a

penal offense to maliciously or wantonly impute to a female a' want of chastity.
A construction applying it to language used in a judicial proceeding would make
the law violative of an established public policy; and such construction of a stat
ute, when avoidable, will not be adopted. Lindsey v. State, 18 App, 280.

Slanderous words spoken about two persons, at the same time and before the
same persons constitute separate offenses and when charged separately, each case

may be prosecuted, Collins v. State, 39 App. 30, 44 S. W. 846.

2. Slander of wife by husband.-A charge by a husband, who had carnal inter
course with his wife before marriage, that another is the father of her Child, is
not ground for a conviction of slander it thus appearing that she was not chaste.
Baxter v. State, 34 App. 516, 31 S. W. 394, 53 Am. St. Rep. 720.

Under our statute a husband may be prosecuted for slandering his wife. Stay
ton v. State, 46 App, 205, 78 S. W. 1072, 108 Am. St. Rep. 988.

3. Privileged statement.-Where, on a trial for imputing to a female a want
of chastity, the evidence showed that accused and the father of prosecutrix' were

talking about a matter not relating to prosecutrix, and that during the conversa

tion accused began the conversation touching the prosecutrix, and uttered the
slanderous words, the language of accused was not privileged. Richmond v. State,
68 App. 436, 126 S. W. 596.

Statement of defendant to L., the father of the wife of defendant B., when, B.
having left his wife, L. went to defendant and asked him what was the matter,'
that she was unchaste before she was married was 'not privileged; defendant be
ing the originator of the false charge. Davis Y. State (Cr. App.) 167 s. W. 1108,
L. R. A. 1915A. 572.

4. Words actionable per se.-Since words imputing want of chastity are ac
tionable per se only by force of article 1180, such words are actionable only where
they are uttered falsely and maliciously, or falsely and wantonly, and the court
properly so charged, especially where plaintiff alleged that the statem.ents con

cerning her were false, malicious, and slanderous, inspired .by malice, hatred and
ill will, and were spoken wrongfully, maliciously, and oppressively. Lehmann v.

Medack (Civ. App, ) 152 S. WI- 438.

5. I ndictment and Information and proof thereunder.-Willson's Cr. Forms;
525, 526.

An indictment for this offense must set forth, at Ieast substantially, the words
or acts constituting the alleged slander. It will not be sufficient to allege in gen
eral terms an imputation of a want of chastity. Lagrone v. State, 12 App. 426;
Melton v. State, Id. 552; Hammers v. State, 13 App. 344; Mc'Ma.han v. State, Id.
220; Wiseman v. State, 14 App. 74; Conlee v. State, Id. 222. It should also allege
that the slander was perpetrated in the presence of some person or persons, and
the better practice is to name such person or persons, or some of them. Mc
Mahan v. State, 13 App. 220; Wiseman v. State, 14 App. 74. For indictments
held good, see Patterson v. State, 12 App. 458; Humbard v. State, 21 App. 20(), 17
S. W. 126.

A charge of slander set forth in the English language is not sustained by
proof of words of similar import uttered in German. Stichtd v. State, 25 App. 42(),
8 S. W. 477, 8 Am. St. Rep. 444.

Information must state specifically what was imputed to the female and who
the female was. Neely v. State, 32 App, 370, 23 S. W. 798.

Indictment for slander based upon a statement of defe",dant that the proseeu-

6. -- Innuendo.
7. -- Proof and variance.
8. Evidence.
9. Charge of court.

10. Verdict.
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trtx was pregnant must negative that she was legitimately pregnant, Clark v.

State, 32 A pp. 412, 24 S. W. 29.
An information held sufficient. Kyle v. State, 55 App, 360, 116 S. W. 598; Con

lee v. State, 14 App, 222.
An indictment alleged that accused, on a date named, orally, falsely, and rna

'Hciously imputed to a female, to wit, P. a want of chaatrtv, to, wit, that accused.
in the hearing of Wr. and others, falsely, maliciously, and wantonly said of and
concerning P. that she was not a good woman, and that she showed herself in
front of the drug store before men, meaning thereby and intending to convey the
impression that said P. had demeaned herself in a lewd manner in front of the
store and before men; that accused, in the hearing of W. and others, falsely, etc.,
said that three men named were paying attentions to her, the said P., meaning
and intending to imply thereby that P. had theretofore had carnal intercourse
with the said men, and that accused further said, in the presence and hearing of
the said W. and others, that P. had gone to a party, and that a certain man stay

-ed at the telephone office, which was in the same building as P.'s sleeping apart-
ments, and that P. did not return to her horne in the building till 2 e.:,clock a. m.,
and that such man did not get horne until morning, meaning and inttinding to
convey the impression that upon P.'s return at 2 o'clock she permitted the man

-to remain with her until morning, and while there had intercourse with her.
Held, that the indictment was sufficient, under article 1180. Curl v. State (Cr.
App.) 145 S. W. ,602.

6. -- Innuendo.-Innuendo is not only permissible, but is always proper
when the language charged! is ambiguous. Berry v. State, 27 App. 483, 11 S. W.

521; Roger's v. State, 30 App, 462, 17 S'. W. 548. See, also, Stichtd v. State, 25
App, 420, 8 S. W. 477, 8 Am. St. Rep. 444; Neely v. State, 32 App. 370, 23 S. W.
798; Whitehead v. State, 391 App. 89, 45 S. W. 10.; Roberts v. State, 51 App. 27,
100 S. W. 150.

In an indictment for slander, when ambiguous language is sought to' be ex

.pladned by innuendo, it is necessary to prove the innuendo as substantially as

the slanderous words its meaning was intended- to explain. Riddle v. State, 30

App, 425, 17 S. W. 1073; Frisby v. State, 26 Ap'P'. 180, 9 S. W. 463.
An indictment for slander, charging that defendant "did falsely and maliciously

impute a want of chastity to C., by saying that one H. was monkeying with C.,
'and doing what he pleased with her, meaning that H. was having carnal knowl
edge of C.," is sufficient. Dickson v. State, 34 App. 1, 28 S. W. 815, 30 S. W. 807,
53 Am. St. Rep'. 694.

On prosecution for forgery it was held proper to admit testimony to prove the
'innuendos and explanations as alleged. Daud v. State, 34 App. 460, 31 S. W. 376.

The slanderous words charged were that defendant told that he saw prosecu
trix and one B "getting there;" held, such expression was susceptible of the
meaning that the parties were having carnal intercourse, proper averments by in
nuendo were made in this case and indictment was sufficient. Whitehead v. State,
39 App. 89, 45 S. W. io.

An indictment alleging that accused imputed to a married woman that she
"was not a respectable woman," without containing innuendo averments alleging
what the language meant, and that as spoken and intended it meant that she
was unchaste, does not state an offense under this article. Woods v. State, 58
App. 103, 124 S. W. 918.

The slanderous words being susceptible of the meaning alleged by the innuen
does, the innuendoes were proper; the meaning of the language not being obvious
without them. Curl v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 60'2.

Any information charging, in the language of the statute, that defendant false
ly, maliciously, and wantonly imputed a want of chastity to a married woman,
naming her, in the presence and hearing of certain persons, by saying that her
husband was not the father of the child recently born to her, but that its father
was a certain other man, sufficiently imputed a want of chastity, without in
nuendo. Hatcher v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 725.

7. -- Proof and variance.-See a variance between the allegata and the
probata in this respect, held to be material and fatal to the conviction. Conlee
v. State, 14 App. 222.

The state must prove the alleged slander substantially as alleged. Humbard
v. State, 21 App. 200, 17 S. W. 126; Conlee v. State, 14 App. 222.

The name of the alleged slandered female must be sufficiently proved to iden
tify, and unless this is done the proof will not only be held insufficient, but the
variance between the allegation and the proof will be fatal. See an instance,
Humbard v. State, 21 App. 200, 17 S. W. 126.

Where the indictment names two or more persons as present and hearing the
slander the names must be proved as alleged. Neely v, State, 32 App, 370, 23 S.
W.798.

To warrant a conviction for slander it is essential that the slanderous lan
guage be proven as charged, the proof of other language of same meaning is not
sufficient. A charge that defendant had stated that he had had carnal knowledge
of a girl was not sustained by proof that he used certain vulgar terms meaning
carnal knowledge. Barnett v. State, 35 App. 280, 33 S. W. 340.

Under an indictment which alleged that the slanderous language was uttered
to B. and divers other persons not named, it need not be proven that anyone
other than B. was present at the time of the publication. Collins v. State, 44
S. W. 846, 39 Ap'P'. 30. ,

There .was no variance between the language, "--- is a whore, and I can

prove it," in an indictment for slander, and the language, "--- is a dirty whore,
and I can prove it, and is the cause of my wife leaving me," proven on the trial.
Kelley v, State, 51 App. 161. 101 S. W. 230.
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Under an indictment for slander, alleging that defendant said that he had
carnal intercourse with a named woman, the admission of evidence that he said
that he had a good time, or had a time with her, constitutes a fatal variance.
Hasley v. State, 57 App. 400, 123 S. W. 59'6, 136 Am. St. Rep. 986.

Where an indictment for slander, in violation of article 1180, for imputing to
a female a want of chastity, specifically selected the imputation and charged it,
the state was bound thereby as to the imputation, and the court could not permit
the jury to convict accused for the imputation of want of chastity otherwise than
as alleged. Woods v. State, 58 App, 103, 124 8'. W. 918.

On a trial for imputing to an unmarried female a want of chastity, and that
she had gone to a town to submit to an abortion, the testimony of a witness that
she had seen nothing in prosecutrix's actions at that town indicating that she was
not a virtuous woman was inadmissible, because beyond the issues. Richmond v.

State, 58 App. 435, 126 S. W. 596, 137 Am. St. Rep_ 973.
In a prosecution for slander, the slanderous language must be proven substan

tially as alleged. Adams v. State, 62 App. 426, 138 S. W. 117.
Where the indictment for slander alleged that the words used by defendant

were that "C. and W. had knocked the said Nona M. up and had left the country
and that O. was keeping them posted," while the proof was than he said that
"C. & W. had knocked the M. girls up and had left the country and that O. was

keeping them, posted," there was a f,atal variance. Simer v. State, 62 App. 514, 138
S. W. 388.

In a prosecution for slander in imputing want Of chastity to a female, it is not
necessary to prove all of the language charged in the information, but only the
imputation of unchastity. McDonald v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 831.

There was a fatal variance in a prosecution for slander in falsely imputing un

chastity, where the information alleged that accused stated that the woman "was
a woman of ill fame, and that eight different parties had intercourse with her,"
while the competent proof only showed that accused had upbraided the woman

for her ill feeling because he had told her of bad reports concerning her. Mc
Donald v. State (Cr. App.) 164 s. W. 831.

8. Evidence.-In a prosecution for slander in imputing unchastity to a female,
accused need not establish beyond a reasonable doubt that her reputation for
chastity was bad; it being sufficient if the jury believe from the evidence that it
is bad. McDonald v. State (Cr. App.) 164 s. W. 831; Ballew v. State, 48 App. 46.
85 S., W. 1063; Manning v. State, 37 App. 180, 39 S. W. 118.

The law presumes the chastity of every woman, and it does not devolve upon
the state to prove the chastity of the alleged slandered female. Lagrone v. State,
12 App. 426; Collins v. State, 39 App, 30, 44 S. W. 846; Richmond v, State, 5&
App, 435, 126 S. W. 596, 137 Am. st. Rep. 973.

The prosecutrix having resided but few months in the county of the prosecu
tion, her reputation in the county from which she removed was admissible and
competent evidence. Lum v. State, 11 App. 483; Coffelt v. State, 19 App, 436;
Crane v. State, 30 App. 464, 17 S. W. 939. And see Mynatt v. Hudson, 66 ,Tex. 66,
17 S. W. 396. See, also, on evidence in slander cases, Frisby v. State, 26 App.
180, 9 S. W. 463; Berry v. State, 27 App, 483, 11 S. W. 521.

The defendant may prove in justification: 1. That the particular imputation
which he made against the female is true. 2. That her general reputation for
chastity at the time he made the imputation was bad. But he can not be per
mitted to prove any other acts or conduct of the female indicating a want of
chastity, except those specifically embraced in the imputation made by him. Pat
terson v. State, 12 App. 458; McMahan v. State, 13 App. 220.

It does not devolve upon ,the prosecution to prove the falsity of the imputation,
but the prosecution must show that the imputation was made maliciously or wan
tonly. McMahan v. State, 13 App. 220.

If the imputation be general, as that the impugned female "is a whore," he
would be entitled to prove speciflc acts of such female going to establish the truth
of such imputation. Wagner v. State, 17 App. 554.

The imputation being "she is a whore," not "she was a whore," it was held to
be not competent for the defendant to prove that prior to her marriage she had
lived in adultery with her husband, but it was competent for him to prove that
she practiced illicit intercourse with other men than her husband. Wagner v.

State, 17 App. 554; Duke v. State, 19 App. 14.
In a prosecution for slander, by calling an unmarried female a whore, it was

held competent for the defendant to prove that, shortly previous to the alleged
slander, said female had had illicit carnal intercourse with a man, and that de
fendant, before he uttered the alleged slander, had been informed of that fact. Said
act of illicit intercourse tended to establish that the female was a whore. Duke
v, State, 19 App. 14.

When the imputed slander consists of a statement as to a specific act of carnal
intercourse defendant should be allowed to prove prior acts of illicit intercourse
between the same parties. Wood v. State, 32 App, 476, 24 S. W. 284.

Where the words are obviously defamatory, or are clear and unambiguous,
whether defamatory or not, the court and jury, and not the witnesses, construe
the words; and a witness cannot be asked how he understood the words, nor what
impression was produced on his mind on hearing them, and the words are to be
construed in their ordinary and usual sense. When the language is ambiguous
and the words used are not ordinary, but are local, technical, or slang terms, evi
dence is admissible to explain their meaning. Dickson v. State, 34, App. 1, 28 S.
W. 815, 30 S. W. 807, 53 Am. St. Rep. 694.

On prosecution for slander, imputing to a woman want of chastity, evidence of
unlawful commerce with men prior to the time of the alleged slander is admissible.
Van Dusen v. State, 34 App, 456, 30 S. W. 1073. See, also, Baxter v, State, 34 App,
516, 31 S. W. 394, 53 Am. St. Rep. 720.
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Statements made by defendant, similar to those alleged in the indictment, are
admissible. Manning v. State, 37 App. 180, 39 S. W. 118.

Where, in a prosecution for slandering M., the words uttered incidentally in
volved the chastity of P., it was not error to exclude evidence that P.'s general
reputation for chastity was bad, where the jury were not actuated by what was

said about P., and found the least punishment for slandering the prosecutrix. Col
lins v. State, 39 App. 30, 44 S. W. 846.

Where the .meantng of the language used was so manifest that it could have but
one significance, it is not error to permit the witness to 'whom it was uttered to
state what he understood the defendant to mean by the language used. Collins v.

State, 44 S. W. 846, 39 App. 30.
Statements made by defendant to other persons made after the alleged slan

derous words are admissible to show the animus of defendant. Whitehead v.

State, 39 App. 89, 45 S. W. 10.
In a prosecution for criminal slander by charging a female with unchastity and

lascivious conduct in the hearing of a certain person, evidence that accused used
substantially the same language concerning the female's conduct in a conversation
with another than charged in the indictment, and reflected on prosecuting wit
ness' chastity to others, was admissible to show accused's intent when she uttered
the slanderous words charged in the indictment. Curl v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s.
W.602.

On prosecution for slandering defendant's wife by charging misconduct with S.,
circumstances tending to show preparation on the part of S. for the commission of
the offense are admissible as tending to show the commission of such offense.
Elder v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 1052.

'Under articles 118() and 1181 evidence is admissible that the woman had told
accused, before his interview with her husband in which accused told him that
she was unchaste, that she had had intercourse with others than her husband.
McDonald v. State '(Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 831.

In a prosecution for slander in imputing unchastity to a female, evidence of
abusive statements made by accused concerning the female was admissible to
show ill will and malice.. McDonald v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 831.

In a prosecution for slander in imputing unchastity to a female, accused need
not establish the truth of the alleged slanderous statement; it being sufficient as

a defense that the jury believe its truth, or - have a reasonable doubt of its truth.
McDonald v. State (Cr. App.) 164 s. W. 831.

To sustain a conviction for slander, it is only necessary to prove substantially
what is alleged in the indictment. Hill v. State (Cr. App.) 173 s. W. 1022.

Evidence held to sus tam a conviction for slander imputing unchastity to a fe
male public school teacher. Hill v. State (Cr. App.) 173 S. W. 1022.

9. Charge of court.-It is not error to charge" in the language of the statute,
that the law presumes the chastity of every woman. Collins v. State, 44 S. W.
846, 89 App, 30.

.

In case of slander the court should charge that unless the jury find from the
evidence that the imputation was maliciously and wantonly made, notwithstanding
it was shown to be false, they should acquit the defendant. Stayton v. State, 46
App. 205, 78 S. W. 1072, 108 Am. St. Rep. 988.

In a prosecution for slander by imputing to a woman a want of chastity, a re

quested charge that, in order to convict, the jury must believe beyond a reasona
ble doubt not only that the alleged false words were uttered by defendant, but that
such words were uttered maliciously or wantonly;. that the expression "malicious
ly" meant that the words were so uttered as to imply an evil intent or legal malice,
or without reasonable grounds for believing that they were true, or that the wo

man had a bad reputation for chastity, or was unchaste; and that the expres
sion "wantonly" meant that the words were uttered regardless of consequences,
in a reckless manner, or under such circumstances as evinced a wicked and mis
chievous intent, and without excuse-should have been given, as it is a part of
the statutory definition of slander. Rainwater v. State, 46 App. 496, 81 S. W. 38.

A charge giving to the jury in the alternative the terms "falsely and malicious
ly," or "falsely and wantonly," and authorizing a conviction in case defendant
used expressions in either sense, being the language of the statute, was correct;
and the fact that the indictment charged that defendant used the language falsely
and maliciously and wantonly did not change the rule. Kelley v. State, 51 App.
151, 101 S. W. 230.

Where the general reputation for chastity of the slandered female is in issue
article 1181, post, should be given in charge. It is reversible error to refuse to give
it upon request. Dobbs v. State, 55 App. 483, 117 S. W. 800.

Article 1181 limits inquiry into the reputation of the female to the time of the
uttering of the slander, or at least to a time reasonably approximating the date
of such uttering; and, where evidence of her, good reputation long after the al
leged uttering was given, accused was entitled to a charge that the reputation must
relate to the reputation at the time of the alleged slanderous words. Richmond v,

State, 58 App, 435, 126 S. W. 596, 137 Am. St. Rep. 973 .

..In a criminal prosecution for slander, the accused is entitled to a special charge
defining "wantonly" and "wilfully" as mentioned in the statute. Roberts v. State
(Cr. App.) 143 s. W. 614.

Where, in a prosecution for slandering defendant's wife by charging her with
improper intimacy with S., defendant did not deny speaking the language charged,
but claimed it was true, and there was evidence justifying a reasonable man in
believing that his wife had been unduly intimate with S., it was error to refuse
-to charge that, before accused could be convicted, the jury must find beyond a rea

sonable doubt that the statements were false, and that they were maliciously and
wantonly made. Elder v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 1052. ..,

In a tprosecution for a violation of article 1180, where the complaint and in
formation were in the words of the' statute, the refusal of a. requested special
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charge that, unless accused made the statements alleged wantonly and falsely, he
should be acquitted is properly refused: for he was guilty if he falsely and mali
ciously made them. Ethridge v. State (Cr. App.) 169 s. W. 1152.

10. Verdlct.-A verdict in criminal slander, "We, the jury, find the defendant,
C., guilty according to the law and evidence of the case, and affix the fine to the
lowest limit, which is $100," is sufficient. Curl v. State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 602.

Art. 1181. [751] Procedure in prosecution for.-In any prose
cution under this chapter, it shall not be necessary for the state
to show that such imputation was false, but the defendant may
in justification show the truth of the imputation, and the general
reputation for chastity of the female alleged to have been slander
ed may be inquired into.

See notes under preceding article and Kelly v. State, 37 App. 641, 40 S. W. 803;
Jackson v. State, 42 App. 497, 60 S. W. 963; West v. State, 44 App, 417, 71 S. W.
967; Bowers v: State, 45 App. 185, 75 S. ·W. 299; Kyle v. State, 55 App. 357, 116
S. W. �96.

CHAPTER THREE

SENDING ANONYMOUS LETTERS
Art.
1182. Prohibited, penalty for so doing.
1183. Definition of.

Art.
1184. Two or more persons concerned

in, either may be compelled to
testify.

.

Article 1182. Prohibited, penalty for so doing.-If any person
shall send, or cause to be sent, deliver, or cause to be delivered, to

any other person any anonymous letter or written instrument of
any character whatsoever, reflecting upon the integrity, chastity,
virtue, good character or reputation of the person to whom such
letter or written instrument is sent or addressed, or of any other
person, or wherein the life of such person is threatened, said per
son so sending such letter or written instrument shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be punished by
a fine of not less than two hundred and fifty dollars nor more than
one thousand dollars, and by imprisonment in the county jail for
not less than one month nor more than twelve months. [Act 1909,
p. 138.]

.

What constitutes offense.-Article 1182 is violated where the writer of the let
ter himself delivers it to the person to whom it is addressed, in view of Code Cr.
Proc. 1911, art. 25, requiring its provisions to be liberally construed to attain the
object intended; Rev. St. 1911, art. 5502, subd. 6, reqUiring the court to look to
the intention of the Legislature; Pen. Code 1911, art. 9, requiring that Code and
all other criminal laws to be construed according to the plain import of the lan
guage without regard to the usual distinction between penal and other laws; and
article 10, providing that words specially defined shall be understood in that
sense, and other words in the sense in which they are understood in common lan
guage. Bradfield v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 734.

Complaint and information.-Under article 1182, making it a misdemeanor to
send an anonymous letter "reflecting" on the integrity, chastity, etc., of any per
son, a complaint and information charging the sending of a. letter which "reflects"
upon a person named was not defective. Bradfield v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W.
734.

A complaint and information for sending an anonymous letter reflecting upon a

person's integrity, chastity, etc., need not contain the letter, in view of Code Cr.
Proc. 1911, art. 453, requiring only such certainty as will enable accused to plead
the judgment-in bar of another prosecution; article 460, providing that it shall be
sufficient to charge the offense in ordinary and concise language and with such
certainty as will give defendant notice of the offense charged and enable the court
to pronounce judgment; and article 474, providing that it is sufficient to use other
words conveying the same meaning as the words used in a statute or including
the sense of the statutory words. Bradfield v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 734.

EVidence.-Mere proof that accused delivered to prosecutrix an anonymous
stamped and sealed letter reflecting on her chastity does not support a conviction
of the crime of delivering an anonymous letter to a female reflecting on her virtue
and chastity, but it must be shown that he knew the contents of the letter, which
cannot be presumed from the mere fact that he delivered the letter. Sims v,

State, 71 App. 44, 158 S. W. 287.
On a trial for delivering to a 15 year old girl an' anonymous letter reflecting

on her integrity, chastity, etc., evidence that on the night before the delivery of
the letter accused was seen hugging and ktsslng such girl was properly excluded,
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in the absence of any showing that this was with her consent or permission, as

otherwise such conduct would not have reflected on her. Bradfield v. State (Cr.
App.) 166 S. W. 734.

Art. 1183. Definition of.-By an anonymous letter or written
instrument, within the meaning of this law, is meant where the
sender of such letter or written instrument withholds his or her
full and true name from the same, or where no name is signed
thereto, or where a fictitious name is signed thereto, or where any
description of such sender instead of a name is used, such as "a
friend," or "a true friend" �r the like. [Id., p. 138.]

Art. 1184. Two or more persons concerned in, either may be
compelled to testify.-If two or more persons are concerned in the
composition or sending of any anonymous letter or written instru
ment, as hereinbefore prohibited by this law, then either of such
persons shall be compelled to testify thereto; and the fact that such
testimony will incriminate such person shall not exempt such per
son from testifying in regard thereto; provided, that where such
person has been compelled to testify in regard thereto as above
stated, then, in that event, when such person has testified fully, fair
ly and truthfully in regard thereto, then such person shall not be

prosecuted under this law for the particular offense about which
such person has so testified. [Id., p. 138.]

CHAPTER FOUR

OF FALSE ACCUSATION AND THREATS OF PROSE
CUTION

Art.
1185. Combination to falsely accuse an

"

other.
1186. To extort money.
1187. Threats of prosecution to extort

money.

"t('Artic1e" 1185. [752] Combination to falsely accuse another.
If any two or more persons shall combine falsely to accuse an

other of an offense, and shall, in _p�rsuance of such combination,
make such accusation before a court or magistrate, or in any news

paper or other public print, or by the circulation of hand bills, or

in any other public manner, by writing, they shall be punished by
fine not exceeding two thousand dollars, or by imprisonment in the
county jail not exceeding two years.

Indictment.-;:-Willson's Cr. Forms, 530.. 531. � �
Art. 1186. [753] To extort money.-If the purpose of such

combination be to extort money or any pecuniary advantage, the
punishment shall be by fine not to exceed two thousand dollars,
and imprisonment in the penitentiary not to exceed three years.

Offense as felony.s--Where money is extorted from one through threats to pros- �
ecute him for a criminal offense it is a felony. Williams v. State, 51 App. 1, 100
S. W. 149, 150.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 532.,....--, ----.

Art. 1187. [754] Threats of prosecution to extort money.
If any person, with intent to extort money, or any pecuniary ad
vantage, shall threaten" to accuse another of a felony, before any
court, or to publish any other statement respecting him which
would come within the meaning of libel, he shall be punished in
the manner set forth in article 1185. II

Art.
1188. Publishing another as a coward.
1189. "Whitecapping" defined, punish-

ment for.

,po.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 533.
Where" extortion by threats of criminal prosecution before a certain justice is

alleged, and threats to prosecute before another justice are proved, the variance
is fatal. Strange V. State, 33 App. 315, 26 S. W. 406.
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,

Art. 1188.' [755]', Publishing another as a coward.s=If any per
son shall, in any newspaper or hand bill, or by notice .posted up in
any place, publish another as a coward, or use toward him other
opprobrious language, he shall be fined in an amount not exceeding
two hundred dollars; and, if such publication or posting be in
consequence of a refusal to fight a duel, the punishment shall be
by fine of not less than five hundred nor more than one thousand
dollars.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, ,534.

Art. 1189. "Whitecapping" defined, punishment for.-Any person
who shall post any anonymous notice, or make any threats or signs,
or skull and cross bones, or shall, by any other method, post any
character or style of notice or threat to do personal violence or

injury to property on or near the premises of another, or who
shall cause the same to be sent with the intention of interfering
in any way with the right of such person to occupy said premises,
or to follow any legitimate occupation, calling or profession, or

_with the intention of causing such person to abandon such prem
ises, or precincts, or county, in which such person may reside, shall
be deemed guilty of the offense of whitecapping, and, upon con

viction therefor, shall be punished by confinement in the state

penitentiary for any period of time not less than two years nor

more than five years. [Act 1899, p. 215.]
Notice and sign within statute.-Under indictment charging sending whitecap

ping letter to "Jim Owes" such a letter addressed to "Jim Owens" was properly
admitted. Dunn v. State, 43 App. 25, 63 S. W. 571.

If the notice or sign is sent with the intention of interfering with the person's
right to occupy his premises, or intent to frighten him, thereby causing such per
son to abandon such premises or causing said person by frightening to cease to
occupy his premises then and in that event, the intent of the person being to in
terfere with the possession and occupancy of his premises by frightening him, it
would be within the letter and spirit of the statute regardless of whether said
notice contained a threat to do personal violence. A notice and sign as follows:
"Jim Owens went to Hell June 20, 1900," and a drawing of a coffin and scaffold
from which a body is suspended by the neck, is clearly a notice to prosecutor that
he would be hanged June 20, 1900, and innuendo averments in the indictment are

unnecessary. Dunn v; State, 43 App. 25, 63 S. W. 573.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 714, 744.

CI·

CHAPTER FIVE

BLACKLISTING
Art.
1190. What constitutes discrimination

against persons seeking employ
ment.

1191. Penalty for violating preceding
article.

1192. Prosecutiona under, what is pri
ma facie proof.

1193. "Blacklisting" defined.

Art.
1194. Same prohibited.
1195. Penalty for.
1196. Exceptions, when.
1197. Servant or employe not to be co

, arced.
1198. Penalty for.
1199. Witness summoned and examin

ed, when.

Article 1190. What constitutes discrimination against persons
seeking employment.-Either or any of the following acts shall con

stitute discrimination against persons seeking employment:
1. Where any corporation, or receiver of the same, doing busi

ness in this state, or any agent or officer of any such corporation or

receiver, shall blacklist, prevent, or attempt to prevent, by word,
printing, sign, list or other means, directly or indirectly, any dis
charged employe, or any employe who may have voluntarily left
said corporation's service, from obtaining employment with any oth
er person, company, or corporation, except by truthfully stating in
writing, on request of such former employe, the reason why such
employe was discharged, or why his relationship to such company
ceased.

'
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2. Where any corporation, or receiver of the same, doing busi
ness in this state, or any officer or agent of such corporation or re

ceiver, shall by any means, directly or indirectly, communicate to.
any other person or corporation any information in regard to a per
son who may seek employment of such person or corporation, and
fails to give such person in regard to whom the communication may
be made, within ten days after demand therefor, a complete copy of
such communication, if in writing, and a true statement, if by sign
or other means not in writing, and the names and addresses of all

persons or corporations to whom said communication shall have
been made.

"

3. Where any corporation, or receiver of the same, doing busi
ness in this state, or any agent or employe of such corporation or

receiver, shall have discharged an employe, and such employe de
mands a statement in writing of the cause of his discharge, and such
corporation, receiver, agent or employe thereof fails to furnish a

true statement of the same to such discharged employe within ten

days after such demand, or where any corporation or receiver of the
same, or any officer or agent of such corporation, or receiver, shall
fail, within ten days after written demand for the same, to furnish
to any employe voluntarily leaving the service of such corporation
or receiver, a statement in writing that such employe did leave
such service voluntarily, or where any corporation or receiver of
the same doing business within this" state, shall fail to show in any
statement under the provision of this law the number of years and
months during which such employe was in the service of the said
corporation or receiver in each and every "separate capacity or posi
tion in which he was employed, and whether his services were satis
factory in each such capacity or not, or where any such corporation
or receiver shall fail, within ten days after written demand for the
same, to furnish to any such employe a true copy of the statement

originally given to such employe for his use in case he shall have
lost, or is otherwise deprived of the use of, the said original state
ment.

4. Where any corporation, or receiver of same, doing business in
this state, or any agent or officer of the same, shall have received
any request, notice or communication, either in writing or other
wise, from any person, company or corporation, preventing or cal
culated to prevent the employment of a person seeking employment,
and shall fail to furnish to such person seeking employment, within
ten days after a demand in writing therefor, a true statement of such
request, notice or communication, and, if in writing, a true copy of
same, and, if otherwise than in writing, a true statement thereof, and
a true interpretation of its meaning, and the names 'and addresses
of the persons, company or corporation furnishing the same.

5. Where any corporation, or receiver of the same, doing busi
ness in this state, or any officer or agent of such corporation or re

ceiver, discharging an employe, shall have failed to give such em

ploye a true statement of the causes of his discharge within ten days
after a demand in writing therefor, and. shall thereafter furnish any
other person or corporation any statement or communication in re

gard to such discharge, unless at the request of the discharged em-

ploye.
.

6. Where any corporation, or receiver of same, doing business
in this state, or any officer or agent of such corporation or receiver
shall discriminate against any person" seeking employment on ac

count of his having participated in a strike.
7. Where any corporation, or receiver of the same, doing busi

ness in this state, or any officer or agent of such corporation, or re

ceiver, shall give any information or communication in regard to a
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person seeking employment, having participated in any strike, un

less such person violated the law during his participation on such
strike, or in connection therewith, and unless such information is
given in compliance with subdivision 1 of article 1190. [Act 1909,
p.160.]

Constltutlonallty.-This article does not violate the fourth amendment of the
federal constitution, or the state constitution, forbidding unreasonable searches
and seizures. St. Louis Southwestern R. Co. v. Hixon (Civ. App.) 126 S. W. 338;
St. Louis Southwestern R. Co. of Texas v. Griffin (Clv. App.) 154 S. W. 583.

This article does not deny to corporations the due process of law guaranteed by
the fifth and fourteenth amendments of the federal constitution, and article 1, §
19, of the Texas Constitution. St. Louis Southwestern R. Co. v. Hixon (Clv. App.)
126 S. W. 338; St. Louis Southwestern R. Co. of Texas v. Griffin (Civ. App.) 154
S. W. 583.

This article does not deprive corporations of the equal protection of the laws
under the state and federal constitutions. St. Louis Southwestern R. Co. v. Hixon

(Civ. App.) 126 S. W. 338; St. Louis Southwestern R. Co. of Texas v. Griffin (Civ.
App.) 154 S. W. 583.

This article, though retroactive, is not invalid as an ex post facto law, under
Const. U. S. art. 1, § 9, subd. 3, and article I, § 10, subd. I, and Const. Tex. art.

1, § 16. St. Louis Southwestern R. Co. v. Hixon (Civ. App.) 126 S. W. 338.
This article does not impair the obligation of contracts under Const. U. S. art.

1, § 10, subd. I, and Const. Tex. art. I, § 16. Id.
This article does not deny to corporations liberty of speech under the first

amendment of the federal constitution and Const. Tex. art. 1, § 8. Id.
This statute is constitutional. St. Louis Southwestern R. Co. of Texas v.

Hixon (Civ. App.) 126 S. W. 338; St. Louis Southwestern R. Co. of Texas v. Grif
fin (Civ. App.) 154 S. W. 583.

The Impatrment of a corporation's right to discharge employes by the statute
cannot be sustained as an exercise of the police power to deal with the real needs
of the people in their health, safety, comfort, or convenience. St. Louis South
western R. Co. of Texas v. Griffin (Sup.) 171 S. W. 703.

The "liberty to speak" or write secured by Const. art. I, § 8, includes the cor

responding right to be silent, and this right is infringed by the provisions of the
statute for compelling a corporation to give a discharged employe a statement of
the cause of discharge. St. Louis Southwestern R. Co. of Texas v. Griffin (Bup.)
171 S. W. 703.

The impairment of a corporation's right to discharge employes at will without
cause by the statute is violative of its constitutional right of liberty of contract,
which right includes the corresponding right to accept a contract proposed. St.
Louis Southwestern R. Co. of Texas v. Griffin (Bup.) 171 S. W. 703.

The impairment of a corporation's right to discharge employes without cause by
the statute is a denial of the equal protection of the laws secured by Const. U. S.
Amend. 14. St. Louis Southwestern R. Co. of Texas v. Griffin (Sup.) 171 S. W. 703.

The statute requiring railroad companies to furnish discharged employes with
a statement of the cause of their discharge, and to furnish employes voluntarily
leaving the service with a statement to that effect showing whether their serv

ices were satisfactory, is unconstitutional. Galveston, H. & S. A. Ry. Co. v.

State (Civ. App.) 175 S. W. 1096.

Retroactive operatlon.-A railroad employe, who is discharged before this ar

ticle takes effect, and also makes his demand for a service letter before it takes
effect is within the article, where the railroad does not act on the demand until
after it takes effect. St. Louis Southwestern R. Co. v. Hixon (Civ. App.) 126
S. W. 338.

This article, subds. 1, 3, is retroactive in operation, and includes employes dis
charged before the act took effect. Id.

Excuse.-A railroad corporation is not excused from liability for making false
statements in a service letter given under this article on the ground that such
statements are privileged. St. Louis Southwestern R. Co. of Texas v. Griffin
(Civ. App.) 154 S. W. 583.

"True statement."-"True statement," as used in this article, means that the
employer shall fairly, honestly, and in good faith, state the grounds or cause of
discharge. St. Louis S. W. R. Co. of Texas v. Griffin (Civ. App.) 154 S. W. 583.

Sufficiency of statement.-Under this article a railroad employe, who is dis
charged without sufficient cause, and on demand receives a service letter stat
ing that he was discharged for insubordination, has a good cause of action for
damages. St. Louis Southwestern R. Co. of Texas v. Hixon (Civ. App.) 126 S.
W. 338.

•

Where a brakeman refused to handle cars when directed so to do, on the
ground that it was dangerous, and was discharged therefor, and a service letter
was given him, in response to his written demand, which was never circulated by
the company, and there was nothing to question its good faith in its statement
that he had been guilty of insubordination, he had no cause of action against it
because of the letter. St. Louis, S. F. & T. R. Co. v. Inman (Civ. App.) 137 S.
W. 1153.

.�

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 527.

Art. 1191. Penalty for violating preceding artic1e.-Every per
son violating any of the provisions of the preceding article shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be punished
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DY imprisonment in the county jail for not less than one month nor

more than one year. [Act 1907, p. 143.]
-

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. - Forms, 527.

Art. 1192. Prosecutions under, .what is prima facie proof.-In
prosecutions for the violation of any of the provisions of this law,
evidence that any person has acted as the agent of a corporation in
the transaction of its- business in this state shall be received as prima
facie proof that his act in the name, behalf or interest of the corpo-

I ration, of which he was acting as the agent, was the act of the cor

poration. [Id., p. 143.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 527 .

.
Art. 1193. "Blacklisting" defined.-He is also guilty of "black

listing" who places, or causes to be placed, the name of any dis
charged employe, or any employe who has voluntarily left the serv

ice of any individual, firm, company or corporation on any book or

list, or publishes it in any newspaper, periodical, letter or circular,
with the intent to prevent said employes from securing employment
of any kind with any other person, firm, corporation or company,
either in a public or private capacity. [Act 1901, p. 264.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 527.

Art. 1194. Same prohibited.-No corporation, company, or in
dividual shall blacklist or publish, or cause to be blacklisted or pub
lished, any employe, - mechanic or laborer discharged by such cor

poration, company or individual, with the intent and for the pur
pose of preventing such employe, mechanic or laborer from engag
ing in or securing similar or other employment from any other cor

poration, company or individual. [Id., p. 264.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 527.

Art. 1195. Penalty for.-If any officer or agent of any corpora
tion, company or individual, or other person, shall blacklist or pub
lish, or cause to be blacklisted or published, any employe, mechanic
or laborer discharged by such corporation, company or individual,
with the intent and for the purpose of preventing such employe,
mechanic or laborer from engaging in or securing similar or other
employment from any other corporation, company or individual, or

shall in any manner conspire or contrive by correspondence or oth
erwise, to prevent such discharged employe from procuring employ
ment, as provided in articles 1193 and 1194, he shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined
not less than fifty nor more than two hundred and fifty dollars, or be
imprisoned in the county jail not less than thirty nor more than
ninety days or both. [Id., p. 264.]

-

Art. 1196. Exceptions, when.-But this law shall not be con

strued as prohibiting any corporation, company or individual, from

giving in writing, on application from such discharged employe, or

any corporation, company or individual who may desire to employ
such discharged employe, a truthful statement of the reason for such
discharge; provided, that said written cause of discharge, when so

made by such person, agent, company or corporation, shall never be
used as the cause for an action for libel, either civil or criminal,
against the person, agent, company or corporation so furnishing
same. [Id., p. 264.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 527.

Art. 1197. Servants or employes not to be coerced.-It shall be
unlawful for any person or persons, corporation or firm, or any
agent, manager or board of managers, or servant, of any corporation
or firm in this state to coerce or require any servant or employe to
deal with or purchase any article of food, clothing or merchandise
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of any kind whatever, from any person, association, corporation or

company, or at any place or store whatever. And it shall be unlaw
ful for any such person or persons, or agent, manager, or board of
managers, or servants, to exclude from work, or to punish or black
list any of said employes for failure to deal with any such person or

persons, or any firm, company or corporation, or to purchase any
article of food, clothing or merchandise whatever at any store or any
place whatever. [Act 1903, p. 89.]

Indictment.-See Willson's Cr. Forms, 527-529.

Art. 1198. Penalty for.-Any person or persons, company or

corporation, or association, or any agent, manager or managers, or

servant of any company, corporation or association, described in the
foregoing article, who shall violate any of the provisions of the pre
ceding article, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon convic
tion, shall be fined not less than fifty nor more than two hundred
dollars for each offense. [Id., p. 89.]

Art. 1199. Witness summoned and examined, when.-Upon the
application of the attorney general, or of any district or county at

torney, made to any justice of the peace in this state, and stating
that he has reason to believe that a witness, who is to be found in
the county of which such justice of the peace is an officer, knows of
a violation of any of the provisions of this chapter, it shall be the
duty of the justice of the peace to whom such application is made, to
have summoned and to have examined such witness in relation to

violations of any of the provisions of this chapter, said witness to
be summoned as provided for in criminal cases. The said witness
shall be duly sworn, and the justice of the peace shall cause the
statements of the witness to be reduced to writing and signed and
sworn to before him; and such sworn statement shall be delivered
to the attorney general, district or county attorney, upon whose
application the witness was summoned. Should the witness, sum

moned as aforesaid, fail to appear or to make statements of the facts
within his knowledge, under oath, or to sign the same after it has
been reduced to writing, he shall be guilty of contempt of court, and
may be fined not exceeding one hundred dollars, and may be attach
ed and imprisoned in the county jail until he shall make a full state
ment of all the facts within his knowledge with reference to the mat
ter inquired about. Any person so summoned and examined shall
not be liable to prosecution for any violation of the provisions of
this chapter about which he may testify fully and without reserve.

[Act 1907, p. 143.]
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TITLE 17

OF OFFENSES AGAINST PROPERTY
Chap.

1. Of arson.
2. Of other wilful burning.
3. Of malicious mischief [cruelty to

animals, trespass, etc.].
4. Of infectious diseases among ani-

mals and bees.
5. Of cutting and destroying timber.
6. Of burglary.
7. Of offenses on board of vessels,

'steamboats and railroad cars.

8. Of robbery.
9. Of theft in general.

10. Of theft from the person.
11. Theft of animals.
12. Miscellaneous provisions relating to

the recovery of stolen animals
and the detection and punishment
of thieves.

Chap.
13. Illegal marking and branding and

other offenses relating to stock.
14. Offenses relating to estrays.
15. Offenses against labels, trade-marks,

etc.
16. Offenses relating to the protection

of stock raisers in certain locali
ties.

17. Embezzlement.
18. Of swindling and the fraudulent

disposition of mortgaged
property.

1. Swindling.
2. Fraudulent disposition of

mortgaged property.
19. Of offenses committed in another

country or state.

CHAPTER ONE

OF ARSON
Art.
1200.
1201.
1202.
1203.

1204.
1205.

Definition of.
"House" defined.
Offense complete, when.
"Design" the essence of the of

fense.
Intent presumed, when.
Explosions included.

Art.
1206.
1207.
1208.
1209.
1210.
1211.
1212.

Except, when.
Owner may destroy, except when.
Exceptions.
Part owner cannot burn.
Punishment.
Burning a state building.
Attempt at arson.

Article 1200. [756] Definition of.-"Arson" is the wilful burn
ing of any house included within the meaning of the succeeding ar

ticle of this chapter.
1. Nature and elements of offense in

general.
2. House.
3. Indictment.
4. Evidence.
5. -- On trial of accomplice.

1. Nature and elements of offense In general.-Arson has ever been regarded as

an offense against the security of the habitation rather than the property, and the
actual title and true ownership can rarely be a matter for material inquiry in
prose-cutions for this offense. The landlord himself may commit it on the house oc

cupied by, or in possession of, the tenant, for during the lease the house is the
property of the tenant; and so the true owner may be held liable for the offense,
although the contract of purchase be simply executory, and for default he may re

enter and repossess the premises by action for title and possession. The court
will not inquire into the tenure or interest of the occupier or person in possession
of the house, if. in fact, it is occupied or possessed by such person. Tuller v.

State, 8 App, 501.

2. House.-See -ar'tlcle 1201 and notes thereunder.

3. Indictment.---:-Willson's Cr. Forms, 635.
See, also, notes under following articles.
An indictment charging _

that the burning was "wilful" need not more specifi
cally allege the design and intent. Thomas v. State, 41 Tex. 27; Tuller v. State,
8 App. 501.

An indictment for this offense, in addition to charging the arson, alleged that
a child was in the house at the time the house was burned, and that said child
was seriously injured by the fire. Held, that the allegation as to the child did not
make the indictment duplicitous, but was a proper allegation in view of article
1222, post. Beaumont v. State, 1 App. 533, 28 Am. Rep. 424. Where the indictment
is against the owner for burning his own house, it must allege ownership of the
house in the accused, and the particular facts which bring such burning within
some one of the exceptions specified in article 1208, post. Tuller v. State, 8 App.
501; Baker v. State, 25 App, 1, 8 S. W. 23, 8 Am. St. Rep. 427; Mulligan v. State,
25 App. 199, 7 S. W. 664, 8 Am. St. Rep. 435; Rogers v. State, 26 App. 404, 9 S. w.
762; Kelley v. State, 44 App, 187, 70 S. W. 20.

In the first count of an indictment for arson the appellant was charged with
burning his own house, which was "then and there insured." In the second count
it was charged that he burned his own house, endangering thereby the safety or
houses belonging to other persons. The locus in quo is described in both counts

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Identity of defendant.
Confessions.
Other offenses.
Expert testimony.

Charge of court.
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as "a certain house then and there occupied, owned, and controlled by him, the
said Baker." Held, that this a.llega.tion is sufficient, inasmuch as the words "then
and there" have definite reference to the date and the county previously alleged
in the counts. It was not necessary that the first count should allege the amount
of the insurance nor the company in which the house was insured. Nor was it

necessary that ·the second count should allege who were the owners of the houses

alleged to have been endangered by the burning of the defendant's house, provided
they were not the property of the defendant himself. Baker v. State, 25 App. 1,
8 S. W. 23, 8 Am. St. Rep. 427.

Indictment described the burned building as "the house of· Mary Gandy there
situate in the town of Granbury, said Hood county, Texas, and the said house be

ing then and there held and occupied by C. M. Rogers for and as the agent of

J. M. Rogers, said Rogers having theretofore, on or about the second day of No

vember, 1886, rented and leased said house from the said Mary Gandy by and

through J. M. Skipper as the agent of her, the said Mary Gandy." The defense
excepted to the indictment on the grounds that the description of the house was

uncertain, and the averments of its ownership and occupancy uncertain, incon

sistent, and repugnant. Held, that the exceptions were correctly overruled, and
that it would have sufficed to have described the building as the house of C. M.

Rogers, or a house occupied by C. M. Rogers, situated in the town of Granbury,
in Hood county, state of Texas. The averments of the ownership of Mary Gandy
and the lease to J. M. Rogers were unnecessary and required the state to prove
them, but their redundancy does not vitiate the indictment. Rogers v. State, 26

App. 404, 9 S. W. 762.
Where an indictment for arson describes the house alleged to have been burnt

as occupied by defendant and one H. as tenants, there is no variance jf the evi
dence shows that the owner of the house rented it to defendant, and that H. jointly
occupied it under an agreement with defendant. Woolsey v. State, 30 App. 346, 17
S. W. 546.

Ownership was properly alleged in one in possession under an oral gift from
his father. Wyley v. State, 34 App, 514, 31 S. W. 393.

Though, under Sayles' Ann. oiv. St. 1897, arts. 2968, 2969, providing that all
property acquired by either husband or wife during marriage shall be deemed
common property, and that during coverture it may be disposed of only by the
husband, a house purchased by the husband with his earnings after marriage, and
the deed taken in the name of the wife, is community property, an indictment for
a criminal burning of the house properly alleged the ownership to be in the hus
band, and proof that the property was purchased with the husband's earnings, and
that the deed was taken in the name of the wife did not establish a variance.
Pinckard v State, 62 App, 602, 138 S. W. 601.

Under article 1200, and articles 1207, and 1208, an indictment charging accused
with procuring another to burn his house, which was insured, need not allege that
the person who set fire to the house knew that it was insured. Arnold v. State
(Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 122.

Though defendant burned G.'s house with his consent, the indictment need not,
as in an indictment against G., negative the conditions which would save him from
guilt, but the indictment merely charging that defendant burned G.'s house, and
such consent, a matter of defense, appearing in the evidence, the state could in
rebuttal negative such conditions. Crowder v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 501.

4. Evidence.-See notes under following articles.
Evidence of similar crimes, motive, etc., see C. C. P. art. 783 et seq.
Evidence held to sustain a conviction, Williams v. State, 41 Tex. 209; Davis

v. State, 15 App, 5!l4; Smith v. State, 23 App, 357, 5 S. W. 219, 59 Am. Rep. 773;
Bluman v. State, 33 App. 43, 21 S. W. 1027, 26 S. W. 75. Contra, Tuller v. State, 8
App. 501; McMahon v. State, 17 App. 321; Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W.
436; Landers v. State, 39 App, 671, 47 S. W. 1008.

It was held competent for the prosecution, for the purpose of proving malice on

the part of the defendant toward the alleged injured party, to show that prior
to the arson there had been difficulties between the defendant and the owner of

.

the burned property, and that the defendant was the aggressor in such difficulties.
Davis v. State, 15 App. 594.

In a trial for arson the defense objected to the admission of oral evidence ad
duced by the state to prove the alleged ownership of the. burned house, but the

objection was overruled and the testimony admitted. It appears, however, that
the same fact was proved by other evidence, to which no objection was made by
the defense, and that the defendant occupied the house under a lease from the
owner. Held, that in view of this proof there was no material error in overruling
the objection to the oral proof of the ownership. Rogers v. State, 26 App, 404, 9
S. W. 762.

Defendant's stepdaughter was allowed to testify that defendant struck her with
a stick, and she took refuge in the house that was burned. Held competent to
show motive. Oliver v. State, 33 App. 541, 28 S. W. 202.

Where, in a prosecution for arson, there was positive testimony connecting ac

cused with the attempt to burn the house, together with other testimony tending
strongly to show an alibi, and other testimony raising the issue of sanity, a judg
ment of conviction will not be reversed for insufficiency of the evidence. Glaser
v. State, 60 App, 379, 131 S. W. 1097 .

• While parol evidence is inadmissible to prove title to real estate, in a prosecu
tion for arson it is sufficient to prove possession of the property by parol, since
the offense is directed against the possesston rather than against the absolute own

ership. Allen v. State, 62 App. 601, 137 S. W. 1133
But where the building was unoccupied parol evidence of ownership was ad

mitted. Goldsmith v. State, 46 App. 556, 81 S. W. 710.
In a prosecution for arson, evidence of witness that he pointed out to the sheriff
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the team driven by defendant to the place where the burning occurred was admis
sible. Allen. v. State, 62 App, 501, 137 S. W. 1133.

The admission of testimony as to contents of building was proper whendt was

shown that the defendant knew the contents, and must have known what would
be the consequence of setting fire to it, and not giving the alarm until too late to
save the property. Anderson v. State, 71 App. 2.7. 159 S. W. 847.

In a prosecution for arson, evidence, consisttng of circumstances and a confes
sion, held sufficient to authorize the jury to find that the defendant was a principal
in the commission of the offense. Anderson v. State, 71 App. 27, 159 S. W. 847.

In a prosecution of accused as an accomplice to arson, evidence that on the
night of the fire, when witness first discovered it, he could smell coal oil very
strong, and could see that it had been used there, was admissible. Thomason v.

State, 71 App, 439, 160 S. W. 359.
Evidence was not admissible, in a prosecution for burning a house in which

accused lived, that witness saw accused with a certain dress on which she made
since the fire, unless it were shown that the particular dress was included by ac
cused in her statement of loss from the fire. McClary v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S.
W.572.

5. On trial of accomplice.-See notes under article 89, ante.

6. Identity of defendant.-See notes under C. e. P. art. 783.

7. Confesslons.-See notes under article 89, ante, and C. C. P. arts. 809,
810.

8. Other offenses.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 783.

9. Expert testlmony.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 783.

10. Charge of court.-See Jones v. State, 5. App, 130.
Facts on which held error to refuse to instruct that an explosion did not come

within definition of arson unless it set the house on fire and not merely the parts
detached by the explosion. Landers v. State, 39 App, 671, 47 S. W. 1008.

Evidence held to require a charge on whether the house was burned or was

merely scorched. Moore v. State, &1 App. 468, 103 S. W. 188.
.

Where the property burned was shown to be the property' of A., and was so

charged in the indictment, and there is no question in the record of his ownership"
a charge that accused was alleged to have burned a certain house "as charged in
the indictment" is sufficient, though it did not state that the house was the prop
erty of A. Allen v. State, 62 App. 557, 137 S. W. 1133.

In a prosecution for arson, a number of witnesses testified that B. and another
had carried goods from accused's house on the evening before it was burned, and
accused testified that he did not know where they were until some time after they
were removed; and the removal of such goods from accused's house· was relied on

by the state as an incriminating fact. Accused requested an instruction that, if
the jury believed that B. and another, whose name was unknown, in fact removed
the goods from accused's house without his knowledge, they should acquit. Held,
that it was error not to call to the jury's attention the facts embodied in the
charge requested. Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 436.

Art. 1201. [757] "House" defined.-A "house" is any building,
edifice or structure inclosed with walls and covered, whatever may
be the materials used for building.

Smith v. State, 23 App. 357, 5 S. W. 219, 59 Am. Rep. 773; Mulligan v. State,
25 App. 199, 7 S. W. 664, 8 Am. St. Rep. 435.

What constitutes house.-A jail is a house within this article. Smith v. State,
23 App. 357, 5 .s. W. 219, 59 Am. -Rep. 773.

A "building" ceases to be such when torn down; one could not be convicted
of arson for burning the materials of a crib after tearing it down. Mulligan v.

State, 25 App. 199, 7 S. W. 664, 8 Am. St. Rep. 435.
A gin set upon posts, the lower part used for the engine and the upper part

which was entirely inclosed with walls used for the gin-house proper, is a "house"
within the meaning of this statute. 'Caddell v. State, 50 App. 380, 97 S. W. 706.

Sufficiency of definition In relation to p,erJury.---,A prosecution for perjury in
swearing he did not see a gaming table in a "house" was not sustained by evi
dence that defendant did see such table in a structure attached to a saloon, en
closed on the four sides but not above. Waul v. State, 33 App, 228, 26 S. W. 199.

I ndictment and proof.-Inasmuch as the law vests title of schoolhouses in the
county judge, as trustee, it is sufficient to prove character of building and who was

county judge at the time. Hester v. State (Cr. App.) 51 S. W. 933.

'Charge of court.-Where there was no question that the house wh lch was burn
ed was a ginhouse, a definition by the court in its charge that a "house" is anY'
building, edifice, or structure inclosed with walls and covered, whatever be the
material used for the building, was sufficient and not misleading, and was in ac
cord with this article. Allen v. State, 62 App, 501, 137 S. W. 1133.

Art. 1202. [758] Offense complete, when.-The burning is
complete when the fire has actually communicated to a house,
though it may be neither destroyed nor seriously injured.

Smith v. State, 23 App. 357, 5 S. W. 219, 59 Am. Rep. 773; Delany v. State, 41
Tex. 601.'

House smoked or scorched.-Evidence showing that the walls of the house were
smoked and scorched is not sufficient to support conviction. Woolsey V. State, 30
App. 346, 17 S. W. 640.
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Art. 1203. [759] "Design" the essence of the offense.-It is of
no consequence by what means the fire is communicated to a house,
if the burning is with design. It may be by setting fire to any com

bustible material communicating therewith, by an explosion, or by
any other means.

Art. 1204. [760] Intent presumed, when.-When fire is com

municated to a house by means of the burning of another house, or

some combustible matter, it shall be presumed that the intent was

to destroy every house actually burnt; provided there was any ap
parent danger of such destruction.

Setting fire to prison to escape.-In Delaney v. State, 41 Tex. 601, it was held
that if a prisoner in jail sets fire to the door, with the intent to burn off the lock
so as to effect his escape, or burns a hole in the floor for the same purpose, it is
not arson. But, if he communicates the fire to the building without such definite
purpose, but with intent to create an alarm, and thus effect his escape in the con

fusion, being at the same time indifferent whether the building is consumed or not,
it would be arson. But the' doctrine of that case in so far as it holds that if a

prisoner wilfully sets fire to the prison for the purpose of making his escape, with
no design of burning the house down, it would not be arson, has been expressly
overruled in Smith v. State, 23 App, 357, 5 S. W. 219, 59 Am. Rep. 773, where the
question is fully discussed, and the Smith 'Case was followed in Willis v. State, 32
App, 534, 25 B. W. 123.

Art. 1205. [761] Explosions included.-The explosion of a

house by means of gunpowder, or other explosive matter, comes

within the meaning of arson.
'

Exploslon.-By the force of a dynamite ex'plosion, splinters of the' ceiling of a

house were scattered on the floor. Some of these splinters were on fire. Some of
the paper between the tin roofing and rafters also burned. Held, that on a trial
under an indictment charging defendant with the burning of the house, but not
drawn urider this article it was error to refuse an instruction that the explosion
did not come within the definition of "arson," unless it resulted in setting th�
house on fire, in contradistinction to the burning of the parts of the house blown
off and detached therefrom. Landers v, state, 47 S. W. 1008, 39 App. 671.

Indlctment.-In order to support a conviction under this article the indictment
should allege the blowing up of the house. Landers v. State, 39 App. 671, 47 S.
W. 1008.

Art. 1206. [762] Except, when.-A house, blown up or other
wise destroyed for the purpose of saving another house from fire, is
not within the meaning of arson.

Art. 1207. [763] Owner may destroy, except when.-The own

er of a house may destroy it by fire or explosion without incurring
the penalty of arson, except in the cases mentioned in the succeed
ing article.

See notes under the following section.
lndlctment.-Willson's fCr. Forms, 536.

Art. 1208. [764] Exceptions.-When a house is within a town
or city, or when it is insured, or when there is within it any proper
ty belonging to another, or when there is apparent danger by rea

son of the burning thereof, that the life or person of some individual,
or the safety of some house belonging to another. will be endanger
ed, the owner, if he burn the same, is guilty of arson, and shall be
punished accordingly.

Possession as tenant.-One in possession oft a house as tenant, who willfully
burns it, is guilty of arson, though the elements of that crime by an owner, enu

merated here, such as location of the building in a town or city, insurance, con

taining property of another, etc., do not exist. Kelley v. State, 44 App, 187, 70
B. W. 20.

House containing property of another.-Neither a part owner nor the exclusive
owner, when the house contains property of another, can burn the house. Mulli
gan v. State, 25 App. 199, 7 S. W. 664" 8 Am. St. Rep. 435.

Insured property.-In a prosecution for the burning of a building to secure the
insurance thereon, it must be shown, where the accused was not the owner, that
he knew of the insurance, and that he burned the building at the instigation of
the owner or some one else to defraud the insurance company. Moore v. State
(Cr. App.) 146 s, W. 183.

Under this article, it is not necessary that the property was burned 'with intent
to defraud the insurance company, and therefore the state need not prove that
the insurance policy was valid or was issued by a company authorized to do busi
ness within the state. Arnold v. State (Cr. App.) 168 B. W. 122.
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Indictment and proof thereunder.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 536.
.

To charge an owner or occupant under any of the exceptions contained in the
statute subjecting him to liability the indictment must be so framed as to bring
the case within some exception. Tuller v. State, 8 App, 50l.

Under Pen. Code Tex. art. 1209, denouncing the burning of a house by a part
owner, a tenant. in possession of a house under a lease is a part owner; and an

indictment against him for arson in burning the building must allege such ten

ancy, and the particular facts making the burning arson, under this section, as

that there was property of another in the house, or that the life of some person
was endangered by the burning. Mulligan v, State, 25 App. 199, 7 S. W. 664, 8
Am. St. Rep. 435. .

An indictment charging that deferidarrt burned his own house, thereby endan

gering the safety of houses belonging to' other persons, is sufficient without giving
the names of such other persons. Baker v. State, 25 App. 1, 8 S. W. 23, 8 Am. St.
Rep. 427.

An indictment charging that defendant burned his own house, the said house
being at the time insured, is sufficient, without alleging the' facts in relation to the
insurance .. Baker v: State, 25 App. 1, 8 S. W. 23, 8 Am. St. Rep. 427.

Arson may be committed by the tenant in possession as against the owner of
the estate in fee, and an allegation of the facts setting forth his status as a ten
ant in possession and alleging in whom lies the fee title will be sufficient without
further alleging the elements of arson committed by the owner. Kelley v. State,
44 App. 187, 70 S. W. so.

Under this and the preceding article and article 1200, an indictment charg
in� accused with procuring another to burn his house, which was insured, need
not allege that the person who set tire to the house knew that it was insured.
Arnold v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 122.

Nor was, it necessary to allege by whom, or by what authority the house was

insured; an allegation in the language of the statute that it was insured being
sufficient. Arnold v. State (lCr. App.) 1138 S. W. 122.

Where an indictment, charging the defendant with procuring another to burn
his insured house, alleged that the other maliciously set fire to the house, and
that the defendant paid the other a certain sum of money in another county, the
state need not prove the malice, or the payment of the exact sum, or that the
payment was in the named county, which allegations were not necessary to consti
tute the offense, since the rule that, when a person, place, or thing necessary to be
alleged in an indictment is particularly described, it must be proved as described
does not apply to allegations, which are mere surplusage. Arnold v. State (Cr.
App.) 168 S. W. 122.

'

Though defendant 'burned G.'s house with his consent, the indictment: need not,
as in an indictment against G., negative the conditions which would save him from
guilt, but the indictment merely charging that defendant: burned G.'s house, and
such' consent, a matter of defense, appearing in the evidence, the state could in
rebuttal negative such conditions. Crowder v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 50l.

Evldence.-In order to convict one accused of burning a building to obtain the
insurance, proof of guilt must be made beyond a reasonable doubt. Moore v. State
«(.,'1'. App.) 146 S. W. 183.

Evidence that the defendant was an agent of the insurer and procured the is
suance of the policy to the one who subsequently assigned it to him, that he took
the policy to the companvs agent and had it transferred by the agent to himself
after the assignment, that practically as part of the same transaction he hired
another to burn the property in order that he might collect the insurance, and
thereafter attempted to collect the amount of the policy and accepted a part. there
of in settlement, was sufficient foundation to justify the admission of the policy and
assignment in evidence. Arnold v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 122.

Art. 1209. [765] Part owner can not burn-c-One of the part
owners of a house is not permitted to burn it.

Art. 1210. [766] Punishment.-If any person be guilty of ar

son, he shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less,
than five nor more than twenty years.

See post, arts. 1222 and 1223.
Excessive punishment.-The maximum penalty of twenty years under the for

mer statute held not severe under the evidence in the case. Davis v. State, 15-
lApp. 594.

Art. 1211. [767] Burning a state building.-If any person shall
wilfully burn the capitol building of the state, the treasury building
or comptroller's office, the supreme court building, the executive
mansion or the general land office, he shall be punished by confine- .

ment in the penitentiary for life.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 537.

Art. 1212. [768] Attempt at arson.-If any person shall, by
any means calculated to effect the object, attempt to commit the
offense' of arson, he' shall be punished by confinement in the peni
tentiary not less than two nor more than seven years.

Attempt defined.-To "attempt" is to make an effort to accomplish some object;
to try, to endeavor, to use exertion for some purpose. It necessarily implies an.
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exertion, or effort. An attempt to commit a crime is an endeavor to accomplish it,
carried beyond mere preparation, but falling short of the ultimate design, in any
part of it. Lovett v, State, 19 Tex. 174. .

An attempt to commit a crime is an intent to do it accompanied by some act
toward it, but falling short or the commission of the crime. Watts v. State, 30
App. 533, 17 S. W. 1092.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 538.
An indictment charging that a person on or about a certain date did then and

there unlawfully, wilfully, and maliciously and with intent and by means calcu
lated to effect the object attempt to set fire to and burn a certain house sl tua.ted
in Johnson county, to wit, that he did then and there unlawfully, wilfully, and rna

ltclously pour a quantity of kerosene oil, a highly infl.ammable and combustible
liquid, upon the fl.oor and billiard and pool tables in such house and set fire to it,
with intent to burn the house, sufficiently charges attempted arson. Woods v.

State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 633.

CHAPTER TWO

OF OTHER WILFUL BURNING
Art.
1213. Rules of arson applicable.
1214. Burning of other buildings, hay,

lumber, etc.
1215. Ship, Or other vessel, or boat.
1216. Offense complete, when.
1217. Bridge burning.
1218. Burntng'woodlarid or prairie.
1219. Offense. complete, when.
1220. Burning personal property in

sured.

Art.
1221. Burning personal property of an

other.
1222. Punishment double in case of per-

sonal injury.
1223. When death ensues, murder.
1224. Attempt at other wilful burning.
1225. Wilfully firing grass in inclosure

of another.
1226. Wilfully firing grass with intent

to injure.

Article 1213. [769] Rules of arson applicable.-The rules and
definitions, contained in the preceding chapter with respect to ar

son, apply also to wilful burnings under the provisions of this chap
ter, where they are not clearly inapplicable.

Art. 1214. [770] Burning other buildings, hay, lumber, etc.-If
any person shall wilfully burn any building, not coming within the
description of a house, as defined in the preceding chapter, or shall
wilfully burn any stack of corn, hay, fodder, grain' or flax, or any
pile of boards, lumber or wood, or any fence or other inclosure, the
property of another, he shall be punished by. confinement in the
penitentiary not less than two nor more than five years, or by fine
not exceeding two thousand dollars.

Burning fence.-For evidence held Insufficient to sustain a conviction for burn
ing a fence, see Pipe v. State, 3 App. b6.

Indictment.-Willson's. Cr. 'Forms, 539, 540.

Art. 1215. [771] Ship, or other vessel, or boat.-If any person
shall wilfully burn any ship or other vessel, or any boat of any kind
whatsoever, he shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary
not less than two nor more than seven years, or by fine not exceed
ing two thousand dollars.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 541.

.

Art. 1216. [772] Offense complete, when.-This offense is

complete only when some person other than the person offending
has an interest in the property by insurance or otherwise at the time
the burning takes place.

Art. 1217. [773]. Bridge burning.-If any person shall wilfully
burn any bridge, which, by law or usage, is a public highway, he
shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than
two nor more than seven years, or by fine not exceeding five thou
sand dollars. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 177.]

Indlctment.�Willson's Cr. Forms, 542.

Art. 1218. [774] Burning woodland or prairie.-If any person
shall wilfully or negligently set fire to, or burn, or cause to be burn
.ed, any woodland or prairie, not his own, he shall be punished by
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fine not less than fifty nor more than three hundred dollars. [Act
April 14, 1883, p. 102.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 543.
For an indictment held good, see State v. White, 41 Tex. 64.

Art. 1219. [775] Offense complete, when.-The offense named
in the foregoing article is complete where the person offending sets

fire to his own woodland or prairie and the fire communicates to the
woodland or prairie of another.

Art. 1220. [776] Burning personal property insured.-If any
person, with intent to defraud, shall wilfully burn any personal
property owned by himself, which shall be at the time insured

against loss or damage from fire, he shall be punished by confine
ment in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than five years.
[Act·Feb. 12, 1858, p. 178.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 544.
Evidence.-Proof that defendant's clerk forbade the removal of goods from the

store is incompetent, in the absence of any evidence that defendant authorized him
to do so, other than the statement of a person that he was told by defendant to
desist from carrying out goods. 33 App. 43, 21 S. W. 1027, reversed. Bluman v,

State, 33 App. 43, 26 S. W. 75.
It was error to permit a witness to testify that defendan1) could have saved

some of his goods, had he tried, it not appearing that he knew what defendant
could do. 33 App. 43, 21 S. W. 1027, reversed. Bluman v. State, 33 App. 43, 26 S.
W.75.

It was. error to admit evidence of the amount of goods saved from a house that
was burned at the same time as defendant's store. 33 App. 43, 21 S. W. 1027, re

versed. Bluman v. State, 33 App, 43, 26 S..
W. 75.

Art. 1221.
.

[777] Burning personal property of another.-If
any person shall wilfully burn any personal property belonging to

another, the punishment for which is not otherwise provided for in
this chapter, he shall be fined not exceeding two thousand dollars.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 545.
Where an indictment is framed under this article it is not necessary to allege

the value of the property burned. Stanton v. Sta.te, 45 App; 168, 74 S. W. 771

Art. 1222. [778] Punishment doubled in case of personal in

Jury.-If any bodily injury less than death is suffered by any person
by reason of the commission of any of the offenses named in this
and the preceding chapter, the punishment may be increased by the
jury so as not to exceed double that which is prescribed in cases

where no such injury is suffered.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 546.
An indictment was neither duplicitous or improper under this article because it

alleged that a little child was in the house burned and received bodily injuries.
Beaumont v, State, 1 Tex. 533, 28 Am. Rep. 424.

Art. 1223. [779] When death ensues, murder._:_''Where death is
occasioned by any of the offenses described in this and the preced
ing chapter, the offender is guilty of murder.

See, ante, Murder.

Art. 1224. [780] Attempts at other wilful burning.-If any
person shall, by any means calculated to effect the object, attempt
to commit any of -the offenses enumerated in this chapter, he shall
receive such punishment as may be assessed by the jury, not to ex

ceed. one-half of the penalty which would have been affixed in case

the offense attempted had been actually committed; provided, that,
when the punishment shall be confinement in the penitentiary in no

case shall the lowest term be less than two years. [Act Feb. 12,
1858, p. 178.]

See art. 1212, ante, and note thereunder.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 547.

Art. 1225. [781] Wilfully firing grass in inclosure of another.
-Any person who shall wilfully fire any grass within any inclosure,
not his Own, in this state, with intent to destroy the grass in such
pasture, or any part thereof, or any person who shall fire the grass
on the outside of any inclosurewith the intent to destroy the grass

. .
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in such inclosure, by the communication of said fire to the g�ass
within, shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction,
punished by confinement in the state penitentiary for a term of not
less 'than two nor more than five years. [Act Feb. 7, 1884, pp.
66-67.]

Proof of ownership or title by possesslon.-See note under art. 1200.
Ownership or title by possession is always made by parol evidence. A mere

possessory title in some one other than defendant was all that the state was re

quired to prove. The proof of ownership here held sufficient. Phillips v. State,
17 Tex. 169.

Indlctment.-Allegation of ownership in general, see note under art. 1200.
An indictment under the old law charging a burning of prairie on December 1

was good without stating that it was between .July 1 and February 15 succeeding,
the time limits of the former statute. State v. White, 41 Tex. 64.

An indictment almost literally in the language of the statute, and alleging that
the offense was committed in Parker county and that the grass fired was the grass
in T's pasture inside his inclosure and that defendant set fire to said grass unlaw
fully and wilfully with intent to destroy it, sufficiently charged venue and was

sufficient generally. While it might not have been necessary to charge ownership
other than as not being in defendant, the spectfto allegation of ownership was not
a defect. Phillips v. State, 17 App. 169.

Art. 1226. [782] Wilfully firing grass with intent to injure,
etc.-If any person shall wilfully, and with intent to injure the own

er or owners of the stock grazing thereon, set fire to any grass upon
land not his own, with intent to destroy the same, he shall be con

fined in the state penitentiary for a period not less than one year nor

more than three years. [Id.]

CHAPTER THREE

MALICIOUS MISCHIEF, [CRUELTY TO ANIMALS, TRES
PASS, ETC.]

Art.
1227. Wilfully sinking vessels, etc.
1228. Destroying telegraph or obstruct-

ing message.
1229. Obstructing railway track, etc.
1230. Killing animal to injure owner.
1231. Cruelty to animals.
1231a. Same; feeding and watering an

imals impounded.
1231b. Same; care of poultry or birds

confined.
1231c. Same; member of Humane Soci

ety may re.q'hire arrests to be
made. .

1231d. Same; defmltton of terms.
1231e.' Same; repeal.
1231f. Same; pending prosecutions.
1232. ,Using animals without consent of

owner.
1233. Removing buoy, etc.
1234. Robbing orchards, gardens, etc.
1235. Destroying fruit, corn, etc.
1236. Introducing .Johnson grass.
1237. Requisites of indictment.
1238. Injuring, etc., baggage.
1239. Throwing stones or firing at rail

way cars, etc.
1240. Injuring fence, leaving open gates,

etc.
124i. Where stock law adopted, what

constitutes offense.
1242. Wantonly and wilfully, etc., cut-

ting," etc., fence.
1243. Unlawful to remove party fence.
1244. Notice of intention to remove.

.1245. Notice requiring removal.
1246. Dogging stock when fence insuffi

cient.
1247. "Insufficient fence" defined.
1248. Removing rock, earth, etc., from

premises of another.

Art.
1249. When horses, mules, cattle, etc.,

are prohibited from running at
, large.

1250. Herding stock- in half mile of
residence.

1251. Each hour a separate offense.
1252. Wilful destruction of irrigation

canal.
1253. Obstructing or injuring county

drain.
1254. Cut, destroy or injure levee.
1254a. Destroytng or defacing corner,

line, mark, etc., in connection
with levee.

1255. Entering upon inclosed land of
another to hunt or take fish.

1255a. Hunting on enclosed and posted
lands containing 2000 acres or

more.

1255b. Same; punishment; proviso.
1255c. Same; necessity of posting.
1255d. Same; repeal.

'

1255e. Same; does not authorize hunting
in enclosed farms.

1256. Same; counties exempted.
1257. Preventing the moving, etc., of

railroad trains.
1258. Each day a separate 'Offense.
1259. Wilfully injuring railroad, etc.
1259a. Taking or driving motor vehicle

belonging to another.
1259b. Removing tools and parts from

motor vehicle with intent to
steal the same; receiving same .

1259c. Meddling with or injuring motor
vehicle.

1259d. Peddlers, etc., refusing to leave

premises on request of owner.

Article 1227. [783] Wilfully sinking vessels, etc.-If any per
son shall wilfully arid maliciously cast away, sink or destroy, in any
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way other than by fire, any vessel or boat which, together with its

cargo, if any, shall be of the value of one hundred dollars or more,
he shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary not less
than two nor more than five years, or by fine not exceeding two

thousand dollars. If the life of any person is lost by such act, the
offender is guilty of murder. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 178.]

Malice and intent.-Intent is an essential element of crimes coming within the

purview of this chapter and must be proved... Owens v. State, 25 App. 552, 8 S. W.
658; Brewer v. State, 28 App. 565, 13 S. W. 1004; McMahan v. State, 29 App. 348,
16 S. W. 171.

" Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 54y
Malicious mischief as offense per se.-No such an offense as malicious mischief

per se is known to the law. Koritz v. State, 27 App. 53, 10 S. W. 757. See, also,
Hooks v. State, 25 App, 601, 8 S. W. 803; Jamison v. State, 27 App, 442, 11 S. W.

483; White v. State, 27 App. 638, 11 S. W. 643; Yarbrough v. State, 28 App. 481,
13 S. W. 775 .

.
Art. 1228. [784] Destroying telegraph or obstructing message.

-If any person shall intentionally break, cut, pull or tear down,
misplace, or in any other manner injure any telegraph or telephone
wire, post, machinery or other necessary appurtenance to any tele

graph or telephone line, or in any way wilfully obstruct or inter
fere with the transmission of messages along such telegraph or tele
phone line, he shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary
not less than two nor more than five years, or by fine not less than
one hundred nor more than two thousand dollars. [Act Feb. 10,
1885, p. 10.]

See notes under article 1227, ante.

What constitutes offense.-To constitute an offense under this article there
must have been a breaking, cutting, etc., of some wire, post, machinery or other
necessary appurtenances in such manner as to interfere with the transmission of
messages along the line. The fact that the wire cut was' a dead wire, does not
bring the offense within the meaning of this article. Southwestern Tel. & Tel.
Co. v. Priest et al., 31 Civ. App, 345, 72 S. W. 242.

Indictment and evldence.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 549, 551.
An information charging that accused unlawfully and wilfully injured and de

stroyed "certain personal property, to wit, did cut, injure, and pull up posts that
were to be used as a phone line," the same belonging to specified persons, "with
out the consent of any of the parties interested in said property, the property in
jured, cut, and destroyed by" accused being under the value of $50, Is sufficient.
Craighead v. State, 117 S. W. 128, 55 App. 386.

Evidence held to sustain a conviction for wilfully injuring telephone posts in a

public road. Craighead v. State, 55 App. 386, 117 S. W. 128.
Where one accused of wilfully destroying telephone poles claimed he believed

them to be on his land, instead of in an abutting road, and contended that the
fence on the south side of the road was on his land, the state could, show he pre
viously told witness that the fence on the north side encroached four feet on his
land, and that, pursuant to accused's instructions, witness placed the poles six
feet from the fence. Craighead v. State, 117 S. W. 128, 55 App. 386.

In a trial for wilfully destroying telephone posts, W'itness could testify that the
posts belonged to him and the other prosecuting witnesses. Craighead v, State, 117
S. W. 128, 55 App, 386.

Art. 1229. [785] Obstructing railroad tracks, etc.-If any per
son shall wilfully place anyobstruction upon the track of any rail

road, or remove any rail therefrom, or displace or interfere with any
switch thereof, or in any way injure such road, or shall do any dam
age to any railroad, locomotive, tender or car, whereby the life of
any person might be endangered, he shall be punished by imprison
ment in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than seven

years. If the life of any person be lost by such unlawful act, the
offender is guilty of murder. [Act March 8, 1887, p. 14.]

See notes under 1227, ante; see post, article 1259.

Nature and elements of offense.-It must appear how the obstruction might or

would have endangered human life, as this is the gist of the offense. Bullion v,
State, 7 App, 462.

.

Under the statute making it an offense to wilfully obstruct a railroad track, it is
Imma.tertal whether the railroad company is a legal corporation or not. Clay v.
State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 166.

Prlnclpals.-8ee notes under article 74, ante.
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Indictment.-Willson.'s Cr. Forms, 552, 554.
Indictment need not allege the names of the persons whose lives were endanger

ed. Barton v. State, 28 App, 483, 13 S. W. 783. But it should allege that the ob
struction was such as to endanger life. 10 Cr. L. Mag. 391.

An indictment charging defendant with placing grease and soap on a railroad
track with intent to wreck a train which was being operated, and that he did

thereby damage said' road and endanger the lives of the employes who were then

operating the train, is sufficient. Tuller v. State, 58 App. 571, 126 S. W. 1158.
The indictment need not allege that the railroad company was legally incor

porated. Clay v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 166.

Evidence.-Evidence held insufficient to show that human life was endangered
by the act committed. Bullion v. State, 7 App. 462.

To show motive the state was properly allowed to prove that the defendant,
soon after the offense charged, placed another obstruction at a contiguous point
on the track. ,The charga of the court should, however, have restricted this proof
to its legitimate function. Barton v. State, 28 App. 483, 13 S. W. 783.

Where defendants introduced evidence to show that the obstruction was inad
vertently placed evidence that they placed another similar obstruction on the same

track at a short distance from the first' one, on the same evening, was admissible
to negative the idea of inadvertence. Stanfield v. State, 43 App, 10, 62 S. W. 917.

Evidence on which held that the court. should have instructed on the prob
ability of the guilt of others than defendant. Kirby V. State, 49 App. 517, 93 .s.
W. 1030.

Charge o,f court.-Where defendants were on trial for placing an obstruction
on a railroad track, and one testified that he was 200 or 300 yards distant at the
time the obstruction was placed on the track, and was urging the other to keep
away. he was entitled to a charge that, if the jury should find this to be true, he
should be acquitted. Stanfield v . State, 43 App. 10, 62 S. W. 917.

Where there is evidence of defendant's placing grease on a railroad track in
two places, one where human life was endangered and one where It was not, the
court should instruct the jury to consider the evidence as to the placing of the
grease in the latter place only for the purposes of showing motive or intent. Tul
ler v. State, 58 App. 571, 126 S. W. 1158.

In a prosecution for the statutory offense of placing an obstruction upon a

railroad track, it is not necessary that the court by tnstructton define what is
meant by obstruction, as that term is defined by the statute itself. Clay v. State
(Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 166.

In a prosecution for obstructing a railroad track, a charge that, if there was a

reasonable doubt as to whether the defendant was on the ground where the offense
was committed at the time of its commission, defendant should be acquitted, was

not objectionable as placing upon the defendant the burden of proving an alibi.
Clay v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 166.

Art. 1230. [786] Killing animal to injure owner.-If any per
son shall wilfully kill, maim, wound, poison or disfigure any horse)
ass, mule, cattle, sheep, goat, swine, dog or other domesticated ani
mal, or any domesticated bird, of another, with intent to injure the
owner thereof, he shall be fined not less than ten nor more than two
hundred dollars. And in prosecutions under this article, the intent
to injure may be presumed from the perpetration of the act. [Act
Feb. 12, 1858, p. 178.]

See notes under article 1227, ante.

Explanatory.-In revising (1879, the words "or other domesticated animal, or

any 'domesticated bird," were added.
Nature and elements of offense.-It is well-settled law that if an animal be

killed or injured .by a person in the necessary protection of his property, after
he has ineffectually used ordinary care to otherwise protect such property, such.
killing or injury will not be deemed either "wilful or wanton," within the mean

ing of the Penal Code. Farmer v. State, 21 App, 423, 2 S. W. 767.
Where a person has a good fence around his premises, .and another's cattle,

which' are fence-breakers, break through it, he' has a right to shoot them to pro
tect his crop. Huffman v. State, 110 S. W. 749, ,53 App, 489.

That defendant carried the hogs killed to the owner was no defense. Wallace
v. -State, 30 Tex. 758.

To constitute this offense the act must have been done "wilfully," that is, with
evil intent, with legal malice, without legal jUstification, and the evidence must
show such wilfulness to sustain a conviction. Newton v. State, 3 App, 245; Lane
v. State, 16 App. 172; Farmer v. State, 21 App. 423, 2 S. W. 767.

Defendant killing male sheep as the only means of preventing their access to
his herd of ewes was not g-uilty of a wilful or wanton killing, whatever his civil
liability. Thomas v. State, 14 App. 200.

Though the hog law be in force in a locality, where malicious mischief is com

mitted by the killing of hogs of another, within an insufficient inclosure belonging
to the person committing it, he may be convicted, jf the proof shows that he either
wantonly or wilfully committed the act. Gerdes v. State (Cr. App.) 34 S. W. 268.

"Wilful" and "wanton" defined in charge approved. Henderson v. 'State, 5'3
App. 533, 111 S. W. 736.

-

For discussion of necessity of showing malice, and meaning of "wilful" in this
'connection, see Caldwell v. State, 55 App. 164, 115 S. W. 597, 131 Am. St. Rep. 809.

Distinguished from other offense,s.-See notes under articles 1231 and 1246, post.
The distinction between the offense denounced In this article and 'theft is, that
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a wilful killing with intent to injure the owner of the property. completes the
former, while to constitute the latter there must exist the additional fraudulent in
tent to deprive the owner of the value of the property and to appropriate it to the
use of the offender. Martin v. State, 44 Tex. 172; Thompson v. State, 30 Tex. 356.

This article is distinguished from article 1231 in that it is for the protection
of the owner, whereas article 1231 is for the protection of .the animal or bird.
Turman v. State, 4 App. 586; Irvin v. State, 7 App, 78.

Defence under alibi.-Where, in a prosecution for maliciously shooting a dog,
defendant pleaded an alibi, he could not set up either actual or apparent dan
ger from the dog, or his vicious habits, in justification. Atchison v. State, 44
App, 551, 72 S. W. 998.

Jurlsdiction.-See notes under C. C. P., art. 106.

Indictment and Information and proof thereunder.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 564.
Description of animals in indictment for theft, see notes under article 1353 et

seq.
Where the indictment charged the defendant with killing a bull, it was held

that the state need not prove the brand on the animal. It is sufficient if the own

ership of the animal be proved, and this may be done by other evidence than that
of a recorded brand. Nutt v. State, 19 T'ex. 340. The evidence must clearly es

tablish that the act occurred before indictment.
,

Branch v. State, 41 Tex. £22.
Under art. 679, before it was amended, it was held that where the indictment
charged the killing of a horse, and the proof showed the animal killed was a geld
ing, the charge was not supported by the evidence. Gholston v. State, 33 Tex.
342. But as the article now reads, an allegation that the animal was a horse,
would be sustained by proof that it was a gelding. Johnson v. State, 16 App. 402;
Valesco v. State, 9 App, 76.

Under the original article 679, the penalty was regulated by the amount of the
injury done to the owner, and it was therefore held that it was necessary to al
lege in the indictment the amount of such injury. Nicholson v. State', 3 App. 31;
Uecker v. State, 4 App. 234; Thomas v. State, 42 Tex. 236; State v. Heath, 41
Tex. 426; Street v. State, 7 App, 5. But such allegation is not now essentlal, as

the penalty is not regulated or affected by the amount of the injury done. Shaw
v. State, 23 App. 493, 5 S. W. 317. It need not bel alleged that the animal, eto.,
killed, etc., was a "domesttca.ted animal," if it was one specifically named in the
statute. An information which charged the wounding of "a hog," was held suffi
cient, without further description of the animal. Rivers v. State, 10 App, 177.
When the animal was described as a "steer," the description was held to be
sufficient. State v. Lange, 22 Tex. 591. The "color" or other particular descrip
tion of the animal need not be alleged, but if alleged must be proved. Benson v.

State, 1 App. 6. The act must be charged to have been done "wilfully." Uecker
v. State, 4 App. 234.

Where the indictment charged that the defendant did "wound and kill" a cer

tain animal, and the proof showed that the animal was wounded, but not killed,
it was held that there was a fatal variance between the allegation and the proof.
Reid v. State, 8 App, 430. But this decision seems to be in conflict with several
others. See Lancaster v. State, 43 Tex. 519; Phillips v. State, 29.Tex. 233; John
son v. State, 9 App. 249; Hammel v. State, 14 App. 326; Hart v. State, 2 App, 39.

Although, in a prosecution hereunder, the ownership of the animals need not be
alleged, if such allegation is made, proof of ownership must correspond with the
allegation. McLaurine v. State, 28 App. 530, 13 S. W. 992.

Indictments for malicious mischief (except under art. 1231) to be sufficient must
allege the ownership or possession of the property injured to be in som.e person
other than the accused. Woodward v. State, 33 App. 554, 28 S. W. �04.

In a prosecution for unlawfully poisoning animals with intent to injure the
owner, the fact that the information charged that 9 head of mules and 4 head of
mares were poisoned, and the evidence showed that only 12 carcasses were found,
with one mlaslng, was immaterial, since the gist of the offense was wilfully poison
ing stock with intent to injure the owner, the number being immaterial. Sands
v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 1014.

Evidence.-Evidence held to support conviction. Henderson v. State, 53 App.
533, 111 S. W. 736; Sands v. State (Cr. App.) H'l'4 s. W. 1014; Davis v. State (Cr.
App.) 170 S. W. 725.

Evidence held insufficient to sustain a conviction. Scroggins v. State, 36 App,
117, 34 S. W. 115; Nicholson v. State, 49 App, 102, 90 S. W. 1011; Lane v. State,
16 App, 172; Owens v. State, 25 App, 552, 88 S. W. 658; High v. State, 61 App. 432,
135 S. W. 135.

It is not necessary to prove malice toward the owner. And the fact that a

'person other than the owner authorized the act is not admissible evidence for the
defense, unless such authority can be traced to the owner. And the fact that after
killing the property the defendant carried the same to the owner, is no defense,
the offense being complete by the killing. Wallace v. State, 30 Tex. 758: See evi
dence held insufficient to show evil intent. Lane v. State, 16 App .• 172.

Malice is presumed from a wilful killing. Wallace v. State, 30 Tex. 758.
But not from the mere act of killing. Newton v. State, 3 App. 245.
Presumption of malice held rebutted by evidence. Lane v. State, 16 App. 172;

Farmer v. State, 21 App. 423, 2 S. W. 767.
.

In prosecution for malicious mischief any evidence tending to rebut the charge
'of malice or going to show the animus of defendant is admissible. 'Woodward v.

State, 33 App, 554, 28 S. W. 204.
Where there was no evidence that, at the time' of shooting a dog, defendant was

in any danger from the dog, which was within its owner's inclosure, and was not
attempting to break therefrom, evidence of the dog's viciousness was inadmissi

,

ble. Atchison v. State, 44 App. 551, 72 S. W. 998.
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In a trial for malicious mischief in shooting a dog, evidence that the presence
of dogs among defendant's sheep at the, time of the killing would have frightened
the sheep and caused the ewes, which were heavy with lambs, to lose them, was

admissible to rebut the charge of malice and wantonness in shooting the dog.
Caldwell v. State, 65 App. 164, 11'5 S. W. 697, 131 Am. St. Rep. 809.

In a prosecution for poisoning horses" evidence to show some, one placed feed
in the pasture belonging to prosecuting witness where his horses were some two or

three weeks before they were poisoned, and that the tracks of the horse rode to
the pasture corresponded with those of one frequently used by accused, was ad
missible. Mlinor v. State, 120 S. W. 860, 5t6 App, 431.

-- Confession.-.See notes under C. C. P., art. 809.

Charge of court.-It is not correct to instruct that it is an offense to wilfully
kill, etc., "any animal." The. instruction should be limited to any "domesticated
animal," etc. Achterberry v. State, 8 App. 463. The charge should expound the
legal signification of the word "wilfully," that is, that the act was done with an

evil intent, with legal malice, without reasonable ground for believing such act
to be lawful and without legal justification. Thomas v. State, 14 App. 200; Shubert
v. State, 16 App. 646; Lane v. State, Id. 172; Trice v. State, 17 App, 43; Owens v.

State, 19 App. 242; Rose v. State, Id. 470; Yoakum v. State, 21 App. 26fr, 17 S.
W. 254; Baker v. State, 21 App, 264, 17 S. W. 144. Where the evidence tended
to show that the act was committed in the necessary defense of defendant's prop
erty, it was held that the jury should have been instructed with reference to
such defense, and should have been directed that the act of the defendant was

not wilful, if committed in the necessary protection of his property from destruc
tion or injury. Thomas v. State, 14 App. 200; Lane v. State, 16 App. 172. It was

held not error to charge that the intent to injure may be presumed from the per
petration of the act, such presumption being expressly created by article 786 as

amended. Before the amendiment of said article, however, the intent to injure
could not be presumed from the mere act of injuring. Lane v. State, 16 App, 172;
Newton v. State, 3 App, 245. The charge should be confined to the case made by
the indictment and the evidence. Haynes v. State, 10 App, 480.

Failure to define "wilful" was not reversible error, but such failure coupled with
refusal of defendant's special requested instructions defining the word. Browder
v. State, 30 App. 614, 18 S. W. 197.

Where the right of accused to defend his crop against damage by turkeys
was an issue in the trial for the killing of the turkeys, it should have been sub
mitted to the jury in the court's instructions. Swinger v. State, 61 App. 397, 102
S. W. 114.

Where an indictment charged in separate counts the offenses denounced by
this and the following article, an instruction that, if accused wantonly maimed
a domestic animal, he was guilty, and the jury should fix his punishment at a fine
of not less than $10' nor more than $200, was erroneous, because authorizing the
jury to find accused guilty under one article and authorizing the punishment pre
scribed by the other. Johnson v. S�te, 16'4 App, 108, 141 S. W. 524.

Art. 1231. Cruelty to animals.-Every person who overdrives,
wilfully overloads, drives when overloaded, overworks, tortures,
torments, deprives of necessary sustenance, unnecessarily or cruelly
beats, or needlessly mutilates or kills, or carries in or upon any vehi
cle, or otherwise in a cruel or inhumane manner, or causes or pro
cures to be done, or who having the charge or custody of any ani
mal unnecessarily fails to provide it with proper food, drink or

cruelly abandons it, shall, upon conviction be punished by fine of
not less than ten dollars nor more than two hundred and fifty dol
lars. [Act 1901, p. 289; Act 1913, p. 168, ch. 88, § 1, superseding
art. 1231, revised Pen. Code.]

See notes under article 1227, ante.

Explanatory.-In revising (1879), the word "or" was substituted for the word
"and" between the words "wilfully" and "wantonly," and, the word "disfigure"
was inserted after the word "wound."

Nature and elements of offense.-See notes under article 1227, ante.
-The killing of an animal which is in the habit of trespassing upon one's crop.

during an act of trespass, to prevent a destruction of the crop, and not rrom wan

tonness, was held to not constitute this offense. Branch v. State, 41 Tex. 622.
But it seems the act will in such case not be justified unless the crop was prop
erly protected by a lawful fence. Jones v. State, 3 App, 2,28. See, also, upon
this subject, Thomas v. State, 14 App, 200; Lane v. State, 16 App. 172.

In a prosecution for wilfully killing swine, defendant may show that the hogs
were in his field, destroying his corn, at the time they were killed. McMahan v:

State, 29 App. 348, 16 S. W. 171.
Defendant may also show that his field was surrounded by a good fence, al

though the hog law was in force in the county. McMahan v. State, 29 App. 348,
16 S. W, 171.

The evidence must show a wilful or a wanton act. Farmer v. State, 21 App,
423, 2 S. W. 767.

On prosecution hereunder for wantonly wounding a hog, Which the evidence
tends to show was shot by defendant while' trespassing on his crop, it is compe
tent for defendant to show that his fence was a lawful one, which, by the stock
law prevailing in his locality, was not required to turn hogs. Brewer v, Btate,
28 App. 665, 13 S. W. 1004.
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Ownership of the animal is immaterial. Woodward v. State, 33 App. 554, 28 S.
W.204.

One who wilfully and wantonly maims an animal on his own premises, may be
convicted under this article. Cryer v. State, 36 App. 621, 37 S. W. 753, 38 S.
W.203.

Distinguished from other offenses.-See note to article 1246, post.
The apparent object in enacting these two articles was in article 1230 to pro

tect the interests of the owner, while 1231 was to protect the animals. Branch
v. State, 41 Tex. 624; Turman v. State, 4 App, 586; Benson v. State, 1 App. 6;
Rose v. State, 1 App. 400.

The offenses under articles 1230 and 1231 are so different that an acquittal un

der one is no bar to a prosecution for the same act under the other. Irvin v.

State, 7 App. 78.
If the animal, when killed by defendant, was within his enclosure and there

was an insufficient fence around it, the killing was an entirely distinct offense
from that defined in article 1.231, being that defined by article 1246, which is not

an offense included within that described in the article 1231. Payne v. State, 17

App. 40; McRay v. ·State. 18 App, 331.
Defendant who wounded another's hog and pursued it without "taking" it

should have been indicted under this or the preceding section rather than for

theft. Minter v. State', 26 App, 217, 9 S. W. 561. But where the animal is killed
the indictment may be for theft. Coombes v. State, 17 App, 265.

Where the evidence raises the issue whether the hog was wounded in defend
ant's insufficiently fenced inclosure, the jury should be instructed that, if they find
this to be the fact, a conviction cannot be had under article 1231, the punishment
for such orrense being provided by article 1246. Brewer v. State, 28 App. 565, 13
S. W. 1004.

A person may be convicted, under article 1231, for wilfully killing hogs on his
own land although the hog law is in force, but a prosecution under article 1242
cannot be maintained. Gerdes v. State (Cr. App.) 34 s. W. 268.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 565.
Duplicity in indictment, see C. e. P. art. 481.
The indictment need not allege the ownership of the animal or bird. Benson

v. State, 1 App, 6; Rose V. State, 1 App, 400; State v. Brocker, 32 Tex. 611; Tur
man v. State, 4 App. 586; Darnell v. State, 6 App, 482 (overruling State v. Smith.
21 Tex. 748). Under this article prior to its being amended, it was necessary to·

allege that the act was done both wilfully and wantonly. State v. Rector, 34 Tex.

565; Branch v. State, 41 Tex. 622. But as the article now reads it is sufficient to

charge that it was committed either Wilfully or wantonly. Rountree v. State, 10

App, 110; Burgman v. State (Cr. APIP'.) 34 s. W. 111. It need not allege an intent
to injure the owner. Article 1230 is intended for the protection of the owner of
the animals or birds, while this article, 1231, is intended for the protection of the
animals or birds themselves. Turman v. State, 4 App. 586. See art. 1230.

An information following the statute was sufficient without setting forth the
facts constituting the offense of maiming. Turman v. State, 4 App. 586.

Charge in indictment that defendant did then and there "wtlfullv" wound a

cow was sufficient without .charging a wanton wounding. Rountree v. State, 11}
Tex. App, 110.

"Hog" was a sufficient' description of the animal; it need not be charged that
it is a domesticated animal. Rivers v. State, 10 App. 177. .

It is not essential that indictment allege ownership of the animal wantonly
killed. And note rule of pleading and practice as to surplusage in indictment.
McLaurine v. State, 28 App. 530, 13 S. W. 992. And see, also, on indictment,
Minter v. State, 26 App. 217, 9 S. W. 561; Brewer v. State, 28 App. 565, 13 S. W.
1004; Browder v. State, 30 App. 614, 18 S. W. 197.

In all cases of killing animals under articles 1231 and 1246, the court suggests a
count under each article. Cryer v. State, 36 App. 621, 37 S. W. 753, 38 S. W. 20·3.

All the modes and means of committing the offense named in this article may
be stated in the indictment without rendering it duplicitous. Holman v. State (Cr.
App.) 90 s. W. 174.

Evldence.-In a prosecution for wantonly killing a dog, it was held that what
the dog had done before the time of the killing could not be shown in evidence as

a defense, so as to afford a legal excuse to the defendant to kill the dog at the
time he did.. McDaniel v. State, '5 App. 475. In a prosecution for wilfully and
wantonly wounding a hog, it was held competent for the defendant to prove that
the hog was depredating on his premises, and that after such wounding he sent
the owner its value. Lott v. State, 9 App. 206. In a trial for wantonly killing
a horse, it was in proof that the animal was a bad fence breaker, and evidence
tending to show that the killing was prompted by a desire on defendant's part
to prevent the destruction of his crops, and not by a spirit of wantonness, it was

held, to countervail the presumption of innocence and warrant a conviction, it
was incumbent on the state to prove that defendant's crop was not properly pro
tected against live stock. Davis v. State, 12 App. 11.

In a prosecution for wilfully and wantonly killing a cow, it was held that the
defendant should have been permitted to prove that the animals with which the
cow herded, were breachy, and in the habit of trespassing upon crops. It was

proper evidence to be considered by the jury in determining whether the killing
was wilful or wanton or done under circumstances sufficient to negative such

motives.' Reedy v. State, 22 App. 271, 2 S. W. 591. Where the evidence shows.
that the animal was killed, wounded, etc., while inside of cleared and cultivated
land surrounded by an insufficient fence it shows a' different offense than that de
nounced by article 1231. It shows the offense denounced by art. 1246, and in such
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case a conviction can not be had under article 1231. Payne v. State, 17 App. 40;
McRay v. State. 18 App, 331.

Charge of the court.-The charge of the court should explain to the jury the
meaning of "wilfully," and also "wantonly." "Wilfully" means that the act was

done with an evil intent,-with legal malice, without reasonable ground for be
lieving it to be lawful, and without legal justification. "Wantonly" means that
the act was committed regardless of the rights of another, in reckless sport, or

under such circumstances as evince a wicked or mischievous) intent, and without
excuse. Thomas v. State, 14 App. 200. The charge should not make the guilt or

innocence of the defendant depend upon whether or not he used greater force than
was necessary in protecting his property where such issue was not raised by the
evidence. In a proper case the charge should instruct that if it reasonably ap
peared to the defendant that his property was in danger of serious injury, he
would be justified in killing the animal threatening such injury. Farmer v. State,
21 App. 423. 2 S. W. 767; art. 1230.

The word "wilful" should be explained in the charge in prosecutions under
statutes using that word. Sparks v. State, 23 App, 447, 5 S. W. 135.

Where an indictment charged in separate counts the offenses denounced by this
and preceding article, an instruction that, if accused wantonly maimed a, domes
tic animal, he was guilty, and the jury should fix his punishment at a fine of not
less than $10 nor more than $200, was erroneous, because authorizing the jury to
find accused guilty under one article and authorizing the punishment prescribed
by the other. Johnson v. State, 64 App. 108, 141 S. W. 524.

W1here accused was charged under this article with having wilfully and wan

tonly killed a domestic animal, and the evidence was not conclusive that the kill
ing was wilful or wanton, and the jury might have found that the act was with
in article 1246, imposing a penalty upon one who, being in charge of cultivated
land surrounded by an insufficient fence, shall with firearms kill any animal with
in the inclosure, it was error for the court to refuse a requested charge that if
the facts brought the case within the) provisions of the latter article the jury
should acquit. Hobbs v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 1100.

Art. 1231a. Same; feeding and watering animals impounded.
Every person .who shall impound, or cause to be impounded in any
pound or corral under the laws of this State or of any municipality
in this State, any animal, shall supply to the same during such con

finement a sufficient quantity of wholesome food and water, and in
default thereof, upon conviction, be punished by fine or not less than
five nor more than fifty dollars. [Act 1913, p. 168, ch. 88, § 2.]

Art. 1231b. Same; care of poultry or birds confined.-Every
person who shall receive live fowls, poultry or other birds for trans

portation or to be confined on wagons or stands, or by the owners

of grocery stores, commission houses, or other market houses, or by
other persons when to be closely confined shall place same immedi
ately in coops, crates or cages made of open slats or wire on at least
three sides, and of such height, that the fowls can stand upright
without touching the top, and shall have troughs or other receptacles
easy of access at all times by the birds confined therein and so placed
that their contents shall not be defiled by them, in which troughs or

other receptacles clean water and suitable food shall be constantly
kept; shall keep such coops, crates or cages in a clean and whole
some condition; shall place only such numbers in each coop, crate
or cage as can stand without crowding one another, but have room

to move around; shall not expose same to undue heat or cold;
shall remove immediately all injured, diseased or 'dead fowls or oth
er birds, and in default thereof shall, upon conviction, be punished
by fine of not less than five nor more than two hundred dollars, or

by both such fine and imprisonment, for each offense. [Id., § 4.}
Art. 1231c. Same; member of Humane Society may require

arrests to be made.-Any member of the Texas State Humane Soci
ety may require the sheriff of any county, the constable of any pre
cinct or the' marshal or any policeman of any town or city, or any
agent of said society authorized by the sheriff to make arrests for
the violation of this Act, to arrest any person found violating any of
the provisions of this Act, and to take possession of any animal
cruelly treated in their respective counties, cities or towns. [Id.,
§ 11.]

Art. 1231d. Same; definition of terms.-In this Act the word
"animal" shall be held to include every living dumb creature; the
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words "torture" and "cruelty" shall be held to include every act,
omission or neglect whereby unnecessary or unjustifiable pain or

suffering is caused, permitted or allowed to continue, when there
is a reasonable remedy or relief, and the words "owner" and "per
son" shall be held to include corporations, and the knowledge and
act of agents and employes of corporations in regard to animals
transported, owned, employed by or in custody of the corporation
shall be held to be the knowledge and acts of such corporations.
[Id., § 12.]

Art. 1231e. Same; repeal.-All Acts or parts of Acts in conflict
with this Act are hereby repealed. [Id., § 13.]

Art. 1231£. Same; pending prosecutions.-Nothing in this Act
shall be held to apply to or in any manner affect any indictment,
trial, writ of error, appeal or other proceedings, judgment, or sen

tence in case of violation of the provisions of this Section by this
Act repealed now pending in any court in this State, and the same

'shall be held, conducted and adjudged as provided by the law in
force before this Act shall take effect. Any offense under the pro
visions of the Section by this Act repealed which shall have been
committed before this Act takes effect shall be required to he prose
cuted and punished in accordance with the law in force at the time
of the commission of such offense. [Id., § 14.]

Art. 1232. [788] Using animals without consent of owner.

Any person who shall hereafter take and use, or take up and use, any
horse, mare, gelding, mule, ox, cow, or any other dumb animal, the
property of another, and without the consent of the owner thereof,
shall be fined in any sum not less than ten nor more than one hun
dred dollars; provided, that nothing herein contained shall prevent
-a prosecution for the theft of such animal whenever the offense of
which said party shall be guilty shall come within the meaning of
that crime; provided, that this article shall not be construed as in
any way to interfere with the laws regulating estrays. [Acts of
1879, p. 129; amended Act 1899, p. 319.]

See notes under article 1227. ante, and 1246, post.
Art. 1385, post, defines the specific offense of taking up and milking a cow.

Nature and elements of offense.-This article applies only to animals running
at large. A horse saddled, bridled and hitched to a tree does not come within
the article. Cochran v. State, 36 App. 115, 35 S. W. 968.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 566.

Evldence.-In a prosecution under an information charging defendant with wil
fully and cruelly beating a horse, and also with taking up, and using the horse
without the consent of the owner, evidence held sufficient to justify a conviction
for taking up and using the horse without the consent of the owner. Sparkman
v. State, 61 App. 429, 135 S. W. 134.

Art. 1233. [789] Removing buoy, etc.-If any person shall wil
fully and mischievously remove any buoy, beacon, light or any oth
er mark or signal erected for the purpose of indicating the channel
in any bay,- river, lake or other navigable water within the state, or

shall erect any false buoy, beacon, light or mark or signal to indicate
the channel in any such bay, river, lake or other navigable water,
with intent to mislead or deceive, he shall be punished by confine-

· ment in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than five years,
· or by fine not exceeding two thousand dollars; and, if death occurs

by reason of such unlawful conduct, the offender is guilty of murder.
[Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 179.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 567, 568.

Art. 1234. [790] Robbing orchards, gardens, etc.-If any per-
· sol). shall take or carry away from the farm, orchard, garden or

vineyard of another, without his consent,.. any fruit) rnelons.or gar-
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den vegetables, he shall be fined in any sum not exceeding one hun
dred dollars. [Act April 4, 1874.]

·Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 570.

Art. 1235. [791] Destroying fruit, corn, etc.-If any person
shall wilfully and mischievously injure or destroy any growing
fruit, corn, grain, or other like agricultural products, or if any
person shall wilfully or mischievously injure or destroy any real or

personal property of any description whatever, in such manner as

that the injury does not come within the description of any of the
offenses against property otherwise provided for by this Code, he
shall be punished by fine not exceeding one thousand dollars; pro
vided, that when the value of the property injured is fifty dollars
or less, then, in that event, he shall be punished by fine not exceed

ing two. hundred dollars. [Amended by Act March 22, 1889, p. 35.]
See notes under article 1227, ante.
Distinguished from other offenses.-An indictment under this article for cut

ting fences was bad, such injury being covered by article 1240. White v. State,
27 App. 638. 11 S. W. 643.

Nature and elements of offense.-tJnder this article, the injury must be wilful
.and malicious, and any evidence that would rebut those elements is admissible.
Adams v. State, 47 App, 35, 31 S. W. 963.

It involves the actual ownership of and title to the property, and not the mere

possessory right of the land, and trial and proof must be from the standpoint of
actual ownership. Adams v. State, 47 App, 35, 81 S. W. 963.

One cannot be prosecuted under this article for cutting a small ditch on the
land of another believing it to be his own, for the purpose of protecting his own

land from an overflow. Adams v. State, 47 App. 35, 81 S. W. 965.
It has been held that tearing down and removing a house came within the

meaning of this article. Ritter v. State, 33 Tex. 60,8. And injury to merchandise.
Rose v. State, 19 App, 470. Dest.roying buggy harness. Terry v. State; 25 App,
714, 8 S. W. 934. But the statute then referred to "other agricultural product or

property." See the case of Murray v. State, 21 App, 620, 2 S. W. 757, 57 Am. Rep.
623, where it was held that this article protects agricultural products or property
-only, and does not relate to any other kind of property, such as a railroad engine.
'The subject is fully discussed in said decision. See, also, the subsequent case of
Beeson v; State, 23 App, 406, 5 S. W. 118; Menges v. State, 25 App. 710, 9 S.
W·.49.

.

On a trial for malicious mischief in breaking the lock on � church door, it
appeared that there was a difference among the membership of the church on cer

·tain matters, and that the prosecuting witness had locked the door in opposition
to ):he wishes of the majority. Defendant, one of that majority, was an officer of
the church, and acted under a reasonable claim of right to do so in breaking the
lock, Held, that the charge could not be sustained. Woodward v. State, 33 App .

. 554. 28 S. W. 204.
In prosecutions for malicious mischief malice is the gravamen of the offense,

without which it would be a mere trespass. Woodward v. State, 33 App·. 554, 28
S. W. 204.

The value of the property furnishes the basis by which punishment is assessed,
.and not the amount of injury done; value is therefore a necessary element and
must be alleged and proved. Beaufire v. State, 37 App. 50, 38 S. W. 608.

Carrying rubbish into a blacksmith shop and piling it up there was not an

-ottense within this statute; there must be a destruction of, or injury to, the prop
erty. Patterson v. State, 41 App. 412, 55 S. W. 338.

Prosecutor sold land to accused and took notes with vendor's lien for payment.
Accused built a house on the land. Prosecutor foreclosed his lien and the next
-day accused knocked down the house and removed it from the land. Until fore
closure sale the legal title was in accused, and he was not guilty under this ar

ticle of wilfully injuring real estate of another. Price v. State, 49 App. 343, 92
·S. W. 811.

Indictment and Informatlon.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 571.
An indictment under this article, must allege the value of the property in

jured. Beaufire v. State, 37 App. 50, 38· S. W. 608; Stanton v. State, 45 App, 168,
74 S. W. 771.

An information charging one with wilfully breaking a lock 'on the door of a

church building should allege that the rightful possession of the property was in
some other person than the defendant. Woodward v. State, 33 App. 554, 28 S. W .

.204.
The information need not exclude the idea that it is covered by some other

provision of the penal code. Adams v. State, 47 App. 35, 81 S. W. 963; Todd v.

State, 39 App. 232, 45 S. W. 596. But the nature of the 'injury should be stated
:80 that it might be seen whether or not the injury came within the offenses
"otherwise provided for." Todd v. State, 3g App. 232, 45 S. W. 596.

Allegation of ownership of the real property must be made in the complaint
.and the proof must respond thereto. The statute was intended to protect the
-owner against injury to his property, and not a mere possessory right to the
property. Proof of ownership can be made by deeds or other evidence of title.
.Adams v, State, 47 App. 35, 81 S. W. 964, 965.
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Evidence.-Where the offense alleged is the cutting a ditch upon real property,
it is competent for State to prove that defendant began digging the ditch three
or four days�""'Prior to. the date alleged in the complaint. This was part of the
res gestse of the offense-being same ditch-and not another and distinct of
fense. Adams v. State, 47 App. 35, 81 S. W. 964.

In a prosecution for injuring a house belonging to prosecutor, evidence held
insufficient to sustain a conviction. Stephens v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 255.

Art. 1236. [791a] Introducing Johnson grass.-If any person
in this state shall knowingly, wilfully, and with intent to injure,
sow, scatter or place, on any land, not his own, the seed or roots of
]ohnson grass or Russian thistle, or wilfully and knowingly sell or

give away any oats, hay, straw, seed or grain, containing or inter
mixed with the seeds or roots of Johnson grass, to anyone who is
ignorant of the fact that such seeds or roots are so contained in or

intermixed with such oats, hay, straw, seed or grain, he shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, he
shall be punished by fine of not less than twenty-five dollars and
not more than one thousand dollars. [Act 1895, p. 160.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 589, 590.

Art. 1237� [791b] Requisites of indictment.e=In prosecutions
under the preceding article, it shall not be necessary for the indict
ment to allege the name of the owner of the land, nor shall it be
necessary for the state to prove the name of such owner, but it shall
be 'sufficient to allege and prove that the land was not the property

, of the person accused. [Id.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 589.

Art. 1238. [792] Injuring, etc., baggage.-Any baggagemaster,
express agent, stage or hack driver, or other common carrrer, whose
duty it is to handle remove, transfer or to take care of trunks, valises,
boxes or other baggage while loading, transporting, unloading,
transferring, delivering, storing or handling the same, whether or

not in the employ of any transportation company or common car

rier, who shall maliciously or carelessly or recklessly break, injure
Dr destroy the said baggage, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemean
or, and, on conviction, be fined a sum not exceeding one hundred
dollars; provided, that a prosecution for a misdemeanor as provided
in this article shall not be a bar to a civil action for damages. [Act
March 5, 1881, p. 17.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 572.

Art. 1239. [793] Throwing stone or firing gun or pistol at rail
road car, etc.-Any person who shall wilfully or maliciously throw
a stone or other missile, or fire any gun, or pistol at, against, or into,
any engine, tender, coach, passenger car, whether moving or not,
or any other car of any moving train on any railway, or any railway
depot, or any private residence, school house, church house, court

house, store house, hotel, or other public or private building, public
or private tent, sail-boat or steam-boat, in this state, shall be deem
ed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction therefor, shall be
fined in any sum of not less than five dollars nor more than one

thousand dollars, or be confined in the county jail for any term of
not less than ten days nor more than two years. During such term,
such convict may be put to hard labor. [Act March 22, 1889;
amend. 1895, p. 161; amended, Act 1897, p. 41.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 556.

Art. 1240. [794] Injuring fence, leaving open 'gates.-If any
person shall break, pull down or injure, the fence of another without
his consent, or shall wilfully and without the consent of the owner

thereof open and leave open any gate leading into the inclosure of
another, or shall knowingly cause any hogs, cattle, mules, horses or

other stock to go within the inclosed lands of another without his
consent, or shall tie or stake out, or cause to be tied or staked out,
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to graze within any inclosed lands not his own and without the con

sent of the owner, any horse, mule or other animal, he shall be fined
in any sum not less than ten. nor more than one hundred dollars,
and, in addition thereto, may be imprisoned in the county jail not

exceeding one year. [Act April 23, 1873, pp. 41-42.]
See notes under article 1227, ante. See ante, article 834.

Repeal of statute.-This article was not repealed by the act of February 6,
1884, which is the succeeding article, 1242. Roberts v. State, 17 App. 148.

Distinguished from other offenses.-See note under art. 1235.
Where defendant owning .a fence dividing his land from that of another with

drew the fence without the notice or consent mentioned in article 1244 leaving the
neighbor's crops exposed to' depredations and he thereupon connected the fence
with his fence, defendant violated article 1240 by pulling down the connecting
fence. Jamison v. State, 27 App, 442, 11 S. W. 483.

Nature and elements of offense.-One joint owner of a division fence has no legal
right to break such fence to the injury of the other joint owner, and without the
consent of such other joint owner. Hurlbut v. State, 12 App. 252; Becker v . State,
56 App. 92, 119 S. W. 96. But if no injury be done such other joint owner, it
would be no offense to pull down the fence for a legitimate purpose. Woodyard
v. State, 19 App. 516; Becker v. State, 56 App, 92, 119 S. W. 95; Hurlbut v. State,
12 App, 252.

It has been held that a joint owner is not justified in breaking a partition
fence without the other's consent. Becker v. State, 56 App, 92, 119 S. W. 96.

The overseer of a public road is not only authorized, but required, to remove

all obstructions therefrom, and if a fence is placed across his road he may remove

it without violating this article. Schott v: State, '7 App. 616.
Any citizen would have the right to peaceably remove a fence erected across a

public road. Gowhenour v. State, 33 App. 538, 28 S. W. 201. But where the road
is not a public road, and is obstructed by a gate or fence, it would be a violation
of this article to leave open the gate or pull down the fence. The owner of land
over which a public road of the third class passes has the right to erect and
maintain gates across such road, and it is a penal offense to leave open such
gates, but it is not the offense denounced in the preceding article, but is the one

denounced in article 834, ante, and a conviction can not be had ·therefor under an

indictment brought under article 1242, post. Jolly v. State, 19 App. 76.
And if one using a way of necessity remove a fence to the extent of fixing it

so that he could go in and out he was not liable under the statute. Knudson v.

State, 56 App. 513, 120 S. W. 878.
A tenant has the .right during the continuance of his lease, and when there

is no stipulation in the lease contract forbidding to pasture his horses upon the
leased land, after the crops have been gathered. Coggins v. State, 12 App, 109;
Jones v. State, 18 App. 366.

And a tenant may, also, make an opening as a convenient passway in a fence,
when such passway does not expose the growing crops of another to depredation.
Hooks v. State, 25 App. 601, 8 S. W. 803.

This article is intended to protect growing crops from depredation, aside from
the owner's action for damages and should be rigorously enforced. Its provisions
extend such protection although the land is in one general inclosure, and the
depredation is caused by the employee of a cotenant. Cleveland V.· State, 8 App.
44; Jones v. State, 18 App, 366; Jamison v. State, 27 App, 442, 11 S. W. 483; Becker
v. State" 56 App, 92, 119 S. W. 95.

In a trial for this offense, the inquiry in regard to possession should be confined
to the actual, quiet, and peaceable possession, and should not extend to the right
ful. possession of the fence. Behrens v. State, 14 App, 121; Carter v. State, 18
App, 573; Jenkins v. State, 7 App. 146. Arbuthnot v. State, 38 App, 509, 34 S.
W. 269, 43 S. W .. 1024.

A party cannot be punished criminally for putting more cattle in the pasture
than he is authorized by reason of the quantity of land owned by him therein.
Yarbrough v. State, 37 App, 359, 39 S. W. 941.

A party is guilty who stakes his horse while engaged in hunting on said in-
closed lands. Daley v. State, 40 App. 102, 48 S. W.' 515. .

This article applies to grazing as well as cultivated lands. Daley v. State, 40
App, 102, 48 S. W. 515.

The land need not be enclosed by fence entirely. If it is. partly inclosed by the
gulf or bayous, so as to be an inclosure that will hold stock, it is sufficient. Daley
V. State, 40 App. 102, 48 S. W. 515.

If other parties have small tracts also in the inclosure, their want of consent
need not be shown nor their ownership alleged. The statute refers to the pos
sessory right and not. to the title, and the main owner has the possession. Daley
v. State, 40 App, 102, 48 S. W. 515.

Under our law a tenant in' possession of leased premises is the owner thereof
until the expiration -or the lease, and may, during such time, make any legitimate
use of 'the premises, such as opening a convenient passway in a fence, when such
passway does not expose the growing crops of the owner of such fence· to depre
dation by stock. Govitt v. State, 25 App. 419, 8 S. W. 478.

No such an offense as malicious mischief per se is known to the law. Recog
nizance described the offense of pulling down fence of another as malicious mis
chief, and is not sufficient, wherefore appeal dismissed. Koritz v . State, 27 App.
53, 10 S. W. 757; McLaren v. State, 3 App. 680; Killingsworth v. State, 7 App. 28;
Waterman v. State, 8 App. 671. See, also, Hooks v. State, 25 App. 601, 8 S. W.
803; Jamison v. State, 27 App. 442, 11 S. W. 483; White v. State, 27 App, 638, 11
S. W. 643; Yarbrough v. State, 28 App. 481, 13.S. W. 775 .
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For' facts held insufficient to support a conviction for knowingly causing stock
to go into the inclosed lands of another without consent of the owner, see Yar
brough v. State, 37 App. 357, 39 S. W. 941.

This article making it a penal offense to leave a gate leading into the inclosure
of another open, includes gates leading into pastures. Hankins v. State, 39 App.
261, 45 S. W. 807.

Where one rents land and pitches his crops and then abandons his rental con

tract and the landlord takes charge and tenant afterwards turns his stock on the

growing crops he is guilty under this statute. Gartrell v. State (Cr. App.) 61 S.
W.488.

The possession of property under this article is a possessory right and not one

of title and it is sufficient to allege ownership in the real owner although he was

in possession only through an agent. The agent's possession was the owner's pos
session. Barber v. State, 42 App, 626, 63 S. W. 324.

If a party breaks, pulls down, or injures the fence of another without his con

sent he is guilty under this article. Dennis v. State, 43 App, 464, 66 S. W. 839.
It is immaterial in whom is the ownership of the land, the actual exclusive and

peaceful possession thereof being in another than the accused. The party in pos
session can prosecute anyone who injures the property. Pate v. State, 46 App,
483, 81 S. W. 738.

This article relates to all fences and is not circumscribed to fences around land
for agricultural purposes. McNeely v. State, 50 App. 279, 96 S. W. 1083.

Where prosecutor was not in peaceable possession of land protected by a fence,
which defendant was charged to nave destroyed but was a trespasser in construct

ing the fence, prosecution could not be sustained against defendant for its destruc
tion. Farmer v. State, 58 App, 171, 124 S. W. 925.

Where prosecutor was not in peaceable possession of land, protected by a fence
which defendant was charged to have destroyed, but was a trespasser in construct
ing the fence, a criminal prosecution could not be sustained against defendant for
hs' destruction. Farmer v. State, 58 App, 171, 124 S. W. 925.

It is not criminal for one in the actual quiet and peaceable possession of land
upon which there is a fence to remove the fence, though his possession be unsup
.ported by legal title. Fitzsimmons v. State, 62 App, 440, 138 S. W. 110.

A tenant of land as to which the landlord reserved no control who after some

'of the cotton crop had been gathered and after a severe storm had ruined nearly
all of the cotton crop turned his stock in the inclosure, but kept them from what
cotton was left, so that no injury was done to any crop, could not be convicted
of knowingly turning stock into the inclosed land of another without his consent.
Thornton v. State, 70 App. 45, 156 S. W. 210.

Where defendant was convicted under a count cha.rging that he "broke, injured,
and pulled down the fence of F. D.," and the theory of the state was not that he
took down a gate, but that he advised and encouraged the act, he would not be
guilty if he had nothing to do with the taking down of the gate, although he did
afterward help carry the gate a few feet and hide it. Meador v. State, 72 App.
527, 162 S. W. 1155.

Where a person in possession of land under a claim of ownership, and those
under whom she claimed, had been in possession for more than 20 years, the act
of another in tearing down the fence on the premises as a step toward taking
forcible possession was unlawful, regardless of whether he had any title capable
of being established in a civil suit. Johns v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 610.

Indictment and information and proof thereunder.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 573,
576, 581, 586.

.

Allegation of sole ownership of a fence pulled down as being in M. was suffi
cient notwithstanding the evidence showed a joint ownership between M. and de
fendant's lessor. Hurlbut v. State, 12 App. 252.

A tenant in possession of leased premises is. the owner thereof until the expira
tion of his lease, and where the indictment alleged the possession to be in the land
lord, and the evidence showed it to be in the tenant, it was held a fatal variance.
Wherevthere is more than one owner of the fence, the want of consent to the
breaking, etc., of each owner must be shown. Brumley v. State, 12 App. 609; Zall
ner v. State, 15 App. 23.

To charge the offense of pulling down and injuring a fence which belongs to two
or more owners, an information must negative the consent of each and all the
owners. Govitt v. State, 25 App. 419, 8 S. W. 478; Keizewetter v . State, 34 App.
513, 31 S. W. 395.

EVldence.-Eviqence held insufficient to support a conviction for wilfully pull
ing down a fence, etc. Govitt v. State, 25 App. 419, 8 S. W. 478; Oliver v. State
(Cr. App.) 37 s. W. 427.

.

Evidence held insufficient to sustain a conviction of accused for unlawfully
breaking, pulling down, and injuring a fence belonging to complainant. Farmer v.

State, 58 App. 171, 124 S. ,W. 925.
,

Where, in a prosecution for unlawfully pulling down a fence, defendant con

tended that he acted under a belief, that he owned the land, evidence that he not
only tore down the fence around the land claimed by him but also around another
'tract was properly admitted; testimony of extraneous crimes being admissible to
show intent. Johns v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S, W. 610.

Jurisdictlon.-In a prosecution for unlawfully pulling down a fence located on

property of which another had possession, the fact that defendant claimed to own

the land did not cause the question of title to be involved, so as to deprive the
'county court of jurisdiction. Johns v, State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 610.

Art. 1241. Where stock law adopted, what constitutes offense.
Any person who shall wilfully turn out, or cause to be turned out,
on land not his own or under his control, or who shall wilfully fail
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or refuse to keep up any stock, prohibited by law from running at

large in any county or subdivision of any county in this state, in
which the stock law has been adopted, or who shall wilfully allow
such stock to trespass upon the land of another, in such county, or

subdivision thereof, or who shall wilfully permit to run at large any
stock of his own, or of which he is the agent, or of which he has the

control, and not permitted to run at large in any county or subdivi
sion of any county in this state, in which the stock law has been

adopted, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon con

viction, shall be punished by fine in any sum not less than five dol
lars and not more than fifty dollars. [Act 1897, p. 112.]

Stock laws referred to above, see Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts. 7209-
7255. For subsequent amendments, see Gen. Laws 1915, chapters 26, 92, 99, 133.

See, post, art. 1249. See, also, notes under article 1227, ante.

Statute applicable to offense.-The first stock laws applied only to hogs, sheep,
and goats, and when, in 1897, it was first made a penal offense to permit stock to
run at Iarge after the stock law had been adopted, only the law relating to hogs,
sheep, and goats was in force. Thereafter the stock law was extended to horses
and cattle, and by Acts 26th Leg. c. 128, as! amended by Acts 30th Leg. c. 57, it
was made an offense to permit such animals to run at large. The two provrsions
are found in Pen. Code 1911 as articles 1241, 1249; the first being Acts 25th Leg.
c. 87, and the latter the act of 1899. Held, that only the act of 1899 applies to a

violation of the stock laws by permitting horses and cattle to run at large, after
the adoption of the stock law. Neuvar v. State, 72 App, 410, 163 S. W. 58.

Validity of election.-Neither the petition for the election, nor the order of
the commissioners' court thereon, nor the notice of election, nor the proclama
tion of the county judge putting the same into operation, contained a particular
description by metes and bounds of the territory to be affected by said election.
Held, that such election was invalid. Ex parte Gulledge, 57 App, 156, 122 S. W.
21, citing Cox v. State (Cr. App.) 88 s. W. 812.

Information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 582-584.
In a prosecution for violating the local stock law adopted by a county, It was

essential to allege and prove the precedent steps, required by law, by which the lo
cal law was adopted. Hill v. State, 58 App. 79, 124 S. W. 940.

The information, in a prosecution for violating the local stock law, alleged that
a petition was presented, asking that the commissioners' court order an election
to determine whether horses,' cattle, etc., be permitted to run at large in said
county, and that at the next regular term the court passed an order directing an

election, and that the county judge issued an order for the election and caused
public notice thereof to be given, and that the election was held and the law
adopted. Held, that the information was defective, for not directly alleging that
the commtsstoners' court made an order directing an election to be held to de
tezmine whether horses, cattle, etc., should' be permitted to run at large in the
county. Hill v. State, 58 App. 79, 124 S. W. 940.

Evldence.-On a' trial for permitting, stock to run at large, evidence that ac

cused's mare had been in the inclosed lands of witnesses several times is admissi
ble to show that accused permitted the animal to run at large from time to time.
Black v. State, 62 App. 77, 136 S. W. 478.

, Charge of cour-ts=-Acts 1897, c. 87, § 1, and Acts 1907, c. 57, § 20a, are identical
on the subject of failure to keep stock from running at large after the adoption of
the stock law, and one charged with so permitting the stock to run at large can

not complain of a charge given under the law of 1897, where the stock law was in
force at the time of the offense. Black v. State, 62 App. 77, 136 S. W. 478.

In a prosecution for violating the stock law, it was proper for the court to
permit the jury to go back two years prior to the filing of the complaint. Fisher
v, State, 71 App. 564, 160 S. W. ,683.
-- Bill of exceptions.-See notes under C. C. P., art. 744.

Art. 1242. [795] Wantonly and wilfully, etc., cutting, etc.,
fence.-Any person who shall wantonly or with intent to injure the
owner, wilfully cut, injure or destroy any fence or part of a fence
(without such fence is the property of the person so cutting or de
stroying the same) shall be deemed guilty of an offense, and, upon
conviction therefor, shall be punished by confinement in the state

penitentiary for a term not less than one nor more than five years.
A fence, within the meaning of this law, is any structure of wood,
wire, or of both, or of any other material, intended to prevent the
passage of cattle, horses, mules, asses, sheep, goats or hogs; provid
ed, however, that it shall constitute no offense for any person own

ing and residing upon land inclosed by the fence of another, who re

fuses permission to such person or persons so residing within said
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inclosure free egress and ingress to their said land, for said person or

persons to open a passage way through said inclosure. [Act Feb. 6,
1884, p. 34.]

See notes under article 1227, ante.

Distinguished from offense under article 1240.-This statute did not repeal ar

ticle 1240, ante, but creates another and different offense. Roberts v. State, 17
App, 148.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 592.

Art. 1243. [796] Unlawful for owner of party fence to remove,
etc.-Hereafter it shall be unlawful for any person who is a joint
owner of any separating or dividing fence, or who is in any manner

interested in any fence attached to, or connected with, any fence
owned or controlled by any other person, to remove the same, ex

cept by mutual consent, or as hereinafter provided. [Act April 6,
1889, § 1.]

See notes under article 1227, ante.
Nature and elements of offense.-This and article 1244 are intended to prevent

joint, owners from separating their fences without proper notice when by separa
tion or withdrawal of the fence injury would accrue to the party from whose fence
it was withdrawn; that is, that it would leave his premises uninclosed. Camp v.

State, 49 App, 396, 92 S. W. 845.
Indictment and Informatlon.-Indictment alleging that fence Inclosed half a

aection, sufficiently names number of acres, as a section contains 640 acres. Gibbs
v. State, 39 App. 478, 46 S. W. 645.

'

The information must allege that the fence was not removed within the ten
days after the six months (notice) has expired. Elkins v. State, ,40 App. 590, 51
S. W. 372. ...

EVidence.-Accused, who was prosecuted for unlawfully breaking, pulling down,
and injuring the fence of an adjoining owner, had occupied his lot for a number of
years, and the fence in question had been treated in some respects as a parti
tion fence. The adjoining owner had never lived upon his lot, or made any use

of it, while accused had improved his property, and had frequently repaired and
rebuilt the fence. Held, that evidence by accused that he was familiar with what
had always been accepted, since he had owned the property, by him and the
other owners of the adjoining lot as the true boundary line, that the location had
been fixed by an old post in the front line of the adjointng lot, that this post was

some two or three feet over on the adjoining lot from the division fence. that the
land on which the fence was situated was recognized by all concerned as his prop
erty, and evidence to the same effect by another witness, and a deed to his prop
erty, and, in connection therewith, evidence that the property conveyed to him
formed one-half of the block in question, and that the center of said block was by
actual measurement some five or six feet over on the adjoining lot from the di
vision fence, and that this was the true division line between his property and the
adjoining lot, was admissible. F'Itzstmon v. State, 59 App. 540, 128 S. W. 903.

Art. 1244. [797] Notice of intention to remove.s=Any person
who is the owner or part owner of any fences connected with or ad
joined to any fences, owned in part or in whole by any other person,
shall have the right to withdraw or separate his fence or part of
fence from the fence of any other person or persons in this state;
that such person who desires to withdraw or separate such fence
from the fence of any other person shall give notice in writing to
such person, his agent, attorney, or lessee, of his intention to sepa
rate or withdraw his fence or part thereof for at least six months
prior to the time of such intended withdrawal or separation. Any
person, failing to comply with the provisions of this article, shall
be fined in any sum not less than two dollars nor more than fifty
dollars, and every ten days shall constitute a separate offense for
the violation of this article. [Id., § 2.]

See notes under article 1227, ante.

Nature of offense In general.-'-To constitute this offense, the party removing the
fence must do so without the consent of the other joint owner or owners and
without giving the required written notice of his intention to remove it. Warder
v. State, 29 App, 534, 16 S. W. 338.

Acts of exclusive owner without, notlce.-Under the statute even the exclusive
owner of a division -fence cannot lawfully with.draw or separate his fence from
that of the contiguous proprietor without first giving at least six months' notice
in writing of his intention. Jamison v. State, 27 App, 442, 11 S. W. 483; Spears v.

State, 24 App. 537, 7 S. W. 245.

Acts after expiration of notice.-After the expiration of six months from the
tim.e the notice in writing is given an owner is not guilty of any offense in cutting
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his fence loose' from that of the adjoining fence owner. Dennis v. State, 43 App.
464, 66 S. W. 839.

Indtctmerrt.c=Willaon'a Cr. Forms, 574.
Indictment must charge all the constituent elements of the offense. Warder v.

State, 29 App. 534, 16 S. ""V. 338.

Art. 12.45. [798] Notice requiring removal.-Any person who
is the owner of any fence wholly upon his own land to which the
fence of another is adjoined, or connected in any manner, may re

quire the owner of any such fence to disconnect and withdraw the
same back on his own land by first giving notice, in writing, for at
least six months, to such person, his agent, attorney, or lessee, to
disconnect and withdraw his fence back on his own land. Any per
son who shall negligently or wilfully fail to disconnect his fence
and remove the same back: upon his own land, after the expiration
of said notice, shall be fined in any sum not less than ten nor more

than fifty dollars; and each ten days' failure, after such notice shall
constitute a separate offense for the violation of the provisions of
this article. [rd., § 3.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 575.
An information for failing to disconnect a fence from that of another and

remove it must allege that the fence was not removed' within 10 days after the
expiration of 6 months after notice to remove it. Elkins v. State, 51 S. W. 372, 40
App. 589.

Art. 1246. [799] Dogging stock when fence insufficient.-Any
owner, proprietor, lessee, or other person, in charge of cleared and
cultivated land surrounded with an insufficient fence, or the agent
or employe of such person, who shall, with fire-arms, dogs, or other
wise, maim, wound or kill any cattle, horses or hogs of another with
in such inclosure, or who shall cause or procure the same to be
done, shall be fined not less than ten nor more than two hundred
dollars. [Act Oct. 18, 1871, .p. 10.]

See notes under' article '1227, ante.
Nature and elements of offense.-Defendant could not justify killing hogs for

trespassing on his crop unless the crop was properly protected against trespassing
stock. Jones v. State, 3 App. 228.

A prosecution under this article cannot be maintained where the hog law is in
force, since the hog law requires no fence against such stock, and furnishes a

remedy to the owner of the premises by impounding of stock. Gerdes v. State (Cr.
App.) 34 S. W. 268.

Distinguished from offenses under articles 1231 and 1232.-This is a different'
offense from that denounced by articles 1231 and 1232, ante. Payne v. State, 17
App, 40; McRay v. State, 18 App. 331; Brewer v. State, 28 App. 565, 13 S. W. 1004.

Indictment and Information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 587.
An information against a married woman for dogging stock on premises In

closed by an insufficient fence alleged ownership, of the premises in such mar-'
.

ried woman, but failed to allege that such premises were her separate property;
held, the complaint was insufficient. Lucas et al, v. State, 36 App. 397, 37 S.
W.427.

In all cases of killing animals under articles 1231 and 1246, the court suggests
a count under each article. Cryer v. State, 36 App. 621, 37 S. W. 753, 38 S. W. 203.

When an indictment in what purports to be a count charges an offense under
this article followed by a comma, and then charges what seems to be an offense
under article 1231, ante, with nothing to show that it is a separate and distinct
count, it is duplicitous and bad. Porter v. State, 48 App. 125, 86 S. W. 769.

Charge of court.-Where accused was charged under article 1231, ante, with hav
ing wilfully and wantonly killed a domestic animal, and the evidence was not conclu
sive that, the killing was wilful or .wanton, and the jury might have found that
the act was within article 1246, it was error for the court to refuse a requested
charge that if the facts brought the case within the provisions of the latter arti
cle the jury should acquit. Brewer V.' State, 28 App, 516'5, 13 S. W. 1004; Hobbs v,

State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 1100.
Evidence.-Best evidence, see notes under C. C. P., art. 783, et seq.

Art. 1247. [800] "Insufficient fence" defined.-An "insufficient
fence," as used in the preceding article, means a fence less than five
feet high, or with openings or crevices in some part thereof suffi
ciently large for the passage of the animal so maimed, wounded or

killed.
Evidence.-See note under art. 1231.

Art. 1248. [801] Removing rock, earth, etc., from premises of
another.s=If any person shall knowingly enter upon the land or
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premises of another, and take or remove therefrom any rock, earth,
sand, coal, slate or mineral of any description, without the consent
of the owner of such land or premises, he shall be fined in any sum

not exceeding one thousand dollars.
See notes under article .1227 t ante.

Ownership of land.-A prosecution hereunder cannot be maintained where C()lIIl.

plainant's only title to the .land from which sand is alleged to have been taken
is an unauthorized lease from the state. Dean v. State, 34 App. 474, 31 S. W. 378.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 588.

Evidence.-Where the indictment charged accused with entering on the Com
mons of a county under the control of the mayor of'a city and, without consent,
removing earth and sand therefrom, while the mayor testified that he had the
care of the property by virtue of his office as mayor, and there was no proof that
the property was in the city, a conviction was unauthorized for want of sufficient.
evidence. Haworth v. State (Cr. App.) 16� s. W. 859.

Where on a trial for entering on the Commons of a county and removing there
from earth and sand, the evidence showed that a deed executed in 1859 appar
ently vested the title in the county; that in 1873 a third person went Into pos
session and erected a mill and houses, and fenced the land, and that he and those
holding under him, including accused, had peaceable and adverse possession until
1912, when the city asserted title, which accused refused to concede, the issue in
volved one of title which cannot be tried in the criminal courts. Haworth v, State
(Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 859.

Art. 1249. When horses, mules, etc., are prohibited from run

ning at large.-If any person or persons shall knowingly permit any
horses, mules, jacks, jennets, and cattle to run at large in any ter

ritory in this state where the provisions of the laws of this state
have been adopted prohibiting any of such animals from running at

large, such person or persons shall be deemed guilty of a misde
meanor, and, upon conviction, shall be fined in any sum not less
than five dollars nor more. than two hundred dollars. [Act 1907, p.
123.]

See art. 1241, ante. See notes u�der article 1227, ante.
Statute applicable to' offense.-Th� first stock laws applied only to hogs, sheep,

and goats, and when, in 1897, it was first made a penal offense to permit stock to
run at large after the stock law had been adopted, only the law relating to hogs,
sheep, and goats was in force. Thereafter the stock law was extended to horses
and cattle, and by Acts 26th Leg. c. 128, as amended by Acts 30th Leg. c. 57, it
was made an offense to permit such animals to run at large. The two provisions
are found in Pen. Code as articles 1241, 1249; the first being Acts 25th Leg. c. 87,
and the latter the act of 1899. Held, that only the act of 1899 applies to a violation
of the stock laws by permitting horses and cattle to run at large, after the adop
tion of the stock law. Neuvar v. State, 72 App, 410, 163 S. W. 58.

Defense to prosecutforr.e=In a prosecution for a violation of the stock law,
where accused's land and the place where he allowed his animals to run at Iarge
was clearly within the limits of the subdivision which adopted the law, the fact
that the description of that subdivision was not accurate, and omitted a strip of
territory leaving a hiatus between the two parts, was no defense. Neuvar v. State,
72 App. 410, 163 S. W. 58.

Complaint.-Where a complaint charged accused with violating the stock law
prohibiting stock from running at large in justice precinct No.6, in Fayette county,
Tex., alleging that the law had been adopted and was in force in such precinct,
when, in fact, it was not in force there, except within the territory outside an in
corporated town, the complaint was fatally defective. Ex parte Stein, 61 App.
�20, 135 S. W. 136.

.

The complaint does not fail to charge an offense because using "wilful" where
the statute uses "knowingly"; the words being synonymous, and "wilful" being of
more extensive meaning (citing Words and Phrases, vol. 8, pp. 7468-7481, 7835,
7836; vol. 5, pp. 3937-3939). Ex parte Cowden (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 539.

Evidence.-On a trial for permitting stock to run at large, evidence that ac

cused's mare had been in the inclosed lands of witnesses several times is admissi
ble to show that accused permitted the animal to run at large from time to time.
Black v. State, 62 App. 77, 136 S. W. 478.

Under Rev. St. 1911, art. 7238, providing that the petition for an election to pre
vent horses and cattle from running at large shall set forth clearly the classes
of animals which the petitioners desire not to run at large, and, if the petition
be for a subdivision of any county, the subdivision shall be particularly described,
incorporated towns, included either within the subdivision or within the county,
become subject to the stock law, if it is adopted, and hence, in a prosecution for

violating the stock law, evidence of ordinances of an incorporated town included in
the subdivision Is admissible. Neuvar v. State, 72 App. 410, 163 S. W. 58.

Charge of court.-Acts 1897, c. 87, § 1, and Acts 1907, c. 57, § 20a, are identical
.on the subject of failure to keep stock from running at large after the, 'adoption of
the stock law, and one charged with so permitting the stock to run at large can

not complain of a charge given under the law of 1897, where the stock law was in
.torce at the time of the offense. Black v. State, 62 App. 77, 136 S. W. 478.
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Art. 1250. [802] Herding stock in half mile of residence.-If
any person shall herd any drove of horses, mules, cattle, sheep,
goats, or hogs, numbering more than five head, upon any land not
his own, and within one-half mile of the residence of any citizen of
this state, whenever the owner, lessee or legal representative of such
land shall forbid such herding, and shall fail, neglect or refuse to re

move such drove at once upon the request of such owner, lessee or

legal representative; or whenever any person shall herd any such
drove of horses, mules, cattle, sheep, goats or hogs upon the in
closed lands or pasture of another, or cause the same to be so herd
ed, without the consent of such owner, lessee or legal representative,

'he shall be fined in any sum not exceeding one hundred dollars; pro
vided, that this article shall not apply to droves which are driven
through pastures, by the usual route of travel through such pas
tures, in the most direct and practicable route to any named point of
destination, traveling at the greatest practicable speed, and where
there is no public road leading to the point of destination; and pro
vided, further, that no person shall be authorized, under the provi
sions of this article, to drive any drove or herd of stock of any kind
into any inclosure belonging to another, for the purpose of grazing
or holding such drove or herd of stock for any length of time what
ever, without the consent of the owner, lessee or person in charge
of such inclosure. This article shall not apply to herds or droves of
stock while being held for shipment; provided, that the owner or

agent of such stock shall pay the owner of the premises so herded
upon, reasonable pasturage and all damages done by said stock.
[Act March 13, 1885, p. 29; amended, Act 1897, p. 183.]

See notes under article 1227, ante.

Historlcal.-The preceding article was originally enacted by Act June 2, 1873,
p. 186, and as adopted in the Revised Code (1879) reads as follows:-

"Art. 690. If any person shall herd any drove of horses or cattle, numbering
more than twenty-five head, upon land not his own and within one half mile of
the residence of any citizen of this. state, and shall fail, neglect, or refuse to remove
such drove at once upon the request of such citizen, he shall be fined not exceed
ing one hundred dollars."

By Act April 4, 1881, p. 104, it was amended so as. to read as follows:-
"Art. 690. If any person shall herd any drove of horses, cattle, sheep, goats,

or hogs, numbering more than twenty-five head, upon any land not his own, and
within one half mile of the residence of any citizen of this state, or if any person
shall herd any drove of sheep or goats, numbering more than twenty-five, upon
anyJand not his own, whenever the owner, lessee, or legal representative of such
land shall forbid such herding, and shall fail, neglect, or refuse to remove such
drove at once upon request of such Citizen, owner, lessee, or legal representative,
he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon convictlon thereof, shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding one hundred dollars."

Nature and elements of offense.�Parties driving stock through pasture consist
ing partly of lands leased from the State held not to violate this article, because
Pen. Code 1895, art. 508 gave them this right. Broyles v. State, 41 App, 553, 55 S.
W.966.

Indictment and Informatlon.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 591.
,

See Caldwell v. State, 2 App. 53. But Linney v. State, 5 App. 344, is not ap
plicable, the statute being different.

Art. 1251. [803] Each hour a separate offense.-Each hour of
delay, after notice given or request made, shall constitute a separate
offense under the preceding article. [Act June 2, 1873, p. 18.]

Art. 1252. [803b] Wilful destruction of irrigating canal, etc.

Any person who shall wilfully or maliciously injure 'or destroy any
irrigation canal or its appurtenances, or any irrigation reservoir,
dam, well, or any of the appurtenances thereto to the extent of fifty
dollars, or if said injury shall amount in value to fifty dollars, shall
be deemed guilty of a felony, and for each offense shall be punish
ed by confinement in the state penitentiary for not less than two
nor more than ten years. [Act 1895, p. 25.]

Explanatory.-The act from which this article was derived was embraced in
Title 73, chapter 2 of the Rev. St. 1911. That chapter was repealed by Acts 1913,
ch. 171, § 101, and its subject matter, both civil and criminal, re-enacted. The
criminal features of the new act are included in this compilation as arts. 837a-837p,
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ante. It would seem, therefore, that the above article (1252) is wholly superseded.
See, also, art. 837, ante, which is an earlier enactment of the irrigation law. Art.
837, however, was amended in 1899.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 378.

Art. 1253. Obstructing or injuring county drain.-Any person
who shall wrongfully or purposely fill up, cut, injure or destroy or in
any manner impair the usefulness of any canal, drain, ditch or wa

ter-course or other work constructed, repaired or improved, under
the provisions of this Act [arts. 2567-2625, Vernon's Sayles' Civ.
St. 1914] for the purpose of drainage or protection from an overflow
of water, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con

viction may be fined in any sum not exceeding one hundred dollars
or imprisonment in the county jail not exceeding two months. [Act
1907, p. 88; Act 1911, p. 258, ch. 118, § 40, superseding art. 1253�
revised Pen. Code.]

.

See art. 836, ante, and note thereunder.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 380.

Art. 1254. Cut, destroy or injure levee.-Any person or persons
who shall wrongfully or purposely cut, injure, destroy, or in any
manner, impair the usefulness of any levee or other reclamation im

provement, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con

viction thereof shall be fined in any sum not less than one hundred
dollars nor more than one thousand dollars; or by imprisonment
in the county jail for a period not exceeding one year; or by both
such fine and imprisonment. [Act 1909, p. 152; Act 1915, p.
244, ch. 146, § 40, superseding art. 1254, revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 1254a. .Destroying ·or defacing corner, line, mark, etc., in
connection with levee.-Any person or persons who. shall wilfully
destroy or deface any corner, line, mark, bench mark or other object
fixed or established in connection with the work herein authorized,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction there
of shall be fined in any sum not less than one hundred dollars nor

more than one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment in the county
jail for a period of not .less than thirty days, or by both such fine
and imprisonment. [Act 1915, p. 244, ch. 146, § 41.]

Art. 1255. [804] Entering upon inclosed land of another to
hunt Of' take fish.-Any person who shall enter upon the inclosed
land of another without the consent of the owner, proprietor or

agent in charge, and therein hunt with firearms, or therein catch or

take any fish from any pond, lake, tank or stream, or in other man

ner depredate upon the same, shall be punished by fine not less than
ten nor more than one hundred dollars. Provided, that this article
shall not apply to inclosures including two thousand acres or more

in one inclosure. [Act March 31, 1885, p. 80; Act 1893, p. 87; Act
1903, p. 159.]

See notes under 1227, ante.

Adoption in Code of 1911 as implied repeal of article 1255a omitted therefrom.
Acts 26th Leg. c. 102 (article 1256a, post), applicable to Inclosures of 2,00()
acres or more, prohibited hunting upon inclosed and posted land without the con
sent of the owner, under penalty of not more than $200, and by section 4 provided
that it should not repeal the law as to inclosures of 2,000 acres or less. Pen. Code,
arts. 1255, 1256, and Acts 28th Leg. c. 103, amending' article 1255, not applying to
inclosures of 2,000 acres or more, provided a penalty of not less than $10 or more
than $100. The codifying commission provided by the Legislature of 1899 brought
forward in the Penal Code of 1911 the act of 1903 as article 1255, and entirely omit
ted the act of 1899; and in 1911 the Code was enacted by bill providing in section
1 "that the following titles, chapters, and articles shall hereafter constitute the
Penal Code of the state of Texas," and in section 4 that "nothing in this act shall
be construed or held to repeal * * * any law or act passed by this Legislature.
at its regular session," and no other acts were specifically exempted from repeal.
The Penal Code so adopted contained no express repeal of the act of 1899 and no

provision dealing with the subject of that act. Held, that the adoption of the Code
did not impliedly repeal the act of 1899, and that it was still in full force and ef
fect. Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 156 S. W. 626.
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Validity of amendment.-The act of 1903 being an amendment to this article
was proper and said act of 1903 is valid. Ex parte Cox, 53 App. 240, 109 S. W.
370.

Nature of offense in general.-One hunting with firearms on inclosed land of
prosecutor without his consent, under the mistaken belief that he is on the land
of a third person, who has not given him permission to hunt, but who is his friend
and will not object, is not guilty of the crime of hunting with firearms on the
land of prosecutor. Armstrong v. State, 70 App. 596, 157 S. W. 1194.

Distinguished from offense under article 1256a.-As Pen. Code, art. 1255 was

not repealed by Acts 26th Leg. c. 102 (article 1256a post), and as Acts 26th Leg.:
-

c. 102, was not repealed by Acts 28th Leg. c. 103, which amended art. 1255, the
law in 1903 prohibited hunting within inclosed and posted lands containing less
than 2,000 acres without the consent of the owner, under penalty of not less than
$10 nor more than $200, and hunting within inclosed lands containing more than
2,000 acres under fine not exceeding $200; the distinction in the two later acts be
ing that inclosed lands of less than 2,000 acres need not be posted, while inclosures
of 2,000 acres or more should be posted. Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 156 s. W. 626.

Information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 577-580.
An information charging that accused unlawfully -entered upon the inclosed and

posted lands of a corporation named, without its consent or the consent of its
manager, and therein hunted with firearms, did not state an offense under this
article, it not alleging that the land in question was used for either agricultural
or grazing purposes. Partridge v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 717.

Inclosing land of another.=-Bv act of Feb. 7, 1884, pp. 68, 69, it is made an

offense to knowingly make or permit to remain any fence on and around the land
of another, without the written consent of the owner, etc. See the act in full,
ante, art. 854.

Art. 1255a. Hunting on enclosed and posted lands containing
2000 acres or more.-That it shall be unlawful for any person or

persons knowingly to hunt with fire-arms or dogs upon the enclosed
and posted lands of another without the consent of the owner there
of where such lands are in use as agricultural lands or for grazing
purposes, having cattle, horses, sheep or goats herding or grazing
thereon. By enclosed lands is meant any structure for fencing ei
ther of wood or iron, or a combination of wood and iron, or wood
and wire, or partly enclosed by a fence of iron or wood, or wood and
iron, or wood and wire, and partly by water or streams, canon,
brush, or rock or bluffs, or any of the' islands; provided, same are

used for pasturage or cultivation as designated herein; provided,
the State shall prove in the trial of any case under this act, before a

conviction shall be had, that all the lands in said enclosure is owned
or leased by the owner or proprietor of such enclosure; where such
lands are subject to purchase or lease; provided, that proof of own

ership or lease may be made by oral testimony. [Act 1899, p. 173,
ch. 102, § 1.]

.

Explanatory.-This article and the following articles (1256b-1256f) were omit
ted from the Revised Criminal Statutes of 1911, and are inserted in view of the
decision of the Court of Crtminal Appeals in Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 156 s. W.
626.

See notes under articles 1227 and 1255, ante.

Implied repeal.-In view of article 4 ante, it was held, that the adoption of the
Code of 1911, omitting this statute, but without expressly repealing it did not im
pliedly repeal it, and that itj was still in full force and effect. - Berry v. State (Cr.
App.) 156 s. W. 626.

Distinguished from offense under article 1255.-As Pen. Code, art. 1255, ante,
was 110t repealed by Acts 26th Leg. c. 102, article 1256a and as Acts 26th Leg. c.
102, was not repealed by Acts 28th Leg. c. 103, which amended art. 1255 the law
in 1903 prohibited hunting within inclosed and posted lands containing less than
2,000 acres without the consent of the owner, under penalty of not less than $10
nor more than $200, and hunting within inclosed lands containing more than 2,000
acres under fine not exceeding $200; the distinction in the two later acts being
that inclosed lands of less than 2,000 acres need not be posted, while inclosures of
2,000 acres or more should be posted. Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 156 s. W. -626.

Information.-An information charging that accused unlawfully entered upon
the inclosed and posted lands of a corporation named, without its consent or the
consent of its manager, and therein hunted with firearms, did not state an offense
under this article; it not alleging that the land in question was used for either
agricultural or grazing purposes. Partridge v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 717.

Art. 1255b. Same; punishment; proviso.-That any person who
shall knowingly, without the consent of the owner or agent enter
the enclosed and posted lands of another and shall, with fire-arms
or dogs, hunt on such lands, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemean-
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or, and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine not more

than two hundred dollars; providing further, that nothing in this
act shall prohibit any bona fide traveler, while traveling along a

public road in an enclosure, from killing game within a distance of
four hundred yards on either side of said road. [Id., § 2.]

See note under art. 1255a.

Art. 1255<::. Same; necessity of posting.-N0 person shall be lia
ble to the penalty prescribed in the preceding article [art. 12SSb]
unless the owner or proprietor of such enclosure shall at each en

trance thereto keep a notice in a conspicuous place, with the word
"posted" plainly marked thereon, which shall constitute posting
within the meaning of this act. [Id., § 3.]

,

See note under art. 1255a.

Art. 1255d. Same; repeal.-Nothing in this act shall be constru
ed to repeal the present law relating to enclosures of two thousand
acres or less. [Id., § 4.]

See note under art. 1255a.

Art. 1255e. Same; does not authorize hunting in enclosed farms.
-Nothing in this act shall be held to authorize any person to hunt
in any enclosure which is a farm, or in which are growing crops,
without the consent of the owner or lessee of such enclosure. [ld.,
§ 5.]

See note under art. 1255a.

Art, 1256. Same; counties exempted.-That the following coun

ties be and the same are hereby exempted and the provisions of this
Act shall not affect or be operative therein or in any county thereof,
viz: Upton. That all laws and parts of laws in conflict with the
provisions of this Act are hereby repealed. [Act 1899, ch. 102, § 6;
Act 1903, ch. 123; Act 1905, ch. 71a; Act 1907, ch. 93; Act 1909, ch.
23; Act 1909, p. 135, ch. 80; Act 1911, p. 90, ch. SO, § 1, superseding
art. 1256, revised Pen. Code.]

.

Explanatory.-Act 1909, p. 135, ch. 80, had reference to Act 1899, ch. 102, omit
ted from the revision of 1911, and inserted in this compilation as arts. 1255a-1255e,
and not to Act 1903, p. 159, from which art. 1255 was constructed. In view of the
decision in Stevens v. State, 70 App. 565, 159 S. W. 505, art. 1256, as it appeared in
Rev. Pen. Code, is omitted from this compilation, and Act 1911, ch. 50, amenda
tory of Act 1909, p. 135, ch. 80, is inserted in: its place, but in its proper relation.

Art. 1257. [806] Preventing the moving, etc., of railroad trains.
-:-Any person or persons who shall, by force, threats, or intimida
tion of any kind whatever, against any railroad engineer or engineers,
or any. conductor, brakeman, or other officer or employe employed
or engaged in running any passenger train, freight train, or con

struction train, running upon any railroad in this state, prevent the
moving or running of said passenger, freight or construction train,
shall be deemed guilty of an offense, and, upon conviction thereof,
each and every person so offending .shall be fined in a sum not less
than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, and
also imprisoned in the county jail for any period of time not less
than three months nor more than twelve months. [Act March 30,
1887, pp. 72-73.]

.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 553.

Art. 1258. [807] Each day a separate offense.-Each day said
train or trains mentioned in the preceding article are prevented
'from moving on their road, as specified in the preceding article, shall
·be deemed a separate offense, and shall be punished as prescribed in
the preceding article. [Id.]

.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 553.

Art. 1.259. [808] Wilfully injuring railroad, etc.-Any person
who shall wilfully injure any railroad, locomotive engine, or tender,
or baggage, passenger or freight car of any railroad in this state, so
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as to prevent the use of same, shall be punished by fine in any sum

not less than one hundred dollars, and imprisoned in the county jail
not less than three nor more than twelve months. [Id.]

See notes under article 1227, ante.

Constitutlonallty.-Bill of Rights, art. 1, § 13, prohibiting excessive fines, is not
violated by this article, because it does not provide a maximum punishment. Ham
ilton v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 134.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 555.

Art. 1259a. Taking or driving motor vehicle belonging to an

other.-Whoever purposely takes, drives or operates, or purposely
caused to be taken, driven or operated upon the public road, high
way or other public place, any motor vehicle, bicycle, buggy, car

riage or other horse driven vehicle, without the consent of the own

er thereof shall, if the value of such motor vehicle, bicycle or other
vehicle is thirty-five ($35.00) dollars or more, be imprisoned in the
county jail 'for not less than sixmonths nor more than one year, or

if the value is less than that sum, be fined not more than two hun
dred dollars ($200.00), or imprisoned not more than thirty days, or

both. [Act 1913, p. 187, ch. 100, § 1, amended; Act 1915, p. 160,'
ch. 105, § 1.]

Offenses punlshable.-The theft of a $1,200 automobile is punishable under this
article and not under the statute relating to the theft of property worth over $50,
by which a penitentiary sentence is authorized, in view of article 1342, post, pro
viding that the articles of the Code prescribing the penalty for theft of property
worth over $50 do not apply to the theft of any particular property where the pun
ishment is specially prescribed. Sparks v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 351.

This article cannot be construed to be applicable only to cases of mere tempo
rary taking and use, so as to render the general statute covering theft of property
worth over $50 applicable to the stealing of a $1,200 automobile, under which a

penitentiary sentence could be imposed; the special act being wholly unambigu
ous in language, especially in view of article 10, ante, providing that words spe
cially defined shall be understood in that sense, and of article 1344, post, defining
the word "steal" to include "theft." Sparks v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 351.

The theft of an automobile valued at $300 is punishable under this article, and
not under the statute relating to the theft of property valued at more than $50,
for which a penitentiary sentence is authorized. Howard v. State (Cr. App.) 174
S. W. 824.

Jurisdlctlon.-The theft of an automobile is a misdemeanor not triable in the
district court. Greenwood v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 1049.

Art. 1259b. Removing tools and parts from motor vehicle with
intent to steal the same; receiving same.-Whoever shall malicious
ly or with intent to steal or without authority from the owner, un

lawfully removes from any motor vehicle or bicycle any portion of
the running or- steering gear, pump, or any tire, rim, robe, cover,
tube, clock, casing, radiator, fire-extinguisher, tool, lamp, starter,
battery, coil, spring, gas or oil tank, bell or any signal device, speed
ometer, license, number, horn, box, basket, trunk or carrier, shield,
hood, oiler, gauge, grease-cup, chain, lock, nut, bracket, valve, bolt,
rod, cap, screws, wire, spark-plug, pipe, carbureter, magneto, fan,
belt, cylinder, switch, brake, electric bulbs, or any device, emblem
or monogram thereon or any attachment, fastenings or other ap
purtenances, or any other part or parts attached to said motor ve

hicle which are necessary in the use, control, repair or operation
thereof, or whoever knowingly buys, receives or has in his posses
sion, any of such articles or any part thereof so unlawfully removed
as aforesaid, shall be imprisoned in the county jail not less than six
months nor more than one year. [Act 1913, p. 187, ch. 100, § 2.]

Art. 1259c.. Meddling with or injuring motor vehicle.-Whoever
purposely and without authority from the owner, shall start or

cause to be started, the motor of any motor vehicle, or whoever pur
posely and maliciously shall shift or change the starting device or

gears of a standing motor vehicle to a position other than that in
which they were left by the owner or driver of said motor vehicle,
or whoever shall purposely cut, mark, scratch or damage the chas
sis, running gear, body, sides, top, robe, covering or upholstering of
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a motor vehicle, the property of another, or shall purposely destroy
any part thereof with or by any liquid or other substance, or shall
cut, mash, mark, or in any other way destroy or damage the cylin
der, radiator, steering gear, fire-extinguisher, fan, belt, valve, pipe,
wire, cap, lamp, gas or oil tank, cup, signal, device, clock, chain,
tool, coil, spring, speedometer, starter, battery, spark-plug, brake,
tool box, oiler, pump, switch, nut, casing, tire, rim, tube, box, bas
ket, trunk, or carrier, rod, bolt, shield, fender, bracket, gauge, glass,
hood, lock, cap, screw, carbureter, magneto, license, number, electric
bulb or any device, emblem, monogram or any other attachm'ent,
fastening or appurtenance of a motor vehicle, without the permis
sion of the owner thereof, or whoever purposely shall drain or start
the drainage of any radiator or oil tank upon a motor vehicle with
out permission of the owner thereof, or whoever purposely shall put
any metallic or other substance or liquid in the radiator, carbureter,
oil-tank, grease cup, oilers, lamps or machinery of a motor vehicle,
with the intent to injure or damage the same or impede the working
of the machinery, or whoever shall maliciously tighten or loosen
any bracket, bolt, wire nut, screw, or other fastening on a motor

vehicle, or whoever shall purposely release the brake upon a stand
ing motor vehicle, with the intent to injure said machine, shall, up
on conviction thereof, be imprisoned in the county jail for not less
than six months or more than one year. [Id., § 3.]

Art. 1259d. Peddlers, etc., refusing to. leave premises on request
of owner.-If any person in this State, pursuing the business or

occupation of a peddler, hawker, or itinerant vendor of goods, wares

and merchandise, shall enter upon the premises owned or leased ,by
another, and shall wilfully refuse to leave such premises, after hav
ing been notified by the person, or the agent of the person, owning
or in possession of such premises, to leave such premises, he shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction, he shall be fined in any
sum not less than one dollar nor more than twenty-five dollars.
[Act 1913, p. 142, ch. 76, § 1.]

CHAPTER FOUR

OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES AMONG ANIMALS AND BEES
Art.
1260.

1261..

Failing to confine horses with
glanders or farcy.

Sell or trade or offer to sell or

trade animal affected with
glanders.

Driving sheep affected with scab
or other contagious disease.

Using horse with glanders or

farcy.
Penalty for riding or driving in

fected animals, etc.; cumula
tive of other laws.

Permitting sheep with scab to
run at large.

Failure to dip sheep affected
with scab.

Arrest of persons violating pre
ceding article.

Refusing to permit examination,
Same; dismissal of cause or trial

of complaint; defense; costs.
Compensation of constable; wit

nesses, etc., costs.
Certificate as to condition of

sheep imported or moved from
one county to another; provi
sos; penalty for violations.

[Superseded.]
1 PEN.CODE TEX.-49

1262.

1263.

1264.

1265.

1265a.

·1265b.

1265c.
1265d.

1265e.

1266.

1267.

Art.
1267a. Selling or buying sheep. affected

with scab.
1267b. "Scab" defined.
1267c. Importing sheep affected with

scab.
1267d. Moving sheep affected with scab

from one county to another.
1267e. Moving sheep affected with scab

within county.
1267f. Driving sheep affected with scab

across land of another.
1267g. Driving sheep affected with scab

over public road.
1267h. Penalty for violation of preced

ing articles.
12671. Penalty ff:>r violation of art.

1267b.
1268. Persons refusing to permit sheep

to be examined.
1269-1274. [Superseded.]
1275. Penalty for violation of this law.
1276. Penalty for violation by owners.

1277� Wool growers may pay inspec-
tors.

1278. Counties exempt.
1279. [Superseded.]
1280. Importation of sheep with scab.
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Art.
1281. Bringing infected animal into the

state.
1282. Obstructing live stock commis

sioner.
1283. Permitting infected animal to

run at large.
1284. Penalties.
1284a. Powers of Live Stock Sanitary

Commission; quarantine regu
lations; inspection and dipping
of sheep affected with scab;
refusal of owner to permit dip
ping; cost of dipping and re

covery thereof from owner; in
spectors; compensation.

1284aa. Live Stock Sanitary Commission
to establish quarantine; un

lawful to transport diseased
animals, rules and regulations;
State Veterinarian; entry on

premises to make inspection;
seizure of animals moved in
violation of law.

1284b. Cattle may be moved under rules
and regulations of live stock
sanitary commission.

1284c. Special quarantine districts for
particular diseases; unlawful
to remove cattle; methods of
eradicating diseases; dipping
live stock.

1284d. -Owners in special quarantined
area to treat live stock.

1284e. Duties of commissioners' court;
disinfection of premises.

1284f. Penalty for violation of act.
1284g. Failure to dip animals.
1284h. Tick eradication; election.
1285-1288. [Amended.]

Art.
1288a. State entomologist; duties and

powers; assistants and inspec
tors; annual report.

1288b. Power to deal with diseases, pro
hibiting shipments into state.

1288c. Bees shipped into state to be ac

companied by certificate of of
ficial entomologist of state of
shipment; shipper to file cer

tified copy; evidence in lieu of
certificate; confiscation, etc.

1288d. Carriers not to accept shipments
except under regulations.

1288e. Authority to declare protective
quarantine, etc.

1288f. Authority to place restrictive
quarantine, etc.

1288g. Queen bees not to be sold with
out copy of certificate; etc.

1288h. Violation of provisions, etc., a

misdemeanor; prosecutions; in
junctions; duties of attorney
general and district attorneys;
production of documents; wit
nesses; duties of sheriffs and
constables, etc.

1288i. Entomologist to publish direc
tions, rules and information,
etc.

1288j. Bees affected with foul brood,
etc., to be reported by owner,
etc.

1288k. Power to transfer bees to mova

ble frame hives, etc.
1288Z. Penaltv for sale or shipment of

infected bees.
1288m. Exposing honey, etc., infected

with foul brood.
1288n. Preventing inspection or detec

tion of disease.
12880. Disposition of fines.

Article 1260. [809] Failing to confine horses with glanders or

farcy.-If any person shall wilfully and knowingly fail, neglect or

refuse to place and keep in secure confinement, separate and apart
from all other stock, any animal of the horse or ass species, diseased
with glanders or farcy, belonging to him or subject to his control,
he shall be fined not less than twenty-five nor more than two hun
dred dollars, or imprisoned in the county jail not less than ten days
nor more than three months. [Act Aug. 19, 1876, p. 211.]

See art. 1263.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 593.

Art. 1261. Sell or trade or offer to sell or trade animal affected
with glanders.-If any person or persons shall trade or sell, or offer
to trade or sell, any animal of the horse or ass species, known or sus

pected to be affected with glanders, he shall be fined in any sum

not less than five nor more than one hundred dollars, or imprisoned
in the county jail not less than ten days nor more than ninety days.
[Act 1897, p. 216.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 595 •

.

Art. 1262. Driying sheep �ffected with s�ab or other contagious
diseasea-c-If any person ownmg or controlling sheep affected with
the scab, or other infectious or contagious disease, shall drive or

permit to be driven, such sheep over or along any public road or

highway in this state, or shall drive such sheep so affected, or di
rect or permit such sheep so affected to be driven, on or over the in
closed lands of another. without first obtaining the written consent
of the owner or person in charge of such inclosed lands, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall
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be fined in any sum not less than one hundred dollars nor more than
five hundred dollars. [Act 1897, ch. 125, § 1; Act 1909, p. 114.]

Explanatory.-This article is superseded, in so far as it relates to sheep scab,
by Act 1911, ch. 5, §§ 5, 6 (arts. 1267f, 1267g, post). The article is still operative
as to "other infectious or contagious disease."

,

Art. 1263. [810] Using horse with glanders or farcy.-If any
person shall ride, drive or in any manner use any animal of the
.horse or ass species diseased with glanders or farcy, knowing the
same to be so diseased, he shall be punished as prescribed in the pre
ceding article. [Act Nov. 8, 1866, p. 102.]

See art. 1260.-

Explanatory.-This article, when carried into the revised Penal Code, had been
superseded by Act April 12, 1892 (art. 1264, post). See Stevens v. State, 70 App.
565, 159 S. W. 505.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 594.

Art. 1264. [811] Penalty for riding or driving infected ani
mals, etc.; cumulative of other laws.-Any person who may drive,
lead or ride any animal infected with said diseases of glanders or

farcy, knowing them to be so infected, on, along or across any pub
lic highway in this state, or allow any such animal so diseased
(knowing them to be so diseased and owning such animal) to run

at large on the open range of any county in this state, shall be deem
ed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be
fined in any sum not less than ten dollars nor more than two hun
dred dollars. [Act April 12, 1892, 22d Leg., S. S.]

See art. 1263 and note thereunder.

Art. 1265. [812] Permitting sheep with scab to run at large.-
If any person, owning or controlling sheep affected with the scab or

other infectious or contagious disease, shall permit such sheep to
run at large or, in charge of anyone beyond the limits of his own

land, he shall be fined not exceeding one thousand dollars. [Act
Dec. 28, 1861, p. 21.]

Explanatory.-This article may be in part superseded by Act 1911, ch. 5, §§ 1-8
(arts. 1267a-1267i, post). It is still clearly operative, however, as to "other infec
tious or contagious diseases." It may also be operative as to permitting sheep
affected with scab "to run at large," etc., since there is no specific denunciation
.of that act in the later provisions, above referred to.

Effect of exemptions In article 1278.-As to the effect of exemptions contained
in article 1278, see Harold v. State, 16, App. 157.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 596.

Art. 1265a. Failure to dip sheep affected with scab.-Any per
son having' knowledge or notice of the existence of scab on any
sheep owned or in charge of such person, who shall fail or refuse to

dip in some preparation known to be effectual in curing scab, all
flocks of sheep in which one or more such animals are so infected,
within twenty days after such knowledge or notice has been receiv
ed, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
thereof, shall be fined in any sum not less than one hundred nor

more than two hundred dollars; provided, that every successive
twenty days of failure or refusal to dip such sheep, under the provi
sions of this section, shall be considered a separate offense. [Act
1897, p. 179, ch. 125, § 2.]

Explanatory.-The above act, comprising arts. 1265a-1265e was omitted from the
revised Pen; Code, and, in view of the decision in Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 156
S. W. 626, it is included in this compilation. It is apparently not in confiict with
any other act coritained in this chapter of the Pen. Code.

Art. 1265b. Arrest of persons violating preceding article.s=For
the purpose of determining the existence of scab, under the provi
sions of this act, and to serve notice on persons as provided in Sec
tion 2 [art. 1265a], the justice of the peace having jurisdiction, up
on complaint of any person owning or having charge of sheep, sup
ported by affidavit, as to his belief that a flock of sheep within such
jurisdiction are infected with scab, shall forthwith issue order to a
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constable or some peace officer of his county, directing such officer
to summon to his aid two persons having knowledge of scab, and to
proceed with such persons and examine the sheep so designated,
and to notify in writing the owner or person in charge of said sheep,
of the result of such examination, and to return to the court of issue
such order, showing how he has executed the same. [Id., § 3.]

Art. 1265c. Refusing to permit examination.-Any person refus
ing to permit the examination provided for in Section 3 of this Act
[art. 1265b], or to place the sheep in pens for such purpose, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, pun
ished by fine of not less than one hundred nor more than two hun
dred dollars. [Id., § 4.]

Art. 1265d. Same; dismissal of cause or trial of complaint; de
fense; costs.-Upon return of the order provided for in Section 3
of this Act [art. 1265b] the Justice of the Peace shall, if it states
said sheep are not infected, or that they have been dipped, within
ten days next preceding such examination, dismiss such cause. But
if such order states said sheep are infected with scab and have not
been dipped within the ten preceding days, said Justice of the Peace
shall issue warrant of arrest forthwith, against the owner or person
having said sheep in charge, and proceed as in other misdemeanor
cases; provided, should defendant show, by competent testimony,
that such infected sheep were held only on his own or accustomed
range, and that he had dipped all flocks so infected, as provided in
this act, within twenty days after receiving notice, or within ten

days next preceding the serving of such notice, he shall upon pay
ment of all accrued costs be discharged. [Id., § 5.]

Art. 1265e. Compensation of constable, witnesses, etc.; costs.
-The constable or other peace officer and the person summoned to

assist, shall receive as compensation for services performed under
the provisions of this act, and for attendance at court as witnesses
in such cases, the sum of two dollars and fifty cents per day for each
day actually and necessarily so engaged, and such fees shall be
taxed as costs against the owner of such sheep; and execution shall
be issued; provided, in all cases where it is found such sheep are

not infected or have been dipped within the ten days next preceding
the examination so made, the costs and fees shall be taxed against
the person who made the complaint, and execution shall so issue.
[Id., § 6.]

Art. 1266. Certificate as to condition of sheep imported or mov

ed from one county to another; provisos; penalty for violations.
It shall be unlawful to import into this state, or to move from one

county to another, or to move from their accustomed range onto
lands owned or leased by any person, without permission of such
person, any flock of sheep in which one or more of such animals are

infected with scab; and any person moving from one county into
an adjoining county, with sheep, shall, before crossing the bounda
ry line of said adjoining county, notify the county judge of said
county wherein he proposes to enter or cross, and the said county
judge shall appoint two competent persons, well versed in the
knowledge of the scab disease, to examine said flock or flocks; and,
if the same shall be found free of scab, or other infectious disease,
then said sheep shall be allowed to proceed through said county;
and the county judge shall receive the sum of two dollars and fifty
cents for his services; and the said persons so appointed by him
shall receive the sum of two dollars per day for their services. Said
money to be paid by the party owning said sheep. Any person vio
lating any of the provisions of this law shall be deemed guilty of a
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misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined in any
sum of not less than fifty dollars and not more than one hundred
dollars for each such offense. Provided, that this law shall not ap
ply to any person en route from his ranch for the purpose of delivery
of his sheep at a railroad shipping point, or any point designated by
the buyer thereof; provided, that said party can show a written
contract signed by himself and the party to. whom he has sold said
sheep, specifying the place of delivery; said contract being witness
ed by two reputable and creditable persons, citizens of the county in
which said sheep were sold; provided, that the person desiring to

import into this state, or to move from one county to another, any
flock of sheep, shall not be required to have said sheep examined,
except in the first county through which he proposes to pass with
said sheep; and he shall indicate to the persons making the exami
nation the destination of said sheep; and the county judge of said
county making the examination shall issue to the owner or persons
in charge of said sheep a certificate showing said sheep to be free
from scab and other infectious diseases, which certificate shall be

good for one continuous journey of not exceeding thirty days. [Act
1905, p. 222.]

Explanatory.-This article is to some extent superseded by Act 1911, ch. 6, §§ 1-8
(arts. 1267a-1267i, post). The provision as to the method of determining the exist
ence of scab does not seem to be in conflict with the later act, and is apparently
still effective.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 600-602, 604.

Art. 1267. [Superseded. See art. 1267g.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 698.

Art. 1267a. Selling or buying sheep affected with scab.-That
from and after the taking effect of this Act it shall be unlawful for
any person, firm or corporation to sell or buy any sheep affected
with scab. [Act 1911, p. 7, ch. 5, § 1.]

Explanatory.-Sec. 18, Acts 1911, ch, 6, makes an appropriation to pay the ex

penses of the Sta.te Sheep· Inspector; section 19 provides that the act shall take
effect July 1, 1911; and section 20 repeals Title 111, Rev. St. 1895, and all other
laws and parts of laws in conflict.

Art. 1267b. "Scab" defined.-Scab in this Act is defined to be a

disease or itch caused from a bug or parasite which works itself in
to the wool and flesh of the sheep, causing a crusted sore, injuring
the wool and causing same to fall from the animal. [Id., § 1a.]

Art. 1267c. Importing sheep affected with scab.-That from and
after the taking effect of this Act it shall be unlawful for any person,
firm or corporation to import into this State any sheep affected with
scab. [Act Dec. 28, 1861, p. 21; Act 1897, ch. 125, § 1; Act 1905, p.
222; Act 1911, p. 7, ch. 5, § 2.]

See art. 1266 and note thereunder.

Art. 1267d. Moving sheep affected with scab from one county to
another.-That from and after the taking effect of this Act it shall
be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to move from one

county to another in this State any sheep affected with scab. [Act
1897, ch. 125, § 1; Act 1905, p. 222; Act 1911, p. 7, ch. 5, § 3.]

See art. 1266 and note thereunder.

Art. 1267e. Moving sheep affected with scab within county.
That from and after the taking effect of this Act it shall be unlawful
for any person, firm or corporation to move from one part of any
county in this State to any other part of the same county any sheep
affected with scab. [Act 1911, p. 7, ch. 5, § 4J

See arts. 1265a-1267d, ante.

Art. 1267f. Driving sheep affected with scab across land of an

other.-That from and after the taking effect of this Act it shall
be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to drive ·or cause. to
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be driven on or across the lands of another any sheep affected with
scab. [Act 1897, ch. 125, § 1; Act 1905, p. 222; Act 1911, p. 7, ch.
5, § 5.]

See art. 1266 and note thereunder.

Art. 1267g. Driving sheep affected with scab over public road.
-That from and after the taking effect of this Act it shall be unlaw
ful for any person, firm or corporation to drive along or over a pub
lic road any sheep affected with scab. [Act 1876, p. 227; Act 1897,
ch. 125, § 1; Act 1905, p. 222; Act 1911, p. 7, ch. 5, § 6.]

See arts. 1262 and 1266 and notes thereunder.

Art. 1267h. Penalty for violation of preceding articles.-Any
person, whether acting for himself or as agent for another person,
firm or corporation, who shall violate Section 1, 3, 4, 5, or 6 of this
Act [arts. 1267a, 1267c-1267g] shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
on conviction thereof, shall be fined in any sum not less than one

hundred dollars and not more than two hundred dollars. [Act 1911,
p. 7, ch. 5, § 7.]

Art. 1267i. Penalty for violation of art. 1267b.-Any person,
whether acting for himself or as agent or employe of any other per
son, firm or corporation, who shall in person or by agent violate any
of the provisions of Section 2 of this Act [art. 1267b] shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be fined in
any sum not less than five hundred and not more than two thousand
dollars. [Id., § 8.]

Art. 1268. Persons refusing to permit sheep to be examined.
Any person who shall refuse to permit his sheep to be examined for
scab 'or other infectious diseases, or to place the sheep in pen for
such purpose, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon
conviction thereof, shall be fined in any sum not less than fifty dol
lars nor more than one hundred dollars. [Act 1905, p. 223.]

See art. 1266, ante" and note under art. 1275, post.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 605.

Arts. 1269-1274. [Superseded by art. 1284a, post.]
Indictment or information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 603.
An information under this section must allege that defendant had knowledge

of the inspection, the date he acquired such knowledge, and that he failed to cure

the sheep within the twenty days after that date.. Hand v. State, 37 App. 310,
39 S. W. 676.

•

Art. 1275. [819] Penalty for violation of this law, etc.-Any
inspector of sheep or his deputy who shall fail to comply with any
of the provisions of this chapter, or who shall wilfully or with in
tent to harass, vex or put to expense, any owner OJ; person in charge
of sheep, notify such owner or person in charge that his flock is dis
eased, or who shall unlawfully demand or receive any fee or com

pensation where none is allowed by law, shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined in any
sum not less than fifty nor more than two hundred dollars; and
thereupon the office shall be deemed vacant, and the commissioners'
court may appoint another inspector for such county. [Act 1883, ch.
54, § 12; Act 22d. Leg., p. 140, § 7.]

Explanatory.-Inasmuch as Act 1915, oh, 111, which largely supersedes the act
from which the above article was taken, does not contain any penal provisions
directed at sheep inspectors, this article may be still operative as to inspectors
appointed under the new act. It should be noted, however, that the denunciation
as to failure of duty relates to those duties pointed out in "this chapter" of the
Penal Code. The new act does not make any reference to extsttng provisions of
the Penal Code, and hence does not make the new provisions a part of "this
chapter" of that Code. It may be argued from this that the coercive measure in
the old act cannot be applied to the new. The other provisions of the above ar

ticle, however, do not seem' to carry this restriction, and may apply to the new

inspectors.
lndlctment • .,-Willson's Cr. Forms, 606--609.
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Art. 1276. [820] Penalty for violation by owners.-Any owner

or person in charge of sheep who shall wilfully and knowingly vio
late any of the provisions of this chapter, when the p�nalty IS n.ot
otherwise provided by this chapter, shall be deemed gtulty of a mIS

demeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined in any sum

not less than fifty nor more than two hundred dollars. [Act 1883,
ch. 54, § 13; Act 22d. Leg., p. 140, § 8.]

Explanatory.-What is said in the note to the next preceding �rticle may be,
to some extent applicable to this article, but there are other provistons, such as

arts. 1262, 1265,' 1266, that can, without question, carry this penal clause.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 604, 610.

Art. 1277. [821] Wool growers may pay inspectors, etc
Explanatory.-The subject-matter of art. 1277, Penal Code of 1911 (art. 821, Penal

Code 1895), was made up from Act 22d Leg. p. 140, § 9. The same provision was

carried into Rev. Civ. St. 1895, as art. 5363, within Title 111. "Title 111 of the

Revised Statutes of Texas" was repealed by Act 1911, ch. 5, § 20. This, of neces

sity, worked a supercession of the corresponding provision in the Penal Code. See
notes under arts. 1278 and 1284a.

Art. 1278. [822] Counties exempt.-The counties of Freestone,
Gonzales, Morris, Titus, Cass, Marion, Bowie, Red River, Trinity,
San Jacinto, Polk, Anderson, Van Zandt, Cameron, Collin, Colora
do, Grimes, Houston, Webb, Encinal, Hunt, Hopkins, Ellis, Dallas,
Rockwall, Denton, Fannin, Henderson, Brazos, Smith, Panola,
Gregg, Lamar, Wood, Rains, Limestone, Cooke, Brown, Comanche,
Cherokee, Mills, Montgomery, Shelby, Lee, Burleson, Rusk, Lavaca,
Milam, Wise, Upshur, Robertson, Camp, Parker, Franklin, Navar

ro, Karnes, Wilson, Atascosa, Harrison, San Augustine, Sabine,
Fayette, Austin, Leon, Madison, Hill, Bosque, Waller, Fort Bend,
Washington, Guadalupe, Caldwell, Hays, Tarrant, Johnson, Clay,
Montague, Erath, Hood, Somervell, Bastrop, Harris, Harrison,
Orange, Jefferson, Hardin, Liberty, Chambers, Newton, Tyler, Jas

per, Kaufman, Nacogdoches, De Witt, Victoria, Jackson, Calhoun,
Refugio, Goliad and Aransas counties are exempted from the provi
sions of this chapter. [Act 1883, ch. 54, § 16; Act 1885, ch. 14; Act
1891, p. 140, § 10; Act 1897, ch. 68; Act 1901, ch. 107; Act 1903,
p. 117.]

See note under article 1265, ante.

Explanatory.-This article would seem to be wholly superseded by Act 1915,
ch. 111 (art. 1284a, post). The article was numbered 822 in the revised Penal
Code of 1895. It was taken, for the purpose of that Code, from Act 1891, p. 140,
§ 10. The same section of the act of 1891 was utilized to make up art. 5364, Rev.
St. 1895. A reference to the act of 1891 will show that it was merely a limitation
Of the counties of the state in which the inspection law was to apply. In con
structing the Penal Code of 1895 the revisers overlooked this fact, and changed
the language so that it read "provtslona of this chapter" instead of "provisions
of this act." The effect of this change was to exempt the counties named from
all the provisions of the chapter of the Penal Code in which art. 822 appeared,
though such chapter contained many provtstons wholly independent of the act of
1891. The legislature, in 1897, observed this mistake, and, in amending art. 822,
Penal Code 1895, changed the language so that it read "from the provisions of
articles 813 to 821 inclusive, of this chapter." This legislative appreciation of
the situation was again rorgotten, however, since, in 1903, the legislature, in
amending the list of counties, again fell into the same error, and reverted to
the former language: "provisions of this chapter;" and that language was car
ried into the revision of 1911. The legislature has acted on this provision as it
appeared in the Civil Statutes (Rev. St. 1895, art. 5364). In 1901 it amended the
provision (Acts 1901, ch. 107) and in 1911 (Acts 1911, ch. 5) repealed it, by re

pealing and re-enacting Title 111, of Rev. St. 1895, of which art. 5364 was a part;
As the civil and criminal provisions were derived from the same source, it would
seem to follow that an express repeal O{ one of the provisions would result in an

implied repeal or a supercession of the other. In view of the doubt in the sltuatton
the provision is continued in this compilation.

Art. 1279. [823] [Superseded by art. 1267g, ante.]
Indictment.-Wmson's Cr. Forms, 697.

Art. -1280. [824] Importation of sheep with scab.-If any per
son shall drive or cause to be driven into this state from any other
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state or country, any sheep affected with scab or any other infec
tious or contagious disease, knowing the same to be so affected, he
shall be fined not exceeding one thousand dollars, [Act Dec. 28,
1861, p. 21.]

See article 1265.

Explanatory.-This article, in so far as it relates to scab, has been, since its
enactment in 1861, superseded by many acts of the legislature. See arts. 1266,
1267c, ante. But as the article also relates to "other infectious or contagious
disease" it is perhaps still operative in that respect.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 599, 600, 602.

Art. 1281. [824a] Bringing infected animal into the state.

Any person who shall knowingly bring into this state any domestic
animal which is infected with any contagious or infectious disease,
or any animal which has been exposed to any contagious or in
fectious disease, shallbe deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon
conviction thereof, shall be fined in any sum not less than five hun
dred nor more than five thousand dollars. [Act 1893, p. 72.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 611.

Art. 1282. [824b] Obstructing live stock commissioner.-Any
person who owns or is in possession of Jive stock, which is reported
to be affected with any infectious or contagious disease, who shall
refuse to allow the state live stock sanitary commissioners to ex

amine such stock, or shall hinder or obstruct the said commissioners
in any examination of, or in any attempt to examine, such stock,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction
thereof, shall be fined in any sum not less than one hundred dollars
nor more than five hundred dollars. [Id.]

See arts. 1284a�1284h, post, and arts. 7312-7324, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.

Indlctm�nt.-Willson's Cr. Form.s, 612.

Art. 1283. [824c] Owner permitting infected animal to run at

large.-Any person who shall have in his possession any domestic
animal affected with any contagious or infectious disease, knowing
such animal to be affected, who shall permit such animal to run at

large, or who shall keep such animal where other domestic animals,
not affected by or previously exposed to such disease, may be exposed
to its contagion or infection, or who shall ship, drive, sell, trade, or

give away, such diseased animal or animals which have been expos
ed to such infection or contagion, or who shall move or drive any
domestic animal in violation of any direction, rule, regulation, or

order of the live stock sanitary commission of Texas establishing
and regulating live stock quarantine, shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined in any
sum not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred
dollars for each of such exposed or diseased domestic animals which.
he shall permit to run at large, or sell, ship, drive, trade or give
away in violation of the provisions of this article; provided, that
any owner of a domestic animal, which has been affected with or

exposed to any contagious or infectious disease, may dispose of the
same, after having obtained from the state live stock sanitary com

missioners a bill of health for such animal or animals. [Id.]
See arts. _1284a�1284h, post, and arts. 7312�7324, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.
Informatlon.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 613.
An information, charging that accused, after cattle owned by him had been

duly quarantined by an inspector for the live stock sanitary commission, and after
the inspector had ordered him. to confine the cattle, which were affected with a

contagious and infectious disease, and not to remove or permit them to be re

moved from the premises where they then were, knowingly and Unlawfully drove
and moved them and permitted them to go from such premises on other premises,
in violation' of the order and regulation of the inspector, did not charge an offense,
since, while the law authorizes the commission to establish rules and regulations,
to establish quarantine, etc., it does not authorize an inspector to do so, and the
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information did not charge a violation of any rule or regulation of the commis
sion, but merely a violation of the order of the inspector. Rhea v. State, 70 App.
258, 156 S. W. 643.

Verdict.-Where one of the counts submitted attempted to charge a violation
of the rules and regulations of the live stock sanitary commission, while the oth
ers charged violations of article 1283, and the verdict found accused guilty of

"breaking the laws of the live stock sanitary commission," the verdict could not,
for the purpose of upholding a conviction, be a.pplied to the counts charging a

violation of article 1283, since, while a verdict general in its terms may be ap
plied to any count submitted, a verdict which makes a specific finding as to the
count under which accused is found guilty cannot be so applied. Rhea v. State, 70

App. 258, 156 S. W. 643.
'

Art. 1284. [824d] Penalties.-Except as otherwise provided in
this law, any person who shall violate, disregard, or evade, or at

tempt to violate, disregard or evade, any of the provisions of this
law, or who shall violate, disregard, or evade, or attempt to violate,
disregard, or evade, any of the rules, regulations, orders, or direc
tions of the live stock sanitary commission, establishing and govern
ing quarantine, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon
conviction thereof, shall be fined in any sum not less than one hun
dred nor more than five thousand dollars.

Explanatory.-The above provision constitutes section 13 of Acts 1893, p. 70,
relating to the Live Stock Sanitary C'ommission, and, hence, it applies only to the
three preceding articles.

Art; 1 284a. Powers of Live Stock .Sanitary Commission; quar
antine regulations; inspection and dipping of sheep affected with
scab; refusal of owner to permit dipping; cost of dipping and re

covery thereof from owner; inspectors; compensation.c-It shall be
the duty of the Commission provided for in Article 7312 [Rev. SL
1911] to protect the domestic animals of this state from all conta

gious or infectious diseases of a malignant character, including
cholera in hogs, whether said diseases exist in Texas or elsewhere;
and for this purpose they are hereby authorized and empowered to

establish, maintain and enforce such quarantine lines and sanitary
rules and regulations as they may deem necessary. It shall also be
the duty of said Commission to co-operate with livestock quarantine
commissioners and officers of other states and territories, and with
the United States Secretary of Agriculture, in establishing such
interstate quarantine lines, rules andregulations as shall best pro
tect the livestock industry of this state against Texas or splenetic
fever and scabbies in sheep. It shall be the duty of said Commission
upon receipt by them of reliable information of the evidence among
the domestic animals of the state of any malignant disease, includ
ing scabbies in sheep and cholera in hogs, to go at once to the place
where any such disease is alleged to exist and make a careful ex

amination of the animals beljeved to be affected with any such dis
ease, and ascertain, if possible, what, if any, disease exists among
the livestock reported to be affected and whether the same is conta

gious or infectious; and if said disease is found to be of a malignant
contagious or infectious character, they shall direct and enforce such
quarantined lines and sanitary regulations as are necessary to pre
vent the spread of any such disease. And no domestic animal in
fected with disease, or capable of communicating same, shall be per
mitted to enter or leave the district, premises or grounds so quaran
tined, except by authority of the Commission. The said Commis
sion shall also, from time to time, give and enforce such directions
and prescribe such rules and regulations as to separating, feeding
and caring for such diseased and exposed animals as they shall
deem necessary to prevent the animals so affected with such disease
from coming in contact with other animals not so affected. And the
said Commissioners are hereby authorized and empowered to enter

upon any grounds or premises, to carry out the provisions of this
Act. If scab or scabbies are f.ound in any flock of sheep when same-
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is inspected, which inspection shall be made whenever the Commis
sion may receive information by notification by any citizen or other
wise that scab probably exists, any member of said Commission, or

an inspector appointed by said Commission, shall have the power,
and he is hereby given the power, to inspect and dip said sheep at
the owner's expense; and if any owner or owners shall refuse to

permit said sheep to be dipped after having been examined and con

demned by said Commission, he shall be fined in any amount not
less than fifty dollars, nor more than two hundred dollars, and if
any owner or owners shall refuse to :

pay the actual cost of said
dipping, the Commission, as hereinbefore provided, shall have the
right to bring civil action against such owner or owners, in the coun

ty where said sheep are so inspected, for the sum or sums actual
ly paid out as the expense of said inspection and dipping; provided,
that in case the Live Stock Sanitary Commission shall not have suffi
cient number of inspectors to execute the provisions of this law,
then the Commission may appoint ·a resident sheep inspector to
serve in one or more counties whenever it is necessary to do so,
provided the Commissioners Court in said county or counties shall
agree to pay the salary of said inspector, or their pro rata of said
salary based upon the number of sheep in each county as shown by
the tax roll of said counties, where the duties of inspector are

performed in more than one county. Said inspectors shall be paid
a salary of not less than twenty-five dollars per month nor more

than one hundred dollars per month. Such inspectors shall be prac
tical and experienced sheepmen; they shall be under the exclusive
control of the Livestock Sanitary Commission, and shall be subject
to removal by said Livestock Sanitary Commission, or either of said
Commissioners, whenever said Commission or Commissioners shall
deem necessary to do so. [Act 1883, ch. 54; Act 22d Leg., p. 140;
Act 1911, ch. 5; Act 1913, ch. 169, § 1; Act 1913, ch. 176, �§ 1-3;
Act 1915, p. 167, ch. 111, § 1, amending art. 7314, Rev. St. 1911.]

Explanatory.-Acts 1915, ch. 111, does not, in its body, expressly repeal Act
1911, ch. 5, or any part thereof. Its title however recites, among other things,
that one of the purposes of the new act is the "repealing the present law passed
by the Thirty-Second Legislature relative to appointing inspectors, and the
eradtcatton of scab." It contains no more than the usual general repealing clause.
It would seem, therefore, that the act of 1915 supersedes, if it does not repeal,

, that part of the act of 1911 dealing with the subject of county and state in
spectors.

Validity.-Acts 33d Leg. c. 169, authorizing the Governor and sanitary commis
sion to fix quarantine lines to prevent the spread of Texas fever, etc., is not a

delegation of legislative authority which renders it invalid, for the act prescribes
that when the Governor and commission deem it necessary to protect live stock
such lines shall be established. Smith v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S·. W. 522.

Quarantine line fixed before law went Into effect.-The Governor and the sani
tary commission, which was required by Rev.• St. 1911, art. 7322, to fix quaran
tine lines to prevent the spread of Texas fever, etc., so as to conform to the
federal quarantine line, and was created long prior to the passage of Acts 33d Leg.
c. 169, authorizing the Governor and commission to fix 1'£. dlffer'errt' line, may, be
tween. the date of passage and the time the new act went into effect, fix a new

line which would become effective at the same time that the act became effective.
Smith v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 522 -.

Art. 1284aa. Live Stock Sanitary Commission to establish quar
antine; unlawful to transport diseased animals; rules and regula
tions; State Veterinarian; entry on premises to make inspection;
seizure o.f animals moved in violation of law.-[It shall be the duty
of the Commission provided for in Article 7312 (Rev. St. 1911) to

protect the. domestic animals of the State from all contagious, in
fectious diseases of a communicable character, whether said diseases
exist in Texas or elsewhere; and for this purpose it is hereby au

thorized and empowered to establish, maintain and enforce such
quarantine lines and sanitary rules and regulations as it may deem
necessary. It shall also be the duty of said Commission to co-oper
ate with the live stock sanitary commission and officers of other
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states and with the United States Secretary of Agriculture in es

tablishing such interstate quarantine lines, rules and regulations as

shall best protect the live stock industry of this State against Texas
splenetic fever and other contagious, infectious and communicable
diseases of live stock.] It shall also be the duty of said Live Stock
Sanitary Commission to quarantine any district, county or part of
county within this State when it shall determine the fact that cattle
or other live stock in such district, county or part of county, are

affected with any contagious, infectious or communicable disease, or

with the agency of transmission of such diseases, and to give writ
ten or printed notice of the establishment of such quarantines to the
proper officers of railroads and express companies doing business in
or through such quarantine district, county or part of county within
this State, and to publish notice of the establishment of such quar
antine in such newspapers in the quarantine district, county or part
of county as the Live Stock Sanitary Commission may select, or

give notice in such other ways as it deems necessary. And no rail
road or express company shall receive for transportation or trans

port from any quarantine district, county or part of county in this
State into any other district, county or part of county within this
State, any cattle or live stock except as hereinafter provided. Nor
shall any person, company, or corporation deliver for transporta
tion to any railroad or express company, any cattle or other live
stock of or from a quarantined area except as hereinafter provided.
Nor shall any person, company or corporation drive on foot or cause

to be driven on foot or transport in private conveyance or cause to
be transported in private conveyance, from a quarantined district,
county or part of county into any other district, county or part of
county of this State any cattle or other live stock, except as herein
after provided. It shall be the duty of the Live Stock Sanitary Com
mission of Texas, and it is hereby authorized and directed, to make
and promulgate rules and regulations which shall permit and gov
ern the inspection, disinfection, certification, treatment, handling
and method and manner of delivery and shipment of cattle and oth
er live stock from a quarantined district, county or part of county
into any other district, county or part of county in this State, and
the Live Stock Sanitary Commission of Texas shall give notice
of such rules and regulation by proclamation issued by the Gov
ernor, and the said Live Stock Sanitary Commission of Texas is
hereby especially empowered with the authority to employ a

State Veterinarian, and assistant State Veterinarians in time
of emergency, and inspectors or other persons as it may deem
necessary to the performance of the duties imposed upon said
Commission. The Live Stock Sanitary Commission, the State
Veterinarian, Assistant State Veterinarians, and inspectors acting
under authority or direction of the Commission, are hereby empow
ered and it is made their duty to enter upon premises of any person,
or persons, company or corporation, within the State, for the pur
pose of inspecting, quarantining or disinfecting premises or live
stock thereon. Whenever any person shall move any animal which
is quarantined or which is by law or by the rules and regulations of
the Live Stock Sanitary Commission prohibited from being so mov

ed, across any quarantine line, out of any quarantined district, or of
quarantined premises in violation of the law or of the rules and
regulations of the Live Stock Sanitary Commission or without its
consent, the said Commission, the chairman thereof, or any inspec
tor acting under his direction, shall be authized (authorized) and
empowered to seize such animal or animals and call to their aid the
sheriff of the county in which they may be found or through which
they may have moved, in violation of law or the rules and regula-
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tions of the Live Stock Sanitary Commission, and it will be the duty
of said sheriff to return such animal or animals to the place, county
or quarantined area from which so moved. [Act 1913, p. 353, ch.
169,§ 1.]

Explanatory.-The words in brackets are superseded by art. 1284a. Act 1913,
ch. 169, § 9 repeals art. 7322, Revised St.

Art. 1284b. Cattle may be moved under rules and regulations of
Live Stock Sanitary Commission.-That cattle or other live stock
may be moved from a quarantined district, county or part of county,
or from quartined premises into any other district, county, part of

county, or premises, under and in compliance with the rules and
regulations of the Live Stock Sanitary Commission, as proclaimed
by the Governor, but it shall be unlawful to move or allow to move

any cattle or other live stock from any quarantined district, county,
part .of county or premises, to any other district, county, part of
county or premises, in manner, method or conditions other than
those prescribed by the Live Stock Sanitary Commission and pro
claimed by the Governor. [Id., § 2.]

Art. 1284c. Special quarantine districts for particular diseases;
unlawful to remove cattle; methods of eradicating diseases; dip
ping live stock.-It is furth [further] provided that the Live Stock
.Sanitary Commission shall have the power, and it is hereby made
its duty to as far as possible eradicate Texas or splenetic fever, the
scabies, anthrax, tuberculosis, hog cholera, glanders and other in
fectious, contagious or communicable diseases of live stock, and for
this purpose it is empowered to establish special quarantined dis
tricts, where such diseases or the infection of such diseases are

known to exist, and notice of the establishment of such special
quarantined districts shall be given as provided for in Article 7314.
[Rev. St. 1911.] The LiveStock Sanitary Commission shall have
power to quarantine premises or pastures located in such special
quarantined districts, and the domestic live stock thereon situated
in such quarantined districts, or elsewhere when, to their knowl
edge, such pastures or premises or the live stock located thereon are

infected with or have been exposed to a contagious, infectious or

communicable disease or the infection thereof, and no live stock
shall be moved to or from such special quarantined district, pastures
or premises, in a manner, method or other condition other than
those prescribed by the Live Stock Sanitary Commission. Itwill
be the duty of the Live Stock Sanitary Commission to prescribe
methods for dipping or otherwise treating or disinfecting such
premises and the live stock thereon, as in their opinion are neces

sary for the eradication of the disease or the infection of the disease
for which they they are quarantined and when any person, company
or corporation, owning, controlling or caring for such live stock,
shall fail or refuse to dip or otherwise treat such live stock or disin
fect premises at such time and in such manner as directed by the
Live Stock Sanitary Commission, then the Live Stock Sanitary
Commission shall have power to call upon the sheriff of the' county
in which such live stock are found, and it will be the duty of said
sheriff, together with the inspector, to dip or otherwise treat such
live stock in a manner and at such time as the Live Stock Sanitary
Commission shall direct; and the said sheriff shall keep said cattle
in his custody subject to such quarantine instruction as he shall re

ceive from such officers. No officer who shall seize such live stock
for dipping or treatment shall be liable to the owner thereof for
damages for such taking, or by reason of such dipping or treatment;
provided, the dipping or treatment has been done in accordance
with the methods approved by the said Live Stock Sanitary Com-
mission. [Id., § 3.] .

_.
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Art. 1284d. Owners in special quarantined area to treat live
stock.-It shall be the duty of any person in any county who is the
owner or caretaker of any live stock located in a special quarantined
area established under the authority of Section 3 of this Act [art.
1284c], known by the live stock inspector to be infected with
ticks (Margaropus Analatus) or scabies infection are exposed to in
fection or agent of transmission of any other infectious, contagious
or communicable disease to treat such live stock and at such times
and in such manner as shall be directed by the Live Stock Sanitary
Commission. [Id., § 4.]

Civil penalty.-See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 7317.

Art. 1284e. Duties of commissioners' court; disinfection of
premises.-It shall be the duty of the commissioners court to co

operate with and assist the Live Stock Sanitary Commission in pro
tecting the live stock of their respective counties from all conta

gious, infectious or communicable diseases, whether such exists
within or outside of the county, and in other ways protecting the
live stock interest of their counties. It shall be the duty of said
commissioners' court to co-operate with the Live Stock Sanitary
Commissioner [Commission] and the officers working under the au

thority or direction of said Commission in the suppression and
eradication of contagious, infectious or communicable diseases.
Provided, when it becomes necessary to disinfect any premises un

der order of the Live Stock Sanitary Commission, the county judge
shall have such disinfecting done at the expense of the county, and
in no case shall" the owner, or lessee or tenant of the premises be
held answerable to any of the provisions of this Act by reason of the
fact that the county fails to disinfect the premises, as herein provid
ed. [Id., § 5.]

Art. 1284f. Penalty for violation of act.-Any person, company
or corporation violating any of the provisions of this Act, or any of
the rules or regulations prescribed to the Live Stock Sanitary Com
mission, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction
shall be punished by a fine of not less than fifty nor more than one

thousand dollars. [Id., § 6.]
Art. 1284g. Failure to dip animals.-Any person, company or

corporation owning, controlling or caring for any domestic animals
affected with or known to have been exposed to any contagious or

infectious disease or the agency or transmission thereof, who shall
fail or refuse to dip or otherwise treat such live stock at such time
and in such manner as directed by the Live Stock Sanitary Commis
sion, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not less than fifty' dollars nor more
than one thousand dollars. [Id., § 7 . .l

Art. 1284h. Tick eradication; election.-It shall be the duty of
the commissioners court of any county lying and being situated
south or east of the Federal quarantine line to order an election in"
said county when petitioned to do so by seventy-five resident land
owners of the county for the purpose of determining whether the
county shall take up the work of tick eradication in said county.
Said election to be ordered not less than thirty days nor more than
sixty days after the filing of said petition. At said election the
ballots shall have printed upon them, "For Tick Eradication in
----county," and "Against Tick Eradication in coun

ty." The officers of said election shall hold said election and make
returns thereof as provided by law, in case of other elections as

nearly as may be. Said returns shall be made returnable to the
county judge of the c�>unty. The commissioner's court shall meet
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and canvass said returns as soon as practicable after such election
and if they shall find that a majority of all the votes were in favor
of tick eradication under the direction of the Live Stock Sanitary
Commission, they shall so certify and cause publication of same to be
made in a newspaper published in said county. The county judge
shall so notify the Live Stock Sanitary Commission and upon re

ceipt of such notice from the county judge of the county so holding
such election, the Live Stock Sanitary Commission shall cause to be
issued a supplement proclamation signed by the Governor proclaim
ing a quarantine around said county, and the citizens of said county,
in co-operation with, and under the direction of, the Live Stock
Sanitary Commission, shall begin the work of tick eradication within
thirty days of the issuance of the said supplemental proclamation.
Should the commissioner's court find that a majority of the votes
cast were against tick eradication, then the county judge shall so

notify the Live Stock Sanitary Commission and on and after such
notice by the county judge of the county judge of the county hold
ing such election the Live Stock Sanitary Commission shall be de
nied the right to take up the work of tick eradication in said coun

ty, and the provisions of this Act with reference to tick eradication
and the establishment of special quarantines in reference thereto
shall not be in effect in said county. [Id., § 8.]

See Const. art. 16, § 23, Vernon's Sayles' 'Civ. St. 1914, vol, 1, p, lxv.

Arts. 1285-1288. [Amended. See post, arts. 1288a-1288o.]
Indlctment.-Willson'S Cr. Forms, 728, 729.

Art .. 1288a.
,

State entomologist; duties and powers; assistants
and inspectors; annual report.-That for the purpose of carrying
out the provisions of this Act, the entomologist of the Agricultural
Experiment Station of the Agricultural & Mechanical College of
Texas shall be the State Entomologist of this State, and as such it
shall be his duty to enforce the provisions of this Act and to issue
such rules, regulations, etc., as are hereinafter required. As State
Entomologist he shall receive no fees or renumeration other than his
regular salary as Entomologist of the Experiment Station and State
Entomologist; provided, that he may be reimbursed for necessary
expenses incurred in discharge of his duties as State Entomologist.
He shall employ such assistants and inspectors as may be neces

sary, subject to the approval and confirmation of the Director and
Governing Board of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station.
He shall make an annual report to the Director and Governing Board
of the Experiment Station, such report giving a detailed account of
all funds received and disbursed, and for what purpose, as well as a

full report upon all prosecutions, etc., made under the provisions of
this Act. [Act 1903, ch. 126, amended; Act 1913, p. 96, ch. 51, § 2.]

Art. 1288b. Power to deal with diseases; prohibiting shipments
into state.c='I'he said State Entomologist shall have full and plenary
power to deal with all contagious or infectious diseases of honey
'bees which, in his opinion, may be prevented, controlled or eradicat
ed; and shall have full power and authority to ,make, promulgate
and enforce such rules, ordinances, orders and regulations, and to
do and perform such acts as, in his judgment, may be necessary to

control, eradicate or prevent the introduction, spread or dissemina
tion of any all contagious diseases of honey bees as far as may be
possible, and all the .rules, ordinances, orders and regulations of said
State Entomologist shall have the force and effect of law in so far
as they conform to the General Laws of this State and the United
States. The State Entomologist, in the exercise of the power and
authority herein delegated, shall have authority to prohibit the ship
ment or bringing into this State of any honey bees, honey, honey-
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comb, or articles or things capable of transmitting contagious or

infectious diseases of bees, from any state, territory or foreign coun

try, except under such rules and regulations as may be adopted and
promulgated by said State Entomologist. [Id., § 3.]

Art. 1288c. Bees shipped into state to be accompanied by certifi
cate of official entomologist of state of shipment; shipper to file
certified copy; evidence in lieu 0.£ certificate; confiscation, etc.-All
honey bees shipped or moved into this State shall be accompanied
by a certificate of inspection signed by the State Entomologist or

State Foul Brood Inspector of the state or country from which
shipped. Such certificate shall certify to the apparent freedom of
the bees, and their combs and hives, from contagious and infectious
diseases and must be based upon an actual inspection of the bees
themselves within a period of sixty days preceding date of shipment.
The shipper of such bees is hereby required to file with the State
Entomologist at College Station, Texas, at least ten days in advance
of such shipment, a certified copy of said certificate, together with
the names and addresses of both consignor and consignee; provid
ed, that when honey bees are to be shipped into this State from oth
er states or countries wherein no official apiary inspector or state

entomologist is available, the State Entomologist of Texas may
issue permit for such shipment upon presentation of suitable evi
dence showing such bees to be free from diseases. Shipments of
bees arriving at points within this State, not accompanied by the
certificate herein described, shall be subject to confiscation and de
struction by the State Entomologist or his assistants. This require
ment shall not apply to shipments of live bees in wire cages, when
without combs or honey. [Id., § 4.]

Art. 1288d. Carriers not to accept shipments except under regu
lations.-It shall be unlawful for railroad companies, express com

panies and other common carriers to accept for shipment, between
points within this State, any honey bees, used honey combs, used
bee hives or fixtures, except under such regulations and provisions
as the State Entomologist shall prescribe. [Id., § S.]

.

Art. 1288e. Authority to declare protective quarantine, etc.
The State Entomologist shall have authority to declare a protective
quarantine in any district, county, precinct or other defined area

wherein foul brood or other contagious disease of bees is not known
to exist, or wherein any disease of bees is being .eradicated in ac

cordance with the provisions of this Act, said quarantine to prohibit
the movement or shipment, into said district, county, precinct or

other area, of any bees, honey, appliances or other things capable of
transmitting the. disease or infection, except under such rules and

regulations as he shall prescribe. [Id., § 8.]
Art. 1288f. Authority to place restrictive quarantine, etc.-The

State Entomologist shall have authority when, in his opinion, public
welfare and necessity require it, to place a restrictive quarantine
upon any district, county, precinct or other defined area wherein are

located any honey bees infected with contagious or infectious dis
ease, said quarantine to prohibit the movement or .shipment there
from of any bees, honey, appliances or other things capable of trans

mitting the infection, except under such rules and regulations as he
shall prescribe. [Id., § 9.]

.

Art. 1288g. Queen bees not to be sold' without copy of certifi
cate, etc.-Queen bees and their attendant bees shall not be sold or

offered for sale in this State unless accompanied by a copy of a cer

tificate from a State or Government entomologist or apiary inspec
tor to the effect that the apiary from which said queen bees are ship-
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'ped has been 'inspected within the preceding twelve months and
found apparently free from contagious and infectious' diseases, or by
a copy of a statement by the beekeeper made before a notary public
or other officer having a seal that the bees are not -diseased to the
best belief of affiant and that the honey used in making the candy
contained in the queen cage has been diluted and boiled for at least
thirty minutes in a closed vessel. [Id., § 10.]

Art. 1288h. Violation of provisions, etc., a misdemeanor; prose
cutions; injunctions; duties of attorney general and district attor

neys; production of documents; witnesses; duties of sheriffs and
constables, etc.-Any person, firm or corporation violating any of
the provisions of this Act, or violating any of the rules, quarantines,
orders or regulations of the State Entomologist issued in accordance
with the provisions of this Act, shall be deemed guilty of a misde
meanor, and shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined in any sum not
less than twenty-five nor more than two hundred dollars. All prose
cutions under this Act shall be commenced and carried on in any
county of the State affected by the violation of said orders, quaran
tines, rules or regulations, and the said State Entomologist may en

join any threatened or attempted violation of his orders, quaran
tines, rules or regulations in any court of competent jurisdiction, or

take any other civil proceedings necessary to carry out and enforce
the provisions of this Act. It shall be the duty of the Attorney
General and the various county and district attorneys to represent
said State Entomologist whenever called on to do so; and said State
Entomologist, in the discharge and enforcement of the duties and
powers herein delegated, shall have the authority to compel the pro
duction for examination by said State Entomologist, or anyone des
ignated by him, of all books, papers and documents in the posses
sion of any person; to take testimony, and compel the attendance
and examination under oath of witnesses; and it is hereby made the
duty of the various sheriffs and constables throughout the State to
serve all papers, orders, summons and writs, that may be delivered
to them by said State Entomologist and to protect the State Ento
mologist or his assistants or inspectors in the discharge of their
duties, as herein defined whenever called upon to do so. The said
State Entomologist is authorized when necessary to apply to any

.

court of competent jurisdiction for the necessary writs and orders
to enforce the provisions of this Article, and in such cases he shall
not be required to give bond. [Id., § 11.]

, Art. 1288i. Entomologist to' publish directions, rules and infor
mation, etc.-For the purpose of disseminating knowledge regard
ing honey bees and their diseases, the State Entomologist shall pub
lish methods and directions .for treating, eradicating or suppressing
contagious or infectious diseases of honey bees, including the rules
and regulations provided for in Sections 2, 3, 5, 8 and 9 [arts. 1288a,
1288b, 1288d-1288f] and such other information as he shall deem of
value or necessity to the beekeeping interests of the State. [Id.,
§ 12.]

Art. 1288j. Bees affected with foul brood, etc., to be reported
by owner, etc.-If any owner of, or any person having control or

possession of any honey bees in this State, knows that any bees so

owned or controlled are affected with American foul brood) or any
other contagious or infectious disease, or knows of any other bees
so diseased, it shallbe and is hereby made his duty to at once report
such fact to the State Entomologist at College Station, Texas, set
ting out in his said report all the facts known with reference to said
infection. [Id., § 13.]·

.
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Art. 1288k. Power to transfer bees to movable frame hives, etc.
-The State Entomologist shall have full power in his discretion to
order any owner or possessor of bees dwelling in hives without mov

able frames, or not permitting of ready examination, to transfer
such bees to a movable frame hive within a specified time. In de
fault of such transfer the State Entomologist may destroy, or order
destroyed, such hives, together with the honey, frames, combs and
bees contained therein, without recompense to the owner, lessee or

agent thereof. [Id., § 14.]
Art. 1288l. Penalty for sale or shipment of infected bees.-If any

. owner or keeper of any diseased colonies of bees shall barter, give
away, sell, ship or move any infected bees, honey or appliances, or

shall expose any other bees to the danger of infection of the disease,
or shall refuse or neglect to make report as provided in Section 13
of this Act [art. 1288j] , he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not less than
twenty-five nor more than two hundred dollars. [Id., § 17.]

Art. 1288m. Exposing honey, etc., infected with foul brood-c-It
shall be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to expose, on

their own premises or elsewhere, any honey, hives, frames, combs,
brood or appliances known to be infected by foul brood or other
dangerous disease of bees, in such a manner that honey bees may
have access to same; and it shall be unlawful to sell, offer for sale,
barter, give away, ship or distribute any honey taken from a colony
or colonies of bees infected with foul brood or other infectious or

contagious disease. Violation of this Section shall be deemed amis
demeanor and any person, firm or corporation convicted thereof
shall be fined in any sum not less than twenty-five nor more than
two hundred dollars. [Id., § 18.]

Art. 128"8n. Preventing inspection or detection ot disease.-Any
one who shall seek to prevent any inspection of bees, honey or ap
pliances under the direction of the State Entomologist, in accord
ance with this Act, or who shall seek or attempt to prevent the dis
covery or treatment of diseased honey bees, or who shall attempt to
intimidate the State Entomologist, his assistants or inspectors, or

otherwise interfere with them in the lawful discharge of their duties
as herein defined shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall,
upon conviction, be fined in any sum not less than twenty-five nor

more than two hundred dollars. Prosecutions under the provisions
of this Section shall be instituted in any county of the State in which
the offense is committed. [Id., § 19.]

Art. 12880. Disposition of fines.-All fines collected for prosecu
tions under the provisions of this Act shall be paid to the State '

Treasurer, to become a part of the fund for carrying out the provi
sions of this Act. [Id., § 20.]
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Article 1289. [825] Punishment for.-If any person, without
the consent of the owner, shall knowingly cut down or destroy any
tree or timber upon any land not his own, or shall knowingly, and
without such consent, carry away any such timber, he shall be fined
not less than ten nor more than five hundred dollars.

What constitutes offense.-If defendant purchased the land from another and
believed it to be his he was not guilty. Lackey v. State, 14 App. 164.

Subletting without consent of the landlord being forbidden by Vernon's Sayles'
Civ. St. 1914, art. 5489, one can be convicted of carrying timber off the land: of
another, though he purchased it in good faith of one to whom the premises had
been sublet without consent of the owner; he having been informed of the facts
by the owner's son, and forbidden to remove the timber, and being bound to
know the law. Lindley v. State (Cr. App.) 44 S. W. 165.

The defendant to be convicted under this article must knowingly cut timber on

land not his own. If he mistakenly believes that the land is his he cannot be
convicted. Allsup v. State (Cr. App.) 62 S. W. 1062.

Indictment and evidence thereunder.-Willson's Cr.' Forms, 614.
An indictment charging that defendant did then and there unlawfully, know

ingly and wilfully, without the consent of the owner thereof, cut down, destroy
and carry away trees and timber upon land not his own, to wit upon land known
as the M. survey, held sufficient. Leggett v. State, 25 App, 535, 8 S. W. 660.

Where an indictment charges defendant with knowingly cutting timber on a

certain survey, evidence that the land was not in such survey is fatal to conviction,
though it was not necessary to allege in the information the name of the survey.
Evans v, State (,Cr. App.) 40 S. W. 988.

Charge of court.-For a charge correctly defining "timber" see Wilson v. State,
17 App. 393; ante, art. 1290'. Where the evidence showed that the title tc� the
land was in dispute, and that the defendant had purchased the timber from one

of the disputants, it was held that the court should have instructed the jury that
if they believed from the evidence that the defendant purchased the timber, be
lieving it to be the property of the person from whom he purchased it, and made
such purchase in good faith; he would not be guilty of this offense. Lackey v.

State, 14 App, 164. Where the evidence showed that the land from which the tim
ber was cut was in the possession of the defendant as well as of the alleged owner

thereof, the court should have instructed the jury that if they believed from the
evidence that at the time of cutting the timber the defendant had notorious pos
session and use of the land, evidence that another person also had notorious pos
session and use thereof would not be sufflctent proof that the defendant: was not
the owner of the land. White v. State, 14 App, 449. Where the facts demand it,
·the court should instruct the jury that the husband has the legal right to use,
manage, and control the land of the wife, and to cut timber therefrom. White v.

State, 14 App, 449.
.

Where the issue was ownership of the land-the determination depending on the
dividing line of certain surveys-a requested charge that if there was a reasonable
doubt as to whether or not the timber was cut on the survey under which pros
ecutor claimed, defendant should be acquitted, should have been given. Mann v.

State, 47 App, 250, 83 S. W. 195.

Art. 1290. [826] "Timber" and "owner" include what.-The
word "timber," as used in the preceding article, includes rails or

other articles manufactured from timber; and the word "owner" in
cludes the state and any corporation, public or private, owning
lands within this state.

"Timber" defined.-The word "timber," as used in this article, is that sort of
wood which is proper for building, or for tools, utensils, furniture, carriages, fenc
es, ships, and the like, usually said of fallen trees, but sometimes of those stand
ing. Wood suitable only for fuel does not come within the meanin?: of the word
"timber." Wilson v. State, 17 App, 393. Before the enactment of this article,
"fence rails" were held not to be "timber" within the meaning or article 1289. Me
Cauley V. State, 43 Tex. 374.

state as "owner."-Before the adoption of this article it was held that it was

no offense to cut: timber from state lands (Hart. Dig. 493). State v. Howard, 21
Tex. 416. And see art. 24.

Indlctment.-WiIlson's Cr. Forms, 614.

Art. 1291. [827] Procedure in prosecutions.-In any prosecu
tion under article 1289, the indictment or information need not al

lege the name of the owner of the timber, but it shall be sufficient
for it to state that the timber was not the property of the accused;
and it shall be sufficient to describe the land by the name of the
owner, or of the original grantee, or by any name or names by
which it may be commonly known in the neighborhood in which the
alleged offense was committed.

Indictment or informatlon.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 614.
, See, also, note under article 1296, post.

Where the indictment . charges defendant with the cutting and carrying away
proof of either cutting or carrying away is sufficient. Welsh v. State, 11 Tex. Z68.
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Before the revision of 1879, it was not necessary for the indictment to describe
the lands by metes and bounds, or by the name of the original grantee, but only
by the name of the owner. Indictment held sufficient which charged that accused
cut and carried away timber "upon land not his own." State v. Warren, 13
Tex. 45.

The indictment may charge conjunctively that the defendant cut down and
carried away the timber, and proof that he did either will support the charge. It
must be alleged that the act was "knowingly" committed. To allege merely that
it was "unlawfully" committed will not be sufficient. State v. Stalls, 37 Tex. 440;
Welsh v. State, 11 Tex. 368. Nor is it sufficient to charge that the act, was done
"willfully." State v. Arnold, 39 Tex. 74.

-- Proof and varlance.-A variance between the complaint and the informa
tion as to ownership will be fatal. Calvert v. State, 8 App. 538. See, also, Leggett
v. State, 25 App, 535, 8 S. W. 660.

Failure to prove venue as alleged is fatal. Leggett v. State, 25 App, 535, 8 S.
W.660.

Art. 1292. [828] Modes of proving ownership.-Upon the trial
of any case coming within the provisions of article 1289, the state

may prove the ownership of the land to be in some person other
than the defendant by either of the following modes:

1. By the copy of a grant duly certified from the general land
office.

2. By a deed, or a copy of a deed, or other evidence of title, duly
certified, from the office of the clerk of the county court of the coun

ty where the prosecution is pending.
3. By a certificate from the comptroller's office, or from the

assessor and collector of the county, that some person other than
the defendant pays taxes on the land.

4. By verbal testimony of title, or of notorious use and posses
sion of the land by some person other than the defendant; and such
proof shall be held sufficient until contradicted by competent evi
dence on the part of the defendant that he is the owner of the land.
[Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 179.]

Evidence.-Prima facie proof is all that is requisite to throw on the defendant
the onus' of proving license or superior title. But the burden is upon the state to
prove prima facie that the timber was knowingly cut, etc., by the defendant from
land not his own. Belverman v. State, 16 Tex. 130; White v. State, 14 App. 449.
But the state is not required to prove that the .defendant committed the act with
out the consent of the owner. It is for the defendant to show that he had the
consent of the owner. Welsh V. State, 11 Tex. 368. Proof of possession is suffi
cient prima facie proof of ownership and such proof may be made by parol. Phil
lips v, State, 17 App. 169; May v. State, 15 App. 430. Admissions of the defendant
that the ownership was as alleged in the indictment sufficiently proves that fact.
Welsh v. State, 11 Tex. 368. But the declarations of a third person as to owner

ship are not evidence. Belverman v. State, 16 Tex. 130.
Evidence held insufficient to establish ownership in another than defendant.

White v. State, 14 App. 449.
,

Charge held erroneous as shifting the burden of proof on defendants. Mat
thews v. State (Cr. App.) 42 s. W. 375.

Art. 1293. [829] Road repairs, etc., not included . ...,-Nothing in
the foregoing articles of this chapter contained shall render any
person guilty of an offense who cuts or uses timber for the purpose
of making or repairing any public road or bridge passing over or

immediately adjacent to the land on which such tree or timber may
be found, or who uses a reasonable amount of wood standing out
side of an inclosure for the purpose of making fires while traveling
upon the road.

Art. 1294. [830] If the offense. is theft, punishable as such.
Nothing contained in the foregoing articles of this chapter shall
exempt a person from the penalty affixed to the offense of theft
whenever timber is taken in such manner as to come within the
definition of that offense.

Art. 1295. [831] Destroying pecan or walnut timber.-If any
person- shall cut down or otherwise destroy or injure any pecan or

walnut tree on land not. his own without authority in writing from
the owner of such pecan or walnut tree, he shall be punished by 'fine
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of not less than twenty-five nor more than fifty dollars. [Act April
20, 1871, p. 42.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 615.

Art. 1296. Gathering pecans or injuring pecan timber without
consent of owner.-Any person who shall, hereafter, gather any
pecan nuts upon inclosed land not owned, leased or controlled by
him, unless it be made to appear in defense that it was done by the
consent of the owner, lessor or person in control, or any person who
shall cut, destroy, or injure any pecan timber upon lands not his
own, unless it be made to appear in defense that it was done with
the consent of the owner thereof, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction thereof, shall be. fined in any sum not less
than five dollars and not more than three hundred dollars, or by im

prisonment in the county jail not more than three months, or by
both such fine and imprisonment. [Act 1897, p. 53.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 616, 617.
An indictment which alleges want of consent of owner is good. Burrows v.

State (Cr. App.) 101 S. W. 232.

Art. 1297. [832] Person floating timber shall brand same.

Any person engaged in floating or rafting timber upon the waters

of any river or creek of this state shall have a log brand with which
to brand every log or stick that he may float or haul and put into the
waters for sale or market, the same to be distinctly branded. [Act
April 7, 1879;p. 81, § 1.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 618.

Art. 1298. [833] Shall have brand recorded.-He shall have
said brand recorded in every county in which he cuts any of said
timber, and in the county where he proposes to sell or market said
timber, by the county clerk, in a book to be kept by said clerk for
that purpose, for which said clerk shall receive a fee the same as is

by law allowed for recording stock brands. [Id., § 2.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms" 618.

Art. 1299. [834] Shall make report of logs cut, etc.-Any per
sons who float any logs or timber in this state shall, on the first day
of April, first day of July, first day of October and the first day of

]anuary of each year, or within fifteen days of such dates, make a

written report, under oath, showing the number of logs cut or float
ed during the next preceding three months, the surveyor surveys
of land from which they were cut or carried, and the number cut
f:rom each, and a description of the brand placed thereon, and shall
file the same with the county clerk of the county in which the tim
ber was cut ; and such clerk shall record the same in a book kept
for that purpose, and index it, and receive therefor the sum of fifty
cents from the party presenting the same; provided, this act shall
not apply to pickets, post, rails or firewood. [Id., § 3.]

Art. 1300. [835] Certificate of clerk evidence ofownership.-A
certificate, under the hand of the county clerk, containing a descrip
tion of a log brand and the name of the owner thereof, with a trans
fer on the back of it, signed and acknowledged by such owner or

proved as other instruments for record, shall be prima facie evidence
that the person to whom the transfer is made owns the logs describ
ed thereon. [Id., § 5.]

Art. 1301. [836] Offenses and punishment; definitions.-Any
person who shall buy or sell any timber or log floating or that has
been floated in this state, before the same has been branded, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be fined not
more than ten dollars for each log or piece of timber so. purchased,
sold or traded for. Any person who shall float any unbranded log
or timber for market, or who shall fail to make the reports required
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by this act, or any person who .shall brand any log or timber of an

other without his authority, or any person who. shall deface any
brand on any log or timber otherwise than when it is in the act of
being sawed or manufactured into lumber or other commodity for
use in building, or. any person not an employe of the owner, who
shall, without the written consent of the owner, take into possession
any branded or unbranded log or timber cut for floating or sawing,
or any sawed timber, lumber or shingle, floating in any of the wa

ters of this state, or deposited upon the banks of any river or stream
in this state, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon
conviction, shall be punished by fine not exceeding two hundred
dollars for each offense. By "lumber" is meant lumber attached or

bound together in some way for floating, and not loose lumber, and
by "shingles" is meant shingles in bunches or bundles, and not loose
shingles. [Id., § 5.]

See Willson's Cr. Forms, 618-623.

Art. 1302. [837] Venue.-The courts of the county in which
the timber or lumber was deposited in the water, or in which it was

unlawfully. taken into possession or unlawfully defaced, sold, 'pur
chased or branded, as the case may be, shall have jurisdiction of the
violation of the act or omission complained of or constituting an

offense under this chatper. [Id., § 6.]

CHAPTER SIX

OF BURGLARY
Art:
1313. Burglary of private residetlce at

night, distinct offense.
1314. "Private residence" defined:
1315. Burglary with explosives.
1316. Punishment for same.

1317. Other offenses committed after
entry punishable.

1318. Same subject.
1319. Actual breaking necessary in case

of domestic.
1320. Attempt at burglary, how pun

ished.
1321. "Attempt" defined.

Article 1303. [838] "Burglary" defined.-The offense of bur
glary is constituted by entering a house by force, threats or fraud,
at night; or in like manner by entering a house at any,time, either
day or night, and remaining concealed therein, with the intent in
either case of committing a felony or the crime of theft. [Act Aug.
21, 1876, p. 231; amended, Act 1897, p. 65.]

Art.
1303.
1304.
1305.

"Burglary" defined.
Same subject.
"Burglary of private residence"

defined.
"Entry" defined.
Further defined.
"Breaking" defined.
"House" defined.
"Day time" defined.

,

Punishment.
Punishment for burglary of pri

vate residence.

1306.
1307.
1308.
1309.
1310.
1311.
1312.

See notes under article 1304, post.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 624-628, '630.

Art. 1304. [839] Same subject.-He is also guilty' of burglary
who, with intent to commit a felony or theft by breaking, enters a .

house in the daytime.
1. Nature and elements of offense in

general.
2. Felony.
3. Intent.
4. What constitutes "house."
5. Breaking and entry.
6. Nonconsent.
7. Principals and accomplices.
8. Burglary of private residence dis

tinguished.
9. Burglary and theft in same trans

action.
10. Indictment in general.
11. -- Allegations as to ownership

and occupancy.

12. --- Joinder of counts and elec-
tion.

J 3. -- Proof and variance.
14. Presumption and burden of proof.
15. Admissibility of' evidence-In gen-

eral.
'

16. _- Evidence in general and crim
.inal cases.

17. -- Declarations, admissions and
hearsay.

Other offenses.
Confession.
Opinion evidence.
Demonstrative evidence.
'I'estirnony

.

of accused,

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
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23. -- Acts and declarations of con

spirators.
24. -- Best and secondary evidence.
25. -- Evidence of character or 'rep

utation.
26. -- Knowledge or means of knowl

edge of witness.
27. -- Examination, impeachment and

corroboration of witnesses in gen
eral.

28. -- Harmless error in the admis-
sion of evidence.

29. -- Cure of error.

30. Sufficiency of evidence.
31. Questions for jury.
32. Instructions in general.
33. -- Conformity to indictment.
34. -- Possession of stolen property

and explanation.
35. Instructions in criminal cases

in general.
36. -- Instructions as to burden of

proof and reasonable doubt.
37. -- Instructions on weight of evi

dence.
38. -- Instructions as to circumstan

tial evidence.

1. Nature and elements of offense In general.-There are three modes by which

a burglary may be committed: 1. By force. 2. By threats. 3. By fraud. There

are three separate and distinct kinds of burglary contained in the statutory def

inition: 1. An entry made at night with the intent to commit felony or theft. 2.

An entry in the daytime and remaining concealed in the house until night, with

like intent. 3. An entry in the daytime with like intent. Conoly v. State, 2 App.
412; Howard v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 506. The entry need not be by all three.
Howard v. State (Gr. App.) 178 s. W. 506.

On a trial for burglary with intent to commit theft, where defendant claimed
that he was employed by a third party to assist him in taking and carrying away

the goods from the house alleged to have been burglarized, held, that if, at the
time of his employment, or during the interval elapsing before the store was en

tered, he either knew or had reasonable grounds to believe that the transaction in
which he was engaged was dishonest, he would be guilty; or if, originally honest,
he was put upon notice that the entry was fraudulent, his good faith at the incep
tion of the enterprise would afford him no protection. Conners v. State, 31 App.
453, 20 S. W. 981.

Where defendant broke into a room under the exclusive control of another, the
fact that he was an inmate of the house did not prevent the breaking rrom consti
tuting burglary. Hofland v. State, 47 App. 623, 85 S. W. 798.

A railway porter, authorized or required to be in and around a passenger depot,
did not commit, burglary in breaking open a drawer in a public telephone booth
located in the waiting room and stealing money therefrom. Love v. State, 52 App.
84, 105 S. W. 791.

.

In a prosecution for forcibly breaking and entering another's house in the night
and taking property therefrom, it is sufficient that the person alleged to own the
house had possession, charge, and control thereof and jointly owned it with an
other; it not being essential that he have the exclusive possession and control of
the house. Clark v. State, 58 App. 181, 125 S. W. 12.

Nighttime "burglary" is properly defined as entering a house by force at night
time with the intent of 'Committing the crime of theft. Griffith v. State, 62 App,
642, 138 S. W. 10Hl!.

One who forcibly enters a house and commits the crime of theft does not have
to remain there until night to have his act constitute the offense of burglary.
Overstreet v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 899.

A defendant is guilty of burglary and larceny of oats from a barn, even though
he bought the, oats from the owner's brother, who, broke open the barn for him,
if he knew at the time of the transaction that the brother had no authority to sell
the oats. Wilson v: State, 71 App, 330, 158 S. W. 1114.

2. Felony.-Defendants, at night, burglarized, or attempted to burglarize, a

store. They were armed to resist arrest. When detected by decedent and a

third person they were asked to halt but made no inquiry of the object, and
when called to halt a second time they shot and killed decedent. Neither of de
fendants knew, or could have known, that decedent and the third person did not
have a warrant for their arrest. Held, that under articles 1303. and 1320, making
a felony to commit the offense of burglary or to attempt to commit burglary, and
C. C. P. 1911, art. 259, authorizing a peace officer or any other person to ar
rest without warrant when a felony is committed within his view, the issue of mur
der was raised. Stewart v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 1077.

3. Intent.-It Is not material whether the intent with which the house. was en
tered was actually carried into effect; or only demonstrated by the attempt, or by
some overt act, to be decided by the jury from the facts in evidence. Wilburn v.
State, 41 Tex. 237.

'l'he intent with. which the entrance was made is the essential element of' bur
glary. The intent must be to eommit a felony or theft. Collins v. State, 20 App,
197; State v. Robertson, 32 Tex. 159; Allen v. State, 18 App, 120. And such .In-

3�. -- Instructions as to accomplice
testimony.

40. Instructions as to principals.
41. Instructions as to confessions.
42. -- Limiting evidence.
43. -- Instructions as to insanity, in

toxication and burden of proving
defenses.

44. Alibi.
45. -- Harmless error.

46. -- Necessity' of exceptions to
charge.

47. Argument of counsel.
48. Comments on failure of defendant

to testify.
49. Reopening case for further evi-

dence.
50. Requisites and sufficiency of verCWct.
51. Misconduct of jury.
52. Commitment of juveniles to reform

atory.
53. Agreements not to prosecute.
54. Disqualification of prosecuting at

torney.
55. Liability of children for offenses.
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tent must exist at the very time the house is entered. Harris v. State, 20 App.
652. And in case of burglary with intent to commit theft, such intent must be to
permanently approprtate the property intended to be stolen. Wilson v. State, 18
App. 270, 51 Am, Rep,. 309; Schultz v. State, 30 App, 94, 16 S. W. 756. But it is not
material whether the intent is actually carried into effect. Wilburn v. State, 41
Tex. 237.

Breaking into an empty house and taking therefrom doors and window sash
which were attached to the house at the time of the entry was burglary, as the
act of severance converted such articles into chattels and the taking was theft.
Alvia v. State, 42 App. 424, 60 S. W. 551.

In prosecution for burglary with intent to commit rape the state must prove
the spectflc intent of defendant to have carnal intercourse with the female by the
use of the force necessary to accomplish that purpose. Mitchell alias Smith v.

State, 33 App. 575, 28 S. W. 475.
Article 1307 is but an addition to articles 1303 and 1304, and under the three ar

ticles, burglary may consist of entering a house by force, etc., or in entering a

house and remaining therein with the intent to commit a felony, or by the dis
charge of firearms into a house with the intent to injure the person therein, and
the intention need not be to commit a felony. Railey v. State, 58 App. 1, 121 S.
W. 1130, 125 S. W. 576.

TQ constitute burglary, an entry by force (must be made with intent to com

mit theft. Hollis v. State (Cr. App.) 153 s. W. 853.
If the wrecking of saloons was \e>r the purpose of stealing goode from them, all

present and engaging in it would tie guilty of burglary, but if the breaking was

actuated only by a mob and riot spirit, with no intent to appropriate the prop
erty, there was no burglary. Jobe v. State, 72 App. 163, 161 S. W. 966.

The breaking of a show window of a store and the taking of shoes therefrom
clearly showed that the breaking was for the purpose of committing the crime of
theft. Lewis v. State, 72 App. 377, 1i()'2 S. W. 866.

4. What constitutes 4Ihouse."-See article 1308 and notes.

5. Breaking and entry.-See as to what constitutes, articles 1306-1308, 1319,
post, and notes thereunder.

When burglary is committed in the nighttime it is not necessary that there
should be an actual breaking. Alexander v. State, 31 App. 359,·20 S. W. 756.

'

Breaking out of a store by one who entered and concealed hi.mself during busi
ness hours without breaking, was not burglary. Edwards v. State, 36 App, 387,
37 S. W. 438.

An entry at night into a store during business hours with intent to conceal
one's self held not a burglarious entry. Edwards v. State, 36 App, 387, 37 S. W. 438.

Construing 1303 and articles 1307 and 1308 together, where the evidence showed
that the defendant inserted his hand through a glass already broken it was not

burglary unless he intended to commit a felony. Jones v. State, 48 App. 336, 87 S.
W. 1157.

An entry whether by night or day to constitute burglary must be by breaking
and if in the day by breaking externally it must be an actual breaking. Bates v.

State, 50 App. 568, 99 S. W. 551; Newman v. State, 55 App, 273, 116 S. W. 577.
An indictment charging accused- with burglary followed the language of the

statute, and the evidence showed that accused was in the house just before it was

closed, and was later found moving around therein by the night watchman and ar

rested, and accused testified that he went into the house during the day looking
for employment, and fell asleep, and found himself iocked up when he awoke.
Held that, to constitute burglary under the statute, accused must have entered
the house in the daytime or night by force, threa.ts, or fraud, and remained con

cealed with intent to commit a felony or theft therein, and the facts shown do
not constitute burglary; not showing that accused entered by force, threats, or

fraud. Malley v. State, 58 App, 425, 126 S., W. 598.
The term "breaking" required by article 1304, to constitute burglary, refers to

breaking in the daytime, so that the removal of money from a house in the day
time through a window found open is not burglary. Winkler v. State, 58 App,
564, 126 S. W. 1134.

The essential ingredient of burglary is the felonious entry, and the intent may be
to commit any felony or! the crime of theft. Polk v. State, :6·0 App. 462, 132 S.

'

W.134.
Under the statute defining burglary at 'night, an actual breaking is not re

quired, and it only requires, that an entry shall be made by force, such as open
ing a door that is shut, whether latched or not. Jones v. State, 60 App. 426, 132
S. W. 476.

While the possession of goods taken from a burglarized house is sufficient to
justify a conviction for burglary where accused offers no explanatton, proof of an

actual breaking is essential. Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 156 s. W. 938.
6. Nonconsent.-The entry of a room or house with the free consent of the

proprietor or occupant is not burglar-ious. Turner v. State, 24 App. 12, 5 S. W. 511.
It is not necessary to show non-consent of one who owned an interest in the

property but who was not in possession. Hurley v. State, 35 App, 282. 33 S. W.
354.

Where the owner of a house was connected with the original design to break the
house, and left the key thereof at a designated point for the purpose of enabling
his confederates to induce accused to enter the house, this would authorize an ac

quittal in a prosecution for burglary on the ground that the owner had consented.
Bird v. State, 49 App, 96, 9() S. W. 651, 122 Am. St. Rep. 803.

7•. Principals and accompllces.-See notes under articles 74 and 79, ante.
8. Burglary of private residence distingulshed.-One cannot now be prose

cuted under article 1303 for burglarizing a private residence as article 1305 has
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been added to the statutes making this a separate and distinct offense from bur
glary as defined in articles 1303 and 1304. Harvey v. State (Cr. App.) 61 S. W. 492.

A conviction cannot he had under article 1305, relating to burglary of a private
dwelling, where the burglarized house is not alleged to be a private dwelling; that
article and article 1312, relating to burglary in private resiClences, covering a dis
tinct offense from that defined by article 1303 and article 1304-article 1313 provid
ing that nothing in articles 1305 or 1312 shall repeal articles' 1303 and 1304. Malley
v. State, 58 App. 425, 126 S. W. 598.

The offenses described in this and article 1305 are distinct offenses, and a con

viction cannot be had under article 1303, if the house burglarized was a private
residence. Alinis v.' State, 63 App. 272, 139 S. W. 980.

A building burglarized consisted of a storehouse in which a restaurant was

conducted. The storehouse was divided into three rooms. The first was used as

a dining room, the middle room. for cooking, and the rear room was occupied by
prosecutor and his wife as ru bedroom. The room entered, and from which the
property was stolen, was the cookroom. Held, that the premises did not con

stitute a "private residence," and that accused was properly prosecuted under
article 1304, and not under article 1305, providing that the entry of a private resi
dence, either in the day or night, shall constitute burglary. Altnis v. State, 63

'App, 371, 140 S. W. 227.

9. Burglary and theft In same transaction.-See articles 1317 and 1318, post.
and notes.

Where a party is charged in separate indictments for burglary and theft com

mitted after the burglarious entry, he may be convicted of both offenses. l.Joak
man v. State, 32 App, 563, 25 S. W. 22; Rust v. State, 31 App. 75, 19 S. W. 7'6'3;
Shepherd v. State, 42 Tex. 501; Robertson v. State, 6 App, 669; Struckman v.

State, 7 App, 581; Howard v. State, 8 App. 447; Smith v. State, 22 App, 350, 3 S.
W. 238, holding a different doctrine, are overruled.

See, also, Miller v ; State, 16 App. 417; Turner v. State, 22 App, 42, 2 S. W.
619; Williams v. State, 24 App. 69, 5 S. W. 838.

10. Indictment In general.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 630.
See, also, notes under articles 1305 and 1307, post.
Application of verdict to count supported by evidence, see C. C. P., 770 and notes.
See Gonzales v. State, 12 App. ii57; Alexander v. State, 31 App. 359, 20 S. W.

756; Jester v, State, 26' App. 369, 9 S. W. 616.
The "intent" with which the act was committed must be expressly averred.

Reeves v. State, 7 App. 276; Black v. State, 18 App, 124. And the particular offense
intended to be committed must be described in the indictment, with all its stat
utory ingredients. A general charge that the entry was with intent to commit a

felony, although the felony be nrumed, will not be sufficient. And so it is insuffi
cient to allege that the intent was to commit theft. The statutory elements of the
offense intended to be committed must be set forth with the same comple teness and
particularity as would be requisite in an indictment for such intended offense.
Portwood v. State, 29 Tex.\ 47, 94 Am. Dec. 258; State v. Williams, 41 Tex. 98;
Wilburn v. State, Id. 237; White v. State, 1 App. 211; Conoly v. State, 2 App.
412; Webster v. State, 9 App. 75; Rodriguez v. State, 12 App. 552; Reed v. State,
14 App. 662; Treadwell v. State, 16 App, 643; Taylor v. State, 23 App. ,6,39, 5 S.
W. 141; Williams v. State, 24 App. 69, 5 S. W. 838; Coleman v. State, 26 App,
252, 9 S. W.. 609; Brown v. State, 7 App. 619; Allen v. State, 18 App. 120. But
where the indictment is for burglary with intent to commit theft it is not neces

sary to describe the property intended to be stolen, or to specify it. Black v. State,
18 App, 124; Washington v. State, 17 App. 197; Summers v. State, 9 App. 396;
Neiderluck v. State, 23 App, 38, 3 S. W. 573; Martin v. State, 1 App. 525; Coleman
v. State, 2 App. 512. Nor in such case need the value of the property intended to
be stolen be alleged. Green v. State, 21 App. 64, 17 S. W. 216'2; Sullivan v. State,
13 App. 462; Collins v. State, 20 App. 197. In such case also an allegation that
the property intended to be stolen was "then and there being round" sufficiently
charges that said property was in the house entered. Sullivan v. State, 13 App,
462. It must be alleged that the property was taken or intended to be taken rrom
the possession of the owner thereof, or from the possession of some one holding
the same for him. Reed v. State, 14 App. 662; O'Brien v. State, 27 App. 448, 11
S. W. 459. And "without the consent of the owner." Treadwell v. State, 16 App,
643. And when there are two or more owners, the want of consent of each 'must
be alleged. Taylor v. State, 23 App. 639,.5 S. W. 141. But see Willis v. State, 33
App. 168, 25 S. W. 1119; Hurley v. State, 35 App. 282, 33 S. W. 354. The indictment
may properly charge conjunctively that the offense was committed by all three
of the means named in the statute, viz., force, threats, and fraud, or it may al
lege only one of said means, but the evidence and charge oi the court must be
confined to the means alleged.. Buntain v. State, 15 App, 485; Sullivan v. State,
13 App. 462; Weeks v. State, Id, 46'6; Lott v. State, 17 App. 598; Summers v.

State, 9 App, 396; Shepherd v. State, 42 Tex. 501; Hobbs v. State, 44 Tex. 353,
But some one or more of the means named must be alleged. Hamilton v. State;
11 App. 116; Brown v. State, 7 App, 619. Where a burglary with intent to commit
rape was charged, and the allegation was "to commit the crime of rape upon the
person of her the said Rachel P.," etc., it was held there .need be no allegation
that Rachel was a woman. State v. Williams, 41 Tex. 98. Nor is it necessary
in such case to allege that the female intended to be raped was in the house.
Burke v. State, 5 App, 74. It need not be alleged that the offense was committed
"feloniously" or "burglariously." Reed v. State, 14 App, 662; Sullivan v. State;
13 App. 462; Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 55 S. W. 491. Where an indictment charged
the entry to have been effected by "breaking," it was held not bad ror not charging
that it was effected in the nighttime, or by entering in the daytime and remain
ing concealed, etc. Such an indictment is good for .a daylight breaking, but to
sustain a conviction in such case the evidence must prove an actual breaking.
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Summers v. State, 9 App. 396. An indictment which charges an entry by force,
but does not aver that the entry was at night, or that it was made in the daytime
by the defendant who remained concealed in the house until night, charges a

daylight burglary. Bravo v. State, 20 App. 188. But where the indictment charges
that the defendant did "break and enter" the house, a conviction may be had
thereunder, whether the offense was committed in the daytime or in the night
time, if the proof shows that the breaking and entry were effected by force applied
to the house; but proof that force was used, but not upon the building, would not
-support a conviction under such an indictment. Carr v. State, 19 App, 635, 153
Am. Rep. 395; ;Martin v. State, 21 App. 1, 17 S. W. 430; Newman v. State, 55
.App, 273, 116 S. W. 577; Walker v. State, 55 App. 546, 117 S. W. 797. An indictment
which described the house entered, as "a certain house then and there occupied
and controlled by" a named person, was held to sufficiently designate the house.
Sullivan v. State, 13 App, 462. For indictments held good, see Mace v. State, 9
App. 110. Summers v. State, Id. 396; Lawson v. State, 13 App, 264; Ross v. State,
16 App. 554.

It is not essential to allege that the entry was without consent of the owner or

<occupant of the house or of one authorized to give such consent. State v. Wil

liams, 41 Tex. 98; Summers v. State, 9 App, 396; Taylor v. State, 23 App, 639, 5
S. W. 141; Smith v. State, 22 App, 350, 3 S. W. 238; Black v. State, 18 App. 124;
Langford v. State, 17 App. 445; Buntain v. State, 15 App, 485; Reed. v. State, 14

App, 662; Mace v. State, 9 App, 110; Sullivan v. State, 13 App. 462, overruling on

this point Brown v. State, 7 App, 619.
Both burglary and theft may be charged in. the same indictment and in the

'same count, but in such case a conviction cannot be had for both offenses. Black v.

State, 18 App. 124; Hobbs v. State, 44 Tex. 353; Turner v. State, 22 App. 42, 2

S. W: 16'19; Miller v. State, 16 App 417; Dunham v. State, 9 App, 330; Howard v.

'State, 8 App, 447; Shepherd v. State, 42 Tex. 50l.
And in such case the indictment may be bad for the burglary and good for the

theft, and conviction had for the latter offense. Dunham v. State, 9 App, 330;
.Jester v. State, 26 App. 369, 9 S. W. 616.

An indictment for burglary in the nighttime with intent to commit theft, al

'Iegfng entry by force, was sufficient, with.out alleging an entry by means of

breaking. Bradford v. State, 62 App. 424, 138 S. W. 118; Garner v. State, 31

.App, 22, 19 S. W. 333.
'l'he felonious intent ought to be alleged according to the facts of each case .

. State v. Robertson, 32 Tex. 159.
Indictment for burglary held insufficient in that it did not speclflcally charge an

intent to commit theft or a felony. West v. State, 35 Tex. 89.
To charge burglary at night it is sufficient to charge that the entrance was by

breaking without charging that it was by force, fraud or threats. Breaking nec

essarily includes force and an entrance could not be made by breaking without

force, though it might be made by force without breaking. Mathews v. State, 36
•

'Tex. 675.
Indictment held to set forth sufficiently the act alleged as well as the intent

with which it was alleged to have been committed with all the particularity the
law required. Johnson v. State, 1 -!\.PP. 146.

The better practice is to allege the time of the burglary, that is whether it was

-committed in the day time ·or in the night time. Conoly v. State, 2 App. 412.
Where an indictment for burglary also charges theft of specific articles after

the entry, it is not necessary to set forth the essential terms of theft in charging
the intent. Williams v. State, 24 App, 69, 5 S. W. 838; Bigham v. State, 31 App.
244, 20 S. W. 577; Coates v. State, 31 App. 257, 20 S. W. 585. It need not be al

leged in terms that a "house" was burglarized. Bigham v. State, 31 App, 244, 20
S. W. 577.

The indictment charged conjointly burglary with intent to commit theft without
alleging the elements of intended theft and that theft was committed. There be
ing evidence of actual theft, the indictment was held sufficient to support a con

viction. Williams v. State, 24 App. 69, 5 S. W. 838.
A conviction for burglary cannot be sustained on an indictment alleging that

-defendant "then and there, by force, break and enter a house," omitting the es

.serrtial word "did." Jester v. State, 26 App, 369, 9 S. W. 616.
Indictment is sufficient to charge the burglary of a railway car if it alleges that

:the said car was occupied and controlled by a certain named person, and that the
burglarious entry was made with the fraudulent intent to take, etc., otherwise
.alleging all the elements of theft. The ownership of the car need not be alleged,
Evidence that other cars of the same general description were burglarized would
not vitiate the indictment for uncertainty, but might require the state to elect the
-one upon which a conviction would be sought. See the opinion for the charging
part of an indictment held sufficient to charge the burglary of a railway car.
Hamilton v. State, 26 App. 206, 9 S. W. 687.

Indictment must allege that the entry was made with the intent to commit fel
onv or the crime of theft. Hammons v. State, 29 App. 445, 16 S. W. 99.

Indictment held sufficient to charge burglary with intent to murder. Stinnett
"V. State, 32 App, 526, 24 S. W. 908.

Indictment is sufficient if it alleges that the entry was burglarious and without
the consent of the occupant. Puyland v. State, 33 App, 382,. 26 S. W. 621.

An indictment for burglary instead of using the phrase "then and there" to
fraudulently take, etc., charged the breaking, and coupled it with the charge of
intent to steal by the conjunction "and"; held, sufficient. Smith v. State, 36 App.
442, 37 S. W. 743.

An indictment charging the taking of property belonging to two owners without
'''their'' consent, was insufflclent, since "their" refers to the owners collectively,
and the consent of each must be negatived. Young'v. State, 42 App. 301, 59 S. W.
890.

- ... .
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It is not necessary under an indictment for the burglary of a house other than
a private residence, at night, to allege that such house was not a private resi
dence. Gilford v. State, 48 App, 312, 87 S. W. 699.

A burglary committed in the day time is not within the purview of article 1305,
and the indictment need not allege that the house is a private residence. Reyes
v. State, 51 App. 420, 102 S. W. 422.

The use of the words "a private residence" in an indictment drawn under ar

ticle 1304 does not render it vicious. The words may be considered descriptive,
and if so must be proved as alleged. Martinez v. State, 51 App, 584, 103 S. W. 931.

An indictment charging that defendant by force, threats and fraud burglari
ously and fraudulently broke and entered a house was sufficient to charge either
a day time or a night time burglary. Montgomery v. State, 55 App, 502, 116 S. W.
1160; Walker v. State, 55 App, 546, 117 S. W. 797.

Where burglary is committed by force, the indictment need not allege whether
it was committed in the day or the night time. Vargas v. State, 60 App. 196, 131
S. W. 594.

An indictment for burglary with intent to steal need not allege some value of

the property intended to be stolen. Gilder v. State, 61 App, 16, 133 S. W. 883.
The averment, in an indictment for burglary with intent to steal, of the want

of consent of prosecutor, is necessary, and the facts must show a want of consent.
Moray v, State, 61 App. 549, 135 S. W. 569.

An indictment for burglary, alleging that the defendant broke and entered a

house with fraudulent intent to take from said house corporeal property therein
being and belonging to a designated owner, and to appropriate the same to her
own use, is insufficient, as it contains no allegation that the stolen goods' were

taken without the consent of the owner. Fox v. State, 61 App, 544, 135 S. W. 570.
In a prosecution for burglary with intent to commit theft, it is not necessary

that the indictment allege the value of the property, and that the court's charge
require the jury to find that the property had specific value. Bradford v. State, 62
App, 424, 138 S. W. 118.

An indictment for burglary, alleging that the offense was committed on April
19, "One Thousand Nine Hundred and ---," and anterior to the presentment
of the indictment, which was filed August 30, 1910, showed on its face that the of
fense was barred by limitations prior to the return of the indictment, and was

therefore insufficient. Bradford v. State, 62 App, 424, 138 S. W. 119.
An allegation of the date of burglary at night charged in an indictment is ma

terial only on the question of limitation, provided the offense is charged to have
been committed before the return of the indictment. Hogan v. State (Cr. App.) 143
S. W. 184.

An indictment alleging the breaking and entering of a house by force, threats,
and fraud need not allege whether the offense was committed in the daytime or

nighttime, since such an indictment is sufficient to cover either a daytime or night
time burglary. Stephens v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 1001.

An indictment for breaking and entering a house need not allege what prop
erty was stolen, its value, nor the character of the house, unless it was intended
to charge specifically that it was a private residence. Stephens v. State (Cr. App.)
154 S. W. 100l.

Where a burglarious entry is alleged to have been by force and breaking, the
want of the owner's consent to the entry need not be specifically alleged. Dennis
V. State, 71 App. 162, 158 S. W. 1008.

Where burglary is charged to have been committed with the intent to commit
some specific crime, the indictment, in addition to alleging the burglary, must also

allege each element of the crime intended to be committed. Robinson v. State, 71

App. 561, 160 S. W. 456.
It is not fatal to an indictment for burglary that it is alleged defendant broke

and entered the car with intent to take "corporeal property," omitting "personal";
it being in the same count alleged he took from it corporeal personal property,
with intent to appropriate it to his own use and deprive the owner of its value.
Howard v. State (Cr. App.) 17S S. W. 506.

An indictment, simply charging burglary, without stating whether committed
by day or night, is sufficient for daytime burglary. Howard v. State (Cr. App.)
178 S. W. 506.

11. -- Allegations as to ownership and occupancy.c-Where the property stol
en or the burglarized premises belonged to two persons, it is sufficient to allege

'ownership in one of them. Coates v. State, 31 App, 257, 20 S. W. 585; Skaggs v.

State, 56 App, 79, 119 S. W. 106; Cogshall v. State (Cr. App.) 58 S. W. 1011.
Where an indictment for burglarizing a fruit stand charged it to be occupied

by a person managing the business in the absence of the owner, it was immaterial
so far as the indictment was concerned that the owner's mother and sister as

sisted in making sales and carrying on the business. Willis v. State, 33 App, 168,
25 S. W. 1119.

Where indictment alleged ownership and possession of house to be in C., and
evidence showed that C. was sheriff and held goods in such house under writ of
attachment, held, he was special owner of the house, the indictment was sufficient
and was supported by the evidence. Linhart v. State, 33 App, 504, 27 S. W. 260.
Allegation as to ownership of car, see Pyland v. State, 33 App. 382, 26 S. W. 621.'.

The house burglarized was the house of one D., who kept chickens therein; 3.
looked after the chickens for D., and 3.'s wife was to have a part of the increase;
held, the indictment alleging ownership in D. was sufficient. Daggett V. State, 39
App, 5, 44 S. W. 148, 842.

Where I. rented a house containing two rooms and rented one of the rooms to
S., ownership of such room was properly alleged in I. Reed v. State, 34 App, 697,
31 S. W. 404.
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An indictment describing the house as "occupied S.," instead of occupied by S.
was held bad in Scroggins v. State, 36 App. 117, 35 S. W. 968.

Indictment alleging only special ownership in person from whom goods were

taken; held, sufficient. Humphrey v. State (Cr. App.) 40 S. W. 489.
Possession was properly alleged to be in the person having the exclusive pos

session, care and. control' of the burglarized structure where he slept and lived,
though he did not own the land upon which it was erected. Favro v. State, 39 App.
452, 46 S. W. 932, 73 Am. St. Rep. 950.

Where the property belongs to a corporation, ownership may be alleged to be
in person having actual charge, control and possession. McAnally v. State (Cr.
App.) 57 S. W. 832.

Ownership of a room in a school dormitory and of the goods therein in the per
sonal possession and charge of the occupant, should be alleged in her. Mays v.

State, 50 App, 391, 97 S. W. 703.
Under C. C. P. art. 469, an indictment for burglary of a house belonging to a

husband with intent to commit larceny therein. may allege that personal property
belonging to the wife and which was stolen was in the possession of the husband,
and that it was taken without his consent. Smith v. State, 53 App, 643, 111 S. W.
939.

'

12. -- Joinder of counts and election.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 481.
Jurisdiction' of district court after dismissal of count for burglary joined with

count for misdemeanor, see C. C. P. art. 89 and notes.

13. -- Proof and variance.-The means used in effecting the entrance must
be proved as charged in the indictment. Thus, if force alone be charged, the evi

dence must be confined to, and must show an entrance by that means. Summers
v. State, 9 App. 396; Hamilton v. State, 11 App. 116; Sullivan v. State, 13 App.
462; Weeks v. State, Id. 466; Buntain v. State, 15 App. 485; Lott v. State, 17 App,
598. Where the indictment charged a burglary by "breaking and entering," but

did not charge that the means used was either force, threats, or fraud, and did
not charge whether the offense was committed in the daytime or in the nighttime,
it was held that such indictment was sufficient to support a conviction for burglary
by day or night, if the proof showed that the means used was force applied to
the building; but if the burglary was in the daytime, no other force. except such
as was applied to the building, would support a conviction. Carr' v. State, 19 App,
635, 53 Am. Rep. 395; Martin v. State, 21 App. 1, 17 S. W. 430. Where the burglary
charged is with intent to commit theft, the value of the property intended to' be
stolen need not be proved. Green v. State, 21 App, 64, 17 S. W. 262; Sullivan v.

State, 13 App, 462; Collins v. State, 20 App. 197.
The intent with which the house was entered must be proved as alleged in the

'indictment. Hamilton v. State, 11 App, 116; State v. Robertson, 32 Tex. 159.
Where' an indictment for burglary with intent to commit theft unnecessarily

designates the particular property defendant intended to steal, a conviction may
be had, although the evidence shows that defendant knew nothing about such ar

ticles, if it clearly appears that he entered the house with the intent to commit
theft. But where' the indictment charges the theft of specific articles, the proof
must correspond with the allegation or there will be a fatal variance. Black v.

State, 18 App. 124.
Where W. had the exclusive care, control and management of the burglarized

house, it was proper to, allege the ownership in him, though the evidence showed
that it belonged to another. Alvia v. State,' 42 App. 424, 60 S. W. 551.

The court is inclined to the opinion that an allegation that a house burglarized
in the daytime was a private residence was descriptive of the house and must be
proved. 'Martinez v. State, 51 App, 584, 103 S. W. 930.

By force, threats, and fraud, although it fails to charge that the offense was

committed by day or by night, will support a conviction if the proof shows that
the entry was effected by actual force in the nighttime applied to the building.
The occupancy of the owner's agent or clerk during the temporary absence of the
owner is the occupation of the owner. Buchanan v. State, 24 App. 195, 5 S. W. 847.

To constitute a nocturnal burglary, under the statutes of this state, the house
must have been entered by force, threats, or fraud. The indictment in this case

charges that the defendant "did by force, in the nighttime, break and enter the
house," etc. Held, that to authorize a conviction under this indictment, it devolved
upon the state to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused entered the
house by applying actual "force" to the building. In failing to so charge the jury,
.and in refusing to give a special instruction in substantial compliance with the
rule announced, the trial court erred. There was not only a total absence of evi
dence on this trial tending to show an entry by breaking or by force, as alleged
in the indictment, but the proof was positive that the entry was made through
an open door. Held insufficient to support the conviction for burglary. Melton v.

State, 24 App, 287, 6 S. W. 303.
Indictment for burglary charged that the house was entered by force at night.

To warrant a conviction, it devolved upon the state to establish by affirmative
proof the entry as alleged. Jones v. State, 25 App. 226, 7 S. W. 669.

Indictment charging a nocturnal burglary will authorize a conviction only upon
proof that the burglary was committed in the nighttime. Instruction that the
jury could convict upon proof that the accused committed the burglary either in
the nighttime or daytime was material error. Guynes v. State, 25 App, 584, S
S. W. 667. See, also, Turner v. State, 24 App, 12, 5 S. W. 511; Jones v. State, 25
App. 226, 7 S. W. 669; Coleman v. State, 26 ApI}. 252, 9 S. W. 609; Painter v. State,
26 App, 454, 9 S. W.. 774.

Indictment alleged the ownership of the house to be in E. W. Bullard. The
ownership of the house was proved as alleged, and it was further proved that the
said E. W. Bullard permitted his son to store corn in the said house. Held, that
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such proof does not amount to a variance between the allegation and the proof.
Painter v. State, 26 App. 454, 9 S. W. 774.

The indictment described the money taken with unnecessary minuteness, but

this having been done, it devolved upon the state to adduce proof in support of the

allegation. Coffelt v. State, 27 App. 608, 11 S. W. 639, 11 Am. St. Rep. 205.

The indictment charged that the defendant took the money. The proof shows

that, being put in fear of his life by the demonstrations and threats of the de

fendant and another, the injured party, when ordered to do so, delivered the

money. Held, that such a delivery is a taking .under our law. Coffelt v. State, 27

App. 608, 11 S. W. 639, 11 Am. St. Rep. 205.
Where indictment charges burglary with intent to commit rape, the specific

intent must be proved. Walton v. State, 29 App. 163, 15 S. W. 646; Allen v. State,
18 App, 120; Mitchell v. State, 33 App. 575, 28 S. W. 475; Mitchell v. State, 32 App,
479, 24 S. W. 280.

. Where indictment charges in one count burglary at night and in another in the

daytime, and the evidence shows breaking, the hour of entry is immaterial. Smith
v. State, 34 App. 124, 29 S. W. 775.

When the person named as the owner of the stolen goods had exclusive control
of them it is immaterial whether he was general or special owner. Smith v. State,..
34 App, 124, 29 S. W. 775.

When ownership was alleged in a special owner it was held competent to per
mit the State to prove the want of consent of the general owner. Lega v. State.
36 App. 38, 34 S. W. 926, 35 S. W. 381.

Where indictment charges burglary with intent to commit theft, and evidence
shows that he took nothing, but that he went into a room where a woman was

sleeping, pulled up her gown and put his hand on her privates, the intent with
which he entered the house was rape. Ford v. State (Cr. App.) 54 S. W. 763.

An indictment for burglary of community property must allege the ownership
to be in the husband, and where it alleges it to be in the wife there is a variance.
Jones v. State, 47 App. 126, 80 S. W. 530, 122 Am. St. Rep. 680.

Evidence that the house burglarized was a private dwelling where a family re

sided, constituted a variance from an indictment charging merely the night time
burglary of a house. Martinus v. State, 47 App. 528, 84 S. W. 831, 122 Am. St.
Rep. 709.

Where an indictment for burglary charges the entry without consent of the
occupant of a house, . occupancy is equivalent to possession, and embraced a chick
en house on the premises of the prosecutor. Moore v. State, 48 App. 400, 88 S. W.
230.

Evidence that the proprietor of the house burglarized was merely a tenant
was not a variance from an indictment alleging ownership and occupancy in him.
Johnson v. State, 48 App, 339, 88 S. W. 813.

-

Where it appeared that the burglar 'entered the owner's room for the purpose
of committing theft, evidence of the taking of a lodger's watch from the room

of the latter was not a variance from an indictment alleging that the house was

in the possession of and under the control of the owner, and that the burglar en

tered the same with the intent to steal personal property belonging to the owner.

Johnson v. State, 48 App. 339, 88 S. W. 813.
.

A variance as to the initials of the alleged owner and occupant of the burglar
ized house held fatal. Williams v. State, 49 App, 105, 90 S. W. 876.

Where the indictment charged that the house was occupied by W. and that the
entry was with intent to steal his property while the evidence showed that the
house was occupied by W. and L., and that the entry was with intent to steal
property in the possession of L., there was a variance. Roberson v. State" 51 App.
335, 101 S. W. 800.

Where the indictment merely alleges a burglary as denounced by articles 1303-
and 1304, and the evidence shows a burglary of a private residence as denounced
by article .1305, the variance is fatal to a conviction. Sedgwick v. State, 57 App,
420, 123 S. W. 702.

.

Under article 1333, providing that it is not necessary, to constitute "theft,". that.
possession and ownership of the property be in the same person, and that one has
possession who exercises actual care, control, and management of the property,
whether lawfully or not, an allegation, in an indictment for breaking and entering
a house with intent to take personalty, that such property belonged to a certain
person, was supported by proof that he had the exclusive care, control, and man

agement of the property. Clark v. State, 58 App. 181, 125 S. W. 12.
An indictment charging accused with burglary followed the language of the

statute, and the evidence showed that accused was in the house just before it was

closed, and was later found moving around therein by the night watchman and
arrested, and accused testified that he went into the house during the day looking
for emp,loyment, and fell asleep, and found himself locked up when he awoke ..

Held that, to constitute burglary under the statute, accused must have entered
the house in the daytime or night by force, threats, or fraud, and remained con

cealed with intent to commit a felony or theft therein, and the facts shown do.
not constitute burglary; not showing that accused entered by force, threats, or'

fraud. Malley v. State, 58 -App, 425, 126 S. W. 598.
.

An indictment for burglary in the ordinary form, under this article, is not sus-·

tained bY' proof of burglary of a private residence, since such burglary is expressly
made a distinct offense, and indictment therefor should be under article 1305.
Rodgers v. State, 59 App, 146, 127 S. W. 834.

Where an indictment charged defendant with burglarizing a house occupied by
six persons, naming them, and the evidence showed occupancy by only five of'
them, there was a fatal variance. Grantham v. State, 59 App. 556, 129 ·S. W. '839.

There is no fatal variance between an indictment for burglary alleging that
accused entered the house of prosecutor with intent to steal personal property be-
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longing to him and the evidence that accused stole property belonging to a mem

ber of the family of prosecutor. Polk v. State, 60 App, 462, 132 S. W. 134.
An averment in an indictment for burglary with intent to steal that accused

entered the house of prosecutor with intent to take his goods must be proved, and
where there is a total absence of proof that the goods taken were taken without
prosecutor's consent the conviction must be set aside. Moray v. State, 61 App,
547, 135 S. W. 569..

'

An indictment alleging specifically that a burglary occurred on the 12th day
of February is supported by evidence showing that it was committed within the
limitation and prior to the presentment of the indictment. Brown v. State (Cr.
App.) 143 s. W. 183.

Under an indictment for burglary of a store alleged to belong to the prosecuting
witness, proof that it was the store of the witness and his son was not error,
where the witness testified that he was in charge of it. Whorton v. State (Cr.
App.) 151 s. W. 300.

Where the indictment alleged that the burglarized storehouse was owned and
occupied by M. and contained· property owned by him, proof that M. and another
had possession and control of the burglarized house and property therein did not
constitute a variance. Powers v. State, 72 App, 290, 162 S. W. 832.

Though the indictment did not apeciflcally allege that a suit of clothes and a

target gun were stolen from a house by accused, who was charged with burglary,
a witness may testify that such property was taken. Prata v. State (Cr. App.) 172
s. W. 974.

14. Presumptions and burden of proof.-Where two or more persons may be
owners of property, the state may allege ownership in either and is only required to
,prove the want of consent of the alleged owner. If the others had given consent,
this is a matter accused may prove. Skaggs v. State, 56 App, 79, 119 S. W. 106.

It is not essential that the state should prove the nonconsent of the owner, etc.
Buchanan v. State, 24 App. 195, 5 S. W. 847.

There should be some evidence of guilty conduct besides the bare possession of
the stolen property before the presumption of burglary will be superadded to that
of the larceny. Jackson v. State, 28 App. 370, 13 S. W. 451, 19 Am. St. Rep. 839.

When it is certain that the parties entering the house did so for the purpose of
theft and that they did steal property in the house it is not necessary to prove
that they were afterward seen in possession of the property. Goldsmith v. State,
32 App. 112, 22 S. W. 405. 'I'he mere knowledge of the owner that entry is being
made is not proof of consent. Robinson v. State, 34 App. 71, 29 S. W. 40, 53 Am.
St. Rep. 701.

In a burglary case, where the burglarious entry was alleged to have been made
with intent to commit the crime of theft, the want of consent of the owner of the
property must be alleged and proved, and it may be shown by circumstances which
would absolutely exclude every reasonable presumption that the owner gave his
consent. Brown v. State, 58 App, 336, 125 S. W. 915.

In a burglary case, where accused gives an explanation of his recent posses
sion of the stolen goods, the burden is upon the state to disprove such account to
the satisfaction of the jury, and, if such explanation put in evidence is shown to
be false, a conviction can be had. Hawthorn v. State, 62 App. 114, 136 S. W. 776.

Where it is shown that accused broke and entered a house, it may ordinarily
be presumed that he did so with intent to commit theft, though at the time he
was detected he had not appropriated any property. Vickery v. State, 62 App.
311, 137 S. W. 687, Ann. Cas. 1913C, 514.

In a trial for breaking into W.'SI house with intent to commit rape upon R., the
state was not bound to show that the entry was made without W.'s wife's consent,
though it appeared that W. was absent at the time. Alsup v. State (Cr. App.) 153
S. W. 624.

See, also, on question of intent and presumption, Alexander v. State, 31 App.
359, 20 S. W. 756. Also, see Carr v, State, 24 App, 562, 7 S. W. 328, 5 Am. St.
Rep. 905.

15. Admissibility of evidence-In general.-See notes under article 1307, post.
Recent unexplained possession of property burglariously taken is admissible

against the defendant, to be considered by the jury with other facts and circum
stances in evidence. Prince v. State, 44 Tex. 480; Payne v. State, 21 App. 184, 17
S. W. 463. Also his explanation of such possession is admissible in his behalf.
Bond v. State, 23 App, 180, 4 S. W. 580.

Where the case was one of circumstantial evidence, evidence of the finding in
defendant's possession of goods from the burglarized store and keys fitting one

of the doors of the burglarized house was admissible. Lynne v. State, 53 App, 386,
111 S. W. 151.

Proof that some of the stolen property was found in the house of a third person
cannot be considered against defendant, unless it is proved that the two acted
together in the commission of the burglary, and that the third person had personal
and exclusive possession, unexplained, and under a claim of ownership. Jackson
V. State, 28 App, 143, 12 S. W. 701.

Where a conspiracy between K.· and defendant was shown, evidence of the find
ing of some of the stolen property at K's house, shortly after the burglary, was

admissible against defendant, though neither he nor K. was present. Jackson v.

State, 28 App. 370, 13 S. W. 451, 19 Am. St. Rep. 839.
.

Evidence that the tracks trailed from the scene of the burglary correspond with
those of. defendant's horse is admissible. Goldsmith v. State, 32 App. 112, 22 S.
W.405.

On trial for robbery it was held competent for the State to prove by the sheriff
that at the time of the commission of the offense he held an execution against de
fendant. Such evidence tended to show defendant's financial condition and hence
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to show his motive for committing the offense. Armstrong v. State, 34 App. 248,
30 S. W. 235.

The admission of evidence regarding the theft of property and specifying the
articles taken from the house at the time the burglary was committed, held not
error. Hays v. State, 36 App. 533, 38 S. W. 171.

Evidence that stolen goods were found under an outhouse on the lot of defend
ant's father shortly after the burglary was admissible. Lamater v. State, 42 S. W.
304, 38 App, 249.

Defendant charged with burglarious entry into a house with intent to commit
the crime of theft. Before trial on the burglary case he pleaded guilty to the
theft; held, such plea was admissible against him on the trial of the burglary case.

Johnson v. State, 39 App, 625, 48 S. W. 70.
On trial for burglary evidence of a pistol taken from the burglarized house and

found on a co-defendant is admissible. Terry v. State, 39 App. 628, 47 S. W. 654.
Evidence that one who was in jail when the burglary was committed and who

subsequently escaped therefrom with defendant, was subsequently found in posses
sion of property stolen from the burglarized house, was admissible against de
fendant. Riding v. State, 40 App, 452, 50 S. W. 698.

In a prosecution for burglary, evidence that the goods alleged to have been
stolen were found in defendant's sleeping room was admissible to show possession
of the goods by defendant. Gass v. State (Cr. App.) 56 S. W. 73.

A chattel mortgage executed by defendant three years before the burglary was

improperly admitted, it not being shown how it was or could be pertinent to the
issue. Denton v. State, 42 App. 427, 60 S. W. 670.

Where one of the owners of property stolen, though a witness, fails to give di
rect and positive testimony of his want of consent to the taking, it will not be
inferred from -the other circumstances. Wisdom v. State, 42 App, 579, 61 S. W. 926.

On a trial of an indictment for burglary, alleging that it was committed with
the intent to steal, without describing the property taken from the house burglar
ized, evidence that certain articles were stolen from the house at the time of the
burglary is admissible on the question of intent. Moseley v. State, 43 App. 559, 67
S. W. 414.

The house having been entered by the unlocking of the door, evidence that de
fendant, who on the day after the burglary sold an article taken from the house,
which he claimed to have bought from another, had in his pocket seven or eight
keys, some of which were skeleton keys, is admissible as a circumstance. McCoy
V. State, 48 App. 30, 85 S. W. 1072.

Testimony that a watch found in defendant's possession belonged to the occu

pant of a room in the burglarized house was admissible to identify defendant and
connect him with the burglary and to show the intent with which the burglary
was committed. Johnson v. State, 48 App, 339, 88 S. W. 813.

'

On a prosecution for burglary, the owner of the burglarized premises being a

witness, his want of consent to the taking of the property stolen must be proved
by him. Caddell v. State, 49 App. 133, 90 S. W. 1013, 122 Am. St. Rep. 806.

Evidence that witness, on the night prior to the burglary, went to the building,
carefully examined the lock, and tried the door to see if the same was securely
fastened, was properly admitted. Tally v. State, 49 App, 91, 90 S. W. 1113.

While the want of consent of the owner of property stolen may be proved in
a prosecution for burglary by circumstantial evidence, such evidence cannot be
resorted to, if positive or direct proof is available. Brown v, State, 58 App. 336,
125 S. W. 915.

In a prosecution for burglary, it may be shown that a witness, by direction of
defendant or on information received from him, obtained money from certain per
sons with whom defendant had left it, and turned it over to the sheriff, who re

turned it to the prosecutor, though the particulars of what occurred between the
witness and the persons from whom the money was so obtained are immaterial.
Winkler v. State, 58 App. 564, ;1.26 S. W. 1134.

A witness may state that he measured tracks on the ground, and may state
the character of such tracks, and describe the peculiarity of shoes worn by ac-

cused. Boyman v. State, 59 App. 23, 126 S. W. 1142.
'

Where, on a trial for the burglary of a store, the evidence showed that a daugh
ter of accused had been in business, and that many articles seized at her home
where accused lived were merchandise which she had left over after quitting busi
ness, it was error to permit the state to prove by the sheriff that, when he went
to her home to get the goods to carry them to the store, the daughter did not
claim any of the goods, nor sue to recover them, because her action was not a

circumstance against accused. Elkins v. State, 59 App, 157, 127 S. W. 833.
In a burglary case, evidence of a witness that she had a trunk in the burglar

ized house on the day the clothing alleged to have been stolen was taken from the
. house, that when she left in the morning the trunk was locked, and, when she
returned in the evening, the lock had been broken off the trunk, was admissible
as, part of the res gestse, and as a circumstance to show that somebody had been
in the house. Kubacak v. State, 59 App. 165, 127 S. W. 836.

Evidence that the house was closed up, the windows down, and the doors closed,
and that it was left in that condition in the morning of the alleged burglary, and
when persons returned in the evening they found articles gone, and found where
the trunk of one of the occupants had been broken open, was sufficient to show
circumstantially that somebody had been in the house, and testimony thereafter
offered of a witness that he did not give his consent for accused or anyone else
to break open the house and get the goods alleged to have been stolen was admis
sible. Kubacak v, State, 59 App, 165, 127 S. W. 836.

In a prosecution for burglary, testimony by the officer who arrested defendant
that he found on the premises occupied by the defendant three pistols and a lot
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of cartridges hidden in the barn was admissible. Bowen v. State, 60 App. 595, 133
S. W. 256.

Where, on a trial for burglary, the state's evidence showed that accused was

at the place of the burglary on the night of its commission, and that he was in
a city 30 miles distant early in the morning following, and that he met his mother
at the train that morning and took charge of a trunk that she had checked at the
place of the burglary which contained stolen goods, evidence of the movement of
trains between the place of the burglary and the distant city, and that accused's
mother checked a trunk to the distant city the morning after the burglary, was

admissible. Spencer v. State, 61 App. 60, 133 S. W. 1049.
Accused and S. lived in D. about 30 miles from 'I', where the burglary was com

mitted, while S.'s mother lived in T. Th,e state's evidence was that accused and
S. boarded the train at D. about 6 o'clock in the evening of the night of the bur

glary, saying that they were going to T., and they were seen in T. that night, ac

cused being in the burglarized store that night. Between 3 and 5 o'clock the next

morning, they were seen in D., and S. remarked, in accused's presence, upon being
refused some money for which he asked another, that they would have plenty 01:
money in the morning as "we have the goods." Freight trains passed between
'1'. and D. between the hours accused and S. were seen in the two places, the trains
going about five or six miles an hour through T. The morning after the burglary,
S.'s mother went from T. to D. checking a trunk for D. and accused and S. met
her at the train and S. gave an expressman a check for a trunk, and thereafter
accused had the trunk taken to an alley and removed therefrom to a house where
it was found with the clothes stolen from the burglarized store. One witness posi.
ttvely identified the trunk checked by S.'s mother at T. as that in which the goods
were found. Held, that evidence by the expressman that' the trunk hauled by him
looked like that found in the house and had the same kind of a rope around it,
and that S.'s mother got off the train at D. the morning after the burglary about
the time the trunk check was given to him, as well as evidence by the station
agent that the trunk in which the goods were found looked like that checked by
him, as well as the evidence as to S.'s statement about having plenty of money,
and the freight trains passing through D. the night of the burglary, and that ac

cused and S. were in T. on that night, was admissible; every circumstance, how
ever slight, bearing on the commission of the offense, being admissible, if relevant,
in a case dependent on circumstantial evidence. Holland v. State, 61 App. 201, 134
S. W. 693.

'Under an indictment charging burglary with intent to commit theft, without
specifically alleging that the property found in defendant's possession was stolen
from the burglarized house, evidence that a portion of the stolen property was

found in defendant's possession was admissible, not only to show intent, but also
to connect accused with the offense charged. Alinis v. State, 63 App. 371, 140
S. W. 227.

In a prosecution for burglary with intent to steal, evidence that defendant of
fered witness a case of eggs, alleged to have been stolen, at less than the market
price is admissible. Johnson v. State, 63 App, 465, 140 S. W. 347.

In a prosecution for burglarizing a barn and stealing harness, a witness testi
fied that, after the burglary, he received a telephone from a saloon, asking if he
wanted to buy a set of harness, and that he did not know who the two men at
the phone were, but told them he could not come to the saloon, when he was told
to call up D., which he did, and accused and D. came to his barn, and, when he
told them to bring the harness, D. said that they might be seen, and was told to
bring it in the back way, and that accused and D. brought the harness, which was

that stolen, in the back way, and witness purchased it. The evidence also showed
that accused was with D. at the saloon. Held, that the evidence was admissible,
as tending to show that accused and D. had burglarized the barn. Myers v. State
(Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 1134.

'

That accused was found in possession of a ring stolen from the burglarized
house was admissible though his possession was five months after the burglary.
Moray v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 592.

In a prosecution for burglary of a dwelling house, a witness testified that a

ring belonging to her which was lying on the dresser in her room in the burglar
ized house was stolen on the night of the burglary, and that she afterwards got
it back from G., and identified it before the jury. G. testified that he got the
ring from accused when he was arrested, and delivered it to such witness. Held,
that the evidence of such witness was admissible. Moray v. State (Cr. App.) 145
S. W. 592.

Evidence that a purse 'with money in it which was on the machine in the room

in which the occupant was asleep when the burglar entered it was found under
the porch empty the next day was admissible in a prosecution for burglary with
intent to commit theft. Moray v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 927.

In a prosecution for burglary of a private dwelling with intent to commit theft
in which the owner testified that the purse stolen contained a silver dollar, two
quarters, and a nickel, evidence was admissible that accused had on his person
when arrested silver money consisting of those pieces in addition to a dime. Moray
v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 927.

In a prosecution for burglary, evidence was properly admitted that, when ac

cused was arrested, he was going directly east on W. street, and not towards his
boarding house on West Elm street. Moray v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 927.

In a prosecution for burglarizing a dwelling house in which the occupant had
testified that she knew accused by his dress and clothing, but did not know wheth
er he had on boots or shoes, a question, "If he had on boots, they were just like
his pants?" was properly excluded. Moray v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 927.

Where, on a trial for burglary, the prosecutor testified that accused, when
caught in the house burglarized, stated that he had just walked 30 miles, and was
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tired and hungry, and wanted something to eat, the testimony of -wltnesses that
accused was in a store in the town in the forenoon, on the day of the burglarv in
the afternoon, and that the witnesses fixed the date by stating that the store was

burglarized that night, was admissible to prove the falsity of accused's statements
and to fix the time of his presence in the store, and, where the court so limited
the testimony, accused could not complain on the ground that the testimony proved
that he was guilty of burglarizing the store. Snodgrass v. State (Cr. App.) 148
S. W. 1095.

In a prosecution for burglary, the officer who arrested the defendant was prop
erly permitted to testify that when he made the arrest he took a revolver from
the person of the defendant where such revolver was positively identified as one

of the articles stolen from the house alleged to have been burglarized. Overstreet
v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 899.

In a trial for burglary with intent to commit rape, it was not error to' permit
an occupant or the house to testify as to the condition of the room which accused
entered through a window, as to mud being on the floor, etc. Alsup v. State (Cr.
App.) 153 S. W. 621.

In a burglary trial it was proper to permit a witness for the state to testify
that the house burglarized was his private residence, and to testify of whom his
family, consisted. Alsup v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 624.

In a prosecution for burglary, evidence that one of three keys found stuck in
the mattress in derendants room would unlock the door of the house alleged to
have been broken was admissible, whether the keys were thereafter lost or not.
Hollis v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 853.

•

In a prosecution ror burglary, evidence of the general manager of the company
whose building was entered, and of employes who had keys thereto, that defendant
did not have their consent to enter, was admissible. Holmes v. State, 70 App. 214,
156 S. W. 1173.

In a prosecution for burglary of a building alleged to' be the property of one

H., who was shown to be the general manager of a coal company and in control
of all its property, evidence that he was the general manager was admissible.
Holmes v. State, 70 App. 214, 156 S. W. 1173.

Where on a trial for burglary the state showed by an accomplice that accused
stated while in the building burglarized that he was trying to get some ribbon and
had got some ribbon for his girl, and showed the larceny of ribbon, testimony that
shortly after the burglary the girl accompanied by accused had ribbon of the kind
stolen was admissible. Holmes v. State, 70 App. 423, 157 S. W. 487.

In a prosecution for burglary of a store, evidence by the owner that he there
after received a bO'X O'f knives or the same brand that he handled was admissible,
where accused's accomplice had testified that the knives which accused stole and
he and accused buried the day after the burglary were afterward removed by some

one, and another witness testified that the knives returned to the owner were found
under a schoolhouse near the burglarized store. Pinkerton v. State, 71 App, 195,
160 S. W. 87.

In a prosecution for burglarizing a store in the night, evidence that witness'
found the tracks of a buggy, horse, and men at the store and traced the tracks to
a lot at the place in which accused lived, was admissible where such tracks were

identified as being made by accused and those with him. Pinkerton v. State, 71
App. 195, 160 S. W. 87.

Where the only contested issue, in a prosecution for burglary, was whether the
prosecuting witness had given defendant permission to enter her house and take
the money therefrom, ,in order that he might leave town, evidence that, on the day
after the alleged offense, defendant wrote the witness a postal card, stating where
he had gone, when he would return, and that he had got the money, was material
on that issue, and its exclusion was erroneous. Lopez v. State (Cr. App.) 167 S.
W.844.

.

16. Evidence In general in criminal cases.-See note to' C. C. P., art. 783.
17; Declarations, admissions, and hearsay.-See notes under C. C. P. art.

783.
18. Other offenses.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 783.
19.

20.

21.
22.
23.

783.
24.

25.

Confesslon.-See notes under C. C. P. arts. 800 and 810.
Opinion evidence.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 783.
Demonstrative evidence.-See notes to C. C. P: art. 783.

Testimony of accused.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 790.
Acts and declarations of conspirators.-See notes to C. C. P. art.

26.
art. 788.

27. -- Examination, impeachment 'and corroboration of witnesses in gen
eral.-See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 3687.

28. -- Harmless error In the admission of evidence.-See notes to C. C. P.
art. 938.

29. -- Cure of error.-See notes to C. C. P. art. 783.
30. Sufficiency of evldence.-See note under articles 1310 and 1320, post.
Presumption of innocence and reasonable doubt, see C. C. P. art. 785 and notes.
Corroboration of accomplice, see C. C. P. art. 801, and notes.
Sufficiency of circumstantial evidence in general, see notes under C. C. P. art.

783.
Evidence held to sustain a conviction. Pinkerton v. State, 71 App. 195, 1()0 S.,

W. 87; Rogers v. State, 43 Tex. 406; Langford v, State, 17 APP. 445; Green v.

Best and secondary evidence.-See notes to C. C. P. art. 783.
Evidence of character or reputatton.e--Bee note to C. C. P. art. 783.

Knowledge or means of knowledge of witness.-See note to C. C. P.
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State, 21 App. 64, 17 S. W. 262; Payne v: State, 21 App. 184, 17 S. W. 463; Water
house.v. State, 21 App. 663, 2 S. W. 889; Smith v, State, 22 App. 350., 3 S. W. 238;
Trent v, State, 31 App. 251, 20. S. W. 547; Brown v: State, 56 App, 87, 119 S. W.
312; Conley v: State, 55 App. 370., 116 S. W. 80.6; Bar-tley v, State, 47 App. 41, 83
S. W. 190.; Archibald v, State, 47 App. 153, 83 S. W. 189; Scott v. State, 53 App,
332, 111 S. W. 657; .Jackson v : State, 49 App. 215, 91 S. W. 789; Mullens v, State,
35 App. 149, 32 S: W. 691; Harraway v: State (Cr. App.) 40. S. W. 262; Skaggs v,

State, 56 App. 79, 119 S. W. 10.6; Smith v, State, 53 App. 643, 111 S. W. 939; Mar
tinez v: State, 51 App. 584, 10.3 S. W. 930.; Reyes v: State, 51 App, 420., 10.2 S. W.
421; Smith v. State, 51 App. 427, 102 S. W. 40.6; Mayberry v, State, 52 App, 60.1,
10.8 S. W. 659; Shelton v, State, 52 App. 611, 10.8 S. W. 679; lWan v, State, 53
App. 54, 10.8 S. W. 1180.; Sedgwick v; State, 57 App, 420., 123 S. W. 702; .Jones v,

State, 58 App. 250., 124 S. W. 939'; Doyle v, State, 59 App. 39, 126 S. W. 1131;
Margray v. State, 60. App, 10.7, 131 S. W. 312; Probest v : State, 60. App, 60.8, 133
S. WI. 263; Hayden v . State, 61 App. 211, 134 S. W. 703; Kinkead v: State, 61 App,
651, 135 S. W. 573; Kelly v, State, 61 App. 663, 136 S. W. 58; Waltemayer v: State,
62 App. 51, 136 S. W. 256; Fields v . State, 61 App, 639, 136 S. W. 460.; Dixon v :

State, 62 App, 53, 136 S. W. 46:.l; Hawthorn v. >:::itate, 62 App. 114, 136 S. W. 776;
Andrews v, State, 64 App. 2, 141 S. W. 220., 42 L. R. A. (N. S.) 747; Williams v,

State, 64 App, 44,4, 142 S. W. 571; Hickman v, State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 914;
Briscoe v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 565; Parker v: State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W.
10.8; Whorton v. State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 30.0.; Coggins v. State (Cr. App.) 151
S. W. 311; Bellew v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 542; Walker v. State (Cr. App.)
151 S. W. 822; Hollis v. State (Cr. App.) 153 s. W. 853; Dennis v. State, 71 App.
162, 158 S. W. 10.0.8; Hahn v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 218. Contra, Buntain v.

State, 15 App, 485; Zollicoffer v. State, 16,App. 312; Ross v. State, Id. 554; Neid
erluck v. State, 23 App, 38, 3 S. W. 573; Grant v. State, 42 App, 275, 58 S. W. 10.25;
Bryant v. State, 53 App. 169, 10.8 S. W. 1184; Simmons v. State, 50 App, 527, 97
S. W. 10.52; Menchaca v. State, 58 App. 198, 125 S. W. 20.; Green v. State, 59 App,
ii, 127 S. W. 549; Lawrence v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 9128; Remlinger v, State

(Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 316; Williams v. State, 70. App. 275, 156 S. W. 938.
To support a conviction for burglary, it devolves upon the state to prove be

yond a reasonable doubt, not only the burglarious entry of the house, but the

specific criminal intent alleged. in the indictment. See the statement of the case

for evidence held insufficient to support a conviction for burglary with intent to
rape, because, even if sufficient to show the entry into the house, it is wholly
insufficient to establish that specific intent. Coleman v. State, 26 App, 252, 9 S.
W. 60.9; Mitchell v. State, 32 App. 479, 24 S. W. 280.; Mason v. State, 47 App. 4013,
83 S. W. 689.

Evidence held sufficient to support a conviction of burglary with intent to com

mit theft. Mullens v. State, 35 App. 149, 32 S. W. 691; Moore v. State, 52 App.
364, 10.7 S. W. 355; .Johnson v. State, 63 App. 465, 140. S. W. 347.

Evidence held to sustain a conviction of burglary of a storehouse. O'Fallin v.

State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 897; Powers v. State, 72 App, 29G, 162 S. W. 832.
That a house was broken and entered in the night time by raising a window

by one who failed to show any excuse, and that there was valuable property there
to be taken, and no other known desired object, supported a finding that the in
tent was to steal. Franco v. State, 42 Tex. 276.

Where the evidence showed that the defendant took off' his shoes and entered
the house through an open door, without the consent of anyone, it was held that
it did not show an entry by means of fraud, that being the means charged in the
indictment. Hamilton v. State, 11 App, 116.

Where the intent alleged was to commit a rape by force, and the evidence was

that one of three females in the house was awakened by some one touching her

foot, and screamed, and a man ran out of the house when she screamed, it was

held insufficient to prove an intent to commit rape. Hamilton v, State, 11 App.
116.

To warrant an inference of guilt of theft from the circumstance of possession
of recently stolen property, such possession must be personal .arid exclusive; must
be unexplained, and must involve a distinct and conscious assertion of property
by the defendant. Field v. State, 24 App. 422, 6 S. W. 20.0.; .Jackson v, State, 28
App. 370., 13 S. W. 451, 19 Am. St. Rep. 839; .Jackson v. State, 28 App, 143, 12
S. W. 70.1. See the statement of the case for evidence which under this rule, is
held insufficient to support a conviction for burglarious theft. Field v, State, 24
App. 422, 6 S. W. 20.0..

See the statement of the case for the substance of evidence held insufficient to
support a conviction for burglary, inasmuch as it fails to ,establish an entry by
force. .Jones v. State, 25 App. 226, 7 S. W. 669.

Proof that a house was burglariously entered, and certain articles stolen there
from, which were soon after found in the possession of defendant, who appro
priated them to his own use, and made no explanation of his possession, will war

rant a conviction. Morgan v, State, 25 App, 513, 8 S. W. 487.
The speclflc intent charged must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt by

facts and circumstances which lead with reasonable' certainty to the conclusion
sought and not left to speculation and surmise. Mitchell v. State, 33 App, 575, 28
S. W. 475; Allen v. State, 18 App. 120..

For evidence of possession of stolen property held insufficient, see Green v,

State (Cr. App.) 31 S. W. 386; Munson v. State, 34 App. 498, 31 S. W. 387.
Where a store was broken into late. at night, after the owner was asleep and

the lights extinguished, and defendant fled as soon as the occupants were aroused,
an intent to steal might be inferred. Mullens v. State, 35 App. 149, 32 S. W. 691.

Instruction authorizing conviction on proof of possession of stolen goods, held
erroneous. Franks v. State, 3,6 App. 149, 35 S. W. 977; Hayes v, State, 36 App,
146, 35 S. W. gS3; Scott v. State (Cr. App.) 36 S. W. 276.
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When the circumstances render it reasonably certain that defendant put the
goods where they were found there may be a conviction without positive testi
monyas to his possession. McDaniel v. State (Cr. App.) 37 S. W. 324.

Evidence that the janitor of a public school had charge and control of the
building and its contents from 4 p. m. until 8 o'clock the following morning dur
ing which time the burglary was committed, authorized the jury to find that he
was the owner of books stolen therefrom as alleged, though the general property
in the books was shown to be in the pupils. Lamater v. State, 38 App. 249, 42 S.
W.304.

Evidence held to show that a burglary was committed with intent to commit
theft and not for the purpose of making an assault with intent to murder. Pilot
v. State, 38 App. 515, 43 S. W. 112, 1024.

The mere possession of recently stolen property without evidence of a break
ing is not sufficient to prove a burglary. Strickland v. State (Cr. App.) 78 s. W.
689; Hollis v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 853.

Unexplained possession of goods taken from a burglarized house is sufficient
to connect the possessor with the burglary. Nightengale v. State, 50 App, 3, 95
S. W. 531.

Evidence, on a prosecution of an employe in the store claimed to have been
broken into held insufficient to sustain a conviction, his testimony that he was

drunk, went to sleep, and was locked into the store, not being controverted. Bur
rell v. State, 50 App. 386, 97 S. W. 706.

Evidence of the identity of a fan, taken under circumstances constituting bur

glary, with a fan taken by defendant to a certain place, defendant making no ex

planation, but only a denial, warrants a conviction of hurglary. Hamilton v. State
(Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 496.

Evidence held insufficient to sustain a conviction as an accomplice to a bur
glary. Hall v. State, 52 App. 250, 106 S. W. 379.

Evidence that defendants were seen near the burglarized house a short time be
fore, without positive identification of the goods alleged to have been taken, is
insufficient to support a conviction. Love v. State, 58 App. 270, 124 S. W. 932.

In a prosecution for forcibly breaking and entering a house in the nighttime
with intent to steal, evidence held to sustain a judgment of conviction. 'Clark v.

State, 58 App. 181, 125 S. W: 12.
Where accused was not seen with the stolen property until 31f2 months or more

after the house from which the property was stolen was claimed to have been
entered, the possession was too remote to come under the rule that, where accused
is found in possession of the property shortly after the burglary, this will ordi
narily justify the jury in believing him guilty. Menchaca v. State, 58 App, 198, 125
S. W. 20.

Where possession by accused of property stolen at the time of the burglary
charged is relied on to connect accused with the burglary, the jury should acquit
accused, where his explanation that he bought the goods was true, or where there
was a reasonable doubt as to that fact. Roberts v. State, 60 App, 20, 129 S. W.
611.

·Where a burglarious entry is shown, possession of the property stolen recently
after the burglary is sufficient to connect the person in possession with the bur
glary, and unless he explains the possession the jury may find him guilty of bur
glary. Roberts v. State, 60 App, 20, 129 S. W. 611.

Where accused, charged with burglary, gave an account of his possession of
the property stolen, showing that his possession was innocent, the state must
show that his statement was false, or he must be acquitted; but where the state
overcame his explanation, or where there was evidence of sufficient weight to au

thorize the jury to believe that his statement was untrue, a conviction was au
thorized. Roberts v. State, 60 App. 20, 129 S. W. 611.

Evidence, in a prosecution for the burglarious entry of a house, with the intent
to commit rape, held to support a conviction. Smith v. State, 60 App, 81, 131
S. W. 313.

. 1

Where a house has been burglartzed; evidence of accused's unexplained posses
sion shortly afterwards of goode taken from the house is sufficient to sustain a
conviction. Hawthorn v. State, 62 App. 114, 136 S. W. 776.

.

Evidence held to sustain a conviction of burglary of a house in the daytime, not
at night. Wright v. State, 63 App, 664, 141 S. W. 228.

The state on a trial for burglary may, to justify a conviction, rely on recent
possession by accused of property taken from the burglarized house, but where ac
cused gives an account of his possession which is reasonable, and shows that he
came into possession honestly or by any other means than by himself taking it from
the house, or a principal in the transaction, the state, to justify a conviction, must
overcome his explanation which can be done by circumstances of the transaction.
Williams v. State, 64 App. 494, 142 S. W. 878.

Evidence held sufficient to sustain a conviction of burglary of a house in the
nighttime with intent to steal. Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 634; Tay
lor V. State, 52 App. 19(}, 107 S. W. 58.

Evidence held to sustain a conviction for burglarizing a dwelling house with
intent to commit theft therein. Moray v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 927.

Where, on a trial for the burglary of a corncrib, the evidence showed that ac
cused had a sack of corn a night or two after the alleged burglary, and that he
had not raised any corn of his own, but the owner of the crib did not show that
he owned any corn, or had any in the crib, at the time of the alleged burglary,
a conviction was not sustained by the evidence. Gross v. State (Cr. App.) 147
S. W. 579.

Evidence, in a prosecution for burglary of a saloon in the nighttime, and the'
taking of money, whisky, weapons, etc., held sufficient to sustain a. convtctton..
Turner v. State (Cr. App.) 154. S. W. 992.
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Evidence held insufficient to connect accused with the burglary for which he
was tried. Acosta v. State, 70 App. 1, 155 S. W. 25l.

Evidence which was pnrely circumstantial held sufficient to warrant a convic
tion for burglary and the larceny of oats from a barn. Wilson v. State, 71 App,
330, 158 S. W. 1114.

In a prosecution for burglary and the larceny of oats from a barn, where the
theory of the defense was that he bought the oats from the owner's brother, evi
dence held sufficient to show that if he did purchase them, he knew that the broth
er had no authority to sell them. Wilson v. State, 71 App. 330, 158 S. W. 1114.

Evidence that a house was broken into and goods taken therefrom, that accused
and his companion, when accosted by the officers, admitted the taking, or at least
informed the officers where the goods were, accompanied the officers to such place,
and turned the goods over to them, and that accused was wearing a stick-pin,
which was one of the articles stolen, supported a conviction for burglary; there

being no controversy as to an entry by force. Kimball v. State, 71 App. 482, 160
S. W. 380.

Two saloons having been raided at the same time, evidence merely that defend
ant had some whisky shortly after, and that he said it came from the raid, is in
sufficient to convict him of burglary of one of the places, though whisky of that
kind was in such saloon; it not being shown the same kind was not in the other.
Jobe v. State, 72 App. 163, 161 S. W. 966.

Evidence, in a prosecution for burglarizing a storehouse, held to show at most
that M. and another had control and possession of the burglarized building. Pow
ers v. State, 72 App. 290, 162 S. Vol. 832.

Evidence, in a prosecution for burglary, held sufficierit to show defendant's
criminating possession of goods taken from a store, though they were actually in
the grip of another. Lewis v. State, 72 App. 377, 162 S. W. 866.

Evidence held to warrant a conviction of burglary of a private residence at

night. Curtis v. State (ICr. App.) 176 s. W. 559.
Evidence, in a prosecution for burglary, held sufficient to show a nighttime bur

glary. Lewis v. State, 72 App. 377, 162 S. W. 866.
Where one at night, by stealth, enters the private residence of another, with no

right to do so or legal excuse, the evidence of intent to steal, sufficient to support
a conviction for burglary, may be slight and circumstantial, in the .absence of any
thing to indicate that the entry was made with any other intent. Black v. State
«cr. App.) 165 S. W. 57l.

Where the state relies for conviction of burglary only on recent possession of
stolen property by accused to connect him with the burglary, such possession must
be exclusive, or possession by accused and others who may have been connected
with the burglary. O'Fallin v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 897.

In a prosecution for burglary, evidence held sufficient to show that accused
broke in, and did not find the door open. Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 177 s. W.
116l.

In a prosecution for burglary, evidence held insufficient to support a conviction
of breaking and entering a certain freight car with intent to commit theft while
in a certain county. Park v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 516.

31. Questions for jury.-Where one count charged a daytime and the other a

night time burglary of a private residence, and the evidence left it in doubt as to
whether the house was entered in the night or in the daytime, but showed that
.it was entered at some time, and the jury convicted under the 'second count, de
fendant could not complain that the evidence was insufficient, as the jury had a

right to select the count under which they would find a verdict. Lewis v. State,
52 App. 20, 105 S. W. 194.

Evidence on a prosecution for burglary held sufficient to go to the jury on the
question of defendant being the perpetrator of the crime. Griffith v. State, 62
App. 642, 138 S. W. 1016.

Evidence on a prosecution for burglary held sufficient to go to the jury on the
issue of the crime having been committed in the nighttime. Griffith v. State, 62
App. 642, 138 S. W. 1016.,

32. Instructions in general.-See note under article 1310, post.
Where a blacksmith shop was burglarized and a brace taken therefrom, and

the evidence tended strongly to show that the brace was not taken with intent to
permanently appropriate it to the taker's use, but merely for the temporary pur
pose of using it in effecting an entry into a storehouse which was burglarized on

the same night, it was material error to fail to charge that to constitute the in
tent to commit theft, there must have been an intent to appropriate the property
permanently to the taker's use and benefit. Wilson v. State, 18 App. 270, 51 Am.
Rep. 309.

'Charge must be confined to the evidence. Burgess v. State, 33 App, 9, 24 S. W.
286; Levine v. State, 22 App. 683, 3 S. W. 660; Niederluck v. State, 23 App, 38,

'3 S. W. 573.
An instruction defining the term "entry" as meaning every kind of entry but

one made by the free consent of the occupant, or one authorized to give such con

sent, was not erroneous as authoriZing a conviction, though there was no break
.Ing, 'the court having defined "breaking" and stated the necessary elements of
breaking to constitute the entry burglarious. Montgomery v. State, 55 App, 502,
116 S. W. 1160.

Where the indictment charged a burglary with intent to commit rape by fraud,
the court charged, "fraud must consist in the use of some stratagem, as an at

tempt to have carnal.jntercourse with a woman when she is asleep." Held er

roneous, because it announces in effect that an attempt to have carnal intercourse
with a woman when she is asleep, per se, constitutes fraud, which is not correct, and

-because the stratagem referred to in art. 1066 of the Penal Code, applies only in
. case, the woman is married. King v. State, 22. App. 650, 3 S. W. 342.
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In burglary to commit rape the court must in effect charge the jury as to the
character of the force necessary to accomplish rape, and instruct them that it is
essential they should find that defendant intended to use such force before they
would be authorized to convict. Turner v. State, 24 App, 12, 5 S. W. 511; McCleav
land v. State, 24 App, 202, 5 S. W. 664; Brown v. State, 27 App, 330, 11 S. W. 412;
Walton v. State, 29 App. 163, 15 S. W. 646; Mitchell v. State, 32 App, 479, 24 S.
W. 280.

A special charge of the court was requested by the accused to the effect that
if the jury found that there were large openings in said buildings, so situated as

to admit of an easy entrance without· force, and that the same could have been
naturally used for said purpose and had been used for said purpose, and that at
the time said property was taken an entry was made through either of said open
ings or unfinished ends, then the defendant is not guilty. Held, that the trial court
did not err in refusing the said special charge, because, as the openings referred
to were unusual places of entry, an entrance through either of them would be a

burglarious entrance. Painter v. State, 26 App. 454, 9 S. W. 774.
Under an indictment charging a burglary by force, threats, and fraud, an in

struction as to an entry effected by each of such means is reversible error where
the evidence conclusively shows that it was accomplished by the use of force alone.
Miller V. State, 28 App. 445, 13 S. W. 646.

Two joint defendants being on trial, the court charged that if the jury believed
the "defendants T. and H., or either of them, did at nighttime by force enter a

house, etc., with the fraudulent intent then and there to commit theft, then you
should find them guilty of burglary, and assess their punishment," etc. Held, that
the charge was erroneous in that it authorized a conviction of both defendants
upon proof of the guilt of either. Hays v. State/30 App .. 472, 17 S. W. 1063.

Where an indictment for burglary contained two counts, one for a daytime and
one for a nighttime burglary, and the evidence showed the burglary to have been
committed in the nighttime, and also showed conclusively that the crime, if com

mitted at all, was committed at night, held, that the court properly limited and
restricted the jury, in their findings, to a nighttime burglary. Coates v. State, 31
App. 257, 20 S. W. 585. And on charge, see, also, Serio v. State, 22 App. 633, 3 S.
W. 784; Painter v. State, 26 App. 454, 9 S. W. 774. On trial for burglary witb
intent to murder it is only necessary to define murder and malice. Stinnett V.

State, 32 App. 526, 24 S. W. 908.
Appellant asked the court to instruct the jury "that the state must prove the

want of consent of the wife and daughter of the proprietor in his absence." The
indictment alleged the possession in one V., and the evidence supported the alle
gation. The instruction was properly refused. Willis v. State, 33 App. 168, 25 S.
W. 1119. When the evidence tends to show that defendant, at the time the bur
glary was committed, was at a place several miles distant, the court should in
struct the jury upon the law of alibi. Conway v. State, 33 App, 327, 26 S. W·. 40l.

When the indictment charges burglary at night, and the evidence is plain, it
is not error to refuse a charg€l on "daytime." Agufllar v. State, 26 S. W. 405.
Where the house had two rooms, and one was leased, it is proper to charge that
the one retained by the lessor was her house. Reed v, State, 34 App. 597, 31 S.
W.404.

In instructing as to the force necessary to consummate a daytime burglary, it
is not error to use the statutory illustrations, though there is no evidence that the
particular character of force contained in the illustrations was used. Sparks v,

State, 34 App, 86, 29 S. W. 264.
Instruction as to entering and breaking; held, sufficient. Peryda v, State (Cr.

App.) 35 S. W. 98l.
An instruction to acquit if the intent to steal was formed after entering the

house, based on the theory that the goods might have been taken when defendant
in the evening entered the house for a legitimate purpose, was properly refused
where the evidence showed that the property was stolen some hours later, and
not at the time of the entry in the evening. Riding v. State, 40 App. 452, 50 S.
W.698.

In a prosecution for murder committed in the perpetration of a nighttime bur
glary, the court properly instructed on the law of nighttime burglary. Hedrick
Y. State, 51 S. W. 252, 40 App. 5:32.

Where there was testimony that the owner of the house entered consented to
the entry and theft, a charge to acquit if this was the cas.e was sufficient without
charging as to accomplices, since the owner could not be an accomplice to a viola
tion of his own possession. Duke v. State, 42 App. 3, 57 S. W. 652.

Where prosecution is based upon force actually applied to the house entered,
yet if the evidence shows that the door of the house was open, it is error not to
present a distinct substantive charge upon the law presenting his defense. A
negative charge is not sufficient. Duke v. State, 42 App. 3, 57 S. W. 653, 654.

The charge need not define "an unusual place of entry." This is a question of
fact for the jury. Green v. State (Cr. App.) 58 ·S. W. 100.

Where one count charged a day time and the other a night time burglary of
a private residence, but the proof without controversy showed only a night time
burglary, it was error to submit the question of a day time burglary. Jones v.

State, 47 App. 126, 80 S. W. 530, 122 Am. St. Rep. 680.
An instruction, on a prosecution for burglarizing a, car, to acquit if defendant

entered it for the purpose of sleeping therein, and not with intent to commit theft,
is erroneous as both these contingencies were not necessary to exonerate him
from a charge of burglary, but either was enough. True v. State, 48 App. 631, 89
S. W. 1066.

A charge that if defendant entered the house on the invitation of another party,
for the purpose only of sleeping there, he would not be guilty, was erroneous, as
the court should have instructed that, if defendant entered the house for anT
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other than a fraudulent intent to steal, the jury must acquit. Bird v. State, 49

App, 96, 90 S. W. 651, 122 Am. St. Rep·. 80·3.
Where, on a prosecution for burglary, it appeared that the owner was dead, it

was not error for the court to instruct the jury that the owner's want of consent
might be shown by circumstantial evidence. Jackson v. State, 49 App, 215, 91
S. W. 788.

Where it appeared that the burglary was committed in the nighttime, there was

no reversible error in inserting in the charge the general statutory definition of
burglary, without limiting the entry to one at night. Jackson v. State, 49 App.
215. 91 S: W. 788.

'I'he court should define the term "force." Watson v. State, 49 Ap·p. 371, 92
S. W. 807.

In a case of daytime burglary it is necessary for the court to charge as to an

actual breaking, because if the entry be accomplished in the day time by breaking
externally, it must be an actual breaking. Bates v. State, 50 App. 568, 99 S. W. 551.

Where trousers which disappeared and were subsequently found in defendant's
possession, were hung where no one outside the house could get them without get
ting a portion of his body into the house, or lifting them out with some instru
ment, an instruction that an entry might be made by the introduction of any in
strument into the house for the purpose of taking personal property, and that an

actual breaking was not necessary, but that there must be some degree of force
however slight, and that the entry through an unusual place, such as a window,
constituted force, was proper. Hays v. State, 51 App. 111, 100 S. W. 926.

On a prosecution for burglary committed in the nighttime, there was no error

in refusing a requested instruction that, in order to convict the jury must find be
yond a reasonable doubt that defendant entered the house in question by applying'
actual force to the building. Hays v. State, 51 App. 111, 100 S. W. 926.

Where, on a trial for burglary accompanied by the larceny of money of the
value of about $10, accused testified that he and his codefendant went to the house
burglarized; that the codefendant knocked on the door, and said he thought he
heard some one in the house call, saying "Gome in"; and that the codefendant
went in and committed the larceny, the court was required to charge on the the
ory that there was no breaking and that accused was guilty only of a misdemeanor
for the larceny. Stout v. State, 51 App, 569, 1P3 S. W. 391.

In a trial for burglarizing a private residence in the nighttime, it was not im
proper to omit to define a nighttime burglary and a private residence, where it
clearly appeared that the burglary occurred after dark, and that the building was

a private residence. Johnson v. State, 52 App. 201, 107 S. W. 52 ..

It was proper to refuse to instruct that, if the house was in charge or control
of one other than the prosecuting witness, stated in the indictment to be the
owner, at the time of the burglary, defendant should be acquitted, since if both
were in possession, occupying the house as a private residence, it was sufficient
to charge the ownership 'in the prosecuting witness. Johnson v. State, 107 S. W.
62, 52 App, 201.

.

Where, in a trial for burglary with intent to commit rape, prosecuting witness
testified that she was awakened by the presence of some one in her room, and
observed at the foot of her bed some one who had raised the mosquito bar on the
bed, and had his head and shoulders under it, with his hand on witness' foot, and
that .she 'screamed, and the' intruder immediately fled, aggravated assault should
have been given in charge. Ballentine v. State, 107 S. W. 546, 52 App. 369.

Where the evidence showed that prosecutor lived alone in a house; that he
left it in the morning, closing the door; that there was no latch on the door; that
he did not come back before noon, when he found his gun was misstng and the
door stariding open; and that accused had been seen near the house with a gun
in his possession-a charge that if accused by force entered the house, without
the consent of the prosecutor, and with the intent to fraudulently take personal
property therein, he was guilty of burglary, was sufflclent, though it did not de
fine "entry" or "force." Brown v. State, 119 S. W. 312, 56 App. 87.

Where the state, in a prosecution for burglary, puts in evidence defendant's
confession that the window was open, and that he merely reached into the house
and took the money in question out through the opening, without any breaking,
it is bound by such confession, unless impeached; and defendant is entitled to an

instruction on the question of necessity for the use of force to constitute burglary,
as defined by article 1308. Winkler v. State, 58' App. 564, 126 S. W. 1134.

Where circumstances are relied upon to show a burglary, and the evidence
leaves it uncertain whether the house was entered and money taken during the
day or at night, an instruction that the offense of "burglary" includes every kind
of entering without consent of the owner or occupant, and that it is not necessary
that there should be an actual breaking, except where entry is made in the day
time, is erroneous, as the question of force is ignored. Winkler v. State" 58 App.
664, 126 S. W. '1134.' �

An instruction, in a prosecution for burglary of a store, stated that if the jury
believed that accused, at the time and place stated, by force or breaking at night,
or by breaking in the dayttme, entered a house occupied by another with intent
fraudulently to take corporeal personal property therein and belonging to such
person, from his possession, without his consent, with intent to deprive him of the
value thereof, and appropriate it to accused's use and benefit, and that accused
at the time had discretion sufficient to understand the wrongfulness of his act,
they should find him guilty as charged, but if the jury did not find these racta
to be established they should acqutti Held, that the charge given required the
jury to find all of the elements of' theft in order to convict, so that the court was

not required to technically define theft 'in a separate charge. Ragsdale v. State,
61 App. 146, 134 S. W. 234.

'
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Where, in a prosecution for burglary with intent to kill, the court withdrew a

count alleging burglary of a. private residence with intent to kill under article
1305, because the evidence did not clearly show that the house was a private resi

dence, and submitted the count charging burglary at night with intent to kill, as

defined by article 1303, any error in withdrawing the count was favorable to defend
ant and therefore not reversible under Code Civ. Proc. art. 743; the evidence being
sufficient to convict under the count submitted. Hopkins v. State, 61 App, 59,0,
135 S. W. 553.

In a trial for burglary that the court in defining burglary gave the statutory
definition was not error, where, in a charge applicable to defendant, it instructed
that by the term "breaking" was meant that the entry must be made with ac

tual force, and that, as the burglary was alleged to have taken place in the day
time, the jury must be satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that the entry was

made by force in the daytime, or they could not convict. Kinkead v. State, 6'1
App. 651, 135 S. W. 573.

Where the occupant of a burglarized house was not the real owner of the goods
stolen therefrom, but had charge thereof for the owners, who had left them with
him to be pressed, they were sufficiently his property as owner to authorize a

charge that, if accused did by force and breaking in the nighttime unlawfully en

ter the house occupied by such person, as charged in the indictment, with the in
tent to commit theft, he should be found guilty of burglary. Turner v. State, 62
lApp. 65, 136 S. W. 486.

Prosecutor, having opened a rival soda water factory to defendant, the latter
informed him that others had tried to run an opposition factory but had been put
out of business. A few nights thereafter defenQ.ant while intoxicated broke in
the door of prosecutor's place: of business, and when arrested he was found in
side the building with a bottle of oil and a wrench. There was also evidence that
prosecutor's machinery had been tampered with and was leaking. Held, that the
court erred in refusing to charge that, before defendant could be convicted of bur
glary, the jury must believe that he broke and entered the house with the specific
intent to commit either the crime of arson or theft, and if he broke and entered
for any other purpose, or merely to destroy property therein, or to mingle oil in
prosecutor's carbonator, he was not guilty, and in charging, in response to the
jury's request for additional instructions, that, if defendant broke and entered
the house with intent to commit theft, then the offense of burglary with intent to
steal would be complete, though no theft was actually committed. Vickery v.

State, 62 App. 311, 137 S. W. 687, Ann. Cas. 1913'C, 514.
An instruction in a burglary caae should expressly require a finding that the

person from whom the property was taken was its owner, though that fact is evi
dent from the evidence. Majors v. State, 63 App. 488, 140 S. W. 1095.

In a prosecution for breaking and entering a storage room in the custody of C.,
an instruction that, if C. had the key and exclusive right and means of entry, then
he ill( law would be the "occupant," was correct and was not objectionable as

charging that C. was in fact the occupant of the room burglarized. Kinney v.

State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 783.
vVllere, on a trial for burglary, prosecutor testified that accused entered the

house burglarized by opening a door, and that a gold scarf pin was lost the eve

ning of the burglary, and accused denied entering the house, and the court charged
than the jury must find that the entry was made with intent to steal, the refusal
to charge on the issue of intent to steal conceived after entering into the house
was proper. Snodgrass v. State (/Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 1095.

In a prosecution for burglary of a house the court properly refused a requested
charge that the jury must be satisfied whether the entry was in the daytime or

in the night, before they could convict. Parker v. State (Gr. App.) 149 S. W. 108.
On a trial for breaking and entering a harness house and stealing a saddle,

bridle, and blanket, where it was shown that a horse was stolen from a lot at
the same time, evidence as to accused's possession of the horse shortly after
wards was admissible, and hence its admission and the refusal of an instruction
to disregard it' were proper. Stephens v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 1001.

Instructions expressly requiring the jury to find that accused entered the house
at night in order to convict, and charging in addition that if accused did not en

ter the house at night, or with the owner's consent, or not by force, or not for the
purpose of committing theft, the jury should acquit, sufficiently charged that the
jury must find beyond a reasonable doubt that accused entered the house at night.
Dennis v. State, 71 App. 162, 158 S. W. 1008.

The fact that one who with two others slept in a schoolhouse near the bur
glarized store on the night of the burglary had since moved to Oklahoma, and the
.sheriff could not find him in the county, and that knives from the burglarized':
store were found under the schoolhouse, did not authorize the submission of the
issue that such person committed the burglary, where the persons' sleeping at the
schoolhouse with him testified that he was in the schoolhouse all night. Pinkerton
v. State, 71 App. 195, 160 S. W. 87.

33. -- Conformity to indictment.-See Ellis v. State, 57 App. 601, 124 S. W.
667.

Under an indictment charging burglary with intent to commit theft, an in
struction that the jury should convict defendant if they believed that he broke and
entered the house by force with intent to commit a felony or theft is erroneous,
as authorizing conviction of an offense not specifically charged in the indictment.
Emerson v. State, 114 S. W. 834, 54 App. 628; Williams v. State, 53 App. 2, 108
S. W. 371.

It was error to charge the provisions of the former statute providing increased
punishment for burglary by force, where the indictment did not charge that the
entrv was by force. Hobbs v. State, 44 Tex. 353; Wilcox v. State, 45 Tex. 146.

The charge must conform to. and be limited by the speciflc offense set forth in
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the indictment. Thus, where the indictment charges a burglary by means of
force alone, it is error to charge with reference to a burglary committed by means
of threats or fraud. Lott v. State, 17 App, 598; Sullivan v. State, 13 App, 462;
Weeks v. State, Id. 466; Buntain v. State, 15 App, 485; Levine v. State, 22 App,
683, 3 S. W. 660. So, where the indictment charges a burglary committed in the
daytime, it is' error to instruct as to a burglary in the nighttime. Bravo v. State,
20 App. 188; Mace v. State, 9 App. 110; Alexander v. State, 31 App, 359, 20 S. W.
756. See, also, Buchanan v. State, 24 App, 195, 5 S. VV. 847. Where the indictment
charges a burglary with intent to commit theft, the charge must give the law of
theft, as well as that of burglary. Castenada v. State, 11 App. 390; Simms v.

State, 2 App. 110; Struckman v. State, 7 App. 581; Harris v. State, 51 App. 564, 103
S. W. 390. Where the indictment charges burglary with intent to commit theft,
it was held that the court erred in refusing to instruct the jury that the intent to
commit theft must have existed in the mind of the defendant at the very time he
entered the house, and that if he first conceived such intent after entering the
house he must be acquitted of burglary. Harris v. State, 20 App. 652.

On a trial for a night time burglary there was no error in defining "breaking"
as applied to a day time entry. The character of force is the same. Daggett v.

State, 39 App, 5, 44 S. W. 148, 842.
On a trial for night time burglary there was' no occasion or necessary for the

court to define the terms "force" or "entry." Dupree v. State, 56 App, 206, 119 S.
W.685.

The court must, in burglary cases, instruct the jury that the burglarious entry
must ,be found to have been made with the specific intent charged in the indict
ment. Coleman v. State, 26 App, 252, 9 S. W. 609; Miller v. State, 28 App. 445, 13
S. W. 646.

The court instructed the jury that if the burglarized building was composed of
two rooms separated by a partition wall and if the alleged owner lived in one room

and had exclusive control and management of it, she would be the owner; held,
sufficient. Reed v. State, 34 App, 597, 31 S. W. 404.

Where an indictment for burglarizing a school building alleged that the entry
was with intent to steal property belonging to the janitor, the court properly
charged that a person in direct control of a house and in exclusive charge and
control of property was for the purposes of the law the occupant of such house
and owner of such property. Lamater v. State, 38 App, 249, 42 S. W. 304.

In prosecution for entering a house through an open door during the day and
remaining concealed until night, the issue of fraudulent entry must be submitted
to the jury. St. Louis v. State (Cr. App.) 59 s. W. 889.

Where an indictment charged an entry without the consent of the occupant of
the house, and the jury were instructed that to convict they must find an entry
without the free consent of the occupant, a further instruction that if accused by
force in the night entered the house, as charged in the indictment, with intent to
commit theft, to find him guilty, was not erroneous, as authorizing his conviction
regardless of whether he had prosecutor's consent to enter the house. Moore v:

State, 48 App. 400, 88 S. W. 230.
Where defendant was charged with burglary of a house occupied by one W.,

with the intent to steal the property of W., the court should have instructed that,
in order to constitute burglary, it was necessary that the goods taken be in pos
session of W., and that the entry was for the purpose of stealing goods possessed
by him. Roberson v. State, 51 App. 335, 101, S. W. 800.

A count of an indictment charging a daytime burglary did not allege that it
was a private residence, bub simply charged a burglarious entry of a house be
longing to G. with intent to commit theft. A court charging a nighttime burglary
alleged that it was a private residence occupied by G. and his family. A charge
authorized a conviction on proof of an entry and remaining concealed therein,
which state of facts was not pleaded in the indictment. The conviction was under
the count for daytime burglary. Held, under article 1304, that the error in the
charge cannot be complained of by the defendant, since it could not have induced
the jury to return a verdict of guilty. Fox v. State, 62 App. 430, 138 S. W. 413.

Where in a trial on an indictment alleging burglary in the daytime in the first
count, and burglary in the nighttime in the second, the evidence clearly established
nighttime burglary, and the court charged that defendant should be acquitted if
it was not nighttime burglary, it was not error to submit the second count only.
Shaffer v. State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 1061.

Where an indictment in one count charged a daytime burglary and in another a

nighttime burglary, and there was evidence sufficient to support a conviction un

der the second count, but not under the first, an instruction submitting generally,
the question whether accused broke and entered the house, without reference to
either a daytime or nighttime burglary, was not erroneous, since the verdict being
general the conviction would be imputed to the count sustained by the facts.
Shornweber v. State, 70 App. 389, 156 S; W. 222.

Where an indictment alleged that the warehouse burglarized was the property of
one H. whom all the testimony showed to be the manager of a coal company own

ing the warehouse, the fact that a negro who fed stock therefrom carried a key,
and that another employe also carried a key, would not raise the issue that they
were the owners of the property so as to require an instruction thereon. Holmes
v, State, 70 App. 214, 156 S. W. 1173.

34. -- Possession of stolen property and explanatlon.-On trial for burglary
where defendant made no explanation, but when his possession was challenged,
merely said he knew nothing about it; held, error for the court to charge on re

cent possession. Franks v. State, 36 App, 149, 35 S. W. 977; Jackson v. State, 28-

App. 143; 12 S. W. 701; Carson v. State, 48 App. 157, 86 S. W. 1011.
In a prosecution for burglary, a charge on recent possession is not necessary,

unless defendant gave an explanafion of his possession when found in such pos
session. Gilford v. State, 48 App, 312, 87 S. W. 698.
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Nor unless the explanation is reasonable. Conners ·v. State, 31 App. 453, 20 S.
W. 981.

An instruction that if defendant was found in possession of stolen property re

cently after the burglary, and failed to give a reasonable account of his posses
sion, the jury might consider these facts with all the other facts and circumstances
to enable them to determine whether defendant was guilty, was sufficiently favora
ble to defendant. Prince v. State, 44 Tex. 480.

An instruction given at defendant's request in connection with another instruc
tion given by the court held to sufficiently present the law as to defendant's ex

planation of his possession of stolen property. McCoy v. State, 48 App, 30, 85 S.
W. 1072.

Where the indictment charged burglary and the theft of oats, and the defense
relied upon was, that defendant had purchased the oats, which were found in his
possession recently after the burglary, and there was evidence tending to show such
a purchase, it was held that the court should have affirmatively and pertinently
expounded to the jury the law in regard to this defense. Bond v. State, 23 App,
180, 4 S. W. 580; Shuler v. State, 23 App. 182, 4 S. W. 581.

An instruction that the jury might consider defendant's possession of the stolen
property, if he failed to give a reasonable account thereof, was properly refused,
as such possession might be considered whether he gave an account thereof or

not. Payne v. State, 21 App, 184, 17 S. W. 4(}3.
Where defendant claimed to have bought the bed he was charged with taking,

the court charged the jury that if they had a reasonable doubt that the bed was

the property of prosecutor, they would acquit defendant. Held sufficient. Thread
gill v. State, 32 App, 451, 24 S. W. 511.

Where the only evidence was the recent possession of property stolen from the
burglarized house, the court should have instructed on the law of circumstantial
evidence. Robertson v. State, 33 App, 366, 26 S. W. 508.

A charge that if property was stolen and recently thereafter found in defend
ant's possession, and he made no reasonable explanation, a conviction was justi
fied, was on the weight of the evidence. Wheeler v. State, 34 App, 350, 30 S. W.
913.

Where defendant testifies as to how defendant came into possession, a charge on

the effect of possession is necessary. Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 33 S. W. 371.
It is error to charge that if" defendant made an explanation which was reasona

ble and probably true, his possession of the stolen property should not be consid
ered unless such explanation is shown to be false, since the jury should be told
to consider such testimony in defendant's favor, if the explanation is not shown to
be false. Hayes v. State, 36 App. 146, 35 S. W. 983.

An instruction autho-rizing a conviction on the fact that defendant, shortly
after the burglary, was found in possession of property taken in the burglary, on

proof of the falsity of the explanation given by him, is on the weight of the evi
dence, and therefore erroneous. Scott v. State (Cr. App.) 36 S. W. 276.

On trial for burglary, defendant when found in possession of a pistol taken
from the burglarized house, stated that he had bought it. The court instructed
the jury that if they believed defendant had bought said pistol, or if they had a

reasonable doubt conoerning- the matter, they would acquit him; held, sufficient.
Hays v. State, 36 App. 533, 38 S. W. 171.

Charge as to explanation of possession; held, correct. Williams v. State (Cr.
App.) 38 S. W. 989; Riding v. State, 40 App, 452, 50 S. W. 698.

An instruction that, if the jury believed the defendant's testimony that he
bought the property from a third person, his possession thereof should not be
considered as agatnst defendant, was sufficiently favorable to him. Lamater v.

State, 42 S. W. 304, 38 App, 249.
Where defendant claimed to have purchased property taken from the burglarized

house and made that explanation when it was found in his possession, the failure
to charge that if he had so purchased the property or if the jury had a reasonable
doubt of that fact, they should acquit, was error. Alvia v. State, 42 App, 424, 60
S. W. 551.

An instruction that if property was stolen and recently thereafter found in the
possession of defendant who at the time gave an explanation of his possession,
reasonably consistent with innocence and probably true, the jury should accept
such explanation and not consider such possession for any purpose, was errone

ous, because if his explanation was correct the jury should acquit. Lovelace v.

State, 45 App. 261, 76 S. W. 756.
An instruction that if defendant made an explanation of how he came by re

cently stolen property, which was reasonable and probably true and consistent with
innocence, the jury should acquit, but if the state had shown such explanation to
be false, the possession together with the explanation should be considered in con

nection with other circumstances, should have been given. Lovelace v. State, 45
App. 261, 76 S. W. 756; Wheeler v. State, 34 App. 350, 30 S. W. 913.

A charge that if property was stolen and recently thereafter found in defend
ant's possession, and if defendant gave an explanation of his possession, appearing
reasonable and probably true and consistent with innocence, then before such cir
cumstances could be considered against defendant, the jury must be satisfied from
the other evidence of the falsity of defendant's explanation, and if they were not
so satisfied they would acquit, was erroneous, as directing a conviction if defend
ant's explanation was false.. Hart v. State, 47 'App. 156, 82 S. W. 652; Gilford v.

State, 48 App. 312, 87 S. W. 698.
On a prosecution for burglary, where it was shown. that a purse stolen was

found at defendant's house, an instruction that, if defendant was in possession of
vhe purse and gave no explanation, it was a circumstance against him was erro
neous. Johnson v. State, 50 App. 116, 96 S. W. 45.

It was proper to refuse a requested instruction that the mere possession of stol
en property was not sufficient alone to convict of burglary. but only a circum-
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stance to be considered together with the other evidence. Hays v. State, 51 App.
111, 100 S. W. 926.

Where a witness testified that she saw defendant come out of the window of

the house with a bundle which he stated was his clothing which the owner of tile

house would not let him have, the court should have charged that if he went into
the house for the purpose of getting his own clothing and secured it and not the

property of such owner, he would not be guilty of burglary. Harris v. State, 51

App. 564, 103 S. W. 390.
Where defendant claimed that he obtained possession of stolen property from

another person. an instruction that if he was not present when and where the
house was broken and the property taken, but got it from some other person, he

would not be guilty, sufficiently presented .his defense. Scott v. State, 53 App, 332,
111 S. W. 657.

Where there was no explanation of defendant's possession of stolen property,
and the case did not rest alone on such possession, the court was not required to

charge specifically as to the recent possession of stolen property. Young v. State,
113 S. W. 764, 54 App. 560.

Where, on a trial for burglary, the state relied on the fact that a ring taken
from accused several months after the burglary belonged to the wife of the owner

of the house burglarized, and accused proved that he had purchased the ring, the
failure to charge as to his statement as to the purchase as testified to was revers

ible error. Moray v, State, 61 App, 549, 135 S. W. 569.
Where one accused of burglary was accosted by the owner when leaving the

house and told to return a pair of shoes and a pistol, which he did, throwing them
into the owner's buggy without explanation, and running away, it was proper to
omit to charge upon the presumption arising from the possession of recently stolen
property, as he made no explanation of his possession. Dixon v, State, 62 App. 53,
136 S. W. 462.

Shoes were stolen from a freight car, and the state's principal witness there
after attempted to exchange a pair of the stolen shoes at the store of the owner.

The witness asserted that he had acquired the shoes from accused, and that ac

cused claimed' to have bought them. Accused, when questioned, denied the trans
action, and that he ever had possession of the shoes. Held, that an instruction on

the possession of stolen property and the reasonableness of the explanation was

improper, not being warranted by the evidence; the statement, if any, made by
accused in regard to his possession, having been given before his right was ques
tioned. Handy v, State (Cr. App.) 173 S. W. 299.

35. Instructions in criminal cases in general.-See notes to C. C. P. art.
735.

36. Instructions as to burden of proof and reasonable doubt.-See notes
to C. C. P. art. 785.

37. Instructions on weight of evldence.-See notes to C. C. P. art. 735.
38. Instructions as to circumstantial evidence.-See notes to C. C. P. art.

735.
39.

801.
Instructions as to accomplice testimony.-See notes to C. C. P. art.

40. Instructions as .to principals.-See notes to C. C. P. art. 735.
41. Instructions as to confessions.-See notes to C. C. P., art. 735. See,

also, notes to C. C. P. art. 810, as to questions for jury.
42. -- Limiting evidence.-See notes to C. C. P. art. 783.
43. -- Instructions as to Insanity, intoxication and burden of proving de-

fenses.-See ante, art. 52 and notes; also notes to C. C. P. art. 735.
44. Alibi.-See notes to C. C. P., art. 735.
45. -- Harmless error.-See C. C. P., art. 743, and notes.
46. -- Necessity of exceptions to charge.-See C. C. P. art. 743 and notes.
47. Argument of counsel.-See notes' to C. C. P. arts. 724, 725.
48. Comments on failure of defendant to testify.-See C. C. P. art. 790 and

notes.

49. Reop'ening case for further evldence.-See notes to C. C. P. art. 718.
50. Requisites and sufficiency of verdlct.-See notes to C. C. P. arts. 763, 770.
51. Misconduct of jury.-S€e notes to C. C. P. art. 837, subd, 8.
52. Commitment of juveniles to reformatory.-See C. C. P. art. 1195 and notes.
53. Agreements not to prosecute.-See notes to C. C. P. art. 37.

54. Disqualification of prosecuting attorney.-See C. C. P. art. 40 and notes.

55. Liability of children for offenses.-See Penal Code, art. 34 and notes.

Art. 1305. [839a] "Burglary of private residence" defined.-
The offense of burglary of a private residence is constituted by en

tering a private residence by force, threats or fraud, at night, or in

any manner by entering a private residence at any time, either day
or night, and remaining concealed therein until night, with the in
tent, in either case, of committing ct felony, or the crime of theft.
[Act 1899, p. 318.]

See notes under article 1304, ante.

Private residence defined.-See article 1314, post, and notes.
.

Necessity of presence of occuparrts.e=It is not necessary that the family be per
sonally present at the time of the burglary, but it is sufficient if the house is actu-
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ally used at the time as a private residence though the family be temporarily ab
.sent. Handy v. State, 46 App. 406, 80 S. W. 526.

Distinct offense.-Prosecution for burglarizing private residence must now be
·conducted under this article and not under article 1303. Harvey v. State (Cr. App.)
'61 s. W. 492.

Prosecution for a day time burglary of a private residence cannot be maintained
under this article. For this article to apply it must be a night time burglary of a

private residence, or a day time entry of private residence and remaining con

cealed until night with the intent to commit a felony or crime of theft. Osborne v.

State, 42 App. 557, 61 S. W. 491 and cases following it overruled. Williams v.

State, 42 App. 602, 61 S. W. 395, 62 S. W. 1057.
A day time burglary of a house or the night time burglary of a house is a

distinct and separate offense from the night time burglary of a dwelling house
Martinus v. State, 47 App, 528, 84 S. W. 831, 122 Am. St. Rep. 709.

A burglary committed in the day time is not within the purview of this article
and the indictment need not allege that the house is a private residence. Reyes
v. State, 51 App, 420. 102 S. W. 422.

vVhere the indictment merely alleges a burglary as denounced by articles 1303
and 1304, and the evidence shows a burglary of a private residence as denounced
by article 1305, the variance is fatal to a conviction. Sedgwick v. State, 57 App.
420, 123 S. W. 702.

A conviction cannot be had under article 1305, relating to burglary of a private
dwelling, where the burglarized house is not alleged to be a private dwelling; that
article and article 1312, relating to burglary in private residences, covering a dis
tinct offense from that defined by article 1303, defining "burglary" as. the entry into
a house by force or fraud at night, or in the daytime and remaining until night, with
intent to commit a felony, and article 1304, making it burglary to enter a house in
the daytime with intent to commit a felony or tbeft-article 1313 providing that
nothing in articles 1305 or 1312 shall repeal articles 1303 and 1304. Malley v. State,
58 App. 425, 126 S. W. 598.

An indictment for burglary in the ordinary form, under article 1303, is not sus

tained by proof of burglary of a private residence, since such burglary is expressly
made a distinct offense, and indictment therefor should be under article 1305.
Rodgers v. State, 59 App. 146, 127 S. W. 834.

Under articles 1305 and 1312, making burglary of a private residence with intent
to kill a distinct offense, it must be alleged and proved that the building was oc

cupied as a residence at the time of the offense by some person or persons. Hop
kins v. State, 61 App, 590, 135 S. W. 553.

The offenses described in articles 1303 and 1305 were distinct offenses, and a

conviction cannot be had under article 1303, if the house burglarized was a private
residence. Alinis v. State, 63 App. 272, 139 S. W. 980.

An indictment for the burglary of a residence in the daytime need not allege
whether the burglary was committed in the daytime or in the nighttime, since,
where a residence is burglariously entered in the daytime, the punishment is the
same as for any other ordinary burglary, and it is only the burglary of a residence
in the nighttime that is made a separate and distinct offense. Snodgrass v. State
(Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 1095.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 629.
Indictment must allege the burglarized house to be a private residence. Os

borne v. State, 42 App. 557, 61 S. W. 491, 492; Fonville v. State (Cr. App.) 62 S.
W. 573; Malley v. State, 58 App. 425, 126 S. \V. 598.

When the indictment contains no allegation that the house burglarized was a

private residence and the proof shows that fact the variance is fatal. Fonville v.

State (Cr. App.) 62 s. W. 573, overruled by Williams v. State, 42 App, 602, 61 S.
W. 395, 62 S. W. 1057.

An indictment under this article must allege the essential elements constituting
burglary therein mentioned among other things, that the burglarized house was

a private residence. Gilford v, State, 48 App. 312, 87 S. W. 699.
The indictment must allege that the building or room was occupied and actu

ally used at the time of the offense as a place of residence and should name the
person occupying and using it. Jones v. State, 50 App. 100, 96 S. W. 44; Johnson
v. State, 50 App. 116, 96 S. W. 45; Lewis v. State, 54 App, 636, 114 S. W. 818.

An indictment charging the 'burglary of a house "then and there the private
residence of S., and that said S. was then and there using said house as a private
residence," sufficiently charges that the house entered was used as a private res

idence. Sedgwick v. State, 57 App, 420, 123 S. W. 702.
Allegations in an indictment that accused by force, threats, and fraud broke

.and entered a house occupied by another sufficiently alleged an ordinary night or

day breaking, but did not allege burglary of a private residence at night. Ellis v .

.State, 57 App. 601, 124. S. W. 667.

Art. 1306. [840] "Entry" defined.-The "entry" into a house,
within the meaning of article 1303, includes every kind of. entry but
one made by the free consent of the occupant, or of one authorized
to give such consent; it is not necessary that there should be any
actual breakage to constitute .the offense of burglary, except when
the entry is made in the day time.

See notes under 1307, post.
Cited, Dennis v. State, 71 App, 162, 158 S. W. 1008.

Art. 1307. [841] Further defined.-The entry is not confined to
the entrance of the whole body; it may consist of the entry of any
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part for the purpose of committing a felony; or it may be constitut
ed by the discharge of fire-arms or other deadly missile into the
house, with intent to injure any person therein; or it may be con

stituted by the introduction of any instrument for the purpose of
taking from the house any personal property, although no part of
the body of the offender should be introduced.

Effect of statute in general.-While the general definition of burglary includes,
in the breaking, intent to commit a felony, or the crime of theft, article 1307 is a

limitation upon article 1303 and provides that where the entry is only of a part of
the body, the crime intended to be committed after such breaking must be a fel
ony. Under article 1308 this must be through an aperture made by the party.
Jones v. State, 48 App. 336, 87 S. W. 1158.

This article does not abrogate the express terms of article 1303, but is simply
an amplification upon and addition to, and explanation of the same. Mason v.

State (Cr. App.) 100 S. W. 383, 384.
Article 1307 is but an addition to articles 1303 and 1304, and under the three

articles, burglary may consist of entering a house by force, etc., or in entering a

house and remaining therein with the intent to commit a felony, or by the dts -

charge of firearms into a house with the intent to injure the person therein, and
the intention need not be to commit a felony. Railey v. State, 58 App. 1, 121 S.
W. 1120, 125 S. W. 576.

Where defendant broke open the side of a railroad car, and entered in person,
and took out some property, he was guilty. under the general statute, declaring
one guilty of burglary who breaks and enters with intent to commit a felony or

theft, and the value of the property was immaterial, as article 1307 was not ap
plicable. Boyd v. State, 57 App, 647, 124 S. W. 651.

Burglarious entry in general.-Where the entry was made with the consent of
the owner of the house, such consent being given by detectives, acting for said

owner, it was held to be not a burglarious entry. Speiden v. State, 3 App, 156,
30 Am. Rep. 126. But where detectives merely facilitated the entry without sug
gesting the offense or originating the intent, the entry was held to be burglarious.
Johnson v. State, 3 App. 590; Robinson v. State, 34 App. 71, 29 S. W. 40, 53 Am.
St. Rep. 701.

• Entry does not signify the entrance of the whole body. Nash v. State, 20 App.
384; Burke v. State, 5 App. 74; Franco v. State, 42 Tex. 276. To constitute a

burglarious entry, the house must be entered by force, or by threats, or by fraud,
whether the entry be in the daytime or in the nighttime. Ross v. State, 16 App,
554. To constitute burglary in the daytime the entrance into the house must be
effected by actual force applied to the building. An entry in the daytime effected
by threats or fraud, or by force, if such force be not upon the building, is not a

burglarious entry. But if the entry be made at night, and be effected by force
whether used upon the building or otherwise, or by threats, or by fraud, it is a

burglarious entry. Carr v. State, 19 App, 635, 53 Am. Rep. 395; Martin v. State,
21 App. 1, 17 S. W. 430; Martin v. State, 1 App. 525.

An entry into a room with the owner's consent is not burglarious. Turner v.

State, 24 App. 12, 5 S. W. 511.
As to an entry effected by fraud, see Neiderluck v. State, 23 App. 38, 3 S. W.

573; post, articles 1308, 1318 and 1319, and notes.
There was not only a total absence of evidence tending to show an entry by

breaking or by force as alleged, but the proof was positive that the entry was made
through an open door. Held insufficient to support a conviction. Melton v. State ..

24 App, 287, 6 S. W. 303.
A special charge of the court was requested by the accused to the effect that,

if the jury found that there were large openings in said building so situated as to.
admit of an easy entrance without force, and that the same could have been nat
urally used for said purpose and had been used for said purpose, and that at the
time said property was taken an entry .was made through either of said openings
or unfinished ends, then the defendant is not guilty. Held, that the trial court did.
not err in refusing the said special charge, because, as the openings referred to.
were unusual places of entry, an entrance through either of them would be a

burglarious entrance. Painter v. State, 26 App, 454, 9 S. W. 774.
An entry at night into a store during business hours with intent to conceal

one's self; held, not a burglarious entry. Edwards v: State, 36 App, 387, 37 S. W ..

438.
The slightest force, such as the opening of a door or the turning of a lock, is:

sufficient to constitute a burglarious entry. Hedrick v. State, 51 S. W. 252, 4'().
App, 532.

Where one breaks a window with the specific intent to enter there either with
his hand or with his whole body, and thereafter takes thereout property' of any
value, he is guilty of burglary. Mason v. State (Cr. App.) 100 S. W. 383; Williams
v, State, 53 App. 2, 108 S. W. 371.

Where defendant broke open the side of a railroad car, and entered in person,
and took out some property, he was guilty of burglary, and the value of the prop
erty was immaterial, as art. 1307 was not applicable. Boyd v. State, 57 App, 647,
124 S. W. 651.

Discharge of firearms.-Entry effected by discharging fire-arms in house. Mel
ton v. State, 24 App. 287, 6 S. W. 303; Coleman V. State, 26 App. 252, 9 S. W. 609;.
Painter v. State, 26 App, 454, 9 S. W. 775; O'Brien v. State, 27 App, 448, 11 S. W.
459; Miller v. State, 28 App. 445, 13 S. W. 646; "Walton v. State, 29 App, 163,. 15,
S. W. 646.
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To discharge firearms into a house with intent to injure any person therein is

per se burglary, and constitutes all the force and entry necessary and essential
to that crime. Garner v. State, 31 App, 22, 19 S. W. 333.

Indictment for burglary by discharge of fire-arms held sufficient. Garner v.

State, 31 App, 22, 19 S. W. 333.
Under article 1307, discharging firearms into a house with intent to injure a per

son therein, constitutes burglary per se, and in a prosecution therefor, evidence of
the general bad reputation of the alleged injured person for peace and quiet in the
community, going merely to corroborate testimony that he had assaulted accused's
wife, and tending to show that the shooting was only an aggravated assault, and
not an assault with intent to murder, was properly excluded. Railey v. State, 58

App, 1, 121 S. W. 1120, 125 S. W. 576.
It being per se burglary to shoot into a house with the intent to injure any

person therein, it is immaterial whether accused, in a prosecution for such an of
fense, was guilty of assault with intent to murder, and it waa not error to permit
the prosecuting attorney to dismiss indictments charging accused with assault to
commit murder before trying him for the burglary, arising out of the same trans
action. Railey v. State, 58 App. 1, 121 S. W. 1120, 125 S. W. 576.

In a prosecution for burglary by shooting into a dwelling house, where accused
claimed that prosecuting witness had struck accused's wife and called her insulting
names, and prosecuting witness testified that he never used violent language
towards anyone, and that his wife was never violent in language or conduct, evi
dence, to impeach the prosecuting witness, of a person that he had once gone to

prosecuting witness' residence, and that prosecuting witness, without provocation
or excuse, had spoken in a loud and angry manner in Mexican, and acted in a

violent manner, was inadmissible as evidence merely of previous altercations with
other parties. Railey v. State, 58 App, 1, 121 S. W. 1120, 125 S. W. 576.

In a prosecution for burglary by shooting into a dwelling house in the night
with intent to murder, in which the state relied upon circumstantial evidence to
convict, every circumstance throwing light upon the commission of the offense
was admissible in evidence, and the conduct, on the night of the shooting, of ac

cused and the person claimed to have been with him when they rode past the house
and shot into it, was admissible, as well as testimony of the similarity of the tracks
made by horses passing that night and those made by the horses of accused and
such other as they rode past the house next day. Windham v. State, 59 App. 366,
128 S. W. 1130.

A motion to quash an indictment for burglary by the discharge of firearms into
a house in the nighttime, with intent to commit a felony in the house, in violation
of article 1307, was properly overruled, where the indictment was drawn strictly
in the form laid down in White's Ann. Pen. Code, art. 1436. (White's Ann. Pen.
Code, 1911, p. 1236). Shetters v. State (Cr. App.) 147 s. W. 582.

On a trial for burglary, committed by shooting into a house with intent to in
jure a woman who had previously lived with and been "kept" by accused, a ques
tion asked the prosecuting witness as to why accused wanted her to live with
him, and whether he wanted her to sleep with him, was neither irrelevant nor

incompetent. Gradington v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 210.

Art. 1308. [842] "Breaking" defined.-By the term "break
ing," as used in article 1304, is meant that the entry must be made
with actual force. The slightest force, however, is sufficient to con

stitute breaking; it may be by lifting the latch of the door that is
shut, or by raising a window, the entry at a chimney, or other un

usual place, the introduction of the hand or any instrument to draw
out the property through an aperture made by the offender for
that purpose.

See notes under article 1304, ante.

Burglarious breaking.-The word "breaking" implies actual force, but not such
force as must necessarily amount to violence. State v. Robertson, 32 Tex. 159;
Anderson v. State, 17 App. 305; Franco v. State, 42 Tex. 276.

"Breaking" is constituted by an entry with actual force, which to constitute
burglary in the daytime must be applied to the building. 'A daytime burglary can

not be committed by force not applied to the building, nor by threats or fraud.
But a burglary in the nighttime may be committed by force whether applied to
the building or not, or by threats, or by fraud. Carr v. State, 19 App. 635, 53 Am.
Rep. 395; Martin v. State, 21 App. 1, 17 S. W. 430. When the entry is at night
an actual breaking is not necessary. And breaking a room in the house, after en-·

tering the house by an open door, may be burglary. Anderson v. State, 17 App,
305; Martin v. State, 1 App. 525. As to what will constitute a breaking by fraud,
see Neiderluck v. State, 23 App. 38, 3 S. W. 573. Ante, articles 13008, post, articles
1318 and 1319 and notes. See, also, Williams v. St.ate, 24 App, 17, 5 S. W. 655;
Painter v. State, 26 App, 454, 9 S. W. 774; Garner v. State, 31 App. 22,· 191 S. W.
333.

A window mayor may not be a usual place of entering a house, but this is a

question of fact to be solved by the testimony. A window elevated five feet or

more above the ground would be an unusual place, especially where the person
entering through it did so by Climbing. Alexander v. State, 31 App, 359, 20 S. W.
756.

The pushing open of a closed door held in place only by the friction of the door
itself is a sufficient breaking. Sparks v. State, 34 App. 86, 29 S. W. 264.

To enter a mill house by crawling through a small hole under the sill is a

"breaking," that being an unusual place of entry. Knotts v. State (Cr. App.) 32
S. W.532.
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Opening a closed door of a house is a breaking sufficient to constitute burglary.
Matthews v. State (Cr. App.) 38 s. W. 172. See, also, Martin v. State (Cr. App.)
40 s. W. 270.

Day time burglary is not circumscribed by the illustrations of force used in
the statute. If the door be shut and simlP,ly held in position by its own pressure
upon the side and facings, it is a sufficient force and breaking to constitute a day
time burglary to pusn, pull or shove it open with burglarious 'Intent. Duke v.

State, 42 App. 3, 57 S. W. 652.
Bntering a room through a transom by tearing away a curtain is a sufficient

breaking. Holland v. State, 47 App. ,623, 85 S. W. 798.
If the window glass through which the defendant inserted his hand, was al

ready broken, under this article he would not commit a burglary even though he
inserted his hand for the purpose of committing theft. Jones v, State, 48 App.
336, S7 S. W. 115'7.

(See note to article 1304.)
The "force" required to constitute burglary under this article, may be by lifting

the latch of a closed door, by raising a window, by entry at a chimney, or other
unusual place, the introduction of a hand or any instrument to draw out the
property through the opening made by the burglar for that purpose. Winkler v,

State, 58 App. 564. 126 S. WI. 1134.
Where the state, in a prosecution for burglary, puts in evidence defendant's

confession that the window was, open, and that he merely reached into the house
and took the money in question out through the opening, without any breaking,
it is bound by such confession, unless impeached; and defendant is entitled to an

instruction on the question vf necessity for the use of force to constitute burglary,
as defined by article 1308. Winkler v. State, 58 App, 564, 126 S. W. 1134.

A "breaking" as an element of the crime of burglary means an entry made
with actual force, although the slightest force, as by lifting the latch of a door
that is shut, or the opening of a door that is shut or locked, or the raising of a

window, is sufficient. Hollis v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 853.
Under this article the unlocking and opening of a locked door and an entry

thus affected with intent to steal or with actual theft is a breaking, even though
the offender after committing the theft should again close and lock the door, and
leave it as he round it. Hollis v. State (Cr. ApP'J 153 s. W. 853.

.

By "breaking" into a house is meant that the entry must be made with actual
force, but the slightest force is sufficient to constitute a breaking, -as the lifting
of a doorlatch, etc. Dennis v. State, 71 App, 162, 158 S. W. 1008.

Art. 1309. [843] "House" defined.-A "house," within the
meaning of this chapter, is any building or structure erected for
public or private use, whether the property of the United States, of
this state, or of any publicor private corporation or association, or

of any individual, and of whatever material it may be constructed.
What constitutes "house."-A "house" is a.ny "building" or "structure" of

whatever material it may be constructed. A "building" is a fabric, or edifice con

structed; a thing built, as a house, a church, etc. A "structure" is a building of
any kind, but chiefiy a building of some size, or of magnificence; an edifice. An
"office" is a place where a particular kind of business,. or service, for others is
transacted; a house, or apartment in which public officers and others transact
business;

.

as the register's office; a lawyer's office. Under these definitions an

apartment constructed of pickets, and situated in one corner of a hardware house,
and used to keep the account books, money, etc., of a lumber company, and to
transact the business of said company in, was held to be a "house" within the
meaning of the preceding article. Anderson v. State, 17 App, 305. A sheriff's office
is a house withtn the meaning of the statute. Bigham v. State, 31 App. 244, 20
S. W. 577.• A fruit stand built in the shape of a piano box, but large enough for
the proprietor to stand in while making sales is a house. Willis v. State, 33· App,
168, 25 S. W. 1119. An ordinary "smoke house" is included in the definition.
Albritton v. State (Cr. App.) 26 S. W. 398.

The house alleged to have been burglarized was what is commonly called a

header box on a harvesting machine, it is 14 feet long, 6 feet wide, 4 feet high
on one side and 18 inches high on the other, and had a top or cover; held, that
it was not a house, Williamson v. State, 39 App. 6(}, 44 H. W. 1107, 73 Am. St.

Rep. 901.
The structure burglarized was made of a wagon sheet' stretched over a ridge

pole, and nailed down on each SIde to plank, which formed the sides. One end
was boxed up with boards, the other end closed with a wagon sheet and some

boxes; held, such structure was a house. Henderson, J., dissenting from the opin
ion. Favro v. State, 39 App. 452, 49 S. W. 932, 73 Am. St. Rep. 9bO.

A sned was a house, within the burglary statute, though it was entirely closed
by planking, and had no door, so that one could not enter without pulling off the

planking. Crow v. State, 48 App. 25, 85 S. W. 1057.
A rarlroad car is not a "house" within the meaning of the law defining burglary,

and an attem.pt to break and enter such a car is no offense. Summers v. State, 49

App. 90, 90 8. W 310.
A show case 5 or 6 feet square and 6 or 8 feet high with.a cover on same and

a door located in the vestibule of a store house, is not a 'house, the breaking into
and entry of which with. felonious intent, constitutes burglary. Clark v. State, 66

App. 494. 120 H. W. 892.
Under this article, one compartment in a cold storage plant is a "house" within

the statute, and one stealing meat stored therein is guilty of burglary. Jame v.

State, 63 App. 559, 140 S. W. 1086.
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A house alleged to have been burglarized was a storehouse with two wings. In
one of the rooms hay had been stacked as 'high as the joists making a. partition
in the room, and here the beer stolen at the time of the burglary was stored.
The parts of the room divided by the hay each had an outside entrance and were

in the possession of different persons. A person could go from one part to the
other by climbing over the hay through a space between the joists and the roof of
the building. Held, that an instruction that each end of the room so divided was

a separate "house," within the law relating to burglary, was proper. Kinney v.

State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 783.
A harness house, which was a complete room with the door entered as the only

entrance and which was made a part of a barn, was a "house" within the stat
ute. Dennis v. State, 71 App. 162, 158 S. W. 10,08.

The word "house," as used in article 1303, providing that the offense of bur

glary is constituted by entering a house by force at night, is given the most com

prehenstve meaning in view of article 1309, providing that the word shall mean

any building or structure, of whatever material, erected for private use. Wil
liams v. State, 72 App. 371, 162 S. W. 838.

A structure burglarized was a display window which was made a part of the

building when it was constructed in that two of the outer walls of the window
were the brick walls of the building, and the other was a wooden and brick struc
ture partitioning off the showcase from the storeroom proper. The front of the
show window was a glass window, raised from the bottom, and the window was

from g to 18 inches deep and 5 or 6 feet high and wide, and the case contained
four or five glass shelves for the goods, and was locked at the bottom of the

window by a padlock. The showcase was outside of the store doors in the vesti
bule of the store, and there was no entrance to the showcase from the inside of
the storeroom. Held, under this article that the show window was a "house"
within article 1303, so as to make the forcible entry thereof burglary. Wil
Iiams v. State, 72 App. 371, 162 S. W. 838.

A show case or show window which was made into and was a part of a house
constituted a part of the "house," so that a breaking thereof and the taking of
shoes therefrom was the breaking of a house. Lewis v. State, 72 App, 377, 162 S.
W. 866.

Art. 1310. [844] "Day time" defined.-By the term "day time,"
is meant arty time of the twenty-four hours from thirty minutes be
fore sunrise until thirty minutes after sunset.

See notes to art. 1304, ante; Laws v. State, 26 App. 643, 10 S. W. 220.

Charge of court.-An instruction defining "nighttime burglary" should give a

definition of "nighttime" as 30 minutes after sundown, and not before, as provided
by statute. Moray v. State, 61 App. 549, 135 S. W. 569.

Evidence justifying sunmtsston of count.-Under this article, evidence that wit
ness found a burglar in a room at about 10 or 15 minutes past 5 a. m. on a day in

August, when the sun rose at about 18 minutes past 5 o'clock, was sufflcierrt to

justify submission of- a count charging entry in the daytime. Long v. State, 58
App. 209, 127 S. W. 20'8, 21 Ann. Cas. 405.

Art. 1311. [845] Punishment.-The punishment for burglary
shall be imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than two nor more

than twelve years.
Explanatory.-The preceding article fixing the same punishment for all kinds of

burglary was framed by the revisers of 1879 from articles 730-, 731, 732, 733, O. C.,
which prescribed differerrt punishments for different kinds of burglary; such as

burglary of a dwelling house, burglary by force, burglary by the discharge of fire
arms, etc.

Art. 1312. [845a] Punishment for burglary of private resi
dence.-The punishment for burglary of a private residence shall
be by imprisonment in the penitentiary for any term of years not
less than five. [Act 1899, p. 318.] .

Statute as covering distinct offense.-A conviction cannot be had under article
1306, relating to burglary of a private dwelltng, where the burglarized house is
not alleged to be a private dwelling; that article and article 1312, relating to bur
glary in private residences, covering a distinct offense from that defined by article
1303, defining "burglary" as the entry into a house by force or fraud at night,
or in the daytime and remaining until night, with intent to commit a felony, and
article 1304, making it burglary to enter a house in the daytime with intent to
commit a felony or theft-article 1313 providing that nothing in articles 1305 or

1312 shall repeal articles 1303 and 1304.
-

Malley v. State, 58 App. 425, 126 S. W.
598.

Diurnal burglary.-If a burglary is committed in a private house in the day
time, the fact of its being a private house does not change the punishment, which
is Imprtsonment for not less than two nor more than twelve years. Holland v.

Sltate, 45 App. 172, 74 S'. W. 763.
Nocturnal burglary.-A verdict of thirty years imprisonment was not cruel or

excessive. Handy v. State, 46 App. 406, 80 S. W. 526.

Art. 1313. [845b] Burglary of private residence at night dis
tinct offense.-Nothing in articles 1305 and 1312 shall be construed
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to alter or in any manner repeal articles 1303 and 1304, nor any part
thereof, but shall be construed to make burglary of a private resi
dence at night a separate and distinct offense from burglary, as de
fined in articles 1303 and 1304. [Id., 318.]

Distinct offense.-Acts 1899, p. 318 applies only to burglaries committed at
night. A daytime burglary of a private residence Is not affected but is left as

an offense under article 1303 as simply the burglary of a house. Williams v. State,
42 App. 602, 61 S. W. 395, 62 S. W. 1057.

A conviction cannot be had under article 1305, relating to burglary of a private
dwelling, where the burglarized house is not alleged to be a private dwelling; that
article and article 1312, relating to burglary in private residences, covering a dis
tinct offense from that defined by article 1303, defining "burglary" as the entry
into a house by force or fraud at night, or in the daytime and remaining until
night, with intent to' commit a felony, and article 1304, making it burglary to
enter a house in the daytime with intent to commit a felony or theft-article 1313
providing that nothing in articles 1305 or 1312 shall repeal articles 1303 and 1304.
Malley v. State, 58 App. 425, 126 S. W. 598.

Under articles 1305 and 1312, making burglary of a private residence with in
tent to kill a distinct offense, it must be alleged and proved that the building was

occupied as a residence at the time of the offense by some person or persons.
Hopkins v. State, 61 App. 590, 135 S. W. 553.

Art. 1314. [845c] "Private residence" defined.-The term "pri
vate residence," mentioned in this and articles 1305 and 1313, shall
be construed to mean any building or room occupied and actually
used, at the time of the offense, by any person or persons as a place
of residence. [Id., p. 318.]

Cited, Parker v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S'. W. 108.

What constitutes "private residence."-Wbere prosecutor was renting a room
in a hotel and lived in it as a private residence, the room was a private residence
within the statute. Holland v. State, 45 App, 172, 74 S. W. 763.

Burglary of a room in a school dormitory is of a private residence. Mays v,

State, 50 App. 391, 97 S. W. 703.
There is no technical meaning as to what a private residence is. Where K.

and another slept in a house which K. rented, insured and controlled, and in which
he and others took their meals until about a week or ten days before the bur
glary, the house was a private residence. Johnson v. State, 52 App, 201, 107 S.
W.52.

It is necessary that somebody occupy the room or house burglarized as a pri
vate residence. Lewis v. State, 54 App, 636, 114 S. W. 818.

In a prosecution for burglary with intent to murder, in which error was alleged,
in that the judge withdrew from the jury a count alleging burglary of a private
residence with intent to kill under article 130'5, evidence held insufficient to show
that ·the house was occupied as a residence at the time of the offense. Hopkins v.

State, 61 App. 590, 135 S. W. 553.
.

The house burglarized consisted of a storeroom, which was subdivided by a

partition, the front room being a restaurant, the middle room being used as a

kitchen, and the rear room as a sleeping apartment for the tenant, his wife, and
daughter, and the entry was made in the middle room and the articles stolen
therefrom. Held, that the only part of the building used as a private residence
was the sleeping apartment, so that the burglary was not a burglary of a private
residence. Alinis v. State, 63 App. 272, 139 S. W. 980.

An instruction in a prosecution for burglary which defines "private residence"
as "a building actually occupied and used as a place of residence" is not er

roneous, since placing the word "actually" before the word "occupied," instead of
before the word "used," as in the statute, does not give to the words any dlffer
ent meaning. Dowling v. State, 63 App. 366, 140 S. VV. 224.

A building burglarized consisted of a storehouse in which a restaurant was

conducted. The storehouse was divided into three rooms. The first was used as a

dining room, the middle room for cooking, and the rear room was occupied by
prosecutor and his wife as a bedroom. The room entered, and from whicn the

property was stolen, was the cookroom. Held, that the premises did not constitute
a "private residence," and that accused was properly prosecuted under article

1304, declaring that he who enters a house in the daytime with intent to commit
a theft by breaking is guilty of burglary, and not under article 1305, providing
that the entry of a private residence, either in the day or night, shall constitute

burglary. Alinis v. State, 63 App, 371, 140 S. W. 227.
Evidence in a trial for burglary of a dwelling held to show that it was the

place of residence of the owner as charged, though he slept elsewhere most of
the time. Payne v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 694.

A jewelry store in which was a little gallery about 10 feet above the fioor
.curtatned off as a sleeping apartment, with a railing around the gallery next to
the store part, but without any partition, was not a "private residence" within the

statute, which makes a distinction between ordinary burglary and the offense of

breaking into a private residence. Shornweber v. State, 70 App. 389, 156 S. W.
222.

Art. 1315. Burglary with explosives.-Any person who shall
commit burglary, as defined by the Penal Code of this state, and in

,
.
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the commission of the offense uses nitro-glycerine, dynamite, gun
powder, or other high explosives, shall be deemed guilty of burgla
ry with explosives. [Act 1907, p. 210.]

Art. 1316. Punishment for same.-Any person who shall be con

victed of burglary with explosives shall be punished by imprison
ment in the state prison for not less than twenty-five years and not
more than forty years. [Id., p. 210.]

Art. 1317. [846] Other offenses committed after entry punish
able.-If a house be entered in such manner as that the entry comes

within the definition of burglary, and the person guilty of such bur

glary shall, after so entering, commit theft, or any other offense, he
shall be punished for burglary, and also for whatever other offense
is so committed. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 180.]

See notes under article 1304, ante, and article 1318, post.
Trial or conviction of burglary as bar to prosecution for theft.-Under article

1317, a previous trial for burglary does not prevent a prosecution for theft of the

property claimed to have been taken in the burglary. Newton v. State (Cr. App.)
143 S. W. 638.

Under the express provision of article 1317, a conviction of burglary of a box
car would be no bar to a prosecution for theft of goods after the entry had been
effected. McDonald v. State, 70 App. 80, 156 S. W. 209.

Indictment:-Willson's Gr. Forms, 625.

Art. 1318. [847] Same subject.-If the burglary was effected
for the purpose of committing one felony, and the person guilty
thereof shall, while in the house, commit another felony, he shall be

punishable for any felony so committed as well as for the burglary.
Constitutionality.-This article is constitutional. Smith v. State, 22 App, 350,

3 S. W. 238.

Prosecution and conviction of burg.lary and contemporaneous offenses.-See
notes under article 1304, ante.

A conviction can not be had under the same indictment for both burglary and
the felony or theft committed after entry into the house. Convictions for each
offense can only be had under separate indictments. Howard v. State, 8 App, 447;
Shepherd v. State, 42 Tex. 501; Robertson v. State, 6 App, 669; Struckman v.

State, 7 App. 681; Smith v. State, 22 App. 350, 3 S. W. 238.

Burglary and theft committed in one and the same transaction may be prose
cuted and punished as separate but not as joint offenses. Rust v. State, 31 App.
75, 19 S. WJ 763; Alexander v. State, 31 App. 359, 20 S. W. 756.

Where a party is charged in separate indictments for burglary and theft com

mitted after the burglar-ious entry, he may be tried for each offense and convicted
of both offenses. Loakman v. State, 32 App, 563, 25 S. W. 22. Cases of Shepherd
v.• State, 42 Tex. 501; Robertson v. State, 6 App. 669; Struckman v. State, 7 App,
581; Howard v. State, 8 App, 447; Smith v. State, 22 App. 350, 3 S. W. 238, holding
a different doctrine, are overruled.

A former acquittal of an attempt to commit rape is not a bar to a prosecu
tion for an attempt to commit burglary for the purpose of committing rape, involv

ing the same offense. Bya.s v. State, 41 App, 51, 51 S. W. 923, 96 Am. St. Rep. 762.
A party may be convicted of burglary and of the offense intended to be com

mitted in the perpetration of the burglary, as well as any other offense commit
ted at the time. Adams v. State (Cr. App.) 62 S. W. 1059.

One having been convicted of burglary, and sentenced, may also be convicted
of theft committed in connection with the same burglary; they not being included
offenses. Clark v. State, 691 App, 246, 128 S. W. 131, 29 L. R. A. (N. S.) 323.

The fact that an indictment for burglary alleged possesslon of the premises in
one person and that an indictment for theft growing out of the same transaction
alleged possession of the goods in another person would not necessarily present a

variance. McDonald v. State, 70 App. 80, 156 S. W. 209.

Acquittal or conviction of burglary as bar to prosecution for theft, and vice
versa.-Former jeopardy in general, see C. C. P. art. 9, and notes.

Where a party is charged in separate indictments for burglary and theft com

mitted after the burglarious entry, he may be convicted of both offenses. Loak
man v. State, 32 App. 563, 25 S. W. 22. Cases of Shepherd v. State, 42 Tex. 501; Rob
ertson v. State, 6 App, 669; Struckman v. State, 7 App, 581; Howard v. State, 8
App. 447; Smith v: State, 22 App. 350, 3 S. W. 238, holding a different doctrine are

overruled.
When the indictment charges burglary, and also charges the commission of

theft, a conviction of the burglary operates as a bar to any further prosecution
for the theft. Turner v. State, 22 App. 42, 2 S. W. 619; Miller v. State, 16 App.
417; Howard v. State, 8 App. 447. See, also, Williams v. State, 24 App. 69, 5 S.
W. 838; Rust v. State, 31 App. 75, 19 S. W. 763.

When burglary and theft is charged in one indictment it is a bar to another

prosecution. Crawford v. State, 31 App, 51, 19 S. W. 766.
,

Conviction of theft does not bar prosecution for burglary even if it grew out
of the same transaction. Hunt v, State (Cr. App.) 60 s. W. 965; Fielder v. State,
4() Ap.p. 184, 49 S. W. 376.
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In a prosecution for burglary, evidence that accused had been acquitted of
theft of the goods exhibited on the trial was not admissible as showing a second
putting in jeopardy; the two defenses being distinct. Wallace v. State, 57 App.
354. 123 S. W. 135.

One having been convicted of burglary, and sentenced, may also be convicted
of theft committed in connection with the same burglary; they not being included
offenses. Clark v. State, 59 App. 246, 128 S. "\V. 131, 29 L. R. A. (N. S.) 323.

Burglary and theft growing out of the same transaction being separate and dis
tinct offenses, an acquittal of the burglary will not bar a subsequent prosecu
tion for the theft. Roman v. State, 64 App. 515, 142 S. W. 912.

Burglary and theft growing out of the same transaction being separate and dis
tinct offenses, an acquittal of the burglary will not bar a subsequent prosecution
for the theft. Roman v. State, 64 App, 515, 142 S. W. 912.

Acquittal of burglary as barring prosecution for receiving stolen property.-In
a prosecution for receiving stolen property, it was not error to ignore a plea of
former jeopardy based on an acquittal of burglary. Citing Loakman v. State, 32
App. 563, 25 S. W. 22. Allen v. State (Cr. App.) 175 S. W. 700.

Art. 1319. [848] Actual breaking necessary in case of domestic.
-An entry into a house for the purpose of committing theft, unless
the same is effected by actual breaking, is not burglary when the
same is done by a domestic servant or other inhabitant of such
house; but a theft committed by such person after entering a house
is punishable as in other cases.

"Domestic."-HDomestics" are those who reside in the same house with the
master they serve. The term does not extend to workmen and laborers employed
out of doors. A domestic is a servant or hired laborer residing with a fa-mily.
The preceding article includes both domestics and inhabitants, and does not ex

tend to a servant whose employment is out of doors, and not in the house, or to
a lodger or vlsttor, as distinguished from an inhabitant. Wakefield v. State, 41
Tex. 556.

A farm hand who sleeps and eats outside of the master's house, though he
performs chores inside of the house when directed, is not a domestic servant.
Waterhouse v. State, 21 App, 663, 2 S. W. 889.

Where a man employed for' certain work in a hotel, who performed no serv

ices in a saloon in the same building, under the same management, but operated
separately from the hotel, unlocked the saloon door at night and entered to commit
larceny, it was not error, on his trial for burglary, to refuse to charge as to do
mestic servants, since he was not a servant as to the saloon. Jackson v. State,
43 App. 260, 64 S. W. &64.

A farm tenant who sometimes worked in a store, but never about the store
keeper's house, was not a "domestic servant," so as to require submission of his
status as such in a trial for burglary of the house. Williams v. State (Cr. App.)
143 S. W. 634.

"Inhabitant."-.A.n "Inhabttant" is one who has a fixed residence as distin
guished from an occasional lodger or visitor. Wakefield v. State, 41 Tex. 556�
Ullman v. State, 1 App. 220, 28 Am. Rep. 405.

A "boarder" is not an inhabitant. Ullman v. State, 1 App. 220, 28 Am. Rep. 405.

Breaking and entry.-To constitute burglary by a domestic servant, or an in
habitant of the house, there must be an actual breaking. The mere lifting of a

latch to effect an entry, is, in such case, not an actual breaking. But where such
servant or inhabitant is acting with others in entering the house, an actual break
ing is not necessary to constttute burglary as to him, and as to those acting with
him. Neiderluck v. State, 23 App. 38, 3 S. W. 573; Alexander v. State, 48 App.
531, 89 S. W. 642, 122 Am. St. Rep. 771. Ante, articles' 1307 and 1308 and notes.

The difference in an unlawful entrv made by a stranger and by a domestic serv

ant is, in the former case a constructive breaking is sufficient. while in the lat
ter an actual breaking must be proved. Peters v. State, 33 App. 170, 26 S. W. 61.

Art. 1320. [849] Attempt at burglary; how punished.-If any
person shall attempt to commit the crime of burglary, he shall be
punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less than two nor

more than four years. [Act Feb. 11, 1860, pp. 100-01.]
_,Attemprts and conspiracy to commit offense.-Defendant proposed the crime to

another, who informed the- owner of the premises sought to be burglarized. The
owner told the informer not to hinder defendant but to let him come of his own

free will, and the informer agreed with defendant to commit the burglary without
intending its accomplishment. An actual attempt to enter was made. Held that
defendant did not have the owner's consent, and was guilty of an attempt. Rob
inson v. State, 34 App. 71, 29 S. W. 40, 53 Am. St. Rep. 701.

It is not burglary nor any other offense to "attempt" to break and enter a

railroad car. Summers v. State, 49 App. 90, 90 S. W. 31G.
Defendants, at night, burglarized, or attempted to burglarize, a store. They

were armed to resist arrest. 'When detected by decedent and a third person they
were asked to halt but made no inquiry of the object, and when

-

called to halt
a second time they shot and killed decedent. Neither of defendants knew, or

could have known, that decedent and the third person did not have a warrant for
their arrest. Held, that under articles 1303 and 1320, making a felony to commit
the offense of burglary or to attempt to commit burglary, and C. C. P. art. 259,
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authorizing a peace officer or any other person to arrest without warrant when a

felony is committed within his view, the issue of murder was raised. Stewart v.

State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 1077.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 631.
An indictment charging defendant with attempting to break and enter a house

with intent to commit the crime of theft, by attempting by force to raise a window
was sufficient. Jones v. State, 53 App. 470, 110 S. W. 748.

Evidence.-Under articles 1320 and 1321, defining an attempt as an endeavor to
accomplish burglary falling short of the ultimate design, evidence held to sup
port a conviction for an attempt to commit burglary. Peters v. State (Cr. App.)
154 S. W. 563.

Art. 1321. [850] "Attempt" defined.-An "attempt," in the
sense in which the word is used in the preceding article, is an en

deavor to accomplish the crime of burglary carried beyond mere

preparation, but falling short of the ultimate design in any part of
it. [Id.]

See notes under the preceding article.
See Lovett v. State, 19 Tex. 174.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 631.

CHAPTER SEVEN

OF OFFENSES ON BOARD OF VESSELS, STEAMBOATS
AND RAILROAD CARS

Art.
1322. Burglarious entry on board of

vessel.
1323. By actual breaking, in day time.
1324. Other offense committed after en

try punishable.

Art.
1325. Rules, etc., of burglary applica

ble.
1326. Theft by a servant on board pun

ishable as such.

Article 1322. [851] Burglarious entry on board of vesse1.-If
any person, by any of the means enumerated in article 1303, shall at

night enter any vessel, steamboat or railroad car, with intent to
commit a felony or theft, he shall be punished by confinement in

.

the penitentiary not less than two nor more than five years.
See notes under following article.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 631a.

Art. 1323. [852] By actual breaking in daytime.-If any per
son shall, by breaking, enter a vessel, steamboat or railroad car in
the daytime, with intent to commit a felony or theft, he shall be pun
ished as prescribed in the preceding article.

Breaking as element of offense.-Whether the entry be by day or night there
must be a breaking. If in the daytime the breaking must be an actual break
ing applied to the building. Newman v. State, 55 App. 273, 116 S. W. 577.

Attempt.-The attempt to break and enter a railroad car is no offense under our
law. Summers v. State, 49 App. 90, 90 S. W. 310.

Indictment.-See Hamilton v. State, 26 App, 206, 9 S. W. 687.
An indictment charging defendant with breaking and entering a railroad car

occupied by K., with intent to steal the property of K. and H" is not defective
because it does not allege the ownership of the car, or the right in which K. was

occupying it. Pyland v. State" 33 App. 382, 26 S. W. 621.
Where it appears that the person named in the indictment as the owner of

and in possession of the stolen goods had the exclusive control thereof, it is im
material whether he was a general or special owner. Smith v. State, 34 App. 124,
29 S. W. 775.

EVidence.-Opinion, hearsay and best evidence, see notes under C. C. P., art. 783.
See Butler v. State, '52 App. 528, 107 S. W. 840; Hamrlton v. State, 26 App.

206, 9 S. W. 687.
Where there were missed from a broken freight car, a lawn mower and a box

of poultry food, two handles of the lawn mower being left in its broken box, evi
dence that a like box of food and lawn mower without handles, with other goods
corresponding with goods missed from other cars, were found hidden on defend
-ant's premises, was enough to show that the car had been entered, and the goods
found taken therefrom. Dawson v. State, 25 S. W. 21, 32 App. 535, 40 Am. St.
Rep. 791.

Where defendant is charged with burglarizing a car with intent to steal the
property of certain. persons; it is not error to permit proof of the character and
ownership of the stolen property. Pyland v. State, 33 App. 382, 26 S. W. 621.

On trial of a person charged with breaking and entering a railroad car occu

pied by K., it was not error to permit the state to show want of consent of K.,
and that he was in control of the can at the time of the burglary. Pyland v.

State, 33 App. 382, 26 S. W. 621. -
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In a prosecution for burglary of a freight car, evidence held to warrant a con
viction. McDonald v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 1061.

In a prosecution for burglary of a freight car, evidence held to warrant a find
ing that a certain conductor was in control and occupancy thereof at the time
of the. offense, as alleged in the indictment. ;M:cDonald v. State (Cr. App.) 152
S. W. 1061.

It is not sufficient to convict defendant of burglarv of a car, from which whisky
of a certain brand was, taken, that two months later, in a warehouse near there,
a key to which he had, and to which he had to go for grain, he was seen drinking
whisky of that brand, which he got from under the floor; it not being identified
as the whisky taken from the car, and he testifying without contradiction that a
certain person told him whisky was there, and to help hiunself. Oliver v. State (Cr.
App.) 153 S. W. 309.

Instructions.-In a prosecution for burglary by entering a railroad car, where
it appeared that accused, when found in the car, stated that he had reported the
car as being open, and had been instructed by his foreman, S., to nail it up, and
that he had gone in to see whether anything had been taken, and there was no

pretense or claim that he had gone into the car at the direction of S., it was er

ror to instruct that, if the jury was not satisfied by the evidence beyond a rea

sonable doubt that accused's claim that he was in the car under the direction of
S. when found there by witnesses named was untrue, they should acquit, since the
charge was on a vital point, and was inapt, if not inaccurate, in submitting that
phase of accused's case. Butler v. State, 107 S. W. 840, 52 App. 528.

New trial.-See notes to C. C. P. art. 837.

Art. 1324. [853] Other offenses committed after entry punish
able.-If a vessel, steamboat or railroad car be entered in such man

ner as that the entry, if made in a house, would be burglary, and the
person so entering shall commit theft or any other offense after en

try, he shall be punished for the offense defined in article 851, and
also for whatever other offense he may so commit.

See art. 1318, note.

Art. 1325. [854] Rules, etc., of burglary applicable.-The defi
nitions, rules and explanations of terms in the preceding chapter are

applicable to such terms in this chapter; and the rules prescribed in
articles 1303, 1304, 1305, 1306 and 1307 of the preceding chapter
shall also apply to similar cases on board of a vessel, steamboat or

railroad car.

Indictment.-The rule that in charging burglary of a house it is sufficient to
allege that it was done burglariously and without the consent of the occupant,
without alleging the ownership or the right in which such occupant is occupying
and holding is, under this article, applicable to burglary of a railroad car. Py
land v. State, 33 App, 382, 26 S. W. 621.

Art. 1326. [855] Theft by a servant on board punishable as

such.-A theft on board a steamboat, vessel or railroad car, com

mitted by a servant or employe, except in cases where there has
been an actual breaking in, is punishable simply as theft.

CHAPTER EIGHT

OF ROBBERY
Art. Art.
1327. "Robbery" defined and punished. 1328. Fraudulent acquisition of prop-

erty by threats.

Article 1327. [856] "Robbery" defined and punished.e=If any
person by assault or violence or by putting in fear of life or bodily
injury shall fraudulently take from the person or possession of an

other any property with intent to appropriate the same to his own

use, he shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary for life,
or for a term of not less than five years; and, when a firearm or

other deadly weapon is used or exhibited in the commission of the
offense, the punishment shall be death, or by confinement in the
penitentiary for any term not less than five years. [Act April 12,
1883, pp. 80-81; amend. 1895, p. 89.]

Explanatory.-The preceding' article was article 743 of the original Code, and
read as follows:

"Art. 743. If any person, by assault or by violence, and putting in fear of life
.

or bodily injury,' shall fraudulently take from the person of another any property,
819
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with intent to appropriate the same to his own use, he shall be punished by con

finement in the penitentiary, for a term not less than two, nor more than ten
years."

It was amended by Act of November 12, 1866, and as then amended was adopted
in the Revised Code (1879) as follows:

Art. 722. If any person by assault, or by violence and putting in fear of life
or bodily injury, shall fraudulently take from the person or possession of anoth
er, any property, with intent to appropriate the sam.e to his own use, he shall be
punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than
ten years."

And thus the article remained until amended by the Act of April 12, 1883, aft
er which it was the same as article 856 down to and including the first penal clause,
.and then read as follows: "When the offense is committed by two or more per
sons acting together, and a fire-arm or other deadly weapon is used or exhibited
by either of them in the commission of the offense the person or persons so using
-or exhibiting the fire-arm or other deadly weapon shall be punished by imprison
ment in the penitentiary for life or for a term not less than five years."

See McCormick v. State, 26 App. 678, 9 S. W. 277; Coffelt v. State, 27 App. 608,
11 S. W. 639, 11 Am. St. Rep. 205; Clark v. State, 28 App. 189, 12 S. W. 729, 19
Am. St. Rep. 817; Miller v. State, 28 App. 445, 13 S. W. 646; Evans v. State (Cr.
App.) 148 s. W. 573; Goodman v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. (l,68.

10. Admissibility of evidence in gen-
eral.

11. Other offenses as evidence.
12. Sufficiency of evidence.
13. Questions for jury.
14. Argument of counsel.
15. Charge of court.
16. Responsiveness of verdict.
17. Conviction of assault.
18. New trial.

1. Nature and elements of offense.-It must be proved that the property taken
belonged to some other person than the defendant. A party cannot be guilty of
robbery in taking his own property, or property which he bona fide believes to be
long to him. Smedly v. State, 30 Tex. 214; Barnes v. State, 9 App, 128.

The effect of the amendment of February 12, 1883, of article 722 (Code 1879)
is to prescribe three separate, distinct, and independent modes in which the of
fense of robbery may be committed: 1, by assault; 2, by violence; 3, hy putting in
fear of life, or bodily injury. Violence, without the concurrence of either one
or the others, is a mode in which the offense may be committed. Bond v. State,
20 App, 421; Leonard v. State, Id. 422.

Robbery by use of firearms is a capital felony. Burries v. State, 36 App, 13,
35 S. W. 164.

The indictment charged a robbery by means of assault, violence, and putting in
fear. The proof shows that the defendant, at night, with his hat pulled down
and his collar turned up, met the injured party and summoned him to throw up
his hands, stating that he was an officer of the law and would arrest the Injured
party for being drunk and noisy; that the injured party (who testified that he
was much alarmed) threw up his hands, and the defendant then took a roll of
money from the pocket of the said injured party. Held, that the proof .sustains
an indictment for robbery by putting in fear, wherefore the trial court did not
err in refusing a requested charge to the effect that the jury should acquit the
defendant if they believed that he obtained the money by so personating an offi
cer that the injured party, believing him to be an officer, permitted him to take
the money. McCormick v. State, 26 App, 678, 9 S. W. 277.

Where money lost by defendant to the prosecutor in a gambling game, had been
delivered to the prosecutor under the rules of the game without protest from de
fendant, the subsequent retaking of the money by defendant at the point of a pis
tol, was robbery. Blain v. State, 34 App. 417, 31 S. W. 368.

Robbery may be committed by assault as well as by putting in fear. Pendy v.

State, 34 App, 643, 31 S. W. 647.
When no fear is excited prior to the robbery, there must.i to constitute the crime,

have been force or violence. Johnson v. State, 35 App. 140, 32 S. W. 537.
Property taken from a house in which the owner lived is taken frorrn her pos

session, although it belonged to her son, and it is not necessary to prove want of
the son's consent. Williams v. State, 37 'App, 147, 38 S. W. 999.

Party cannot retake by force money that he has willingly delivered, on the
ground that the money belonged to him. Carroll v. State, 42 App. 30, 57 S. W. 100.

Where, after making an arrest and taking the prisoner to jail, the officers, with-'
out asking his consent to be searched, rudely backed him against the wall and held
his hands up, while one of them extracted money from his pocket, sufficient force
was used to constitute robbery. Tones v. State, 48 App. 363, 88 S. W. 217, 1 L. R. A.
(N. S.) 1024, 122 Am. St. Rep. 759, 13 Ann. Cas. 455.

Conceding that officers making an arrest may search the prisoner and take val
uables from him for the purpose of keeping them safely until he is enlarged, yet
if they had the intent, at the time of finding valuables or money on him, to take
the same, and used force to make the search, their right of search is not available
to defeat a prosecution for robbery. Tones v. State, 48 App. 363, 88 S. W. 217, 1 L.
R. A. (Nr S.) 1024, 122 Am. St. Rep. 759, 13 Ann. Cas. 455.

Officers who make a rightful arrest, and subsequently use violence and rob the
party arrested, are not exonerated on account of the legality of the alleged arrest.
Tones v. State, 48 App, 363, 88 S. W. 217, 1 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1024, 122 Am. St. Rep.
759, 13 .Ann. Cas. 455.

1. Nature and elements of offense.
2. Distinguished from theft.
3. Receiving money taken as offense.
4. Former jeopardy.
s, Bail.
6. Special venire in capital cases.

7. Indictment.
8. -- Proof and variance.
9. Judicial notice.
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Where prosecutor, in anticipation of being robbed, carried marked money, in
order to detect the robber, this was not such consent as absolved defendant from

criminality. Tones v. State, 48 App. 363, 88 S. W. 217, 1 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1024, 122
Am. St. Rep. 759, 13 Ann. Cas. 455.

It is not robbery for one to forcibly compel another to give up to him money
which the former believes to belong to him. To constitute robbery the taker must
have a fraudulent intent, and he must take another's property and not his own.

Glenn v. State, 49 App. 349, 92 S. \V. 806, 13 Ann. Cas. 774.
Where defendant leveled a pistol at prosecutor, and compelled him to draw a

$10 bill from his pocket, whereupon defendant had the bill changed, and returned
$2 to prosecutor, defendant was guilty of robbery, notwithstanding prosecutor owed
defendant $8 for services, and defendant's acts were merely for the purpose of
collecting his debt. Fannin v. State, 51 App, 41, 100 S. W. 916, 10 L. R. A. (N. S.)
744, 123 Am. St. Rep. 874.

A person was guilty of robbery by force where he took money from the prose
cutor's pocket while the prosecutor was vomiting, and in a measure helpless.. but
nevertheless protested against the taking of the money and sought to prevent it.
Williams v. State, 51 App, 361, 102 S. W. 1134, 123 Am. St. Rep. 884.

Where a person orders others to hold up their hands, and through fear of life
they do so, and he goes through their pockets and takes money, he is guilty of

robbery.. Keys v. State, 60 App, 279, 131 S, "VV. 1068.
That a robber evidently intended to obtain money placed in the victim's coat

the day before, and, taking the coat, carried it a short distance and threw it away,
does not make the offense any less robbery. Brown v. State, 61 App. 334, 136 S. W.
265.

To constitute robbery, the taking need not be "without the consent of the own

er and fraudulently done"; a taking by putting in fear of life or bodily injury
being sufficient. Brown v. State, 61 App, 334, 136 S. W. 265.

Under article 1327, robbery may be committed by assault, by violence, by put
ting 'in fear of life, or by putting in fear of bodily injury. Green v. State (Cr.
App.) 147 S. W. 593.

Under article 1327, there are three modes in which the offense may be commit
ted-by assault, by violence, and by putting in fear of life or bodily injury; each
being a distinct mode of itself, whether connected and accompanied by either of
the other two modes or not. Robinson v: State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 186.

If accused had in fact won the money claimed to have been taken by him by
robbery at the time the banker in a game of chance took the money and placed
it in "the game," he would not be guilty of robbery if he picked the money up
from the table and went off with it, even if the other elements of robbery were

present. Palmer v. State, 71 App. 335, 160 S. W. 349.
If the party losing at cards voluntarily delivers the money lost to the winner's

actual possession, the winner owns the money, so that the forcible taking of it
from his possession may constitute robbery. Coker v, State, 71 App, 504, 160 S.
W.366.

2. Distinguished from theft.-The taking of property from the person by force
and violence, is robbery instead of theft from the person. Gallagher v . State, 34
App, 306, 30 S. W. 557.

Snatching money from another's hand does not constitute robbery but would
seem to be theft from the person. Johnson v. State, 35 App, 140, 32 S. W. 537.

3. Rece.lv lnq money taken as offense.-It is no offense to receive property taken
in robbery as it is in theft. Parker v. State, 40 App. 123, 49 S. W. 80.

4. Former jeopardy.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 9.

5. Bail.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 6.

6. Special venire in capital cases.-See C. C. P., tit. 8, c. 3, and notes.

7. Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 480, 632, 932.
See C. C. P. art. 470, and notes.
Description of property, see notes under C. C. P. art. 458.
Duplicity and election, see notes to C. C. P. art. 481.

Attacking validity on habeas corpus, see notes to C. C. P. art. 160.
See Farris v. State, 26 App. 105, 9 S. W. 487; Clark v. State, 28 App. 189, 12

S. W. 729, 19 Am. St. Rep. 817; Miller v, State; 28 App, 445, 13 S. W. 646; Menear
v, State, 30 App, 475, 17 S. W. 1082; Weaver v,' State, 52 App. 11, 105 S. W. 189.

Where the indictment charges several as principals in the commission of the
offense, it need not allege that they "acted together" in the commission of the

offense, or that they conspired together to commit it. . Bell v, State, 1 App. 598.
It must be shown by appropriate averment that the property taken belonged to

some person other than the accused, or that the person deprived of its possession
was entitled thereto as against the accused. Barnes v. State, 9 App. 128; Smedly
v, State, 30 Tex. 214. An indictment for this offense will not support a conviction
for an assault with intent to murder. Munson v. State, 21 App, 329, 17 S. W. 251.

Robbery is simply aggravated larceny, and the same particularity should be
observed in describing the kind of property as is required in indictments for theft.
Winston v: State, 9 App, 143.

•

An essential element in the offense of robbery is, that the property was taken
with the intent on the part of the taker to appropriate it to his own use, and an

allegation of such intent is indispensable to the sufficiency of an indictment for
this offense. Morris v. State, 13 App, 65. Under article 1327 as it read before last
being amended, it was held that an indictment which charged that the robbery
was perpetrated by putting the party robbed in fear of his life, etc., but did not
allege that the putting in fear was accomplished by violence, was insufficient.
Kimble v. State, 12 App. 420. See, also, Williams v. State, ld. 240. Under the ar

ticle as it now is, such an indictment would be sufficient, the "putting in fear,"
etc., being of itself sufficient, without violence, to constitute a means of commit-
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ting the offense. Bond v. State, 20 App. 421; Leonard v. State, Id. 422. It is not

necessary to allege the value of the property taken or involved in the robbery.
Williams v. State, 10 App. 8; Winston v. State, 9 App. 143. The indictment must

charge an assault, or violence upon the person, and must be so certain as to the

party against whom t.he offense was committed as to enable the defendant to un

derstand who that party is. Parker v. State, 9 App, 35l.
An indictment under article 1327 which substantially pursues the common law

precedents for the offense of robbery, will be sufficient. Trimble v. State, 16 App.
115; Burns v. State, 12 App, 269. See the last cited case for an indictment held
good, and the first cited case for an indictment held bad. See, also, Reardon v,

State, 4 App, 602.
An indictment which did not allege that the party alleged to have been robbed

was the party assaulted or put in fear of life or bodily injury, was insufficient.
Trimble v. State, 16 App. 115.

It is a matter of substance that the possession of the property taken be prop
erly alleged; held, that the use of the word "passion" for "possession" vitiated
the indictment. Evans v. State, 34 App. 110, 29 S. W. 266.

The indictment charged that defendant did attempt to fraudulently take, etcr:
held, that the word "attempt" as there used is equal to "intent," and the indict
ment is sufficient. Atkinson v. State, 34 App. 424, 30 S. W. 1064.

The indictment charged that the money taken was twenty dollars current money
of the United States, a better description of which the grand jurors cannot give,
etc. The evidence showed the money to be two ten and one five dollar bills; held,
no variance. Harris v. State, 34 App. 497, 31 S. W. 382.

Indictment need not allege that the property taken was carried away. Thomp
son v. State, 35 App, 511, 34 S. W. 629.

The indictment alleged the property belonged to Mrs. B., the proof showed that
the property belonged to a son of Mrs. B., but the son was at that time away from
home and the .property was in Mrs. B.'s possession; held, the indictment was suf
ficient. Williams and Gordon v. State, 37 App. 147, 38 S. W. 999.

Defendant was convicted in Grayson county for bringing property, acquired
by robbery in the Chickasaw Nation, Ind. Ter., into this State, the indictment
charged that defendant with violence took from the possession, etc.; held, insuffi
cient. Smith v. State, 37 App. 342, 39 S. W. 933.

Two distinct offenses being defined in this article, if an indictment charges both
offenses in the same count, it is duplicitous and bad. Murdock v. State, 52 App,
262, 106 S. W. 375.

See this case for indictment held to be good under this article. Flannagan v.

State, 55 App. 162, 116 S. W. 55.
It is unnecessary that an indictment allege that the property was taken against

the person's will, where it alleged that it was acquired by assault and violence,
and by putting in fear of bodily injury, etc. Chancey v, State, 58 App, 54, 124
S. W. 426.

Under article 1327 it is unnecessary that an indictment allege that the property
.was taken against the person's will, where it alleged that it was acquired by as

sault and violence, and by putting in fear of bodily injury, etc. Chancey v. State,
58 App. 54, 124 S. W. 426.

An indictment for robbery under article 1327, which alleges that defendant un

lawfully assaulted' a person named, and by such assault, and by violence, and by
putting such person in fear of life or bodily injury, and by using or exhibiting a

pistol, fraudulently took from such person's possession without his consent certain
described money, charges only the single offense of robbery by firearms, and is
not duplicitous as charging both a capital and common felony. Green v. State
(Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 593.

An indictment under article 1327 alleged that accused, "with force and arms"
by unlawfully using a firearm, fraudulently took personal property from the owner
without his consent and with intent to appropriate the same to his own use. Held
in view of article 1327 and C. C. P. art. 460, that "violence" wast a general term
including all sorts of force, synonymous with physical "force," and used inter
changeably in relation to assault; that "violently" meant by or with "force";
that "violent" meant impelled with "force"; and hence that the term "with force
and arms" sufficiently alleged that the robbery was effected by "violence" as used
in the statute. Robinson v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. "\V. 186.

An indictment for robbery, under article 1327, must allege that the robbery was

accomplished by means of an assault, or by violence, or by putting in fear of U1e
or bodily injury, and, if it is sought to charge the graver grade of the offense, must
allege also that a firearm or other deadly weapon was used in its commission.
Robinson v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 186.

In order to authorize the jury to assess the death penalty for robbery, the in
dictment must allege that the robbery was committed by exhibiting firearms or

deadly weapons. Dosh v. State, 72 App. 239, 161 S. W. 979.
Under Pen. Code 1911, art. 1327, defining "robbery" and increastng the punish

ment, if, in making the assault, a firearm or deadly weapon is used, an indictment
that defendant did make an assault on J. S., and by said assault and by violence,
and putting in fear of Ufe .by the use of firearms, did fraudulently take from S.
certain property, charges but one offense-robbery by the use of firearms. Bell v.
State (Cr. App.) 177 s. W. 966.

8. -- Proof and variance.-Where an indictment charged the taking of cer

tain coins and bills, "current money of the United States of America," such de
scription, though unnecessary, must be proved. Coffelt v. State, 27 App, 608, 11
S. W. 639, 11 Am. St. Rep. 205; Early v. State, 118 S. W. 1036', 56 App. 6l.

An indictment which charges the defendant as a principal will not warrant his'
conviction as an accessory. Golden v. State, 18 App. 637.
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An indictment for robbery will not support a conviction of assault with intent
to murder. Munson v. State, 21 App, 329, 17 S. W. 251.

Proof that the injured person delivered the money to defendant on his demand
ing the same, at the muzzle of a cocked pistol, supports the allegation that de
fendant "took" the money; and Pen. Code Tex. art. 1327 and not article 1328, ap
plies. Coffelt v. State, 27 App, 608, l1 S. W. 639, 11 Am. St. Rep. 205.

Where the indictment charges taking of paper money and evidence shows the
money was silver, the variance is fatal. Harris v. State (Cr. App.) 30 s. W. 221.

But where indictment charged the taking of twenty dollars and the proof
showed the taking of fifteen dollars, there is no variance. Harris v. State, 34 App,
497, 31 S. W. 382. Where the indictment charged robbery by threats of violence,
and the evidence showed actual violence used, there is no variance. Williams v.

State, 34 App. 523, 31 S. W. 405.
Where indictment charges robbery by assault and putting in fear of life, State

can prove that firearms were used. There is no variance. Carroll v. State (Cr.
App.) 57 s. W. 100.

In a prosecution for ordinary robbery by assault, defendant cannot complain of
a conviction therefor on the ground that the evidence shows that, if he committed
a robbery, he used a pistol, making him guilty of a higher grade of offense. Wyatt
v. State, 114 S. W. 812, 55 App. 73.

Under an indictment charging robbery by an assault and violence by putting the
prosecutor in fear of life and bodily injury, evidence that defendant used a pistol
as a bludgeon does not constitute a variance. Wyatt v. State, 58 App, 115, 124 S.
W. 929, 137 Am. St. Rep. 926.

In a robbery trial there is no fatal variance between a charge that something
over $11 was taken, and proof that it was $10 and some cents. Robinson v. State,
62 App. 645, 138 S. W. 704.

Though an indictment for robbery alleged that $74 in the form of $10 bills, $5
bills, and $2 bills were taken from prosecutor, it is sufficient to prove the taking
of any part of the money. .Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. VI. 621.

Where an indictment for robbery alleged that C. was robbed of $10, a fact that
the proof showed that he was robbed of $14 was not a variance. Bracher v. State,
72 App. 198, 161 S. W. 124.

The variance between an' indictment for robbery alleging that accused robbed
prosecutor of one 10-cent piece, and the proof of the robbery of two 5-cent pieces,
is fatal. McCaskey v. State (Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 338.

A charge that one robbed another of "lawful money of the United States" is
sustained by proof that the accused took "dollars" in money. Sparks v. State
(Cr. App.) 177 s. W. 968.

9. JUdicial notice.-See notes to C. C. P. art. 783.

10. Admissibility of evidence in general.-Character or reputation, see notes to
C. C. P. art. 783.

Admlsstons, declarations and hearsay, see notes to C. C. P. art. 783.
Res gestae and other offenses, see notes to C. C. P. art. 783.
Acts and declarations of conspirators, see notes to C. C. P. art. 783.
Opinion evidence, see notes to C. C. P. art. 783.
Evidence on former trial, see notes to C. C. P. art. 783.
Defendant as a witness -in his own behalf, see C. C. P. art. 790, and notes.
Examination, corroboration and impeachment of wltnesses, see notes to art.

3687 of Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.
Limiting evidence, see notes to C. C. P. art. 783.
Cure of error in admitting evidence, see notes to C. C. P. art. 783.
Harmless error in admitting evidence, see. notes to C. C. P. art. 938.
Remote evidence tending to identify the defendant as the perpetrator of the

robbery, is admissible. Reardon v. State, 4 App. 602.
The injured party may testify that he surrendered the property because he be

lieved he would be shot if he did not. Dill v. State, 6 App. l13.
. Impleaded alone under article 1327, defendant objected to proof showing that he

acted in concert with another. Objection properly overruled. Farris v. State, 26
App, 105, 9 S. W. 487.

Evidence that the sheriff had an execution against defendant was in this case

held admissible to show motive. Armstrong v. State, 34 App. 248, 30 S. W. 235.
A State's witness, over defendant's objection, testified that the reason he no

ticed the parties charged with the robbery at his saloon was that some negroes
bought a can of beer and got into a squabble over it, and while they were squab
bling he noticed defendant drink some of the beer; held, under the circumstances
of this case the evidence was admissible. Gallaghar v. State, 34 App. 302, 30 S.
W.558.

Defendant objected to the testimony of certain witnesses, who identified him
soon after the robbery was committed, as being the person whom they had seen

near the place immediately before the commission of the offense, because he
claimed he was taken befor-e them by the sheriff and thereby forced to make evi
dence against himself. Inasmuch as the evidence showed that he went before the
sheriff voluntarily; held, properly admitted. Land v. State, 34 App, 330, 30 S. W.
788.

Evidence that the money defendant was charged. with taking had been previ
ously won from him 011 a bet, is inadmissible. Blain v. State, 34 App, 448, 31 S.
W.368.

Where defendant was charged with having a pistol when he committed
the offense, and denied ever having carried a pistol, it is competent to prove that
he had a pistol after the robbery. Williams v. State, 34 App, 523, 31 S. W. 405.

The main State witness had testified that defendant was the person who robbed

him; defendant had shown contradictory statements theretofore made by such wit

'ness; held, the State had a right to show that s�id witness stated soon after the
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commission of the offense that defendant was the person who robbed him. Kirk
v. State, 35 App. 224, 32 S. W. 1045.

Testimony of a witness that on the day the robbery was committed he saw two
men about six hundred yards away in a pasture, and that one of them was a tall
man and the other a short man, is admissible with other circumstances to show
that defendant and his accomplice, one of whom was tall and the other short,
were in the vicinity. Angley v. State, 35 App. 427, 34 S. W. 116.

When tracks: of two persons are discovered, one set made with number 9 and
the other number 7 shoes, and the track made by one of the number 7 shoes has a

peculiar mark showing an indentation in the sole, and there is evidence that de
fendant and another committed the· offense and that defendant wore number 9
shoes and his accomplice number 7, evidence on the trial of defendant that his

accomplice when arrested had on a shoe with a worn place in the sole correspond
ing to the mark in the track, is admissible. Id.

"

Where it is proved that at the time of a robbery one of two assailants had a

rea handkerchief, evidence is admtssible, on the trial of defendant, to show that
his accomplice when arrested had a red handkerchief in his pocket. Angley v.

State, 35 App. 427, 34 S. W. 116.
Evidence that others had been seen near where the robbery was committed

held, too remote. 'I'hompson v. State, 35 App. 511, 34 S. W. 629.
Evidence that buried money was identified by an accomplice of defendant

held sufficient to admit the money in evidence. Id.
Where a witness, at the time Gf the robbery, identified defendants, 'but failed

thereafter, when he had an opportunity to do so, evidence that his reason for not

identifying them was fear of his personal safety is admissible to explain conduct.
Thompson v. State, 35 App, 511, 34 S. W. 629.

It was competent for the state to prove by the sheriff that when he heard of
the crime he sent men to the hotels to see who came in, and to defendant's home,
with instructions to watch, and that on the same night, prior to the arrest, he
began to look for defendant, and the next morning went to the scene of the rob
bery to see if he could find defendant's pistol handle.. Kirk v. State (Cr. App.)
37 S. W. 440.

It was not error to permit a witness to testify that, about 30 minutes after de
fendant and his co-conspirators had borrowed a gun of the witness, they passed
near his residence, and that, while he was not definitely certain as to the identity
of the parties as being the same who borrowed his gun, he took them to be the
same parties. Brooks v. State (Cr. App.) 37 s. W. 739. .

When a robbery was committed by several parties, it is admissible to prove
that when one of the parties was arrested part of the stolen property was in his
possession, although defendant was not present when such property was found.
WYatt v. State, 38 App. 256, 42 S. W. 598.

On trial of two jOint defendants for robbery, one of them, after going into the
evidence, withdrew his plea of not guilty and entered a plea of guilty. Afterwards
his attorney was placed on the stand, and, over the other defendant's objection,
was allowed to testify that he advised his client to plead guilty because he saw

no defense for him, and had no hope of winning the case; ·held, error. Under
wood v. State, 39 App. 409, 46 S. W. 245.

A robbery by one holding a knife over the victim while he took his money,
another standing by pointing a pistol at the person robbed and his wife during
such time, constitutes an entire transaction, and may be proved under an indict
ment for robbery by the use of firearms. Underwood v, State, 39 App. 409, 46 S.
W.245.

Evidence that other parties than defendant were placed in such relation to
prosecutor that they might have been the guilty parties was admissible. Chancey
v. State, 50 App. 85, 96 S. W. 12.

Where it appears, that defendant left his grips at his boarding house, evidence
is admissible that they were afterwards surrendered to defendant's attorney,
though defendant was not present, and there was no evidence that defendant
directed such surrender. Tabor v. State, 52 App. 387, 107 S. W. 1116.

In a prosecution for robbery committed on a railroad train, the conductor's pass
issued to defendant is admissible in evidence. 'I'abor v. State, 52 App. 387, 107
S. W. 1116.

On a trial for robbery in compelling the prosecutor to draw money from a bank
and give the same to defendant, evidence is admissible that; just before going to
the bank, defendant had, by putting the prosecutor in fear, taken a sum of money
from him, and that defendant continued in control of the prosecutor until after the
money was procured from the bank. Harris v. State, 55 App, 469, 117 S. W. 839.

Where the state relied on circumstantial evidence in a trial for robbery, it
could show that accused on seeing the victim draw money from a bank the day
before the robbery .said, I "Cap, that looks mighty good." Brown v. State, 61 App.
334, 136 S. W. 265.

In a prosecution for assault with intent to rob, testimony by the prosecuting
witness that he had his money in his shoe is admissible, where for that reason his
assailants did not find it when they searched him. Chafino v. State (Cr. App.) 154
s. W. 546.

In a prosecution for robbery, evidence that defendant had no money prior to
the date of the alleged robbery, but had money the day following, and paid back a
loan, was admissible. Perry v. State (Cr. App.) 155 s. W. 263.

In a prosecution for robbery occurring during an assault of prosecutor under
an alleged conspiracy in a place he was attempting to get evidence against as

selling intoxicating liquors contrary to law, the state may show that defendant,
the proprietor of the place, had a United States internal revenue license, and ex

plained that he got it to av.oid prosecution by the federal authorities. Phillips v.
State (Cr. App.) 164 s. W. 1004.
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Where, on a trial for robbery, the state showed that accused shot prosecutor,
and struck him over the head with a gun, and took a dog in the possession of
prosecutor, and compelled prosecutor through threats and violence to pay him
money, and accused denied that he struck prosecutor, testimony of a witness that
he saw a man strike prosecutor, and, the testimony of a physician that prosecutor
had bruises on his chin made with a blunt instrument, and that his scalp had a

"pulp appearance" and looked like it was lacerated by some blunt instrument, was
proper rebuttal testimony. Raleigh v. State (Cr. App.) 168 s. W. 1050.

In a prosecution for robbery in being compelled by defendant and others to
furnish money to buy bottles of whisky, where the evidence of the prosecuting wit
ness and his reputation for truth and veracity were, attacked, whisky bottles
picked up at the place of the robbery were properly admitted in evidence. Bruce
v. State (Cr. App.) 173 S. W. 301.

11. Other offenses as evidence.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 783.
12. Sufficiency of evidence.-Evidence held to sustain a conviction of robbery.

Robinson v. State, 62 App. 645, 138 S. W. 704; Fields v. State, 41 Tex. 25; OdIe v.

State, 13 App, 612; Makinson v. State, 16 App. 133; Bonn v. State, 20 App, 421;
Williams v. State, 37 App. 147, 38 S. W. 999; Tabor v. State (Cr. App.) 107 S. W.
1116,; Beard v. State, 44 App. 402; 71 S. W. 960; Jackson v. State, 60 App, 273,
131 S. W. 1076; Spiller v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 1164; Hendricks v. State, 72
App. 75, 160 S. W. 1190; Phillips v. State (Cr. App.) 164 s. W. 1004; Glasper v.

State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 585; Contra, Kimble v. State, 12 App. 420; Barnett v.

State, 17 App. 191; Golden v. State, 18 App. 637; Menear v. State, 30 App. 475, 17
S. W. 1082; Brooks v. State (Cr. App.) 37 S. W. 739; Davis v. State, 37 App. 47,
38 S. W. 792, 66 Am. St. Rep. 791.

The mere presence of the accused at the robbery will not be sufficient evidence
to warrant his conviction of the offense. Ring v. State, 42 Tex. 282.

Evidence supports conviction over defense of coercion. Ashworth v. State, 31
App. 419, 20 S. W. 982.

The prosecuting witness referred to the money taken as "my money" and
"money in bills." An accomplice testified: "We got his money from him;" held,
'sufficient to support the charge of taking a certain number of dollars which passed
current as money of the United States. Colter v. State, 37 App. 284, 39 S. W. 579.

Testimony of one robbed in the dark that judging from the man's size and
voice, he was of the opinion that defendant was the guilty party, held insufficient
to sustain a conviction. Walker v. State, 50 App. 221, 96 S. W. 35.

Evidence in a prosecution for robbery with firearms held sufficient to sustain
a conviction. Green v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. V.,r. 593.

In a prosecution for robbery, evidence held to justify a conviction, notwithstand
ing defendant's evidence of alibi. Bracher v. State, 72 App, 198, 161 S. W. 124.

Evidence held insufficient to establish the identity of the person robbed with the
person named in the indictment as having been robbed. Sparks v. State (Cr. App.)
177 S. W. 968.

Tn '

a prosecution for robbery by the use of firearms, where defendant repos
sessed himself of property taken from him under a writ of sequestration, evidence
held to justify a finding that defendant knew that the person robbed was a con

stable and had such writ. Bell v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 966.

13. Questions for jury.--:-Question as to whether the money was obtained by
assault and violence, or by putting witness in fear of bodily injury was properly
submitted to the jury. Thompson v. State (Cr. App.) 26 S. W. 1081.

In a prosecution for robbery charged to have been committed by "violence" and
also by putting "in fear of life or bodily injury," evidence held to make both of
such questions issues for the jury. Palmer v. State, 71 App. 335, 160 S. W. 349.

14. Argument of counsel.-See notes to C. C. P. arts. 724, 725.

15. Charge of court.-Instructions on the weight of the evidence, see notes to
C. C. P;, art. 735.

Instructions as to accomplice testimony, see notes to C. C. P., art. 801.
Instructions as to alibi, see notes to C. C. P., art. 735.
Charge as to defendant's fa.ilur-e to testify, see notes to C. C. P., art. 790.
Instructions as to confessions, see notes to C. C. P., art. 735.
Instructions as to reasonable doubt, presumption of innocence and burden of

proof, see notes to C. C. P., art. 785.
Harmless error in instructions, see C. C. P., art. 743 and notes.

When the defense is alibi, and the evidence conflicting, a charge that "if the ac

-eused did commit the robbery as charged in the indictment, or participated in the

.same," is not materially erroneous. 'Reardon v. State, 4 App. 602.
A charge which incorrectly instructs the jury as to the penalty for the offense

is fundamental error, although such instruction be favorable to the defendant.

Thus, where the offense was committed, after the last amendment of article 1327,
and the court instructed the jury to assess the penalty prescribed by said article
before it was amended, the error was held to be fundamental. Gardenhire v. State,
18 App. 565; Turner v. State, 17 App, 587. It was held error to charge the jury
under an indictment for robbery that they might convict the defendant of an as

.sault with intent to murder. Munson v. State, 21 App. 329, 17 S. W. 251. Where
the defense was an alibi, and the evidence was conflicting, it was held not to be
material error to charge "if the accused did commit the robbery as charged in the
indictment, or participated in the same, you will find him guilty," etc. Reardon
v. State, 4 App, ,6'02; Williams v. State, 25 App. 76, 7 S. W. 661; Jenkins v. State,
28 App. 86, 12 S. W. 411; Graham- v. State, 29 App. 31, 13 S. W. 1013. Where the
court charged the jury to convict if they believed that defendant accomplished his
crime by putting the injured party in fear of his life or "serious" bodily injury,
held, if the charge was erroneous it was beneficial to defendant, and he could not

complain. Green v. State, 32 App. 298, 22 S. W. 1094. Where the issue of intent
has been fairly submitted to the jury and the evidence conflicting, verdict will
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not be disturbed. Rogers v. State, 32 App. 447, 24 S. W. 282. Where it is not
averred that deadly weapons were used in the commission of the. offense, it is er

ror for the court to charge the jury in relation to the use of deadly weapons.
Jackson v. State, 33 App. 281, 26 S. W. 194, 622, 47 Am.. St. Rep. 30. Where force
is used the court should charge the law of robbery, and not theft from the per
son. Gallagher v. State, 34 App. 302, 30 S. W. 558.

The jury were instructed that the punishment was confinement in the peni
tentiary for life, or not less than five years; that where a person not over 16

years old is convicted of a felony, and the punishment is five years or less, . the

judgment should be confinement in the state reformatory during his sentence: and

if, therefore, they found defendant guilty, and not over 16, they should fix his
punishment at confinem.ent in the reformatory for life, or not less than five years.
Held, that such instructions, being contradictory, were erroneous.. Green v. State.
32 App. 298, 22 S. W. 1094.

Where an indictment for robbery was insufficient as to the allegation that the

property was taken from the possession of prosecutor, it was reversible error to

charge that, if defenda.nt took the property from prosecutor's "person or posses

sion," the jury should find hiIm guilty. Evans v. State, 34 App. 110, 29 S. W. 266.
The fact that the indictment did not charge defendant with being an accom

plice in a joint robbery did not render a charge applicable to principals improp
er. Gallagher v. State, 34 App. 306, 30 S. W. 557.

Where the theory of the defense "was that defendant's companion assaulted pros
ecutor, that defendant merely intervened to prevent his companion from. injuring
the prosecutor, and that he had no knowledge of or part in the robbery, defendant
was entitled to a charge that. if defendant grabbed prosecutor, or interfered
to prevent an assault being made on prosecutor, and that alone was his intent, or

if the jury had a reasonable doubt as to that being his intent, then they should
find him not guilty. Bollen v. State, 48 App. 70, 86 S. W. 1025.

On a prosecution for robbery by an assault, where the court in its charge
copied the statute on assault, the charge was sufficient without copying the statute
defining assault and battery. Bollen v. State, 48 App. 70, 86 S. W. 1025.

The defendant was entitled to a charge that the taking of the money must be
fraudulent, in the application of the law to the facts, though the statute on as

sault to rob was copied in the charge. Bollen v. State, 48 App. 70, 86 S. W. 1025.
Where prosecutor claimed that defendant took the money from his pocket by

force while defendant claimed that prosecutor gave him the money for safe-keep
ing, it was not necessary to charge that a mere snatching of the money from the
prosecutor did not constitute the offense. Williams v. State, 51 App. 361, 102
S. W. 1134, 123 Am. St. Rep. 884.

Where defendant was arrested 20 days after the robbery, and a; package of
money was then found on his person, which was identified as one taken at the
time, the failure of the court to instruct that such possession was not so recent
as would authorize the jury to consider it a circumstance against defendant was

proper; the instruction on circumstantial evidence being sufflcierrt. 'I'abor v .

. State, 52 App. 387, 107 S. W. 1116.
.

Where the alleged robbery grew out of a game of cards' on which the money
taken was bet and it was sharply contested as to which party was entitled to
the money, it was error to refuse to charge that if accused took the money under
an honest claim of right believing it was his property, the jury should acquit.
Carr v. State, 55 App. 352, 1161 S. W. 591.

An instruction held not objectionable as failing to require an acquittal unless
the jury believe beyond a reasonable doubt that the property was taken with in
tent to appropriate it to defendant's benefit. Walling> v. State, 55 App. 254, 116
S. W. 813.

In a prosecution for robbery, a requested charge that the term "lawful money"
includes legal tender coin, or legal tender treasury notes of the United States, but
excludes United States treasury warrants, bank bills, though they pass as cur

rent, and gold certificates, was properly refused as misstating the law. Jackson
v. State, 60 App. 273, 131 S. W. 1076.

Where accused was charged with putting another in fear of his life by using
a gun and fraudulently taking his coat from him, and the evidence showed that
some one made the victim remove his coat and leave it on the ground, it was not
error to refuse to instruct that if accused held the victim up with a gun, and
caused him to remove and leave his coat, intending to steal money believed to be
in the coat, he should be acquitted. Brown v. State, 61 App. 334, 136 S. W. 265.

It was not error to instruct that, if one by assault, violence, or putting in fear
of life or bodily injury fraudulently takes from another any property with intent
to appropriate it to his own use, he is guilty of robbery, and that, when a fire
arm is exhibited in committing the offense, the punishment must be death or im
prtsonment for not less than five years. Brown v. State, 61 App, 334, 136 S. W. 265.

In a prosecution for robbery with firearms, where the state showed that, after
a game of cards, defendant compelled the state's principal witness to hand back
money he had won in the game, a charge that if defendant presented a pistol at
or toward the state's witness, and took from his possession the money described
in the indictment without his consent, but did not intend to permanently appro
priate it, or, if there was a reasonable doubt as to such intention, defendant should
be acquitted, was not objectionable as authorizing a conviction, though defendant
afterwards intended to repay the state's witness. Green v. State (Cr. App.) 147
s. W. 593.

In a prosecution for robbery, where the indictment charged that accused robbed
two companions, and evidence of both robberies was admitted, the charge proper
ly required the jury to believe that accused robbed both of the companions of the
property described before a verdict of guilty should be rendered. Compton v.
State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 580.
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Where, in a prosecution for robbery, the evidence without dispute showed that,
if the defendant committed the offense at all, it was accompanied by assault, vio
lence, and putting complainant in fear by pointing a revolver at him, defendant
was not entitled to reversal of a conviction because an instruction defining the of
fense erroneously failed to require as an element thereof that the robbery must
have been accompanied by assault, or putting the person robbed in fear of his
life, or of bodily injury, as required by article 1327. Johnson v. State (Cr. App.)
150 s. W. 623.

An instruction in a robbery case that if accused assaulted another, and then
and there by violence and putting in fear the said other did fraudulently take
certain money from his possession and

.

person, he would be guilty was not objec
tionable for failure to add "of life or bodily injury," where the indictment also
charged that the robbery was committed by "violence"; it not being, necessary,
where violence was charged, to also instruct with reference to putting "in fear of
life or bodily injury." Palmer v. State, 71 App. 335, 160 S. W. 349.

An instruction in a prosecution for robbery that if accused unlawfully made an

assault upon another, and by putting him in fear of life or bodily injury did then
and there fraudulently take from his person $50 in money, or any other sum,
With intent to appropriate it to his own use, he would be guilty as charged, was

correct. Palmer v. State, 71 App. 335, 160 S. W. 349.
An instruction charging the statute was improper for using the word "or" in

stead of the word "and," in stating the penalty when a firearm is used or ex

hibited. Coker v. State, 71 App. 504, 160 S. W. 366.
Where, in a prosecution for robbery by firearms, it appeared that the accused

had previously lost the money at cards, it was improper to charge that, if ac

cused retook the money under an honest claim of right, believing it to be his prop
erty, the jury should acquit. Coker v. State, 71 App, 504, 160 S. W. 366.

In a prosecution for robbery, it was proper for the court to define the word
"wilful" and require that the jury find that the robbery was unlawful and wil
fully committed, though the statute defining the offense does not in terms require
that the robbery be wilfully don.e. Madrid v. State, 71 App. 420, 161 S. W. 93.

In a prosecution for robbery, where the evidence showed that the complaining
witness had prevented his wife· from making further loans and gifts to accused,
who was her lover, a charge on the want of motive predicated on the ground
that accused could obtain desired funds from the woman, was properly refused.
Collins v. State (Cr. App.) 178 s. W. 345.

16. Responsiveness of verdict.-A verdict that the jury find defendant "guilty
of robbery and assess his punishment at confinement in the penitentiary for life"
is responsive to an indictment charging simple robbery and robbery with a dead
ly weapon. Tabor v. State, 52 App. 387, 107 S. W. 1116.

17. Conviction of assault.-See notes under C. C. P., art. 771.

18. New trlal.-See notes to C. C. P., art. 837.

Art. 1328. [857] Fraudulent acquisition of property by threats.
-If any person, by threatening to do some illegal act injurious to
the' character, person or property of another, shall fraudulently in
duce the person so threatened to deliver to him any property, with
intent to appropriate the same to his own use, he shall be punished
by confinement in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than
five years. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 180.]

See notes under article 1327, ante.
See 'McCormick v. State, 26 App. 678, 9. S. W. 277; Miller v. State, 28 App.

445, 13 S. W. 646. ___

What constitutes offense.-To constitute the offense defined by article 1328 it
must appear: 1. That the accused threatened to do some illegal act, injurious to
the character, person, or property of another, and the indictment should aver the
threats, and the illegal act threatened, with reasonable certainty. 2. That by
means of such threats the accused fraudulently induced the person threatened to
deliver to him certain property, which property should be described in the in
dictment as in an indictment for theft, alleging the ownership thereof, except that
its value need not be alleged. 3. That the accused so obtained the property with
the intent to appropriate the same to his own use. WIlliams v. State, 13 App. 285,
46 Am. Rep. 237.

.

Where money was delivered to defendant on his demand at the point of a

cocked pistol, there was a taking within art. 1327, and not merely a delivery
through fear within art. 1328. Coffelt v. State, 27 App, 608, 11 S. W. 639, 11 Am.
St. Rep. 205.

A threat to accuse and prosecute a person of an offense of which he is guilty;
though made by a person who did not see the commission of the offense, but only
knew of it from information, is not a threat to do an illegal act; so that obtaining
money thereby is not within this article. Davis v. State, 37 App, 47, 38 S. W. 792,
-&6 Am. St. Rep. 791.

.

Under the statute, the threat must be to do an illegal act; consequently the
threat to do a legal act would not come within the offense defined. Burnsides v.

State, 51 App. 399, 102 S. W. 118.
A false personation of an officer, a false charge that one had committed an

offense and a threat to put him in jail whereby he is induced to pay the accused
money to release him is sufficient to make out a case of robbery under this arti
cle, Burnsides v. State, 51 App. 399, 102 S. W. 120.·
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lndlcrtment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 481, 632, 932.
An information for extorting money by threats of prosecution under the local

option law is insufficient when it fails to allege by proper averments that such law
was in force, and does not allege an agreement between defendant and the oth
er persons concerned in the extortion, to extort or make an agreement With the
offender to obtain the money. Williams v. State, 51 App. 1, 100 S. W. 149.

Where indictment charges, With "an attempt" to fraudulently take, instead of
with "intent," held sufficient. Runnells v. State, 34 App. 431, 30 S. W. 1065.

Where indictment described check, it was' not necessary to allege its value.
Williams v . State, 34 App, 523, 31 S. W. 405.

An indictment charging that the accused induced G. to pay him $500 by threat
ening to prosecute him for adultery is insufficient, unless it alleges that accused
falsely charged G. with adultery, and negatives G.'s guilt, setting out the constitu
ent elements of the offense of adultery, since if G. was guilty, a threat to prose
cute him was not a threat to do an illegal act. Scales v. State (Cr. App.) 144 s.
W.263.

Charge of court.-The accused had the right to have his theory of the case pre
sented to the jury, viz.: that he had been specially authorized by an officer to as

sist in making arrests, since, if the arrest was made in good faith, the subsequent
taking of money from the one arrested would not be robbery under this article.
It might be bribery or false personation of an officer. Burnsides v, State, 51 App.
399, 102 S. W. 120.

CHAPTER NINE

OF THEFT IN GENERAL
Art.
1329.
1330.
1331.
1332.
1333.

1334.
1335.

1336.

1337.
1338.

1339.

"Theft" defined.
Property must have some value.
Asportation not necessary.
The "taking" must be wrongful.
Possession and ownership need

not be in same person.
Possession, how constituted.
'I'hef't of one's own property,

when.
Part owner cannot commit, un

less.
"Property" defined.
Animals of domestic breed in

cluded.
Particular penalties exclude gen

eral, punishment.

Art.
1340. Theft of fifty dollars and over,

how punished.
Petty theft, how punished.
General penalties not applicable,

when.
Voluntary return of stolen prop-

erty.
"Steal" or "stolen" includes what.
Stealing of agricultural products.
Stealing record book or filed pa-

per.
Stealing from a wreck.
Conversion by a bailee is theft.
Receiving stolen property.

1341.
1342.

1343.

1344.
1345.
1346.

1347.
1348.
1349.

Article 1329. [858] "Theft" defined.-"Theft" is the fraudu
lent taking of corporeal personal property belonging to another
from his possession, or from the possession of some person holding
the same for him, without his consent, with intent to deprive the
owner of the value of the same, and to appropriate it to the use or

benefit of the person taking.
1. Nature and elements of offense in 19. -- Asportation and fraudulent

general. taking.
2. Subject of offense. zOo -- Ownership and possession and
3., Offenses included. want of consent.
4. Asportation. 21. --' Description of property.
5. Possession and ownership and want 22. -- Value.

of consent. 23. -- Clerical error.
6. Theft of wife's goods by husband. 24. Evidence-In general.
7. Intent. 25. Burden of proof.
8. Felony or misdemeanor. 26. Intent.
9. Compared with and distinguished 27. Venue.

from other offenses. 28. Time of offense.
10. Burglary and theft in same trans- 29. Identity of property.

action. 30. Value of property.
11. Principals and accomplices. 31. Ownership and possession.
12. Venue. 32. Want of owner's consent.
13. Former jeopardy. 33. Possession of stolen property.
14. Indictment, complaint and Inrorma- 84. Explanation of possession.

tion-In general. 35. Sufficiency to convict.
15. Name of parties. 36. Insufficiency to convict.
16. Venue. 37. Questions for jury.
17. Time of offense. 38. Charge of court.
18. Intent. 39. Verdict.

1. Nature and elements of offense In general.-A "theft" is the fraudulent tak
ing of property with intent to deprive the owner of the value of it, and with in
tent to appropriate the property to one's own use and benefit. Kellar v. State (Cr.
App.) 176 S. W. 723.

The doctrine of ultra vires cannot be invoked as a defense. Leonard v. State,.
7 App. 417.
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"Felonious" is not equivalent to "fraudulent" in the definition of theft. Sloan
V. State, 18 App, 225, overruling Musquez v. State, 41 Tex. 226.

In a prosecution for theft, a charge instructing the jury that the killing of the
animal constituted the offense was erroneous as the taking (if any) of the ani
mal constituted the offense. Crowell Jv. State, 24 App. 404, 6 S. W. 318.

If the stolen hogs were placed in the pen built by defendant and afterwards es

caped from the pen and were retaken by defendant it would be a second theft
separate and distinct from the first, for which he might be prosecuted. Trimble
v. State, 33 App, 397, 26 S. W. 727.

One who procures the agent of a railroad company to send him property of an

other is guilty of theft. Sikes v: State (Cr. App.) 28 s. W. 688.
One is guilty of theft who sells property of another and through an innocent

third party delivers it to the purchaser. Lane v, State, 41 App, 558, 55 S. W. 83l.
The offense is complete if the person aggrieved is engaged in his own business.

and not as a hireling. Nelson v: State (Cr. App.) 57 s. W. 645.
Under article 1329, where a person took an automobile from a private garage,

and after riding around and hauling persons for hire returned it to an alley in
the rear of the owner's house the same night, the taking did not constitute theft.
Smith v. State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 547.

Where accused took possession of and tied a cow to a tree to be butchered, he
was guilty of larceny, although she had not yet been sold or butchered. Powers v,

State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 909.
To constitute theft under the statute, accused must have been connected with

the original taking, as principal, and he must have been the taker. Davis v. State
(Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 1094.

The taking of goods from different departments in a department store during
a night pursuant to one purpose constitutes but one theft. Wilson v: State, 70·
App. 631, 158 S. W. 516.

Where no valid levy of personalty of a debtor was made until a specified date,
and possession was not taken by the sheriff until that date, an appropriation by
the debtor of the personalty prior to that date was not larceny. Scott v. State'
(Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 732.

2. Subject of offense.-See articles 1332, 1337, and 1338, post, and notes there-
under.

3. Offenses Includedv-Bee C. C. P., art. 772, and notes thereunder.
4. Asportation.-See notes under article 1331, post.
5. Possession and ownership and want of consent.-ISee articles 1331-1335, post,

and notes thereunder.
Property purchased and left in the store is in possession of the merchant, not

his clerk. Burns v. State, 35 Tex. 724.
The widow is the "owner" of unadministered community property is her ac

tual custody. Henry v, State, 45 Tex. 84. As is, also, a joint owner who has ex

clusive possession. Id. And if the owner temporarily deposits his property with
another, the possession remains with him. Garling v, State, 2 App. 44.

Where the alleged owner had 'had possession of the cow, claiming her as his
own, for two years, he had the superior title to her by limitation and the court
correctly so instructed the jury. Brooks v . State, 38 App. 167, 31 S. W. 410.

Defendant intrusted with several bales of cotton depostted them in a ware

house, he afterward procured samples of two bales and sold them; held, this was.

not such actual possession as would support a conviction for theft. Johnson v,

State, 34 App. 254, 30 S. W. 228.
It is no defense to a charge of cattle theft that the ownership of the animal

had become vested in the county as an estray, when twelve months had not
elapsed from the time of the estraying of such animal. Williams v. State (Cr.
App.) 34 S. W. 123.

.

State need not prove want of consent of owner when property is in exclusive
control of local agent. Wilson v, State, 37 App. 373, 35 S. W. 390, 38 S. W. 624,
39 S. W. 373.

In a prosecution for taking property alleged to belong to one of several joint
owners, defendant could show' that he took it with the consent of the others, and
thereby defeat the prosecution. Lockett v . State, 59 App, 531, 129 S. W. 627.

In a prosecution for theft, it is necessary to show by evidence that defendant
took the property without the owner's consent. McConico v, State, 61 App. 48, 133-
S. W. 1047.

To establish ownership of property. charged to have been stolen, the state must
show exclusive control, care, and management in the Claimed owner. Spiller v.

State, 61 App, 555, 135 S. W. 549.
A railroad yardmaster having the care and control of freight at a certain

point had the legal possession of goods in cars there. McDonald v: State, 70 App,
80, 1516 S. W. 209.

One to whom the owner gave possession of property, on his false pretense that
he would send back the money therefor, cannot be convicted of theft under Pen.
Code 1911, art. 1329, including in its definition thereof a taking from the owner's
possession "without his consent." Anderson v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 85.

6. Theft of wife's goods by husband.-And a husband cannot commit theft of
his wife's goods, unless there has been a divorcement or a distinct separation,
and the husband has clearly abandoned possession of her property and recognized
her right to its exclusive possession. Overton v, State, 43 Tex. 616.

7. Intent.-See notes under article 1332, post.
The intent to appropriate the property must exist at the very moment of com

ing into· possession of the same. Siemers v . State (Cr. App.) 55 s. W. 334; Pylee
v. State, 62 App. 49, 136 S. W. 464.

The taking of the property must have been fraudulent, and with this taking
must concur the intent to deprive the owner of the value of the same, and ap-
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propriate it to the taker's use and benefit. State v. Sherlock, 26 Tex. 106; Ridge
way v. State, 41 Tex. 231; Williams v. State, 12 App. 395; Tallant v. State, 14
App. 234. And see Muldrew v. State, 12 App. 617; Chance v. State, 27 App. 441, 11
S. W. 457.

Intent is an essential ingredient of theft, and must be alleged and proved.
Guest v . State, 24 App, 235, 5 S. W. 840; Willis v. State, 24 App. 584, 6 S. W. 856;
Blain v. State, 24 App, 626, 7 S. W. 239; Brown v. State, 28 App. 379, 13 S. W. 150;
Lewis v. State, 29 App. 105, 14 S. W. 1008.

The evidence in this case tending to support the defense that the accused killed
the alleged stolen animal by direction of his employer, the charge of the court
was erroneous in not instructing the jury that, if they believed that the accused
took the said animal by direction of his employer, for the use and benefit of his
employer, believing at the time that his said employer owned or had a right to

appropriate the animal, then the accused would not be guilty of theft, because of
the absence of the fraudulent intent. Myers v. State, 24 App, 334, 6 S. W. 19L
Other decisions hereunder: Bennett v. State, 28 App. 342, 13 S. W. 142; Barton
v. State, 28 App. 483, 13 S. W. 783. The intent must be to permanently, and not

temporarily, appropriate the property. Schultz v . State, 30 App. 94, 16 S. W. 756.
Intent to destroy or to appropriate to the use and benefit of some other person

is sufficient. Stegall v. State, 32 App, 100, 22 S. W. 146, 40 Am. St. Rep. 761.
On trial for horse-theft the defense was that the horse had been taken in hope

of a reward for his return, and not for the purpose of appropriating him to defend
ant's use; held defendant at least intended to deprive the owner of the value and

appropriate him to his own use, so far as the reward was concerned, and was

guilty of theft. Dunn v. State, 34 App. 257, 30 S. W. 227, 53 Am. St. Rep. 714.
If the object of the taker was to compel the party from whom the goods were

taken to pay a debt, he is not guilty of theft. Young alias Burkett v. State, 34
App, 290, 30 S. W. 238.

A person taking an article with the intention of allowing the owner the value
of the same on a settlement of accounts, is not guilty of theft. Young v. State, 37
App. 457, 36 S. W. 272.

The evidence showed that at the time defendant took the horse he was drunk,
and that he took him for temporary use only, but afterwards sold him; held, if
he did not at the time of the taking have the intent to appropriate the horse, the
offense would not be theft. Cady v. State, 39 App. 236, 45 S. W. 568.

Where defendant testified in a case in which he was being tried for theft of
cattle belonging to an unknown owner, that he had authority to take cattle belong
ing to Y., court should charge that if he believed the cattle belonged to Y. they
should acquit. Melton v. State (Cr. App.) 56 S. W. 67.

Where, in a prosecution for stealing oats, accused and his wife testified that,
when he took the oats from a field by which he was driving, he stated his inten
tion to give his father-in-law, who accompanied him in another buggy, money to
pay the owner for the oats, accused driving a scary team which he could not leave,
it was error, to refuse a requested charge that, if accused took the oats without
fraudulent intent, with a view to paying for them, the jury should acquit. Pyles
v, State (fCr. App.) 136 S. W. 464.

.

To authorize a conviction for theft, a specific intent must have existed in ac
cused's mind at the very time of the taking. Burton v. State (C'r. App.) 146 s.
W.186.

That accused took a cow for another is no defense to a prosecution for larceny
where it did not appear that he believed the cow belonged to the person for whom
he acted. Powers v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 909.

8. Felony or mlsdemeanor.-See articles 1339-1342, post, and notes thereunder.

9. Compared with and distinguished from other offenses.-See notes under ar

ticles 1332, 1349, 1356, and 1421, post.
See Simco v. State, 8 App, 406; Zysman v. State, 42 App, 432, 60 S. W. 669:

De Gaultie v. State, 31 Tex. 32; Cobletz v. State, 36 Tex. 353; Huntsman v. State,
12 App. 619; Whitworth v. State, 11 App. 414; Sims v. State, 21 App, 649, 1 S.
W. 465; Bink v. State, 5.0 App. 450, 98 S. W. 249; Taylor v. State, 32 App. 110, 22
S. W. 148; Frank v. State, 30 App. 381, 17 S. W. 936; Pitts v. State, 5 App. 122;
Hudson v. State, 10 App, 215; White v. State, 11 Tex:. 769; Cline v. State, 43
Tex. 494; Abbey v. State, 35 App. 689, 34 S. W� 930.

A conviction for the offense of receiving stolen property can not be had under
an indictment charging theft. Brown v. State, 15 App. 581; Chandler v. State,
Id. 587; Gaither v. State, 21 App. 527, 1 S. W. 456; Wheeler v. State, 34 App. 350,
30 S. W. 913; Ferandez v. State, 25 App, 538, 8 S. W. 667; Gray v. State, 24 App,
611, 7 S. W. 339.

For distinction between "malicious mischief" and "theft," see Thompson v.

State, 30 Tex. 356.
Under an indictment for theft, a conviction can be had for wilfully driving

stock from accustomed range. Counts v. State, 37 Tex. 593; Bawcom v. State, 41
Tex. 189; Guest v. State, 24 App, 530, 7 S. W. 242.

That the defendant, subsequent to the theft of the property, and with knowl
edge that it was stolen, aided the thief to dispose of it, or purchased it from the
thief, are facts sufficient to support a conviction for receiving stolen property,
knowing it to be stolen, but not to support a conviction for theft. Pra.to'r- v. State,
15 App. 363.

The offense of theft from the person being essentially different from ordinary
theft, a conviction thereof can not be had under an indictment for ordinary theft.
Harris v. State, 17 App. 132.

Where indictment charges theft from the person only the defendant can not
be convicted of petty theft. Robert·s v. State, 33 App. 83, 24 S. W. 895.

Under an indictment for theft of 'cattle, the defendant may be convicted or the
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offense denounced by article 1356. Camp-bell V. State, 22' App. 262, 2 S. W. 825;·
Foster v. State, 21 App, 80, 17 S. W. 548; Smith v. State, 21 App, 134, 17 S. W.
558.

Though under an indictment charging theft of cattle in the usual form, a con

viction may be had either for the theft defined in article 1356, or for the misde
meanor of driving cattle from their accustomed range as defined in article 1386,
the verdict, to be sufficient, must show with reasonable certainty of which of
fense, the felony or the misdemeanor, the accused W8$ found guilty. Guest v.

State, 24 App. 530, 7 S. W. 242 (overruled by Long v. State, 39 App. 461, 46 S.
W. 821, 73 Am. St. Rep. 954). And on the same subject, see Taylor v. State,
25 App. 96, 7 S. W. 861; Spoonemore v. State, 25 App, 358, 8 S. W. 280; WoodS
v. State, 26 App, 490, 10 S. W. 108; Lopez v: State, 28 App. 343, 13 S. W. 219.

If the, owner is induced to part with his property finally, or to convey title
thereto, the crime is swindling. But if possession only is obtained, and in such
manner as is not adequate to pass the title. thereto, but only its custody for a

time, and thereafter is converted by the taker in pursuance of his original de
sign, it is theft. Massey v. State, 31 App. 371, 20 S. W. 758.

A conviction for theft of a horse, on a general indictment for theft, is not sup
ported by evidence that defendant 'borrowed the horse and thereafter converted
him to his own use. Mangum v. State, 38 App. 231, 42 S. W. 291.

Defendant was an employe of prosecutor, prosecutor left him temporarily ;n
charge of his store while he went to Dallas; soon after prosecutor left defendant
took the goods charged to have been stolen and fled to Arkansas'; held, he was

guilty of theft and not embezzlement. Roeder v. State, 39 App. 199, 45 S. W. 57,0.
It is error to charge that defendant can be convicted of driving stock from

accustomed range, under an indictment for theft. Chambers v. State (Cr. App.)
59 s. W. 261.

Indictment may include counts for theft and theft from the person, and con

viction under the first count operates as acquittal of the second count. Hooton
v. State, 53 App. 6, 108 S. W. 651; Flynn v. State, 47 App. 26, 83 S. W. 206.

Accused drove a herd of' cattle to town for shipment to market. A third per
son drove another's cattle into the herd, and requested accused to take them to
market and remit to him the money after a sale of the cattIe. The third person
was seen in conjunction with accused in driving the cattle. Held, that accused,
if not engaged in the original taking, could at most be convicted of receiving
stolen property, knowing it to be stolen. L€e v. State, 57 App. 177, 122 S. W. 389.

One who by means of false r-epreaen ta.tdorrs obtained money from another as an

advancement for work, to be thereafter performed, and who failed to perform the
work, was not guilty of theft of the money advanced, though an indictment for.
swindling might lie. Taylor v. State, 64 App. 157, 141 S. W. 949.

Where accused was apprehended as he was loading stolen lard into a wagon
on a railroad right of way, the court properly charged that he was not guilty of
theft, unless he was connected with the original taking of the lard from the rail
road car, since, if he was not so connected, he was only guilty of receiving stolen
goods. Roman v. State, 64 App, 515, 142 S. W. 912.

The offenses of theft of proper-ty, of being an accomplice to the theft of such
property, and of receiving and concealing the same property are entirely separate
and distinct offenses, and, under an indictment charging one of such offenses, a

party cannot be convicted of either of the others. Kaufman v. State, 70 App, 438,
159 S. W. 58.

The word "bailee" as used in the embezzlement statute, which punishes the
fraudulent conversion by a bailee, does not include all bailments, but only those
for the sole benefit of the bailor, where there is a fiduciary relation between the
parties; hence as there must; be a fraudulent taking to constitute the crime of
theft denounced by article 1329, the conversion of property by a bailee, where the
bailment is for mutual benefit, falls within the purvieWi of article 1348, making,
such conversion an offense, being neither theft nor embezzlement. Johnson v.

State, 71 App. 206, 159 S. W. 849.
The owner of certain personal property went to a bathing beach, and, before

going in, deposited the property with the bathhouse keeper, R. in some way ob
tained possession of the check, presented it to the keeper, and obtained the prop
erty, and the next day part of it was found in accused's possession, concealed in
a safety deposit vault. Held that the evidence showed pure theft on the part of
R., and did not raise the! issue of embezzlement. Goldstein v. State (C'r. App.)
171 S. W. 709.

.

10. Burglary and theft in same transaction.-See notes under chapter 6, ante.

11. Prtnclpa ls and accompllces.-See notes under articles 74, 77, and 79, ante,
and C. C. P. art. 801.

12. Venue.-See notes on "Evidence," post and C. C. P. art. 245 and notes
thereunder.

13. Former jeopardy.-See notes under articles 1317 and 1318, ante, and C. C.
P. art. 9.

14. Indictment, complaint, and information---;-In general.-See notes under arti-
cle 1332, post, and, also, C. C. P. arts. 451, et seq., and notes thereunder.

Willson's Cr. Forms, 634.
Proof and variance, see notes on "Evidence," post.
See Tinney v. State, 24 App, 112, 5 S. W. 831; Guest v. State, 24 App. 530, 7

S. W. 242; Lott v. State, 24 App. 723, 14 S. W. 277; Smith v. State, 24 App. 290,
6 S. W. 4.0.

Where the indictment alleged that the defendant "did kill, steal, take, and carry
away a hog," it was held that the indictment charged the theft of a dead and not
a live hog. Thompson v. State, 30 Tex. 356.

The word "feloniously" need not be used .In the indictment. The word .traudu-
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lently characterizes the offense, and is indispensable in charging it. Prim v, State,
32 Tex. 157; Calvin v, State, 25 Tex. 793; Austin v. State, 42 Tex. 345; Conner
v, State, 6 App, 455; Jorasco v. State, Id. 238.

If the proof upon which the state depends leaves it in doubt whether the offense
is theft per se or wilfully driving stock from the range, the indictment should
charge both in different counts. Smith v. State, 34 Tex. 612.

.

In general the indictment must charge the acts, intents, and omissions which
enter into the definition of, and constitute the offense. Williams v. State, 12 App.
396; Hodges v. State, Id. 554; Young v. State, Id. 614; Muldrew V. State, Id. 617;
Insall v. State, 14 App. 145. If two distinct offenses be charged in the same count,
the indictment will be bad for duplicity. Hickman v. State, 22 App. 441, 2 S. W.
640; Heineman v. State, 22 App. 44, 2 S. W. 619. Where different articles' are tak
en at the same time and place, although from different persons, such taking con

stitutes but one offense, and will support but one prosecution. Wilson v. State,
45 Tex. 76, 23 Am. Rep. 602; Quitzow v. State, 1 App. 48, 28 Am. Rep. 396; Hozier
v. State, 6 App. 542.

Indictment alleged the name both of accused and the owner as "Mack Brown."
Good as an indictment. Brown v. State, 28 App. 379, 13 S. W. 150.

The affidavit and information for theft alleging that IChas. Davis was in pos
session of a ring, it having been lent to Geo. Davis by the owner, who unlawfully
conver-ted it to his own use, is defective; the allegations being inconsistent, as no

connection is shown between the two Davises, and it cannot be told which one

appropriated it. Davis v : State, 60 App, 108, 131 S. W. 315.
An indictment for a theft may charge it to have been accomplished in both

the ways the statute states the offense can be committed. Wright v. State, 70
App. 73, 156 S. W. 624.

15. Names of parties.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 456.

16. Venue.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 451, subd. 5.

1? Time of offense.-Proving as alleged, se'e post, notes under "Evi-
dence."

A conviction Is not void because different dates are alleged in two different
counts. Shuman v. State, 34 App. 69, 29 S. W. 160.

18. -- I ntent.-In addition to the allegation that the property was fraudu
lently taken, it must be alleged that it was taken with the intent to deprive the
owner of the value of the same, and to appropriate it to the use and benefit of
the person taking. Peralto v. State, 17 App. 578; Tallant v . State, 14 App. 234;
Jones v. State, 12 App. 424; Ridgeway v. State, 41 Tex. 231; State v. Sherlock, 26
Tex. 106 .. Where the allegation was that the property was taken with Intent to
deprive the owner of the value of the same, and to appropriate the value of the
same, etc., using the word "value" in place of the statutory word "it," the al
legation was held to be sufficient, though it would have been better to have follow
ed the exact language of the statute. Thompson v. State, 16 App. 74; Barrett v.

State, 18 App. 64. See C. C. P., art. 454. In charging the intent, it is not neces

'sary to aver time and place separately to each intent, as "then and there to de
prive the owner," etc., and "then and there to appropriate," etc. Harris v. State,
2 App, 10'2.

An indictment which alleges that accused fraudulently took personalty of pros
ecutor from the possession of prosecutor without his consent, and with the intent
of accused to appropriate the property to his own use, is fatally defective for
failing to allege accused's intent to deprive prosecutor of the value of the prop
erty. Moore v. State (Cr. App.) 166 s. W. 1153.

19. -- Asportation and fraudulent taking.-Asportation need not be alleged.
Austin v. State, 42 Tex. 345; Coombes v. State, 17 App. 258 (overruling Martin v:

State, 44 Tex. 172); Madison v. State, 16 App, 435; Doss v. State, 21 App. 505, 2
S. W. 814, 57 Am. Rep. 618 (overruling Lott v. State, 20 App. 230); Conner v,

State, 24 A.pp. 245, 6 S. W. 138; Coward v. State, 24 App. 590, 7 S. W. 332.
It need not be alleged that the property was carried away. It is suffiCient to

allege that it was fraudulently taken. 'Conner v. State, 6 App. 455; Prim v. State,
32 Tex. 157; Austin v. State, 42 Tex. 345; Hall v. State, 41 Tex. 287; Walker v,
State, 3 App. 70.

It is indispensably essential to allege that the property was fraudulently taken.
An allegation that it was feloniously taken will not be sufficient. The statute in
defining the offense.uses the word "fraudulent" to characterize the taking. Ware
v. State, 19 App. 13; Spain v. State, Id. 469; Sloan v. State, 18 App, 225, over

ruling upon this point, Musquez v. State, 41 Tex. 226; Ortis v: State, 18 App. 282;
;McPherson v. State, 20 App. 194; Muldrew v, State, 12 App, 617; State v. Earp, 41
Tex. 487; Holsey v. State, 24 App. 35, 5 S. W. 523; Chance v. State, 27 App. 441,
11 S. W. 457; Green v. State, 27 App, 570, 11 S. W. 636;. Wilson v, State, 27 App.
577, 11 S. W. 638; Minter v. State, 26 App. 217, 9 S. W. 561; Johnston v. State, 25
App. 731, 9 S. W. 48; Moore v. State, 28 App. 377, 13 S. W. 152. See, also, Jorasco
v. State, 6 App. ·238.

It must be alleged (and proved) that the property was taken from the posses
sion

.

of the owner. Omission of the word "of" is fatal to the indictment. Riley
'fl. State, 27 App. 606, 11 S. W. 642.

An information for theft, which does not charge that the property taken was
taken from the possession of the owner, or of some one holding for him, is insuffi
cient under the statute defining theft. Henley v. State, 61 App. 428, 135 S. W. 133.

Where the complaint and information in a prosecution for theft merely stated
that the defendant unlawfully took one pair of lines, the property of one M., with
out his consent, and failed to charge a fraudulent taking, they were defective.
Watt v. State, 61 App. 662" 136 S. W. 66.
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A complalnt and Inrormation charging theft, which does not allege that ac

cused fraudulently took the property from the alleged 'Owner, is fatally defective.
Baldwin ""I. State (Cr. App.) 175 s. W. 701.

20. -- Ownership and possession and want of consent.-See notes under arti
cle 1348, post, and C. C. P. arts. 456, 457.

An indictment is fatally defective if it fails to charge rrom whose possession the
proper-ty was taken. Garner v. State, 36 Tex. 693; Garcia v. State, 26 Tex. 209,
82 Am. Dec. 605; Watts v. State, 6 App. 263; Case v. State, 12 App. 228; Reed
v. State, 14 App. 662; Bailey v. State, 18 App. 426; Ryan v. State (Cr. App.) 176 s.
W.49.

The nama of the owner 'Or possessor must be correctly charged. The given
name may be stated by initials. C. C. P. art. 456; Collins v. State, 43 Tex. 577
(overr-uling Brown v. State, 32 Tex. 125); Sp'O'Onem'Ore v. State, 25 App. 358, 8
S. W. 280.

As t'O temporary possession. Blackburn v. State, 44 Tex. 457; Bailey v. State,
18 App. 426; Frazier v. State, Id. 434; Emmerson v. State, 33 App. 89, 25 S. -W. 289.

The 'Ownership 'Of the property must be averred, 'Or it must be averred that the
name 'Of the 'Owner is unknown to the grand jury. Culberson v. State, 2 App. 324;
Btone v. State, 12 App. 193; Maddox v. State, 14 App. 447.

Where possession is alleged to be in a person other than the 'Owner 'Of the prop
erty, it is not a valid objection to the indictment that it does not allege that the
person in possesslon was holding the property for the 'Owner. Alexander v. State,
4 AnD. 261.

The property belongtng to a married woman, 'Ownership and possession is prop
erly alleged in the husband, and the indictment need not negative the wife's con

sent. Burt v. State, 7 App, 578; Sinclair v . State, 34 App, 453, 30 S. W. 1070;
Coombes v. State, 17 App. 258.

.

,

Ownership and want 'Of consent are ingredients and must be alleged. Williams
v. State, 12 App. 395; Roberson v. State, 51 APP. 335, 101 S. W. 800.

Alleging possession in the special 'Owner, and the want 'Of his consent, indict
ment need not allege possession 'Of the actual 'Owner nor negative his consent.
Frazier v. State, 18 App, 434; Bailey v. State, 20 App. 68; Littleton v. State, 20 App,
168; Ledbetter v. State, 35 App. 195, 32 S. W. 903.

With regard to the allega.tions of 'Ownership and possession, the following rules
are deducible from the dectslons: 1. The facts as they exist should be alleged, and
if the facts be doubtful the pleader should resort to different counts, and thus meet
the proof in whatever shape it may be adduced. 2. If A be the actual or general
'Owner 'Of the property, and had the same in his actual control, care, and manage
ment at the time it was stolen, both 'Ownership and possesston should be alleged to
be in him, notwithstanding! the property was in care 'Of, and being used by the
agent 'Or servant 'Of the owner. 3. If A be the actual 'Or general 'Owner, but B, at
the time 'Of the theft, had the actual control, care, and management 'Of the prop
erty, the ownership. may be alleged to be in either A 'Or B, but the possession must
be alleged to have been in B. In such case, it is better to allege both the 'Owner

ship and possession in B, the special 'Owner.' Briggs v. State, 20 App, 106; Little
ton v. State, Id. 168; Hall v. State, 22 App. 632, 3 S. W. 338; Frazier v. State, 18
App. 434; Bailey v. State, Id. 426; May v. State, 15 App. 430; Duren v. State, Id.
624; Wilson v. State, 12 App, 481; Hill v. State, 11 App. 132; Dreyer v. State, Id.
503; Pippin v. State, 9 App. 269; Walker v. State, Id. 38; Moore v. State, 8 App,
496; Skipworth v. State, Id. 135; West v. State, 6 App. 485; Jinks v. State, 5 App,
68; For-e v. State, Id. 251; Trafton v. State, Id. 480'; 'Crockett v. State, Id. 526;
Gaines v. State, 4 App. 330; Garling v. State, 2 App, 44; King v. State, 43 Tex.
351; Blackburn v. State, 44 Tex. 457.

The property belonging to a widow, non compos mentis, and her children, they
living with the former's father, S., who had sole control and care 'Of the prop
erty, and was guardian ror the children, indictment should have alleged the taking
fr-om the possession of S., or, alleging the 'Ownership in the widow and children,
that it was taken trom the possesston 'Of S., who was holding' it for them. Briggs
v. State, '20 App. 106.

Possession from which the propertv was taken must be alleged and at least
substantially proved, Ldttleton v. State, 20 App. 168; White v. State, 33 App, 94, �
25 S. W. 290; Mixon v. State, 28 App. '347, 13 S. W. 143; Hill v. State, 55 App.
407, 117 S. W. 823.

The indictment must allege that the proper-ty was taken without the consent 'Of
the 'Owner. If the ownership of the property be alleged t'O be in A and the posses
slon in B, the allega.tion must be that the proper-ty was taken without the con-'
sent 'Of either A 'Or B. Schultz v. State, 20 App. 308; Williams v. State, 19 App.
277; Atterberry v. State, Id. 401; Bailey v. State, 18 App. 427; Frazier v. State,
Id. 434; Bland v. State, Id. 12; Williams v. State, 12 App, 395. When the indict
ment alleges a j'Oint 'Ownership 'Of two 'Or more persons, the non-consent of each
owner must be alleged. It will not be sufficient to allege their want of consent
j'Ointly. Mclrrtosh v. State, 18 App. 284; Taylor v. State, Id. 489. But where the
indictment alleges the 'Ownership to be in two 'Or more persons nob jointly, but
separately, it is sufficient to allege that the prop-erty was taken without the con

sent 'Of the 'Owners. Smith v. State, 21 App, 96, 17 S. W. 560. The allegation as
to want 'Of consent should negative the consent 'Of the alleged owner 'Or 'Owners,
and the alleged possessor 'Or possessors 'Of the property, but it need not, and should
not, negative the consent 'Of persons nob named in the indictment. It was formerly
held that where there were both a general and a special 'Owner 'Of the property it
was essential to allege and prove the want 'Of consent 'Of both, and that where both
'Ownership' and possession were alleged to be in the special owner, it was essential
to prove not 'Only his want of consent, but also the want of consent 'Of the general
owner. Jackson v. (3tate, 7 App. 363; Wilson v. State, 12 App. 481; Bowllng v.
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State, 13 App. 338; Erskine V. State, 1 App. 405. But these decisions, in so far as

they hold as above stated, were expressly overruled in Frazier v. State, 18 App.
434.

As to theft of property belonging to a corporation, see Stallings v. State" '29
App. 220, 15 S. W. 716.

Indictment must not only describe the corporation by its corporate name, but
allege that it was a corporation, allege the name of the special owner from whose

possession the property was taken and that he was holding the same for the cor

poration, negative his consent and aver that the property was taken with the in

tent to deprive the owner of the value of the same. Thurmond v. State, 30 App,
539, 17 S. W. 1098; White v. State, 24 App. 231, 5 S. W. 857, 5 Am. St. Rep. 879;
Barnes v. State, 46 App. 513, 81 S. W. 735; Kersh v: State, 45 App. 451, 77 S. W.
790. But contra, see Price V. State, 41 Tex. 215.

.

Indictment should allege the want of consent of the party in possession, and
also of the unknown owner. Swink v, State, 32 App, 530, 24 S. W. 893.

It is admissible in two different counts to charge the property as belonging to
,

different persons. Pisano v. State, 34 App. 63, 29 S. W. 42; Shuman v. State, 34
App, 69, 29 S. W. 160; Smith v. State, 34 App. 123, 29 S. W. 774.

An indictment alleging in two different counts the property as belonging to
different persons is not duplicitous. Pisano v. State, 34 App, 63, 29 S. W. 42.

An indictment for theft may allege, in one count, ownership and possession in
one person, and in another, ownership in the same person and possession in an

other. Shuman v. State, 34 App. 69, 29 S. W. 160.
When the indictment alleges ownership in a person to the grand jurors un

known, the defendant in order to take advantage of lack of diligence in said grand
jury in discovering owner, should show such lack of diligence at the trial in the
court below. Logan v. State, 36 App. 1, 34 S. W. 925.

The indictment must negative the owner's consent to the taking. Long v. State
(Cr. App.) 39 S. W. 674.

Where indictment alleges joint ownership, it must allege want of consent of
each owner. Using the word "their" in the indictment is not sufficient. Young
V. State (Cr. App.) 59 s. W. 891.

Though art. 457 of the C. of C. P. authorizes the allegation of ownership in
either the actual or special owner, it is better practice, in most instances, to al
lege the ownership in him who has the actual control, care and management-in
short, the possession-of the property. Shelton v. State, 52 App. 611, 108 S. W.
679; Frazier v. State, 18 App. 434 (overruling Erskine v, State, 1 App. 405; Jackson
v, State, 7 App. 363; Bowling v. State, 13 App, 338; Williamson v, State, 13 App.
614); Wilson v. State, 12 App, 481.

An indictment for larceny, which alleges a joint ownership by two or more

persons, must allege the nonconsent of each owner, and it is not sufficient to
merely allege the want of consent jointly. Arseneaux v, State, 63 App, 566, 140 S.
W.776.

Although the keeper of an automobile garage had the care of a machine which
was Iert there when not in use by the owner, his care or custody of the machine
did not constitute ownership for the purpose of the allegation of ownership and
taking without consent in a prosecution for theft of a part of a machine. Staha
v. State (Cr. App.) 151 s. W. 543.

Where the owner of cattle placed them in the pa.sture of one .T., who under
Rev. St. 1911, § 5664, had a lien thereon for pasturage, .T. was the special owner

as against the real owner, and an indictment for their theft should have alleged
ownership in .T. or real ownership in the owner and special ownership in .T.
McKnight v. State, 70 App. 47()', 156 S. W. 1188.

An indictment for the theft of property in possession of a renter should allege
general possession in the owner's agent and special ownership in the renter, or

ownership in the agent, or in the renter. Lewis v. State (Cr. App.) 164 s. W. 5.
21. -- Description of property.-See notes under article 1330, post, and C. C.

P. arts. 458, 468, and notes thereunder.

22. Value.-See notes under article 1342, post.
23. -- Clerical error.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 476.
24. Evidence-In general.-For decistons relating to accomplice testimony, cir

cumstantial evidence, confessions, res gestre, declarations, and other decisions
upon evidence not stated in this chapter, see title 8, chap. 7, C. C. P. Evidence.

Variance as to middle initial to the given name as charged and proved, is im
material (Spencer v, State, 34 App. 65, 29 S. W. 159); but this rule does not ex

tend to the first initial, unless it be shown that defendant was as well known
by the name alleged as by his true name. C. C. P. art. 456; Willis v. State, 24
APp. 487, 6 S. W. 200; Young v. State, 30 App. 308, 17 S. W. 413.

The fact that a bill of sale has been neither acknowledged nor recorded does
not render it inadmissible in evidence. Lockwood v. State, 32 App. 137, 22 S. W.
413. See, also, note, post, as to evidence of ownership and possession.

On trial for theft of a cow it was proven by the State that defendant was seen

one evening driving the cow towards his home; held, admissible to prove that next
morning defendant's son was seen dragging the hide of the animal across defend
ant's yard. Brown v. State, 34 App. 150, 29 S. W. 772.

Evidence that accused made inquiry as to the ownership of the property is ad
missible. Green v. State (Cr. App.) 30 S. W. 220.

Evidence of quarrels between defendant and prosecuting witness is inadmissi
ble. Tabor v. State, 34 App. �31, 31 S. W. 662, 53 Am. St. Rep. 726.

The evidence showed that defendant knew to whom the cattle belonged, and
when the owner spoke of branding them, defendant told him it was not neces

sary, that he would protect his ownership; held, his defense of mistake was un-

tenable. Lawrence v. State, 35 App, 114, 32 S. W. 53().
'

The State was allowed to prove that the cotton yard books showed that a.
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certain bale of cotton was sold by defendant; held, error. Howard v. State, 35
App, 136. 32 S. W. 544.

On prosecution for theft of chickens it is error to allow witnesses to testify
that they were on the same night watching their henroosts. Smith v. State (Cr.
App.) 33 S. W. 1079.

It was admissible to prove that part of the property was found on the ground
near where defendant was arrested, also to prove that a negro who had been in
the same cell with defendant was taken out and pointed out part of the property.
Payton v. State, 35 App. 508, 34 S. W. 615.

It is admissible to 'Prove that defendant sold a horse stolen on the same night
of the alleged theft. Bonners v. State (Cr. App.) 35 S. W. 650,.

The fact that a complaint had been made against another person for the same

theft is no evidence that defendant did not commit the theft. Bigham v. State, 36
App. 453, 37 S. W. 753.

A person charged with theft of property which he sold and claimed to have
authority from the owner to sell, should be allowed to introduce, as tending to cor

roborate his statement, testimony that the owner had procured and tried to pro
cure the services of other persons to sell such property. Kimball v. State, 37 App.
230, 39 S. W. 297, 66 Am. St. Rep. 799.

Evidence held properly excluded. Hart v. State (Cr. App.) 40 S. W. 495.
Evidence in horse-theft. Harvard v. State, 49 App. 290, 92 S. W. 804; Trevenio

v. State, 48 App. 207, 87 S. W. 1162; Young v. State, 47 App, 468, 83 S. W. 808.
Where defendant claimed he obtained the mules in controversy from D., but

testified that he had made no application for a subpcena for D., the jury could
consider his failure to do so as bearing on the bona, fides of his contention that
he was an innocent purchaser of the property. Cleveland v. State, 57 App. 356,
123 S. W. 142.

In a prosecution for theft, evidence that on the day after defendant procured
the money in question from prosecutor by false pretext, as prosecutor and witness
were going down the street they came up, to defendant, who thereupon ran, was

admissible. Hawkins v. State, 58 App. 407, 126 S. W. 268, 137 Am. St. Rep. 9170.
Where, on a trial for the larceny of a cow, the identity of the animal stolen

was in dispute, the acts of the constable in watching the COw while tied in the
woods during the greater part of a day are inadmissible as reflecting the opinion
of -the constable that the animal had been stolen, and that accused was con

nected with the offense. Richards v. State, 59 App. 203, 127 S. W. 823.
In a prosecution for theft, evidence held to sustain the charge of the indict

ment that the property taken was lawful current money of the United States of
America. Bacon v. State, 61 App, 206, 134 S. W. 690.

In a prosecution for theft of a deed, evidence was admissible that accused exe

cuted a deed to the property conveyed by that claimed to have been stolen, in
order to show that he was exerctstng acts of ownership under the stolen deed.
Roberts v. State, 61 App. 434, 135 S'. W. 144.

In a prosecution for theft of a cow which disappeared Saturday, where the the
ory of the prosecution was that the cow was killed by the accused on Monday,
and as to which the evidence for the prosecution was only circumstantial, the re

jection of evidence orrered by the accused to show that; when the cow was found
on Tuesday, she had been dead four or five days, is error, as the killing of cattle
to secure the hide constitutes a theft of the cattle, but it is not a theft of an an

imal to remove the hide from a dead animal. Jackson v. State, 62 App. 106, 136
S. W. 783.

In a trial for stealing hides, based upon circumstantial evidence, 'any circum
stance connecting accused with hides shipped and identified as including those
stolen, or any misstatement by him concerning them while not under arrest, were
admissible as bearing on his claim that he bought the hides from an unknown
man. Davis v. State, 63 App. 453, 140 S. W. 349.

In a, trial for atealingi hides, based on circumstantial evidence, the state could
show that hides found in a package which accused shipped with those stolen were

stolen the night after the parttcular theft, and on the night before accused de
livered the package for shipment, where accused claimed to have bought the hides
in good faith from a stranger. Davia v. State, 63 App. 453, 140 S. W. 349.

In a, prosecution for theft of a beef, testimony of a person who saw the prop
erty alleged to have been stolen in the pen of the defendant and told another per
son about it on a certain day, and of such other person that the first witness did
so tell him, is admissible to show the time the beef was in the pen, and thereby
disprove testimony of defendant,' to the effect that on the day before the witness
saw the beef he purchased it from a traveler in another county. Chance v. State,
63 App. 602, 141 S. W. 113.

In the trial of a train newsboy for the theft of money from a passenger's hand
bag left on the train, the conductor's testimony that, while he was looking for
the hand bag after notice by telegram, a lady passenger told him that a lady left
her hand bag, when defendant "butted in" and said, "Yes, I saw it lYing there,"
was properly admitted. Lane v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S'. W. 897.

It was not error, in the trial of a train newsboy for theft of money from a
hand bag left on the train by a passenger, to permit the passenger to testify that
the money and hand bag were taken without her consent. Lane v. State (Cr.
App.) 152 S. W. 897.

In a trial for horse theft, it was not error to permit the state to show that
witness met a man near prosecuting witness' home riding one horse and leading
another, though his description of the man and the horses did not identify the man

definitely as accused, nor either of the horses as the one stolen. Lester v, State
(Cr. App.) 154 s. W•. 554.
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On a trial for theft of cotton, the testimony of a witness that he had seen

mule tracks and that accused owned mules was admissible. Wilson v. State, 70
App. 340, 156 S. W. 20'4.

Where the state depended on circumstantial evidence to establish a larceny of
cotton, that tracks leading to the door where the co'tton was found had been rub
bed out by the foot could be proved. Wilson v. State, 70 App. 340, 156 S. W. 204.

Where accused was on trial for the theft of horses delivered to prosecutor as a

pledge to secure the release' of a mortgage on a chattel awarded to prosecutor
on the dissolution of the firm in which the parties were partners, evidence as to
the formation of the firm and as to accused's representations that the chattel was

not incumbered was admissible. Haley v. State, 70 App. 30, 156 S. W. 637.
On a. trial for theft of cattle for which accused claimed to have a bill of sale,

evidence that the general reputation for honesty of the notary before whom the
bill of sale purported to have been acknowledged was a "little bad" should have
been excluded. Turner v. State, 71 App. 477, 160 S. W. 357.

25. -- Burden of proof.-See article 52, ante, and C. C. P. art. 785, and
notes thereunder.

The evidence must show satisfactorily, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the
accused took the property fraudulently, with the intent to deprive the owner of
the value of the same, and to appropriate it to his, the accused's, use or benefit.
The fraudulent intent with which the property was taken is the very gist of the

offense, and without such intent there can be no theft. Such fraudulent intent

must have existed in the mind of· the accused at the very time that he took the

property. If at the very time he came into the possession of the property, such
fraudulent intent did not exist in his mind, such intent, subsequently formed,
would not make the taking of the property theft. Hernandez v. State, 20 App. 151;
Wilson v. State, ld. 662; Warren v. State, 17 App. 207; Winn v. State, ld. 284;
Reed v. State, 8 App. 4{)l, 34 Am. Rep. 732: Robinson v. State, 11 App, 403, 40

Am. Rep. 790; Ainsworth v. State, ld. 339; Wilson V. State, 14 App. 205; Wolf

V. State, ld. 210; Knutson v. State, ld. '570; Dooling v. State, ld. 599'; McAfee

v. State, ld. 668; Dow v. State, 12 App. 343; Landin v. State, 10 App. 63; Mullins

v. State, 37 Tex. 337; Isaacs v. State, 30 Tex. 450; Billard v. State, ld. 367, 94

Am. Dec. 317; Quitzow v. State, 1 App, 65; Johnson v. State, ld. 118; Clayton
V. State, 15 App. 348; Ricks v. State, 19 App, 308; Martindale v. State, ld. 333.
And such fraudulent intent must be to appropriate or convert the property perma

nently. An intent merely to use the property temporarily, without an intent to

permanently appropriate it, is not such an intent as will constitute theft. Wilson
V. State, 18 App. 270, 51 Am. Rep. 309; Loza v. State, 1 App, 488, 28 Am. Rep.
416; Johnson v. State, ·36 'I'ex. 375; Blackburn v. State, 44 'l'ex. 457. The intent
with which the property was taken is to be arrived at by considering all the cir

cumstances, immediately or remotely attending the taking that may be relevant
thereto. McNair v. State, 14 App. 78; Jinks v. State, 5 App, 68. The first and
most important element or indicia of fraudulent intent is an attempt at conceal
ment. Herber v. State, 7 Tex. 69. But there may be theft without any attempt
·at concealment, for the fraudulent intent may be shown to have existed, by proof
oif other facts. The manner of the taking is merely a circumstance more or less
cogent, according to the other facts proved, to demonstrate intent. A taking may
be with fraudulent intent, and theft, although it be open and public, and without
any attempt at concealment. Billard v. State, 30 Tex. 367, 94 Am. Dec. 317;
Isaacs v. State, ld. 450; Terrell v. State, 41 'l'ex. 463; Loea v. State, 1 App, 488,
28 Am. Rep. 416; Quitzow v. State, ld. 65; Dignowitty v. State, 17 Tex. 521, 67
Am. Dec. 670. It is not theft to take a neighbor's horse openly in the streets of
a city, and ride him a few miles in the country, with the intention, fairly mani
fested, to return him to the owner. McDaniel v. Sta.te, 33 Tex. 419. Nor is it
theft to take property openly, in the presence of others, or of another claimant,
under color' of title, without fraudulent intent. Kay v. State, 40 Tex. 29; Boyd
v. State, 18 App .. 339l Nor to take it under an honest, though mistaken claim
of right. Bray v. State, 41 'rex. 203; Thurman v. State, 33 Tex. 684; ante, art.
1336. Under such 'circumstances the evidence must show: 1. That the accused
took the property. 2. That it belonged to the alleged owner. 3. That it was taken
fraudulently by the accused, and without belief on his part that it was his own.
Johnson v. State, 41 Tex. ,608; ante, art. 1336. But it is not essential to constitute
theft that the taker should know who is the owner of the property, It is suffi
cient if he knows that it is not his own, and takes it with a fraudulent intent.
Lawre:r:ce v. State, 20 App, 536. When the property was obtained by false pretext,
the evidence must show an appropriation of it by the accused. It will not be
sufficient to show merely its temporary use by him. Berg v. State, 2 App'. 148;
ante, art. 1332. The mere fact that the accused rode an estray horse several days
in the neighborhood, is not sufficient to show a fraudulent taking and permanent
appropriation of the horse. Blackburn v. State, 44 Tex. 457. See, also, Johnson
v. State, 36 Tex. 375; Pitts v. State, 3 App. 210'. But an "estray" is the subject of
theft, and it is no defense that the animal was delivered to the accused by another
person, who had taken it up and had not legally estrayed it. State v. Apel, 14
Tex. 428; Owens v. State, 7 App, 470. In Debbs v. State, 43 Tex. 650, it was
held that if the accused honestly believed that the owner of an animal had for
feited his title to it, by a failure to brand it, the appropriation of such animal un

der such belief, would not be theft. But in the subsequent case of Lawrence v.

State, 20 App, 536, it is held that the fraudulent taking of an unmarked sheep,
goat, or hog is as much theft as though the same had been marked, and the doc
trine laid down in the Debbs Case, supra, is overruled. It is competent for the
state to prove the theft of other property at the same time and place as the
property in question, if such proof conduces to establish identity in developing the
res gestee, or to prove the guilt of the accused by circumstances connected with
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the theft, or to show the intent with which the accused acted with respect to
the property for the theft of which he is on trial. Carter v. State, 23 App. 508, 5
S. W. 128; Mayfield v. State, ld. 645, 5 S. W. 161; Holmes v. State, 20 App. 509;
Kelley v. State, 18 App. 262; House v. State, 16 App. 31; .Jones v. State, 14 App.
85; McCall v. State, ld. 353; Long v. State, 11 App, 381; Davison v. State, 12 App.
215; Tyler v. State, 13 App. 205; Gilbraith v. State, 41 Tex. 567; Ivey v. State, 43
Tex. 425; Wright v. State, 10 App, 476; W!ebb v. State, 8 App. 115; Hardin v.

State, ld. 653; Smith v. State, 21 App. 96, 17 S. W. 560'; Smith v. State, ld. 133,
17 S. W. 558; Conley v. State, ld. 495, 1 S. W. 454. The state is not entitled to
prove that accused had been "extradited" from Mexico on another charge. Fore
v. State, 5 App, 251. Nor that he was a "county convict." Persons v. State, 3
App. 240. Nor that he had "conscripted" cattle found in his possession. Debbs
v. State, 43 Tex. 650. The defendant may rebut the state's evidence tending to
show fraudulent intent by any facts and circumstances which may tend to show
that he took the property without such fraudulent intent. He is not restricted to
proof that he owned the property, or had a legal right to take it. Wills v. State,
40 Tex. 69; Smith v. State, 41 Tex. 168; Bawcom v. State, ld. 189. Where the
proof showed that the defendant was the hired hand of another person, hired to
drive cat.tle, merely to prove that the stolen cattle were found in the herd which
the defendant had in charge, is not sufficient to warrant his conviction of the
theft. Allen v. State, 42 Tex. 517; Perry v. State, 41 Tex. 483. Contradictory
statements are not sufficient evidence of crime, where the evidence shows that
they were prompted by another motive than concealment of the guilt of th e ac

cused. Porter v. State, 43 Tex. 368. An indictment for the theft of cattle is
sustained by proof that the cattle were killed with the fraudulent intent of ap

propriating their hides. Musquez v. State, 41 Tex. 226; McPhail v. State, 9 App,
164. It is permissible for a defendant charged with theft of animals, to prove his
directions given to his employes in relation to the animals, for the purpose of re

butting fraudulent intent. Bawcom v. State, 41 Tex. 189. An unrecorded brand,
or an unauthorized bill of sale, though inadmissible to prove title, may be compe
tent to rebut a fraudulent intent. Long v. State, 1 App. 466.

If the possesslon of the property was obtained by the defendant from the owner

lawfully and in good faith. its subsequent appropriation by the defendant to his
own use, without the owner's consent, does not constitute theft. Lott v. State, 24

App. 723, 14 S. W. 277.

26. -- Intent.-Property taken with intent to destroy, or for the benefit of
some other person, will be sufficient to constitute the offense. Stegall v. State, 32

App. 100, 22 S. W. 146, 40 Am. St. Rep. 761. Proof that defendant took property
to hold for reward is sufficient evidence of intent. Durin v. State, 34 App. 257,
30 S. W. 227. 53 Am. St. Rep. 714.

It is error to exclude evidence tending to show that the article was taken tem
porarily and in sport. Colwell v. State (Cr. App.) 34 S. W. 615.

Where, in a prosecution for theft of cattle, the defendant claims to have pur
chased the property in good faith, and after the time of the alleged theft ex

hibited to the district attorney a bill of sale purporting to transfer title to the

person from whom defendant claimed to have purchased, evidence to show that
the seller in such bill of sale did not execute it, but that it was made by defendant
and another, who remarked at the time of its making that it would clear defend
ant and put the person named therein as seller in the penitentiary, Is admissible
as bearing on the claim of purchase in good faith. Chance v. State, 63 App, 602,
141 S. W.. 113.

In a prosecution for cattle theft, where accused claimed that he killed the
animal in good faith, relying on an earmark, evidence as to the age of the mark
was admissible. Roberts v. Bta.te, 64 App. 135, 141 .S. W. 235.

Evidence, in a prosecution for horse theft, held to sustain a finding that the
horses were taken with the intention of stealing them. Burton v. State (Cr. App.)
14-6 s. W. 186.

In a prosecution for hog theft in which accused claimed that he believed the
hog belonged to his father when he took it, the state could not show as an incrtm
inative fact whether accused had ever attempted to institute civil proceedings to
recover the hog from the alleged owner. Harris v. State, 71 App, 463, 160 S. W.
447.

Where defendant's only defense was that he thought the hog which he killed
was his own, and no complaint was made as to the court's manner of submitting
the question to the jury, a judgment of conviction is not "contrary to the law
and evidence." Hall v. State, 72 App. 526, 162 S. W. 1154.

'n. -- Venue.-The indictment may allege the venue of the offense to be in
the county of the prosecution, and such allegation will be sustained by proof that
the property was stolen in any other county in the state, and brought by the
thief into the county of the prosecution. C. C. P. art. 245. Cox v. State, 41 Tex.
1; Connell v. State, 2 App. 422; Cameron v. State, 9 App, 332; Roth v. State, 10
App, 27; Dixon v. State, 15 App. 480. This rule applies to all species of theft.
Shubert v. State, 20 App. 320; McElmurray v. State, 21 App. 691, 2 S. W. 892;
Clark v. State, 23 App. 612, 5 S. W. 178; ld. 23 App. 618, 5 S: W. 163. Except
theft from the person, in which case the prosecution can be maintained only in
the county where the property was originally taken. Gage v. State, 22 App, 123�
2 8. W. 638.

Venue must be alleged in the county of the prosecution, and it is met by proof
that the offense was committed within 400 yards of the county line. Cox v. State,
41 Tex. 1; Cameron v. State, 9 App, 232; C. C. P. art. 237; McElroy v. State,
53 App. 57, 111 S. W. 948.

Where the proof was that the stolen animal was seen in its accustomed range,
in C. county, one week before it was found in defendant's possession in another
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county, it was held that it was sufficiently proved that, when taken, the animal
was in C. county. Ashlock v. State, 16 App, 13.

The allegation of venue must be proved, and on appeal, where there is a state
ment of facts in the record, unless such statement of facts shows proof of venue,
the conviction will be set aside. Venue is an issue which must be affirmatively
and not inferentially proved. Ryan v. State, 22 App. 699, 3 S. W. 547; Briggs v.

State, 20 App. 106; Latham v. State, 19 App. 305; Bragg v. State, 17 App. 219;
Winn v. State, 15 App. 169; Williamson v. State, 13 App. 514.

Under a general rule of venue and jurisdiction the proof must show a complete
offense in the county where venue was laid. But by special provision the thief
may be prosecuted in any county through, or into which he takes the property.
West v. State, 28 App. 1, 11 S. W. 635. Formerly this rule could not apply to ac

complices and accessories to theft, but does now under the amendment of April
4, 1889. Where defendant hired a horse in D. county and sold him in G. county,
if the hiring was only a pretext to obtain possession of the horse, the venue was

in D. county. Givins v. State, 32 App. 457, 24 S. W. 287.
Proof that property was stolen in another county and was found In posses

sion of defendant in county of prosecution is sufficient to sustain conviction for
bringing stolen property into the county. Lyon v. State (Cr. App.) 34 S. W. 947.

Where, on a trial for the theft of a horse, and for receiving the horse, know

ing that it was stolen, and concealing it, there was no evidence that accused re

ceived or concealed the horse in the county, unless he stole it in the county, and
the circumstances justified a finding that he committed tb.e theft of the horse in
the county, a co.nviction of receiving and concealing the horse in the county, but

acquitting him of the theft thereof, was unwarranted by the evidence. Ar

rington v. State, 62 App. 357, 137 S. W. 669.
Evidence, in the trial of a newsboy for the theft of money from a satchel left

on a train, held to sustain a finding that the crime was committed in the county
of the trial. Lane v. State (Cr. App.) 152 s. W. 897.

28. -- Time of offense.-It is not necessary to prove that the theft was

committed on the day alleged, but it must be proved that it was committed at
some time prior to the presentment of the indictment or information, and at a date'
within the period of limitation prescribed for a prosecution for the offense. Jack
son v. State, 34 Tex. 136; Fisher v. State. 33 Tex. 792.

29. -- Identity of property.-See Taylor v. State, 53 App, 615, 111 S. W. 151.
Prior to the amendment of article 1353 in revising it, by omitting therefrom the

words "gelding,' mare, colt," it was held that where the : indictment alleged the
a.nimal stolen to be a "horse," and the proof showed that it was a "gelding," or a

"mare," or a "colt," there was a fatal variance, and the conviction could not be

sustained. It was required that the allegation that the animal was a "horse," or

a "gelding," or a "mare," or a "colt," must be strictly proved, and that one of
these could not be alleged, and another proved. Banks v. State, 28 Tex. 644; Swin
dell v. State, 32 Tex. 102; Jordt v. State, 31 Tex. 571, 98 Am. Dec. 550; Gibbs v.

State, 34 Tex. 134; Keesee v. State, 1 App, 298; Lunsford v. State, Id. 448, 28 Am.

Rep. 414; Persons v. State, 3 App. 241; Brisco v. State, 4 App. 219, 30 Am. Rep.
162.

But it is now. only necessary to allege that the animal was a "horse," or an

"ass," or a "mule," and a conviction will be sustained upon proof that it was an

animal included within the generic word used. Valesco v. State, 9 App. 76; John
son v. State, 16 App. 402; Davis v. State, 23 App, 210, 4 S. W. 590.

The property must be identified as the alleged stolen property by the best evi
dence attainable. Garcia v. State, 26 Tex. 209, 82 Am. Dec. 605. But positive iden
tification of paper money may, under some circumstances, be dispensed with. Bag
ley v State, 3 App, 163. The property described in the indictment must be proved
as described. If the property be described with unnecessary particularity in the
indictment, such description must nevertheless be proved, or the indictment will
not be sustained. Hill v. State, 41 Tex. 253; Warrington v. State, 1 App. 168;
Rose v. State, Id. 401; Watson v. State, 5 App, 11; Allen v. State, 8 App. 360;
Simp,son v. State, 10 App. 681; Davis v. State, 13 App. 215; Courtney v. State, 3
App, 258; McGee v. State, 4 App. 625; Cameron v. State, 9 App, 332; Gray v.

State, 11 App, 411. But where the variance is as to surplusage, or as to imma
terial matter, it will not. be fatal. The rule requiring the descriptive averments
in the indictment to be proved, is complied with when such averments are sub
stantially proved, as that one identifies the other. Smith v. State, 7 App. 382;
Sweat v. State, 4 App. 617; Wolf v. State, Id. 332; Meuley v. State, 3 App. 382;
Stoneham v. State, Id. 594; Roth v. State, 10 App, 27; Hart v. State, 14 App, 657.
When the indictment charges the theft of two or more animals or of several arti
cles of property, a conviction may be had when the proof shows the theft of but
one of the animals, or of but one of the articles described. Alderson v. State, 2
App. 10. As to identity of animals, see arts. 881, 883, and notes. The jury cannot
leave the court room and inspect the alleged stolen property, even with the con
sent of the defendant. Smith v. State, 42 Tex. 444.

Description of . money in an indictment as "ten dollars, lawful money" requires
proof of coin. Warren v. State, 29 Tex. 369.

Sufficient to describe the stolen animal by the generic term "horse," "ass,"
"mule" or "cattle." But if the descriptive averments unnecessarily include color,
brand or sex, such averments must be proved. Hill v. State, 41 Tex. 253; Coleman
v, State, 21 App, 520, 2 S. W. 859; Loyd v. State, 22 App. 646, 3 S. w.. 670; Smythe
v. State, 17 App. 244.

Where an indictment charged theft of a bill issued by the Chatam National
Bank, and the one offered in evidence purported to be issued by the Chatham Na
tional Bank, it was held that the variance was not material. Roth v, State, 10
App. 27.
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"Bank-bills" include "bank-notes," and where the indictment alleged the theft
of a bank-bill, and the evidence proved

0 the theft of a bank-note, there was no

variance. Roth v. State, 10 App. 27.
An indictment which alleged that the animal stolen was "an. animal of the horse

species," was held to be sufficient, but reprehensible pleading. Smythe v. State,
17 App. 244. It is unnecessary to further describe the animal in the indictment,
than to allege that it was a "horse," an "ass," or a "mule,'o, If it be more par
ticularly described as by its color, or brand, or sex, the descriptive allegation must
be proved, or a conviction cannot be sustained. Allen v. State, 8 App, 360.

The indictment in this case charges the theft of a "beef, an animal of the cattle
kind," The proof shows that the alleged stolen animal was a cow. Held, that the
term "cow" is embraced in the term "beef," and that there is no variance between
the allegation and the proof. Smith v. State, 24 App. 290, 6 S. W. 40; Stewart v.

State, 24 App. 418, 6 S. W. 317.
The indictment charged the appellant with tbe theft of "one head of neat cat

tle." The proof shows that the cow of the alleged owner, with her original ear

marks changed into the ear-marks of the appellant, was found in the pen of the
appellant, the appellant and another being present. To the owner's claim of prop
erty the appellant asserted no counterclaim, nor did he offer any explanation of
his possession, but helped to turn the cow out of the pen. Afterward, a yearling,
the offspring of the cow, was found upon the range, both the brand and the ear

marks of the owner of the cow, originally upon it, having been changed to the
brand and ear-marks of the appellant. Held, that the proof should have been
made to designate which of the animals was referred to in the indictment, and the
charge of the court should have limited the evidence respecting the other animal
to the legitimate purpose for which it was received. For the same reason-that
it does not identify the animal referred to in the indictment-the evidence is in
sufficient to support the judgment of conviction. Coward v. State, 24 App, 590, 7

S, W. 332.
Evidence of gold and paper money is admissible on trial for theft of silver

money when the money was all taken at the same time. Davis v. State, 32 App,
377, 23 S. W. 794.

The indictment charged the defendant with stealing a sorrel mare, thin in or

der, without any particular marks or brands. Evidence that he was seen coming
from the direction of the owner's residence riding such an animal, and that be
did not own any animal of that description; held sufficient identification to sup
port the verdict. Pearce v. State, 37 App. 643, 40 S. W., 806.

Evidence held sufficient to identify animal. Pierce v. State (Cr. App.) 36 S.
W. 95.

A witness testified that he. knew defendant's cattle well. Defendant should
have been allowed to ask witness on cross-examination to state the size, sex, color
and apparent age of each of his three cattle. Berry v. State, 37 App. 44, 38 S.
W. 812.

On trial of theft of one head of cattle it is admissible to show that bones which
appeared to be those of a beef corresponding in size to that alleged to have been
stolen by appellant, were dug up on the place occupied by him. Foster v. State
(Cr. App.) 56 S. W. 58.

In prosecution for theft. of property belonging to unknown owner, court must
charge jury to acquit unless State identifies property as property taken from pos
session of unknown owner. Melton v. State (Cr. App.) 56 s. W. 67.

Where brand recorded after the commission of the offense is admitted in evi
dence, the court should instruct the jury that it can only be considered for pur
pose of identity and not to prove ownership. Welch v. State, 42 App. 338, 60 S.
W.46.

0

Under an information describing the property stolen as "lawful money of the
United States," proof of theft of silver certificates or national bank notes was a

variance. Perry v. State, 42 App, 540, 61 S. W. 400.
When theft of 85 cents, lawful current money of the United States of America

Is charged, the evidence must show legal tender coin, or United States currency.
Black v. State, 46 App, 107, 79 S. W. 311.

o

The descriptive averments of an indictment must be proved as they are alleged;
and in a prosecution for theft, where the property taken was described in the in-.
dictment as current money of the United States of America, it was necessary to
prove that it was such, and the testimony of the loser that it consisted of certain
coins was insufficient. Rogers v. State, 58 App, 146, 124 S. W. 921.

.

Where the indictment alleged the larceny of a $5 gold piece of United States
money, the state must not only prove that a $5 gold piece was stolen, but must
show that it was United States money. Maxey v. State, 58 App, 118, 124 S. W. 927.

Where the information charged accused with the theft of $1, current money of
the United States, of the value of $1, the state must prove that the money taken
was current money of the United States; that allegation being descriptive. John
son v. State, 58 App. 442, 126 S. W. 597.

An indictment for theft of a sack of walnuts will not -be supported by proof
that it was a sack of mixed nuts. Poston v. State, 58 App, 583, 126 s. W. 1148.

Where, on a trial for larceny, the identity of the alleged stolen property is in
dispute, the acts and declarations of the prosecuting witness in relation to the
property, subsequent to the theft, and at a time accused had parted with his pos
session, are inadmissible, though it is competent to prove by prosecutor the iden
tity of the property. Richards v. State, 59 App. 203, 127 S. W. 823.

Where a complaint charged the stealing of certain personalty, and an informa
tion 0 charged the stealing of other articles, though the testimony at the trial may
have tended to show that accused stele the goods charged in the complaint, but
there was no evidence in the record to show that he stole the articles described
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in the information, the conviction will be set aside. Randell v. State, 62 App. 52!!:,
138 S. W. 118.

In a trial for stealing hides, it was proper to permit an officer to testify that,
before recovering them from a package which accused had shipped, the owner

described part of the stolen hides, and on afterwards opening the package found
the hides described. Davis v. State, 63 App, 453, 140 S. W. 349.

Where lard compound was made of cotton seed oil and oleostearine, and was

generally described as lard both in trade and among consumers, proof of the theft
of such compound was sufficient to sustain a conviction under an indictment charg
ing the theft of lard, though "lard" as defined by the dictionaries and the pure
food law means a product of a hog. Roman v. State, 64 App. 515, 142 S. W. 912.

In a prosecution for stealing cattle, proof of the brand on the cattle, when not
relied on to prove ownership. is admissible to identify the animals. Williams v.
State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 571.

Under an indictment alleging the theft of a check indorsed by P. and delivered
by him to a person named, the admisston of evidence showing the theft of a check
indorsed by a person other than P. and by such person delivered to the same named
person is a variance between the allegation and proof, and is reversible error.

Ferguson v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 592.
In a prosecution for the theft of cattle, the owner's testimony that the animal

he lost had a certain brand, which was not shown to have been recorded, and that
the hide of the buried animal looked like that of the animal lost but had cuts in
it where the brands were, was admissible when offered, not to show ownership,
but only to show identity of the hide with the animal missing. Elmore v. State,
72 App. 226, 162 S. W. 517.

In a prosecution for theft, evidence held insufficient to identify certain property
in defendant's possession as that which was stolen. Smith v. State (Cr. App.) 153
S. W. 851.

.

Under Rev. St. 1911, art. 7160, as amended by Acts 33d Leg. c. 69, providing that
no brand on animals except such as are recorded shall be recognized in law as

evidence of the ownership of the animals upon which it is used, but that this shall
not apply in criminal cases, in a criminal case evidence as to. unrecorded brands
is admissible to prove ownership as well as identity. Turner v. State, 71 App. 477,
160 S. W. 357.

On a trial for cattle theft, evidence as to an unrecorded cattle brand was ad
missible on the question of identity, though prior to Acts 33d .Leg. c. 69, amending
Rev. St. 1911, art. 7160, such evidence was not admissible to prove ownership. Tur
ner v. State, 71 App. 477; 160 S. W. 357.

Evidence of the brand on the cattle alleged to have been stolen is admissible
in evidence to prove their identity, though such brand is not recorded; the court

having charged that it was admissible only for that purpose, and not to establish
ownership. Reynolds v. State, 71 App, 454, 160 S. W. 362.

The testimony of the owner of a stolen horse, positively identifying an animal
found in the defendant's possession as his own, is sufficient to sustain a convic
tion on appeal, even though the preponderance of the evidence is the other way.
Stewart v. State, 71 App. 480, 160 S. W. 381.

Proof of the theft of one of several articles described and alleged to have been
stolen in an indictment would support a conviction. Schenk v. State (Cr. App.)
174 S. W. 357.

Where an indictment charged the theft of "one distributer leather belt," and
a witness testified that he would call it a distributer leather belt or a distributer
-dr ive belt, the court had no authority to strike from the indictment such descrip
tion because of alleged variance of testimony. Schenk v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S.
W.357.

.

Where an indictment described the theft of "one distributer leather belt," and
the witness testified that "the distributer leather belt I refer to is a large leather
belt attached to another part of the machinery and also the distributer and drives
the distributer belt. I don't know what they call the. leather belt, but I call it a

-distrfbuter leather belt, or a drive belt. The distributer belt proper is a canvas

belt that distributes the' cotton"-it was not error to refuse to strike the testimony
as tending to prove theft of a belt other than the one alleged. Schenk v. State
(Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 357.

In a prosecution for the theft of goats, where the owner had testified as to
brand of the goats he had lost, and as to the brand of those found evidence as to
the condition of the brand and to facts tending to show that the original brand
had been run over and the marks changed was admissible. Simonds v. State (Cr.
App.) 175 S. W. 1064.

30. -- Value of property.-O'Dell v. State, 44 App. 307, 70 S. W. 964.
As to proof of value, see, also, art. 1342, note.
When the value is alleged at so many. dollars, the proof may be value in cur

rency dollars. Hubotter v. State, 32 Tex. 479.
In proving value, any evidence from which the jury can infer the value of the

property is admissible; as for instance what the owner testifies of its value to'
him; the opinions of witnesses acquainted with like property; what such property

I
has brought at actual sale, etc. Martinez v. State, 16 App. 122; Cannon v. State,
18 App. 172; Saddler v. State, 20 App. 195; Rollins v. State, 32 App, 567, 25 S. W.
125.

The defendant is entitled to prove the market value of the hogs, in rebuttal of'
-evidence adduced by the state as to value. Cannon v. State, 18 App. 172.

Where evidence showed value of saddle to be twenty-two dollars and that own

-er had refused that amount for same, held sufficient proof of value. Rollins v.

State, 32 App. 566, 25 S. W. 125.
. .

.
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Where the verdict of the jury fixes the value of the stolen property at the high
est estimate of a number of witnesses the verdict will not be disturbed. Lane v.

State (Cr. App.) 28 S. W. 202.
.

Where one was convicted of theft of a $10 United States Currency bill, the fact
that it was a $10 bill and United States Currency proves its value. Sowles v.

State, 52 App. 17, 105 S. W. 178.
On trial for theft of a watch, the prosecuting witness may be allowed to state

what she gave for it. McCoy v. State, 56 App. 551, 120 S. W. 858.
Evidence held to sustain a conviction of theft of personal property over the

value of $50. Cabral v. State, 57 App, 304, 122 S. W. 872.
In a prosecution for theft of a deed, evidence was properly admitted as to the

cost of having such a deed executed and acknowledged, and of the cost of having
the deed in question prepared. Roberts v. State, 61 App. 434, 135 S. W. 144.

Evidence of various witnesses as to the value of the property stolen, ranging
from $40 to $52, was sufficient to authorize a finding that the value was $50 or

over. Frazier v. State, 62 App. 640, 138 S. W. 620.
Where, in a prosecution for theft of certain gloves, the prosecuting witness tes

tified that defendant thereafter admitted taking them and paid him $1.75 for them
was sufficient proof of value to justify the refusal of the charge that the state had
failed to prove the value of the gloves, necessrtattng a verdict of not guilty. Hat
field v. State (Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 236.

One charged with theft of property worth over $50 cannot be convicted of a

felony, where there is a doubt as to the value, and he is then entitled to an ac

quittal of the felony. Wilson v. State, 70 App, 631, 158 S. W. 516.

31. -- Ownership and possession.-See Mixon v. State, 28 App, 347, 13 S. W_
143; English v. State, 29 App. 174, 15 S. W. 649; Sharp v. State, 29 App, 211, 15 s. W.
176; Otero v. State, 30 App, 450, 17 S. W. 1081; McGrew v. State, 31 App. 336, 20<
S. W. 740.

A "road brand," as distinguished from a "range brand," is a brand required
by statute to be placed upon cattle before being removed from the county in which
they are gathered to market outside of the state, which brand must be recorded
in the county from which the cattle are to be driven, and before their removal
from such county. The brand introduced in evidence in this case was the "road
brand" of the alleged owner, which was recorded after the cattle were driven from
the county where gathered, and after the commission of the offense. Held that
the said brand was inadmissible to prove ownership, and should have been ex

cluded. Crowell v, State, 24 App. 404, 6 S. W. 318; Myers v. State, 24 App, 334.
6 S. W. 194. Other declsions hereunder as rollows: Tinney v. State, 24 App, 112.
5 S. W. 831; White v. State, 24 App. 231, 5 S. W. 857, 5 Am. St. Rep. 879; Willis
v. State, 24 App, 487, 6 S. W. 200; Lott v. State, 24 App, 723, 14 S. W. 277; 'ViI
Iiams v. State, 26 App, 131, 9 S. W. 357; Woods v. State, 26 App. 490, 10 S. W. 108;.
Langham v. State, 26 App, 533, 10 S. W. 113; Hanson v. State, 27 App. 140, 11 S.
W. 37; Stone v. State, 27 App. 576, 11 S. W. 637; Arcia v. State, 28 App. 199, 12
S. W. 599; Mixon v. State, 28 App. 347, 13 S. W. 143; Sharp v. State, 29 App, 211,
15 S. W. 176; Young v. State, 30 App. 308, 17 S. W. 413; Otero v. State, 30 App.
450, 17 S. W. 1081.

See, also, as to mark and brand, Harwell v. State, 22 App, 251, 2 S. W. 606.
The particular portion of the animal upon which the brand is placed is as impor
tant as the characters used. Where the brand was to be placed on the hip, evi
dence showing that it was on the ribs was held insufficient. Priesmuth v. State, 1
App, 480. But such a variance may be explained by other evidence. Harwell v.

State, 22 App. 251, 2 S. W. 606.
Possession of the servant is that of the master, and an allegation that it was

in the latter is supported by proof that it was in the servant. Thomas v. State, 1
App, 289.

A variance between the middle initial letter of the given name as alleged and
as proved will be immaterial. Dixon v. State, 2 App, 531; Delphine v. State, 11
App. 30. Where the proof showed that the owner was known by the name alleged:
in the indictment, as well as by his true name, it was held there was no variance.
Bird v. State, 16 App, 525.

The allegations in the indictment of the ownership and possession of the al
leged stolen property must be proved as laid. A material variance between these'
allegations and the evidence will be fatal. Proof of either a general or special
property in the alleged owner will be sufficient. Jinks v. State, 5 App. 68; Skip
with v. State, 8 App. 135; Walker v. State, 9 APP. 38; Frazier v. State, 18 App_ )434. See upon this subject, ante, art. 858, note 6; art. 863, note 1. The ownershtp-
of animals may be proved otherwise than by a bill of sale. Exclusive control, care,
and management of the property is sufficient proof of ownership.' Phillips v. State,
17 App. 169; Dodd v. State, 10 App. 370; Pippin v. State, 9 App, 269; Crockett
v. State, 5 App. 526. Where the indtctrnent charges the ownership in two persons,
jointly, it will not be sustained by proof that the ownership was in but one of'
the persons. Brown v. State, 35 Tex. 689. Where the indictment charges owner

ship in one person, and the proof shows that the property was owned jOintly, or

in common, by two or more persons, but was in the control, care, and management
of the alleged owner, the allegation of ownership is sustained. Terry v. State, 15
App, 66; Henry v. State, 45 Tex. 84; Crockett v. State, 5 App. 526. Where the
indictment alleges that the ownership of the property is unknown, the evidence
must show that the grand jury used reasonable diligence to discover the owner

ship, and. failed to ascertain who the owner of the property was. The allegation
that the owner of the property was unknown to the grand jury must be sustained
by proof.. Williamson v. State, 13 App, 514; Jorasco v. State, 6 App. 238. Owner
ship cannot be proved by a bill of lading and indorsements. Radford v. State, 35.,

. Tex. 15. Brands upon animals are not evidence of ownership unless recorded. But
ear-marks are evidence of ownership though not recorded. Love v. State, 15 App..
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563; Johnson v. State, 1 App. 333. And an unrecorded brand is competent evi
dence of the identity of the animal, though not of ownership. Coombes v. State,
17 App. 258. The proof of record of a brand to show ownership must be made
by the record itself, or by a certified or sworn copy thereof. It cannot be made
by parol evidence. Elsner v. State, 22 App, 687, 3 S. W. 474. Ownership of ani

mals, however, may be proved in other ways than by marks and brands. Corn
v, State, 41 Tex. 302; Poag v. State, 40 Tex. 151; Allen v. State, 42 Tex. 518;
Johnson v. State, 1 App. 333; Jones v, State, 3 App, 498; Lockhart v. State, Id.
567; Fisher v. State, 4 App. 181; Wolf v. State, Id. 332; Hutto v. State, 7 App,
44; Love v. State, 15 App. 563; Wyers v. State, 21 App, 448, 2 S. W. 816; Dreyer
v. State, 11 App, 631. Where a brand was recorded after the theft was committed,
it was held that it was admissible in connection with other evidence, but of itself
was not sufficient evidence of ownership. Priesmuth v. State, 1 App. 480; Harvey
v. State, 21 App, 178, 17 S. W. 158. A certified copy of the record of a recorded
mark and brand is competent evidence. The original record need not be produced.
Wilson v. State, 3 App, 206. When a mark and brand has been recorded in a

county comprising the intended range of. the owner's stock, it is admissible in evi
dence in any county' in which a prosecution for the theft of such stock may be
instituted. Atterberry v. State, 19 App. 401. A bill of sale, executed by the gen
eral to the special owner, after the alleged theft from the special owner, is not
admissible to prove ownership. Groom v. State, 23 App, 82, 3 S. W. 668. A bill
of sale cannot be introduced in evidence without proof of its execution, unless it
has been filed among the papers in the cause at least three days before the com

mencement of the trial, and notice of such filing given to the opposite party or his
attorney. And if there be a subscribing witness to the bill of sale, its execution
cannot be proved by another witness who testifies that he saw it executed, unless
the absence of the subscribing witness be accounted for. An unacknowledged, un

recorded bill of sale is admissible to prove ownership in theft. But the property
mentioned in the bill of sale must be identified as the alleged stolen property.
Morrow v. State, 22 App. 239, 2 S. W. 624. It is not a valid objection to a bill of
sale that it was recorded in the wrong record book. Britt v. State, 21 App, 215,
17 S. W. 255. Animals running in their accustomed range are in the possession
or their owner. If they are under the control, care, and management of a special
owner, they are in the possession of such special owner. Moore v. State, 8 App.
496; Mackey v. State, 20 App, 603; Littleton v. State, 20 App, 168; ante, art. 1334.

Possession from which the property was taken must be alleged and at least
.substantially proved. Littleton v. State, 20 App, 168; White v. State, 33 App, 94,
25 S. W. 290; Mixon v. State, 28 App. 347, 13 S. W. 143; Hill v. State, 55 App, 407,
117 S. W. 823.

While a recorded brand is evidence of ownership, it is only prima facie evi
dence, to be considered by the jury like any other evidence. Alexander v, State,
24 App, 126, 5 S. W. 840.

The indictment charged the ownership and possession of the property to be in
J. C. B. The proof showed that the horse was taken by the accused from a place
at which one Bull had hoppled it by direction of D. H. B.; who had borrowed the
animal from J. C. B. Held, that the proof established the possession in D. H. B.,
and that the variance between the allegation and proof on that issue is fatal to
the conviction. Conner v. State, 24 App, 245, 6 S. W. 138.

A brand, although recorded after the commission of the offense, is admissible
in evidence, but is not sufficient to prove ownership. Crowell v. State, 24 App,
404, 6 S. W. 318.

.

Brands are not evidence of ownership, unless recorded; ear-marks are. Myers
v State, 24 App, 334, 6 S. W. 194; Crowell v. State, 24 App, 44, 6 S. W. 318; 'rhomp
son v. State, 25 App, 161, 7 S. W. 589; Hayes v. State, 30 App, 404, 17 S. W. 940;
Horn v. State, 30 App, 541, 17 S. W. 1094; Tittle v. State, 30 App, 597, 17 S. W.
1118.

In a trial for cattle theft the state relied wholly on the brand found upon the
animal for proof that the animal belonged to the person whom the indictment al
leged to be the owner, but failed to prove that the brand had been duly recorded.
A bill of exceptions reserved by the defense shows that the defense objected to a

record of the brand adduced by the state, but does not set out the record of the
brand nor allege that it was put in. evidence over the objections made to it by the
defense. Held, that the evidence wholly fails to sustain the allegation of owner

ship made by the indictment, and consequently fails to support the verdict and

judgment of conviction. Burke v. State, 25 App. 172, 7 S. W. 873. And see Graves
v. State, 28 App. 354, 13 S. W. 149; Lasher v. State, 30 App. 387, 17 S. W. 1064, 28
Am. St. Rep. 922; Thompson v. State, 25 App, 161, 7 S. W. 589.

Certificate of the county clerk of Young county to a copy taken from the rec

ord .of marks and brands read as follows: "The state of Texas, county of Young:
I, Chas. O. Joline, clerk of the county court in and for said county, do hereby
certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the record of the mark and brand of
Wilkins Bros." Signed, with seal, etc. Held, that such certification of the copy
from the record was sufficient to show that the said mark and brand were re

corded in Young county. Byrd v. State, 26 App, 374, 9 S. W. 759.
The certificate of the county clerk to a copy of the record of the brand of W. P.

Coats reads as follows: "The state of Texas, county of Taylor: I, David J. Red,
clerk of the county court of said county, do hereby certify that the foregoing is
a true copy of the record of the mark and brand of W. P. Coats (horse brand)."
Signed, with seal, etc. Held sufficient to show that the. said brand was recorded
in Taylor County. Thompson v. State, 26 App. 466, 9 S. W. 760.

By express provision of the statute (Rev. Stat. 1895, art. 4930, Vernon's Sayles'
Civ. St. 1914, art. 7160), marks and brands which would otherwise .be intrinsically
evidence of ownership. are admissible in the courts of this state, to prove owner-
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ship, only when they have been duly recorded. This rule applies to equine as well
as other stock named in the statute. Thompson v. State, 26 App. 466, 9 S. "\V. 760.

The proof shows that Coats lived in Taylor county when his brand was recorded
in that county, and that, at the time of the alleged theft of the horse, he lived in
Callahan county, at which said time his horse stock ran in the counties of Taylor,
Callahan, and Coleman. Held, that the record of the brand in Taylor county was

sufficient, and complied with the provisions of the statute (Rev. St. 1895, art. 4930,
Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 7160), which require that marks and brands
shall be recorded in the county court of the county in which the stock may be.
Thompson v. State, 26 App. 466, 9 S. W. 760.

Proof that M. was a jo int owner and possessor with others of the stolen prop
erty, will support the allegation of the indictment which laid the ownership and
possession in him only. See the statement of the case for a charge of the court
on the issues of ownership and possession, held correct and sufficient. Clark v.

State, 26 App, 486, 9 S. W. 767.
Owner's name was alleged as "Burris." The proof showed it to be "Burrows."

But it being also shown that he was commonly known as "Burris," the variance
was immaterial. Taylor v. State, 27 App. 44, 11 S. W. 35.

Unacknowledged, unrecorded bill of sale is admissible to prove ownership in
theft. Graves v. State, 28 App. 354, 13 S. W. 149; Abrigo v. State, 29 App. 143, 15
S. W. 408; Williams v. State, 30 App, 153, 16 S. W. 760.

An unrecorded bill or sale conveying all cattle in a certain brand, which brand
is upon the animal alleged to have been stolen, is legitimate testimony. Wilson v.

State, 32 App. 22, 22 S. W. 39.
If the indictment allege the name of the owner unknown, and the proof shows

that the name could have been ascertained if the grand jury had used ordinary
diligence, the variance will be fatal. Swink v. State, 32 App. 530, 24 S. W. 893.

Where the indictment alleged ownership and possession in Bledsoe, and the
proof shows Bledsoe to be the owner, but that at the time of the theft the prop
erty was in the care and under the control of one Little, the court should have in
structed the jury that if Little had the possession, care, and management of the
property at the time of the theft, they must acquit the defendant. White v. State,
33 App, 94, 25 S. W. 290.

And where the indictment alleges ownership in a Certain person, proof of his
exclusive possession, control, and management is sufficient. Ledbetter v. State
(Cr. App.) 29 s. W. 1084.

Where defendant when arrested was using a part of the wire alleged to have
been stolen, and when it was taken by the sheriff, remarked that he guessed he
would bring it back, held, sufficient to show posaesston. Pitts v. State (Cr. App.)
30 S. W. 359. But where cotton is in a warehouse, deposited by accused under
authority of owner, and he has only the receipts, it is not sufficient possession to
support a conviction for theft. Johnson v. State', 34 App. 254, 30 S. W. 228.

The indictment alleged the ownership in H., the evidence showed the property
to be the separate property of H.'s wife, but H. had control of the same; held, no

variance. Sinclair v. State, 34 App, 453, 30 S. W. 1070.
Evidence that the alleged owner had exclusive possession is sufficient. Led

better v. State, 35 App. 195, 32 S. W. 903.
On trial for theft of cattle the record of marks and brands is admissible to

prove ownership. Thurmond v. State, 37 App. 422, 35 S. W. 965.
Under indictment for theft of a horse alleging the ownership in a person to

the grand jurors unknown, it is not necessary for the State to prove that the
grand jury made diligent search to ascertain the owners. McCarty v, State, 36
App, 135, 35 S. W. 994.

'

If the evidence that by the use of reasonable diligence the grand jury might
have ascertained the name of the owner of the stolen property, an indictment al
leging the ownership in a person unknown will not be supported. Grant v, State
(Cr. App.) 36 s. W. 264.

It is not admissible for defendant to prove that his stepfather, since deceased,
claimed the animal charged to have been stolen. Anderson v. State, 39 App. 690,
24 S. W.517.

The indictment alleged the horses to be the property of A. B. S., and in the
possession of said A. B. S. The evidence showed that P. was looking after, the
horses, that the owner lived some distance from the farm where the horses were;
held, the court should have instructed the jury that if they believed from the evi
dence that P. had the actual care, custody and control of the horses, they should
acquit defendant. Long v. State, 39 App. 461, 46 S. W. 821, 73 Am. St. Rep. 954.

Brand recorded in one county can be used as evidence of ownership in a pros
ecution in another county. Walton v. State, '41 App, 454, 55 S. W. 568.

Where indictment alleges ownership and possession in one, and the proof shows
ownership in one and possession in another, it is fatal to conviction. Both own

ership and possession can be alleged in the one having possession. Williams v.

State, 42 App. 18, 57 S. W. 93.
An unrecorded brand on an animal can only be used as, any other flesh mark

in connection with other testimony to identify the animal. It is no proof of own

ership, and the flesh mark can be proved by parol as any other flesh mark. Welch
v: State, 42 App. 338, 60 S. W. 46.

On an indictment for theft from an unknown owner, the State is only required
to show, prima facie, that the owner was unknown to the grand jurors. McCarty
v. State, 36 App. 135, 85 S. W. 994.

In a trial for theft, accused was entitled to prove that the property did not be
long to the prosecuting witness and was not in his possession at the time of the
alleged taking, but was in the possession of and was owned by another. Wilson
v, State, 58 App. 104, 124 S. W. 943.

In a prosecution for theft of cattle, in which the indictment alleged, that the
cattle were the property of H" and were taken from his possession without his
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consent, proof that the cattle were under control by H., who lived in another
state, but were in the immediate charge of a hired hand in this state, who looked
after them and kept up the fences, etc., was a fatal variance. Bonner v. State,
58 App, 195, 125 S. W. 22.

That the evidence showed that the owner's surname was different from that
alleged in the information in a prosecution for theft would be a variance. Johnson
v. State, 58 App. 442, 126 S. W. 597.

.

The variance between an information for larceny, alleging special ownership
in one person and general ownership in another of the goods stolen, and the evi
dence excluding the idea that the former had any ownership or possession of the
goods, is fatal. Coleburn v. State, 61 App. 26, 133 S. W. 882.

Evidence held insufficient to show ownership, as charged in an indictment.
Spiller v. State, 61 App. 555, 135 S. W. 549.

Evidence held insufficient to show ownership, as charged in a larceny indict
ment. Spiller v. State, 61 App, 555, 135 S. W. 549.

To establish ownership of property charged to have been stolen, the state must
show exclusive control, care, and management in the claimed owner. Spiller V.

State, 61 App. 555, 135 S. W. 549.
Evidence, in a trial for cattle theft, held to support a finding of special owner

ship in two per'sons in charge. Taylor v. State, 62 App. 611, 138 S. W. 615.
In a prosecution for theft of cattle marked with a peculiar brand, testimony by

the prosecuting witness that his father and mother, who had owned the brand,
were both dead, and that he was their sole heir and inherited it, was admissible.
Dugat v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 789.

In a prosecution for larceny, unless inhibited by statute, proof that the stolen
animal was marked with a given brand, and that the prosecuting witness was

owner of the brand, is admissible. Dugat v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 789.
In a prosecution for the theft of cattle, the owner's testimony that the animal

he lost had a certain brand, which was not shown to have been recorded, and that
the hide of the buried animal looked like that of the animal lost but had cuts in
it where the brands were, was admissible when offered, not to show ownership,
but only to show identity of the hide with the animal missing. Elmore V. State, 72
App. 226, 162 S. W. 517.

In a prosecution for the theft of a cow, an unrecorded brand cannot be intro
duced to establish ownership. Powers v. State (Cr. App.) 152 s. W. 909.

In a prosecution for larceny of ice from a railroad company, evidence held
sufficient to show that the general foreman of the mechanical department of the
railroad company had a sufficient special ownership in the property stolen. Schnei
der v. State, 70 App. 517, 156 S. W. 944.

Under Rev. St. 1911, art. 7160, as amended by Acts 33d Leg. c. 69 (Vernon's
Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 7160) providing that no brand on animals except such as

are recorded shall be recognized in law as evidence of the ownership of the animals
upon which it is used, but that this shall not apply in criminal cases, in a crim
inal case evidence as to unrecorded brands is admissible to prove ownershp as well
as identity. Turner v. State, 71 App. 477, 160 S. W. 357.

In a prosecution for theft of property, possession of which was alleged to be in
one W., but shown to be in his renter, while the evidence of such possession in the
'renter did not amount to demonstration, it was clear to the exclusion of reasonable
doubt so as to require reversal. Lewis v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 5.

,

Ownership must be proven as alleged. Schenk v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 357.
On indictment for theft ownership must be proven as alleged. Schenk V. State

(Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 357.
32. -- Want of owner's consent.-As to allegation of want of owner's con

sent, see, ante, notes under "Indictment and Information." The allegation of
want of the owner's consent to the taking of the proper-ty must be proved. It
can not be presumed merely from the possession of property recently stolen. Gar
cia v. State, 26 Tex. 209, 82 Am. Dec. 605. It can not be proved by the owner's'
-declara.tions to third persons. West v. State, 32 Tex. 651. Nor by the mere fact
that, in a dispute with the clerk as to whether defendant had bought the article,
the former said he had not. Davis v. State, 37 Tex. 227. Nor by mere proof that
the aileged owner claimed the property and took it. Jorasco v. State, 8 App. 540.
But the fact of the want of the owner's consent may be proved by circumstantial
evidence. Wilson v. State, 45 Tex. 76, 23 Am. Dec. 602; McMahon v. State, 1
App. 102; Welsh v. State, 3 App. 422; Foster v. State, '4 App. 246; Trafton v.

State, 5 App, 480; Rains v. State, 7 App. 588; Kemp v. State, 38 Tex. 110; Stew
art v. State, 9 App. 321; Spruill V. State, 10 App. 695; Wilson v. State, 12 App.
481; Mackey v. State, 20 App. 603. But circumstantial evidence should not be re

sorted to when direct evidence of the fact is attainable. Wilson v. State, 12 App,
481; Bowling v. State, 13 App. 338; Williamson v. State, Id. 514; Anderson v.

State, 14 App. 49; Love v. State, 15 App. 563; Miller v. State, 18 App. 34; Shultz
v . State, 20 App. 308; Williams v. State, 19 App, 277. Where ownership is alleged
in two or more persons, the want of consent of each of the alleged owners must
be proved. Williams v. State, 19 App. 276; McIntosh v. State, 18 App, 285. If the
alleged owner proves to be an agent of the general owner, he may testify as to his
authority as agent without producing a power of attorney. Turner v. State, 7
App, 596. The defendant can not prove declarations of the owner, made after the
alleged theft, that the property was taken with his consent, although the owner

be dead at the time of the trial. Sneed v. State, 4 App. 514. As to bill of sale
-of property, when offered as evidence by defendant, see Long v. State, 1 App. 466;
.8hoefercater v. State, 5 App. 207; Dreyer v. State, 11 App, 631. Where the theft
is committed by means of false pretexts, the want of the owner's consent to the
taking is shown by proof that the property was obtained from him by such means.

Ante, art. 1332, note.
The consent of the owner was not shown by proof that, for the purpose of de

�ecting the accused in the very act of theft, the horse was hoppled 'with the ex-
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pectation and intent that defendant would take him, it not appearing that the
owner in any way suggested the theft to the accused or induced him to commit it.
Conner v. State, 24 App, 245, 6 S. W. 138. And see, also, Stockman v. State, 24
App, 387, 6 S. W. 298, 5 Am. St. Rep. 894; Coward v . State, 24 App. 591, 7 S. W.
332; Jones v. State, 28 App, 42, 11 S. W. 830; Good v. State, 30 App. 276, 17 S. VV.
409; Thurmond v. State, 30 App, 539, 17 S. W. 1098.

Where a person borrows a horse to go to church, and while there the horse is
stolen, such temporary custodian is not legally in possession of the horse, and it
need not be shown that the taking was without his consent. Emmerson v. State,
33 App, 89, 25 S. W. 289.

When the owner of a horse loans it temporarily to another to ride to church
and it is there stolen, the indictment properly alleged possession in the owner and
it is not necessary to prove the want of consent of the temporary custodian.. Em
merson v. State, 33 App. 89, 25 S. W. 289.

On trial for theft of cattle the alleged owner of the cattle died before trial;
held, competent to prove that such deceased owner was before the grand jury and
interested in the prosecution, thereby showing want of consent. Brooks v. State,
38 App. 167, 31 S. W. 410.

•

Where there is positive, affirmative testimony to be had as to want of consent
to the theft from the person, that fact cannot be shown by circumstantial evidence;
but it can be so shown where there is no positive evidence available. Lynch v.

State, 70 App, 449, 156 S. W. 1182.

33. -- Possession of stolen property.-See article 1359, post, and notes there
under.

Possession of stolen property is presumptive evidence of the guilt of the pos
sessor of. the theft. It may be strong or weak, according to the circumstances of
the case. It is merely a circumstance to be considered by the jury in connection
with all the evidence adduced. And to warrant an inference or presumption of
guilt from the circumstance of possession alone, such possession must be recent,
must be personal and exclusive, must be unexplained, and must involve a distinct
and conscious assertion of property by the defendant. Robinson v. State, 22 App,
690, 3 S. W. 736; Ayres v. State, 21 App. 399, 17 S. W. 253; Lehman v. State, 18
App. 174, 51 Am. Rep. 298; Sullivan v. State, 18 App, 623; York v. State, 17 App,
441; Roberts v. State, ld. 82; Bragg v. State, Id. 21.9; Perkins v. State, 32 Tex.
109; McNair v. State, 14 App. 83; Schindler v. State, 15 App. 394; Faulkner v.

State, ld. 115; Thomas v. State, 43 Tex. 658; Yates v . State, 37 Tex. 202; Beck
v. State, 44 Tex. 430; Jenkins v. State, 30 Tex. 444; Mondragon v. State, 33 Tex.
480. It was formerly held that the circumstance of possession of recently stolen
property, unexplained, would not, standing alone, be sufficient to warrant a con

viction of the theft. Hannah v. State, 1 App, 578; Truax v. State, 12 App. 230.
But these decisions have been overruled and it is now the settled doctrine that
if a party in whose possession property recently stolen is found, fails satisfactorily
to account for his possession, the presumption of guilt arising from recent loss
and possession will warrant his conviction of the theft. Roberts v. State, 17 App,
82; McNair v. State, 14 App. 78. Proof of possession of part of the stolen property
if unexplained, will support a conviction for the theft of all of it. Hill v. State,
41 Tex. 253. And that it was all taken at the same time. Jack v. State, 20 App.
656. But proof of possession will not be sufficient to warrant a conviction, if the
other facts in evidence are not consistent with guilt. Wafford v. State, 44 Tex.
439.

Possession of recently stolen property is not positive evidence of theft. At most
it is but a circumstance tending to establish theft. A case, therefore, depending
alone upon the possession of recently stolen property is a case resting alone upon
circumstantial evidence, and in such case the omission of the trial court to charge
the jury upon the law of circumstantial evidence is material error. Note the opin
ion for a state of proof to which the rule applies. And note in this case charge
of the court as applied to the subject-matter and presumptions arising under the
same. Boyd v. State, 24 App. 570, 6 S. W. 853, 5 Am. St. Rep. 908. Other decisions
hereunder: Bean v. State, 24 App. 11, 5 S. W. 525; Moreno v. State, 24 App, 401,
6 S. W. 299; Field v. State, 24 App, 422, 6 S. \V. 200; Gilleland v. State, 24 App,
524, 7 S. W. 241; Willis v. State, 24 App, 584, 6 S. W. 856; Willis v. State, 24
App. 586, 6 S. W. 857; Tarin v. State, 25 App, 360, 8 S. W. 473; Romero v. State, 25
App. 394, 6 S. W. 641; Morgan v. State, 25 App, 513, 8 S. W. 487; Matlock v. State,
25 App, 654, 8 S. W. 818, 8 Am. St. Rep. 451; Bryant v State and McFarland v. State,
25 App, 751, 8 S. W. 937; Brookin v. State, 26 App. 121, 9 S. W. 735; Florez v. State,
26 App, 477, 9 S. W. 772; Clark v. State, 27 App, 406, 11 S. W. 374; Taylor v. State,
27 App. 463, 11 S. W. 462; Jackson v. State, 28 App, 143, 12 S. W. 701; Jackson v.

State, 28 App. 370, 13 S. W. 451, 19 Am. St. Rep. 839; Bayne v. State, 29 App. 132, 15
S. W. 404; Williamson v. State, 30 App. 330, 17 S. W. 722; Clark v. State, 30 App.
402,17 S. W. 942. See, also, Guest v. State, 24 App. 235; Smith v. state, 24 App. 290,
6 S. W. 40; Roy v. State, 24 App. 369, 6 S. W. 186; Stockman v. State, 24 App.
387, 6 S. W. 298, 5 Am. St. Rep. 894; Moreno v. State, 24 App, 401, 6 S. W. 299;
McDaniel v .. State, 24 App. 552, 7 S. W. 249; Coward v. State, 24 App. 590, 7 S. W.
332; Gray v. State, 24 App, 611, 7 S. W. 339; Bonnard v. State, 25 App. 184, 7 S.
W. 862, 8 Am. St. Rep. 431; Fernandez v. State, 25 App, 538, 8 S. W. 667; Gentry
v. State, 25 App. 614, 8 S. W. 925; Lee v. State, 27 App. 476, 11 S. W. 483; Cooper
v. State, 29 App. 8, 13 S. W. 1011, 25 Am. St. Rep. 712; Lockhart v. State, 29 App.
35, 13 S. W. 1012; Sands v. State, 30 App, -578, 18 S. W. 86; Spraddling v. State,
30 App. 595, 17 S. W. 1117; Conners v. State, 31 App, 453, 20 S. W. 981; Baldwin
v. State, 31 App, 589, 21 S. W. 679; Lynne v. State, 53 App, 375, 111 S. W. 729.

Possession of recently stolen property is but a circumstance to be taken in
connection with other circumstances. Torres v. State, 33 App. 125, 25 S. W. 128.

The court instructed the jury that the possession of the hide of the stolen animal
by defendant's son woul.d not be evidence against -defendant, unless they believed
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that said son received possession from defendant; held, correct. Brown v. State,
34 App. 150, 29 S. W. 772. I

Evidence held sufficient to show that defendant had taken possession of prop
erty, see Pitts v. State (Cr. App.) 30 S. W. 359. Contra, see Johnson v. State, 34
App. 254, 30 S. W. 228.

Evidence of possession of a stolen cart held admissible. Passagoli v. State
(Cr. App.) 38 S. W. 200.

In a prosecution for theft of a bay horse, which accused was shown to have
exchanged for a sorrel, evidence held to show that accused was 1n exclusive pos
session of the bay when he swapped it for the sorrel. Johnson v. State, 57 App.
603, 124 S. W. 664.

Evidence of possession of recently stolen property is admissible against the pos
sessor in a trial for theft thereof. Newton v. State, 62 App. 622, 138 S. W. 708.

In' a prosecution for the theft of cattle, where it appeared that accused kept
his cattle in a certain pasture and had been about the pasture a few days before
the theft, the circumstance that the stolen animal was found in the pasture was

admissible in evidence. Dugat v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 789.
In a prosecution for theft of goats: defendant's possession of the pasture where

it was claimed they were found was admissible as bearing on his possession of
them. Simonds v. State (Cr. App.) 175 S. W. 1064.

34. -- ExplanatIon of possession.-Charge of court as to, see note on "charge
of court," post.

When the possession of recently stolen property is relied on as inculpatory of
the defendant, his explanation of such possession is admissible in his behalf, pro
vided it was given on the first occasion for any explanation by him-that is, when
he was first directly or circumstantially called upon to explain his possession.
And his explanation is admissible in his behalf, although at the time it was made,
he was not then in possession of the property. Taylor v. State, 15 Apj» 356; Castel
low v. State, ld. 551; Howell v. State, 16 App, 93; Ross v. State, ld. 554; Saltillo
v. State, Id. 249; Lewis v. State, 17 App, 140; Heskew v. State, ld. 161; York v.

State, ld. 441; Windham v. State, 19 App, 413; Schultz v. State, 20 App. 315. And
when his explanation of his possession of the property is natural, reasonable, and
probably true, it operates to rebut the presumption of guilt arising from his pos
session of the property, and in such case, if such explanation be not shown to be
false, further evidence of the defendant's guilt will be required to warrant his
conviction. Roberts v. State, 17 App, 82; York v. State, ld. 441; Windham v.

State, 19 App. 413; Schultz v. State, 20 App. 315; Howell v. State, 16 App, 93;
Ross v. State, ld. 554; Irvine v. State, 13 App. 499; Sitterlee v. State, Id. 587;
McCall v. State, 14 App. 353; Clement v. State, 22 App. 23, 2 S. W. 379; Clark v.

State, ld. 599, 3 S. W. 744; Vaughn v. State, 21 App, 573, 2 S. W. 825; Miller v.

State', 18 App. 34; Anderson v. State, 11 App. 576. But the state is only required
to prove the falsity of the defendant's explanation made at the time his posses
sion was challenged. it can not be required to disprove every conflicting explana
tion the defendant may have made. Ashlock v. State, 16 App, 13. Recent pos
session of stolen property may be accounted for by proof of the purchase of the
same, whether the purchase be in good or bad faith. And if the defendant in fact
purchased the property, he can not be convicted of the theft of it, although he
knew at the time he purchased it that it had been stolen by the seller. Prator v.

State, 15 App, 363; McAfee v. State, 14 App. 668; Bond v. State, 23 App, 180, 4
S. W. 580; Shuler v. State, 23 App, 182, 4 S. W. 581, Curlin v. State, 23 App, 681, 5
S. W. 186; Anderson v. State, 11 App. 576. Where several are jointly indicted for
the theft, explanation of possession by anyone of them is admissible in evidence in
behalf of each of the defendants. Shelton v. State, 11 App. 36; Wright v. State,
10 App, 476. See facts held insufficient to convict, although defendant's explana
tion of his possession was shown to be false. Norwood v. State, 20 App, 306;

To entitle defendant to introduce evidence of an explanation it must appear
that the explanation was made when he was first caned upon to explain. Martin
v. State, 32 App. 441, 24 S. W. 512. See, also, Threadgill v. State, 32 App. 451,
21 S. W. 511.

The defense proposed to prove that the defendant, at his first meeting with
the owner of the property after the alleged theft, proposed to pay him for the same.
It was also proposed to prove the conversation which then ensued between the
defendant and the owner, which conversa.tton is not set out in the bill of excep
tions. Held, that the said proof was properly excluded as ibetng no part of the
res gestae nor relevant to any issue in the case, and as not coming within the
rule which qualifies as evidence a defendant's explanation of his possession of
stolen property. Brooks v. State, 26 App, 184, 9 S. W. 562. Also, see Cortez' v.

State, 24 App, 511, 6 S. W. 546; Guest v. State, 24 App, 530, 7 S. W 242; Boyd
v. State, 24 App. 570, 6 S. W. 853, 5 Am. St. Rep. 908; Lopez v. State, 28 App.
343, 13 S. W. 219; Bayne v. State, 29 App. 132, 15 S. W 404; Williamson v. State,
30 App. 330, 17 S. W. 722; Andrews v. State, 25 App, 339, 8 S. W. 328; MatlOCk v.
State, 25 App, 654, 8 S. W. 818, 8 Am. St. Re:p. 451.

See evidence held admissible against the defendant's explanation. Kelley v.
State, 31 App. 211, 20 S. W. 365.

State cannot convict upon the falsity of explanation of possession of property
recently stolen; the jury can only consider said falsity as any other circumstance.
For proper charge on this subject, see Wheeler v. State, 34 App. 350, 30 S. W. 913.
For discussion, see Scott v. State (Cr. App.) 36 s. W. 276. Smith v. State (Cr.
App.) 56 s. W. 54.

When possession of stolen property is relied upon by the State, any explana
tion of such possession made by defendant is admissible in evidence. Goens v.
State, 35 App, 73, 31 S. W 656.

Explanation cannot occur when there. has been no possession, or when made
prior to possession. Eastland v, State (Cr. App.) 59 S. W. 167.
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In a prosecution for cattle theft, where the evidence was circumstantial and
the defendant testified that he bought the beef found in his possession from an

other, it could show that the officers attempted to arrest two others for the theft.
but the arrest was successfully resisted, and that the description of one of the
others corresponded with the description of the man from whom he claimed to
have bought the. beef. Silvas v. State, 71 App. 213. 159 S. W. 223.

35. -- Sufficiency to convict.-See notes under article 1332, post.
As to sufficiency of evidence as to particular facts or elements of offense. see

notes, ante.
Evidence held sufficient to sustain conviction. Smith v. State, 35 Tex. 738;

Cox v. State, 41 Tex. 1; Cave v. State, Id. 182; Cameron v. State, 44 Tex. 652;
Quitzow v. State, 1 App. 65; Brown v. State, 2 App, 139; Bagley v, State, 3 App.
163; Gonzales v. State, Td, 507; Berry v. State, 4 App, 492; Bybee v. State, ld.
505; Blankenship v. State, 5 App. 218; West v, State, 6 App. 485; Slaughter v.

State, 7 App, 123; Calhoun v . State, Id, 340; Hudson v. State, 10 App, 215; Dodd
v. State, ld. 370; Lowe v. State, 11 App, 253; Rhodes v. State, Id. 56-3; Davison v,

State, 12 App, 214; Harris v. State, 13 App, 309; Jones v. State, 14 App, 85; Lut
trell v: State, Id, 147; Magee v. State, ld. 366; Hart v. State, Id. 657; Terry v.

State, 15 App, 66; Schultz v. State, Id, 258, 49 Am. Rep. 191; Chandler v. State,
Id. 587; Elam v: State, 16 App, 34; Cowell v. State, Id. 57; Sutton v. State, Id.
490; McAfee v: State, 17 App. 135; Reynolds v: State, Id. 413; Timbrook v. State,
18 App, 1; House v. State, 19 App, 227; White v. State, ld. 343; Atterberry v:

State, Id. 401; Cunningham v. State, 20 App, 162; Lawrence v: State, ld. 536;
Masterson v. State, Id. 574; Watson v. State, 21 App. 598, 1 S. W. 451, 17 S. W.
550; Rummel v. State, 22 App. 558, 3 S. W. 763; Hart v . State, re. 563, 3 S. W.
741; Golden v, State, re, 1, 2 S. W. 531;' Porter v. State, 23 App. 295, 4 S. W. 889;
Lynne v. State, 53 App. 375, 111 S. W. 729; Phillips v. State, 35 App. 480, 34 S. W.
119; Funderberg v. State (Cr. App.) 34 s. W. 613; Littlejohn v. State (Cr. App.)
38 s. W. 789; Evans v. State, 36 App. 32, 35 S. W. 169; Rucker v. State, 51 App,
222, 101 S. W. 804; Crouch v. State, 52 App, 460, 107 S. W. 859; Thompson v.

State, 45 App. 244, 76 S. W. 561; Franklin v. State, 59 App. 523, 129 S. W. 369;
Dixon v. State, 62 App. 75, 136 S. W. 4603; Williams v. State, 63 App, 507, 140 S. W.
447; Alanis v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 897; Peace v. State (Cr. App.) 153 s.
W. 320; Wilson v. State, 70 App, 340, 156 S. W. 204.

Evidence held to support a conviction of cattle theft. Hinsley v. State, 60 App,
565, 132 S. W. 779; La Flour v. State, 59 App. 164'5, 129 S. W. 351; Taylor v. State,
62 App. 611, 138 S. W. 615; Roberts v. State, 64 App, 135, 141 S. W. 235; Gotcher
v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s., W. 574; Willcox v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 898; EI
more v. State, 72 App. 226, 162 S. W. '517; Jones v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 714.

Evidence held to support a conviction of hog theft. Fields v. State, 57 :App.
613, 124 S. W. 652; Garr v. State, 57 App, 185, 12� S. W. 258; Smith v. State, 62
App. 124, 136 S. W. 481; Holloway v, State, 63 App, 503, 140 S. W. 453; Brown v,
State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 808.

Evidence held to sustain a conviction of horse theft. Crane v, State, 57 App,
476, 123 S. W. 422; Teague v. State (Cr. App.) 31 s. W. 401; Dowd v. State (Cr.
App.) 35 S. W. 651; Snodgrass v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 162, 41 L. R. A. (N.
S.) 1144; Ables v. State (Cr. App.) 177 s. W. 1161.

,

The burden is on the state throughout the trial to establish the guilt of ac

cused beyond a reasonable doubt. Evidence establtshtng a mere probability, or a

strong suspicion of his guilt, is not sufficient. Chapman v. State, 1 App. 728;
Ring v. State, 42 Tex. 282; Tollett v. State, 44 Tex. 95; Grant v. State, 3 App.
1; Casas v. State, 12 App. 59. See tit. 8, CI. 7, C. C. P.

'

The court instructed the jury that before they could convict defendant, they
must believe, beyond a reasonable doubt, that he fraudulently took from. the alleged
owner the head of cattle charged, without his consent, and that the same was the
personal property of said alleged owner; held, sufficient. Thumond' v. State, 37
App. 422, 35 S. W. 965.

Defendant was charged with the theft of cattle belonging to one Bryant, the
evidence showed that the owner was commonly called Bryant, though his name

was Bryan; held, sufficient to support conviction. Brooks v. State, 39 App. 622,
47 S. W. 640.

In a prosecution for theft of a mule, evidence held to sustain a verdict of con

viction. Hernandez v. State, 57 App, 15, 121 S. W. 505.
Evidence held to sustain a conviction of stealing hides. Davis v. State, 63

App. 453, 140 S. W. 349.
Evidence held to warrant a conviction of the theft of certain buggy wheels by

accused. Cooper v. State (Cr. App.) 148 s. W. 1093. •

Evidence in a prosecution for the theft of seed cotton held to sustain a verdict
of guilty. Tucker v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W. 190.

Evidence held insufficient' to sustain a conviction for stealing chickens. 'Sey
mour v. State, 71 App. 76, 158 S. W. 304.

In a prosecution for cattle theft, circumstantial evidence held to sustain a

conviction. Rasberry v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 724.

36. -- Insufficiency to convlct.---o.As to insufficiency of evidence as to par
ticular facts or elements of offense, see notes, ante.

Evidence, in a prosecution for horse stealing, held insufficient to sustain a con

viction. Rios v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 308; Stokely v. State, 24 App. 509, 6
S. W. 538; Thompson v, State, 26 App. 466, 9 S. W. 760; Lopez v, State, 37 App,
649, 40 S. W. 972.

,

Evidence held insufficient to sustain conviction. Powers v, State, 16 Tex. 546;
Brown-v. State, 32 Tex. 606; Thurman v. State, 33 Tex. 684; Gardiner v, State,
ld. 692; Adams v. State, 34 Tex. 526; Radford v. State, 35 Tex. 15; Mullins v.

State, 37 Tex. 337; Turner v: State, 38 Tex. 166; Ritcher v. State, ld. 643; Me

Henry v, State, 40 Tex. 46; Haynes v, State, Id, 52; Poag v, State, Id, 151; Gal-
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loway v: State, 41 Tex. 289; Cruit v. State, Id. 476; Perry v. State, Id. 483; John
son v. State, Id. 608; Cline v. State, 43 Tex. 494; McGee v. State, Id. 662; Mar
tin v, State, 44 Tex. 172; wnuams v. State, Id. 34; Beck v. State, Id. 430; Baack
burn v. State, Id. 458; Wafford v. State, Id. 439; Loza v. State, 1 App. 488, 28
Am. Rep. 416; Berg v. State, 2 App. 148; Merritt v. State, Id. 177; Moore v. State,
Id. 350; Smith v. State, Id. 477; Butler v. State, 3 App. 48; Clark v. State, 7 App.
57; Curry v. State, Id. 267; Landin v, State, 10 App. 63; Ward v. State, Id. 203;
Brite v, State, Id. 31618; Weldon v. State, Id. 400; Hornbeck v. State, Id. 408; Ellis
v. State, Id. 540; Simpson v. State, Id. 681; Spruill v. State, Id. 695; Winn v.

State, 11 App. 304; Conn v . State, Id. 390; Green v. State, 12 App. 51; Casas v.

State, Id. 59; Pet.tigrewt v. State, Id. 225; Dow v. State, Id. 343; Hardeman v.

State, Id. 350; Johnson v. State, Id. 385; Seymore v. State, Id. 391; Taylor v.

State, Id. 489; Shelton v. State, Id, 513; Hunter v . State, 13 App. 16; Voight v.

State, Id. 21; Wyers v. State, Id. 57; Johnson v. State, Id. 378; McNair v . State,
14 App, 78; Mapes v. State, Id. 129; Dresch v. State, Id. 175; Wolf v. State, Id.
210; Crockett v. State, Id. 226; Hammel v. State, Id. 326; Knutson v. State, Id.
570; Deering v, State, Id. 599; Evans v. State, 15 App, 31; Taylor v. State, Id,
356; Schindler v. State, Id. 394; Harris v. State, Td. 411; Dixon v. State, Id. 480;
Buntain v. State, Id. 490; Castellow v. State, Id. 551; Womack v. State, 16 App.
178; Harrison v. State, Id. 325; Johnson v. State, Id. 402; Madison v. State, Id.
435; Tucker v. State, Id. 471; Fletcher v. State, Id. 635; Moore v. State, 17 App.
176; Harris v. State, Id. 177; York v. State, Id. 441; Williams v. State, Id. 521;
Miller v. State, 18 App, 34; Lehman v. State, Id. 174, 51 Am. Rep. 298; ·iReskew v.

State, Id. 275; Fai:ry v. State, Id. 314; Small v, State, Id. 336; Boyd v , State, Id,
339; Trimhle v. State, Id. '6'32; Foster v. State, 19 App. 73; Ricks v. State, Id. 308;
Martindale v. State, Id. 333; Tarin v. State, Id. 359; McGuire v. State, Id. 467;
Block v. State, 20 App, 175; Lott v. State, Id. 230; Norwood v. State, Id. 306;
Holley v. State, 21 App. 156, 17 S. W. 159; Misseldine v. State, 21 App. 335, 17
S. W. 768; Roberts v. State, 21 App. 460, 1 S. W. 452; WIlkerson v. State, 21
App. 501, 2 S. W. 857; McLaren v. State, 21 App. 513, 2 S. W. 858; Benton v.

State, 21 App. 554, 2 S. W. 885; Vaughn v. State, 21 App. 573, 2 S. W. 825; Owens
v, State, 21 App-, 579, 2 S. W. 808; Cain v. State, 21 App. 662, 2 S. W. 888; Page
v. State, 22 App. 551, 3 S. W. 745; Clark v. State, 22 App. 599, 3 S. W. 744; Phipps
v. State, 22 App. 621, 3 S. W. 761; Robinson v. State, 22 App, 690, 3 S. W. 731&;
Ryan v. State, 22 App. 699, 3 S. W. 547; Donohoe v. State, 23 App, 457, 5 S. W.
245; White v. State, 23 App. 643, 5 S. W. 164; Snoga v. State, 46 App. 419, 80 S.
W. 625; Banks v. State, 56 App. 262, 119 S. W. 847; Landreth v . State, 53 App.
5516, 110 S. W. 905; Johnson ·V. State, 50 App, 68, 94 S. W. 900; Yarbrough v. State
(Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 545.

Evidence held not to support a conviction of hog theft. McClure v. State, 59
App, 287, 128 S. W. 386; Ellis v. State, 27 App. 190, 11 S. W. 111.

See this case for evidence held insufficient to support a conviction for theft,
because it does not overcome the presumption of innocence nor exclude reasonable
doubt. Reveal v. State, 27 App, 57, 10 S. W. 759.

Where evidence showed defendant to be a hired hand with no interest in the
herd of cattle, and that he did not know the different brands of cattle in the herd,
and while scattered up and down the creek drinking defendant drove another cow

into the herd, held insufficient to support conviction. Mims v. State (Cr. App.)
32 S. W. 540.

Evidence held not to support a conviction of cattle theft. Daniel v: State,
6-0 App. 515, 132 S. W. 773. Where accused and two others were found in the pos
session of stolen property, and' the evidence of the larceny was wholly circum
stantial, it was not error to permit the state to show that the three persons were

together some time before the stealing, that one of them, other than the accused,
was going under an assumed name, and to trace their movements down to the ttme
of their arrest. Slain v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 366.

Evidence in a prosecution for hog theft held insufficient in not proving the cor

pus delicti by connecting accused with the hog. Motley v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S.
W.620.

Where the prosecution relies for conviction solely upon evidence that the stolen
horse was found in the defendant's possession, and that he gave a false explana
tion of where he got it, the evidence is wholly Circumstantial, and it is reversible
error for the court to refuse to charge the jury to that effect. Stewart v. State,
n App. 480" 160 S. W. 381.

In a prosecution for the theft of a horse, where the facts raised the issue as to
whether defendant had traded a mule .ror the horse at the time he drove the horse
off, an instruction that if defendant got the horse in exchange for the mule, or if
there 'was reasonable doubt as to whether the trade was made, he should be ac

quitted, was a specific presentation of the issue. Brooks v. State, 71 App. 599,
160 S. W. 696,

37. Questions for jury.-It is the province of the jury to determine the value
of the property, and where the evidence upon that issue is conflicting, the ver

diet, on appeal, will not be disturbed if there be evidence to support it. Jack v.

State, 20 App. 65'0.
See the opinion in extenso, and the statement of the case for proof developed

on a trial for horse theft, which, raising the defense of mistake of fact on the
part of the accused, in asserting claim to the animal alleged to have been stolen,
demanded of the trial court the submission of that issue to the jury under prop
er instructions. Note, also, that in view of the proof, the trial court, having re

fused. the accused a continuance, should have awarded him a new trial. Guajardo
v, State, 24 App. 604, 7 S. W. 331.

There being no evidence of purchase of the animals, the court could not be
required to submit such issue to the jury. Glass v. State, 34 App, 299, 30 S. W. 556.
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But if there is such evidence, the court should give a proper instruction upon
it. "Wheeler v. State, 34 App, 350, 30 S. W. 913.

When there is evidence of honest acquisition the issue must be presented to
the jury. Parker v. State (Cr. App.) 57 S. W. 668. '

Evidence of theft held sufficient to present a question for the jury. Petty v:

State, 59 App, 586, 129 S. W. 615.
Where an indictment for hog theft charged that the owner of the hog was un

known, there must be some evidence of such want of knowledge, either by the
grand jurors or otherwise, to authorize submission of the question to the jury.
Davis v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 938.

In a prosecution for larceny of mules which accused purchased and for which
he executed a note signed by others as sureties, evidence held to make it a jury
question whether the mules were in fact subsequently sold to the sureties, and, if
so, whether accused was given authority by them to sell the mules, or whether the
mules were merely pledged to the sureties. Thompson v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S.
W. 181.

On evidence in a prosecution for the theft of a horse, held, that a peremptory
instruction of acquittal was properly refused. Brooks v: State, 71 App. 599, 160
S. W. 696.

In a prosecution for theft, the sufficiency of the identification of the property
held for the jury. Schenk v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 357.

38. Charge of court.-See C. C. P., arts. 735, et seq., and notes thereunder.
See note under article 1345.
Harmless error, see notes under C. C. P., art. 743.
See Cunningham v. State, 27 Tex. Cr. 479; Young v. State, 34 App. 290, 3,0 S.

W. 238; Blount v. State, 34 App, 640, 31 S. W. 652.
The charge should instruct the jury on the law applicable to the particular case

before them, as developed by the facts proved. It should apply the law to the
evidence. It is not essential that it should give the statutory definition of theft;
but failing to do this, it should inform the jury of the nature and character of the
elements and ingredients of the offense. It should instruct as to fraudulent in

tent; that such intent is the essential ingredient of theft, and must have ex

isted in the mind of the defendant at the very time he took the property; that such
intent formed subsequent to the taking will not constitute theft; that a fraudulent
intent embraces the ideas that the defendant knew when he took the property
that it did not belong to him, that he took it intending at the time to deprive the
owner of the value of it, and to appropriate the same permanently to his own use

or benefit; that to constitute a fraudulent taking, it must be an intentional tak
ing, without the consent of the owner, an intentional fraud, and an intentional ap
propriation. Johnson v. State, 1 App. 118. The charge must confine the fraudu
lent intent to the very time of the taking. Warren v. State, 17 App. 207. Where
the evidence requires it the jury should be instructed as to the distinction be
tween trespass and theft. Bray v. State, 41 'I'ex, 203; Harris v; State, 2 App,
]02; McPhail v. State, 10 App. 128. Where there is evidence tending to show that
the defendant took the property under an honest claim of right, such issue should
be submitted to the jury under proper instructions, and the jury should be di
rected to acquit the defendant, if, from the evidence, they entertained a reason

able doubt that he took the property fraudulently. Cameron v, State, 9 App, 332;
Sigler v. State, Id. 427; Miles v. State, 1 App. 510; Loza v. State, Id. 488, 28 Am.
Rep. 416; Hrumilton v. State, 2 App. 494; Bray v. State, 41 Tex. 203; Varas v.

State, Id. 527; Thompson v. State, 43 Tex. 268; Williams v. State, 22 App. 332,
3 S. W. 226; Evans v. State, 15 App, 31; Heskew v, State, 18 App. 275 Where
the evidence requires it, the court should instruct the jury that if the defendant
took the property, with the intent at the time of appropriating it temporarily, but
not permanently, they should acquit him. Wilson v: State, 18 App, 270, 51 Am.
Rep. 309; Loza v. State, 1 App. 488, 28 Am. Rep. 416; Blackburn v: State, 44 Tex.
457; Johnson v. State, 36 Tex. 375; Banks-v, State, 7 App, 591; Dunham v. State,
3 App. 465. Where there is evidence tending to show that the defendant pur
chased the property after' it had been stolen by another, the charge should in
struct the jury upon this issue, and direct the acquittal of the defendant, if from
the evidence the jury entertained a reasonable doubt of his complicity in the
theft. In such case the charge should not make the defendant's innocence de
pend upon his honest purchase of the property. If he, in fact, purchased it, having
had no complicity in taking it, he cannot be convicted of theft, although he
knew at the time of purchasing it that his vendor had stolen it. Clayton v. State,
15 App. 348; Prator v. State, Id. 363; Faulkner v. State, Id. 115; Anderson v.

State, 11 App, 576; Barrett v. State, 18 App. 64; Murphy v. State, 17 App, 645;
Morrow v . State, 22 App. 239, 2 S. W. 16'24; McAfee v, State, 14 App. 668; Bond
v. State, 23 App. 180, 4 S. W. 580; Shuler v . State, 23 App. 182, 4 S. W. '581. Evi
dence of a purchase necessitates a charge in relation thereto, no matter what the·
court may think of its credibility. !Heath v. State, 7 App, 464; Smith v. State"
Id. 382; Beekham v. State, 8 App. 52; Vincent v: State, 9 App. 303; Henry v.

State, Id. 358; Ray v. State" 13 App. 51. Where there is a doubt raised by the
evidence that the defendant had any connection with, or complicity in the origi
nal taking of the property, the court should instruct the, jury that he cannot be
convicted of the theft of the property unless the evidence shows beyond a rea

sonable doubt that he participated in the original taking, no matter what con

nection he may have had with the property thereafter. Tucker v . State, 21 App.
699, 2 S. W. 893; Curlin v. State, 23 App. 681, 5 S. W. 186; M-cAfee v. State, 17

App. 135. If the evidence tends to show an acting together with others, con

spiracy or complicity in the taking (or with a view to the covering up of a fraud
ulent taking) between the vendor in a bill of sale and the defendant, it would not

only be right but proper for the court to submit the bona fides of the bill of sale,
that the jury might ascertain and find whethe,r or not it was a sham or device.

1 PEN.CODE TEX.-54 849.
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conceived to cover up and avoid the theft. Roberts v. State, 17 Ap:p. 82; Prator v.

Stat.e, 15 App. 363; Shoefercater v. State, 5 App. 207. If an animal was purchased
by the defendant with the knowledge that it had been stolen by his vendor, and
the animal escapes and returns to the possession of the owner, and the defend
ant then takes it, he is guilty of theft. McAfee v. State, 17 App. 135; Ashlock v.

State, 16 App. 13. The charge must not authorize a conviction without guilty
knowledge or intent. Logan v. State, 2 App. 408; Riojas v. State, 8 App, 49;
Spinks v. State, Id. 125; Vincent v. State, 9 App. 303; Henry v. State, Id. 358;
Ray v. State, 13 App. 51; Chapman v. State, 1 App. 728. Where two persons are

jointly indicted, the court may charge on the theory that one took and the other
was present, knowing the unlawful intent, etc. Cruitt v. State, 41 Tex. 476; By
bee v. State, 4 App. 505; Berry v. State, Id. 492. And even when the defendant
is indicted alone, on proper evidence, the court may charge the law of prtncipals.
Corn v. State, 41 Tex. 301. The charge should instruct that the allegations of
ownership and possession should be proved, and that unless proved the defend
ant should be acquitted. Williams v. State, 4 AJ>p. 5; Kay v. State, 40 Tex. 29;
Bray v. State, 41 Tex. 560; Robinson v. State, 5 App, 519. It should also instruct
that the allegation of want of consent must be proved. Undley v. State, 8 App.
445; Burt v. State, 7 App. 578. Where the punishment is dependent upon the val
ue of the property, the charge must explain the law upon the subject applicable
to the facts in evidence and the standard of value. Jackson v. State, 20 App. 190;
Saddler v. State, Id. 195. With regard to the presumption of guilt arising from

possession of the property, the jury should not be told that the possession of re

cently stolen property is presumptive evidence of guilt. Willtaans v. State, 4 App.
178; Alderson v. State, 2 App. 10; Foster v. State, 1 App, 316\3; Chapman v. State,Id.
728; Perry v. State, 41 Tex. 484; Thompson v. State, 43 Tex. 268; Thomas v.

State, Id. 658; McCoy v. State, 44 Tex. 618; Parrish v. State, 45 'l'ex. 51. It is a

mere circumstance to be considered by the jury in connection with other evidence,
and the jury should not be told otherwise. Watkins v. State, 2 App. 73; Allen
v. State, 4 App. 581; Williams v. State, Id. 178; Gose v. State, 6 App, 121; Con
ner v. State, Id. 455. Where there is evidence adduced by the state proving, or

tending to prove the theft of other property than that alleged in the indictment
at the same time and place, the charge should not fail to instruct the jury that
such testimony can only be considered by them for the purpose for which it was

admitted, that is, to establish identity in developing the res gestre, or to prove the
guilt of the accused by circumstances connected with the theft, or to show the in
tent with which the defendant acted with respect to the property for the theft of
which he is on trial; and that they could not convict the defendant for the theft
of any other property than that named in the indictment. Carter v. State, 23
rApp. 508, 5 S. W. 128; Davis v. State, 23 App, 210, 4 S. W. 590; Clark v. State, 23
App, 612, 5 S. W. 178; Mayfield v. State, 23 App. 645, 5 S. W. 161; Alexander v.

State, 21 App, 406, 17 S. W. 139, '57 Am. Rep. 617; House v. State, 16 App, 25. A
charge which assumed that the property named in the indictment was stolen,
and that the defendant was the thief, was held erroneous. White v. State, 21 App,
339, 17 S. W. 727. It is error to charge that the possession of a stolen animal by
the defendant without a written transfer or bill of sale thereto, is prima facie evi
dence that such possession was illegal. White v. State, 21 App, 339, i7 S. W. 727;
Gomez v. State, 15 App. 64; Schindler v: State, Id. 394; Florez v. State, 13 App.
665; Garcia v. State, 12 App, 335. It is a charge upon the weight of evidence and
error to instruct the jury that if a part of the alleged stolen property was found
and identified as such, the theft of the remainder might be inferred from that fact,
if all of the property is shown to have been stolen at the same time and place.
White v. State, 17 App. 188.

On other phases of theft. Williams v. State, 24 App, 412, 6 S. W. 318; McDaniel
v. State, 24 Aptp .. 552, 7 S. W. 249; Coward v. State, 24 App. 590, 7 S. W. 332; Reno
v. State, 25 App, 102, 7 S. W. 532; Gent'ry v. State, 25 App, 614, 8 S. W. 925;
Brooks v. State, 26 App, 184, 9 S. W. 562; Hanley v. State, 28 App, 375, 13 S. W.
142; Barton v. State, 28 App. 483, 13 S. W. 783; Williamson v. State, 30 App. 330,
17 S. W. 722; Welhousen v. State, 30 App, 623, 18 S. W. 300; Worsham v. State, 56
App. 253, 120 S. W. 439, 18 Ann. Cas. 134.

An instruction defining theft in the language of article 858, was not insufficient
for failing to define "fraudulent taking" and "consent" in the absence of a re

quest for their definition. Ellington v. State, 63 App, 420, 140 S. W. 1102; Elling-
ton v. State, 63 App. 424, 140 S. W. 1100. .

Where the defendant was charged with theft of certain jewelry, one piece, a

necklace, being of the value of over twenty dollars, and the other pieces being of
less than twenty dollars in value, and there was evidence tending to show that
defendant found the necklace, it was held that the .court should have charged the
jury, that if they believed from the evidence that she was guilty of the theft of
the other articles, but had a reasonable doubt of her guilt of the theft of the neck
lace, they should not convict her of felony. Lee v. State, 14 App. 266.

An information charged the theft of a male hog. Held, that the trial court did
not err in refusing to instruct the jury that a male hog is one which has not been
changed from a boar to a barrow by castration. A barrow is a hog, especially a

male hog, castrated. Williams v. State, 17 App. 521.
Duty to charge on felonious theft. Lacey v. State, 22 App, 657, 3 S. W. 343.
The factum probandum of theft, as that offense is defined by our statute, is the

taking of the property. If the taking, being the main fact in issue, is not directly
attested by an eyewitness, but is proved as a matter of inference from other facts
in evidence, the case rests wholly upon circumstantial evidence, and the failure of
the trial court to give in charge to the jury the law of circumstantial evidence is
material error. Crowell v. State, 24 App, 404, 6 S. W. 318.

In proper cases the court should submit the bona fides of bills of sale in evi
dence. Guest v, State, 24 App. 530, 7 S. W. 242; Boyd v, State, 24 App. 570, 6 s.
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W. 853,·5 Am. St. Rep. 908; Fernandez v : State, 25 App. 538, 8 S. W. 667; White
v. State, 28 App, 71, 12 S. W. 406; Huffman v. State, 28 App, 174, 12 S. W. 588.

However improbable may be file evidence in support of a defense, it is the duty
of the trial court to submit the issue to the jury under proper instructions. A
defense witness in this case testified that he was present and witnessed the de
fendant's purchase of the alleged stolen animal. Held, that in failing to submit the
question of a purchase vel non to the jury, the charge of the court was erroneous.

McDaniel v. State, 24 AW. 552, 7 S. W. 249.
The indictment alleged the ownership of the animal to be in C. and A. and R,

and that the same was taken without the consent of C. or A. or R, or either of
them, which correctly alleged the want of consent. The trial court charged the
jury to convict if they found that the defendant took the animal without the con

sent of C. or A. or R., or either of them. Held, fundamental error, inasmuch as

it was equivalent to an instruction to convict if anyone of the parties did not

consent, notwithstanding either or both of the other two may have consented.
Woods v. State, 26 App. 490, 10 S. W. 108. Other decisions hereunder: Conner v.

State, 24 App. 245, 6 S. W. 138; Willis v. State, 24 App, 487, 6 S. W. 200; Jones v.

State, 28 App, 42, 11 S. W. 830; Otero v. State, 30 App. 450, 17 S. W. 1081. And as

to asportation, see Coward v. State, 24 App, 590, 7 S. W. 332.
.

With reference to the defendant's explanation of his possession of recently
stolen property, the trial court charged the jury as follows: "If you believe from
the evidence that the animal in question had been recently stolen, and the defend
ant was found in possession of the same, and. when his right to the possession
of said animal was first challenged, he gave a reasonable account thereof con

sistent with his innocence, it devolves upon the state to show that it was untrue.

If, however, when his possession was first challenged he failed to reasonably and
satisfactorily account for his possession thereof, you will find him guilty as charged
in the indictment." Held, that the latter clause of the said charge is erroneous,
not only because it is upon the weight of evidence, but because it restricts the
defensive proof to an opportune and reasonable explanation of the possession by
the accused of the stolen property. Arispe v. State, 26 App. 581, 10 S. W. 111.

If the evidence does not raise the issue of voluntary return of the stolen prop
erty, the court should not charge upon it. Harris v. State, 29 App. 101, 14 S. "V.
390, 25 Am. St. Rep. 717;

.

Schultz v. State,· 30' App, 94, 16 S. W. 756.
The evidence requiring it, the charge should instruct upon the distinction be

tween' trespass and theft, and to the effect that, if the property was taken merely
for temporary use and not permanent appropriation, it was not theft. Schultz v.

State, 30· App. 94, 16 S. W. 756.
A charge is radically erroneous which ignores the allegation of want of consent

as well as possession of the alleged owner, and authorizes a conviction without
proof of such averments, and which further required of the jury the defendant's
conviction on proof of the want of consent of a party not named in the indict
ment, either as owner or in possession of the property. Otero v. State, 30 App,
450, 17 S. W. 1081. A joint ownership being alleged in the indictment, it was

error to instruct the jury to convict if the evidence established the want of con

sent "of either" of the owners. Woods v. State, 26 App. 490, 10 S. W. 108; Jones
v. State, 28 App. 42, 11 S..W. 830. The charge should apply the law to the evidence.
Myers v. State, 24 App. 336, 6 S. W. 194. See, also, Williams v. State, 24 App.
24, 5 S. W. 655; Myers v. State, 24 App, 334, 6 S. W. 194; Roy v. State, 24 App.
369, 6 S. W. 186; Gilleland v. State, 24 App. 524, 7 S. W. 241; Willis v. State, 24
App. 584, 6 S. W. 856; Boyd v. State, 24 App, 570, 6 S. W. 853, 5 Am. St. Rep. 908;
Criswell v. State, 24 App. 606, 7 S. W. 337.

The charge was error as shifting the 'burden from the state to prove false a rea

sonable explanation of possession. Lacy v. State, 31 App. 78, 19 S. W. 896. And
further, on such a charge, see Conners v. State, 31. App, 453, 20 S. W. 981.

On charge of court on the bona fides of defendant's explanation of possession
.or property. Conners v. Sta.te, 31 App. 453, 20 S. W. 981.

For charge held sufficient where defendant claimed to have bought the property,
see Mathews v. State, 32 App. 355, 23 S. W. 690.

Where the defense was a purchase the court charged the jury that if the horse
was originally taken from the owner by ,defendant and afterward he pretended to
purchase him from another whom he knew was not the owner, such purchase would
not avail as a defense. Jameson v. State, 32 App, 385, 24 S. W. 508.

All the facts and evidence must be considered by the jury and must be properly
presented by the court in its charge. James VA State, 32 App, 509, 24 S. W. 642.

Court properly refused to instruct on the theory that the property had been
taken piece at a time. Torres v. State, 33 App. 125, 25 S. W. 128.

For sufficient charge on recent possession and explanation, see Hyatt v. State,
32 App. 580, 25 S. W. 291.

On trial for theft of hogs under twenty dollars in value, alleged to have been
committed before the offense was made a felony, the court charged the jury "to
fix his (defendant's) punishment by imprisonment in the county jail not to exceed
one year, and by fine in any sum not to exceed five hundred dollars." Held er

roneous. Hargrove v. State, 33 App. 165, 25 S. W. 967.
The court instructed the jury that the possession of the hide of the stolen animal

by defendant's' son would not be evidence against defendant, unless they believed
that said son received possession from defendant; held, correct. Brown v. State,
34 App. 150, 29 S. W. 772.

Instructions held erroneous, see Prewitt v. State (Cr. App.) 29 S. W. 792; Brown
v. State, 34 App. 150, 29 S. W. 772; Clark v . State, 34 App, 12(), 29 S. W. 382; Har
grove v. State, 33 App. 165, 25 S. W. 967. The jury after having retired returned
and asked what length of time the property must have been in defendant's pos
se.ssion to constitute theft; the judge replied, "a moment's possession is suffi
cient." Held, while abstractly correct, it was insufficient under the facts. Ma

honey v, State, 33 App. 388, 26 S. W. 622. Where indictment in one count charged
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theft and in another receiving and concealing stolen property, instruction that
. the jury might convict of either offense on either count held error. Pollard v.

State, 33 App. 197, 26 S. W. 70. When indictment charges theft generally and evi
dence shows theft from the person, the jury should be instructed to acquit. For
charge held correct on indictment alleging ownership in person unknown to grand
jurors, see Peevehouse v. State (Cr. App.) 27 S. W. 142.

Where the indictment alleges the property in possession of one person and the
evidence shows it to be in another, the court should instruct the jury to acquit.
Green v. State (Cr. App.) 30 S. W. 220.

The defense was that defendant took the horse in the hope of gaining a reward
for his return. The court instructed the jury that this was not a temporary tak

ing, but that if defendant intended to hold the horse until he was paid for its re

turn, to that extent he must have intended to deprive the owner of the value of
the horse, etc.; held, substantially correct. Dunn v. State, 34 App. 257, 30 S. W.

227, 53 Am. St. Rep. 714.
Defense was that the property belonged to defendant's mother, and that be

had a right to take it. The court should have submitted a charge upon this phase
of the case. Vance v. State, 34 App. 395, 30 S. W. 792.

State cannot convict on the falsity of explanation of property recently stolen;
the jury can consider said falsity as any other circumstance. For proper charge
in this subject, see Wheeler v . State, 34 App. 350, 30 S. W. 913. For discussion,
see Scott v. State (Cr. App.) 36 S. W. 276; Smith v. State (Cr. App.) 56 s. W. 54.

A charge that defendant may be convicted if his explanation of recent posses
sion is not reasonable, is error. Pace v. State (Cr. App.) 31 S. W. 173.

Where evidence of theft of other property is admitted without objection, the
court in its charge should limit the jury to the evidence in the particular case.

Mask v. State, 34 App. 136, 31 S. W. 408.
When there is no testimony as to defendant's keeping watch, a charge on that

question is erroneous. Tittle v, State, 35 App. 96, 31 S. W. 677.
When the evidence in any way tends to show a claim of right, the court should

instruct the jury on that phase of the case. Vance v. State, 34 App. 395, 30 S. W.
792; Lawrence v. State (Cr. App.) 30 S. W. 668; Young v . State, 34 App. 290, 30
S. W. 238; Teague v. State (Cr. App.) 31 S. W. 401; Phillips v. State (Cr. App.)
Id. 644.

Instruction on intent, see Green v. State (Cr. App.) 33 s. W. 120.
The court upon request should charge upon defendant's explanation of his pos

session of stolen property. Wright v. State, 35 App, 470, 34 S. W. 273.
When there is no positive proof that defendant was nearer than thirty miles

of the horse when it was stolen, the court should instruct on Circumstantial evi
dence. Green v. State (Cr. App.) 34 S. W. 283.

The court charged the jury: "If recently stolen property was found in defend
ant's possession, and he gave an explanation of such possession, which appears
reasonably true, you cannot convict him, unless you are satisfied from other tes
timony in the case that such explanation is false;" held, error. Wilson v. State
(Cr. App.) 34 s. W. 284.

There was evidence that at the time the stolen animal was found in defendant's
possession he had another animal, but no evidence that the other animal was

stolen. In his charge the court said: "In this case the State has introduced evi
dence tending to prove theft of property other than that alleged in the indictment
to have been stolen, and at the same time and place;" held, error. Ld,

When the court charges on circumstantial evidence, a special charge on pos
session need not be given. Bonners v. State (Cr. App.) 35 S. W. 650.

A charge that before there. can be a conviction the jury must believe that the
horses belonged to a certain person, renders unnecessary a charge that they must
acquit if the property belonged to defendant. Thurmond v. State, 37 App. 422, 35
S. W. 965.

When there is no positive proof that accused was nearer than thirty miles of
the place where the horse was stolen, a charge on circumstantial evidence should
be given. Greenv, State (Cr. App.) 34 s. W. 283; re., 36 App, 109, 35 S. W. 971.

Defendant was charged with theft of a plow stock of the. value of two dollars.
It appeared that the prosecutors owed defendant twenty-one dollars, and that he
took the plowstock intending to account for it in the settlement of his debt; held,
this was not theft, and the court erred in failing to instruct the jury on this phase
of the case. Young v. State, 37 App. 457, 36 S. W. 272.

Instruction held sufficient on claim of right. Hunter v. State (Cr. App.) 37 S.
W.323.

When the taking is shown by positive evidence an instruction on circumstantial
evidence is not necessary. Rodgers v. State, 36 App. 563, 38 S. W. 184.

The evidence showed that the sum of $585 was placed in a locked closet in a

room, and $310 of said sum had disappeared; that no person except defendant and
members of the family had been in the room. Defendant acknowledged taking
the sum of $45.60; held, that a charge in reference to the theft of property under
the value of $50 was properly refused. Ellis v. State (Cr. App.) 38 s. W.· 205.

The indictment contained two counts, one for theft and one for knowingly re

ceiving stolen property. .Derendant was convicted for the latter; held, he could
not be injured by a defective charge on the former count. Rosson v. State, 37 App,
87, 38 S. W. 788.

When the animal was only running with defendant's cattle and he did not claim
ownership, and explained why the animal was in his pen, he was entitled to an
instruction on that phase of the case, and the court's attention having been called
to that defense, should have given a proper instruction. Berry v. State, 37 App,
44, 38 S. W. 812.

The court instructed the jury that defendant's 'explanation of possession might
be shown to be false by circumstantial evidence; held, correct. Franklin v. State,
37 App. 312, 39 S. W. 680.
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The defense was that the cow alleged to have been stolen took up and ran with
defendant's cattle, and that defendant's son, without defendant's knowledge, put
his brand on said cattle; held, the court should have given a plain, straight charge
upon such defense. Berry v: State, 37 App. 44, 38 S. W. 812.

A charge that if taking was innocent defendant should be acquitted; held, suf
ficient. Key v. State, 37 App. 511, 40 S. W. 296.

The court instructed the jury: "If you believe from the evidence that the de
fendant, at the time he took the oats, believed that he had the consent of the own

ers or the consent of either of them, then there would be an absence of fraudulent
intent and you will acquit the defendant;" held, sufficient. Beabout v. State, 37
App. 515, 40 S. W. 405.

As to fraudulent intent, see Beabout v. State, 36 App. 515, 40 S. W. 405.
Instruction as to stealing the property in another county and bringing it into

the county of the prosecution; held, sufficient. Thurman v. State, 36 App. 646, 40
S. W. 795.

Instruction as to fraudulent intent; held, insufficient. Harrell v. State, 37 App.
612, 40 S. W. 799.

When the evidence tends to show that the taldng was only for temporary use,
the court should give that defense in the charge. Harrell v. State, 37 App, 612, 40
S. W. 799.

Defendant's witnesses testified that the calf charged to have been stolen was

sucking defendant's cow, and that at the time it was branded they supposed it

belonged to defendant, that they branded it when it was a suckmg calf. The court

should have instructed the jury in effect that if they believed from the evidence
that the calf belonged to defendant's cow he could not be convicted. Black v.

Stat.e, 38 App. 58, 41 S. W. G06.
See opinion for instruction held not contradictory, in that it instructed the jury

that if defendant's explanation of possession was reasonable they should acquit
him; but if defendant's explanation was unreasonable they should take his pos
session as a circumstance against him. Wheeler v. State, 38 App. 71, 41 S. W. 615.

On trial for theft of cattle when there is evidence of the taking of other cattle
at the same time, the court should in its instruction limit such testimony to its

legitimate purpose. Bratt v. State, 38 App. 121, 41 S. W. 622.
When the State admitted that defendant obtained possession of the money

with consent of the owner, it was error for the court to charge the jury to con

vict if they found from the evidence that defendant obtained the money without
the consent of the owner. It was also erroneous to charge upon the money being
obtained by false pretense when there was no evidence of such pretense. Sanders
v. State, 38 App. 343, 42 S. W. 983.

The evidence showed that about a month after the theft was committed, de
fendant's father was arrested and a part of the stolen property found in his pos
session. The court instructed on the possession of recently stolen proper-ty; held,
error. The evidence showed that the property had been stolen for a month, and
there was no evidence to show that defendant was present when his father was

arrested. Spillman v. State, 38 App. 607, 44 S. W. 149.
On trial for theft of a horse it i� proper for the court to charge the jury, if

they fiqd certain facts supported by the evidence, they should find defendant
guilty of theft, if such facts constitute theft. Crook v. State, 39 App. 252, 45 S.
W. 720.

Where State relies solely on possession of recently stolen prop erty, charge on

circumstantial evidence must be given. Davis v. State (Gr. App.) 55 S. W. 340.
Where an indictment contains first count for theft and second count for re

celving stolen property, charge as to possession of property recently stolen, held

erroneous, because jury might have applied it to second courrt in absence of ex

planation. Trail v. State (Cr. App.) 57 S. W. 92.
Where brand recorded after the commission of' the offense is admitted in evi

dence, the court should instruct the jury that it can only be considered for pur
pose of identity and not to prove ownership. Welch v. State, 42 App. 338, 60 S.
W.46.

This article does not apply to horse theft, and a charge stating the punishment
as provided by article 1353 as amended by act of 1Sm was correct. Beard v. State,
45 App. 522, 78 S. W. 348.

A charge held erroneous as precluding the jury from passing on the value of a

safe alleged to have been stolen. Schwartz v. State, 53 App. 449, 111 S. W. 399.
It is error to charge that if the jury should find the defendant guilty of petty

theft to assess his punishment at confinement in the county jail not exceeding one

year and by a fine not exceeding $500. Peck v. State, 54 App. 81, 111 S. W. 1021,
16 Ann. Cas. 583.

A portion of a charge submitting the issue of the owner's possession of stolen
sacks authorized a conviction if the jury were satisfied that defendant, at or about
the time charged in the indictment, "f'ra.udulerrtly took from the possession of
the sacks the property idescrtbed in the indictment, and that they were the prop
erty of J. J. McQ., without the consent of said J. J. McQ., with intent to deprive
the owner of the value of the same," etc. Held, that it was wholly meaningless
and defective, in that the jury were not required to find that the property was

taken from possession of the person as, laid in the indictment. Eubanks v. State,
57 A pp. 153. 122 S. W. 35.

Where the issue of theft was' raised by the state's case, and defendant admitted
the manual taking, but claimed it was done under circumstances not imputing
crime to him, but in pursuance of purchase, it was error to submit the issue of
voluntary return of stolen property, as that doctrine necessarily implies there has

been, in the first place, a criminal taking, and this charge was calculated to create
a belief in the minds of the jury that the original taking wis wrongful. Eubanks
v. State, 57 App. 153, 122 S. W. 35.
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An indictment for theft must aver possession of the property stolen, and that
it was taken from possesslon of the owner 001' person holding for him, and in sub
mitting the issue or possession it should be substantially in the terms of the in
dictment. Eubanks v. State, 57 App. 153, 122 S. W. 35.

In a prosecution for theft, under article 1340, declaring that theft of property
of the value of $50 or over shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary
not less than 2 nor more than 10 years, a charge failing to require the jury to
find the value of the property taken was erroneous. JQhnson v. State, 57 App. 308,
122 S. W. 877.

Defendant was charged with the theft of property over the value of $50, in
violation of article 1340, declaring such theft punishable by imprisonment. De
fendant requested the cour-t to charge that, when theft of property by the same

person and from the same owner is committed on different occasions, each occa

sion constitutes a distinct offense, and that unless property of the value of $50
was taken at one and the same time defendant must be acquitted. Held that,
though such instruction was erroneous in so far that it directed an acquittal if
the jury round the value of property taken at anyone time to be less than $50,
it was sufficient to call the court's attention to error in omitting to require the
jury to find the value of the property taken, and to consider such value as an in
gredient of the orrense, Johnson v. State, 57 App. 308, 122 S. W. 877.

Where defendant orrered no explanat:ion of his possession of the property al

leged to have been stolen until the trial, when he swore that he obtained it from

D., the evidence did not raise the issue of explanation of possession or property
recently stolen, and the court was not required to charge thereon. Cleveland v.

State, 57 App. 356, 123 S. W. 142.
Where, in a prosecution tor cattle theft, only a count alleging possession in R.,

was submitted to the jury, and the proof did not concluslvely show an abandon
ment of possession by N., under a contract to care for the cattle between N. and
H., or a termination of his possession at the time of the theft, the court erred in
refusing to charge that possession of the person so unlawfully deprived of prop
erty is constituted by the exercise of actual control or management of the prop
erty, and if at the time the cattle were taken they were in the possession of N.
the jury should find defendant not guilty. Bonner v. State, 59 App, 350, 128 S. W.
1102.

In a prosecution for th,eft, a charge of the court which failed to instruct that
the taking by defendant must have been without the consent of the prosecut
ing witness, whom the indictment alleged was the owner, and where the evidence
failed to show that the taking was without his consent, is objectionable. MC
Conico v. State, 61 App. 48, 133 S. Wl. 1047.

In a prosecution for theft, declarations of the defendant, introduced in evidence
in explanation of his possession of the stolen property, were sufficient to authorize
a charge on the law of explanation or the possession of recently stolen property.
Bacon v. State, 61 App. 206, 134 S. W. 690.

In a prosecution for theft, on an information charging the property in one and
the possession in another holding for him, a charge not requiring the jury to find
that the property was taken without the consent Of the party in possession is
fatally defective. Henley v. State, 61 App. 428, 135 S. W. 133. •

Where a house servant, on trial for stealing a watch from a room, was not in
possession of the stolen property, though the evidence showed that he had dis
posed of it· shorttv after the alleged theft, an instruction upon the presumptton
arising from the possession of the recently stolen property is unnecessary. Dixon
v. State, 62 App, 75, 136 S. W. 463.

.

An indictment for theft, charging that the property was taken without the
consent of J. "and" L., the owners, was not insufficient for failing to state that
the taking was without the consent o-f either. Taylor v. State, 62 App, 611, 138 S.
W.615.

In a larceny trial, it was proper to instruct that before convicting or felony it
must be round beyond reasonable doubt that the bicycle stolen was or the rea
sonable cash market value of $50 or over, and that if accused was deemed guilty
beyond reasonable doubt, but the jury had reasonable doubt as to such value, he
should be convicted of petty theft. Robinson v. State, 63 App, 373, 140 S. W.
228.

An instruction that, if the property was found recently after being stolen in
defendant's possession, etc., he could be convicted, was not improper because
the property was round in possession of the railway company to which accused had
delivered it for shipment. Davis v. State, 63 App, 453, 140 S. W. 349.

An instruction in a prosecution for theft that by the "value of property" is
meant the market value of the property at the time and place of the taking was
not misleading, and properly dE\fined the market value of the property as being at
the place where stolen, though such a charge was not necessary; the term "mar
ket value" being in general use, and easily understood. Williams v. State, 63
App. 507, 140 S. W� 447.

Where defendant in a prosecution for the theft of a hog testified that, after
keeping up the hogs in his pen a week or a week and a half, they were turned
out and stayed around the house three or rour days, and went back and forth in
the woods, and that one of them seen by defendant went off in the woods, and de
fendant had never seen it since, a charge that theft is complete when the fraudu
lent taking occurs, which includes the intent to deprive the owner of the value
of the property, if fraudulently taken and without the consent of the owner, and
that it was immaterial that the person so taking it was from some cause after
wards deprived of the proper-ty, is warranted by the evidence. Holloway v. State,
63 App, 503. 140 S. W. 453.

.

In a prosecution for theft of property to the value of over $50, a charge
which failed to give the statutory definition of such theft, as prescribed by article
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858, was not erroneous, where the charge required all the elements of the statu
tory offense to be found against accused before conviction. Franklin v. State, 63
App. 438. 140 S. W. 1091.

In a prosecution for the theft of a yearling which defendant killed, where it
was shown that he concealed the carcass, and told one who remonstrated with
him that he was doing the killing, a charge that if the taking was under a claim
of right, by honest mistake, subsequent approprtatton would not be theft was un

necessary. Roberts v. State, 64 App. 135, 141 S. W. 235.
In a prosecution for theft of lard thrown from a railroad car onto the right of

way, and loaded by defendant into a wagon almost immedia.tely thereafter, evi
dence held insufficient to present the issue of the accidental finding of lost prop
erty. Roman v. State, 64 App, 515. 142 8'. W. 912.

Defendant, having been acquitted of burglary from a railroad car from which
lard had been thrown onto the right of way, was then indicted for theft; the evi
dence showing that he was apprehended while in the act of loading a part of
the lard into a wagon on the night that it was taken from the car. He requested
the court to charge that, if another person threw the lard from the car, then the
fact that defendant took the same from the right of way would not constitute
theft, which the court gave with the addition, unless the jury believed that de
fendant either by himself or in connection with another took possession of the
property with the intent at the time of 'defrauding the owner, and approprta.tlng
the same to his own use. Held that, though the charge as requested was not the
law of the case, the amendment was in effect, a perem.ptory instruction to find
defendant guilty, and was erroneous. Roman v. State, 6·1: App. 515, 142 S. W. 912.

In a prossoution for the theft of cattle, a charge that, if the animal in question
was the property of the prosecuting witness, yet defendant cannot be convicted
if it went voluntarily into his lot or pasture, or got in there otherwise than
through the act or agency of defendant, is not erroneous in authorizing a con

viction if defendant drove the animal into his pasture, though not intending to
steal it, or if the agent of defendant drove the animal into the pasture. Baker v.

State (Cr. App.) 145 s. W. 601l.
In a prosecution for horse theft', it appeared that the owner had once authorized

accused's alleged accomplice to trade the horses, and accused testified that when
he and the latter took the horses rrom the owner's pasture, the accomplice told
accused that he owned the horses, and agreed to pay accused $10 to take them
to a certain place for him, and that accused took the horses from the owner's
pasture under that belief. The court charged that if the jury believed that ac

cused took the horses under the honest belief that they belonged to the accomplice,
or under the belief that the accorrnpltce had a.uthority from the owner to take
them, the jury should acquit, and also instructed that if the accomplice had au

thority from the owner to dispose of the horses and hired accused to take them
to a certain place, and accused thought he had the right to do so by reason of
such employment, the jury should acquit, and further instructed that accused's

explanation of his possession of recently stolen property is admissible for him., if
it was given on the first occasion for any explanation by him (that is, when he
was first directly or circumstantially called upon to explain his possession), and
in such case, if such explanation be not shown to be false, further evidence of

guilt would be required to warrant a conviction. Held, that the instructions suffi
ciently presented the theory of accused's defense. Burton v. State (Cr. App.) 146
s. W. 186.

An instruction, on a trial for the larceny of the property of R. in the posses
sion of T., which authorizes a conviction if the property was taken without the
consent of R. and T., or either of them, is erroneous. Davis v. State (Cr. App.)
152 s. W. 1094.

Where, on a trial for larceny, the evidence of prosecutor's ownership of the
propertv was uncertain, and the state introduced in evidence the testimony of
accused on a former trial to the effect that the property belonged to a third per
son, and that accused sold it for him for a compensation, the refusal to charge
that the jury could not find accused guilty, unless they believed that the prop
erty belonged to prosecutor, was reversible error. Davis v. State (Cr. App.) 152
s. W. 1094.

Where, on a trial for the larceny of a bale of cotton, the testimony of prose
cutor as to his ownership thereof was uncertain, and the state introduced in evi
dence the testimony of accused on a former trial to the effect that the cotton
was the property of another person, and that accused sold it for him for a com

pensation, the refusal to charge that, unless accused was connected with the orig
inal taking, he must be acquitted, though the cotton belonged to prosecutor, and
was unlawfully taken by some other person, though accused knew it was taken at
the time he received it and! hauled it to market, was reversible error. Davis v,

State (Cr. App.) 152 s. W. 1094.
An instruction that if accused purchased property claimed to have been stolen

by him, or the jury had reasonable doubt thereof, they should acquit, fully pre
sented his defense embodied in his testimony that he purchased the property from
another. Fennell v. State (Gr. App.) 153 S. W. 127.

In a prosecution for the theft of cattle, where it appeared that defendants
were both acting as hired hands for the owner of the herd into which the stolen
cattle had gotten and had no interest in the cattle themselves, the jury should
have been appropriately instructed as, to its bearing on their possession. Mc
Knight v. State, 70 App. 470, 156 S. W. 1188.

On . a trial for cattle theft, where the testimony showed that soon after the
theft the cattle were in accused's possession and sold by him, that he and the
purchaser were indicted, and that the purchaser called on him for an explanation
of his possession, this being the first time and. first occasion he had been so call-
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ed upon to explain, and that he then explained that he had not stolen the cattle,
but had a bill of sale and a check showing payment for them, a charge on the
possession of recently stolen property was properly given, since to justify such
charge it is not necessary that the explanation should go minutely into the details
of accused's alleged purchase of the stolen property. Turner v. State, 71 App, 477,
160 S. W. 357.

Where the evidence in a prosecution for hog theft raised the issue of a taking
by mistake, the court should have granted a requested instruction that, even if
accused was a principal in the taking, he could not be convicted if he believed
at the time that the hog belonged to his father and that he had a right to take
it under his father's authority. Harris v. State, 71 App. 463, 160 S. W. 447.

The claim of defendant, charged with theft of a calf, that he bought it from
some one or other of the persons from whom he had recently bought cattle was

presented sufficiently favorably by a charge to acquit if the jury believe from
the evidence that he bought it from enumerated persons, or anyone else, or if

they have a reasonable doubt as to whether he did so. Law v. State (Cr. App.)
163 S. W.90.

Defendant, charged with theft of a calf, is not entitled to a charge as to the
nature of the possession which will alone warrant an inference of guilt, where
the state does not rely on recent possession alone, but there are other cogent cir
cumstances; the animal being recently branded with defendant's brand, and he

admitting possession and claiming ownership through purchase from some one or

other. Law v. State (Cr. App.) 163 S. W. 90.
On a trial for stealing a harness found in accused's possession, and which he

claimed to have purchased from a trader; instructions that if the harness was

bought by him from a trader, or if the jury had a reasonable doubt thereof, to

acquit accused, and that if they believed that he bought the harness from a trader,
or from any person, or got it from any person other than by acting in connection
with M. and breaking and entering the barn of the prosecuting witness, to acquit
accused, submitted accused's defensive plea in a very favorable light, and he could'
not complain thereof. Whitfill v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 68l.

Where accused, on trial for theft, showed. that, when first charged with the of
fense, he claimed that he bought the property rrom, a certain third person for a

specified price, the court should charge that if accused did not steal the goods,
but bought them from the thief knowing them to be stolen, he was not guilty of
theft, Which was a separate offense. Baldwin v. State (Cr. App.) 175 S. W. 70l.

In a prosecution for larceny of a gate, where the defendant admitted the tak
ing, but testified that he did so because he lived 35 miles from where lumber coul.l
be bought, and that he took the gate only to use it temporarily until he could get
some lumber, and so informed the prosecuting witness, and that he thought from
his past dealings with the witness that there would be no objection, it was error
not to give proper instructions as to the intent of defendant. Kellar v. State (Cr.
App.) 176 s. W. 723. .

In a prosecution for the larceny of a gate, where defendant admitted taking
. it, but claimed that it was with intent to use only temporarily, and then return
it, it was error to instruct the jury that one could not borrow property without the
express consent of the owner, and to refuse to submit the defense of want of
felonious intent; since that amounted practically to a peremptory instruction to
find the defendant guilty. Kellar v. State (Cr. App.) 176 s. W. 723.

39. Verdict.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 770.

Art. 1330. [859] Property must have some value.-The prop
erty must be such as has some specific value capable of being ascer

tained. It embraces every species of personal property capable of
being taken.

See other decisions as to value, ante, article 1329, and 'post, article 1342, notes.
Hurley v. State, 30 App. 333, 17 S. W. 455, 28 Am. St. Rep. 916; Sands v. State, 30
App. 578. 18 8'. W. 86.

Pay check as subject of offense.-Under the statute, a pay check is the subject
of theft. Fulshear v. State, 59 App. 376, 128 S. W. 134.

A pay check payable to order is the subject of theft, though it is not indorsed.
Fulshear v. State, 59 App. 376, 128 S. W. 134.

Application of statute to indlctment.-Where an indictment charged theft from
the person and described the property stolen as a pocketbook containing one $10
bill and two $5 bills, all of the aggregate value of $20, good and lawful money
Of the United States, the description is sufficient under art. 458, providing that
where it is necessary to describe property in an indictment a general descripfion
by name, kind, and quality shall be sufficient, and this article and article 1337.
post, both of which refer to the crime of theft, and, respectively, provide that
the property must have some specific value, and that the term "property" as used
in relation to theft includes money, bank bills, and goods of every description as
well as agricultural products, and all other personal property, since any theft from
the person is a felony and the grade of the offense does not depend upon the
amount stolen, and the property alleged to have been stolen was not money, but
a pocketbook and its contents, all of which was of the aggregate value of $20.
Sims v. State, 64 App. 435, 142 S. W. 572.

Art. 1331. [860] Asportation not necessary.-To constitute
"taking," it is not necessary that the property be removed any dis
tance from the place of taking; it is sufficient that it has been in the
possession of the thief, though it may not be moved out of the pres-
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ence of the person deprived of it; nor is it necessary that any defi
nite length of time shall elapse between the taking and the discovery
thereof; if but a moment elapse, the offense is complete.

See Martin v. State, 44 Tex. 172; Cody v. State, 31 App. 183, 20 S. W. 398;
Minter v. State, 26 App. 217, 9 S. W. 561.

Taking and asportatlon.-See notes under articles 1329, ante, and 1351, post.
It must be proved that there was a taking of the property, but it is not neces

'sary to prove that there was any asportation of it. To constitute a taking, it is
not necessary that the property should have passed into the actual manual posses
sion of the thief. Thus, where the defendant pointed out to a person a certain
-eow and calf on the range, falsely claiming that he owned them, and sold them
to the person to whom he had pointed them out, and such person thereupon took
possession of the cow and calf, it was held the acts of defendant constituted a

taking effected through the innocent agency of the purchaser. Doss v. State, 21
App. 505, 2 S. W. 814, 57 Am. Rep. 618, overruling Lott v. State, 20 App. 230. So
where the defendant called up a bunch of hogs, and sold them to a person who
took and carried them away, this was held to be a taking by the defendant. When
the theft is of an animal, it is a taking, whenever the animal is brought under
the control of the thief. Madison v. State, 16 App, 436. Killing the cow of an

-other on the range, though the animal never passed into the manual possession 'of
the slayer, was held to be a taking. Coombes v. State, 17 App. 259. And killing a

hog is taking it. Hall v. State, 41 Tex. 287; Walker v. State, 3 App. 70. But
where the defendant sold a steer, claiming it as his property, and executed a bill
-or sale' for it . to the purchaser and received pay, the steer at the time being on

the range, and not in the possession, actual or constructive, of the defendant or

his vendee, it was held that there ha.d been no taking. Hardeman v. State, 12
App. 207. A person may be guilty of a taking, although he be not present at the
time and place of the taking, but the evidence must show his complicity as a

prtnctpal in the original taking. See the following cases illustrating this doctrine:
Wright v. State, 18 App, 356; Trimble v. State, Id. 632; Watson v. State, 21 App.
598, 1: S. W. 451, 17 S. W. 550; Doss v. State, 21 App, 505, 2 S. W. 814, 57 Am.

Rep. 618; Smith v. State, 21 App. 107, 17 S. W. 552; 'Welsh v. State, 3 App. 413;
Wells v. State, 4 App. 20; Scales v. State, 7 App. 361; McCampbell v. State, 9
App, 124, 35 Am. Rep. 726; Cohea v. State, 9 App, 173; O'Neal v. State, 14 App.
·582; ante, art. 73.

Asportation is not necessary to constitute theft. The marking and branding
-of an animal without asporting it, and for the purpose of appropriation, will evi
dence a fraudulent taking. Coward v. State, 24 App. 590, 7 S. W. 332.

Defendant broke and entered a store containing a female figure on which was

.a dress and cloak. He had taken the cloak from the figure, rolled it up, and laid
it on the floor, and was trying to take off the dress, but had not succeeded, having
pulled it down to the bottom of the figure, by which method it could not he re

moved, and the storekeeper testified that it could only have been taken off over

the head. Held, that there was no sufficient asportation of the dress to constitute
theft thereof, and that defendant was therefore only guilty of the theft of the
-cloak, Clark v. State, 59 App. 246, 128 S. W. 131, 29 L. R. A. (N. S.) 323.

In a prosecution for theft, proof that defendant, or some one, had taken actual
manual possession of the cotton and moved it some distance to the scales, that
defendant informed the manager of the yard holding the cotton for the owner that
be had cotton to be weighed and assisted him in weighing and sampling it, and
received tickets issued by such owner, which he sold for cash, showed a "taldng,"
within this article. Reece v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 317.

Necessity of thief's actual possession.-In Lott v. State, 20 App. 230, it was

held that though asportation of the property was not essential to complete the,
theft, still there must have been a fraudulent actual taking of the property, and
the property must have passed into the possession of the thief. But this doctrine
of the Lott Case was expressly overruled in Doss v. State, 21 App, 505, 2 S. W .

..814, 57 Am. Rep. 618, which holds that a fraudulent taking constttutes and com

pletes the crime of theft, and that it is not necessary that the property should
have passed into the actual manual possession of the thief. See the last cited
case for an elaborate discussion of the question and a review of previous deci
.sions. See, also, Dukes v. State, 22 App. 192, 2 S. W. 590; Coombes v. State, 17
App. 259; Madison v. State, 16 App. 436; Hall v. State, 41 Tex. 287; Flynn v.

State, 42 Tex. 301; Hardeman v. State, 12 App. 207. Post, art. 1348, note. Conner
v. State, 24 App, 245, 6 S. W. 138; Coward v. State, 24 App, 590, 7 S. W. 332;
Harris v. State, 29 App. 101, 14 S. W. 390, 25 Am. St. Rep. 717.

Allegation of taking and asportation In indictment.-See note under article 1329,
.ante.

Art. 1332. [861] The "taking" must be wrongful.-The taking
must be wrongful, so that if the property came into the possession
-of the person accused of theft by lawful means, the subsequent ap
propriation of it is not theft, but if the taking, though originally
lawful, was obtained by any false pretext, or with any intent to de
prive the owner of the value thereof, and appropriate the property
to the use and benefit of the person taking, and the same is so ap
'propriated, the offense of theft is complete.

See article 1348, post, and notes.
See Guest v. State, 24 App. 235, 5 S. W. 840; Graves v. State, 25 App, 333, 8

;8. W. 471; Cunningham v. State, 27 App. 479, 11 S. W. 485; Rumbo v. State, 28
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App. 30, 11 S. W. 680; Nichols v. State, 28 App. 105, 12 S. W. 600; )Williams v.

State, 30 App. 153, 16 S. W. 760; Wilson v. State, 2() App, 662; WhIte v. State;
11 Tex. 769; Smith v . .state, 35 Tex. 738; Jones v, State, 8 App. 648; Hudson v.

State, 10 App. 216; Lott v. State, 24 App. 723, 14 S. W. 277; Neel v. State, 33
App, 408, 26 S. W. 726; Lopez v. State, 37 App. 649, 40 S. W. 972; Billard v. State.
30 Tex. 367, 94 Am. Dec. 317; Maddox v. State, 41 Tex. 205; Siemers v. Btate (Cr.
App.) 66 S. W. 334.

1. Offense under this article in gen
eral.

2. Offense compared with and distin
guished from offense under article
1348.

3. Offense distinguished from "swin
dling" or "embezzlement."

4. Tl;teft regardless of pretense.

5. Theft of lost property.
6. Appropriation of estray.
7. Conversion of employer's property.
8. Money paid by mistake.
9. Indictment and proof thereunder.

10. Evidence.
11. Charge of court.

1. Offense under this article in general.-This statute is broad enough to com

prehend any pretext by which the possession of the property is obtained, although
such pretext be in itself illegal. Lovell v. State, 48 App. 85, 86 S. W. 758, 13 Ann.
Cas. 561.

One can be prosecuted under this article for obtaining money from another for
the purpose of bribing an officer. The fact that the owner of the money intended
to commit a crime when he parted with his money will not avail the accused as

a defense. The statute is very broad and does not say that the pretense must be
a legal pretense, if true, but merely requires that if the taking though originally
lawful, was obtained by any false pretext, etc., the party would be guilty of theft.
Lovell v. State, 48 App. 85, 86 S. W. 760, 13 Ann. Cas. 561.

When the taking of the property was originally lawful, that is, when the prop
erty came into the possession of the accused not wrongfully, but lawfully, a con

viction for theft can not be sustained unless it be shown that the accused obtained
the property by some false pretext, or with the intent at the very time of obtain
ing the property of depriving the owner of the value thereof, and of appropriating
the property to the use and benefit of the person taking; and it must also fur
ther appear that the property was so appropriated. Porter v. State, 23 App, 295.
4 S. W. 889; Hornbeck v. State, 10 App. 408; Dow v. State, 12 App, 343; Morri
son v. State, 17 App, 34, 50 Am. Rep. 120; Atterberry v. State, 19 App. 401. See,
also, Keonio v. State, 4 App. 173; Berg v. State, 2 App. 148; Pitts v. State, 3
App. 210; Pitts v. State, 5 App. 122; Madden v. State, 1 App. 204. In order to
establish the character of theft specified in the preceding article it must be proved
by the state: 1st, That the possession of property was obtained by false pretext;
or 2d,. that at the very time the possession of the property was obtained by the
accused, there existed in his mind the fraudulent intent to deprive the owner of
the value of the property, and to appropriate the same to his own use; and 3d,
that he did so appropriate the property. The fraudulent intent must exist at the
very time of acquiring the possession of the property. No subsequent fraudulent
intent or appropriation of the property will suffice to constitute the original law
ful taking theft. And the mere fact that subsequent to his lawful acquisition of
the property, the accused appropriated it to his own use and benefit, is not suffi
cient to establish the falsity of the pretext by which he acquired possession, nor

his fraudulent intent at the time of such acquisition. Hernandez v. State, 20 App.
151. Where property is taken with the consent of the owner, or with the consent
of one owner where there are several, the taking is not wrongful but lawful. Tay
lor v. State, 18 App, 489. And so where it is taken with the consent of the agent
or clerk of the owner. Powell v. State, 11 App. 401. As to consent of the owner
for the purpose of entrapping the thief, see Epeiden v. State. 3 App. 156, 30 Am.
Rep. 126; Johnson v. State, 3 App. 590; Allison v. State, 14 App. 122; 'Pigg v.

State, 43 Tex. 108; Alexander v. State, 12 Tex. 540; Robinson v. State, 34 App. 71,
29 S. W. 40, 53 Am. St. Rep. 701.

This article provides two modes under which the acquisition of the property
will constitute theft: 1, that the taker obtained the lawful possession of the prop
erty by some false pretext which induced or deceived the owner to surrender it to
him; or, 2, that at the time he obtained the possession of it with the consent of
the owner, he intended to deprive the owner of the value 9f the same and appro
priate it to his own use. Porter v. State, 23 App, 295, 4, S. W., 889; Stokely v.

State, 24 App. 509, 6 S. W. 538; Boyd v. State, 24 App, 570, 6 S. W. 853, 5 Am.
St. Rep. 908; Cunningham v. State, 27 App. 480, 11 S. W. 485; Williams v. State,
30 App. 153, 16 S W. 760.

To constitute theft the taking of the property must have been wrongful, unless
the possession of the property was obtained by some false pretext, or the taking
was accompanied by the intent to deprive the owner of the value of the property.
Stokely v. State, 24 App. 609, 6 S. W. 538.

Conversion by the accused of property lawfully obtained is not sufficient to es
tablish the fraudulent intent at the time of the taking. 'Stokely v. State, 24 App.
609, 6 S. W 538.

" .

If the accused got possession of a horse, intending to comply with an agree
ment made, with the owner, he would not be guilty of theft, but if he intended to
appropriate the horse at all events, he would be guilty of'theft. Shell v: State, 32
App. 512, 24 S. W. 646. .

Although the possession of the property is obtained by defendant lawfully, yet
if it was obtained with -the intent to deprive the owner of the value thereof, the
offense of theft is complete, as contemplated by this article. Harris v. State (Cr.
App.) 65 s. W. 922.

Where one procures the possession of personal property by the false and fraud
ulent statement that the check which he gives in payment is good, knowing at
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the time that it is worthless with the intent thereby to deprive the owner of the
value of the property, is theft under this article. Bullard v. Stuart, 46 Civ. App.
49, 102 S. W. 175.

Unless the accused intended at the time of taking to appropriate the property
to his own use he would not be guilty under this statute of theft. Flagg v, State,
51 App, 602, 103 S. W. 856.

.

Where defendant accosted prosecutor and solicited that he purchase liquor, and
prosecutor gave defendant a dollar for a quart of alcohol, and defendant kept the
money without delivering any alcohol, a demand for return of the money was not
essential to defendant's conviction for theft thereof. Hawkins v. State, 58 App.
407, 126 S. W. 268, 137 Am. St. Rep. 970.

One who negotiates for purchase of hogs, and obtains possession of them on

his promise to send back the money, not intending to do so, but to appropriate to
his own use, which he does, is guilty of larceny, though but for his fraud the
title would have passed. Anderson v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 85.

Where C. paid defendant $10, on her representation that for a fee of that
amount she would obtain for him certain employment, which she never did, in
tending the title of the $10 to pass to' her, defendant was not guilty of "theft,"
but, at most, of "swindling." Arnold v. State (Cr. App.) 176 S. W. 159.

2. Offehse compared with and distinguished from offense under article 1348.
See Abbey v. State, 35 App. 589, 34 S. W. 930.

A conviction for theft by means of false pretext may be had under an indict
ment charging theft in usual form. The evidence in this case shows that the ac

cused acquired' the possession of the alleged stolen horses with the consent of the
owner, under a contract of hiring. Under this proof the trial judge charged the
jury upon theft by means of false pretext, as defined by article 1332, and also
theft, as defined by the act of March 8, 1887 (article 1348, post), 1. e., fraudulent
conversion of property without the consent of the owner. When said property has
been obtained from the owner by virtue of a contract of bailment, held, that the
proof authorized the charge first mentioned, but that the same! was insufficient,
inasmuch as it failed to instruct the jury explicitly that the fraudulent intent on

the part of the accused must have existed at the very time he obtained possession
of the property, and that no subsequent fraudulent intent would constitute theft.
Taylor v. State, 25 App. 96, 7 S. W. 861.

The fact that the prosecution might have been maintained under article 1348 of
the Penal Code, is no reason why it might not also be maintained under this arti
cle, if the facts bring it within this article. Lewis v. State, 48 App. 309, 87 S. W.
831:

Under this article the fraudulent intent must exist at the time of obtaining the
money and the representations must be false, while under article 1348 the fraud
ulent intent rises subsequent to' obtaining the goods. Appropriation is necessary
under both articles. Price v. State, 49 App. 131, 91 S. W. 571.

3. Offense distinguished from "swindling" or "embezzlement."-The difference
between theft by false pretext and swindling is that in theft the owner parting
with the possession does not intend to part with the ownership of his property.
In swindling the owner intends to part with both ownership and possession. Tay
lor v. State, 32 App, 110, 22 S. W. 149.

Where defendant was at a saloon and rooming house "moving around and drink
ing" and said to prosecutor that he was working there and that prosecutor had
better give him his money to keep instead of taking it to' his room, and the latter
did so, and the defendant appropriated the money to his use, he was guilty ot
theft and not of embezzlement, the statement! that he was working there being
false. Johnson v. State, 46 App. 415, 80 S. W. 622.

Where one borrows money on pretense to' pay a debt and promises to return
when he reaches a certain place, but appropriates the money, it is not theft but
swindling. Bink v. State, 50 App. 450, 98 S. W. 250.

Where parties by pretense of a footrace obtained money from the owner which
he says he loaned to one man to bet on the race, which was to be returned to him
in any event together with half of the winnings, if the one to whom he loaned
won his bet, it was theft under this article and not swindling when he failed to'
get any of it back. Glascow v. State, 50 App. 635, 100 S. W. 933.

Where by the fraud practiced the title to money is passed, the offense is "swin
dling" as defined by article 1241, post, and not theft, but if mere possession is ob
tained by false pretenses, and title does not pass, the person acquiring the money
is guilty of "theft." Lewis v./State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 217.

4. Theft regardless of pretense.-Conversion of property, where one obtains it
for the purpose of appropriating it to his own use is theft, regardless of any pre
tense. Flynn v. State, 47 App, 26, 83 S. W. 206.

5. Theft of lost property.-See Rochell v. State, 55 App. 152, 115 S. W. 583;
Moxie and Brackens v. State, 54 App. 529, 114 S. W. 375; Rhodes v. State, 11 App ..

563.
To constitute a finding theft, the intent to defraud the owner and appropriate

the property must exist in the mind of the finder at the time he took possesston.
If the intent to steal did not exist at that time no subsequent intent to steal will
render the original taking theft. Stepp v. State, 31 App. 349, 20 S. W. 753. And
see Reed v. State, 8 App, 40, 34 Am. Rep. 732; Wilson v. State, 14 App,. 205; War
ren V. State, 17 App. 207; Worthington v. State, 53 App. 178, 109 S. W. 187.

The evidence in this case tends to' show that the defendant found the losn
property, and the question of notice of ownership turns upon the fact whether he
knew the owner, or could he by ordinary inquiry have ascertained the ownership
of the same. The proof was that the family name of the owner was plainly en

gravqd on the property-a lady's watch-and that the defendant was in the vicini

ty of the place of its loss on the night it was lost, and knew of the presence there
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of the person who lost it. Held sufficient to put the defendant upon notice of
ownership. Stepp v. State, 31 App. 349, 20 S. W. 753.

Lost property, like any other, may be the subject of theft, although the finder
come lawfully into possession of it. If, at the very time of finding and taking the
lost property, the criminal intent to deprive the owner of the value of the prop
erty, and to appropriate it to the use and benefit of the taker, is formed in the
mind of the taker, the taking will be theft. Statum v. State, 9 App. 273; Rob
inson v. State, 11 App. 403, 40 Am. Rep. 790; Rhodes v. State, 11 App. 563. The
time of the taking is the time of the finding, and if the fraudulent intent did. not
exist at the time of the taking, no subsequent fraudulent intent in relation to the
property will constitute theft. The following would be a proper charge upon this
issue: "If you believe from the evidence that the property was lost, and that the
defendant found it, he can not be convicted of the theft of it unless you believe
from the evidence that at the time he found it, he fraudulently took it with the
intent at that time to deprive the owner of the value of it, and to appropriate it
to his own use or benefit. No fraudulent intent in the mind of the defendant in
relation to the property, which was formed after he had taken the property', will
authorize his conviction of the theft of such property." Martinez v. State, 16 App.
122; Warren v: State, 17 App. 207; Reed v. State, 8 App. 40, 34 Am. Rep. 732; Wil
son v. State, 14 App. 205.

The finding of lost property is not per se theft, yet lost property can be stolen •.

Robinson v. State, 11 App. 403, 40 Am. Rep. 790.
The finder of lost property is not guilty of theft though he may expect reward,

when he does not withhold and conceal it until he gets a reward. Martin v. State,
44 App. 538, 72 S. W. 386.

Where accused had found a pair of gloves, which the prosecuting witness had
left in the post office, and, thinking that they belonged to another- person, took
them to give to such other person, but, on seeing a lost notice of the prosecuting
witness, returned them to him, accused was not guilty of larceny; ther€! being
no intent on his part to appropriate the gloves to his own use. Drummond v.

State, 71 App. 260, 158 S. W. 549.
Where a trunk was sold in which were goods unknown to both buyer and seller,

the goods, so far as the parties were concerned, were lost, and the owner is deem
ed to still have constructive possession, so that they may be the subject of lar
ceny by the finder. Ellis v. Garrison (Ieiv. App.) 174 s. W. 962.

For a person to be guilty of the theft of lost goods, there must have been an.

intent to steal at the time of the finding, and knowledge or reasonable means of
ascertaining the owner. Ellis v. Garrison (Civ. App.) 174 s. W. 962.

6. Appropriation of estray.-When a person takes up a horse as an estray with
no intention of stealing him, his afterwards appropriating him does not constitute
theft. McCarty v. State, 36 App. 135, 35 S. W. 994.

Where a party takes up a horse and uses it, to convict him there. must be
shown an intent to steal it at the very time he took it up, Gosler v. State (Cr.
App.) 56 s. W. 51.

7. 'Converslon of employer's property.-A servant who is. in temporary custody
of his employer's property' is guilty of theft if he fraudulently appropriates the
same to his own use. Livingston v. State, 38 App. 535, 43 S. W. 1008.

S. Money paid by mistake.-If at the time accused received more than his.
check on a bank called for, he intended to appropriate it to his own use, and did so

appropriate it, it would be theft. Fulcher v. State, 32 App. 621, 25 S. W. 625.
9. Indictment and proof thereunder.-Willson's 'Cr. Forms, 634.
See Dow v: State, 12 App. 343; Morrison v: State, 17 App, 34, 50 Am. Rep. 120;

Atterberry V. State, 19 App, 401.
The matter alleged to be false should be fully set out and described, and the

indictment to be good must by positive averment negative the existence of the
facts or truth of the matters alleged to be false. Warrington v. State, 1 App. 168.

If the indictment sets out the false pretexts, etc., by which the theft was perpe
trated, they must be proved as alleged. Warrington v. State, 1 App, 168.

Under an indictment for theft by wrongful taking against the owner's consent,
proof is competent that the taking was with such consent, but obtained by false
pretext, or with intent to deprive the owner of his property, and appropriate it
to the use of the taker; upon which,. with further proof of such an appropriation,
a conviction may be had notwithstanding the form of the indictment. Berg v.

State, 2 App, 148, noting that Marshall's Case, 31 Tex. '471; has been overruled.
The false pretext must be set out, and its truth negatived by express aver

ment, and the indictment must further aver the delivery of the property with.
the o,wner's consent, and also the intent with which it was obtained. Jones v:

State, 8 App. 648.
Under an indictment for theft charging a fraudulent taking without the owner's.

consent, the state may prove that the taking was with the owner's consent, but
obtained by false pretenses. Hawkins v. State, 58 App. 407, 126 S. W. 268, 137
Am. St. Rep. 970.

10. Evidence.-See Worthington v. State, 53 App. 178, 109 S. W. 187.
In a prosecution for theft of money by false pretenses, evidence held to war

rant a conviction. Lewis v: State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 217.
In a prosecution for theft of money by false pretenses, evidence held not to·

raise the issue whether the money was loaned to accused. Lewis v. State (Cr.
App.) 171 s. W. 217.

11. Charge of court;-See Pones v. State, 43 App. 201, 63 S. W. 1021; Glascow
V. State, 60 App. 635, 100 S. W. 933.

Art. 1333. [862] Possession and ownership need 'not be in
same �erson.-It is not necessary, in order to constitute theft, �hat
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the possession and ownership of the property be in the same person
at the time of taking.

See notes under article 1329, ante.

Corporate propeMy.-The property stolen belonged to Ben Irelson Company (a
corporation). Ben Irelson owned most of the stock in the company and was

manager and in control of the business. Possession and owneiship were properly
alleged to be in him. Price v. State, 55 App. 157, 115 S. W. 586.

Proof under indictment.-In view of this and the following article it was held
that art. 457, providing that where one person owns the property, and another has
possession, charge, or control of it, ownership may be alleged in either, and where
property is owned in common, or jointly by two or more, ownership may be al

leged to be in all or either, applied to the special owner of property as well as the
actual owner thereof, and that the state made out its case when it proved the al
leged owner to be a special joint owner with two others, and that, while all three
had the care and management of the property, it was unnecessary to prove want
of consent of the other joint owners, though to prove it would not be reversible
error, nor prejudicial to accused. Lockett v. State, 59 App. 531, 129 S. W. 627.

-- As applied to burglary.-Under thts and the following article, an alle
gation, in an indictment for breaking and entering a house with intent to take per
sonalty, that such property belonged to a certain person, was supported by proof
that he had the exclusive care, control, and management of the property. Clark
v. State, 58 App. 181, 125 S. W. 12.

Art. 1334. [863] Possession; how constituted.-Possession of
the person so unlawfully deprived of property is constituted by the
exercise of actual control, care and management of the property,
whether the same be lawful or not.

See notes under articles 1329 and 1333, ante.
See, also, Conner v. State, 24 App. 245, 6 S. W. 138; Arcia v. State, 28 App.

198, 12 S. W. 599; Otero v. State, 30 App. 450, 17 S. W. 1081; Alford v. State, 31
App. 299, 2.0 S. W. 553; Swink v. State, 32 App. 530, 24 S. W. 893; Williams v,

State, 26 App, 131, 9 S. W. 357.

Possession or ownership in general.-Property left temporarily in the custody of
another is in possession of the owner. And a joint owner who has exclusive pos
session is the owner. Garling v. State, 2 App. 44.

It is not necessary that the possession be lawful. Crockett v. State, 5 App. 526�
Moore v. State, 8 App, 496; King v. State, 43 Tex. 351.

Possession or ownership is constituted by the concurrence of actual control,
care and management of the property. Pippin v. State, 9 App. 269; Ledbetter
v. State, 35 App. 195, 32 S. W. 903; Tinney v. State, 24 App. 112, 5 S. W. 831. See.
also, Dodd v. State, 10 App, 370; Conner v. State, 24 App. 245, 6 S. W. 138; Smith
v. State, 34 App. 124, 29 S. W. 775; Emmerson v. State, 33 App. 89, 25 S. W. 289.

Where property is accidentally left in a particular place, it is still in the pos
session, constructively, of the owner. Statum v. State, 9 App. 273.

In the preceding article 'the word "or" between the words "care" and "man
agement" should be read "and" in construing said article. To constitute posses
sion within the meaning of said a.rticle, there must be combined actual control,
actual care, and actual management of the property. Frazier v. State, 18 App,
434, overruling upon this point Erskine v. State, 1 App. 405.

A railroad yardmaster having the care and control of freight at a certain point
had the legal possession of goods in cars there. McDonald v. State, 70 App. 80.
156 S. W. 209.

Synonymous terms.-"Possession" and "custody" are not synonymous or con

vertible terms, and if property be in the mere temporary custody of a ward, serv

ant, or other person, it is not in the possession of the ward, servant, or other per
son, but is in the possession of the owner. Bailey v. State, 18 App. 426; Frazie:r
v. State, Id. 434; Littleton v. State, 20 App. 168; Clark Y. State, 23 App. 612, 5
S. W. 178; Thomas v. State, 1 App, 289; Burns v. State, 35 Tex. 724; Garling v.

State, 2 App. 44; Crook v. State, 39 App. 252, 45 S. W. 720, and cases cited; Dag
gett v. State, 39 App. 5, 44 S. W. 148, 842.

Abandonment of property.-A turbine water wheel is subject of theft, although
it has been left on a railroad right of way for nine years. Sikes v. State (Cr. App.).
28 s. W. 6-88.

Community proper-ty in custody of widow.-The widow is the "owner" of un

administered community property in her actual custody. Henry v. State, 41),
Tex. 84.

Animals on range.-Animals on their accustomed range are in the possession
of their owner. Deggs v. State, 7 App, 359; Jones v. State, 3 App, 498; Crockett
v. State, 5 App. 526; Moore v. State, 8 App. 496; Cameron v. State, 44 Tex. 652;
Bennett v. State, 32 App. 216, 22 S. W. 684; Mackey v: State, 20 App, 603; Hayes
v. State, 30 App. 404, 17 S. W. 940; McGrew v: State, 31 App. 336, 20 S. W. 740.

If, however, they are in the custody and care of a special owner, though on

the range, they are in his possession. Littleton v. State, 20 App, 168; Hall v.

State, 22 App. 632, 3 S. W. 338; Williams v. State, 26 App, 131, 9 S. W. 357, citing
Tinney v. State, 24 App. 112, 5 S. W. 831, and Alexander·v. State, 24 App. 126. I),
S. W. 840.

Theft of a cow is no less the taking from the original owner because a third
person has previously taken it and changed the brand, where the cow returned to
her accustomed range before the theft. Taylor v. State, 62 App. 611, 138 S. W.
615.
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Animals 'on their accustomed range being in the possession of the owner, one

who takes an animal disturbs the owner's possession and is guilty of larceny.
Dugat v. State (Cr. App.) 148 S. W. 789.

Cattle running at large.-Cattle running at large, and not on accustomed range,
are subject of theft. Borer v. State (Cr. App.) 28 s. W. 951.

Charge of court.-See notes under article 1329, ante.

Art. 1335. [864] Theft of one's own property, when.-N0 per
son can be guilty of theft by taking property belonging to himself,
except in the following cases:

1. Where the property has been deposited with the person in
possession as a pledge or security for debt.

,2. Where it is in the possession of an officer-of the law by pro
cess from a court of competent jurisdiction.

3. Where the property is in the possession of an executor or ad
ministrator for the purpose of administration.

4. In all other cases where the person so deprived of possession
is, at the time of taking, lawfully entitled to the possession thereof
as. against the true owner.

Overton v. State, 43 Tex. 616; Duren v. State, 15 App. 624; Seymore v. State,
12 App. 391; Barnes v. State, 9 App, 128; Smedly v. State, 30 Tex. 214.

Taking under claim of right or belief of ownership.-See Small v. State, 18 App,
336; Boyd v. State, 28 App. 524, 13 S. W. 864; McGowan v. State, 27 App. 183, 11
S. W. 112; Herber v. State, 7 Tex. 69; Thurman v. State, 33 Tex. 684; Howard v.

State, 25 App, 602, 8 S. W. 806; Cudd v. State, 25 App. 666, 8 S. W. 814; Demint
v. State, 26 App. 370, 9 S. W. 738; Thompson v. State, 26 App. 466\ 9 s. W. 760;
Wilson v. State, 27 App. 577, 11 S. W. 638;, Parks v. State, 29 App, 597, 16 S. W.
532; Young v. State, 34 App. 290, 30 S. W. 238.

Where property has been taken under a claim of right, if the accused appears
to have had any fair color of title, or if the title of the prosecutor be brought into
doubt at all, the court will direct an acquittal, it being improper to settle such
disputes in the form of process affecting men's liberties or reputation. Harris v.

State, 17 App. 177; Evans v. State, 15 App. 31; McNair v. State, 14 App. 78; Smith
v. State, 42 Tex. 444; Boyd v: State, 18 App. 339; Benton v. State, 21 App. 554, 2
S. W. 885.

,

If property be taken under the belief at the time on the part of the taker that
it belongs to him, it is not theft, although in fact the property does not belong to him.
Britt v. State, 21 App. 215, 7 S. W. 255; Owens v. State, 21 App. 579, 2 S. W. 808;
.Donahoe v. State, 23 App. 457, 5 S. W. 245; White v. State,23 App. 643, 5 S. W. 164;
Misseldine v. State, 21 App. 335, 17 S. W. 768; Bray V.' State, 41 Tex. 203; Johnson
v. State, Id. 608; Smith v. State, 42 Tex. 444; Mullins v, State, 37 Tex. 337; Bil
lard v. State, 30 Tex. 367, 94 Am. Dec. 317.

Taking from landford without repaying advances.-"Croppers on shares" may
commit the offense if they take cotton raised by them from the possession of the
landlord without complying with their contract to repay advances before title
should pass. Connell v. State, 2 App. 422. But if, by the contract, the landlord is
not entitled to exclusive possession, it is not theft. Bell v. State, 7 App. 25.

Taking from ballee.-Under this article it is immaterial whether the fraudulent
taking of his own property from his bailee would operate to charge the bailee;
it would be theft. Taylor v. State, 7 App. 659; State v. Stephens, 32 Tex. 155.

-- Common law.-At common law the taking of one's goods from a bailee
was not larceny unless it operated to charge the bailee with their value, but it is
otherwise under this Code. Taylor v, State, 7 App. 659; State v. Stephens, 32 Tex.
155.

Taking from offioer.-The taking of his own property under either clause of this
article must be fraudulent to constitute theft. The taking of one's own property
from the possession of an officer who has levied on it is not necessarily theft; nor

Is the taking from an officer any more fraudulent than from an individuaL Bul
lard v. State, 41 App. 225, 53 S. W. 637.

Art. 1336. [865] Part owner can not commit, unless.-If the
person accused of the theft be part owner of the property, the tak
ing does not come within the definition of theft, unless the person
from whom it is taken be wholly entitled to the possession at the
time.

Taking by part owner In general.-Where the defendant was charged with the
theft of property belonging to A, and the proof showed that A had purchased the
.property from the half brother of the defendant, and that said property was a

portion of the estate of a deceased brother of the defendant and in which estate
defendant owned an interest, and upon which estate there was no administration,
it was held, that as the defendant had never parted with his inherited interest in
said estate, and had not authorized the sale of said property, he was a part owner

of said property, and his right to the possession thereof was as good as A's, the
alleged owner's, and he was therefore not guilty of theft in taking said property.
Fairy v. State, 18 App. 314.
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Delegation of right to take.-Where an owner or jOint owner of property is not
entitled to the possession of it, he can not delegate to another person the ,right
to take the same, and the consent of such owner or joint owner will not protect
the person taking the property from amenability for the theft of it. Duren v. State,
15 App. 624.

.

Croppers on shar-es.-When "croppers on shares" took from the gin yard of
their landlord, cotton raised by them, but baled up and in the landlord's posses
sion, and upon which the landlord had a lien for unpaid advances, it was held to be
theft. Connell v. State, 2 App. 422.

"Croppers on shares" may commit the offense if they take cotton raised by them
from the possession of the landlord without complying with their contract to re

pay advances before title should pass. Connell v. State, 2 App, 422. But if, by the
contract, the landlord is not entitled to exclusive possession, it is not theft. Bell
v. State, 7 App. 25.

A q-ented land of B, it being the agreement that each should have an equal
share of the crops produced when gathered, and that A's part of the crop should
be bound for advances made to him by B. Before the crops were gathered or di
vided, A, without the consent of B, sold a bushel of the corn raised. Held, not to
be theft, as under the rental contract B was not entitled to the exclusive posses
sion of the crops. Bell v. State, 7 App. 25.

Where cotton in the open boll, alleged to have been stolen, was the joint prop
erty of defendant and his lessor under a contract to share the crops, and defend
ant, after having moved off the place, later returned to finish gathering the crop,
a conviction of the defendant for theft could not be sustained, since the lessor
could not devest defendant of his ownership and possession by having the cotton

picked, and there was no such severance of defendant's relation to the cotton as

would make his possession of it unlawful or his sale of it theft. Gipson v. State,
57 App. 290, 122 S. W. 557.

Partnership, property.-Where the court charged that if the property was part
nership property the jury should acquit, it was more liberal than this article re

quired, and the defendant could not complain. Warren v. State, 51 App. 99, 100
S. W. 952.

Art. 1337. [866] "Property" defined.-The term "property," as

used in relation to the crime of theft, includes money, bank bills,
goods of every description commonly sold as merchandise, every
kind of agricultural produce, clothing, any writing containing evi
dence of an existing debt, contract, liability, promise or ownership
of property real or personal, any receipts for money, discharge, re

lease, acquittance and printed book or manuscript, and, in general,
any and every article commonly known as and called personal prop
erty, and all writings of every description; provided such property
possesses any ascertainable value.

Cited, Me.Adams v. State (Cr. App.) 172 s. W. 792.

Property defined in general.-See Ex parte Willke, 34 Tex. 155; Harberger v.

State, 4 App, 26, 30 Am. Rep. 157; Bryant v. State, 161 App. 144; Block v, State,
44 Tex. 62(); Lewis v. State, 28 App. 140, 12 S. W. 784; Kimbrough v. State, 28
App, 367, 13 S. W. 218; Green v, State, 28 App. 493, 13 S. W. 784; Davis v. State,
32 App, 377, 23 S. W. 794.

Property, to be the subject of theft, must be such as has some specific value
capable of being ascertained, and it embraces every species of personal property
capable of being taken. Collins v. State, 20 App, 197. See, also, succeeding article.

"Property" includes any and every article commonly known and designated
as personal property. Brown v. State, 23 App. 214, 4 S. W. 588.

Property severed from realty.-Doors, when severed from a house, become per
sonal property and the SUbject-matter of theft. Ex parte Willke, 34 Tex. 155.

The common law rule that the severance and asportation of things annexed to
the realty must be distinct and several acts, does not obtain in this state. Thus
taking rails from a fence may be theft. Harberger v, State, 4 App. 26, 30 Am.
Rep. 157.

The moment property is detached from real property it becomes personal prop
erty, and the taking thereOf is theft. Alvia v. State, 42 App. 424, 60 S. W. 551.

Money.-National bank notes, and United States treasury notes, are "money"
and "property." Sansbury v, State, 4 App. 99. See, also, Taylor v. State, 29 App,
466, 16 S. W. 302; Otero v. State, 30 App, 450, 17 S. W. 1081; Menear v, State, 30
App. 475, 17 S. W. 1082; Cook v. State, 4 App. 265.

.

In a prosecution for theft of $1, current money of the United States, the court
should charge that the evidence must show that the money taken was current
money of the United States, in order to convict. Johnson v. State, 58 App. 442,
126 S. W. 597.

Bank-bllls.-"Bank-bills" include "bank-notes." Roth v. State, 10 App. 27.

Checks.-A check drawn but not delivered, and stolen while in the possession
of the drawer is "property" under this article. Worsham v. State, 56 App. 253,
120 S. W. 440, 441, 18 Ann. Cas. 134.

Deeds.'_A deed executed and acknowledged has a value, so as to be the subject
of theft. Roberts v. State, 61 App. 434, 135 S. W. 144.

Railroad tickets.-See Patrick v. State, 50 App. 496, 98 S. W. 840, 123 Am. St.
Rep. 861, 14 Ann. Cas. 177.
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Application of statute to indictment.-In view of the provision herein that the
-term "property," in relation to theft, includes every article commonly known and
called personal property, it was held that, since paper currency of the United
Bta.tes was "property" within such definition, an indictment, charging theft of $50
in paper currency of the value of $50, was not fatally defective for failure to al
lege that such currency was money, or, if not money, for failure to describe it more

specifically. Diaz v. State, 62 App. 317, 137 S. W. 377.
Where an indictment charged theft from the person and described the property

stolen as a pocketbook containing one $10 bill and two $5 bills, all of the aggre
gate value of $20, good and lawful money of the United States, the description is
sufficient under art. 458, providing that where it is necessary to describe property
in an indictment a general description by name, kind, and quality shall be suffi

-clent, and this and article 1350, ante, both of which refer to the crime of theft, and,
respectively, provide that the property must have some specific value, and that the
term "property" as used in relation to theft includes money, bank bills, and goods
-or every description as well as agricultural products, and all other personal prop
erty, since any theft from the person is a felony and the grade of the offense does
not depend upon the amount stolen, and the property alleged to have been stolen
was not money, but a pocketbook and its contents, all of which was of the aggre
.ga.te value of $20. Sims v. State, 64 App. 435, 142 S. W. 572.

Art. 1338. [867] Animals of domestic breed induded.-Within
the meaning of "personal property" which may be the subject of
theft, are included all domesticated animals and birds, when they
.are proved to be of any specific value.

Dog.-A dog is a subject of theft, and if value sufficient be alleged and proved,
punishment may be by confinement in the penitentiary. Hurley v. State, 30 App,
'333, 17 S. W. 455, 28 Am. St. Rep. 916.

Chicken.-Under this article on a prosecution for theft of a chicken, failure to

prove its value necessitates reversal of a judgment of conviction. Hasley v. State,
-50 App. 45, 94 S. W. 899.

Art. 1339. [868] Particular penalties exclude general punish
ment.-Theft of certain particular kinds of property, as of a horse,
property wrecked, etc., have a punishment affixed differing from the
.general punishment of the crime of theft; whenever, therefore, the
law provides a particular punishment for theft committed in regard
to a special kind of property, theft of such property is not included
within the law affixing a general penalty to the offense; but in oth
-er cases, whenever it is declared to be an offense to steal or other
wise fraudulently appropriate property, the provision is intended to
include any and every species of personal property according to its
.general and broadest signification.

Cited, Sparks v. State (Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 351.

Art. 1340. [869] Theft of fifty dollars and over.-Theft of
property of the value of fifty dollars or over shall be punished by
-confinernent in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than ten

years. [Amend. 1895, p. 15.]
See notes under article 1342, post.
See Fowler v. State, 9 App. 149; Sager v. State, 11 App. 110; Johnson v. State,

18 App, 7.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 634.

Art. 1341. [810] Petty theft; how punished.-Theft of proper
ty under the value of fifty dollars shall be punished by imprison
ment in the county jail not exceeding two years, during which time
the prisoner may be put to hard work on the county roads or other
wise, and by fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, or by such
imprisonment without fine. [Id.]

See notes under the following article.

Application of statute to bail.-In view of this article. making petty theft pun
ishable by imprisonment in jail not exceeding two years and by fine not exceed
ing $500, or 1>y such imprisonment without fine, and of Code Cr. Proc. 1911, art:
646, requiring that the defendant be personally present for trial of an offense pun
ishable by imprisonment in jail, a bail bond in the sum of $100, conditioned for
the defendant's appearance for trial on the charge of the theft of a pair of shoes
worth $4, was not excessive. Willis v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 904.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 634.

Art. 1342. [871] General penalties not applicable, when.-The
two preceding articles do not apply to theft of property from the
person, nor to cases of theft of any particular kind of property where
the punishment is specially prescribed.
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1. Punishment in general. 7. Alleging and proving value.
2. Punishment specially prescribed. 8. -- Animals.
3. Conviction of misdemeanor in case 9. -- Money.

of felony per se. 10. -- Property carried to another
4. -- Theft from the person. county.
5. Value as determining degree of of- 11. -- Felony per se.

fense in general. 12. Value as question for jury.
6. Value defined. 13. Charge of court.

1. Punishment in general.-For decisions as to punishment, see Irvin v, State,
25 App. 588, 8 S. W. 681; Cunningham v. State, 27 App, 479, 11 S. W. 485; Berry
v. State, 27 App. 483, 11 S. W. 521; Brown v. State, 28 App, 65, 11 S. W. 1022;
Lincecum v. State,' 29 App, 328, 15 S. W. 818, 25 Am. St. Rep. 727.

2 Punishment specially prescribed.-The theft of a $1,200 automobile is punish
able under Acts 33d Leg. c. 100, § 1, providing that anyone who shall steal any
motor vehicle worth over $35 shall be imprisoned in the county jail for not less
than six months nor more than one year, and not under the statute relating to the
theft of property worth over $50, by which a penitentiary sentence is authorized
in view of article 1342, providing that the articles of the Code prescribing the pen
alty for theft of property worth over $50 do not apply to the theft of any partic
ular property where the punishment is specially prescribed. Sparks v. State (Cr.
App.) 174 S. W. 351.

3. Conviction of misdemeanor In case of felony per se.-If the theft be a felony
per se the accused cannot be convicted of a misdemeanor theft. Roberts v, State,
33 App. 83, 24 S. W. 895.

4. -- .Theft from the person.-Where indictment charges theft from the per
son only the defendant can not be convicted of petty theft. Roberts v: State, 33
App. 83, 24 S. W. 895.

5. Value as determining degree of offense In general.-See Clark v. State, 26
App. 486, 9 S. W. 767; White v. State, 33 App. 94, 25 S. W. 290.

Where the accused, under the pretense of making change for a twenty dollar
bill of the value of twenty dollars, after getting said bill in his possession stated
to the person who had handed it to him that he could not change it, and, pretend
ing to return the said bill, fraudulently returns instead thereof a one dollar bill,
it was held, that he had taken 'Property of the value of twenty dollars and was

guilty of felony. 'Walters v. State, 17 App, 226, 50 Am. Rep. 128.
Felony theft is for theft of property over the value of twenty dollars, and the

penalty is from two to ten years in the penitentiary. Cunningham v. State, 27
App.479, 11 S. W. 485; Berry v. State, 27 App. 483, 11 S. W. 521; Stallings v. State,
29 App. 220, 15 S. W. 716; Spradling v. State, 30 App. 595, 17 S. W. 1117.

A dog is a domesticated animal and, therefore, the subject of theft. To steal
a dog of over twenty dollars in value is felony. Williamson v. State, 30 App, 330,
17 S. W. 722.

An employe, having dominion and custody of certain of his employers' property.
without their knowledge or consent, on January 20, sold twenty sacks of cotton
seed meal for $1 per sack, which he delivered in three successive trips from the
place of storage to the place of delivery. The defense was, that each sale was a

separate transaction running. through a week. The court charged the jury that
before they could convict of a felony they must be satisfied beyond a reasonable
doubt that defendant took during one day a siIfficient amount of cotton-seed meal
to be of the reasonable value of $20 or over. Held error. The felonious character
of a theft can not be fixed by the amount which may be stolen in one day. The
converse is the general rule, that property taken at one time and one place con

stitutes one transaction and one offense, and no aggregation of distinct and sep
arate misdemeanors will make a felony. But see the opinion for exceptions to the.
rule, to which category this case does not belong. Cody v. State, 31 App. 183, 20
S. W. 398.

Where the value of lard taken from a railroad car and thrown on the right of
way was more than $5(), that the lard loaded by defendant in his wagon shortly
thereafter, at the time he was arrested, was less than $50 did not raise the issue
of misdemeanor, since, if he was not connected with the original taking as prfncipal
or otherwise, his going to the place and loading the lard in his wagon would not
render him gufltyof theft at all, and, if he was connected with the original taking,
the degree of the offense was determined by the value of all the lard taken from
the car. Roman v. State, 64 App. 515, 142 S. W. 912.

6. ,Value defined.-"Value" is the market value of the article if it has such
value, and if not, the amount it would cost to replace it. Martinez v. State, 16
App, 122; Cannon v. State, 18 App, 172; Saddler v. State, 20 App, 195; Rollins v.

State, 32 App. 567, 25 S. W. 125.
And see Clark v. State, 23 App, 612, 5 S. W. 178, to the effect that the allega

tion of value has reference to the market value in the county of the prosecution.
7. Alleging and proving value.-See notes on evidence under article 1329, ante .

. The value of the property stolen must be alleged, except where the theft of
particular kinds of property is declared an offense, as in the case of certain ani
mals, and' also except in th-e case of theft from the person. It is only in cases

where the character of the offense and its punishment are made dependent upon
the value of the property that it is necessary to allege value. Shaw v. State', 23
App. 493, 5 S. W. 317; Collins v. State, 2() App. 197; Hall v. State, 15 App. 40;
Pittman v. State, 14 App. 576; Cady v. State, 4 App, 238; Radford v. State, 35
Tex. 15; Boyle v. State, 37 Tex. 359; Sheppard v. State, 1 App. 522, 28 Am. Rep.
422; Lunn 'v, State, 44 Tex. 85; Cook v. State, 2 App. 290; Lopez v. State, 20 Tex.
780; Johnson v. State, 29 Tex. 492. An indictment for the theft of a watch left
with a jeweler to be repaired, need only allege the value of the watch, not the
value of the repairs. State v. Stephens, 32 Tex. 155. An indictment charging the
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theft of several articles may 'allege an aggregate value to the whole; but if the
value affects the penalty it is better to allege the value of each article, and thus
provide against a possible failure to prove the theft of some of them. Meyer v.

State, 4 App. 121; Doyle v. State, Id. 253; Ware v . State, 2 App, 547; Thompson
v. State, 43 Tex. 270. The allegation of value has reference to the market value
of the property in the county of the prosecution. Clark v. State, 23 App, 612, 5 S.
W. 178; Saddler v. State, 20 App, 195; Martinez v. State, 16 App. 122. See, also,
Sands v. State, 30 App. 578, 18 S. W. 86; Watts v. State, 6 App, 263.

In cases where the character of the offense and its punishment are made de
pendent upon the value of the property, such value must be alleged. To be the
subject of theft, unless it be a particular kind of prop-erty, the taking of which is
theft per se, the stolen property must have some specific value. Ellison v. State,
25 App. 328, 8 S. W. 462.

The property stolen must have some specific value capable of being ascertained,
but it is only in cases where the character of the offense and its punishment is
made dependent upon the value of the property stolen that value need be alleged or

proved. Green v State, 28 App, 493, 13 S. W. 784.
Value not being an essential element of theft from the p-erson, it need not be

either alleged or proved. Green v. State, 28 App. 493, 13 S. W. 784.
To sustain a felony conviction the proof must show that the value of the property

taken was twenty dollars or over. Langford v. State, 8 Tex. 115; Simpson v.

State, 10 Ap-p-. 681; Pittman v. State, 14 App. 576; Hall v. State, 15 App, 40; Moore
v. State, 17 App, 176.

Where it is necessary to allege the value of property, it is also necessary to
prove it. Radford v. State, 35 Tex. 15; Cady v. State, 4 App. 238; Cook v. State,
2 ApJ). 290; Simpson v. State, 10 App, 681; Pittman v. State, 14 App. 576; Hall
v. State, 15 App, 40; Lunn v. State, 44 Tex. 85.

On the trial of one jointly charged with others, it is only necessary to prove
the value of the property taken by all or the parties committing the theft, without
showing the value of the proper-ty taken by each one. And if the value of the
property taken by all the thieves acting together in the theft amounts to twenty
dollars, they are each guilty of a felony. Clay v. State, 40 Tex. 67.

Where an indictment charges the theft of several different articles and alleges
the aggregate value of the property, but does not allege the separate value of the
articles, the proof must establish the theft of each article, or the conviction will
not be sustained. Thompson v. State, 43 Tex. 268; Meyer v. State, 4 App. 121;
Doyle v. State, Id. 253; Ware v. State, 2 App, 547.

When the property taken was charged to be two hundred pounds of cotton of
the aggregate value of six dollars, and the proof showed the theft of seventy-five
pounds of the aggregate value of three dollars, it was held that this variance was

immaterial, as the charge and conviction were for a misdemeanor. Duren v. State,
15 App. 624..

And the proof must show that property of the value of twenty dollars or over

was taken at one time. Lacey v. State, 22 App, 657, 3 S. W. 343.
Where different articles are alleged to have been stolen, and the values are fixed

of each separate article, the evidence must show the taking of articles of the
value of $50' or over at one time to sustain a conviction for feionious theft, under
article 1340, making the theft of property of the value of $50' or over punishable
by imprisonment in the penitentiary. Johnson v. State, 57 App, 308, 122 S. W.
877.

A complaint and information, charging accused with stealing money of the
value exceeding $1, was not insufficient to support a conviction of petty theft, as

failing to show that the offense was not a felony, because of the failure to allege
that the money was of a value of less than $50, since the complaint did not charge
a felony in the absence of an allegation that the money was. of the value of $50,
or over, and it could not have misled accused, especially where he made no ob
jection in the court below. McAdams v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 792.

8. -- Animals.-The value' of an animal stolen need not be alleged or

proved. Lopez v. State, 20 Tex. 781, Johnson v. State, 29 Tex. 492; Davis v. State,
40 Tex. 134.

The punishment formerly p-rescribed by article 1355 depending upon value, it
was held that the indictment must allege value, and the proof must establish it.
Blunt v. State, 9 App. 234; Lunn v State, 44 Tex. 85; Hall v. State, 15 App, 40.
And see Whitsett v. State, 9 App, 198; Hargrove v. Stat-e, 33 App, 165, 25 S. W.
967; Spradling v. State, 30 App. 595, 17 S. W. 1117; Cannon v. State, 18 App. 172.

If the property be hogs their value must be proved. Hall v State, 15 App. 40;
Lunn v. State, 44 Tex. 85; Pittman v. State, 14 App. 576. The above decisions were
rendered under the former law which did not punish hog theft as a felony unless
the value was $20 or over.

9. -- Money.-Where money was described as "ten dollars, lawful money,"
the description was held to be sufficient, and that it was unnecessary to further
allege the value of the money. Warren v. State. 29 Tex. 369. But it was after
ward held that the value of the money must be alleged. Boyle v. State, 37 Tex.
359, and such is the rule at present.

Where the property stolen is money its value must be proved. Simpson v.

State, 10 App. 681; Cook v. State, 2 App. 290; Lavarre v. State. 1 App. 685; Mar
tinez v. State, 41 Tex. 164; Boyle v. State, 37 Tex. 360. It was formerly held oth
erwise. Warren v. State, 29 Tex. 369.

10. -- Property carried to another county.-Prosecution being in the county
into which the stolen property was carried, its value in that county and not in the
county of the original taking must be proved, it being necessary to show a com

plete offense in the county of the forum. Clark v. State, 23 App. 612, 5 S. W. 178,
citing Roth v. State, 10 App. 27, and Gage v. State, 22 App. 123, 2 S. W. 638, and
for review of rules applicable. Martinez v. State, 16 App, 122; Saddler v: State, 2(l
App. 195
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11. -- Felony per se.-Value need not be either alleged or proved in theft
cases made by statutes felony per se. Art. 1339, ante.

In charging theft from the person, it is not necessary to allege the value of the
thing taken. Campbell v. State, 61 App. 504, 135 S. W. 548; Watts v. State (Cr.
App.) 171 s. W. 202.

Where the theft is from the person, it is a felony per se, and the value of the
property taken need not be alleged or proved. Shaw v. State, 23 App. 493, 5 S. W.
317. See, also, Bennett v. State, 16 App. 236; Harris v. State, 17 App. 132; Green
v, State, 28 App, 493, 13 S. W. 7134.

Not necessary to allege value in thefts that are made felonies per se, that is,
theft from the person, or of a horse, ass,' mule, cattle or hog. In other thefts,
value must be alleged and proved. Ellison v. State, 25 App. 328, 8 S. W. 462;
White v. State, 33 App. 94, 25 S. W. 290; Lunn v. State, 44 Tex. 85; Johnson v.

State, 29 Tex. 492; Lopez v. State, 20 Tex. 780.
Whenever punishment is affixed by law to the theft of a particular kind of

property, it is unnecessary to either allege or prove the value thereof, the offense
being made per se a felony; but with respect to all other classes of property value
must be both alleged and proved, as the value determines the grade of the offense
and the punishment. Johnson v. State, 57 App. 308, 122 S. W. 877.

12. Value as question for jury.-See notes under article 1329, ante.

13. Charge of court.-See notes under article 1329, ante.

Art. 1343. [872] Voluntary return of stolen property.-If prop
erty, taken under such circumstances as to constitute theft, be
voluntarily returned within a reasonable time, and before any prosecu
tion is commenced therefor, the punishment shall be by fine not ex

ceeding one thousand dollars. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 181.]
Voluntary return In general.-See Dalton v. State, 50 App. 523, 98 S. W. 855;

Taylor v. State (Cr. App.) 75 s. W. 35; Ware v. State, 47 App. 541, 84 S. W. 1065;
Schultz v. State, 30 App, 94-, 16 S. W. 756; Bennett v. State, 17 App. 143; Ellison
v. State, 25 App, 328, 8 S. W. 462; Anderson v. State, 25 App. 593, 9 S. W. 43;
Bennett v. State, 28 App. 342, 13 S. W. 142; Sands v. State, 30 App. 579, 18 S. W.
86; Boze v. State, 31 App. 347, 20 S. W. 752; Moxie and Brackens v. State, 54 App.
529, 114 S. W. 375; Purcelly v. State, 29 App. 1, 13 S. W. 993; Hyatt v. State, 32
App. 580. 25 S. W. 291.

A voluntary return of stolen property, within the meaning of the preceding
article, must be made under the following circumstances: 1. The return must be
voluntary, that is, willingly made; not made under the influence of compulsion,
fear of punishment, or threats. If, however, it be made under the influence of
repentance for the crime, and with the desire to make reparation to the injured
owner, it will be voluntary, although it may also be influenced by fear of punish"
ment. 2. It must be made within a reasonable time after the theft, and before
prosecution for the theft has been commenced. 3. It must be an actual. not mere

ly a constructive return of the property into possession of the owner. 4. The prop"
erty returned must be the identical property taken, and all of it unchanged. Bird
v. State, 16 App. 528; Owen v. State, 44 Tex. 248; Stephenson v. State, 4 App,
591; Trafton v. State, 5 App. 480; Shultz V.· State, Id. 390; Horseman v, State,
43 Tex. 353; Moore v. State, 8 App. 496; Allen v. State, 12 App, 190; Wheeler v.

State, 15 App. 607; Bennett v. State, 17 App, 143; Dupree v. State, Id. 591;
Schultz v. State, 20 App. 315; Stepp v. State, 31 App. 349, 20 S. W. 753.

. Where the stolen animal had been conveyed thirty miles, and was returned
back ten miles of that distance, it was held to be not a return of the property
within the meaning of the preceding article. Turning an animal loose upon the
range is not a return of it. Moore v. State, 8 App, 496.

Unless possession thereof had been obtained with the owner's consent. Me
Cracken v. State, 6 App. 507; Brill v. State, 1 App. 572.

A return of stolen animals on the evening of the day on which they were stolen,
is a return of the property "within a reasonable time." Ingle v. State, 1 App. 307.

When, as in this case, the evidence on a trial for theft tends to show a vol
untary return of the stolen property by the accused. to the owner within a reason
able time, and before prosecution has been instituted, it devolves upon the trial
court to charge the jury upon the law applicable to such defense. See the state"
ment of the case in Guest v. State, 24 App. 235, 5 S. W. 840, for evidence held to
raise the issue of a voluntary return of the alleged stolen property, within the stat"
utory meaning of that defense. Guest v State, 24 App, 530, 7 S. W. 242. And see

Kellar v. State (Cr. App.) 176 S. W. 723.
And note this case--theft of lost property-on "reasonable time" as applied

to voluntary return, and the intent in retaining possession of lost property found.
Stepp v. State, 31 App, 349, 20 S. W. 753.

Return on demand.-Return of the stolen property upon the demand of the
.

owner is not a voluntary return. Harris v. State, 29 App. 101, 14 S. W. 390, 25
Am. St. Rep. 717.

Payment for property.-Payment for the property is not a voluntary return.
Shultz v. State, 5 App. 390; Trafton v. State, Id. 480.

Return after accused found in possession or taken In act.-A thief caught
in the possession of the stolen property cannot claim the benefit of the precedlng
article by offering to give up the stolen property or pay for it. Grant v. State, 2
App. 164..

The offer of the thief to return the property comes too late after he has been
caught in possession. Harris v. State, 29 App, 101, 14 S. W. 390, 25 Am. St. .Rep.
717; Boaev, State, 31 App, 347, 20 S. W. 752.
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When defendant was found in possession of the hogs recently marked, he of
fered to return them to the owner; held, this was not a voluntary return. Blount
V. State, 34 App. 640, 31 S. W. 652.

Where defendant knows that stolen property has been discovered in his po�
session, he cannot, by thereafter returning the same, reduce his punishment. El
kins V. State, 35 App. 206, 32 S. W. 1046.

When the proof shows that accused was detected in the theft it is too late to
make a voluntary return, but the evidence must show that he knew he was de
tected. Elkins v. State, 35 App. 206, 32 S. W. 1047.

To constitute "voluntary return" of property, it must be willingly restored to
the owner. within a reasonable time, the motive inducing its return being imma
terial, but a return after accused is found in possession or taken in the act, or

after prosecution is instituted, is not voluntary. Petty v. State, 59 App. 586, 129 S.
W.615.

In a prosecution for misdemeanor theft, no charge on the voluntary return of
stolen property is necessary, where the evidence showed that the property was

not returned until after prosecution was begun. Stubbs v. State, 71 App. 390, 160
S. W. 87.

Art. 1344. [873] "Steal" or "stolen" include, what.-The words
"steal" or "stolen," when used in this code in reference to the ac

quisition of property, include property acquired by theft.
Cited, Sparks v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 851.

Synonymous terms.-"Steal" and "stolen" are synonymous with "theft." Carr
V. State, 9 App. 463; Sands v. State, 30 App. 578, 18 S. W. 86.

Application of statute to recognizance and Indictment.-Recognizance for offense
under article 1349, recited that the defendant stands charged with "receiving and
concealing stolen property of the value of ten dollars," etc. It was objected to the
recognizance that it was insufficient and invalid because it used the word "stolen"
instead of the statutory words "acquired in such manner that the acquisition
comes within the meaning of the term 'theft.''' Held, that under our Code the
word "stolen" was sufficient in the recognizance, though it would not be in an

indictment. Sands v. State, 30 App. 579, 18 S. W. 86.

Art. 1345. [874] Stealing agricultural products.-The stealing
or feloniously taking any growing, standing or ungathered Indian
corn, wheat, cotton, potatoes, rice or other agricultural product,
shall hereafter be deemed theft; and any person who shall hereafter
steal or feloniously take, pluck, sever or carry away any Indian
corn, or wheat, cotton, potatoes, rice or other agricultural product,
growing, standing or remaining ungathered in any plantation, field
or other ground, shall, on conviction thereof, be deemed guilty of
theft, and suffer punishment as in other cases of theft.

Fraudulent intent.-See notes under article 1329, ante.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 635.

Evidence.-Accused was charged in an information with unlawfully and fraud
ulently stealing from the possession of A. one bushel of corn, of the value of 40
cents, and that the offense was committed in a county named, upon a date speci
fied. The evidence showed that accused sold two bushels of corn for 50 cents a
bushel, . that the corn at the time was in the field and ungathered, that later the
corn was gathered by the purchaser, that the corn belonged to another person
than accused, and that the latter was not present when the corn was gathered.
Held, that the evidence did not support the indictment. Carson v. State, 57 App,
30, 121 S. W. 860.

Charge of court.-On prosecution for stealing corn under article 1345, the court
should charge the jury that they must believe that defendant took the corn either
fraudulently or feloniously. McKinney v. State (Cr. App.) 28 S. W. 816.

Art. 1346. [875] Stealing record books or filed papers.-If any
person shall take and carry away any record book or filed paper
from any clerk's office, public office, or other place where the same

may be lawfully deposited, or from the lawful possession of any per
son whatsoever, with intent to destroy, suppress, alter or conceal,
or in any wise dispose of the same, so as to prevent the lawful use

of such record book or filed paper, he shall be deemed guilty of theft,
and punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary not less. than
three nor more than seven years. [Act Feb. 12, 1878, p. 181.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 636.
See Witte v. State, 21 App, 88, 17 S. W. 723.

Art. 1347. [876] Stealing from a wreck.-If any person, with
intent to deprive the true owner of the value thereof, shall appropri
ate to his own use, or dispose of to his own benefit, any property
taken or driven on shore from any vessel wrecked, stranded or burn-
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ed on the seashore, or on any river, bay or harbor of the state, he
shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less than
two nor more than five years.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 637.

Art. 1348. [877] Conversion by a bailee is theft.-Any person
having possession of personal property of another by virtue of a

contract of hiring or borrowing, or other bailment, who shall, with
out the consent of the owner, fraudulently convert such property to
his own use with intent to deprive the owner of the value of the
same, shall be guilty of theft, and shall be punished as prescribed in
the Penal Code for theft of like property. [Act March 8, 1887,
p.14.]

See article 1332, and notes.
See Rumbo v. State, 28 App, 30, 11 S. W. 680; Nichols v. State, 28 App, 105,

12 S. W. 500; Williams v. State, 30 App, 153, 16 S. W. 760; Frank v. State, 30 App.
381, 17 S. W. 936; Leonard v. State, 56 App, 307, 120 S. W. 183; Cannon v. State,
38 App, 322, 42 S. W. 981; Von Senden v. State (Cr. App.) 45 S. W. 725.

1. Nature and elements of offense in
general.

2. "Bailment" defined.
3. Nature of particular bailment.
4. Compared with and distinguished

from other offenses.
5. Venue.

6. Indictment and information.
7. -- Description of property.
8. Evidence.
9. -- Other offenses.

10. Question for jury.
11. Charge of court.
12. Punishment.

1. Nature and elements of offense In general.-The fraudulent intent need not
exist at the time of obtaining possession of the property. It is the fraudulent
conversion, and not the fraudulent taking that forms the gist of this offense. Tay
lor v. State, 25 App. 96, 7 S. W. ,861.

The proof shows that the accused borrowed a horse from the owner in the In
dian Territory and rode it into Cooke county, Texas, where, without the consent"
of the owner, and with the fraudulent intent to convert and appropriate the said
property to his own use, he sold it. Held, that such facts constitute the crime
of theft as defined by this article. Brooks v. State, 26 App. 184, 9 S. W. 562. See,
also, Harris v. State, 29 App. 101, 141 S. W. 390, 25 Am. St. Rep. 717.

The constituent elements of this -e'ffense are: 1, possession by virtue of bail
ment; 2, fraudulent conversion of same by bailee to his own use without consent;
3, conversion by the bailee with intent to deprive the owner of the value, etc.
"Intent to appropriate" is not an essential ingredient. Purcelly v. State, 29 App.
1, 13 S. W. 993.

The fact that a bank by mistake, paid defendant $500 more than his check called
for, which he converted to his own use, did not justify conviction under this article.
Fulcher v. State, 32 App, 621, 25 S. W. 625.

An agreement held to be a contract of hiring within the statute and not a gra
tuitous loan. Neel v. State, 33 App. 408, 26 S. W. 726.

To bring accused within the provisions of the statute he must be a party to the
contract of bailment. Calkins v. State, �4 App. 251, 29 S. W. 1081.

Under this article, the state is not bound to prove that accused resorted to false
pretenses, or entertained at the time he acquired possession, the intention to de
prive the owner of the use, etc. He may have obtained the property in good faith,
without intending to appropriate it, or to deprive the owner of its value, but hav
ing acquired possession by borrowing, a subsequent appropriation, such as is de
scribed in the statute, makes him guilty. Abbey v. State, 35 App. 590, 34 S. W. 930.

A conversion of property bailed constitutes theft under this article. Malz v.

State, 36 App. 447, 34 S. W. 267, 37 S. W. 758.
Actual sale is not necessary to a conversion, and theft by bailee and conver

sion can be made before termination of bailment. See Steadham v. State, 40 App.
43, 48 S. W. 177; Elton v. State, 40 App, 342, 50 S. W. 379, 51 S. W. 245.

Under the statute it does not matter whether or not the party intended to con

vert the property at the time he acquired possession; it does not matter whether
or not he resorted to any false pretenses or representations; and if he acquired
possession by borrowing, hiring or as a bailee, and did convert, he is guilty. Lopez
v. State, 37 App. 649, 40 S. W. 972.

A fraudulent conversion is an essential element of the offense. Smith v. State,
45 App. 251, 76 S. W. 434.

One is not guilty under this article who keeps a gun, which he has repaired, for
the charges. Simpson v. State (Cr. App.) 96 S. W. 925.

One is guilty under this article who appropriates to his own use property which
he borrows from one who is not the owner but who is in lawful possession of the
same at the time of borrowing and ownership can be alleged in the temporary pos
session of the property. Piper v. State, 56 App, 121, 119 S. W. 869.

Where the tenant is bound under his lease to pick the cotton crop, have it gin
ned and sold, and deposit in a bank a certain per cent. of the proceeds as rent,
and he retains the entire money, he is not guilty of theft as a bailee, because the
landlord has neither delivered to him this specific property, nor has he such an

ownership that the tenant by converting the money is guilty of theft. Northcutt v.

State, 60 App. 259, 131 S. W. 1128, 32 L. R. A. (N. S.) 822.
Where the purchaser of land moved into possession, and the seller left certain

harvester canvases on the land, because not ready to move them, and there was
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no false pretext used by the purchaser to obtain possession of them, his subsequent
theft of these canvases is the crime defined by this article, making a fraudulent
conversion by bailee theft, and in a prosecution for such conversion the defendant
should be tried under the bailment statute, and charges presenting the issue of
theft by a bailee should be given. Whitaker v. State, 62 App. 36, 136 S. W. 1072.

If the owners of mules authorized accused to sell them, he would not be guilty
of theft, even though he failed to apply the proceeds on a note executed by him
and guaranteed by them as agreed. Thompson v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 18I.

Where defendant, engaged to be married to prosecuting witness, procured dia
mond rings from her on pretense of having them repaired at his expense and then
pawned' them, there being no question of agency, he could be convicted of theft
by bailee. Creale v. State, 71 App. 9, 158 S. W. 268.

Where defendant was in possession of a cow belonging to another under an

agreement to borrow the cow, and fraudulently converted it to his own use with
out the owner's consent and with intent to deprive the owner of the value thereof,
there was a conversion. Barrow v. State, 71 App. 549, 160 S. W. 458.

A bailee converting the money of his bailor to his own use was guilty of the
theft thereof, though the money was delivered to him for an illegal purpose. Him
melfarb v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 586.

Under an indictment charging theft by a bailee of money received for the pur
pose of buying barroom fixtures and whisky, it was sufficient to sustain a convic
tion that the money was received for the purpose of buying whisky alone. Him
melfarb v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 586.

2. "Bailment" defined.-The word "bailment" has a well understood meaning
and need not further be defined. Malz v. State, 36 App. 452, 34 S. W. 267, 37 S.
w, 748.

A bailment is a delivery of personal property to another ror some purpose, ex

press or implied, that such purpose shall be carried out. Fulqher v. State, 32 App.
621, 25 S. W. 625. And see Neel v. State, 33 App. 408, 26 S. W. 726; Malz v. State,
36 App. 447, 34 S. W. 267, 37 S. W. 748; Abbey v. State, 35 App. 589, 34 S. W. 930;
Taylor v. State, 25 App. 96, 7 S. W. 861; Jaimes v. State, 32 App. 473, 24 S. W. 297.

An essential of a bailment is the delivery of property by the bailor to the bailee
for a particular purpose, and without such a delivery there can be no bailment,
and it is also requisite that title to the property shall remain in the bailor. North
cutt v. State, 60 App. 259, 131 S. W. 1128, 32 L. R. A. (N. S.) 822.

The Penal Code defines "bailment" as a contract of borrowing or hire. "A bail
ment is a delivery of goods for some purpose on a contract, express or implied,
that after the purpose has been fulfilled, they should be redelivered to the bailor,
or afterwards dealt with according to his directions or kept until he reclaims
them." Northcutt v. State, 60 App, 259, 131 S. W. 1128, 32 L. R. A. (N. S.) 822.

3. Nature of particular bailment.-Where the owner of a piano stored it in
defendant's house for the owner's benefit, in consideration of which defendant's
child was to have the use thereof for practice, the agreement constituted a bail
ment of hiring, as distinguished from a bailment of borrowing. Height v. State"
(Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 908.

4. compared with and distinguished from other offenses.-See Fulcher v. State,
22 App. 621, 25 S. W. 625.

The constituent elements of the species of theft defined by this article, are es

sentially different from those of theft in general, and from theft by means of false
pretext, inasmuch as, to constitute the theft denounced by this article, the fraudu
lent intent refers to and must concur with the act of conversion, and need not
exist at the time of obtaining the possession of the property. Proof. therefore,
which would support a conviction for the theft defined by this article, would not
authorize a conviction for theft under an indictment for general theft; and inas
much as the indictment was in general form, the charge of the court upon the theft
defined by this article was unwarranted and erroneous. See the opinion in extenso
for an elucidation of the principle. Taylor v. State, 25 App. 96, 7 S. W. 861.

__. Conviction cannot be sustained under an indictment charging theft in general
terms-and vice versa. Torres v. State, 33 App. 125, 25 S. W. 128; Wiiliams v.

State, 30 App, 153, 16 S. W. 760.
A conviction for theft of a horse, on a general indictment for theft, is not sup

ported by evidence that defendant borrowed the horse and thereafter converted him
to his own use. Mangum v. State, 38 App. 231, 42 S. W. 291.

Although one may be guilty of theft under this article, that is no reason why
he may not be prosecuted for embezzlement of property acquired by bailment un

der article 1416 in a proper case. Wilson v. State, 47 App, 159, 82 S. W. 652.
The fact that a prosecution may be maintained under this article is no reason

why it might not also be brought under article 1332, if the facts bring it within
the latter article. Lewis v. State, 48 App. 309, 87 S. W. 831.

Under this article the fraudulent intent arises after obtaining possession of the
goods, while under article 1332 such intent must exist at the time of gaining pos
session .or the goods and the representations must be false. Appropriation is nec

essary under both articles. Price v. State, 49 App, 131, 91 S. W. 571.
Where the charge is embezzlement under article 1416, it is error for the court

to fail to charge on this crime, and to charge on conversion of property by bailee
under this article. Maulding v. State, 53 App, 220, 108 S. W. 1182.

In a conversion under bailment, the fraudulent matters occur after obtaining
lawful possession of the property. If the fraudulent purpose existed at the time
of getting the property, and false pretenses were employed to get possession, with
the then existing purpose of appropriating the property, and appropriation did
occur, it would be "theft" under the general statute, and not under the statute
with reference to conversion under a contract of hiring or borrowing. Pickrell v.

State, 60 App, 572, 132 S. W. 938.
The word "bailee" as used in the embezzlement statute, which punishes the

fraudulent conversion by a bailee, does not include all bailments, but only those
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for the, sole benefit of the bailor, where there is a fiduciary relation between the
parties; hence as there must be a fraudulent taking to constitute the crime of
theft denounced by article 1329, the conversion of property by a bailee, where the
bailment is for mutual' benefit, falls within the purview of article 1348, making
such conversion an offense, being neither theft nor embezzlement. Johnson v.

State, 71 App, 206, 159 S. W. 849.
5. Venue.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 258.

6. Indictment and Informatlon.-See C. C. P. arts. '451 et seq., and notes there-
under.

Willson's Cr. Forms, 178, 637a.
See Collins v. State, 56 App. 385, 118 S. W. 1038.
Not necessary under this article to allege the particular character of the bail

ment which makes the conversion theft. McCarty v. State, 45 App, 510, 78 S. W.
5006.

Where the allegations are that the contract of hiring was with an agent of
the owner, the indictment should allege that the person who made the contract
with the defendant was the agent of the owner in posiUve terms, and should also
allege that the conversion was without the consent of the agent as well as without
the consent of the owner. McCarty v. State, 45 App, 510, 78 S. W. 506.

As the intent to appropriate th.e property is not expressly made an element
of this o.ffense as in the case of general theft, it is not necessary to allege it as

specifically, nor in the same manner, as is required in general theft. Purcelly v.

8tate, 29 App. 1, 13 S. W. 993.
When indictment charges theft by a contract of bailment, it must allege that

the accused was a party to the contract. Calkins v . State, 34 App. 251, 29 S. W.
1081. But a theft of pledged property may be charged under general indictment.
Smith v: State (Cr. App.) 29 S. W. 785.

An indictment under this article alleging defendant at a certain time had pos
session of two mules, the property of W. and the possession thereof acquired
by defendant by virtue of a contract of hiring and borrowing made with W. and
defendant did then, without consent of W., fraudulently convert the mules to his
own use, with intent to deprive the owner of their value, is insufficient, because
not alleging defendant was bailee of W. or hired or borrowed the mules of W.
by virtue of a contract between W. and himself. Smith v. State, 38 App. 232, 4Z
S. w.. 302.

An averment that defendant had possession or the property in question, which
he acquired by virtue of a contract of hiring and borrowing made with a third
person named, sufficiently alleges a contract made with the third person. Elton v.

State, 40 App. 3391, 50 S. W. 379, 51 S. W. 245, overruling Smith v. State, 38 App.
232, 42 S. W. 302.

Indictment held sufficient under this article. Young v, State, 45 App. 247, 75-
S. W. 798.

Ownership can be alleged in the temporary possession of the property. Piper v :

State, 56 App, 121, 119 S. W. 869.
An indictment for theft of a horse by conversion, alleging that the horse be

longed to R., that accused acquired possesston of it under a contract of hiring
with T. thereunto duly authorized by R., that T. was then and there the agent,
clerk, and employe of R., etc., sufficiently alleged T.'s authority to make the con
tract of hiring. Evans v. State, 70 App. 79, 155 S. '.lif. 531.

7. -- Description of propeMy.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 458.
8. Evidence.-See C. C. P. arts. 783 et seq., and notes thereunder.
See Taylor v. State, 50 App. 377, 97 S. W. 473; Piper v . State, 56 App, 121, 119-

S. W. 869; Collins v. State, 56 App. 385, 118 8'. W. 10'38.
Theft by bailee and conversion can be proved by circumstances. Steadham v.

State, 40 App. 43, 48 S. W. 177; Elton v: State, 40 App, 342, 50' S. W. 379, 51 S.
W. 245.

'

The proof must show the accused a party to the bailment. Calkins v, State, 34
App. 251, 29 S. W. 1081.

Conversion under this article can be proved by circumstances as well as by
direct and positive testimony. Jeffreys v. State, 51 App. 566, 103 S. W. 887.

In a trial of al bailee for theft of a horse placed in his charge, evidence that
defendant borrowed money on the horse was not of itself proof of a conversion
of the horse; defendant retaining possession thereof, .arid the owner being in a

position to. at any time reclaim it. McAlister v. State, 591 App, 237, 128 S. W. 123.
Evidence in a prosecution for theft as a bailee held not to show a bailment for

hire, but to show a loan, if anything. Thompson v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. W.
181.

In a prosecution for theft of a piano as bailee, evidence held to warrant a

finding that defendant fraudulently converted the piano to his own use in D. S.
county, and removed the piano without the owner's knowledge to New Mexico.
Height v. State (Cr. App.)· 150 S. W. 908.

Where, in a prosecution for fra.ud.ulerrt conversion of a horse alleged to have
been obtained under a contract of borrowing, defendant claimed that he had pur
chased the horse from prosecutor and it appeared that he had possession thereof
ror several months before he sold it and before prosecutor sought to have him
arrested, evidence that prosecutor had not inquired concerning defendant or the
horse or asked the sheriff to investigate the matter and find accused was admis
sible. Gamboa v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 249.

In a prosecution for theft of diamond rings which defendant pawned, testimony
of the prosecuting witness that after she had refused to let defendant have her
rings defendant took them from her fingers, stating that he would have them re

paired and return them, and that they went that evening to a picture show, is
sufficient evidence on which to base a charge as to theft by bailee. Creale v, State,
71 App. 9, 158 S. W. 268.
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On a trial for theft by a bailee, the prosecuting witness was properly permit

ted to testify that he never consented that accused might convert the money
turned over to him to his own use. Himmelfarb v. State (Cr. App.) 174 s. W. 586.

On a trial for theft by a bailee, where it appeared that accused obtained money
from a negro for the ostensible purpose of purchasing fixtures and whisky and pro
curing a license for a saloon which the negro was to conduct, and there was evi
dence that accused told the negro that he had applied to C. for a license, and
that the negro then inquired of C. whether such application had been made, it
was not error to permit C. to testify that accused never applied for a license, and
that a negro inquired of him whether accused had so applied, though he could not

identify the prosecuting witness as the negro who made the inquiry. Hirnmelrarb
v, State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 586.

On a trial for theft by a bailee, where it appeared that accused used the money
turned over to him by the prosecuting witness for another purpose in purchasing
a car load of pool tables, the bill of lading for such pool tables was properly ad
mitted in evidence. Himmelfarb v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 586.

Where accused agreed to rent a building to the prosecuting witness for a saloon,
and at different times received m.oney from him for the ostensible purpose of pur

chasing fixtures and liquors and procuring a license, evidence as to the entire
transaction was admissible on a trial for theft of the money received for the pur
pose of buying whisky. Himmelfarb v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 586.

9. -- Other offenses.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 783.

10. Question for Jury.-Facts constituting fraudulent conversion as question for
jury. Jaimes v. State, 32 App. 473, 24 S. W. 297.

11. Charge of court.-See C. C. P. arts. 735 et seq., and notes thereunder.
See Taylor v. State, 50, App. 377, 97 S. W. 473; Smith v. State, 45 App. 251, 76

S. W. 434.
Where the indictment alleges acqulsttton under contract of hiring and bor

rowing, and the evidence shows a hiring, it is error to' restrict the jury in the

charge to consideration of question of borrowing. Harrison v, State, 42 App. 509,
60 S. W. 963.

Ori prosecution for theft by bailment, an instruction that if defendant hired a

wagon and harness in H. county for the purpose of going to J. county, and thus
obtained the property, and then, while in H. county, conceived the idea of going
elsewhere, with no intention of paying for the use of the property, and with the
intention of moving out of the country with same, and did so, without the consent
of the owner, and with the intent before leaving H. county of depriving the owner

of the value of the same and to convert it to his own use, he was guilty, was ob
jectionable as declaring him guilty for merely conceiving the offense. Pickrell v.

State, 60 App. 572, 132 S. W. 938.
One who has a lien upon property or holds it as a pledge is not the owner, so

that where, in a prosecution for theft of a pair of m.ules as bailee, the evidence
made it an issue whether title to the mules had passed to the persons from whom
the theft was charged to have been committed, or whether such persons merely
held it to secure a debt from accused, it was error not to submit the issue.
Thompson v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S'. W. 181.

In a prosecution for the conversion of a cow in possession of accused, an in
struction defining theft and stating the punishment therefor was proper, where the
law as to conversion by bailee provided that a person guilty of that offense should
be punished in the same manner as if guilty of theft. Barrow v. State, 71 App.
549, 160 S. W. 458.

12. Punlshment.-Acts 25th Leg. 1897, p. 83, c. 67, which punishes the offense
defined by article 1353 by imprisonment for not less than 2 or more than 10 years,
did not abrogate the punishment for theft as a bailee by changing the punish
ment for theft under article 1353 after the enactment of article 1348, as the latter
article merely provided that whatever punishment was prescribed at any time by
the Penal Code should be applicable to theft by a bailee. Brown v. State, 57 App,
570, 124 S. W. 101.

.

Art. 1349. [878] Receiving stolen property.-If any person
shall receive or conceal property which has been acquired by an

other in such manner as that the acquisition comes within the mean

ing of the term theft, knowing the same to have been so acquired, he
shall be punished in the same manner as if he had stolen the proper
ty. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, pp. 180-81; amended, Act 1897, p. 26.]

See Murio v. State, 31 App. 210, ao S. W. 356; Areta v. State, 28 App, 198, 12
S. W. 599; Jackson v. State, 47 App, 85, 79 S'. W. 521, 80 S. W. 631. C. C. P. art.
247.

For a comprehensive construction of this article, see Piper v. State, 56 App.
121, 119 S. W. 869.

1. Nature and elements of offense in
general.

2. Distinguished from theft or embez-
zlement.

3. Accomplice.
4. Receiver as accomplice to theft.
5. Immunity from prosecution.
6. Venue.
7. Indictment.
8. Allega�ion of ownership,

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15�
16.
17.
18..
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-- Proof and variance.
Evidence.
-- Hearsay.
-- Declarations.
-- Other offenses.
Charge of court.
-- Assumption as to facts.
Verdict.
Punishment.
Recognizance.
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1. Nature and elements of offense in general.-To sustain a conviction for re

ceiving, etc., stolen property, it must satisfactorily appear, beyond a reasonable
doubt, (1) That the property was acquired by theft, and (2) that the defendant,
knowing it to have been so acquired, received or concealed the same. Wilson v.

State, 12 App. 481; Mooney v. State (Cr. App.) 176 S. W. 52.
In order to constitute the offense of receiving stolen property, knowing it to be

stolen, the fraudulent intent to secure profit from the act or to protect the thief,
and the knowledge that the property was stolen, must concur with the commis
sion of the act. The receiving of the property with intent to restore it to the
owner without reward, or with any other innocent intent, although with knowledge
that it was stolen, will not constitute the offense. Areta v. State, 26 App, 193, 9
S. W. 685.

The gist of this offense is receiving the stolen property "knowing" it to have
been stolen. Grande v. State, 37 App. 51, 38 S. W. 613.

A person may be guilty of receiving stolen property without concealing it, but
he can not be guilty of concealing it without receiving it. Thurman v. State, 37
App. 646. 40 S. W. 795.

The original theft of the property by another must be proved, and then that
the accused received the same knowing it to be stolen. Johnson v. State, 42 App.
440, 60 S. W. 667; Wilson v. State, 12 App, 481.

One cannot be convicted under this article when it is shown that he purchased
the goods from one who had the legal power to sell them, though that sale in
volved a breach of trust by the latter .. Bismark v. State, 45 App. 54, 73 S. W. 965.

Where accused was apprehended as he was loading stolen lard into a wagon
on a railroad right of way, the court properly charged that he was not guilty of

theft, unless he was connected with the original taking of the lard from the rail
road car, since, if he was not so connected, he was only guilty of receiving stolen

goods. Roman v. State, 64 App, 515, 142 S. W. 912.
To constitute the crime of receiving stolen property knowing it to have been

stolen, actual knowledge of the theft is necessary; and it is not sufficient merely
that there be knowledge of facts sufficient to satisfy a man of ordinary intelligence
and caution that the property was stolen. Forrester v, State (Cr. APP.) 152 s. W.
1041.

A person who, knowing that goods were stolen, directed the thief to deliver
them to him by placing them in his barn was guilty of receiving stolen goods,
even conceding that an agreement between accused and the thief, pursuant to
which the goods were stolen. would have authorized the state at its option to pros
ecute accused as an accomplice to the thief. Kaufman v. State, 70 App. 438, 159
S. W. 58.

2. Distinguished from theft or embezztement.e-A conviction for the offense of
receiving stolen property can not be had under an indictment charging theft.
Brown v. State, 15 App, 581; Chandler. v. State, Id. 587; Gaither v. State, 21 App.
527, 1 S. W. 456: Wheeler v. State, 34 App. 350, 30 S. W. 913; Fernandez v. State,
25 App. 538, 8 S. W. 667; Gray v. State, 24 App, 611, 7 S. W. 339.

That the defendant, subsequent to the theft of the property, and with knowl
edge that it was stolen, aided the thief to dispose of it, or purchased it from the
thief, are facts sufficient to support a conviction for receiving stolen property,
knowing it to be stolen, but not to support a conviction for theft. Prator v. State,
15 App. 363.

Evidence in a theft case tending to establish the offense of receiving stolen
property, knowing it to be stolen, the trial court erred in omitting to charge the
jury that if they believed the evidence to establish such a receiving of the stolen
property, and not an actual complicity in the taking of the property, the accused
could not be convicted of theft. Fernandez. v. State, 25 App. 538, 8 S. W. 667.

The receiving of stolen property, though with guilty knowledge, will not sup
port a conviction for theft, and the court, when the issue is raised, by the evi
dence, should so instruct the jury. Wheeler v. State, 34 App, 350, 30 S. W. 913.

Receiving stolen property is a distinct offense from theft. Gray v. State, 24
App, 611, 7 S. W. 339; Pollard v. State, 33 App. 197, 26 S. W. 70.

A mere receiver of stolen property cannot be convicted of accessory to theft
thereof. Street v. State, '39 App. 134, 45 S. V'.,r'. 577.

If not. in some way connected with the original taking so as to make him a

principal, accused could not be convicted of theft, though he received the property
knowing it to be stolen. Jackson v. State, 47 App, 85, 79 S. W. 521, 80 S. W. 631;
McDonald v. State, 34 App. 556, 35 S. W. 286.

Accused drove a herd of cattle to town for shipment to market. A third per
son drove another's cattle into the herd, and requested accused to take them to
market and remit to him the money after a sale of the cattle. The third person
was seen in conjunction with accused in driving the cattle. Held, that accused,
if not engaged in the original taking, could at most be convicted of receiving
stolen property, knowing it to be stolen. Lee v. State, 57 App. 177, 122 S. W. 389.

The ortenses of theft of property, of being an accomplice to the theft of such
property, and of receiving and concealing the same property are entirely separate
and distinct offenses, and, under an indictment charging one of such offenses, a

party cannot be convicted of either of the others. Kaufman v. State, 70 App, 438,
159 S. W. 58.

The owner of certain personal property went to a bathing beach, and, before
going in, deposited the property with the bathhouse keeper. R. in some way ob
tained possession of the check, presented it to the keeper, and obtained the prop
erty, and the next day part of it was found in accused's possession, concealed in a

safety deposit vault. Held, that the, evidence showed pure theft on the part of
R., and did not raise the issue of embezzlement. Goldstein v. State (Cr. App.)
171 S. W. 709.
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3. Accompttce.i--Bee notes under article 79, ante, and C. C. P. art. 80l.
4. Receiver as accomplice to theft.-See notes under article 79, ante.

5. Immunity from prosecution.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 37.

6. Venue.-See C. C. P., art. 248, and notes thereunder.
7. Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 691.
See Brothers v. State, 22 App. 447, 3 S. W. 737; Trimble v. State, 18 App. 632.
It is unnecessary to allege the name of the thief by whom the property was

stolen, or the time or place of the theft; but the name of the owner of th.e prop
erty, if known, should be alleged, and the name of the person from whom the prop
erty was received by the defendant, or that the names of such persons were un

known to the grand jury. State v. Perkins, 45 Tex. 10. It need not be alleged
that the stolen property was received or concealed by the defendant, without the
consent of the owner, or with the intent to deprive the owner of the value of it,
and to appropriate it to the defendant's use or benefit. It is not necessary to

charge that the defendant received or concealed the property with intent to de
fraud any person. Nourse v. State, 2 App, 304. Nor is it necessary to allege the
facts which constituted the theft of the property. Brothers v. State, 22 App. 447,
3 S. W. 737; Hodges v. State, Id. 415, 3 S. W. 739. The indictment may charge
both receiving and concealing, and a conviction may be had upon proof of either.
Nourse v. State, 2 App. 304.

Not necessary for indictment to allege name of a person from whose posses
sion property was taken, nor to allege the essential elements of theft. Trail
v. State (Cr. App.) 57 s. W. 92.

An indictment alleging that accused unlawfully received and concealed certain
cattle, that such cattle had theretofore been acquired by another person in such
manner that its acquisition was a theft, and that accused received and concealed
the cattle knowing them to have been so acquired, sufficiently alleged accused's
knowledge that the cattle were stolen at the time he received them. Mooney v.

State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 828.
.

An indictment for receiving stolen property knowing that it had been stolen
and bringing it into this state need not allege the time and place of the original
taking, though it must allege that it was fraudulently received and concealed with
knowledge that it had been acquired by theft, and the name of the owner if
known, and the name of the person from whom received. Zweig v. State (Cr. App.)
171 s. W. 747.

8. -- Allegation of ownership.-See notes under C. C. P., art. 457.
9. -- Proof and variance.-Under an indictment alleging that the stolen

property was received from a certain person, the State must prove that the prop
-erty was received from, the particular person mentioned. Proof that the property
was received from some other person would not support a conviction. Moseley v.

State, 36 App. 578, 37 S. W. 73,6', 38 S. W. 197.
'I'here is not a variance between an indictment for receiving stolen property, al

leging ownership of the property in M., and proof that it was part of the stock of
a business, which, while owned by him, was conducted under the name of City
Lumber Company. Hogg v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 195.

There is a variance between allegation in an indictment that accused received
.stolen property from some person to the grand jurors unknown, and proof that wit
nesses, who testified before the grand jurY, knew that the property was received
from a particular person. Williams v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 1136.

10. Evidence.-See C. C. P., arts. 783 et seq., and notes thereunder.
For evidence held sufficient to sustain a conviction, see Shaw v. State, 27 Tex.

750; BOOTh v. State, 42 Tex. 237; Nourse v. State, 2 App. 304; Tucker v. State,
23 App. 512, 5 S. W. 180; Moseley v. State, 35 App, 210, 32 S. W. 1042; Moseley
v: State, 36 App. '578, 37 S. W. 736, 38 S. W. 197; Mooney v. State (Cr. App.) 176
:8. W. 52.

It was held error to reject evidence offered by the defendant to prove that
before he received the cattle from the thief, the said thief had claimed the S3Jme

.as his property, and had bargained them to another party. Harwell v. State, 22

App. 251, 2 S. W. 606.
Explanation of possession of stolen property. Brothers v. State, 22 App. 447, 3

S. W. 737; Williams v. State, 45 App, 24,0, 75 S. W. 509.
For evidence held tnsufflcient; to sustain a conviction, see Estes v. State, 23

App. 600, 5 S. W. 176; Brothers v. State, 22 App, 447, 3 S. W. 737; Bryan v. State,
ti4 App. 59, 111 S. W. 1035.

It being necessary to authorize a conviction for receiving stolen property, know
ing it to be stolen, that the theft of the property should be established, the acts
and declarations of the thief are admissible to prove the theft, but the court in

. its charge to the jury should explain the purpose for which such testimony is ad
mitted, and direct the jury to not consider it for any other purpose. Tucker v.

'State, 23 App. 512, 5 S. W. 180.
On a trial for receiving, etc., stolen property, the state was properly allowed to

read in evidence the indictment, judgment of conviction, and sentence against the
party from whom defendant received the property, for the theft of the same

the purpose of the evidence being limited by the charge. Cooper v. State, 29 App.
8, 13 S. W. 1011, 25 Am. St. Rep. 712.

To constitute the crime of receiving stolen property, it is essential, under arti
-cle 1349, that the accused must have known, at the time he received it, that it was

-stolen; but such guilty knowledge will be implied if the circumstances were such
as should have been sufficient to satisfy a man of ordinary intelligence and cau

tion that the property was stolen. Murio v. State, 31 App. 210, 20 8. W. 35,6; Cas
tleberry v. State, 35 App. 382, 33 S. W. 875, 60 Am. St. Rep. 53.

On a prosecution for receiving stolen property the bare fact that defendant is
found in the possession of the stolen property is not sufficient to support a con-
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vlctton, the evidence must further show that he knew the same to have been
stolen. Castleberry v. State, 35 App. 382, 33 S. W. 875, 60 Am. St. Rep. 53.

A state's witness was allowed" over defendant's objection, to testify what cer
tain books belonging to a railway company would show; held inadmtssfble. Wade
v. State, 37 App. 401, 35 S. W. 663.

The fact that defendant bought the property for less than its value from an

unknown party and, represented that he gave more for it than he did, does not
show that he knew it was stolen. Trail v. State (Cr. App.) 57 S. W. 93.,

Where, on a trial for the theft of a horse, and for receiving the horse, know
ing that it was stolen, and concealing it, there was no evidence that accused re

ceived or concealed the horse in the county, unless he stole it in the county, and
the circumstances justified a finding that he committed the theft of the horse in
the county, a conviction of receiving and concealing the horse in the county, ·but
acquitting him of the theft thereof, was unwarranted by the evidence. Arrington
v. State, 62 App. 357, 137 S. W. 669.

.

Evidence examined, and held sufficient to show that the person from whom ac

cused was charged with receiving stolen property was unknown to the grand jury
as alleged in the indictment. Yantis v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 947.

Evidence, on trial for receiving stolen property, held to authorize a finding that
defendant knew it was stolen. Hogg v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 195.

In a prosecution for receiving or concealing stolen goods, the sworn written con
fession of the original thief that he stole the property, as well as the indictment
charging him therewith, and the verdict and judgment of conviction and sentence
were admissible in evidence to showthat the property was stolen, but not as sub
stantive evidence of accused's guilt; the court limiting their consideration to that.
purpose. Meek v. State, 71 App, 433, 160 S. W. 698.

In a prosecution for receiving or concealing stolen goods, which were shown to
include certain pipes, evidence that witness found two pipes buried in the ground,
which were part of the stolen property, and delivered them, to the owners, was

admissible over an objection, shown by bill of exceptions only, that it was non
shown that accused was connected with the hiding of the pipes or knew of their
being stolen at the time, so that the evidence was ummatertal. Meek v. State, 71
App, 433, Hl<O S. W. 698.

Evidence, that, after cattle came into defendant's possession, a few days be
fore he sold them, the brand on them was changed, is evidence of his knowing,
when receiving them, that they were stolen. Stanfield v. State (Cr. App.) 165
S. W. 216.

In a prosecution for receiving stolen goods, all evidence which would have been
admissible on a trial of the thief to show that he was guilty of theft was admissi
ble to show that the goods delivered to accused were stolen goods; the state being
also required to prove that accused, at the time he received the goods, knew that
they were stolen, and, with such knowledge, concealed them. Goldstein v. State.
(Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 709.

Evidence was admissible that the wife of accused took the stolen ball from a

bureau drawer and delivered it to the officers in the presence of accused. Hen
derson v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 793.

It is proper, if not necessary, to permit the state to prove the allegation, in an

indictment for receiving stolen property, that the property was received by accused
from a person to the grand jurors unknown, and the district attorney and grand
jurors may testify to the efforts made to ascertain the identity of the unknown

person. Mooney v. State (Cr. App.) 176 S. W. 52.
On a trial for receiving stolen cattle, it was not error to permit witnesses to tes

tify that the alleged stolen cattle belonged to them.' Mooney v. State (Cr. App.),
176 S. W. 52.

11. Hearsay.-See notes under C. C. P., art. 783.

12. Declarations.-See notes under C. C. P., art. 81L
13. Other offenses.-See notes under C. G. P., art. 783.
14. Charge of court.-See G. G. P., arts. 735 et seq., and notes thereunder.
See Mickey v. State, 49 App. 255, 91 S. W. 587; Felts v. State, 53 App. 48, lOS

S. W. 654; Bismark v. State, 45 App. 54, 73 S. W. 965; Santee v. State (Cr. App.)
37 S. W. 436; Thurman v. State, 37 App. 646, 40 S. W. 795; Collins v. State, 39'
App. 441, 46 S. W. 933; Bryan v. State, 54 App, 59, 111 S. W. 1035; Pollard v. State,
33 App. 197, 2,61 S. W. 70.

In authorizing the jury to convict without proof of the criminal intent, and in
omitting to instruct correctly upon the question of intent, and finally in rerustng a

special charge to supply the omission, the trial court erred in this case. Arcia v.

State, 26 App. 193, 9 S. W. 685.
Note charge of the court in this case held correct. Morgan v. State, 31 App�

1, 18 S. W. 647.
Erroneous charge. Ramsey v. State, 34 App, 16, 28 S. W. 808.
Where defendant claimed to have bought the goods he was charged with re

ceiving, the court should have given a distinct charge as to the purchase, whether
asked or not. Wheeler v. State, 34 App, 350, 30 S. W. 913.

On a trial for receiving stolen property it is error to charge on recent posses
sion without also charging upon knowingly receiving same. Grande v. State, 37
App. 51, 38 S. W. 613.

The indictment contained two counts, one for theft and the other for receiving:
stolen property; held, the defendant could not be heard to complain of a derec
tive charge on theft on conviction of receiving stolen property. Rosson v. State,.
37 App. 87, 38 S. 'W. 788.

A charge of the court which instructs the jury that if defendant received the·
property in one county, and brought it into another, the court of the county where
said property was brought would have jurisdiction, is erroneous. Thurman v.

State, 37 App. 646, 40 S. W. 795.
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Where an indictment contains first count for theft and second count for re

ceiving stolen property, charge as to possession or property recently stolen held
er-roneous, because jury might have applied it to second count in absence of ex

planation. Trail v. State (Cr. App.) 57 S. W. 92.
Where there is evidence tending to show that defendant received the animal

from one who he believed to be rightly in possession of it, this issue should be sub
mitted to the jury. Harris v. State (Cr. App.) 57 S. W. 834.

Accused was arrested in D. county while in the possession of stolen property
shortly after it was stolen, and stated that the property had been sent to him at
that place. On a trial for receiving the stolen property in V. county the court
charged that if the property was received by accused in D. county, or in ariy
place except V. county, or if they had a reasonable doubt as to whether he re

ceiyed it in V. county, they should acquit accused. Held, that this properly pre
sented the question of the possession of recently stolen property. Yantis v. State
(Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 947.

A person who, knowing that goods were stolen, directed the thief to deliver
them to him by placing them in his barn received the goods when they were placed
in the barn, although he was not personally present and did not manually re

ceive them, and hence the court properly so charged and refused to charge an

alibi, though there was evidence showing accused's absence when the goods were

placed in his barn. Kaufman v. State, 70 App, 438, 159 S. W. 58.
While it might be proper to charge on the subject, where the evidence tends

to show that accused's intention in receiving or concealing' proper-ty was innocent,
the refusal of such a charge is not reversible error, where the evidence does not

suggest that accused's intention was innocent. Meek v. State, 71 App. 433, 160
S. W. 698.

An instruction, in a prosecution for receiving or concealing stolen goods, that
the jury could not convict unless they believed beyond a reasonable doubt that
the original thief took the property from the owners' possession without their con

sent, or the consent or either of them, with intent to deprive them of its value
and appropriate it to his own use, and that accused knew the property was stolen
and received and concea.led it, was not objectionable on· the ground that it au

thorized a convtction, even though one of the owners consented to the taking of
the property. Meek v. S,tate, 71 App, 433, 160 S. W. 698.

Since article 1349 punishes one who shall receive "or" conceal property known
to have been stolen, a charge that accused must have "both received and con

cealed" the stolen'property erred in favor of accused, so that he cannot com

plain thereof. Meek v. State, 71 App. 433, 16.0 S. W. 698.
In a prosecution for receiving or concealing stolen goods, accused requested an

instruction that the corpus delicti consiats of two facts, first, of the fact that the
proper-ty received had been stolen, and, second, that accused received it, and that
tQ authorize a conviction the jury must believe from evidence outside of accused's
confession that the property was stolen, and that accused' received it, and that
the state must prove such facts beyond a reasonable doubt, which instruction was

refused, but the court charged that to warrant a conviction the evidence must
show beyond a reasonable doubt that the property was acquired by theft, and that
accused, knowing it to have been stolen, received and concealed it, and that the

jury could not convtcn accused unless they believed, beyond a reasonable doubt,
that the alleged thief took the property from the owners without their consent, or

the consent Of either of them, with intent to deprive them of its value, and that
accused knew that the property had been stolen and received and concealed it.
Held that, in view of accused's full confession and other evidence tending to show
that he knowingly received and concealed stolen proper-ty, the requested charge
was properly refused as not called for by the evidence and as improperly limiting
the effect of part of it, and the charge given was correct. Meek v. State, 71 App.
433, 160 S. W. 698.

15. -- Assumption as to facts.-See notes under C. C. P., art. 736.
16. Verdlct.-See C. C. P., art. 770.
17. Punlshment.-A change in the statute made is in the last clause. The

old article read: "He shall be punished in the same manner as by law the person
stealing the same would be liable to be. punished."

This offense is punishable the same as the theft of the property. Nourse v,

State, 2 App. 305; Vincent v. State, 10 App. 330.
As to punishments, see Spradling v. State, 30- App. 595; 17 S. W. 1117.
In a case tried before the change was made, a boy under sixteen years of age

had stolen proper-ty over the value or twenty dollars, and defendant, a man, con
cealed said property. It was contended upon the trial that an adult could not be
sent to the reformatory, could not be punished in like manner as the youthful
thief, and hence could not be punished at all; held, the intention of the statute
was to assess a penalty the same as if defendant himself had stolen the prop
erty. Ramsey v. State, 34 App. 16, 28 S. W. 808.

,

An adult convicted of fraudulently receiving property of more than twenty dol
lars in value stolen by a person under the age of sixteen years should be punished
by Imprtsonment in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than ten years.
Ramsey v. State, 34 App. 16, 28 S. W. 808.

18. Recognlzance,-See notes under C. ·C. P., art. 919.
Recognizance for offense under this article recited that the defendant; stands

charged with "receiving and concealing stolen property of the value of ten dol
lars," etc. It .was objected to the recognizance that it was insufficient and invalid
because it used the word "stolen" instead or the statutory words "acquired in
such manner that the acquisition comes within the meaning of the term 'theft.' ,.

Held that under our Code the word "stolen' was sufficient in the recognizance,
though it would not be in an indictment.' Sands v. State, 30 App, 579, 18 S .. W. 86.
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CHAPTER TEN

OF THEFT FROM THE PERSON
Art.
1:150. Punishment for.
1351. Ingredients of the offense.

Art.
1352. Attempt to commit the offense.

Article 1350. [879] Punishment for.-If any person shall com

mit theft by privately stealing from the person of another, he shall
be punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less than two
nor more than seven years.

Felony.-Any theft from the person is a "felony." Chitwood v. State, 44 App.
439, 71 S. W. 973; Campbell v. State" 61 Ap'p. 504, 135 S. W. 548.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 638.

Art. 1351. [880] Ingredients of the offense.-To constitute the
offense it is necessary that the following circumstances occur:

1. The theft must be from the person; it is not sufficient that
the property be merely in the presence of the person from whom it is
taken.

2. The theft must be committed without the knowledg-e of the
person from whom the property is taken, or so suddenly as not to
allow time to make resistance before the property is carried away.

3. It is only necessary that the property stolen should have gone
into the possession of the thief; it need not be carried away in order
to complete the offense.

For other rules and decisions pertinent to this offense, see notes to preceding
chapter.

See Article 1350 and note.

1. Nature and elements of offense.
2. Compared with and distinguished

from ordinary theft.
3. Distinguished from robbery.
4. Venue.
5. Indictment.
6. -- Description of property•

. 1. Nature and elements of offense.-"Theft from the person" may be committed
either by taking without the knowledge of the person from whom the property is

taken, or by taking so suddenly as not to allow time to make resistance before
the property is taken. Johnson v. State, 55 App, 411, 117 S. W. 964; Grant v.

State, 59 App. 123, 127 S. W. 173; Woodard v. State, 9 App. 412.
In this offense, as in ordinary theft, the taking of the property includes the

carrying away of 'the same, and if the property was taken too suddenly to allow
time for resistance, it was also carried away too suddenly to allow time fori re

sistance. In other. words asportation is no more necessary to .constitute theft from
the person, than it is to constitute ordinary theft. Dukes v. State, 22 App. 192, 2
S. W. 590; Flynn v: State, 42 Tex. 301; ante, art. 1331, note.

In theft from the person, as in general theft, the property must be taken with
out the consent of the owner, or, if the possession was lawfully obtained, it must
have been obtained by the taker by some false pretext, or with the present intent
to deprive the owner of the value of the property and appropriate it to his (the
taker's) own use, and there must be an actual appropriation. See the statement
of the case for evidence held insufficient to support a conviction for theft from the
person, because insufficient to establish the fraudulent intent at the time of the
taking.' If the accused, when he obtained possession of the property, did so with
out false pretext or fraudulent intent, and believed that he had the consent of the
owner to the taking, he would not be guilty of theft, even though he subsequently
converted the property to his own use. This rule, applying to the state of case

made by the proof, should have been given in the charge to the jury. Graves v.

State, 25 App. 333, 8 S. W. 471. And see, also, Taylor v. State, 25 App, 96, 7 S. W.
861; Nichols v. State, 28 App. 105, 12 S. W. 500; McCullum v. State, 29- App. 162, 14
S. W. 1020.

Ervidence that the owner of stolen money felt some one touch his pocket con

taining his purse, and, that on looking around quickly he saw defendant's hand
holding the purse pass from his to defendant's pocket, is sufficient to prove theft
from the person, hereunder. Green v. State, 28 App. 493, 13 .S. W. 784.

If prosecutor knew when defendant put his hand into his pocket, and permitted
him to take his money, then defendant would not be guilty of theft, but if pros
ecutor knew nothing .

about it until defendant got a hold of his pocketbook, then
it would be theft it matters not at what instant thereafter he discovered it. Files
V. State, ,36 App. 206, 36 S. W. 93; McLin v. State, 29 App. 171, 15 S. W. 600.

Theft from the person may be committed by taking property from the posses
sion of another in a public place; the statute requiring a private taking having
rererence to the manner, and not the place, of taking. -Clemmons v. State, 40 S.
W. 911, 39 App. 279, 73 A:Ql.. St. Rep. 923.
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Where money is suddenly snatched from the hand or the owner, so as not to'

allow time f'or' resistance, the off'enae is complete. It is not necessary that it be
carried away, and it is not necessary that it be taken without the knowledge of

the owner, when it is suddenly taken. Clemmons v. State, 39 App. 279, 45 S. W.

911, 73 Am. St. Rep. 923.
The theft must be "rrom" the "person," and not merely rrom the presence of

the taking or any one will be sufficient. Gr iasorn v. State, 40 App. 146, 49 S. W. 93.
Merely inserting the hand in the pock e t or another far enough to' touch money

contained therein, but not securing it, will not conati tute a theft rrom the person
'I'arra.ngo v. State, 44 App, 385, 71 S. W. 597.

If a person knows at the time that money is being extracted trom his pocket
the accused cannot be convicted under the first paragraph or this subdivtsion, but
under the second paragraph if he knows it, but it is taken from his person so sud

denly, as not to' a.llow time for resistance then the oftense is complete, RDquemore
v. State, 50 App, 542, 99 S. W. 549.

It is not necessary that the theft occur in a concealed manner and out or ob
serva.tion of others, Black v. State, 52 App. 8, 104 S. W. 897.

2. Compared with and distinguished from ordinary theft.-In this ortense the

punishment is not graded by the value or the property taken, as in ord lnary theft,
but the Dffense is per se a f'eloriy, if the article taken be of any value. It is not

necessary therefore to' allege or prove the value of the property taken. Bennett
v. State, 16 App. 236; Shaw v. State, 23 App. 493, 5 S. oW. 317; Harris v. State,
17 App. 132; Flynn v. State, 42 Tex. 301.

The offerrse or theft from the person being essentially different fr-om ordinary
theft, a convlctton thereof can not be had under an indictment ror or-dinary theft.
Harris v. State, 17 App. 132; Black v. State, 52 App, 8, 104 S. W. 897.

Where indictment charges theft rrom the person only the defendant can not
be convicted of petty theft. Roberts v. State, 33 App. 83, 24 S. W. 895.

Indictment may include counts for theft and theft rrom the person, Flynn v.

State, 47 App. 26, 83 S. W. 206. _

"Theft from the person" is sui generis; is an offenae distinct trom any Qther
theft, and the punishment prescribed therefor is not graded the same as in other
theft. It is a relonv, without regard to' the value of the property stolen. Under
an ordinar-y indictment ror theft a party cannot be convicted tor privately stealing
frorn the person. Gage v. State, 22 App. 123, 2 S. W. 638.

Since the statute defines theft rrorn the person as a distinct ortense, and es

sentially different rrorn ordinary theft, one cannot be convicted of theft rrom the

person under an indictment for ordinar-y theft. Nichols v. State, 28 App. 105, 12
S. W. 500.

Indictment containing counts in theft, theft rrom the person, and robbery.
Hooten v. State, 53 App. 6, 108 S. W. 651.

3. Distinguished from robbery.-Where rorce is used, the court should charge
on robbery and not theft frorn the person. Gallagher v . State, 34 App. 306, 30 S.
W. 557.

The mere snatching money rrom anothsr-s hand is not robbery, but is theft
from the person. Johnson v. State, 35 App. 140, 32 S. W. 537.

4. Venue.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 245.
5. tndlctmerrt.c=Wlllson'a Cr. F'or-ms, 638.
As to' indictment for theft in general, see notes under article 1329, ante.
TO' constitute this offerrse the theft must be from the person, and not merely

in the presence or the dispossessed party, and be committed without his knowledge,
Qr so suddenly as to' preclude resistance before asportation. If an indictment CQn

tains these a.llega.tions, in addrtion to' those necessary to' charge theft in general,
it is substantially sufficient. Woodard v. State, 9 App, 412. But it will be insuf
ficient without said a.llega.tioris that the property was taken without the knowledge
of the person dispossessed, or so suddenly as nDt to' allow time to' make resistance
before it was carried away. Kerry v. State, 17 App. 178, 50 Am. Rep. 122; Gage v.

State, 22 App. 123, 2 S. W. 638. The indictment must allege, and the proof must
show, the owner-ship or the property and that the proper-ty was taken without the
owner-s consent, Anderson v. State, 14 App. 49.

The indictment, to' warrant a conviction, must state everything which is es

sential to' the proor of the crime,-that is, that the offense was "committed with
out the knowledge of the person rrom whom the property. was taken, or' eo sud
denly as not to' allow time to' make resistance before the proper-ty is carried away;"
and the proof must correspond with the allega.tion. Gage v. State, 22 App, 123, 2
S. W. 638. .

.

It is: not necessary to either allege Dr prove the value or the property taken.
Shaw v. State, 23 App. 493, 5 S. W. 317.

Indictment approved. MeCollom v. State, 29 App. 162, 14 S. W. 1020.
An indictment for theft rrorn the person must allege that the proper-ty was

taken rrom the peraon, it is not sufficient to' allege that it was "unlawfully, fraud
ulently and privately taken rrom his possesston." J'ones v. State, 39 App. 387, 46 S.
W. 250.

It is nQt sufficient under this article as is Qrdinarily the case, to' fDllDW its lan
guage, but inasmuch as article 1351 defines what circumstances must Dccur to'
cDnstitute the Dffense Df theft by privately stealing frDm the perSDn Df anDther,
the indictment must charge and set Qut the particular means whereby the alleged
theft was committed. Bush v. State, 53 App. 213, 109 S. W. 185, 186.

An indictment, charging that defendant stole frDm a persDn named cDrpDreal,
persDnal prDperty then and there belDnging to' such persQn, to' wit, Qne purse CQn

taining mDney and checks, sufficiently charged the O'ffense of theft frDm the per
SQn. WilsQn v. State, 71 App. 426, 160 S. '!\T. 967.

. FQrm Df· indictment fQr theft frQm the persQn held sufficient, see Burrus v. State
<Cr. App.) 112 s. W. 981.
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6. -- DescrIption of property.�See notes under C. C. P. arts. 458, 468.
7. -- Proof and variance.-Where the indictment alleged that the watch and

chain stolen were together of the value of $35 evidence of the value of the watch
alone was properly admitted. Bennett v. State, 16 App. 236.

An averment of the theft of "United States paper currency money of a certain
value" is sustained by proof that the stolen property was either United States
treasury notes, or national bank notes, or United States gold or silver certificates.
Kimbrough V. State, 28 App. 367, 13 S. W. 218.

The indictment alleged theft by privately taking from the person. It devolved
upon the state to show that said money was taken privately, that is, without the
knowledge of the party robbed. Files v. Sta.te, 36 App. 206, 36 S. W. 93.

An indictment for theft from the person, of several articles supports a con

viction based on a taking of anyone of the articles. Grissom v. State, 40 App.
146, 49 S. W. 93.

Under an indictment for theft from the person charging that the property taken
was United States currency, it was competent to prove that either treasury notes,
national bank bills, or United States gold or silver certificates were taken. Den
nis v. State (Cr. App.) 74 S. W. 559.

Where an indictment charges theft of bills "in the currency of the United States
of America," or theft of "current money of the United States of America," giving
the denomination and value thereof, the allegation may be proved by theft of
United States legal treasury notes, or of United States demand notes, or United
States gold or silver certificates, or of national bank bills of the United States.
Berry V. State, 80 S. W. 630, 46' App. 420.

In a prosecution for theft from the person, where the indictment charged that
accused had stolen a pocketbook containing one $10 bill and two $5 bills, all of the
aggregate value of $20 good and lawful money of the United States, the prose
cuting witness testified that his pocketbook contained about $25, there being two
$5 bills, a $10 bill, and about $5 in specie, and that the pocketbook was a small
leather purse for carrying money in. Held, that though the indictment be inter
preted as charging a theft of money, and though the witness failed to testify that
the money stolen was current money of the United States, there was no variance.
Sims v. State, 64 App, 435, 142 S. W. 572.

8. Evidence.-Evidence held sufficient to convict, see Boyd v . Bta.te (Cr. App.) 29
S. W. 157; Shaw v. State, 23 App, 493, 5 S. W. 317; Woodard v. State, 9 App. 412;
Flynn v. State, 42 Tex. 301; Johnson v. State, 55 App. 411, 117 S. W. 964:; Nelson
V. State, 48 App, 471, 88 S. W. 807; Johnson v. State, 62 App. 284, 136 S. W. 1058;
Brooks v, State (Cr. App.) 151 S. W. 549. 'Contra, Graves v. State, 25 App. 333, 8
S. W. 471; Johnson v. State, 52 App, 510, 107 S. W. 845; Thomas v. State, 51 App.
329, 101 S. W. 797; Placker v. State, 58 App. 216, 125 S. W. 409.

On trial for theft from the person the same rules as to recent possession, and
explanation of possession apply as in other theft cases. Roberts v. State, 33 App.
83, 24 S. W. 895.

The indictment charged in one count theft, and in another count theft from
the person; the testimony of the prosecutor made out a case of theft from the
person, that of defendant a case of theft only. The jury found defendant guilty of
theft from the person. The verdict will not be disturbed. Blount v. State, 35
App. 376, 33 S. W. 872.

The evidence showed that defendant slipped his hand into W.'s pocket and
took his pocket book; that W. discovered the fact just as defendant withdrew his
hand; held, sufficient proof of theft. Files v: State, 36 App. 206, 36 S. W. 93.

Evidence in explanation of possession of alleged stolen money held admissible.
Britain v, State, 52 App. 169, 105 S. W. 817.

Evidence held insufficient to sustain a conviction of theft from the person, com

mitted by a taking privately and without the knowledge of the person from whom
the property was taken. Grant v. State, '59 App. 123, 127 S. W. 173.

Evidence, on a trial for theft from the person, that the prosecuting witness felt
something brush against his person, and upon feeling ascertained that his pocket
book had been taken, that accused ran away, and was chased by the prosecuting
witness and arrested by officers, who were called, and that upon the following
morning the pocketbook was found in a private inclosure near the point where ac

cused was arrested, was sufficient to sustain a conviction. Johnson v. State, 70
!App. 347, 156 S. W. 1181.

.

On a trial for theft from the person, evidence held sufficient to support a con

viction on the theory that accused either committed the theft, or was a prlncipal
if it was committed by another. Black v. State, 72 App. 481, 162 S. W. 521.

9. Charge of court.-Where the indictment charged that the property was tak
en "so suddenly as not to allow time to make resistance before said property was

carried away" and the prosecuting witness testified that he was awakened by
some one putting his hand into his pocket but did not know that the money was

taken until the person was gone, held error for the court to instruct the jury to
convict if defendant took the money "so suddenly" or if he took it "without the
knowledge," etc. Swartz v. State (Cr. App.) 27 S. W. 136.

The indictment charged defendant with taking the property so suddenly as to
not allow time for resistance, the court instructed on the phase of the case and
also as to the offense when committed without the knowledge of prosecutor; held
error, but in this case the charge was not excepted to, the evidence was over

whelming and the case will not be reversed. Robinson v. State, 37 App, 195, 39
S. W. 107.

In a prosecution for theft from the person, an instruction to acquit if defendant
took the property with prosecutor's consent, and afterwards formed the intent to

appropriate it, is sufficient, as bearing on defendant's claim that he had prose
cutor's consent to take the property. O'Toole v. State, 51 S. W. 244, 40 App. 578.

It is not error to quote the whole definition of theIaw in a charge and then ap-
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ply the particular phase of the law applicable to the facts, in instructing the jury.
Mathis v. State (Cr. App.) 65 S. W. 523.

The court should have charged that if, prior to the taking of the money, prose
cutor told defendant to take care of him in case he got too drunk to take care of
himself, and defendant believed prosecutor intended him to take his money from
him, or in case they had a reasonable doubt as to whether that was true, in either
case they should acquit. McMahan v. State, 50 App. 244, 96 S. W. 17.

Where the evidence shows that defendant was engaged to be married to the
prosecuting witness, and that, upon noticing that the prongs on her diamond rings
needed tightening, stated that if she would let him have them he would have them
repaired, to which she replied that she could have it done herself, whereupon he
took them from her fingers, there is not sufficient evidence to raise an issue of
theft from the person, authorizing the giving of a requested instruction by de
fendant on that issue. Creale v. State, 71 App, 9, 158 S. W. 268.

10. -- Duplicity.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 481.

11. -- Description of property and money.-See notes under C. C. P. arts.
458, 468.

Art. 1352. [880a] Attempt to commit the offense.-If any per
son shall attempt to commit the offense of theft from the person, as

defined in the two preceding articles, he shall be punished by con

finement in the penitentiary not less than one nor more than three
years. [Act 1909, p. 70.]

CHAPTER ELEVEN

THEFT OF ANIMALS
Art.
1353. Theft of horse, etc.
1354. Theft of cattle.
1355. Theft of sheep, hogs, etc., how

punished.

Art.
1356. Wilfully driving stock from range.

theft.
1357. Party may drive stock in range.
1358. What proof sufficient for the state.

Article 1353. [881] Theft of horse, etc.-If any person shall
steal any horse, ass or mule, he shall be punished by confinement
in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than ten years. [Act
Feb. 12, 1858, p. 181; amended Act 1897, p. 83.]

See notes under chapter 9.

Cited, Sparks v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W -, 351.

Explanatory.-Amended in revising (1879) by omrtttngfhe words "gelding, mare,
colt," which were contained in the original article.

Effect of amendment.-Act 1897 did not abrogate the punishment for theft as a

bailee by changing the punishment for theft under article 1353 after the enact
ment of article 1359, as the latter article merely provided that whatever punish ..

ment was prescribed at any time by the Penal Code should be applicable to theft
by a bailee. Brown v. State, 57 App. 570, 124 S. W. 101.

Distinguished from other offenses.-Where a person takes up a horse as an

estray, without the present intention of committing theft thereof, his appropria
tion of, the horse thereafter, without a compliance with the estray laws, does not
constitute theft of the horse, but merely a violation of the estray laws. McCarty
v. State, 36 App, 135, 35 S. W. 994.

Defendant was convicted under a general indictment for the theft of a horse.
It appeared that the owner of the horse loaned it to defendant for use in working
his crop, and defendant afterwards took )the horse out of the county, and sold it.
There was no evidence of an intention to convert the horse to defendant's own

use when he acquired possession of it. Held, that the conviction could not be
sustained, since the prosecution should have been made under art. 1348, for con

version of the property while in defendant's possession under a contract of bor
rowing. Mangum v. State, 38 App, 231, 42 S. W. 291.

One assisting a person, having possession as employe, of horses of another,
in driving them away with the purpose of appropriating them is not guilty of theft.
but is guilty of embezzlement. Pearce v. State, 50 App, 507, 98 S. W. 861.

Punishment under statute exclusive.-A prosecution for horse theft is properly
based on this article and the punishment prescribed therein is properly inflicted
and not that stated under article 1329. Beard v. State, 45 �PP. 522, 78 S. W. 348:

Principals.-See notes under article 74, ante.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 639.
Conviction of driving from accustomed range on indictment for theft, see notes

under arts. 1356, 1386.
Description of animal, see notes under C. C. 'P. art. 458.
Indictment can charge theft of one head of cattle under this article. Warren v,

State (Cr. App.) 105 s. W. 817.
-'- Ownership.-See notes under C. C. 'P. art. 457.
Evidence,.-See notes under chapter 9, and see C. C. P. art. 783 et seq.
Evidence held sufficient to sustain conviction. Lopez v. State, 46 App. 473, 8()

S, W. 1016.
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Evidence held insufficient to support conviction. Young v: State, 47 App. 468,
83 S. W. 808; Shilling v: State, 52 App, 326, 106 S. W. 357.

Charge.-Where, on a prosecution for horse theft, defendant claimed that he
took the horse merely for the purpose of using it, and with intent to return it, it

having been turned over to him by one who stated that he had borrowed it from
the owner, an instruction that, if accused took the horse with intent not to deprive
the owner of the value of it, but merely to use it, the jury should acquit, was

proper. Windom v. State, 44 App, 514, 72 S. W. 193.

Art. 1354. [882] Theft of cattle.-If any person shall steal any
cattle or hog, he shall be punished by confinement in the state peni
tentiary not less than two nor more than four years. [Act May 17,.
1873, p. 80.]

See notes under articles 74, 77, and 79, and chapter -9, ante.
See Smith v. State, 24 App. 290, 6 S. W. 40; Coward v. State, 24 App, 590, 7

S. W. 332; Spoonemore v, State, 25 App, 358, 8 S. W. 280; Davis v. State, 55 App,
495, 117 S. W. 159; Warren v. State, 51 App, 616, 103 S. W. 853; Parks v, State,
46 App, 100, 79 S. W. 301; O'Quinn v, State, 55 App. 18, 115 S. W. 39; McBride v,

State, 48 App. 213, 88 S. W. 237; Sparks v. State (Cr. App.) 174 S. W. 351.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 640.
Allegations of ownership, see notes under C. C. P. art. 457.
Description of property, see notes under C. C. P. art. 458.

Evidence.-Evidence relating to brands generally, see C. C. P. art. 783 et seq.
And see, also, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 7160.

Evidence held to sustain conviction for theft of hogs. Clark v. State (Cr.
App.) 36 s. W. 273; Wright v. State, 40 App. 45, 48 S. W. 191; Areola v. State, 40>
App. 51, 48 S. W. 195; Pate v. State, 47 App. 373, 83 S. W. 1)95; Gibson v: State,
47 App. 489, 83 S. W. 1119; Wright v. State, 47 App, 433, 84 S. W. 593. Contra,
Smith v. State, 44 App. 81, 68 S. W. 510; Womack v, State, 48 App. 148, 86 S. W ..

1015; Fruger v. State, 54 App. 638, 114 S. W. 794.
Admissibility of evidence, see Tankersley v, State, 51 App, 224, 101 S. W. 997;

Thompson v. State, 42 App. 140, 57 S. W. 805.

Art. 1355. [883] Theft of sheep, goat, etc.; how punished.-If
any person shall steal any sheep or goat, he shall be punished by
confinement in the state penitentiary for not less than two nor more

than four years. [Art. 748 Rev. P. C. 1879; art. 883 Rev. P. C.
1895; Act 1893, ch. 26; Amended Act 1905, p. 16.]

See notes under chapter 9.
See Ellis v. State, 27 App. 190, 11 S. W. 111; Sparks v. State (Cr. App.) 174

S. W. 351.

Exp,lanatory.-This article was amended in the revision of 1879 so as to make
the offense a felony or misdemeanor dependent upon the value of the proper-ty,
it being a felony under the original article as at present without regard to the
value of the property taken. - Decisions as to felony or misdemeanor are included
in the notes under article 1342, ante.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 641.

Art. 1356. [884] Wilfully driving stock from range, theft.-If
any person shall wilfully take into possession and drive, use or re

move from its accustomed range, any live stock not his own, with
out the consent of the owner, and with intent to defraud the owner

thereof, he shall be deemed guilty of theft, and, on conviction, shall
be confined in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than five
years, or be fined in a sum not to exceed one thousand dollars, or by
both such imprisonment and fine, at the discretion of the jury trying
the case. [Act Nov. 12, 1866, p. 188.]

Offense In general.-To come within this article, the driving must be "wilful,"
that is, committed with evil intent, etc., a fact that is presumed from the driv
ing. Owens v. State, 19 App. 242.

To constitute this o-ffense it is essential that the act be wilfully committed, that
is, with evil intent, or without reasonable ground to believe that it was lawful.
Yoakum v, State, 21 App. �60, 17 S. W. 254.

On trial for removing horse from its accustomed range the question of intent
is not in issue. Beachamp v. State (Cr. App.) 28 s. W. 807.

Distinguished from theft in generaL-This article contemplates the driving of
stock from its accustomed range and not the bare theft of an animal running at
large near the house of its owner, taken in custody by a thief, carried to an

other or adjoining neighborhood and sold. Terry v. State, 43 App, 353, 66 S. W.
452.

Conviction and verdict under indictment for theft.--See notes under art. 1386.
post, and C. C. P. art. 770.

Under an indictment for the theft of an animal, the defendant may be con

victed of ·this offense. Counts v . State, 37 Tex. 593; Campbell v. State, 42 Tex.

5!U; Bawcom v. State, 41 Tex. 189; Marshall v. State, 4 App. 549; Powell v. State,
7 App. 467; Turner v. State, ld. 596; Foster v. State, 21 App. 80, 17 S. W. 548;
Smith v. State, 21 App. 133, -17 S. W. 558; McElmurray v. Btate, 21 App. 691, �
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S. W. 892; Campbell v. State, 22 App. 262, 2 S. W. 825; Guest v. state, 24 App.
530, 7 8. W, 242.

If the proof upon which the state. depends leaves it in doubt whether the of
fense is theft per se or wilfully driving stock from. the range, the indictment
should charge both in different counts. Smith v. State, 34 Tex. 612.

Where conviction was had under article 1356 on an indictment for cattle theft
and a new trial was granted the defendant, it was held that on another trial he

might be convicted of the theft as charged in the indictment. Campbell v. State,
22 App. 262, 2 S. W. 825, overruling Sisk v . State, 9 App, 90.

Conviction for the theft of an animal will bar a subsequent prosecution under
this article. McElmurray v . State, 21 App. 691, 2 S. W. 892.

Though under an indictment charging theft of cattle in the usual form, a con

viction may be had either for the theft defined in article 1356, or for the misde

meanor of driving cattle from their accustomed range as defined in article 1386,
the verdict, to be sufficient, must show with reasonable certainty of which offense,
the felony or the misdemeanor, the accused was found guilty. Guest v. State, 24

App 530, 7 S. W. 242. And on the same subject, see Id.; Taylor v. State, 25 App.
96, 7 S. W. 861; Spoonemore v. State, 25 App, 358, 8 S. W. 280; Woods v. State,
26 App. 490, 10 S. W. 108; Lopez v. State, 28 App. 343, 13 S. W. 219.

Conviction under article 1356 cannot be held under an indictment charging theft

of such animals. Long v. State, 39 App, 461, 46 8. W. 821, 73 Am. St. Rep. 954

(overruling Counts v. State, 37 Tex. 593; Campbell v. State, 42 Tex. 591; Baw

com v. State, 41 Tex. 189; Marshall v. State, 4 App, 549; Powell v. State, 7 App.
467; Turner v. State, Id., 596; Foster v. State, 21 App. 80, 17 S. W. 548; Smith
v. State, 21 App. 133, 17 S. W. 558, and Guest v. State, 24 App. 530, 7 S. W. 242).

It is error to charge that defendant can be convicted of driving stock from
accustomed range, under an indictment for theft. Chambers v. State (Cr. App.)
59 S. W. 261.

Venue.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 245.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 642.
See Shubert v. State, 20 App, 320; Woods v. State, 26 App. 490, 10 S. W. 108.
The indictment for this offense need not aver an intention to appropriate the

animals to the use of the defendant. Smith v. State, 34 Tex. 612. It is proper,
and perhaps necessary, to allege the ownership of the animals. Smith v. State,
43 Tex. 433; State v. Faucett, 15 Tex. 585. It may allege that the animal was

driven out of the instead of its accustomed range. Fowler v. State, 38 Tex. 559.
If the driving includes several different animals belonging to different owners,

all may be embraced in one count. Long v. State, 43 Tex. 467.
An indictment which used the word "deprive" instead of the statutory word

"defraud" in alleging the intent, was held sufficient. Shubert v. State, 20 App.
820.

It need not describe the "range." Foster v. State, 21 App. 80, 17 S. W. 548;
State v. Thompson, 40 Tex. 515. Nor state the distance the animal was driven.
Darnell v. State, 43 Tex. 147.

Burden of proof as to mitigation or Justlfication.-It devolves on the defense to
prove mitigating or justifying facts. Owen v. State, 19 App. 242.

Admissibility of evidence.-In a prosecution for wilfully driving a Jersey bull
from his accustomed range, it was no defense that defendant did the act charged
in order to protect his Hereford cows from being served; and evidence of the dif
ference in value between calves of Hereford cows from a Hereford sire and from
a Jersey sire was properly excluded. Buster v. State (Cr. App.) 163 S. W. 730.

Charge of court.-It is error to charge that a party acting under another's au

thority must know that the latter had a right to give it, and that A. can not give
B. authority over more than one brand. Wills v. State, 40 Tex. 69. Having ad
mitted proof that other property of like character was driven at the same time
and from the same place as the property described in the indictment, the trial
court erred in omitting in its charge to limit the jury as to the legitimate pur
poses for which such proof could be considered. In instructing the jury upon the
law relating to this offense, the charge need not explain the legal signification of
the word "wilfully," though it would not be improper to do so. Wheeler v. State,
23 App. 598, 5 S. W. 160.

Art. 1357. [885] Party may drive stock in, range.-Nothing in
the preceding article contained shall be construed to prevent any
person from driving his own and other stock that may be mixed
therewith to the nearest convenient point within the usual range of
such stock, for separation. [Id., p. 187.]

Art. 1358. [886] What proof sufficient for the state.-In any
prosecution under article 1356, it shall only be necessary for the
state to prove the act of driving, using or removing from its accus

tomed range, any live stock not belonging to, or under the control
of, the accused; and it shall devolve upon the accused to show any
fact under which he can justify or mitigate the offense. [Id. p.
188.]

"

Burden of proof.-It only devolves upon the state to prove the act of driving,
using, or removing from its accustomed range any live stock not belonging to or
under the control of the accused. It devolves upon the accused to show any fact
in justification or mitigation of the act. Owens v. State, 19 App. 242.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE RE
COVERY OF STOLEN ANIMALS AND THE DETEC

TION AND PUNISHMENT OF THIEVES
Art.
1359. Want of bill of sale prima facie.

evidence of illegal possession.
1360. Driving stock to market without

bill of sale.
1361. Butchering unmarked or unbrand

ed animals.
1362. Not applicable to animals raised

by butcher.
1363. Butcher failing to make report of

animals slaughtered.
1364. Before engaging in business of

slaughter and sale of animals,
what is required.

1365. Butchers and slaughterers requir
ed to file bond.

1366. Penalty for failure to make bond.

Art.
1367. Required to keep record of cattle

purchased or slaughtered.
1368. Penalty for purchasing slaughter

ed cattle, unless, etc.
1369. The record provided for to be

open for inspection, etc.
1370. Duty of county attorney.
1371. Inspector to keep record.
1372. Counties exempt.
1373. Auctioneer selling animal without

written statement, etc.
1374. Auctioneer failing to report sales

of animals.
1375. This chapter not to apply to

Karnes county.

Article 1359. [887] Want of bill of sale prima facie evidence
of illegal possession.c=Upon the trial of any person charged with
the theft of any animal of the horse, ass or cattle species, the pos
session of such stolen animal by the accused, without a written
transfer or bill of sale, containing a specific description of such ani
mal, shall be prima facie evidence against the accused that such pos
session was illegal. [Act Nov. 13, 1886, p. 223; .amended, Act 1899,
p.87.]

See notes under art. 7171, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.
As to charging this article in a prosecution for theft, see notes under 1329, ante.
See Willey v. State, 22 App. 408, 3 S. W. 570; Gilleland v. State, 24 App, 524,

7 S. W. 241; Graves v. State, 28 App, 354, 13 S. W. 149; Abrigo v. State, 29 App,
143, 15 S. W. 408.

Explanatory.-Articles 1359 to 1363, 1366, 1369, 1373, 1374, seem to be exactly the
same as the old ones, but 1365, 1367, 1368, and 1372, have all been changed.

Constitutionality.-Act Nov. 13, 1866, to regulate the sale, etc., of livestock,
held constitutional. State v. Dietz, 30 Tex. 511; Faith v. State, 32 Tex. 373.

Rule prior to statute.-Prior to the enactment of this article, the absence of a

written conveyance was not prima facie evidence of illegal possession. Espy v.

State, 32 Tex. 375.
.

Bill of sale as evidence In general.-See notes on evidence under article 1329.
It is not a valid objection to a bill of sale that it was recorded In the wrong

book. Britt v. State, 21 App, 215, 2 S. W. 255.
A bill of sale to be admissible in evidence must be filed among the papers of

the cause at least three days before the commencement of the trial, and notice
of such filing given to the opposite party or his attorney, or its execution must
be proved. If the bill of sale be subscribed by a witness, its execution can not
be proved by another witness, unless the absence of the subscribing witness is
accounted for. It is no objection to a bill of sale that it was not recorded until
after the date of the alleged theft, and an unrecorded, unacknowledged bill of sale
is admissible evidence to prove ownership in a prosecution for theft. The prop
erty mentioned in the bill of sale must be identified as the alleged stolen property.
Morrow v. State, 22 App. 239, 2 S. W. 624.

Where, on trial for the theft of a horse, the bill of sale given by defendant to
the person to whom he sold the horse is proved by witnesses who saw defendant
execute it, it is not necessary to file such bill of sale with the record three days
before the trial, as the rule requiring instruments to be so filed only applies to
those the execution of which is not proved aliunde. Williams v. State, 30 App,
153, 16 S. W. 760.

On the trial for theft of a cow, a bill of sale to the alleged owner describing
the cow in question is admissible in evidence, though not recorded. Wilson v,

State, 32 App. 22, 22 S. W. 39.
On the trial for theft, a bill of sale, made by defendant, of the animal alleged

to have been stolen, is admissible in evidence, though it was not acknowledged or

recorded. Lockwood v. State, 32 App, 137, 22 S. W. 413.
An instruction that the law requires a butcher to take a bill of sale to cattle

bought and slaughtered by him as such butcher, but no law exists requiring a

purchaser of hogs to take a btll of sale therefor to show his good faith in the
possession, held proper. Wheeler v. State, 38 App, 71, 41 S. W. 615.

Rebuttal of presumptton+=I'he presumption of illegal possession arising from
the absence of a written .... conveyance may be rebutted by parol proof of any fact
tending to show legality of possession. Wills v. State, 40 Tex. 69; GarCia v. State,
12 App, 335; Flores v. State, 13 App, 665; Gomez v. State, 15 App. 64; Sehindle
v. State, Id. 394; White v. State, 21 App, 339, 17 S. W. 727.
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The presumption from failure to produce a written conveyance is not conclusive,
and may be rebutted by competent evidence. F'lores y. State, 13 App. 665; Garcia
v. State, 12 App. 335.

Art. 1360. [888] Driving stock to market without bill of sale.

-Any person who may be found in any county of this state driving
to market any animals, such as are specified in the preceding article,
and who has not in his possession a bill of sale or transfer for each
and all of said animals, containing their marks and brands, or a list
of such marks and brands of any of such animals as were raised by
himself, both said bill of sale and list being duly certified as record
ed by the clerk of the county court of the county from which such
animals have been driven, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction, shall be fined not exceeding two thousand dol
lars. [Id., p. 224; amended, Act 1899, p. 87.]

See notes under arts. 7170-7172 Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.

Constitutionality.-See note under article 1359.

Repeal of former law.-The repeal of the act of 1863 (P. D., art. 2417) by this
.act did not abate prosecutions. Gill v. State, 30 Tex. 514.

The act of May 22, 1871, not applying to certain counties, the act of 1866 was .

not repealed as to those counties. Id. But see Monroe v . State, 3 App. 341.

Offense.-It is no violation of the statute for one to drive cattle of his own

raising to the market in the county of his residence and where the cattle were

raised without having in his possession a recorded list of his marks and brands.
.Serrterfit v. State, 41 Tex. 186.

Venue.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 258.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 643.

.

The indictment (under P. D., art. 2417) need only charge generally "that de
fendant did butcher beef for the market of B., and did fail to return a list of the
marks and brands," etc. Schutze v. State, 30 Tex. 508.

Charge of court.-The court must not charge in the face of the evidence as to
complicity, and upon an assumption not warranted by the evidence. Bergstrom v.

:State, 36 Tex. 336.

Art. 1361. [889] Butchering unmarked or unbranded animals.
·-If any butcher or other person, engaged in the slaughter of ani
mals, shall kill, or cause to be killed, any unmarked or unbranded
.animal for market, or shall purchase and kill, or cause to be killed,
any animal, without having taken a bill of sale or written transfer
from the person selling the same, he shall be fined not less than fifty
nor more than three hundred dollars. [Act Nov. 13, 1866, p. 244;
.amended, Act 1899, p. '87.]

See notes under article 1359, ante.

What constitutes offense.-Where a butcher slaughters two unmarked cattle for
a stranger and then buys them and sells them, he is properly convicted under this
.article. Hunt v. State, 33 App. 93, 25 S. W. 127.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 644, 645.

Art. 1362. [890] Not applicable to animals raised by butchers.
-The preceding article shall not apply to the slaughter of any ani
mal raised by the person slaughtering the same. [Id.; amended,
Act 1899, p. 87.]

.

Constltutionality.-See notes under article 1359, ante.

Art. 1363. [891] Butcher failing to make report of animals
slaughtered.-If any person engaged in the slaughter and sale of
.animals for market in any county, city, town or village in this state,
-shall fail to report to the commissioners' court of the county in
which he transacts such business, at each regular term thereof, the
.number, color, age, sex, marks and brands of every animal slaughter
-ed by him since the last term of said court, accompanied with a bill
-of sale or written conveyance to him of every animal slaughtered,
save such as were raised by himself, which shall be specified, he
shall be punished by a fine of not less than fifty nor more than three
hundred dollars. [Id.; amended, Act 1899, p. 87.]

See note under article 1372, post.
H istorlcal.-The above provtslon was re-enacted in 1907 as an amendment of

.art, 4943 Rev. St. 1895. See art. 7173 Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.
.

Constitutlonality.-See notes under article 1359 ante.
This article does not conflict with section 10 of the Bill o� l"tigh�S.. ,Aston. v,

;State, 27 App, 574, 11 S. W. 637. .'
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Conflict with revised civil statutes.-There is no conflict between this article
and article 4943 of' the Revised Statutes of' 1895 (Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art.
7173). Dreyer v. State, 10 App, 97.

'Substantive offense.-This article defines a substantive offense, not limited by
or dependent UPOn any other enactment, and is a general law in force throughout
the state. Dreyer- v. State, 10 App. 97.

Report contemplated by statute.-A butcher cannot excuse himself for failure
to report to the county comnusstoners court at each regular term by producing a

report for said term sworn to and filed at a later term. Bruns v. State, 33 App.
415, 26 S. W. 722.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 646, 647.
Indictment should allege, not only that defendant was a butcher, but that he

had slaughtered a number of animals, etc., and had failed to make a report of
the same. Braun v. State, 40 App. 241, 49 S. W. 620.

When indictment alleged that the defendant was engaged in the butcher busi
ness on the 11th day of February, and that he did not make a report at first meet
ing of the commissioners' court, which was on the same day, it is fatally defective
in not alleging that he was engaged in the business prior to said 11th day of Feb
ruary. Braun v. State, 40 App. 241, 49 S. W. 620.

An indictment for this offense field insufficient. Kinney v. State, 21 App. 348,
17 S. W. 423.

An indictment charging that defendant failed to make report "of all animals
purchased and slaughtered by him," held defective in that it only partially stated
the offense. Kinney v. State, 21 App. 348, 17 S. W. 423.

Former laws.-See Bergstrom v. State, 36 Tex. 336; Monroe v. State, 3 App.
341; Schultze v. State, 30 Tex. 508.

Art. 1364.. Before engaging in business of slaughter and sale of
animals, what is required.-Before engaging in the business of
slaughter and sale of animals for market, every person, firm or cor

poration, desiring to so engage, must first register his name or their
names with the county clerk, indicating their purpose to engage in
such business, and, upon failure to so first register their names,
they may be fined in any sum not less than five dollars nor more

than twenty-five dollars. Provided, nothing in this law shall be
construed to apply to slaughter houses in this state slaughtering as

many as three hundred cattle per day. [Act 1907, p. 240.]
Constitutionality.-See notes under article 1359 ante.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 647.

Art. 1365. [892] Butchers and slaughterers required to file
bond.-Every person, before he shall set up and carry on the trade or

occupation of a butcher: or slaughterer of cattle in the state of Texas,
shall file a bond, to be approved by the county judge of the county
in which he resides to carryon the business, in a sum not less than
two hundred dollars, nor more than one thousand dollars, payable to
the state of Texas, conditioned that he shall keep a true and faithful
record, in a book kept for that purpose, of all cattle purchased or

slaughtered by him, with a description of the animal, including
marks, brands, age, color, weight and from whom purchased and the
date thereof, that he will have the hide and ear of such animal in
spected by the inspector, or some magistrate of the county, within
twenty days after it is slaughtered, and that he will not purchase
any cattle that has been slaughtered by another, unless the hide
and ears of such slaughtered animal accompany said animal offered
for sale, and that he will not purchase any animal that has been
slaughtered by another, when the ear marks or brands on the hide
accompanying such animal, when offered for sale, have been chang
ed, mutilated or destroyed. [Act April 6, 1889, § 1; amend. 1893, p.
38; amended, Act 1899, p. 87.]

Constitutionality.-See notes under article 1359, ante.

Repeal as to Mitchell county.-Act Feb. 20, 1909 (Laws 1909, c. 14), exempting
Mitchell county' from the operation of Rev. St. 1895, arts. 5002-5042 (Vernon's
Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts. 7256-7304) relating to the Inspectton of hides and ani
mals, did not repeal as to such county this article, originally taken from Rev. St.
1895, art. 4948, under chapter 3 of tit. 102, relating to the sale, slaughter, and
shipment of animals. Grable v. State, 62 App. 108, 136 S. W. 775.

.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 647.

. Art. 1366. [893] Penalty for failure to. make such bond.-Ev
ery person who shall carryon the business of butcher or slaughterer
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of animals, without having filed with the clerk of the county court
of the county in which he conducts such business the bond provided
for in article 1365, shall be fined in any sum not less than five dol
lars nor more than two hundred dollars. [Id., § 2; amend., Id.;
amended, Act 1899, p. 87.]

Constitutionality.-See notes under article 1359, ante.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 647.

Art. 1367. [894] Required to keep record of cattle purchased
or slaughtered.-Every person who shall carryon the business of
butcher or slaughterer of animals and shall fail to keep a true and
faithful record, in a book kept for the purpose, of all cattle pur
chased and slaughtered by him, together with a description of each
animal, including brand, age, color, weight and from whom pur
chased and the date of purchase, or shall fail to give the hide and
ears of such animal or animals inspected by the inspector or some

magistrate, within twenty days after such animal is slaughtered,
shall be fined in any sum not less than twenty dollars nor more

than two hundred dollars. [Id., § 3; amended, Act 1899, p. 87.]
Constitutionality.-See notes under article 1359, ante.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 648.

Art. 1368. [895] Penalty for purchasing slaughtered cattle,
unless accompanied by hide and ears, etc.-Any person engaged in
butchering or slaught.ering, and who shall purchase any cattle that
have been slaughtered by another without the hide and ears of such
animal accompanying the same, or shall purchase any animal that
has been slaughtered by another when the ear mark or brand on

the hide accompanying the same, when offered for sale, have been
changed, mutilated or destroyed, shall be fined in any sum not less
than fifty nor more than two hundred dollars. [Id., § 4; amend.
Id.; amended, Act 1899, p. 87.]

Constitutionality.-See notes under article 1359, ante.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 649.

Art. 1369. [896] The record provided for in article 1367 to be
open for inspection.-The record provided for in article 1367 of this
charter shall be open to the inspection of all parties; and any
butcher refusing to permit such inspection at any reasonable hour
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding twenty-five dollars. [Id.,
§ 5; amended, Act 1899, p. 87.]

Constitutionallty.-See notes under article 1359', ante.

Art. 1370. [897] Duty of county attorney.-In addition to the
criminal prosecution that may be brought under this law, it is the
duty of the county attorney to bring a civil action against any
butcher or slaughterer of animals for any violations of the terms of
the bond prescribed in article 1365. [Act 1893, p. 38; amended,
Act 1899, p. 87.]

See Willson's Cr. Forms, 651.

Constltutlonality.-See notes under article 1359, ante.

Art. 1371. [898] Inspector to keep record.-It shall be the
duty of the inspector or magistrate to keep a record of the marks,
brands, color and general description of such hides, and for whom
inspected, with the date of inspection, and return a copy of the
same to the clerk of the county ceurt of the county in which it was

inspected within thirty days after said inspection; and said inspec
tor or magistrate shall be entitled to receive ten cents for each hide
so inspected, to be paid by the party having the hide inspected;
and any inspector or magistrate failing to keep such book, or failing
to make such report as above provided for, may be fined in any
sum not less than one dollar nor more than twenty-five dollars.
[Id.; amended, Act 1899, p. 87.]

Constitutionallty.-See notes under article 1359, ante.
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Art. 1372. [899] Counties exempt.-The provisions of this
law shall not apply to either of the following counties: Denton,
Comanche, Clay, Van Zandt, Galveston, Harris, Montgomery,
Walker, San Jacinto, Chambers, Liberty, Jefferson, Hardin, New

ton, Jasper, Tyler, Polk, Trinity, Houston, Cherokee, Nacogdoches,
Angelina, San Augustine, Sabine, Shelby, Panola, Rusk, Smith,
Gregg, Harrison, Marion, Upshur, Wood, Rains, Hopkins, Frank
lin, Camp, Titus, Morris, Cass, Bowie, Reel River, Delta, Lamar,
Fannin, Grayson, Collin, Hunt, Dallas, Tarrant, Johnson, Ellis,
Kaufman, Van Zandt, Henderson, Anderson, Navarro, Hill, Me
Lerman, Limestone, Freestone, Leon Madison, Grimes, Waller,
Austin, Fayette, Bastrop, Lee, Fort Bend, Washington, Burleson,
Brazos, Milam, Robertson, Falls, Bell, \Villiamson, Travis, Bexar,
Bee, Calhoun, DeWitt, Goliad, Refugio, Wharton, Matagorda,
Brazoria, Lavaca, Comal, Hays, Caldwell, Guadalupe, Karnes, Gil
lespie, Blanco, Llano. Kendall, Kimball, Mason, Kerr, Bandera,
Sutton, Gonzales and Colorado. It is further provided that Palo
Pinto county is exempted from the operation of this law. [Act
1889, p. 84; Act 1893, p. 38; Act 1899, p. 87; Act 1905, p. 104;
Act 1909, p. 74; Act 1911, ch. 14; Act 1915, ch. 65; Act 1915, 1st
S. S., p. 35, ch. 17, § 1, amending art. 1372 Rev. Pen. Code, 1911.]

See Willson's Cr. Forms, 647.

ConstitutlonaJlty.-See notes under article 1359, ante.

Application to article 1363.-This article in exempting certain counties from
"the provisions of this law," means the provisions of the law of 1893 brought for
ward by the codifiers, and not at all to article 1363, though it is found in the same

chapter of the Penal Code. Braun v. State, 40 App. 241, 49 S·. W. 620.

Art. 1373. [901] Auctioneer selling animal without written
statement. etc.-If any auctioneer or other person shall sell at auc

tion any horse, mule or ox, without first requiring from the party
for whom such sale is made, a written statement signed by him of
the manner in which, and the name and residence of the person
from whom, he acquired such animal, he shall be fined not less than
fifty nor more than one hundred dollars. [Act April 14, 1874, p.
98; amended, Act 1899, p. 89.]

Constitutionality.-See notes under article 1359, ante.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 652.

Art. 1374. [902] Auctioneer failing to report sales of animals.
-If any auctioneer or other person shall sell at auction any horse,
mule or ox, and shall fail, within ten days after such, sale, to file
with the clerk of the county court the written statement specified
in the preceding article, duly attested with his certificate as to its
genuineness, and accompanied with a further certificate containing
an accurate description of the animal sold, together with the names

and residences of the seller and purchaser, he shall be punished as

prescribed in the preceding article. [ld.; amended, Act 1899,
p.89.]

Constitutionality.-See notes under article 1359, ante.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 653.

Art. 1375. This chapter not to apply to Kames county.-The
provisions of chapter 12, title 17, of the Penal Code, in so far as

the same relate to and require the inspection by a magistrate, or

an inspector, of the ears and hides of animals slaughtered by butch
ers, shall not apply to Karnes county. [Act 1909, p. 132.]

H istorical.-The amendment, in 1915, of art. 1372, ante, may supersede this
article.

Constitutionallty.-See notes under article 1359, ante.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

ILLEGAL MARKING AND BRANDING AND OTHER OF-·
FENSES RELATING TO STOCK

Art.
1376. Illegal marking and branding.
1377. Altering or defacing mar.. or

brand.
1378. Using mark or brand not on rec

ord.
1379. Same subject.
1380. Killing unmarked or. unbranded

cattle, etc.
1381. Procedure in prosecutions for.
1382. Skinning cattle.

Art.
1383. Having possession of hide without.

owner's consent.
1384. Having possession of hide with

brand cut out, etc.
1385. Milking another's cow.

1386. Driving cattle from range.
1387. Preceding article qualified.
1388. Procedure in such cases.

1389. False pedigree and certificate of"
sale.

Article 1376. [903] Illegal marking and branding.-Every
person who shall mark or brand any horse, mule, ass or cattle, or

who shall mark any sheep, goat or hog, not being his own, and
without the consent of the owner, and with intent to defraud, shall
be punished in the same manner as if he had committed a theft.
of such animal.

See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts. 7151-7160, and notes thereunder.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 654.
See State v. Faucett, 15 'I'ex. 584; Cresap v. State, 28 App. 529, 13 S. W. 992;

. Mayes v. State, 33 Tex. 340; Adams v. State, 16 App. 162; House v. State, 15.

App. 522.
The indictment should allege the name of the owner of the animal, or that the

owner is unknown. State v. Haws, 41 Tex. 161; State v. Faucett, 15 Tex. 584.
The indictment must allege that the act was done "without the consent of the

owner" and "with intent to defraud." State v. Hall, 27 Tex. -B33.
Where the indictment charges the illegal marking or branding of a horse, mule,

ass, or cattle, it need not allege value; but, if. the animal be a sheep, goat, or

hog, value must be alleged. If the value alleged be less than twenty dollars,
value need not be proved, as in such case the offense alleged is a misdemeanor,
and its punishment is not graded by the value of the animal. Melton v. State, 20
App. 202.
-- Description of animal.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 458.
-- Proof and varlance.-Where an indictment alleged that the animal was.

the property of Joseph R., and the evidence proved it to be the property of Napo
leon R., the variance was held fatal. Mayes v. State, 33 Tex. 340.

Allegations that the act was done "without the consent of the owner" and
"with intent to defraud" must be proved. Fossett v. State, 11 App. 40.

Evidence.-As to evidence relating to brands, see C. C. P. arts. 783 et seq., and
also Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 7160.

And "want of consent" can not be proved by the declarations of the owner

to a third person. West v. State, 32 Tex. 651; Cresap v. State, 28 App, 529, 13 S.
W.992.

See a case for evidence which negatived any criminal intent. Taylor v. State,
35 Tex. 496.

Charge of court.-The court instructed the jury if they believed that the de
fendant had permission from S. to mark his hogs, and if they found that defendant
at the time he marked the hogs believed that they belonged to S. and that he had:
a right to mark them, they should acquit him; held, correct. Goree v. State (Cr.
App.) 34 S. W. 119.

Failure of court to limIt effect of evidence as to brands; held, error. Childers.
V. State, 37 App. 392, 35 S. W. 654.

Former jeopardy.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 9.

Art. 1377. [904] Altering or defacing mark or brand.-Every·
person who shall alter or deface the mark or brand of any horse,
mule, ass or cattle, or shall alter or deface the mark of any sheep,
goat or hog, not being his own property, and without the consent
of the owner, and with intent to defraud, shall be punished in the
same manner as if he had committed a theft of such animal. [Act
Feb. 12, 1858, pp. 181-82.]

Laws 1893, p, 25 (art. 1355, ante) considered in connection with Pen. Code'
(1879) art. 760, provides a punishment without further leglslation for subsequent
alteration of marks of hogs. Barfield v. State (Cr. App.) 43 8'. W. 333.

Nature and elements of offense.-Putting a new brand on an animal already'
branded, without the consent of the owner, is an "altering" of the brand within
the meaning of this article, although such new brand may not interfere with the
figure of the old brand, and may be on another part of the animal. Linney v.

State, 6 Tex. 1, 55 Am. Dec. 756; Boyd v. State, 24 App. 570, 6 8'. W. 853, 5 Am;
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St. Rep. 908; Coward v. State, 24 App. 590, 7 S. W. 332; Alford v. State, 31 App.
299. 20 S. W. 553.

"Altering" and "defacing" are not synonymous. Defacing means obliterating.
Altering means changing to another brand. Linney v. State, 6 Tex. 1, 55 Am.
Dec. 756.

To constitute this offense, it is not necessary that the original sear of the old
brand should be changed. The alteration may be effected by so clipping the hair
-on the original brand, as to change it into another brand. If the defendant, with
fra.udulerrt intent, altered the brand on an animal not his own, without the con

sent of the owner, he is guilty of this offense, no matter with what instrument
or means he effected the alteration. Slaughter v. State, 7 App. 123.

It is not essential, to constitute an alteration of a brand, that the original scar

be changed. Slaughter v. State, 7 App. 123.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 655.
See Davis v, State, 13 App, 215; House v. State, 15 App. 522; Alford v. State,

31 App. 29·9. 20 S. W. 553.

-- Proof and variance.-When the indictment described the brand which it
was alleged was altered, and then described the brand as it appeared after the
alleged alteration, it was held that the alteration must be proved as alleged, as

it was descriptive of the offense. See this case for an indictment held good, and
for a fatal variance between the alteration as alleged. and that proved. Davis
v. State, 13 App. 215.

Where the indictment charged the alteration of the brand on six head of cattle,
describing the alteration, and the proof showed that the brand on some of the
cattle had been altered as described, but on others the alteration was different
from that alleged, it was held that the indictment was sustained; that proof of
the alteration as described in the indictment of the brand on anyone of the an

imals was sufficient to sustain the indictment in this respect, and that it was

competent for the state to prove the alteration of the brands upon the other cat
tle, although variant from the alteration described in the indictment, as such proof
was res gestre, the alterations all having been made at the same time and: place,
and constituted but one transaction. House v. State, 15 App, 522.

On a trial for illegally altering the brand on animals, where the evidence show
ed that the offense was commi tted after the animals had strayed from the ranch
of the alleged owner into the adjoining pasture of another party than the alleged
owner; and it was insisted by the defense that the party having actual care, con

trol, and possession of the premises where the offense was committed was the
party properly in possession of the animals, and that the facts proved constituted
a variance between the allegations and! proof of ownership, held, that the objec
tion was not tenable. Cattle can not by thei.r act or volition change ownership in
themselves from one person to another. Alford v . State, 31 App. 299, 20· S. W. 553.

Where the indictment charging defendant with defacing a cattle mark with
intent to defraud alleged that the ownership and possession of the cow was in
W.'s brother, and the evidence showed that the mark was defaced while the cow
was in possession of W., to whom the brother had loaned her for milking pur
poses, there was a fatal variance. Williams v. State, 42 App. 18, 57 S. W. 93.

Evidence.-Evidence held insufficient to sustain a conviction. House v. State,
15 App. 522.

A copy of a record Of a cattle-brand was certified to as follows: "State of T.,
County of Y. I, .T., clerk of the county court in and. for said county, do hereby
certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the record of the mark and brand of
W." Held ,sufficient to authorize its admission in evidence on a trial for theft.
Byrd v. State, 26 App, 374, 9 S. W. 759.

The description of a horse-brand, followed by a certificate of the clerk of the
county court that it is a true copy of the record of the brand, shows, with rea-'
sonable certainty, that it was recorded in that county. Thompson v. State, 26
App. 466, 9 S. W. 760.

Charge of court.-The penalty for the offense must be correctly charged. Bu
ford v. State, 44 Tex. 525.

The charge of the court should confine the jury to the alteration alleged in
the indictment. House v. State, 15 App, 522.

On a trial for altering the brand of cattle, where the court had charged that
before the jury could convict they must believe beyond a reasonable doubt that
defendant altered the brand with intent to defraud the owner, it was proper to
refuse to charge for defendant if he believed that the animal had been stolen, and
changed the brand with intent to prevent the thief from recovering it. Childers
v. State, 37 App, 392, 35 S. W. 654.

On trial for changing the brand on an animal with intent to defraud, where
the question of ownership depended largely on evidence as to the original brand,
which had not been recorded, it was error for the court to fail to charge that
such brand could be considered only as a flesh mark, and not as evidence of
ownership, since Rev. St. 1895, art. 4930 (Vernon's Sayles' Civ St. 1 lt14 , art, 7160)
provides that no unrecorded brand shall be evidence of ownership. Childers v.
State, 37 App. 392, 35 S. W. 654.

On trial for changing the brand on an animal with intent to defraud, where
the evidence as to the ownership was circumstanttal, it was error to refuse to give
.a charge on circumstantial evidence. Childers v, State, 37 App. 392, 35 S. W. 654.

Art. -1378. [905] Using mark or brand not on record.-If any
person shall mark or brand any unmarked or unbranded stock with
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a mark or brand, not upon record, he shall be punished by fine not

exceeding five hundred dollars. [Act Nov. 12, 1866, p. 188.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 656.

Art. 1379. [906] Same subject.-If any person shall alter or

change any mark or brand upon any stock of his own, or that is
under his control, without first having such changed mark or brand
recorded, he shall be punished as prescribed in the preceding arti
cle. [Id.]

Indictment.--Willson's Cr. Forms, 657.

Art. 1380. [907] Killing unmarked or unbranded cattle.-If
any person shall knowingly kill any unmarked or unbranded ani
mal of the cattle species, or any unmarked hog, sheep or goat, not
his own, he shall be fined not less than twenty-five nor more than
one hundred dollars. [Id.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 658.
See Lawrence v. State, 20 App. 536.

Art. 1381. [908] Procedure in .prosecutions for.-In prosecu
tions under the preceding article, it shall only be necessary for the
state to allege and prove that the animal killed was not the prop
erty of the accused, without stating or proving the true owner of
such animal.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 658.

Art. 1382. [909] Skinning cattle.-If any person shall remove

the hide, or any part thereof, from any cattle not his own, and
without the consent of the owner, he shall be fined in a sum not
less than twenty nor more than one hundred dollars; and the re

moval of each separate hide from each animal shall constitute a

separate offense. [Act April 2, 1887, p. 105.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Gr. Forms, 659.

Art. 1383. [910] Having possession of hide without owner's
consent.-If any person shall be found in possession of any hide
of any cattle not his own, and possession of said hide is obtained
without the consent of the owner or his legal representative, he
shall be fined in a sum not less than twenty nor more than one

hundred dollars. [Id.]
Indictment.·-Willson's Cr. Forms, 672.

Art. 1384. [911] Having possession of hide with brand cut out,
etc.-If any person be found in possession of any hide of any cat-

. tle with brand cut out or disfigured, and shall offer the same for
sale, he shall be fined in a sum not less than twenty nor more than
one hundred dollars; and the possession and offer of sale of each
hide with the brand cut out or disfigured shall constitute a separate
offense; provided, that nothing in this act shall prevent any person
who shall be guilty of the offense of theft of such hide from being
prosecuted and convicted for such offense. [Id.]

.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 673.

Art. 1385. [912] Milking another's cow.-If any person, with
out the consent of the owner, shall take U1), use or milk any cow, not
his own, he shall, for every such offense, be punished by fine not

exceeding ten dollars. [Act Nov. 12, 1866, p. 188.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 660.
Compare this article with article 1232.

Art. 1386. [913] Driving live stock from range.-If any person
shall wilfully kill, or destroy, or drive, or remove from its accustom
ed range, any live stock, not his own, without the consent of the
owner, under such circumstances as not to constitute theft, he shall,
nevertheless, be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be punished by
fine not exceeding one thousand dollars. [Id.]

Conviction and verdict under indictment for theft.-Though under an indict
ment charging theft of cattle in the usual form, a conviction may be had either
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for the theft defined in article 1356, or for the misdemeanor of driving cattle from
their accustomed range as defined in article 1386, the verdict, to be sufficient,
must show with reasonable certainty of which offense, the felony or the misde
meanor, the accused was found guilty.. Guest v. State, 24 App. 530, 7 S. W. 242.
And on the same subject, see Taylor v. State, 25 App. 96, 7 S. W. 861; Spoone
more v. State, 25 App, 358, 8 S. W. 280; Woods v. State, 26 App. 490, 1()' S. W. 108;
Lopez v. State, 28 App, 343, 13 S. W. 219. And see Foster v. State, 21 App, 80,
17 S. W. 548, and authorities cited. Guest v. State, supra, is overruled by Long
v. State, 39 App. 461, 46 S. W. 821, 73 Am. St. Rep. 9'54. See, also, Chambers v.

State (Cr. App.) 59 S. W. 261; Counts v. State, 37 Tex. 593; Campbell v. State, 42
Tex. 591; Turner v. State, 7 Tex. App. 596; Smith v. State, 21 App, 133, 17 S.
W.558.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 661.
Evidence.-Evidence held insufficient to support conviction. Newport v. State

(Cr. App.) 77 S. W. 224.

Charge.-Where, in a prosecution for driving cattle from their accustomed
range, the evidence showed that the animal in question got into defendant's herd
as it was being driven past prosecutor's premises, and that defendant tried to
prevent it from following the herd, refusal to charge that, if defendant did not
purposely drive the animal, he would not be guilty, was error. Day v. State, 47
App. 178, 82 S. W. 657.

Art. 1387. [914] Preceding article qualified.-Nothing in the
preceding article shall be construed to. prevent any person from
driving his own and other stock, which may be mixed therewith,
until the same can be conveniently separated; provided, that noth
ing herein shall be construed to authorize any person under any
circumstances to remove any live stock, not his own, from their
usual range. [Id., p. 187.]

See article 1357, ante.

Art. 1388. [915] Procedure in such cases.-In any prosecution
under article 1386, it shall only be necessary to prove the act of
killing, or destroying or driving, using, or removing from the range
of any stock not belonging to, or under the control of, the accused;
and it shall devolve upon the accused to show any fact under which
he can justify or mitigate the offense. [Id.]

See article 1358, and note thereto.

Art. 1389. [916] 'False pedigree and certificate in sale of ani
mals; penalty.-Any person who shall knowingly and wilfully fur
nish Dr give to' a purchaser of any animal any false pedigree Dr false
certificate of sale of such animal, and every person who shall know
ingly and wilfully use, for the purpose of deceiving, any false pedi
gree Dr false certificate of sale of any animal, whether such false
pedigree Dr false certificate of sale was furnished, given Dr procured
in this state Dr elsewhere, shall, upon conviction thereof, be punish
ed by a fine in any sum not less than twenty-five nor more than five
hundred dollars, Dr be imprisoned in the county jail for a term not

exceeding six months, Dr by both such fine and imprisonment. [Act
April 13, 1891, § 1.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 674.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

OFFENSES RELATING TO ESTRAYS
Art.
1390. Unlawfully disposing of an eS

tray.

Art.
1391. Taking up and using without

complying with the law.

Article 1390. [917] Unlawfully disposing of an estray.-If any
person shall unlawfully remove, sell Dr in any other manner dispose
of, any animal which has been taken up by him as an estray, he shall
be punished by fine not exceeding two hundred and fifty dollars.
[Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 184.]

See notes under the following article.
See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts 7185-7208-
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Gravamen of offense.-The gist of the offense is the unlawful disposition of the
animal. Brogden v. State, 44 Tex. 103.

Venue.-See notes under C. C. P., art. 258.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 662.
To charge that the defendant unlawfully killed the animal, charges an unlaw

ful disposition of it, and the manner of the disposition. Brogden v. State, 44
Tex. 103.

An indictment charging defendant with unlawfully taking up and using a horse.
"coming within the meaning of an estray" without the consent of the owner, held
insufficient. State v. Meschac, 30 Tex. 518.

An indictment charging that defendant did take up and use an estray without

complying with the estray laws, need not state the age, color, sex, marks or

brands of the animal taken up. State v. Crist, 32 Tex. 99.
An allegation that the animal was an estray was a sufficient allegation that the

ownership was unknown. State v. Anderson, 34 Tex. 611.
Description of the animal taken up held sufficient. State v. Anderson, 34 Tex.

611.
Indictment held not defective though it stated that the owner of the animal was

known to the grand jury. State v. Fletcher, 35 Tex. 740.
An indictment for the theft of an animal which had been taken up as an

estray should allege ownership in the taker-up, and not that the ownership is un

known. Swink v. State, 24 S. W. 893, 32 App. 530.

Charge of court.-An indictment contained two counts. The first charged the
sale of an estray animal without having given legal notice of the sale, and the
second charged the selling of the estray, when three adult bidders besides the

family of the taker-up were not present. The state, on the trial, abandoned the
first count, electing to proceed on the second. But the court submitted both
counts to the jury in its charge. Held, error, because the matters charged in
the first count were no longer in issue, and the charge should have limited the
jury to a consideration of the second count only. It was further held that the
term "family" as used in article 4967, Revised Statutes 1895 (Vernon's Sayles' Civ.
St. 1914, art. 7198), means the collective body of persons who live in one house,
under one head or manager, and that in this case the court should have so in
structed the jury. Goode v. State, 16 App. 411.

Evldence.-In a prosecution for the theft of a horse under an indictment al
leging the owner thereof as unknown, it is not necessary, where the evidence
shows, on trial, that the horse had no known owner, to prove diligent search by
the grand jury to ascertain the owner. McCarty v. State, 36 App. 135, 35 S. W. 994.

Evidence that a horse broke into defendant's pasture, and was there for three
years, and that defendant's boys were seen to use it, where there is .no evidence
that defendant ever handled the horse, or used it in any way, does not justify a con

Viction for violation of the estray law. Thompson v. State, 37 App. 654, 40 S.
W.997.

Art. 1391. [918] Taking up and using without complying with
the law.-If any person shall, without complying with the laws
regulating estrays, take up and use, or otherwise dispose of, any ani
mal coming within the meaning of an estray, he shall be punished
as prescribed in the preceding article. If the unlawful taking or

disposition of an estray animal be effected in such manner as to
come within the meaning of theft, the person guilty of the same shall
be punished for that offense. [Id.]

See notes under article 1332, ante, as to theft of estray.
It is now made illegal by express statutory provision to use any horse, etc.,

taken up as estray, for any purpose whatever, until the party taking up such
animal shall have given the required bond. Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts.
7185, 7186, 7191. But after giving such bond the taker-up anay use the animal in
moderation. Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 7202.

Nature and elements of offense.-The penalty is not confined to cases in which
an estray animal is taken up by a citizen on his own land or premises, but ex

tends to all cases in which such an animal is taken up and used by anyone con

trary to the intent of the statute. State v. Apel, 14 Tex. 428.
Under a former statute, it was held that a person who took up and used an

estray horse without having legally advertised the same, and without having
first made oath and estrayed the same according to law, was guilty of this of
fense. State v. Armontrout, 21 Tex. 472.

And "oxen," other than "work oxen," are included in the term "cattle." State
v. ::\foreland, 27 Tex. 726.

Under former statutes it was necessary to allege and prove the value of the ani
mal, because the punishment was regulated by such value. State v. McCormack,
22 Tex. 297; Tharp v: State, 28 Tex. 696; Osborn v. State, 33 Tex. 545. But as

the punishment for this offense, and also for the offense defined in article 1390 is
not regulated or affected by the value of the animal, it is no longer necessary to
allege or prove the value of the animal in a prosecution for either offense. It is
essential that the evidence should show that the offense was committed in the
county of the prosecution. Tharp v. State, 28 Tex. 69'6.

To constitute this offense the defendant must have "taken up and used" the an

imal. "Taking up" without "using" would not constitute the offense, and the in
dictment should charge, and the proof show both a taking up and a using of the
animal. Davis v. State, 30 Tex. 352.

.
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, A "gelding" is included 'in the generic term "horse" used in the estray law.
Owens v. State, 38 T'ex. 555.

This offense is in the nature of theft, and a prosecution for it is not barred
until the lapse of two years after the cessation of the unlawful use of the animal.
Davis v. State, 2 App, 162.

.

The statute contemplates that the animal must not only be taken up but must
be used. When a hog was taken up and kept in a pen and fed for some time,
and was then turned out. and it died, this statute was not violated. Williams v.

State (Cr. App.) 78 S. W. 928.

"Estray" defined.-An "estray" is the property of the owner, though such owner'

be unknown, and may be the subject of theft or of misdemeanor. If the owner be
known at the time of the indictment his name and ownership should be alleged,
and that the act of the defendant with respect to the animal was without such
owner's consent. The word "estray," as used in our statutes, does not m.ean an

animal using its accustomed range, or which belongs to the neighborhood, the
owner being known, or who might be known on reasonable inquiry. But our'

statutes do not restrict the meaning of the word to animals whose owners are

unknown, but includes animals whose owners are known, but are remote, or ani
mals whose owners would not follow and reclaim them with reasonable diligence ..

State v. Apel, 14 Tex. 428; State v. Fletcher, 35 Tex. 740.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 663.
See State v. Carabin, 33 Tex. 697; State v. Apel, 14 Tex. 431; State v. Fletch

er, 35 Tex. 740; Swink v. State, 32 App. 530, 24 S. W. 893.
Under former statutes (Hart. Dig., art. 1254, and O. C. 775a, 775b) it was nec

essary to allege the value of the animal, the penalty being fixed 'thereby, State
v. McCormack, 22 Tex. 297; Osborn v, State, 33 Tex. 545; and it was also requi
site to prove it on trial. Tharp v. State, 28 Tex. 696.

"Without complying with the laws regulating estrays," is an essential ingredi-·
ent of this offense and cannot be omitted in the indictment. State v. Hutchinson,
26 Tex. 111.

To allege "without estraying the same in the manner prescribed by law," was.

held sufficient. State v. Moreland, 27 Tex. 726.
It must be averred that the animal was an "estray," not that it was an animal

"coming within the meaning of an estray." State v. Meschac, 30 'rex. 518.
It is not necessary in the indictment to allege the age, sex, color, brand, etc.,

of the animal. State v. Crist, 32 '1' ex. 99; State v. Anderson, 34 Tex. 611. Seem
ingly it was held otherwise in State v. Meschac, 30 Tex. 518.

Certainty to a common intent in the description of the stray animal is all that
is required in the indictment. State v. Ivy, 33 Tex. 646.

To describe the animal as "one horse" is sufftctent, State v. Ivy, 33 Tex. 646;
State v. Ca.rabtn, Id. 697. Or as "one gelding." State v. Crist, 32 Tex. 99; Owens.
v. State, 38 Tex. 555. Or, as "ox," oxen being Included in the term "cattle," but
not meaning "work oxen." State v. Moreland, 27 Tex. 727.

The allegation that the animal was an estray is a sufficient allegation that
the ownership was unknown. State v. Anderson, 34 Tex. 611.

"Did take up and trade off," charges both taking up and using. State v. Dun
ham, 34 Tex. 675.

Evidence.-When the state shows the taking up and using of an estray, the
burden is on the defendant to justify his action. Ashcroft v. State, 32 Tex. 108.

Evidence held insufficient to .support conviction tor violation of estray taw,
Thompson v. State, 37 App. 654, 40 S. W. 997.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

OFFENSES AGAINST LABELS, TRADE MARKS, ETC.
Art.
1392. Trade marks of carbonated goods,

etc., how established.
1393. Possession prima facie evidence.

Art.
1394. Penalties.
1395. Counterfeiting trade marks, etc.
1396. Unlawfully using, penalty.

Article 1392. [918a] Trade marks of carbonated goods, etc.,.
how established.-All manufacturers or dealers in carbonated goods,.
mineral waters, soda water, wine, cider, or other beverage, or manu

facturers of medicine or other compound requiring the use of kegs,
casks, barrels, boxes, syphons, bottles, or any other vessels for con

tainers, upon which the names, brands, marks, or trade' marks, or

other designation of ownership or proprietorship, is stamped, en

graved, etched, blown in, impressed, or otherwise produced upon
such boxes, syphons, bottles, or any other vessels for containers,
may file in the office of the county clerk of the county in which the
principal place or office of business is situated, a fac simile or de
scription of the name or names, marks or devices, so used by such
manufacturer or dealer in such wares herein enumerated, and cause

such description to be published in a public newspaper published in
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such county for three successive weeks; and the act of so filing and
causing to be recorded by the county clerk, and publishing,. shall
operate as a trade mark, securing to the said manufacturer the full
protection of the law as a trade mark, entitling the said manufactur
er to the sole and exclusive use in Texas of said mark, name, or de
vice; for which services the clerk shall be allowed the sum of one

dollar, to be paid by the party having such brands, etc., recorded.
Unlawful to use, etc., trade mark of another.-It is hereby declar

ed to be unlawful for any person or persons, corporate or otherwise,
other than the proprietor, or by his written consent, to fill, for the
purpose of traffic, or for sale, with any compound whatever, any
box, syphon, bottle or other container so marked, recorded in the
office of the county clerk, and published as provided in this article,
or to deface, erase, obliterate, cover up or otherwise remove or can

cel any such mark or device. [Acts 1893, p. 125; amended, Act
1901, p. 288.]

See notes under art. 703, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.
Indtctmerrt.e-Wtllson's Cr. For-ms, 719.

Art. 1393. [918b] Possession prima facie evidence, etc.-To
knowingly and wilfully have in possession, otherwise than by con

tract with the proprietor of the goods herein enumerated, or with
his duly accredited agents, any of the vessels in said article enumer

ated, or to use, buy, sell, or dispose of any such vessel, with or with
out contents of any kind, except by authority of the proprietor, or to

wantonly and wilfully break, damage, mar, injure, or destroy any
such vessel, is declared hereby to be prima facie evidence of such
unlawful use, and shall constitute a misdemeanor, punishable by
fine, upon conviction in a court of competent jurisdiction, an em

ploye being equally liable with the principal so offending. [Id.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 719.

Art. 1394. [918c] Penalties.-Any person violating any of the
provisions of the two preceding articles shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction before a justice of the peace,
shall be fined for such unlawful use of each and every box, five dol
lars, for each and every syphon, five dollars, for each and every bot
tle, five dollars, and for every other receptacle, except a fountain,
five dollars, and for each fountain, twenty-five dollars; the fines so

designated to be the minimum in each case, the maximum not to
exceed double the minimum. [Id.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 719.

Art. 1395. [918d] Counterfeiting trade. mark, etc.; penalty.
Whenever any person, association, private corporations or union of
working men, incorporated or unincorporated, have adopted, or

shall hereafter adopt, for their protection any label, trade mark, de
sign, device, imprint or form of advertisement,. indicating that goods
to which such label, trade mark, design, device, imprint, or form of
advertisement, shall be attached, were manufactured by such per
son, association, private corporations or union, or by a member or

members of such association or union, it shall be unlawful for any
person, inclusive of officers, agents, receiver or receivers of corpora
tions, to counterfeit or imitate such label, trade mark, design, de
vice, imprint or form of advertisement, or to use such counterfeit
or imitation of such label, trade mark, design, device, imprint, or

form of advertisement, knowing the same to be counterfeit or imi
tation, or to aid, assist, countenance or knowingly permit such
counterfeit or imitation, or the use of such counterfeit or imitation;
for his own use or benefit, or for the use or benefit of any corpora
tion of which he may then be an officer, agent or receiver. Every
person, whether in his individual capacity or as an officer, agent or
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receiver of a corporation, violating this article, shall, upon convic
tion, be punished by fine of not less than twenty-five nor more than
one hundred dollars; and each day's violation of this article shall
be considered a separate offense. [Act 1895, p. 108.]

See art. 705, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, and notes thereunder.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 719.

Art. 1396. [918e] Unlawfully using; penalty.-Every person,
whether in his individual capacity or as the officer, agent or receiver
of a corporation, who shall wilfully and knowingly use or display
the genuine label, trade mark, design, device, imprint, or form of
advertisement, or name of any such person, association or union, in
corporated or unincorporated, not being authorized to use or display
the same, or shall aid, assist, countenance or knowingly permit the
use of same, not being authorized to use the same, shall, upon con

viction, be punished by fine of not less than twenty-five nor more

than one hundred dollars. [14.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 719.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

OFFENSES RELATING TO THE PROTECTION.oF STOCK
RAISERS IN CERTAIN LOCALITIES

Art.
1397. Inspector giving a fraudulent cer-

tificate.
1398. Inspector to examine hides.
1399. Inspector failing to keep books.
1400. Certified by inspector.
1401. Return of certificate.
1402. Counterbranding cattle without

consent of owner.

1403. Clandestine driving cattle across

the Rio Grande.
1404. Shipping hides imported from

Mexico, without inspection.
1405. Selling hides without inspection.
1406. Driving cattle out of county to

market, without road brand.
1407. Driving stock out of county with

out owner's consent.

Art.
1408. Failing to take bill of sale in pur

chasing animals.
1409. Agent selling without power of

attorney.
1410. Using more than one brand or

mark.
1411. Branding or marking outside of a

pen.
1412. Clerk improperly recording brand.
1413. Agent of railroad, etc., receiving

for shipment uninspected ani
mals.

1414. Counties exempted.
1414a. Other counties exempted.
1414b. Same.
1415. Counties placed under the law.
1415a. Same.

Article 1397: [919] Inspector giving a fraudulent certificate.
Any inspector of hides and animals who shall give a certificate of in
spection without having first made such inspection in accordance
with law, or who shall fraudulently issue any certificate of inspec
tion of any hides or animals, shall be fined not less than fifty nor

.more than five hundred dollars. [Act Aug. 23, 1876, p. 302, § 31.]
See Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts. 7256-7305a, and notes thereunder.

Constitutionality.-The articles of this chapter have been held to be constitu
tional, not coming within the meaning of a "local law" as those words are used in
sec. 23, art. 1S, of the constitution. Lastro v. State, 3 App, 363.

indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 664, 666.

Art. 1398. [920] Inspector or deputy failing to examine hides,
etc.; penalty.-If any inspector or deputy inspector of hides and
animals shall knowingly fail or refuse to faithfully examine and in

spect all hides or animals known or reported to him as sold, or as

leaving or going out of the county for sale or shipment, and all ani
mals driven or sold in his district for slaughter, packeries or butcher
ies, shall be fined not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than
two hundred dollars. [Act April 4, 1889, § 1.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 665.

Art. 1399. [921] Inspector failing to keep book and record;
penalty-=Any inspector of hides and animals who shall fail to pro
vide and keep a well-bound book, and record therein a correct state

ment, showing the number, ages and marks and brands 'of each ani-
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mal inspected by him or by his deputy or deputies, and the number
and all the marks and brands of all hides inspected by him or by his
deputies, and whether the hides are dry or green, and the name or

names of the vendor or vendors and of the purchaser or purchasers
of said animals or hides, shall be fined not less than fifty dollars nor

more than three hundred dollars. [Id., § 2.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 667, 668.

Art. 1400. [922] Certificate by inspector.-Any inspector or

deputy inspector of hides and animals who shall fail to correctly
state in his certificate of inspection, or in his certificate of acknowl

edgment, all the marks and brands of all animals and hides inspect
ed by him, shall be fined not less than twenty-five dollars nor more

than three hundred dollars. [Id., § 3.]
See Willson's Cr. Forms, 669.

Art. 1401. [923] Return of certified copies, etc.-Any inspector
'Of hides and animals who shall fail to return a certified copy of all
entries made in his record during each month to the clerk of the
county court of his county, on the last day of each month, shall be
fined not less than fifty nor more than three hundred dollars. [Ld.,
.§ 4.]

See Willson's Cr. Forms, 670.

Art. 1402. [924] Counterbranding cattle without consent of
owner.s=Any person who shall counterbrand any cattle without the
consent of the owner, or his agent, shall be fined not less than ten
nor more than fifty dollars for each animal so coun terbranded. [Act
Aug. 23, 1876, p. 302, § 32.]

See, ante, chap. 13, of this title. See notes to article 1376. et seq.

Indlctment.-vYillson's Cr. Forms, 671.

Art. 1403.
.

[925] Clandestine driving cattle across the Rio
·Grande.--Any person who shall drive any cattle across the Rio
Grande into Mexico, at any other point than where a United States
custom house is established, or where there is a place of inspection
by United States custom house officers, or without first having the
same inspected in accordance with law, shall be confined in the peni
tentiary not less than two nor more than five years.. [Id., § 35.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 675.

Art. 1404. [926] Shipping hides imported from Mexico without
inspection.-Any person who shall ship from any port in this state

any hides of cattle imported from Mexico, without first having pro
'Cured a certificate of importation and inspection in accordance with
law, shall be fined not less than one nor more than five dollars for
each hide so shipped. [Id.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 676.

Art. 1405. [927] Selling hides without inspection.----Any per
son who shall sell any hides of cattle, without the same having been
inspected, shall be punished as prescribed in the preceding article.
{Id., § 36.]

!ndlctment.-Willson's er.: Forms, 677.

Art. 1406. [928] Driving cattle out of county to market with
out road brand.-Any person who shall drive any cattle out of any
county, with the intention of driving the same beyond the limits of
the state, to a market, without first having road-branded the same

in accordance with law, shall be fined not less than twenty nor

more than one hundred dollars for each animal so driven.' [Id.,
.§ 37.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 678.
See as to road-brand, Rev. St. 1895, art. 5023aj Vernon's Sayles' oiv, St. 1914,

.art. 7278.
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Art. 1407. [929] Driving stock out of county without owner's
consent.-Any person who shall drive any cattle or horses out of
any county, without the written authority of the owner thereof,
duly authenticated as the law requires, and without first having the
same duly inspected, shall be punished as prescribed in the preced
ing article. [Id., § 39.]

When offense is complete.-The offense is complete in either county, the moment
the animal is driven across the line of the coterminous counties. Rogers v. State,
9,App. 43, distinguishing Senterfit's case, 41 Tex. 186.

Venue.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 258.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 679.
The indictment must negative that the cattle driven were the defendant's and

that they were driven without the owner's written authority. Covington v. State,
6 App, 512; Long v. State, Id. 642; Heard v. State, 8 App. 466.

Art. 1408. [930] Failing to take bill of sale in purchasing ani
mals.-Any person who shall purchase any animals or hides of cat
tle without obtaining a bill of sale from the ovmer or his agent, shall
be fined not less than twenty nor more than one hundred dollars
for each animal or hide so purchased. [Id., § 39.]

Nature and elements of offense.-The preceding article is construed to require
that the bill of sale shall be obtained at the time of the delivery of the cattle. It
being in evidence that the cattle were purchased and received by an agent of the
defendant for the defendant, it was incumbent upon the state to not only show that
the cattle were purchased and received by the agent under the directions of the
defendant, but that said agent purchased and received the cattle without taking a

bill of sale thereto, by direction of the defendant. Houston v. State, 13 App. 595.
In a prosecution for this offense the defendant offered to prove that another

person purchased the cattle for him, received them for him, and gave him a bill
of sale which he said at the time was the bill of sale for the cattle, and he offered
said bill of sale in evidence. This proposed testimony was rejected. Held, error.

If defendant did in fact purchase the cattle through an agent, and the cattle were
delivered to the agent in the absence of the defendant, these facts would consti
tute a good defense, unless it further appeared that defendant consented to the
receiving of the cattle by his agent, without a bill of sale therefor. Brockman v.

State, 16 App. 54.
Venue.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 258.
Indictment and infor-mation.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 680.
Information held sufficient. Long v. State, 6 App, 642.
An indictment for this offense must allege the ownership of the cattle to be in

some one. Houston v. State, 13 App. 595.
Evidence.-Where the charge was that the defendant purchased cattle on a

certain day without taking a bill of sale, and the proof showed such a purchasing
on three several days, and the conviction was for more than one day's purchase,
the judgment was set aside, it being held that the conviction could only be for
the purchase made on one of the days. Long v. State, 6 App. 642.

The execution by defendant of an attested bill of sale which has not been filed
in the case, cannot be proved by secondary evidence without accounting for the
non-production of the subscribing witness. Graves v. State, 28 App. 354, 13 S. W.
149.

On trial for theft of a mule, a bill of sale of such mule, which a witness tes
tifies he saw defendant write, and that defendant then gave it to rum, and which
is not attested, is admissible in evidence. Abrigo v. State, 29 App, 143, 15 S. W.
408.

Art. 1409. [931] Agent selling without power of attorney.
Any 'person who shall, as the agent of another, sell any cattle with
out first having obtained a power of attorney from the owner, duly
authenticated, shall be fined not less than fifty nor more than five
hundred dollars. [Id., § 40.]

Power of attor-ney.-See Turner v. State, 7 App. 596.
Revocation of agency.-Massey v. State, 31 App. 91, 19 S. W. 908.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 681.

Art. 1410. [932] MOore than one brand or mark.-Any person
who shall, in originally branding or marking cattle, use more than
one mark or brand, shall be fined not less than twenty-five nor more'

than one hundred dollars for each animal so branded or marked.
[Id., § 41.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 682.
Records as evidence.-The statute, Rev. St. 18�5, arts. 4922, 4923 (Vernon's

Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, arts. 7152, 7153) contemplating a person's using only one
record brand, and Pen. Code,' art. 932, making it an offense to use more, where a

person records several marks and brands none of these would be evidence of owner-
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ship of an animal so branded, but could be used to establish its identity. Turner
v. State; 45 S. W. 1020, 39 App, 322.

The record of a second brand while the first remains unabandoned is not ad
missible to prove ownership, the statute providing for the use of only one brand
by one person. Unsell v. State, 45 S. W. 1022, 39 App, 3�0.

Art. 1411. [933] Branding or marking outside a pen.-Any
person who shall brand or mark any animal, except in a pen, shall be
fined not less than ten nor more than fifty dollars for each animal
so branded or marked. [Id., § 42.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms. 683.

Art. 1412.--- [934]
..

Clerk improperly recording brand.-Any clerk
of the county court who shall record any brand when the person
having the same recorded fails to designate the part of the animal
upon which the same is to be placed, shall be fined not less than ten
nor more than fifty dollars. [Id., § 43.]

See Hayes v: State, 30 App. 404, 17 S. W. 940; Massey v. State, 31 App. 91, 19
S. W. 908; Tittle v. State, 30 App. 597, 17 S. W. 1118; McKenzie v. State, 32 App,
568, 25 S. W. 426, 40 Am. St. Rep. 795; McGrew v. State, 31 App, 336, 20 S. W. 740.

Record of brand.-Where a recorded brand is relied on to prove ownership, it
should identically correspond with that on the animal and should be on the same

part of the animal as shown in the record or the discrepancy should be explained
by other evidence. Myers v. State, 24 App. 341, 6 S. W. 194; Priesmuth v. State, 1
App. 480.

Record of brand must designate the part of the animal on which it is placed.
Massey v. State, 31 App. 91, 19 S. W. 908.

"Left shoulder or side" is insufficient as a designation of the part of the animal
on which the brand is to be placed, and such a brand cannot properly be recorded.
Reese v. State, 43 App, 539, 67 S. W. 326; Steed v, State, 43 App. 5S,7, 67 S. W.
330.

-- As evidence.-The record should designate the part of the animal on

which the brand is to be placed. However, the fact that the record designated
the brand as being on the hip and the evidence showed that it was on the side
of the animal, did not render the record inadmissible in evidence. Harwell v. State,
22 App, 251, 2 S. W. 606.

The record which showed that the brand was placed on the hip, thigh and
flank, fulfilled the requirements of the statute, though it did not state on which
side of the animal it was placed. Thompson v. State, 25 App. 161, 7 S. W. 589.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 684.

Art. 1413. [935] Agent of railroad, etc., receiving for shipment
uninspected animals.-If any agent of any railroad, steamship, sail
ing vessel, or shipping company of any kind, shall receive for ship
ment any horses or cattle, unless such horses or cattle have been
duly inspected according to law, he shall be fined not less than twen

ty-five nor more than one thousand dollars for each animal so un

lawfully shipped. [Act April 10, 1883, p. 71.]
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 685.

Art. 1414. [936] Counties exempted.-The counties of Ander
son, Angelina, Aransas, Archer, Armstrong, Atascosa, Austin,
Bailey, Bandera, Bastrop, Baylor, Bee, Bell, Bexar, Bowie, Bosque,
Brazoria, Brazos, Brewster, Briscoe, Brown, Burleson, Burnet,
Caldwell, Callahan, Calhoun, Cameron, Camp, Carson, Cass, Cham
bers, Cherokee, Childress, Clay, Cochran, Collin, Collingsworth,
Colorado, Comal, Comanche, Cooke, Coryell, Cottle, Crockett, Cros
by, Dallam, Delta, Denton, De Witt, Dickens, Donley, Duval, East
land, Ellis, EI Paso, Erath, Falls, Fannin, Fayette, Floyd, Foard,
Fort Bend, Franklin, Freestone, Frio, Galveston, Gillespie, Goliad,
Gonzales, Gray, Grayson, Gregg, Grimes, Guadalupe, Hall, Hamil
ton, Hardeman, Hardin, Harris, Harrison, Hartley, Hays, Hemphill,
Henderson, Hidalgo, Hill, Hockley, Hood, Hopkins, Houston,
Hunt, Irion, Jackson, Jack, Jasper, Jeff Davis, Jefferson, Johnson,
Karnes, Kaufman, Kendall, Knox, Kinney, Lamar, Lamb, Lam
pasas, Lavaca, Leon, Liberty, Limestone, Lipscomb, Live Oak,
Llano, Loving, Madison, Marion, Mason, Medina, Maverick, Me
Lennan, Milam, Mills, Mitchell, Montague, Montgomery, Morris,
Motley, Nacogdoches, Navarro, Newton, Orange, Palo Pinto, Pan-
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ola, Parker; Pecos, Polk, Presidio, Rains, Red River, Refugio, Rob
ertson, Rockwall, Rusk, Reeves, Sabine, San Augustine, San Jacinto,
San Patricio, Schleicher, Shelby, Smith, Shackelford, Somervell,
Starr, Stephens, Tarrant, Terrell, Throckmorton, Titus, Trinity,
Tyler, Upshur, Val Verde, Van Zandt, Victoria, Walker, 'iVard,
Washington, Webb, Wharton, Wheeler, Williamson, 'Nilson, "Vise,
Winkler and Young are hereby exempted from the provisions of this
chapter, and from all laws regulating the inspection of hides and
animals. [Act 1893, ch. 107; Act 1895, ch. 43; Act 1897, p. 171;
Act 1899, p. 205; Act 1901, p. 269; Act 1903, pp. 111, 186; Act 1905,
p. 70.; Act 1907, pp. 26, 121, 190, 203; Act 1909, pp. 30, 113, 129,
130; Act 1913, p. 85, ch. 43, § 1.]

H Istorical.-Art. 1414, revised Pen. Code, was made up from Acts 1893, p.
162, amending Act Mar. 29, 1889, § 1. The revisers overlooked the fact that the
act of 1893 had been superseded by various acts passed in the subsequent years
1895, 1897, 1899, 1901, 1903, 1905, 1907, 1909. Most of these acts amended art. 5043,
Rev. St. 1895 (art. 7305, Rev. St. 1911). Tracing back the history of the hide and
animal inspection law it will be seen that the counties affected by the act are the
same, whether the question is viewed from the standpoint of the civil statutes or

from that of the criminal statutes. The latest expression of the legislature as to
the parts of the state affected by the law is given above in art. 1414, and below
in arts. 1414a-1415a.

Art. 1414a. Other counties exempted.-That the counties of
Stonewall, Kent, Scurry and Fisher be, and the same are hereby
exempt from the provisions and operations of Articles 7256 to 7305
inclusive of Chapter 7, title 124, of the Revised Civil Statutes of 1911
relative to the inspection of hides and animals. [Act 1913, p. 87, ch.
45,§1.]

See note under art. 1414.

Art. 1414b. Same.-That the counties of Oldham and Potter be
and the same are hereby exempt from the provisions and operations
of Articles 7256 to 7305, inclusive, of Chapter 7, Title 124, Revised
Civil Statutes of 1911, relative to the inspection of hides and ani
mals. [Act 1915, p. 222, ch. 142, § 1.]

See note under art. 1414.

Art. 1415. Counties placed under the law.-That the Governor
of Texas shall immediately appoint an inspector of hides and ani
mals for each of the following counties, to wit: the counties "of El
Paso, Cameron, Hidalgo, Lamb, and Starr each of whom shall hold
his office for a term of two years and until the election and qualifica
tion of his successor. That said counties of EI Paso, Cameron,
Lamb, Hidalgo and Starr shall be subject to all of the provisions of
Articles 7256 to 7304, inclusive, Revised Civil Statutes of Texas,
1911, except that the inspector shall be elected in each of said coun

ties at the first general election held after appointment herein au

thorized. [Act 1915, p. 22, ch. 13, § 1.]
Historical.-Art. 1415, revised Pen. Code, was superseded by the later acts of

the legislature. See note under art. 1414.

Art. 1415a. Same.-That the Governor of Texas shall immedi
ately appoint an inspector of hides and animals for each of the fol
lowing counties, to-wit: The counties of Bee, Duval; Live Oak,
Maverick and Val Verde, each of whom shall hold his office for a

term of two years and until the election and qualification of his suc

cessor. All animal and hide inspectors appointed by the Governor
shall be entitled to receive for their services the sum of three cents
for each animal and hide personally inspected. That said counties
of Bee, Duval, Live Oak, Maverick and Val Verde shall be subject
to all of the provisions of Articles 7256 to 7304, inclusive, Revised
Civil Statutes of Texas, 1911, except that the inspector shall be
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elected in each of said counties at the first general election held aft
er the appointment herein authorized. [Act 1915, p. 107, ch. 57�
§ 1.]

See note under art. 1414.

H Istorical.-It will be noticed that the counties of Wichita, Wilbarger, Harde
man, Childress, Donley, Armstrong, Oldham, Gray, a.nd Karnes, a.re exempted from
operation of the "inspection!' laws by article 1414 and are placed under the opera
tion of the "inspection .laws" by article 1415. Also that the counties of Wichita,
Wilbarger, Hardeman, Childress, Donley, Gray, and Armstrong are twice exempt
under the provisions of article 1414.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

EMBEZZLEMENT
Art.
1416. Defined and punished.
1417. By factor or commlsslon mer

chant.
1418. By carrier.

Art.
1419. "Money" and "property" defined.
1420. Fraudulently receiving, etc., em-

bezzled property.

Article 1416. [938] Defined and punished.-If any officer,
agent, clerk or attorney at law or in fact, of any incorporated com

pany or institution,· or any clerk, agent, attorney at law or in fact,
servant or employe of any private person, copartnership or joint
stock association, or any consignee or bailee of money or property.
shall embezzle, fraudulently misapply or convert to his own use,
without the consent of his principal or employer, any money or

property of such principal or employer which may have come into
his possession or be under his care by virtue of such office, agency
or employment, he shall be'punished in the same manner as if he
had committed a theft of such money or property. [Act May 25.
1876, p. 9.]

See ante, art. 1348 and notes thereunder.

Nature and elements of offense.-Prior to the last amendment of art. 1416. it
was held that an attorney at law could not be convicted of this offense for con

verting to his own use moneys received for his client. State v. McLane, 43 Tex.
404. But the amended article includes an attorney at law or in fact. Griffin v.

State, 4 App, 390.
Partners cannot embezzle the partnership property, but a mere inchoate agree

ment of partnership cannot furnish immunity to one of the contracting parties,
who obtains the money of the other upon such agreement, and then abandons the
venture and appropriates the money. Napoleon v, State, 3 App. 522.

Where the evidence shows that the property alleged to have been embezzled
was an advance payment made to the defendant, a conviction for embezzlement
will not be sustained. Keeller v, State, 4 App, 527.

Concisely defined, embezzlement, which is akin to theft, is the fraudulent ap
propriation of the personal property of another by one to whom it had been en

trusted. Leonard v. State, 7 App. 417; Simco v. State, 8 App, 406; Cole v. State.
16 App. 461.

Conversion of bailment or proceeds by bailee as offense.' Leonard v, State, 7
App, 417; Baker v, State, 6 App. 344; Epperson v, State, 22 App. 694, 3 S. W. 789.
Horse and not proceeds of sale. Henderson v. State, 55 App, 640, 117 S. W. 825;
Huggins v. State, 42 App. 364, 60 S. W. 52.

It is not necessary to constitute the offense that a demand on defendant for the
property should have been made. 'I'he fraudulent appropriation is to be inferred
from facts. Leonard v. State, 7 App. 417.

.

The doctrine of ultra vires cannot be invoked as a defense. Leonard v. State,
7 App, 417.

The breach of trust constitutes the gist of the offense, and unless there be a.

duty or trust imposed, this offense cannot exist. Four things must be established:
(1) Defendant's agency and charged with the duty of receiving the property.
(2) The receipt of the property. (3) Its receipt by virtue of his agency. (4) Its
embezzlement. The offense may be effected by an authorized sale, if done with
a fraudulent intent. But, if by transmutation the property becomes the agent's,
it ceases to be the subject of embezzlement by him. Webb v. State, 8 App, 310;
Epperson v. State, 22 App, 694, 3 S. W. 789; Leonard v. State, 7 App, 417; Griffin
v. State, 4 App, 390; State v. Johnson, 21 Tex. '/75; Brady v. State, 21 App, 659.
1 S. W. 462; Taylor v. State, 29 App. 466, 16 S. W. 302. See Bryant v. State, 57
App. 267, 122 S. W. 543.

Authority conferred on a sewing machine agent to trade the machines for horses
and convert the horses into money held to so change the character of the contract
of agency that neither the horses nor their proceeds were the' property of the prtn
cipal, so that the law of embezzlement could not apply. Webb v. State, 8 App, 310.

The value of the property embezzled must be proved. Reside v, State, 10 ApP.
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675; Gerard v. State, Id. 690; Stallings v, State, 29 App. 220, 15 S. W. 716. See,
also, Aldrich v. State, 29 App, 394, 16 S. W. 251. \

There is no settled mode in which embezzlement must take place. It may occur

in any of the numberless ways which may suggest themselves to the particular in
dividual. The mode of embezzlement is simply matter of evidence and not of

pleading. Cole v. State, 16 App. 461; Golden v. State,· 22 App. 1, 2 S. W. 531.
See facts held to constitute a delivery of goods to bailee. Cohen v. State, 20

App. 224.
Embezzlement by partner selling machine on authority of outgoing partner and

appropriating proceeds. Aldrich v. State, 29 App. 394, 16 S. W. 252.
Giving of an indemnity bond held not to absolve from liability. Smith v. State,

34 ApP. 265, 30 S. W. 236.
A taking of principal's money constitutes embezzlement, where the taking was

not open and under claim of right. Smith v. State, 34 App. 265, 30 S. W. 236.
Proof that an express agent took the money without consent of the agent having

direct supervision of. the office is sufficient. Smith v. State, 34 ApP. 265, 30 S. W.
236.

Where no fraudulent intent is shown defendant should be acquitted. Eilers v.

State, 34 ApP. 344, 30 S. W. 811.
An attorney collecting money and appropriating it to his own use is guilty,

though he intended to replace it out of his own money. Farmer v. State (Cr.
ApP.) 34 S. W. 620.

One who receives a watch and money and a horse to trade for another horse
but trades without giving the watch and money and conceals this fact from the

owner, may be convicted. O'Morrow v. State, 44 ApP. 221, 70 S. W. 209.
One to whom another gives money to purchase a business wherein they are to

be partners, is not guilty though using the money for other purposes. Manuel v.

State, 44 ApP. 433, 71 S. W. 973.
The "recording and financial secretary" of a lodge cannot be convicted of em

bezzling funds, if there are two secretaries, one a "permanent secretary" and the
other the "recording and financial secretary," and it is the former's duty to re

ceive the money. Loving v. State, 44 ApP. 373, 71 S. W. 277.
Though a partner cannot embezzle partnership funds, yet where any condition

precedent in a contract of partnership remains to be performed before the funds
become partnership property; the party appropriating or misap-plying the funds
may be guilty of embezzlement thereof, though there is an executory contract of
partnership. Ray v, State, 48 App. 122, 86 S. W. 761.

Conversion by accused of money deposited with him for safe-keeping. Stephens
v. State, 49 App, 489, 93 S. W. 545.

Where a purchaser of land made a part payment on agreement of vendor to
satisfy a vendor's lien note, and he failed to do so, but accepted the balance of

payments from the purchaser, he was guilty. Cowan v. State, 49 App. 466, 93 S.
W. 553.

The word "agent" as used in this article means one in the employ of another
for a specific purpose. One known as and called a "messenger" in the employ
of an express company is an "agent" within the meaning of the statute. Lamb v.

State, 49 App, 442, 93 S. W. 734.
One in the employ of an express company known as, and called a "messenger"

is an agent within the meaning of this article. Lamb v. State, 49 App. 442, 93 S.
W.734.

Where one receives goods from another under a contract that he is to take
them at cost price to the other as a sale to him, they to divide profits on a resale
by him, his appropriation of the property would not be embezzlement. McCrary
V. State, 51 App, 496, 103 S. W. 926, 123 Am. St. Rep. 903.

The statute includes cases where money is received by virtue of express terms
of the employment or agency, or by virtue of the implied authority fairly resulting
from the express terms of the agency. Smith v. State, 53 App, 117, 109 S. W. 120,
121, 17 L. R. A. (N. S.) 531, 15 Ann. Cas. 435.

The essential issue in a trial for embezzlement is whether accused intended
to defraud the owner. Henderson v. State, 55 App. 640, 117 S. W. 825.

Where no fiduciary relation of principal and agent existed between prosecuting
witness and defendant, the latter was not guilty of embezzlement. Bryant v.

State, 57 App, 267, 122 S. W. 543.
Under this article the offense consists of an agent's fraudulent misapplication

or conversion to his own use, without the consent of his principal or employer, of

money or property of the principal or employer, or which may have come into his

possession, or is under his control, by virtue of his office, agency, or employment.
Hamer. v. State, 60 App, 341, 131 S. W. 813.

Where one advanced money to accused to make improvements on accused's
homestead, took a note therefor from accused. and his wife, together with a con

tract providing that the money should be used in the construction of the house in

question, and received. a lien to secure payment of the note, both upon the house to
be improved and upon other property belonging to accused's wife, the transaction
was an ordinary contract of borrowing and lending, the money not being placed
in accused's hands as agent, and his failure to repay it did not constitute embez
zlement. Clark v. State, 61 App, 539, 135 S. W. 575.

The fact that accused intended to repay the amount converted would not be a

defense to a prosecution for embezzling the proceeds of a check given to accused
to deposit for another, so that it was immaterial whether accused intended to pay
back the amount of the check out of the proceeds of certain notes. Nesbitt v.

State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 944.
·A partner cannot be guilty of embezzling the partnership property; the statute

defining the offense not mentioning partners among those who may be guilty of
the crime, and, aside from statute, a partner being entitled to use the property,
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so as to be only civilly liable, if he converts it to his own use. O'Marrow v. State
(Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 252.

Where a jeweler, with whom a diamond had been placed for sale by a jobber,
made a conditional sale of it, and indorsed the contract of sale to the jobber, the
latter became the legal owner of the contract and entitled to the diamond when
it was returned by the purchaser to the jeweler. Pope v. State, 71 App, 261, 158
S. W. 527.

A boarding house keeper, who fraudulently misappropriates money deposited
with him for safe-keeping by a boarder, to be returned on demand, is guilty of

embezzlement, for there are contractual relations between the parties, as Rev. St.

1911, art. 5663, gives the keeper a lien thereon for the payment of his board bill,
and there is a fiduciary relation between the parties because the keeper would not
be responsible for the money if it was left in the boarder's room, so that the bail
ment is for the boarder's benefit (citing 3 Words & Phrases, 2761). Johnson v.

State, 71 App. 206, 159 S. W. 849.
Where defendant induced prosecutrix to deliver to him certain stock certificates

and a note, to be exchanged for shares in another company and returned to her,
but he immediately sold the stock so delivered and converted the proceeds, he was

properly charged with embezzling the proceeds of the sale and not the stock.
Landrum v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 726.

Where defendant induced prosecutrix to deliver to him certain certificates of
stock in a life insurance company and a note for $300, for which he was to pro
cure for her shares in another insurance company and deliver the same to her
after the exchange had been made, but he sold her shares and converted the pro
ceeds, he was guilty of embezzlement. Landrum v: State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 726.

Two of three trustees of a school district determining that a school building
should be repaired may lawfully delegate to one of the trustees the duty of carry
ing out the work, so as to constitute the trustee an "agent" within this article.
Adams v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 219.

Trustees of a school district delegated one trustee to look after the repairs of
a schoolhouse, and to sign their names to vouchers to be presented to the super
intendent for approval before the depository of the school money was authorized
to pay it. The trustee made an oath to a voucher, which the superintendent ap
proved, and the depository paid the money, which was converted by the trustee.
Held, as there was no law requiring an affidavtt to the vouchers, and as any want
of authority to sign the vouchers had been ratified by the subsequent action of the
other trustees, that the money came into the hands of the trustee rightfully, and
hence he was guilty of embezzlement under this article. Adams v. State (Cr.
App.) 172 S. W. 219.

Inasmuch as the trustees had complete control over the money, though it be
longed to the particular school, as was alleged, and could only be paid out by the

depository on their order, it was their money, and the accused trustee was their

agent under this article. Adams v. State (Cr. App.) 172 S. W. 219.
Where such trustee, after getting approval of a voucher, had it discounted at the

depository bank, because there was not enough school money to pay the voucher,
the money he received was nevertheless school money, the bank thereafter appro
priating such money as it came in to pay the voucher, and the trustee was prop
erly convicted of embezzlement under this article. Adams v. State (Cr. App.) 172
S. W. 219.

Compared with and distinguished from other offenses.-See notes under articles
1329, 1332, and 1348, ante.

Theft as including offense, see C. C. P. art. 772, and notes thereunder.
Embezzlement is the fraudulent appropriation of the property of another by the

person to whom it has been, intrusted. It is akin to theft, but is a distinct offense.
Simco v. State, 8 App, 406; Golden v. State, 22 App, 1, 2 S. W. 531; Leonard v.

State. 7 App. 417; Griffin v. State, 4 App. 390, overruling upon this point, Riley
v. State, 32 Tex. 763.

A conviction under an indictment for theft was not permissible for an offense
committed before the present revision. Simco v. State, 8 App. 406.

In the case of a bailment, it is only where the property is held by the bailee
for the benefit of the bailor, that embezzlement can be committed. Where the
possession is for the benefit of the bailee, as in the case of a hiring, the offense
cannot be committed. Reed v. State, 16 App, 587. But see, ante, art. 1348"which
makes a conversion under such circumstances theft.

One who was the agent, employe or clerk of another, having control of the
latter's pawnshop, part of the time during the owner's absence, but while under
his direction and supervision, and who took property therefrom without the own

er's consent, was guilty of theft and not embezzlement. Zysman v. State, 42 App.
432, 60 S. W. 669.

Where defendant and his partner were running a gin, and cotton ginned into
a bale was left in their custody by one who brought it to the gin, and defendant
took charge of it and sold it, he would not be guilty of theft, but of embezzlement,
if guilty at all. Edwards v. State, 47 App. 65, 79 S. W. 542.

One who under pretense that he is an employe at a lodging house, obtains money
from a guest to keep for him over night and who immediately decamps, is guilty
of theft and not of embezzlement. Johnson v. State, 46 App, 415, 80 S. W. 621.

Because the act may, under article 1348, constitute theft by bailee is no reason

why it should not also constitute embezzlement under the general statute. Wilson
v, State, 47 App. 159, 82 S. W. 651.

When one sends a servant for medicine to one place, on a mare which he fur
nishes him, and the servant gees to another place and tries to sell the mare, he
is guilty of embezzlement, although he may be also guilty of theft under article
1348. Wilson v. State, 47 App, 159, 82 S. W. 652.
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Disposing of mortgaged property. Forbish v. State, 49 App, 486, 93 S. W. 1029.
Where the charge is embezzlement under this article it is error for the court

to fail to charge on this crime, and to charge on conversion of property by bailee
under article 1348. Maulding v. State, 53 App. 220, 108 S. W. 1182.

It is not receiving stolen property but embezzlement, when a clerk consented
to burglary of his employer's premises, and part of the property was afterwards
found in his possession. Bowmer v. State, 55 App, 416, 116 S. W. 798.

'I'he word "bailee" as used in the embezzlement statute, which punishes the
fraudulent conversion by a bailee, does not include all bailments, but only those
for the sole benefit of the bailor, where there is a fiduciary relation between the
parties; hence as there must be a fraudulent taking to constitute the crime of theft
denounced by article 1329, the conversion of property by a bailee, where the bail
ment is for mutual benefit, falls within the purview of article 1348, making such'
conversion an offense, being neither theft nor embezzlement. Johnson v. State, 71
App. 206, 159 S. W. 849.

Where accused, who was authorized to sign the name of the firm for which
he worked, drew a, check in the firm name and had a draft payable to his brother
in-law issued out of the proceeds, which draft accused used in payment of his
own debt, signing the brother-In-Iaw's name to the draft, he was guilty of embez
zlement of money, and not of the mere draft. Pope v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S.
W.152.

The owner of certain personal property went to a bathing beach, and, before
going in, deposited the property with the bathhouse keeper. R. in some way ob
tained possession of the check, presented it to the keeper, and obtained the prop
erty, and the next day part of it was found in accused's possession, concealed in a

safety deposit vault. Held, that the evidence showed pure theft on the part of
R., and did not raise the issue of embezzlement. Goldstein v. State (Cr. App.) 171
S. W. 709.

.

Felony or misdemeanor.-See Clark v. State, 48 App, 527, 89 S. W. 647; Me
Crary v. State, 51 App, 496, 103 S. W. 926, 123 Am. St. Rep. 903; Stallings v. State,
29 App, 220, 15 S. W. 716; Taylor v. State, 29 App. 466, 16 S. W. 302.

Second-hand clothing has no such market value as will represent· ail actual
value in determining the grade of the offense of embezzlement of such property.
Nor can the rule obtaining among dealers in second-hand clothing, "to sell for
fifty per cent less than the original cost," furnish anything like a just standard
of value. Cooksie v. State, 26 App, 72, 9 S. W. 58.

The mode of arriving at the value of articles of that character, which were em

bezzled, was correctly stated in the following charge: "If you believe, from the
evidence, that the defendant is liable, under the charge given you, for the embez
zlement of any of the articles described in the indictment, you are instructed that
in arriving at the value or such articles,. and thereby fixing the punishment of the
defendant, you will be governed by what, if anything, you believe from the evi
dence was the fair and reasonable value of such articles at the time and place
they were so embezzled." Cooksie v. State, 26 App. 72, 9 S. W. 58.

Embezzlement is a felony or a misdemeanor according to the value of the prop
erty embezzled. Aldrich v. State, 29 App. 394, 16 S. W. 251.

When defendant was herding horses for his employer and let them get away
and he was found twenty miles away with one horse in his possession, but there
is no evidence showing intent to dispose of same, appropriation is not shown and
conviction for felony cannot be sustained; it is a misdemeanor.' Ximenez v. State
(Cr. App.) 54 S. W. 588, 589.

Prosecutrix delivered to defendant $2,050 to be invested for her in October, 1902,
and on December 2, 1902, following, defendant claimed. that he had loaned the
money to W., and exhibited a note for the amount covered by a mortgage on real
property. It was thereafter discovered that the note was a forgery, and that W.
was a fictitious person. It was also shown that on the day defendant received the
money he deposited it in the bank, and on the same day drew out $540, and on

October 16th, $100; on the 18th, $136; on the 23d, $65; on the 29th, $50; on No
vember 6th, $61; and on the 7th, $73. On December 17th he executed the fictitious
note to conceal the defalcation. The indictment charged the embezzlement as hav
ing been committed on December 13, 1902, on which date he withdrew from the
bank but $42.25. Held that, since defendant had authority to draw the money
out of the bank all at once or at different times, several withdrawals did not con

stitute different offenses, but that the act of embezzlement occurred when accused
attempted to cover his appropriations, the different withdrawals being mere con

tinuous acts admissible to show criminal intent, and hence the fact that he only
withdrew $42.25 on the date of the alleged embezzlement did not reduce the crime
to a misdemeanor. Hamer v. State, 60 App. 341, 131 S. W. 813.

In a prosecution for embezzlement, where accused admitted the embezzlement,
but testified that he never took more than $50 at one time, it was error to refuse
to instruct that he could only be convicted of a misdemeanor if the jury should
find that he never took more than $50 at one time. Day v. State, 71 App. 414, 159
S. W. 1186.

Venue.-See C. C. P. art. 251, and notes thereunder.

Indictment, proof, and val"'iance.-See C. C. P. arts. 451 et seq. and notes there
under. Willson's Cr. Forms, 686-688.

Where the indictment charged embezzlement of $10,000 in gold coin (describing
it), proof that defendant embezzled the whole amount in solido is sufficient, with
out specific proof as to any of the coin described. Riley v. State, 32 Tex. 763.

The indictment must aver a fraudulent intent. Peacock v. State, 36 Tex. 647.
But an allegation that the defendant "did embezzle, fraudulently misapply, and
convert to his own use" was held to sufficiently allege a fraudulent intent. Such

allegation follows the language of the statute, and ex vi termini imports a rraudu-
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lent intent. Bridgers v. State, 8 App. 145. When the indictment is against an

agent, clerk, etc., it must be distinctly averred that the defendant had the care or

possession of the money or property by virtue of his agency, clerkship, etc. State
v. Johnson, 21 Tex. 775; Gaddy v. State, 8 App. 127. For an indictment against an

agent held good, see Gibbs v. State, 41 Tex. 491; Brown v. State, 23 App. 214, 4
S. W. 588. Against a clerk, see Wise v. State, 41 Tex. 139. Against a bailee. Leon
ard v. State, 7 App. 417. See Golden v. State, 22 App, 1, 2 S. W. 531: and Brown
v, State, 23 App, 214, 4 S. W. 588, approving Willson's Cr. Forms. The indictment
need not allege an intent to deprive the owner of the property of its value and to

appropriate it to the taker's use, as in theft. Leonard v. State, 7 App, 417. The
indictment must allege the value of the embezzled property. Reside v. State, 10

App. 675. The ownership of the property embezzled must be alleged, and may be
alleged III a special owner as in theft, and in case a corporation is the owner, it
is sufficient to allege ownership in the corporation by name. Leonard v. State, 7
App. 417; Riley v. State, 32 Tex. 763. Where the indictment, in the same count,
charged the embezzlement of a horse, and also a gun and pistol, the two latter
of the aggregate value of twenty dollars, the indictment was held bad for duplic
ity. Heineman v. State, 22 App. 44, 2 S. W. 619. A conviction for this offense can

not be had under an indictment for theft. Huntsman v. State, 12 App, 619, over

ruling Whitworth v. State, 11 App. 414. See, also, Simco v. State, 8 App. 406;
Cody v. State, 31 App. 183, 20 S. W. 398.

In an indictment against the treasurer of an incorporated company for embez
zlement of its money, the only description of the money was as follows: "Five
hundred dollars, lawful money of the United States of America, of the value of
five hundred dollars, a more particular description of which the grand jury cannot
give." The defense excepted to the indictment because it did not allege the names

of the persons from whom the defendant received the said five hundred dollars,
nor state whether the money was gold or silver coin, national bank or United
States treasury notes, or United States paper money authorized by law. Held, that
the exceptions were properly overruled, the facts showing that the allegation of
the indictment is as definite and specific as practicable.

It is urged in this court that the indictment is insufficient because it does not

allege that the money was "current" money. Held, in view of the facts of this
case, that such an allegation was not necessary in this indictment. Malcolmson
v. State, 25 App. 267, 8 S. W. 468.

It was at one time held that an indictment which charged the embezzlement of
money, was not sustained by proof of the embezzlement of United States green
backs, 'or national bank notes, or both. Block v. State, 44 Tex. 620. But such is
not now the law. Griffin v. State, 4 App. 390.

An indictment held fatally defective in substance. Griffin v. State, 4 App, 390.
An indictment charging the embezzlement of particular property will not be

sustained by proof of the embezzlement of the proceeds of such property. Baker
v. State, 6 App. 344.

Mode of embezzlement is a matter of evidence and not of pleading. Cole v.

State, 16 App. 461; Golden v. State, 22 App, 1, 2 S. W. 531; Leonard v. State, 7
App. 417. See also Malcolmson v. State, 25 App. 267, 8 S. W. 468.

The ownership of the property must be proved as alleged, and the nonconsent
of the owner or owners, to the appropriation thereof by the defendant. Cohen v.

State, 20 App. 224; Leonard v. State, 7 App. 417; Livingston v. State, 16 App.. 652.
For essential allegations, see Jaimes v. State, 32 App. 473, 24 S. W. 297.
Indictment against a city officer need not allege that the city was incorporated.

Nor is it necessary to set out the ordinance creating defendant an officer. Stein
er v. State, 33 App. 291, 26 S. W. 214. Indictment for theft of a bicycle which al
leges possession in defendant by virtue of contract of hiring is sufficient indict
ment for embezzlement. Gebhardt v. State (Cr. App.) 27 S. W. 136. Where W.
delivered money to defendant to be carried to K, the indictment should allege the
want of consent of both W. and K. Turner v. State (Cr. App.) 32 s. W. 767.

An indictment charging the embezzlement of funds belonging to an incorpo
rated company need not allege the charter or act of incorporation. Smith v. State,
34 App. 265, 30 S. W. 236. See, also, Leonard v. State, 7 App, 417.

The indictment should have alleged by whom defendant was intrusted with the

property, the agreement to carry it and what was to have been done with it. Nas
sitts v. State, 36 App, 5, 34 S. W. 957.

The relation of parties being sufficiently stated, an indictment was not defective
as failing to allege the property came into accused's possession, or under his care,

by virtue of his agency, office, or employment. Evans v. State, 40 App. 54, 48 S.
W. 194.

An indictment held sufficient. See Stephens v. State, 49 App, 489, 93 S. W. 545,
following Goodwyn v. State (Cr. App.) 64 s. W. 251.

Description of corporation. Garner v.. State, 51 App, 578, 105 S. W. 187; Stal
ling v. State, 29 App, 220, 15 S. W. 716.

An allegation in an indictment that money charged had "theretofore" come into
accused's possession and was in his care as agent was not bad as being too gen
eral, nor as being a mere conclusion, nor as showing that the money came into
his possession before the agency. Mortimore v. State, 60 App. 69, 130 S. W. 1004.

Where an indictment alleged the embezzlement of $2,050 lawful money of the
United States of America, it sufficiently alleged the value of the property embez
zled. Hamer v. State, 60 App. 341, 131 S. W. 813.

The phrase "current money of the United States," as used in an indictment for
embezzlement by tax collector, charging conversion to his own use of such money,
includes gold, silver, copper or other coin, bank bills, government notes, or other
circulating medium which is current as money; article 1419 post, providing that
the term "money," as used in the chapter on embezzlement, shall include, besides
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coin, bank bills, government notes, or other circulating medium. Ferrell v. State

(Cr. App.) 152 S. W. 901.
The variance between an indictment for embezzlement of a described check and

the check, offered in evidence, which was like the description in the indictment,
except that it contained in the upper left-hand corner a monogram of the bank,
was immaterial. Irby v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 543.

Evidence.-See C. C. P. arts. 783 et seq., and notes thereunder.
Evidence held to support a conviction. Irby v. State (Cr. App.) 155 S. W. 543;

Riley v. State, 32 Tex. 763; Leonard v. State, 7 App, 417; Cole v. State, 16 App,
461; Harris v. State, 21 App. 478, 2 S. W. 830; Golden v. State, 22 App. 1, 2 S. w.

531; Epperson v. State, 22 App. 694, 3 S. W. 789; Brown v. State, 23 App. 214, 4

S. W. 588; Garner v. State, 51 App. 578, 105 S. W. 187. Contra, Henderson v. State,
1 App. 432; Victor v. State, 15 App. 90; Livingston v. State, 16 App. 652; Strong
V. State, 18 App, 19; Cohen v. State, 20 App. 225; Perry v. State, 22 App. 19, l:l

S. W,. 600; Brady v. State, 21 App. 659, 1 S. W. 462; Cooksie v. State, 26 App. 72,
9 S. W. 58; Brown v. State, 28 App. 65, 11 S. W. 1022; Stallings v. State, 29 App.
220, 15 S. W. 716; Aldrich v. State, 29 App. 394, 16 S. W. 251; Taylor v. State, 29

App. 466, 16 S. W. 302; Price v, State (Cr. App.) 40 S. W. 596; Mortimore v. State,
60 App. 69, 130 S. W. 1004; Maddox v. State, 70 App. 47, 156 S. W. 206.

Evidence is admissible to explain a seeming variance, Leonard v. State, 7 App.
417.

Evidence is admissible to explain the terms of the bailment, Leonard v. State,
7 App. 417.

The fraudulent appropriation is to be inferred from facts. Flight, insolvency,
concealment, or evasion, are circumstances to prove guilt. The guilt of the defend
ant may be proved by any of the modes sanctioned by the general rules of evi

dence. Proof by positive testimony is not required. Leonard v. State, 7 App. 417;
Rfley vv. State, 32 Tex. 763.

Where the evidence for the state establishes a prima facie case of guilt, and the
defendant relies upon a bona fide disposition of the property, the burden is upon
him to prove such defense. Bridgers v. State, 8 App, 145.

Where the indictment charged the defendant with the embezzlement of money
intrusted to him for payment to the state treasurer, it was held competent for the
state to prove by a clerk in the treasurer's office that the books of that office did
not show payment of the money by the defendant to the treasurer. But it was fur
ther held, that this negative evidence did not suffice to countervail the presumption
of innocence, and it was incumbent on the state to produce the best evidence, viz.:
the testimony of the treasurer, in proof of the nonpayment of the money to him

by defendant. Strong v. State, 18 App. 19.
When defendant has received property to be disposed of in a particular way

and he has not done so, to relieve himself he must show what he did with it. Ev
ans v. State, 40 App. 58, 48 S. W'. 194.

When a witness testified that the value of the property was as alleged in the

indictment, it was held sufficient proof of value, although the indictment was not
read in evidence, but only read as pleading. Harris v. State, 21 App, 478, 2 S. W.
830. See Cooksie v. State, 26 App. 72, 9 S. W. 58, as to evidence of value.

The venue like any other fact may be proved by circumstantial evidence. Brown
V. State, 23 App, 214, 4 S. W: 588.

A statement by an agent charged with embezzlement that he had taken the

money and lost it at a game of poker is an' admission that he used it without the

principal's consent, and fraudulent intent is sufficiently established by proof of
concealment until the crime was discovered. Smith v. State, 34 App. 265, 30 S. W.
236. .

Evidence that defendant had put the goods beyond his control and secured
money and drinks on them sufficiently shows fraudulent intent. Harris v. State
(Cr. App.) 34 S. W. 922.

Evidence of want of consent to taking. See Garner v. State, 51 App, 578, 105-
S. W. 187; Smith v. State, 34 App. 265, 30 S. W. 236.

Where prosecutrix's attorney was indicted for embezzlement of money alleged
to have been left with him for investment, a receipt reciting that defendant had
received from prosecutrix $60 on "loan account" did not ot itself indicate that the
relation between the parties was that of debtor and creditor. Hamer v. State, 60
App. 341, 131 S. W. 813.

Since, in a prosecution for embezzlement, the intent is incapable of direct proof,
great latitude is necessarily allowed in proving the same, and any evidence is ad
missible which has a tendency, though Slight, to establish fraudulent intent on the
one hand, or the bona fides of accused on the other. Hamer v. State, 60 App. 341,
131 S. W. 813.

In a prosecution for embezzling the proceeds of a check given to accused by
the prosecuting witness for deposit to the maker's credit in a bank in which ac

cused owned stock in which one count alleged conversion of a check, and an

other of its proceeds, evidence was admissible that accused deposited the check to
his own credit, and that witness, an official of the bank, had the original deposit
Slip showing that fact, and that, after dej oaltlng the check, accused gave the
cashier a check for the amount, which was credited against one of accused's notes.
Nesbitt v. State (Cr. App.) 144 s. W. 944.

Where the indictment in a prosecution for embezzling a check alleged that ac

cused fraudulently embezzled and converted the check to his own use, evidence was

admissible that he received the proceeds of the check as a credit on a note he owed
the bank. ' Nesbitt v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 944.

In a prosecution for embezzling the proceeds of a check given to accused to de
posit for another, evidence by prosecuting witness that he had to sell his buggy
and team to payoff two notes which he had signed for accused was not admissible"
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being calculated to prejudice him with the jury. Nesbitt v. State (Cr. App.) 144
S. W. 944.

In a prosecution for embezzling the proceeds of a check given to accused to de

posit for another, evidence as to what property accused owned, or the amount of,
or his failure to pay, his debts, was not admissible. Nesbitt v. State (Cr. App.)
144 S. W. 944.

In a prosecution for embezzling the proceeds of a check given to accused to de
posit for another, a letter written by accused after converting the proceeds, stat
ing that he told the owner of the check about using the proceeds not less than a

week after he received the check, was admissible as tending to show whether the
owner gave him authority to use the check, or whether accused thought he had au

thority to so use it. Nesbitt v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 944.
A letter written by accused to the owner of a check shortly after its alleged

embezzlement, stating that the owner knew that what accused did had been inten
tionally honest, and that he had meant no wrong and had not desired to beat him
out of a cent, was admissible on the question whether accused had authority to
use the proceeds of the check for himself. Nesbitt v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W.
944.

The check given to accused by prosecuting witness and described in the in
dictment was also admissible in evidence. Nesbitt v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. w.
944.

Evidence, on a prosecution for embezzlement of money obtained on a check, held
insufficient to raise the issue of the check being drawn on defendant's own account,
but to show that, by arrangement with the person whose property was charged
to have been embezzled, it was to be paid out of his money. Poteet v. State (Cr.
App.) 153 S. W. 863.

In a prosecution for the embezzlement of a diamond, evidence held sufficient to
warrant a finding that it was not sold to the jeweler on credit, but that it was in
trusted to him for sale. Pope v. State, 71 App. 261, 158 S. W. 527.

In a prosecution for theft or embezzlement of a note, evidence that when the
owner learned defendant had pledged the note he made no objection and did not
appear surprised is admissible to show the owner's consent. PYe v: State (Gr.
App.) 171 S. W. 741.
-- Othe.r offenses.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 783.

Questions for jury.-See 'C. C. P. art. 786, and notes. See Henderson v. State,
55 App. 640', 117 S. W. 825.

The question of fraudulent conversion is a question of fact for the jury, and
not a matter of law. Jaimes v. State, 32 App. 473, 24 S. W. 2;)7.

Question of partnership. Butler v. State, 54 App. 42, 111 S. W. 146.
In a prosecution for theft or embezzlement of a note which was delivered to

defendant to enable him to raise money for the owner, the question whether de
fendant believed he had permission to use the note for his own benefit held, under
the evidence, for the jury. Pye v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 741.

'Charge of court.-See C. C. P. arts. 735 et seq., and note thereunder. Epperson
v. State, 22 App, 694, 3 S. W. 789.

If evidence be introduced tending to show consent on the part of the owner, the
jury should be instructed to acquit if they found that fact. Henderson v. State, 1
App, 432 .

. The statutory terms, "embezzle, fraudulently misapply, or convert to his own

use," are employed in their ordinary signification and need not be explained in
the charge. Bridgers v. State, 8 App. '145. If the evidence tends to show consent
of the owner to the conversion of the property by the defendant, the charge should
submit that issue, and direct the jury to acquit in case they entertained a reason

able doubt of the want of the owner's consent. Henderson v. State, 1 App. 432.
For a correct charge as to the ownership of money, where defendant claimed that
the money alleged to have been embezzled by him belonged to his wife, see Golden
v, State, 22 App. 1, 2 S. W. 531. For a correct charge as to embezzlement by a

bailee who sold the property, _ having authority to sell, see Epperson v. State, 22
App. 694, 3 S. W. 789. This offense may be presented within three years after its
commission, but not after the lapse of that time. Where, by the evidence, no is
sue is raised as to limitation, the charge need not instruct in regard thereto. Cohen
v. State, 20 App. 224.

'Charge as to venue. Cohen v. State, 20 App. 224.
Correctness of instructions on appropriation by husband of wtres-money, Gold

en v. State, 22 App. 1, 2 S. W. 531.
-

In a trial for embezzlement of money by an officer of an incorporated company
it was not error to allow the state to prove that the accused, without authority,
but with the company's money, bought and charged to the company a pair of
horses and a set of harness, and afterward sold the same. Appellant, however,
insists that such proof necessitated an instruction to the jury not to convict for a

conversion or sale of the horses and harness. But held that, the proof being com

petent for the purpose of tracing the company's money into the custody of the ac

cused, and there being no purpose or attempt to convict him of a conversion or

sale of the horses and harness, it was not incumbent on the trial court to instruct
the jury as contended by appellant. Malcolmson v. State, 25 App. 267, 8 S. W. 468.

The proof in this case clearly establishing the agency of the accused with re

spect to the alleged embezzled property, the charge of the trial court upon the sub
ject was correct. The charge of the court referred to reads as follows: "In decid
ing as to whether or not the defendant was the agent of M., within the meaning
of the foregoing charge, you are instructed that if you believe from the evidence
that said M. told defendant to get said articles and bring them to him, and also
told one Mrs. W. to have R. to get them and bring or send them to him or his
wife, and that said R. in compliance with said instructions, did get into her pos
session said articles and deliver them to the defendant for him to send by express
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to said M., or to his wife for him, at Dallas, and that defendant so received into
his possession said articles, agreeing with said R. to send them to said M., or to
his wife for him, you will find the defendant to have been such agent." Cooksie
v. State, 26 App, 72, 9 S. W. 58.

Charge held erroneous. Jaimes v. State, 32 App. 473, 24 S. W. 297.
A charge held not objectionable for failing to more' fully charge on a power of

attorney and right thereunder to dispose of funds. Jackson v: State, 44 App. 259,
70 S. W. 760.

The court need not define "embezzlement" and "fraudulent misapplication."
Jackson v, State, 44 App, 259, 70 S. W. 760.

Charge as to loan and loss of money. Garner v. State, 51 App, 578, 105 S. W.
187.

A general charge defining the offense without applying the law to the facts, is
insufficient. Goodsoe v. State, 52 App. 626, 108 S. W. 388.

Charges in case of different counts and offenses. Manovitch v. State, 50 App.
260, 96 S. W. 1; Alford v. State, 52 App, 621, 108 S. W. 364; Maulding v. State, 53
App. 220, 108 S. W. 1182.

In a prosecution for embezzlement of a diamond, where the defense was that
it was sold to the defendant on credit and not consigned to him for sale, an in
struction that if the jur-y had a reasonable doubt, or believed that the prosecuting
witness agreed to sell goods on credit to the defendant, and that thi.s diamond was

sold under the agreement, they must acquit, presented affirmatively the defend
ant's theory of the case. Pope v, State, 71 App. 261, 158 S. W. 527.

Art. 1417. [939] By factor or commission merchant.-If any
factor or commission merchant shall embezzle or fraudulently mis
apply or convert to his own use any money, goods, produce, com

modity or other property, which shall have come into his posses
sion or shall be. under his care by virtue of his office, agency or

employment, he shall be punished in the same manner as if he had
committed a theft of such money, goods, produce, commodity or

other property. [Act Feb. 12, 1858. p. 182.]
See notes to preceding article.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 689.
See good indictment on motion in arrest. Gibbs v, State, 41 Tex. 491. The in

dictment should aver the character of the consignment and the act of conversion;
but if these are averred in general terms, and the defendant fails to except in lim
ine, the judgment will not be arrested for that defect. lb. The Indictment need
not allege a fraudulent intent, and it may characterize the defendant as "the com

mission-merchant," instead of "a commission-merchant." The terms "embezzle,
fraudulently misapply, or convert," are used in their ordinary signification, and
the burden of proving a bona fide disposition of the property is on the defendant.
Bridgers v. State, 8 App. 145.

The indictment should aver the character of the consignment and the act of
conversion. If the indictment follows the language of the statute it sufficiently
alleges fraudulent intent. Bridgers v. State, 8 App. 145.

Art. 1418. [940] By carrier.-If any carrier, to whom any
money, goods or other property. shall have been delivered to be
carried by him, or if any other person who shall be intrusted with
such property, shall embezzle or fraudulently convert to his own

use any such money, goods or property, either in the mass, as the
same were delivered, or otherwise, he shall be deemed guilty of
theft, and shall be punished as prescribed for that offense accord
ing to the value of the money, goods or other property so em

bezzled or converted. [Id.]
See notes under preceding articles of this chapter, and Smith v. State, 34 App ..

265, 30 S. W. 236; Stallings v. State, 29 App, 220, 15 S. W. 716; Livingston v. State.
16 App. 652; Aldrich v. State, 29 App, 394, 16 S. W. ,251; Felsenthal v. State, 30>
App. 675, 18 S. W. 644; Cookste v. State, 26 App, 72, 9 S. W. 58.

Nature of oUense.-Where money was delivered to the wife of accused, to be
carried to a third party, and accused converted it to his Oown use and failed to pay
on demand, he was guilty of theft within the meaning of this article. De Gaultie
v. State, 31 Tex. 32.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 690.
See Keeller v. State, 4 App. 527.
An indictment alleging delivery to defendant a carrier, by W. of money belong

ing to K. to be carried, and that defendant embezzled it without K.'s consent,
should also allege that W. was K.'s agent, and embezzlement was without W.'s
consent. Turner v: State (Cr. App.) 32 s. W. 767.

Indictment for embezzlement under this article, should allege the agreement to
carry the property and by whom defendant was intrusted with the property. Nas
sitts v. State, 36 App. 5, 34 S. W. 957.

EVld'ence.-In a prosecution under this article in which it appeared that accused,
after having induced the prosecuting witness to deposit money then in aneth
er bank in a hank in which accused was a stockholder, took a $60 check from
him, and deposited it in his own name, tnstead ot in the name of the prosecuting
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witness as agreed, evidence was admissible that prosecuting witness had money
on deposit in the other bank to meet the check when it was issued. Nesbitt v.

State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 944.

Art. 1419. [941] "Money" and "property" defined.-The term

"money," as used in this chapter, includes, besides gold, silver.
copper or other coin, bank bills, government notes or other cir
culating medium current as money; and the term "property" in
cludes any and every article commonly known and designated as

personal property, and all writings of every description that may
possess any ascertainable value.

See Kimbrough v. State, 28 App. 367, 13 S. W. 218.

Property.-"l\Ioney" is property within the meaning of article 251 of the 'C. of
C. P. prescribing the venue of prosecutions for this offense. Brown v. State, 23
App, 214, 4 S. W. 588.

"Property," includes any and every article commonly known and designated as

personal property, and all writings of every description that may possess any as

certainable value, and this includes money. Taylor v. State, 29 App. 466, 16 S. W.
30:.l.

Money.-See Griffin v. State, 4 App, 390.
An indictment for embezzling money held not sustained by proof of embezzling

United States currency or national bank bills. Block v . State, 44 Tex. 620.
In legal acceptation, the word "money" means current metalic coins. Block

v. State, 44 Tex. 620.
"Money," as used in the statutes pertaining to theft (and kindred crimes),

means legal tender coin, or legal tender currency of the United States. McCUne
v. State, 25 App. 247, 7 S. W. 667; Lewis v. State, 28 App, 140, 12 S. W. 736; Taylor
v. State, 29 App. 466, 16 S. W. 302; Otero v. State, 30 App, 450, 17 S. W. 1081; Me
near v. State, 30 App. 475, 17 S. W. 1082.

"Money," under this article, includes, beside gold, silver, copper or other coin,
bank bills, government notes, or other circulating medium, current as money. Tay
lor v. State, supra; Malcolmson v. State, 25 App. 267, 8 S. W. 468.

The description "current money of the United States of America" is sufficient.
Itl covers any kind of current money of the United States, and includes, besides gold
and silver, copper and other coin, bank bills, government notes and other circulat
ing medium current as money. Butler v . State, 46 App. 287, 81 S. W. 744.

In view of this article it was held that the phrase ."current money of the United
States,". as used in an indictment for embezztement by tax collector, charging con
version to his own use of such money, includes gold, silver, copper or other coin,
bank bills, government notes, or other circulating medium which is current as

money. Ferrell v. State (Cr. App.) 152 S. ·W. 901.

Art. 1420. [942] Fraudulently receiving, etc., embezzled prop
erty.-If any person shall fraudulently receive or conceal any prop
erty which has been acquired by another in such manner as that
the acquisition comes within the meaning of embezzlement. know
ing the same to have been so acquired, he shall be punished in the
same manner as the person embezzling the same would be liable
to be punished. [Act March 16, 1883, p. 24.]

Nature and elements of offense.-Embezzlement is an offense eo nomine, and
this article is not so indefinitely framed, or of such doubtful construction as that
it can not be understood, and is not, therefore, inoperative. It uses the words
"acquired" and "acquisition" where the words "converted" and "conversion" should
have been used, but still the legislative intent is plain, which is to create and pun
ish as an offense the fraudulent receiving or concealing of embezzled p-roperty, the
same as the fraudulent receiving or concealing of stolen property. Hodges v. State,
22 App. 415, 3 S. W. 739. Prior to the enactment of the preceding article it was
not an offense to fraudulently receive or conceal embezzled property. Leal v. State,
12 App. 279..

.

Indictment.-Willson's cr. Forms, 692, approved in Hodges v. State, 22 App. 415,
.3 S. W. 739.

'
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1. SWINDLING
Article 1421. [943] "Swindling" defined.s-c'Swindling" is the

acquisition of any personal or movable property, money or instru
ment of writing conveying or securing a valuable right, by means

of some false or deceitful pretense or device, or fraudulent repre
sentation, with intent to appropriate the same to the use of the
party so acquiring, or of destroying or impairing the rights of
the party justly entitled to the same. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 183.]

Cited, Wagoner v. State, 63 App. 180, 140 S. W. 339; Burkhiser v. Lyons (Civ.
App.) 167 s. W. 244.

1. Nature and elements of offense in
general.

2. Intent.
3. False pretense or promise and reli

ance thereon.
4. Acquiring or impairing property or

right.
5. Felony or misdemeanor.

6. Compared with and distinguished
from other offenses.

7. Venue.
8. Indictment and information.
9. -- Proof and variance.

10. Evidence.
11. -- Other offenses.
12. Charge of court.

1. Nature and elements of offense In general.-Decisions defining the offense.
Mathews v. Sta,te, 10 App, 279; May v. State, 15 App. 430; Baker v. State, 14 App,
332.

To constitute this offense there must be: 1, an intent to defraud; 2, an actual'
fraud committed; 3, false pretenses- made by the accused; and 4, the fraud must
have been accomplished by means of the false pretenses made use of for the pur
pose. Blum v. State, 20 .App. 578, 54 Am. Rep. 530, citing Buckalew v. State, 11
App, 352, and other authorities, and generally see Cline v. State, 43 Tex. 494;
Robinson v. State, 33 Tex. 341; Allen v. State, 16 App. 150; Moody v. State, 24

App. 458, 6 S. W. 321; May v. State, 15 App, 430; Stringer v. State, 13 App. 520;
Buntain v. State, 15 App, 515; Johnson v. State, 57 App. 347, 123 S. W. 143.

The fact that a man bets on his own ability to work a swindling device, does
not prevent the transaction from being a swindle. Gray and Ross v. State, 32 App.
598, 25 S. W. 627.

Where one is authorized to buy property for another, and buys and pays for the
property by draft on his prinoipal, the fact that the principal fails to pay the draft
does not constitute swindling. Williams v. State, 34 App. 606, 31 S. ·W. 649.

The drawing and passing a worthless check held not swindling within the mean

ing of this article. Ayers v. State, 37 App. 1, 38 S. ·W. 943; Brown v. State, 37
App. 104, 38 S. W. 1008, 66 Am. St. Rep. 794.

The offense may consist of acts as well as words. Brown v. State, 37 App. 104,
38 S. W. 1008, 66 Am. St. Rep. 794. See, also, Faulk v. State, 38 App, 77, 41 S. W.
616; Speer v. State, 50 App, 273, 97 S. W. 469.

The instrument declared on read "$3 Hamilton Texas July 1st 189& I promise to
pay to A C L Hurst quarterly iIll advance for one year and in the event default
is made in the payment of any amount the whole to become due" signed J. E. W.
It was alleged to be of the value of $15, and to be an instrument securing a val
uable right; held, the instrument as alleged would not support a charge of swin
dling. Hurst v. Sta.te, 39 App. 196, 45 S. W. 573.

Note a device with trick locks, manipulated under a wager, held to be a clear
case of swindling. McFarland v. State, 45 App. 248. 75 S. W. 788.

Conversion of funds by a guardian. Walls v. State, 45 App, 329,. 77 S. W. 8.
Swindling an insurance company. Hunter v. State, 46 App. 498, 81 S. W. 730.
In a case of swindling it is not necessary that any benefit accrue to the party

guilty of the fraud or deceit; or injury to the person intended to be defrauded. '-"

Baxter v. State, 51 App. 576, 105 S. W. 195; La Moyne v. State, 53 App. 221, 111
S. W. 950. See, also, article 1424, and notes.

.

That the injured party could, after the failure of the security given falsely by
the accused, have secured himself by marshaling other properties owned by ac
cused, is no defense. La Moyne v. State, 53 App, 221, 111 S. W. 950 (overruling
Gaskins v. State [Cr. App.] 38 S. W. 470; Perry v. State, 39 App. 495, 46 S. W. 816,
and Lively v. State [Cr. App.] 74 S. W. 321).

The crime of swindling having been committed by defendant making false rep
resentations, knowing they were false, on which he obtained a loan of L., was not

wiped out by his giving L. property to pay the' debt in order to prevent a pros
-ecution. Robinson v. State, 63 App. 212, 139 S. W. 978.

Where accused sold animals of a third person to prosecutor representing own

-ership, and thereby obtained from prosecutor money, a conviction for swindling
was authorized. Melton v. State, 63 App. 573, 140 S. W. 781.

Where C. paid defendant $10, on her representation that for a fee of that
amount she would obtain for him certain employment, which she never did, in
tending the title of the $10 to pass to her, defendant was not guilty of "theft,"
but, at most, of "swindling." Arnold v. State (Cr. App.) 176 s. W. 159.

2. I ntent.-An essential element of this offense is the intent with which the v
defendant acquires the property. Stringer v. State, 13 App. 520; May v. State, 15
App. 430; Sims v. State, 28 App, 447, 13 S. W. 653.

3. False pretense or promise and reliance thereon.-See Harrison v. State, 44 .

App. 243, 70 S. W. 421; May v. State, 17 App. 213.
To constitute this offense, some false pretense, etc., as to an existtng fact, or

a past event, must have been made. Mere false promises, or false professions of
intentions, although acted upon, are not sufficient. Johnson v, State, 41 Tex. 65;
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Mathews v. State, 10 App, 279;· Allen v. State, 16 App. 150; Blum v. State, 20 App,
578, 54 Am. Rep. 530. See further, as to false pretense, art. 1332.

The false pretense, etc., to constitute this offense, must be as to some exist
ing fact, or past event. Mere false promises, or false professions of intention,
although acted upon, are not sufficient. Mathews v. State, 10 App. 279; Allen v.

State, 16 App. 150; Blum v. State, 20 App. 578, 54 Am. Rep. 530; Johnson v. State,
41 Tex. 65. It is not necessary that the pretense, etc., should be in words; there
may be a sufficient false pretense, etc., in the acts and conduct of the party, with
out any verbal representation of a fraudulent nature. Blum v. State, 20 App. 578,
54 Am. Rep. 530. It need not be such an artificial device as would impose upon
a man of ordinary prudence and caution, nor need it be such that can not be

guarded against by ordinary caution. But if the pretense was absurd or irrational,
or if the injured party knew its falsity, or had the means of instantly detecting it,
it will not be such a pretense as will constitute this offense. Buckalew v. State,
n App, 352; Colbert v. State, 1 App. 314; May v. State, 17 App. 213.

.

An essential element of the offense is, that the party injured, in parting with
his property, actually relied upon and was deceived by the false pretenses, etc., of
the accused. Buckalew v. State, 11 App. 352; Ervin v. State, Id. 536.

Swindling may be predicated upon a promissory note, when its execution has
been procured by means of false or deceitful pretenses, or fraudulent representa
tions. Baker v. State, 14 App, 332.

No statement of anything to occur in the future is a pretense under this article,
though a false pretext may be implied from the acts and conduct of the party
without false or fraudulent verbal representations. Blum v. State, 20 App. 578, 54
Am. Rep. 530; Hurst v. State, 39 App. 196, 45 S. W. 573; Brown v. State, 37 App.
104, 38 S. W. 1008, 66 Am. St. Rep. 802; Johnson v. State, 41 Tex. 65; Boscow v .

. State, 33 App. 390, 26 S. W. 625; Anderson v. State (Cr. App.) 177 s. W. 85.
A false promise to do a certain thing in the future is not swindling; but when

accompanied by a false statement as to an extstlng fact, it may sustain the
charge. Boscow v. State, 33 App. 390, 26 S. W. 625.

(The
indictment must allege and evidence show that the injured party relied on

the false statements and was induced to part with his property by means of the
false pretenses. Thorpe v: State, 40 App, 347, 50 S. W. 383 .

.;Pretenses must relate to existing facts or past events; mere false promises or

professions of intention, though acted on, are insufficient. Martin v. State, 36
Tex. Cr. 125, 35 S. W. 976.

The mere act of drawing a check upon a bank in which the drawer has neither
funds nor credit will not alone, or without attending false representations, con

stitute swindling. Ayers v. State, 37 App, 1, 38 S. W. 792; Brown v: State, 37
App, 104, 38 S. W. 1008, 66 Am. St. Rep. 794.

It is not necessary that the false pretenses should be the sole inducement
which moved the prosecutor to part with his property. It is sufficient that they
materially contribute to this end and without which he would not have parted with
his property. Cowan v. State, 41 App. 617, 56 S. W. 752.

Defendant insured his life, and then pretended that he had been drowned,
leaving evidence indicative in some respects of this fact. The beneficiary inno
cently believing the insured to be dead, brought suit on the policy, (which the in
surance company resisted on the ground that the insured was .not dead) and re

covered judgment which the company was forced through the courts to pay. This
was not swindling under the statutes. The pretense or representations may be
of acts or conduct as well as by words, still they must be made to some one and
must be declared on in the indictment. They must be relied on and the party In
jured must be induced to part with the ownership of the property on the faith of
the representations. A connection must be shown between the alleged false rep
resentations and the obtention of the property. The court cannot be deemed the
agent of the company to show such connection. The company did not believe the
facts relied on to show false representations, but was compelled by the court in
the suit to accept them as true and pay the money. The indictment should have
been quashed. Hunter v: State, 46 App, 498, 81 S. W. 730.

The offense consists of a wilful false representation as to a substantial and
material fact, inducing another to part with his property. La Moyne v. State, 53
App. 221, 111 S. W 950.

While a false representation that one is the owner of property is one on which
a prosecution for swindling may be based, a representation that one will invest in
certain property, and failure to do it, is but a breach of promise, not a basis for
swindling. Johnson v. State, 57 App, 347, 123 S. W. 143.

A defendant who falsely represented that he was the owner of land free from
incumbrance, and purchased personal property on credit, securing the price by a

deed of trust on the land, is guilty of "swindling," within this and the following
article, though the person swindled had constructive notice by means of the rec

ords that the land was incumbered. Brown v. State, 62 App. 592, 138 S. W. 604 .

.,/ To support a conviction under article 1421, defining swindling as the acquisrtion
of property by false and deceitful means, it must appear that the party injured,
in parting with his property, actually relied on and was deceived by the false pre
tenses used by accused. McDaniel v. State, 63 App. 260, 140 S. W. 232 .

......The crime of swindling or obtaining money by false pretenses defined by article
1421, may be committed by the use of false pretenses with reference to real, as well
as personal, property. Yoakum v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W 910.

A fraudulent representation that deceased would at some future time convey
title to certain land in return for the present delivery of certain notes does not
constitute the offense of swindling, since the statute expressly excludes matters
of that sort; to constitute the c,ffense the representations�
�i.s.tin..g: .!� and not a mere promise to do some act in the future.
Windham v. State, 71 App. 384, 160 S. ·W. 72.
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4. Acquiring or Impairing property or right.-The title to money or property
must be obtained by the accused, or must pass from the injured party. Cline v.

State, 43 Tex. 494; State v. Vickery, 19 Tex. 326; May v. State, 15 App. 430.
The money being placed to accused's credit in a bank instead of being paid to

him, there is no merit in contention that he did not receive it in cash. Medders
v. State, 54 App. 494, 113 S. W. 270.

Securing the signature of a person to a note, whereby he was subsequently re

quired to pay it, is securing from him a "valuable right," within art. 1421, as to
swindling. Johnson v. State, 57 App. 347, 123 S. W. 143.

A debtor for merchandise, who agreed to give a check on a bank in payment,
on the creditor making out an itemized account and attaching it to the check, and
who represented that the check would be paid, and who gave a check, to which
was attached the account, is not guilty of swindling merely because the check was

not paid for want of funds, since the debtor acquired no property or right by
means thereof, or impaired the right of the creditor. Allen v. State, 58 App. 494,
126 S. W. 571.

Where a person secured the indorsement of his note by another upon false
representations that he was solvent, that he owed but a limited amount (naming
it), and owned property of a value greatly in excess of such amount, and that a

named person would loan him a given amount if the note was indorsed by the per
son to whom the representations are made, etc., he acquired a valuable right, and
his act is "swindling," within the purview of the statute. Hubbert v. State (Cr.
App.) 147 S. W. 267.

5. Felony or misdemeanor.-See La Moyne v, State, 53 App, 221, 111 S. W. 950;
Faulk v. State, 38 App, 77, 41 S. W. 616.

6. Compared with and distinguished from other offenses.-See notes under
articles 1329 and 1332, ante. See Mathews v. State, 33 Tex. 102; Witherspoon v.

State (Cr. App.) 37 S. W. 433; Hirshfield v. State, 11 App. 207; Underwood v.

State, 49 App. 285, 91 S. W. 572.
When the possession of property is acquired by false pretenses, the true dis

tinction between theft and swindling is this: when by such pretenses the owner

is induced to part with the property finally, the offense is swindling; but when
possession is obtained in a manner not adequate to pass title to the property, but
merely the interim custody, and the property is then appropriated in pursuance
of the original fraudulent intent, it is theft. White v, State, 11 Tex. 769; State
v. Vickery, 19 Tex. 326; Cline v. State, 43 Tex. 494; Pitts v. State, 5 App. 122.
Swindling .may be committed without destroying or impairing the rights of the
party justly entitled to the property, and may be perpetrated upon one who is not
even justly entitled to the property. It may be committed with either of two in
tents: 1. W!!!!-�t.en_! tD-a]!.N.QPr!_ate the Pr:DJ?�ty. 2. With the intent to de

stroy or impair the rights of the party justly entitled to the property, or both
these intents may enter into the offense. Theft is not constituted unless the two
intents exist and accompany the taking of the property. May v. State, 15 App,
430.

{If
the owner was induced to part with his property finally, by means of the

false pretenses, the offense is swfndling. But when the possession,

del,
ivered to

him by the owner, was obtained in a manner not to pass title, the owner only in
tending to part with the possession and custody, and not title, and the acquiring
person then and there intending to appropriate it, and did appropriate it, the of
fense is theft. State v: Vickery, 19 Tex. 326; Cline v. State, 43 Tex. 494; Curtis
v. State, 31 App. 39, 19 S. W. 604; 'I'�32_4Pp. 11.Q, 22 s. W. 148;
Bink v. State, 50 App. 445, 98 S. W. 863.

- ��- --

The indictment must allege that the injured party was induced to part not only
with the possession but also with the title of his property, which is essential to i-:show that the act was swindling and not theft. Cline v. S,tate, 43 Tex. 494; Cur-
tis v. State, 31 App, 39, 19 S. W. 604; Bink v. State, 50 App. 445, 98 S. W. 863 (fol
lowing Witherspoon v. State [Cr. App.] 37 S. W. 433, Hirshfield v. State, 11 App.
207, and overruling Sims v. State, 21 App, 649, 1 S. 'V. 465).

It has been held that, on proper proof, a conviction can be had for swindling
under an indictment for theft. Davison v. State, 12 App. 214, but compare Hunts
man v. Stat,e, Id., 619.

A party can be guilty of both forgery and swindling in the same transaction.
Scott v. State, 40 App. 108, 48 S. W. 523.

The difference in theft by false pretext, and swindling is, that in theft the own

er, in parting with the. possession, does not intend to part with the ownership of
his property; while in swindling, the owner intends to part with both ownership
and possession. Taylor v. State, 32 App, 110, 22 S. W. 149.

Where one fills in the blank spaces of a printed receipt, the signature of which
is not in writing, nor resembles manuscript, but is printed in bold type, he is not

guilty of forgery, but of swindling. Heath v. State, 49 App. 49, 89 S. W. 1063, 122
Am. St. Rep. 783.

Where a person obtained money from a bank by the unauthorized Signing of the
name of another to a note, it is forgery and indictable as such, rather than as

swindling. Ashmore v. State (Cr. App.) 150 s. VV. 196.
Where by the fraud practiced the title to money is passed, the offense is "swin

dling" and not theft, but if mere possession is obtained by false pretenses, and
title does not pass, the person acquiring the money is guilty of "theft." Lewis v.

State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 217.

7. Venue.-See notes under C. C. P. arts. 245, 258.

8. Indictment and information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 693, 695-697.
See .notes to articles 1422, 1423 and 1424, post, and C. C. P. arts. 457, 470.
See Colbert v. State, 1 App, 314; Blum v. State, 20 App. 578, 54 Am. Rep. 530;

Hunter v. State, 46 App, 498, 81 S. W. 730; Doxey v. State, 47 App. 503, 84 S. W.
1061, 11 Ann. Cas. 830; Curtis v. State, 31 App, 39, 19 S. W. 604; Brown v. State,
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48 App. 433, 88 S. W. 811; Salter V. State, 36 App, 501, 38 S. W. 212; Scott v. State,
27 App, 264, 11 S. W. 320; Brown v. State (Cr. App.) 43 S. W. 986; Graves v.

State, 31 App. 65, 19 S. W. 895.
Indictment need not charge that offense was committed feloniously or with a

felonious intent. Robinson v. State, 33 Tex. 341.
The indictment must distinctly aver the ownership of the property acquired

by the defendant, and the person from whom the same was acquired by the de
fendant. Burd v. State, 39 Tex. 509. The false or deceitful pretense or device, or

fraudulent representation used to accomplish the swindle, must be set forth fully
and accurately. The facts of the case should be stated clearly and distinctly, ac

companied by such explanations, when necessary, as will place in bold relief the
important fact, so that its meaning, relation, and pertinency may be fully compre
hended, without a resort to inference. State v, Baggerly, 21 Tex. 757; Washington
v. State, 41 Tex. 583; Mathena v. State, 15 App, 473; Buntain v. State, Id. 515;
Lutton v. State, 14 App. 518. And it must appear that the false pretenses, etc.,
related to existing facts, or past events; mere false promises, or false professions
of intention, though acted upon, are not sufficient. Allen v. State, 16 App. 150. It
must be distinctly alleged that the pretenses, etc., were false, and an omission
of such allegation is not cured by an averment that the defendant knew they were

false. State v. Levi, 41 Tex. 563; Warrington v. State, 1 App. 168. It must be

alleged that the defendant knew the pretenses, etc., were false when he made
them. State v. Levi, 41 Tex. 563; Marander v. State, 44 Tex. 442; Hirsch v. State,
1 App, 393. It must be alleged that the injured party was induced to part with
the ownership of the property, acquired by the defendant, by means of the false

pretenses, etc., alleged in the indictment. Hightower v, State, 23 App. 451, 5 S.
W. 343; Mathena v. State, 15 App, 473; Buckalew v, State, 11 App. 352; Epperson
V•. State, 42 Tex. 79; White v: State, 3 App. 605; Ervin v. State, 11 App. 536. But
it need not be expressly alleged that the injured party relied upon the false pre
tenses, etc. Baker v. State, 14 App. 332. A general description of the property
acquired, as in theft, will be sufficient, but if the property be particularly described,
it must be proved as described, or the indictment will not be sustained. Childers
v. State, 16 App. 524. The indictment should fully set out the matter alleged to, be

false, and the matter thus alleged, being material and descriptive, must be proved
as alleged. "J'he alleged 1;alse matter, however, may be set out by its substance,
or by its ten��t by its tenor, the proof must conform strictly to the
allegations; but if by its substance, then it is only necessary to prove the alle

gation substantially. Thus, when the alleged false representation was, that the
defendant had "a large amount of money on deposit in the Dallas National Bank,"
proof that the representation was that he "had $5,000 on deposit" in said bank,
was held sufficient. It was further held that the allegation that the defendant
fraudulently obtained the sum of $106 was supported by proof that he obtained
$109-the variance being immaterial, it only being necessary to prove that he so

obtained money of the value of $20 or more. This case is distinguished from Mar
wilsky v. State, 9 App. 377, and Litman v. State, Id. 461; Moore v. State, 20 App,
233. The fact that the indictment alleges facts which constitute theft, will not
vitiate it. By the same act the defendant may have committed both theft and

swindling, and the state had its election to prosecute him for either offense, but
a conviction of one would bar a prosecution for the other. Sims v. State, 21 App.
649, 1 S. W. 465. But it has been held, contrary to the doctrine of the last cited
case, that where the indictment alleged facts which showed that the defendant
had committed the offense of uttering a forged instrument, it was a bad indict
ment. Hirshfield v. State, 11 App, 207. An essential ingredient of swindling is the
intent with which the property is acquired. It must be acquired with the intent
to appropriate the same to the use of th� person acquiring it, and this intent must
be alleged in the indictment. Stringer v, State, 13 App, 520, overruling upon this

point Tomkins v. State, 33 Tex. 228. Where the swindling alleged consists in ob
taining a person's signature to an instrument in writing, it must be alleged that
the instrument, after being signed, was delivered. Baker v. State, 14 App. 332.
So, when it was alleged that the swindle was' accomplished by means of a false
draft, it was held that the indictment was bad, because it did not allege that said
draft was delivered to or accepted by the injured party. Lutton v. State, 14 App.
518. Where the alleged swindle was perpetrated by means of a written instru
ment, the written instrument should be set out, as in the case of forgery, or good
reason should be alleged for not so setting it out. State v. Baggerly, 21 Tex. '757;
Baker v. State, 14 App. 332; White v. State, 3 App. 605; May v. State, 15 App.
430. Where it was charged that the swindling was by means of a "writing obliga
tory," which the defendant knew to be valueless, it was held that the indictment
must show wherein the said writing was valueless. State v. Dyer, 41 Tex. 520.
The ownership of the property acquired by the defendant by the swindle must be
alleged,' and the same rules apply in respect to ownership as are applicable in a

prosecution for theft. May v. State, 15 App, 430; see ante, art. 1329, and C. C. P.
art. 457 and notes. The value of the property acquired must be alleged, as in
theft. Ante, art. 1342. See an indictment which was held bad for uncertainty,
because it did not clearly appear therefrom whether the pleader intended to 'charge
that the defendant swindled the injured party out of an organ, or out of a chance
in a· raffle for said organ. If the latter, swindling could not be based upon it, a

"chance in a raffie" not being property. Rosales; v. State, 22 App, 673, 3 S. W. 344.
It has been held that a conviction may be had for this offense under an ordinary
indictment for theft. Ante, art. 1329.

It is necessary to allege ownership of property obtained. Washington v. State,.
41 Tex. 583; Mays v. State, 28 App. 484, 13 S. W. 787.

Averment as to delivery of watch, in case wherein the gravamen of the offense
was its delivery in pledge to secure money borrowed. Buntain v. State, 15 App, 515.

Indictment for swindling by false pretense must positively and clearly aver
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the commission of the acts of the accused. If a written instrument enters into

the offense, as matter of inducement, it should be set out as in forgery. Dwyer v.

State, 24 App. 132, 5 S. W. 662.
Indictment charged the offense of swindling by means of a promissory note.

which, though he knew it to be neither valid nor genuine, the accused represented
to be good, valid, and genuine. The indictment sets out the note in hsec verba, and

upon its face it appears to be. a valid obligation. The indictment, however, fails
to allege the facts which render the note invalid and worthless. Exception to the
indictment and a motion in arrest of judgment, based upon this omission, were

overruled. Held, that the exception and the motion 1n arrest were well taken,
and should have prevailed. Wills v. State, 24 App. 400, 6 S. W. 316.

Indictment for swindling by means of a false chattel mortgage and fraudulent
verbal representations, is not sufficient to charge the offense, unless it sets out the

alleged mortgage in hsec verba, or unless, stating good reason why the alleged
mortgage could not be so set out, it sets it out in substance. Ferguson v. State,
25 App. 451, 8 S. W. 479.

A written instrument being the basis of the swindle, the indictment must set
out the instrument in full, or show good reason for not doing so. Scott v. State,
27 App. 264, 11 S. W. 320; Ferguson v: State, 25 App, 451, 8 S. W. 479; Hardin v.

State, 25 App, 74, 7 S. W. 534.
See indictment for swindling by means of a "trick knife," held sufficient. Gray

and Ross v. State, 32 App. 598, 25 S. W. 627. An indictment for swindling a bank
'must state whether such bank is an individual, corporation, copartnership, or joint
stock company. Nasets v. State (Cr. App.) 32 S. W. 698.

Indictment held insufficient because the alleged representations did not relate
to existing facts or past events. Martin v. State, 36 App. 125, 35 S. W. 976.

An indictment for swindling alleged that defendant handing to the injured
party a check stated to him that "he would have no trouble in getting his money;"
held, the indictment charged no offense. Martin v. State, 36 App, 125, 35 S. W. 976.

An indIctment for swindling by an exchange of property must allege an actual
delivery of the property. Cummings v. State, 36 App, 152, 36 S. W. 266.

An indictment charging that defendant falsely represented that he owned a.

diamond stud and thereby induced prosecutor to part with $75; held, insufficient.
Cummings v. State, 36 App. 152, 36 S. W. 266.

An indictment which alleges that the fraudulent representations were made to

C., that C. was the owner of the money, and that he was the owner of the Jones
County Bank, sufflcierrtly shows that C. was the party swindled. Faulk v. State,
38 App. 77, 41 S. W. 616. Distinguishing Nasets v. State (Cr. App.) 32 S. W. 698.

Allegation of exchange of property. Faulk v. State, 38 App. 77, 41 S. W. 616.
The transaction constituting the fraudulent pretense must be fully averred.

Hurst v. State, 39 App, 196, 45 S. W. 573.
An information alleging that defendant represented to a dehtist that a person

had agreed to secure his note for work and material, and that he knew the repre
sentation to be false when made, held sufficient where it was alleged that the den
tist was thereby induced to part with his property, though reliance on the repre
sentation was not distinctly alleged. Fairy v. State, 50 App. 396, 97 S. W. 700.

An indictment for swindling, charging that defendant procured certain clothing
from prosecutor's clerk in exchange for a check on a bank, which defendant rep
resented would be paid on presentation from funds which defendant falsely claimed
to have on deposit therein, that the check was not good, that defendant had no

right to draw it, etc., and that payment was refused, stated an offense. Glover
v. State, 57 App. 208, 122 S. W. 396.

An indictment for swindling must allege that the person alleged to have been
swindled relied on the false representations. Johnson v. State, 57 App, 347, 123
S. W. 143.

An affidavit and .mrormatton for swindling alleged that on June 1, 1909, defend
ant, with force and arms, and by means of false and fraudulent representations,
knowingly and fraudulently made by' him to W., had induced W. to part with his
lawful money in the sum of $26 by representing that he, defendant, was the owner

of certain goods, and had the right to dispose of the same, when in fact he did
not own the goods, so that the representations were false and made solely to
swindle W., contrary, etc. Held fatally defective for failure to show connection
between the false representations and the obtaining of the property, and for fail
ure to allege that prosecutor intended to part, and did part, with the title to his

property, and that he acquired any property; the entire charge being laid infer
entially and by way of recital instead of by positive, direct averment. Robinson
V. State, 60 App, 353, � S. W. 354.

An indictment, alleging the obtaining of money from L., by a false statement
of defendant that he was the owner of certain property, and by giving a lien
thereon to secure payment of the money so obtained, is not subject to motion to
quash because of the deed of trust to C. as trustee, set out in the indictment, giv
en to secure the payment, reciting that it was given for and iri consideration of a

sum paid by C., trustee; it further reciting that it was given to secure the payment
of a note due L. Robinson v. State, 63 App, 212, 139 S. W. 978.

An indictment for swindling, which alleges that accused represented that he
was a member of a solvent construotion company of which third persons named
were members, and that accused was solvent, that he and the third persons named
were not members of the company, which was not solvent, and that, by reason of
the false representations, accused obtained a contract to build a railway, and ob
tained a specified sum under the contract, charges the obtaining of money by the
false representations, and is good; and the allegations of the value of the con

ract may be treated as surplusage. McDaniel v. State, 63 App, 260, 140 S. W. 232.
The presentation of a note' to a person for his signature and its signing by

such person does not make it his note, so that, where an indictment for swindling
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alleged that by the defendant presenting a note to another for his signature it
became the property of the other, and the defendant obtained it from him by fraud
ulent representations, and contained no allegation that the defendant obtained the

signature, either as an accommodation maker or as surety, under the fraudulent
representations alleged, it is insufficient to charge the offense. Hubbert v. State

(Cr. App.) 147 S. W. 267.
Where an indictment charged that defendant, in order to obtain $10 from prose

cutor, represented that he was the owner of certain real estate in EI Paso county,
Tex., and by means of false pretenses and fraudulent representations induced pros
ecutor to exchange such sum for an instrument purporting to be a conveyance of
the land described, and by such false pretenses prosecutor was induced to part and
did part with the possession of the money to accused, when, in fact, accused did
not own the land or have the right to sell the same, or make a valid deed there
to, etc., sufficiently charged the crime of swindling within article 1421. Yoakum
v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 910.

An indictment charging swindling must allege the ownership of the property
fraudulently acquired by accused and the person from whom it was acquired. Pil
grim v. State (Cr. App.) 15Q S. W. 1170.

An indictment for obtaining notes by false pretenses, which fails to state
whether the pretenses were with reference to a promise to deliver a deed to land
or with reference to the land conveyed by the deed delivered, and which fails to
show except in an inferential way that the deed delivered did not cover the land
to be conveyed, is vague, indefinite, and uncertain. Windham v. State (Cr. App.)
160 S. W. 72.

Allegations of the indictment in a prosecution for swindling, that accused rep
resented that he was the agent of an underWriters' association, and falsely rep
resented the amount of the capital, etc., thereof, and that prosecuting witness was

induced to pay the agent $30 for a receipt set out in the indictment, did not sum
cierrtly allege the offense of swindling, and should have alleged that prosecuting
witness, by reason of such representations, was induced. to take out an applica
tion for insurance, and pay $30 "as a premium on said pelicy," etc.; it being the
policy, and not the receipt, for which he was induced by the false representations
to payout his money. Tripp v. State (Cr. App.) 160 S. W. 1191.

9. -- Proof and variance.-See Baker v. State, 14 App. 332; Mathews v.

State, 33 Tex. 102; Brown v. State, 48 App. 433, 88 S. W. 811; Salter v. State, 36
App. 501, 38 S. W. 212; Peckham v. State (Cr. App.) 28 S. W. 532; Marwilsky v.

State, 9 App, 377.
Where the indictment alleged that the property acquired was "good, lawful,

and current money of the United States of America, being currency bills," it was

held that this description, though unnecessarily particular, should have been strict
ly proved. Childers v. State, 16 App, 524. Where the indictment charged that the

property acquired was nine dollars, and the proof was that it was six dollars, the
variance was held to be fatal. Marwilsky v. State, 9 App, 377; Litman v. State,
Id. 461. But see Moore v. State, 20 App, 233, explaining the cases last cited, and

holding that where the indictment charged that the defendant obtained $106, but
the proof showed he obtained $109, there was no variance. It was also held in the
same case, that where the indictment alleged the false representation to be that
the defendant had "a large amount of money on deposit in the Dallas National
Bank," it was not a variance to prove the representation to be that he "had $5,000
on deposit" in said bank. An indictment which alleged the ownership of the prop
erty to be in B. K. & Co., was held to be not supported by proof that B. & K.
were the owners. Mathews v. State, 33 Tex. 102. The false pretense, etc., must
be proved precisely as alleged. Warrington v. State, 1 APP. 168; Peckham v. State
(Cr. App.) 28 S. W. 532.

The indictment alleged that defendant procured money from D. B. as agent
of J. B.' by a false note and mortgage. The mortgage introduced was executed
direct to J. B.; held, no variance. Perry v. State, 39 App, 495, 46 S. W. 816.

Where the indictment alleged swindling on one contract, and the evidence shows
that if there was any swindling it was on a subsequent contract, there is a fatal
variance. Dechard v. State (Cr. App.) 57 S. W. 814.

Where an indictment for swindling charged that defendant secured a loan from
a bank by false representations as to his ownership of property and his having a

contract with a person to deliver cattle, failure to prove the pretense of having
the contract did not necessitate a verdict for defendant, aince the pretense of hav
ing a contract to deliver, being of something in futuro, was not a basis ·for a prose
cution, and it was clear from the indictment itself that the false pretenses relied
upon were those regarding ownership. Baxter v, Sta.te, 51 App. 576, 105 S. W. 195.

Where, in a prosecution for swindling by giving prosecutor's clerk a worthless
check in payment of goods, the clerk had testified that the check in question, which
was on a specified bank, was the check defendant gave witness for the goods, evi
dence that after witness had sold the goods to defendant, and after defendant
stated he wanted to pay for them with a check, witness asked defendant if he
had money in the bank, and defendant answered that the check would be honored
and that he had money, was not objectionable because the indictment did not
charge that defendant had represented to witness that he had on deposit money in
the bank on which the check was given. Glover v. State, 57 App, 208, 122 S. W. 396.

Where one is charged with acquiring by swindling the possession of property
described, the state must prove that the property so acquired is that described.
Lieske v. State, 60 App. 276, 131 S. W. 1126.

An indictment for swindling, which alleges that accused unlawfully acquired
current money of the United States of a specified sum, is not sustained by proof
of the unlawful acquisition by accused of a check for that amount. Lieske v.

State, 60 App. 276, 131 S. W. 1126. .
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A deed of trust to C., trustee, to secure payment 'of a note due L., being an

exact copy of the mortgage set out in the indictment, is not inadmissible as at

variance with the mortgage alleged in the indictment, though the indictment al

leged the execution of the mortgage to L. Robinson v. State, 63 App, 212, 139 S. W.
972.

A deed of trust to C., trustee, to secure payment of a note due L., is in law a

mortgage to L. Robinson v. State, 63 App. 212, 139 S. W. 978.
The allegation of an indictment for swindling that defendant obtained money

from L. is supported by evidence that defendant received from L. his check on

. a bank and immediately cashed it at the bank in L.'s presence. Robinson v. State,
63 App. 212, 139 S. W. 978.

The variance between an indictment for swindling, based on the sale of an ani

mal, which sets out the check delivered in payment of the animal, and the check
as described in the indictment, together with an indorsement on the -back thereof

by accused, does not render the check inadmissible, where the proof showed that

prosecutor gave accused the check, and that thereafter accused indorsed it. Mel
ton v. State, 63 App, 573, 140 S. W. 781.

The allegation of title of the property fraudulently acquired by accused charged
with swindling must be proved, and a variance between the allegation and proof
is fatal. Pilgrim v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 1170.

The value of the property must be proved, as in theft. Ante, art. 1342, note.
Evidence that the property was of the value of fifteen dollars will not support a

conviction for the felony grade of this offense. Mathews v. State, 10 App, 279.
Where two persons are jointly indicted for this offense, evidence that one of them,
with the knowledge, approbation, concurrence, and direction of the other, made
the false pretenses charged, warrants the conviction of both. Blum v. State, 20

App. 578, 54 Am. Rep. 530. But to make one defendant amenable for the acts and
declarations of his codefendant, proof of complicity between them, in the commis
sion of the offense, must be adduced. Marwilsky v. State, 9 App. 377. See a state
of case wherein the defendant should have been permitted to show the course of
dealing between himself and the alleged injured parties, both before and after the
date of the alleged offense, as reflecting upon the intent of the defendant, or throw
ing light upon the question whether or not the creditor was using the criminal law
to collect a debt. Lutton v. State, 14 App. 518. Evidence that the defendant de
livered the property to the wife of the person whose name was used as a basis
of credit, is competent for the defendant. Bozier v. State, 5 App. 220. But that
the defendant, at the time he acquired the property, intended to repay the same,
cannot operate to relieve the act of its criminal character, and evidence of such
intent, and the defendant's ability to make the repayment, Is not competent. Bun
tain v. State, 15 App. 515; Moody v. State, 24 App, 458, 6 S. W. 321.

10. Evidence.-See notes to following article. See, also, C. C. P. arts. 783, et
seq. and notes thereunder.

See Brown v. s,tate, 37 App. 104, 38 S. W. 1008, 66 Am. St. Rep. 794; Brown
v. State, 29 Tex. 503; McFarland v. State, 45 App, 248, 75 S. W. 788; Salter v.

State, 36 App, 501, 38 S. W. 212.
Evidence held not to support a conviction. McDaniel v. State, 63 App, 260, 140

S. W. 232; Popinaux v. State, 12 App, 140; Childers v. State, 16 App, 524; Moore
v. State, 20 App. 233; Blum v. State, 20 App. 578, 54 Am. Rep. 530; Williams v.

State, 34 App. 606, 31 S. W. 649; Campbell v. State, 52 App. 208, 106 S. W. 130.
To sustain a conviction, the facts charged must be proved; and if the charge

he that the accused passed spurious money, representing it to be good, the spur
iousness of the money must be satisfactorily proved. Brown v, State, 29 Tex. 603.
So, where the property was acquired by means of a represeatation that the de
fendant had money on deposit in a bank, it must be satisfactorily proved that he
had no such deposit. Moore v. State, 17 App. 176. The notarial certrncate of the
protest of a draft made in another state, is admissible in evidence to prove the
matter stated in such certificate, but is not evidence to prove any fact not stated
in said certificate. May v. State, 15 App. 430; s. c., 17 App, 213.

In a prosecution for swindling it was held error to admit in evidence a certain
petition, Citation, and judgment, as the same were immaterial and irrelevant to
any issue in the case. Moody v. State, 24 App. 458, 6 S. W. 321.

On trial for swindling by obtaining money under the false pretense that de
fendant Was associated with one H-'-- in the practice Of medicine, held that
H--- could testify as to the falsity of such statement both as to himself and his
son who was his partner. Boscow v. State, 33 App, 390, 26 S. W. 625.

Evidence of the status of defendant's bank account, held, admissible. Brown
V. State, 37 App. 104, 38 S. W. '1008, 66 Am, St. Rep. 794.

On trial for swindling by mea.ns of a worthless draft by which defendant J3e

cured a deposit at a bank upon which he drew checks, such checks are admissible
in evidence. Faulk v. State, 38 App. 77, 41 S. W. 616.

In a prosecution for swindling by means of a worthless check, evidence of the

bookkeeper.of the bank on which the check was drawn that the check was pre
sented to the. bank for payment, and payment refused, was proper. Glover v.

State, 57 App, 208, 122 S. W. 396.
In a prosecution for fraudulently inducing the complaining witness to sign a

note with accused by falsely representing that accused had a contract to teach

school, evidence held insufficient to overcome the legal presumption of innocence,
and to sustain a conviction. Thurman v. State, 59 App, 285, 128 S. W. 404.

Evidence held insufficient to sustain a conviction of swindling by obtaining
money for services as a Spiritualist in finding buried money. Nurse v. State, 69

App. 354. 128 S. W. 906.
Evidence held insufficient to authorize a conviction of swindling, claimed to

have been perpetrated by defendant having cotton, which he had bought bl the
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Art. 1421 OFFENSES AGAINST PROPERTY (Title 17

pound, underweighed at the time of purchase. Schillings v. State, 6(} App. 309, 131
S" W. 1075.

Defendant purchased mules upon credit, giving a deed of trust for the payment
-of the price upon land to which he claimed to have an unincumbered title. His

title in fact was incumbered. Held, that vendors' lien notes on the land were ad

missible, as well as evidencevtha.t such notes had not been paid. Brown v. State,
·6·2 App. 592, 138 S. W. 604.

It was not error in such case to permit the state to show that defendant had
made no payments upon his land; the court having instructed the jury that if

the land was sufficient to pay both debts defendant would not be guilty of any

·offense. Brown v. State, 63 App. 592, 138 S. W. 604.

L., on a prosecution for obtaining money from· him on false representations,
may testify that, of the sum defendant arranged to borrow from him, he at de

fendant's request paid part of it to a bank in payment of defendant's debt to it,
and the remainder to defendant. Robinson v. State, 63 App. 212, 139 S. W. 978.

In a trial for swindling by leading the defrauded persons to believe that ac

cused had discovered minerals in a shaft which accused "salted," the jury were

'properly. permitted to consider similar transactions between accused and the de

frauded persons concerning another shaft which he sunk, and in which he falsely
represented that minerals had been found, to establish the identity in developing
the res gestae of the particular offense, and as tending to circumstantially show

his guilt. Trimble v. State (Cr. Aptx) 145 S. W. 929.
In a trial for swindling by falsely representing that accused had struck mineral

in a shaft sunk for the defrauded persons, testimony concerning investigations
'witnesses had made in the shafts after accused was paid was admissible; the

fact that the investigations were made from one to six days after accused gave

possession going to the weight rather than the admissibility of the testimony.
'Trimble v. State (Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 929.

Evidence held to sustain a conviction of swindling by leading the defrauded
.

persons to believe that minerals had been discovered in a shaft. Trimble v. State

(Cr. App.) 145 S. W. 929.
Where, in a prosecution for swindling in executing a deed of trust to secure a

'loan on property which accused had already conveyed to another, there was parol
-evidence admitted as to the contents of the note, the deed of trust securing it, and
the deed which accused previously made and delivered to the prior grantee of the

property, it was no ground for reversal that the record on appeal failed to show
the note, deed of trust, and deed, or that such instruments had ever, in fact, been
.admitted in evidence. Bedford v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 727.

11. -- Other offenses.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 783.

12. Charge of court.-See C. C. P. arts. 735 et seq., and notes thereunder.
See Sherwood v. State, 42 Tex. 498; Moore v. State, 20 App, 233; Matthews v.

;State, 33 Tex. 102; Speer v. State, 50 App, 273, 97 S. W. 469; La Moyne v. State,
53 App, 221, 111 S. W. 950; Faulk v. State, 38 App. 77, 41 S. W. 811; Brown v.

State, 48 App. 433, 88 S. W. 811; Gray and Ross v. State, 32 App. 598, 25 S. W.
·627.

.

See a case where the trial court properly refused to charge the law relating to
-ctrcumstanttal evidence, and also properly refused to instruct the jury that if
.the defendant, at the time he acquired the property, intended to repay it, he
'Would not be guilty. Buntain v. State, 15 App. 515.

Charge of the court required the jury to believe that the signatures to the
document were on it before its utterance, and that the defendant's false repre
sentation that they were genuine induced the issuance of the draft thereon-other
wise, to acquit. Held correct. Scott v. State, 27 App. 264, 11 S. W. 320·. See,
'also, Moody v, State, 24 App. 458, 6 S. W. 321; Lewis v. State, 28 App. 140, 12 S.
W. 736; 'I'aylor+v. State, 29 App. 466, 16 S. W. 302; Otero v. State, 30 App, 450,
,17 S. W. 108l.

Where accused charged with swindling by the sale to prosecutor of an animal
belonging to a third person sought to show that he bought the animal from the
third person and had made a partial pa.yment therefor, a charge that if accused
bought the animal from the third person, and that they agreed on the terms of
.sale, and that the third person accepted a part payment and delivered possession
'to accused, relying on his promise to subsequently pay the balance, the title pass
-ed to accused, and he could not be convicted, was not objectionable because mak
ing it necessary that the third person received the part payment before title
could pass to accused. Melton v. State, 63 App. 573, 140 S. W. 781.

Where an indictment for swindling charged that accused fraudulently acquired
property from eight persons named, and the proof showed that the title and pos
session of the property fraudulently acquired by accused was in one of the per
sons only, a charge authorizing a conviction if accused by fraudulent representa
tions made to one only of the persons obtained the property was erroneous. Pil
grim v. State (Cr. App.) 150 S. W. 1170-.

Where accused was charged with executing a deed of trust on property that he
-did not own to secure a loan, the deed by which accused had previously conveyed
the land to another being admissible on the issue whether accused intended to
swindle the lender at the tim.e he executed the deed of trust, the court did not
-er'r in refusing to charge that the deed could not be considered as evidence to es
tablish accused's guilt. Bedford v. State (Cr. App.) 170 S. W. 727.

Where, in a prosecution for swindling by executing a deed of trust on property
which accused did not own to secure a loan, the court charged that, if accused did
not receive the consideration from one to whom he had previously sold the land
when he made the deed to him. he should be acquitted, such instruction sufficient
ly covered a request to charge that the jury could not consider such deed as evt
-dence of accused's guilt. Bedford v. State (Cr. App.) 170 s. W. 727.
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Chap. 18) OFFENSES AGAINST PROPERTY Art. 1423

Art. 1422. [944] I Certain wrongful acts included.-Within the
meaning of the term "swindling" are included the following wrong
ful acts:

1. The exchange of property upon the false pretense that the
party is the owner or has the right to dispose of the property given
in exchange.

See notes under the preceding article.
See, also, Hardin v. State, 25 App, 74, 7 S. W. 534; Scott v. State, 27 App.

264, 11 S. W. 320; Sims v. State, 28 App. 447, 13 S. W. 653; Mays v. State, 28
App. 484, 13 S. W 787; Frank v. State, 30 App. 381, 17 S. W. 936; Curtis v. State,
31 App, 39, 19 S. W 604; Graves v. State, 31 App. 65, 19 S. W. 895.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 693, 695-697.
Indictment should state the name of the person to whom the property was sold

or traded. Presley v. State, 24 App. 494, 6 S. W. 540, Smith v. State, 26 App. 577,
10 S. W. 218.

It is essential under this subdivision, and must be alleged, that some false rep
resentation as to existing facts or past events was made by accused. Mere false

promise or false proression of intention will not suffice. Martin v. State, 36 App.
125, 35 S. W. 976, Citing Allen v. State, 16 App. 150; Epperson v. State, 42 Tex.

79; Curtis v. State, 31 App, 39, 19 S. W. 604; Thorpe v. State, 40 App. 346, 50
S. W. 383.

Indictment for swindling by exchange or disposition of property must allege
an actual sale and delivery by defendant. Cummings v. State, 36 App. 152, 36 S.
W.266.

Evidence.-A bill of sale signed by the prosecutor and another was held ad
missible on ·trial for procuring an exchange of property by fraud on the prosecutor.
Salter v. State, 36 App. 501, 38 S. W. 212.

2. The purchase of property upon the faith and credit of some

other person upon the false pretense that such other has given the
accused the right to use his name in making the acquisition.

Under this subdivision, see Boscow v. State, 33 App. 39{), 26 S. W. 625; Curtis
v. State, 31 App. 39, 19 S. W. 604; Tomkins v. State, 33 Tex. 228; Robinson v.

State, Id. 341; Epperson v. State, 42 Tex. 79; Hirshfield v St.ate, 11 App. 207;
May v: State, 15 App, 430; s. c., 17 App, 213; Richardson v. State, 2 App. 322;
Bozier v. State, 5 App. 220; Boscow v. State, 33 App, 390, 26 S. W. 625.

3. The obtaining by false pretense the possession of any instru
ment of writing, certificate, field notes or other paper relating to

lands, the property of another, with the intent that thereby the
proper owner shall be defeated of a valuable right in such lands.

See State v. Vickery 19 T'ex. 326.

4. The obtaining by any person of any money or other thing
of value with intent to defraud by the giving or drawing of any
check, draft or order upon any bank, person, firm or corporation,
with which or with whom such person giving or drawing said
check, draft or order has not at the time of the giving or dra.wing
of such check, draft or order. or at the time when in the ordinary
course of business snch check, draft or order would be presented to
the drawee for payment, sufficient funds to pay same, and no good
reason to believe that such check, draft or order will be paid.

See notes under article 1421, ante.

5. The special enumeration of cases of swindling above set forth
shall not be understood to exclude any case which by fair construe
tion of the language. comes within the meaning of the preceding
Article. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 183; Act 1913, p. 184, ch. 98, § 1,
amending Art. 1422. revised Pen. Code.]

Art. 1423. [945] "Money" includes bank bills.-Within the
meaning of "money," as used in this chapter, are included also
bank bills or other circulating medium current as money. [Act
Feb. 12. 1858, p. 183.]

See notes to articles 1419, 1421, ante.
See Block v. State, 44 Tex. 620; Lewis v. State, 28 App. 140, 12 S'. W. 736.
"Current money" defined.-"Current money" includes national bank bills as

well as U. S. treasury notes. Baxter v. State, 51 App. 576, 105 S. W. 195.

Description of money in indictment and proof thereof.-An unnecessary de
scription of the money by the indictment imposes the necessity of proving it as

alleged. Childers v. State, 16 App. 524. And see Lewis v. State, 28 App. 140, 12
S. W. 736; Block v. State, 44 Tex. 620.
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Art. 1423 OFFENSES AGAINST PROPERTY (Title 17

Under this article an indictment for swindling, alleging' current money, in
cludes bank bills, as well as United States treasury notes. Baxter v. State, 51
App. 576, 105 S. W. 195.

Under this article, there is no variance between an indictment alleging the ob
taining of money by swindling and the evidence that accused received a bank
Check and cashed it. King v. State (Cr. App.) 14-6 S. W. 543.

Art. 1424. [946] No benefit need accrue to defendant.-It is
not necessary, in order to constitute the offense of swindling, that
any benefit shall accrue to the person guilty of the fraud or deceit,
nor that any injury shall result to the persons intended to be de
frauded, if it is sufficiently apparent that there was a wilful design
to receive benefit or cause an injury. [Id.]

See notes under article 1421, ante.

Immateriality of benefit or injury.-Immaterial that any benefit accrue to the
person guilty of the fraud, or that any injury shall result to the person intended
to be defrauded, the intent of accused being shown. La Moyne v. State, 53 App,
221, 111 S. W. 950; Baxter v. State, 51 App. 576, 105 S. W. 195.

Effect of statute as to Indictment.-In view of this article it was held that
where defendant by false representations secured a loan from a bank on his note
therefor, an indictment against him for swindling need not allege that the note
had never been paid. Baxter v. State, 51 App. 576, 105 S. W. 195.

Art. 1425. [947] If the act constitutes any other offense.

Where property, money or other articles of value enumerated in
the definition of swindling are obtained in such manner as to come

within the meaning of theft, or some other offense known to the
law, the rules herein prescribed with regard to swindling shall
not be understood to take any such case out of the operation of
the law which defines any such other offense. [Id.]

See article 1332, ante.
See Mathews v. Sta.te, 33 Tex. 102.

Necessity of prosecution for other offense.-If the fraud charged constitutes an

other offense defendant should be prosecuted for it and not for swindling. Wither
spoon v. State (Cr. App.) 37 s. ",Y. 433.

When the transaction on which the charge of swindling is based constitutes
another offense, the prosecution must be for such other offense and not .the
swindling. Cline v. State, 43 Tex. 494; Bink v. State, 5()! App. 445, 98 S. W. 863
(following Witherspoon v. State (Cr. App.) 37 S. W. 433; Hirshfield v. State, 11
App. 207, and overruling Sims v. State, 21 App. 649, 1 S. W. 465).

Even if the facts constitute swindling, yet if they also constitute theft by
fraudulent pretext, the guilty person may by provision of Pen. Code 1911, art. 1425,
be prosecuted for the latter offense. Anderson v. State (Cr. App.) 177 S. W. 85.

Evidence showingl forgery.-The evidence showed that the defendant induced
one bank to cash a draft by means of a forged telegram from another bank; held,
that he is guilty of uttering a torged instrument and should be prosecuted for
that offense and not for swindling. Witherspoon v. State (Cr. App.) 37 S. W. 433.

Where the facts show the offense to be both a swindle and a forgery the case is
one of forgery and the prosecution must be for that offense. Abel v. State (Cr.
App.) 97 S. W. 1056.

Art. 1426. [948] Executor, etc., converting estate, guilty of
swindling.-If any executor, administrator or guardian, having
charge of any estate, real, personal or mixed, shall unlawfully, and
with intent to defraud any creditor, heir, legatee, ward or distrib
utee interested in such estate, convert the same, or any part there
of, to his own use, he shall be deemed guilty' of the offense of
swindling. [rd.]

Explanatory.-The amendment is by inserting the word "creditor."
See notes to article 1421, ante.

Constitutlonallty.-This article was within the constitutional power of the Leg
islature to enact, notwithstanding articles 1442 and 1443, though it fails to em
brace an essential ingredient of swindling as defined in the said two articles.
Walls v. State, 45 App, 329, 77 S. W. 8.

Swindling by guardian.�Moody v. State, 24 App. 458, 6 S. W. 321.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 698.

Art. 1427. [949] Punishment.-Every person guilty of swin
dling shall be punished in the same manner as is provided for the
punishment of theft, according to the amount of the money or the
value of the property or instrument of writing so fraudUlently ac-

quired. [rd.] ;
".'

See articles 1340 and 1341. {. � t l
0
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Chap. is) OFFENSES AGAINST PROPERTY Art. 1430

Determination of grade of offense.-Defendant, by fraudulent representations,
induced, prosecutor to sell his horse; held, that in determining the grade of the
offense the amount paid for the horse should be deducted from the value of the
horse. Gaskins v. State (Cr. App.) 38 S. W. 470.

Construing this with article 1424 the grade of the offense should be fixed by
the value of the property the possession of which is' yielded upon the fraudulent
representations. La Moyne v. State, 53 App, 221, 111 S. W. 953; Baxter v. State.
51 App. 576,. 105 S. W. 195.

Art. 1428. Obtaining board or lodging by false or fraudulent
representations, trick, etc.--Every person who _ shall obtain board
or lodging in any hotel or boarding house by means of any trick
or deception or false or fraudulent representations, or statement or

pretense, and shall fail or refuse to pay therefor, shall be held to
have obtained the same with the intent to cheat and defraud such
hotel or boarding house keeper, and shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by
a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in
the county jail not exceeding one month, or by both such fine and
imprisonment. [Act 1899, p. 172.]

Constitutionallty.�t seems that this act is an attempt to vest hotel and board
ing-house keepers with legislative powers and hence is unconstitutional. For the

opinion of the court on a similar act see Jannin v. State, 42 App. 631, 51 S. W.
1126, 62 S. W. 419, 96 Am. St. Rep. 821.

Art. 1429. Conviction can be had under foregoing article, when.
-It shall be the duty of every hotel and boarding house keeper in
the state to post a printed copy of this law in a conspicuous place
in each room of his or her hotel or boarding house; and no convic
tion shall be had under the foregoing article until it shall be made
to appear to the satisfaction of the court that the provisions of said
article have been substantially complied with by the hotel or board
ing house keeper making the complaint. [Id., p. 172.]

See note under preceding article.

2. FRAUDULENT DISPOSITION 01" MORTGAGED PROPERTY
Art. 1430. [950] Fraudulent disposition of mortgaged proper

ty.-If any person has given, or shall hereafter give, any mortgage, jdeed of trust or other lien, in writing, upon any personal or mova

ble property or growing crop of farm produce, and shall remove

the same, or any part thereof, out of the state, or shall sell or other
wise dispose of the same, with intent to defraud the person having
such lien, either originally or by transfer, he shall be punished by
imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than
five years. [Act March 31, 1885, p. 85.]

See Cravey v. State, 26 App. 84, 9 S. W. ·62; Thornton v. State, 34 App. 469, 31
S. W. 372; Williams v. State, 27 App. 258, 11 S. W. 114; Martin v. State, 28 App.
364, 13 S. 'VV. 151.

Explanatory.-The amendment inserts "�r growing crop of farm produce."
Nature and elements of offense.-The several ways in which this article may

be violated: 1, by removing the mortgaged property or any part thereof, out of
the state; 2, by selling the mortgaged proper-ty; 3, by otherwise disposing of the
mortgaged property-the intent being in either case to defraud the mortgagee or

lien-holder. The lien must be in force, valid and subsisting. Robberson v. State,
3 App, 502.

A removal of the property from one county to another in the state, does not
constitute the offense. The term "otherwise dispose of" does not include a remov

al, or a sale, but does include- any other mode of placing the property beyond
the reach of the holder of the lien. Robberson v. State, 3 App. 502.

Removal of the property is an offense only when the removal is from the State.
Robberson v. State, 3 App. 502.

.

Prior to the amendment of the preceding article, it was held that a growing
crop of cotton was not movable property, nor was it personal property until ready
to be harvested, and hence could not be the basis of this offense. Hardeman v.

State, 16 App. 1, 49 Am. Rep. 821. But the article as amended expressly includes
"groV\ring crops." Honeycut v. State, 23 App, 71, 3 S. W. 716.

Fraudulent intent is the gist of the offense and must be alleged and proved.
Glass v. State, 23 App. 425, 5 S. W. 131; Robberson v. State, 3 App. 502; Satchell
V. State, 1 App. 438.

Liability of minor.-A minor cannot be held criminally responsible for dispos
ing of mortgaged property. His disposition thereof is a disaffirmance of his mort
gage contract, and renders it void. Jones v. State, 31 App. 252, 20 S. W. 578.
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Art. 1430 OFFENSES AGAINST PROPERTY (Title 11

Defense&.-The owner of a horse turned it over to defendant to sell; defendant
to have all above a certain sum that he might get for the horse. Defendant traded
the horse for a pair of mules and told plaintiff that he had a purchaser for said
mules. Thereafter the owner, being dissatisfied with the failure of defendant to
sell the mules as he had promised, took a mortgage on the mules securing a note
for the amount for whioh the horse was to be sold. Held, that the execution of
the mortgage changed the relation of the parties as to the- property from the
condition on which defendant originally acquired it, but, if the conduct of the

parties after the execution of the mortgage showed that the' mortgage was not
intended to express the contract existing between the parties, then defendant
would have the right to set this up in a prosecution against him for thereafter sell
ing the mortgaged property. Stewart v. State, 60 .App, 92, 131 S. W. 329.

A chattel mortgage cannot be set aside on an implied agreement or understand
ing; but there must have been an express contract made subsequently in order
to set aside and invalidate the note and mortgage. Stewart v. State, 60 App. 92,
131 S. W. 329.

.

One accused of fraudulently dlsposmg of mortgaged property having admitted
that he received possession of the property by agreeing to give a mortgage there
on, and that he did execute and deliver the mortgage should not be permitted to
say that, in fact, he did not do so. Loggins v. State (Cr. App.) 149 S. W. 170.

Venue.-See notes under C. C. �., art. 258.

Indictment, proof and variance.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 699.
Description of property, see notes under C. C. P., art. 458.

See, also, C. C. P., art. 470, and note.
Variance. See Honeycut v. State, 23 App, 71, 3 S. W. 716; Jones v. State, 35

App. 565, 34 S. W. '6131.
Neither the value of the property, nor its liability to forced sale need be alleged,

and the title may be laid in the administrator of a deceased mortgagee. State v.

Maxey, 41 Tex. 524.
If the instrument is conditional, it must be averred that the condition has hap

pened. State v. Devereux, 41 Tex. 383.
It must be alleged that the mortgage, deed of trust, or other lien in writing,

was valid, subsisting, and unpaid at the time of the sale, removal, or disposition
of the property. Satchell v. State, 1 App. 438.

It must be alleged that the mortgage or other lien was in writing, and that
the injured party was the holder of the same. Moye v. State, 9 App. 88.

The indictment must allege that the property was personal or movable property,
or a growing crop of farm produce, at the time of the execution of the mortgage
or lien upon it. The sale or other dtsposttton of real property on which the own-.

er had executed a written lien is not an offense. Hardeman v. State, 16 App, 1,
49 Am. Rep-. 821.

Willson's Cr. Forms, 699, approved in Glass v. State, 23 App, 425, 5 S. W. 131.
For allegation as to the mortgage, see, also, Glass v. State, 23 App. 425, 5 S.

W. 131; Jones v. State, 35 App, 565, 34 S. W. 631.
The indictment in this case alleges that the mortgaged property was fraudu

lently disposed of by the accused to some person to the grand jury unknown. The
evidence shows that it was disposed of to one Ike Thomas, and that the grand jury
either knew, or by the exertion of reasonable diligence could have ascertained that
fact. Held, that the indictment is sufficient, to charge the offense of fraudulently
disposing of mortgaged property, but the evidence, disproving an essential alle
gation in the said indictment, is insufficient to support the conviction. Presley v.

State, 24 App, 494, 6 S. W. 540. See, also, Armstrong v. State, 27 App, 462, 11 S.
W.462.

The indictment in this case described the property to which it related as "a
growing crop," and alleged that the mortgage thereon was executed on the fifteenth
day of January, 1887, and pledged a crop not then planted. Held, that the in
dictment was insuffi.cient to charge the offense denounced by this article. To be
sufficient to charge an offense under the facts stated, the indictment should have
charged that the accused executed a mortgage upon a crop to be planted; that the
said crop was afterwards planted by the accused, and that when the the same was

planted by him, and was growing or grown, the mortgage a.ttachad to and be
came a lien upon the same, and that the accused fraudulently disposed of the
same, etc. Mooney v. State, 25 App, 31, 7 S. W. 587.

Indictment, to be sufficient to charge the offense of disposing of mortgaged
property with intent to defraud, must allege the name of the person to whom
the mortgaged property was disposed of, or that the name of such person was

unknown to the grand jury. Smith v. State, 26 App. 577, 10 S. W. 218; Alexander
v. State, 27 App. 94, 10 S. W. 764.

It is made a felony to fraudulently dispose of the whole or a part of the mort
gaged property, but in each instance there must be a fraudulent disposition. There
fore it follows that each fraudulent disposition is a separate offense, and where
the .pleader undertakes to allege separate offenses, he must do so in separate
counts. He cannot allege two distinct offenses in the same count. Wood v. State,
47 App, 543, 84 S. W. 1058.

An indictment for the fraudulent disposition of mortgaged chattels, which al
leges that accused delivered to prosecutor a chattel mortgage, which sets out the
mortgage, which on its face authorizes the prosecutor as trustee to sell the chat
tels on default, and which avers that accused fraudulently sold the chattels with
intent to defraud the prosecutor, the legal owner of the mortgage, is sufficient
without alleging that the prosecutor is the holder of the debt and that he is a
trustee for the holder. Stewart v. State, '6() App, 92, 131 S. W. 329.

While, in a prosecution for fraudulently dispostng of mortgaged property, it
is better for the indictment to set out the mortgage or its substance, in order to
be sufficient, it must at least allege that the mortgage was given to secure an in-
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Chap. 19) 'OFFENSES AGAINST PROPERTY Art. 1432

debtedness, naming the amount, and that the debt was unpaid when the proper
ty was disposed of. McElroy v. State (Gr. App.) 150 s. W. 797.

Evldence.-See notes under C. C. P., art. 783.
EVidence held sufficient to convict. Wisdom v. State, 39 App. 621, 47 S. W. 1118.

Chc:.rge of court and questions for jury.-See Jones v. State, 35 App. 565, 34
S. W. 631.

Where the evidence raised the issue that in exchanging the mortgaged property,
the defendant stipulated that the title to the same should not pass to and vest
in the vendee, until he, the defendant, had satisfied the mortgage, the court should
have submitted this issue in its charge, and should have directed the jury that
such a disposition of the property would not have been with a fraudulent intent.
Glass v. State, 23 App. 425, 5 S. W. 131.

Where defendant is charged with selling mortgaged property, and there is evi
dence that he notified purchaser of the mortgage, and the purchaser agreed to

pay balance after satisfaction of his debt on the mortgage, this issue should be
presented to the jury. Sweat v. State (Cr. App.) 59 S. W: 265.

On a trial for fraudulently selling mortgaged chattels the evidence showed
that accused was in possession of a horse to sell for the prosecutor, that thereaft
'€r he exchanged it for a pair of mules, and in settlement of the transaction he
.executed to prosecutor a chattel mortgage on the mules for the amount for which
the horse was to be sold. The evidence showed that after such execution of the

mortgage he treated the property as his own and subsequently mortgaged it to a

third person and thereafter sold it. Held, that an instruction that, if accused un

-der a mistaken belief supposed he could sell the chattels, he should be acquitted,
though he intended to appropriate the proceeds of the sale to his own use, was

.sufflciently favorable to accused. Stewart v. State,' 60 App, 92, 131 S. W. 329.
Where an alleged unlawful sale of mortgaged property occurred July 15, 1909,

.and an indictment therefor was returned on September 30th following, an instruc
tion that if the mortgage was a valid lien on the property on or about July 15,
1910, and defendant on that day sold the property, he was guilty, was erroneous.

Fox v. State, 61 App, 341, 135 S. W. 557.

CHAPTER NINETEEN

or OFFENSES COMMITTED IN ANOTHER COUNTRY OR
STATE

Art.
1431. Bringing stolen property into this

state.

Art.
1432. Requtsttes of guilt under preced

ing article:

Article 1431. [951] Bringing stolen property into this state.
If any person having committed an offense in any foreign country,

.
.state or territory, which, if committed in this state, would have
been robbery, theft, embezzlement or receiving of stolen goods or

property, knowing the same to have been stolen, or fraudulently
'receiving or concealing property acquired by another by embezzle
ment, knowing the same to have been so acquired, shall bring into
this state any property so acquired or received, he shall be deemed
:guilty of robbery, theft, embezzlement, or receiving of goods or

property stolen or embezzled, as the case may be, knowing the
same to have been stolen or embezzled, and shall be punished as

if the offense had been committed in this state. And, in cases

'herein mentioned, the offense may be charged to have been com

mitted in any county into or through which the property may be
brought in the same manner as if the act constituting such offense
bad taken place wholly within this state. [Amend. 1895, p. 116.]

See notes under the following article.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 702.

Art. 1432. [952] Requisites of guilt under preceding article.
'To render a person guilty under the preceding article, it must ap
'pear that by the law of the foreign country, state or territory from
which the property was taken and brought to this state, the act
-cornmitted would also have been robbery, embezzlement, theft or

receiving stolen goods or property, or receiving or concealing
,goods or property embezzled. [Amend. 1895, p. 116.]

Nature and elements of' offense.-The evidence must show that the defendant
brought the property into the county of the prosecution, or took possession and
-control of it after it reached said county. Carter v. State, 37 Tex. 362.

The law of the foreign country or state is an element of the offense and an

issuable fact to be alleged and proved. Cummins v. State, 12 App. 121.
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It must be shown that the defendant committed the theft and brought the

property into this state, or, at least, that he had possession or control over it after
it came into this state. But if the defendant not only aided in the original theft,
but furnished the means for bringing the property into this state, and then came

to this state himself in pursuance of an agreement with the other thief, and here
received his portion of the fruits of the theft, he brought the property into the
state within the meaning of the law. Sutton v. State, 16 App. 490.

To support a conviction tor- the theft of property stolen in a foreign country
and brought into this state, it devolves upon the prosecution to prove that the
act committed was not only theft in this state, but was theft in the foreign coun

try from which the property was taken and brought into this state. Fernandez
v: State, 25 App. 538, 8 S. W. 667. See, also, Clark v . State, 27 App. 405, 11 S. W.
374; West v. State, 27 App. 472, 11 S. W. 483.

Constituent elements of bringing stolen property into the state: 1, the acts and
intent must constitute theft by the law of the country in which the property was

taken; 2, such acts and intent must constitute theft under the law of this state.
The thief _ust bring the stolen property into this state. McKenzie v. State, 32

App. &68, 2lf s. W. 426, 40 Am. St. Rep. 795. And see, also, State v. Morales, 21

Tex. 298; Carmisales v. State, 11 App. 474; Edwards v. State, 29 App. 452, 16 S.
W.98.

Unless the act constitutes robbery under the laws of the territory where com

mitted, it is no offense to bring the property into this State, though the act con

stitutes robbery if committed in Texas. Smith v. State, 37 App. 346, 39 S. W. 933.
If a person commits an act in another State or Territory, which if committed

in this State would be theft and subsequently brings the stolen property into this
State he can be prosecuted in this State and punished as if the theft had been
committed in this State. Beard v. State, 45 App. 522, 78 S. W. 348.

.

It is not an offense to bring property acquired in another State or jurisdiction.
into this State, when it has been acquired by means of swindling. Bink v. State,
50 App. 450, 98 S. W. 251. I

Swindling is not included among the inhibited crimes enumerated in article 1431.
and this State has no extra territorial jurisdiction over such offenses. Bink v,

State, 50 App, 450, 98 S. W. 249.
To constitute the offense of bringing stolen goods into the state, it was not

necessary that defendant himself should ship the goods, as if he was the procur
ing cause, he would be legally responsible for bringing them into the state. Zweig
v, State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 747.

In a prosecution for bringing stolen goods into the state, the fact that one in
charge of the corporation, alleged to be the original owner of the property, han
employed a drayman to carry the goods to the depot from which they were stolen
did not take them out of his possession. Zweig v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 747.

Accompllce.-See notes under article 79, ante.

Venue.-See notes under C. C. P., art. 258.

Indic{ment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 702.
See Granado v. State, 37 App. 426, 35 S. W. 1069.
The law of the foreign state or country is an issuable fact, and must be alleged.

Carmisales v . State, 11 App, 474; Cummins v. State, 12 App. 121; Edwards v.

State, 29 App. 452, 16 S. W. 98.
That the accused was punishable by, or amenable to, the laws of the foreign

country or state need not be alleged. CUmmins v. State, 12 App, '121.
It must be averred that the act was an offense under the laws of the foreign

country or state. State v. Morales, 21 Tex. 298; Carmisales v. State, 11 App. 474.
For a sufficient indictment, see Cowell v. State, 16 App, 57.
In an indictment charging theft of a horse in another State or Territory, and

the subsequently bringing the stolen property into this State, the indictment must
contain the laws of the State or Territory in which the animal was stolen. Beard
v. State, 45 App, 522, 78 S. W. 349.

An indictment under this article charging theft of a horse in another State
where the stolen property is brought into this State need not allege the value of
the horse. Beard v. State, 45 App. 522, 78 S. W. 348.

Where an indictment for bringing stolen cattle into the state and selling them
properly alleged the theft of one head of cattle, and the court's charge followed
the indictment, it was not material that the evidence showed the theft of more

than one head. Gorrell v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 1012.
An indictment for receiving stolen property knowing that it had been stolen

and bringing it into this state need not allege the time and place of the original
taking, though it must allege that it was fraudulently received and concealed
with knowledge that it had been acquired by theft, and the name of the owner,
if known, and the name of the person from whom received. Zweig v: State (Cr.
App.) 171 s. W. 747.

Under this and the preceding article it was not necessary that an indictment,
specifically alleging that the acts of accused under the laws of Missouri constituted
the offense of receiving stolen property, allege the facts going to constitute theft
by the original taker from whom the property was received. Zweig v: State (Cr.
App.) 171 s. W. 747.

Under article 1431 an allegation in an indictment for the .offense that the property
was received "in the county of St. Louis," was not an element of the offense, and
would be disregarded as surplusage; and, even if a descriptive averment necessary
to be proved, and even if the city of St. Louis, in which it was received, was a munic
ipality separate from the county of St. Louis, proof that the city was always con

sidered as a part of the county was not a variance, but sufficiently sustained the
descrtpttve averment. Zweig v, State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 747.
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Evidence.-See Carter v. State, 37 Tex. 362; Clark v. State, 27 App. 405, 11 S.
W. 374; Sinclair v. State, 34 App. 453, 30 S. W. 1070; Smith v. State, 37 App. 342,
39 S. W. 933.

Article 2304 of the Revised Statutes' (Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 3692),
provides how laws shall be proved, and is applicable in criminal cases. Cummins
v. State, 12 App. 121.

For the manner of proving the laws of an Indian nation, see Cowell v. State,
16 App, 57.

Evidence held insufficient to convict. Cowell v. State, 16 App. 57.
In a case arising under the preceding articles, .all the facts and circumstances

bearing upon the transaction, whether transpiring in this state or out of it, are

admissible in evidence, and may 'be considered by the jury. Sutton v. State, 16
App. 490.

Evidence held sufficient to support conviction. Sutton v. State, 16 App. 490.
As sufficient proof that an act committed was not only theft in this state, but

theft in the foreign county from which the property was taken and brought into
this state, the trial court properly admitted in evidence a reprint of a book pur
porting to be the "Penal Code of the State of Coahuila, Republic of Mexico, and
published by authority of said state;" the rule being that "when the code or the
statutes of another state have been published by authority, and purport to have
been so published, a reprint of such book is admissible in evidence, without other
evidence of its sanction by the government of such state." Fernandez v. State, 25
App. 538, 8 S. W. 667.

,

•

An unrecorded brand is no evidence of ownership. McKenzie v. State, 32 App,
568, 25 S. W. 426, 40 Am. St. Rep. 795.

In a prosecution for bringing stolen cattle into the state from Oklahoma and
selling the same to L. for beef, it appearing that L. gave defendant a check for

$50 with knowledge that the cattle had been stolen, evidence of the transaction
between defendant and witness, a banker, who cashed the check, concerning what
occurred at the time was admissible. Gorrell v. State (Cr. App.) 164 s. W. 1012.

In a prosecution for bringing stolen goods into the state, evidence held to show
that defendant received the goods from the persons named in the indictment.
Zweig v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 747.'

Charge of court.-See Fernandez v. State, 25 App, 538, 8 S. W. 667.
Charges held correct. Sutton v, State, 16 App, 490; Clark Y. State, 27 App.

405, 11 S. W. 374.
Evidence held sufficient to support an instruction that if the horses were stolen

in Mexico and brought into Texas, defendant should be convicted. Granado v.

State, 37 App. 426, 35 S. W. 1069.
In a prosecution for bringing stolen cattle from Oklahoma into 'I'exa.s and sell

ing them, the court properly charged the jury as to the law of theft of both Okla
homa and Texas. Gorrell v. State (Cr. App.) 164 S. W. 1012.

In a prosecution for bringing stolen goods into the state knowing them to have
been stolen, where there was evidence that defendant was at a certain place in
the other state with the original taker of the goods and a drnitted that they had
crooked goods, and that the original taker resided in the other state, had the repu
tation of being a professional thief, and had been convicted of similar thefts, while
defendant resided in Texas, the refusal to submit a count charging defendant with
theft of the goods and the submission of that adjudging him with receiving stolen
goods knowing them to be stolen goods, was proper. Zweig v. State (Cr. App.)
171 S. W. 747.

'
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TITLE 18

OF MISCELLANEOUS OFFENSES
Chap.

1. Of conspiracy.
2. Of threats.
3. Seduction.
3a. Hours of labor on public work or

in public service.
3b. Time of service of firemen.
3c. Employment of females.
4. Employment of sailors and crew.

5. Protection of settlers on school
lands.

6. Trusts-Conspiracies against trade.
7. Theaters, etc.-Prohibiting discrim

ination between persons desiring
to lease same.

8. Corporations-Permitting the attor
ney general and his representa
tives to examine books.

8a. Corporations - Use of assets and
funds.

9. State revenue agent.
10. Guaranty and fidelity companies,

regulation of.
11. Bond investment companies.
12. Prize fighting, roping contests, etc.
13. Schools.
14. Railroad commission.
15. Offenses by railway officials or

against railways.

Chap.
16. Railroads, etc.-Prohibiting the is

suance of free passes, etc.
17. Railroads and other common car

riers-Bills of lading, prescribing
certain requirements for issuance.

18. Railroad employes, limiting the
work hours of same.

19. Railroad companies - requiring en

gineers or conductors to serve

first as firemen or brakemen.
19a. Railroad companies-Air brakes.
20. Railroad companies-Required to do

repair work in Texas, and furnish
sufficient motive power.

21. Railroad companies-Prohibited es

tablishing name for a station oth
er than name of postoffice.

22. Street railway-Regulating fare in.
certain cities and towns.

23. Assignor.
24. Duplication of process for wit-

nesses.

25. County finances.
26. Bureau of labor statistics.
27. Mines and mining.
28. Penitentiaries-Control and treat

ment of prisoners.
29. Reformatory institutions.

CHAPTER ONE

OF CONSPIRACY
Art.
1433. Definition.
1434. When offense complete.
1435. Agreement must be positive.
1436. Mere threat not sufficient.
1437. What crimes the subject of.
1438. Punishments.

Art.
1439. To kill, same as murder.
1440. Conspiracy to commit an offense

in another state.
1441. Conspiracy in another state to

commit an offense in this.

Article 1433. [953] Definition.-A "conspiracy" is an agree
ment entered into between two or more persons to commit any
one of the offenses hereafter named in this chapter. [Act Oct. 26,.
1871, p. IS.]

See notes under article 1437 post.
Cited, Johnson v. State, 3 App, 590; Whitford v, State, 24 App. 489, 6 S. W•.

537, 5 Am. St. Rep. 896.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 703, 704.

Art. 1434. [954] When offense complete.-The offense of con

spiracy is complete, although the parties conspiring do not proceed
to effect the object for which they have so unlawfully combined e

[Id.]
See notes under article 1437 post.
Cited, Johnson v, State, 3 App, 590; Whitford v: State, 24 App. 489, 6 S. W�

537 r

. 5 Am. St. Rep. 896.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 703, 704.

Art. 1435. [955] Agreement must be positive.s=Before any
conviction can be had for the offense of conspiracy, it must ap
pear that there was a positive agreement to commit one of the
offenses hereafter named in this chapter. It will not be sufficient
that such agreement was contemplated by the parties charged,
[Id.]

See notes under article 1437 post.
Cited, Johnson v, State, 3 App. 590; Whitford v, State, 24 App. 489, 6 S. W..

537, 5 Am. St. Rep. 896.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 703, 704.
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Art. 1436.. [956] Mere threat not sufficient.-A threat made
by two or more persons acting in concert will not be sufficient to·

·constitute conspiracy. [Id.]
Cited, Johnson v. State, 3 App. 590; Whitford v. State, 24 App. 489, 6 S. W.

537, 5 Am. St. Rep. 896.
Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 703, 704.

Art. 1437. [957] What crimes the subject of.-The agree
ment, to come within the definition of conspiracy, must be to com

mit one or more of the following offenses, to wit: Murder, rob

bery, arson, burglary, rape 'or any other offense of the grade of
felony. [Act :Feb. 5, 1884, p. 25.]
1. Explanatory.
2. Offense in general.
3. _- Conspiracy to kill.
4. -- Conspiracy to steal.
5. -- Conspiracy to commit bur-

glary.
6. Indictment.
7. Evidence in general.
8. Homicide.
9. Rape.

10. Arson.
11. Burglary.

12. Robbery.
13. Theft.
14. Swindling.
15. Acts and declarations.
16. Testimony of wife.
17. Accomplices.
18. Questions for jury and charge of"

court.
19. -- Homicide.
20. -- Burglary.
21. -- Theft.
22. Judgment.

1. Explanatory.-The amendment leaves out the words "theft and forgery;"
adding in their stead, "or any ether offense of the grade of felony."

2. Offense In genel'al.-See notes under articles 74 and 79 ante, and C. C. P.
art. 801.

The effense is complete as soon as the criminal agreement is entered into, and
although the conspirators de net proceed to' consummate it. Johnson v. State, 3.
App. 590.

After an agreement to commit burglary, the owner of the house, for purposes
of detection, may connive at the entry without relieving the conspirators from
liability. (Speiden v. State, 3 App. 156, 30 Am. Rep. 126, and Pigg v. State, 43.
Tex. 108, distinguished.) Johnsen v. State, 3 App. 590.

Conspiracy defined. Myers v. State, 6 App. 1.
The least degree of concert or COllusion between parties to' an illegal transac

tion makes the act of one the act' of all. Phillips v. State, 6 App, 364. And the

agreement may be entered into, and the offense be completed, although the ortg
inal purpose of meeting and consultation was lawful. Lowery v. State, 30 Tex.
402. The agreement completes the offens.e. Johnson v. State, 3 App, 590.

Conspiracy has been defined as a combination of two or more persons by some'

concerted action to accomplish some criminal or unlawful purpose, or' to' accomplish
some purpose net in itself criminal or unlawful by criminal or unlawful means.

Loggins v. State, 12 App. 65.
An "agreement" is a coming together of 'parties in opinion or determination;.

the union of two or more minds in a thing done or to be done; a mutual assent
to' de a thing. A conspiracy can not be committed by one person alone, and it
can not be committed by two, when there is no concurrence of purpose and mind,
or when the concurrence or purpose on the part or one is unreal or feigned. Wood
worth v. State, 20 App. 375.

As to' acts establishing conspir-acy, see Smith v. State, 21 App. 107, 17 S. W..

552; Lyons v. State, 30 App. 642, 18 S. W. 416; Blain v. State, 30 App. 702. 18 S.
W.862.

It is not necessary, in order to' establish a consptracy to commit an offense,
to' prove that the persons charged came together, and actually agreed in terms to,
have that design and pursue it by common means .. If it be proved that they pur
sued the same objects, often by the same means, one performing one part and.
another a different part of the same, so as to complete it with a view to the at
tainment of the same object, the jury will be justified in concluding that they
were engaged in a conspiracy to' effect that object, and such acting together would
make all prtncipal offenders, whether bodily present at the place of the offense or

net, and until the full purpose and object of the conspiracy has been consum

mated. Smith v. State, 21 App, 107, 17 S. W. 552.
When two or mere persons agree to' commit an offense and from the nature or

the offense it is reasonably probable that death will result to the victim, and death,
does result, all the parties connected with the conspiracy would be responsible
for the homicide. Blain v. State, 30 App. 702, 18 S. W. 862.

Whether co-consptra.tors proceed severally or collectively, each is. responsible
for the acts of all as though performed by himself alone. Blain v. State, 30 App ..

702, 18 S. W. 862.
Proof that the parties actually agreed in terms to a certain design and to pur

sue it by common means, held not essential to' the establishment of the crime or
conspiracy. Smith v. State, 21 App. 107, 17 S. W. 552.

It takes two er mere to' rorm a conspiracy, and they must be named in the in
dictment. Dever et al. v. State, 37 App. 396, 30 S. W. 1071.

A person whO' persuades others to enter into a conspiracy to' commit crime is.
guilty though he did not intend to' help commit the crime. Dever et al, v. State,.
37 App. 396, 30 S. W. 1071.
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When one enters into a conspiracy to commit a crime, even though he with
draws before the crime has been committed, he may be convicted for entering
into the conspiracy. Dill v. State, 35 App. 240, 33 S. W. 126, 60 Am. St. Rep. 37.

When a conspiracy to commit an unlawful act exists, and an the execution of
the conspiracy one of the persons commits a homicide, all persons engaged in the
conspiracy are guilty of murder. Mitchell v. State, 36 App. 278, 33 S. W. 367, 36
S. W. 456; Isaacs v. State, 36 App, 505, 38 S. W. 40.

Each conspirator is responsible for everything done by his confederate which
follows immediately in the execution of the common design, as one of its probable
and natural consequences, even though it was not intended as a part of the orig
inal design or common plan. Henry v. State (Cr. App.) 54 S. W. 593.

Our statute with reference to conspirators, and who may be engaged in a con

spiracy makes no exception in favor of the wife. Husband and wife may conspire
together without the intervention of a third person to commit a murder and if
either is being tried for the. consummated offense the doctrine of conspiracy, so

far as the rules are concerned, is applicable under our system. Smith v. State,
48 App, 233, 89 S. W. 817.

Where a party is charged as an accomplice, under the statute, with the com

mission of a felony, the case assumes the nature to some extent of a conspiracy,
though the statute makes a distinction between a conspiracy as an offense and
an offense committed by a principal instigated by an accomplice; a conspiracy
being complete when a positive agreement has been made between the parties to
commit a felony, while to be an accomplice the crime must have been actually
committed by the principal. Cooper v. State (Cr. App.) 154 S. W. 989.

Where a crime committed is not in any way connected with a conspiracy, but
is the independent act of one of the conspirators, though done while he was en

gaged in the common purpose, the others are not legally responsible therefor,
but if the crime is in furtherance of the common purpose, and is such an offense
as might have been and should have been contemplated would result from the ex

ecution of the conspiracy, and it was so executed, then all engaged in the unlaw
ful purpose are equally guilty, though at the time they may have been engaged
in some other part of the common purpose. Serrato v, State (Cr. App.) 171 S.
W. 1133.

3. -- Conspiracy to klll.-The test of whether accused was prtncipal was

whether he and another acted together in pursuance of a common design wherein
their minds had agreed. Kirby v. State, 23 App, 13, 5 S. W. 165.

The accused, who was on trial for the murder of his jailer, contended that a

conspiracy among several of the prisoners extended no further than the escape,
and did not contemplate the killing of the jailer, or the infliction of bodily injury
upon him beyond his mere detention, and that the killing was the individual and
independent act of C. alone, perpetrated without the accused's complicity, and
without ability on his part to prevent it. Held, in view of the nature and object
of the conspiracy, and of the preparation and use of a deadly weapon as a means

to execute the common design, that the homicide was not the independent act of
C. alone, but was the act of each and all the conspirators, because it was directly
incident to and grew out of the common design of all. Kirby v. State, 23 App.
13, 5 S. W. 165, citing Mercersmith v. State, 8 App. 211; Stevenson v. State, 17
App, 619. And see Blain v. State, 30 App, 702, 18 S. W. 862; Cox v. State, 8
App. 254, 34 Am. Rep. 746; Renner v. State, 43 App, 347, 65 S. W. 1102.

If defendant and another combine to beat a person, and in the attempt to do
so the co-conspirator kill such other person, both would be guilty of murder.
Mitchell v. State, 36 App. 278, 33 S. W. 367, 36 S. W. 456.

Defendant having helped to set in motion that which resulted in another's
death is guilty of murder, he is an accomplice whether he instigated the act him
self or his co-conspirators instigated it. Isaacs v. State, 36 App, 505, 38 S.' W. 40.

Where there is a conspiracy to kill, mere presence at scene of killing, under
some circumstances, will be sufficient act of encouragement. Leslie v. State, 42
App, 65, 57 S. W. 661.

Where the state claimed a killing was the result of a conspiracy, accused cannot
be convicted for the acts of his co-conspirators, unless he conspired to take de
ceased's life or conspired to do an unlawful act and the killing was the result of
an attempt to perpetrate it. Cline v. State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 520.

4. -- Conspiracy to steal.-The conspiracy to steal is complete at the
time it is entered into, without any reference to subsequent theft, and a convic
tion of the theft is not a bar to prosecution for the conspiracy. Bailey v. State,
42 App. 289, 59 S. W. 90l.

5. -- Conspiracy to commit burglary.-The offense of conspiracy to commit
burglary is complete when the agreement to burglariously enter a house is en

tered into, though the parties abandon the object of the conspiracy. Johnson v.

State, 3 App. 590.
A conspiracy to commit burglary and the burglary committed in pursuance

thereof are different offenses and a conviction of one will not bar a prosecution for
the other. Whitford v. State, 24 App. 489, 6 S. W. 537, 5 Am. St. Rep. 896.

When one has entered into a conspiracy to commit burglary, notwithstanding
he withdraws before the commisston of the offense, he may nevertheless be' con

victed of conspiracy. Dill v. State, 35 App, 240, 33' S. W. 126, 60 Am. St. Rep. 37.
The fact that a person, after entering into an agreement with another to com

'mit a burglary, withdraws from the transaction, does not prevent his conviction
for the conspiracy. Dill v. State, 35 App, 240, 33 S. W. 126, 60 Am. St. Rep. 37.

6. Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 703, 704.
The indictment need not set out the offense with the same particularity for an

unexecuted as for an executed conspiracy. See an indictment for conspiracy to
commit burglary held sutficient. Brown v. State, 2 App. 115; Mason v. State, Id.
192.
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'I'he parties to a conspiracy to commit crime must be named, and there must be
at least two principals. Dever v. State, 37 App, 396, 30 S. W. 1071. See, also,
Woodworth v. State, 20 App. 375.

7. Evidence in general.-See Cox v, State, 8 App, 254, 34 Am. Rep. 746; Log
gins v. State, 12 App. 65; Pierson v. State, 18 App, 524; Kennedy v., State, 19
App, 618; Smith v. State, 21 App. 107, 17 S. W..552; Willey v: State, 22 App. 408,
3 S. W. 570; Richards v. State, 53 App, 400, 110. S. W. 432; Proctor v. State, 54
App. 254, 112 S. W. 770; O'Quinn v. State, 55 App. 18, 115 S. W. 39; Williams v.

State, 55 App. 65, 115 S. W. 35; Roma v. State, 55 App, 344, 116 S. W. 598.
Evidence held 'sufficient to sustain convictions. Brown v. State, 2 App·. 115; Ma

son v. State, Id. 192.
A conspiracy cannot be proven by conresstons of one of the co-conspirators, the

existence of the conspiracy must be proven by other evidence. Sessions v, State,
37 App. 62, 38 S. W. 623; Menges v. State, 25 App. 710, 9 S. W. 49.

Where one of several defendants charged with conspiracy has been acquitted,
the record of acquittal is evidence for another defendant subsequently tried. Paul
V. State, 12 App. 346.

The fact of possession by one of several defendants of goods belonging to de
ceased is a.dmtsstble. Gonde v. State, 33 App. 10, 24 S. W. 415; Clark v. State,
28 App, 189, 12 S. W. 729, 19 Am. St. Rep. 817; Rix v. State, 33 App, 353, 26 S. W.
505.

When a conspiracy to commit burglary has been shown, any fact or circum
stance which would tend to show that defendant's co-conspirator was present is
admissible.

_

Mixon v. State, 36 App. 66, 35 S. W. 394.

8. -- Hom lcl de.s--Bee Hudson v. State, 43 App, 420, 66 S. W. 668; Moore v.

State, 44 App. 526, 72 S. W. 595; Williams v. State, 45 App. 240, 75 S. W. 509;
Kipper v. State, 45 'App. 377, 77 S. W. 611; Chapman v. State, 45 App, 479, 76 S. W.
477; 'Carbough v. State, 49 App. 452, 93 S. W. 738; Parnell v. State, 50 App. 419, 98
S. W. 269; Banks v. State, 52 App. 480, 108 S. W. 693; Richards v. State, 53 App.
40'0, 110 S. W. 432; Proctor v. State, 54 App, 254, 112 S. W. 770; Roma v. State, 55
App. 344, 116 S. W. 598.

.'

Where in a murder case conspiracy was shown, a bill of sale purporting to con

vey from deceased to defendant's co-conspirator certain goods found in the co

conspirator's possession was properly admitted in evidence. Post v: State, 10 App,
598.

'

Evidence held not to show a conspiracy to murder or to commlt any crime of
which murder might be the reasonable and natural consequence. Blain v. State,
30 App, 702, 18 S. W. 862.

In a prosecution for murder, where there is evidence that a number of people
took part in the homicide, and that defendant was among them, exclusion of evi
dence offered by defendant to show threats and ill feeling against deceased of a

person not indicted with the others, if error, is harmless, since the presence of
such person and participation in the crime could not benefit defendant. Harris v.

State, 20 S. W. 916, 31 App. 411.
J.'s threats, made in defendant's absence, after J.'s fight with deceased held

admissible against defendant, it being left to the jUry to say whether the conspira
cy was then formed, in which case only they were to consider them. Blain v. State,
33 App, 236, 26 S. W. 63.

In a prosecution for killing decedent pursuant to a conspiracy to organize in
Texas a company to invade Mexico, evidence concerning the carrying of arms and
ammunition from Texas into Mexico was admissible as showing the formation of
an unlawful conspiracy. Serrato v. State (Cr. APP.) 171 s. W. 1133.

In a prosecution for homicide in the furtherance of a conspiracy to illegally or

ganize in Texas an armed company to invade Mexico, evidence that accused, a

member of the company, secured arms when he went to the camp, carried them
all the time while he was in the company, and was armed when arrested, was

admissible as showing that, while in the United States, the company was prepared
to resist all those who might interfe:re with their purpose, together with the na

ture of the resistance that would be offered. Gonzales v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S.
W. 1146.

Where decedent was killed as an incident to a conspiracy to illegally organize
an armed force in Texas to invade Mexico, in accordance with a certain political
party, and accused testified that he was a subscriber to a newspaper, and that one

of the principal things which induced him to join the company was articles in
the paper, and that the principles announced in the paper were those of the party
to which he belonged and joined the company to carry out, a translated copy of the
paper was admissible as showing the purpose for which the conspiracy was organ
ized and for which the defendant joined it. Gonzales v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S.
W.1149.

In a prosecution for homicide 'committed in furtherance of an illegal conspiracy
to organize in Texas an armed band to invade Mexico, evidence held to warrant a

finding that defendant was a member of the band and engaged in the furtherance
of the conspiracy at the time of the killing. Martinez v. State (Gr. App, ) 171 s.
W. 1153.

Where, in a prosecution for homicide, the state did not claim a speciflc con

spiracy to kill deceased, but that he was killed as an Incident to a conspiracy to
organize in Texas an armed force to invade Mexico, the members of the company
not immediately concerned in the killing could only be convicted of homicide on

proof that the killing was incidental to a conspiracy to do an unlawful act and
was within the scope thereof. Martinez v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 1153.

In a prosecution for homicide alleged to have been committed in the further
ance of a conspiracy to organize in Texas an armed force to invade Mexico. per
sonal property found on one of the conspirators at the camp ground, including a

manifesto, battle flag, bugle, guns, bayonets, dynamite, and other munitions of
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war, and testimony concerning where and what was found, was admissible to show
the conspiracy and its purpose. Martinez v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 1153.

In a prosecution for .homicide committed as incidental to an illegal conspiraoy
to organize in Texas an armed band to invite Mexico, a manifesto in the Mexican
language, purported to have been written by a Junta in California, intended to
incite Mexicans to rebellion, found in the possession of one of the conspirators,
who separated from the others 'a short time :prior to their arrest, but who was.
first arrested, was admissible against accused to show the illegal character of
the conspiracy. Martinez v. State (Gr. App.) 171 S. W. 1153.

Where decedent was killed as inciderrtal to a conspiracy to organize in Texas
an armed force to invade Mexico in order to prevent a discovery of the oonsplracv,
which did not terminate until the conspirators' arrest, evidence of all that took
:place and what each of the conspirators said from the time of their discovery at
their rendezvous and until they were arrested was admissible, in a prosecution
against each of them for the homicide. Martinez v. State (Gr. App.) 171 s. W.
1153.

9. -- Rape.-See Williams v. State, 55 App. 65, 115 S. W. 35.

10. -- Arson.--On trial for conspiracy to commit arson, a letter written by
a third party after the accomplishment of the conspiracy, though it bore the name

of one of the conspirators, and was addressed to defendant, but never given to

him, was inadmissible against him. Dawson v. State, 38 App, 9, 40 S. W" 731.
Where defendant was charged with conspiracy to commit arson, and the theory

of the state was that he committed the crime to procure the insurance money, a

continuance because of the absence of defendant's wife on account of sickness
should be granted, where defendant desired to prove by her that she knew the
value of the articles stored in the house, and that they were insured for only half
their value. Dawson v. State, 38 App. 9, 40 S. W. 731.

11. -- Burglary.-Where the evidence in a burglary case showed a conspira
cy, it was not error to admit evidence of finding of the fruits of the crime in de
fendant's house in defendant's absence. Jackson v. State, 28 App, 370, 13 S. W.
451, 19 Am, St. Rep. 839.

When a conspiracy to commit burglary has been shown, any fact or circum
stance tending to show defendant's presence at the time of the commission of the
offense is admissible. Mixon v. State, 36 App, 66" 35 S. W. 394.

12. -- Robbery.-See Nite v. State, 41 App. 340, 54 S. W. 763.
At the place of the robbery tracks of two persons were found, both with pecu

liarities; held, evidence of both tracks was admissible against each defendant.
Angle v. State, 35 App, 427, 34 S. W. 116.

13. -- Theft.-Collateral evidence in proof of conspiracy to steal cattle held
improperly admitted. Rix v. State, 33 App. 353, 26 S. W. 505.

14. -- Swindling.-See Marwilsky v. State, 9 App, 377; Gray v. State, 32
.App. 598, 25 S. W. 627; Cowan v. State, 41 App. 617, 56 S. W. 751.

15. -- Acts and declaratidns.-See notes under 'C. C. P. art. 783.
16. -- Testimony of wife.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 795.

17, Accomplices.-See art. 79 et seq. ante, and notes thereunder.

18. Questions for jury and charge of court.-Instructions submitting to the jury
the question of the existence of a conspiracy held proper. Loggins v. State, 12
.App. 65.

Where several were jointly indicted for consp-iracy, and one had severed and
been tried and acquitted, it was held to be error to charge, on the trial of another
-or the defendants, with reference to a supposed conspiracy between him and the
defendant who had been acquitted. The charge should have confined the jury to a

conspiracy between the defendant on tl'ial and the defendants not yet tried. Paul
v. State, 12 App. 346.

The jury should be instructed that the conspiracy could not be established by
the acts or declarations of a co-conspirator, made after the consummation of the
offense, and in the absence of defendant. Crook v. State, 27 App. 198, 11 S. W.
444.

.

When the time that the conspiracy was entered into is a disputed fact, the trial
court should submit that fact to the jury and instruct them not to consider any act
or declaration which did not occur during the existence of the conspiracy. Harris
V. State, 31 App. 411, 20 S. W. 916.

It is the province of the court to determine, in a case involving that question,
whether or not a prima facie case of conspiracy has been established; and if,
in the opinion of the court, such issue arises from the evidence permitted to be in
troduced, then it is further the duty of the court to submit the issue of conspiracy,
-or not, to be determined by the jUry, as any other issue in the case. Luttrell v.

State, 31 App. 493, 21 S. W. 248.
There need be no charge on conspiracy, where the facts tend to show this, if

the charge on principals is SUfficiently comprehensive. Augustine v. State, 41 App .

. 69, 52 S. W. 79, 96 Am. St. Rep'. 765.
19. -- Homicide.-Where defendant was convicted of murder upon evidence

which established a conspiracy between him and his co-defendant to kill the de
-ceased, and the fact that he was present at the homicide, it was not error for the
-court to refuse to instruct that, if prior to the killing defendants abandoned their
,design, and deceased was subsequently killed by the CO-defendant, and that de
fendant at the time did no act aiding, encouraging, or abetting the offense, he
would not be liable except as accomplice. Slade v. State, 29 App, 381, 16 S. W. 253.

On a murder trial, where a conspiracy to kill deceased was sought to be shown,
it was proper to charge that, if the jury believed that defendant had entered into

..a. conspiracy to kill the deceased, they could consider as evidence against defend

.ant any acts or declarations of his co-conspirators, or either of them, done or made
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to carry out their common purpose during the pendency of such conspiracy, but
should disregard such acts and declarations if there was no conspiracy, or if they
were not done or made during the pendency thereof to carry out the design. Lut
trell v. State, 21 S. W. 248, 31 App. 493.

An instruction, in addition, that if a conspircy was not established the jUry
were not to consider these acts and declarations as evidence against defendant
held proper. Luttrell v. State, 31 App, 493, 21 S. W. 248.

Under the evidence in a murder case held that the giving of an instruction rel
ative to conspiracy was not error. Childs v. State, 35 App. 573, 34 S. W. 939.

In a prosecution for homicide, evidence held sufficient to justify submission to
the jury of the question of a specific conspiracy to take the life of decedent, though
the preponderance of the evidence indicated that he was killed as an incident to a

conspiracy to commit another offense. Martinez v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W.
1153.

Where all the testimony showed a conspiracy between defendant and third per
sons committing a murder, and that the murder was committed in pursuance of
the common design, the court could refuse to define a "conspiracy"; but where
the testimony did not show conclusively a conspiracy, the court must instruct on

the subject, and clearly state what facts must be found to justify a conviction.
Vasquez v. State (Ier. App.) 171 s. W. 1160.

20. --. Burglary.-Where the indictment Charged the defendants, one H. and
one W., with a conspiracy to commit burglary, and the evidence completely exoner

ated the defendant W., it was held not to be error for the court to instruct the
jury, that if the evidence showed a conspiracy between the defendant and H., the
offense would be complete, and that the state was not required to prove W. was also
a party to the conspiracy. The allegations as to W. were held to be surplusage and
not essential to be proved. Woodworth v. State, 20 App. 375.

21. -- Theft.-On a trial for, theft of a cow, there was evidence that de
fendant and others conspired to prove a purchase of the cow after defendant took
possession of it, and the court charged that, "when two or more persons conspire
together to commit an offense, and each carries out the part agreed to be done by
him, and such offense is actually committed, then all parties to such an agreement
are equally guilty of such offense; and if * * * defendant fraudulently took the
property, * * * and others agreed or conspired, before or after such taking,
to prove a purchase or pretended purchase, * * * either before or after such
taking, this would be no defense to such fraudulent taking." Held, that such in
struction was authorized by the evidence, and was correct. Kegans v. State, 27
App. 703, 11 S. W. 644.

22. Judgment.-See notes under e. C. P. art. 853.

Art. 1438. [958] Punishment.-Conspiracy to commit murder
shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less than
two nor more than ten years. Conspiracy to commit anyone of
the other offenses named in the preceding article shall be punished
by confinement in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than
five years. [Act Oct. 26.1871, p. 15.].

See notes under article 1437, ante.

Art. 1439. [959] T6 kill, same as murder.s--A conspiracy to
kill a human being shall be deemed a conspiracy to commit murder.
[Id., p. 16.]

Art. 1440. [960] Conspiracy to commit an offense in another
state.-A conspiracy entered into in this state for the purpose of
committing anyone of the offenses named in article 1437 in any
other of the states' or territories of the United States. or in any
foreign territory. shall be punished in the same manner as if the
conspiracy so entered into was to commit the offense in this state.
[Id.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 705.
Evidence.-See notes under article 1337, ante.
Where a company was illegally organized and equipped in Texas under an

agreement to invade Mexico, such organization constituted a felony in Texas as

violating articles 1433 to 1441, and decedent having been killed by members of
the organization to prevent his informing against it, a flag with the words: "The
Liberal Party Mexico. Land and Liberty"-emblazoned thereon and a bugle found
at the conspirators' camp, were admissible, in a prosecution against them for the
homicide, to show they were engaged in an illegal design. Serrato v. State (Cr.
App.) 171 S. W. 1133.

Acts and declarations.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 783.

Art. 1441. [961] Conspiracy in another state to commit of
fense inthis.c--A conspiracy entered into in another state or terri
tory of the United States to commit anyone of the offenses named
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in article 1437 in this state, shall be be punished in the same man

ner as if the conspiracy had been entered into in this state.
Jurisdiction and proof.-The courts of Texas have jurisdiction, independent of

the Act of 1876, to try a prosecution for conspiracy to fabricate titles to Texas
lands, though the fabrication was committed in another state by defendant's co

conspirator. Ex parte Rogers, 10 App, 655, 38 Am. Rep. 654.
State can prove that parties formed a conspiracy outside of the State to come

to Texas and commit crime. Moore v: State, 40 App, 443, 50 S. W. 942.

Indictment.-WiIlson's Cr. Forms, 703, 706.
Indictment should contain a direct averment that the conspiracy was to be

consummated in another State, under this article. Gowan v, State, 41 App. 617,
56 S. W. 752.

Forgery In another state.-See art. 950, ante.

CHAPTER TWO

OF THREATS
Art.
1442. Threat to take life, etc.
1443. Threat must be seriously made.
1444. Which is a question of fact.

Art.
1445. Certain threats not included.
1446. Sending threatening letter.

Article 1442. [962] Threats to take life, etc.-If any person
shall threaten to take the life of any human being, or to inflict upon
any human being any serious bodily injury, he shall be punished
by fine of not less than one hundred nor more than two thousand
dollars, and, in addition thereto, he may be imprisoned in the coun

ty jail not exceeding one year. [Act Feb. 22, 1875, p. 51.]
See notes under 1445 post.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 711, 712, 744.

Art. 1443. [963] Threats must be seriously made.-In order
to render a person guilty of the offense provided in the preceding
article, it is necessary that the threat be seriously made. [Id.]

Indlctment.-Willson's ICr. Forms, 711, 744.

Art. 1444. [964] Which is a question of fact.-It is for the
jury to determine, in every case of prosecution under article 1442,
whether the threat was seriously made, or was merely idle and with
no intention of executing the same. [Id.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 744.

Art. 1445. [965] Certain threats not inc1uded.-A threat that
a person will do any act merely to protect himself, or to prevent
the commission of some unlawful act by another, does not come

within the meaning of this chapter. [Id., p. 52.] .

See Woods v: State, 37 App. 459, 36 S. W. 96.
Nature and elements of offen'se.-Two things must concur to constitute this of-'

fense: 1. A threat to take life, or do serious bodily injury. 2. A serious intention
existing at the time of making such threat, to execute it. Buie v, State, 1 App,
68; McFain v, State, 41 Tex. 385.

That the threat was conditional is immaterial, provided it required something
to be done, or IMt undone, .that the party threatening had no right to require. Me
Fain v, State, 41 Tex. 385. But a mere rash and inconsiderate expression will not
constitute this offense. March v: State, 3 App, 107.

If the object of the threat was merely to extort money, it is not sufficient to
constitute this offense, unless the defendant intended to execute the threat in
case the money was not paid him. Haynie v. State, 2 App. 168.

A mere rash and inconsiderate expression provoked by an angry altercation in
which the parties were engaged, held not a threat to kill. March v. State, 3 App..

107.
The court should instruct the jury, that if defendant had no intention Of exe

cuting the threat he should be acquitted. Wilkerson v, State (Gr. App.) 30 S. W.
807.

'

One who made an unprovoked assault on prosecutor, and who, when prevented
from again striking prosecutor, made an inconsiderate and harsh remark, did not
unlawfully and seriously threaten to take the life of a human being, punishable
by article 1442. Bolt v, State (Cr. App.) 160 S. W. 431.

Arrest of offender.-If serious threats to take life of a peace officer have been
made, he can make affidavit and get a warrant for the arrest' of the offender.,
Without such warrant he has no more right to go to the house of the offender and
intrude upon his premises than any other citizen. Allen v, State (Cr. App.) 66
S. W. 674.
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Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 711, 744.
It is. sufficient, in the case of a threat to take life, for the indictment to allege

that the defendant "did unlawfully and seriously threaten to take the life of" a

person naming the person, without alleging the particulars of the threat. Tynes
v. State, 17 App. 123; Buie v. State, 1 App, 58; Longley v. State, 43 Tex. 490; Me
Fain v. State, 41 Tex. 385. An indictment which charged that two' defendants did,
"jointly and severally," seriously threaten, etc., was held good, the words "jointly
and severally" being treated 'as surplusage. Gay v. State, 3 App. 168.

Evidence.-It is competent for the state, to prove intention, to give in evidence
other threats made by the defendant on another occasion. Longley V. 'State, 43
Tex. 490; Aycock v. State, 2 App. 381; Thrasher v. State, 3 App. 281. And, also,
to prove that the defendant had a grudge agatnst the party threatened. Aycock v,
State, 2 App. 381.

To be admissible in evidence the threat need 'not name the threatened party,
if the other proved facts show that the injured party was intended. Hardy v.

State, 31 App, 289, 20 S. W. 561; Massey V. State, 31 App, 371, 20 S. W. 758.
See this case for evidence to sustain conviction for making threats to take life

under article 1442. Shelton v. State, 56 App, 265, 119 S. W. 862.

Charge of court and questions for jury.-Whether the threat was seriously
made is a question of fact, and must be submitted to the jury. Longley v. State,
43 Tex. 490.

In case of proof of a grudge against the party threatened, it was held not to
be error for the court to charge that the jury might consider such grudge, if any
existed at the time the threats were made, if any threats were made, in determin
ing whether such threats, if any, were seriously made. Aycock v. State, 2 App,
381.

The fact the defendant did not execute the threat, when he could have done so,
will not necessitate a charge that the jury might infer that the threat, if made,
was not seriously made. Vincent v. State, 3 App, 678.

Art. 1446. [966] Sending threatening letter.-If any person
shall knowingly send or deliver to another any letter or writing,
whether signed or not, threatening to accuse such other person of
a criminal offense, with a view of extorting money, property, thing
of value, or any advantage whatever from such other person, or

threatening to kill or in any manner injure the person of such
other, or to burn or otherwise destroy or injure any of his property,
real or personal, or to do any other injury to such other person,
he shall be punished by fine not less than one hundred nor more

than one thousand dollars, and, in addition thereto, may be im
prisoned in the county jail not exceeding one year.

Nature and elements of offense.-A conviction in a prosecution for a threat to
extort money, held not authorized unless it appeared that defendant intended to
execute his threat to kill if the money be not paid. Haynie v. State. 2 App. 168.

It is the sending or delivering of a threatening letter knowingly that constitutes
this offense, not knowingly threatening. Castle v . State, 23 App. 286, 4 S. W. 892.

Venue.-See notes under C. C. P., art, 258.
Indictment and information.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 713, 744.
The indictment must charge that the act of sending or deliverIng the letter was

"knowingly" done. To allege that it was "unlawfully" done will not be sufficient.
Tynes v. State, 17 App. 123; Landa v. State, 261 App. 580, 10 S. W. 218. Nor will
it be sufficient to charge that the defendant "knowingly did threaten, etc., by
sending, etc." Castle v. State, 23 App, 286, 4 S. W. 892.

The indictment should set out the writing verbatim. Tynes v. State, 17 App.
123; Hanson v. State, 35 App, 593, 34 S. W. 929.

Information held insufficient, because it failed to charge that accused delivered
the letter with a view to extort money. Landa v. State, 26 App, 580, 10 S. W. 218.

Where information alleged a threat to prosecute before justice court of precinct
No.1, B. county, held, that the allegation must be proved. Strange v. State, 33

App. 315, 26 S. W. 406.
An indictment for sending a letter threatening to charge another with some

criminal offense, must set out the specific offense intended to be charged against
such other person. Cohen v. State, 37 App, 118, 38 S. W. 1005.

CHAPTER THREE

SEDUCTION
Art.
1447. Punishment.
1448. "Seduction" how used.
1449. Marriage obliterates offense.

Art.
1450. Abandonment after seduction and

marriage, offense defined.
1451. Married man not liable, if known.

Article 1447. [967] Punishment.-If any person, by promise
to marry, shall seduce an unmarried female under the age of twen

ty-five years, and shall have carnal knowledge of such female, he
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shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than
two nor more than ten years. [Act Feb. 12, 1858, p. 185; amend
ed, Act 1903, p. 221.]

See notes under the two following articles.
Cited, Thorp v. State, 59 App, 517, 129 S. W. 607, 29 L. R. A. (N. s.i 421.

Change in statute.-Act of 1903 changed the punishment for seduction, by omit
ting the fine therefrom. Ex parte Biela, 46 App. 487, 81 S. W. 739.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 715.

Art. 1448. [968] "Seduction," how used.-The term "seduc
tion" is used in the sense in which it is commonly understood.

1. Nature and elements of offense in
general.

2. Seduction as felony.
3. Justification or defense.
4. Accomplice.
5. Indictment.
6. -- Of accessory.
7. Evidence.

8. Sufficiency.
9. -- Presumption of chastity.

10. -- Opinion evidence.
11. -- Testimony of female and cor-

roboration thereof.
12. Charge of court.
13. -- On weight of evidence.
14. Punishment.

1. Nature and elements of offense In general.-The term seduction when used
in the sense in which it is commonly used does not convey the full meaning of the
offense, which was intended to be punished by the Code. Cole v. State, 40 Tex. 147.

The promise of marriage is an important element in the definition of the stat
utory offense and must be shown to have been the sole inducement. Cole v. State,
40 Tex. 147.

'I'he promise of marriage is an essential element of this offense, and the con

cession must have been alone upon that consideration. The jury must not, there
fore, be instructed that "seduce" is used in its ordinary sense. Cole v. State, 4()O
Tex. 147.

The object of the statute is to redress a frailty, which has been induced by a

promise of marriage. Kelly v. State, 33 App. 31, 24 S. W. 295.
Seduction, as used in this chapter, means tOI "lead away" a female from the

path of virtue, to entice or persuade her, by a promise of marriage, to surrender
her virtue, and have carnal intercourse with the man making such promise. Put
man v. State, 29 App. 454, 16 S. W. 97, 25 Am. St. Rep,. 738.

It must be shown that the carnal intercourse with the female was accomplished
by means of a promise to marry her made at the time of the illicit intercourse.
That promise, and the yielding of her virtue by the female in consideration there
of is the gist of the offense. See the opinion in extenso. Putman v. State, 2!l App,
454, 16 S. W. 97, 25 Am. St. Rep. 738; Cole v. State, 40 Tex. 147.

The evidence showed that for four years past the reputation of prosecutrix for
chastity was bad; that before defendant's promise of marriage was made, under
which she claimed to have been seduced, she was generous and promiscuous in
her favors, and specific acts were proved. Held, that it was error to instruct the

jury that if defendant and prosecutrix were well acquainted, and defendant, know

ing her character in the community, promised to marry prosecutrix, and seduced
her by virtue of such promise, he cannot avail himself of her want of chastity as

a defense. Mrous v. State, 21 S. W. 764, 31 App. 597, 37 Am. St. Rep. 834.
The law is mainly intended to redress frailty when induced by a promise of

marriage not when existing before. Kelly v. State, 33 App. 31, 24 S. W. 295, fol
lowing Mrous v . State, 31 App. 597, 21 S. W. 764, 37 Am. St. Rep. 834.

If, prior to the alleged seduction, prosecutrix had intercourse with another man.
defendant is not guilty. Luckie v. State, 33 App. 5·62, 28 S. W. 533.

A conviction may be had though the promise was not repeated at the time of
the act. Bailey v. State, 36 App. 640, 38 S. W. 185.

To warrant conviction it must be shown that 'prosecutrix relied upon promise
of marriage. Barnes v. State, 37 App. 320, 39 S. W. 684.

If prosecutrix did not rely solely on the absolute promise of marriage, but was

moved to favor defendant partly through fear, or partly through lust, or through
both, defendant should be acquitted, though a promise of marriage was then made,
and was part, though not the sole, inducement. Nolan v. State, 48 App. 436, 88 S. W.
242.

An instruction that seduction means an enticement of a woman on the part of
a man to surrender her chastity by means of some art, violence, promise, or de
ception calculated to aceompliah that object, and to Include the yielding of her

person to hrm, as much as if it was expressly stated, was not open to the objec
tion that it made a deception, influence, art, or other promise sufficient to consti
tute the offense, regardless of the character of the deception or promise, and be
cause under the laws of Texas the offense of seduction consists of a woman sur

rendering her virtue by reason of a promise of marriage. Faulkner v. State, 53
App. 258, 1009 S. W. 199.

A woman who has carnal intercourse with a man under a conditional promise
of marriage, the condition to happen in the future, predicated on a possible preg
nancy, is not seduced. Simmons v. State, 114 S. W. 841, 54 App. 619.

If the girl was unchaste prior to appellant having intercourse with her even

under promise of imarrfage still he would not be guilty of seduction under article
1447. If a girl has intercourse with a man under a promise that if she becomes
pregnant he will marry her, this is in the nature of a contract in the nature of a

bargain and barter than a betrayal of confidence and is not seduction. Simmons
v. State, 64 App. 619, 114 S. W. 844, 845.

A man having intercourse with � woman pursuant to ;:L contract to marry her
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if she becomes pregnant, is not guilty of seduction. Muhlhause v. State, 56 App.
288, 119 S. W. 866.

A woman who had been having intercourse with other men at the time ac

cused had intercourse with her, was not subject to .seduction by accused. Muhl
hause v. State, 56 App. 288, 119 S. W. 8616'.

An instruction on a trial for seduction defining "seduce" as to entice a woman

to surrender her chastity by deception, and stating that seduction is not com

plete unless the female was at the time chaste, unmarried, and under 25 years of
age, and was persuaded to surrender her chastity by reason of accused's promise to
marry her, and that if accused had intercourse with prosecutrix by reason of his
promise of marriage, and prosecutrix was then chaste and unmarried and under 25
years of age, he was guilty, but if she yielded by reason of her own passion he
must be acquitted, is sufficient. Hinman v. State, 59 App. 29, 127 S. W. 221.

A blunt offer of wedlock in the future for sexual favors at the present time pre
sents no case of seduction. Barclay v, State, 62 App, 323, 137 S. W. 118.

In view of Rev. St. 1895, art. 2955 (Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 4609),
providing that any girl over 14 years of age may marry, the offense of seduction,
which consists of having carnal knowledge of a female with her consent, obtained
under a promise of marriage, may be committed with a girl under 15 veara of
age at the time, and the fact that, as the girl had not arrived at the age of 15
years, the offender might be guilty of rape, does not affect th.e state's right to
prosecute for seduction. Murphy v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 616.

A charge that in order to constitute the offense of seduction the female must
be under the age of 25 years and unmarried, and have yielded her chastity and per
son under a promise of marriage, is a correct definition of the crime of seduction.
Knight v. State, 64 App, 541, 144 S. W. 967.

To constitute seduction, there must have been an act of intercourse induced by
'a promise of marriage. McLaurin v. State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 557.

An unchaste female cannot be subject of seduction. Coleman v. State, 71 App.
20, 158 S. W. 1137.

.

Where th.e prosecuting witness agreed to intercourse in return for defendant's
promise to marry her, such a transaction of barter of sexual favors for the prom
ise contained none of the legal elements of. a seduction. Gleason v, State (Cr.
App.) 178 s. W. 506.

A charge that by the term "seduction" is meant the leading of an unmarried
female away from the path of virtue, and, before a conviction can be had, the
jury must be convinced that accused had intercourse with prosecutrix within three
years before the filing of the indictment, that the prosecutrix consented solely
upon accused's promise of marriage, that she was under 25 years of age, and at
that time was virtuous, correctly charges the elements of the offense. Grimes v.
State (Cr. App.) 178 s. W. 523.

2. Seduction as felony.-See notes under article 55, .ante.
3. Justification or defense.-Character of female, see Kelly v. State, 33 Ap.p..

31, 24 S. W. 295; Mrous v. State, 31 App, 597, 21 S. W. 71614, 37 Am. St. Rep.. 834.
Acts of intercourse with others subsequent to the seduction is no defense there

to. Anderson v: State,' 45 S. W. 15, 39 App. 83.
One who seduced a woman under a promise of marriage may not escape pun ..

ishment therefor by proving that the woman before the time appointed for the
marriage had intercourse with other men. Carter v. State, 59 App. 73, 127 S.
W.215.

The fact that a difference between accused and prosecutrix arose after he
had seduced her under a promise of marriage did not bar a prosecution unless he
in good faith offered to marry her. Hinman v. State, 59 App. 29, 127 ·S. W. 221.

Where accused seduced prosecutrix by virtue of a prornlse of marriage, the
fact of her subsequent misconduct with others was not a justification or ground
of defense. Walls v. State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 130.

In a prosecution for seduction, evidence of itmproper conduct of the prosecutrix
with others after the date of the seduction is no defense. Curry v. State, 72 App.
463, 162 S. W. 851.

.

That after accused had led her astray, prosecutrix submitted herself to other
men, was no defense. Hart v. State (Cr. App.) 175 S. W. 436.

4. Accomplice.-See notes under article 79 ante.

5. Indictment.-The indictment must allege that at the time of the commission
of the act the female was unmarried. Mesa v. State, 17 App, 395.

An indictment charging that accused had carnal knowledge of prosecutrix un

der a "prom" of marriage is Insufficierrt to charge seduction. Latham v. State, 6a
App. 632, 141 S. W. 953.

6. -- Of accessory.-See notes under article 86 ante.

7. Evidence.-Letters from the prosecutrix to a third person stating other acts
of illicit intercourse are admissible. Davis v. State, 36 App, 548, 38 S. W. 174.

The deposition of a witness in a breach of promise suit cannot be adduced as
evidence on trial for seduction, as the state was not a party in the civil suit.
Luckie v: State, 33 App. 562, 28 S. W. 533.

_

It is competent to prove that defendant ·stated that he intended to have carnal
intercourse with prosecutrix, but that he did not intend to marry her. Bailey v,
State (Cr. App.) 30 S. W. 669.

Prosecutrix's character for virtue cannot be attacked by evidence of statements
made by third persons in regard thereto. Parks v. State, 35 App, 378, 33 S. W. 872.

Any act or statement of the prosecutrix tending to show a want of virtue is ad
missible, but it must be proven by witnesses who saw the act or heard the state
ment. Mere reports or rumors of the conduct of the prosecutrix are not admissi
ble, unless the witness is qualified to testify to her general reputation for chastity,
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and such reports go to make up her general reputation. Parks v. State, 35 App,
'278, 33 S. W. 872.

Testimony by the mother of the prosecutrix that she had overheard a conversa

tion between prosecutrix and defendant is admissible. Snodgrass v. State, 36 App.
207, 36 S. W. 477.

Prosecutrix testified that no person except defendant had had intercourse with

her; held, admissible to prove by other men. that they had had intercourse with

her. Davis v. State, 36 App. 548, 38 S. W. 174.
It is competent to show that, subsequent to the alleged seduction, prosecutrix

had had promiscuous intercourse with other men. Id.
Evidence that the prosecutrix was called Miss, that she lived with her mother

and received the attentions of defendant, is sufficient proof that she was unmar

ried. Bailey v. State, 36 App. 540, 38 S. W. 185.
The testimony of the mother of the prosecutrix that defendant visited her

-d aug'hter about once a week, that he told her they were engaged and asked her
consent to their marriage, is sufficient evidence of promise of marriage. Id.

Sexual intercourse may be proven by circumstantial evidence. Evidence that
defendant had said that he was going to have intercourse with the prosecutrix, and
that they went to a hotel and registered as man and wife, and stayed in the same

room, is sufficient evidence of sexual intercourse between the parties. Id.
It is not error, on trial of an indictment for seduction committed prior to the

taking effect of the act permitting the seduced female to testify, to 'admit the evi
dence of such female, since such act does not require less evidence to convict, and
hence is not ex post facto. Mrous v. State, 21 S. W. 764, 31 App, 597, 37 Am. St.
Rep. 834.

Though, on indictment for seduction, defendant may not have used due diligence
to procure absent witnesses, by whom he claimed, in his motion for a continuance,
which was overruled, that he could prove that they had had intercourse with the

prosecutrix, and though these witnesses may not have been very credible, a con

viction should be reversed, and an opportunity given to procure them, where the

circumstances, and the testimony of the prosecutrix herself, tend to show that she
was unchaste, and that they had had intercourse with her. Kelly v. State, 33 App,
31, 24 S. W. 295.

In a prosecution for seduction, remarks of the court, in overruling an objection
by accused to the testimony of a witness as to the reputation of prosecutrix for
chastity, on the ground that the witness never heard anyone speak of her repu
tation in that respect, that there is no higher evidence of the good character of a

person than that it was never discussed, and that that fact is the best evidence of
good character, is ground for reversal. McCullar v. State, 36 App. 213, 36 S. W.
585, 61 Am. St. Rep. 847.

The seduced female is presumed to be a willing party to the act, and it is im
material as to whether or not she adjusted her person so as to facilitate the act.
Barnes v. State, 37 App. 320, 39 S. W. 684.

It is competent to prove that the act of coition produced no pain, soreness or
laceration of the parts of the female. Id.

On cross-examination prosecutrix testified that defendant never got her full
consent, and that she would not have done it had she not been afraid of him.
Held, that questions as to whether she submitted to him because he promised to
marry her, because she loved him, and because she was afraid of him were erro

neous as leading. Barnes v. State, 37 App. 320, 39 S. W. 684.
Evidence of the complexion, and of the color of the hair and eyes, of a child

only three or four months old, is not admissible for the purpose of comparison, in
order to prove its paternity. Barnes! v, State, 37 App, 320, 39 S. W. 684.

Where defendant proved an act of intercourse between prosecutrix and another,
it is competent for the prosecution to show what was said and done in connection
therewith to induce prosecutrix to submit. Anderson V. State, 45 S. W. 15, 39
App. 83.

In a prosecution for seduction, evidence that prosecutrix had kissed and been
kissed and embraced by other men than defendant is admissible, as tending to
show lack of chastity. Creighton v. State, 41 App, 101, 51 S. W. 910.

It is admissible to prove that prosecutrix, for a Iong time before her child was

born, lived at a house and associated with three women who had given birth to
illegitimate children. This to show her real character. Caviness v. State, 42 App.
420, 60 S. W. 555.

•

'

In a prosecution for seduction, evidence of acts of prosecutrix subsequent to the
alleged commission of the offense, going to show illicit relations and lascivious
conduct with others than defendant, is admissible to show that prosecutrix was

unchaste prior to the alleged illicit intercourse with defendant. Nolan v. State, 48
App, 436, 88 S. W. 242.

While the mere fact that prosecutrix subsequently becomes a prostitute is. no

justification or defense for defendant, yet, if her conduct be such as to indicate
general prostitution on her part, this should be considered as a circumstance by
the jury in passing on whether she was probably chaste at the time of her alleged
seduction. Nolan v. State, 4g App. 436, 88 S. W. 242.

.
In a prosecution for seduction, letters written to a third person by prosecutrix,

showing a vulgar and lascivious mind on her part, were admissible for the purpose
'of discrediting her, and also to shed light on her chastity at the time of her al

leged seduction by defendant. Nolan v. State, 48 App. 436, 88 S. W. 242.
In a prosecution for seduction, evidence that prior to the trial prosecutrix, who

married subsequent to the alleged seduction, stated, in substance, to defendant's
attorneys, that defendant had raped her, was admissible for impeachment, and an

attempted limitation of it by the court to contradiction alone was error. Nolan V�

,State, 48 App. 436, 88 S. W. 242.
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As under the amendment to the seduction law the offer of marriage must be
made to the prosecutrix herself, it was not error in a prosecution for seduction of
a minor female to exclude evidence that shortly after his arrest defendant sent to
her father, requesting permission to marry her, witness also testifying that the
day following defendant stated that he did not intend to marry prosecutrix. No
lan V. State, 48 App. 436, 88 S. W. 242.

In a prosecution for seduction, prosecutrix was asked on direct examination
whether she believed at the time that defendant and she were to become man and
Wife the following spring, whether the day of their marriage had been fixed, and
whether the time was fixed according to his or her suggestions. Held, that the
questions and the evidence elicited thereby were relevant and material. Faulkner
v, State, 53 App. 258, 109 S. W. 199.

.

In a prosecution for seduction, testimony of prosecutrix in response to a ques
tion whether defendant in his actions toward her appeared "affectionate or loving,
kind, and true, as a true lover should," was admissible. Faulkner v. State, 53 App,
258, 109 S. W. 199.

Where, in a prosecution for seduction, prosecutrix testified as to the existence
of an engagement between her and defendant at the time of the seduction, evi
dence as to a former engagement between prosecutrix and defendant, which had
been broken before the alleged seduction took place, was admissible. Faulkner v,

State, 53 App. 258, 109 S. W. 199.
Where, on a trial for seduction, the evidence showed that accused was in love

with prosecutrix, that her father was opposed to him and objected to his coming
to the house to see her, that accused had requested a third person to bring prose
cutrix to a town, and that he intended to marry her, statements by accused that
he was responsible for prosecutrix's pregnancy, and that he contemplated stealing
a girl, were admissible to prove intercourse with prosecutrix and to corroborate the
proof of an engagement to marry. Hinman v. State, 59 App, 29, 127 S. W. 221.

In a prosecution for seduction, testimony by a physician that his examination
had disclosed the prosecutrix's pregnancy is admissible. Knight v. State, 64 App.
541, 144 S. W. 967.

In a prosecution for seduction, where the record 'disclosed that prosecutrix was

the only girl to whom accused was paying attention and that her social position
was good, evidence of his boasts of his conquests among the best girls in the town
was admissible. Knight V. State, 64 App. 541, 144 S. W. 967.

In a prosecution for. seduction where, after his examining trial, accused sought
to have a conversation with prosecutrix in the presence of no one but his relative
and friend, and the aunt of the prosecutrix objected to such conversation, saying
that she did not think they had any talk coming, that all they needed was a mar

riage license and a preacher, and the accused remained silent, no conversation be
ing had, evidence of the remarks of the aunt and the failure of accused to reply
was admissible as an implied admission. Knight v. State, 64 App, 541, 144 S. W.
967.

In a prosecution for seduction, testimony by the mother of the prosecutrix that
after the examining trial of accused he called up the prosecutrix and asked to
speak to her was admisstble, where accused made an engagement with the prose
cutrix, when called to the telephone, to have a meeting with her at the residence
of a third party, and it appeared that such meeting was had. Knight v. State, 64
App. 541, 144 S. W. 967.

The state, on a trial for seduction is not confined to preor of the first act of

intercourse, but .subsequent acts may be shown. Walls v, State (Cr. App.) 15a
S. W. 130.

The details of an operation of abortion and the suffering at the time and after
are not admissible in evidence in a prosecution for seduction, nor for being an

accessory to that crime. Harrison v, State (Cr. App.) 153 S. W. 139.
On a trial for seduction, it was immaterial whether accused was present in a

physician's office when the money was given to prosecutrix to leave the county and
go to a distant city; the payment being done with his knowledge, consent, and

acquiescence. Cole v. State, 70 App. 459, 156 S. W. 929.
In a prosecution for seduction, evidence that letters were written by the sister

of the prosecutrix to a named third person was inadmissible. Black v. State, 71
App. 621, 160 S. W. 720.

In a prosecution for seduction under promise of marriage, evidence that prose
cutrix's mother had been long dead at the time of the seduction was admissible.
Gillespie v. State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 135.

Where, in a prosecution for seduction under promise of marriage, prosecutrix's
reputation for chastity became an issue, evidence that on one occasion, during the
time in question, she had a difficulty with a young man in a church and called
him "a damn son of a bitch" was admissible. Gillespie v, State (Cr. App.) 166
S. W. 135.

On a trial for seduction, letters written by the prosecutrix long after the offense,
and of little importance, were not admissible. Creacy v, State (Cr. App.) 166 S.
W.162.

In a prosecution for seduction under promise of marriage, both the act of inter
course and the promise of marriage may be established by clreumstanttal evidence.
De Rossett v. State (Cr. App.) 168 S. W. 531.

In a prosecution for seduction, the child of prosecuting witness should not have
been brought before the jury, identified, and introduced as evidence. Gleason v.
State (Cr. App.) 178 S. W. 506.

Where the prosecutrix testified that she yielded solely on account of accused's
persuasions and entreaties, relying on his protestations of love and marriage, ques
tions as to whether prosecutrix was capable of experiencing and did experience
sexual desire do not call for material evidence. Grimes v. State (Cr. App.) 178
s. W. 523.
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8. -- Sufficiency.-Evidence held to sustain a conviction. Wooldridge v.

State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 550; Carter v. State, 59 App, 73, 127 8'. W. 215; Hinman
v. State, 59 App, 29, 127 S. W. 221; Barclay v. State, 62 App, 323, 137 S. W. 118;
Browning v. State, 64 App. 148, 142 S. W. 1; Knight v. State, 64 App. 541, 144 S.
W. 967; Bush v, State, 71 App. 14, 157 S. W. M4; Blackburn v. State, 71 App. 625,
160 S. W. 687; Curry v. State, 72 App, 463, 162 S. W. 851; Slaughter v. State (Cr.
A'P'p.) 174 S. W. 580. Contra, Murphy v. State (Cr. App.) 143 S. W. 616.

Defendant, at the time the seduction was alleged. to have taken place, paid
prosecutrix assiduous attention. A witness testified that defendant admitted his

engagement to marry prosecutrix, and of his having intercourse with her, and
saw them in the act. Held sufficient corroboration of prosecutrix, who testified
that the intercourse was superinduced by promise of marriage, to sustain a con

viction of seduction. Anderson v, State, 45 S. W. 15, 39 App, 83.
The evidence to support a conviction of seduction must be measured and gov

erned by the rules governing the sufflciency of evidence to justify a conviction of
any other crime, and any fact essential to the offense may be established by
Circumstantial evidence as well as by direct proof. Nash v, State, 61 App, 259, 134
S. W. 709.

In a prosecution for seduction, evidence held to authorize the jury to find that
an engagement existed between prosecutrix and defendant at the time of the acts
complained of. Barclay v. State, 62 App, 323, 137 S. W. 118.

In a prosecution for seduction. evidence held insufficient to raise the issue of
consent because of lust or fear. Knight v: State, 64 App. 541, 144 S. W. 967.

g. -- Presumptton of chastity.-Proof of acts of carnal intercourse with
others than defendant after the act charged, is no answer to the presumption that
she was chaste before the act charged. Anderson v, State, 39 App. 83, 45 S" W. 15.

Want of chastity of a prosecutrix being a complete defense to a prosecution
under the statute, evidence of her chastity is admissible in the first instance, for
while she is presumed chaste the accused is also presumed innocent. Knight v.

State, 64 App, 541, 144 S. W. 967.
In a prosecution for seduction, the prosecutrlx is presumed chaste. Knight v.

State, 64 App. 541, 144 S. W. 967.
The prosecutrix is presumed chaste, and if accused relies on the fact of un

chastity he has the burden of establishing it. Curry v. State, 72 App. 463, 162 S'.
W. 851.

10. -- Opinion evidence.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 783.
11. -- Testimony of female and corroboration thereof.-See C. C. P. art. 789�

and notes thereunder.

12. Charg'e of court.-Where, on a trial for seduction, the testimony showed
that for four years past the reputation of prosecutrix was bad; that before ap
pellant's promise of marriage was made she was generous and promiscuous in her
favors, and specific acts were also proved, held, that a charge to the jury which
in effect instructed them, if they believed that defendant and prosecutrix were

well acquainted with each other, and defendant, knowing the character of the
prosecutrix in the community, promised to marry her, and subsequently seduced
her by virtue of said promise, that he could not avail himself of the character of
the woman for want of chastity, was erroneous, because if the facts above stated
were true, appellant was not guilty of seduction, whatever may have been his
civil liability for, breach of promise. Mrous v. State, 31 App. 597, 21 S. W. 764,
37 Am. St. Rep. 834.

Definition should be given to the jury. Bailey v . State (Cr. App.) 30 S. W. 669.
The prosecutrix is an accomplice and the court' should so instruct the jury.

McCullar v, State, 36 App, 213, 36 S. W. 585, si Am. St. Rep. 847.
It was not error to refuse to charge as to conditional promise of marriage,

where the only evidence on the question was that defendant said he would marry

prosecutrix when he got out of his trouble, alluding to a criminal matter then
pending in 'the courts against him. Barnes v. State, 37 App, 320, 39 S. W. 684.

When there is conflicting evidence as, to the guilt of the accused the court
should define seduction. Merrell v . State, 42 App. 19, 57 S. W. 291.

Where there was evidence that the prosecuting witness was not a chaste
woman, it was error, in a trial for seduction, to fail to define the term "seduction"
in charging the jury. Gorzell v. State, 43 App. 82, 63 S. W. 126.

Where others had an equal opportunity with defendant to have had sexual
intercourse with prosecutrix, and there was evidence that she had had intercourse
with others, and evidence showing unchaste habits was not denied by her, a con

viction could not be sustained. Gorzell v. State, 43 App, 82, 63 S. W. 126.
The court was not required to limit the effect of evidence as to an engagement

between prosecutrtx and defendant, which was broken prior to the seduction.
Faulkner v. State, 53 App. 258, 109 S. V".,T. 199.

Where the testimony suggested a promise of marriage on condition of prose
cutrix becoming pregnant by reason of intercourse, the court, at the request of
accused, must charge that if the marriage promise was conditional the offense
was not established; and an instruction that if prosecutrix yielded through fear
of a.ccused, or for any other reason than by the means of promise of marriage
previously made, was insufficient, as leading the jury to believe that the condi
tional marriage promise was sufficient. Muhlhause v. State, 56 App. 288, 119 S.
W.866.

Where the intercourse is admitted, and defendant testifies that it was with the
consent of prosecutrix, that issue should be a.ffirmatively presented. Lemmons v:

State, 58 App, 269, 125 S'. W. 400.
Where the court defined "seduction," and stated that it was to lead an un

married woman under the age of 25 years from the paths of virtue, to entice her
by 'means of a marriage promise to have intercourse with the man making the
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promise, and that the woman must have been of chaste character, the instructions
were not open to the objection that the court in its preparatory statement omitted
to state the elements of the offense. Carter v. State, 59 App. 73, 127 S. W. 215.

Where there was no suggestion in the evidence that the intercourse was the

result on prosecutrix's part of anything except the promise of marriage, unless
the jury might attribute it to her own lust, and the court charged that if the in
tercourse was the result of her passion accused should be acquitted, the refusal
to charge that, if the intercourse was induced on her part by any other �otive
than promise to mar-ry, accused must be acquitted, was not erroneous. Hmman
v. State, 59 App. 29, 127 S. 'll. 221.

A charge, in a seduction case, that if prosecutrix's conduct for chastity was

bad, and that before accused had promised to marry her, if he did do so, and that
she was generous and promiscuous in bestowing her favors to other men, then

if, under these circumstances. accused had carnal intercourse with her, he would
not be guilty of seduction, is erroneous, since, if prosecutrix was not of a chaste

character, or if theretofore she had had carnal intercourse with some other man,
she was not the subject of seduction. Vantreese v. State, 59 App. 281, 128 S. W.
383.

Where two witnesses testified that they had been criminally intimate with
prosecutrix on several occasions prior to the intercourse between accused and

prosecutrix, the refusal to charge that though prosecutrix yielded to accused under
a promise of marriage, yet if before the promise of marriage, she had had crim
inal intercourse with other persons, accused must be acquitted, was reversible er

ror. Sharp v. State, 61 App. 247, 134 S. W. 333.
Where prosecutrix fixed the time of the promise of marriage and accompanying

act of intercourse as in April, 1908, and the evidence showed that accused, in the
early part of 190'9, married another woman, and thereafter wrote, letters to pros
ecutrix as a renewal of the engagement, and subsequently renewed illicit relations
with her, a charge that, if accused at any time within three years before the re

turn of the indictment seduced prosecutrix by means of a promise .of marriage
previously made, he was guilty was, erroneous, as authorizing a conviction under
either promise of marriage, while the subsequent promise could not fonn the basis
of a conviction. Humphrey v. State (Gr. App.) 143 8'. W. 641.

Where many circumstances were shown indicating lack of prior chastity on

prosecutrix's part, it was error for the court to omit to charge that, if prosecu
trix was unchaste at the time the offense was committed, defendant could not be
convicted. Bishop v. State (Cr. App.) 144 S. W. 278.

An instruction defining the term "seduce" as an inducement of a woman on
the part of a man to surrender her chastity by reason of some art, influence, or

deception calculated to accomplish that object, and to include the yielding of her
person to him as much as if it was expressly stated, is correct. Bost v. State, 64
App. 464, 144 S. W. 589.

.

A charge authorizing a conviction if accused had, at any time within three
years next prior to the finding of the indictment, seduced prosecutrix, was correct,
though not referring to the date of the seduction as alleged by prosecutrix. Bost
V. State, 64 App. 464, 144 S. W. 589.

In a prosecution for seduction, held, that the charge of the court sufficiently
submitted everything that was properly necessary to be submitted under the evi
dence and the law. Bost v .. State, 64 APIA 464, 144 S. W. 5891.

Where the indictment alleged that the offense occurred in 1910, and the evi
dence showed the first act of intercourse to have occurred in 1909, a charge that
a woman could be seduced but once and that accused could be convicted only for
the first act of copulation and that subsequent acts of intercourse can be consid
ered along with other evidence in passing on the guilt or innocence of accused, is.
not contradictory as authorizing a conviction for any offerise committed within
three years prior to the filing of the indictment, and in instructing that no con

viction could be had for subsequent acts. Knight v. State, 64 App, 541, 144 S. W.
967.

An instruction, that seduction is not complete unless the female alleged to
have been seduced be at the time a chaste person unmarried and under 25 years
of age and was persuaded to surrender her chastity and have carnal intercourse
with defendant by reason of his promise to marry her and must have relied upon
said promise and must not have surrendered her virtue or yielded to his desires.
through any other consideration, was proper. Bush v. State, 71 App, 14, 157 S. W.
944.

An instruction that if prosecutrix ever had intercourse with a "man" other'
than accused, the jury should acquit, was not misleading in excluding possible in
tercourse between prosecutrix and a "boy"; there being no evidence, on the is
sue of prosecutrix's alleged intercourse with another than defendant, that she
had ever been intimate with a "boy." Bush v. State, 71 App. 14, 157 S. W. 945.

Where defendant claimed that h.e had heard of prosecutrix's intimacy with
others but did not produce any witness who had told him of any such intimacy,
instructions affirmatively requiring the jury to believe beyond a reasonable doubt
that prosecutrix had submitted herself to defendant solely by reason of his prom
ise to marry her, and that if she prior to that time' had been intimate with any
other person, or if defendant had ever been intimate with her prior to his promise
of marriage, to find him not guilty, sufficiently submitted the question of the
previous chastity of the prosecutrix. Bla.ckburn v. State, 71 ApD'. 625, 160 S. W.
687.

An instruction, strictly in accordance with the statute, that, if any person by
a promise of marriage shall seduce any unmarried female under the age of 25-
years, he is guilty of seduction, and literally quoting a.rticle 1448, declaring that
the term "seduction" is used in the sense in which it is commonly understood,
-Was sufficient even if it were necessary to define the offense to ,ilie jury; it being
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the rule that, where the charge taken as a whole substantially defines the offense
and whatever words therein are necessary to be defined, that is all that is required.
Blackburn v. State, 71 App, 625, 160 S. W. 687.

Evidence held to require a finding that the promise of marriage by which pros
ecutrix was induced to yield her person on the first occasion was not conditioned
on her becoming pregnant from the intercourse, so that the court did not err in
refusing to submit the question of such alleged conditional promise. Gillespie v.

State (Cr. App.) 166 S. W. 135.

13. -- On weight of evidence.-See notes under C. C. P. art. 735.

14. Punlshment.-l. The Penal Code declares that every offense punishable
by death or imprisonment in the penitentiary, either absolutely or alternatively,
is a felony. Seduction is punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary or by fine.
Rev. St. 1879, art. 3602 (Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 6249) provides that
anyone convicted of a misdemeanor or petty offerise may be hired ou t to liquidate
his fine and costs. Held, that one convicted of seduction, and punished by fine,
could not be so hired out. Ward v. White, 23 S. W. 9'81, 86 Tex. 170.

One whose punishment, on conviction of seduction, has been fixed at a fine,
which he claims to be unable to pay, held not entitled to be released from custody
on habeas corpus. Ex parte Biela, 81 S. W. 739, 46 App. 487.

On conviction of seduction, a sentence of seven years is not excessive. Faulk
ner v. State, 53 App. 258, 109 S. W. 199.

Art. 1449. [969] Marriage obliterates offense.-If the parties
marry each other at any time before the defendant pleads to the
indictment before a court of competent jurisdiction, then the prose
cution, if begun, shall be suspended, but not dismissed; and, if
indictment has been returned, the case shall be continued on the
docket of the court from term to term; and, if the defendant, after
said marriage in good faith continues to live with the person so

seduced for two years after said marriage, the said prosecution
shall be dismissed; but, if the defendant within two years after said
marriage, without the fault of his said wife, such fault amounting
to acts committed by her after said marriage as would entitle him
to a divorce, shall abandon her or refuse to live with her, or shall
be so cruel to her as to compel her to leave him, or shall be guilty
of such outrages or cruelties toward her as to render their living to

gether insupportable, then the prosecution shall be revived, and
said marriage shall be no bar to the same, and the female so se

duced shall be a competent witness against the defendant; provid
ed, however. that if, after the prosecution is begun, and prior to
the time he pleads to the indictment before a court of competent
jurisdiction, the defendant. in good faith, offers to marry the fe
male so seduced, and if she refuses to marry him, such refusal shall
be a bar to further prosecution; 'but the benefit of this article shall
not apply to the case of a defendant who was in fact married at
the time of committing the offense. [Act 1899, ch. 47; Amended,
Act, 1903, p. 22L]

Constitutionality.-That portion of this law (Act of 1903) which suspends the
indictment, in case the defendant marries the seduced female, for two years in
which to live in good faith with his wife and treat her well, is invalid, and con

trary to section 10, artic1e 1 of the Bill of Rights. Waldon v. State, 50 App. 512,
98 S. W. 848, 14 Ann. Cas. 342. .

Marriage or offer to marry.-BY the term, "in good faith offer to marry," the
statute goes no farther than the marriage vow. It does not include, nor require,
the promise to live with, protect, and support. Wright v: State, 31 App, 354, 20
S. W. 756, 37 Am. St. Rep. 822. And after prosecution is begun and up to the
moment of conviction, such an offer made by defendant is a valid defense. Id.

While prosecutrix was on the stand testifying, defendant produced a marriage
license, and offered to marry her then and there, stating that, if she accepted,
his Honor upon the bench could marry them. The district attorney, contesting the
good faith of the offer, was allowed to call a witness who testified that defendant
had stated to him that he would not live a day with prosecutrix, that it would
break his mother's heart for him to marry her. Defendant was then sworn, and
again promised to marry prosecutrtx, saying he would live with her and act as a

true husband. She refused his offer. Held, that the prosecution should have been
dismissed. Id.

Where a defendant who is a minor offers to marry the prosecutrix but his
mother will not allow him, it is not an offer in good faith within the meaning of
the law. Merrell v: State, 42 App. 19, 57 S. W. 290.

The provisions of this article do not apply where the marital stage is assumed
between the parties prior to the institution of criminal proceedings. Eledge v.

State, 60 App. 223, 96 S. W. 39, 40.
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Wllere one seduces a woman under promise of marriage a conviction can only
be barred by his marrying her or in good faith offering to do so. Hinman v. State,
59 App, 29, 127 S. W. 221.

Under this article, providing that, where accused in good faith offers to marry

prosecutrix, the prosecution for seduction shall be dismissed, one is not relieved

from prosecution for seduction because prosecutrix married a third person, and

prevented accused from marrying her after the institution of the prosecution.
Thorp v. State, 59 App. 517, 129 S. W. 607, 29 L. R. A. (N. S.) 421.

Under this article and article 1447, one on trial for rape of a female under the

age of 15 years may not rely on the presumption of a common-law marrlage aris

ing from evidence of cohabitation following their engagement to marry at some

future time. Wofford v. State, 60 App. 6�4, 132 S. W. 929.
Offer of marriage, in order to constitute a defense to seduction, must be made

before accused pleads to the indictment for seduction. Baskins v. State (Cr. App.)
171 S. W. 723.

Art. 1450. Abandonment after seduction and marriage, offense

defined.-If any person, by promise of marriage, shall seduce an

unmarried female under the age of twenty-five years, and shall
have carnal knowledge of such female. and if, after prosecution has

begun, the parties marry each other. at any time before the defend
ant pleads to the indictment before a court of competen t jurisdic
tion, and if the defendant within two years after said marriage,
without the fault of his said wife. such fault amounting to acts

committed by her after said marriage as would entitle him to a

divorce under the laws of this state, shall abandon her or refuse to

live with her, Or shall be so cruel to her as to compel her to leave

him, or shall be guilty of such outrages or cruelties towards her as

to make their living together insupportable, thereby leaving her
or forcing her to leave him and live apart from each other, shall be

guilty of the offense of abandonment after seduction and marriage;
and any person convicted of said offense shall be confined in the

penitentiary for a term not less than two nor more than ten years;
and said marriage shall be no bar to the qualifications of said female
to testify against the defendant; and the female so seduced and

subsequently married and abandoned. as herein provided, shall
be a competent witness against said defendant. [Act 1909. p. 97.]

Constitutionality.-This statute is not a violation of Bill of Rights, § 3, requir
ing that all men shall have equal rights and privileges. Thacker v. State, 62 App,
294, 136 S. W. 1096.

Nor 'does it impose a "cruel or unusual punishment" within Const. art. 1, § 13.
Thacker v. State, 62 App. 294, 136 S. W. 1095.

.

Nor does it provide for putting one twice in jeopardy for the same offense
within Const. art. 1, § 14. 'I'hacker V. State, 62 App. 294, 136 S. W. 1095.

Nor is it an "ex post facto law" within Const. art. 1, § 16. Thacker v. State,
{)2 App, 294. 136 S. W. 1095.

Abandonment and liability therefor in general.-In a prosecution of a husband
for abandoning his wife, whom he had married to prevent prosecution for seduc
tion under promise of marriage, defendant cannot be convicted if the female con

sented to the illicit intercourse not relying solely on a prior unconditional promise
of marriage, but on a promise to marry her in case she should become pregnant,
or on any other reason or inducement. 'l'hacker v, State, 62 App. '294, 136 S. W.
1095.

Temporary absence of the husband from his wife, with her consent; while at

work, without an intention to abandon her, does not constitute an abandonment,
but proof that he refused to furnish her a home, except with his parents and
their family, and that they so abused her, with his knowledge, as to force her to

leave, was sufficient to constitute abandonment. Baskins v. State (Cr. App.)
171 S. W. 723.

Justification of abandonment.-The statute defining the offense of abandonment
after seduction and marriage authorizes the abandonment of the woman by the
man only for such acts of intercourse committed after marriage by her as would
entitle him to a divorce; the law condones his past offense if he marries and
lives with and supports her, and it also requires of him to condone all her acts

prior to the marriage, and if, after he had seduced her, she, between that time
and the time he married her, again fell, it would not justify him in abandoning
her, as, having been guilty of the first wrong, he must bear its consequences .

.James v. State (Cr. App.) 167 s. W. 727.

Seduction before law took effect.-Wllere a seduction took place in 1907, but
the parties married in J'uly, 1909, and the husband abandoned his wife shortly
thereafter, it was held that, the marriage and abandonment having taken place
after the law took effect, it was immaterial that the seduction was prior thereto.
Thacker v. State, 62 App. 294, 136 S. W. 1095.

Commencement of prosecution for seduction.-The filing of a complaint for se

duction before a justice of the peace, the issuance of a warrant, and accused's ar-
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rest thereunder, constituted the commencement of a prosecution against him for'
seduction within this article. Baskins v, State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 723.

I nd ictment and proof thereunder.-Where a statute prescribes different ways
by which the offense of abandonment after seduction and marriage can be com

mitted, an indictment should not be quashed on the ground that it charges the
offense to have been committed in only one of those ways. Qualls v. State, 71
App. 67, 158 S. W. 539.

Where an indictment alleged only an abandonment of the wife by the husband
and not the commission of the offense in other ways denounced by the statute, the
state must prove that the abandonment occurred in the county of the prosecution,
even though other acts which would constitute the offense, had they been alleged,
were committed within the county, and the statute gave the jurisdiction of an

off'enae committed partly within and partly without the state to the court of any
county where the defendant might be found. Qualls v: State, 71 App. 67, 158 S.
W.539.

Evidence.-Where, in a prosecution of a husband for abandoning his wife, whom
it was alleged he had seduced before marriage, defendant denied that she left her
home prior to her marriage on account of her pregnant condition, it was error to
exclude evidence of a witness who carried her part of the distance on that trip
that in talking to him prosecutrix stated she was leaving home on account of un

pleasantness of her home and home surroundings, and that she could not remain
with her father's family under such conditions. Coleman v. State, 71 App, 20, 158
S. W. 1137.

Where, in a prosecution for abandonment after seduction and marriage, de
fendant sought to show that his wife abandoned him in another state, and that
he refused to live 'with her when she came to Texas, because he had been informed
by his father that she had returned to Texas to send him to the penitentiary, all
of which the wife denied or explained, evidence that defendant did not intend to
live with his wife longer than the two years required by law is pertinent. Qualls
v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 202.

In a prosecution for' abandonment after seduction and marriage, evidence that
the prosecutrix had been engaged to other men prior to the time she became en

.gaged to defendant was not germane, where there was no proof offered as to
-crtrntnal intimacy. Qualls v. State (Cr. App.) 165 S. W. 202.

In a prosecution for abandonment after seduction and marriage, evidence that
the prosecuting witness had given birth to a child was admissible. James v. State
(Cr. App.) 167 S. W. 727.

In a prosecution for abandonment after seduction and marriage, where defend
ant's testimony to show that prosecutrix was not chaste when he was alleged to
have had his first intercourse with her was to the effect that she in her own home,
.in the presence of her visitors, a young lady and a young man, openly and flagrant
ly engaged in an act of intercourse with defendant's brother, who never told de
fendant when they were trying to send him to the penitentiary, yet told him im
mediately after his marriage, was so unreasonable and contrary to all human ex

perience that a conviction would not be disturbed. James v: State (Cr. App.) 167
.s. W. 727.

'

Accused having abandoned his wife, whom he married to stop prosecution for
seduction, the state could Drove by parol that a complaint for seduction was pre
pared by the district attorney, furnished to the wife's father, delivered to a justice
of the peace, and that he issued a warrant thereon under which accused was ar

rested, as bearing on the pendency of the prosecution for seduction at the time
of the marriage, and this regardless of the fact that the 'justice did not put his
file mark on the complaint or docket the case, and decline to have anything fur
ther to do with it, and made the warrant returnable before another justice. Bask
ins v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 723.

In a prosecution for abandonment of a wife and marriage to avoid prosecution
for seduction, evidence of the justice before whom the seduction prosecution was
instituted that he was justice of precinct No.7 in M. county, Tex., was admissible.
Baskins v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 723.

Where a wife was married to avoid a husband's prosecutton for seduction and
taken to the home of his parents, evidence as to the treatment she received from
her husband's mother and other members of the family in his absence, of which
he was informed, and that this was such as to force her to leave, was admissible
in a prosecution against him for abandonment to show tha.t-she did not leave him
voluntarily. Baskins v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 723:

In a prosecution for wife abandonment after marriage to escape prosecution for
seduction, the complaint and warrant, or properly certified copies thereof, on which
accused was arrested for the seduction constituted the best evidence of the in
stitution of such a prosecution, prtor to the marriage, and, such documents not
having been shown to have been lost or destroyed, it was error to permit oral
proof thereof by the district attorney who drew the complaint and the justice of
the peace who filed the same and issued the warrant. Baskins v. State (Cr. App.)
171 S. W. 723.

Testimony of wife.-In a prosecution of a husband for abandonment of his wife,
whom he married to prevent prosecution 'for seduction under marriage promise,
the prosecuting witness must be corroborated both as to the promise of marriage
and as to the illicit intercourse. 'I'ha.cker- v. State, 62 App. 294, 136 S. W. 1095.

A wife can testify against her husband in a prosecution against him for aban
donment after seduction and marriage, since the statute expressly authorizes such
testimony. Qualls v. State, 71 App, 67, 158 S. W. 539.

Charge of court.-In a prosecution for abandonment after seduction and mar

riage, where the defendant contended that he did not abandon his wife but that
she abandoned him in another state, and she testified that she was informed while
in another state that her husband had abandoned her and that she then stated
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she was coming' back to send him to the penitentiary, the court should give a

charge, on request by the defendant, as to the place of the abandonment. Qualls
v. State, 71 App. 67, 158 S. W. 539.

Where, in a prosecution of a husband for abandoning his wife, whom he had
seduced before marriage, there was evidence that she was unchaste, and that he
had been intimate with her many times before the occasion on which she claimed
she submitted to his embraces under promise of marriage, the court erred in re

fusing to charge that if there was no promise of marriage after the first act of
intercourse, then prosecutrix would not be chaste, and the jury should acquit.
Coleman v . State, 71 App. 20, 158 S. W. 1137.

Where, in a prosecution for abandonment of wife, married by defendant after
he seduced her, there was evidence that she had not been chaste before accused
had known her, and, while she testified that the first act of intercourse with defend
ant was in September, he testified that he had been intimate with her many times
as far back as the prior June, if was error to refuse to charge that to convict ac

-cused the jury must find beyond a reasonable doubt, consldertng the charge on ac

complice's testimony, that he promised to marry her, and that she submitted to
his embraces while she was chaste, and relying on his unconditional promise to
marry her, and even though the jury might believe that defendant had carnal
intercourse with her, and he promised to marry her, yet, if at the time of the
intercourse she was actuated by lust or any such consideration, or if the promise
or marriage by defendant was conditional on prosecutrix's becoming pregnant from
such intercourse, or if the jury had a reasonable doubt that she may have been
actuated by any such motive, and that the promise of marriage may have been so

conditioned, to find defendant not guilty. Coleman v. State, 71 App. 20, 158 S.
W. 1137.

Where, in a prosecution for a wife abandonment after marriage to avoid pros
ecution for seduction, accused defended on the ground that the wife had been
guilty of acts which would entitle him to a divorce, the court properly submitted
such matters in general terms for finding, and refused to select certain facts
showing or tending to show acts or outrages or cruelties, or abandonment or not,
and tell the jury that they would or would not be sufficient to authorize a convic-.
tion or require acquittal, since such. charge would be on the weight of the evi
dence. Baskins v. State (Cr. App.) 171 S. W. 723.

Art. 1451. [970] Married man not liable if known.-No per
son who was, at the time of committing the offense, married, and
the fact of marriage known to the woman, shall be held liable for
the offense defined in this chapter.

CHAPTER THREE A

HOURS OF LABOR ON PUBLIC WORK OR IN PUBLIC
SERVICE

Art.
1451a. What constitutes day's work.
H51b. Contracts for work to be made

on basis of this law; unlawful
to require longer hours; ex-

Art.
ception; wages in case of ex

ceeding limit; proviso.
1451c. Penalty for violation.
1451d. Repeal.

Article 1451a. What constitutes day's work.-Eight hours shall
constitute a day's work for all laborers, workmen or mechanics
now employed or who may hereafter be employed by or on behalf
of the State of Texas, or by or on behalf of any county, municipal
ity, or ,political subdivision .of the State, county or municipality in
anyone calendar day. where such employment, contract or work
is for the purpose of constructing, repairing or improving buildings,
bridges, roads, highways, streams" levees, or other work of a simi
lar character, requiring the service of laborers, workmen or me

chanics. [Act 1913, p. 127, ch. 68, § 1.]
Art. 1451b. Contracts for work to be made on basis of this law;

unlawful, to require longer hours;' exception; wages in case of 'ex

ceeding limit; proviso.--All contracts hereafter made by or on

behalf of the State of Texas, or by or on behalf of any county, mu

nicipality or other legal or political subdivisio-t of the State, with
any corporation, persons or association of persons for the per
formance of any 'work, shall be deemed and considered as made
upon the basis of eight hours constituting a day's work. It shall
be unlawful for any corpotation, person or association of persons
having a contract with the State or any political subdivision there
of, to require or permit any such laborers, workmen, mechanics or
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other persons to work more than eight hours per calendar day in

doing such work, except in case or emergency, which may arise in
times of war, or in cases where it may become necessary to work
more than eight hours per calendar day for the protection of prop
erty, human life or the necessity of housing inmates of public in
stitutions in case of fire or destruction by the elements. In such

emergencies the laborers, workmen, mechanics or other persons so

employed ana working to exceed eight hours per calendar day shall
be paid on the basis of eight hours constituting a day's work; pro
vided that not less than the current rate of .per diem wages in the
locality where the work is being performed shall be paid to the
laborers, workmen, mechanics or other persons so employed by
or on behalf of the State of Texas, or for any. county, municipality:
or other legal or political subdivision of the State, county or mu

nicipality, and every contract hereafter made for the performance
of work for the State of Texas, or for any county, municipality or

other legal or political subdivision of the State, county or munici
pality, must comply with the requirements of this Section; pro
vided, that nothing in this Act shall affect contracts in existence at
the time of the taking effect of this Act; provided further, that
nothing in this Act shall be construed to affect the present law gov
erning State and county convict labor while serving their sentences

-as such. [Id., § 2.]
Art. 1451c. Penalty for violation.-Any person, or any officer,

agent or employe of any person, corporation or association of per
sons, or any officer, agent or employe of the State, county, munici
pality or arty legal or political subdivision of the State, county or

municipality, who shall fail or refuse to comply with the provisions
of this Act or who "Shall violate any of the provisions of this Act,
shall, on conviction thereof, be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and shall be punished by a fine of not less than fifty dollars ($50.00)
nor more than one thousand dollars ($1000.00), or by imprisonment
not to exceed six months or by both such fine and imprisonment
and each and every day of such violation shall constitute a separate
offense. [Id., § 3.]

Art. 1451d. Repeal.-Alllaws or parts of laws in conflict here
with are hereby repealed, and expressly an Act passed at the Regu
lar Session of the Thirty-second Legislature, known as House Bill
No. 98, and being the same Act that was attempted to be vetoed by
the Governor, but which veto was held ineffective by the Supreme
Court because the veto message was filed with the Secretary of
State after the expiration of twenty days as held by the Supreme
Court in the case of R. B. Minor, et. aI., vs. C. C. McDonald, Secre
tary of State. [Id., § 4.]

CHAPTER THREE B

TIME OF SERVICE OF FIREMEN
Art. Art.
1451e. Limitation of days of service. 1451g. Penalty for violation.
1451f. Designation of time for service.

Article 1451e. Limitation of days of service.-No member of
any paid fire department in any city containing twenty-five thou
sand inhabitants or more, according to the last United States cen

sus, shall be required to be on duty for more than six days in any
one week, except in cases of emergency. [Act 1915, 1st S. S., p. 22,
ch.9, § 1.]

.

Art. 1451£. Designation of time for service.-The city. official
having supervision of the fire department shall designate the day of
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the week upon which each member of such department shall not be
required to be on duty. [Id., § 2.]

Art. 1451g. Penalty for violation.-Any city official having
charge of the fire department in any city coming under this Act who
shall violate any of the provisions hereof shall be guilty of a mis
demeanor and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine of not
less than $10.00 nor more than $100.00. [Id., § 3.]

CHAPTER THREE C

EMPLOYMENT OF FEMALES
Art.
1451h. More than nine hours' labor per

day in certain employments
prohibited, proviso.

14511. Laundries.

. Art.
1451j. Cotton mills; wages for labor in

excess of nine hours.
1451k. Seats for females.
1451l. Punishment, provisos.
1451m. Partial invalidity.

Article 1451h. More than nine hours labor per day in certain
employments prohibited, pro-viso.-No female shall be employed in

any factory, mine, mill, workshop, mechanical or mercantile estab
lishment, laundry, hotel, restaurant or rooming house, theater or

moving picture show, barber shop, telegraph, telephone or other
office, express or transportation company, or any State institution,
or any other establishment, institution or enterprise where females
are employed, except as hereinafter provided, for more than nine
hours in anyone calendar day, nor more than fifty-four hours in
any one .calendar week; provided, however, that in case of extraor

dinary emergencies, such as great public calamities, or where it
becomes necessary for the protection of human life or property,
longer hours may be worked, but for such time not less than double
time shall be paid such female with the consent of the said female;
provided, this Act shall not apply to stenographers and pharmacists.
[Act 1915, p. 105, ch. 56, § 1, repealing Act 1913, ch. 175, § 1.]

Art. 145li. Laundries.-No female shall be employed in any
laundry for more than fifty-four hours in one calendar week; the
hours of such employment to be so arranged as to permit the em

ployment of such female at any time so that she shall not work more

than a maximum of eleven hours during the twenty-four hours' pe
riod of one day; provided that if such female is employed for more

than nine hours in anyone day she shall receive pay at the rate of
double her regular pay for such time as she is employed for more

than nine hours per day. [Act 1915, p. 105, ch. 56, § la, repealing
Act 1913, ch. 175, § 1a.]

Art. 1451j. Cotton mills; wages for labor in excess of nine
hours.-No female shall be employed in any factory engaged in the
manufacture of cotton, woolen or worsted goods or articles of mer

chandise manufactured out of cotton goods for more than ten hours
in anyone calendar day, nor for more than sixty hours in anyone
calendar week.

Provided, that if such female is employed, for more than nine
hours in anyone day she shall receive pay at the rate of double her
regular pay for such time as she may be employed for more than
nine hours. per day. [Act 1915, p. 105, ch. 56, § 1b)

Art. 1451k. Seats for females.-Every employer owning or oper
ating any factory, mine, mill, workshop, mechanical or mercantile
establishment, laundry, hotel, restaurant or rooming house, theater
or moving picture show, barber shop, telegraph or telephone or

other office, express or transportation company, the superintendent
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of any State institution or any-other establishment, institution or

enterprise where females are employed, as provided by Sections 1,
1a and Ib, [arts. 1451h-1451j] shall provide and furnish suitable
seats, to be used by such employes when not engaged in the active
duties of their employment, and shall give notice to all such female
employes by posting in a conspicuous place, on the premises of such

employment in letters not less than one inch in height, that all such
female employes will be permitted to use such 'seats when not so

engaged. [Act 1915, p. 106, ch. 56, § 2, repealing Act 1913, ch. 175,
§ 2.]

Art. 1451l. Punishment; provisos.--Any employer, overseer,
superintendent, foreman, or other agent of any such employer who
shall permit any female to work in any of the places mentioned in
Sections 1, la and Ib [arts. 1451h-1451j] more than the number of
hours provided for in this Act during any day of the twenty-four
hours, or who shall fail, neglect or refuse to so arrange the work of
females employed in the said places mentioned in Sections 1, la and
lb so that they shall not work more than the number of hours pro
vided for in Sections 1, la and 1 b of this Act, during any day of
'twenty-four hours or the number of hours prescribed by this Act in

anyone week, or who shall fail, neglect or refuse to provide suitable
.seats as provided in Section 2 of this Act [art. 145 lk] shall be deem
ed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction in any court of
competent jurisdiction shall be fined in any sum not less than fifty
($50.00) dollars nor more than two hundred ($200.00) dollars and
each day of such violation and each such female employe required
.or permitted to work more than the time provided in the various
sections of this Act shall constitute a separate offense: "Provided,
that the provisions of the law shall not apply to telegraph and tele

'phone companies in rural districts and in cities or towns of less than
3000 inhabitants, as shown by the last Federal census." Provided
that the provisions of this Act shall not apply to mercantile estab
lishments in rural districts and in cities and towns and villages of
less than 3000 inhabitants. [Act 1915, p. 106, ch. 56, § 3, repealing
Act 1913, ch. 175, § 3.]

Art. 1451m. Partial invalidity.-If any section or provision of
this Act is for any reason held or declared to be unconstitutional it
shall not affect nor impair nor render invalid the rest of this Act,
and changing other sections to conform thereto. [Act 1915, p. 106,
.ch. 56, § 4.]

CHAPTER FOUR

EMPLOYMENT OF SAILORS AND CREW
Article 1452. [971] Restriction on employment of crew of ves

sel.-N0 sailor or portion of the crew of any foreign sea-going vessel
shall engage in working on the wharves or levees of ports in the
state of Texas beyond the end ,of the vessel's tackle. Any officer,
sailor or member of the crew of a foreign sea-going vessel violating
this law shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on convic
tion, shall be fined in a sum not less than ten dollars nor more than
one hundred dollars, or be imprisoned in the county jail for not less
than ten nor more than thirty days, or both, in the discretion of the
court or jury. [Act March 26, 1885, ch. 54, p. 52.]

FENCES WITHOUT GATES

Laws 1884, ch. 24 making it a misdemeanor to construct a fence more than
three miles in length without a. gate therein was held unconstitutional in Dilworth
v. State, 36 App. 189, 36 S. W. 274. ,$ee art. ,852� and note thereunder•

. ,
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CHAPTER FIVE

PROTECTION OF SETTLERS ON SCHOOL LANDS

Article 1453, [972] Punishment for certain threats, etc.-Any
person who, by force, threats or intimidation shall prevent, or at

tempt to prevent, or shall combine and confederate with others to

prevent, or attempt to prevent, any person who has acquired a right
thereto in accordance with the laws of the state, from peaceably
entering upon and establishing a settlement on any parcel or tract
of land belonging to the common school, university, the lunatic,
blind, deaf and dumb and orphan aslyum lands, subject to purchase
and settlement under and in accordance with the laws of this state,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction there
fot, shall be fined in any sum not less than two hundred nor more

than one thousand dollars, and, in addition thereto, shall be im

prisoned in the county jail not less than one nor more than six
months. [Act March 31, 1885, ch. 89, p. 83.]

CHAPTER SIX

TRUSTS-CONSPIRACIES AGAINST TRADE
An.
1454. Defining trusts.
1455. "Monopoly" defined.
1456. "Conspiracy in restraint 01 trade"

defined.
1457. Trusts, monopolies and conspira

cies in restraint of trade pro
hibited.

1458. Corporations forfeit charter for
violation of this law.

1459. Duty of attorney general.
1460. When corporation of this state

has forfeited its charter, no oth
er corporation to 'which prop
erty of defaulting corporation
has been transferred shall be
incorporated or permitted to do
business in this state.

1461. Foreign corporations violating
this law, forbidden to do busi
ness.

1462. Quo warranto proceedings.
1463. Foreign corporation convicted of

violating this law, no other cor

poration to which the default
ing corporation has transferred
its business or property shall be
permitted to incorporate or do
business in this state.

1464. Penalty may be recovered for' vi
olating this law; duty of offi

. cers.

1465. Contract in violation of provisions
of this law void.

Article 1454. Defining trusts.c--A "trust" is a combination of

capital, skill or acts by two or more persons, firms, corporations or

associations of persons, or either two or more of them for either,
any, or all of the following purposes:

1. To create, or which may tend to create or carry out, restric
tions in trade or commerce or aids to commerce, or in the prepara
tion of any product for market or transportation, or to create or

carry out restrictions in the free pursuit of any business authorized
or permitted by the laws of this state.

'

2. To fix,_ maintain, increase or reduce the price of merchandise,
1 PEN.CODE TE.x.-60 94i$

Art.
1466. Punishment for violating this law.
1467. In prosecution for violating this

law, what evidence used.
1468. Persons may be summoned and

required to testify when, shall
not be subject to indictment or

prosecution.
1469. Actions brought under this law

have precedence.
1470. Entering into agreement to form

trust, monopoly, etc., penalty.
1471. Person, member, agent, employe,

etc., operating in violation of
this law, penalty.

1472. Person outside state liable to pun
ishment, when.

1473. Persons, etc., who have formed
trusts, etc., penalty for.

1474. Venue for criminal prosecutions
under this law.

1475. District or county attorney may
commence prosecution, shall no

tify attorney general.
1476. Fee of district and county attor

ney.
1477. Agricultural products and live

stock in hands of producer ex

empt.
1478. Trades unions, etc., exempt, when.
1479. Preceding article not to apply to

combination, etc .
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produce, or commodities, or the cost of insurance, or of the prepara
tion of any product for market or transportation.

3. To prevent or lessen competition in the manufacture, making,
transportation, sale or purchase of merchandise, produce, or com

modities, or the business of insurance, or to prevent or lessen com

petition in aids to commerce, or in the preparation of any product
for market or transportation.

4. To fix or maintain any standard or figure whereby the price
of any article or commodity of merchandise, produce or commerce,
or the cost of transportation, or insurance, or the preparation of
any product for market or transportation, shall be in any manner

affected, controlled or established.
S. To make, enter into, maintain, execute or carry out any con

tract, obligation or agreement by which the parties thereto bind,
or have bound, themselves not to sell, dispose of, transport or to

prepare for market or transportation any article or commodity, or

to make any contract of insurance at a price below a common

standard or figure, or by which they shall agree, in any manner, to

keep the price of such article or commodity, or charge for trans

portation or insurance, or the cost of the preparation of any product
for market or transportation, at a fixed or graded figure, or by
which they shall, in any manner, affect or maintain the price of any
commodity or article, or the cost of transportation or insurance, or

the cost of the preparation of any product for market or transpor
tation, between them or themselves and others, to preclude a free
and unrestricted competition among themselves or others in the
sale or transportation of any such article or commodity or busi
ness of transportation or insurance, or the preparation of any
product for market or transportation, or by which they shall agree
to pool, combine or unite any interest they may have in connec

tion with the sale or purchase of any article or commodity, or

charge for transportation or insurance, or charge for the prepara
tion. of any product for market or transportation, whereby its price
or such charge might be in any manner affected.

6. To regulate, fix or limit the output of any article or commod
ity which may be manufactured, mined, produced or sold, or the
amount of insurance which may be undertaken, or the amount of
work that may be done in the preparation of any product for mar

ket or transportation.
7. To abstain from engaging in or continuing business, or from

the purchase or sale of merchandise, produce or commodities par
tially or entirely within the state of Texas, or any portion thereof.
[Arts. 976-988d, Pen. Code, 1895; Act 1895, ch. 83; Act 1899,
ch. 146; Act 1903, p. 119.]

1. Validity in general.
2. Constitutionality.
3. Law in force.
4. Retroactive operation.
5. Illegality of contract in general
6. Combinations prohibited.
7. Contract to engage in business.
8. Interstate commerce.

See Texas Cent. R. Co. v. Hannay-Frerichs & Co., 104 Tex. 603, 142 S. W. 1163,
and notes under following article.

1. Validity in gen'eral.-The anti-trust acts of May 25, 1899 (Acts 1899, p. 246,
c. 146), and March 31, 1903 (Acts 1903, p. 119, c. 94), held not indefinite and uncer

tain, but valid. Waters-Pierce Oil Co. v. State, 48 Civ. App. 162, 106 S. W. 918.
2. Consrtltutionallty.-The Supreme Court has held that our former statutes on

trusts and conspiracies against trade were constitutional. Welch v. Windmill Co.,
89 Tex. 653, 36 S. W. 71, citing Coal Co. v. Lawson, 89 Tex. 394, 32 S. W. 871, 34
S. W. 919; Houck v. Association, 88 Tex. 184, 30 S. W. 869.

It seems that the statute is not violative of the fourteenth amendment. Texas
Brewing Co. v. Anderson (Civ. App.) 40 S. W. 737.

The law prohibiting combinations in restraint of trade is not obnoxious to the

9. Contracts with carriers.
10. Contracts for sale of goods.
11. Exclusive franchise.
12. Ordinance regulating billboards.
13. Reservation in dedicatory deed as

to use of streets.
14. Indictment.
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fourteenth amendment to the United States constitution. Waters-Pierce Oil Co. v.

State, 19 Civ. App. 1, 44 S. W. 936, affirmed by Supreme Coutt of the United States,
re., 177 U. S. 28, 20 Sup'. Ct. 518, 44 L.. Ed. 657.

This article is not violative of state or national constitution. Texas Brewing
Co. v. Durrum (Civ. App.) 46 S. W. 880.

The act of 1899 (Acts 1899, p. 246, c. 146) was not rendered unconstitutional by
the act of May 27, 1899, to protect workingmen in the right of organization, etc.
This latter act engrafts no exception upon the anti-trust act of 1899 (Acts 1899,
p. 262, c. 153). Waters-Pierce Oil Co. v. State, 48 Civ. App, 162, 106 S. w: 926.
Affirmed by Supreme Court of the United States, and statute held not unconstitu
tional, as retroactive, as denying due process of law, or as imposing excessive pun
ishment. Id., 212 U. S. 86, 29 Sup. Ct. 220, 53 L. Ed. 417.

3. Law in force.-The sections of this and the act of 1899 (Acts 1899, p. 246,
c. 146) providing penalties are penal, but cases prosecuted under them for the pen
alties are not criminal but civil and articles 238, 239, C. C. P., relating to limita
tion, do not apply in a civil action to recover the penalties. Waters-Pferce Oil Co.
v, State, 48 Civ. App. 162, 106 S. W. 926.

The proviso in this act as to repeal preserved whatever rights the state had
under the act of 1899 (Acts 1899, p. 246, c. 146), including the rights. to enforce the
penalties prescribed by that act. Id.

The repealing clause of this law repeals that part of the law of 1899 (Acts 1899,
p. 246, c. 146) wherein the attorneys for the state are allowed as fees one-fourth
of the penalties collected. State v. Brady, 102 Tex. 408,·118 S. W. 128-131, re

versing (Civ. App.) 114 S. W. 896.

4. Retroactive op'eration.-This act has no retroactive effect so as to affect
contracts previously entered into and executed. Crump v. Ligon, 37 Civ. App.
172, 84 S. W. 251.

Where a combination in restraint of trade is formed before the anti-trust law
is passed, it can be restrained after the law is enacted and those guilty of carrying
out the contract punished. State v. M., K. & T. Ry. Co., 99 Tex. 516, 91 S. W.
215, 5 L. R. A. (N. S.) 783, 13 Ann. Cas. 1072.

5. Illegality of contract In general.-See article 1465, and notes.
The fact that a part of the account between the parties was due, and stated

when a contract was made between them which was invalid under this and article
1456, and which stipulates for the payment of the account stated, would not save

such part of the contract from being illegal and unenforceable so as to permit re

covery of such amount; all items of the illegal contract being invalid. J. R. Wat
kins Medical Co. v: Johnson (Civ. App.) 162 s. W. 394.

6. Combinations prohibited.-Persons may, without malice toward anyone, and
for the lawful purpose of protecting each other from dishonest or insolvent cus

tomers, and otherwise actually assisting each other in the conduct of their busi
ness, agree that each, upon the request of the other, would refuse to deal with any
person. Delz v: Winfree, 80 Tex. 400, 16 S. W. 111, 26 Am. St. Rep. 755; Delz v.

Winfree, 25 S. W. 50, 6 Civ. App. 11.
There must be a "combination"-a union or association of capital, skill or acts.

Gates v. Hooper, 90 Tex. 563, 39 S. W. 1079. See Queen Ins. Co. v. Bta.te, 86 Tex.
264, 24 S. W. 397, 22 L. R. A. 483; Coal Co. v. Lawson, 89 Tex. 394, 32 S. W. 871,
34 S. W. 919; Welch v. Windmill ce., 89 Tex. 653, 36 S. W. 71; Brewing Co. v.

Templeman, 90 Tex. 277, 38 S. W. 27; Fuqua v. Brewing Co., 90 Tex. 298, 38 S.
W. 29, 750, 35 L. R. A. 241.

Equity will not compel an accounting between partners for profits growing out
of an illegal contract to restrict trade, etc. Wiggins v. Bisso, 92 Tex. 219, 47 S.
W. 637, 71 Am. St. ·Rep. 837.

If the combination was made and its object was to restrain trade and create a

monopoly, the statute denounces it no matter if the immediate result is to lower
prices. The object of the law iSi to guard the commerce and trade of the state.
The getting of a city ordinance enacted by a city council extending the lives of
corporations for a long period is a circumstance which may be shown to prove
a conspiracy against trade. Although a party may not be alleged to be in the
conspiracy, yet when the facts establish a conspiracy and show that he was a

party to it, his acts and declarations made to further the common design can be
shown. San Antonio Gas Co. v. State, 22 Civ. App. 118, 54 S. W. 289.

Where an agreement in violation of the anti-trust law has been made, and one

party thereto pursues the course of conduct agreed on, the law presumes that the
acts done by him were the result of the agreement and. of entering into it, so that
the parties thereto are liable as aiders and abettors and are responsible for the
acts of each and all within this article. State v. Racine Sattley Co. (Clv. App.)
134 S. W. 400.

A combination in violation of the anti-trust statute is void, irrespective of the
common-law distinction between restrictions on trade which are reasonable and
those which are unreasonable. Crandall v. Scott (Civ. App.) 161 S. W. 925.

A contract to purchase patent medicines from plaintiff at wholesale to be sold
at the regular retail prices in a certain part of the county except within cities,
which also provided that the buyer would sell no other goods during the term of
contract except those procured from plaintiff and would sell them only to cus
tomers at their residences in the district prescribed, violated this and article 1456;
being an attempt to combine the capital, skill, etc., of the parties to maintain a
standard of prices and prevent competition in the territory fixed. J. R. Watkins
Medical Co. v. Johnson (Civ, App.) 162 S. W. 394.

7. Contract not to engage in business.-A promise by a merchant to the pur
chaser of his stock to retire from business in the town for one year does not
constitute a trust. Gates v. Hooper, 90 Tex. 563, 39 S. W. 1079.

An agreement not to engage in a particular business for two years is not in
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violation of the trust law, or against trade. Erwin v. Hayden (Civ. App.) 43 S.
W.610.

An agreement that if defendant ceased to teach music in plaintiff's school that
he would not teach in a certain town is a binding contract and is not in vtola.tion
or the foregoing article. Patterson v. Crabb (Civ. App.) 51 S. W. 870.

A contract or seller, on the sale of merchandise and goods to refrain from such
business tor twenty years within the county in which the sale is made, is not
invalid as an unreasonable restraint of trade. Tobler v.. Austin, 22 Civ. App. 99,
53 S. W. 706.

An agreement by a doctor not to practice his profession within ten miles of a

certain town for ten years is not void, as against public policy, at common law,
and 'Is not in conflict with the law to prevent a combina.tion in restraint or trade.
Wolff v. Hirschfeld, 57 S. W. 572, 23 Civ. App, 670.

An agreement by an owner, on sale of his business .and good will, not to re

enter such business within a specified time at a certain place, is not void as in
restraint of trade. Comer v. Bur tori-Ldngo Co., 24 Civ. App, 251, 58 S. W. 969.

This law does not apply when one sells his business and good will to a

single person or firm In condition that the purchaser will not engage in the
same kind of business for a limited time at a specified place. It prohibits any
combination having for its purpose the doing of either of the things specified, with
out regard to the intention of the parties or of the immediate effect of the com

bination on trade and commerce. Id.
A promise by a partner to his copartner, purchasing the business of the firm,

not to engage in such business in that town so long as the copartner remains in

the business in the town, is not void as in restraint of trade, at common law.

·Crump v. Ligon, 84 S. W. 250, 37 Civ. App, 172.
.

An agreement by the seller of a cotton gin and gristmill not to re-engage in
that business SQ long as the purchasers operated it was not in violation of this
article. Malakoff Gin Co. v. Riddlesperger (Civ. App.) 133 S. W. 519.

Plaintiff and two other concerns, who conducted a moving picture business in
the town, made an agreement by which the others gave notes to plaintiff in con

·sideration of plaintiff stopping business and agreeing that no showhouse except
the two owned by the makers should open in the town before a certain time, and
that if a showhouse of a certain standard should open within the time and run for
.six months, all of the notes maturing after the opening of the house should be

-void, and that if a showhouse should open and run for less than such period, the
notes should be void for the time it was conducted. Held, that the contract was

in vlolatlon or the Anti-Trust Act and void. Crandall v. SCQtt (Civ, App.) 161 S.
W.925.

8. Interstate commerce.-Where manufacturers in another state sell to dealers
in Texas on an order from the latter, and the goods are delivered in Texas on a

-eontract on the part of the sellers not to sell similar goods to anyone in a named
county for a specified time except the purchasers of the bill it is an interstate
transaction and the Texas anti-trust laws do not apply. EClipse Paint & Mfg.
·Co. v. New Process Roofing & Supply Co., 55 Civ. App, 553, 120 S. W. 533.

Where goods sold and contemplated to be sold under a contract in restraint of
trade were to be shipped from a sister state to Texas and there mingled with other

goods of the buyer in Texas to become a part of the buyer's stock and to be there
.sold at retail, and the contract was made with the knowledge and purpose and in
tent of all the parties thereto that that should be done, the parties were liable
for a violation of this article, as against the objection that the transaction was

interstate commerce, State v. Racine Sattley Co. (Civ. App.) 134 S. W. 400.
A pe tl tion, in an action by the state against a foreign corporation for a viola

tton of the anti-trust act of 1903 (Acts 1903, c. 94), which alleged that the foreign
-corporatton was a manufacturer of farming implements and vehicles; that it con

tracted with a dealer in the state in such articles to give him the exclusive sale
of its goods, the latter agreeing not to buy or sell any other makes of like goods;
that the foreign corporation had traveling salesmen SOliciting business throughout
the state; that the contract was signed by one of the salesmen; and that the
foreign corporation was a wholesale dealer in farming implements and vehicles
was sufficient as against a general demurrer to show that it was the purpose of
the foreign corporation to sell goods under the contract at the residence of the
dealer in Texas, and that it was its purpose that the contract should be carried
into effect in Texas, SQ that the transaction was not interstate commerce, but was

subject to the state anti-trust laws. Id.
The fact that the sale of goods by a citizen of another state to a citizen of Texas

.under a contract which violated the Anti-Trust Act also constituted interstate
commerce would not prevent the Anti-Trust Act from applying to invalidate the
-contract and prevent a recovery thereon. J. R. Watkins Medical Co. v. Johnson
·(Civ. App.) 162 S. W. 394.

9. Contracts with carriers.-A contract of railroad company to ship 66 per
.cent, of output of salt of a company at as low rate as any other company held not
void as against public policy. Texas & P. Ry. COo. v, Texas Short Line Ry, Co., 35
-Clv, App, 387, 80 S. W. 567.

A railroad company has the right to give one person the privilege of soliciting
.on its trains the transfer business of the passengers on such trains, and to exclude
another from engaging in the same business on its trains.

_ By so doing it does not
violate the anti-trust law. Lewis v. W. M. W. & N. W. Ry. COo., 36 Civ. App. 48, 81
.S. W. 112, 113.

A contract between a railway company and a sleeping car company, whereby
the former grants the latter the exclusive right to furnish sleeping cars to be used
-on the railway company, and on all lines controlled by it, and all roads which it
.might subsequently acquire or operate, is not in restraint of trade 'and does not
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violate the anti-trust law. Ft. Worth & D. C. Ry. Co. v. State, 99 Tex. 34, 87 S.

W. 341, 70 L. R. A. 950.
Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, art. 6616 authorizes express companies to pursue

their business on all the railways controlled by state legislation with equal and rea

sonable facilities and accommodations and upon equal and reasonable rates, and

any combination of the kind denounced by the anti-trust statute, the carrying out
of which would limit or narrow such 'scope, is necessarily one to create or carry
out a restriction in the free pursuit of the business. Hence an agreement by a

railroad company to give one express company "exclusive privileges" and bound
itself not to contract with other express companies to do an express business on

its road violates this article. State v, M., K. & T. Ry. Co., 99 Tex. 516, 91 S. W.

215, 5 L. R. A. (N. S.) 783, 13 Ann. Cas. 1072.
An agreement between carriers and associations and citizens of a city binding

the carriers to sell excursion tickets at a special low rate for certain occasions held
not to contravene the state or federal anti-trust laws. Lytle v. Galveston, H. &
S. A. Ry. Co., 100 Tex. 292, 99 S. W. 396, 10 L. R. A. (N. S.) 437.

10. Contracts for sale of goods.-Under this article a petition, which alleges
that a manufacturer of farm. implements and vehicles entered into a contract with
a dealer therein whereby the manufacturer agreed to give the dealer the exclusive
sale of its product, and whereby the dealer agreed not to buy or sell any other
makes of like goods, and that the manufacturer and dealer carried the contract
into execution to the injury of the people, charges a violation. State v. Racine

Sattley Co. (Civ. App.) 134 S. W. 400.
An agreement whereby plaintiff was to give defendant the sole and exclusive

right to sell certain automobiles and supplies in a fixed territory for a given length
of time is not in violation of this article defining a trust as a combination of cap
ital, skill, or acts by two or more persons for specified purposes; there being no

combination in this case. Nickels v. Prewitt Auto Co. (Civ. App.) 149 S. W. 1094.
A contract for sale of goods by a' manutacturer to a retailer, he agreeing to sell

none other than its products, and to have no other business, is invalid as creating
a trust, defined by Vernon's Sayles' Clv, St. 1914, art. 7796, as a combination of
capital, skill, or acts by two or more to prevent competition. Armstrong v. W. T.
Rawleigh Medical Co. (Civ. App.) 178 S. W. 582.

11. Exclusive franchise.-A city held not to have express or implied power to
grant to a waterworks company an exclusive franchise to furnish water to the city
for thirty years. Ennis Waterworks v. City of Ennis (Civ. App.) 136 S. W. 513.

12. Ordinance regulating billboards.-The anti-trust laws have no application
to the questions raised in a proceeding to test the constitutionality of an ordinance
regulating the size, location, and construction of billboards. Ex parte Savage, 63
App. 285, 141 S. W. 244, Ann. Cas. 1913D, 951. \

13. Reservation In dedicating deed as to use of streets.-A reservation in ded
icatory deeds of the right in the grantors to the exclusive use of the streets and
alleys so dedicated for the maintenance of street railroads, lighting, sewers, gas,
telephones, etc., held contrary to public policy, as tending to create a monopoly.
Jones v. Carter, 45 Civ. App. 450,.101 S. W. 514.

14. Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 7 07-71 Ob.

Art. 1455. "Monopoly" defined.-A "monopoly" is a combina
tion or consolidation of two or more corporations when effected in
either of the following methods:

1. When the direction of the affairs of two or more corporations
is in any manner brought under the same management or control
for the purpose of producing, or where such common management
or control tends to create a .trust as defined in the first section of
this chapter.

2. Where any corporation acquires the shares or certificates of
stock or bonds, franchise or other rights, or the physical proper
ties, or any part thereof, of any other corporation or corporations,
for the purpose of preventing or lessening, or where the effect of such
acquisition tends to affect or lessen competition, whether such ac

quisition is accomplished directly or through the instrumentality
of trustees or otherwise. [Id.; Act 1903, p. 120.]

What are monopolies.-A monopoly is not only an' exclusive right granted by the
state to a few of something which was before of common right, but embraces a

combination, regardless of form, the tendency of which is to prevent competition
and control prices to the detrin::.ent of the public. Jones v. Carter, 45 Civ. App. 450.
101 S. W. 514.

.

Municipal ordinance regulating the size, location, and construction of btllboards
'held not in conflict with Const. art. 1. § 26, prohibiting monopolies. Ex parte Sav
age, 63 App, 285, 141 S. W. 244, Ann. Cas. 1913D, 951.

Where neither party to a contract giving an exclusive selling agency in speer
fied territory was a corporation, and there being no evidence of a combination or

consolida.tion, the agreement was not in violation of this article. Nickels v. Prewitt
Auto Co. (Civ. App.) 14.9 S. W. 1094.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 707, 710, nOa, nOb.
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Art. 1456. "Conspiracy in restraint of trade" defined.-Either
or any of the following acts shall constitute a conspiracy In re

straint of trade:
1. Where any two or more persons, firms, corporations or as

sociations of persons, who are engaged in buying or selling any ar

ticle of merchandise, produce or any commodity, enter into an

agreement or understanding to refuse to buy from or sell to any
other person, firm, corporation or association of persons, any article
of merchandise, produce or commodity.

2. Where any two or more persons, firms, corporations or asso

ciations of persons, shall agree to boycott or threaten to refuse to

buy from or sell to any person, firm, corporation or association of
persons for buying from or selling to any other person, firm, cor

poration or association of persons. [Id.]
See notes under articles 1454, ante, and 1471, post.

Constitutionality.-Acts March 30,' 1889, and April 30, 1895, prohibiting combina
tions in restraint of trade, held not a violation of Const. U. S. Amend. 14. Waters
Pierce Oil Co. v. State, 19 Civ. App. 1, 44 S. W. 936.

Conspiracy defined.-A "conspiracy," within this article, is a combination be
tween two or more persons to do an unlawful act or to do a lawful thing in an

unlawful manner. State v. Racine Sattley Co. (Clv, App.) 134 S. W. 400.

Restraint of trade.-Trade as used in the statute is synonymous with traffic
the buying and selling of articles of commerce. The term does not include an oc

cupation or employment. Queen Ins. Co. v. State, 86 Tex. 250, 24 S. W. 397, 22 L.
R. A. 483.

Any combination in restraint of trade is unlawful. The prohibition applies to
every article of usual and general consumption and of daily use among the people,
and this is a matter of common knowledge. Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n v.
Houck (Civ. App.) 27 S. W. 692; Houck v. Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n, 88 Tex.
184, 30 S. W. 869.

A combination which operates to create and carry out restrictions in trade and
to prevent competition is within the statute. Coal Co. v. Lawson, 89 Tex. 394, 32
S. W. 871, 34 S. W. 919; Brewmg Co. v. Templeman, 90 Tex. 277, 38 S. W. 27;
Fuqua v. Pabst Brewing Co., 90 Tex. 298, 38 S. W. 29, 750, 35 L. R. A. 241.

A contract between A. and B., by which A. agrees not to sell any beer other
than that furnished by or with the consent of B. and B. agrees to sell to no other
person at two! towns at which A. carries on his business, is prohibited by this stat
ute. Texas Brewing Co. v. Anderson (Civ. App.) 40 S. W. 737.

A covenant by a grantor not to allow the sale of intoxicating liquors in the same

block, held not void as in restraint of trade. Anderson v. Rowland, 18 Civ. App.
460, 44 S. W. 911.

An agreement to sell only a certain product made by the buyer in consideration
that the seller would sell to no other person in a certain town is in restraint of
trade and prohibited. Texas Brewing Co. v. Durrum (Civ. App.) 46 S. W. 880.

A contract by which a patentee grants to a licensee the exclusive right to build,
weave, and construct wire fences in specified territory, and which binds the li
censee to purchase the wire, pickets, and fence machines from the patentee, does
not violate the statute against tr-usts. Clark v. Cyclone Woven Wire Fence Co.,
22 Civ. App. 41, 54 S. W. 392.

A contract between a foreign corporation, and a citizen of Texas, which gives
the latter the exclusive right to sell goods of the former in 'I'exas and that pro
vides that the purchaser will not buy from anyone, except said corporation, such
goods, and that the said goods shall not be used or sold or otherwise disposed of
by the purchaser outside of a certain territory is contrary to law and void. Pas
teur Vaccine Co. v. Burkey, 22 Civ. App. 232, 54 S. W. 804.

Under statute avoiding contracts against trade, a broker may not recover for
services in securing an agreement between competitors to maintain prices. Street
v. Houston Ice & Brewing Co. (Civ. App.) 55 S. W. 516.

An agreement not to sell beer to anyone else than the person to whom the sale
was made within a certain designated territory, contributory to his place of busi
ness does not violate the anti-trust law. Vandeweghe v. Am. Brewing Co. (Civ.
App.) 61 S. W. 527.

An agreement of a manufacturer with a dealer not to sell vehicles to any other
person within a certain territory violates the anti-trust law and is void. Troy
Buggy Works Co. v. Fife & Miller (Clv, App.) 74 S. W. 956.

Where the contract was that the retailer would handle the goods of wholesaler
exclusively except so far as he might purchase cheaper or inferior class of tin
goods and that the wholesaler would not sell to anyone else in retailer's city, so

.

that the latter should have exclusive control of retail business in the city in cer

tain lines, it violated this law and was therefore void. Simmons & Co. v. Terry
«nv. App.) 79 S. W. 1103.

A contract of sale and purchase entered into by two parties wherein the seller
agrees not to sell the same kind of goods in three specified cities until the pur
chaser had disposed of the goods bought from the seller is not in violation of the
anti-trust law (Acts 1899, p. 246, c. 146), and the notes given by the purchaser for
the goods are not uncollectible under that act. Norton v. W. H. Thomas & Co.,
99 Tex. 578, 91 S. W. 780; re. (Civ, App.) 93 S. W. 712.
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An agreement by a photographer to furnish a grocer trading tickets each en

titling the holder to a. photo art calendar when presented countersigned by the

grocer, and not to sell any other local grocer such tickets does not violate this

law. Forrest Photographic Co. v. Hutchinson Grocery Co. (Civ. App.) 108 �.

W.768.
A contract wherein it is agreed that a purchaser shall have the exclusive right

to sell a certain article in a certain described territory is illegal and void. Gust
Feist Co. v. Albertype Co. (Civ. App.) 109 S. W. 1140.

,

A contract whereby the owner of a plantation gives another the exclusive right
to sell merchandise on his premises does not violate this law because the. right to

sell upon the premises of another is not given by law, but by consent of the owner.

Redland Fruit Co. v. Sargent, 51 Civ. App. 619, 113 S. W. 330.
A manufacturer in another state sold souvenir albums to firm in Galveston and

agreed not to sell to anyone else in Galveston for the period of one year. This
contract did not violate this law. Albertype Co. v. Gust Feist Co., 102 Tex. 219, 114
S. W. 792.

A contract between the owner of goods and another, whereby such other per
son was to deal with the goods for one year and then turn them back to the owner,
held not void as against public policy. Holder v. Shelby (Civ. App.) 118 S. W. 590.

A lease of saloon property binding the lessor not to lease other property in the
same street to others for the same business is not invalid under this article.
Wheatley v. Kollaer (Civ. App.) 133 S. W. 9tl3.

Under this article, restrictions in trade are prohibited without regard to their
immediate effect on trade. State v. Racine Sattley Co. (Civ. App.) 134 S. VV. 400.

Where an agreement in violation of the anti-trust law of 1903 (Acts 1903, c. 94)
has been made, and one party pursues the course of conduct agreed on, the law
presumes that the acts done by him were the result of the agreement, so that the
parties thereto are liable. Id.

Under this article a contract between plaintiff and defendant grain dealers,
whereby plaintiff agreed not to buy grain from the growers thereof or from curb
stone brokers or other persons not regularly engaged in the grain business was

void as contravening the statute. Star Mill & E. Co. v. Ft. Worth Grain & E. Co.
(Civ. App.) 146 s. W. 604.

Evidence in an action by one grain dealer against another for breach of a con
tract to sell and deliver oats to plaintiff held to show that the contract bound
plaintiff not to buy grain from the growers or other persons not regularly engaged
ill the grain business. Id.

Where neither party to the contract was engaged in buying or selling automo
biles or any other article of merchandise, a contract whereby plaintiff gave de
fendant the exclusive right to sell certain machines and supplies in a designa.ted
locality for a given length of time is not in violation of this article. Nickels v.
Prewitt Auto Co. (Civ. App.) 149 S. W. 1094.

Acts of defendant, a dealer in eggs, in writing to the express company which
employed plaintiff, and whose rules forbade him to engage in such business on
his own account, resulting in stopping plaintiff's personal activity in such busi
ness, and reducing his profits and in his' final discharge, without malice or inter
ference with his customers, held proper competition, and not actionable as an in
terference with plaintiff's business. Swift & Co. v. Allen (Civ. App.) 151 s. W. 645.

A contract giving plaintiff the exclusive right to bottle "Jersey-Creme," a

drink, in a certain part of the country, by which the plaintiff agreed to use de
fendant's copyrighted labels and bottles and to buy the syrup for making such
drink from the defendant, was a "conspiracy in restraint of trade" within the ar

ticle; the bottles and labels being only incidentals, and "Jersey-Creme" being a

"commodity" or "article of merchandise," and since it indirectly conferred upon
appellee the exclusive right to purchase and resell the syrup. Jersey-Creune Co. v.
McDaniel Bros. Bottling Co. (Civ. App.) 152 S. W. 1187.

A contra.ct whereby a retail ice dealer agreed to purchase all of. his ice from a

certain manuracturer and wholesaler so long as the latter could supply his de
mands, and the wholesaler agreed to sell a certain quantity and as much more as

possible to the retailer at a fixed price, unless the market price should go below
that, when the market price should prevail, is contrary to subdivision 1 of this
article, it not being necessary that the agreement, be to refuse both to buy and
sell. Wood v. Texas Ice & Cold Storage Co. (Civ. App.) 171 s. W. 497.

The fact that the retailer was to receive the benefit of the market price, what
ever it might be, does not render the contract lawful, since the intent of the par
'ties and the actual effect of the contract cannot save it if it is illegal under the
terms of the act. Wood v. Texas Ice & Cold Storage Co. (Civ. App.) 171 s. W. 497.

The fact that one of the parties was a wholesaler and the other a retailer
takes the contract out of the statute. Wood v. Texas Ice & Cold Storage Co. (Civ.
App.) 171 S. W. 497.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 707, 710-710b.

Art. 1457. Trusts, monopolies and conspiracies in restraint of
trade prohibited.-Any and all trusts, monopolies and conspiracies
in restraint of trade, as herein defined, are hereby prohibited and
declared to be illegal. [Id.; Act 1903, p. 121.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 710-710b.

Art. 1458. Corporations forfeit charter for violation of this law.
-Any corporation holding a charter under the laws of the state
of Texas, which shall violate any of the provisions of this chapter,
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shall thereby forfeit its charter and franchise, and its corporate
existence shall cease and determine. [Id.]

Explanatory.-At the time the above provision was carried into the revised
Penal Code of 1911, it had been amended by Act 1909, p. 281. In view of the deci
sion in Stevens v. State, 70 App'.' 565, 159 S. W. 505, the amendatory act is in
cluded in this compilation, and is set out below:

Attorney general to institute quo warranto proceedings.-For a

violation of any of the provisions of this chapter, or any anti-trust
laws of this state, by any corporation, it shall be the duty of the
attorney general, upon his motion and without leave or order of any
judge or court, to institute suit or quo warranto proceedings in
Travis county, or at the county seat of any county in the state
which the attorney general may select, for the forfeiture of its
charter rights and franchises, and the dissolution of its corporate
existence; and for such purposes, venue is hereby given to each
district court in the state of Texas. [Id.; Act 1903, p. 121.
Amended Acts 1909, p. 281.]

Validity.�That anti-trust statutes have no application to interstate commerce

held not to affect the power of the court to apply them to domestic commerce, so

as to rorrett permit of foreign, corporation for violation thereof. Waters-Pierce
Oil Co. v. State, 19 Civ. App. 1, 44 S. W. 936, affirmed by U. S. Supreme Court, Id.,
177 U. S. 28, 20 Soup. Ct. 518, 44 L. Ed. 657.

The (anti-trust) law tested by the decision of the United States (in the Con
nolly Case) is valid to the extent that it authortaes, the state to revoke the li
cense of a foreign corporation or to forfeit the charter of a domestic corporation
for acts done which are forbidden by the anti-trust law. State v. Shippers' Com
press. & Warehouse Co., 95 Tex. 603, 69 S. W. 61.

Forfeitu're of charters for violation of law.-The purchase of six cotton com

presses by a cotton compress company on one day held not to show that the ob
ject of incorporation was to do a lawful act to effect an unlawful purpose,-the
restraint of trade. State v. Shippers' Compress & Warehouse Co., 95 Tex. 603, 69
S. W. 58.
-- Evidence.-Evidence in action for violation of anti-trust law' held sur

'ftclent to connect corporation therewith. Waters-Pierce Oil Co. v. State, 19 Civ.
App. 1, 44 S. W. 936.

The charter of a compress company, incorporated for constructing, purchasing,
and maintaining cotton compresses in various counties of the state, held not sub
ject to forfeiture, under the evidence, on the ground that its incorporation was

procured for creating a monopoly in compressing cotton. State v. Shippers' Com
press & Warehouse Co. (Civ. App.) 67 s. W. 1049.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 710-710b.

Art. 1459. Duty of attorney genera1.-For a violation of any of
the provisions of this chapter by any corporation mentioned here
in, it shall be the duty of the attorney general, upon his own mo

tion, and without leave or order of any judge or court, to institute
suit or quo warranto proceedings in Travis county, at Austin, or

at the county seat of any county in the state, where such corpora
tion exists, does business, or may have a domicile, for the forfeiture
of its charter rights and franchise, and the' dissolution of its cor

porate existence. [Id.; Act 1903, p. 121.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 710-710b.

Art. 1460. When corporation of this state has ·forfeited its char
ter, no other corporation to which property of defaulting corpora
tion has been transferred shall be incorporated or be permitted to
do business in this state.-When a corporation, organized under
the laws of this state, shall have been convicted of a violation of
any of the provisions of this chapter, and its charter and franchise
has been forfeited, as provided in article 1458, no other corporation
to which the defaulting corporation may have transferred its prop
erties and business, or which has assumed the payment of its obli
gations, shall be permitted to incorporate or do business in Texas.
[Id.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 710-710b.

Art. 1461. Foreign corporation violating this law forbidden to
do business.-Every foreign corporation violating any of the provi
sions of this .chapter is hereby denied the .right, and is prohibited
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from doing any business within this state; and it shall be the duty
of the attorney general to enforce this provision by injunction or

other proceedings in the district court of Travis county, in the

name of the state of Texas. [Id.]
In general.-The courts of Texas have the power of interpretation of the stat

utes of Texas. W11at they say the statutes of that state mean, we must accept

them to mean, whether it is declared by limiting the objects of their general lan

guage or by separating their provisions into valid and invalid parts. Waters-Pierce

Oil Co. v Texas, 177 U. S. 28, 20 Sup. Ct. 518, 44 D. Ed. 657.

A corporation is the creature of the. law and none of its powers are orfginal.

They are precisely what the incorporating act has made them and can only be

exerted in the manner in which that act authorizes. In other words, the state

prescribed the purposes of a corporation and the means of executing those pur

poses. Purposes and means are within the state's control. This is true as to

domestic corporations. It has even a broader' application to foreign corpora

tions. Id.
The charter of a corporation confers its powers and the means of executing

them, and such powers and means can only be exercised in other states by the

permission of the latter. Id,
Having no absolute right of recognition in other states, but depending for

such recognition and enforcement of its contract upon their assent, it follows, as

a matter of course, that such assent may be gran ted upon such terms and condi

tions as those states. may think proper to impose. They may exclude the foreign

corporation entirely; they 'may restrict its business to particular localities or they

may exact such security for the performance of its contracts with their citizens as

in their judgment will best promote the public interest. The whole matter rests

in their discretion. Id.
A corporation does not have the rights of its personal members and cannot in

voke that provision of section 2, article 4, of the Constitution of the United States

which gives to the citizens of each sta.te the privileges and immun'ities of citi

zens of the several states. The statute of 1889 therefore was a condition upon the

plaintiff in error (the Waters-Pierce Oil Company), within the power of the

state to impose, and whatever its limitations were upon the power of contracting,

whatever its discriminations were, they became conditions of the permit and

were accepted with it. The statute was not repealed by the statute of 1895. The

only substantial addition made by the latter was to exclude from its provisions

organizations of laborers for the purpose of maintaining a standard of wages. Id.

The act of 1895 is either constitutional or unconstitutional. If it is constitu

tional the plaintiff in error (the Waters-Pierce Oil Company) has no right to com

plain of it. If unconstitutional it does not affect the act of 1889, and that im

poses valid conditions upon the plaintiff in error, and their violation subjected its

permit to do business in the state to forfeiture. Id.

Foreign corporation held no less responsible for infraction of anti-trust law by

its agent because in so doing the agent's acts involved a criminal responsibility.

Waters-Pierce Oil Co. v. State, '19 Civ. App, 1, 44 S. W. 936, affirmed by U. S. Su

preme Court, ra., 177 U. S. 28, 20 Sup. Ct. 518, 44 L. Ed. 657.

So much of the anti-trust statutes of 1889 and 1899 as authorize the cancella

tion and forfeiture of a charter or of permit to do business within the state is

-constttuttonal and valid. National Cotton Oil Co. v. State (Civ. App.) 72 S. W. 615,

affirmed by U. S. Supreme Court, Id., 197 U. S. 115, 25 Sup. Ct. 379, 49 ·L. Ed. 689.

Art. 1462. Quo warranto proceedings.-The provisions of the

Revised Statutes of this state, prescribing the remedy and regulat
ing the proceedings by quo warranto, etc., shall, except in so far

.as they conflict herewith, gov�rn and control the proceedings when

instituted to forfeit any charter under this chapter. [Id.]
See Willson's Cr. Forms, 710-710b.

Art. 1463. Foreign corporations convicted of violating this law,
no other corporation to which the defaulting corporation has trans

ferred its business or property shall be permitted to incorporate or

do business in this state.-When any foreign corporation has been

convicted of a violation of any of the provisions of this chapter, and

its right to do business in this state has been forfeited, as provided
in article 1461, no other corporation to which the defaulting cor

poration may have transferred its properties and business, or which

has assumed the payment of its obligations, shall be permitted to

incorporate or do business in Texas. [Id.]
See Willson's Cr. Forms, 71.0-710b.

Art. 1464. Penalty may be recovered for violating this law.

Each and every firm, person, corporation or association of persons,

who shall in any manner violate any of the provisions of this

chapter, shall, for each and every day that such violation shall be

committed or continued, forfeit and pay the sUrI1; of fifty dollars.
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which may be recovered in the name of the state of Texas in any
county where the offense is committed or where either of the of
fenders reside, or in Travis county; and it shall be the duty 'Of the
attorney general, or the district or county attorney under the di
rection of the attorney general, to prosecute for the recovery of
the same; and the fees of the prosecuting attorney for representing
the state in proceedings under this chapter shall be over and above
the fees allowed him under the general fee bill. [Id.]

Explanatory.-At the time the above provision was inserted in the revised Penal
Code it had been amended by Act 1909, p. 281. In view of the decision in Stevens
v. State, 70 App. 565, 159 S. W. 505, the amendatory act is Included in this com

pilation, and is set out below:

Penalties; venue; fees of attorney genera1.-Each and every
firm, person, corporation or association of persons, who shal1 in

any manner violate the provisions of this chapter, shall, for each
and every day that such violation shall be committed or continued,
forfeit and pay a sum of not less than fifty nor more than fifteen
hundred dollars, which may be recovered in the name of the state
of Texas in the district court of any county in the state of Texas.
and venue is hereby given to such district courts; provided, that
when any such suit shall have been filed in any county and jurisdic
tion thereof acquired, it shall not be transferred to any other coun

ty, except upon change of venue allowed by the court; and it shall
be the duty of the attorney general, or the district or county attor

ney under the direction of the attorney general, to prosecute for
the recovery of the same; and the fees of the district or county
attorney for representing the state in all anti-trust proceedings, or

for the collection of penalties for the violation of the anti-trust laws
of this state, shall be ten per cent of the amount collected up to
and including the sum of fifty thousand dollars, and five per cent on

all sums in excess of the first fifty thousand dollars, to be retained
by him when collected; and all such fees which he may collect shall
be over and above the fees allowed under the general fee bill; pro
vided, that the provisions of this chapter as to the fees allowed
the prosecuting attorney shall not apply to any case in which judg
ment has heretofore been rendered in any court, nor to any moneys
to be hereafter collected upon any such judgment heretofore ren

dered in any court, whether such judgment or judgments are pend
ing upon appeal or otherwise; and provided, further, that the dis
trict or county attorney who joins in, the institution or prosecution
of any suit for the recovery of penalties for a violation of any of
the anti-trust laws of this state, who shall, previous to the collec
tion of such penalties, cease to hold office, he shall be entitled to an

equal division with his successor of the fee collected in said cause;
and in case of the employment of special counsel by any such' dis
trict or county attorney, the contract so made shall be binding upon
such prosecuting officer making such contract and thereafter retir..

ing from office; provided, further, that in case any suit is compro
mised before any final judgment in the trial court is had, then the
fees herein provided for shall be reduced one-half. [Id., Act 1903.
p. 121, § 11. Amended Act 1909, p. 281.]

See Willson's Cr. Forms, 710-710b.
Repeal of laWl.-The anti-trust law of 1903' (Gen. Laws, p. 119, c. 94) does not

repeal the provision of the anti-trust act of 1899 (Acts 1899, p. 246, c. 146), giv
ing the county attorney a fee of 25 per cent. of penalties recovered for violations,
of the latter law before this law took effect. State v. Brady (Civ. App.) 114 S. W.
896, reversed 10Z T. 408, 118 S. W. 128.

Ground of action.-Where an action is brought to recover a penalty allowed by
the anti-trust statutes of Texas, held, that no right of the state to the penalties
could be based on the ground that the contract created a monopoly at common

law or was in violation of the anti-trust statutes of the United States. Ft. Worth
& D. C. Ry. Co. v. State (Civ. App.) 88 S. W. 370.

In an action by the state for the penalty prescribed by this article, the facti
.that the petition annexes, as � exhibit, the contract relied on, which contains:
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blanks which could not be filled by parol evidence in a suit between the parties
thereto will not render the petition bad; the making of the contract, and not the
contract itself, being the foundation of the suit, so that, the contract being merely
evidence, it is immaterial that it only supports the petition in part. state v. Ra
cine Sattley Co. (Civ. App.) 134 S. W. 400.

Inquiry as to offense.-While the language of this statute is imperative, it nec

essarily implies that before the officer acts he must look into the facts and find
not only that there is ground to believe that an offense has been committed but
that enough evidence to a successful prosecution can be procured. Lewright v.

Bell, 94 'I'ex, 55,6', 63 S. W. 623.

Verdict.-The verdict ($1,623,900) is not so large, being under the maximum

permitted by law, as to render it manifest that the jury were actuated by preju
dice or other improper motives. Waters-Pierce Oil Co. v. State, 48 Civ. App. 162,

'106 S. W. 926.

Art. 1465. Contract in violation of provisions of this law void.
Any contract or agreement in violation of the provisions of this

chapter shall be absolutely void and not enforcible either in law
or equity. [Id.; Act 1903, p. 122.]

See notes under article 1454, ante.

Validity of contracts.-Contract of insurance held valid, though insured is a

member of a trust. Springfield Fire & Marine Ins. Co. v. Cannon (Civ, App.) 4.6
S. W. 375.

Indebtedness for hydrant rentals, under contract with the assignee of the ven

dee of the city's waterworks, held not void because the franchise granted to the
vendee created a monopoly. City of Tyler v. L. L. Jester & Co. (Civ. App.) 74 S.
W.359.

Right of action for breach of contract.-Contract by which defendant was to
sell no other goods than those of plaintiff .held in restraint of trade, so that plain
tiff could not recover for goods furnished. S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co. v. Hertz

berg (Civ. App.) 51 s. W. 355.
Defendant cannot recover on claim in reconvention for damages for breach of

a con tract which is violative of statute against monopolies. Pasteur Vaccine Co.
'v. Burkey, 22 Civ. App. 232, 54 S. W. 804.

A contract by the president and the teller of a bank to recover control of suf
ficient stock to secure the election of a satisfactory board of dtrectors and their
own re-election as officers, and to share the expense, is illegal, and expenses incur
red thereunder by one cannot be recovered of the other. Withers v. Edmonds, 26
Civ. App, 189, 62 S. W. 795.

In view of this article the buyer could not maintain an action for damages for
breach of a contract to sell grain which included provisions in restraint of trade

contrary to the act. Star Mill & E. Co. v. Ft. W'orth Grain & E. Co. (Clv. App.)
146 S. W. 604.

Judgment.-In an action on a note by a licensee, given in payment of property
purchased under the Iicense, where the licensee seeks a rescission on the ground of

fraud and tenders property received under the license contract, he cannot complain
of a judgment which requires him to return the property so tendered, even though
contract is in violation of statut.e against trusts. Clark v. Cyclone Woven-Wire
Fence Co., 22 Civ. App, 41, 54 S. W . .392.

Art. 1466. Punishment for violating this law.-And, in addi
tion to all other penalties and forfeitures herein provided for, every
person violating the provisions of this chapter shall be further

punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than two nor

more than ten years. [Id.; Act 1903, ch. 94, § 13; Act 1907, p.
194.]

See Willson's Gr. Forms, 710b.

Art. 1467. In prosecutions for violating this law, what evidence
used.-In prosecutions for the violations of any of the provisions of
this chapter, evidence that any person has acted as the agent of a

corporation in the transaction of its business in this state shall be
received as prima facie proof that his act in the name, behalf or

interest of the, corporation of which he was acting as the agent,
was the act of the corporation. [Id.; Act 1903, p. 122.]

See Willson's Cr. Forms, 710b.

Art. 1468. Persons may be summoned and required to testify
when, shall not be subject to indictment or prosecution.-Upon the
application of the attorney general or of any of his assistants, or of
any district or county attorney, acting under the direction of the
attorney general, made to any county judge, or any justice of the
peace, in this state, stating that he has reason to believe that a wit
.ness, who is to be found in the county in which such county judge
-or justice of the peace is an officer, knows of a violation of any of
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the provisions of this chapter, it shall be the duty of the county
judge, or of the justice of the peace, as the case may be, before
whom such application is made, to have summoned and to have
examined such witness in relation to violations of any of the provi
sions of this chapter, said witness to be summoned as provided for
in criminal cases. The said witness shall be duly sworn; and the
county judge, or justice of the peace, as the case may be, shall cause

the statements of the witness to be reduced to writing and signed
and sworn to before him; such sworn statement shall be delivered
to the attorney general, his assistants, or the district or county at

torney, upon whose application the witness was summoned. Should
the witness summoned as aforesaid fail to appear, or to make state
ments of the facts within his knowledge, under oath, or to sign the
same after it has been reduced to writing, he shall be guilty of con

tempt of court, and may be fined not exceeding one hundred dollars,
and may be attached and imprisoned in the county jail until he
shall make a full statement of all the facts within his knowledge
with reference to the matter inquired about. Any person who shall
testify before any county judge, or justice of the peace, as provided
for in this chapter, or who shall testify as a witness for the state in
the course' of any statutory proceeding to secure testimony for the
enforcement of this law, or in the course of any judicial proceeding
to enforce the provisions of this chapter, shall not be subject to
indictment or prosecution for any transaction, matter or thing con

cerning which he shall so give evidence, documentary or otherwise.
[Act 1907, p. 221.]

See Willson's Cr. Forms, 710b.
Witnesses.-The provision in this section relating. to the securing of testimony

does not apply to an examination before a grand jury, 01" district court. It is
confined to examinations before a justice of the peace. Ex parte Andrews, 51 App.
79, 100 S. W. 378. (This decision was rendered before the amendment was 'rnade.)

Art. 1469. Actions brought under this law have precedence.
All actions authorized and brought under this chapter shall have
procedence, on motion of the prosecuting attorney or the attorney
general, of all other business, civil and criminal, except criminal
cases where the defendants are in jail. [Act 1903, p. 122.]

Art. 1470. Entering into agreement to form trust, monopoly,
etc., penalty.-If any person shall enter into an agreement or un

derstanding of any character to form a trust, or to form a monopoly,
or to form a conspiracy in restraint of trade, as these offenses are

defined in this chapter, or shall form a trust, monopoly or conspira
cy in restraint of trade, or shall be a party to the formation of a

trust or monopoly or conspiracy in restraint of trade, or shall be
come a party to a trust or monopoly or conspiracy in restraint of
trade, or shall do any act in furtherance of or aid to such trust or

monopoly or conspiracy in restraint of trade, he shall be punished
by imprisonment in the penitentiary for a period of not less than
two years nor more than ten years. [Act 1907, ch. 173, p. 322; Act
1907, p. 457.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 708, 709, 710b.

Art. 1471. Person, member, agent, employe, etc., .operating in
violation of this law, penalty.-If any person shall, as a member,
agent, employe, officer, director or stockholder of any business, firm,
corporation or association of persons, form, in violation of the provi
sions of this chapter, or shall operate, in violation of the provisions
of this chapter, any such business, firm, corporation or association
formed in violation of this chapter, or shall make any sale, or pur
chase, or any other contract, or do business for such business, firm,
corporation or association, or shall do any other act which has the
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effect of violating or aiding in the violation of any of the provisions
of this chapter, or shall, with the intent or purpose of driving out

competition or for the purpose of financially injuring competitors,
sell within this state at less than cost of manufacture or production,
or sell in such a way or give away within this state, products for the
purpose of driving out competition or financially injuring competi
tors engaged in a similar business, or give secret rebates on such

purchase for the purpose aforesaid, he shall be punished by confine
ment in the penitentiary for a period of not less than two years nor

more than ten years. [Id.]
Former law.-Article 981 of the old law, substituted by this chapter, which de

clares the parties who are amenable to, and the penalties for, a violation of the
provisions of the law of trusts and conspiracies aga.inst trade, created two dis
tinct characters of offenses: 1, as to all persons who may become engaged in
the conspiracy or take part therein, or aid or advise in its commission; 2, as to
all who shall, as principals, managers, directors, agents, servants or employes, or

in any other' capacity, knowingly carry out any of the stipulation, purposes, prices,
rates or orders thereunder, or in pursuance thereof; that is, two or more persons
may enter into the conspiracy originally, or others after the conspiracy is formed
may enter into it, or after the conspiracy is formed any person not an original
conspirator may knowingly serve as principal, manager, director, agent, servant'
or employe of the trust or combination in carrying out its purposes-eand in each
of such condition the party is amenable to, and liable under the law. Hathaway
V. State, 36 App, 2113'1, 36 S. W. 465. Compare this and the old article.

-- Indictment and proof thereunder.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 710b.
Under the former statute Penal Code 1895, art. 976, relating to consptracles

against trade, proof that defendant was an agent without proof that he knew of
the conspiracy is insufficient. Hathaway v. State, 36 App. 261, 36 S. W. 465.

When the indictment does not charge defendant as a principal or that he
acted for the trust proof of such facts will not support a conviction. Hathaway
V. State, 36 App. 261, 36 S. W. 465.

Art. 1472. Persons outside state liable to punishment, when.-If
any person shall, outside of this state, do anything which, if done
within this state, would constitute the formation of a trust or

monopoly or conspiracy in the restraint of trade, as defined in this
chapter, and shall cause or permit the trust or monopoly so formed
by him to do business within this state, or shall cause or permit
such trust, monopoly, or conspiracy in restraint of trade to have any
operation or effect within this state, or, if such trust, monopoly or

conspiracy in restraint Qof trade, having been formed outside of said
state, any person shall give effect to such trust, monopoly or con

spiracy in this state, or he shall do anything to help or aid it doing
business in this state, or otherwise violate the anti-trust laws of this
state, or if any person shall buy or sell or otherwise make contracts
for or aid any business, firm, corporation or association of persons,
formed or operated in violation of the provisions of this chapter, or

so formed or operated as would be in violation of the laws of this
state, if it had been formed within this state, shall be punished by
confinement in the penitentiary for a period of not less than two

years nor more than ten years. [Id.]
See Willson's Cr. Forms, 710b.

Art. 1473. Persons, etc., who. have formed trusts, etc., penalty
for.-If any person or employe or employes, or agent or agents,
stockholder or stockholders, officer or officers of any person, firm,
association of persons, or corporation, now doing business in this
state, who have formed a trust, as defined in this chapter, or formed
a monopoly, as defined in this chapter, or has formed a conspiracy
in restraint of trade, as defined in this chapter, or shall do or per
form any act of any character to carry out such trust, monopoly or

conspiracy in restraint of trade, such person, employe or employes,
agent or agents, stockholder or stockholders, officer or officers, shall
be punished by confinement in the penitentiary for not less than
two years nor more than ten years. [Id.; Act 1907, p. 458.]

See Willson's Cr. Forms, 710b.
See note under 1471. ante.
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Art. 1474. Venue for criminal prosecutions under this law.
Criminal prosecutions under this chapter may be conducted in
Travis county, Texas, or in any county in this state wherein a trust,
monopoly, or conspiracy in restraint of trade is being carried on ; a

recovery or prosecution against any person for any violation of this
act shall not bar a prosecution of or recovery against any other per
son or persons for the same offense. [Id.]

Art. 1475. District or county attorney may commence prosecu
tion, shall, notify attorney genera1.-Prosecutions under this chapter
may be instituted and prosecuted by any county or district attorney
of this state; and, when any such prosecutions have been instituted
by any county or district attorney, such officer shall forthwith notify
the attorney general of such fact; and it is hereby made the duty of
the attorney general, when he shall receive such notice, to join such
officer in such prosecution and do all in his power to secure the en

forcement of this chapter. [Id.]
Art. 1476. Fee of district and county attorney.-For every con

viction obtained under the provisions of this chapter, the state shall
pay to the county or district attorney in such prosecution the sum of
two hundred and fifty dollars; and, if both the county and district
attorney shall serve together in such prosecution, such fee shall be
divided between them as follows: One hundred dollars to the coun

ty attorney and one hundred and fifty dollars to the district attor

ney. [Id.]
Art. 1477. Agricultural products and live stock in hands of pro

ducer exempt.s=The provisions of this law shall not apply to agri
cultural products or live stock while in the hands of the producer or

raiser; and it shall be lawful for any and all persons engaged in any
kind of work or labor, manual or mental, or both, to associate them
selves together and form trades unions and other organizations for
the purpose of protecting themselves in their personal work, per
sonal labor, and personal service, in their respective pursuits and
employments. [Act 1899, p. 262.]

Art. 1478. Trade unions, etc., exempt when.-And it shall not be
held unlawful for any member or members of such trades union or

other organization or association, or any other person, to induce or

attempt to induce, by peaceable and lawful means, any person to

accept any particular employment, or quit or relinquish any particu
lar employment in which such person may then be engaged, or to
enter any pursuit, or refuse to enter any pursuit, or quit or relin
quish any pursuit, in which such person may then be engaged; pro
vided, that such member or members shall not have the right to in
vade or trespass upon the premises of another without the consent
of the owner thereof. [Id., p. 262.]

Art. 1479. Preceding article not to apply to combination, etc.
The foregoing article shall not be held to apply to any combina
tion or combinations, association or associations of capital, or capi
tal and persons, natural or artificial, formed for the purpose of lim
iting the production or consumption of labor's products, or for any
other purpose in restraint of trade; provided, that nothing herein
contained shall be held to interfere with the terms and conditions of
private contract with regard to the time of service, or other stipula
tions between employers and employes; provided, further, that
nothing herein contained shall be construed to repeal, affect or

diminish the force and effect of any statute now existing on the sub
j ect of trusts, conspiracies against trade, pools and monopolies.
[Id., p. 262.]
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THEATERS, ETC.-PROHIBITING DISCRIMINATION BE
TWEEN PERSONS DESIRING TO LEASE SAME

Art. .

1480. "Public houses of amusement"
defined and subject to regula
tions.

1481. Owner, lessee, manager of, dis
criminating against reputable

. theaters, operas, etc., penalty
for.

Art.
1482. Shall keep a list of all bookings

of shows for inspection of
whom.

1483. Leases of houses of public amuse

ment shall contain what, pen
alty for violation .

Article 1480. "Public house of amusement" defined and subject
to regulations.-All buildings constructed, fitted and equipped for
the purpose of theaters, commonly called theaters, opera houses,
play-houses, or by whatever name designated, which are and shall
hereafter be used for public performances, the production and ex

hibition of plays, dramas, operas and other shows of whatever na

ture, to which admission fees are charged, be, and the same are

hereby declared to be "public houses of amusement," and the same

shall be subject to regulation by the public will as expressed by
ordinance, statute, or other law; provided, that owners and lessees
shall have the right to assign seats to patrons thereof, and to refuse
admission to objectionable characters. [Act 1907, p. 21.]

.

Art. 1481. Owner. lessee, manager of, discriminating against
reputable theaters, operas, etc., penalty for.-Hereafter it shall be
unlawful for any owner, or lessee, or any manager, agent. employe
or representative of the owner or lessee, who may be in charge and
having the care and management of such house or houses of pub
lic amusement, to discriminate against reputable theaters, operas,
shows or other productions by whatever name known. And any
owner or lessee, or any manager, agent, employe, or representative
of the owner or lessee. in charge of such house or houses. who shall
fail and refuse to rent, lease and let such house or houses of public
amusement, for one or more performances, and upon such terms
and conditions as shall not be deemed unreasonable. extortionate
or prohibitive, to the agent, manager. proprietor or representative,
who may in good faith make application therefor, of any reputable
theater, opera or show, by whatever name known, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, upon conviction thereof in
any court of competent jurisdiction of this state, be fined in any
sum not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred
dollars, one-half of which fine shall be paid to the complainant, the
balance to go to the jury fund of the county in which such prosecu
tion is had; and. in addition. such person or persons so convicted
may be committed to the county jail for a period of not more than
ten days. Each violation of any of the provisions of this chapter
shall be a separate offense. Provided, however. that if, at the time
of the application to lease or rent such house or houses of public
amusement for said purposes. it shall be shown by the owner, les
see or other person in charge thereof that said house or houses of
public amusement has or have been already leased. let or rented to
other persons or parties, and that other bookings have in good faith
been made for the date or dates so applied for, and that such leas
ing, renting, and bookings were made in good faith, and not with
the intention of evading the provisions of this chapter, then, and
in that instance, the penalties provided by this article shall not be
imposed. [Id:, p. 22.J

Art. 1482. Shall keep a list of all bookings of shows for inspec
tion of whom.-Owners, lessees, managers or other persons in
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charge of such house or houses of public amusement shall make and
keep, in convenient form, a list of all bookings of shows for such
house or houses, with the dates as to time specifically set out there
in; and said list of bookings shall be exhibited, upon request, to
all persons applying therefor, who, in good faith, desire to lease
or rent such house or houses for the purposes indicated in article
1480; and the failure or refusal of such owner, lessee, or other per
son or persons in charge of such house or houses, to keep and ex

hibit such list of bookings as aforesaid, shall, upon conviction there
of, be fined in any sum not less than ten nor more than twenty dol
lars; and each failure or refusal to so exhibit such list of bookings
shall be a separate and distinct offense. [Id., p. 22.]

Art. 1483. Leases of houses of public amusement shall contain
what, penalty for violation.-All leases and renewals of leases,
hereafter taken and made, for a term, upon such houses of public
amusement, as defined in article 1480, shall contain a provision there
in to the effect that the lessees and his assigns shall, in good faith,
comply with the provisions of this law; and the failure or refusal
of any such lessee or his assigns to comply with the provisions of
this law shall at once terminate such lease, and, upon conviction
of the violation of any provision of this law, such lessee or his as

signs, in addition to the penalties provided in articles 1481 and
1482, shall forfeit his lease and all rights and privileges under the
same. [Id., p. 22.]

,

CHAPTER EIGHT

CORPORATIONS-PERMITTING THE ATTORNEY GEN
ERAL AND HIS REPRESENTATIVES TO EXAMINE

BOOKS
.

Art.
1484. Corporations doing business in

this state, books, accounts, etc.,
subject to examination by at
torney general, etc.

1485. When and for what purpose 'such
examination may be made, in
formation used, when.

1486. President or officer of corporation

Art.
failing or refusing to permit
examination, penalty.

1487. When charter or permit of corpo
ration forfeited, members or of
ficers of such corporation pro
hibited from using old corpo
rate name.

Article 1484. Corporation doing business in this state, books,
accounts, etc., subject to examination by attorney general, etc.

Every corporation doing business in this state, by virtue of a per
mit or charter, granted under the laws of this state, shall permit
the attorney general, or any of his assistants or representatives
when authorized in writing by the attorney general, to make ex

amination of all the books, accounts, records, minutes, letters,
memoranda, documents, checks, vouchers, telegrams, constitution
and by-laws and other records of said corporation, as often as he
may deem it necessary. The attorney general, or his assistant or

assistants, or representative or representatives shall present a re

quest in writing to the president, vice-president, treasurer, secre

tary, manager, agent or other officer of said corporation, at the
time the attorney general or his assistant or assistants, or represent
ative or representatives, desire to examine said books, accounts,
records, minutes, letters, memoranda, documents, checks, vouchers,
telegrams, constitution and by-laws and other records belonging to
said corporation; and it shall be the duty of the officer or agent of
any corporation to whom said request is presented to immediately
permit the attorney general, or his authorized assistant or assist
ants, or representative or representatives to inspect and examine all
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the books, records and other documents of said corporation as here
inabove set forth. [Act 1907, p. 3-1-.]

Art. 1485. Where and for what purpose such examination may
be made, information used, when.-The attorney general, or any of
his assistants, or representatives when authorized in writing by the
attorney general, shall have the power and authority to make dili

gent investigation into the organization, conduct and management
of any corporation authorized to do business within this state, and
shall have power to inspect and examine all or any books, accounts,
records, minutes; letters, memoranda, documents, checks, vouchers,
telegrams, constitution and by-laws and other records of such cor

poration, and take copies of any or all of such records or documents,
herein set forth, as in his judgment may show or tend to show that
said corporation has been or is engaged in acts or conduct in viola
tion of its charter rights and privileges, or in violation of any law
of this state; provided, that the attorney general, or his assistant
or assistants, or representative or representatives, shall not make
public or use said copies or any information derived in the course

of said examination of said records or documents, as hereinabove
set forth, except in the course of some judicial proceedings of which
the state is a party, or in a suit by the state to cancel the permit or

forfeit the charter of such corporation, or to collect penalties for a

violation of the law of this state, or for the information of any of
the officers of this state charged with the enforcement of its laws.
[Id., p. 35.]

Art. 1486. President or officer of corporation failing or refusing
to permit examination, penalty.-If any president, vice president,
treasurer, secretary, manager, agent or other officer of any corpora
tion, doing business under permit or charter from this state, shall
fail or refuse to permit the attorney general, or any of his assist
ants or representatives who. may be authorized in writing by the
attorney general to make such examination, to examine any or all
of the books, accounts, records, minutes, letters, memoranda, doc
uments, checks, vouchers, telegrams, constitution and by-laws and
other records of said corporation, or shall fail or refuse to permit
said attorney general, or his authorized assistant or assistants, or

representative or representatives, to take copies of same, he shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction therefor, shall be
punished by a fine of not Jess than one hundred 'dollars nor more

than one thousand dollars, and by imprisonment in the county jail
for not less than thirty nor more than one hundred days; and each
day of such failure or refusal to comply with the provisions of this
chapter shall constitute a separate offense. [Id., p. 35.]

Art. 1487. When charter or permit of corporation forfeited,
members or officers of such corporation prohibited from using old
corporate name.-When any charter or permit, heretofore or here
after granted under the laws of the state of Texas to any corpora
tion to do business in said state, shall have been forfeited, it shall
be unlawful for any persons who were members or officers of said
defunct corporation at the time of such forfeiture; to do business
in Texas under the old corporate name of such corporation, or to
use the same or like signs or advertisements which were used by
such corporation before such forfeiture; and any such person, so

violating this law, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
on conviction, shall be fined in any sum not more than one thou
sand dollars, nor less than two hundred and fifty dollars; provided,
this shall not apply where the charter of a corporation has been
revived in the manner provided by law, and is at the time in good
standing. [Act 1905, p. 335.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 731.
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CHAPTER EIGHT A

CORPORATIONS-USE OF ASSETS AND FUNDS
Art.
1487a. Funds not to be used except for

legitimate corporate business;
exceptions.

Art.
1487b. Political contributions prohib

ited.

Article 1487a. Funds not to be used except for legitimate cor

porate business; exceptions.s=No corporation, domestic or foreign,
doing business in this state, shall employ or use its stock, means,
assets or other property, directly or indirectly, for any purpose
whatever other than to accomplish the legitimate business of its
creation, or those purposes otherwise permitted by law; provided
that nothing in this Section shall be held to inhibit corporations
from contributing to any bona fide association, incorporated or un

incorporated, organized for and actively engaged for one year prior
to such contribution in purely religions, charitable or eleemosynary
activities, nor to local commercial clubs or associations or other
local civic enterprises or organizations not in any manner nor to

any extent, directly or indirectly, engaged in furthering the cause

of any political party, or aiding in the election or defeat of any can

didate for office, or aiding in defraying the expenses of any candi
date for office, or defraying or aiding in defraying the expenses of

any political campaign, or political headquarters, or aiding or as

sisting the success or defeat of any question to be voted upon by
the qualified voters of this state or any subdivision thereof. Pro
vided, that the provisions of this Act shall not in any wise affect
any suit now pending in this State on the behalf of the State of
Texas for any violation of unlawful contributions by any corpora
tion. [Rev. St. 1879, art. 589; Rev. St. 1895, art. 665; Rev. St.
1911, art. 1164, amended; Act 1915, p. 156, ch. 102, § 1.]

Explanatory.-This article and the following article were brought into being
as an amendment of art. 1H3<4, Rev. St. 1911. As a criminal feature is added by the
amendment, the new act is placed in this compilation.

Art. 1487b. Political contributions prohibited.-If any officer,
agent or employe of such commercial clubs, associations or other
civic enterprise or organization, shall use or permit the use of any
money contributed to such organizations by said corporations, to
further the cause of any political party; or to aid in the election or

defeat of any candidate for office; or to pay any part of the ex

penses of any candidate for office; or to 'pay any part of the ex

penses of any political campaign, or political headquarters or to aid
in the success or defeat of any political question to be voted on by
the qualified voters of the state or any subdivision thereof; such
officer, agent or employer, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine of not less than
twenty-five nor more than one thousand dollars. [Id.; Act 1915,
p. 157, eh. 102, § 2.]

See note under preceding article.

CHAPTER NINE

STATE REVENUE AGENT
Art.
1488. Appointment of state revenue

agent; his duties.
1489. Books and records of officers to

be submitted to state revenue

agent on demand; penalty for

Article 1488. [989] His duties.-The governor is hereby au

thorized to appoint a suitable person as revenue agent for the
962
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failure to comply with this law.

Salary of revenue agent; travel
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state, for the purpose of securing a better enforcement of the reve

nue laws of the state. The agent provided for herein shall be
known as the state revenue agent. Said revenue agent shall be

subject to the direction of the governor, who may, whenever in his

judgment the public service demands it, direct the said revenue

agent to investigate books and accounts of the assessing and col

lecting officers of this state, and all of-ficers and persons disbursing,
receiving or having in their possession public' funds, and to make
such other investigations and perform such other duties in the in
terest of the public revenue as the governor may direct. When
ever any such investigation is ordered by the governor, the revenue

agent shall report to him in writing the results of such investiga
tions, and to point out the particulars, if any, wherein the revenue

laws have been violated or their enforcement neglected, together
with the names of the parties delinquent therein; whereupon the

governor shall institute civil and criminal J?roceedings through the
attorney general in the name of the state agamst such delinquent par
ties, who are reported by such agent to be delinquent; and it is
further provided, that said revenue agent shall have power at any
time to examine and check up all and any disbursements or expendi
tures of money appropriated for any of the state institutions or for
any other purpose, or for improvements made by the state on state

property, or money received and disbursed by any board authoriz
ed by law to receive and disburse any state money. [Act April

, 13, 1891, § 1, 22d Leg., p. 87.]
.

Explanatory.--"-When the above article was carried into the revised Penal Code
it had been superseded by Act 1899, p. 26, amending art. '5058, Rev. St. 1895, which
article had been made up from the same act from which art. 1488 above was

constructed. The amendatory act is set out below, in view of the decisions' in
Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 156 S. W. 626, and Stevens v. State, 70· App. 565, 159
S. W. 505.

Powers and duties of state revenue agent.-The Governor is au

thorized to appoint a suitable person as Revenue Agent for the
State, for the purpose of securing a better enforcement of the rev

enue laws of the State. The agent provided for herein shall be
known as the State Revenue Agent. Said Revenue Agent; shall be
subject to the directions of the Governor, who may, whenever in
his judgment the public service demands it, direct the said Revenue
Agent to investigate books and accounts of the assessing and col
lecting officers of this State, and all officers and persons disbursing,
receiving or having in their possession public funds, and to make
such other investigations and perform such other duties in the in
terest of the public revenues as the Governor may direct. When
ever any such investigation is ordered by the Governor, the Reve
nue Agent shall report to him in writing the results of such
investigation, and point out the particulars, if any, wherein the rev

enue laws have been violated, their enforcement neglected, to

gether with the names of the parties delinquent therein. Where
upon the Governor shall institute civil and criminal proceedings
through the Attorney-General in the name of the State against
such delinquent parties who are reported by such agent to be de
linquent. Said Revenue Agent shall have power at any time to ex

amine and check up all and any disbursements or expenditures of.
money appropriated for any of the State institutions or for any
other purpose or for any improvements made by the State on State
property or money received and disbursed by any board authorized
by law to receive and disburse any State money. Said Revenue
Agent shall also have power and authority, and it is hereby made
his duty, to fully investigate any and all State institutions when so

directed by the Governor' or required by information coming to
the knowledge of said agent. He shall investigate the manner of
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conducting the same and the policy pursued by those in charge
thereof, and the conduct or efficiency of any person employed there
in by the State. He shall examine into and report upon the charac
ter and manner as well as the amount of expenditures thereof.
He shall also investigate and ascertain all sums of money due the
State from any source whatever; the ascertainment and collection
of which does not devolve upon other officers of this State under
existing law. And he shall report all such facts to the Governor,
who. shall proceed therein as provided by this or any other law of
this State. [Acts 1891, p. 87. Amended Acts 1899, p. 26.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732a, 732b.

Art. 1489. [990] Books and records of officers to be submit
ted; penalty.-When said revenue agent, acting under the direc
tion of the governor, calls 0.11 any person connected with the public
service to inspect his accounts, records or books, said officers or

official so called upon shall submit to said agent all books, records
and accounts so. called for without delay. Any failure or refusal
on the part of any officer or official to comply with the provisions
of this article shall be an offense, for which, on conviction thereof,
he shall be fined not less than one hundred nor more than one

thousand dollars, and may be imprisoned in the county jail not
more than one year. [Act April 13, 1891, p. 87, § 2.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 215, 732a, 732b.

Art. 1490. [991] Penalty for making false report.--tSaid rev

enue agent shall receive as compensation for his services not ex

ceeding two thousand dollars per annum, together with his actual
traveling expenses, which shall be paid on the approval of the same

by the governor; provided, that said revenue agent shall not be
allowed traveling expenses for any service connected with the ex

amination and investigation of the accounts of any institution in
Travis county. If the revenue agent herein provided for shall
wilfully make a false or fraudulent report of the financial condi
tion of the books of any officer or official, department or institu
tion, handling, receiving or disbursing any state funds, appropri
ated or unappropriated, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
on conviction thereof, shall be fined nat less than five hundred nor

more than one thousand dollars, and imprisoned in the county jail
for any period nat to exceed twelve months. [Id., § 3.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 216, 732a, 732b.

CHAPTER TEN

GUARANTY AND FIDELITY COMPANIES
REGULATION OF

Articles 1491-1503. [992-1004] [Superseded.]
Explanatory.-The above articles appeared in the revised Penal Code. of 1895

as arts. 993-1004. The revisers of 1895 carried the same provisions, with' the ex

ception of art. 10UO of the Penal Code, into the Revised Statutes of 1895, as ch. 16
of Title 21 (Arts. 733-744). �his title and chapter of the Civil Statutes was repealed
by Act 1897, ch. 165, § 13, which act reconstructed and re-enacted the repealed
law without any criminal feature therein, the criminal features in the old act be
ing displaced by provtsions imposing penalties recoverable in a civil action. The
result is that the subject matter of this chapter of the Penal Code was dead and
obsolete law when it was carried into the revision of 1911. In view of the deci
sions in Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 156 S. W. 626, and Stevens v. State, 70 App,
565, 159 S. W. 505, the articles of this chapter are omitted from this compilation.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 41, 732c.-
See Brown v. State, 26 App. 540, 10, S. W. 112; Smith v. State, 18 App, 69.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

BOND INVESTMENT COMPANIES
Art.
1504. Doing business in this state, re

quired to do what.
1505. Failure to comply with this law,

charter forfeited.

Art.
1506. Officer, agent, etc., of any such

company transacting business
in violation of this law, penalty.

Article 1504. Doing business in this state, required to. do what.

-Every corporation, cO.mpany or individual, doing business in this
state as a bond investment company, or company to place or sell
bonds, certificates or debentures, on the partial payment or install
ment plan, shall, and the same is hereby required to, deposit with
the state treasurer, in cash or securities approved by 'the state

treasurer, the sum of five thousand dollars; and, in addition there
to, they shall be required to deposit semi-annually with the state
treasurer in cash or securities to be .approved by said officer, ten

per cent of all the net premium received, until the sum deposited
shall amount to the sum of one hundred thousand dollars. [Act
.1897, p. 118.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 42.

Art. 1505. Failure to. comply with this law, charter fo.rfeited.
If any such company, being a domestic corporation, shall fail. for
sixty days after the organization of such company, to make with
the state treasurer the deposit required by this chapter. it shall be
considered to have forfeited its charter; and the attorney general
shall, immediately upon receiving information thereof, bring suit
in the name of the state, in the district court of Travis county,
to have such charter or certificate of incorporation declared forfeit
ed and of no effect; and said court shall declare such charter for
feited, and appoint a receiver for such company, whose duty it shall
be, under the order of the court, to distribute to the shareholders
the assets of the company. The court shall, out of the assets of
the company, make such allowance for compensation for the re

ceiver as shall be equitable and just. [Id., p. 118.]
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 42.

.

I

Art. 1506. Officer, agent, etc., of any such co.mpany transacting
business in violation of this law, penalty.-If any officer, agent, or

representative of any such company or companies, whether they be
foreign or domestic corporations. shall attempt to place or sell

.

shares, or to transact any business whatsoever in the name or on

behalf of such company or companies, while they fail or refuse to

comply with the provisions of this chapter, said officer, agent or

representative shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on

conviction thereof, shall be fined not less than one hundred dollars
nor more than one thousand dollars for each offense, or be impris
oned in the county jail for not less than thirty days nor more than
six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment. [Id., p. 118.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 42.

CHAPTER TWELVE

PRIZE FIGHTING, ROPING CONTESTS, ETC.
Art.
1507. Pugilistic encounters prohibited;

penalty.
1508. "Pugilistic encounter:" defined.
1509. Exhibition of prize fights by

means of moving pictures pro
hibited.

Art.
1510. Matching any cock fight, etc.,

penalty.
1511. Engaging in roping contest, pen

alty.
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Article 1507. [1005] Pugilistic encounters prohibited; penal
ty.-Any person who shall voluntarily engage in a pugilistic en

counter between man and man, or a fight between a man and a

bull, or any other animal, for money or other thing of value, or for.
any championship, or upon the result of which any money or any
thing of value is bet or wagered, or to see which a.ny admission fee
is charged, either directly or indirectly, shall be deemed guilty of a

felony, and, upon conviction, shall be punished by imprisonment in
the penitentiary not less than two nor more than five years. [Act
of Oct. 3, 1895, S. S.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 237, 732d, 732e..

Art. 1508. [1005a] "Pugilistic encounter" defined.-By the
term, "pugilistic encounter," as used in this act, is meant any volun
tary fight or personal encounter by blows by means of the fists or

otherwise, whether with or without gloves, between two or more

men for money, or for a prize of any character, or for any other
thing of value, or for any championship, or upon the result of
which any money or anything of value is bet or wagered. [Id.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732d, 732e.

Art. 1509. [1005b] Exhibition of prize fights by means of
moving pictures prohibited.-It shall be unlawful for any person,
association, c.orporation, or any agent Or employe of any person,
association, corporation or receiver, partnership or. firm, to give or

present to the public an exhibition of prize fights or glove contests,
or of any obscene, indecent or immoral picture of any character
whatsoever, by means of moving picture films, bioscopes, viti
scopes, magic lanterns, or other device or devices in moving pic
ture shows, theaters, or any other place whatsoever.

Any person or persons, association, or any agent or employe of
any person, association, corporation or receiver violating any of the
provisions of this act shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined in any
sum not less than one hundred dollars and not more than one

thousand dollars, or be imprisoned in the county jail for not less
than ten nor more than sixty days, or both, in the discretion of the
court or jury, and each day's violation of any of the provisions of
this article shall constitute and be punishable as a separate of-
fense. [Act S. S. 1910, p. 21.] .

Former acts.-Act 1889 imposes an occupation tax of $500 on prize fights.
Act March 23, 18n, prohibits prize fighting, and makes it a felony punishable by
fine and imprisonment. Held, that the act of 1891 repealed so much of the act of
1889 as permitted an occupation tax to be charged on prize fights, and that a con
viction under the act of 1889 for engaging in a p.ri2e. fight without obtaining a Ii-

.

cense could not be sustained. Sullivan v. State, 32 App. 50, 22 S. W. 44.
Act 1895, prohibiting "prize fighting and pugilism," and "fights between men

and animals," does not violate Const. art. 3, § 35, prohibiting any bill from con

taining more than one subject. McMeans v. Finley, 32 S. W. 524, 88 Tex. 515.
Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732d, 732e.

Art. 1510. Matching any cock fight,
-

etc., penalty.-Any person
who .shall match, or be concerned in matching, any cock fight, or

who shall match, or be concerned in matching or causing, a fight
between any animals or fowls, or who shall keep, or be concerned
in keeping, any cock pit or other place for the purpose of matching
fights between cocks, or any other animals or fowls, shall be deem
ed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be fined in
any sum not less than ten nor more than one hundred dollars.
Each day such cock pit or other place, as aforesaid, shall be kept
shall constitute a separate offense. [Act 1907, p. 156.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732i.

Art. 1511. Engaging in roping contest, penalty.-Any person
who shall engage in a roping contest, with other persons or alone, in
which cattle or other animals are roped as a test or trial of the.skill
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of the person or persons engaged in such roping contest, for money
or prize of any character, or for any championship, for anything of
value, or upon the result of which any money or anything of value
is bet or wagered, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon con

viction, shall be punished by a fine of not less than one hundred
dollars nor more than five hundred dollars; and each animal roped,
or attempted to. be roped, shall constitute a separate offense. [Act
1905, p. 69.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 730.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

SCHOOLS
Art.
1512. Teacher contracting with trustees

shall exhibit certificate; penal
ty for approving, etc.

1513. Persons selling, giving away, etc.,
prior to examination, questions
propounded by superintendent
of public instruction, penalty.

1513a. School trustee preventing use of
text books adopted.

1513b. Trustee or teacher receiving com
mission or rebate on text books.

1513c. Influencing or attempting to in
fluence adoption of text books.

Art.
1513d. Receiving greater price for sup

plementary text books than that
approved by. state superintend
ent.

1513e. Loitering on school grounds.
1513f. Employment of children of school

age.
1513ff. Attendance requirements and pro

visions.
1513fff. Exemptio.ns.
1513g. Duties of parent or guardian.

Article 1512. [1006] Teacher contracting with trustees shall
exhibit certificate; penalty for approving, etc.-Any county or city
superintendent or board of trustees who shall approve any teacher's
certificate or voucher, until the person has presented a valid certifi
cate, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof,.
shall be fined not less than twenty-five nor more than one hundred
dollars. [Act April 28, 1891, § 9.]

Effect of statute as to validity of certificate and contract.-Under this article
and Rev. St. 1911, art. 2780, provldlng that any teacher, before contracting to.
teach, shall exhibit a teacher's certificate valid in a city, town, or district, and
that any teacher who shall teach in any public school without having a valid cer

tificate shall not receive any compensation for such service, section 122, c. 96,
Acts 32d Leg., providing that the county superintendent shall forward the ex

amination papers of applicants for first-grade certificates to the state superin
tendent to. be delivered to the state board of examiners, and that, if such board's
report is favorable, the state superintendent shall forward a certificate to the
applicant, a first-grade certificate granted by the county superintendent was VOid,
and, where a teacher had no. other certificate when he entered into a contract, the
contract was void and unenforceable by him, though he subsequently obtained a

first-grade certiflcate from the state superintendent. Richards v. Richardson (Clv.
App.) 168 8. W. 50.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732f.

Art. 1513. Persons selling, giving away, etc., prior to examina
tion, questions propounded by superintendent of public instruction.
-Any person or persons who shall sell, barter or give away, prior
to any forthcoming examination, to applicants for teachers' certifi
cates, or to any other person, the questions prepared by the state

superintendent of public instruction, to be used by the county
boards of examiners, or summer normal boards of examiners, in the
examination of teachers at said forthcoming examination, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and; on conviction thereof, shall
be fined in any sum not less than twenty-five nor more than two
hundred dollars. [Act 1901, p. 272.]

Explanatory.-At the. time the above article was placed in the revised Penal
Code of 1911, the act from which it was taken had been superseded by! Act 1905,
ch. 124, § 124a. The superseding act is placed in this compilation, and is set out
below, in view of the decision in Stevens v. State, 70 App. 565, 159 S. W. 505:

Selling or giving away or accepting or using prior to. examination,
questions propounded by superintendent of public instruction.-
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That any person OT persons who shall sell, barter or give away, prior
to any forthcoming examination, to applicants for teachers' certifi
cates or to any other person, the questions prepared by the State
Superintendent of Public Instruction to be used by the county sum

mer normal or any other boards of examiners in the examination of
teachers at said forthcoming examination, or any person or persons
who shall accept or otherwise obtain possession of such questions
or the answers thereto, prior to any such examination, or any person
or persons who shall use the same fraudulently at the time of such
examination, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not less than one hun
dred dollars and not more than five hundred dollars, and in addition
thereto shall be imprisoned in the county jail for any number of
days not less than twenty and not more than sixty. [Act 1905, p.
296, ch. 12-1-, § 124a.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732.

Art. 1513a. School trustee preventing use of text books adopted.
-Any school trustee who shall prevent or aid in preventing the
use in any public school in this State of the books or any of them
as adopted under the provisions of this Act, [Vernon's Sayles' Civ.
St. 1914, arts. 2909a-29090] or any teacher in any public school in
this State who shall wilfully fail or refuse to- use the said books,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be fined
in a sum of not less than five dollars nor more than fifty dollars for
each offense, and each day of such wilful failure or refusal by said
teacher or wilful prevention of the use of the books by said trustee
shall constitute a separate offense. [Act 1903, 1st S. S., p. 23; Act
1905, ch. 124; Act .1907, p. 454; Act 1911, 1st S. S., p. 95, ch. 11,
§ 23.]

Art. 1513b. Trustee or teacher receiving commission or rebate
on text books.-No trustee or teacher shall ever receive any com

mission or rebate on any books used in the schools with which he is
concerned as such trustee or teacher, and if any such trustee or

teacher shall receive or accept any such commission or rebate he
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction he shall be
fined not less than fifty dollars and not more than one hundred dol
lars. [Act 1911, 1st S. S., p. 96, ch. 11, § 24.]

Art. 1513c. Influencing or attempting to influence adoption of
text books.-Any person not the author or publisher or the bona
fide permanent and regular employe of such publisher who shall
appear before such Text Book Board in behalf of any book submit
ted to the Text Book Board for adoption, or seek to influence the
members thereof, or any author, publisher, bona fide permanent and
regular employe of such publisher who seeks to influence the said
Text Book Board in the selection or adoption of any text book by
appealing to the members of said board separately, or at any other
time than when the board is in regular session, or in any way violat
ing Section 1 of this Act [art. 2909a, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914]
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not less than five hundred dollars nor more than
one thousand dollars, and shall be confined in the county jail for not
less than thirty days and not more than ninety days. [Id., § 24a.]

Art. 1513d. Receiving greater price for supplementary text
books than that approved by state superintendent.-When the sup
plementary books other than those selected by the Text Book Board
are used, they shall be furnished at prices fixed by the trustees of
the school in which they are used and approved by the State Super
intendent of Public Instruction; and, if any teacher or trustee shall
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knowingly and directly or indirectly receive from any pupil a great
er price therefor than the price fixed, he shall be guilty of a misde
meanor, and on conviction shall be fined not less than fifty dollars
nor more than one hundred dollars. [Id., § 25.]

Art. 1513e. Loitering on school grounds.-It shall be unlawful
for any person or persons to loiter or loaf upon any public school
grounds in this state, during the session of such school, after being
warned by the person in charge of such school to leave such
grounds; and such person or persons so found shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction therefor, shall be fined in any
sum not less than five and not to exceed twenty-five dollars. [Act
1897, ch. 164, § 11; Act 1903, 1st S. S., ch. 12, § 12; Act 1907, p.
452; Act 29th Leg., ch. 124.]

Explanatory.-This article constituted a part of art. 1514 of the revised penal
code. The rest of the article was superseded by ch. 11 of the First Called Session
of the 32nd legislature, and appears in this compilation as arts. 1513a-1513d, ante.
This article is numbered 1513e for the reason that there were two articles bearing
that number in the revised penal code.

Loitering on school grounds.-The term "school grounds," as used in this ar

ticle, is sufficiently broad to apply to acts done inside the building on the grounds,
as well as on the grounds outside the building. King) v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S.
W.675.

That an information charging defendant with causing a minor, in violation of
article 37, to loiter on school grounds, in violation of article 1614, did not allege
the way in which he caused the offense to be committed did not render it defec
tive; it not being necessary that an information allege the evidence. King v.

State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 675.
Where a boy, after being expelled from school and told not to return, enters

the school-room and refuses to go home, though commanded to do so by the
teacher, this constitutes "loitering," within article 1514. King v. State (Cr. App.)
169 S. W. 675.

Where, in a prosecution for inciting a minor, in violation of article 37, to loi
ter on school grounds, in violation of article 1514, after he had been expelled, de
fendant admitted that he knew of such expulsion, the court properly refused to
instruct that, even though the minor had been expelled, defendant would not be
guilty unless he knew of such fact. King v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 675.

Evidence held to sustain a conviction of instigating a minor, in violation of
article 37, to loiter on school grounds, in violation of article 1614. King v. State
(Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 675.

The title of Acts 29th Leg. c. 124, reading in part "An act to provide for a

more efficient system of public free schools," sufficiently covers section 70, which
makes it unlawful for any person to loiter on public school grounds, to comply
with Const. art. 3, § 35, requiring that the subject of a statute be expressed in its
title. King v. State (Cr. App.) 169 S. W. 675.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 561, 723-725.

Art. 1513f. Employment of" children of school age.-N0 child
under fourteen years of age not lawfully excused from attendance
upon school shall be employed by anyone during the school hours
in any occupation during the period which the child is required to

be in school, as provided by this Act. Any person, firm or corpora
tion found guilty of employing any child or any person inducing
any child to remain out of school who is subject to the provisions of
this Act shall be fined not to exceed ten dollars for each offense, and
each day that said child" is employed after due notice given by any
school official that said child can not be legally employed shall con

stitute a separate offense. [Act 1915, p. 94, ch. 49, § 5.]
Art. 1513ff. Attendance requirements and provisions.-Every

child in this State who is eight years and not more than fourteen
years old shall be required to attend the public schools in the district
of its residence, or in some other district to which it may be trans
ferred: as provided by law, for a period of not less than sixty days
for the scholastic year, beginning September 1, 1916, and for a period
of not less than eighty days for the scholastic years beginning Sep
tember 1, 1917, and for the scholastic year 1918-19, and each scholastic
year thereafter a minimum attendance of 100 days shall be required.
The period of compulsory school attendance at each school shall begin
at the opening of the school term unless otherwise authorized by the
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district school trustees and notice given by the trustees prior to the
beginning of such school term; provided, that no child shall be re

quired to attend school for a longer period than the maximum term
of the public school in the district where such child resides. [Id.,
§ 1.]

Art. 1513fff. Exemptions.-The following classes of children are

exempt from the requirements of this Act:
(a) Any child in attendance upon a private or parochial school or

who is being properly instructed by a private tutor.

(b) Any child whose bodily or mental condition is such as to render
attendance inadvisable, and who holds definite certificate of a reputable
physician specifying this condition and covering the period of absence.

(c) Any child who is blind, deaf, dumb or feeble-minded, for the
instruction of whom no adequate provision has been made by the
school district.

(d) Any child living more than two and one-half miles by direct
and traveled road from the nearest public school supported for children
of. the same race and color of such child, and with no free transporta
tion provided.

(e) Any child more than twelve years of age who has satisfactorily
completed the work of the fourth grade of a standard elementary
school of seven grades, and whose services are needed in support of.
a parent or other person standing in parental relation to the child, may,
on presentation of proper evidence to the County Superintendent of
Public Instruction, be exempted from further attendance at school.
[Id., § 2.]

Art. 1513g. Duties of parent or guardian.-If any parent or per
son standing in parental relation to a child within the compulsory
school attendance ages who is not properly excused from attendance
upon school for some one or more of the exemptions provided in
Section 2 of this Act [art. 1513fff] fails to require such child to attend
school regularly for such period as is required in Section 1 [art. 1513ff]
hereof, it shall be the duty of the attendance officer who has juris
diction in the territory where said parent or person standing in

parental relation resides, to warn such parent or person standing in
parental relation, that the provisions of this Act must be immediate
ly complied with, and upon failure of said parent or persons stand
ing in parental relation to immediately comply with the provisions
of this Act after such warning has been given, the official discharg
ing the duties of the attendance officer shall forthwith file complaint
against such parent or person standing in parental relation to said
child, which complaint shall be filed in the County Court, or in the
Justice Court in the precinct where such parent or guardian re-.·
sides, and shall diligently prosecute same to its conclusion. Any"
parent or other person standing in parental relation upon conviction
for failure to comply with the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be fined for the first offense five
dollars, and for the second offense ten ,dollars, and for each subse
quent' offense twenty-five dollars. Each day that said child re

mains out of school after said warning has been given or after said
child has been ordered in school by the juvenile court, may consti
tute a separate offense; provided, however, that if any parent or
person standing in parental relation to any child within the cornpul
.sory school attendance ages shall present proofs that he or she is
unable to compel such child to attend school, said person in parental
relation shall be exempt from the above penalties as regards the
non-attendance of such child, and such child may be proceeded
.against as an habitual truant and be subject to commitment to the
State Juvenile Training School or any other suitable school agreed
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upon �etwe�n the parent or the guardian of said child and the judge
of the juvenile court. All fines collected under the provisions Of. this
Act shall be paid into the available school fund of the common school'
district or of the independent school district in which the person
fined resides, as the case may be. [Id., § 9.]

See art. 1207c, C. C. P.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

RAILROAD COMMISSION
Art.
1514. Right to inspect books and pa

pers, and penalty for refusal.
1514a. Penalty for refusal to exhibit

books or papers.
1515. Commissioners may propound

questions to be answered.
1515a. Penalty for refusal to answer and

fill out blanks.
1516. Penalty for false billing.
1517. "Unjust discrimination" defined;

penalty for.
1518. Not applicable, when.
1519. Persons subpoenaed, and compel

led to testify as to violation of
this law exempt from prosecu
tion; evidence on which con
viction may be had.

1520. District judge to specially charge
grand jury.

1521. Railroad official making false
statement to secure registra
tion of bond.

1521a. Penalty not otherwise provided.
1521b. Duty to provide suitable freight

and passenger depots.
1521c. Commission to require compli

ance.

Art.
1522. Railroad commission may require

construction or union passenger
depots.

1522a. Conatruction of switch tracks
and furnishing of facilities.

1522b. Sarne ; penalty.
1522c. Same; rates; discrimination.
1522d. Same; railroad commission to

prescribe rates and make regu
lations.

1522e. Same; power of railroad com

mission to prevent discrimina
tion.

1522:f. Same; penalty.
1522g. Maintenance of roadbed and

track.
1522h. Same; penalty.
15221. Trains to be regular, and notice

to be given.
1522j. To build sid.ings, etc., when.
1522k, t. Commission to enforce compli

ance.

1522m. Powers of commission over other
subjects.

1522n. Same; charging greater rates than
those prescribed by commission.

15220. Same; discrimination.

Article 1514. [1007] Right to inspect books and papers.-The
commissioners, or either of them, or such persons as they employ
therefor, shall have the right, at such times as they may deem neces

sary, to inspect the books and papers of any railroad company, and to

examine, under oath, any officer, agent or employe of such railroad,
in relation to the business and affairs of the same. If any railroad
shall refuse to permit the commissioners, or either of them, or any
person authorized thereto, to examine its books and papers, such rail
road company shall, for each offense, pay to the state of Texas not

less than one hundred and twenty-five dollars nor more than five
hundred dollars for each day it shall so fail or refuse; provided, that
any person other than one of said commissioners who shall make

any such demands shall produce his authority, under the hand and
seal of said commission, to make such inspection. [Act 22d Leg.,
ch. 51, § 55; April 3, 1891, R. R. Com., § 10.]

Art. 1514a. Penalty for refusal to exhibit books or papers.-Any
,
officer, agent or employe of any railroad company who shall, upon
proper demand, fail or refuse to exhibit to the commissioners, or

either of them, or any person authorized to investigate the same,.
any book or paper of such railroad company, which is in the posses
sion or under the control of such officer; agent or employe, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction in any court

having jurisdiction thereof, shall be fined for each offense a sum-not
less than one hundred and twenty-five dollars and not to exceed five
hundred dollars. [Id.]

Art. 1515. [1008] Commissioners may propound questions to
be answered.-l. The said commission shall cause to be prepared
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suitable blanks with questions calculated to elicit all information
concerning railroads, and as often as it may be necessary, furnish
said blanks to each railroad company. Any railroad company re

ceiving- from the commission any such blanks shall cause said
blanks to be properly filled out so as to answer fully and correctly
each question therein propounded; and, in case they are unable to
answer any question, they shall give a satisfactory reason for their
failure; and the said answers, duly sworn to by the proper officer
of said company, shall be returned to said commission at its office
in the city of Austin within thirty days from the receipt thereof.
[Id., § �2.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 562.

Art. 1515a. Penalty for refusal to answer and fill out blanks.-2.
If any officer or employe of a railroad company shall fail or refuse
to fill out and return any blanks, as above required, or fail or refuse
to answer any question therein propounded, or give a false answer

to any such question, where the fact inquired of is within his

knowledge, or shall evade the answer to any such question, such
person shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, on conviction
thereof, be fined for each day he shall fail to perform such duty,
after the expiration of the time aforesaid, a penalty of five hundred
dollars; and the commission shall cause a prosecution therefor in
the proper court; and a penalty of like amount shall be recovered
from the company when it appears that such person acted in obedi
ence to its direction, permission or request in his failure, evasion
or refusal. Said commission shall have the power to prescribe a

system of bookkeeping, to be observed by all the railroads subject
hereto, under the penalties prescribed in this article. [Id., § 12.]

Art. 1516. [1009] Punishment for false billing, classification,
weight, etc.-Any officer or agent of any railroad subject to this

.

law who, by means of false billing, false classification, false weight,
or by any other device, shall suffer or permit any person or per
sons to obtain transportation for property, at less than the regular
rates then in force on such railroad, or who, by means of false
billing, false classification, false weighing, or by any device what
ever, shall charge any person, firm or corporation more for the
transportation of property than the regular rates, shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, fined in a sum of
not less than one hundred dollars nor more than one thousand
dollars. [Id., § 16.]

.

Indlctment-Willson's Cr. Forms, 560.,
Art. 1517. "Unjust discrimination" defined, penalty for.-If any

officer, agent, clerk, servant or employe, or any receiver, or his
servant, agent or employe of any railroad company in this state
shall, directly or indirectly, or by any special rate, rebate, draw
back, or other device, for, and on behalf of, such railroad company,
knowingly charge, demand, contract for, collect or receive from
any person, firm or corporation a greater or less compensation for
any service rendered, or to be rendered, by any such railroad com

pany in this state than such railroad company, or its said officers,
agents, clerks, servants or employes, or receiver thereof, charges,
demands, contracts for, col1ects or receives from any other person,
firm or corporation for doing a like and contemporaneous service,
or if any officer, agent, clerk, servant or employe, or receiver, or

his agents, servants or employes, of any railroad company in this
state, who shall, for, and on behalf of, such railroad company, make
or give any undue or unreasonable preference or any advantage to

any particular person, company, firm, corporation or locality, as

to any service rendered, or to be rendered or performed, by such
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railroad company, 'or to subject any particular description of traf
fic on such railroad company to any undue or unreasonable prej
udice, delay or disadvantage in any respect whatever, such officer,
c.1erk, servant or employe, or receiver, his agents, servants or em

ployes of such railroad company, shall be deemed guilty of unjust
discrimination within the meaning of this chapter, and, on con

viction thereof. shall be punished by confinement in the state peni
tentiary for not less than two nor more than five years. [Act
1899, p. 203.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 53, 54.

Art. 1518. Not applicable, yvhen.-Nothing herein shall prevent
the carriage, storage or handling, by railroad companies in this
state, or by their agents, officers, clerks, servants and employes, of

freight free or at reduced rates, or to prevent railroads, their agents
and employes and officers, from giving free transportation or

freight rates to any railroad officers. agents. employes. attorneys,
stockholders or directors, or to any other officer or person,. when
permitted by chapter 16 of this title, article 1533.

Art-, 1519. Persons subpoenaed and compelled to testify as to

violations of this law exempt from prosecution; evidence on which
conviction may be had.-Any court, officer or tribunal, having ju
risdiction of the offense mentioned in this chapter, or any district
or county attorney, may subpoena persons and compel their at
tendance as witnesses to testify as to the violations of this chap
ter; and any person so summoned and examined shall not be liable
to prosecution for any violation of this law' about which he may
testify; and for any offense by reason of violations of this chapter,
a conviction may be had upon the unsupported evidence of an ac

c:omplice or participant. [Id., p. 203.]
Art. 1520. District judge to specially charge grand jury.-It

shall be the duty of every district judge in this state, in whose court
a grand jury shall be impaneled, to charge said grand jury, when
ever organized, to thoroughly investigate with reference to viola
tions of this chapter. [Id., p. 203.] .

Art. 1521. [1009a] Railroad official making false statement to
secure registration of bond.-Each and every railroad director,
president, secretary or other official who shall knowingly make any
false statement upon which to secure the registration of any bond
or other evidence of debt, as required by the law regulating the is
suance of stocks and bonds. or who shall, by false statement know
ingly made, procure of the railroad commission direction' to the
secretary of state to register the same, and which shall be, hy the
secretary of state, registered, or shall, with knowledge of such
fraud, negotiate or cause to be negotiated, any such bond or other
security issued in violation of said chapter, shall be guilty of a

felony, and, upon conviction thereof in any court of competent ju
risdiction, shall be punished by confinement at hard labor in the
state penitentiary for a term of years not less than two nor more

than fifteen, and shall likewise be liable to any creditor of such
company for the full amount of damages sustained by such wrong
ful conduct. Venue in such cases shall be in either of the district
courts held in Travis county, or in the county where the principal
office of the railway c.ompany whose property is sought to be so

incumbered or affected is located. [Act 1893, p. 59.]
Art. 1521a. Penalty not otherwise provided.-If any railway

company doing business . in this state shall hereafter violate any
other provision of this chapter, or shall do any other act herein
prohibited, or shall fail or refuse to perform any other duty en-
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joined upon it for which a penalty has not been provided by law.
or shall fail. neglect or refuse to obey any lawful requirement. or

der, judgment or decree made by the railroad commission of Texas,
for every such act of violation it shall pay to the state of Texas a

penalty of not more than five thousand dollars. [Id., sec. 18.
Amended Acts 1901, p. 265.]

See Houston & T. c. R. Co. v. Young (Civ. App.) 137 S. W. 380.

Explanatol'y.-The above provision was not included in the revised Penal Code,
1911, and is placed in this compilation, in view of the decision in Berry v. State,
156 S. W. 626, for the reason that it seems to state a general criminal penalty for
violation of the orders of the Railroad Commission. In this respect it seems to

give effect to art. 1522, post. That article, as it now stands, and as it stood in
the revised Penal Code, seems to be lacking in vital force (there being nothing in
the revised Penal Code indicating the penalty spoken of but not defined), unless
it can be attached to the above general provision. On the assumption that this
view is correct the publishers have added a number of acts similar to that em

braced in art. 1522, some of which antedate the _revision and were not included
therein. The acts added, "in this connection, will be found below as arts. 1521b,
1 522a-1522l.

Art. 1521b. Duty to provide suitable freight and passenger de

pots.-It shall be the duty of all railroad companies in this state to

provide and maintain adequate, comfortable and clean depots and

depot buildings at their several stations for the accommodation
of passengers, and to keep said depot buildings well lighted and
warmed for the comfort and accommodation of the traveling pub
lic; provided, further, that said railroad companies shall keep and
maintain separate apartments in such depot buildings for the use

of white passengers and negro passengers, and to keep and main
tain adequate and suitable freight depots and buildings for the re

ceiving, handling, storing and delivering of all freights handled
by such roads. [Act 1909, 2d S. S., p. 401, ch. 13, § 1.]

Explanatory.-This provision was omitted from the revision of 1911, and is add-
ed to this compilation. See note under art. 1521a. '

Art. 15210. Commission to require compliance.-Power is here
by conferred upon the railroad commission of Texas to require
compliance by railroad companies with the provisions of this act
under such regulations as said commission may deem reasonable,
and all railroad companies shall be subject to the penalties pre
scribed by law for failure to comply with such requirements.
[Id .• § 2.]

Compelling erection of depot.-The railroad commission has the power to com

pel a railroad company to erect depot buildings, not only at places designated
by itself as stations but at places of starting, when the nearest station from the
starting point is about ten miles distant, although just across the state line in
another state are station buildings on the line as it extends through the latter
state. Railroad Commission v. Chicago, R. I. & G. Ry. Co., 102 'l'ex. 393, 117 S.
W. 7!15. But the commission cannot exercise power to require a railway com

pany to erect and maintain depots at places selected arbitrarily and in disregard
of public necessity. An order of the railroad co:mm.ission directing the railroad
company to establish a station in the state of Texas within a few hundred feet
of an established station in Oklahoma, held unreasonable. Railroad Commission
of Texas v, Chicago, R. I. & G. Ry. Co. (Civ. App.) 114 S. W. 192. The commis-'
sian is entitled to enforce an order for the construction of a passenger and freight
station at a particular town located on state line. Pecos & N. T. Ry. Co. v, Rail
road Commission of Texas, 56 Civ. App, 422, 120' S. W. 1055.

Art. 1522. Railroad commission may require construction of
union passenger depots.-Where two or more railroad companies
reach the same city or town in this state. it shall be the duty of
the railroad commission of Texas to ascertain whether it is prac
ticable and feasible for such railroad companies to use a joint or

union passenger depot; and. if the 'railroad commission finds, upon
investigation, that it is practicable for such railroad companies to

join in the construction and use of a passenger depot, then it shall
give notice to said railroad companies. and, after investigation and
public: hearing, may require the construction and maintenance of
such union passenger depot by the railroad companies entering any
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such city or town. provided, that it shall appear to the railroad
,

commission that the construction and maintenance of such joint
or union passenger depot are just and reasonable to the railroad
companies, involved, and demanded by the public interest. The
railroad commission may specify the requirements of such union
depot as to kind and character; and said railroad commission may
apportion the cost of constructing and maintaining the same to
each railroad company, in cases where the interested railroad com

panies can not themselves agree.
Failure upon the part of any railroad company to observe and

obey the orders of the railroad commission, issued in compliance
with this article, shall subject such railroad company to the fines
and penalties prescribed by law for failure to obey the lawful re

quirements, orders, judgments and decrees made by the railroad
commission of Texas. [Act 1909, p. 399.]

See art. 1521a., and note thereunder.

Art. 1522a. Construction of switch tracks and furnishing of fa

cilities.-Any railroad company or receiver thereof upon applica
tion of any shipper tendering traffic for transportation, shall con

struct, maintain and operate upon reasonable terms, a switch con

nection with any such private sidetrack or spur track which has
been" or shall hereafter be constructed by any such shipper, to con

nect with its railroad where such connection is reasonably prac
ticable and can be put in with safety and will furnish sufficient
business to justify the construction and maintenance of the same;
and shall furnish cars for the movement of such traffic to the best
of its ability without discrimination in favor of or against such
shipper. [Act 1915, p. 66, ch. 35, § 1.]

See art. 1521a, and note thereunder.

Art. 1522b. Same; penalty.-If any railroad company or re

ceiver thereof shall fail to install and operate- any such switch con

nection as aforesaid, on application therefor by any shipper,· such
shipper .may make application to the Railroad Commission of Tex
as, and said commission shall be authorized and empowered to
enter such orders as may be necessary governing the construction,
maintenance and operation of said switch connection with said pri
vate sidetrack or spur track, where such connection is reasonably
practicable, and can be put in with safety and will furnish suffi
cient business to justify the construction and maintenance of the
same. [Id., § 2.]

.

See art. 1521a, and note thereunder.

Art. 1522c. Same; rates; discrimination.-The Railroad Com
mission of Texas shall fix just and reasonable rates to be charged by
railroad companies or receivers thereof for traffic moved and han
dled over such private sidetracks or spur tracks extending to private
industries, and it shall be the duty of the Railroad Commission to
adopt such rates, rules, and regulations as will prevent any discrim
ination in the operation of such tracks or the handling of such
traffic. Whenever any railway company or receiver thereof shall
operate any private sidetrack or spur track without charge, the Rail
road Commission of Texas shall have power and authority to com

pel the operation without charge of and private sidetrack or spur
track similarly situated. [Id., § 3.]

See art. 1521a., and note.

Art. 1522d. Same; Railroad Commission to prescribe rates and
make regulations.-The Railroad Commission of Texas' shall pre
scribe reasonable rates, rules and regulations for the operation of
all private sidetracks or spur tracks as may already have been or

may hereafter be constructed either by the railroad companies
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themselves or by individuals or corporate interests, or jointly by
such railroads and individuals or corporations, when such private
sidetracks or spur tracks are operated by railroad companies or the
receivers thereof; and shall have power and authority to order and
compel the operation of said private sidetracks or spur tracks when
ever the railway company or receiver thereof is operating other pri
vate sidetracks or spur tracks similarly situated, and to prevent dis
crimination therein. [Id., § 4.]

See art. 1521a, and note.

Art. 1522e. Same; power of Railroad Commission to prevent
discrimination.-Whenever any railroad company or receiver there
of shall hereafter construct or maintain or contribute to the con

struction or maintenance of any private sidetrack or spur track to

any private industry, the Railroad Commission shall have power to
order such railway company or receiver to construct or maintain or

contribute to the construction or maintenance of a sidetrack or spur
track to any private industry similarly situated, on the same terms
and conditions. '[Id., § 5.] .

See art. 1521a, and note.

Art. 1522£. Same; penalty.-Failure upon the part of any rail
road company or receiver thereof to observe and obey the orders of
the Railway Commission issued in compliance with this Act, shall

subject such railroad company to the fines and penalties prescribed
by law for failure to obey the lawful requirements, orders, judg
ments and decrees of the Railroad Commission. [Id., § 6.]

Art. 1522g. Maintenance of roadbed and track.-The Railroad
Commission of Texas shall have authority and it is hereby made its
duty to see that each and every railroad corporation owning or

operating a line of railroad in this State shall maintain its roadbed
and track in such condition as to enable it to perform all of its duties
as a common carrier with reasonable safety to persons and proper
ty carried by it and its employes and with reasonable dispatch.

The Railroad Commission of Texas shall be vested with full pow
er to require of any such railroad company to purchase or secure for
installation in its roadbed or track all such ties, rails, ballast and
other materials and equipment as may, in the judgment of the Rail
road Commission of Texas, be necessary for the proper maintenance
of such track and roadbed so as to enable such railroad corporation
to adequately perform its duties to the public and to transport
freight and passengers with safety thereunto and without delay.

The Railroad Commission of Texas is hereby empowered to re

quire any such railroad company to acquire and install in the whole
of such track or roadbed, or any portion thereof that may be desig
nated by the Railroad Commission of Texas, 'such ties, rails, ballast
and other materials as may, in the judgment of the Railroad Com
mission, be adequate and sufficient to place such track or roadbed
in safe condition. [Act 1915, p. 201, ch. 129, § 1.]

See art. 1521a, and note thereunder..

Art. 1522h. Same; penalty.-When the Railroad Commission of
Texas shall have made any such order as authorized by Section 1 of
this Act [art. 1522g], it shall be the dutyof any such railroad com

pany or receiver subject thereto, to promptly comply with the terms
thereof, and for failure or refusal to do so, such company or receiver
shall become liable to the State of Texas, "as in other cases of fail-.
ure to comply with orders of the Railroad Commission as provided
by law." In addition to such penalties, any court of competent ju
risdiction shall have the power to, and it shall be its duty to, issue
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writs of mandamus and mandatory injunctions and other proper
writs to compel the compliance with such orders. [Id., § 2.]

See art. 1521a, and note thereunder.

Art. 1522i. Trains to be regular, and notice to be given.-Every
such corporation shall start and run their cars for the transportation
of passengers and property at regular times to be fixed by public
notice, and shall furnish sufficient accommodations for the transpor
tation of all such passengers and property as shall, with a reason

able time previous thereto, offer or be offered for transportation at
the place of starting and at junctions of other roads and at sidings,
and stopping places established for receiving and discharging way
passengers and freights, and shall take, transport and discharge
such passengers and property at, from, and to such places, on the'
due payment of the tolls, freight or fare legally authorized therefor.
Failure on the part of railroad companies to comply with the re-'

quirements of this article shall be deemed an abuse of their rights
and privileges and subject to regulation and correction by the rail
road commission. [Po D. 4893. Amended Act 1903, 1st S. S., p. 21"
ch. 11, § 1.]

Explanatory.-The above provision was omitted from the revision of 1911, and.
Is included in this compilation. See art. 1521a, and note thereunder.

Right to fix schedules.-See art. 6543, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.
A railroad has the right to adopt reasonable regula.tiona with reference to the

time of starting and running its trains for the transportation of passengers, the
time to be fixed by public notice, and shall take passengers from and to places
named. Where a party insists in traveling on the trains, after the schedule has.
been published, to a: point where he is informed the train will not stop, he cannot
recover damages for being carried beyond that point. Beauchamp V. Railway Co.,.
56 Tex. 239; Railway Co. v. White, 4 Willson, Civ. Cas. Ct. App. § 260, 17 S. W.
419.

Rights of and duties towards passengers.-See Carriers, Title 20, Vernon's.
Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.

That a belated train arrived earlier than had been represented by the defend
ant's station agent to plaintiff prior to plaintiff's leaving the depot for breakfast
held insufficient to raise an inference of negligence from the agent's failure to de
lay the train, that plaintiff might take passage thereon. Southern Kansas Ry ..

Co. of Texas v. Emmett (Civ. App.) 139 S. W. 44.

Delay In transporting freight.-See notes under art. 6610, Vernon's Sayles' Civ.
St. 1914.

.

This article provides also for the transportation of property at regular times,
and it is held that the shipper who is ready to pay freight can recover damages,
resulting from delay in transporting freight. Railway Co. v. Schmidt (Civ. App.)
25 S. W. 452.

Prepayment of freight and other condltions.-Under this article and art. 6554,.
Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, making railroads liable for refusal to so transport,
etc., a complaint in an action for wrongful delay in transportation, alleging that.
the freight charges were "paid or agreed to be paid when the shipment was ten
dered," did not sufficiently allege a payment. Dorrance & Co. v. International &.
G. N. R. Co., 103 Tex. 200, 125 S. W. 561.

Under this article and art. 6554, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, providing that.
on refusal so to transport any property, or to deliver the same at the regularly ap-·
pointed time, the railroad shall pay to the party aggrieved all damages sustained'
thereby, with costs of suit, etc. Held, that the words, on "the refusal," etc., "so
to take," etc., refer to this article and mean in case of the refusal to take under
the condit.ions prescribed in this article. Id.

,

This article does not contemplate a prepayment of the freight, and hence there,
was a payment when, on the making out of the bill of lading, a draft was given
the railroad for the freight, and was forwarded with the bill of lading and paid.
on presentation. Id.

Where a carrier did not require prepayment of freight charges as authorized.
by this article, it waived such prepayment, so that failure to prepay was not a.

defense to an action under art. 6554, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, imposing a.

penalty for delay in transportation. Texas Cent. R. Co. v: Hannay-Frerichs & Co.,
104 Tex. 603, 142 S. W. 1163.

Liability for freight charges.-In the absence of an agreement to the contrary;
a consignor is generally responsible for the freight charges. Keeling & Field V.
Walter Connally & Co. (Civ. App.) 157 S. W. 232.

Actions for failure to transport.-See notes under art. 6554', Vernon's Sayles"
Civ. St. 1914.

Art. 1522j. To build sidings, etc., when.-All railroads in Texas.
shall be required to build sidings and spur. tracks sufficient to handle
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the business tendered such railroads, when ordered to do so by the
railroad commission, as hereinafter provided. [Act 1903, p. 93, ch.
68, § 1.]

Explanatory.-The above provision was omitted from the revision of 1911, and
is included in this compilation. See art. 1521a, and note thereunder.

When and where switches, etc., can be required.-This law confers power upon
the railroad commission to require the construction of sidings and spur tracks for
public uses only, and free from discrimination in favor of any particular individual.
The commission exceeds its authority when it undertakes to compel a railroad
company to construct a side track for the preferential use of a lumber company.
Railroad Commission v. St. L. S. W. Ry. Co., 35 Civ. App. 52, 80 S. W. 102, 103, 104.

The language "the business tendered such railroads" refers to freight and pas
sengers which come to the railroad from the public for transportation as a public
highway. It was not intended to require railroad companies to construct "switches
and spur tracks" away from their lines to accommodate individual interests. Ry.
Com. v. St. L. S. W. Ry. Co., 98 Tex. 67, 80 S. W. 1141.

Validity of special contract.-A contract between a railroad company and a mill
owner for the construction of a side track and switch, in consideration of the lat
ter releasing the company from liability, held to show on its face a sufficient con

sideration, so as to prevent determination of the issue by the court ex parte.
Missouri, K. & T. Ry. Co. of Texas v. Carter, 95 Tex. 461, 68 S. W. 159.

A contract between a railroad company and a mill owner for the construction
of a side track and switch, in consideration of the latter releasing the company
from liability, held not void as against public policy. Id.

A contract by a railroad section foreman to procure a switch track at a specified
place in consideration for a conveyance of land held not to be void as against pub
lic policy. Wright v, Riley (Civ. App.) 118 S. W. 1134.

Use of spur track.-Where a lumber company and a railroad construct a spur
track from the former's premises to the latter's line, the former has no right to
authorize a use of the spur by another ratlroad.' Texarkana & Ft. S. Ry. Co. v.
Texas & N. O. R. Co., 28 Clv. App. 551, 67 S. W. 525.

Art. 1522k, l. Commission to enforce compliance.-Power is con

ferred on the railroad commission of Texas to require compliance by
railroad companies with the provisions of Section 1 of this Act [art.
1522j,] under such regulations as said commission may deem reason

able; and all railroad companies shall be subject to the penalties
prescribed by law for failure to comply with the requirements of
the railroad commission as provided herein. [Act 1903, p. 93, ch. 68,
§ 2.]

See notes under preceding article.

Art. 1522m. Powers of commission over other subjects.-Power
and authority are hereby conferred upon the Railroad Commission
of Texas over all public wharves, docks and piers and all elevators,
warehouses, sheds, tracks and other property used in connection
therewith in the State of Texas, and over all suburban, belt and
terminal railroads in said State, and over all persons, associations
and corporations, private or municipal, owning or operating any
such railroad, wharf, dock, pier, elevator, warehouse, shed, track, or

other property, and it is hereby made the duty of the said Railroad
Commission to fix and adopt all necessary rates, charges and regu
lations, to govern and regulate said persons, associations and cor

porations, and to correct abuses and prevent unjust discriminations
in the rates, charges and .tolls of said persons, associations and cor

porations, and to fix divisions of rates, charges and regulations be
tween same and railroads and all other common carriers, under the
control of the Railroad Commission where a division is proper, and
to correct and prevent any and all other abuses in the conduct of
their business. [Act 1911, p. 157, ch. 86, § 1.]

Art. 1522n. Same; charging greater rates than those prescribed
by commission.-If any person, association or corporation subject to
the provisions of this Act, shall demand or receive a greater com

pensation for any service rendered or to be rendered than that fixed
and established by the said Railroad Commission then, and in every
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such case, such person, association or corporation shall be deemed
guilty of extortion and shall forfeit and pay to the State of Texas, a

sum not to exceed five hundred dollars for each offense; provided,
that if it shall appear that such violation was not wilful, said person,
association or corporation shall have ten days to refund such over

charges or damages, in which case the penalty shall not be incurred,
and the said Commission shall have authority and it shall be its
duty to sue for and recover the same in the same manner as may
be prescribed by law for like suits against railroad companies. [Id.,
§ 2 . .1

Art. 15220. Same; discrimination.-If any person, association
or corporation subj ect to the provisions of this Act shall by any
special rate, rebate, drawback or other device, or in any manner di
rectly or indirectly charge, demand, collect or receive from any oth
er person, association or corporation a greater or less compensation
for any service rendered, or to be rendered, by it than it charges,
demands, collects or receives from any other person, association or

corporation for doing a like and contemporaneous service, or if any
such person, association or corporation shall make or give any un

due or unreasonable preference or advantage to any other person,
association or corporation, or to any locality, or shall subject any
particular description of traffic to any undue or unreasonable preju
dice, delay or disadvantage, then and in any such case the person,
association or corporation thus offending shall forfeit and pay to the
State of Texas a sum not to exceed five hundred dollars ($500.00)
for each and every offense. [Id., § 3.]
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

OFFENSES BY RAILWAY OFFICIALS OR AGAINST
RAIL\VAYS

Art.
1523-1. Separate coaches for whites and

negroes.
1523-2. "Negro" defined.
1523-3. "Compartment" defined.
1523-4. Penalty.
1523-5. Riding in inhibited coach.
1523-6. Not applicable, to whom.
1523-7. Law to be posted.
1523-8. Not applicable to excursion

trains.
1523-9. Duty of conductors.

1523-10. Disposition of fines.
1524. Engineer failing to sound bell,

etc.
1525. Ticket agents to have certificate

of authority.
'

1526. Agent must exhibit authority on

demand.

Art.
1527. Redemption and sale of unused

tickets.
1528. Demand to be made in ten days.
15.29. Refusal to redeem; penalty.
11:30. Law to be printed on tickets.
1531. Unlawful boarding of trains.

1531a. Train dispatchers; duties.
1531b. Derailing devices on repair

tracks, exceptions.
1531c. Same; punishment.
1531d. Train bulletins at stations.
1531e. Obstruction of highway cross-

ings.
1531f. Same; punishment.
1531g. Section foreman shall make re

port of animals killed; evi
, dence.

1531h. Same; punishment.

Article 1523. [1010] 1. Railroad to provide separate coaches
for white and negro passengers.-Every railway company, street car

company and interurban railway company, lessee, manager, or re

ceiver thereof, doing business in this state, as a common carrier of

passengers for hire, shall provide separate coaches or compart
ments, as hereinafter provided, for the accommodation of white and
negro passengers, which separate coaches or compartments shall
be equal in all points of comfort and convenience., [Act 22d Leg.,
ch. 41, § 1, pp. 44 and 165; amended Act 1907, p. 58.]

2. "Negro" defined.s=The term "negro" used herein includes ev

ery person of African descent as defined by the statutes of this
state. [Id., § 2; amended Act 1907, p. 58.]

3. "Compartment" defined, etc.; lettering on coach.-Each com

partment of a railroad coach, divided by good and substantial
wooden partitions, with a door therein, shall" be deemed a separate
coach within the meaning of this' law, and each separate coach shall
bear in some conspicuous place appropriate words in plain letters
indicating the race for which it is set apart; and each compartment
of the street car or interurban car divided by board or marker placed
in a conspicuous place, bearing appropriate words in plain letters,
indicating the race for which it is set apart, shall be sufficient as a

separate compartment within the meaning of 'this law. [Id., § 3;
amended. Act 1907 p. 58:]

4. Penalty for failure to provide, etc.-Any railway company,
street car company or interurban railroad company, lessee, mana

ger or receiver thereof, which shall fail to provide its cars bearing
passengers with separate coaches or compartments, as above pro
vided for, shall be liable for each and every failure to a penalty
not less than one hundred nor more than one 'thousand dollars to
be recovered by suit in the name of the state in any court of corn
petent jurisdiction; and each trip run with such train or street car

or interurban car without such separate coach or compartment shall
be deemed a separate offense. [Id., § 4; amended Act 1907, p. 59.]

5. Passenger riding in coach not for his race; penalty.-If any
passenger upon a train or street car -or interurban car, provided
with separate coaches or compartments, as above provided, shall
ride in any coach or compartment, not designated for his race, after
having been forbidden to do so by the conductor in charge of the
train" he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction,
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shall be fined not less than five nor more than twenty-five dollars.
[Id., § 5; amended Act 1907, p. 59.]

See Willson's Cr. Forms, 557.

6. Does not apply. wherein.-The provisions of this law shall
not be so construed as to prohibjt nurses from traveling in any
coach or compartment with their employer, or employes, upon the
train of cars in the discharge of their duty, nor shall it be construed
to apply to such freight trains as carry passengers in cabooses;
provided, that nothing herein contained shall be construed to pre
vent railroad companies in this state from hauling sleeping cars,

dining or cafe cars or chair cars attached to their trains, to be used

exclusively by either white or negro passengers, separately, but not

jointly. [Amended by Act 22d Leg., ch. 103, § 4; amended. Act
1907, p. 59.] .

7. Law to be posted, where.-Every railroad company carrying
passengers in this state shall keep this law posted in a conspicuous
place in each passenger depot and in each passenger coach provided
in this law. [Act 22d Leg., eh. 41. § 7; amended Act 1907. p. 59.]

8. Does not apply to excursion trains.-The provisions of this
law shall not apply to any excursion train, or street car, or inter
urban car. as such, for the benefit of either race. [Id., § 8; amend
ed Act 1907, p. 59.]

9. Duty of conductors.-Conductors of passenger trains, street
cars or interurban lines, provided with separate coaches, shall have
the authority to refuse any passenger admittanc€ to any coach or

compartment,. in which they are not entitled to ride under the pro
visions of this law; and the conductor in charge of the train or

street car or interurban car shall have authority, and it shall be
his duty. to remove from a coach or street car, or interurban car

any passenger not entitled to ride therein, under the provisions of
this law, and, upon his refusal to do so knowingly, shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor. and, upon conviction, shall be fined in any sum not
less than five or more than twenty-five dollars, [Id., § 9; amended
Act 1907, p. 59.]

Willson's Cr. Forms, 559.
Entering negro coach In performance of offiCial duty.-A white peace officer

may enter a negro coach in performance of his duty. Missouri, K. & T. Ry, Co.
of Texas v, Brown (Civ. App.) 158 S. W. 259.

10. Fines collected to go to school fund.-All fines collected un

der the provisions of this law shall go to the available common

school fund of the county in which conviction is had. Prosecutions
under the provisions of this law may be instituted in any court of
competent jurisdiction in any county through, or into which. said
railroad may be run or have an office. [Id., § 10; amended Act
1907, p. 59.]

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 557, 559, 732g, 732h.

Art. 1524. [10lOa] Locomotive engineer failing to sound bell
and whistle; penalty.-A bell of at least thirty pounds weight and
a steam whistle shall be placed on each locomotive engine, and the
whistle shall be blown and the bell rung at the distance of at least
eighty rods from the place where the railroad shall cross any pub
lie: road or street; and such bell shall be kept ringing until it shall
have crossed such public road, or stopped; and each locomotive
engine approaching a place where two lines of railway cross each
other, shall, before reaching such railway crossing, be brought to
a full stop; and any engineer having charge of such engine. and
neglecting to comply with any of the provisions of this article, shall
be fined in any sum not less than five nor more than one hundred
dollars for such neglect; and the corporation operating such rail
way shall be liable for all damages which shall be sustained by any
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person by reason of any such neglect; provided, however, that the
full stop at such crossings may be discontinued when the railroads
crossing each other shall put into full operation at such crossing an

interlocking switch and signal apparatus, and shall keep a flagman
in attendance at such crossing. fAct 1893, p. 87.]

Crossing slgnals.-Under Acts 1883, (page 28,) an instruction which makes a

ringing or whistling at 80 rods' distance, without continuance of the ringing, a

compliance with the law, is properly refused. Galveston, H. & S. A. Ry, Co. v.

Duelm (Civ. App.) 23 S. W. 596.
Rev. St. 1879, art. 4232, as amended by Act March 21, 1883 (Vernon's Sayles'

Civ. St. 1914, art. 6564), does not require both the whistle to be blown and the bell
rung; and it is sufficient if the whistle is blown at a distance of at least 80 rods
before the crossing is reached, without continuing the blowing until the crossing
is passed. Missouri, K. & T. Ry. Co. v. Kirschoffer (Civ. App.) 24 s. W. 577.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 563, 732g, 732h.

Art. 1525. [IOIOb] Ticket agents to be provided with certifi
cate of authority.-It shall be the duty of all railroad companies
doing business in this state, or the receiver of any such railroad
company, through their duly authorized officers, to provide each
agent who may be authorized to sell tickets or other evidences en

titling the holder to travel upon any such railroad, with a certifi
cate. setting forth the authority of such agent to make such sale.
Such certificate shall be duly attested by the corporate seal of such
railroad company, or the signature of the receiver, if any there be,
of such railroad company, or by the signature of the officer whose
name is signed upon the tickets or coupons which such ag-ent may
be authorized to sell. [Act of 1893, p. 97.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732g, 732h.

SCALPING RAILROAD TICKETS.
Laws 1893, p. 97 making it an offense for any person other than a railroad agent

to sell tickets, but requiring that the ticket shall contain a notice that it is unlaw
ful for one not a railroad agent to sell same was held unconstitutional in Jannin
v. State, 42 App. 631, 51 S. W. 1126, 62 S. W. 419, 96 Am. St. Rep. 821, and was omit
ted from the revised Penal Code.

Art. 1526. [lOlOe] Agents must exhibit authority on demand.
�It shall be the duty of every agent who shall be authorized to
sell tickets, or parts of tickets, or other evidences of the holder's
right to travel over any railroad within this state, upon demand,
to exhibit to any person desiring to purchase a ticket, or to any
officer of the law who may request it, the certificate of his author
ity to sell, and to keep said certificate posted in a conspicuous place
in his office for the information of travelers. [Id.]

Explanatory.-The revisers of 1911 ascribed the above provision to the act of
1893. The subject-matter of this article was carried into Rev. St. 1895, as art.
4560c, and such article was amended by Act 1903, p. 162, but no change was made
in its language.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732h.

Art. 1527. [101Of] Railway companies to redeem unused tick
ets.-It shall be the duty of all railroad companies in this state, or

the receiver or trustee of any such railroad company, to provide for
the redemption, from the holder thereof, of the whole, or any parts
or coupons of any ticket or tickets which they, or any of their duly
authorized agents, may have sold, if for any reason the holder has
not used, and does not desire to use the same, upon the following
terms: If neither the ticket, nor any part thereof, has been used by
the holder, he shall be entitled to receive the full amount he paid
therefor; and, where the ticket has been used in part, the holder
thereof: shall be entitled to receive the remainder of the price paid
for the whole ticket, after deducting therefrom the tariff rate be
tween the points for which the portion of said ticket was actually
used. [Id.]

Invalidity of omitted part of original statute.-That part of the act which leaves
it optional with the railroad company to stamp on the ticket the provision that
the act shall not apply to a person holding a ticket upon which is not printed that
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it is a penal offense for him to sell the ticket, is in violation of law, null and void.
Jannin v. State, 42 App. 631, 51 S. W. 1128, 62 S. W. 419, 96 Am. St. Rep. 821.

Necessity of Immediate redemption on presentatlon.-Under this and the two

following articles, the railway company may provide its own processes of disburse

ment; and where a company required tickets for redemption to be forwarded to
the auditor of the company, who would send a cash slip to the ticket agent where

upon the money would be paid to the holder of the ticket, the refusal of an agent
to immediately pay the redeemable value of a ticket upon presentation did not

subject the company to the prescribed penalty, the words "when presented," being
equivalent to "in case it is presented," or "on condition that it be presented."
Texas & P. Ry, Co. v. Beaird (Civ. App.) 169 S. W. 1050.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732h.

Art. 1528. Demand must be made within ten· days.-Provided,
however, such tickets, or parts thereof, shall be presented for re

demption to the railroad company from which it has been pur
chased, or the receiver of such railroad company, or to any of the
duly authorized ticket agents of such railroad company, or receiver
thereof, or in case of a through ticket, to any of the authorized
agents of any connecting line, within a time not exceeding ten

days after the right to use said ticket has expired by limitation of
time as stipulated therein. [Id.]

See notes under the preceding article.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732h.

Art. 1529. Refusal to redeem; penalty.-Any railroad com

pany, or receiver, or trustee of such railroad company, over or on

which said ticket may be used, which shall refuse or fail to redeem
the whole, or any part or coupon of any ticket or tickets, when pre
sented, shall forfeit to the holder thereof a sum not less than one

hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, recoverable in

any court of competent jurisdiction. [Id.]
See notes under article 1527, ante.

Indlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 732h.

Art. 1530. [1010g] Law to be printed on tickets.-It shall be
the duty of the railway company to print conspicuously across the
face of every ticket, sold by its duly authorized agents in this state,
a notice to the holder thereof that this ticket, or any unused part
thereof, is redeemable by the company or its receiver at any ticket
office of the company, when presented for redemption. [Id., p. 98.]

Art. 1531. [1010h] Unlawful boarding of train.-Any person
who shall board any passenger. freight or other railway train,
whether moving or standing, for any purpose, and without, in good
faith, intending to become a passenger thereon, and with no law
ful business thereon. and with intent to obtain a free ride- on such
train, however short the distance, without the consent of the per
son or persons in charge thereof. shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
and shall be punished by fine of not less than five dollars nor more

than one hundred dollars. [Act 1895, p. 178.]
Offender as trespasser.-A person standing on a railroad platform waiting for

a chance to steal a ride on a train, being there for the purpose of defrauding the
railroad company, in violation of this article, was a "trespasser." Grubb v. Gal
veston, H. & S. A. Ry, Co. (Civ. App.) 153 s. W. 694.

Ejection and arrest without warrant.-A violation of this article would not
justify the arrest of the offender without a warrant, 80 that, in an action against
a railroad company for unlawful expulsion and wrongful arrest, an instruction that
plaintiff's expulsion would be lawful if he was attempting to violate the statute
when ejected was properly refused. Freeman v, Costley (Civ. App.) 124 S. W. 458.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 558.
An indictment against defendant for unlawfully boarding a railway train, as

prohibited by this article, without the consent of the person in charge thereof, fail
ing to state the name of such person, or that his name could not be ascertained
with reasonable diligence by the grand jury, was insufficient. Daugherty v, State,
41 App. 661, 56 S. W. 620.

Under this article, an indictment charging that defendant unlawfully boarded a

passenger and freight train on a certain railroad was not objectionable for failure
to sufficiently charge that "defendant boarded a railway train." Daugherty v.

State. 41 App. 661. 56 s. W. 620.
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Art. 1531a. Train dispatchers; duties.--Every such railroad
corporation operating trains in this State shall employ" a competent
train dispatcher whose duty it shall be to keep informed of the
movement of all trains upon the lines of such railroad corporation.
Said train dispatcher shall also keep all agents at stations having
telegraph offices in or near them, informed of the movement of
all passenger trains one hour prior to the time such passenger train
or trains are due, according to the published schedule at such sta

tions. And in the event any such passenger train is delayed for
more than one hour, than the published schedule, then it shall be
the duty of such train dispatcher to inform such local agents how
late said train is and the last telegraph station passed. If such
train dispatcher shall fail or refuse to furnish the information con

cerning the movement of trains to agents as herein required; then
such dispatcher shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and npon
conviction, shall be punished by a fine of not less than fifty nor

more than two hundred dollars for each offense. [Act 1903, 1 S.
S., p. 21; Act 1913, p. 318, ch. 148, § 2, amending Art. 6553, Rev.
St. 1911.]

See notes under art. 6553, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.

Explanatory.-Act 1903, 1 S. S., p. 21, of which Act 1913, ch. 148, § 2, is amend
atory, was omitted from the revised Pen. Code of 1911, and is included in this com

pilation in view of the decision In Berry v, State, 156 S. W. 626.

Art. 1531b. Derailing devices on repair tracks; exception.-It
shall be unlawful for any person, firm, corporation or receiver oper
ating any railroad, machine shop or other concern engaged in re

pairing or manufacturing cars within this State to use any tracks
not equipped with derailing devices upon which to repair or manu

facture cars; such derailing devices to be provided with private
locks, to be kept locked at all times when tracks are in use; pro
vided, that nothing in this Act shall be construed as prohibiting
temporary repairs to cars on tracks other than where cars are reg
ularly repaired or manufactured. [Act 1913, p. 334, ch. 158, § 1.]

Art. 1531c. Same; punishment.-Any person, firm, corporation
or receiver, operating any railroad, machine shop or other concern

engaged in the repairing or manufacture of cars in this State, who
shall violate the provisions of Section on [1] of this Act [art. 1531 b ],
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction in
any court of competent jurisdiction, shall be fined in a sum not less
than fifty ($50.00) dollars nor more than two hundred ($200.00) dol
lars and each day such violation shall exist shall constitute a sepa
rate offense. [rd., § 2.]

Art. 1531d. Train bulletins at stations.-It shall be also the duty
of every such railroad agent at stations having telegraph communi
cation with the train dispatcher of the railroad, to ascertain one

hour before the schedule time of the arrival of passenger trains, if
such train is on time, and if on time, to bulletin that fad: on a board
provided by the company and placed in some conspicuous place at
the passenger station. And if the train is late, he shall bulletin how
late, and the last telegraph station passed by such train. If later
than one hour, said agent shall thereafter ascertain the latest news

from such train dispatcher, or some other reliable source, every
hour, and bulletin such information and the time of the probable

.

arrival of such train. If any such agent shall fail or refuse to per
form the duties required of him by this Article, he shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, for each time he fails or refuses to perform
the duties required of him by this Article, and upon conviction

.

shall be punished by a fine of not less than fifty nor more than one
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hundred dollars for each offense. [Act 1903, p. 162, ch. 107, § 1;
Rev. St. 1911, art. 6639 amended; Act 1913, p. 350, ch. 166, § 2.]

Exp,lanatory.-Act 1903, ch. 107, § 1, consists of an amendment of art. 4560c, Rev.
St. 1895. It was omitted from the revised Penal Code of 1911, and is included, in
its amended form, in this compilation, in view of the decision in Berry v. State

{Cr. App.) 156 S. W. 626.

Art. 1531e. Obstruction of highway crossings.-It shall here
.after be unlawful for any railway company or any officer, agent,
servant, receiver or receivers of any railway corporation to wilfully
obstruct for more than five minutes at anyone time any street, rail

way crossing or public highway in this State by permitting their
trains to stand on or across such crossing or crossings. [Act 1915,
p. 109, ch. 60, § 1.]

Art. 1531£. Same; punishment.-Any person, firm or corpora
tion, or the officers, agents, servants, receiver or receivers of any
corporation violating any of the provisions of this Act, shall, upon
conviction thereof, be fined in any sum not less than five nor more

than one hundred dollars. [Id., § 2.]
Art. 1531g. Section foremen shall make report of. animals kill

ed ; evidence.-Whenever any animal is killed or found dead upon
the roadbed or right of way of any railroad company in this State,
the section foreman of the railroad where said animal is killed or

found dead, shall take and make a description of such animal, stating
its kind, the marks and brands, color, and apparent age, and any
other description that may serve to identify said animal, which de
scription 'must be taken and made before said animal is buried or

otherwise disposed of, and shall transmit same to the County Clerk
of the county in which said animal is found or killed, within ten

. days from the date of finding or killing, which description shall be
by said County Clerk filed and kept of records in his office without
exacting any fees from section foreman for filing same. A certified
copy of said report so filed may be introduced in evidence in any
case wherein the killing, death, or value of said animal is in ques
tion. [Act 1915, p. 126, ch. 73, § 1.]

Art. 1531h. Same; punishment.-Any person violating any of
the provisions of Section 1 of this Act [art. 1531g] shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor' and upon conviction shall be fined in any sum not
less than five dollars nor more than twenty-five dollars. [Id., § 2.]

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

RAILROADS, ETC.-PROHIBITING ISSUANCE OF FREE
PASSES, ETC.

Art.
1532. Free pass, frank, privilege or free

haul or carrying of person or

property free of charge, penalty
for.

1533. Provisions of preceding article not
to be held to prohibit what.

1533a. Transportation of public health
exhibit.

1534. Person offering to use, permit,
pass, frank, etc., issued to any
other person or applying for
same, knowing he is not enti
tled thereto, penalty.

1535. Discrimination by any means or

device, penalty.

Art.
1536. Companies, their lessees and re

ceivers shall report annually the
name and residence of each
person to whom free transpor
tation was given.

1537. Person other than those exempt
using free pass, free ticket, ete.,
penalty.

1538. Director, officer, agent, receiver,
etc., wilfully violating this law
or permitting its violation, pen
alty.

1539. Person may be compelled to tes
tify, exempt from prosecution.

Article 1532. Free pass, frank, privilege or free haul or carrying
of persons or property free of charge, penalty for.-If any steam or

electric railway company, street railway company, interurban rail-
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way company, or other chartered transportation company, express
company, sleeping car company, telegraph or telephone company,
or person or association of persons operating the same, or the re

ceivers or lessees thereof, or any officer, agent or employe of any
such company in this state, shall knowingly haul or carry any per
son or property free of charge, or give or grant to any person, firm,.
association of persons, or corporation, a free pass, frank, a privilege
or a substitute for pay, or a subterfuge which is used, or which is

given to be used instead of the regular fare or rate for transporta
tion, or any authority or permit whatsoever, to travel or to pass or

conveyor transport any person or property free, or sell any trans

portation for anything except money, or for any greater or less rate
than is charged to all persons under the same conditions, over any
railway or other transportation line, or part of line, in this state, or

shall knowingly permit any person to transmit any message free in
this state, or shall give any frank or right or privilege to transmit
messages free in this state, or property free of charge or for greater
or less fare or rate than is charged other persons in this state, for
similar service, except such persons as' are hereinafter exempted
under the provisions of this chapter, shall be guilty of a misdemean
or, and, upon conviction in any action brought on this account, and
for that purpose, shall pay to' the state of Texas the sum of five
thousand dollars for each and every act which violates the provi
sions of this article; and any person, president, director, officer, em

ploye or agent of any such corporation or association of persons,.
who shall sell any transportation for anything except money, or

knowingly give, grant, issue, or cause to be issued, a free pass, a

frank, a privilege or any substitute for or in lieu thereof, for the
transportation of any person, article or thing, or the sending or

transmitting any messages over wire or other means of transmitting
messages in this state, except to such persons as are hereinafter ex

empted from the provisions of this chapter, shall be deemed guilty
of a felony under the laws of this state, and, upon conviction for such
act, shall be punished by a fine of not less than five hundred dollars
nor more than two thousand dollars, and may, in addition thereto,
in the discretion of the jury, be imprisoned in the penitentiary for a

term of not less than six months nor more than two years. [Act
1907, p. 93.]

.

Free transportation of witnesses for railroad.-Where, in an action for injuries
to a servant of defendant railroad company, certain of its witnesses testified that
they had been furnished free transportation over defendant's road to the place of
trial, and admitted that they were not employes nor within any of the exceptions
prescribed by Gen. Laws 1907, p. 93, c. 42, prohibiting the issuance of free passes,
and declaring that all persons, except those mentioned in section 2, obtaining a

free pass or using free tickets, shall be guilty of misdemeanor, it was not error
to permit plaintiff's counsel, in argument, to state that such of defendant's wit
nesses as so testified violated the law in accepting transportation paid by defend
ant. Gulf, C. & S. F. Ry, Co. v. Adams (Civ. App.) 121 S. W. 876.

Art. 1533. Provisions of preceding article not to prohibit what.
-That the provisions of Section 1 of this Act [art. 1532] shall not
be held to prohibit any steam or electric interurban railway, tele
graph company or chartered transportation company or sleeping car

company or the receivers or lessees thereof or persons operating
the same, or the officers, agents or employes thereof from grant
ing free or exchanging free passes. franks, privileges, substitute for
payor other thing herein prohibited to the following persons: The
actual bona fide employes of any such companies and the members
of their families. The term employes shall be construed to embrace
the following persons only: All persons actually employed and en

gaged in the service of any such companies. including its officers,.
bona fide ticket, passenger and freight agents, physicians, surgeons
and general attorneys and attorneys who appear in courts to try
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cases and who receive a reasonable annual salary; furloughed,
pensioned a.nd superannuated employes, persons who have become
disabled or infirm in the service of any such common carrier, and
the remains of a person killed in the employment of a carrier. and

ex-employes traveling for the purpose of entering the service of

any such common carrier. And the term families as used in this

paragraph shall include the families of the persons named in this
provision; also the families of persons killed while in the service
of any such common carrier; also persons actually employed on

sleeping cars. express cars, also officers and employes of telegraph
and telephone companies. newsboys employed on trains, railway
mail service employes and their families, postoffice inspectors,
chairmen and bona fide members of grievance committees of em

ployes, bona fide custom and immigration inspectors employed by
the Government, the State Health Officer and one assistant, and
Federal health officers. county health officers, the State Railroad
Commissioners. State Superintendent of Public Buildings and
Grounds, the State Game, Fish and Oyster Commissioner and his
two chief deputies; also Government representatives accompany
ing from the Texas fish hatcheries shipments of fish for free dis
tribution in the waters of this State; the Dairy and Food Commis
sioner and two chief deputies; also when live stock, poultry, fruit,
melons or other perishable produce is shipped. the necessary care

takers while en route and return; also trip passes to the indigent
poor when application therefor is made by any religious or chari
table organization; Sisters of Charity, or members of any religious
society of like character; delegates to the different farmers' insti
tutes and farmers' congresses and farmers' unions; also all dele
gates to. the State and district firemen's conventions from volun
teer fire companies. and Confederate veterans who are or have been
or who hereafter may be admitted to the Confederate Home; man

agers of Young Men's Christian Associations or other eleemosy
nary institutions while engaged in charitable work; also the offi
cers or employes of. industrial fairs during the continuance of any
said fair and six months prior thereto; provided, that no more than
four officers or employes of anyone fair or fair associations shall
receive passage in anyone year; also persons injured in wrecks
upon the road of any such company immediately after such injury.
and the physicians and nurses attending such persons at the time
thereof; also persons and property carried in cases of general epi
demic, pestilence or other calamitous visitations at the time thereof
or immediately thereafter; also the United States marshals and
not more than two deputies of each such marshal; State rangers;
constables; the members of the State militia in uniform and when
called into service for the State; sheriffs and not more than two

deputies to each constable or sheriff; chiefs of police or city. mar

shals, whether elective or appointive. Any bona fide policeman or

fireman in the service of any city or town in Texas may have the
right to ride upon free transportation furnished by any steam
railroad company, any street railway company, any interurban rail
way company, or other lines of public transportation, when such
policeman or fireman is in the discharge of his public duty; but
this provision shall not be construed so as to apply to men holding

.

commissions as special policemen or firemen. Any other bona fide
peace officer shall enjoy the same privilege. when their duties are

to execute criminal processes; provided. that if any such railroad
or transportation company shall grant to any sheriff a free pass over

its lines of railroad, then it shall issue like free transportation to

each. and eve�y sheriff in this State who may make to it written
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application therefor; and provided further, that said sheriffs and
other peace officers above mentioned using such free passes or

transportation shall deduct the money value of the same, at the

legal rate per mile, from any mileage accounts against the State
and litigants earned by them in executing process when such pass
was used or could have been used; also members of the Live Stock
Sanitary Commission or their inspectors, of Texas, not exceeding
twenty-five (25) in number for anyone year; any person who has
by many years of actual labor aided, assisted and been instrumen
tal in securing the passage of statutes by the Congress of the Unit
ed States requiring the equipment of railroad trains with adequate
safety appliances for the protection of the persons and lives of the
employes and passengers; provided, that such person was not at
such time a public officer, National, State or local, nor employed
directly or indirectly by any railroad company; provided, that noth
ing in this Act shall prevent any such companies, the receivers or

lessees thereof and their families or the officers, agents or employes
from granting to ministers of religion reduced rates of one-half
(1-2) the regular fare, nor shall anything in this Act prevent any
such companies, their receivers or lessees from transporting' free
of charge any article being sent to any orphan home or other chari
table institution; provided, further, that nothing in this Act shall
be construed to prohibit any such companies, their receivers or

lessees or officers, agents or servants from making special rates
for special occasions or under special conditions, but no such rate
shall ever be made without first obtaining authority from the Rail
road Commission of Texas; and provided further,. that no per
sons who hold any public office in this State shall at any time during
their term of office be entitled to any such pass or transportation,.
privilege or franks or substitute for fare or charges over any rail
way or other company mentioned in Section one (1) of this Act,
except employes operating trains when in the actual discharge of
their duties as such and the officers hereinbefore exempted; pro:
vided, further, that nothing in this Act shall prohibit any street

railway company from transporting, free of charge, police officers
and firemen in any city where said company is authorized so to do
by any ordinance or authority from the city council of any such
city; provided, however, that no person or persons, beneficiaries.
of free transportation herein permitted, shall ride on a free pass or

enjoy free transportation to or from any political convention or on

any political errand; that nothing in this Act shall prohibit any
express company from hauling or carrying free of charge the pack
ages' and property of its actual and bona fide officers, attorneys,.
agents and employes who are actually in the employment of any
such company, its receivers or lessees, at the time such free trans

portation or the right thereto was given; and provided, further,.
that nothing in this Act shall be construed to prohibit any telegraph
or telephone company from carrying and transmitting free of
charge the messages of its bona fide officers, attorneys, agents and
employes and their families who are actually in the employment
of such c-ompany, its receivers or lessees at the time when such tree
transportation or the right thereto "vas given; provided, the actual·
bona fide officers and employes upon annual salaries of railway and
telephone companies, and telegraph companies are hereby permit
ted to exchange franks, privileges and free transportation over their
respective lines of railway and telegraph or telephone; and pro
vided, further, that nothing in this Act shall be construed to pre
vent the right of contract between railway companies and publish
ers, editors or proprietors of newspapers or magazines from mak
ing an exchange of mileage for advertising space in such news-
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papers or magazines; and provided, further, that the contract be
tween the railway companies and publishers, editors or proprietors
of such newspapers shall be upon the same basis of charge as is.

charged the public generally for a like service, and that the said

exchange shall be on a basis of value received in all cases, and

providing that such contract shall be in writing and shall not be

operative until approved by the Railroad Commission of this State
and filed in the office of the Commission as a part of the records
thereof, subject at all reasonable times to public inspection; and
that nothing herein contained shall be construed to prevent rail
way, express, railway news and other companies, persons and cor

porations performing service for or in connection with the opera
tion of railways, from issuing to or exchanging with each other,
franks, passage and free transportation of persons and property to

each other and to their respective company's officers and employes
for the use of the respective facilities; provided, that nothing here
in contained shall be construed to prohibit actual bona fide employes
from riding on a pass if he cat the same time holds the position of
school trustee or notary public. [Act 1907, p. 94, § 2, amended;
Act 1911, p. 151, ch. 83, § 1.]

See note under the preceding article.

Art. 1533a. Transportation of public health exhibit.-It shall
be lawful for any railroad company to furnish free of charge a car

or cars for the display of the public health exhibit and to furnish
free transportation to the persons actually engaged in the work in
connection with the display of the public health exhibit. [Act 1913,.
1st S. S., p. ·191, ch. 45, § 2.]

.

Art. 1534. Persons offering to use permit, pass, franks, etc., is
sued to any other person, or applying for same, knowing he is not

entitled thereto, penalty.-If any persons shall present, or offer to

use, in his own behalf, any permit or frank whatsoever, to travel,
pass or to convey any person or property or message which has.
been issued to any other person, or shall, knowing that he is not en

titled under the provisions of this chapter, apply to any railway, ex

press, telegraph or telephone company, officer, agent, lessee or re

ceiver thereof, for any free pass, frank, privilege or a substitute for
pay given or to be used instead of the regular fare or rate for trans

portation, or for any other consideration, except money, he shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be pun
ished by confinement in the county jail for not less than thirty days.
and not more than twelve months, and by a fine of not less than
one hundred dollars and not more than one thousand dollars. [Act
1907, ·p.·95.]

Art. 1535. Discrimination by any means or device, penalty.-No

company, subject to the provisions of this chapter, shall, directly or

indirectly, by any special rate, rebate, draw-back, or other device·
or exchange, demand, charge or collect or receive from any person,.
firm, association of persons or corporation a greater or less or dif
ferent compensation for any service rendered, or to be rendered, in.
the transportation of passengers, property or messages, than it
charges, demands, collects or receives from any other person, firm,
association of persons or corporation for doing for him, them or it,.
a like service, if the transportation or transmission is a like kind of
traffic or service under substantially similar circumstances and con

ditions; and any such company violating these provisions shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and for each offense, on convic
tion, shall pay to the state of Texas a penalty of five thousand dol-
lars. [Id., p. 96.] .
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Art. 1536. Companies, their lessees and receivers shall report
annually the name and residence of each person to whom free trans

portation was given.-Each and all companies subject to the provi
sions of this chapter, their receivers and lessees, shall report annual
lyon such dates as may be fixed by the railroad commission of this
state, the name and residence of each and every person to whom free
transportation, or right thereto, was given to travel, or to have his
property or messages transported or transmitted over its transpor
tation, express, sleeping car or railway or telegraph or telephone
line; and any company violating this provision shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and for each offense, on conviction, shall
pay to the state of Texas a penalty of one thousand dollars. [Id.,
p.96.]

Art. 1537. Persons other than those exempt using free pass, free
ticket, etc., penaIty.-Any person, other than the persons excepted
in this chapter, who uses any such free ticket, free pass or free

transportation, frank or privilege over .any railway or other trans

portation line or sleeping or express car, telegraph or telephone line,
mentioned in this chapter, for any distance under the control and
operation of either of said companies, subject to the provisions of
this chapter, or under their authority, or shall knowingly and wil
fully, by any means or device whatsoever, obtain, use or enjoy from
any such company, a less fare or rate than is charged, demanded,
collected or received by any such company from any other person,
firm, association of persons or corporations for doing for him, them
or it, a like service, if the transportation or service is of a like kind
of traffic or service under substantially similar circumstances and
conditions, such person or such officer or agent who acts for such
corporation or company thus favored, shall be guilty of a misde
.meanor, and, on conviction, for each offense, shall be fined not less
than one hundred dollars and not more than one thousand dollars.
[Id., p. 96.]

See note under article 1532, ante.

Effect of statute as to alleged mlsoonduct of a conductor In demandIng fare.
In an action against a carrier for alleged misconduct of its conductor with refer
ence to a demand on the plaintiff's wife for fare for her child, the evidence showed
that the conductor told p,laintiff's wife that he could not carry the child without
payment of fare, and that he would have to expel the child unless the fare was

paid, and that under the statute it was an offense for him to permit the child to
ride without payment of fare. There was evidence that the wife entered the
train not expecting to pay fare for the child. Held in view of this article that it
was error to refuse an instruction that the conductor was entitled to make such
statement to plaintiff, and that, if such conversation was had the jury could not
find for plaintiff unless the conductor's manner was rough, and as a result there
from the wife suffered the injury alleged. Trinity & B. V. Ry, Co. v. Carpenter
(Civ. App.) 132 S. W. 837.

Art. 1538. Director, officer, agent, receiver, etc., wilfully violat
ing this law or permitting its violation, penalty.-Any director, offi
cer, agent or any receiver, trustee, lessee or person acting for, or

employed by, any company subject to the provisions of this chapter,
who alone, or with any other corporation, company, persons or

party, shall wilfully do, or cause to be done, or shall wilfully suffer,
or permit to be done, any act, matter or thing in this chapter pro
hibited or declared to be unlawful, or who shall aid or abet therein,
or shall wilfully omit or fail to do any act, matter or thing in this
act required to be done, or shall cause or wilfully suffer or permit
any act, matter or thing so directed, required by this chapter to be
done, not to be done, or shall aid or abet any such omission or fail
ure, or shall be guilty of any' infraction of this chapter, or shall aid
or abet therein, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall,
upon conviction, be subject to a fine of not less than one hundred
dollars nor more than one thousand dollars; and, if the offense for
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which any person shall be convicted under this section shall be un

lawful discrimination in rates, fares or charges for the transporta
tion of passengers or property, or the transmission of messages,
such person may, in addition to the fines hereinbefore provided for,
at the discretion of the jury, be imprisoned in the penitentiary for a

term not less than six months nor more than two years. [Id., p. 96.]
Art. 1539. Person may be compelled to testify, exempt from

prosecution.-In any investigation, suit or prosecution which may
be had, or instituted, under the provisions of this chapter, the court
or tribunal in which the investigation, suit or prosecution is pending
may compel all persons to attend and give testimony, and to pro
duce such papers, books and documents as may be desired by the
state; and no person shall be exempt from giving testimony there
in; provided, however, that no criminal action or proceeding shall
be brought or prosecuted against such witness on account of any
testimony so given or furnished by him. [Id., p. 97.]

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

RAILROADS AND OTHER COM]\10N CARRIERS-BILLS
OF LADING, PRESCRIBING CERTAIN REQUIRE

MENTS FOR ISSUANCE
Art.
1540. All common carriers to issue bills

of lading.
1541. What intrastate bills of lading

shall, and interstate bills of
lading may, contain.

1542. "Straight" and "order" bills of
lading; latter not issuable in
duplicate, etc.

'

1543. Railroad commission shall pre
scribe forms, etc., of bills of
lading and regulate issuance
thereof.

1544. Authority of agents of common

carriers under this law to be
posted.

'

1545. Penalty for failure or refusal of

Art.
officer or agent to issue bill of
lading.

1546. Penalty for issuing wrongful,
fraudulent or unauthorized bill
of lading.

1547. Penalty for forgery of name of
agent, ete., to bill of lading, or

uttering such forgery.
1548. Penalty for duplication, etc., of

order bill of lading.
1549. Penalty for transfer of bill of

lading issued in violation of
this law.

1550. Penalty for fraudulently procur
ing issuance of false bill of lad

-Ing.

Article 1540. All common carriers to issue bills of lading.-It
shall be the duty of all railroad companies, steamship companies and
other common carriers, or receivers thereof, except express com

panies and pipe line companies, upon the receipt of freight for
transportation, to issue bills of lading therefor, and to authenticate,
validate or certify such bills of lading, when the same shall be de
marided by the shipper, in accordance with the provisions of this
chapter. [Act 1910, S. S., p. 138.]

See notes under art. 710, Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914.

Art. 1541. What intrastate bills of lading shall, and interstate
bills of lading may, contain.-Each bill of lading issued by ,a com

mon carrier, to which the provisions of this chapter apply, for an

intrastate shipment, shall contain, and each bill of lading issued by
.

such carrier for interstate or foreign shipment may contain, within
the written or printed terms, in addition to the other requirements
of this chapter, the following:

(a) The date of its issuance;
(b) The name of the person from whom the goods have been

received;
(c) The place where the goods have been received;
(d) The place to which the goods are to be transported;
(e) A statement of whether the goods will be delivered to a

. specific person or to the order of a specific person;
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(f) A description of the goods, or the packages containing them,
which may, however, be in terms such as may be approved by the
railroad commission;

(g) The signature of the carrier, or the duly authorized agent
-of the carrier; said bill of lading shall be so signed with pen and
ink, and the person signing the same shall attach his signature be
low all written, printed or stamped matter contained in said bill of
lading, except the words, "Authorized agent of. .....

"

(stating the
name of his principal), which shall appear below his signature;

(h) The carrier may insert in a bill. of lading issued by him any
-other terms and conditions; provided, such terms and conditions
.shall not be contrary to law or public policy or the orders promul
gated by the railroad commission; and provided, further, that no

'language shall be inserted in any bill of lading having the effect of
limiting or avoiding any of the provisions of this chapter;

(i) Provided, that when any form of bill of lading has been ap
proved by the interstate commerce commission, and has been adopt
ed by any carrier and made a part of its tariff, then such bill of lad
ing, as to interstate and foreign shipments, shall be a sufficient com

pliance with the provisions of this article. [Id., p. 139.]
Art. 1542. "Straight" and "order" bills of lading defined; latter

not issuable in duplicate, etc.-A bill of lading in which it is stated
that the goods are consigned or destined to a specific person is a

'''straight'' bill of lading; and a bill of lading in which it is stated
that the goods are consigned to the order of any person named in
such bill of lading is an "order" bill of lading. Order bills of lading
shall not be issued in sets or in duplicate, but copies thereof may
'be issued; provided, such copy has written or printed across the
.face thereof: "Copy-not negotiable." [Id.]

Art. 1543. Railroad commission shall prescribe forms, etc., of
'bills of lading, and regulate issuance thereof.-It shall be the duty
of the railroad commission of Texas to adopt and prescribe forms,
terms and conditions for the authentication, certification and valida
tion of all bills of lading issued by common carriers referred to in
.article .... , and to regulate the method and manner of their issu
ance, and to take all such steps as it may deem necessary to carry
.into effect the provisions of this chapter. [Id.]

See Const. art. 10, § 2.

Art. 1544. Authority of agents of common carriers under this
law to be posted.-It shall be the duty of the carriers affected by
this chapter to keep posted for public inspection in some conspicu
ous place in the station' or place where freight is received an instru
ment of writing, authorizing the agent of such carrier, or person au

thorized to act for such .carrier, selected for such purpose, to exe

-cute, sign and issue bills of lading; and the agent, or person so au

thorized to act for said carrier, so selected, shall attach his signa
ture to such instrument in the same manner that he signs bills of
'lading. [Id.]

Art. 1545. Penalty for failure or refusal of officer or agent to
.issue bill of lading.-Any officer, agent or servant of any carrier,
railroad or transportation company, or receiver thereof, affected by
this chapter, who shall fail or refuse to issue a bill of lading in
.accordance with this chapter and the regulations and orders of the
railroad commission, when the same is rightfully demanded, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction there
of, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding two hundred dollars,
or by imprisonment in the county jail not exceeding six months, or

by both such fine and imprisonment. [Id., p. 141.)
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Art. 1546. Penalty for issuing wrongful. fraudulent or unau

thorized bill of lading.-Any officer, agent or servant of a carrier,
railroad or other transportation company, or receiver thereof, af
fected by this chapter, who shall wrongfully issue a bill of lading.
with the intent to defraud any person, or who shall. with intent to

defraud, knowingly misdescribe any goods, articles or other prop
erty, or the quantity or amount thereof, described in any bill of

lading. or who shall knowingly issue a bill of lading without au

thority so to do. with the intent to defraud any person, shall be
deemed guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be

punished by confinement in the state penitentiary for a term of not
less than two years and not exceeding ten years. [Id.]

Art. 1547. Penalty for forgery of name of agent, etc., to bill of
lading, or uttering such forgery.-Any person who shall forge the
name of any agent of a railroad company, or other common carrier,
to a bill of lading, with the intent to defraud, or who shall forge the
name of any person to any certificate attached to a bill of lading
issued by such carrier. with the intent to defraud, or who shall
knowingly utter, or attempt to utter, any such forged instrument,
with intent to defraud, shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and,
upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by confinement in the
state penitentiary for a term of not less than five years and not

exceeding fifteen years. [Id.]
Art. 1548. Penalty for duplication, etc., of order bill of lading.

Any officer, agent or servant of a common carrier, who knowingly
issues, or aids in issuing, or knowingly permits to be issued in parts'
or sets, or in duplicate, an order bill of lading, shall be guilty of a

felony. and, upon conviction. shall be punished for such offense by
a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars, and by confinement in
the state penitentiary for a term not exceeding five years. [Id.]

Art. 1549. Penalty for transfer of bill 0.£ lading issued in viola
tion of this law.-Any person who knowingly, and with the intent
to defraud, negotiates or transfers a bill of lading, issued in viola
tion of the provisions of this chapter. or who knowingly, and with
the intent to defraud, negotiates or transfers a bill of lading which
contains any statement of fact that is untrue, and which statement
relates to a material matter, shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and,
upon conviction of such offense. shall be punished by a fine not ex

ceeding five thousand dollars, and by imprisonment in the state

penitentiary for a term 110t exceeding ten years. LId.]
Art. 1550. Penalty for fraudulently procuring issuance of bill

of lading.-Any person who shall knowingly and fraudulently pro
cure, and cause the agent of any common carrier to make and set
forth in any bill of lading issued by him on behalf of such carrier,
any statements or representations which are false and which mate

rially misrepresent the number, amount or quantity of the goods,
chattels or other articles therein described, or who shall procure, or
cause any agent of a common carrier to issue to him, a bill of lad
ing, with the intent to defraud, shall be deemed guilty of a felony,
and shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary not less
than two' years nor more than five years. [Id.]

1 PEN.CODE TEX;-63 993
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

RAILROAD EMPLOYES-LIMITING THE WORK HOURS
,

OF SAME
Art.
1551-1554. [Repealed.]

Art.
1555. Railroad telegraph or telephone

operator not to work more than
eight hours in twenty-four con

secutive hours, penalty.

Articles 1551-1554. [Act 1903, ch. 31; Act 1907, pp. 113, 114;
Act 1907, S� S. ch. 5.] Repealed. See note below.

Explanatory.-The act of 1907, ch. 51, pp. 113, 114, with the amendatory act
(Act 1907, S. S. ch. 5), when carried into the revised Penal Code of 1911, as articles
1551 to 1554, inclusive, had been expressly repealed by Act 1909, ch. 101, § 3. This
repeal was evidently overlooked' by the revisers, and in view of the decisions in
Berry v. State (Cr. App.) 156 S. W. 626; Stevens v. State, 70 App. 565, 159 S. W.
505; Robertson v. State, 70 App. 307, 159 S. W. 713; Williams v: State, 71 App. 6,
159 S. W. 732, the articles named are omitted from this compilation. The act of
1909 re-enacted the former provisions but substituted a penalty recoverable in a

civil action in place of the former criminal penalty. The new act will be found
in Vernon's Sayles' Civ. St. 1914, as articles 6584 and 6585.

Art. 1555. Railroad telegraph or telephone operator not to work
more than eight hours in twenty-four consecutive hours, penalty.
It shall be unlawful for any railroad telegraph or telephone operator
to work more than eight hours in twenty-four consecutive hours at
such occupation; and any such operator, violating this article, shall
pay a fine in any sum not less than twenty-five dollars nor more

than one hundred dollars; provided. that, in case of an emergency,
any operator may remain on duty for an additional two hours. [Act
1907, p. 223.]

Constitutionallty.-This act is unconstitutional, in that it purports to apply to
both interstate and intrastate commerce, and is in conflict with Act Congo March
4, 1907, c. 2939, § 2, 34. Stat. 1416 [U. S. Compo St. 1913, § 8678], and, hence, vio
lative of the commerce clause of the federal constitution. State v. Texas & N. O.
R. Co. (Civ. App.) 124 S. W. 984.

CHAPTER NINETEEN

RAILROAD COMPANIES-REQUIRING ENGINEERS OR
CONDUCTORS TO SERVE FIRST AS FIREMEN

OR BRAKEMEN
Art.
1556. Person running a locomotive en

gine upon -any railroad, qualifi
cation of.

1557. Person engaged as conductor on

railroad, qualtncatlon of.

Art.
1558. Penalty for violating two preced

ing articles.
1559. SllaIl not apply, when.
1560. Not to apply to railroads less

than twenty-five miles in length,
or lessee or receiver thereof.

Article 1556. Person running a locomotive engine upon any
railroad. qualification of.-If any person shall run or operate any
locomotive engine upon any railroad in the state of Texas, without
having served three years prior thereto as a fireman or engineer on

a locomotive engine. he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and he shall be punished by a fine of not less than twenty-five dol
lars nor more than five hundred dollars; and each day he so en

gages shall constitute a separate offense. [Act 1909, p. 92.]
Constitutionallty.-This chapter is not unconstitutional because article 1560,

post, provides that the law shall not apply to railroads less than 25 miles long.
Smith V. State (Cr. App.) 14() S. W. 900. Nor is it unconstitutional as an unlawful
interference with interstate commerce. Smith V. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 900.
Reversed by Supreme Court of the United States. (1914) Id., 233 U. S. 630, 34 Sup.
Ct. 681, 58 L. Ed. 1129, and the statute is held unconstitutional, as infringing the
right of contract.

1

Art. 1557. Person engaged as conductor on railroad, qualifica-
tion of.-If any person shall act, or engage to act, as a conductor
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on a railroad train in this state, without having for two years
prior thereto served or worked in the capacity of a brakeman or

conductor on a freight train on a line of railroad, he shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall he punished by a fine of not
less than twenty-five dollars nor more than five hundred dollars;
and each day he so engages shall constitute a separate offense.
[Id., p. 92.]

Constltutionality.-See note under the preceding article.
This article is not unconstitutional as an unreasonahle interference with em

ployment contracts or the right to pursue a vocation. Smith v. State (Gr. App.)
146 S. W. 900. Reversed by Supreme Court of the United States. (1914) Id., 233
U. S. 630, 34 Sup. Ct. 681, 58 L. Ed. 1129, and the statute is held unconstitutional,
as infringing the right Qof contract.

Application to 'conductor serving required time in another state.-One who had
acted as freight conductor for a number of years in another state could not be
convicted unuer this ar-ticle, the statute not requiring one to have worked as a

conductor, etc., for two years within this state. Byrne v: State, 60 App. 618, 132
S. W. 473.

Art. 1558. Penalty for violating two preceding articles.-If any
person shall knowingly engage, promote, require, persuade, prevail
upon- or cause any person to do any act in violation of the provi
sions of the two preceding articles, he shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and shall be punished by a fine of not less than twen

ty-five dollars nor more than five hundred dollars; and each day he
so engages shall constitute a separate offense. [Id., p. 92.]

Art. 1559. Shall not apply, when.-Nothing in this law shall be
construed as applying to the running or operating of engines, in
taking said engines to or from trains at division terminals by en

gine hostlers, or of the shifting of cars or making up trains, or do
ing any work appurtenant thereto at engine houses, tram or freight
yards by switchman or yardman, or in the case of the disability
of an engineer or a conductor while out on the road between divi
sion terminals. In case of emergency, where such companies can

not obtain the employes, mentioned in this law, who have the
qualifications prescribed by the provisions thereof, then such com

panies may employ. temporary firemen, engineers and conductors
who have not the qualifications prescribed by this law; but no

such employment shall continue longer than such companies can

supply their respective places with men who have the qualifications
prescribed by this law; and provided, further, that nothing herein
contained shall relieve any of such companies from the negligence
of any of its employes. [Id., p. 92.] .

Art. 1560. Not to apply to railroads less than twenty-five miles
in length, or lessee or receiver thereof.-The provisions of this law
shall not apply to any railroad company WIthin this state or the
receiver, lessee thereof, whose line of railway is less than twenty
five miles in length. [Id., p. 93.]

See notes under article 1556, ante.

CHAPTER NINETEEN A

RAILROAD COMPALNIES-AIR BRAKES
Art.
1560a. Inspection required; not appli

cable to tram roads.

Art.
1560b. When not applicable.
1560c. Penalty for violation.

Article 1560a. Inspection required; not applicable to tram
roads.-It shall be unlawful for any person, corporation or receiver
to operate or cause to be operated any train, on any line of rail
road in this State, without first having the air brakes and air brake
attachments inspected and tested before. leae ing the division ter
minals for such trains, by a competent inspector, who shall have
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had at least three' years' experience as a car inspector or car re

pairer. Provided that this Act shall not apply to tram roads en

gaged in hauling logs to any saw mill. [Act 1911, p. 106, ch.
63, § 1.]

Art. 1560b. When not appHcable.-The provisions of this Act
shall not apply in case of emergency where such companies cannot
obtain the employes mentioned in this Act who have the qualifica
tions prescribed. by the provisions thereof; then such companies
may employ temporary inspectors. Provided, the provisions of this
Act do not apply to railroads under forty miles in length. [Id.,
§ 2.]
. Art. 1560c. Penalty for violation.s=Any person, corporation or

receiver violating any of the provisions of this Act shall be fined
not less than fifty dollars ($50.00) nor more than one hundred dol
lars ($100.00), and each operation of any such train without such
inspection first having been made, as provided herein, shall consti
tute a separate offense. [Id., § 3.]

CHAPTER TWENTY

RAILROAD COMPANIES REQUIRED TO DO REPAIR
WORK IN TEXAS AND FURNISH SUFFICIENT

MOTIVE POWER
Art.
1561. Having shops in this state, re

quired to repair, renovate or

rebuild in Texas.
1562. Prohibited from sending cars,

coaches, etc., out of Texas to
be repaired.

1563. Not to apply to strikes, etc.

Art.
1564. Penalty for violating this law.
1565. Should equip and furnish suffi-

cient motive power, etc., to han
dle passenger and freight traf
fic.

1566. Penalty for violating preceding
article.

Article 1561. Having shops in this state, required to repair, ren

ovate or rebuild in Texas.-All railroad corporations operating in
the state of Texas, and having- their repair shops within the state,
shall, and are hereby required to repair, renovate or rebuild, in
the state of Texas, any and all defective or broken cars, coaches,
locomotives or other equipment, owned or leased by said corpora
tions in the state of Texas, when such rolling stock is within the
state of Texas; provided, .that such railway shall have, or be under
obligation to have, proper facilities in the state, to do such work;
and provided, this chapter shall not be so construed as to require
any railway corporation to violate the safety appliance IC!-w of the
congress of the United States; and provided, further, that no rail
way shall be required to haul such disabled equipment a greater
distance for repairs at a point within the state of Texas than would
be necessary to reach their repair shops in another state; and ·pro
vided, further, that no such railway company shall haul, or be per
mitted to haul, for purposes of repair, any disabled equipment by
or past any shop owned or operated by any such company, where
said disabled equipment can be repaired, in order to reach some oth
er repair shop at a greater distance, for purposes of repairing said
disabled equipment; provided, that the provisions of this chapter
shall not apply to companies having less than sixty continuous

.

miles of railroad in operation in this state. [Act 1909, fl. 7d.] P �S I )·qll
Art. 1562'. Prohibited from sending cars, coaches, etc., out of

.
) ,-'

Texas to be repaired.-All railroad corporations operating in the �, � "j
state of Texas, and having their repair shops within the state, shall
be prohibited from sending or removing any of their cars, coaches,
locomotives or other equipment out of the state of Texas to be re-
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paired, renovated or rebuilt, when the same is in a defective or broken
condition, and within the state. [Id., p. 73.]

Art. 1563. Not to apply to strikes, etc.-The provisions of this
chapter shall not apply in cases of strikes, fires, or other unforeseen
casualties and emergencies. [Id., p. 73.]

Art. 1564. Penalty for violating this law.-Any railway corpo
ration, lessee, receiver, superintendent, or agent, who shall violate
any of the provisions of this chapter, shall, after conviction by any
court of competent jurisdiction, be liable to a fine of not less than
one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred" dollars. [Id.,

�
Art. 1565. Shall equip and furnish sufficient motive power, etc.,

to handle passenger and freight traffic.-It is hereby declared to be
the duty of every railroad company, incorporated under the laws of
the state of Texas and doing business in this state, under limitations
and regulations prescribed by the railroad commission of Texas, to

equip and provide sufficient motive power and rolling stock to han
dle all passenger "and freight traffic expeditiously and without delay.
[Act 1907, p. 298.]

For notes on civil features of statute, see Vernon's Sayles' Clv, St. 1914, art.
6685.

Art. 1566. Penalty for violating preceding article.-Any railroad
company or common carrier failing to comply with the provisions
of this chapter or to obey the orders of the railroad commission,
made in pursuance of the provisions hereof, shall be deemed guilty
of an abuse of their rights and privileges, and, upon conviction, shall
be subject to a fine of one hundred dollars for a violation or failure
to comply with any order that may be issued by the railroad com

mission as is provided said commission may do by article 1553; and
each day that such railroad company or common carrier neglects,
fails or refuses to comply with such orders shall constitute a sepa
rate offense. [Id., p. 298.]

CHAPTER TWENTY.;.ONE

RAILROAD COMPANIES PROHIBITED ESTABLISHING
NAME FOR A STATION OTHER THAN NAME OF

POSTOFFICE
Art.
1567. Station or depot in city or town

to bear name of postoffice.

Art.
1568. Not to apply, when.
1569. Penalty for violation.

Article 1567. Station or depot in city or town to bear name of
postoffice.-It shall hereafter be unlawful for any corporation or re

ceiver, operating any line of railroad, in whole or part, in this state,
or any officer, agent or representative of such corporation or receiv
er, to retain, maintain or establish a name for any railway station Or

depot," in any incorporated or unincorporated town or city within
this state, other than the name of the town or city, which have, and
bears, the name of its postoffice so given by the United States gov-
ernment. [Act 1909, p. 89.]

"

.

Art. 1568. Not to apply, when.-The provisions Qf article 1552
shall not apply to two or more incorporated or unincorporated
towns or cities in this state which nQW are" situated within five miles
of each other, and which each have therein established postoffice
named and designated by the United States government. Provided,
that this chapter shall not apply to those cases where the postoffice
name of the city, town, village or settlement is SO' similar in sound
or otherwise to that of some other station upon such railroad, as
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that confusion in train orders and directions may arise therefrom;
and provided, further, that where the name of such place is changed
by the postal department of the federal government, such railway
shall not be required to again change the name of its station; and

provided, further, that all railways having stations affected hereby
shall have ninety days from and after this chapter becomes effective
to comply therewith. [Id., p. 89.]

Art. 1569. Penalty for violation.-Any officer, agent, or repre
sentative of any corporation, or receiver operating any line of rail
road, in whole or in part, within this state, who shall violate the pro
visions of this chapter, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon a conviction therefor, shall be punished by a fine of not
less than two hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars
for such offense, or by confinement in the county jail for not less
than thirty nor more than ninety days, or by both such fine and im

prisonment. Provided, that the venue of all suits originating under
the provisions of this chapter shall be in the county where the sta

tion, about which the suit occurs, is located. [Id., p. 89.]

CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

STREET RAIL\VAY-REGULATING FARES IN CERTAIN
CITIES AND TO\iVNS

Art.
1570. Required to carry children of the

age of twelve years or less for
one-half fare; not .to apply
when.

1571. Provide for sale of children in
lots of twenty, etc.

1572. Children under the age of five
years transported free, when.

Article 1570. Required to carry children of the age of twelve
years or less for half fare; not to apply when.-All persons or corpo
rations, owning or operating street railways in or upon the public
streets of any town or city in this state of not less than forty thou
sand inhabitants are required to carry children of the age of twelve
years or less at, and for one-half, the charge or fare regularly col
lected by such person or corporation for the transportation of adult
persons; provided, that this chapter shall not apply to street cars

carrying children or students to and from schools, colleges, or other
institutions of learning, situated at a distance of one mile or more

beyond the limits of the incorporated city or town from which said
cars run. [Act 1903, p. 182.]

Regulation of rates.-The legislature has the power to regulate the rates of fare
of a street railway company in the absence of any provision in its charter relin

quishing that right, provided the rates are not so unreasonable as to practically
destroy the value of the property of the corporation. San Antonio Traction Go. v.

Altgelt cciv. App.) 81' S. W. 108.

Art. 1571. Provide for sale of tickets in lots of twenty, etc.-All
such persons or corporations, owning or operating street railways,
shall sell or provide for the sale of tickets in lots of twenty, each

good for one trip over the lines or lines owned or operated by such

person or corporation, at, and for, one-half the regular fare or

charge collected for the transportation of adult persons, to students
not more than seventeen years of age in actual attendance upon any
academic, public or private school, of grades not higher than the
grades of the public high schools of this state, situated within, or

adjacent to, the town or city in which such street railway is located.
Such tickets are required to be sold only upon the presentation by
the student desiring to purchase the same of the written certificate
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of the principal of the school upon which he is in attendance, show
ing that he is not more than seventeen years of age, is in regular
attendance upon such school, and is within the grades hereinbefore
provided. Such tickets are not required to be sold to such students,
and shall not be used except during the months of the year when
such schools are in actual session; and such students shall be trans

ported at half fare only upon the presentation of such tickets. [Id.,
p. 182.]

Constitutionality.-See San Antonio Traction Co. v. Altgelt, 200 U. S. 304, 26
Sup. Ct. 261, 50 L. Ed. 491.

Art. 1572. Children under the age of five years transported free,
when.-All such persons or corporations are required to transport
children of the age of five years or less, when attended by a passen
ger of above said age, free of charge. [Id., p. 182.]

Art. 1573. Providing for transfers.-All such persons or corpo
rations are required to accord to all passengers referred to in arti
cles 1561, 1562 and 1563 the same rights as to the use of transfers
issued by their own or other lines as are, or may be, accorded to

passengers paying full fare. [Id., p. 182.]
Art. 1574. Officer of any corporation violating this law, penalty.

=-Any officer of any corporation or other person who shall knowing
ly violate any of the provisions of this chapter shall, upon convic
tion, be adjudged guilty of a misdemeanor, and fined not less than
twenty-five nor more than one hundred dollars. [Id., p. 182.]

Art. 1575. Person misrepresenting age or grade to secure re

duced fare, penalty.-Any person who shall misrepresent the age or

the grade of any person for the purpose of securing the reduced fare
herein provided for shall, upon conviction, be adjudged guilty of a

misdemeanor, and be fined not less- than twenty-five nor more than
one hundred dollars. [Id., p. 182.]

CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

ASSIGNOR

Article 1576. [1011] Secreting or concealing property from as

signee.-If any assignor shall secrete or conceal from his assignee
any portion of the property belonging to his estate, other than that
which is exempt from execution, or shall, previous to, and in con

templation of, the assignment, transfer any property, with the in
tent or design to' defraud his creditors, such assignor shall be ad
judged guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be pun
ished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less
than two nor more than five years. [Act March 24, 1879, § 11.]

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 700, 701.

Q_(_���?
CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

DU\LICATION OF PROCESS FOR WITNESSES
Article 1577. [1012] Duplication of process for witnesses;

. penalty.-It shall be unlawful for the clerk of any district court,
after a witness in a felony case has been served with a subpoena or

an attachment, to issue any other or further process for said wit
ness, except upon the order of the presiding judge, made upon ap
plication to him for that purpose. When a witness has been served
with process by one party, it shall inure to the benefit of the op
posite party, in case he should need said witness; and, as far as
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practicable, the clerk shall include in one process the names of all
witnesses for the state and defendant; and such process shall show
that the witnesses are summoned for the state and defendant. Any
district clerk who shall violate the provisions of this law shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and punished by a fine of not less
than ten nor more than one hundred dollars. [Act 21st Leg., March
30, 1889, ch. 121, p. 145.]

See art. 114, ante, and note thereunder.

Application to misdemeanors.-This article, inhibiting clerks from issuing fur
ther process where the witness has been served with process by one party, except
upon order of the judge, etc., applies only in felony cases, and has no application
to misdemeanors. Searcy v. State, 40 App. 460, 50 S. W. 699, 51 S. W. 1119, 53
S. W. 344.

Notice of Intention to use wltness.-The non-issuing party should make known
his intention to use the witness. Byrd v. State, 39 App. 609, 47 S. W. 721.

Practice as to process.-In conforming to this article, the better practice is,
where both parties desire the witness, to have the process issued for either, show
that fact on its face. Mixon v. State, 36 App. 66, 35 S. W. 394.

In view of this article, forbidding the issuance of more than one subpcena for
a witness and giving defendant the benefit of the action of the state in "serving"
process on a witness, that defendant failed to look up a witness, for the absence
of whom a continuance was asked, because the state had "issued" a subpcena,
would not excuse lack of diligence. Stacy v. State (Cr. App.) 177 s. W. 114.

Indictment.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 168, 169.

CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

COUNTY FINANCES *

Art.
1578. State or county officer refusing

information.
1579. Clerk failing to keep finance

ledger.
1580. Treasurer failing to make report.
1581. Selecting depository of funds of

county.
1582. Members of commissioners' court

failing or refusing to vote; pen-
alty.

'

Art.
1583. Selecting depository of funds of

city.
1584. Check and warrants on city de,

pository, how drawn; penalty for
violation.

1584a. Approval of treasurer's report;
order; counting cash; affidavit;
registration and publication;
penalty for violation.

Article 1578. [1013] State or county officer refusing informa
tion.-If any state or county officer shall fail or refuse to give any
data, statistics and information required of him by law, such state
or county officer shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon con

viction, be fined in a sum not less than twenty-five nor more than
one hundred dollars. [Act 21st Leg., April 2, 1889, p. 23.]

, Art. 1579. [1013a] Clerk failing to keep finance ledger.-If the
clerk of the county court of any county in this state, or county audi
tor in counties having an auditor, shall wilfully fail, neglect, or

refuse to keep, or cause to be kept, the finance ledger, provided for
by law, or shall wilfully fail, neglect, or refuse to make, or cause to
be made, the quarterly statement as provided for by law, the clerk
or auditor so failing, neglecting or refusing shall be fined in any
sum not less than fifty nor more than two hundred dollars; provid
ed, that such failure, neglect, or refusal, for each quarter, shall con

stitute a separate offense. [Act 1893, p. 161.]
Art. 1580. [1013b] Treasurer failing to make report.-Any

county or city treasurer, or treasurer of the school board of each
city or town having exclusive control of itsschools, failing to make
and transmit the report required by law, and certified copy, or ei
ther, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction
thereof, shall be fined in any sum not less than fifty dollars nor more

than five hundred dollars. [Act 1893, p. 188.]
Explanatory.-The report contemplated by this article was to be made to the

commissioners' court at its first regular term after Aug. 31 in each year (art.
, * See, also, Title 4, chs. 3 and 5; Title 8, ch, 6, arts. 388-420.
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3936, Rev. St. 1895). This requirement was repealed by Act> 1905, ch. 1�4, § 179.
The act of 1905 requires the report to be made to the State superintendent of
Public Instruction on or before Oct. 1st in each year (Vernon's Sayles' Ctv, St..
1914, art. 2773), but the act imposes no penalty for a failure to report. In view
of this situation, this article may be superseded, though it did not appear in the
chapters of the civil statutes which were expressly repealed. See Berry v. State,
156 S. W. 626; Stevens v. State, 159 S. W. 505. The r-epealing clause in the act of
1905 reads as follows: "All provisions of chapters 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and
16, of Title lxxxvi, of the Revised Statutes of the State of Texas and all amend
ments thereto not herein specifically re-enacted are hereby repealed and all laws
and 'parts of laws in conflict herewith' are hereby repealed." See, also, art. 403,
ante.

Art. 1581. Selecting depository of funds for county.e=The com

missioners' court of each county in this state are authorized. at
the February term thereof every two years, to receive proposals
from any banking incorporation, association or individual banker in
such county, as may desire to be selected as the depository of the
funds of such county. Notice that such bids will be received shall
be published by, and over the name of the county judge, once

each week for at least twenty days before commencement of such
term, in some newspaper published in said county; and, if no

.newspaper be published therein, then, in any newspaper published
in the nearest county; and, in addition thereto, notice shall be
published by posting same at the courthouse door of said county.
[Act 1905, ch. 164, § 20; Act 1907, p. 208, § 20.]

Art. 1582. Member of commissioners' court failing or refusing
to vote; penalty.-Any member of the commissioners' court of any
county who shall fail or refuse to vote for a compliance with the
requirements of this section [preceding article] shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction, shall be punished by
a fine of not less than one hundred nor more than five hundred dol
lars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for less than one nor more

than six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment; and such
failure or refusal shall b.e deemed ground for removal from office.
{rd.]

Art. 1583. Selecting depository of funds of city.-The city
council of every city in the state of Texas, incorporated under
the general laws thereof, or incorporated under special charter, at
its regular meeting in July of each year, is authorized to receive
sealed proposals, for the custody of the city funds, from any bank
ing corporation, association or individual banker, doing business
within the city, that may desire to be selected as the depository of
the funds of the city. The school funds, from whatsoever source

derived, of incorporated cities, is part of the city funds, and is sub
ject to the provisions of this chapter. Notice that such bids will
be received shall be published by the city secretary, not less than
one nor more than four weeks before such meeting, in some news

paper published in the city. Any banking corporation, association
or individual banker, doing business in the city. desiring to bid,
shall deliver to the city secretary on or before the day of such meet

ing designated by said published notice, a sealed proposal, stating
the rate per cent upon daily balances that said banking corporation,
association or individual banker offers to pay to the city for the
privilege of being made the depository of the funds of the city for
the year next following- the date of such meeting; or, in the event
that said election shall be made for a less term than one year, as

hereinafter provided, then, for the time between the date of bid
and the next regular time for the selection of a depository as afore
said. All such proposals shall be securely kept by the secretary,
and shall not be opened until the meeting of the council for the
purpose of passing upon same; nor shall any other proposals be
received after they shall have .been opened. It shall be a misde-
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meanor for the city secretary or other person to open any of said
.proposals, or to disclose. directly or indirectly, the amount of any
such bid to any person or persons before the selection of such de

pository, and, upon conviction. he shall be fined in a sum of not
less than ten nor more than one hundred dollars. [Act 1905, ch.
123, § 1; Act 1905, ch. 164. § 34; Act 1907, p. 132.]

Cited, 'Capps v. Citizens' Nat. Bank (Civ. App.) 134 S. W. 808; Manhattan Life
Ins, Co. v. Cohen (Civ, App.) 139 S. W. 51.

Art. 1584. Check and warrants on city depository, how drawn,
penalty for violation.-No check shall be drawn upon the city de
pository by the treasurer, except upon a warrant signed by the
mayor and attested by the secretary. No warrant shall be drawn
by the mayor and secretary upon any of the special funds, created
for the purpose of paying the bonded indebtedness of said city
in the hands of the city treasurer, or in the depository, for any
purpose whatsoever. other than to pay the principal or interest of
said special fund, or for the purpose of investing said special fund
according to law. No city treasurer shall payoff, or issue a check,
to pay any money out of any special fund created for the purpose
of paying any bonded indebtedness of said city other than for the
purpose to pay interest due on said bonds, the principal of said
bonds. or for the purpose of making an investment of said fund
according to law. Any mayor who shall draw a warrant against
a special fund, as above defined, for any other purpose than above
specified, or any city treasurer who shall pay, or issue a check to

pay, a warrant drawn on the special fund of any city, other than for
the legal purpose of paying interest due 011 said bonds, the principal
of said bonds, of for investing said sinking fund according to law,
shall be guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction, shall be confined
in the penitentiary for any term not less than one year nor more

than five years. [Act 1905, ch. 123, § 6; Act 1905, p. 397.]
Art. 1584a. Approval of treasurer's report; order; counting

cash; affidavit; registration and publication; penalty for violation.
-When the commissioners' court has compared and examined the
quarterly report of the treasurer. and found the same correct, it
shall cause an order to be entered upon the minutes of the court,
stating the approval thereof. which order shall recite separately, the
amount received and paid out of each fund by the treasurer since
the preceding treasurer's quarterly report, and the balance of such
fund, if any, remaining in the treasurer's hands, and the court shall
cause the proper credit to be made in the accounts of the treasurer,
in accordance with said order, and said court shall actually in
spect and count all the actual cash and assets in the hands of the
treasurer belonging to the county at the time of the examination
of his said report; and prior to the adjournment of each regular
term 'Of the court, the county judge and each of the commissioners
shall make affidavit in writing that the requirements of this article
have been in all things fully complied with by them at said term
of said court. and that the cash and other assets mentioned in said
county treasurer's quarterly report made by said treasurer to
said court, and held by him for the county, have been fully in
spected and counted by them, giving the amount of said money and
other assets in .his hands; which affidavits of the members shall
be filed with the county clerk of the county, and by him recorded
in the minutes of the said county commissioners' court of the term
at which the same were filed; and the same shall be published in
some newspaper published in the county. if there be a newspaper
published in the county, for one time, to be paid for at the same

rate as other legal notices.
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And any county judge, county commissioner, or county clerk in
this State, who shall negligently or intentionally fail or refuse
to comply with the requirements of this Article, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof in a court
of competent jurisdiction shall be fined in any sum not less than
twenty-five nor more than five hundred dollars. [Act 1897, p. 28,
ch. 30, § 1.]

Explanatory.-The above provision was omitted from the revised Penal Code,
and in view of the decision in Berry v. State (ICr. App.) 156 S. W. 626, it is includ
ed in this compilation. The civil part of the above article was carried into Rev.
St. 1911 as arts. 1448-1450. The criminal feature was added by Act 1897, ch, 30,
p. 27, by way of amendment of art. 867, Rev. St. 1895.

School fund embraced.-The county school fund was embraced in this article re

quiring the county funds to be counted by the commissioners' court. Poole v.
BUrnet County, 97 Tex. 77, 76 S. W. 426.

CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
Art.
1585. Commissioner of labor statistics,

duty of.
1586. Power to issue subpoena, etc.,

penalty for person failing to
attend or testify.

1587. Owner, manager, etc., of factory.
mill, etc., duty of.

1588. Name of, shall not be disclosed
by commissioner.

Art.
1589. Commissioner may enter factory,

mill, store, etc., when.
1590. Shall give written notice to dis

trict or county attornr-v. ,.,r"""'Tl.
1591. Owner, manager or person in con

trol of factory, mill, etc., refus
ing to allow officer of bureau
of labor statistics to enter; pen
alty.

Article 1585. Commissioner of labor statistics. duty of.-The
commissioner of labor statistics shall collect, assort, systematize
and present in biennial reports to the governor, statistical details
relating to all departments of labor in Texas, and especially as af
fecting or bearing upon the commercial, social, educational and
sanitary conditions of the employes and their families, the means

of escape from dangers incident to their employment. the protec
tion of life and health in factories and other places of employment,
the labor of children and of women and the number of hours of
labor exacted of them, and, in general. all matters and things which
affect or tend to affect the prosperity of the mechanical, manufac
turing and productive industries of this state, and of the persons
employed therein. Said commissioner shall also, as fully as may
be done, collect reliable reports and information from each county,
showing the amount and condition of the mechanical, mining and
manufacturing interests therein, and all sites offering natural or ac

quired advantages for the location and operation of any of the dif
ferent branches of industry; and he shall, by correspondence with
interested parties in other parts of the United States, or in foreign
countries. impart to them such information as may tend to induce
the location of manufacturing and producing plants within the state,
together with such information as may tend to increase the em

ployment of labor and the products of such employment in Texas.
[Act 1909, p. 59.]

Art. 1586. Power to issue subpcena, etc., penalty for person fail
ing to attend or testify.-The commissioner of the bureau of labor
statistics shall have power to issue subpcenas, administer oaths and
take testimony in all matters related to the duties herein required
of the said bureau, but such testimony must be taken in the vicinity
of the residence or office of the person testifying. Any person
duly subpcenaed under the provisions of this chapter who shall
wilfully neglect or fail to attend or testify. at the time and place
mentioned in the subpcena, shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
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meanor, and, upon conviction thereof before any court of competent
jurisdiction, shall be punished by a fine of not to exceed fifty dol
lars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for not to exceed thirty
days. Provided, however, that no witness shall be compelled to

go outside of the county in which he resides in order to testify.
[Id., p. 60.]

Art. 1587. Owner, manager, etc., of factory, mill, etc., duty of.
-It shall be the duty of every owner, manager and superintendent
of every factory, mill, workshop, mine, store, business house, pub
lic or private work, or any other establishment or place, where
five or more persons are employed at work, to make to the bureau
of labor statistics, upon blanks to be furnished by such bureau,
such reports and returns' as said bureau may require for the pur
pose of securing such labor statistics as are contemplated by this
chapter; and such reports and returns shall be made within not to
exceed sixty days from the receipt of the blanks furnished by the
commissioner or by the bureau; and the same shall be verified
under oath. Any owner, manager, superintendent or other person
in charge or control of any factory, mill, workshop, mine, store,
business house, public or private work, or other establishment or

place, where five or more persons are employed at work, who shall
neglect or refuse to make such reports and returns as are required
by the provisions of this chapter, shall be deemed guilty of a mis
demeanor, and, 'upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine
of not to .exc'eed one hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in the
county jail for not to exceed thirty days. [Id., p. 60.]

Art. 1588. Name of same shall not be disclosed by commission
er.-In the reports made by the commissioner of labor statistics to
the governor, the names of individuals, firms or corporations, sup
plying information under the provisions of this chapter, shall not
be disclosed; nor shall the name of any such individual, firm or cor

poration be communicated to any person or persons, except such
as are employed in the bureau of labor statistics; and any officer
or employe of such. bureau violating any of the provisions of this
article shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon convic
tion, shall be fined not to exceed five hundred dollars, or by im
prisonment in the county jail for not more than ninety days.
[Id., p. 60.]

Art. 1589. Commissioner may enter mill, factory, store, etc.,
when.-Upon the written complaint of two or more persons, or

upon his failure otherwise to obtain information, in accordance with
the provisions of this chapter, the commissioner of labor statistics
shall have the power to enter any factory, mill, workshop, mine,
store, business house, public or, private work, or other establish
ment, or place where five or more persons are employed at work,
when the same is open and in operation, for the purpose of gather
ing facts and statistics, such as are contemplated by this chapter,
and for the purpose of examining into the methods of protecting
employes from danger, and the sanitary conditions in and around
such building or place, of all of which, the said commissioner shall
make and return into the bureau of labor statistics a true and de
tailed record in writing. [Id., p. 61.]

Art. 1590. Shall give written notice to district or county attor

ney, when.-If the commissioner of labor statistics shall learn of
any violation of the law with respect to the employment of children,
or fire escapes, or the safety of employes, or the preservation of
health, or in any other way affecting the employes, he shall at once

give written notice of the facts to the county. or district attorney of.
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the county in which the law has been violated, or of some other
county, if any there be, having jurisdiction of the offense; and the

county or district attorney to whom such notice has been given shall
immediately institute the proper proceedings against the guilty per
son. [Id., p. 61.]

Art. 1591. Owner, manager or person in control of factory, mill,
etc., refusing to allow officer of bureau of labor statistics to enter;
penalty.-Any owner, manager, superintendent or other person in
charge or control of any factory, mill, workshop, mine, store, busi
ness house, public or private work, or other establishment or place,
where five or more persons are employed at work, who shall refuse
to allow any officer or employe of the said bureau of labor statistics
to enter the same, or to remain therein for such time as is reason

ably necessary, or who shall hinder any such officer or employe, or

in any way prevent or deter him from collecting information, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be
fined in any sum not to exceed one hundred dollars, or imprison
ment in the county jail for not to exceed sixty days. [Id., p. 61.]

CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN

MINES AND MINING
Art.
1692. Owner, lessee, agent, etc., oper

ating mine, duty of.
1593. Time for completing escapement

shaft.
1594. Shafts, cages and passways con

structed, how.
1595. Current of fresh air shall be

maintained throughout mine.
1596. Appearance of fire damp, notice

to be given.
1597. Cages on which men are riding,

how constructed, speed of.
1598. Powder in mine, how carried.
1599. Cut-throughs, how made.
1600. Safety lamps to be kept when

necessary.
1601. Shaft, safety lamp, etc., shall not

be injured.
1602. Rules printed in English shall be

posted.
1603. Adequate and accurate scales

shall be provided.
1604. Employes shall have right to em

ploy check weighman.

Art.
16U5. Kind of oil to be used in mine.
1606. Any person violating any of the

provisions hereof, penalty.
1606a. Electric wires to be insulated;

trolley wires, how placed.
1606b. Penalty for violation.
1606c. Duties of state mining inspector.
1606d. Map of underground workings to

be filed.
1606e. Same; penalty for violation.
1606f. Feeding animals in mine; stor

ing feec;l.
1606g. Permitting animal to remain over

ten hours unlawful.
1606h. Not applicable to certain mines;

open light in stable prohibited;
unftamable stock food.

1606i. Penalty for violation.
1606j. Duties of, state mining inspector.
1606k. Providing wash houses; mode of

construction and equipment.
1606Z. Same; penalty for violation; wil

fully destroying property.

Article 1592. Owner, lessee, agent, etc., operating mine, duty
of.-It shall be unlawful for the owner, agent, lessee, receiver or

operator of any mine in this state to employ any person or persons
in said mine for the purpose of working therein, unless there are in
connection with every seam or stratum of coal or ore worked in
such mine not less than two openings or outlets, separated by a

stratum of not less than one hundred and fifty feet at surface and
not less than thirty feet at any place, at which openings or outlets,
safe and distinct means of ingress and egress, shall, at all times, be
available for the persons employed in such mine. The escapement
shafts or slopes shall be fitted with safe and available appliances, by
which the employes of the mine may readily escape in case of acci
dent. In slopes used as haulage roads, where the dip or incline is
ten degrees or more, there must be provided a separate traveling
way, which shall be maintained in a safe condition for travel, and
kept free from dangerous gases. [Act, 1903, p. 103.]
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Art. 1593. Time for completing escapement shaft==The time
which shall be allowed for completing such escapement shaft or

opening as is required by the terms of this chapter, shall be: For
mines already opened, one year for sinking any shaft or slope two
hundred feet or less In depth, and one additional year, or pro rata

portion thereof, for every additional two hundred feet or fraction
thereof; but, for mines which shall be opened after the taking effect
of this chapter, the time allowed shall be two years for all shafts
or slopes more than two hundred feet in depth, and one year for all
shafts two hundred feet in depth or less; and the time shall be
reckoned in all cases from the date on which coal or ore is first
hoisted from the original shaft or slope, for sale or use. [Id., p.
103.]

Art. 1594. Shafts, cages and passways, constructed, how.-Any
shaft in process of sinking, and any opening projected for the pur
pose of mining coal of all kinds, shall be subjected to the provisions
of this chapter.

At the bottom of every shaft and every caging place therein, a

safe, commodious passageway must be cut around said landing
place, to serve as a traveling way by which employes shall pass from
one side of the shaft to the other, without passing under or near the
cage.

The upper and lower landings at the top of each shaft, and the
openings of each intermediate seam from or to the shaft, shall be
clear and free from loose materials, and shall be securely fenced
with automatic or other gates or bars, so as to prevent either men

or materials from falling into the shaft.
Every hoisting shaft must be equipped with substantial cages fit

ted to guide rails running from the top to the bottom. Said cages
must be safely constructed, they must be furnished with suitable
boiler iron covers to protect persons riding thereon from falling ob
jects, and they must be equipped with safety catches. Every cage
on which people are carried must be fitted with iron bars, rings, or

chains in proper place and in sufficient number to furnish a secure

handhold for every person permitted to ride thereon. At the top
landing, cage supports, where necessary, must be carefully set and
adjusted so as to work properly, and securely hold the cages when
at rest. .

In all cases where the human voice cannot be distinctly heard,
there shall be provided a metal tube or telephone from the top to the
bottom of the shaft or slope through which conversation may be
held between persons at the bottom and top of such shaft or slope,
and that there shall also be maintained an efficient system of signal
ing to and from the top of the shaft or slope and each seam or open
ing.

Every underground place on which persons travel, worked by
self-acting engines, windlasses or machinery of any description,
shall be provided with practical means of signaling between the
stopping places and the ends of the plane, and shall further be pro
vided, at intervals of not more than sixty feet, with sufficient man

holes for places of refuge.
Every mine shall be supplied with props and timbers of suitable

length and size; and, if from any cause the timbers are not supplied
when required; the miners shall vacate any and all such working
places until supplied with timber needed.

All openings, worked out or abandoned portions of every operated
mine likely to accumulate explosive gases or dangerous conditions
shall be securely gobbed and blocked off from the operated portions
thereof, so as to protect every person working in such mines from
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all danger that may be caused or produced by such worked out por
tions of such mines. [Act 1907, p. 331.]

Art. 1595. Current of fresh air shall be maintained throughout
mine.-(a) Throughout every mine there shall be maintained cur

rents of fresh air sufficient for the health and safety of all men and
animals employed therein; and such ventilation shall be produced
by a fan or some other artificial means; provided, a furnace shall
not be used for ventilating any mine in which explosive gases are

generated.
(b) The quantity of air required to be kept in circulation and

passing a given point shall be not less than one hundred cubic feet

per minute for each person, and not less than three hundred cubic
feet per minute for each animal in the mine, measured at the foot
of the downcast; and this quantity may be increased at the discre
tion of the inspector, whenever, in his judgment, unusual conditions
make a stronger current necessary. Said current shall be forced
into every working place throughout the mine, so that all parts of
the same shall be reasonably free from standing powder smoke and
deleterious air of any kind.

(c) The measurement of the current of air shall be taken with
an anemometer at the foot of the downcast, at the foot of the upcast,
and at the working face of each division or split of the air current.

(d) The main current of air shall be split or subdivided as to

provide a separate current of reasonably pure air to everyone hun
dred men at work; and the inspector shall have authority to order
separate currents for smaller groups of men, if in his judgment spe
cial conditions make it necessary.

(e) The air current for ventilating the stable shall not pass into
the intake air current for ventilating the working parts of the mine.

(f) Whenever the inspector shall find men working without
sufficient air, he shall at once give the mine manager or operator
notice and a reasonable time in which to restore the current, and,
upon his or their refusal or neglect to act promptly, the inspector
may order the endangered men out of the mine. [Id., p. 332.]

'\" Art. 1596. Appearance of fire damp, notice to. be given.-Im
mediate notice must be conveyed by the miner or mine owner to
the inspector, upon the appearance of any large body of fire damp in
any mine, whether accompanied by any explosion or not, and upon
the concurrence of any serious fire within the mine or on the sur

face. [Id., p. 333.]
Art. 1597. Cages on which men are riding, how constructed,

speed of..-Cages on which men are riding shall not be lifted or low
ered at a rate greater than six hundred feet per minute, except with
the written consent of the inspector. No person shall carry any
tools or material with him on a cage in motion, except for use in
making repairs; and no one shall ride on a cage while the other
cage contains a loaded car. No cage, having an unstable or self
dumping platform, shall be used for the carriage of men or materi
als, unless the same is provided with some convenient device, by
which said platform can be securely locked, and unless it is so lock
ed whenever men or material are being conveyed thereon. [Id.,
p.333.]

Art. 1598. Powder in mine, how carried.-No miner or other
person shall carry powder into the mine, except in the original keg
or in a regulation powder can, securely fastened, and the can in oth
erwise air tight condition. [Id., p. 333.]

Art. 1599. Cut-throughs, how made.-It shall be the duty of the
mine foreman to see that proper cut-throughs are made in all the
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pillars at such distances as in the judgment of the mine inspector
may be deemed requisite, not more than twenty yards nor less than
ten yards apart, for the purpose of ventilation; and the ventilation
shall be conducted through said cut-throughs into the rooms and
entries by means of check doors made of canvas or other material,
placed on the entries or in other suitable places; and he shall not

permit any room to be opened in advance of the ventilating current.

Should' the mine inspector discover any room, entry, airway or

other working place being driven in advance of the air current

contrary to the requirements of this article, he shall order the work
men in such places to cease work at once until the law is complied
with. [Id., p. 333.]

Art. 1600. SafetyJamps to be kept when necessary.-At any
mine where the inspector shall find fire damp is being generated so

as to require the use of a safety lamp in any part thereof, the opera
tor of such mine, upon receiving notice from the inspector that one

or more such lamps are necessary for the safety of the men in the
mines, shall at once procure and keep for use such number of safety
lamps as may be necessary. [Id., p. 334.]

Art. 1601. Shaft, safety lamp, etc., shall not be injured.-It shall
be unlawful for any miner, workman or other person, knowingly or

carelessly, to injure any shaft, safety lamp, instrument, air-course
or brattice, or to obstruct or throw open an air-way, or to carry any
open lamp or lighted pipe or fire in any form into a place worked by
the light of safety lamps, or within three feet of any open powder, or

to handle or disturb any part of the hoisting machinery, or to enter

any part of the mine against caution, or to do any wilful act where
by the lives or health of persons working in mines, or the security
of the mine machinery thereof, is endangered. [Id., p. 334.]

Art. 1602. Rules printed in English shall be posted.-It shall be
the duty of every operator to post on the engine house and at the
pit top of his mine, in such manner that the employes of the mine
can read them, rules not inconsistent with this chapter, plainly
printed in the English language, which shall govern all persons
working in the mine. And the posting of such notice, as provided,
shall charge all employes of such mine with legal notice of the con

tents thereof. [Id., p. 334.]
Art. 1603. Adequate and accurate scales shall be provided.

The owner or operator of every mine shall provide adequate and
accurate scales for weighing coal ; and it shall be the duty of the
mine inspector to examine such scales, and, if same are not found
to be accurate, he shall notify the owner to repair same j and, if
such owner fails or refuses to repair same within a reasonable time,
said inspector shall institute proceedings under the law against the
proper parties. [Id., p. 334.]

Art. 1604. Employes shall have right to employ check weigh
man.-The employes in any mine in this state shall have the right
to employ a check weighman at their own option and their own ex

pense. [Id., p. 334.]
Art. 1605. Kind of oil to be used in mine.-No miner or other

person employed in a mine shall use any kind of oil other than a

good quality of lard oil for lighting purposes, except when repair
ing downcast or upcast shafts, [Id., p. 334:]

Art. 1606. Any person violating any of the provisions hereof,
penalty.-Any person who shall wilfully violate any of the provi
sions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon
conviction, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding five hundred
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dollars, or imprisonment in the county jail for a period not exceed
ing six months. [Id., p. 334.]

Art. 1606a. Electric wires to be insulated; trolley wires, how

placed.-From and after September 1, 1911, in all mines in this
State where electricity is or hereafter shall be used as a part of the
system, power or means of mining and procuring the coal or other
mineral from any of said mines, that the owners or operators of
every such mine shall cause all wires conducting electricity in and
about said mine to be carefully and thoroughly insulated or protect
ed in a safe manner, so that the person or animalscorning in contact
therewith shall not be injured thereby; all wires as aforesaid shall
either be thoroughly insulated or placed where persons employed in
and about the mines can not come in contact therewith, or shall be
covered, protected or shielded in a safe manner, so as to prevent any
injuries or accidents therefrom to those in or about the mines; pro
vided, however, it shall not be necessary to insulate or cover trolley
wires, but they shall all be hung and kept not less than five feet and
six inches above the rail, and shall be securely fastened, and not per
mitted to sag less than said height. 'Where there is sufficient height
in existing entries to permit this, but where sufficient height is not
available in existing entries, then the trolley wires shall be placed to
one side of the entry, six inches outside the rail; and in all such
cases the trolley wire shall be placed on the side of the entry op
posite from the working rooms, except where there are rooms on

both sides of the entry, in which event, the trolley wires may be
placed over the opening of said rooms, said trolley wires to be safely
shielded; provided, where it is impracticable in existing entries to

place trolley wires six inches outside of the rail, or five feet, six
inches high, and where separate travel way is not provided, then
the trolley wire shall be safely shielded; and it is further provided
that this Act shall not apply to entries that are not used as travel
ways for workmen or work animals; provided, however, that this
Section shall not apply to mines in operation in this State on Janu ..

ary 1, 1902, and prior thereto, and which have developed until there
is at least two thousand (2000) feet distance from the shaft to the
face of the coal being operated, except as to extensions of trolley
wires made and to be made after January 1, 1910, in such mines.
[Act 1911, p. 196, ch. 97, § 1.]

I,

Art. 1606b. Penalty for violation.-Any person who shall vio-
late' any of the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine not

exceeding five hundred ($500.00) dollars, or imprisonment in the
county jail for a period not exceeding six months. [Id., § 2.]

Art. 1606c. Duties of state mining inspector.-It shall be the
duty of the State Mining Inspector to see that the provisions of this
Act are complied with, and shall' report all violations hereof to the
State Mining Board and to the district or county attorney of the

county: where the offense is committed. [Id., § 3.]
Art. 1606d. Map of underground workings to, be filed.-It shall

be the duty of every operator of a coal mine in the State of Texas to
make a map of the underground workings of every mine in his
charge, under operation on the first day of January, 1912, or that
may be opened thereafter; said map shall be drawn on, a scale of
one inch to one hundred feet, and shall indicate the surface land
Iines as well as the rooms, entries or openings underground. It
shall be brought up to date at least once each month, covering
operations for the preceding month. The original of said map shall
be on file at the office of the operator at or near said mine. Said
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map shall be extended or brought up to date at any time requested
by the State Mine Inspector, at least every three months, if, for any
reason, a mine should be closed, then a final map shall be made and
.filed; provided, however, that maps existing on the date of the pas
sage of this Act may be continued on the same scale as begun, if
not smaller than one-half inch to one hundred feet. [Id., § 4.]

Art. 1606e:-'� Same; penalty for violation.-The penalty for non

compliance with Section 4 [art. l606d] hereof shall be by' a fine of
not less than twenty-five ($25.00) dollars nor more than fifty
($50.00) dollars for each offense. [Id., § 5.]

Art. 1606f. Feeding animals in mine; storing feed.-It shall be
unlawful for any person, association of persons, corporation or re

ceiver, owning, operating or managing any mine in this State, to
feed or permit to be fed any work animal in said mines, or to store

or keep any feed for such animals in said mines. [Act 1911, p.
205, ch. 102, § 1.]

Art. 1606g. Permitting animal to remain over ten hours unlaw
ful.-It shall be unlawful for any person, association of persons,
corporation or receiver, owning, operating or managing any mine
in this State, to permit any work animal to remain in any mine
longer than ten consecutive hours. [Id., § 2.]

Art. 1606h. Not applicable to certain mines; open light in
stable prohibited; inflammable stock food.-It is further provided
that Sections 1 and 2 [arts. 1606f, 1606g] shall not apply to mines
complying with the following provisions:

All stables in mines in which work animals are kept shall be
equipped with fire proof doors at each opening, with a door frame
of concrete, stone or brick, laid in mortar, and such stable door
shall be kept closed during working hours of mines.

All feed, hay, grass, cane, etc., except corn, corp chops, bran and
shelled oats, shall not be taken down the hoisting shaft until after
the regular day shift is out of the mine.

It is further provided that no open light shall be taken into any
underground stable by any person.

It is further provided that not over twenty-four (24) hours' sup
ply of hay, grass or cane, or any other kind of inflammable stock
food, except corn, corn chops, bran and shelled oats, shall be taken
down in anyone day. [Id., § 2a.]

,

Art. 1606i. Penalty for violation.-In addition to the penalties
provided in Section 3 of this Act [art. 5946h, Vernon's Sayles' Civ.
St. 1914], every person violating any of the provisions of this Act
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be pun
ished by imprisonment in the county jail for not less than one

month nor more than one year. [Id., § 4.]
Art. 1606j. Duties of state mining inspector.e=It shall be the

duty of the State Mining Inspector to see that the provisions of
this Act are complied with, and he shall report all violations there
of to the State Mining Board and to the district or county attorney
of the county where the offense is committed. [Id., § 5.]

Art. 1606k. Providing wash houses; mode of construction and
equipment.-It shall be the duty of the operator, owner, lessees or

superintendent of any coal mine in this State employing ten or

more men to provide a suitable building convenient to the principal
entrance of such mine, for the use of persons employed in and
about said mine, for the purpose of washing themselves and chang- t

ing their clothing when entering or leaving the mine. Such build
ing shall be provided with proper light and heat, with a supply of
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hot and cold water and shower baths, and with properly construct
ed individual lockers for the use of such employes. The employes
shall furnish their own towels. soap and locks for their lockers, and
shall exercise control over and be responsible for all property by
them left in such house. The baths and lockers for negroes shall
be separate from those for whites, but may be in the same build
ing. [Act 1915, p. 100, ch. 51, § 1.]

Art. 1606l. Same; penalty for violation; wilfully destroying
property.-Any operator, owner, lessee or superintendent

\

of any
coal mine violating the provisions of this Act shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor. and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine of
not less than twenty-five dollars, nor more than two hundred dol
lars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than
sixty days or by both such fine and imprisonment, in the discretion
of the court or jury. It is further provided that every two weeks
of such violation shall constitute a separate offense. Any person
wilfully injuring or destroying any property mentioned herein shall
be punished as 'provided by law. [Id .• § 3.]

Explanatory.-Sec. 4, Act 1915, ch. 51, provides that the act shall take effect
Sept. 1, 1916.

CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT

PENITENTIARIES-CONTROL AND TREATMENT OF
PRISONERS

Art.
1613. Same.
1614. Prison physician failing to make,

or making false report.
1615. Conversion of prison property de

clared to be theft, and punish
able as such.

1616. Felony for Officers, etc., to ac

quire financial interest in con
tracts on behalf of prison, or to
peculate in any prison transac
tion; penalty.

1617. Officer, etc., infiicting unauthoriz
ized punishment on any prison
er; penalty.

Art.
1607. Prison commission created.
1607a. Constitution and tenure of com

mission.
1608. Commission charged with direc

tion of state prison system and
care, etc., of prisoners.

1609. Commission to classify prisoners
into three grades.

1610. Penalty for excessive whipping of
refractory prisoners.

1611. Penalty for misapplication of
money of prisoners by officers,
eto., of prison.

1612. Duties of Officers, etc., on decease
of prisoner, and penalty for
failure to perform.

Article 1607. Prison commission created.-The management
and control of the prison system of the state of Texas shall be vest
ed in a board, to be known as the board of prison commissioners,
and, for the purposes of this chapter, shall be referred to as the
prison commission. Said board of prison commissioners shall be
composed of three men, to be appointed by the governor, with the
advice and consent .of the senate. whose term of office shall be
two years from date of appointment, except those first appointed
under this chapter, who shall hold their offices, respectively, for
eight, sixteen and twenty-four months from the date of their ap
pointment and qualification. [Act 1910, S. S .• p. 143.]

See art. 1607a, post. For other provisions relating to the powers and duties of
the board of prison commissioners, see Vernon's Sayles' Cfv. St. 1914, arts. 6086...

6095j, 6172-6256.

Art. 1607a. Constitution and tenure of commission.-The Board
of Prison Commissioners charged by law with the control and
management of the State prisons, shall be composed of three mem

bers appointed by the Governor, by and with the consent of the
Senate, and whose terms of office shall be six years. or until their
successors are appointed and qualified; provided that the: terms
of office of the Board of Prison Commissioners first appointed aft�the adoption of this amendment shall begin on January 20th
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the year following the adoption of this amendment, and shall hold
office as follows: One shall serve two years, one four years, and
one six years. Their terms to be decided by lot after they shall
have qualified, and one Prison Commissioner shall be appointed
every two years thereafter. In case of a vacancy in said office the
Governor of this State shall fill said vacancy by appointment for
the unexpired term thereof. [Const. art. 16, § 58, adopted Nov.
5, 1912.]

Art. 1608. Commission charged with direction of state prison
system and care, etc., of prisoners.-The prison commission shall
be vested with the exclusive management and control of the prison
system of this state, and shall be held responsible for the proper
care, treatment, feeding, clothing and management of the prisoners
confined therein, and at all times for the faithful enforcement of
the spirit, intent and purpose of the laws and rules governing said
system; provided, that the prison commission shall be held re

sponsible for maltreatment of prisoners, and, if permitted, it shall
be grounds for removal from office. [Act 1910, S. S., p. 145.]

Art. 1609. Commission to classify prisoners into three classes
and each class into three grades.-The prison commission shall
provide for the classification of all prisoners, separating them into
the following classes: In the first class shall be included young
men, first offenders, those appearing to be corrigible, or less vicious
than others, and likely to observe the laws, and to maintain them
selves by honest industry after their discharge. In the second class
shall be included those appearing to be less corrigible, or more

vicious, but content to work and reasonably obedient to prison
discipline as not to seriously interfere with the productiveness of
their labor, or with the labor or conduct of those with whom they
may be employed. In the third class shall be included those ap
pearing to be incorrigible or so insubordinate or so vicious in their
nature as to seriously interfere with the labor and moral develop-
ment of those with whom they must come in contact. ,

The prison commission shall make rules and regulations for the
promotion and reduction of the prisoners from one class to an

other, and shall transfer them from one class to another from time
to time, as they may seem to merit promotion or reduction.

The prisoners in each of the classes hereinbefore named, shall be
kept in, or upon different or separate prisons or farms. Any prison
er, upon entering the prison system, shall be assigned to one of its
institutions according to his class, as hereinbefore provided, and
shall be entered in said institution in a neutral grade, which shall
be known as grade No.2, and in which he shall be furnished with
a suitable uniform designated for that grade. The prison com

mission shall adopt rules for a higher grade which shall be known
as grade No.1, as a reward for obedience to prison discipline and
good conduct, and shall provide a suitable uniform for this grade;
and they shall provide for a lower grade as a punishment for mis
conduct and violation of prison discipline, which grade shall be
known as No.3, and in which the prisoner shall be clothed in
stripes. The uniforms for grades Nos. 1 and 2 shall not be stripes.
The prison commission shall provide rules for promotion of prison
ers from any grade to another for good conduct arid obedience to

prison discipline, and for demotion of prisoners for misconduct and
violation of prison discipline. The prison commission shall provide
specifically for the extension or denial of privileges for the various
grades herein provided. [Id., p. 151.]

Art. 1610. Penalty for excessive whipping of refractory prison
ers.-The prison commission may adopt such modes of punishment
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as may be necessary. such punishment being always humane, and
placing prisoners in stocks, shall be prohibited. Whipping with
not exceeding twenty lashes on the bare rump and thighs may be
resorted to with prisoners of the third class, who can not be made
to observe the rules by milder methods of punishment. The strap
to be used must be of leather, not over two and one-half inches
wide, and twenty-four inches long, attached to a wooden handle;
no convict shall be whipped until same has been authorized by at

least two members of the prison commission upon their written
order; and such order so issued shall be executed only in the pres
ence of a prison physician; and a sworn report shall be made by
the officer executing such order to the penitentiary commission,
who shall keep a record of all such reports in a well bound book
to be kept for that purpose, which shall be at all times open to

public inspection; and such report, so to be made by such officer
executing the order of the prison commission. shall state the name

of the convict whipped, the number of strokes administered, the
size of the strap used, the time. and place thereof, in whose pres
ence same was done, and the cause thereof. It shall further be
the duty of the prison commission to make a semi-annual report
of the whipping of convicts to the district judge of the county
where such whipping occurred, who shall report same to the grand
jury, which is hereby authorized to make investigation thereof. if

they deem same advisable. The utmost care must be used by the
officer executing the order of the commission not to break the skin
of the prisoner whipped; and any person guilty of whipping a

prisoner more lashes, or other than as provided herein, or striking
a prisoner, except in self-defense, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not less than twenty
five dollars nor more than two hundred and fifty dollars, and im
prisoned in the county jail not less than thirty days nor more than
six months. White and negro prisoners shall not be worked to

gether when it can be avoided, and shall be kept separate when not
at work. [Id., p. 152.]

Art. 1611. Penalty for misapplication of money of prisoners by
officers, etc., of prison.-Prisoners, when received into the peniten
tiary, shall be carefully searched. If money be found on the person
of the prisoner, or received by him at any time, it shall be taken in

charge by the prison commission and placed to the prisoner's cred
it, and expended for the prisoner's benefit on his written order, and
.under such restrictions as may be prescribed by law or the rules.
Any officer or employe, having charge of a prisoner's money, who
misappropriates the same or any part thereof, shall be deemed
guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be confined in
the penitentiary for a term of not more than five years. [Id.,
p. 156.]

Art. 1612. Duties of officers, etc., on decease of prisoner, and
penalty for failure to perform.-If any prisoner shall die while in
prison, the officer in charge of the prisoner at the time of his death
shall immediately report the same to the prison commission, and,
if he knows the address or place of residence of any relative within
the third degree, either by consanguinity or affinity, shall also notify
by wire said relative of the death of such prisoner, and, if the rela-

. tive of such prisoner claim the body or will take charge of same,
then the body of such prisoner shall be turned over to such rela
tive; and the expense of shipping the body to where it is to' be
buried, provided it is within this state, shall be paid by the prison
commission out of any available penitentiary funds on hand, upon
the request of such relative. If the residence and address of the
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relative of such prisoner is unknown, such prisoner shall be decent
ly buried in citizen's clothes, and the grave marked by a stone with
the name of said prisoner, date of death and age, if known, inscribed
thereon. If the body of such prisoner is not claimed by the rela
tives, the prison commission shall at once notify the county judge
of the county from which the prisoner was sentenced, of his death,
the date and cause of death and place of burial. The prison com

mission shall cause to be made and kept a record of the deaths of
prisoners, and certified copies of same, made by the custodian there
of, shall be admissible in evidence under the rules of law applying
to official records. Any officer or employe of the prison system of
whom any duties are required by this article, who shall fail to dis
charge such duties, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon
conviction, shall be fined in any sum not exceeding five hundred
dollars. [Id.]

Art. 1613. Same.-The prison commission, or other person in
charge of prisoners, upon the death of any prisoner under their
care and control, shall at once notify the nearest justice of the peace
of the county in which said prisoner died, of the death of said pris
oner; and it shall be the duty of such justice of the peace, when
so notified of the death of such prisoner, to go in person and make
a personal examination of the body of such prisoner, and inquire
into the cause of the death of such prisoner; and said justice of the
peace shall reduce to writing the evidence taken during such in
quest, and shall furnish a copy of the same to the prison commis
sion, and a copy of the same to the district judge of the county in
which said prisoner died; and the copy so furnished to said dis
trict judge shall be turned over by the district judge to the suc

ceeding grand jury; and the said judge shall charge the grand jury,
if there should be any suspicion of wrong-doing shown by the in
quest papers, to thoroughly investigate the cause of such death.

Any officer or employe of the prison system, having charge of
any prisoner at the time of the death of such prisoner, who shall
fail to immediately notify a justice of the peace of the death of
such prisoner, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon convic
tion thereof, shall be punished by a fine' of not less than one hun
dred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, and by 'confine
ment in the county jail not less than sixty days nor more than one

year; provided, that the justice of the peace making such examina
tion shall be paid a fee as is now provided by la w for holding in

quests, said fee to be on sworn account therefor, approved by the
prison commission. [Id.]

Art. 1614. Prison physician failing to make report, or making
false report.-The prison commission shall provide for competent
medical attention for all prisoners, and shall establish, rules where-
by all physicians shall be required to keep a record of all cases of
sickness, accident or injury which they treat. The physicians so

employed shall be reputable practicing physicians of not less than
two years of experience in practice. Each physician employed in
tile prison system shall, at the end of each month, file with the
prison commission a report in writing, subscribed and sworn to

by him, which report shall state the names, race and sex of each
prisoner treated or examined by him during said month, the malady
or disease with which each was afflicted, and, if any shall be suffer
ing with wounds or injuries inflicted by accident or some individ
ual, he shall state the nature and extent of said injuries, by whom
and by what means inflicted, or how the same occurred, and all
such othet information concerning said matters, and the condition
of each prisoner treated or examined by him during said months,
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as he may possess; provided, further, that for a failure to make
,

such a report or any false statement knowingly made by any such
physician in any such reports, he shall be prosecuted for the offense
of perjury or. false swearing, as provided by law. [Id .• p. 157.]

Art. 1615. Conversion of prison property declared! to be theft
and punishable as such.s=Any officer or employe of the prison sys
tern, who shall fraudulently convert to his own use and benefit any
food, clothing, or other property. belonging to or under control of
the prison system, shall be guilty of theft, and, upon conviction, be
punished as prescribed by law. [Id., p. 158.]

See art. 372, ante.

Art. 1616. Felony for officer, etc., to acquire financial interest in
contracts on behalf of prison, or to peculate in any prison transac

tion; penalty.-Any officer, agent or employe, in any capacity con

nected with the prison system of this state, who shall be financial
ly interested, either directly or indirectly, in any contract for the.fur
nishing of supplies or property to the prison system, of the purchase
of supplies or property for the prison system, or who shall be finan

cially interested in any contract to which said prison system is a

party. or who shall knowingly and fraudulently sell or dispose of
any property belonging to said prison system below its reasonable
market value, or who shall be financially interested in any other
transaction connected with the prison system, shall be guilty of a

felony. and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by confine
ment in the state penitentiary for a term of not less than two years
nor more than five years; and each transaction shall constitute a

separate offense. [Id.]
See art. 372, ante.

Art. 1617. Officer, etc., inflicting unauthorized punishment on

any prisoner; penalty.-Any sergeant, guard or other officer or

employe of the prison system of this state who shall intlict any
punishment upon a prisoner, not author-ized by the rules of the
prison system, shall be guilty of an assault, and, upon conviction
thereof, shall be punished as prescribed by law; and it shall be
the duty of the prison commission to make complaint before the
proper officer of any county in which such assault was committed
upon such prisoner. Provided. that in all cases where any person
is charged by complaint or indictment with an offense against a

prisoner, prisoners and ex-prisoners shall be permitted to testify.
[Id.]

.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE

REFORMATORY INSTITUTIONS

Article 1617a. Corporal punishment of inmates of Girls; Train
ing School.-Corporal punishment in any form shall not be inflicted
upon the inmates of said institution except as a last resort to main
tain discipline. and then only in the presence of the Superintend
ent, and a resident nurse; and at no time shall any inmate be struck
more than twenty times, and that only with such instrument and in
such manner as will inflict reasonable and moderate punishment,
considering the age, size and strength of the culprit and the
strength of the person administering such punishment. and at no

time shall any weapon or instrument of torture be used, or any in
strument which by its make, coupled with the manner of its use

would be calculated to inflict bodily injury. Anyone violating the
provisions of this section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and upon conviction shall be fined not less than $25.00 nor more

than $100.00 or sentenced to not less than thirty days, nor more

than ninety days in jail, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
[Act 1913, 1st S. S., p. 11. ch. 6, § 15.]

Explanatory.-The above provision is added, by way of amendment, to Rev.
St. 1911, as art. 5234a (Vernon's Sayles' Olv. St. 1914, art. 6234a). As it contains a

criminal feature it is inserted in this compilation.
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Title 19) REPETITION OF OFFENSES Art. 1618

TITLE 19

REPETITION OF OFFENSES
Art.
1618. �econd and subsequent convic

tions for misdemeanor.
1619. Subsequent conviction for felony.

Art.
1620. Third conviction for felony, how

punished.
1621. Second conviction for capital of

fense, how punished.

Article 1618. [1014] Second and subsequent convictions for
misdemeanor.-If it be shown on the trial of a misdemeanor that
the; defendant has been once before convicted of the same offense,
he shall, on a second conviction, receive double the punishment pre
scribed for such offense in ordinary cases; and upon a third, or any
subsequent conviction for the same offense, the punishment shall
be increased, so as not to exceed four times the penalty in ordinary
cases. [Po C. 818.]

Validity of statute in general.-This article is not invalid for uncertainty, in
that it is not stated whether it is the maximum or the minimum penalty which is
to be doubled. Gould V. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 172:

Constltutlonallty._:"This article is constitutional. It does not place defendant
twice in jeopardy for the same offense. Kinney v. State, 45 App. 500, 78 S. W. 226,
79 S. W. 570.

Construction of statute In general.-Prior cases for offenses of like character
cannot be used to enhance the punishment of a subsequent offense of like char
acter. Kinney v. State, 45 App. 500, 78 S. W. 226, 79 S. W. 570.

This article is to be construed as a reform provision of our Code. That is,' if
after the conviction for the first offense the defendant does not reform but per
sists in crime and commits another offense of like character, he can be tried and
.his former conviction used to enforce his punishment and so on as he commits
such subsequent offense up to four.

Prior cases cannot be used to enhance the punishment in any given case more
than once. They cannot, be made to do double duty. The statute allows these
offenses to enter into a subsequent offense for the enhancement of the punishment
in as many as four cases. There is no statutory authority that prior offenses can
be used more than in the four cases on the contingencies mentioned. Kinney Y.

State, 47 App. 496, 84 S. W. 590.
Under the statute, the punishment for a third or any subsequent conviction for

the same offense shall not be less than four times the minimum, nor more than
four times the maximum, penalty for the first offense. Gould v. State (Cr. App.)
146 s. W. 172.

"Same offense" defined.-The words "same offense" as used in this article do
not mean the identical offense, but an offense of like character. See Kinney v.

State, 45 App. 500, 78 S. W. 226, 79 S. W. 570. Muckenfuss v, State, 55 App, 216.
117 S. W. 853.

Indictment and Informatlon.-Willson's Cr. Forms, 741.
The increased punishments provided by this and following articles can not be

inflicted unless the indictment alleges the previous conviction, and that the of
fense with which the defendant is then charged was committed since said previous
conviction. "Murder" and "an assault with intent to murder" are not offenses
of the same nature. Long v. State, 36 Tex. 6.

-

When the punishment assessed was not greater than that which might have
been imposed for- first offense, defendant cannot complain that indictment charged
that he had been convicted of the' 'same offense" in three former cases. "Same

'offense" does not mean "same transaction;' but an offense of same character.
Kinney v, State (Cr. App.) 78 S. W. 225.

It is not sufficient to allege in the language of the statute that appellant had
been previously 'Convicted of the �'same offense," but it must aver that he had been
previously convicted of an offense of like character to that for which he is being
tried. Kinney v. State, 45 App. 500, 78 S. W. 226, 79 S. W. 571.

Where an information sets up previous convictions in order to charge the de
fendant with a cumulative punishment, it is necessary to allege that the de
fendant has been convicted of previous offenses of a like character, but it is
not necessary to allege those convictions with the same particularity as if the de
'fendant were charged originally, but the allegation with regard to the previous
crimes must show that they have succeeded one another; and hence the second

paragraph of an information for v iola.ttrig the local option law, which charged that
the defendant on a day named had been convicted of "the same offense" in three

previous cases, and that each was for "the same offense" as the one hereinbefore

charged was defective in failing to allege that they were offenses "of like char

acter," a.nd that they were successive offenses; the allegation in theJa.tter regard
being of three convictions on the same day. Neece v, State, 62 App. 378, 137 S. W.

sis,
Where an information charged a violation of the local option law in the first

paragraph, and the second paragraph defectively charged former convictions to
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Art. 1618 REPETITION OF OFFENSES (Title 19

impose a cumulative penalty on the accused, and a conviction was had, the case

should only be reversed and remanded, as a valid trial may be had on the offense
sufficiently charged in the first paragraph. Neece v. State, 62 App. 378, 137 S. W.
911'.

Under this article an information, alleging that accused had been convicted of
the "same Offense," setting out -two instances thereof did not properly charge the
character of offense; the words "same offense" not meaning the identical offense,
but one of like character. Gollins v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 729.

Evidence.-In the trial of one for keeping a theater open in violation of the Sun
day law, charged not to be his first offense, evidence held sufficient to support a

finding that the prior convictions charged in the information were for offenses of
the same identical character and kind as that for which he was on trial. Gould v,

State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 172.
In the trial of one for a violation of the Sunday law alleged not! to be his first

offense, the records of the corporation court of a city, showing that he had been
tried for a similar offense, and, upon a plea of guilty, had been fined, were ad
missible in evidence to show his liability to the enhanced punishment prescribed
by article 1014, for second and subsequent similar offenses, regardless of the validi
ty of the judgment entry therein shown. Gould v. State (Cr. App.) 146 S. W. 172.

Where a judgment of the defendant's prior conviction of a similar offense had
never been used to enhance his punishment in any case, it was admissible in evi
dence in his trial for keeping a theater open in violation of the Sunday law to
show his liability to the enhanced punishment prescribed by this article for sec

ond and subsequent similar offenses. GOUld v. State (Cr. App.) 146 s. W. 172.
Under this and the following articles where an information for adultery and

fornication charged a former conviction for fornication, such former judgment of
conviction on a plea of guilty was admtsslble} but, it not appearing whether
accused pleaded guilty to adultery or fornication, the information should have been
introduced to identify the offense of which he was convicted. 'Koger v. State (Cr.
App.) 165 s. W. 577.

Where, on a trial for fornication, a former judgment of conviction on a plea of
guilty, for fornication with the same person, was introduced as a basis for increas
ed punishment, the county attorney could not properly argue that the plea of
guilty might be considered in determining accused's guilt. Koger v. State (Cr.
App.) 165 s. W. 577.

Where the information did not properly allege previous convictions so as to
-warrant the additional punishment authorized by this article the admission of the
records of prior convictions was error. Collins v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 729.

Such error was not cured by withdrawing the incompetent evidence from the
jury, and, in view of a punishment of $200 and 10 days' imprisonment and the
statutory penalty of not less than $50 nor more than $500, and imprisonment not to
exceed six months, was prejudicial. Collins v. State (Cr. App.) 171 s. W. 7�9.

Charge of court.-Where, for the purpose of increasing the penalty which might
be imposed, former convictions of defendant of other violations of the same law
were alleged, charging that proofs of such convictions could not be considered in
passing on his guilt or innocence of the offense for which he was being tried, but
only in fixing the penalty was not error. Gould v. State (Cr. App.) 147 s. W. 247.

Art. 1619. [1015] Subsequent conviction for felony.-If it be
shown, on the trial of a felony less than capital, that the defendant
has been before convicted of the same offense, or one of the same

nature, the punishment on such second or other subsequent convic
tion shall be the highest which is affixed to the commission of such
offenses in ordinary cases. [Po C. 819.]

See notes under article 1618, ante.

Offenses of same nature.-Murder and assault to murder are not offenses of the
same nature within this article. Long v. State, 36 Tex. 6.

Indlctment.-Willson's Gr. Forms, 742.

Art. 1620. [1016] Third conviction for felony; how punished.
-Any person who shall have· been three times convicted of a fel
ony less than capital, shall, on such third conviction, be imprisoned
to hard labor for life in the penitentiary. [Po C. 820.]

See notes under articles 1618 and 1619, ante.

Art. 1621. [1017] Second conviction for capital offense; how
punished.-A person convicted a second time of any offense to
which the penalty of death is affixed as an alternate punishment,
shall not receive, on such second conviction, a less punishment than
imprisonment for life in the penitentiary. [Po C. 821.]

See notes under articles 1618 and 1619 ante.
Jndlctment.-Willson's Cr. Forms,. 743.
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Revised Penal Code of 1911, and Included in This Compilation in

Accordance with the Explanation Given in the

Preface in the Front of This Book

Date of Law. Subject of Act.

1895

1897

�897 (S. S.)

1899

1901

1901 (1st S. S.)

1903

1903 (S. S.)

1905

11

50
100
124
124

1 PEN.CODE TEX.

Chap.

43
47

102

30
77

98

98

121
129

5

15
23

102

104

119
21

106
125

12

68

68

84
107

107
120
144
11

1 (Amending art.
5:29m, Penal
Code 1895).

1 (Amending art.
529s, Pen a�
Code 1895).

1
,I

10
1

1-6

1 (part)

1 (part)

1-3
1 (Amending art.

4494, Rev. St.
1895).

1

I
I

89
124a

See.

1
18

1

1
15

2

1

1
5

9

1

2

Article in this
Compilation.

1414
852, note

831a

1584a
826, note

901

916

1414
852, note

11()-110g, 113a-
113d, 115a-115c

11()-110x!
1488

1255a-1256

860a

1414
111

1414
852, note

104a

1522j

1522k

1414
1525,1526

1531d
1414

167
1522i

1531a

1414
668q

317b; 418
.

1513

(1019)

Hide and Animal Inspection.
Grazing Stock on Leased Public

Land.
Age Limitation of Workers on

Public Roads.
County Finances.
Willful Obstruction of Public

Ditch or Diversion of Water.
Protection of Fish, Birds and

Game.

Protection of Fish, Birds and
G-ame.

Hide and Animal Inspection.
Grazing Stock on Leased Public

Land.
Fees of Officers-Accounting for.

Fees of Officers-Accounting for.
State Revenue Agent.
Act to Promote Agriculture and

Stock Raising and to Prohibit
Hunting with Firearms or Dogs
upon Enclosed or Posted Lands
of Another.

General Land Office-Public
Landg,-Depredation-Recovers
of Damages for.

Hide and Animal Inspection.
Fees of Clerks of District Court

for which they are Required to.
Account under Penalty.

Hide and Animal Inspection.
Grazing Stock

_
on Leased Public

Land.
Erection of Sea Walls by Cities

and Counties.
Railway Companies Required to.

- Build Sidings and Spur Tracks.
Railroad Commission Empowered

to Require Railway Companies
to Construct Sidings and Spur .

Tracks.
Hide and Animal Inspection.
Railroad Agents Required to Ex

hibit Certificate of Authority to
Sell Ticket.

Bulletin of Railroad Trains.
Hide and Animal Inspection.
Mineral Survey.
Duties and Liabilities of

-

Rail
ways as to Trains and Accom
modations.

Duty of Railroad Companies to.
Employ Train Dispatchers.

Hide and Animal Inspection.
Railway Orders and Associations.
Scholastic Census.-
Teachers Certificates in Cities.
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Date of Law. Subject of Act.

1905

1905 (1st S. S.)

1907

1909

1909 (1st S. S.)

1909 (2nd S. S.)

Chap. Sec. Article in this
Compilation.

1.25

131

149

10

11

16
29
55
94

105
14
60
73
74

101

102

11
26

13

1

6

1

67

3

1-3

7

1,2

678

420£

403

532, note

220, note

1414
115a

1414
1414
1414
1414
1414
1414
1414
1551, note

664b-664d

1458,1464
695e

1521b,1521c

Certificate of Membership, Policy
or Other Contract of Insurance
Issued by Mutual Assessment
Accident Insurance Companies.

Assessment and Collection of
Taxes in Certain Cases.

QOU:I:lJy r,I:reasurers Required to
Furnish Detailed Statement to

Commissioners Court upon ...De
mand.

Receiving Deposits and Incurring
Debts by Bank while Insolvent.

Elections-Manner of Holding
and Making Returns.

. .

. Hide and Animal Inspection.
Disposition of Fees Collected.
Hide and Animal Inspection.
Hide and Animal Inspection.
Hide and Animal Inspection.
Hide and Animal Inspection.
Hide and Animal Inspection.
Hide and Animal Inspection.
Hide and Animal Inspection.

.. Repeal of Laws 1907, c. 51, Lim
iting Hours of Service of Cer
tain Railroad Employes. ··R�
peal of Laws 1907 (S. S.) c. 5,
amending Laws 1907,. c. 51.

Fire Insurance Companies <not
Organized under Laws of State
to File Bond with Commission
er of Insurance and Banking.

Amendment of Anti-Trust Law.
Penalty for Knowingly Harbor

ing or Concealing Leper.
Railroad Companies Required to

Provide Suitable Passenger and
Freight Depots.

Act Passed Prior to the Revision of the Penal Code in 1895, and Omitted
from That Code, but Revived by Inclusion in the Revised Civil Statutes

Date of Act. CivIl Statutes. I Art. in This
Subject of Act.Compilation.

1879,S.S.p.5 Arts. 7658, 7659 108a,108b Payment of moneys into treasury by tax col-
Rev. St. 1911 . lectors and other officers .

Act Included in Revised Penal Code of 1895, and Omitted from Revised
Penal Code of 1911

Pen. Code 1895. Art. in This Compilation.
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[References are to articles, except where otherwise indicated.]

ABANDONMENT

Wife, after seduction and marriage, 1450.
Wife or children, evidence, p. 344, note.

Intent, p. 343, note.
Person doing as vagrant, 634-640.

ABC

Betting at, 557.
Keeping or exhibiting, 551-556.

ABDUCTION
See Kidnapping; Seduction.
See, also, this title in inde:o to

Procedure.
'

Defined, 1059.
Evidence, p. 620, note.
Female under fourteen, 1060.
Offense complete, when, 1061

Punishment; 1062.

ABORTION

Accomplices, 1072, p. 47, note.
Attempts at, 1073.

Accomplices, p. 634, note.
Evidence, p. 634, note.

Indictment, p. 634, note.
Burden of proof, p. 31, note.
Death produced by, 1074.
Definition and punishment, 1071.
Destroying unborn child, 1075, 1076.

Indictment, p. 635, note.
Medical advice, 1076.

Evidence, p. 634, note.

Indictment, p, 633, note.
Instructions, p, 634, note.
Principals, who are, pp. 39, note, 44, note.

ACCESSORIES (Cont'd)
Guilt of principal first established, p. 54, note,
Indictment, p. 52, note.

Negativing exceptions, p. 53, note.
Punishment, 88.
Trial before principal, 90.
Who are, 86, 87.
Witnesses for each other, prohibition against,

91.
Removal of disqualification by acquittal,

91.

Oode Oriminal ACCIDENT

Excuse for commission of offense, 45.
Instructions, p. 25, note.

ABUSIVE LANGUAGE

See, also, Assault and Battery.
Punishment, 1020.

ACADEMIES
Fire escapes on, 867a-867d.

ACCESSORIES

See Accomplices; Principals.
See, also, this title in index to Code Oriminal

Procedure.

Accomplice distinguished, p.. 52, note.
Acquittal of as removal of disqualification as

wi tness, 91.
Acquittal of principal as bar to conviction of,

90.
Arrest of principal, p. 54, note.
Before the fact, same as accomplices, p. 46,

note.

.
,Who are, p. -;1:4, note.

Confinement of principal in penitentiary, p.
54, note.

Death of principal, p. 54, note.

1 PEN.CODE TEx.-65

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

Violations of law relating to, 673-680.

ACCOMP'LICES

See Accessoriee ; Principals.
See, also, this title in index to Code Oriminal

-Prooedure.

Abortion, 1072.
Attempts, p. 634, note.

Acceptance of bribe by officer, p. 102, note.
Accessories distinguished, p. 52, note.

Acquittal of, as removal of disqualification as

witness, 91.
Acquittal of principal not bar to conviction

of, 89.
Oonviction on unsupported testimony of, tak

ing fish with nets, 871.·
Conspiracy distinguished, p. 46, note.
Evidence necessary to convict, 89, pp. 53, 54,.

note.

Indictment, pp. 49-51, note.
Evidence admissible under, p, 50, note.'

Instructions, p. 50, note.
Jurisdiction to try, p. 50, note.

Manslaughter, none, 85.
Negligent homicide, none, 85.
Offense committed other than one attempted,

punishment, 82.
Precise offense contemplated not necessary, 80�
Principal distinguished, p. 38, note.
Punishment, 81.

Doubled when, 83.
Increased, when, 84.

Purchaser of liquors sold in local option dis
tricts, 602.

Question for jury, p. 50, note.
Sales, etc., of intoxicating liquors to minors,

p. 304, note.
Shipment of intoxicating liquors into. local

option districts, 606p.
Sodomy, p, 257, note.
Trial before conviction of principal, 89.
Verdict, contents, p. 50, note.
Who are, 79-85.

(1025)
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[References are to articles, except where otherwise indicated.]
ACCOMPLICES' (Cont'd) ADULTERY (Co�t'd)

See Fornication.
See, also, this title in indea: to Oode Oriminal AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

Procedure.

Witnesses for each other, prohibition against,
91.

Removal of disqualification by acquittal,
91.

ACCOUCHEURS
Reports of births and deaths, 758, 80l.

ACCOUNTANTS
See Public Accountants.
Educational and eleemosynary institutions,

appointment, etc., 12l.
Bond, 12l.
Excess of supplies, 121.
Interest in contract for supplies, 12l.
Penalty for violation of articles relating

to, 12l.
Provisions, clothing, etc., receiving

penalty, 122.
Reports, 121.

Public accountants, 999rr-999vv.

ACCOUNTS
Books of, false entries in, 1006.

False entries in, instructions, p. 560, note.
Questions for jury, p. 560, note.

Corporations, examination by attorney gen
eral, 1484-1487.

ACCUSATION

See False Accusation.
Definition of, 26, 346.

ACCUSED

See, also, this title in inde» to Code Oriminal
Procedure.

Resisting process, 344.
Legality of process, 345.

Synonymous with "defendant," 25.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Counterfeiting, 947.
False certificates, forgery, 948.

Notaries, 1001, 1002.
False impersonation of another, 945.
Forgery, 947.
Record of, failure to keep, 360.

Requisites, 361.
Uttering forged instruments, 949.

ADEQUATE CAUSE

See Manslaughter.

ADJUTANT-GENERAL

Reports to by sheriff, failure to make, 433.

ADMINISTRATORS
Conversion of estate as swindling, 1426.

ADULTERATION

Commercial fertilizers, 99ge.
Drugs, 699-711.
Feeding stuff, manufacture or sale of, 740.
Food, 699-711.

ADULTERY

Accomplices, who are, p. 47, note.
Acquittal or conviction as bar to prosecution,

p. 235, note.

Adequate cause reducing offense to man-

slaughter, 1132.
Both parties guilty, 492.
Defined, 490.
Evidence, p. 233, note.

Indictment, p. 233, note.
Instructions, p. 235, note.
Justifiable homicide, 1102, 1103.

Instructions, p. 645, note.
Marriage, proof of, 491.
Punishment, 493.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Political, publication as editorial matter, 237.
Unlawful charges, 236.

Use of state flag for, 173b-173d.

by, A.FFmAVITS

See, also, this title in inde» to Oode Criminal
Procedure.

Certificate of public ginner, form of, 979.
False certificates to, 355.
False, elections, 247.
Occupation tax receipt, issue without, 127.

AFFIRMATION
Included in "oath," 30.

AFFRAYS
See Disturbance of the Peace; Riots; Unlaw

fui Assemblies.
See, also, this title in indea: to Oode Criminal

Procedure.

Defined, 469.
Indictment, p. 203, note.
Public place defined, 472.

AGE
Children liable to punishment when, 34, 35.

AGENTS

Building and loan associations, acting as for
association not authorized to do business,
693n.

Common carriers, certificate of authority,
posting, 1544.

Embezzlement by, 1416, 1419.
Employment agents, 999mmm-999p.
Insurance, acting as unlawful, 645.

Doing business without authority, 642.
Violations of insurance laws, 643.
Who are, 644.

Railroads, receiving uninspected animals for
shipment, 1413.

Ticket agents, certificate of authority,
1525.

Sale of animals without power of attorney,
1409.

.

State revenue agent, 1488--1490.

AGGRAVATED ASSAULT

See, also, Assault and Battery.
Definition of, 1022.
Degree of assault, one of, 1018.
Degrees of, 1023.
P.rincipals, who are, p. 45, note.
Punishment, 1024.

Destroying, 1235.
Evidence, p. 757, note.
Indictment and information, p. 756, note.

Nursery and farm products, 717-729.
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[References are to articles, except where otherwise indicated.]
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS (Cont'd) ANIMALS (Cont'd)

Theft of, 1345. Commissioners' courts, duties, 1284e.
Trusts, monopolies and conspiracies in re- Dipping, 1284a, 1284c, 1284g.

straint of trade, 1477. Disinfection of premises, 1284e.
Eradicating, 1284c.
Inspection, 1284a, 1284aa.
Moving under rules and regulations.

1284h.
Seizure of animals moved in violation

of law, 1284aa.
Obstructing live stock commissioner, 1282.
Penalties, 1284, 1284f.
Quarantine, 1284a, 1284aa.

Removal from, 1284c.
Special districts, 1284c.

Treatment of animals in, 1284d.
Rules and regulations, 1284aa.
Running at large, 1283.

Information, p. 776, note.
Verdict, p. 777, note.

Transportation unlawful, 1284aa.
Cruelty to, 1231.

Animal defined, 1231d.
Arrests, authority of members of humane

society, 1231c.
Cruelty defined, 1231d.
Evidence, p. 753, note.
Impounded animals, 1231a.
Indictment, p. 753, note.
Instructions, p. 754, note.
Owner defined, 1231d.
Pending prosecutions, 1231f.
Person defined, 1231d.
Poultry or birds confined, 1231b.
Repeal, 1231e.
Torture defined, 1231d.

.

Dogging when fence insufficient, 1246.
Indictment and information, p. 762, note.

Instructions, p. 762, note.
Insufficient fence defined, 1247.

Domestic, theft of, 1338.
Driving live stock from range, 1386, 1387.

\Dvidence,' 1388.
instruction's, p. 891, note.
As theft, 1356-1358.

Evidence, p. 882, note.
Indictment, p. 882, note.

Driving out of county without owner's con

sent, 1407.
Driving to market without bill of sale, 1360.

Indictment, p. 882, note.

Instructions, p. 884, note.

Estrays, taking up and using without comply
ing with law, 1391.

Taking up and using without complying
with law, evidence, p. 893, note.

Indictment, p. 893, note.
.

Unlawfully disposing of, 1390.
Evidence, p. 892, note.

Indictment, p. 892, note.
Instructions, p. 892, note.

False pedigree, 1389.
Herding within half mile of residence, 1250,

1251.
Indictment and information, p. 764, note.

Hides, inspection, books and records of, 1399.
1401.

Inspection, certificates of, omission from,
1400.'

Counties exempt, 1414, 1414a, 1414b.
Counties not exempt, 1415, 1415a.
Failure by inspector, 1398.
False certificates of, 1397.
Sale without, 1405.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS
Tax assessors, failure to report to commis

sioner of agriculture, 400.

AID

Refusing to officer, 351.

AlDERS AND AB.ETTORS

As principals, 75, 76, 78 -.

AIDING

Escapes, 323, 329, 330, 333, 337.

Am

Mines, 1595.

AIR BRAKES

Railroads, 1560a-1560c.

ALDERMEN

Accepting bribes, 175', 176.

ALIBI

Burden of proof, p. 30, note.

ALTERATION
See Forgery.
Instrument as forgery, 925.

Alter defined, 928.
Another defined, 929.
As counterfeiting, 955.
Instrument defined, 927.
Intent, 926.
Pecuniary obligation defined, 930.
Teachers' certificates, 935.

Marks, brands, etc., 964.
Official ballots, 248.

AMUSEMENTS, PLACES OF

See 'I'heater«;

ANCIENT, FREE AND ACCEPTED MA
SONS

Unlawful wearing of badges of, 425.

ANIMALS
See Cattle; Game; Sheep; Stock.
Anthrax, 805a-805h.
Bills of sale, purchase without taking, 1408.

Purchase without taking, evidence, p. 897,
note.

.

Indictment, p. 897, note.

Butchering or' slaughtering, bond, failure to
make, 1365, 1366.

Counties exempt, 1372, 1375.
County attornies, duties of, 1370.
Inspection, record of, 1371.
Purchasing slaughtered cattle unaccom

panied by hides, ears, etc., 1368.
Record of cattle slaughtered, 1367.

Failure to make, 1363.
Indictment, p. 885, note.

Inspection, 1369.
Requisites, 1364.
Unmarked or unbranded cattle, 1361-1363.

Charbon, 805a-805h.
Clandestine driving across Rio Grande, 1403.
Contagious or infectious diseases, 1260-1284h.

Bringing into state, 1281.
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[References are to articles, except where otherwise indicated.]
ANONYMOUS LETTERS (Oont'd)ANIMALS (Oont'd)

Possession of with brand cut out, 1384.
Possession of without owner's consent,

1383.
Purchase without bill of sale, 1408.
Shipping hides imported from Mexico ANTELOPE

without inspection, 1404. See Game.
Horses, herding on public lands, 857, 858.
Impounded, cruelty to, 1231a.
Inspection, counties exempt, 1414, 1414a,

1414b.
Counties not exempt, 1415, 1415a.
False certificates of, 1397.
Receipt of by railroad for shipment with

out, 1413.
Killed by railroads, report of, 1531g, 1531h.
Killing, etc., to injure owner, 1230.

Evidence, p. 752, note.
Indictment and information, p. 751, note.
Instructions, p. 752, note.

Leaving dead bodies in highway, etc., 696.
Marks or .brands, altering or changing with

out recording, 1379.
Altering or defacing, 1377.

Evidence, p. 889, note.
Indictment, p. 889, note.
Instructions, p. 889, note.

Counterbranding without consent of own-
ANTI-TRUST LAWer, 1402.

Driving out of county to market without
road brand, 1406.

Illegal marks, etc., 1376.
Evidence, p. 888, note.
Indictment, p. 888, note.
Instructions, p. 888, note.

Improper recording by clerk of county
court, 1412.

Killing unmarked or unbranded, 1380,
1381.

Ou tside of pen, 1411.
Record of as evidence, p. 898, note.
Using more than one, 1410.

Evidence, p. 897, note.
Using unrecorded, 1378.

Milking cow of another, 1385.
Mines, use in, 1606f-1606i.
Roping contests, 1511.
Running at large, 1249.

Complaint, p. 763, note.
Evidence, pp. 760, note, 763, note.
Information, p. 760, note.
Instructions, pp. 760, note, 763, note.

Sales, agent selling without power of attorney,
1409.

By auctioneer, 1373, 1374.
False pedigree and certificate, 1389.
For market, regulation, 1364-1372.

Skinning illegally, 1382.
Stock on leasehold lands, 852, 859.
Theft of, 1338, 1353-1355. .

Bill of sale, want of prima facie evidence
of illegal possession, 1359.

Evidence, pp. 880, 881, note.

Indictment, pp. 880, 881, note.
Instructions, p, 881, note.

Tick, eradication, election to determine, 1284h.
Turning loose in territory adopting stock law,

1241.
.

Using without consent of owner, 1232.
Evidence, p, 755,. note.

See Monopolies.
Acts of agent as acts of principal, 1467.
Agricultural products exempt from operation

of, 1477.
Attorney general, duties, 1459.

Fees, 1464.
Quo warranto, 1458.

Conspiracies in restraint of trade, definition,
1456.

Prohibition against, 1457.
Contracts in violation of void, 1465.
Corporations, foreign corporations, 1461,1463.

Forfeiture of charter for violations, 1458.
Incorporation of other company to

which property has been transferred,
prohibited, 1460.

District or county attorneys, commencement
of prosecutions, 1475.

Fees, 1476.
Formation of trust, monopoly, etc., operation

in violation of law, punishment, 1471,
Punishment, 1470, 1473.

Persons outside state, 1472.
Limitation of prosecutions, 1474.
Live stock in hands of producer exempt from

operation of, 1477.
Monopolies, monopoly defined, 1455.

Prohibition against, 1457.
Penalties for violations, 1464.
Precedence of actions brought under, 1469.
Punishment for violations, 1466.
Quo warranto, 1462.

Institution by attorney general, 1458.
Trade unions, exempt from operation of, 1478,

1479.
Trusts, prohibition against, 1457.

Trust defined, 1454.
Venue of prosecutions, 1464, 1474.
Witnesses, immunity, 1468.

Punishment, 1182.
Witnesses, 1184.
Written instrument defined, 1183.

ANTHRAX

Charbon districts, 805a.
Destruction of carcasses of animals dying

from, 805c.
Districts, election to prevent animals from

running at large in, 805f.
Permitting animals to run at large in,

805g.
Quarantine of animals infected with, 805d.

Proclamation of, 805e.
Sanitary code provisions, 801,

Repeal, 805h.
Reports of animals and persons suffering

from,805b.

ANTI PASS LAW

See Oorriere; Railroads.
Railroads, etc., 1532-1539.

APARTMENT HOUSES
ANONYMOUS LETTERS Fire escapes, 867a-867d.

Sending, anonymous letter defined, 1183.
Complaint and information, p. 734, note. APIARIES
Evidence, p. 734, note. See Bees;
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APPOINTMENTS ARSON (Cont'd)

1029

Unauthorized, by sheriff, 434.

APPRENTICES

Crimes by, instigated by master, 37.

APP'ROPRIATION

'I'rust funds, 367-369.

AQUEDUCTS

Working on, failure or refusal, 835.

ARBITRATORS

Accepting bribes, 180, 181.
Bribery, 179, 1Sl.
Unlawful assemblies, to prevent sitting of,

443,

ARMS

See Weapons.
Carrying about elections, 296.

Evidence, p, 125, note.

-Carrying in church or assembly, 477, 478.
Arrest without warrant, 479.
Frontier counties excepted, 480.
Indictment, p. 219, note.
Intent, p. 218, note.

Jurisdiction, p. 219, note.
Definition of, 350.
Unlawfully carrying, 475, 476.

Arrest without warrant, 479.
Evidence, pp. 216, 217, note.

Burden of proof, p. 31, note.
Frontier counties excepted, 480.
Indictment and information, p. 217, note.

Intent, p. 208, note.

Jurisdiction, p. 210, note.

ARREST

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Assault and battery in making, 1014.
Degree of force permissible, 1015.

Cruelty to animals, 1231c.
Failure. or refusal of officer to make, 389.

'Game, fish and oyster commissioner, 897.
Illegal, of voters, 270.
Person aiding evasion of as accessory, 86.
Refusal of officer to make, 326, 327.
Refusal of private person to make, 328.

. Resistance of by accused, 344. '

Evidence, p. 170, note.
, Indictment or information, p. 170, note.

Instructions, p. 170, note.
Resistance of by other than accused, 339, 340.

Evidence, p. 168, note.
.

Indictment or information, p. 168, note.

Legality of process, 345.
Threats of, p. 930, note.
Without warrant, unlawfully carrying of

arms, 479�

ARSON

See Willful Burnings.
See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal

Procedure.

Attempts, 1212.
Indictment, p. 746, note.

Conspiracy to commit, 1433-1441.
Definition of, 1200.
Design, 1203.
Destruction by owner, 1207, 1208.
Destruction by part owner, 1209.
Evidence, p. 742,' note.

Explosions included, 1205, 1206.
Indictment, p. 744, note.

House, definition of, 1201.
Indictment, p. 743, note.
Instructions, p. 743, note.

Indictment, p. 741, note.

Instructions, p. 743, note.
Insured property, 1208.

Evidence, p. 745, note.

Indictment, p. 745, note.
Intent, presumption of, 1204.
Justifiable homicide in preventing, 1105.
Offense completed when, 1202.
Punishment, 1210.
State buildings, 1211.
Willful burning, 1213-1226.

ARTESIAN WELLS

Borings, record of, 837n.
Defined, 837k.

ASIATIC CHOLERA

Quarantine, sanitary code provisions, 801.

ASPORTAT�ON

Theft, 1331.

ASSAULT AND BATTERY

See, also, Aggravated Assault and this title
in index to Code Oriminal Procedure.

Abusive language, 1020.
Indictment or information, p. 572, note.

Adequate cause, reducing offense to man

slaughter, 1131, 1132.
Aggravated assault, 1018.

Definition, 1022.
Degrees, 1023.
Evidence, pp. 574, 576, 578, 581, 583, 587,

588, notes.
Indictment and information, pp. 573, 575,

576, 578, 581, 583, 587, 588, notes.

Instructions, pp. 575, 576, 579, 582, 584,
587, 588, notes.

Punishment, 1024.
Instructions as to, p. 589, notes.

Verdict, p. 589, note.
Assault and battery defined, 1008.
Assault defined, 1008.
Assault of violence, false imprisonment, 1040 .

Assault with intent to commit other offense,
1018.

Assault with intent to maim, indictment, p.

590, note.
Ingredients of offense, 1032.
Punishment, 1025 .

Assault with intent to murder, bowie knife
defined, 1027.

Dagger defined, 1027.
Evidence, pp. 593-596, notes.

Indictment, pp. 592, 593, notes, 610, note.

Ingredients of offense, 1032.
Instructions, pp. 596-601, notes.

Intent, how determined, 1028, p. 591, note.

Malice, p. 591, note.
- Mistake, other offense committed by, p. 28,

note.

Principals, who are, p. 39, note.

Punishment, 1026.
Verdict, p. 601, note.
What constitutes, 1026.

Assault with intent to rape, 1029.
Evidence, pp; 605-607, notes.

Indictment, pp. 604, 605, notes, 610, note.
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ASSIGNATION HOUSES (Cont'd)ASSAULT AND BATTERY (Cont'd)

Ingredients of offense, 1032.
Instructions, pp. 608, 609, notes.
Principals, who are, p. 39, note.

Assault with intent to rob, 1030.
Evidence, p. 610, note.

Indictment, p. 610, note.

Ingredients of offense, 1032.
Instructions, p. 610, note.
Principals, who are, p. 39, note.

Assault with prohibited weapons, 1024a, ASSIGNMENTS
1024b.

Indictment, p. 589, note.
Attempt to commit burglary, 1031.

Ingredients of offense, 1032.
Battery includes assault and battery, 1017.
Coupled with ability to commit defined, 1013.

Evidence, p. 566, note.

Instructions, p. 566, note.
Weapon used, p. 565, note.

Degrees of assault, aggravated assault, 1018.
Assault with intent to commit other of

fense, 1018.
Simple assault, 1018.

Evidence, p. 563, note.
Burden of proof, p. 31, note.

Homicide in sudden passion without deadly ATTACHMENT

weapon, 1149. See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Indictment, pp. 562, 563, note. Procedure.
Injury, definition of, 1009. Witnesses, unlawful issue, punishment, 114.

Instructions, p. 564, note.

Presumption of intent from, 1009.
Reading article relating to to jury, p. 564,

note.
Instructions, p. 563, note.

Intent, presumption from injury, 1009.
Presumption from use of weapon, p. 28,

note.
Intimidation of another, 1021.

Evidence, p. 572, note.
Indictment or information, p. 572, note.

Means used, enumeration of, 1011.
Means capable of inflicting injury, 1012.

Person not intended, committed on, 1010.
Principals, who are, p. 39, note.
Provocation, verbal, 1016.
Self defense, 1014.

Instructions, p. 569, note.
Simple assault, 1018.

Punishment, 1019.
Violence not amounting to, 1014.

Degree of force permissible, 1015.

ASSIGNATION HOUSES
See Bawdy Houses.

Alluring female to visit, 498.
Evidence, p. 240, note.
Information, p. 240, note.

Attorney general, duties, 505.
Defined, 497.
District and county attorneys, duties, 505.
Employment agencies sending persons to, AUTOMOBILES

999nn, 999nnn. Bell or other warning signal, 819.
Employment of minors in, 1050. Coming to standstill on signal, 818.
Enjo�ning keeping, 503. Meddling with' or injuring, 1259c.

ASSEMBLIES

Carrying arms in, 477, 478.

ASSESSMENTS

See Taxes.

ASSESSORS
See Taxes.

Evidence, pp. 244-248, note.
Indictment and information, pp. 243,

note.

Instructions, p. 248, note.
Officers, duties, 506.
Parties defendant, 504.
Punishment, 500-502.
Sale of intoxicating liquors in, 593a-593c.

244.

Counterfeiting, 947.
Forgery, 947.
Uttering forged instruments, 949.

ASSIGNOR

Concealment of property from assignee, 1576_

ASSOCIATIONS

Libel by, 1173, 1174.'
Live stock, trusts, monopolies and conspira

cies in restraint of trade, 1477.

ASYLUMS

Lands, survey of, 167.

ATTEMPTS

Abortion, 1073.
Arson, 1212.
Burglary, 1320, 1321.
Rape, 1070.
Subornation of perjury or false swearing,,319.
Theft from person, 1352.
Willful burning of property, 1224.

ATTORNEY GENERAL

See, also, this title in index to Oode Orimina�
Procedure.

Accepting bribes, 175, 176.
Anti-trust law, 1458, 1459, 1464.
Disorderly and bawdy houses, injunction, 505.
Examinations of corporations, 1484-1487.

. Forfeiture of corporate charter for contrib
uting to political campaigns, 257.

Report to legislature of defects in laws, 8.
Restraining sale of commercial fertilizers,

999dd.
Trusts, monopolies and conspiracies in re

straint of trade, 1458, 1459, 1464.

ATTORNEYS
See Oounty Attorneys; Dietrict Attorne1l8.
Acceptance of bribes, 183.
Barratry, 421.
Bribery, 182.
Embezzlement by, 1416, 1419.
Licenses, p. 79, note.

AUCTIONEE,RS

Sales of animals, 1373, 1374.

AUDITORS

Accepting bribes, 180, 181.
Bribery, 179, 181.
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AUTOMOBILES (Cont'd)
Operation endangering life or limb, 816.
Racing on street or road, 817.
Registration of name of owner, 814.
Removing ·tools and parts from with intent to

steal, 1259b.
Speed of, 815.

Complaint or indictment, p. 453, note.
. 'Taking or driving belonging to another, 1259a.

Jurisdiction, p. 768, note.
Violations of act relating to, punishment, 820.

BADGES

Unlawful wearing, 425.

BAGGAGE

Injuring, etc., 1238.

BAIL

See Recognizances.
See, also, this title in Code Orimina� Proce

dure.
Offenses by infants, p. 16, note.

BAILEES

Conversion by as theft, 1348.
Embezzlement by, 1416, 1419.

BAKING POWDER

Labels, 705, 711.

BALLAST

BANKS (Cont'd)
Guaranty fund banks, non-interest bearing

deposits protected, 522.
Indorsement of foreign bills issued to pass as

money, 516.
Insolvency, receiving deposits, 532, p. 48,

note.

Misapplication of funds, 523 .

Officers, failure of duty, 525.
Passing paper of broken bank, 517.
Savings banks, illegal use of funds of, 519.

520.
Misappropriation of funds of, 519, 520.

Special agents, failure to notify commissioner
of banking and insurance of violations of
law, 529.

Taxes, failure or refusal of officers to furnish
statement, punishment, 135, 136.

BARBERS

Pursuing occupation on Sunday, p. 144, note.

BARBER SHOPS

Female employes, hours of labor, 1451h,145lt.
1451m.

Seats for, 1451k-1451m.

BARRATRY

Attorneys at law, 421.
Defined, 421.
Punishment, 421.

BASEBALL
Throwing into sea near harbors, etc., 1004,

1005. Betting at, 575, 576.

BALLOT BOXES
See Elections.

BALLOTS
See Elections.

BANK BILLS

Forgery, evidence, 940.
Issuing to pass as money, 514, 515, 518.

BANKS
Bank bills, forgery, evidence, 940.

Issue to pass as money, 514, 515.
Provisions not applicable to United

States banks, 518.
Certificate of authority to do business, trans

acting business without, 521.
Checks, certifying without funds, 528.
Commissioner of banking and insurance, in

terest in bank, 526, 527.
Violations of duties, 531.

Cotton and grain receipts, deposit in and issue
of promissory notes on, 977a-977e.

Deposits, receiving when insolvent, 532.
Receiving when insolvent, evidence, p.266,

note;

Indictment, p. 266, note.
Instructions, p. 266, note.

Directors, borrowing funds, 524.
Failure of duty, 525.

Embezzlement of funds, 523.
Examiners, failure to notify commissioner of

banking and insurance of violations of
law, 529.

Oath of office, violation of, 530.
Funds, borrowing by director, 524.

Embezzlement or. misapplication of, 523.
Gaming, betting at, 557.

Keeping or exhibiting, 551..:..556.

BATTERY

See A.ssault and Batterv.

BAWDY HOUSES
See A.ssignation Houses; Di30rderZll Houees.
Alluring female. to visit, 498.

Evidence, p. 240, note.
Information, p. 240, note.

Defined, 496, 499.
Duties of officers, 506.
Employment of minors in, 1050.
Evidence, pp. 244-248, note.
Indictment and information, pp. 243, 244,

note.
Injunction, 503.

Duties of officers, 505.
Parties defendant, 504.

Instructions, p. 248, note.
Owner, etc., controlling premises, 501.
Punishment, 500-502.
Sale of intoxicating liquors in, 593a-593c.

BEACONS

Erecting false, 1233.
Removing, 1233.

BEES

Diseases, directions, rules, and information,
1288i.

Exposing honey, etc., 1288m.
Fines, disposition of, 12880.
Injunction, 1288h.
Power to deal with, 1288b.
Preventing inspection or detection of,

1288n.
Quarantine, 1288e, 1288f.
Queen bees, sale without copy of certifi

cate of inspection, 1288g.
Report of by owners, 1288j.
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BIRTHSBEES (Cont'd)

Sale of, punishment, 1288l.
Shipment of, punishment, 1288l.
Shipments into state, acceptance by car- BLACKLISTING

riers, 1288d. Coercion of servants or employes, prohibition
Certificate of entomologist of state of against, 1197.

shipment, 1288c. Punishment, 1198.
Confiscation, 1288c. Defined, 1193.
Prohibition against, 1288b. Discrimination against persons seeking em-

State entomologist, annual report, 1288a. ployment, prima facie proof, 1192.
Assistants and inspectors, 1288a. Punishment, 1191.
Powers and duties, 1288a. What constitutes, 1190.

Transfer to movable frame hives, etc., Exceptions, 1196.
1288k. Prohibition against, ,1194.

Violations of law relating to, punishment, Punishment, 1195.
1288h. Witnesses, examination, 1199.

Witnesses, 1288h. Summoning, 1199.

BEGGARS

Vagrants, 634-640.

BELLS

Railroads, failure to ring, 1524.

BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE OR
D:mt OF ELKS

Unlawful wearing of badges of, 425.

BETTING
See Elections; Uaming.
Baseball or football, 575, 576.
Elections, 586-588.

Accomplices, p. 47, note.

Gaming table, bank, etc., 557.
Pool selling, or book-making, 577-582.

BEVERAGES

Trade-marks or labels, 1392-1394.

BIGAMY
See Marriage.
Acquittal as bar to prosecution, p. 225, note.

Defined, 481.
Duress, p. 222, note.
Emancipated slaves, p. 222, note.

Evidence, pp. 223-225, note.
Burden of proof, p. 31, note.

Indictment and information, p. 222, note.
Instructions, p. 225, note.

Mistake, p, 222, note.
,

Persons to whom not applicable, 482.
Proof of marriage, 485.

BILLIARD HALLS

Permitting minors to remain in, 1053.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE

Issuing to pass as money, 51�516.

BILLS OF LADING

See Oorrier«; Railroads.

BILLS OF SALE

Animals, driving to market without, 1360.
Failure to take on purchase, 1408.
Want of prima facie evidence of illegal

possession, 1359.

BIRDS
See Game.
Killing, etc., to injure owner as malicious

mischief, 1230.

Reports of, 758, 801.

BLANK CERTIFICATES

Giving by officer, 359.

BLIND ASYLUMS

Contracts, interest in by state purchasing
agent, penalty, 120, 122a.

Storekeepers and accountants, penalty for vio
lation of articles relating to, 121, 122, 122a.

BLIND TIGERS

Keeping, 601.

BLUEBIRDS

Killing prohibited, 887.

BOARDING
Trains unlawfully, 1531.

BOARDING HOUSES

Defrauding, 1428, 1429.

BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS

Appointment, etc., 761-770.

BOARD OF PRISON COMMISSIONERS

Penitentiary, 1607-1617.

BOARD OF REGENTS OF TEXAS UNI-·
VERSIT'y

S'urvey of mineral lands, 167.

BOARDS

Willful burning, 1214.

BOARDS OF EQUALIZATION
Violations of law, 420.

BOATS

Ferry boats, 839.
Willful burning, 1215.
Willful destruction, ete., 1221.

BOBOLINKS

Killing prohibited, 887.

BOND INVESTMENT COMPANIES

Charter, forfeiture for failure to comply with,
law, 1505.

Doing business in state, requisites, 1504.
Failure to comply with law, forfeiture, or

charter, 1505.
Transaction of business in violation of law;

punishment, 1506.
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BRANDS (Cont'd)

Illegal, 1376.
Evidence, p. 888, note.
Indictment, p. 888, note.
Instructions, p. 888, note.

Improper recording by clerk of county
court, 1412.

Killing unbra.nded, 1380, 1381.
Outside of pen, 1411.
Possession of hide with brand cut out,

1384.
Record of as evidence, p. 898, note.
Using more than one, 1410.

-

Evidence, p. 897, note.
Using unrecorded, 1378.

Logs, 1297-1302.

See Scbool Books.

Building and loan associations, false entries BREWERIES

in, 693m. Employment of minors in, 1050, 1050a.
Corporations, examination by attorney gen- BRIBERY

eral, 1484-1487.
Criticism of as libel, 1167.
Mutilation, etc., 943.
Railroads, inspection, etc., 1514-1515a.

BONDS

See, also, this title in index to Code Criminal
Procedure.

Butchers and slaughterers of animals, 1365,
1366.

Commission merchants, 999ii,· 999iii.
Contracting stevedores, 999pp-999r.
Employment agencies, 999mmm.
Liquor dealers, sureties, release, 621.
Livestock commission merchants, 999gg-

999hhh.
Loan brokers, 9D9j-999k, 99911.
Official, illegal approval of, 394.
Public warehousemen, 970.
Railroads, false statements to procure regis

tration, 1521.
Sale of corporate stock, 999ww, 999www.
Storekeepers and accountants of educational

and eleemosynary institutions, 121.

BOOK-MAKING

Elvidence, 582.
Prohibi ted, 577.
Punishment, 580.
Use of place for, 579.

BOOKS

BOOKS OF ACCOUNT
See Accounts.

BOOTHS
See Elections.

BOUNDARIES

See, also, this title in index to Code Criminal
Procedure.

.

Destroying or defacing corners or lines, 416.
Public roads, failure to open, 833.
Willful alteration of lines, 415.

BOWIE KNIVES

Assault with, 1024a, 1024b.
Assault with intent to murder, 1026.

Definition of, 1027.
Carrying in church or assembly, 477, 478.
Sale, etc., to minors, 1048.
Unlawfully carrying, 475, 476.

BOWLING ALLEYS

Permitting minors to remain in, 1053.
Sunday, use on, 301.

BRANDS

See Marks.

Animals, a ltering or changing without record
ing,.1379.

Altering or defacing, 1371.
Evidence, p. 889, note.
Indictment, p. 889, note.
Instructions, p. 889, note.

Counterbranding without consent of own-

er, 1402. . .

Counties exempt, 1414:, 1414a, i414b.
Driving out of county to market without

road brand, 1406.

1033

BRASS KNUCKLE:S
See Knuokte«,

Carrying in church or assembly, 477, 478.

BREAKING JAIL

See Esoape.

BREAKWATERS

Misapplication of moneys received for, punish
ment, 104a.

See Elections.
See, also, this title in indellJ to Code Criminal

Procedure.

Acceptance of bribe, accomplices, p. 102, note.
Arbitrators, 180, 181.
Attorneys, 183.
Auditors, 180, 181.
Clerks of courts, 185.
Election officer, 208.
Evidence, p. 101, note.
Jurors, 180, 181.
Officers, 175, 176.
Peace officers, 190.
Referees, 180, 181.
Sheriffs, 190.
Umpires, 180, 181.
Voters, 210.
Witnesses, 192;

Arbitrators, 179, 181.
Attorneys, 182.
Auditors, 179, 181.
Bail bond, form, p. 101, note.
Bribe defined, 193.
Clerks of courts, 184, 186.
Clerks or employes of state departments, 177.
Clerks or officers of legislature, 177.
Convict guards, 372.
Election officers, 207.
Entrapment, p. 100, note.
Evidence, p. 101, note.
Influencing voter, 206.
Instructions, p. 101, note, p. 106, note.
Jurors, 179, 181.
Manner of making, 194.
Officers, 174.

Specification of, 176.
Peace officers, 187-189.

Evidence, p. 104, note.
Examining trial, p. 105, note.
Indictment, p. 105, note.
Instructions, p. 105, note.

Primary election officers, 293.
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BRIBERY (Cont'd) BURGLARY

Principals, who are, p. 39, note. See Robberu ; Thejt;
Referees, 179, 181. See, also, th'is title in index to Oode Oriminai
Sheriffs, 187-189. Procedure.

Evidence, p. 104, note. Accessories, p. 5�, note.
Examining trial, p. 105, note. Accomplices, who are, p. 47, note.
Indictment, p. 105, note. Actual breaking in case of domestic, 1319.
Instructions, p. 105, note. Assault ill attempting to commit, 1031.

Tender of bribe, p. 100, note. Ingredients of offense, 10�2.
Umpires, 17-9, 181. Attempts, attempt defined, 1321.
Voters, 209. Evidence, p. 818, note.
Voters at primary elections, 294. Indictments, p. 818, note.
Witnesses, 191. Punishment, 1320.

Evidence, p. 106, note. Breaking defined, 1308.
Breaking into jail to rescue prisoner, not, p.

165, note.
See, also, this title in inde(C to Oode Oriminal Breaking necessary in case of domestic, 1319.

Procedure. Commission of other felony, former jeopardy,
pp. 816, 811, notes.

Conspiracy to commit, 1433-1441.
Daytime defined, 1310.
Definition of, 1303, 1304.
Entry, defined, 1306, 1307.

Evidence, p. 812, note.

Indictment, p. 812, note.
Evidence, pp. 797-80�, notes.
Explosives, 1315.

Punishment, 1316.
House defined, 1309.
Indictment, pp. 792-797, notes.

Instructions, pp. 803-809, notes.
Justifiable homicide in preventing, 1105.
Other offenses after entry, punishment, '1317,

1318.
Principals, who are, p. 39, note.
Private residence, 1305.

Indictment, p. 810, note.
At nighttime distinct offense, 1313.
Private residence defined, 1314.
Punishment, 1312.

Punishment, 1�11, 1312.
Questions for jury, p, 803, note.
Railroad cars, 1���.

Actual breaking in day time, 1323.
Other offense committed, 1324.
Rules applicable, 1325.
Theft thy servant, 1326.

Steamboats, 1322.
Actual breaking in day time, 1323.
Attempts, p. 818, note.

Evidence, p. 818, note.

Indictment, p. 818, note.

Instructions, p. 819, note.
Other offense committed, 1324-
Rules applicable, 1325.
Theft by servant, 1326•

BRIDGES

Destruction or injury to, 821.
Obstruction, 812, 823.

Regulations by commissioners courts, 824.
Riding or driving over, faster than walk, 813.
Toll bridges, entering on with intent to avoid

payment of toll, 813a.
Traction engines on, 822-
'\'t'illful burning, 1217.

BROKERS
See Loan Brokers.

BUBOl!HC PLAGUE

Quarantine, sanitary code provisions, 801.

BUCKET-SHOPS

Agent or broker making contract, 542.
Defined, ess,
Future contracts, penalty for making, 543.
Futures or dealing in futures, defined, 539.
Penalty, 540.
Prima facie case, 545, 546.
Renting or leasing property used for, 541.
Telegraph or telephone companies permitting

use of wires for, 544.
Witnesses, exemption from testifying, 547.

BUFFET CARS

meaning, 801.

BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS

Acting as agent for association not authorized
to do business, 693n.

False entries in books, 693m.
Funds, embezzlement or mis-application of,

{)g3m.
Reports, failure to make, 693m.

.}j'alse, 6�3m.
Statements, false, 693m.

BUILDINGS

See Public Buildings and Grourula.

BULLETINS
Trains at station, 1531d.

BUOYS

Erecting false, 1233.
Oyster beds, destruction or defacement of,

905.
Removing, 1233.

BURDEN OF PROOF

See Evidence.

BURNINGS
See Arson; Willful Burnings.
Arson, 1200--1212.
Willful, 1213-1226.

BUTCHERING

See Animals.

Animals, failure to make report of, 1363.
Regulation of business of, 1364-1372,

1375.
Unmarked or unbranded, 1361-1363.

CAFES
Napkins, use of twice before washing, 6978,

697b.
Sterilizing dishes, 697a, 697b.
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See, also, the specific titles and this title in
index to Oode Oriminal Procedure.

Costs against estate of person executed pro
hibited, 61.

Death penalty by hanging, 71.
Escape of person convicted of or imprisoned

for, negligently permitting, 323.
Wilfully permitting, 320.

Forfeitures prohibited, 61.
Increase or decrease of punishment not ap- CASTRATION-

plicable to, 70.
Murder, 1144.
Perjury in, when, 311.
Persons under seventeen not punishable for,

35.
Rape, 1069.
Rescue of felon under sentence of death, 454.
Rescue of person imprisoned for, 457.

Unlawful assembly to, 438.
Second conviction, 1621.
Treason, 93.
What are, 56.

OAGES

Mines, 1594, 1597.

OANALS

Obstructing or injuring, 837, 837f, 1253.
Pollution, 837f.
Willful destruction of, 1252.

CANDIDATES
For office, see Elections.

OANNON CRACKERS
Shooting in public places, 473.

OANVASS
See Elections.

OA�TAL OFFENSES

OAPITOL
Pass keys to, 848.

OAPITOL GROUNDS

Driving in, 843, 847.

OARBONATED GOODS
Trade-marks or labels, 1392-1394.

OARDS
See Gaming.
Betting at, 557.
Keeping or renting premises for playing at,

559.
Playing in public 'place; 548-550.

CARNAL INTERCOURSE

Adultery, 490-1:92.
Bawdy and disorderly houses, 496-506.
Female under promise of marriage,

1451.
Fornication, 494, 495.
Pandering, 506a-506e.
Rape, 1063-1070.

OARRIERS
See Railroads.
Bills of lading, contents, 1541.

Duplication, 1548.
Duty to issue, 1540.
Forgery, punishment, 1547.
Form, 154�.
Fraudulent issue, punishment, 1546.

1447-

CARRIERS (Cont'd)
Fraudulently procuring issue, 1550.
Issue by carriers, etc., 1541, 1543.
Order bills of lading, definition, 1542.

Duplication, 1542, 1548.
Refusal to issue, punishment, 1545.
Straight <bill of lading, definition, 1542.
Transfer of bill unlawfully issued, 1549.
Unauthorized issue, punishment, 1546.
Wrongful issue, punishment, 1546.

Commercial fertilizers, statements by, 999cc.
Drinking intoxicating liquors on passenger

trains, 205.
Embezzlement by, 1418.

Evidence, p. 907, note.

Indictment, p. 907, note.

Oysters, unlawful shipment, 903.
Quarantine, violations of, 797.
Shipment of intoxicating liquors into local op

tion districts, 606, 606a-606q.
Squirrels, shipping. 876a.
Wild animals or birds, transportation out of

state, 890, 891.

CARRYING ARMS

See Arms; Weapon..

Defined, 1037.
Justifiable homicide in preventing, 1105, 1106.
Punishment, 1038.

CATBIRDS

Killing prohibited, 887.

CATTLE

See Animals�' Sheep j Stock.
Bills of sale, purchase without taking, 1408.

Purchase without taking, evidence, p. 897,
note.

Indictment, p. 897, note.
Butchering and slaughtering, bond, 1365,

136(->'
Counties exempt, 1372, 1375.
Oounty attorneys, duties of, 1370.
Inspection, record, 1371.
Purchasing slaughtered cattle unaccom

panied by hides, ears, etc., 1368.
Record of cattle slaughtered, 1367.

B'ailure to make, 1�63.
Indictment, p. 885, note.

Inspection, 1369.
Requisites of, 1364.
Unmarked, or unbranded, 1361-1363.

Clandestine driving across Rio Grande, 1403.
Contagious or infectious diseases, 1260-1284l.

Bringing into state, 1281.
Commissioners' courts, duties, 1284e.
Dipping, 1284a, 1284c, 1284g.
Disinfection of premises, 1284e.
Eradicating, 1284c.
Inspection, 'l284a, 1284aa.
Moving under rules and regulations,

12Mb.
Seizure of animals moved in violation

of law, 1284aa.
Obstructing live stock commissioner, 1282.
Penalties, 1284, 1284f.
Quarantine, 1284a, 1284aa.

Removal from, 1284c.
Special districts, 1284c.

Treatment of animals in, 1284d
Rules and regulations, 1284aa.
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CATTLE (Cont'd) r CATTLE (Cont'd)

Killing, etc., to injure owner, 1230.
Evidence, p. 752, note.
Indictment and information, p. 751, note.
Instructions, p. 752, note.

Leaving dead bodies in highway, etc., 696.
Marks or brands, altering or changing without

recording, 1379.
Altering or defacing, 1377.

Evidence, p. 889, note.
Indictment, p. 889, note.
Instructions, p. 889, note.

Counterbranding without consent of own

er, 1402.
Driving out of county to market without

road brand, 1406.
Illegal marks, etc., 1376.

Evidence, p. 888, note.

Indictment, p. 888, note.

Instructions, p. 888, note.

Improper recording by clerk of county
court, 1412.

Killing unmarked or unbranded, 1380"
1381.

Outside of pen, 1411.
Record of as evidence, p. 898, note.
Using more than one, 1410.

Evidence, p. 897, note.
Using unrecorded, 1378.

Milking cow of another, 1385.
Roping con tests, 1511.
Running at large, 1249.

Complaint, p. 763, note.
Evidence, pp. 760, 763, notes.
Information, p. 760, note.

Instructions, pp. 760, 763, notes.

Sales, agent selling without power of attor-
ney, 1409.

Auctioneers, 1373, 1374.
False pedigree and certificate, l389.
For market, regulation, 1364-1372.

Skinning illegally, 1382.
Stock on leasehold lands, 852, 859.
Theft of, 1338, 1353-1355.

Bill of sale, want of prima facie evidence·
of illegal possession, 1359.

Evidence, pp. 880, 881, notes.

Indictment, pp. 880, 881, notes.

Instructions, p. 881, note.

Tick, eradication, election to determine,.
1284h.

Turning loose in territory adopting stock law,.
1241.

Running at large, 1283.
Information, p. 776, note.
Verdict, p. 777, note.

Transportation unlawful, 1284aa.
Oruelty to, 1231.

Animal defined, 1231d.
Arrests, 1231c.
Cruelty defined, 1231d.
Evidence, p. 753, note.

Impounded animals, 1231a.
Indictment, p. 753, note.
Instructions, p. 754, note.
'Owner defined, 1231d.
Pending prosecutions, 1231f.
Person defined, 1231d.
Poultry or birds confined, 1231b.
Repeal, 1231e.
Torture defined, 1231d.

Dogging when fence insufficient, 1246.
Indictment and information, p. 762, note.

Instructions, p. 762, note.
Insufficient fence defined, 1247.

Domestic, theft of, 1338.
Driving live stock from range, 1386, 1387.

Evidence, 1388.
Instructions, p. 891, note.
As theft, 1356-1358.

Evidence, p. 882, note.

Indictment, p. 882, note.

Driving out of county wrthout owner's con

sent, 1407,.
Driving to market without bill of sale, 1360.

Indictment, p. 882, note.
Instructions, p. 884, note.

Estrays, taking up and using without comply
ing with law, 1391.

Taking up and using without complying
with law, evidence, p. 893, note.

Indictment, p. 893, note.
Unlawful disposition of, 1390.

Evidence, p. 892, note.
Indictment, p. 892, note.

Instructions, p. 892, note.
li'alse pedigree, 1389.
Herding within half mile of residence, 1250,

1251.
Indictment and information, p. 764, note.

Hides, inspection, book and record of, 1399,
1401.

Inspection, certificates of, omission from,
1400.

Counties exempt, 1414, 1414a, 1414b.
Counties not exempt, 1415, 1415a.
Failure by inspector, 1398.
False certificates of, 1397.
Sale without, 1405.

Possession of with brand cut out, 1384.
Possession of without owner's consent,

1383.
Purchase without bill of sale, 1408.
Shipping hides imported from Mexico

without inspection, 1404.
.

Horses, herding on public lands, 857, 858.
Impounded, cruelty to, 1231a.
Inspection, counties exempt, 1414,

1414b.
Counties not exempt, 1415, 1415a.
False certificate, 1397.
Receipt of by railroad .for shipment with

out, 1413.
Killed by railroads, etc., report of, 1531g, CEREALS

1531h. Marking or branding packages, 716.

Desecration, 510.
Sextons, records of burial permits, 801.
State, driving in, 843.

Using without consent of owner, 1238.
Evidence, p. 755, note.

CATTLE RANGES

Driving from, 1386--1388.

CEMETERIES

1414a,
CENSUS

.School census, false swearing by trustees'
317b.

Refusal of parent, etc., to 'answer ques
tions, 418.
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See False Certificates.
See, also, this title in indeaJ to Oode Oriminal

Procedure.

Counterfeiting, 947.
Election, false, 264.

Illegal, 286.
False, 1000-1002.
Forgery, 947.
Teachers, 1512, 1513.
Uttering forged instruments, 949.

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

See Public Accountants.

C'HAMPERTY AND MAINTENANCE

Barratry defined and punished, 421.

CHARACTER

See Religious Assemblies; Religious Worship.
Carrying arms in, 477, 478.

.

Hunting on Sunday within certain distance-
of, 299.

Throwing stone or firing gun or pistol at,
1239.

CIDER

Trade-marks or labels, 1392-1394.

CIGARETTES

Sale, etc., to minors, 1049.

CIRCULATION
Libel, 1156.

CIRCUS

Sunday performances, 302.

Deceased, evidence of in prosecution for mur-. CISTERNS
der, 114H.

Female, on issue of insulting words to, as re

ducing offense to manslaughter, 1134.

CHARBON

Destruction of carcasses of animals dying'
from,805c.

Districts, 805a.
Election to prevent animals from running

at large in, 805f.
Permitting animals to run at large in"

805g.
Quarantine of animals infected with, 805d.

Proclamation of, 805e.
Repeal, 805h.
Reports of animals and persons suffering ]

from,805b.

CHARGE
See Instructions.

CHARGES

Railroads, 1522n.

CHASTITY
Offenses against, adultery, 490-493.

Bawdy and disorderly houses, 496-506.
Classification, 58.
Fornication, 494, 495.
Incest, 486-489.
Miscellaneous, 507-513.
Pandering, 506a-506e.
Unlawful marriages, 481-485.

CHATTEL MORTGAGES

Fraudulent disposition of mortgaged property,
1430.

CHECKS'

Certifying by bank without funds, 528.
G'ity depositories, 1584.
Issuing to pass as money, 514-516.

CHICKEN POX

Absence from school during, 801.

CHILDREN

See Infant�.

CHUCK-A-LUCK

Keeping or exhibiting, 551-556.

Poisoning, 1077-1079.

CITIES AND TOWNS

See, also, this title in inde» to Oode Oriminal!
Procedure.

Aldermen, accepting bribes, 175, '176.
Nepotism, 381-387.

Claims against, trading in by officers, 373.
Constables, failure to report collections, 397.
Oontracts, interest in by officers, 376.
Council, acceptance of franks, privileges, etc.,

from city by members of, 374, 375.
Appointment of pure food inspectors, 707�
Selection of depositories, 15!;2.

Disorderly and bawdy houses, duties as to,
506.

Finances, report, failure to make, 1580.
Firemen, days of service, 1451e-1451g.
Funds, depositories, checks and warrants on,.

1584.
Depositories, selection, 1583.
Fraudulently receiving misapplied funds,"

106.
Misapplication, 105.

Ev:idence, p. 60, note.
Indictment, p, 60, note.

Instructions, p. 60, note.
Hours of labor on public buildings and works,

1451a-1451d.
Intoxicating liquors, sale of within prohibited

district, 630a.
License taxes, powers, p. 78, note.
Marshals, disorderly and bawdy houses, du

ties as to, 506.
Failure to report collections, 397.
Sanitary code, duties in relation to, 807.

Mayors, acceptance of bribes, 175, 176.
Acceptance of franks, privileges, etc., from

city, 374, 375.
Disorderly and bawdy houses, duties as to,

506.
Moneys collected for, failure to report, 397.
Officers, accepting bribes, 175, 176.

Drunkenness, 202, 203. •

Failure to report collections, 397.
Interest in contracts, 376.

Indictment, p. 179, note.

Nepotism, 381-387.
Trading in claims against, 373.

Evidence, p. 178, note.
.

Indictment or information, p. 178,.
note.
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CITIES AND TOWNS (Cont'd)
Policemen, disorderly and bawdy houses, du

ties as to, 506.
Public money, failure to report collection, 397.

Payment by officers to city treasurer,
108b.

Recorders, nefP{)tism,' 381-387.
Reports of vital statistics, 801.
Streets and alleys, automobiles, 814-820.

Control of by commissioners courts, 825.
Glass, etc., depositing on, 826a.
Obstruction, 812, 823.
Regulations by commissioners courts, 824.
Traction engines on, 822.

Treasurers, reports, failure to make, 1580.
Vagrancy, duties of officers as to, 637-640.

CITY COURTS

Judges, accepting bribes, 175, 176.

CIVIL PROCESS

Preventing execution of, 336.

CIVIL RIGHTS
Forfeiture of, 59.

CLAIMS

Cities, trading in by officers, 373.
State, officer buying, 370.

CLAIRVOYANTS

Vagrants, 634-640.

CLASSIFICATION

Offenses, 58.
Prisoners, 1609.

CLERKS

See, also, this title in indea: to Code OriminaZ
Procedure.

Embezzlement by, 1416, 1419.
Land office, giving information relative to

public lands, 165.
State departments, accepting bribes, 17&

Bribery of, 177.

CLERKS OF COURTS

Acceptance of bribes, 185.
Bribery of, 184, 186.
False certificate, 357.
False entries, 356.

COACHES

Separate for white and negro passengers,
1523.

COAL
Removal" from premises of another, 124S.

Evidence, p. 763, note.

COAL MINES

Operation, 1592-1606l.

COCAINE
Unlawful prescription to habitual users, 748,

749.
Unlawful sale, 747, 749.

COCK FIGHTS

Punishment, 1510.

C. O. D. SIDPMENT OFFICES

Occupation tax, 155.
Maintenance without payment, 156.

CODE
See Sanitary Code; Statutes.
Effect on previous offenses, 19.
Enactment, purpose of, 1.
Sanitary code, 801.
Special provisions to control general, 5.
Unintelligible law not operative, 6.

CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
See indw thereto.

COERCION

Servants or employes, 1197, 1198.

COINS AND OOINAGE

Counterfeiting, 954.
Altering as, 955.
Dies, making or having in possession, 959.
Gold and silver coin defined, 961.
Passing counterfeit coin, 958.
Passing coin of diminished value, 960.
Passing, what constitutes, 962.
Punishment, 957.
Resemblance, 956.

Offenses against, classification of, 58.
Pretended sale, 137.

COLD STORAGE
Places for keeping liquors, 151-154.

CO'LLECTl:ONS

Taxes, see Taxes.

Report of by officers, failure, 395-397.

CO'LLECTORS OF TAXES
See Taxes.

COLLEGES

Dead bodies, receiving, 512, 513.
Fire escapes, 867a-867d.

COMBINATIONS
False accusations of crime to extort money,

1186.
Falsely accusing of crime, 1185.

COMMERCE

Conspiracies in restraint of, 1454-1479.
Exports, shipping without inspection, 963.
False packing of articles for, 965, 966.

Indictment, pp, 521, 522, note.

Instructions, pp. 521, 522, note.
Fraudulent insurance on articles for, 967.
Marks, etc., on articles for, altering, 964.
Offenses against, classification of, 58.

Commercial fertilizers, 999a-999fff.
Commission merchants, 999ii, 999iii.
Contracting stevedores, 999pp-999r.
Ootton, 978-989.

.

Counterfeiting, 954-962.
Employment agencies, 999mmm-999p.
Foreign commerce, 963-968.
Forgery, 924-946.
Forgery of land titles, 947-953.
Live stock commission merchants, 999g-

999i.
.

Loan brokers, 999j-999mm.
Miscellaneous, 1�1007.
Public accountants, 999rr-999vv.
Public warehousemen, 969-977e.
Public weighers, �999.
Sale of corporate stock, 999vvv-900z.
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COMMERCE (Cont'd) COMMISSIONER OF LABOR STATIS-

TICS

Adulteration or misbranding, punishment, COMMISSIONERS' COURTS
99ge.

What constitutes, 99ge.
Analysis and samples, 999bb, 999ff.

Oertificates of, 999ff.
Brands or labels, contents, 999a.

Oounterfeiting, 99geee.
Deceit by, 99geee.
Lists of, publication, 999aa.
Registration, 999aa.

Bulletins, information, etc., 999bb, 999c.

Carriers, examination of books of, 999cc.
Statement by, 999cc.

Oommercial fertilizer defined, 999ddd.
Deficiency below guaranteed value, duties of

state chemist, 999bbb. COMMISSION MERCHANTS

Sale of, punishment, 999bbb. Bond, 999ii.

Fines and penalties, disposition of, 999b. Doing business without giving, punish-
Forbidden materials in, duties of state ehem- ment, 999iii.

ist, 999c. Suits on, 999iii.

Sale of, punishment, 999c. Embezzlement by, 1417.

High grade, when not to be used, 999aaa. Indictment, p. 907, note.

Low grade, when must be used, 999aaa. Employment of private weighers, 997.

Sales, in bulk, 999ee. Livestock commission merchants, 999g-999i.
Restraining, 999dd.
Unlawful, punishment, 999dd.

Seizure and sale, 999d.
Standard, when not to be used, 999aaa.
State chemist, duties and powers, 999bb.

Interference with, 999bb.
Statements of sales of, 999ccc.
Tags, 999b.

Counterfeiting, 99geee.
Deceit by, 99geee.

Violations of act, punishment, 999fff.
Weight of bags or packages, deficiencies in,

999f.

Sale of patent rights, 999zz-999zzzz.
Weight of cotton bales, 993a-993f.
Weights and measures, 990-993.

Seamen, harboring deserters, 968.

COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS

COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE

Accepting bribes, 176.
Agricultural statistics, report to, 400.
Public ginners, reports of, 981-984.
Purchase of mineral lands, 166.

COMMISSIONER OF DEEDS

See, also, this title in index to Code Criminal
Procedure.

False certificates, 352, 353.
False certificates to affidavit, 355.
False certificates to depositions, 354.

COMMISSIONER OF GENERAL LAND
OFFICE

Acc�pting .bribes, 176.

COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE AND
BANKING

Interest in banks, 526, 527.
Notification to, of violations of law, failure,

529.
Purchase of mineral lands, 166.
Supervision, etc., of public warehouses, 971,

971b.
Violation of duties in respect to banks, 531.

Duties, etc., 15�1591.
Employment agencies, 999mmm-999p.

COMMISSIONERS
Roads, failure of duty, 830.

See, also, this title in index to Code Criminal
Procedure.

Oontrol of streets and alleys, 825.
Failure of members to vote for depositories of

county funds, 1582.
Failure to attend, 402.
Neglect of duty, 401.
Regulations for removal of obstructions from

roads, etc., 824.
Tabular statements, attorney's failure to

make, 399.
Taxes, assessment of omitted property, failure

to comply with law relating to, 420f.

COMMISSIONS
School text books, 1513b.

COMMON CARRIERS
See Carriers; Railroads.

COMMON GAMBLERS

Vagrants, 634-640.

COMMON LAW

See, also, this title in index to OOde Oriminal
Procedure.

Insanity, proof of, 40.
Rules of construction, 4.

COMPOUNDING C,RIMES

Indictment, p. 194, note.
What constitutes, 422.

COMPTROLLER

Accepting bribes, 176.

COMPULSION
Defense to crime, 44.

CONCEALED WEAPONS
See Weapons.
Oarrying at elections, 269.

CONCEALMENT
Misapplied county or city funds, 106.
Misapplied public money, 101.
Property by assignor from assignee, 1576.

Co.NCENTRATED FEEDING STUFFS

Adulterated, manufacture or sale, 740.
Analysis, 738.
Ooncentrated commercial feeding stuff defined,

731.
Concentrated feed stuff defined, 732.
Importer defined, 739.
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CONCENTRATED FEEDING STUFFS

(Cont'd)
Inspection, tax, payment by manufacturer or

seller, 734.
Marking packages of, 730.
Names and trade-marks, filing by manufactur

er or seller, 733.
Furnishing list, 737.

Samples, deposit by manufacturer or seiler,
733.

Tags, affixing by manufacturer or seller, 730,
734,735.

Counterfeiting, 736.

,CONDUCTORS

Railroads, 1557-1560.

,CONFECTIONERY
Adulteration and misbranding, 699-711.

CONFEDERATE HOME

Contracts, interest in by state purchasing
agent, penalty, 120, 122a.

Storekeepers and accountants, penalty for vio
lation of article relating to, 121, 122, 122a.

.cONSANGUINITY

Marriage within prohibited degrees of, 486-
489.

,C:ONSIGNEES
Embezzlement by, 1416, 1419.

,CONSOLIDATION
Railroad corporations, 646-649.

.cONSPIRACY

See Anti-Trust Law; Monopolies; Trusts.

See, also, this title in index to Code Oriminal
Procedure.

Accomplice distinguished, p. 46, note.
Agreement, requisites, 1435.
Another state to commit offense in this state,

1441. -

-Commit offense in another state, 1440.
Evidence, p. 929, note.

Crimes subject of, 1437r

Definition, 1433.
Evidence, p. 927, note.
Indictment, p, 926, note.
Instructions, p. 928, note.
Kill, as murder, 1439.
Offense complete, when, 1434.
Punishment, 1438.
Questions for jury, p. 928, note.
Restraint of trade, 1454-1479.
Threat, not sufficient, 1436..

-CONSTABLES

See, also, this title in inde» to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Oollections, failure to report, 395, 396.
Deputies, appointment, 110g.

Compensation, 110g.
Disorderly and bawdy houses, duties as to,

506.
False personation of, 424.
Fees, 110.

Accounts of, 113b.
Amounts retained, 115, 118.
County or state not liable for deficiency,

115, 118.
-Disposition of, 115a.

CONSTABLES (Cont'd)
Failure to charge up, 113.
Receiving rebate of, 113.
Reports and statements of, 110f, 113c,

115, 115c, 118.
Exceptions, 115b.
Failure, 113.
Quarterly statements, 116, 118.

Retaining out of delinquent fees, 110d,
HOe.

Militia, neglect
-

of duty relating to, 390.
Purchase of witness fees, 380.
Sanitary code, duties in relation to, 807.
Vagrancy, duties as to, 637, 640.

CONSTITUTION

Construction, p, 3, note.

CONSTITUTIONAL .AMENDMENTS
Elections, false returns, punishment, 264d,

200.
Intimidation or obstruction of voters,

264e.
Repealing clause, 264h.
Report as to fraud or irregularity in by

supervisors of elections, 264c .

Selection of judges, ete., by political par
ties, duty to make, 264a.

Penalty, 264b.
Refusal of county judge to appoint,

punishment, 264g.

CONTAGIOUS AND INFECTIOUS DIS
E,ASES

See Animals�' Beee; Public Heatth-; Sani-
tary Oode .

Animals, 1260-1Z84h.
Bees, 1288a-1288o.
Concealment of, 799.
Nursery and farm products, 717-729.
Quarantine regulations, 789-799.
Sanitary code, 801.
Transportation of bodies of persons dying of,

801.

CONTAGIOUS CATARRHAL CO N-
JUNCTIVITIS

Exclusion from school of persons suffering
with, 801.

CONTEMPT

Non-compliance with order for support of
abandoned wife or child, 640b.

CONTINUO�S OFFENSES

Judgment for suppression, 60�

CONTRACTING STEVEDORES

Bond, conditions of, 999q.
Doing business without, 999ppp.
New bond, 999qq, 999r.
One for each county, 999qq.
Suits on, 999qq.

Contracting stevedore defined, 999pp.
Licenses, doing business without, 999ppp�.·

How granted, 999qqq.
New licenses, 9991'.
One for each county, 999qq.

Stevedore defined, 999pp.

CONTRACTS

Illegal, affecting state, 119-122a.
State institutions, 120-122a.
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CONTRACTS (Cont'd)
Interest in by storekeepers and accountants

of educational and eleemosynary institu
tions, 121.

Prisons, interest in by officers, etc., 1616.
Violation of anti-trust law, 1465.

CONTRIBUTIONS

Politioal, see Elections,

CONVERSION

Bailee, 1348.
Evidence, p. 871, note.
Indictment, p. 871, note.
Instructions, p. 872, note.

Questions for jury, p. 872, note.
Officers, 366.
Prison property, 1615.
Public money, punishment, 96, 97, 100.
Trust funds, 367-369.

CONVEYANCES

Counterfeiting, 947.
Forgery, 947.
Uttering forged instruments, 949.

CONVICTS

Oonvict defined, 27.
Escape from employer, ·338.
Execution of, justifiable homicide, 1091.
Guards, bribery of, 372.
Penitentiaries, 1607-1617.
Persons accused or convicted ()f capital of

fenses, escapes, willfully permitting, 320.

CO-OPERATIVE LIFE INSURANCE
Violations of law relating to, 684-693.

CO-OPE'RATIVE SAVINGS AND CON-
TRACT LOAN COMPANIES

Engaging in business contrary to law, 532e.
Officers, fraudulent representations by, 532d.
Partial invalidity of act relating to, 532f.
Pecuniary interest of officers in transactions

with,532c.

CORN

Destroying, 1235.
Evidence, p. 757, note.
Indictment and information, p. 756, note.

Willful burning, 1214.

CORN MEAL

Standard weights, ete., 712-716.

CORONER

Inquests, information as to, 801.

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT
Inmates of Girls Training School, 1617a.

CORPORATION COURTS

See, also, this title in inde» to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Jurisdiction, vagrancy, p. 343, note.

CORPORATIONS

Accounts, examination by attorney 'general,
1484-1486.

Blacklisting employes, 1190-1199.
Bond investment companies, 1504-1506.
Books, examination by attorney general, 1484-

1486.
Oharter, forfeiture for political contributions,

220,257.
1 PEN.OODE TEx.-66

CORPORATIONS (Cont'd)
Forfeiture, use of old name prohibited,

1487.
Conspiracies in restraint of trade, 1454-1479.
Contributions to political campaigns, 220, 257.
False certificates as to indebtedness of, 362.
Foreign corporations, forfeiture of right to do

business, doing business after, 149.
Forfeiture of charter, doing business after,

149.
Franchise taxes, failure to make report, 148.
Funds, use for other than legitimate corporate

business, 1487a.
Included in "person," 24.
Libel by, 1173, 1174.
Libel of, 1170.
Monopolies, 1454-1479.
Occupation taxes, returns, failure to make,

147.
Returns, false, 147.

Officers, embezzlement by, 1416, 1419.
Political. contributions, 257-263, 1487b.
Sale of corporate stock, books showing sales,

duty to keep, inspection, 999x.
Commissioner defined, 999z.
Corporations affected, 999vvv, 999vvvv.
Oorporations and transactions not affect-

ed, 999yyy.
Deposit of funds with state treasury,

999yyyy.
Deposit of net proceeds, 999wwww.
Examination of corporations, 999yyyy.
Foreign corporation, filing copy of charter,

999w.
Law cumulative, 999yy.
Lists of officers, agents, etc., 999www.
Misrepresentation, 900www.
Permits to make, 999ww.

Bond, 999ww.
New bond, 999www.
Suit on, 999www.

Foreign corporations, 999xx.
Power of attorney to receive pro

cess, 999xxx.
Organization of corporation within

two years from granting, 999y.
Promotion, commissions and fees, 99'9vvv.
Secretary defined, 999z.

'

Statements, contents, 999w.
Filing, 999w.

Violations of law relating to punishment,
999xxxx.

Toll roads, 837q-837t.
Trusts, 1454-1479.

CORPUS DELICTI

Homicide, evidence, pp. 638-640, notes.

CORRUPT PRACTICES
See Elections ; Poiiuoa; Oontribution.
Election of United States senators, 295a-

295z.

COSTS

See, also, this title in indeaJ to Code Oriminal
Procedure.

Against estate of person executed under sen
tence of death prohibited, 61.

COTTON

Liens on, false statements or concealment of,
971e.

Statement of in warehouse receipts, 971c.
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COTTON (Cont'd)
Public ginners, certificates, affidavits for, 979.

Certificates, form, 978.
Issue, 980.

Definition of, 978.
Marking of bales, 987.

Alteration or defacement, 988.
Official cotton reports, dissemination of

informa tion from, 984.
Dissemination of information from,

giving out before specified time, 984.
Form of, 981.
Forwarded to commissioner of agricul

ture, 982.
Records, 986.
Violations of laws relating to, penalty,

985,989.
Receipts, issue to farmers, blanks for, 977a.

Issue to farmers, promissory notes issued
on deposit of receipts in banks, 977b.

Promissory notes issued on deposit of

receipt in banks, contract with
bank for compensation, 977d.

Liens of landlords not impaired,
977e.

Unlawful issue of, 977c.

Unlawful issue, 977c.
Warehouse receipts, 969-977e.

False statements in, 971e.
Form of, 971b.
Lien on, statement in, 971c.
Nonnegotiable receipts, 971c.

Exchange of for negotiable, 971d.
Weights, stamping on bales, 993a.

Stamping on bales, defacing, 993b.
Separate offenses, 993c.
Unlawful deduction for tare, 993d-

993f.

COTTON MILLS

Female. employes, hours of labor, 1451j, 1451l,
1451m.

COUNSEL

COUNTIES (Cont'd)
County commissioners, accepting bribes, 175,

176.
Finances, counting cash, 1584a.

Ledger, failure to keep, 1579.
Refusal of information as to, 1578.
Registration and publication, 1584a.
Report of, approval, 1584a.

Failure to make, 1580.
Funds, depositories, failure or refusal of mem

ber of commissioners court to vote, 1582.
Depositories, selection, 1581.
Fraudulently receiving misapplied funds,

106.
Misapplication, 105.

Evidence, p. 60, note.

Indictment, p. 60, note.

Instructions, p. 60, note.
Hours of labor on public buildings and works,

1451a-1451d.
Liability for deficiency in fees of officers, 115�

118.
Moneys collected for, failure to report, 396.
Officers, accepting bribes, 175, 176.

Drunkenness, 202, 203.
Failure to report collections, 396.

Indictment, p. 184, note.
Failure to turn over records to new coun

ties, 393.
Interest in contracts, 376.

Indictment, p. 179, note.
Refusal of information, 1578.
Trading in claims against, 373.

Evidence, p. 178, note.
Indictment or information, p. 178.

note.
Organization of new counties, failure of offi

cers of old to turn over records, 393.
Public moneys, payment by officers to treas

urer, 108b.
Treasurer, payment of moneys and fees to by

officers, 117, 118.
Vital statistics, 801.

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal COUNTY ATTORNEYS
Procedure,

Refusing consultation with as false imprison
ment, 1046.

COUNTERFEITING

See, also, this title in indeilJ to Oode Odminal
Procedure.

Altering coin, 955.
Brands and labels on commercial fertilizers,

99geee.
Coin, 954.

Dies, making or having in possession,
959.

Gold and silver coin defined, 961.
Passing counterfeit coin, 958.
Passing of diminished value, 960.
Passing, what constitutes, 962.
Punishment, 957.
Resemblance, sufficiency of, 956.

Land titles, 947.
.

Tags for concentrated feeding stuffs, 736.
Tags on commercial fertilizers, 99geee.
Trade-mark or label, 1395, 1396.

COUNTIES

See, also, this title in inde» to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Claims against, trading in by officers, 373.
Contracts, interest in by. officers, 376.

See District Attorneys.
See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal

Procedure.

Accepting bribes, 175, 176.
Anti trust law, 1475, 1476.
Butchering and slaughtering of animals, du
I ties as to, 1370.
Clerks' fees accounts of, 113b.
Compensation in counties without district at

torneys, 110a.
Delinquent taxes, failure to comply with

laws relating to, 420a-420e.
Deputies, appointment, 110g.

Compensation, 110g.
Disorderly and bawdy houses, injunction, 505.
Fees, 110.

Amount retained, 115, 118.
County or state not liable for deficiency,

115.
Disposition of, 115a .

Failure to charge up, 113.
Receiving rebate of, 113.
Reports and statements of, 11Of, 115,

115c, 118.
Exceptions, 115b.
Failure, 113.
Quarterly statements, 116, 118.

Retaining out of delinquent fees, nOd,.
HOe.
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COUNTY ATTORNEYS (Cont'd) COUNTY DRAINS

Militia! neglect or refusal to perform duties Obstructing or injuring, 1253.
relating to, 391.

Report of defects in laws, 8. COUNTY FINANCES

Restraining sale of commercial fertilizers See Oouniies,
999dd.

'

Trusts, monopolies and conspiracies in re-
COUNTY FUNDS

straint of trade, 1475, 1476. See Oountiee.

See, also, this title in inde» to Oo,de Oriminal
Procedure,

Acknowledgments, records of, 360, 361.
Automobiles or motor vehicles, registration of

owners, 814.
Ballot boxes, failure to keep, 279-281.

Co�d storage for keeping of liquors, reports of
licenses for, 153.

Deeds, withdrawal when records are burned,
405, 406.

Deputies, appointment, 110g.
Compensation, 110g.

Fees, 110, 112.
Accounts of, 113b.
Amounts retained, 115, 118.
County or state not responsible for defi-

ciency, 115, 118.
Disposition of, 115a.
Failure to charge up, 113.
Receiving rebate of, 113.
Reports and statements of, 110b, 113c,

115, 115c.
Exceptions, 115b.
Failure, 113.
Quarterly statements, 116, 118.

Retaining out of delinquent fees, 110d,
110e.

Finance ledger, 1579.
Index, failure to keep, 404.
Juries, selection, failure or refusal, 427, 429.
Marks or brands of animals, improper record-

ing, 1412.
':Marriage licenses, issue to minors etc. 409

410.
' , ,

Militia duty, marking exemptions from, un

lawfully, 392.
Neglect of duty, 401.
New counties, failure to turn over records of

393.
'

Official ballots, failure or refusal to post, 219.
Public ginners, certificates, issue to, 978-981

985.
'

Sales of non-intoxicating malt liquors as bev
erage, reports of licenses for, 159.

Soliciting orders in local option districts re-

ports of licenses for, 153.
'

Tax collectors, reports, failure to examine, COUNTY TREASURERS
etc., 146.

Vital statistics, records of, 80l.
Witness fees, purchase of, 380.

COUNTY CLERKS

-COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Accepting bribes, 175, 176.
Interest in contracts, drainage districts, 379a.

Improvement districts, 378.
Navigation districts, 377.

-COUNTY CONVICTS

Escape from employer, 338.

-COUNTY DEPOSITORIES
See Oountie8.

COUNTY JUDGES

See, also, this title in indeaJ to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Accepting bribes, 175, 176.
Appointment of deputies for certain officers,

110g.
Compensation as superintendent of public in

struction, 110c.
Fees, 110.

Accounts of, 113b.
Amounts retained, 115, 118.
County or state not liable for deficiency,

115, 118.
Disposition of, 115a.
Failure to charge up, punishment, 113.
Receiving rebate of, 113.
Reports and statements of, 110f, 113c,

115, 115c, 118.
Exceptions, 115b.
Failure, 113.
Quarterly statements, 116, 118.

Retaining out of delinquent fees, l1Od,
110e.

Interest in contracts, drainage districts, 379a.
Improvement districts, 378.
Navigation districts, 377.

Neglect of duty., 401.
Practicing in inferior courts, 407, 408.
Refusal to appoint judges, etc., for constitu-

tional amendment, elections, 264g.
Taxes, assessment of omitted property failure

to comply with law relating to, 420f.'
Witness fees, purchase of, 380.

COUNTY ·OFFICERS
See Oowniies.

COUNTY RECORDS
See Oounties.

COUNTY SURVEYORS
Corrected field notes, failure to return 412.
Dealing in public lands, 164.

'

Failure to turn over records to new counties
393.

'

Survey of homestead application, failure or

refusal to make, 413, 414.

See, also, this title in inde» to Code Oriminal
Procedure.

Failure to turn over records to new counties
393.

'

Reports, failure to make, 403, 1580.
Finances, approval, 1584a.

COURT HOUSES

Throwing stone or firing guh or pistol at
1239.

'

COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
See, also, this title in itule» to Code OriminaZ

Procedure.

Judges, accepting bribes, 175, i76.
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CRIMES (Cont'd)COURTS
See Clerks of Oourts.
See the titles of the pa1·ticular courts, and

this title in inde» to Oode Oriminal P1'0-
cedure.

Jurisdiction, vagrancy, 639.
Records, false entries in by clerks, 356.
Unlawful assemblies, to prevent sitting of,

443.

COWARD

Publishing another as, 1188.

COWS

Milking another's cow, 1385.
Using without consent of owner, 1232.

CRACK-LOO

Betting at, 557.

CRIMES

Offenses, division into felonies and misde-
meanors, 54.

Officers, justification, 42.
Peace officers, justified when, 43.
Penalties fixed by law, 3.
Persons punishable for generally, 32.
Petty offenses, 57.
Previous offenses, effect of Code on, 19.
Principals, who are, 74-78.
Temporary insanity produced by use of intox

icants as defense, 41.
Threats of prosecution for to extort money,

1187.

CRIMINAL ACCUSATION

Defined, 26.

CRIMINAL ACTION

See, also, this title in inde» to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Defined, 26.

See, also, the specific titles, and this title in
inde» to Code Criminal Procedure.

See Euidence ; Felonies; Misdemeanors�' Pun-
CRIMINAL EVIDENCE

isbment«,
See Evidence.

Accessories, trial of, 90, 91.
Who are, 86, 87.

Accident as excuse for, 45.
Accomplices, conviction on unsupported testi

mony of, taking fish with nets, 871.
Manslaughter and negligent homicide,

none, 85.
Purchaser of liquors sold in local option CRUELTY

districts, 602.
Trial of, 89-91.
Who are, 79-85.

Apprentices, offenses instigated by master, 37.
Children, "minor" defined, 38.

Offenses by instigated by parent, etc., 37.
Punishable when, 34,35. CURRENCY

Classification of, 58.
Code, purpose of enactment of; 1.
Combinations to falsely accuse of, 1185.
Compounding, 422.
Conspiracy to commit, 1433-1441.
Continuous offenses, judgment for suppres-

sion, 60.
Definition of offense, effect of change in, 18.
Duress as defense, 44.
Felonies, 54.

Act done by mistake as, �8.
Punishment, 50.

Defined, 55.
Subdivision of, 56.

Fixed by law, 3.
Former jeopardy, forgery, 946.
Indians, when punishable, 33.
Insanity as defense, 39.

Proof of according to common law, 40.
Intention, presumption of, 51.
Intoxication as defense, 41.
Married women, instigation by husband, 37.

Offenses by, 36.
Misdemeanors, 54.

Acts done by mistake as, 49.
Defined, 55.

Mistake of fact as excuse, 47.
Mistake of law as excuse, 46.
Modification of law by subsequent law, effect, DAIRY PRODUCTS

15.
"Offense" defined, 53.
Offenses against law not in force at time of DAMAGES

commission, 12. Destruction or injury of bridges, etc., 821.

CRIMINAL PROCESS

Defined, 28.
Execution of as defense to prosecution for

crime, 42, 43.

CRIMINAL PROSECUTION

Defined, 26.

Animals, see Animals.

CULVERTS
Destruction or injury of, 821.
Traction engines on, 822.

See Ooin.
Issuing bills, etc., to pass as money, 514-516.

CURRENT COIN

Offenses against, counterfeiting, etc., 58, 954-
962.

CURSING

Punishment, 1020.

CUT THROUGHS

Mines, 1599.

CUTTING TIMBER

See Timber.

DAGGERS
Assault with, 1024a, 1024b.
Carrying in church or assembly, 477, 478.
Defined, 1027.
Sale, etc., to minors, 1048.
Unlawfully carrying, 475, 476.

DAIRY AND FOOD COMMISSIONER

Certificates of purity, etc., of food, not to fur
nish, 709, 711.

Obstruction, 710, 711.

Milk, sale ()f impure, 706.
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DEFECTS IN LAW

Report of, judges, 7.
Prosecuting officers, 8.

B'ish ways in, 872. .

Unlawful taking of fish with, 906.

DANGEROUS WEAPONS
See Deadly Weapons.

DAUGHTERS OF THE CONFEDERACY
Unlawful wearing of badges of, 425.

DEAD ANIMALS

Leaving in road, 696.

DEAD BODIES
See Sanitary Oode.
See, also, this title in index to Oode OriminaZ

Procedure.

Embalming, 784-788.
Interference with, 511.

Indictment, p. 259, note.
Receiving by school, etc., 512, 513.
Transportation, 801.

DEADLY WEAPONS
See Weapons.
Assault with, 1024a, 1024b.
Carrying at elections, 269.
Carrying in church or assembly, 477, 478.
Display of as disturbance of the peace, 470.
Homicide in sudden passion without use of,

1149.
Sale, etc., to minors, 1048.
Unlawful carrying, 475, 476.
Use of to commit burglary, 1327.

DEAF AND DUMB ASYLUMS

Contracts, interest in by state purchasing
agent, penalty, 120, 122a.

Storekeepers and accountants, penalty for vio
lation of article relating to, ,121, 122, 122a.

DEATH PENALTY

See, also, this title in indeaJ to Oode OriminaZ
Procedure.

One of enumerated punishments, 59.

DEATHS

Prisoners, 1612, 1613.
Reports of, 758, 801.

DECENCY
Offenses against, adultery, 490-493.

Bawdy and disorderly houses, 496-506.
Classification, 58.
Fornication, 494, 495.
Incest, 486-489.
Miscellaneous, 507-513.
Pandering, 506a-506e.
Unlawful marriages, 481-485.

DEEDS

Counterfeiting, 947.
Forgery, 947.
Uttering forged instruments, 949.
Withdrawal when records are burned, 405,

406.

DEER

See Game.

DEFACEMENT
Books, papers, records, etc., 943.

DEFENDANT
See Accused.
See, also, this title in index to Oode Criminal

Procedure.

Synonymous with "accused," 25.

DEFENSES

Accident, 45.
Duress,44.
Insanity, 39.
Intoxication, 41.
Mistake of fact, 47.
Mistake of law, 46.
Officers in execution of process, 42.
Peace officer in execution of process, etc., 43.

DEFINITIONS
See Words and Phrases.
Change of, effect, 18.
Statutory, 10.

DEGREES OF CRIME
See the specific titles.

DElLINQUENCY
See Infants.
Encouraging, etc., 1055.

DELINQUENT TAXES
See Taxes..

DENGUE

Quarantine, sanitary code provisions, 801.

DENTISTRY

Extracting teeth to advertise medicine, etc.,
769.

Practice of, board of examinations, acting
when not in session, 766.

.

Board of examiners, appointment, 762.
Oath, 763.
Qualifications, 761.
Record, 764.

Certificate, unlawful to practice without,
759.

Extraction of teeth, unlawful when, 760.
Licenses, filing and recording, 767.
Qualifications, 765.
Unlawful, burden of proof, 770.
Violations of law, penalty, 768.

DEPENDENCY

Minors, encouraging, etc., 1055.

DEPOSITIONS

See, also, this title in index to Code Criminal
Procedure.

False certificates to, 354.
Giving blank certificate to, 359.

DEPOSITORIES

City funds, 1583, 1584.
County funds, 1581, 1582.

DEPOSITS
Noninterest bearing and unsecured protected,

522.
Public money in places other than treasury,

punishment, 96, 97, 100.
Receiving by bank when insolvent, 532.
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DISEASESDEPOTS

Railroads, 15211>-1522.
Cisterns, etc., screening, 80.1.
Cleaning, 8Ol.
Contagious diseases barred from, 801.
Cuspidors for, 801.
Drainage, 8o.l.
Expectorating on floors, 80l.
Floor covering, 8Ol.
Lavatories, expectorating in, 801.
Names, 1567-1569.
Train bulletins, 1531d.
Ventilation and heating, 801.
Water closets, 801.
Water coolers, 80.1.

DERAILING DEVICES

Railroad tracks, 1531'1>, 1531c.

DESECRATION
Of graves, 510., 511.

DESERTION

Homicide of deserter not justifiable, 10.90.
Seamen, harboring, 968.
Wife or children, 64o.a-64Of.

DESTRUCTION

Books, papers, records, etc., 943.
Property in mine, 1606l.

DETECTIVES

As accomplices, p. 46, note.

DETENTION

Discharge on habeas corpus as false imprison
ment, 10.45.

Prisoners not false imprisonment, 1043.

DICE

Betting at, 557.
Keeping or renting premises for playing at,

559.

DIES

Counterfeiting coin, 959.

DIMINUTION OF PUNISHMENT
Rule for, 69.

DINING CARS

Cleaning, 80.1.

DIPHTHERIA

Quarantine, sanitary code provisions, 80.1.

DIRECTORS
Educational or eleemosynary institutions, un

o authorized contracts by, 119a, 119b.

DIRKS
Assault with, IG24a, 10'24b.
Carrying in church or assembly, 477, 478.
Sale, etc., to minors, 1048.
Unlawfully carrying, 475, 476.

DISCRIMINATION
Against employes, 1190.-1199.
Leases of theaters, 1481.
Railroads, 1517-1520., 15220.

DISEASED ANIMALS
See Animals.

See Sanitary Code.

DISFIGURING

Defined, 10.35.
Justifiable homicide in preventing, 110.5.

Presumption from use of weapon, 110.6.
Punishment, 1036.

DISINFECTION

See Sanitary Oode.

DISORDERLY HOUSE

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Accomplices, who are, p. 47, note.
Alluring female to visit, 498.

Evidence, p. 240., note.
Information, p. 240, note.

Assignation house defined, 497.
Bawdy house defined, 496, 499.
Dancing in on Sunday, 30.2.
Defined, 496, 499.
Duties of officers, 506.
Employment of minors in, 10.50.
Evidence, pp. 244-248, note.
Indictment and information, pp. 243, 244�

note.

Injunction, 503.
Duties of officers, 505.
Parties defendant, 50.4.

Instructions, p. 248, note.

Owner, etc., controlling premises, 501.
Principals, who are, p. 39, note.
Procurer defined, 498.
Punishment, 500-502.
Sale of intoxicating liquors in, 593a-593c.

DISTILLERIES

Employment of minors in, 1050, 1050a.

DISTRICT ATTORNEYS

See Oounty Attorneys.
See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal

Procedure.

Accepting bribes, 175, 176.
Anti trust law, 1475, 1476.
Collections, failure to report, 395, 396.
Compensation, 110b.
Dealings in public lands, 164.
Delinquent taxes, failure to comply with law

relating to, 42Ga-420e.
Deputies, appointment, 110g.

Compensation, 110g.
Disorderly and bawdy houses, injunction, 50.5.
Fees, 110..

Amounts retained, 115, 118.
County or state not liable for deficiency,

115, 118.
Disposi tion of, 115a.
Failure to charge up, 113.
Receiving rebate of, 113.
Reports and statements of, 11Gf, 115, 118.

Exceptions, 115b.
Failure, 113.
Quarterly statements, 116, 118.

Retaining out of delinquent fees, Ll.Od,
110e.

Militia, neglect or refusal to perform duties
relating to, 391.

Report of defects in laws, &
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,DISTRICT CLERKS
See, also, this title in iiuie» to Code Oriminal

Procedure.
Deputies, appointment, 110g.

Compensation, 110g.
Fees, 110, 111.

Accounts of, 113b.
Amoun ts retained, 115, 118.
Comparing and certifying copies, 111.
County or state not liable for deficiency,

115, 118.
Disposition of, 115a.
Failure to charge up, 113.
Receiving rebate of, 113.
Reports and statements of, 110£, 113e,

115, 115c, 118.
Exceptions, 115b.
Failure, 113.
Quarterly statements, 116, 118.

Retaining out of delinquent fees, 110d,
110e.

Index, failure to keep, 404.
Juries, selection, failure or refusal, 427, 429.
Licenses of veterinarians, registration fee,

799d.
Medical register, 751.
Physicians, registration, 750.
Records, failure to turn over to new counties,

393.

DISTURBANCES

See, also, this title in index to Code C1'irn,inal
Procedure.

Elections, 267.
Religious worship, 296-298.

DISTURBANCES OF THE PEACE

See Affrays�' Riots.

Defined, 470.
Evidence, p. 205, note.
Horse racing in public places, 474.
Indictment and information, p. 204, note.
Public place defined, 472.
Shooting in public places, 473.

DITCHES

Obstructing or injuring, 821, 826, 835, 836,
1253.

Working on, failure or refusal, 835.

DIVERSION

Special funds of state, punishment, 104.
Waters, 826.

Public waters, 923i.
From watersheds, 837g.

DOC'l\'ORS

See Medioine; Physician8 and SU1'geon8.
Witnesses, subpeenas for unlawful issue, 114, DOCUMENTS

392a.
Witness fees, purchase of, 380.

DISTRICT COURTS
See Distriot Olerks ; District Judges.
See, also, this title in index to Code Criminal

Procedure.

Forgery of, 924-946.
Mutilation, etc., 943.

DOGGING STOCK

Insufficient fence defined, 1247.
Punishment, 1246.

Aiding investigations of state board of health, DOGS
809.

DISTRICT ENGINEER

Resisting, 342.

DISTRICT JUDGES

See, also, this title in index to Code Criminal
Procedure.

Accepting bribes, 175, 176.
Appointing relation as stenographer, 387.
Bribery of, 174, 176.
Charge to grand jury, disorderly and bawdy

houses, 506.
Fees of' certain officers, 113b.

Inspection of books and papers of railroad
companies, 1520.

DISTRICT OFFICERS

Drunkenness, 200, 201, 203.

DISTRICTS

'Charbon districts, 805a-805h.

DISTRICT SUPERVISORS OF LEVIES

Resisting, 342.

DISTRICT SURVEYORS

Killing, etc., to injure owner, 1230.

DOMESTIC ANIMALS
See Animale ; Cattle; Stock.

Killing, etc., to injure owner, 1230.
Theft of, 1338.

DOMESTIC SERVANTS

Accessories, 84.

DOMINOES

Betting at, 557.
Keeping or renting premises for playing at,

559.

DORMITORIEIS
Fire escapes, 867a-867d.

DOUBLE PUNISHMENT'S
See Punishments.

See, also, the specifio titles.

DRAINAGE DISTRICTS

Drainage commissioners, interest in contracts
with district, 370a.

Drainage engineer, interest in contracts with
district, 379a.

Interest in contracts with by certain officers,
379a.

Resisting officers of, 342d.

Corrected field notes, failure to return, 412.
Dealing in public lands, 164.
Locating unapproved headright land certifi

cates, 162.
Survey of homestead application, failure or 1

DRAINS '

refusal to make, 413, 414. ' Obstructing or injuring, 821, 836, 836a, 1253.
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DRAWBACKS DUPLICATION

Railroads, 15220.
Discrimination, 1517-1520.

DREDGING

Oysters, 904.

DRINK

Adulteration and misbranding, 699-711.
Poisoning, 1077-1079.

DRIVING

Capitol grounds, 843.
Cattle from range, 1386-1388.
State cemetery, 843.

DRUGGISTS
See Pharmacy.
License taxes, p. 79, note.
Practice of pharmacy, 771-781.

DRUGS

Abortion by means of, 1071.
Adulteration, manufacture and sale of, adul

teration defined, 700.
Manufacture and sale of, certificates of

purity, unlawful issue, 709.
Drug defined, 699.
Exemptions, 708.
Obstruction of officers, 710.
Prohibition against, 699.
Punishment, 711.

.Cocaine and morphine, illegal prescription for,
indictment, p. 405, note.

Unlawful sale, etc., 747-749.
Misbranded, manufacture and sale of, drug de

fined, 699.
Manufacture and sale of, exemptions, 708.

Misbranded defined, 701.
Obstruction of officers, 710.
Prohibition against, 699.
Punishment, 711.

DRUMFISH

Seining for, permits, 923m.

DRUNKARDS
Sales of intoxicating liquors to, 623, 627.

DRUNKENNESS

County or municipal officers, punishment, 202.
Subsequent offenses, 202.

Defense to crime, 41.
Definition, ,203.
Drinking intoxicating liquors on passenger

trains, punishment, 205.
Officers, indictment, p. 108, note.

Jurisdiction of offense, p. 108, note.
Public or private place, evidence, p. 109, note.

Indictment and information, p, 109, note.
Instructions, p. 109, note.
Jurisdiction, p .. 109, note.

Punishment, 204.
Sale of intoxicating liquors to habitual drunk

ards, 595, 596.
State or district officer, definition, 201.

Punishmen t, 200.

DUELING
Homicide in as murder, 1146.
Publishing another as coward for refusal to

fight duel, 1188.
.

Punishment, 1145.

Process for witness, 1577.

DURESS
Defense to crime, 44.

DYNAMITE

Catching fish by use of, 907.

EARTH
Removal from premises of another, 1248.

Evidence, p. 763, note.

EDITORS

Libel, 1160.
Political editorials, receiving money for, 237.

EDUCATION
See School Boards; School Oensue; School

Grounds; School Lands; Schools; School
{l'eachers; School Trustees; Superintendent
of Pubiio Inetruouon; ,Text Books.

Employment of children of school age, 1513f.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
Accountants for, appointment, etc., 121.

Bond, 121.
Excess of supplies, 121.
Interest in contracts for supplies, 121.
Penalty for violations of articles relating

to, 121.
Provisions, clothing, etc., receiving by,

penalty, 122.
Reports, 121.

Detaining books, etc., from, 867e.
Hazing, 1038a-l038f.
State purchasing agent, interest in contract

for supplies, etc., for educational institu
tions, 120.

Storekeepers for, appointment, etc., 121.
Bond,121.
Excess of supplies, 121.
Interest in contracts, 121.
Penalty for violations of provisions relat

ing to, 121.
Provisions, clothing, etc., receiving by,

penalty, 122.
Reports, 121.

Unauthorized contracts by officers of, penalty,,

119b.
Prohibition against, 119a.
Venue of prosecution, 119b.

ELECTIONS

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Acceptance of bribes, election officer, 208.
Electors, 210.

Altering or obliterating ballots, 248.
Ballot boxes, failure to keep, 220, 253, 279.

Permitting deposit of unlawful ballots,
212.

Transmission and delivery of, 252.
Ballots, altering or obliterating, 248, 288.

Defacing, 220, 241.
Destroying, 288.

Failure, 280.
Exception, 281.

Disclosure of by voter, 287.
Failure of officer to deliver to county

clerk,
. 218.

Failure to place names of candldates on,
255.

.
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ELECTIONS (Cont'd)
Failure to transmit or deliver, 220, 252.
Falsely initialing, 288.
Official ballots, form of, 272.

Posting, failure or refusal, 219.
Use of other than, punishment, 272.

Opening or reading, 220, 230, 252.
Receiving or using ballots already marked,

213.
Refusal to receive, 220, 241.
Stealing, 288.
Suppression, 220, 230.
Unlawful changes on, 212.
Unlawfully assisting voter to prepare, 220,

258.
Unlawfully opening, 214, 278.
Unlawful removal of, 220,241.
Using other than authorized, 287.
Voting two or more folded together, 272.

Betting on, accomplices, p. 47, note.
Bet or wager defined, 588.
Public election defined, 587.
Punishment, 586.

Booths, defacing, 220, 243.
Bribery, election officers, 207.

Electors, 206, 209.
To influence voters, 206.

Candida tes, defacing or destroying lists of,
220,243.

Failure to file statement of expenditures,
220,232.

Failure to place names on ballots, 255.
False certificate of by chairman of com

mittees, 220, 242.
Filing false statement of expenses, 220,

254.
Statements as to as libel, 1165.
Unlawfully influencing voters, 220, 260.

Canvass, false, 220, 225.
False, indictment, p. 114, note.

. Carrying arms at, 269.
Evidence, p. 125, note.

Certificates, false giving, 264.
Charge to grand jury of offenses against, 235.
Constitutional amendments, false return or

certificate, punishment, 264d, 264f.
Fraud or irregularity in reports of by su-·

pervisors of elections, 264c.
Intimidation or obstruction of voters, pun

ishment, 264e�
Repealing clause, 264h.
Selection of judges, etc., by political par

ties, duty to make, 264a.
Failure to make, penalty, 264b.
Refusal of county judge to appoint,

punishment, 264g.:

Corruptly refusing to receive vote, 216.
Disclosing vote or giving information, 287.
Disturbances at, 267.
Divulging vote, 215.
Electioneering near polls, 220, 231.
Eradication of tick, 1284h.
Failure of candidate to file statement of ex

penses, 220, 232.
False canvass, 220, 225.
False certificate of candidate by chairman of

committees, 220, 242.
False personation of voter, 246.
Furnishing money for election or defeat of

candidate, questions submitted to vote, 211.
Fraudulent or willful acts to affect result of

election, 220, 222.
Influencing voters, 220, 228.
Intimidation by officers, 217.

ELECTIONS (Cont'd)
Keeping saloons open on primary election

days, 295.
Mobs at, 267.
Officers, acceptance of bribe by, 208.

Ballot boxes, failure to keep securely, 279.
Bribery of, 207.

Primary elections, 293.
Clerks, offenses by, 212, 288.
Corruptly refusing to receive vote, 216.
Disclosing vote or giving information, 215,

287.
Primary elections, 292.

Drinking liquor at primary elections, 295.
Failure of duty, 220, 226.
Failure to deliver ballots to county clerk,

218 ..

False canvass, 225.
False certificates of election, 264.
False returns of primary elections, 291.
Illegal voting, permitting, 227.
Influencing voter, 228.
Intimidation by, 217.
Judges, offenses by, 212, 288.

Permitting removal of ballots, 220,
241.

Refusal to receive ballots, 220, 241.
Unlawfully assisting voter to prepare

ballot, 220, 258.
Managers, offenses by, 212.
Opening ballots, 278.
Registrar, administration of oaths; 285.
Sundry offenses by, 212.
Unlawful opening or examining of ballots,

214,278.
Willful disregard of requirements of elec

tion laws, 288.
Willful neglect of duty, 282.

Opening or reading ballots, 220, 230.
Political advertising, publication as editorial

matter, 237.
Unlawful charges for, 236.
What constitutes, 236.

Political contributions, 263.
Corporations, 1487b.

Forfeiture of charter, 257.
Punishment, 220, 257.
Witnesses, '257.

Demand for by officers of heads of depart
ments, 220, 261.

Unlawful inducement to make, 220, 259.
Polling places, failure to' keep order at, 220,

241.
Polls, electioneering near, 220, 231.
Poll taxes) candidate or person paying, 220,

233.
Candidate or person paying, indictment,

p. 116, note.
Loaning money to pay, 220, 239.
Receipts, becoming agent to obtain, 2�0,

229.
Receipts, becoming agent to obtain, in

dictment, p. 115, note.
Delivery to fictitious persons, 249.
Failure to transmit or deliver, 220,

252.
False affidavit as to, 247.
Obtaining money on, 220, 251.
Refusing to return, 220; 250.
Tampering with, 220, 224.
Unlawful delivery of by collectors,

238.
Primary elections, bribery of officer, 293.

Bribery of voters, 294.
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ELECTIONS (Cont'd) ELECTIONS (Cont'd)

Divulgence of votes, 292. Voters, acceptance of bribe by, 210.
False returns, 291. Attempting to influence by persons in civil
Illegal voting at, 220, 240, 289. or military service of United States,
Officers, drinking liquor by, 295. 220, 256.
Opening saloons on election days, 294. Bribery of, 206, 209.
Procuring illegal voting at, 290. Primary elections, 294.

Registration, false swearing, 285. Certificates of naturalization, unlawfully
Illegal, 284. obtaining, 262.
Illegal issue of certificates, 286. Constitutional amendments, intimidation

Returns, breaking open, 288. or obstruction, 264e.
Failure to deliver, 276. False entry on list of, 212.
False returns, 212. False personation of, 246.

Primary elections, 291. False swearing by, 274.

Hindering or delaying, 288. Illegal arrest, 270.
Interference with, 220, 252. Illegal registration, 284.

Preventing delivery of, 277. Illegal voting, 271.

Stealing, 288. Evidence, p. 126, note.

Riots at, 265. Indictment, p. 126, note.

Indictment, p. 124, note. Instigating, 273.

Running at large of animals in counties with- Permitting, 220, 227.

in charbon districts, 805f. Primary elections, 289.

Sales of intoxicating liquors on elections days, Procuring at, 290.

630. Influencing, 220, 228.

Saloons kept open on election days, 220, 245. Intimidation, 268.

Evidence, p. 119, note. Procuring to swear falsely, 275.

Indictment, p. 118, note. Refusal to employes of right to vote, 220,
Instructions, p. 119, note. 244.

Suffrage, deprivation of, 63. Registration, false swearing, 285.

Supplies, failure to transmit or deliver, 220, Illegal issue of certificates, 286.

252. Showing ballots, 287.

Unlawful removal, 220, 243. Tampering with lists, 220, 223.

Suppressing ballots, 220, 2BO. Unlawful assistance to, 220, 258.

T��:.ering with lists of qualified voters, 220, U����ful .influence of by candidates, 220,

Tumults at, 267. Use of other than authorized ballot, 287.

Unlawful assemblies to prevent, 266, 436. Voting or attempting to vote more than

United States senators, corrupt practices, once, 220, 221.

laws applicable to, 295b-295d. Voting without legal qualifications, 283.

Disbursements for political purposes, act Voting or attempting to vote more than once,

of agent as act of principal, 295g. 220, 221.
Witnesses in prosecutions for offenses against,

Amount, limitation on, 295t.
234.

Bills for, 295l.
Delegation of authority to make, limi- ELECTORS

tation on amount, 295u.
Failure of candidates to do required

acts, 295x.
Failure to comply with requirements

by other than candidates, 295v.
Personal campaign committee, 295h.
Prohibited acts by candidates, 295y.
Prohibited acts by persons other than

candidates, 295w.
Prohibited by other than candidates or

committees, exceptions, 295i.
Receiving contrary to law, 295e.

Statements, blanks for, distribution,
295q

Contents, 2950.
Filing, 295m, 295n.

Failure, omission of name of
candidate from ballots, 2951'.

Persons receiving, penalty for

failure, 295p.
By persons other than candidates

or committees, 295s.
Want of knowledge as defense, 295f.
What authorized by campaign commit

tee, 295k.
What authorized by candidates, 295j.

Laws applicable to, 295a.
.

Placing name of candidate on ballot by
petition, 295z.

See Elections.

ELECTRICITY

Tampering with meters, 993.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
Free passes, etc., 1532-1539.

ELE'CTRIC WIRES

Mines, 1606a-1606c.

ELEErtIOSYNARY INSTITUTIONS

Accountants, appointment, etc., 121.
Bond, 121.
Excess of supplies, 121.

.

Interest in contracts for supplies, 121.
Penalty for violation of articles relating

to, 121.
Provisions, clothing, etc., receiving by,

penalty, 122.
Reports, 121.

Officers, nepotism, 381-387.
Unauthorized contracts by, 119a, 119b.

Venue of prosecution, 119b.
State purchasing agent, interest in contracts.

for supplies, etc., 120.

Storekeepers, appointment, etc., 121.
Bond, 121.
Excess of supplies, 121.
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ET...EEMOSYNARY INS TIT UTI 0 N S I EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES (Cont'd)
(Cont'd) Commission of labor statistics, duties, 999nnn.

Interest in contracts for supplies, 121. False promises, 999nn.
Penalty for violation of articles relating Fees, payment into state treasury, 99900.

to, 121. Fines, disposition of, 999000.
Provisions, clothing, ete., receiving by, Payment into state treasury, 99900.

penalty, 122. Immoral occupations, procuring for, 999nn.
Reports, 121. Inducing employes to leave service, 999nn.

License, fee for, 999mmm.
Private agency for hire defined, 9990.
Register of transactions, 9990.
Violations of act, penalty, 999onn.

EMBALMING

Licenses, fee, 784.
Qualifications of applicants; 784.
Renewal, 785.
When not applicable, 787.

Unlawful practice by persons not registered,
786.

Violations of law, penalty, 788.

ENCLOSED LANDS

Wilfully firing grass, 1225.
Hunting and fishing on, 1255, 1256.

Information, p. 766, note.

EMBEZZLEMENT E,NGINEERS
See Misapplication. Railroads, 1556, 1558-1560.

See, also, this title in indca: to Code OriminaZ
ENLISTMENT PAPERSProcedure.

Agents of insurance companies, 691.
Bank funds, 523.
Bringing property into state, 1.431, 1432.
Carriers, 1418.

Evidence, p. 907, note.
Indictment, p. 907, note.

Commission merchant, 1417.
Indictment, p. 907, note.

Definition, 1416.
Evidence, p. 905, note.
Factor, 1417.

Indictment, p. 907, note.
Fraudulently receiving embezzled property, EPIDEMIC DYSENTERY1420.
Funds of building and loan associations,

693m.
Funds of rural credit unions, 532a.
Indictment, pp. 903, 904, notes.

Instructions, p. 906, note.

Misapplication, etc., of public money by offi-
cer, 96-118.

Money defined, 1419.
Property defined, 1419.
Punishment, 1416.
Questions for jury, p. 906.

EMBLEMS

Wearing of, 425.

EMPLOYES
Blacklisting, 1190-1199.
Embezzlement by, 1416, 1419.
Female, hours of labor, 1451h-1451m.

Seats for, 1451k-1451m.
Hours of labor, public buildings and works,

1451a-1451d.
Railroad telegraph and telephone opera

tors, 1555:

EMPLOYMENT
Children of school age, 1513f.
Crews of vessels, 1452.
Minors in dangerous, 1050, 1050a.
Riots to prevent pursuit of, 460.
Unlawful assemblies to prevent

445.
pursuit of,

EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES
Blank books for records, etc., 999p.
Bond, amount, 999mmm.

A.ction on, 999mmm .

. Charges for services, 999n.

False swearing to, 317.

ENTICING
See Infants.
Minors from legal custody, 1047•.

ENTRIES
See False Entries,

EPIDEMIC CEREBRO SPINAL MEN
INGITIS

Quarantine, sanitary code provisions, 801.

Quarantine, sanitary code provisions, 801.

ESCAPE

See, also, this titZe in inde» to Code Crimina�
Procedure.

Acceptance of bribe by sheriff or peace officer
to permit, 190.

Breaking into jail to effect, 331, 337.
Evidence, p. 165, note.
Indictment, p. 1.65, note.

Bribery of sheriff or peace officer to permit,
187.

Capital offenses, negligently permitting, 323.
Negligently permitting, evidence, p. 163,

note.

Indictment, p. 163, note.

Jurisdiction, p. 163, note.
Willfully permitting, 320.

Indictment, p. Hi3, note.
Conveying arms, etc., into jail for, evidence.

p. 164, note. .

Indictment, p. 164, note.
Convicts from employer, 338.

Indictment, p. 167, note.

Felonies, aiding, 329, 332, 337.
Aiding, accessories, pp. 52, 53, note.

Persons accused of felony, indictment,
p. 165, note.

Negligently permitting, 324.
Willfully permitting, 320.

Inmates of state juvenile institutions, aiding;
334.

Misdemeanors, aiding, 330, 333, 337.
Negligently permitting, 325.
Willfully permitting, 322.

ESCAPEMENT SHAFTS

Mines, 1593.
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EVIDENCE (Cont'd)ES'l.'RAYS

Taking up and using without complying with
law, 1391.

Evidence, p. 893, note.

Indictment, p. 893, note.
Unlawful disposition of, 1390.

Evidence, p. 892, note.

Indictment, p. 892, note.
Instructions, p. 892, note.

EUCHRE WITH DOMINOES
Betting at, 557.

EVIDENCE

See, also, this title in inde» to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Accomplices, sufficiency to convict, 89, pp. 53,
54, note.

Adoption of law restricting operation of pool
halls, 63&.

Burden of proof, p. 16, note.
On defendant, when, 52.
Insanity, p. 20, note.

Instructions, pp. 29, 30, note.
Nonage, p. 16, note.

Character of deceased in prosecution for mur

del', 1143.
Coast survey charts in prosecutions for viola

tions of fish laws, 913.
Corpus delicti, in homicide, pp. 638-640,

notes.
Discretion of infant, p. 16, note.
Expert, insanity, p. 21, note.

Incriminating testimony, soliciting, etc., pa
tients by physician, ete., 758e.

Insanity, pp. 19-21, note.
Burden of proof, p. 20, note.
Proof of according to common law, 40.

Intent, libel, 1164.
.

Judicial notice, adoption of law restricting
operation of pool halls, 633c.

Marriage and paternity in prosecution for
abandonment of wife or children, 640c.

Materiality of statements in perjury, p. 156,
note.

Nonage, p. 16, note.

Opinion, insanity, p. 21, note.
Ownership of timber in prosecution for cut

.

ting and destroying, 1292.
Presumptions, innocence, 11.

Insanity, p. 19, note.
Intent, 51.

Arson, 1204.
Assault, 1009.
Injury inflicted by person making as

sault, 1009.
Libel, 1164.

Means or instruments used in homicide,
1147.

Weapons, use of as justifying homicide,
1106.

Prima facie evidence, dealing in futures, 54?,
546.

Discrimination against persons seeking
.employment, 1192.

Possession of wild game or birds during
closed season, 895.

Want of bill of sale of animals as evi
dence of illegal possession, 1359.

Principals, p. 43, note.

Particular Offenses
Abandonment of wife or children, p. 344, note.
A.bduction, p. 620, note.

Abortion, p. 634, note.

Attempts, p. 634, note.
Acceptance of bribe by officer, p. 101, note.
Adultery, p. 233, note.
Aggravated assault, pp. 574, 576, 578, 581,

583, 587, 588, notes.
Altering or defacing marks or brands of an-

imals, p. 889, note.
.

Alluring female to visit bawdy house, etc., p.
240, note.

Animals, failure to take bill of sale on pur
chase of, p. 897, note.

Marks or brands, record of as, p. 898,
note.

Use of more than one, p. �97, note.
Running at large, pp. 760, 763, Dotes.

Anonymous letters, sending, p. 734, note.
Anti-trust laws, violations of, 1467, 1468.
Arson, p. 742, note.

Insured property, p. 745, note.
Assault and battery, p. 563, note.

Ability to commit, p. 566, note.
Intimidation of another, p. 572, note.

Assault with intent to murder, pp. 593, 596,
notes.

Assault with intent to rape, pp. 605-607,
notes.

Assault with intent to rob, p. 610, note.

Bawdy houses, etc., keeping, etc., pp. 244-248,
note.

Bigamy, pp. 223-225, note.
Breaking into jail to rescue prisoner, p. 165,

note.
Bribery, p. 101, note.

Sheriff or peace officer, p. 104, note.

Witnesses, p. 106, note.

Burglary, pp. 797-803, notes.
Attempts, p. 818, note.

Entry, p. 812, note.

Vessel, etc., p. 818, note.
. Burning, personal property insured, p. 747,

note.
Carrying arms about elections, p. 125, note.
Conspiracy, p. 927, note.

To commit offense in another state, p. 929,
note.

Conveying arms, 'etc.,
.

into jail to aid in es

cape, p. 164, note.
County or city officers trading in claims, p.

:!-78, note.
Cruelty to animals, p. 753, note.

Cutting and destroying timber, pp. 786, 787,
notes.

Dealing in futures, p. 271, note.
Dentistry, violations of law relating to prac

tice 'Of, 770. .

Depositions, false certificates to, 354.
Giving blank certificate to, 359.

Destruction of fruit, corn, etc., p. 757, note.
Destruction of wires, posts, etc., of telegraph

or telephone companies, p. 749, note.
Disturbance of religious worship, p. 139, note.
Disturbance of the peace, p. 204, note.

Driving stock from range, 1358, p. 891, note.
Drunkenness in public or private place, p.

109, note.
Embezzlement, p. 905.

Carriers, p. 907, note.
Enticing minor from legal custody, p. 616,

note.
Estrays, taking up and using unlawfully, p.

893, note.
Unlawful disposition of, p. 892, note.
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EVIDENCE (Cont'd) EVIDENCE (Cont'd)

False imprisonment, p. 614, note. Poisoning food, etc., p. 635, note.
False swearing, p. 159, note. Pool rooms, permitting infants to remain in,
Fences, party fences, unlawful removal, p. p. 618, note.

76�, note.
'

Pool selling or book-making, 582.
Fish, unlawful use of nets, p. 489, note. Possession of wild game or birds during closed
Forgery, pp. 505-507, note. season, 895.

Bank bills, 940. Pursuing occupation without payment of tax,
Land titles, p. 517, note. p. 8�, note..

Fornication, p. 237, note. Rape, pp. 624-628, notes.
Fraudulent disposition of mortgaged property, Attempts, p. 63�, note.

p. 920, note. Force, p. 629, note.
Gaming, 552, 582. Penetration, p. 631, note.

Gaming table bank, etc., betting at, p. Threats, p. 630, note.
�86, note. Receiving deposits by insolvent hank, p. 266,

Going 'into or remaining in gambling note.

houses, p. 291, note. Receiving stolen. property, p. 874, note.
Keeping or renting premises for, p. 289, Removal of rock, earth, etc., from premises of

note. another, p. 763, note.
.

Playing cards in public place, p. 279. Resisting arrest, p. 170, note.

Homicide, justifiable homicide, prevention of Riot to commit illegal act, p. 202, note.
felonies, p. 648, note. Robbery, pp. 82�-825, notes.

Justifiable homicide, self-defense, pp. 656, Sales, etc., on Sunday, p. 145, note.

657, notes. Sales of intoxicating liquors in local option
Illegal marking or branding of animals, p. districts, pp. 312-315, note.

888, note. Entries .n books of internal revenue col-
Illegal prescriptions for intoxicating liquors, lectors, 603.'

p. 319, note. Prosecution of persons jointly indicted,
Illegal voting, p. 126, note. 607.

Incest, pp. 228-230, note. United States revenue license as, 590.
Injuring fences, etc., p. 759, note. Sales or gift of intoxicating liquors to minors,
Insurance agent doing business without au- pp. 304, note, 618, note.

thority, p. 345, note. Sales of intoxicating liquors at prohibited
Keeping blind tigers, 601. hours, p. 33�, note.

Keeping open saloon on election day, p. 119, Sales of intoxicating liquors without license,
note. pp. 330, 331, note.'

Kidnapping, pp. 619, 620, notes. Seduction, abandonment after marriage, p.

Killing animals to injure owner, p. 751, note. 940, note.

Killing deer out of season, p. 481, note. Shipments of intoxicating liquors into local

Libel, p. 7�3, note. option districts, pp. 32�, 324, note.

Statements, candidate for office, p.. 727, Unsupported evidence of accomplice, 606p.
.note, Slander. pp, 732, 733, notes.

Idea conveyed, p. 725, note. Sodomy, p. 257, note.

Local option districts, pursuing business of Stolen property, bringing into state, p. 923,
selling intoxicating liquors in, pp. 299, 300, note.

note. Swindling, p. 915, note.

Maiming, p. 611, note. Exchange of property on false pretenses,

Disfiguring, p. 612, note. p. 917, note.

Malicious prosecution, p. 194, note. Theft, pp. 834-848, notes.

Manslaughter, p. 673, note. Agricultural products, p. 868, note.

Adequate cause, p. 683, note. Animals, p. 880, note.

Insult to female, p. 685, note. Cattle, p. 881, note.

Sudden passion, p. 677, note. Conversion by bailee, p. 871, note.

Misapplication of county or city funds, p. 60,
From the person, p. 879, note.

note. Wilfully driving stock from range, p. 882,
note.

Miscegenation, p. 226, note.
Wrongful taking, p. 860, note.

Misdemeanors, second and -subsequent offenses, Threats, p. 931, note.
p. 1018, note. I t' f d 1143

Murder, 1143, pp. 693-706, notes.
n prosecu IOn or mur er, .

.

Character of deceased, pp. 711-714, notes.
Unlawful practice of medicine, pp. 408, 409;

Neg�::��l� b�e�i����;' P:S��:;7�� n�:��tal u��t;. animals without consent of owner, p.

163 t 755, note.
cases, p. , no e.

Vagrancy, p. 342, note.
-Obstructing arrest in misdemeanor cases, p.

'

Wilfulness 'of desertion in prosecution for
168, note. abandonment of wife or children, 64Oc.

Obstruction of public road, p. 451, note. Work on public roads, failure, p. 458, note.
-Obstruction of railroad tracks, etc., p. 750,

note. EXAMINATION QUESTIO'NS-Overseers of roads, neglect of duty, p. 456,
note. Selling or giving away, 1512.

Pandering, p. 254, note.
Passing forged instrument, p. 513, note. EXCESSIVE TAXES

Perjury, PP. 149-152, note. Extortion of, 123.

1053
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EXCUSABLE HOMICID'E FALSE ACCUSATION

See Homicide.

Defined, 1111.
Lawful act by lawful means, 1112.
Negligent homicide distinguished, 1117.

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS
Offenses against, bribery, 174-194.

Classification, 58.
'

Drunkenness, 200-205.
Lobbying, 195-199.

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

Accepting bribes, 175, 176.
Bribery of, 174.

EXECUTIVE PROCEEDINGS

Libel, 1171.

EXECUTORS
Conversion of estate as swindling, 1426.

EXPLOSIVES
Arson by use of, 1205, 1206.
Burglary with, 1315, 1316.
Fish, use of to take, 907.
Mines, use in, 1598.

EXPOSURES

Indecent, 508.

E:XPRE'SS COMPANIES
Dead bodies, transportation by, 801.
Female employes, hours of labor, 1451h,

l,451l, 1451m.
Seats for, 1451k-1451m.

Intoxicating liquors, shipping into local option
districts, 600, 606a-606. ,

Maintaining office for shipment of intoxicat
ing liquors, rights and privileges, p. 91,
note.

Squirrels, shipping, 876a.
Wild animals or birds, transportation out of

state, 890, 891.

EXTORTION

False accusations of crime to obtain money,
1186.

Indictment, p. 176, note.
Officer demanding illegal fees, 364, 365.
Officer receiving illegal fees, 363, 365.
Tax collectors, 123.

-

Threats of proseCution for crime to extort
money, 1187.

EXTRACTING TEETH

Advertising purposes, 760, 769.

EXTRADITION

Abandonment of wife or children, 640e.

FACTORIES

Employment of minors in, 1050, 1050a.
Female employes, hours of labor, 1451h, 1451l,

1451m.
Seats for, 1451k-1451m.

Fire escapes, 867a-867d.
Labor statistics, 1585-1591.

l'ACTORS
Embezzlement by, 1417.

Indictment, p. 907, note.
Employment of private weighers, 997.

Combinations to accuse of crime, 1185.
Combinations to accuse of crime to extort

money, 1186.
Threats of prosecution to extort money, 1187.

FALSE AFFIDAVITS
Transfer or sale of certain property subject

to taxes, 139.

FALSE BILLING

Railroads, 1516.

FALSE CERTIFICATES
Clerks of courts, 357.
Commissioners of deeds, 352, 353.

To affidavits, 355.
To depositions, 354.

Corporate indebtedness, 362.
Examination of nursery stock, 724.
Forgery, 948.
Inspector of live stock, giving by, 1397.
Land titles, 948.
Notaries public, 358, 1000-1002.
Officers giving blank certificates, 359.
Public weighers, issue by, 995.
To veterinarians, 362a.

FALSE CLASSIFICATION

Railroads, 1516.

FALSE ENTRIES
See Perjury.
Books of account, 1006.

Instructions, p. 560, note.
Questions for jury, p. 560, note.

Clerks of courts, 356.

FALSE IMPRISONMENT

See, also, this title in index to Code Oriminal
Procedure.

Assault of violence, 1040.
Consultation with counsel, refusal to allow,

1046.
Defined, 1039.
Detention after discharge on habeas corpus,

1045.
Detention not constituting, 1043.
Evidence, p. 614, note.
Impediment necessary, 1041.
Indictment, p. 614, note.

Instructions, p. 614, note.
Punishment, 1044.

Discretion of jury" p. 615, note.
Mitigation, p. 615, note.

Threats, effect of, 1042.

FALSE PEDIGREE

Animals, 1389.

FALSE PERSONATION

Acknowledgments, forgery, 945.
Forgery, 944.
Officers, 424.

Indictment, p. 195, note.
Instructions, p. 195, note.

Intent, p. 195, note.
Voters, 246.

FALSE REPORTS
State revenue agent, 1490.

FALSE RETURNS

Occupation taxes, 147.
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FALSE STATEMENTS FARO

1055

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal FEES

Procedure. See, also, the specific titles and this title in

Divulgence of proceedings before grand jury,
index to Code Oriminal Procedure.

316. Accounts of, 113b.

Indictment, p. 160, note. Fiscal year, 115c.

Instructions, p. 160, note. Amounts retained, 115, 118.

Enlistment in militia, 317. Attorney general, trusts, monopolies and con-

Evidence, p. 159, note. spiracles in restraint of trade, 1464.

Falsely reporting collection of public money, Board of examiners in pharmacy, 780.

314. County or state not liable for deficiency, 115,
Instructions, p. 159, note. 118.

Pension proceedings, 317a.. Demanding illegal, 364, 365.

Procuring voters to, 27'5. Disposition of, 115a.

Quarantine matters, 315. District or county attorneys, trusts, monopo-

School census trustee, 317b. lies and conspiracies in restraint of trade,
Statement as to something past or present, 1476.

313. Ex officio services by county officers, 113a.

Subornation of, 318. Failure to charge up, punishment, 113.

Attempts, 319. Licenses to. veterinarians, 799c, 799d.

Voters, 274. Officers enumerated, 110, 110a-110g, 111,
For registration, 285. 112.

What is, 312. Payment to county treasurer, 117, 118.
Payment to persons entitled by officers collect

ing, 115, 118.
Receiving illegal, 363, 365.
Receiving rebate of, 113.
Remission, 113.
Reports of, 115c.
Statement of, 115, 118.

Exceptions, 115b.
Quarterly statements, 116, 118.

Age to secure reduced street car fares, 1575.
Candidates for office, filing, 254.
Examining physicians, 692.
Insurance agents, 692.
Officers of foreign insurance companies, 693.
Perjury, when not, 305.
Railroad companies in registration of bonds,

1521.

FALSE SWEARING

FALSE WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

See Weights and Measures.

Definition of, 991.
Destruction of, 992.
Electric current, water or gas meters, 993.
Using, 990.
Railroads, 1516.

FAMILIES

Unlawful assemblies to disturb, 447.

FARCY

Horses, 1260, 1261, 1263, 1264.

FARES

Street railways, 1570-1575.

FARMERS

Pursuing occupation on Sunday, p. 144, note ..

Weighing own products, 998.

FARM PRODUCTS

Contagious diseases, dealer defined, 727.
Enforcement of law, 723.
Examination, certificate of, 718.

Certificate of, consignment for trans-

portation accompanied by, 719.
False, giving, 724.
Revocation, 722.
Shipments into state accompanied

by, 720.
False representations, 728.
Keeping, etc., prohibited, 717.
Limitations, 729.
Nursery defined, 726.
Nursery stock defined, 725.
Receipt _ by common carrier; prohibited

when, 721.

Betting at, 557.
Keeping or exhibiting, 551-556.

FEED

Standard weights, etc., 712-716.

FEED STUFFS

See Ooncentrated Feeding Stuffs.

FELONIES

See, also, the specific titles and this title in
index to Code Oriminal Procedure.

Acts done by mistake as, 48.
Capital offenses, second conviction, punish-

ment, 1621:.
Compounding, 422.
Conspiracy to commit, 1433-1441.
Defined,55.
Double punishment, 64-66.
Escapes, aiding, 329, 332, 337.

Negligently permitting, 324.
Wilfully permitting, 321.

Justifiable homicide in preventing, 1105.
Negligent homicide in attempting to commit,

1125.
Offenses divided, 54.
Refusal to make arrest, 326, 328.
Resisting arrest by officers· in cases of, 339.
Subdivision of, 56.
Subsequent convictions, punishment, 1619--

1621.
Unlawful assemblies to rescue persons con

victed or accused of, 438-441.

FELONS

See, also, this title in index to Code Oriminal
Procedure.

Riots to rescue, 454-458.
Unlawful assemblies to rescue, 438-441.
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FINANCES (Co.nt'd)

Cutting, etc., 1242.
Gates, leaving open, 1240.
Injuries to, 1240.

Evidence, p. 759, note.
Indictment and information, p. 759, note.
Jurisdiction, p. 759, note.

Party fences, removal, 1243.
Removal, evidence, p. 761, note. FIRE INSURANCEIndictment and information, p. 761,

note.
.

Notice of intention, 1244.
Notice requiring, ;1.245.

Public lands, 850, 851, 853.
Construction without gates, 852a.
Unlawfully, 854, 860.

Exceptions, 856.
Procedure, 855.
Suits, 860a.

Public roads, leaving open, 834.
Willful burning, 1214.

FEMALES
See, also, this title in index to Code Oriminal

Procedure.
Abduction of, 1059-1062.
Employment in . places for sale of retail liq

uor, 626.
Enticing or alluring to visit assignation house,

498.
Evidence, p. 240, note.
Information, p. 240, note.

Hours of labor, 1451h-1451j, 1451l, 1451m.
Insulting words to, adequate cause, .reducing

offense to manslaughter, 1132-1136.
Pandering, 506a-5000.

Evidence, p. 254, note.
Indictment, p. 254, note.
Instructions, p. 255, note.
Questions for jury, p. 255, note.

Procuring for immoral purposes, accomplices,
P. 48, note.

Rape, 106.'3-1070.
Seats for employes, 1451k-1451m.
Seduction under promise of marriage, 1447-

1451.
Slander of, 1180, 1181.

General reputation, 1181.

FEMININE
Inclusive of masculine, 23.

FENCES

FERRIES
Boats, failure to keep good, 839.
Keeping without license, 838.

FERTILIZERS
See Oommercia; Fertiiieers,

FIELD NOTES
Counterfeiting, 947.
Forgery, 947.
Uttering forged instruments, 949.

FIGHTING
In public place as affray, 469.

FIGHTS
Prize fights, 1507-1509.

FINANCES
City depositories, 1583, 1584.
Counties, depositories, 1581, 1582.

Report of, approval, 1584a.

Ledger, failure to keep, 1579.
Refusal of information to state or county,1578.
Reports, failure to make, 1580.

FINES

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

One of enumerated punishments, 59.

FIREARMS
See A.rms; Weapon8.

FIRE-DAMP

Mines, 1596.

FIRE ESCAPES

Academies, 867a-867d.
Apartment houses, 867a-8G7d.
Colleges, 867a-8t37d.
Dormitories, 867a-867d.
Factories, 867a-867d.
Hotels, etc., 861-867.
Hotels, 867a-867d.
Lodging houses, 867a-867d.
Manufacturing establishments, 867a-867d.
Mercantile establishments, 8G7a-867d.
Retail mercantile establishments, 867a-86.7<1.
School houses, 867a-867d.
Seminaries, 867a-867d.
Theaters, 867a-867d.
Warehouses, 867a-8H7d.
Wholesale establishments, 867a-867d
Workshops, 867a-867d.

See Insurance.
Violations of act relating to, 649a-6G4d.

FIREMEN

Days o� service, 1451e-1451g.

FISCAL YEAR
Defined in relation to settlement of accounts

of certain officers, 115c.

FISH

See Green 'I'urtle ; Oysters; Shrimp J' Terra
pin.

Bass, limitations of number of catch in Medina
River valley, 877a, 877c, 877d, 877e.

Boats, taking into prohibited waters, 923k.
Breeding season, taking by use of seines or

nets during, 911.
Complaints, before justices of the peace, 923e�
Dams, taking by means of, 906.
Dealers, licenses, 917.

Licenses, forfeiture, 923h.
Devices for taking which may not be used,923f.
Diversion of waters, 923i.
Drumfish, seining for, permits, 923m.
Dynamite, use of for taking unlawful in

Montgomery and Newton Counties, 877.
Explosives, taking by means of, 907.
Fish ways in dams, etc., 872.
Flounder, minimum weight, 909.
Green turtle, return of certain size to water,912.
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FISH (Cont'd)
Sale, minimum weight, 910.

Without license, 923.
Taking without license, 908.
Taking with seine without license, 916.
Unlawful methods of taking, 906, 907.

Limitation of number of catch, 873, 875.
.

Yalley of Medina River, 877a, 877c, 877d,
877e.

Loggerhead, unlawful methods of taking, 906,
907.

Marl, taking of, permits, 923n.
Minimum weight, 009.
Mudshell, taking of, permit, 923n.
Nets and seines, confining with for more than

ten hours, 909.
Drumfish, permits, 923m.
Fish of certain size taken with to be re

turned to water, 912.
Having in possession or carrying into pro

hibited waters, 923g, 923k.
Seizure, 923c.
Taking with, 906.

Certain fish without license, 916.
Conviction on unsupported testimony

of accomplice, 871.
Exceptions, 869.
Unlawful, 869.

Evidence, p. 489, note.
Indictment and information, pp.

487, 489, note.
Principals, who are, p. 41, note.

Without consent of owner, 870.
Use of, by county authorities, 9231.

Unlawful in Montgomery and Newton
Counties, 877.

When permitted 923l.
Obstruction of waters, 923i.
Poison, taking by means of, 907.

Use of for taking unlawful in Montgomery
and Newton Counties, 877.

Prosecutions, coast survey charts as evidence,
91.3.

Redfish, minimum weight, 909.
Sales, fish caught in valley of Medina River,

877b-877e.
Limitation of number, 873, 875.
Minimum weight, 909.
Without license, 923.

Sand, taking of, permit, 923n.
Screens over intake pipes, ete., 915.
Seizures, unlawful fishing devices, 923c.
Sheepshead, minimum weight, 909.
Shells, taking of, permit, 923n.
Shrimp, sales without license, 923.

Taking without license, 908.
Unlawful methods of taking, 906, 007.

Spanish mackerel, minimum weight, 909.

Terrapin, breeding season, taking by use of
seines or nets during, 911.

Return of certain size to water, 912.
Sales, minimum weight, 910.

Without license, 923.
Taking without license, 908.
Taking with seine without license, 916.

Indictment and information, pp. 487,
489, note.

Unlawful methods of taking, 906, 907.
Traps, taking with, 906.

Use of for taking prohibited, 869.
Montgomery, and Newton Counties,

877.
Trout, minimum weight, 909.
Weirs, taking by means of, 906.

1 PEN.CODE TEX.-67

FISHING
Enclosed lands, 1255.

Exemptions, 1256.
Information, p. 766, note.

FLAG

State, sale of goods bearing imprint of, 173d ..

Use for advertising purposes, 173b-173d ..

FLAX

Willful burning, 1214.

FLOUR

Standard weights, ete., 712-716-

FLYING JENNY

License taxes, p. 79, note.

FODDER

Willful burning, 1214.

FOOD

Adulteration, manufacture and sale of, arti
cles containing formaldehyde, ete., 704.

Manufacture and sale of, certificates of
purity, unlawful issue, 709.

Exemptions, 708.
Food defined, 699.
Obstruction of officers, 710.
Prohibition against, 699.
Punishment, 711.
What constitutes adulteration, 700.

Baking powder, labels, 705, 711.
Concentrated feeding stuffs, adulteration, man

ufacture or sale, 740.
Analysis, 738. •

Concentrated commercial feeding stuff de-
fined, 731.

Concentrated feed stuff defined, 732.
Importer defined, 739.
Inspection, tax, payment by manufacturer

or seller, 734.
Names and trade-marks, filing by manu

facturer or seller, 733.
Lists, 737.

Samples, deposit by manufacturer or sell
er, 733.

Tags, affixing by manufacturer or seller,
734.

Affixing by manufacturer or seller,
penalty for failure, 730, 735.

Counterfeiting, 736.
Milk, sale of impure, 706, 711.
Mill products, manufactured wheat or corn

products, adulteration, 716.
Manufactured wheat or corn products,

marking and branding, 716.
Standard weights, 712.

Marking packages, 713.
Sale of packages not marked, 714.

.

Violations of law, penalty, 715.
Misbranded, manufacture and sale of, exemp

tions, 708.
Manufacture and sale of, food defined,

699.
Misbranding defined, 701.
Obstruction of officers, 710.
Prohibition against, 699.
Punishment, 711.

Poisoning, 1077-1079.
Evidence, .p. 635, note.
Indictment, p. 635, note.
Instructions, p, 636, note.
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FOOTBALL

I
FORGERY (Cont'd)

Betting at, 575, 576. Instructions, p. 513, note.
Principals, p. 44, note.
Questions for jury, p. 513, note.

Pecuniary obligation, defined, 930.
Question for jury, p. 510, note.

Possession of forged instruments with intent
to pass, 939.

Preparing implements for, 938.
Principals, who are, p. 44, note.
Punishment, 936.
Substituting instruments, 942.
Transferred or in any manner have affected,

defined, 931.
Uttering forged instruments, 937.

Instructions, p. 518, note.
Verdict, pp. 508, note, 516, note.

FORCE

See, also, the specific titles and this title in
index to Code Oriminal Procedure.

Defense to crime, 44.

FOREIGN COMMERCE

Offenses against, classification, 58.
False packing of articles for, 965, 966.
Marks, etc., on articles for, altering, 964.
Shipping articles for export without in-

spection, 963.

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS
Conspiracies in restraint of trade, 1454-1479.
Forfeiture of right to do business, doing busi-

ness after, 149.
Monopolies, 1454-1479.
Sale of corporate stock, 999vvv-999z.
Trusts, 1454-1479.

.

FORFEITURES

Capital cases prohibited, 61.
Criminal cases prohibited, 62.
One of enumerated punishments, 59.

FORGERY

FORMER JE'OPARD'Y

See, also, this title in imdex to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Burglary to commit other offense, pp. 816, 817,
notes.

Forgery, 946, p. 516, note.
Sale of goods on Sunday, p. 143, note.

FORMS
Bills of lading, agents, authority of, posted,

1544.
See, also, this title in index to Code OriminaZ

Procedure. FORNICATION

Accomplices, who are, p. 47, note.
Acting under authority, 934.
Alteration of instruments, 925.

Indictment, p. 508, note.

Instructions, p. 508, note.
Alteration of teacher's certificate, 935.
Alter defined, 928.
Another defined, 929.
Authority to sign name, instructions, p. 511,

note.
Bank bills, evidence, 940.
Bills of lading, 1547.
Counterfeiting, 947.
Defined, 924.
Evidence, pp. 505-507, note.
Falsely reading instrument, 941.
False personation of another, 944.

Acknowledgments, 945.
Indictment, p. 515, note.

Filling up over genuine signature, 933.
Indictmen t, p. 511, note.

Former jeopardy, 946, p. 516, note.

Indictment, pp. 499-505, note.

Charging offenses in separate counts, 946.
Instructions, p. 507, note.
Instrument in writing defined, 927.
Intent, 926, 934.

Evidence, p. 509, note.

Question for jury, p. 509, note.
Land titles, 947.

Evidence, p. 517, note.
False certificates, 948.
Indictment, p. 517, note.

Proof and allegations, 951.
Instructions, p. 517, note.

Nonresidents, 950.
Rules applicable to, 953.
Uttering forged instruments, 949.
Venue, 950, 952.

Participants all guilty, 932.
Passing forged instrument, 937.

Evidence, p. 513, note.

Indictment, p. 512, note.

See Prostitution.

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Acquittal as bar to prosecution, p. 237, note,
Bawdy and disorderly houses, 496-506.
Defined, 494.

,

Evidence, p. 237, note.
Indictment and information, p. 236, note.
Instructions, p. 237, note.
Pandering, 506a-506e.
Punishment, 495.

FORTUNE TELLERS

Vagrants, 634-640.

FOUL BROOD

Bees, 1288a-1288o.

FOWL

See Game.

FRANCHISE TAX
Failure to report, 148.

FRANKS
Issue prohibited, 1532.

FRATERNAL ASSOCIATIONS
Unlawful wearing of badges, 425.

FRATERNAL BENEFICIARY ASSO
CIATIONS

Violations of law relating to, 665-670,

FRAUD

Boarding-houses and hotels, 1428, 1429.
Dealings in land certificates, 161-163.
Issue of bill of lading, 1550.
Misapplication of public moneys, 96-100.

FRAUDULENT REPRESEN'.rATIONS
Officers of co-operative' savings and loan com

panies, 532d.
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Prohibition against, 1532-1539.

FREIGHT DEPOTS

Railroads, 1521b-1521c.

FRESH AIR

Mines, 1595.-

FRUIT

Destroying, 1235.
Evidence, p. 757, note.
Indictment and information, p. 755, note.

FUTURES

Dealing in, agent or broker making contract,
542.

Bucket shops defined, 538.
Evidence, p. 271, note.
Future contracts, penalty, 543.
Futures or dealings in futures defined,

539.
Indictment, p. 271, note.

Instructions, p. 271, note.
Penalty, 540.
Permitting use of premises for, 537.
Prima facie case, 545, 546.
Renting or leasing property used for, 541.
Telegraph or telephone companies permit-

ting use of wires for, 544.
What constitutes, 536.
Witnesses, exemption from testifying, 547.

GALVESTON, CITY OF
Donation of taxes to, 98.

Investment, 99.
Misapplication, punishment, 99.

GAMBLERS

Vagrants, 634-640.

GAME

Complaints before justices of the peace, 923e.
Deer, calls or decoys, 889a.

Killing out of season, evidence, p. 481,
• note.
Limitation of number taken, 889.
Open season, 889.

Hunting on inclosed lands, 1255, 1255a-1255e,
1250.

Information, p. 766, note.
Hunting licenses, authority under, 899.

Date of expiration, 899.
Fee for, 899.
Hunting without, 899.
Refusal to show, 900.

Hunting on Sunday, punishment, 299.
Squirrels, limitation of number, 874, 875.

Sale of in Montgomery County, 876.
Shipping, 876a.

Wild animals, game, fish and oyster commis
sioner, enforcement of law, 896-898.

Possession during closed season prima fa
cie evidence of guilt, 895.

Transportation out of state, exceptions,
891.

-.

Punishment, 890.
Wild birds, birds from outside of state, 894.

Birds not protected, 892.
.

Bob whites, closed season, 889c, 889d.
Closed season, 886.
Domestic pets, 893.
Doves, closed season, 889b, 889d.
Ducks, killing unlawfully, 884.

Game, fish and oyster commissioner, en

forcement of law, 896-898.
Geese, killing unlawfully, 884.

- Killing harmless birds, 887.
Killing in certain counties, 885.
Killing or having in possession, 879, 881.
Killing sea fowl, 888.
Nests or eggs, destruction, 880, 881.
Netting or trapping, 883.
Partridges, closed season, 889c, 889d.
Possession during closed season prima fa-

cie evidence of guilt, 895.
Property of public, 878.
Quail, closed season, 889c, 889d.
Sale or purchase of, 879, 881, 882.
Transportation, 879, 881.

Out of state, exceptions, 891.
Punishment, 890.

Violations of law relating to, punishment,
898.

Waterfowl, transportation out of state,
890, 891.

Wild game, enumeration of, 878.
Property of public, 878.
Violations of law relating to, punishment,

898.

GAME, FISH AND OYSTER COMMIS
SIONER

Enforcement of law for protection of wild
game and birds, arrests without war

rant, 897.
Complaints, 896.
Seizures, 896.

Hunting licenses, 899, 900.
Sale of unculled oysters, duties as to, 918.

919.
Seizure of unlawful fishing devices, 923c.

GAMING
See Lotteries ; Raffles.
See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal

Procedure.
Accomplices, who are, p. 47, note.
Betting, baseball or football, 575, 576.

Elections, 586-588.
Game of cards, 548, 549.
Horse races, 578.
Places resorted to for, 560.

Book-making, 577-582.
Buying pools, 581.
Evidence, 582.
Punishment, 580.
Use of place for, 579.

Bucket shops, 538�547.
Common gamblers as vagrants, 634-640.
Equipping gaming houses, 561.
Failure to inform as to violations of gaming

laws, 584.
Failure to prosecute, 583.
Futures, dealing in, 538-547.
Gaming-house, defined, 563.

Going into, 563.
Complaint and information, p. 291,

note.

Evidence, p. 291, note.
Public nuisance, 566.

Keepers of houses of as vagrants, 634-640.
Keeping or renting premises for, 559.

Evidence, p. 289, note.
Indictment or information, p. 288, note.
Instructions, p. 290, note.

Lotteries, 533-537.
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,GAMING (Cont'd) GLANDERS

Offense against gaming laws defined, 585.
Permitting devices on premises, 562.
Places for sale of retail liquor, 625.
Playing cards in public place, 548, 549.

Betting not necessary, 550.
Evidence, p. 279, note. GOATS
Indictment or information, pp. 277-279,

note.

Instructions, p. 279, note.
Pool rooms, etc., permitting minors to remain

in, 1053.
Pool selling, 577-582.

Buying pool, 58l.
Evidence, 582.
Punishment, 580.
Use of place for, 579.

Procedure in prosecutions for, 574.
. Searches and seizures, 564.

Issue, 565.
.Sunday, 30l.
Suppression, 564.
'Tables, banks, etc., betting at, 557.

Dealt, defined, 556.
Destruction, 569.
Evidence, p. 286, note.
Exhibited defined, 556.
'Games specifically enumerated, 553.
Indictment, 554, .571, p. 286, note.

Keeping or exhibiting, 551.
Instructions, p. 282, note.

Played defined, 556.
Proof, 555.
Rights of persons interested in, 570.
Seizure of, 568.
What constitutes, 552.

Use of premises for as termination of lease, GRAIN
567.

GAR

Seining for, 923l.

GARDEN AND FARM PRODUCTS
Malicious mischief, 1234, 1235.

GARDENS

Robbery, 1234.

GAS

'I'ampering with meters, 993.

GAS COMPANIES
Sale of corporate stock, 999vvv-999z.

GATES

Fences inclosing public lands, 852a.
Leaving open, 1240.
Public roads, leaving open, 834.

GELDINGS

Using without consent of owner, �232.
GENERAL REPUTATION

Female slandered, 1181.
.Insanity, p. 21, note.

GERMAN MEASLES
Absence from .school during, 801.

GIFTS
To state purchasing agent, 120.

GIRLS' TRAINING SCHOOL

Corporal punishment, 1617a.
Persuading inmates to leave, 334a.

Horses, 1260, 1261, 1263, 1264.

GLASS

Depositing on public roads, etc., 826a.

Herding within half mile of residence, 1250,
1251.

Killing, etc., to injure owner, 1230.
Altering or defacing, 1377.
Illegal, 1376.

Theft of, 1355.

GOLD COIN

Altering as counterfeiting, 955.
Counterfeiting, 954 .

Dies, making or having in possession, 959.
Gold and silver coin defined, 96l.
Passing, counterfeit coin, 95&

Diminished value, 960.
What constitutes, 962.

Punishment, 957.
Resemblance, 956.

GOVERNOR

See, also, this title in inde» to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Accepting bribes, 176.
Appointment of board of dental examiners,

762.
Bribery of, 174, 176.
Nepotism, 381-387.

Destroying, 1235.
Evidence, p. 757, note.
Indictment and information, p. 756, note.

Receipts for, issue to farmers, blanks for,
977a.

Issue to farmers, promissory notes by
owners on deposit of receipts in
banks, contracts with banks as to

compensation, 977d.
Promissory notes by owners on deposit

of receipts in banks, liens of
landlord not impaired, 977e.

Negotiability, 977b.
Unlawful issue, 977c.

Unlawful issue, 977c.

Willful burning, 1214.

GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC
Unlawful wearing of badges of, 425.

GRAND JURY

See, also, this title in inde:.o to Code Criminal
Procedure.

Charge to, act relating to operation of pool
halls, 633c.

Discrimination by railroads, 1520.
Disorderly and bawdy houses, 506.
Fees of certain officers, 113b.
Offenses against election laws, 235.
Unlawful consolidation of railroad com-

panies, 649.
Violations of law relating to veterinari

ans, 799g.
Divulgence of. proceedings before, 316.

Indictment, p, 160, note.
Instructions, p. 160, note..
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Obstructions by railroad, 1531e, 1531£.
See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal

Procedure.

Delinquency of children, p. 619, note.

Discharge, detention after as false imprison
ment, 1045.

Pursuing occupation without payment of tax,
p. 82, note.

GRANULATED LIDS

Exclusion from' school of persons suffering
with, 801.

GRASS

Willful burning, 1225, 1226.
Indictment, p. 748, note.

GRAVES
Desecration of, 510, 511.

Instructions, p. 259, note.

Intent, 'P. 258, note.

Questions for jury, p. 259, note.

GREEN TURTLE,
Return of certain size to water, 912.
Sales, minimum weight, 910.

Without license, 923.
Taking without license, 908.
Taking with seine without license, 916.
Unlawful methods of taking, 906, 907.

GROSS NEGLIGENCE

Homicide, 1082, 1083.

GUARDIAN AND WARD

Assault and' battery by guardian on ward,
1014.

Degree of force permissible, 1015.
Conversion of estate by guardian as swindling,

1426.
Enticing ward from custody of guardian, 1047.
Guardian defined, 22.

.

Punishment of guardian as accomplice, 84.

-GUARDS

See, also, this title in inde» to (lode Oriminal
Procedure.

Escape of prisoners, 320-325.

GUNS

Firing at railroad cars, 1239.

·GYPSIES

Vagrants, 634-640.

HABEAS CORPUS

HABITUAL CRIMINALS

Punishment, 1618-1621.

HABITUAL, DRUNKARDS

Sale or gift of intoxicating liquors to, 595,
5�6, 623, 627.

:HARBORING

Deserting seamen, 968.

HARBORS

Throwing ballast into sea, near, 1004, 1005.

:HARD LABOR
Intended in penitentiary sentence, 72.

HAWKERS
License taxes, p. 79, note.
Refusal to leave premises on request, 1259d.

HAY

Willful burning, 1214.

HAZING

Defined, 1038a.
Encouragement by teachers and school offi

cers, prohibition against, 1038b.
Punishment, 1038d.

Other laws not affected, 1038e.
Punishment, 103&.
Repeal, 1038f.

HEADRIGHT LAND CERTIFICATES

Locating unapproved, 162.

HEALTH
See Public Healtli; Sanitary Oode.

HERDING
Stock within half mile of residence, 1250,

1251.

HIDES
Counties not exempt, 1415, 1415a.
Failure to examine by inspector, 1398.
Inspection, book and record of, failure to

keep, 1399.
Book and record of, failure to return cer

tified copies, etc., 1401.
Certificate of, false, 1397.

Omission from, 1400.
Failure, 1398.
Sale without, 1405.
Shipping imported from Mexico without,

1404.
Possession of, with brand cut out, 1384.

Without owner's consent, 1383.
Purchase without bill of sale, 1408.

HIGH DICE

Betting at, 557.

HIGH DIE

Betting at, 557.

HIGHWAY CROSSINGS

HIGHWAYS
See Public Roads.

HOGS

Herding within half mile of residence, 1250,
1251.

Marks and brands, altering or defacing, 1377.
Illegal,. 1376.

HOMESTEAD APPLICATIONS
Failure or refusal of surveyor to make survey

on, 413, 414.

HOMICIDE

See Dueling�' Manslaughter; Murder.

Accessories, p. 52, note.

Accomplices, who are, pp. 47, note, 50, note.
Body must be found, 1084.

Evidence, pp. 638-640, notes.
Instructions, p. 640, note.

Definition, 1081.
,

Destruction of life must be complete, 1082.
Evil 01' cruel disposition, 1150.

Instructions, p. 720, note.
Excusable homicide, definition, 1111.

Instructions, p. 668, note.
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HOMIOIDE (Cont'd) HOMICIDE (Oo.:nt'd)

Lawful act by lawful means, 1112. Attempt to commit misdemeanor, pun-
Gross neglect, 1082, 1083. ishment, 1126.

Instructions, p. 638, note. Attempt to commit trespass, punish-
Improper treatment of person injured, 1082, . ment, 1127.

1083. Unlawful act defined, 1124.
Injury in cruel manner, 1148. Person killed must be in existence, 1085.
Instructions, pp. 636, 637, notes. Indictment, p. 640, note.
Justifiable homicide, 1087. Principals, who are, pp. 39--41, note, 43, note,

Adultery, 1102, 1103. Produced by words, 1086.
Instructions, p. 645, note. Sudden passion without deadly weapon, 1149�

Convicts, execution of, 1091.
Killing public enemy, deserters, prisoners, HONEY BEES

etc., not, 1088, 1090.
Poison, use of not, 1089.

Officers executing lawful orders, 1092- HORSE-RAOING
1100.

Poison, public enemy, use of not, 1089.
Prevention of other felonies, 1105.

Evidence, p. 648, note.

Instructions, p. 648, note.
Presnmption from use of weapons,

1106.
Instructions, pp. 649, 650, notes.

Protection of person or property from at- HORSES

tacks, 1104, 1105, 1107.
Circumstances justifying defense of

property, 1110.
Evidence, pp. 656, 657, notes.

Instructions, pp. 657-662, notes, 664-
666, notes.

Requisites of attack, 1109.
Retreat, 1108.

Instructions, p. 662, note.

Riots, 1101.
Means or instrument used, instructions, pp.

717-719, notes.
Presumption from, 1147.

Mistake, other offense committed by, p, 27,
note.

Murder, abortion, 1074.
Assault with intent, 1026-1028.

Ingredients of offense, 1032.
Character of deceased, evidence of, 1143.
Conspiracy to commit, 1433-1441.
Death caused by willful burning of prop- HOTELS

erty, 1223.
Defined, 1140.
Dueling, 1146.
Evil or cruel disposition, 1150.
Injury in cruel manner, 1148.
Justifiable homicide in preventing, 1105.
Malpractice by physician, 1080.
Poisoning food, etc., 1077-1079.
Presumption from use of weapon, 1106.
Punishment, 1141.
Threats, evidence of, 1143.

Negligent homicide, attempt at felony, instruc
tions, p. 671, note.

Commission in attempt to commit felony
not, 1125.

Kinds of, 1113.
No accomplices, 85.
Performance of lawful act, 1114.

Consequence of act, 1120.
Danger apparent, 1116.
Examples of, 1118.
Excusable homicide distinguished,

1117.
Intention, 1119.
Lawful act defined, 1115.
Punishment, 1121.

Performance of unlawful act, 1122, 1123.
Attempt to commit felony not, 1125.

See Bees.

See Gaming.
Betting on, 578, 580.
Pool selling, or book-making, 577-582.
Public roads or streets, 474.

Indictment, p. 206, note.
Sunday, 301.

Driving to market without bill of sale. 1360�
Glanders, failure to confine, 1260.

Riding or driving, 1264.
Selling or trading, 1260.
Using, 1263.

Herding on public lands, 857, 858.
Herding within half mile of residence, 1250 ..

1251.
Killing, etc., to injure owner, 1230.
Marks and brands, altering or defacing, 1377�

Illegal, 1376.
Permitting running at large, 1249.

Theft, 1353.
Bill of sale, want of prima facie evidence

of illegal possession, 1359.
Using without consent of owner, 1232.

HOSPITALS
Reports of deaths in, 801.

Defrauding, 1428, 1429.
Female employes, hours of labor, 1451b, 14511 ..

1451m.
Seats for, 1451k-1451m.

Fire escapes, 861, 867a-867d.
Construction of, 862.

Authority of tenant or lessee, 867.
Place of, 863.

Penalties, 866.
Placards showing way to, 864.
Ropes in bedrooms, 865..

Napkins, use of twice before washing, 697a-,.
697b.

Sterilizing dishes, etc., 697a, 697b.
Thowing stone or firing gun or pistol at, 1239�

HOURS OF LABOR

Female employes, 1451h-1451m.
Firemen, days of service, 1451e-1451g.
Public buildings and works, 1451a-1451d.
Railroad telegraph and telephone operators,

1555.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTA'tIVES
Members, accepting bribe, 175, 176-

Bribery of, 174.
Speaker, nepotism, 381-387.
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HOUSES OF ILL FAME IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal INCLOSURE
Procedure.

Abandonment of wife, after seduction and
marriage, 1450.

Abandonment of wife or children, confidential
communications, 640c.

Construction of act, 640f.
Evidence of wilfulness of desertion, 640c.
Extradition, expenses of, 640e.
Order for support pendente lite, contempt,

640b.
Partial invalidity of act, 640f.
Person doing as vagrant, 634-640.
Proof of marriage and paternity, 640c.
Prosecution, expenses of, 640e.
Punishment, 640a.
Venue, 640d.

Accessories to offenses by, 87.
Instigation of commission of crime by wife,

37.
Loans, consent of wife to, security for, 999m.
Punishment of husband as accomplice, 84.
Wife as accomplice, p. 47, note.

See .Assignation 11 ouses ; Disorderly Houses.

Bawdy and disorderly houses, 496-506.
Employment agencies sending persons to,

999�n, 999nnn.
Pandering, 506a-506e.

HUMANE SOCIETY
Arrests for cruelty to animals, 1231c.

HUNTING
See Game.
Enclosed and posted lands, 1255a.

Exemptions, 1256.
Necessity of posting, 1255c.
Proviso, 1255e.
Punishment, 1255, 1255b.
Repeal, 1255d.

License, 809.
Refusal to show, 000.

Sunday, punishment, 299.

HUSBAND AND WIFE

IGNORANCE
Law no excuse for violation, 14.

ILLEGAL BANKING

See Banks.

ILLEGAL VOTING
See Elections.

ILL FAME, HOUSES OF

See Disorderly Houses.

IMMORAL OCCUPATIONS
..

Employment of minors in, 1050.

IMPETIGO CONTAGIO FAVUS

Absence from school during, 801.

IMPRISONMENT

See False Imprisonment.
See, also, this title in index to Code Oriminal

Procedure.

False, 1039-1046.
Management of property of person imprison

ed,62.
One of enumerated punishments, 59.

I

District engineers, interest in contracts with

districts, 378.
District supervisors, interest in contracts with

district, 378.
Interest in contracts with by certain officers,

378.
Resisting officers of, 342.

INCEST

Accomplices, who are, p. 48, note.
Conviction or acquittal as bar to prosecution,

p. 230, note.

Evidence, pp. 228-230, note.
Indictment and information, p. 228, note.

Instructions, p. 230, note.

Marriage, proof of unnecessary, 489.
Prohibited degrees of consanguinity, 487, 488.
Punishment, 486.
Relationship, proof of. 489.

INCLOSED LANDS

See Enclosed Lands.

Public lands, 853.

INDEBTEDNESS
False certificates as to corporate, 362.
Unauthorized creation by officers of education

al or eleemosynary institutions, 119a, 119b.

INDECENT EXPOSURE

Disturbance of the peace, 470.
Indictment, p. 258, note.

Punishment, 508.

INDECENT PUBLICATIONS

Punishment, 508, 509.

INDEMNITY INSURANCE

Violations of law relating to, 693a-693f.

INDEPENDENT ORDER OF ODD FEL
LOWS

Unlawful wearing of badges of, 425.

INDEXES
Failure to keep, 404.

INDIANS
Punishable for offenses when, 33.
Sale of intoxicating liquors to, 592.

INDICTMENT AND INFORMATION

See, also, this title in index to Code Criminal
Procedure.

Accessories, p. 52, note.

Negativing exceptions, p. 53, note.
Accomplices, pp. 49-51, note.

Evidence admissible under, p. 50, note.
Principals, pp. 42, 43, note.

Particular Offenses

Abortion, p. 633, note.

Attempts, p. 634, note.

Destroying unborn child, p. 635, note.
Adultery, p. 233, note.

Affray, p. 203, note.
Aggravated assault, pp. 573, 575, 576, 578,

581, 583, 587, 588, notes.

Animals, altering or defacing marks or

brands of, 889, note.

Cruelty to, p. 753, note.
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IN D I C T MEN T AND INFORMATION

(Cont'd)
Dogging stock when fence insufficient, p.

762, note.
Driving stock to market without bill of

sale, p. 884, note.
Estrays, taking up and using unlawfully,

p. 893, note.
Unlawful disposition of, p. 892, note.

Failure of butcher to report animals
slaughtered, p. 885, note.

Failure to take bill of sale on purchase of,
p. 897, note.

Herding within half mile of residence, p.
764, note.

Illegal marking or branding, p. 888, note.
Killing to injure owner, p. 751, note.

Running at large, pp. 760, 763, notes.
Infected animals, p. 776, note.

Anonymous letters, sending, p. 734, note.

Arms, carrying in church, etc., p. 219, note.
Unlawfully carrying, p. 217, note.

Arrests, obstructing in misdemeanor cases, p.
168, note.

Resisting, p, 170, note.
Arson, p. 741, note.

Attempts, p. 746, note.
Explosives, p. 744, note.
House, p. 743, note.
Insured property, p. 745, note.

Assault and battery, pp. 562, 563, note.
Abusive language, p. 572, note.
Intimidation of another, p. 572, note.

Assault with deadly weapon, p. 589, note.
Assault with intent to maim, p. 590, note.
Assault with intent to murder, pp. 592, 593"

610, notes.
Assault with intent to rape, pp. 604, 605, 610,

notes.
Assault with intent to rob, p. 610, note.

Automobiles, etc., excessive speed on public
road, p. 453, note.

Bawdy houses, etc., alluring female to visit,
p. 240, note.

Keeping, etc., pp. 243, 244. note.

Bigamy, p, 222, note.

Bribery of sheriff or peace officer, p. 105, note.

Burglary, pp. 792-797, notes.
Attempts, p. 818, note.

Entry, p. 812, note.
Private residences, p. 810, note.

Vessel, etc., p. 818, note.
Burning grass, p. 748, note.
Civil process, preventing execution of, p. 166,

note.
Resisting execution of, p. 168, note.

Claims, county or city officers trading in, p.
178, note.

Cocaine or morphine, illegal prescriptions for,
p. 405, note.

Collections for county, failure of officer to

report, p. 184, note.

Compounding felonies, p. 194, note.
Conspiracy, p. 926, note.

. I
Contracts, interest in by county or city offi-

cers, p. 179, note.

County or city funds, misapplication, p. 60,
note.

Dead bodies, interference with, p. 259, note.
Deposits, receiving by insolvent bank, p. 267,

note.
Drunkenness, officers, p. 108, note.

Public or private place, p. 109, note.
Elections, false canvass, p. 114, note.

IN D I C T MEN T AND INFORMATION
(Cont'd)

Illegal voting, p. 126, note.
Keeping saloons open on election day, p.

118, note.
Embezzlement, pp. 903, 904, notes.

Carriers, p. 907, note.
Factors or commission merchants, p. 907,

note.
Escapes, aiding person accused of felony, p.

165, note.
Conveying arms, etc., into jail to aid in,

p. 164, note.
County convict from employer, p. 167,

note.

Negligently permitting in capital cases, p.
163, note.

Wilfully permitting in capital cases, p.
163, note.

Extortion, p. 176, note.
False imprisonment, p. 614, note.
False packing of goods, etc., pp. 521, 522,

note.
False personation of officer, p, 195, note.
Female employes in saloons, p. 337, note.

Fences, etc., injuring, p. 759, note.
Unlawful removal of party fences, pp. 761,

762, notes.

Fish, taking with nets and seines, pp. 487,
489, note.

Forgery, pp. 499-505, note.
Alteration of instrument, p. 508, note.

Charging offenses in separate counts, 946.
False personation of affiant, p. 515, note.

Filling up over signature, p. 511, note.
Land titles, p. 517, note.

Proof and allegations, 951.
Passing forged instrument, p. 512, note.

Fornication, p. 236, note.
Fruit, corn, etc., destruction, p. 756, note.

Futures, dealing in, p. 271, note.
.

Gaming, gaming table, bank, etc., betting at,
p. 286, note.

Gaming table, bank, etc., keeping or ex

hibiting, 554, 571.
Going into or remaining in gambling hous

es, p. 291, note.
Keeping or renting premises for, p. 288,

note.
Playing cards in public place, pp. 277-279,

note.
Grand jury, divulgence of proceedings before,

p, 160, note.
Homicide, person in being, p. 640, note.
Horse racing on public roads, p. 206, note.
Hunting on inclosed lands, p. 766, note.
Incest, p. 228, note.
Inclosed lands, entering upon to hunt or take

fish, p. 766, note.
Indecent exposure, p. 258, note.
Indecent publications, p. 258, note.
Insurance agent doing business without au

thority, p. 345, note.

Intoxicating liquors, illegal prescriptions for,
p. 319, note.

Local option districts, pursuing business
of selling liquors in, pp. 298, 299,
note.

Sales of liquors in, 607, pp. 31()-312,
318, notes.

Shipments of liquors into, pp. 323,
324, note.

Soliciting orders for liquors in with
out payment of tax, p. 89, note.
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IN DIe T ME NT AND INFORMATION
(o.ont'd)

Sales at prohibited hours, p. 332, note.
Sales to be drunk on premises, p. 306,

note.
Sales to minors, pp. 304, 618, notes.
Sales without license, pp. 330, 331, note.

Irrigation canals, injuring, p. 459, note.
Johnson grass, introduction of, 12a7.
Kidnapping, p. 619, note.
Libel, p. n2, note.

Statement, candidates for office, p. 726,
note.

Idea conveyed, evidence, p. 725, note.

Lotteries, p. 269, note.

Maiming, p. 611, note.

Disfiguring, p. 612, note.
Malicious prosecution, p. 194, note.

Manslaughter, p. 673, note.

Medicine, unlawful practice of, pp. 407, 408.
Miscegenation, p. 226, note.

Misdemeanors, second and subsequent offenses,
p. 1017, note.

Money, issue of bills to pass as, p. 260, note.

Mortgaged property, fraudulent disposition of,
p. 920, note.

Murder, pp. 692, 693, notes.
Overseers of roads, neglect of duty, p. 456,

note.
Pandering, p. 254, note.
Peace, disturbance of, p. 204, note.

Poisoning food, etc., p. 635, note.
Poll taxes, candidate paying, p. 116, note.

Receipts, agent obtaining, p. 115, note.
Public building, injuring or defacing, pp. 465,

466, note.
.

Public lands, unlawful inclosure, p. 469, note.
Public roads, obstruction, pp. 450, 451, note.

Pursuing occupation without payment of tax,
p. 81, note.

Raffles, p. 270, note.
Railroad tracks, etc., obstruction, p. 750, note.

Rape, pp. 621, 622, notes.

Attempts, p. 632, note.

Religious worship, disturbance of, p. 138,
note.

Rescue, breaking into jail to, p. 165, note.

Riots, p. 201, note.
I

To commit illegal act, p. 202, note.
At elections, p. 124, note.
To prevent collection of taxes, p. 201,

note.
Requisites, 467.

Robbery, pp. 821-823, notes.
Russian thistle, introduction of, 1237.
Seduction, pp. 933-936, notes.

Abandonment after marriage, p. 940, note.

Slander, pp. 730, 731, notes.

Sodomy, p. 257, note.
Stolen property, bringing into state, p. 922,

note.

Receiving, p. 874, note.
Sunday, sales, etc., on, p. 144, note.
Surveys, wilfully altering lines of, p, 188.

note.

Swindling, pp. 911-914, notes.

Exchange of property on false pretenses,
p. 917, note.

Taxes, failure or refusal to make list of prop
erty, p. 83, note.

Theft, pp. 831-834, notes.

Animals, p. 880, note.

Cattle, p. 881, note.
Conversion by bailee, p. 871, note.

IND 10. TMENT AND INFORMATION
(Cont'd)

,

From the person, p. 876, note.
Possession and ownership in same person,

p. 861, note.

Property, p. 864, note.
Value of property, p. 856, note.
Wilfully driving stock from range, p. 882,

note.
Wrongful taking, p. 860, note.

Threats, p. 931, note.
Fraudulent acquisition of property by, p.

828, note.
Timber, cutting or destroying, 1291, p, 786,

note.

Injuring, pecan timber, p. 788, note.

Trains, unlawful boarding of, indictment, p.
983, note.

Unlawful assemblies, p. 198, note.
To effect illegal object, p. 200, note.
To prevent pursuit of occupation, etc., p.

199, note.
Vagrancy, 638, p. 342, note.

Vulgar or profane language over telephone, p,
205, note.

Wheat or corn products, illegal marking or

branding, p. 394, note.

Wires, posts, etc., of telegraph or telephone
companies, destruction, p. 749, note.

Work on public roads, failure, p.' 458, note.

INFANTS

Abandonment of, 640a-640f.
Person doing as vagrant, 6:54-640.

Abduction of female, 1059-1062.
Accomplices, receiving stolen goods, p. 51,

note.
Age when punishable, evidence, p. 16, note.
Child defined, 22.
Cigarettes; sale, etc., to, 1049.
Compulsory attendance on schools, 1513ff,

1513fff, 1513g.
Dangerous or immoral occupations, employ

ment in, 1050, 1050a.
Delinquency, encouraging, contributing to,

etc., 1055.
Habeas corpus, p. 619, note.

Dependency, encouraging, contributing to, etc.,
1055.

Employment in dangerous or immoral occupa
tions. 1050, 1050a.

Employment in quarries or mines, 1050b,
1050c.

Enticing from legal custody, 1047.
Evidence, p. 616, note.

Fares on street railways, 1570-1575.
Infant defined, 22.
Intoxicating liquors, sale or gift to, 593, 616,

622,1054.
Sale or gift to, evidence, p. 618, note.

Indictment, p. 618, note.
Instructions, p. 618, note.

Kidnapping, 1056-1058.
Minor defined, 22. 38.
Offenses against, 1047-1055.
Offenses by, instigated by parent, etc., 37.
Person employing to commit offense as prin-

cipal, 77.
Persons depending on support of as vagrants,

634-640.
Pool rooms, etc., permitting remaining in,

1053.
Permitting remaining in, evidence, p. 618,

note.
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INFANTS (Cont'd) INSTRUCTIONS (Cont'd)

Punishable for offenses when, 34, 35.
Punishment of accomplices where principal

under seventeen, 83.
Quarries and mines, employment in, 1050b,

1050c.
School age, employment of, 1513f.
Tobacco, sale, etc., to, 1049.
Weapons, sale to, 1048.

INFECTIOUS DISEASES
See Oontagious and Infectious Diseases.

INFORMATIONS
See Indictment and Information.

INJUNCTION

See, also, this title in index to Code 01'iminal
Procedure.

Disorderly and bawdy houses, 502-505.
Pollution of water course, p. 387, note.
Sale of commercial fertilizers, 999dd.
Sale of liquors on prescription, p. 319, note.

Sales, ete., on Sunday, p. 146, note.

Weighing by other than public weigher, p.
532, note.

INNOCENCE

See, also, this title in index to Code Criminal
Procedure.

Presumption of, 11.

INSANE ASYLUMS

Contracts, interest in by state purchasing
agent, penalty, 120, 122a.

Storekeepers and accountants, penalty for vio
lation of article relating to, 121, 122, 122a.

INSANITY

See, also, this title in index to Ccule Criminal
Procedure.

Defense to crime, 39.
Evidence, pp. 19-21, note.

Instructions, p. 19, note.
Proof of according to common law, 40.

INSOLVENCY

Banks, receiving deposits, 532.

INSPECTION AND INSPECTORS
Animals and hides, 1371, 1397-1401, 1414,

1414a, 1414b, 1415, 1415a.
Articles for export shipment, 963.
Buildings and premises by state board of

health, etc., 808.
Commercial fertilizers, 999a-999fff.
Concentrated commercial feeding stuff, 734.
Milk, 707.
Sheep, 1269-1273.

INSTRUOTIONS

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Accident as defense to crime, p. 25, note.
Accomplices, p. 50, note.
Burden of proof, pp. 29, 30, note.

Intent, presumption of, p. 29, note.
Intoxication as defense to crime, 41, p. 24,

note.
Mistake of fact as defense to crime, pp. 26,

27, note.

Particular Offenses

Abortion, p. 634, note.

Adultery, p. 235, note.

Aggravated assault, pp. 575, 576, 579, 582,-
584, 587, 588, notes.

Punishment, instructions as to, p. 589,
note.

Animals, altering or defacing marks or

brands, p. 889, note.
Cruelty to, p. 754, note.
Dogging stock when fence insufficient, p.

762, note..

Driving stock from range, p. 891, note.
Driving stock to market without bill of

sale, p. 884, note.
Illegal marking or branding, p. 888, note.

Killing to injure owner, p, 752, note.

Running at large, pp. 760, 763, notes.
Unlawful disposition of, p. 892, note.

Arrests, resisting, p. 170, note.

Arson, p. 742, note.
House, p. 743, note.

Assault and battery, p. 563, note.

Ability to commit, p. 566, note.
Injury, p. 564, note.
Intent, p. 564, note.

Self-defense, p. 569, note.
Assault with intent to murder, pp. 590-G01,

notes.
Assault with intent to rape, pp. 608, 609,

notes.
Assault with intent to rob, p. 610, note.

Bawdy houses, etc., keeping, etc., p. 248, note.
Sales of intoxicating liqnors in, p. 305,

note.

Bigamy, p. 225, note.
Books of account, false entries in, p. 560,

note.

Bribery, pp. 101, 106, notes.
Sheriff or peace officer, p. 105, note •

. Burglary, pp. 803-809, notes.
Vessels, etc., p. 819, note.

Conspiracy, p. 928, note.

County or city funds, misapplication, p. 60.
note.

Deposits, receiving by insolvent bank, p. 266,
note.

Drunkenness in public or private place, p.
109, note.

Elections, keeping saloon open on election day,
p. 119, note.

Embezzlement, p. 906, note.
False imprisonment, p. 614, note.
False packing of goods, etc., pp. 521, 522,

note.
False personation of officer, p. 195, note.
False swearing, p. 159, note.

Forgery, p. 507, note.
Alteration of instrument, p. 508, note.
Authority to sign name, p. 511, note.

Knowingly uttering forged instrument, p.
518, note.

Land titles, p, 517, note.
Passing forged instrument, p. 513, note.

Fornication, p. 237, note.

Futures, dealing in, p. 271, note.

Gaming, gaming table bank, etc., keeping or

exhibiting, p. 282, note.

Keeping or renting premises for, p. 290,
note.

Playing cards in public place, p. 279,
note.

Grand jury, divulgence of proceedings before,
p. 160, note.

Graves, desecration, p. 259, note.
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Homicide, pp, 636, 637, notes.

Corpus delicti, p. 640, note.
Evil or cruel disposition exhibited, p. 720,

note.

Excusable, p. 668, note.
Gross negligence, p. 638, note.
Justifiable homicide, adultery, p. 645, note.

Presumption from use of weapon, pp.
649, 650, notes.

Prevention of felonies, p. 648, note.
Self-defense, pp. 657-662, notes.

Means or instrument used, pp. 717-719,
notes.

Negligent homicide, attempt at felony, pp.
G71, 675, notes.

Self-defense, attack, pp. 664-666, notes.
Retreat, p. 662, note..

Incest, p. 230, note.
Intoxicating liquors, keeping and storing liq

uors in local option districts, p. 322,
note.

Pursuing business of selling in local option
districts, PP. 301, 302, note.

U. S. revenue license as proof of en

gaging in, p, 321, note.
Sales in local option districts, pp. 315-

317, note.
Sales to minors, pp. 305, 618, notes.
Sales without license, pp. 330, 331, note.

Libel, p. 723, note.
Maiming, p. 611, note.
Malice, p. 728, note.
Malicious prosecution, p. 194, note.

Manslaughter, pp. 673-675, notes.
Adequate cause, pp. 679, 681, 682, note.

Insult to female, p. 685, note.

Provoking' contest, p. 688, note.

Punishment, p. 688, note.
Sudden passion, pop. 677, 678, notes.

Medicine, unlawful practice of, p. 408, note.
Miscegenation, p, 226, note.

'

Misdemeanors, second and subsequent offens
es, p. 1018.

Mortgaged property, fraudulent disposition of,
p. 920, note.

l\Iurder, pp. 706-708, notes.
Threats, pp. 714, 715, notes.

Pandering, p. 255, note.
Perjury, pp. 152-154, note.

Materiality of statements, p. 157, note.
Poisoning food, etc., p. 635, note.
Public roads, obstruction, p. 451, note.
Railroad tracks, etc., obstruction, p, 750, note.
Rape, p. 628, note.

Age of female, p. 631, note.
Attempts, p. 632, note.

Force, p. 629, note.

Fraud, p. 630, note.

Penetration, p. 631, note.
Punishment, p. 631, note.

Threats, p. 630, note.

Religious worship, disturbance of, p. 140,
note.

Robbery, pp.., 825-827, notes.
.

Seduction, p. 936, note.
Abandonment after marriage, p. 940, note.

Slander, p. 733, note.
Stolen property, bringing into state, p. 923,

note.

Receiving, pp. 875, 876, notes.

Sunday, sales, etc., on, p. 146, note.
Swindling, p. 916, note.

Theft, pp. 849-856, notes.

INSTRUOTIONS (Oont'd)
Agricultural products, p. 868, note.
Animals, p. 881, note.
Conversion by bailee, p. 872, note.
From the person, p. 879, note.
Wilfully driving stock from range, p, 882,

note.

Wrongful taking, p. 860, note.
Threats fraudulent acquisition of property by,

p. 828, note.
Timber, cutting and destroying, p. 786, note.

INSTRUMENTS
See Forgery.
See, also, this title in inde» to Oode Oriminal

Procedure.
Falsely reading, 941.
Forged, passing, 937.
Instrument of writing, defined, 353, 927.
Possession with intent to pass, 939.
Substitution, 942.
Uttering, 949.

INSULTING WORDS
Adequate cause reducing offense to manslaugh

ter, 1132-1136.

INSURANOE
Accident insurance, violations of law relating

to, 673-680.
.

Agents, acting as unlawfully, 645.
Doing business without authority, 642.

Evidence, p. 345, note.

Indictment, p. 345, note.
Violations of insurance law, 643.
Who are, 644.

Co-operative life insurance, violations of law
relating to, 684-693.

Fire insurance, violations of act relating to,
649a-664d.

Fraternal beneficiary associations, violations
of law relating to, 665-670.

Fraudulent insurance on articles of commerce,
967.

Indemnity insurance, violations of law relat
ing to, 693a-693Z.

Mutual fire insurance, violation of laws relat
ing to, 681-683.

Mutual lightning, hail and storm insurance,
violations of law relating to, 681-683.

Personal property, willful burning of property
insured, 1220.

INTENT
Abandonment of wife or children, p. 343, note.
Aggravated assault, 1028.
Arms, carrying in church, etc., p. 218, note.

Unlawful carrying, p. 208, note.
Arson, 1204.
Assault and battery instructions, p. 564, note.
Assault with intent to murder, p. 591, Dote.
False personation of officer, p. 195, note.
Forgery, 926, 934.

Evidence, p. 509, note.
Question for jury, p. 509, note .

Graves, desecration of, p. 258, note.
Intoxicating liquors, sales without license, p,

329, note.

Libel, 1164.
Negligent homicide, 1119.
Presumption of, 51.

Instructions, p. 29, note.
Water courses, pollution of, p. 386, note.
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INTERMARRIAGE INTOXICATING LIQUORS (Cont'd)
Whites and blacks, 483. Instructions, p. 330, note.

Negro defined, 484. Intent, p. 329, note.
,

Proof of marriage, 485. Malt liquors, evidence, p. 331, note.
White person defined, 484. Indictment, p. 331, note.

Instructions, p. 331, note.
License taxes, p. 80, note.
Local option districts, keeping and storing in,

604, 605.
Keeping and storing in, instructions, p.

322, note.
Laws relating to sales under licenses not

to conflict with, 628.
Prescriptions, giving illegally, evidence, p,

319, note.
Giving illegally, indictment, p. 319,

note.

Restraining sale on, p. 319, note.
Pursuing business of selling in, evidence.

pp. 299, 300, note.

Indictment, p. 298, note.

Instructions, pp. 301, 302, note.
Punishment, 589.
United States Revenue license, prima

facie proof of, 590, p. 321, note.
What constitutes, 591.

Sales in, evidence in prosecutions of per
sons jointly indicted, 607.

Exceptions, 598.
Indictment or information, pp. 310.

311, note.
Medicinal uses, 598-600.
Members of firm personally liable, 608.
Partnerships, procedure on prosecu-

tion of, 610.
Persons selling liable where owner un

known, 609.
Prescriptions, cancellation, 598.

Failure to cancel, 599.
Giving illegally, 600.

Procedure, 597.
Punishment, 597.
Purchaser not an accomplice, 602.
Repeal of law, effect, 602.

Shipments into, 606.
Accomplices, conviction on testimony

of, 606p.
Exemption from prosecution after

testifying, 606p.
Delivery for, 606a.

Indictment, p. 324, note.
Evidence, p. 323, note.
Exceptions, 606f.
Indictment, p. 323, note.

Negativing exceptions, 60Gl.
Invalidity of part of act, 606q.
Licensed dealers excepted, 606g, 60Gj.
Liquors for private use excepted, 606i.
Marking packages, 606.
Medicinal, mechanical and scientific

purposes excepted, 606f.
Affidavits by persons suing for,

606m.
Penalties, 606n.

Suits for, 606n.
Reception of for, 606b.
Shipments from without state, 606d.
Shipments within state, 606c.

Evidence, p . .324, note.

Indictment, p. 324, note.

Vineyard proprietors excepted, 606h.
Violations of act as felony, 60Go..
Wine for sacramental purposes except-

ed,606k.

INTERSTATE BILLS OF LADING

Contents, 1541.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE
License taxes on occupations in, p. 78, note.

INTERURBAN RAILROADS
Free passes, etc., 1532-1539.
Special coaches for white and negro passen

gers, 1523.

INTIMIDATION
By election officers, 217.
Punishment, 1021.
Voters, 268.

INTOXICATING LIQUORS
See, also, this title in index to Code Criminal

Procedure.
Assignation houses, sales in, 593a.

Sales in, incriminating testimony, 593c.
Terms defined, 593b.

Bawdy and disorderly houses, sales in, 496-
506, 593a.

Sales in, incriminating testimony, 593c.
Instructions, p, 305, note.
Terms defined, 593b.

Blind tigers, keeping, blind tiger defined, 601.
Keeping, evidence, 601.

Penalty, 601.
O. O. D. offices for shipments of, amount of

tax, 155.
Express companies, rights and liabilities,

p. 91, note.

Penalty for maintaining without payment
of tax, 156.

Cold storage for keeping of liquors, amount of
tax, 151.

Application, 152.
Penalties for violation of provisions relat

ing to, 154.
Reports of licenses issued, 153.

Drinking by officers at primary elections, 295.
Drinking on passenger trains, 205.
Drunkenness, 200-205.
Elections, sales on election days, 630.
Gifts to minors, 1054.
Habitual drunkards, sales to, 595, 596, 623,

627.
Indians, sales to, 592.
Keeping or storing in local option districts,

604, 605.
.

Keeping saloons open on primary election
days, 295.

Licenses, hours of sale, 615.
Hours of sale, evidence, p. 332, note.

Indictment, p. 332, note.
Laws not to conflict with local option

laws, 628.
Place of business, 614.
Posting in conspicuous place, 629.
Retail malt dealers' bond, 616.
Revocation, 616.

Sales after, 616.
Sales by retail malt dealers, 616.
Sales to be drunk on premises, 616.
Sales without, 611.

Evidence, p. 330, note.
Indictment, p. 330, note.
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INTOXICATING LIQUORS (Cont'd) INTOXICATING LIQUORS (Cont'd)
Soliciting. orders for in, 606e.

Amount of tax, 150.
Application, 152.
Failure to pay tax, complaint and in

formation, p. 89, note.

Levy of tax, p. 89, note.

Payment of tax as prerequisite to is
sue of license, 152.

Penalties for violation of provisions
relating to, 154.

Reports of licenses issued, 153.
Violations of laws relating to, principals,

who are, p. 42, note.

Minors, sale or gift to, 593, 616', 622, 1054.
Sale or gift to, evidence, p. 618, note.

Indictment, p. 618, note.

Instructions, p. 618, note.

Permitting to be drunk on premises, 594.
Playing cards in house for retailing, 548-550.
Religious assemblies, sales at, 630.
Retail malt dealers, bonds, 616.

License, spirituous or vinous liquors not
to be sold under, 624.

Sales, bawdy houses, etc., 593a....:593c.
Bonds, 616.
To be drunk on premises, female employes

prohibited, 626.
Female employes prohibited, informa-

tion, p .. 337, note.

Indictment, p. 330, note.
To minors, 616.
Musical instruments or games prohib-

ited,625.
Open house defined, 616.
Orderly house defined, 616..
Quiet house or place of business de

fined, 616.
Sales to drunkards, 616.

Election pays, 630.
Habitual drunkards, 595, 596, 623, 627.

Act of agent, 623.
.

Indians, 592.
Without license, evidence, p. 330, note.

Indictment, p. 330, note.

Instructions, p. 330, note.
Intent, p. 329, note.
Malt liquors, 612.

Evidence, p. 331, note.

Indictment, p. 331, note.

Instructions, p. 331, note.

Punishment, 611.
Wine-growers exempted, 613.

Local option districts, 589-591.
Evidence, pp. 312-315, note.

Entries in books of internal rev-

enue collectors, 603.
Exceptions, 598.
Indictment, p. 318, note.

Instructions, pp. 315-317, note.

License, effect of, p. 308, note.
Procedure, 597.
Prohibited districts in cities and

towns, 630a.
Punishment, 597.
Questions for jury, p, 315, note.

Minors, 622, 1054.
Accomplices, p. 304, note.
Evidence, pp. 304, 618, note.
Indictment, pp. 304, 618, note.
Instructions, pp. 305, 618, note.

Principals to offense, p. 304, note.

Nonintoxicating malt liquors as beverage,
157-160.

Religious assemblies, 630.
Social clubs, without' license, p. 329, note ..

Sunday, p. 144, note.

Unlawful, accomplices, p. 49, note.

Defenses, burden of proof, p. 31, note.
Duties of officers, 631.
Official dereliction duty, 632..

Saloons, keeping open on election days, 220,.
245.

Keeping open on election days, evidence;
p. 119, note.

Indictment, p. 118, note.
Instructions, p. 119, note.

Tax collectors, issue of illegal receipts, 633.
Vagrants, persons unlawfully selling, 634-640.

Persons unlawfully soliciting orders for,
635.

Wholesale dealers in or distributors of, rec-·

ords of sales, failure to make, punish
ment, 149a.

Reports, 149a.
Failure to make, punishment, 149a.

Wholesale dealer or distributer defined,.
149a.

INTOXICATION
See Drunkenness.
Defense to crime, 41.

Instructions, p. 24, note.

INTRA-STATE BILLS OF LADING

Oontents, 1541..

INVESTIGATIONS
State board of health, 809.

IRRIGATION
Artesian wells, 837k.

Record of borings, etc., 837n.
Canals, injuries to, 837.

Injuries to, information, p. 459, note.
Obstruction of, 837f.
Pollution of, 837f.
Willful destruction of, 1252.

Headgates, interference with, 837d.
Injuries to works of, 837e.
Johnson grass, 837j, 837jj.
Partial invalidity of act relating to, 837p.
Russian thistle, 837j, 837jj.
Taking waters from, penalty, 837i.

Permit, 837h.
Taking without, 837a.

Unlawful interference with, 837c.
Use of streams for conveying stored waters ..

837b.
Violations of law, 835.
Waste, defined, 837l.

Penalty, 837m.
Watersheds, diversion of water from, 837g.

IRRIGATION DISTRICTS

Directors, interest in contracts with district,.
379.

Employ�s, interest in contracts with districts,.
379.

Engineers, interest in contracts with district,.
379.

Interest in contracts with by certain officers,.
379.

Resisting officers of, 343a.

ITCH

Absence from school during, 801.
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ITINERANT PHYSICIANS

License taxes, p, 80, note.

ITINERANT VENDORS
Refusal to leave premises on request, 1259d.

JACK-POT

Betting at, 557.

JACKS

Permitting running at large, 1249.

JAILORS

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Escape of prisoners, 320-325.

JAILS

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Aiding escape from, 329, 330, 337.
Breaking into to rescue prisoners, 331, 337.
Definition of, 348.

JENNETS

Permitting running at large, 1249.

JENNY LIND TABLES

Betting at, 557.
Keeping or exhibiting, 551-556.

JOHNSON GRASS

Indictment, 1237.
Introducing, 1236 -.

Irrigation works, 837j, 837jj.

JOINT STOCK ASSOCIATIONS

Officers, embezzlement by, 1416, 1419.

JUDGES
See Oounty Judges; District Judges.
Election judges, see Elections.

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Accepting bribes, 175, 176.
Nepotism, 381-387.
Report of defective laws, 7.

JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT

Offenses against, bribery, 174-194-
Classification, 58.
Drunkenness, 20Q-205.
Lobbying, 195-199.

JUDICIAL NOTICE

See, als�, this title in index to Code Oriminal
Procedure..

Adoption of law restricting operation of pool
halls, 633c.

JUDICIAL OFFICERS

See, also, this title in index to Code Oriminal
Procedure.

Accepting bribes, 175, 176.
Bribery of, 174.

JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS

Libel, 1171.
Statements in as libel, 1176.

.
JURIES

See, also, this title in index to Code Vriminal
Procedure.

Accepting bribes, 180, 181.
Bribery, 179, 181.
.Conviction of offense involving deprivation

of political rights, 63.
Double punishments, assessment, 64-66.
Increase or decrease of punishment, 67, 68,

70.
Jury wheel, illegally putting in or taking

names from, 428.
Process to, acceptance of bribe to omit to

make, 190.
Bribery of sheriff or peace officer to make

false return on, 188.
Bribery of sheriff or peace officer to omit

to make service, 188.
False return upon, acceptance of bribe to

make, 190.
Questions for, accomplice, p. 50, note.

Burglary, p. 803, note.
Conspiracy, p. 928, note.
Desecration of graves, p. 259, note.
Determination of insulting words to fe-

male on issue of adequate cause, reduc
ing offense to manslaughter, 1135.

Embezzlement, p. 906.
False entries in books of account, p. 560,

note.
Fraudulent disposition of mortgaged prop-

erty, p. 921, note.
Intent in forgery, p. 509, note.
Intent in making threat to take life, 1444.
Libel prosecutions, 1178.
Materiality of statements in perjury, p.

157, note.

Passing forged instrument, p. 513, note.
Robbery, p. 825, note.
Sale of intoxicating liquors in local op

tion districts, pp. 301, 315, notes.

Sodomy, p. 257, note.
Theft, p. 848, note.

Conversion by bailee, p. 872, note.
Report of service on, failure to make, 398.
Selection, failure or refusal to make in cities

or counties, 427, 429.

JURISDICTION

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Carrying arms in church, etc., p. 219, note.
Drunkenness by officer, p. 108, note.
Drunkenness in public or private place, p.

109, note.

Escapes, negligently permitting in capital cas-

es, p. 163, note.
Injuring fences, etc., p. 759, note.
Theft of automobiles, p. 7438, note.
Trial of accomplices, p. 50, note.

Unlawfully carrying arms, p. 210, note.
Vagrancy, 639, p. 343, note.

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Accepting bribes, 175, 176, p. 101, note.
Arrests, failure or refusal to make, 389.
Complaints, violations of game, fish and

oyster laws, 923e.
Failure to give information to of violations

of gaming laws, 584.
Failure to prosecute violations of gaming

laws, 583.
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JUSTICES OF THE PEACE (Cont'd) LABOR
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Failure to turn over records to new counties,
393.

False personation of, 424.
Fees, 110.

Accounts of, 113b.
Amounts retained, 115, 118.
County or state not liable for deficiency,

115,118.
Disposition of, 115a.
Failure to charge up, 113.
Receiving rebate of, 113.
Reports and statements of, 110f, 113c,

115, 115c, 118.
Exceptions, 115b.
Failure, 113.
Quarterly statements, 116, 118.
Retaining out of delinquent fees, 110d,

110e.
Jury service, failure to report, 39R
Offenses, triable by as petty offenses, 57.
Purchase of witness fees, 380.

. Records of acknowledgment, failure to keep,
360.

Requisites of, 361.
Search warrants, issue for violations of gam

ing law, 565.

JUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE

See Homicide.

JUVENILES

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Aiding escape from state institutions for cor

rection of, 334.

KENO

Betting at, 557.
Keeping or exhibiting, 551-556.

KIDNAP'ING

See Abduction.

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Actual removal out of state, punishment,
1058.

Definition, 1056.
Evidence, pp. 619, 620, notes.

Indictment, p. 619, note.
Punishment, 1057.

KNIGHTS OF PYTIUAS

Unlawful wearing of badges of, 425.

KNIVES

Assault with, 1024a, 1024b.
Sale, etc., to minors, 1048.

KNUCKLES

Assault with, 1024a, 1024b.
Sale, etc., to minors, 1048.
Unlawfully carrying, 475, 476.

LABELS

Baking powder, 705, 711.
Counterfeiting, punishment, 1395.
Establishment, 1392.
Possession, prima facie evidence of unlawful

use, 1393.
Unlawful use of, 1392.

Punishment, 1394, 1300.

Female employes, hours of, 1451h-1451m.
Seats for, 1451k-1451m.

Firemen, days of service, 1451e-1451g.
Hours of, female employes, 1451h-1451m.

On public buildings and works, 1451a-
1451d.

Railroad telegraph or telephone operators,
1555.

Riots to prevent pursuit of, 460.
Trade unions, trusts, monopolies and con

spiracies in restraint of trade, 1478, 1479.
Unlawful assemblies to prevent pursuit of,

445.

'LABOR ORGANIZATIONS

Wearing badges of, 425.

LABOR STATISTICS

Commissioner of, duties, 1585.
Entry by all mill, factory, etc., owners,

1589 .

Notice to district or county attorneys,
1590.

Refusal of mill, factory, etc., owners to
allow entry, 1591.

Reports to, by factory, mill, etc., owners,
1587, 1588.

Witnesses, requiring attendance, 1586.

LADING

See Oorriers ; Railt·oads.

LAND CERTIFICATES
Fraudulent dealings in, 161.
Locating unapproved certificates, 162.

LAND OFFICE FILES

Handling without authority, 163.

LANDS

See P'tlbUc Land«;

LAND TITLES

See Forgery.
Forgery, 947, 948.

Indictment, proof and allegations, 951.
Nonresidents, 950.
Rules applicable to, 953.
Venue, 950, 952.

Uttering forged instruments relating to, 949.

LANGUAGE

Abusive, 1020.

LASCIVIOUSNESS

Bawdy and disorderly houses, 496-506.

LAUNDRIES

Female employes, hours of labor, 1451h, 1451i,
14511, 1451m.

Seats for, 1451k-1451m.

LEASEHOLD LANDS

Stock on, 852, 859.

LEASES

Theaters, 1483.

LECHE,RY

Punishment, 509.
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LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT LIBEL (Cont'd)
Offenses against, bribery, 174-194.

Classification, 58.
Drunkenness, 200-205.
Lobbying, 195-199.

LEGISLATIVE OFFICERS

Accepting bribes, 175, 176.
Bribery of, 174.

iLiEGISLATIVE PROCEEDINGS
Libelous statements as to, 1171.
Statements in as libel, 1176.

. LE'GIS·LATURE

Clerks, accepting bribes, 178.
Bribery of, 177.

Lobbying, 195-199.
Members, accepting bribes, 175, 176.

Bribery of, 174.
Nepotism, 381-387.
Officers, accepting bribes, 178.

Bribery of, 177.
Reports to, defects in laws, 7, 8.

'LEPERS

Harboring or concealing, 695e.

:LEPROSY

Quarantine, sanitary code provisions, 80l.

LETTERS

Anonymous, sending, 1182-1184.
Anonymous, complaint and information,

p. 734, note.

Evidence, p, 734, note.
Sending threatening, 1446.

. LEVEE IMPROVEMENTS

Districts, resisting officers of, 342.
Unlawful construction of, 342a-342c.

.LEVEES

Destroying or defacing corner, line. mark,
etc., 1254a.

Destroying or injuring, 1254.

LEWDNESS

Bawdy and disorderly houses, 496-506.

LIBEL

See, also, this title in indellJ to Oode OriminaZ
Procedure.

Actual injury not, necessary, 1163.
Books, etc., criticism of, 1167.
Circulating, 1156.
Complaint, information or indictment, p. 722,

note.

'Corporations, 1170.
Defined, 1151.
Editors, prima facie guilty, 1160.

Responsibility, 1161.
Evidence, p. 723, note.

Instructions, p. 723, note.
Intent presumed, 1164.
.Judicial proceedings, 1171.
Law applicable only to penal action, 1179.
Legislative proceedings, 1171.
Maker defined, 1154.
Malice, instructions, p. 728, note.
'Malicious defined, 1175.
'Manuscripts, circulation, 1159.
Mechanical executor, not guilty of, 1162.
Members of assoclation, 1173, 1174.

Persons only, offense relates to, 1168.
Province of jury, 1178.
Publication, mode of, 1158.
Publisher defined, 1155.
Publishing writing, etc., purporting to be done

by another, 1153.
Punishment, 1152.
Recorder of minutes, not liable, 1172.
Religious systems, publications respecting,

1169.
Statements, as to candidates for office, evi

dence, p. 726, note.
As to candidates for office, indictment, p .

726, note.
Truth of, 1165.

Idea conveyed, indictment, pp, 724, 725,
notes.

Judicial proceedings, 1176. f

Legislative proceedings, 1176.
Professional men, qualifications of, llGG.
Requisites of, 1157.
Truth of, 1177.

LIBRARIES

Detaining books from, 867e.

LICENSES AND LICENSE TAXES
Attorneys, p. 79, note.
O. O. D. offices for shipments of intoxicating

liquors, amount of tax, 155.
Express companies, rights and liabilities

of, p. 91, note.
Penalty for maintaining without payment

of tax, 156.
Cold storage plant for keeping liquors, 151-

154.
Amount of tax, 151 .

Application, 152.
Payment of tax as prerequisite to issue of

license, 152.
Penalties for violation of provisions re

lating to, 154.
Report of licenses issued, 153.

Collection, failure of collector to enforce, 140.
Contracting stevedores, 999pp-999r.
Dealers in oysters and fish, 917.
Druggists, p. 79, note.

Embalming, 784-788.
Employes, liability for, p. 79, note.
Employment agencies, 999mmm-900p.
Evidence, p. 82, note.
Failure' of collector to enforce collection, 140.
Ferries, 838.
Fishermen, 908.
Flying jenny, p. 79, note.
Gaming table, bank, etc., defense to prosecu

tion for keeping 0.1' exhibiting, p. 282, note.
Gathering of seed oysters, 922.
Habeas corpus, p. 82, note.

'Hawkers and peddlers, p. 79, note.
Hunting licenses, 899, 900.
Indictment and information, p. 81, note.
Interstate commerce, p, 78, note.
Itinerant physicians, p. 80, note.
Levy of tax, p. 79, note.
Lightning rod dealers and canvassers, p. 80,

note.
'

Liquor dealers, p. 80, note.
Loan brokers, 999mm.
Marriage licenses, issue to. minors, etc., 409,

410.
Performance of ceremony without, 411.

Municipalities, powers, p, 78, note.
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L ICE N S E S AND LICENSE TAXES LIGHTS
'

(Cont'd)
Nursing, 782, 783.
Pawnbrokers, p. 80, note.
Payment of tax, p. 81, note.
Penalties, p. 82, note.
Photographers, p. 80, note.
plumbers, 131.
Posting, 141, p. 81, note.

'

Failure, penalty, 142.
Practice of dentistry, 759--770.

Pract�ce of medicine and surgery, 750-757.
Practice of pharmacy, 771-781.
Pursuing occupation without license, fine, 130.

Payment of tax as bar to prosecution, 133.
Penalty not exclusive, 132.
Plumber, punishment, 131.

Receipts, as license, p. 81, note.
Unauthorized issue, 127.

Returns, failure to make, 147.
False, 147.

Revocation, p. 81, note.
Sale of fish, green turtle, terrapin, shrimp and

oysters, 923.
Sale of nonintoxicating malt liquors as bev

erage, amount of tax, 157.
Application for license, 158.
Payment of tax as prerequisite to issue

of license, 158.
Penalties for violations of provisions, 160.
Report of licenses issued, 159.

Social clubs, p. 80, note.
Soliciting orders in local option districts 150

152-154.
' ,

Amount of tax, 150.
Application, filing, 152.
Complaint and information, p. 89, note.
Levy of tax, p. 89, note.
Payment of tax, condition prerequisite to

issue of license, 152.
Penalties for violations of provisions re-

lating to, 154.
.

Reports of licenses issued, 153.
Taking fish, turtle, terrapin or oysters with-

out, 916.
Taxes, unauthorized issue of receipt for 127.
Transient merchants, p. 80, note.

'

Traveling salesmen, p. 81, note.
Veterinarians, 799a-799g.
Wholesale dealers in or distributers of liq

uors, records of sales, failure to make
punishment, 149a.

'

Reports of sales, 149a.
Failure to make, punishment, 149a.

Wholesale dealers or distributer defined
149a.

'

Wrong license no defense to prosecution, 128.

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

Accepting bribes, 175, 176.
Bribery of, 174, 176.
Nepotism, 381-387.

LIFE

Threats to take, 1442-1445.

. LIFE INSURANCE
See Insurance.

Erecting false, 1233.
Removing, 1233.

LIMITATIONS, STATUTES OF

Trusts, monopolies and conspiracies in re

straint of trade, 1474.
Violations of law relating to nursery and

farm products, 729.

LIQUOR DEALERS

See Intoxicatin� Iriquor«,

LIQUOR LICENSES
See Intoxicating Liquor«,

LIQUORS
See Intoxicating Liquors.

LIVE STOCK
See Animals; Cattle; Stock.
Driving from range, 1�86-1388.

LIVE STOCK ASSOCIATIONS

Trusts, monopolies and conspiracies in re

straint of trade, 1477.

LIVE STOCK
CHANTS

COMMISSION MER-

Bond, 999gg.
New bond, 999h.
Suits on, 999ggg.
Violating, fees, 999hhh.

Defined, 999g.
Repeal, 999i.
Violations of law, punishment, 999hh.

LOAFERS

Vagrants, 634-640.

LOAN BROKERS

Bond, amount, 999jj.
Conditions of, 999jj.
Judgment in suits on, doing business with

out payment, 999ll.
Payment, 999ll.

Registration, 999jjj.
Separate bonds for each office, 999k.

Definition, 999j.
Loans, consent of wife to, security for, 999m.
Power of attorney to receive service of pro

. cess, 999Z.
Register of loans, contents, 999kk.

Public inspection of, 999kkk.
Tax on, 999mm.
Violations of law, punishment, 999lll.

LOBBYING
Acts constituting, 195, 196.

Exceptions, 197.
Going onto floor of either house of Legisla

ture, punishment, 199.
Punishment, 198.

LOCAL OPTION
See Intoxicating Liquor8 .

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS
Co-operative life insurance, violations of law Railroads, 1556, 1558-1560.

relating to, 684-693.
LODGES

LIGHTNING ROD DEALERS
.....

JlcJnse taxes, p. 80, note.

1 PEN.CODE TEX.-68

Organizing 'without certificate' of authority,
671.
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LODGING HOUSES MALICIOUS MISCIDEF (Cont'd)

Fire escapes, 861, 867a-867d.
Construction of, 862.

Authority of tenant or lessee, 867.
Place of, 863.

Penalties, 866.
Placards indicating way to, 864.
Ropes in bedrooms, 865.

LOGGERHEAD

Unlawful methods of taking, 906, 907.

LOGS

Brands, 1297-1302.

LOITERERS

Vagrants, 634-640.

LOITERING

Sch�l grounds, 1513e.

LOTTERIES

See Gaming; Raffles.
See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal

Procedure.
Bucket shops, 538-547.
Dealing in futures, 536.
Establishing, 533.
Indictment, p. 269, note.
Premises, permitting use of for, 03'1.
Raffles, 535.

Indictment, p. 270, note.
Selling tickets, 534.

LOW DICE

Betting at, 557.

LOW DIE

Betting at, 557.

LUMBER

See Timber..

Willful burning 1214.

MAIMING
Assault with intent, 1025.

Ingredients of offense, 1032-
Castration, 1037, 1038.
Defined, 1033.
Disfiguring, evidence, p. 612, note.

Indictment, p. 612, note.
Evid�nce, p. 611, note.
Indictment, p. 611, note.

Instructions, p. 611, note.
Justifiable homicide in preventing, 1105.

Presumption from use of weapon, 1106.
Punishment, 1034.

MALFEASANCE
Officers, 431, 432.

MALICE
See the specific titles.

MALICIOUS MISCHIEF'
Animals, using, etc., without consent of owner,

1232.
Automobiles, meddling with or injuring, 1259c.

Removing tools and parts from with in
tent to steal, 1259b.

Taking or driving belonging to another,
1259a.

Baggage, injuring, etc., 1238.

Buoys, etc., removing or erecting false, 1233.
Canals, obstructing or injuring, 1253..

County drains obstructing or injuring, 1253.
Ditches, obstructing or injuring, 1253.
Dogging stock when fence insufficient, 1246.

Insufficient fence defined, 1247.
Drains, obstructing or injuring, 1253.
Fences, cutting, etc., 1242.

Injuring, 1240.
Party fences, removal, 1243-1245.

Fruits, etc., destroying, 1235.
Gates, leaving open, 1240.
Horses, etc., permitting running at large,

1249.
Irrigation canals, willful destruction of, 1252.
Johnson grass, indictment, 1237.

Introducing, 1236.
Killing animals to injure owner, 1230.
Levees, destroying or defacing corner, line,

mark, etc., 1254a.
Destroying or injuring, 1254.

Orchards, robbing, 1234.
Private residences, etc., throwing stone or fir

ing gun or pistol at, 1239.
Railroads, firing gun or pistol at cars, etc.,

1239.
Injuring cars, etc., 1259.
Obstructing, 1229.
Preventing running of trains, 1257, 1258.
Throwing stones at cars, etc., 1239.

Rock, etc., removal from premises of another,
1248.

Russian thistle, indictment, 1237.
Introducing, 1236.

Stock, herding within half mile of residence,
1250, 1�51.

Running at large, 1241.
Teleg-raph or telephone messages, obstructing,

1228.
.

Telegraph or telephone wires, etc., destruc

tion, 1228.
Vessels, etc., sinking, 1227.
Watercourses, obstructing or injuring, 1253.

MALICIOUS PROSECUTION
Defined and punished, 423.
Evidence, p. 194, note.

Indictment, p. 194, note.
Instructions, p. 194, note.
Malice, p. 194, note.
Probable cause, p. 194, note.

MALPRACTICE
Punishment, 1080.

MALT LIQUORS
See Intoxicat·ing Liquors.
Sale of nonintoxicating as beverage, 157-160.

MANSLAUGHTER
See Homicide; Murder.

Accomplices, none, 85.
Adequate cause, defined, 1130.

Evidence, p. 683, note.

Instructions, pp. 679, 681, 682, notes.
Insult to female, discretion of jury, 1135.

Evidence, p. 6.."5, note.
General character of, 1134.
Instructions, p. 685, note.

Killing must be immediate, 1133.
Relation defined, 1136.

Passion must be produced by, 1137.
What is, 1132.
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MANSLAUGHTER (Cont'd) MARRIAGE (Cont'd) .

What is not, 1130. Abduction for purpose of, 1059-1062.
Defined, 1128. Bigamy, 481, 482.
Evidence, p. 673, note. Incest, 486-489.
Evil or cruel disposition, 1150. Licenses, false swearing as to age, aecom-

Indictment, p. 673, note. plices, p. 47, note.
Influence of sudden passion, 1129. Issue to minors, etc., 409, 410.
Injury in cruel manner, 1148. Performance of ceremony without, 411.
Instructions, pp. 673-675, notes. Proof of, 485, 491.
Mistake, other offense committed by, p. 27, Seduction under promise of, 1447-1451.

note. Whites and blacks, 483.
Principals, who are, pp. 39-41, note. Negro defined, 484.
Provoking contest, instructions, p. 688, note. Proof of, 485.

With intent to kill, not, 1138. White person defined, 484-
Punishment, 1139.

Instructions, p. 688, note.
Sudden passion, evidence, p. 677, note.

Instructions, pp. 677, 678, notes.

Counterfeiting, 947.
Forgery, 947. .

Underground workings in mines, 1606d, 1606e. MASTER AND SERVANT

Uttering forged instruments, 949. See !lailroads.
Accessories to offenses by servant, t:!7.
Blacklisting employes, 1190-1199.
Bureau of labor statistics, 1585-1591.
Embezzlement by servant, 1416, 1419.
Escape of convict, 338.
Hours of labor, female employes, 1451h-

1451m.
.

Public buildings and works, 1451a-1451d.
Railroad telegraph and telephone opera-

tors,1555.
.

Mines and mining, 1592-1606Z.
Punishment of master as accomplice, 84.
Refusal to employe of right to vote, 220, 244.

MANUFACTURES

Adulterated and misbranded food and drugs,
699-711.

Concentrated feeding stuffs, 730-740.

MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS
Fire escapes, 867a-867d.

MANUSCRIPTS
Circulation of, as libel, 1159.

MAPS

MARES

Using without consent of owner, 123:l.

MARKS
See Brands.

Animals, altering or changing without record
ing, 1379.

Altering or defacing, 1377.
Evidence, p. 889, note.

Indictment, p. 889, note.
Instructions, p. 889, note.

Counterbranding without consent of owner,
1402.

Counties exempt, 1414, 1414a, 1414b.
Driving out of county to market without

road brand, 1406.
Illegal, 1376.

Evidence, p. 888, note.

Indictment, p. 888, note.

Instructions, p. 888, note.

Improper recording by clerk of county
court, 1412.

·Killing unmarked, 1380, 1381.
Outside of pen, 1411.
Possession of hide with mark cut out,

1384.
Record of as evidence, p. 898, note.
Dsing more than one, 1410.

Evidence, p. 897, note.
Dsing unrecorded, 1378.

MARL

Taking of, permit, 9230.

MARRIAGE

MARRIED WOMEN
Offenses by, 36.

Instigation by husband, is',.

MARSHALS

See, also, this title in indea: to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Sanitary code, duties in relation to, 807.
.

Vagrancy, duties as to, 637, 640.

MASCULINE
Inclusive of feminine, 23.

MASTER AND APPRENTICE
Assault and battery by master on apprentice,

1014.
Degree of force permissible, 1015.

MASTERS OF VESSELS
False declarations by, 1003.

MATCHING MONEY

Betting at, 557.

MATCH SHOOTING
Sunday, 301.

MAYORS

See, also, this title in indem to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Failure to give information to of violations of
gaming laws, 384.

Failure to prosecute violations of gaming
laws, 583.

Free passes, ete., 374.
Nepotism, 381-387.
Offenses, triable by as petty offenses, 57.

MEASLES
Absence from school during. 801.

See Seduction.
A!handonment after seduction and marriage, MEASURES

1450. See Weights and Measure,.
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MECHANICAL ESTABLISHMENTS MILKING

See Cocaine; Drugs; Pharmacy; Physicians MILL PRODUCTS
and Surgeons.

Abortion by means of, 1071.
Adulteration and misbranding, 699-711.
Malpractice, 1080.
Nursing and embalming, 782-788.
Pharmacy, practice of, 771-781.
Poisoning, 1077-1079.
Practice of, burden of proof, p. 31, note..

Certificate, revocation, 751.
-

Change of residence, record, 750.
Discrimination against particular schools,

754.
Evidence, pp. 408, 409, note.
Exceptions, 757.
Indictment or information, pp. 407, 408,

note.
Instructions, p. 408, note.

Licenses, applicants for, 755.
Medical register, district clerk to keep,

751.
Practice in violation of law, 756.
Pr8 eticing medicine, what constitutes,

755.
.

Registration of authority, 750.
Verification license, 752.

Trade-marks or labels, 1392-1394.

Female employes, hours of labor, 1451h,
1451l, 1451m.

Seats for, 1451k-1451m.

MEDICINE

MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS
Female employes, hours of labor, 1451h, 1451l,

1451m.
Seats for, 1451k-1451m.

Fire escapes, 867a-867d.

MERCHANDISE
Warehouses and receipts, 969-977e.

MERCHANTS

Quarantine, violations of, 798.

MEXICO

Hides imported from without inspection, 1404.

MILE POSTS
Destruction or injury of, 821.

MILITIA

See, also, this title in indeaJ to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Carrying arms, 476.
Constables, neglect of duty' relating to, 390.
County attorneys, neglect or refusal to per

. form duties relating to, 391.
District attorneys, neglect or refusal to per

form duties relating to, 391.
Enlistment, false swearing, '317.
Exemptions, unlawful marking of persons as

exempt by county clerk, 392.
False swearing to enlistment papers, 317.
Insignia of, unlawful wearing, 173a.
Property, sale, ete., of, punishment; 173a.
Sheriffs, neglect of duty relating to, 390.
Uniforms, unlawful wearing, 173a.

MILK

Inspector, 707.
Sale of impure, 706.

Cow of another, 1385.

MILL DAMS

Erection, duties, 872.

Standard weights, 712;
Marking or branding packages, 713.
Penalty for violations of law, 715.
Sale of packages not marked or branded,

714.
Wheat or corn products, marking or branding,

716.

MILLS

Employment of minors in, 1050, 1050a.
Female employes, hours of labor, 1451h, 14511,

1451m.
Seats for, 1451k-:-1451m.

Labor statistics, 1585-1591.

MINERAL LANDS
Purchase by certain officers, 166.
Survey of, 167.

Communicating information obtained be
fore publication, punishment, 167.

Publication of information obtained, 167.

MINE,RALS

Removal from premises of another, 1248.
Evidence, p. 763, note.

MINERAL WATERS
Trade-marks or labels, 1392-1394.

MINES AND MINING
Animals used in, feeding, 1606f, 1606h, 1606i.

Permitting to remain over 10 hours,
1606g-16OOi.

Cages, 1594, 1597.
Cut-throughs, 1599.
Duties of owners, etc., 1592.
Electric wires, insulation, 1606a-1606e.
Employment of minors in, l050b, l050c.
Escapement shafts, 1593.
Female employes, hours of labor, 1451h, 14511,

1451m.
Seats for, 1451k-1451m.

Fire-damp, notice of, 1596.
Fresh air, 1595.

'

Labor statistics, 1585-1591.
Oil, kind of to be used, 1605.
Passways, 1594.
Powder, use in, 1598.
Property, willful destruction, 1606l.
Props and timbers, 1594.
Punishment for violation of laws relating to,

1606, 1606l.
Rules, posting, 1602.
Safety lamps, 1600.

Injuries to, 1601.
Shafts, 1594.

Injuries to, 1601.
.

State mining inspector, duties, 1606j.
Trolley wires, placing, 1606a-1606c.
Underground workings, map of, 1606d, 1606e.
Wash-houses, 1606k.

, Weighing, checking of weighmen, 1604.
Scales, 1603.

:MINING CLAIMS

Failure of surveyor to survey, 417.
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MINING COMPANIES, MISDEMEANORS
Bale of corporate stock, 999vvv-999z. See the specific titles and this title in inde»

to Oode Oriminal Procedure.
MINORS

See In/ants.

MISAPPLICATION
See Public Money.
Money of prisoners, 1611.
Public money by officer, etc., 96-118.

MISAPPROPRIATION
Funds, banks or trust companies, 523.

Mutual fire, etc., insurance companies,
68H.

.

Savings banks, 519, 520.

MISBRANDING
Commercial fertilizers, 99ge.
Drugs, 699-711.
l!'ood, 699-711.

MISCARRIAGE

Abortion, 1071-1076.

MISCEGENATION
Acquittal as bar to prosecution, p. 226, note.
Evidence, p. 226, note.

Indictment, p. 226, note.
Instructions, p. 226, note.
Negro defined, 484.
Proof of marriage, 485.
What constitutes, 483.
White person defined, 484.

MISCELLANEOUS OFFENSES

Assignors, 1576.
Bond investment companies, 1504-1506.
Bureau of labor statistics, 1585-1591.
Classification, 58.
Conspiracy, 1433-1441.
Corporations, examination of books, 1484-

1487.
Use of assets and funds, 1487a, 1487b.

County finances, 1578-1584a.
Duplication of process for witnesses, 1577.
Employment of females, 1451h-1451m.
Employment of sailors and crews, 1452.
Hours of labor, 1451a-1451d.
Mines and mining, 1592-1606l.
Penitentiaries, 1607-1617.
Prize fighting, etc., 1507-1511.
Protection of settlers on school lands, 1453.
Railroad commission, 1514-15220.
Railroads, air brakes, 1560a-1560c.

Engineers and conductors, 1556-1560.
Names of stations, 1567-1569.
Repairs, etc., 1561-1566.

Railroads, etc.,· bills of lading, etc., 1540-
1550.

Free passes, etc., 1532-1539.
Railways and railway officials, 1523-1531h.
Reformatory institutions, 1617a.

Repetition of offenses, 1618-1621.
Schools, 1512-1513g.
Seduction, 1447-1451.
State revenue agent, 1488-1490.
Street railways, 1570-1575.
Theaters, etc., 1480-1483.
Threats, 1442-1446.
Time of service of firemen. 1451e-1451g.
Trusts, etc., 1454-1479.

MISCmEF
See Malicious Mischief.

Accomplices, none, p. 46, .note.
Acts done by mistake as, 49.
Defined, 55.
Double punishments, 65.
Escape or rescue, aiding, 330, 333, 337.

Negligently permitting, 325.
Willfully permitting, 322.

Negligent homicide in attempting to commit,
1126.

Offenses divided, 54.
Principals, all persons are, p. 38, note.
Refusal to make arrest, 327, 328.
Resisting arrest by officers in cases of, 339.
Riots to rescue persons accused of, 459.
Second and subsequent conviction, evidence,

p. 1018, note.
Indictment and information, p. 1017, note.
Instructions, p. 1018, note.
Punishment, 1618.

Unlawful assemblies, to rescue persons accus

ed of, 442.

MISPRISION OF TREASON
Definition, 94.
Punishment, 95.

MISREPRESENTATION

Agent to procure reduced rates on street rail
ways, 1575.

MISTAKE

Acts done by, as felonies, 48.
As misdemeanors, 49.

Fact as excuse for crime, 47.
. Instructions, p. 27, note.

Law as excuse for crime, 46.
Instructions, p. 26, note.

Punishment for offense committed by, 50.

MOBS

Elections, 267.

MONEY
See Public Money.
Counterfeiting, 954.

Altering as, 955.
Dies, making or having in possession, 959.
Gold and silver coin defined. 961.
Passing -counterfeit coin, 958.
Passing of diminished value, 960.
Passing, what constitutes, 962.
Punishment, 957.
Resemblance, 956.

Embezzlement, 1416-1420.
False accusations of crime to extort, 1186.
Issuing bills to pass as, 514-516.

Indictment, p. 260, note.
Provisions not applicable to United States

banks, 518.
Prisoners, misapplication, 1611.
Swindling, 1421-1429.
Threats of prosecution for crime to extort,

1187.

MONOPOLIES
Act of agent as act of principal, 1467.
Agricultural products, exemption from law

relating to, 1477 .

. Attorney general, duties, 1459.
Fees, 1464.
Quo warranto proceedings, 145M.
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MONOPOLIES (Cont'd) MOVING PICTURE SHOWS

Conspiracy in restraint of trade defined, 1456. Female employes, hours of labor, 1451h, 14511,
Contracts in violation of law void, 1465. 1451m.
Corporations, foreign corporations, doing busi- Seats for, 1451k-1451m.

ness within state prohibited, 1461. Prize fights, 1509.
Foreign corporations, prohibition against

doing business in state, incorporation of MUD SHELLS

company to which property has been
transferred prohibited, 1463.

Forfeiture of charter, 1458.
Incorporation of company to which

property has been transferred pro- MULES
hibited, 1460.

District or county attorneys, commencement
of prosecutions, 1475.

Fees, 1476.
Entering into agreement to form, punishment,

1470.
Formation of, punishment, 1473.
Limitation of prosecutions, 1474.
Live stock in hands of producer, exemption

from operation of law relating to, 1477.
Monopoly defined, 1455.
Operation in violation of law, punishment,

1471.
Penalties for violations of law, 1464.
Persons outside state, punishment, 1472.
Precedence of actions brought under law re-

lating to, 1469. MURDER

Prohibition against, 1457. See Homicide, Manslaughter.
Punishment for violations of law, 1466. See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Quo warranto, 1462. Procedure.

I Institution by attorney general, 1458. Abortion, 1074.
Trade unions, exemption from law relating to, Accessories, p. 52, note.

1478, 1479. Accomplices, who are, p. 4'{, note.
Trust defined, 1454. Assault with intent, 1026-1028.
Venue of prosecutions, 1464, 1474. Evidence, pp. 593-596, notes.
Witnesses, immunity, 1468. Indictment, pp. 592, 593, 610, notes.

Ingredients of offense, 1032.
Instructions, pp. 596-601, notes.
Intent, p. 591, note.
Malice, p. 591, note.

Verdict, p. 601, note.
Character of deceased, evidence of, 1143, pp.

711-714, notes.
Conspiracy to commit, 1433-1441.
Conspiracy to kill as, 1439. .

Death caused.)rom willful burning of prop
,

erty, 1223.
Defined, 1140.
Dueling, homicide in, 1146.
Evidence, pp. 693-706, notes.
Evil or cruel disposition, 1150.
Indictment, pp. 692, 693, notes.
Injury in cruel manner, 1148.
Instructions, pp. 706-708, notes.
Justifiable homicide in preventing, 1105.

Presumption from use of weapon, 1106.
Malpractice by physician, 1080J,.-
Mistake, other offense committed by, p, 27,

note.

Poisoning food, etc., 1077-1079.
Principals, who are, pp. 39-41, 43, notes.
Punishment, 1141.
Threats, evidence of, 1143, pp. 709-711, notes.

Instructions, pp. 714, 715, notes.

MONTE

Betting at, 557.
Keeping or exhibiting, 551-556.

MORPHINE

Unlawful prescription for habitual users, 748,
749.

.

Unlawful sale, 747, 749.

MORTGAGED PROP'ERTY

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Fraudulent disposition of, 1430�
Evidence, p. 921, note.
Indictment, p. 920, note.
Instructions, p. 921, note.

Questions for jury, p. 921, note.

MOTIVE POWER

Railroads, 1565, 1566.

MOTOR VEHICLES

Bell or other warning signal, 819.
Coming to standstill on signal, 818.
Meddling with or injuring, 1259c.
Operation endangering life or, limb, 816.
Racing on streets or roads, 817.
Registration of name of owner, 814.
Removing tools and parts from with intent to

steal, 1259b.
Speed of, 815.
Taking or driving belonging to another, 1259a.

Jurisdiction, p, 768, note.
Violation of laws relating to, 820.

Taking of, permit, 923n.

MUGGINS

Betting at, 557.

"

Herding within half mile of residence, 1250,
1251.

Killing, etc., to injure owner, 1230.
Marks and brands, altering or defacing, 1377.

Illegal, 1376.
Permitting running at large, 1249.
Theft of, 1353.
Using without consent of owner, 1232.

MUMPS
Absence from school during, 801.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS
See Oities and Towns; Oounties.

MUSEUMS

Detaining books, etc., from, 867e.

MUTILATION

Books, papers, records, etc., 943.
Maiming defined, 1033.
Punishment, 1034.
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MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE NEPOTISM (Cont'd)
.

Violations of law relating to, 681-683. Penalty, 386.
Relationship included, 383.
What constitutes, 381.MUTUAL, LIGHTNING,

STORM INSURANCE
HAIL

Violations of law relating to, 681-683.

NAMES
Railroad stations, IM7-1569.

NATIONAL BANKS

AND

NETS
See Fish.

NEWSPAPERS

Political contributions, 263.
Taxes, failure or refusal of officers to fur- NINE-PIN ALLEYS

nish statement, punishment, 135, 136. Betting at, 557.

Libel, 1151-1179.
Political advertising, 236, 237.

Interest in contracts with by certain officers,
377.

Navigation board, interest in contracts with NOTES
district, 377. Issue on cotton and grain receipts, 977a-977e.

Protest, false by notaries, 1001, 1002.
Sale of patent rights, 999zz-999zzzz.

NATURALIZATION

Certificates, unlawfully obtaining, 262.

NAVIGABLE WATERS

Buoys, etc., erecting false, 1233.
Removing, etc., 1233.

Obstruction, 811.

NAVIGATION AND CANAL OOM:MIS.
SIONERS AND ENGINEERS

Interest in contracts with navigation districts,
377.

Resisting, 343.

NAVIGATION DISTRICTS

NEGLIGENCE
Gross homicide, 1082, 1083.

NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE
See Homicide.
Accomplices, none, 85.
Excusable

.

homicide distinguished from neg
ligent homicide, 1117.

Kinds of, 1113.
Performance of lawful act, 1114.

Apparent danger of causing death, 1116.
Consequence of act, 1120.
Examples, 1118.
Excusable homicide distinguished, 1117.
Intention, 1119.
Lawful act defined, 1115.
Punishment, 1121.

Performance of unlawful act, 1122, 1123.
Attempting to commit felony not, 1125.
Attempting to commit misdemeanor, pun

ishment, 1126.
Attempting to commit trespass, punish

ment, 1127.
Unlawful act defined, 1124.

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS

Promissory notes, issue on cotton and grain
receipts, 977a-977e.

Warehouse receipts, 969-977e.

NEGROES
Marriage with whites, 483-485.
Separate railroad coaches for, 1523.

NEPOTISM

Approval of accounts of ineligible persons,
385.

District judge appointing stenographer, 387.
Exceptions, 384.
Officers included, 382.

NON-INTOXIC�TING MALT LIQUO'RS
See Intoxicating Liquors.

NON.SUPPORT
Wife or children, 640a-64Of.

NORMAL SCHOOLS

Hazing, 1038a-l038f.

NOTARIES PUBLIC

Acknowledgments, false, 1000, 1002.
False certificates, 358, 1000, 1002.
False declarations or protests, 1001, 1002.
Records of acknowledgment, failure to keep,

360.
Requisites of, 361.

NUISANCES
Pollution or obstruction of water courses,

1395-695d.
Public, gambling-houses, as, 566.
Punishment, 694.
Separate offenses, 694.

NURSERY PRODUCTS

Contagious diseases, dealer defined, 727.
Enforcement of law, 723.
Examination, 718.

Certificate, 718.
Consignment for transportation

accompanied by, 719.
False, giving, 724.
Revocation, 722.
Shipments into state accompa-

nied by, 720.
False representations, 728.
Keeping, etc., prohibited, 717.
Limitations, 729.
Nursery defined, 726.
Nursery stock defined, 725.
Receipt by common carrier, prohibited

when, 721.

NURSING
Practice of, certificate, practice without, 782.

Registration, certificate of, 782.
Persons entitled to, 782.

Violation of law relating to, penalty, 783.

OATHS

See, also, this title in index to Oode OriminaZ
Procedure.

Authority to administer, board of dental ex

aminers, 763.
State board of health, 809.
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[References are to articles, except where otherwise indicated.]
OATHS (Cont'd)

.

OFFICERS (Cont'd)
Bank examiner, violation by, 530.
False swearing, 312-317.

Subornation of, 318, 319.
Inclusive of affirmation, 30.
Perjury, 304-311.

Subornation of, 318, 319.
Voters applying for registration, 285.

OATS
Warehouses and receipts, W!)-977e.

OBSCENITY
Disturbance of the peace, 470.
Indecent publications and exposures, 508.
Use of over telephone, 471.

OBSTRUOTING JUSTICE

Arrests, felony cases, 339.
Misdemeanor cases, 340.

Execution of civil process, 336, 341.

OBSTRUCTION

Bridges, 812, 823.
Regulations by commissioners courts, 824.

Canals, etc., 837f, 1253.
Collection of taxes, 129.
Ditches, 826.
Drainage ditches, 836.
Highway crossings, by railroad, 1531e, 1531f.
Navigable streams, 811.
Public roads, 812, 823.

Regulations by commissioners courts, 824.
Public waters, 923i.
Railroad tracks, etc., 1229.
Streets and alleys, 812, 823.

Regulations by commissioners courts, 824.
Toll roads, 837t.
Water courses, 695-695d.

OCCUPATION
Riots to prevent pursuit of, 4130.
Unlawful assemblies to prevent pursuit of,

445.

OCCUPATION TAXES
See Licenses and License Tames; Tames.

OFFENSES

See Crimes; Felonies ..
' Misdemeanors; Pun

ishments.

See, also, 'the specific titles and this title in in
de» to Code Oriminal Procedure.

Defined, 53.
Repetition, 1618-1621.

OFFENSIVE TRADES

Nuisance, 694.

OFFICERS
See Bribery; Drunkenness; Elections.

See, also, the specific titles and this title in
tndem to Oode Oriminal Procedure.

Accepting bribes, 175, 176.
Election officers, 208.

Appropriation of trust funds, 367-369
Arrests, failure or refusal to make, 38b.

Failure to make for unlawfully carrying
arms, 479.

As accomplices, p. 46, note.
Bribery of, 174.

Election officers, 207.
Buying claims against state, 370.
Collections, failure to report, 395-397.

.
..-

Conversion by, 366.
Dealing in public lands, 164.
Drunkenness, 200-203.
Embezzlement by, 1416, 1419.
Escape of prisoners, 320-325.
Extortion by, 363-375.

Indictment, p, 176, note.
Failure to pay over public money, punish

ment, 107.
Venue of prosecution, 108.

False certificates as forgery, 948.
Falsely reporting collection of public moneys,

314.
False personation of, 424.
Fees, amounts retained, 115, 118.

County or state not liable for deficiency,
115, 118.

Disposition of, 115a.
Enumerated, 110, 110a-110g, 111, 112.
Failure to charge up, punishment, 113..
Payment to county treasurer, 117, 118.
Payment to persons entitled after collec-

tion, 115, 118.
Receiving rebate of, punishment, 113.
Statements of, 115, 118.

Exceptions, 115b.
Failure to make, punishment, 113.
Quarterly statements, 116, 118.

Giving blank certificates, 359.
Illegal contracts affecting state, 11!)-122a.
Inducing employes of state to make political

contributions, 220, 259.
Interest in contract with state, 120.
Justifiable homicide in execution of lawful or

ders, 1092-1100.
Justification for act done in lawful execution

of process, etc., 42.
Legislature, accepting bribes, 178.

Bribery of, 177.
Malfeasance in office, 431.
Misapplication, etc., of public money, 96-118.
Misconduct in office, purchase of property sold

for taxes, 143.
Nepotism, 381-387.
Office defined, 22.
Officer, definition of, 349.
Officer of government defined, 102.
Official duty, failure or refusal to perform,

388-420£.
Peculations by, 370-380.

Acceptance of franks, privileges, etc., by
mayor and city council, 374, 375.

Buying claims against state, 370.
County or city officers trading in claims,

373.
Interest in contracts, county commission-

ers, 377, 379a.
County judges, 377, 378, 379a.
County or city officers, 376.
Directors of irrigation districts, 379.
District engineers, 378.
District supervisors, 378.
Drainage commissioners, 379a.
Drainage engineers, 379a.
Employes of irrigation districts, 379.
Irrigation engineers, 379.
Members of navigation board, 377.,
Navigation and canal commissioners,

377.
Navigation and canal engineer, 377.
Purchase of goods from state by offi

cers and employes of state peniten
tiary, 372.
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OFFICERS (Cont'd) OYSTERS (Cont'd)
Purchase of witness fees, 380. Complaints before justices of the peace, 923e.
State officer defined, 371. Oulls, scattering as directed by game, fish and

Process, failure or refusal to issue or exe- oyster commissioner, 901.
cute, 388. Dealers, licenses, 917.

Prosecution, interest in contracts by county Dredges, permits to use, 923a.
commissioners, 378. Measures for sale of, 923j.

Public moneys, payment to county or city Overworked reefs, closing, 923b .

. treasurers, 108b, 117, 118. Taking from after closing, 923d.
Payment to state treasurer, 108a. Planting, prohibition against, 902.

Punishment, 109. Raking, dredging, etc., 904.
Rebate or gift to purchasing agent, 120. Sale of oysters gathered for planting, 921.
Refusal to make arrests, 326.

.

Sale of unculled oysters, 918.
Refusal to receive persons arrested, 326, 327. Duty of game, fish and oyster commis-
Refusing aid to, 351. sioner, 919.

.

Removal as punishment on conviction of of- Sales without license, 923.
fense including willful violation of duty, 73. Seed oysters, gathering without license, 922.

Resisting, 339-341. Seizure of unlawful devices for taking, 923c.
Navigation and canal commissioners and Shipment, receiving for, 903.

engineers, 343. Tonging, license, 916.
Officers of drainage districts, 342d. Unlawful shipment, 903.
Officers of "improvement district, 342.
Officers of irrigation districts, 343a.

Riots, duties in case of, 468.
State departments, accepting bribes, 178.

Bribery of, 177.
Willful neglect of official duty, 426.

General penalty, 430.
Officer of the law defined, 432.

OFFICIAL BALLOTS
See Elections.

OFFICIAL BONDS'
See Bonds.

OIL

Kind used in mines, 1605.
Warehouses and receipts, 969-977e.

OIL COMPANIES
Sale of corporate stock, 999vvv:"'999z.

OIL WELLS
Act relating to artesian wells, etc., not ap

plicable to, 8370.

OPINION EVIDENCE.
Insanity, p. 21, note..

ORCHARDS

Robbery, 1234.

ORE MINES

Operation, etc., 1592-1606l.

ORPHAN ASYLUMS

PANDERING

Accomplices, who are, p. 48, note.
Defenses, 506b.
Evidence, p. 254, note.
Female competent witness, marriage to ae-

cused, 506c.
Indictment, p. 254, note.
Instructions, p. 255, note.
Keeping rendezvous for females, 506d.
Marriage no defense to prosecution, 506e.
Procurers, employment, 506d.
Questions for jury, p. 255, note.
Venue of prosecution, 506b.
What constitutes, 506a.

PAPERS

Railroads, inspection, etc., 1514-1515a.

PARENT AND CHILD
See Infants.
Assault and battery by parent on child, 1014.

Degree of force permissible, 1015.
Enticing child from custody of parent, 1047.
Parent defined, 22.
Punishment of parent as accomplice, 84.

PASSENGER DEPOTS

Railroads, 1521b-1522.

PASSENGER TRAINS
Drinking on, 205.

PASSE,S.

Contracts, interest in by state purchasing
agent, penalty, 120, 122a.

Storekeepers and accountants, penalty for vio- PASSION
Iation, of article relating to, 121, 122, 122a.

Prohibition against free by railroads, etc.,
1532-1539.

OVERSEERS

Failure ''Of duty, 828, 829.

Re��i1.l to serve as, 827.

OXEN

Using without consent of owner, 1232.

OYSTERS
See Fish.
Beds, buoys, destructio� or defacement of,

905.
Theft from private beds, 920.

Closed season, 914.

Homicide in without use of deadly weapon,
1149.

PASSWAYS

Mines, 1594.

PATENTS

Oounterfeiting, 947.
Forgery, 947.
Sale of 'patent rights, liens, 999zzz.

Note for to state consideration, 999zz.
Effect of statements in, 999zzz.

Violations of act, punishment, 999zzzz.
Uttering forged instruments, 949.
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Failure to comply with law, 641.
License taxes, p. 80, note.

[References are to articles, except where otherwise indicated.]
PAWNBROKERS PENALTIES (Cont'd)

Repeal of law, effect, 16.
Substitution of new penalty, 17.

PEACE PENETRATION

Disturbance of, 470. Rape, 1067.
Evidence, p. 205, note.
Indictment and information, p. 204, note. PENITENTIARIES

PEACE OFFICERS

See, also, tlvis title in inde» to Code Criminal
Procedure.

Acceptance of bribe by, 1oo.
Arrests, failure or refusal to make, 389.
Bribery of, 187-189.

Evidence, p. 104, note.

Examining trial, p. 105, note.

Indictment, p. 105, note.
Instructions, p. 105, note.

Carrying arms, 478.
.

Inspectors and officers of state board of health,
806.

Justification in execution of process, etc., 43.
Members of state board of health, 806.

PECANS
Destruction of trees, 1295.
Gathering without consent of owner, 1296.
Injuries to trees, 1296.

PECULATION

Acceptance of franks, privileges, etc., by
mayor and members of city council, 374,
375.

Buying claims against state, 370.
Interest in contracts, county commissioners,

377, 378, 379a.
County judges, 377, 378, 379a.
Oounty or city officers, 376.
Directors of irrigation districts, 379.
District engineers, 378.
District supervisors, 378.
Drainage commissioners, 379a.
Drainage engineer, 379a.
Employes of irrigation districts, 379.
Irrigation engineer, 379.
Members of navigation board, 377.
Navigation and canal commissioners, 377.
Navigation and canal engineer, 377.

Prison officers, 1616.
Purchase of property from state by officers

and employes of state penitentiary, 372.
Purchase of witness fee, 380.
State officer defined, 371.
'I'rading in claims by county or city officer,

373.

PECUNIARY FINES

One of enumerated punishments, 59.

PEDDLERS
Refusal to leave premises on request, 1259d.

PEDIGREES

False, of animals, 1389.

PENALTIES

See, also, this title in index to Oode Criminal
Procedure.

Oumulative, 20.
Fixed by law, 3.
Modification by subsequent law, effect, 15.

Appropriation of labor, etc., of convicts by
officers and employes of, 372.

Board of prison commissioners, appointment,
1607.

Olassification of prisoners, 1609.
Creation, 1607.
Direction of prison system, etc., 1608.
Rules and regulations, 1608.
Terms of office, 1607a.

Oontracts, interest of officers and employes
in, 1616.

Imprisonment as implying hard labor, 72 .

Management of property of persons impris
oned in, 62.

Officers and employes, conversion of prison
property, 1615.

Inflicting unauthorized punishment, 1617.
Interest in contracts with, 1616.
Nepotism, 381-387.
Peculation by, 1616.

Prisoners, classification and grades, 1609.
Death of, duties of officers, etc., 1612,

1613.
Excessive Whipping, 1610.
Misapplication of money of, 1611.
Unauthorized punishment, 1617.

Prison physician, reports of sickness, etc.,
1614.

Property, conversion by officer or employe,
1615.

Purchase by state officer or employe of,
372.

PENSIONS

False swearing, 317a.

PERJURY

See False Swearing.
See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal

Procedure.
Deliberation and willfulness, p. 148, note.
Evidence, pp. 14!}-152, note.
False affidavits as to taxes, 139.
False statement of something past or pres-

ent, 307.
Immaterial statements, 309.
Instructions, pp, 152-154, notes.
Jurisdiction of proceedings in which commit

ted, p. 148, note.

Materiality of statements, evidence, p. 156,
note.

Instructions, p. 157, note.

Questions for jury, p. 157, note.
Oath or affirmation illegally administered,

306.
Oaths of office not included, 307.
Proceedings enumerated, 308.
Promissory oaths not included, 307.
Punishment, 310.

Death when, 311.
Subornation of, 318.

Attempts, 319.
Verdict, p. 153, note.
What is, 304.
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PERJURY (Cont'd) PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

What is not, 305. See Medicine.

Witnesses, testimony before state board of Births and deaths, reports of, 758, 8001.
health, 809. Contagious diseases, concealing, 799.

Dead bodies, receiving, 512, 513.
Dentistry, practice of, 759--7700.
Malpractice, 10080.
Prisons, reports of sickness, ete., 1614.
Receiving compensation for soliciting patron-

age for, 758b.
Soliciting or drumming patients, incriminat

ing testimony, 758e.
Newspaper advertising excepted, 758d�

. Penalty, 758c.
Prohibition against, 758a.

Unlawful practice of medicine, 700--758e.
Evidence, pp. 408, 409, note.

Burden of proof, p. 31, note.
.

Indictment or information, pp. 407, 408r
note.

Instructions, p. 408, note.

PERSON

See, also, this title in index to Code Criminal
Procedure.

Amenable to punishment generally, 32.
Inclusive of state or corporation, 24.
Offenses against, abortion, 1071-1076.

Administering poisonous and injurious po
tions, 10077-100800.

Aggravated assault and battery, 1022-
1024.

Assault and assault and battery, 1008-
1021.

Assault with prohibited weapons, 1024a,
1024b.

Assaults with intent to commit other of-
fenses, 10025-1032.

Classification, 58.
Dueling, 1145, 1146.
Excusable homicide, 1111, 1112.
False imprisonment, 10039--1046.
General provisions relating to homicide,

1147-11500.
Hazing, 1038a-l038f.
Homicide, 1081-1086.
Homicide by negligence, 1113-1127.
Justifiable homicide, 10087-11100.
Kidnapping and abduction, 1056-1062.
Maiming, disfiguring and castration, 1033-

1038.
Manalaughter, 1128-1139.
Murder, 1140-1143.
Offenses against minors, 1047-1055.
Rape, 1063-10700.

Theft from, 1350-1352.

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Destruction, evidence, p. 757, note.
Indictment and information, p. 756, note.

Willful burning, 1219-1226.

PESTILENT� DISEASES

See Sanitary Code.

Sanitary code provisions relating to, 801.

PETTY OFFENSES

Defined, ·57.

PETTY THEFT

Punishment, 1341.

PHARMACY

Board of examiners, fees, 780.
Meetings, 778.
Reports to governor, 777.

Certificates, 772.
Examination of applicants, 777.
License, issue when, 774, 775.

Posting, 776.
.

Qualifications of applicants for license, 773.
Temporary certificates, issue, 779.
Unlawful when, 771.
Violations of law relating to, penalty, 781.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

License taxes, p. 80, note.

PIGEON HOLE TABLES

Betting at, 557.
Keeping or exhibiting, 551-556.

PISTOLS
Assault with, 1024a, lQ24b.
Carrying in church or assembly, 477, 478.
Firing at railroad cars, 1239.
Sale, etc., to minors, 1048.
Unlawfully carrying, 475, 476.

PLATS

Counterfeiting, 94'!.
Forgery, 947.
Uttering forged instruments, 949.

PLAYING CARDS

See Gaming.

PLUMBERS

Pursuing occupation without license, punish
ment, 131.

PLURAL WORDS

Inclusive of singular, 23.

POISONS
Administering or using with intent to kill,

evidence, p. 635, note.
rndictment, p. 635, note.
Instructions, p. 635, note.
Murder, when, 10079.

Punishment, 1077.
Causing to inhale, 1078, 1079.
Person laying where same may be taken as

principal, 77.
Use of to take fish, 007.

POKER DICE

Betting at, 557.

POKER WITH DOMINOES
Betting at, 557.

POLICE

Vagrancy, duties as to, 637, 640.

POLiCY GAME

Keeping or exhibiting, 551-556.
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POLITICAL ADVERTISING PRESCRIPTIONS

See Elections.
Publication as editorial matter, 237
Unlawful charges for, 236.

POLITICAL .CONTRIBUTIONS
See Elections.

POLITICAL RIGHTS

Deprivation of, what are, 63.
Forfeiture of, 51).

POLLING PLACES
See Elections.

POLLS
See Elections.

POLL TAXES
See Elections�' Taxes.

POLLUTION

Canals, 837f.
Water courses, 695-695d.

POOL

Betting at, 557.

POOL HALLS, OR ROOMS
See Gaming.
Defined, 633a.
Operation within prohibited territory, charge

to grand jury, 633c.
Evidence as to result of election, 633c.
Punishment, 633b.

Permitting minors to remain in, 1053.
Evidence, p. 618, note.

POOL SELLING

Buying pools, 580.
Evidence, 582.
Prohibited, 577.
Punishment, 580.
Use of place for, 579.

POOL TABLES,
Keeping or exhibiting, 551-556.

PO.RNOGRAPHY
Punishment, 508, 509.

POSTING
Rules in mines, 1602.

POST-OFFICES
Railroad stations to bear name of, 1567-1569.

POWER OF ATTORNEY

Counterfeiting, 947.
Forgery, 947.
Sales of animals by agent without, 1409.
Uttering forged instruments, 949.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE
See Medicine.

PRACTICE OF PHARMACY
See Pharmacy.

PRAIRIE
Willful burning, 1218, 1219.

PREGNANCY

Abortion, i071-1076.

Cocaine and morphine, 747-749.
Intoxicating liquors, 598-600.

PRESERVATION OF PEACE
Assault and battery in, 1014.

Degree of force permissible, 1015.

PRESUMPTIONS
See Evidence.

PRIMARY ELECTIONS
See Elections.

PRINCIPALS

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Accomplice distinguished, p. 38, note.
Circumstantial evidence, charge on, p. 45,

note.
Evidence, p. 43, note.

Forgery, 932.
Indictment, p. 42, note.

Variance, p. 42, note.
Sales, etc., of intoxicating liquors to minors,

p. 304, note.
Who are, 74-78.

PRINTING
Included in "writing," 30.

PRISONER

See, also, this title in inde» to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Breaking into jail to rescue, 331, 337.
Escapes, aiding, 332, 333, 337.
Penitentiaries, 1607-1617.

PRIVATE PERSONS

See, also, this title in inde» to Code Oriminal
Procedure.

Refusal to make arrests, 328.

PRIVATE PLACES
Drunkenness in, 204.

PRIVATE RESIDENCE

Leaving dead bodies of animals near, 696.
Throwing stone or firing gun or pistol at,

1239.

PRIZE FIGHTING
Exhibition of by moving pictures, punish

ment, 1500.
Pugilistic encounter defined, 1508.
Punishment, 1507.

PROCESS

See, also, this title. in index to Code Oriminal
Procedure.

Bribery of sheriff or peace officer to make
false return on, 188.

Bribery of sheriff or peace officer to omit to
serve, 188.

Execution, failure or refusal, 388.
Failure or refusal to issue, 388.

Acceptance of bribe for, 190.
False return of, acceptance of bribe to make,

190.
.

Preventing execution of civil process, 336,
341. _

Evidence, p. 166, note.

Indictment, pp. 166, 168, note.
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PROCESS (Cont'd) PROSTITUTES

Resisting execution in criminal cases, 339,
340,344.

Evidence, p. 168, note.

Indictment, pp. 167, 168, notes.

Legality of process, 345.
Telegrams relating to, divulging, 335.
Witnesses, duplication, 1577.

Unlawful, punishment, 114.

PROCURERS

Defined, 498.
Pandering, 506a-506e.

PRODUCE
Warehouses and receipts, 969-977e.

PROFANITY

Disturbance of the peace, 470.
Use of over telephone, 471.

Complaint and information, p. 205, note.

PROMISSORY NOTES

Issue on cotton and grain receipts, 977a-977e.
Issue to pass as money, 514-516.
Protest, false by notaries, 1001, 1002.
Sale of patent rights, 999zz-999zzzz.

PROPERTY

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Concealment by assignor from assignee, 1576.
Fraudulent acquisition by threats, indictment,

p. 828, note.

Instructions, p. 828, note.

Homicide in defense of, 1104, 1110.
Mines, destruction, 1606l.
Offenses against, arson, 1200-1212.

Burglary, 1303-1321.
Classification, 58.
Cutting and destroying timber, 1289-

1302.
Embezzlement, 1416-1420.
Estrays, 1390, 1391.
Illegal marking and branding of stock,

1376-1389.
Infectious diseases among animals, etc.,

1260-12880.
.

Labels, trade marks,. etc., 1392-1396.
Malicious mischief, etc., 1227-1259d.
Miscellaneous, 1359-1375.
Offenses committed in another county or

state, 1431, 1432.
Offenses on board of vessels, etc., 1322-

1326.
Robbery, 1327, 1328.
Stock raisers, 1397-1415a.
Swindling, etc., 1421-1430.
Theft from the person, 1350-1352.
Theft of animals, 1353-1358.
Thefts in general, 1329-1349.
Willful burning, 1213-1226.

Purchase by officer at sale for taxes. 143.

PROPS

Mines, 1594.

PROSECUTION

See, aleo, this title in index to Code Oriminal
Procedure.

Defined. 26.

Persons habitually associating with as va

grants, 634-640.
Vagran ts, 634-640.

PROSTITUTION

See Assignation Houees ; Bawdy Houses ;
Diso1'derly Houses.

Abduction for purpose of, 1059-1062.
Bawdy and disorderly houses, 496-506.
Employment agencies sending persons to,

OO9nn, 9OOnnn.
Houses of, keepers as vagrants, 634-640.
Pandering, 506a-506e.

PROTESTS

False, by notaries, 1001, 1002.

PROVOCATION
Assault and battery, 1016.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

Certificates, 999 t-999ttt.
Annual fee for, 999u.
Revocation, 999uu.

Examinations, certificates without, 999tt,
999ttt.

Fee for, 999u.
Qualifications of apjslieants for, 999ss,

999t.
Misconduct by, 991N.
Purpose and scope of law, 999vv.
State board of public accountancy, appoint-

ment, 999rrr.
Creation of, 999rr.
Examinations, 999ss.
Meetings, 999ss.
Organization, 9998.
Powers, 999s.
Record, 999sss.
Rules and regulations, 999s.
Terms of office, 999rrr.

Violations of act, punishment, 999uuu.

PUBLICATIONS
See Indecent Publication.

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Indecent, 508, 509.
Libelous, 1151-1179.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, GROUNDS, AND
WORKS

Hours of labor, contracts for work on basis
of law, 1451b.

Days work, 1451a.
Punishment for exceeding, 1451c.
Repeal. 1451d.
Hequiring longer hours, exceptions, 1451b.
Wages where limit is exceeded, 1451b.

Injuring or defacing, 844-846.
Deface defined, 840.

.

Indictment, pp. 465, 466, note.
Penalty, 840.
Public building defined, 841.
Public grounds defined, 846.
Reports of, 842.

Labor statistics, 1585-1591.
Road ways, injuries to, 844-846.
Taking property' from, 849.

PUBLIC DOCUMENTS

Mutilation, etc., 943.
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PUBLIC EN.EMY

Killing of as justifiable homicide, 1087-1090.

PUBLIC GINNERS

Certificates and reports, 978-989.

PUBLIC HEALTH
See Sanitary Code.

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Anthrax, 805a-805h.
Births and deaths, reports of by physicians,

758.
Charbon, 805a-805h.
Cocaine and morphine, unlawful sale, etc.,
·747-749.
Concentrated commercial feeding stuffs, adul-

teration, manufacture or sale of, 730-740.
Dead bodies, leaving in highway, etc., 696.
Dentistry, practice of, 759-770.
Drink, manufacture and sale of adulterated

and misbranded, 699-711.
Drugs, manufacture and sale of adulterated

and misbranded, 699-711.
Embalming, 784-788.
Food, manufacture and sale of adulterated

and misbranded, 699-711.
Hotels, etc., sterilizing dishes, etc., 697a, 697b.
Lepers, harboring or concealing, 695e.
Medicine, manufacture and sale of adulterat-

ed and misbranded, 699-711.
Unlawful practice of, 75()-758e.

Mill products, adulteration, etc., 712-716.
Nuisances, 694.
Nursery and farm products, contagious dis

eases, 717-729.
Nursing, 782, 783.
Offenses against, classification, 58.

Cocaine and morphine, 747-749.
Dentistry, 759-770.
Feed stuffs, 730-7�O.
Nursery and farm products, 717-729.
Nursing and embalming, 782-788.
Occupations and acts injurious to health,

694-697.
Pharmacy, 771-781.
-Sanitary regulations for hotels, etc., 697a,

697b.
Texas state board of health, 800-810.
Unlawful practice of medicine, 750-758e.
Unwholesome food, etc., 698-716.
Veterinarians, 799a-799g.
Violations of quarantine, 789-799.

Offensive trades, 694.
Pharmacy, practice of, 771-781.
Public buildings, etc., violation of laws relat-

ing to, 697.
Pure food, 699-716.
Quarantine, violations of, 789-799.
State board of, creation of, 800.

Examination and inspection of buildings,
808.

False testimony before, 810.
Investigations, 809.
Members of as peace officers, 806.
Oaths, administration by, 809.

Veterinary medicine, practice of, 799a-799g.
Water courses, pollution or obstruction of,

695, 695a-695d.

PUBLIC JUSTICE
Offenses against, arrest and custody of pris

oners, etc., 32()-351.
Barratry, 421.

PUBLIC JUSTICE (Cont'd)
Classification, 58.
Compounding crimes, 422.
Conversion, 366-369.
Extortion, 363-365.
Failure of duty, 388-420£.
False certificates, etc., by officers, 352-

362a.
False personation, 424.
False swearing, 312-317b.
Malicious prosecution, 423.
Miscellaneous, 363-434.
Nepotism, 381-387.
Peculation, 370-380.
Perjury, 304-311.
Subornation of perjury and false swear

ing, 318, 319.

PUBLIC LANDS

Clerks, giving information, 165.
Commissioner of -general land office, accepting

bribes, 175, 176.
Fences, construction without gates, 852a.
Fencing unlawfully, 850, 851, 853, 854, 860.

Exceptions, 856.
Procedure, 855.
Suits, 860a.

Horses, herding on, 857, 858.
Inclosure unlawfully, 853.

Indictment, p. 469, note.
Land certificates, fraudulent dealings in, 161.
Land offices, files, handling without authority,

163.
Leasehold lands, stock on, 859.
Locating unapproved headright land certifi

cates, 162.
Mineral lands, purchase by certain officers,

166.
Survey of, 167.

Communicating information before
publication, punishment, 167.

Publication of information obtained,
167.

Officers, dealings in by, 164.
School lands, settlers on, protection, 1453.
Stock on leasehold lands, -852.
Use of unlawfully, 850, 851.

PUBLIC LODGING HOUSE-S
Fire escapes, 861-867.

PUBLIC MONEY

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

-

Diversion of special funds, punishment, 104.
Failure of officer to pay over, punishment,

107.
Venue of prosecution, 108.

Falsely reporting collection of, 314.
Misapplication, etc., by officer, 105.

City funds, 105.
County funds, 105.
Depositing funds elsewhere than in treas-

ury, 97.
Exceptions, 100.
Exchanging public funds, 97.
Failure to pay into treasury, 97.
Fraudulently receiving misapplied funds,

106.
Misapplication defined, 97.
Money for seawalls and breakwaters, pun

ishment, 104a.
Officer of government, defined, 102.
Punishment, 96.
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PUBLIC MONEY (Cont'd) PUBLIC POLICY (Cont'd)

Offenses against, abandonment of wife or

children, 640a-640f.
Betting on elections, 586-588.
Bucket shops, 538-547.
Building and loan associations, 693m, PUBLIC SCHOOLS

693n.
Classification, 58.
Co-operative savings and contract loan

companies, 532c-532f. :rUBLIC WAREHOUSES

Gaming, 548-585.
Illegal banking, etc., 514-532.
Insurance companies, 649a-693l.
Lotteries and raffles, 533-537.
Miscellaneous, 641-4349.
Pool halls, 633a-633c.
Rural credit unions, 532a, 532b.
Unlawfully selling intoxicating liquors,

589-610.

Purchase of state warrants, etc., with pub
lic money, 97_

Receiving or concealing misapplied mon

ey, punishment, 10l.
Retaining funds after notice from comp

troller, 97.
Taxes donated to city of Galveston, 98,

99.
Using public funds, 97.
Venue of prosecution, 97.

Payment to county or city treasurers, 108b,
117, 118.

Payment to state treasurer, punishment, lOOa,
109.

Receipt of state treasurer of private funds,
punishment, 103.

Statements of, by officers holding, 116, 118.

PUBLIC MORALS
Offenses against, adultery, 490-493.

Bawdy and disorderly houses, 496-506.
Classification, 58.
Fornication, 494, 495.
Incest, 486-489.
Miscellaneous, 507-513.
Pandering, 506a-506e.
Unlawful marriages, 481-485.

PUBLIC NUISANCES

Gambling-houses, as, 566.
Unlawful fishing devices, 923c.

PUBLIC OFFICERS

See Bribery. .

See, also, the specifio titles.

PUBLIC PEACE
Offenses against, affrays, 4439-474.

Classification, 58.
Disturbances of the peace, 469-474.
Riots, 451-468.
Unlawful assemblies, 435-450.
Unlawfully carrying arms, 475-480,

PUBLIC PLACE

See, also, this title in index to Code Criminal
Procedure.

Affray in, 469.
Disturbance of the peace in, 470.
Drunkenness in, 204.
Fighting in as affray, 469.
Playing cards in, 548-550.
Shooting in, 473.

.

PUBLIC POLIC'Y

Vagrancy, 634-640.
Violations of law regulating sale of in

toxicating liquors, 611-633.

PUBLIC PROPERTY

Offenses against, classification, 58.
Ferries, 838, 839.
Fish, birds and game, 869-923n.
Libraries, museums, etc., 867e.
Obstruction, etc., of navigable streams,

etc., 811-826a.
Public grounds and buildings, 840-860a.
Public or quasi-public buildings, 861-

867d.
Public roads, etc., 827-837p.
Toll roads, 837q-837t.

PUBLIC RECORDS

Mutilation, etc., 943.

PUBLIC ROADS

See Bridges.
Automobiles, 814-820.

Speed of, etc., 815.
Complaint or indictment, p. 453, note.

Boundary lines, failure to open, 833.
Commissioners, failure of duty, 830.
Gates, leaving open, 834.
Glass, etc.,' depositing on, 826a.
Horse racing on, 474.

Indictment, p. 206, note.
Leaving dead bodies of animals in, 696.
Obstruction, 823.

Complaint, information or indictment, pp,
450, 451, note.

Evidence, p. 451, note.

Instructions, p. 451, note.
Regulations by commissioners courts, 824.
Venue, p. 452, note.

Overseers, failure of duty, 828, 829.
Failure of duty, evidence, p. 456, note.

Indictment, p. 456, note.
Refusal to serve as, 827.

Railroad corporations, obstruction, 1531e,
1531£.

Superintendents, failure of duty, 831.
'Toll roads, obstruction of, 837q-837t.

Reasonable use of, 837r.
Rules and regulations, 837q.
Trespass on property of, 837s.

'I'raction engines on, 822.
Working on, age limit, 831a.

Failure, 832.
Complaint and information, p. 458,

note.

Evidence, p. 458, note.

See Bcbool«.

Bonds, 970.
Certificates, 970.
Cotton and grain receipts, contract with state

banks for compensation, 877d.
Issue to farmers, 977a.

Blanks for, 977a.
Landlord's lien not impaired, 977e.
Promissory notes issued by owners on de

posit of receipts, 977b.
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Accessories, 88.
Accompli-ces, 81.

Doubled when, 83.
Increased, when, 84.
Offense committed other than one at- QUARRIES

tempted, 82. Employment of minors in, 1050b, 1050c.
Cumulative, 20.
Death penalty by hanging, 71.
Decrease of one-half, 68, 70.
Deprivation of political rights, what are, 133.
Diminution of, 69, 70.
Double punishments, 64-66.

Offenses instigated by parent, etc., 37.
Enumeration of, 59.

'

Excessive whipping of prisoners, 1610.
Felonies committed by mistake, 50.
Fixed by law, 3.
Forfeitures prohibited, 61, 62.
General penalty in absence of other provi-

sions, 430.
Hard labor defined, 72.
Increase of one-half, 67, 70.
Inmates of Girls Training School, 1617a.
Judgment for suppression of continuous of-

fenses, 60.

PUBLIC WAREHOUSES (Cont'd)
Negotiability, 977b.
Unlawful issue, 977c.

Unlawful issue, 977c.
Delivery of goods stored, 973.
Examinations of, 971a.
Liability for goods stored, 973..

Limitation of, 974.
Private warehouses and receipts, laws reiat-

.

ing to not applicable, 977.
Public warehousemen defined, 969.
Receipts, cotton receipts, exchange' of non

negotiable for negotiable, 971d.
Cotton receipts, false statements in, 971e.

Form, 971b.
Lien on cotton to be stated in, 971c.

Goods stored, cancellation, 973.
Duplicates, 971.
Form, 971.
Issue without deposit of goods, 972.
Negotiability, 975.
Receipts for own property, 975.

Supervision by commissioner of insurance
and banking, 971a.

Violations of law relating to, civil liability,
976a.

Punishment, 976.
Warehouses defined, 969.

PUBLIC WEIGHERS

False balances, 994.
False certificates, 994.
Other than not to weigh, 996.
Owner weighing own produce, 998.
Private weighers not to be employed by fac

tor, ete., 997.
Weighing without complying with law, �99.

PUBLIC WORKS

See Pubuo Buildings, Grounds and Works.

PUGILISTIC E,NCOUNTERS

See Prize Fighting.

PUNISHMENTS

See the 8poeci[ic titles.

See, also, this title in inde:c fa Code Criminal
Procedure.

PUNISHMENTS (C-ont'd)
Misdemeanors, second and subsequent convic-

tions, 1618.
Misprision of treason, 95.
Modification by subsequent law, 15.
Object of, 2.
Removal of offi-cers, 73.
Repeal of statute, effect, 16.
Second and subsequent convictions for felo

nies, 1619-1621.
Second and subsequent convictions for misde-

meanors, 1618.
Evidence, p. 1018, note.
Indictment and information, p. 1017, note.
Instructions, p. 1018, note.

Substitution of new, 17.
Treason, 93.
Unauthorized on prisoners, 1617.

PURCHASING AGENT

Interest in contracts with state, 120.
Rebate or gift to, 120.

PURE FOOD
Adulteration or misbranding, 699-716.

QUARANTINE
See Sanitary Code.
Animals affected with contagious or infec

tious diseases, 1284a-1284g.
Animals suffering from charbon or anthrax,

8OOa-B05h.
Anthrax and charbon, 805a-805h.
Bees, 1288a-1288o.
Contagious diseases, concealment by physi-

cian,799.
Evading quarantine, guards, etc., 795.
False swearing in relation to, 315.
Going ashore from vessel without permission,

791.
Landing goods from vessel without permission,

792.
Leaving quarantine station, 793.
Officer, etc., disobeying law, 794.
Proclamation of violation of, 798.
Regulations, violation of, 796.

Violations of by conductor or person in
charge of train or steamboat, 797.

Sanitary code provisions relating to, 801.
Vessel landing from infected port, 789.
Vessel passing station without permission,

790.

QUESTIO'NS FOR JURY

See, also, this title in inde:c to Code Crimina't
Procedure.

Conspiracy, p. 928, note.
Desecration of graves, p. 259, note.
Embezzlement, p. 900, note.
False entries in books of account, p. 560.

note.
Fraudulent disposition of mortgaged proper

ty, p. 920, note.
.

Intent in forgery, p. 509, note.
Materiality of statements'Tn perjury, p. 157,.

note.
Pandering, p. 255, note.
Passing forged instrument, p. 513, note.
Robbery, 'po 825, note.
Sale of intoxicating liquors in local option

districts, pp. 301, 315, notes.
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QUESTIONS FOR JURY (Cont'd) RAILROADS (Cont'd)

108�

Sodomy, p. 257, note.

Theft, p. 848, note.
Conversion by bailee, p. 872, note.

QUO WARRANTO

Trusts, monopolies and conspiracies in re

straint of trade, 1458, 1462.

RAFFLES
See Gaming; Lotteries.
Establishing, 535.
Indictment, p. 270, note.
Sale of tickets for, 535.

RAILROAD CARS

See Railroads.

RAILROAD COMMISSION
Anti Pass Law, 1532-1539.
Bills of lading, 1540-1550.
Freight and passenger depots, compelling com

pliance with law relating to, 1521b, i521c.
General powers and duties, 1522m.
Inspection of books and papers of railroads,

1514, 1514a.
Nepotism, 381-387.
Questions to be answered by railroads, 1515,

1515a.
Road beds and tracks, compelling maintenance

of, 1522g, 1522h.
Sidings, etc., compelling main tenance • of,

1522j.
Switch tracks and facilities, prescribing

rates for use of, 1522a-1522f.
Union passenger depots, compelling compli

ance with law relating to, 1522.

RAILROADS

Air-brakes, 1560a-1560c -.

Animals, receipt of for shipment without in
spection, 1413.

Report of animals killed, 1531g, 1531h.
Baggage, injuring, etc., 1238.
Bells, failure to ring, 1524.
Bills of lading, authority of agents to be post-

ed, 1544.
Contents, 1541.
Duplication, 1548.
Forgery of name of agent, etc., 1547.
Forms, etc., 1543.
Issue, 1540.

Failure or refusal, 1545.
Fraudulent, 1546.
Fraudulently procuring, 1550.
Unauthorized, 1546.
Wrongful, 15443.

.

Order bills of lading, defined, 1542.
Issue in duplicate prohibited, 1542.

Straight bills of lading defined, 1542.
Transfer of bill unlawfully issued, 1549.·

Blanks and questions to be answered to rail
road commission, 1515, 1515a.

Bonds, false statement to secure. registration,
1521.

Books and papers, inspection by railroad com-:

mission, 1514, 1514a.
Bulletins, train bulletins at stations, 1531d.
Cars and coaches, burglary of, 1322.

Burglary of, actual breaking in daytime,
1323.

Attempts, p. 818, note.
Evidence, p. 818, note.

1 PEN.CODE TEx.-69

Indictment, p. 818, note.
Instructions, p. 819, note.
Other offense committed, 1324.
Rules applicable, 1325.
Theft by servant, 13�6.

Cleaning, 801.
Cuspidors for, 801.
Disinfection, 801.
Expectorating on floors, 801.
Firing gun or pistol at, 1239.
Injuring, 1259.
Lavatories, expectorating in, 801.
Separate for white and negro passengers,.

compartment defined, 1523.
Conductors, duty of as to, 1523.
Duty to provide, 1523.
Exceptions, 1523.
Failure to provide, punishment, 1523�
Fines, payment into school fund, 1523.
Negligence defined, 1523.
Posting of law relating to, 1523.
Riding in coach not for one's race,

punishment, 1523.
Ventilation and heating, 801.
Water coolers, 801.

Condactors, qualifiea tions, 1557-1560.
Oontagious diseases barred from, 801.
Depots, duty to 'provide, 1521b.

Failure to provide, 1521c.
Names, 1567-1569.
Power of railroad commission, 1521c.
Union passenger depots, 1522.

Discrimination, 15220.
Charge to grand jury, 1520.
Evidence, 1519.
Exceptions, 1518.
Punishment, 1517.
Unjust discrimination defined, 1511.
Witnesses, immunity, 1519.

Drawbacks, 1517-1520, 15220.
Drinking liquor on passenger tr'ains.. 205.
Engineers, qualifications, 1556, 1558-1560.
Engines, injuring, 1259.
False billing, 1516.
False classification, 1516.
False weights, 1516.
Franks, 1532-1539.
Free passes, etc., 1532-1539.

Prohibition against, 1532.
Discrimination by any means or de

vices, 1535.
Exceptions, 1533.
Officers, etc., violating law relating to,

1538.
Public health exhibits, 1533a.
Punishment, 1532.
Report of names of persons using,

1536.
Using by persons other than those en

titled, 1537.
Using, etc., unlawfully, 1534.
Witnesses, immunity, 1539.

Freight depots; duty to provide, 1521b.
Failure to provide, 1521c.
Power of railroad commission, 1521c.

Highway crossings, obstruction, 1531e, 1531£.
Hours of labor, limitation of, 1551, 1552.

Punishment, 1553.
Officer, receiver, etc., 1554.

Telegraph or telephone operators, 1555.
Names of stations or depots, 1567-1569.
Obstruction of highway crossings, 1531e,

1531£.
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RAILROADS (Cont'd)

Officers, false statement to secure registration
of bonds, 1521.

Oysters, unlawful shipment, 903.
Passenger depots, 1522.

Duty to provide, 1521b.'
Failure to provide, 1521c.
Power of railroad commission, 1521c.

Passes, 1532-1539.
Property, powers of railroad commission over,

1522m.
Rates, charging greater than prescribed by

railroad commission, 1522n.
Discrimination, 1517, 1518, 15220.

Charge to grand jury, 1520.
Evidence, 1519.
Witnesses, immunity, 1519.

False classification, etc., 1516.

Rebates, 1517-1520, 15220.
Repairs, etc., within state, 1561-1564.
Roadbed, maintenance, 1522g, 1522h.
Section foreman, report of animals killed,

153lg, 1531h.
Shipment of intoxicating liquors into local op-

tion districts, 600, 606a-606q.
'

Shops, repairing etc., in state, 1561-1564.
Sidings, building, 1522j, 1522k.

Special rates, 1517-1520.
,

Discrimination, 15220.
Squirrels, shipping, 876a.
Stations, names, 1567-1569.

Train bulletins at, 1531d.
Stones, throwing at cars, 1239.
Ticket agents, certificate of authority, 1525,

1526.
Tickets, redemption of unused, demand for,

1528.
'edemption of unused, duty, 1527.

Printing of law on tickets, 1530.
Refusal, 1529.

Track facilities, 1522a-1522f.
Tracks, derailing devices, 15B1b, 1531c.

Main tenance, 1522g, 1522h.
Obstruction, 1229.

Evidence, p. 750, note.
Indictment, p. 750, note.

Instructions, p. 750, note.
Spur tracks, building, 1522j, 1522k.
Switch tracks, construction, 1522a.

Discrimination, prevention by railroad
commission, 1522e.

Punishment, 1522f.
Failure to construct, 1522b.
Rates, discrimination, 1522c.

Fixing, 1522c.
.

Railroad commission to prescribe,
1522d.

Regulation by railroad commission,
1522d.

Traffic, sufficient motive power, 1565, 1566.
Train dispatcher, duties, 1531a.
Trains, bulletins at stations, 1531d:

Running, 1522i.
Preventing, 1257, 1258.

Unlawful boarding, 1531.
Indictment, p. 983, note.

Transportation of dead bodies, 801.
Union depots, 1522.
Union passenger depots, 1522.
Unlawful consolidation, 646.

Charge to grand jury, 649.
Officers, etc., not liable, when, 647.
Punishment, 647.

RAILROADS (Cont'd)
Railroad corporation, defined, 648.
Venue, 649.

Violations of laws relating to, general punish
ment, 1521a.

Whistles, failure to sound, 1524.
Wild animals or birds, transportation out of

state, 890, 891.

RAKING

Oysters, 904.

RANGE

Driving cattle from, 1386-1388.
As theft, 1356-1358.

RAPE

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Accomplices, who are, p. 48, note.

Age of defendan t, 1068.
Age of female, instructions, p. 631, note.
Assault with intent, 1029.

Evidence, pp. 605-607, notes.
Indictment, pp. 604, 605, 610, notes.
Ingredients of offense, 1032.
Instructions, pp. 608, 609, notes.

Attempts, conviction, 1070.
Evidence, p, 632, note.

Indictment, p. 632, note.

Instructions, p. 632, note.
Conspiracy to commit, 1433-1441.
Defendant, age of, 1068.
Defined, 1063.
Evidence, pp. 624-628, notes.
Force, defined, 1064.

Evidence, p. 629, note.
Instructions, p. 629, note.

Fraud, defined, 1066.
Instructions, p. 630, note.

Indictment, pp. 621, 622, notes.

Instructions, p. 628, note.
Justifiable homicide in preventing, 1105.
Penetration, 1067.

Evidence, p. 631, note.
Instructions, p. 631, note.

Punishment, 1069.
Instructions, p. 631, note.

Threats, evidence, p. 630, note.
Instructions, p. 630, note.

'

Sufficient, 1065.
Verdict, p. 629, note.
Woman may be guilty of, p. 43, note.

RATES

Railroads, 1522n, 15220.
Discrimination, 1517-1520.

READING ROOMS

Detaining books, etc., 'from, 867e.

REBATES
Fees by officers, penalty, 113.
Fire insurance companies, 662.
Railroads, discrimination, 1517-1520, 15220.
School text books, 1513b.
To state purchasing agent, 120.

RECEIPTS

See Taxes.

Unauthorized issue for occupation taxes, 127.
Warehouse receipts, 969-977e.
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RECEIVING STOLEN GOODS RELIGIOUS ASSEMBLIES
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Accomplices, who are, pp. 48, 51, notes.

Bringing into state, 1431, 1432.
Evidence, p. 874, note.

Indictment, p. 874, note.

Instructions, pp. 875, 876, notes.
Punishment, 1349.
Recognizance, p. 876, note.

RECLAMATION PROJEC'TS

Assault and battery in preservation of order
in, 1014.

Degree of force permissible, 1015.
Sales of intoxicating liquors at, 630.

RELIGIOUS OPINION
Offenses against exercise of, classification, 58.

Disturbance of religious worship, 296-298.
Sunday laws, 299-303.

Destroying or defacing corner, line, mark, etc., RELIGIOUS WORSHIP
1254a.

Destroying or injuring, 1254.

RECOGNIZANCES

See, also, this title in imde» to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Bribery, p. 101, note.
Receiving stolen property, p. �70, note.

RECORD BOOKS

Theft of, 1346.

RECORDERS

Disturbance of, evidence, p. 139, note.
Indictment and information, p. 138,
Instructions, p. 140, note.
Offender bound over, 297.
Punishment, 296.
Second offense, punishment, 208.

note.

REMOVALS FROM OFFICE

Purchase of property sold for taxes, 143.

REPAIR SHOPS

Railroads, 1561-1564.

See, also, this title in inde» to Oode Oriminal REPEALS

Procedure. Effect, 16.

Failure to give information to of violations REPETITION
of gaming laws, 584.

Failure to prosecute violations of gaming
laws, 583.

RECORDS

Board of dental examiners, 764.
Cattle purchased or slaughtered, 1367, 1309.
Forgery, 947.
Ginners, 986, 987.
Mutilation, etc., 943.
Uttering forged instruments, 949.

REDEMPTION
Unused railroad tickets, 1527-1530.

REFEREES

Accepting bribes, 180, 181.
Bribery, 179, 181.
Unlawful assemblies to prevent sitting of,443.

REGENTS

Educational or eleemosynary institutions, un

authorized contracts by, 119a, 119b.

REGISTRATION
See Elections.
Names of owners of automobiles or motor ve

hicles, 814.
Railroad bonds, 1521.

RELATIONSHIP

Defined, 22.
Marriage within prohibited degrees of. 486-

489.
Persons related as accessories to offenses, 87.

RELEASES

Counterfeiting, 947.
Forgery, 947.
Uttering forged instruments, 949.

RELIGION
Offenses against religious opinion, classifica

tion of, 58.

Offenses, 1618-1621.

REPORTS

See, also, this title in inde(D to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Animals killed by railroads, 1531g, 1531h.
Animals suffering from charbon or anthrax,

805b.
Births and deaths, 758, 801.
Building and loan associations, false or failure

to make, 693m.
Collection of moneys by officers, 395-397.
Con tagious diseases, 801.
Counterfeiting, 947.
County finances, approval, 1584a.

Failure to make, 1580.
County treasurer, failure to make, 403.
Defects in laws, 7, 8.
Fees by officers, failure to make, 113.
Forgery, 947.
Franchise taxes, failure to make, 148.
Jury service by justices of the peace, 398.
Licenses for cold storage for keeping of liq-

uors, 153.
Licenses for sale of nonintoxicating malt liq

uors as beverage, 159.
Licenses for soliciting orders in local option

districts, 153.
Occupation taxes, failure to make, 147.

False returns, lA7.
Sheriff to adjutant general, failure to make,

433.
State revenue agent, false, 1490.
Storekeepers and accountants of educational

and eleemosynary institu tions, 121.
Tax assessors, failure to make, 400.
Uttering forged instruments, 949.

REPUTATION

See, also, this title in inde» to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Offenses against, blacklisting, 1190-1199.
Classification, 58.
False accusation and threats of prosecu

tion, 1186-1189.
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.REPUTATION (Cont'd)

Libel, 1151-1179.
Sending anonymous letters, 1182-1184.
Slander, 1180, 1181.

RESCUE

Breaking into jail to effect, 331, 337.
Capital cases, negligently permitting, 323.

Willfully permitting, 320.
Felonies, negligently permitting, 324.

Willfully permitting, 321.
Misdemeanors, negligently permitting, 325.

Willfully permitting, 322.
Unlawful assemblies to perpetrate, 438-442.

RESERVOIRS

Poisoning, 1077-1079.

RESIDENCE

Herding stock within half mile of, 1250, 1251.
Riots to prevent disturbance of, 461.

.RESISTING OFFICERS

Drainage districts, 342d.
Execution of arrest, 339, 340.
Improvement districts, 342.
Irrrgation -districts, 343a.
Navigation and canal commissioners and en

gineers, 343.

RESISTING PROCESS

Punishment, 344.

RESTAURANTS

RIOTS

See Affrays�· Disturbance of the Peace.

See, also, this title in index to Code Criminlll
Procedure.

Assembly first lawful, 465.
Commission of .illegal acts, 462.

Evidence, p. 202, note.

Indictment, p. 202, note,
Compound offense, p. 200, note.
Defined, 451.
Bllections, 265.

Carrying arms, 269.
Indictment, p. 124, note.
Intimidation of electors, 268.

Execution of law, preventing, 453.
Half penalty, when, 463.
Indictment, 467, p. 201, note.
Justifiable homicide in suppression of, 1101.
Obstruction or prevention of collection of tax·

es, 129, 452.
Indictment, p. 201, note.

Occupation, etc., held to prevent pursuit of .

460.
Officer's duty in case of, 468.
Persons guilty, 404.
Prosecution of one before arrest of others,

466.
Rescue, capital felons, 454.

Other felons, 455.
Persons accused of capita] felonies, 457.
Persons accused of misdemeanor, 459.
Persons accused of other felonies, 453.
Persons convicted of misdemeanor, 456.

Residence, disturbance of, 461.
Female employes, hours of labor, 1451h, 1451l, ROAD BEDS1451m.

Seats for, 1451k-1451m. Railroads, maintenance, 1522g-1522h.
Napkins, use of twice before washing, 697a,

697b. ROADS

Sterilizing dishes, etc., 697a, 697b. See Public Roads.

RESTRAINT OF TRADE

Conspiracies in, 1454-1479.

RETAIL MERCANTILE ESTABLISH
MENTS

Fire escapes, 867a-867d.

RETREAT

Homicide, 1108.

RETURNS

See Elections.

Uttering forged instruments, 949

REVENUE
See Taxes.
Offenses against, classification of, 53.

REVENUE AGENT

State, 1488-1490.
REWARDS

See, also, this title in index to Code CriminaZ
Procedure.

Tax officer assuming for, 125.

RICE

Warehouses and receipts, 969-977e.

RIO GRANDE RIVER
Clandestine driving of cattle across, 1403.

ROBBERY

See, also, this title i1� inde:D to Code Oriminal
Procedure.

Assault with intent, 1030.
Evidence, p. 610, note,

Indictment, p. 610, nQte.
Ingredients of offense, 1032.
Instructions, p. 610, note.

Bringing property into state, 1431, 1432.
Conspiracy to commit, 1433-1441.
Definition of, 1327.
Evidence, pp. 823-825, notes.
Indictment, pp. 821-823, notes.
Instructions, pp. 825-827, notes.
Justifiable homicide in preventing, 1105.
Orchards, etc., 1234.
Punishment, 1327.
Questions for jury, p. 825, note.
Threats, 1328.
Verdict, p. 827, note.

ROCK
Removal from premises of another, 1248.

Evidence, p. 763, note.

RONDO

Betting at, 557.
Keeping or exhibiting, 551-556-

ROOMING HOUSES
Female employes, hours of labor, 1451h,'14Gll,

1451m.
.

SeatsfQr, 1451k-1451�
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::ROPING CONTEST'S SALOONS
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Punishment, 1511.

. :ROUGE ET NOIR

Betting at, 557.
Keeping or exhibiting, 551-556.

:ROULETTE'

Betting at, 557.
Keeping or exhibiting, 551-556.

:RULES

Mines, 1602.

:RULE'S OF CONSTRUOTION
Common law as, 4
General rules, 9.
Special provisions to control general, 5.
Words specially defined, 10.

::RUNNING AT LARGE
Animals infected with contagious or infectious

diseases, 1283.
Sheep with scab, 1265.

RURAL CREDIT UNIONS
Embezzlement of funds of, 532a.

Institution of prosecution, 532b.

:RUSSIAN THISTLE

Indictment, 1237.
Introducing, 1236.
Irrigation works, 837j, 837jj.

:RYE

Warehouses and receipts, 969-977e.

:SABBATH
See Sunday.

�SAFETY DEVICES

Railroads, 1560a-1560c.

. SAFETY LAMPS
. Mines, 1600, 1601.

; SAILORS

Employment, 1452.

;SALES
Adulterated .and misbranded food and drugs,

009-711.
Animals, by agent without power of attorney,

1409.
By auctioneer, 1373, 1374.
False pedigree and certificate, 1389.
F'or market, regulation, 1364-1372.

Cigarettes or tobacco to minors, 1049.
Cocaine and morphine, 747-749.
Commercial fertilizers, 999a-999fff.
Concentrated feeding stuffs, 730-740.

. Corporate stock, 999vvv-999z.
Fraudulent certificates, 161.

·Goods bearing imprint of state flag, 173d.
. Hides of animals, without inspection, 1406.
Intoxicating liquors, 589-610.
Lotteries, tickets, 534.

. Nonintoxicating malt liquors as beverage,
157-160.

"Patent rights, 999zz-999zzzz.
Raffle tickets, 535.

. Sunday, 30'2.
Exceptions, 303.

Weapons to minors; 1048.
'Wild game, 882�

See Intoxiaating Liquors.
Keeping open On election days, 220, 245 .

Primary election days, 295.

SAND

Removal from premises of another, 1248.
Evidence, p. 763, note.

Taking of, permi t, 923n.

SANITARY CODE
Burial permits, 801 (37).
Cleaning, depots, 801 (55, 56).

Dining cars, 801 (57).
Interurban cars, 801 (58).
Parlor cars, 801 (57).
Railroad cars, 801 (55).
Sleeping cars, 801 (59).
Street cars, 801 (58).

Contagious diseases, bodies of persons dying
of, disinterred bodies, 801 (77).

Bodies of persons dying of, transporta
tion, 801 (71, 72).

Transportation, persons accompany
ing, 801 (74).

Deaths from, reports of, 801 (1).
Disinfection, complete disinfection, 801

(5,13).
Failure, placarding, 801 (21).
How done, 801 (6).
Local authorities to superintend, 801

(19).
Partial disinfection, 801 (5, 14).
Premises prior to reoccupation, 801

(20).
Regulations, 801 (5).
Schools, 801 (27).

Enumeration of, 801 (3).
Interurban cars, persons affected with

barred from, 801 (51).
Investigation of reported cases, 801 (18) .

Isolation, absolute isolation, 801 (5).
Modified isolation, 801 (5, 13) •

Special isolation, 801 (5,14).
Persons affected with, not allowed on pub

lic vehicles, 801 (51).
Not allowed on thoroughfares, etc.,

801 (10).
To obey health authorities, 801 (9, 26).

Placarding houses, 801 (7).
Printed matter relating to sent to phy

sicians, 801 (25).
.

Quarantine, absolute quarantine, 801(5).
Control of by health authorities, 801

(31) .

Going into or leaving premises, 801(8).
Healtu officers passing through lines,

801(33).
Local health authorities to superin-

tend, 801(19) .

Local regulations, 801 (5, 32).
Modified quarantine, 801(5, 13).
Placards, 801(7) .

Destruction or removal, 801(11).
Regulations, 801(5).
School purposes, 801(15, 16) .

Railroad cars, persons affected with bar
red from, 801(51).

Record of, 801(4).
Reports of, 801(1, 3, 4) .

Heads of families, etc., 801(23).
Rules: not exclusive of local rules, 801

(17, 32).
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SANITARY CODE (Cont'd) SANITARY CODE (Cont'd)
Schools, children with not to attend, 801 Heating and ventilation, 801(52).

(30). Lavatory basins, spitting in, 801(63).
Closing and disinfecting, 801 (27). Persons with contagious diseases barred
Denial of admission to of persons liv- from, 801(51).

ing in houses' where quarantinable Spitting on floors, 801(62).
diseases are, 801(29). Water coolers, 801(60).

Reopening after disinfection and vac- Repeal, 801.
cination, 801(28). Sleeping cars, cleaning, 801(59).

Sleeping cars, persons affected with bar- Cuspidors, 801(53).
red from,' 801(51). Disinfecting, 801(59).

Street· cars, persons affected with barred Drycleaning, 801 (54).
from, 801(51). Heating and ventilation, 801(52).

Vaccination, 801(28). Persons with contagious diseases barred
Working by persons affected with where from, 801(51).

food products are produced, 801(24). Separate compartments for negro porters,
Cuspidors, depots, etc., 801(53). 801 (64).
Dead bodies, transportation, 801(70-79). Sleeping in berths by negro porters, 80�
Depots, cisterns, etc., screening, 801(69). (65).

Cleaning, 801 (55, 56). Spitting on floors, 801(62).
Cuspidors, 801(53). Water coolers, 801(61).
Draining premises, 801 (68). Spitting, floors of depots, 801(62).
Dry cleaning, 801(54). Lavatory basins, 801(63).
Floor covering, 801(66). Street cars, cleaning, 801(58).
Heating and ventilation, 801(52). Disinfecting, 801(58).
Spitting on floors, 801(62). Dryc1eaning, 801(54).
'Vater closets, 801(67). Heating and ventilation, 801(52).
Water coolers, 801(61). Persons with contagious diseases barred

Dining cars, cleaning, 801(57). from, 801(51).
Disinfection, bodies of persons dying of cer- Spitting on floors, 801(62).

tain diseases, 801(70-73). Transportation, dead bodies, 801(70-79).
Cuspidors in depots, etc., 801 (53). Undertakers, dead bodies, preparation for
Interurban cars, 801(58). transportation, 801(7()'-79).
Railroad cars, record of, 801(00). Ventilation, depots, etc., 801(52).
Sleeping cars, 801(59). Violations of provisions, punishment, 801.
Street cars, 801(58). Vital statistics, accoucheurs, reports of births

Drainage, depot premises, 801(68). to city or county registrars, 801(34, 36.
Drycleaning, depots, etc., 801(54). 37).
Expectoration, floors of depots, etc., 801 (62). Births, blanks, etc., for reports and rec-

Lavatory basins, 801(63). ords, 801(48, 49).
Eye diseases, new born infants, report of, 801 Certificates of, examination, 801(50).

(22). Form, 801(38).
F'loor covering, depots, 801(66). Record of kept by county clerk, 801
Heating, depots, etc., 801 (52). (46).
Interurban cars, cleaning, 801(58). Reports of to city or county registrars,

Disinfecting, 801(58). 801(34, 36, 37).
Drycleaning, 801(54). Still-born children, 801(45).
Heating and ventilation, 801(52). Blanks, etc., for reports and records of
Persons with contagious diseases barred births and deaths, 801(48, 49).

from, 801(51). City registrars, 801(36, 37).
Spitting on floors, 801(62). Blanks, etc., for birth and death reo

Water coolers, 801(61). ports, etc., 801(49).
Local health authority defined, 801(2). Examination of birth and death cer-

Midwives, reports of disease of eyes in new tificates, 801(50).
born infants, 801(22). Clerks of county courts, record of births.

New born infants, eye diseases, report of, 801 and deaths, 801(46).
(22). Coroners, information as to deaths, 801

Nurses, report of disease of eyes in new born (42).
.

infants, .801(22). Information as to deaths, report of for'
Parlor cars, cleaning, 801 (57). failure to give, 801 (44).
Pestilential diseases, absolute isolation, 801 County registrars, 801(36, 37).

(12). Blanks, etc., for birth and death re-

Absolute quarantine, 801(12). ports, etc., 801(49).
Bodies of persons dying of, transporta- Examination of birth and death cer-

tion, 801(70). tificates, 801(50).
Complete disinfection, 801(12). Deaths, blanks, etc., for reports and rec-

Deaths from, reports of, 801(1). ords, 801(48, 49).
Reports of, 801(1). Certificates of, examination, 801(50).

Physicians, reports. of contagious, etc., dis- Form, 801(38).
eases, 801(1). Undertakers to fill out, 801(39).

Railroad cars, cleaning, 801(55). Coroner to' give information of. 801
Cuspidors, 801(53). (42).
Disinfecting, record of, 801(60). Heads of house to give information of,..
Drycleaning, 801(54). 801 (42).·

.
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SANITARY CODE (Cont'd) SCHOOL CHILDREN

Physicians to give information as to,
801 (40).

Record of by county clerks, 801(46).
Record of interments, 801(47).
Report of physician, etc., for failure to

give information as to, 801(44).
Reports of rural deaths by attending

physician, 801(41).
Reports of to city or county registrars,

801(35, 36, 37).
Still-born children, 801(45).
Superintendents of hospitals to give

information, 801(43).
Undertakers, report of physician, etc.,

for failure to give information as to,
801 (44).

"Midwives, reports of births to city or

county registrars, 801(34, 36, 37).
Parents, reports of births to city or county

registrars, 801 (34, 36, 37).
Physicians, information as to deaths, re

port of for failure to give, 801(44).
Reports of births to city or county

registrars, 801 (34, 36, 37).
Reports of rural deaths, 801(41).

Sextons, record of interments, 801(47).
State registrar, blanks, etc., for birth and

death reports, etc., 801(48).
Still-born children, births and deaths, 801

(45).
Superintendents of cemeteries, record of

interments, 801 (47).
Superintendents of hospitals, information

as to deaths, 801(43).
Information as to deaths, report of

for failure to give, 801(44).
Undertakers, death certificates, informa

tion for furnished to by physicians,
801(40).

Reports of death to city or county
registrars, 801 (35, 36, 37).

Water closets, depots, 801(67).
Water coolers, depots, etc., 801(61).

SAVINGS BANKS

Illegal use of funds of, 519, 520.
Misappropriation of funds of, 519, 520.

"SCAB
See Sheep.

SCABIES

Absence from school during, 801.

SCARLET FEVER

Quarantine, sanitary code .provisions, 801.

SCHOOL BOARDS

Nepotism, 381-387.
Report of finances, 1580.

SCHOOL BOOKS

Commission or rebate on, 1513b.
Influencing or attempting to influence adop

tion, 151&.
Preventing use of books adopted, 1513a.
Receiving greater price for, 1513d.

SCHOOL OENSUS
False swearing by trustees, 317b.
Refusal of parents, etc., to answer questions,

418.

Employment of children of school age, 1513f.

SCHOOL GROUNDS

Loitering on, 1513e.

SCHOOL HOUSES
Fire escapes, 867a-867d.
Throwing stone or firing gun or pistol at,

1239.

SCHOOL LANDS

Settlers, protection, 1453.
Survey of mineral lands, 1437.

SCHOOLS

Closing during certain epidemic diseases, 801.
Compulsory attendance, 1513ff, 1513fff, 1513g.
Contagious diseases barred from, 801.

SCHOOL TEACHERS

Assault by on pupil, 1014.
Degree of force permissible, 1015.

Certificates, alteration as forgery, 935.
Exhibition on making contracts, 1512.
Selling or giving away examination ques

tions, 1513.
Preventing use of adopted text books, 1513a.
Receiving commission or rebate on text books,

1513b.

SCHOOL TRUS,TEES

Accepting bribes, 175, 176.
Nepotism, 381-387.
Preventing use of text books adopted, 1513a.
Receiving commission or rebate on text books,

1513b.

SEAMEN

Deserting, harboring, 968.

SEARCHES AND SEIZURES

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Gaming tables, etc., 565, 568-570.
Unlawful fishing devices, 923c.
Wild game and birds, 896.

SEATS

Female employes, 1451k-1451m.

SEA-WALLS

Misapplication of moneys received for pun
ishment, l04a.

SECRETARY OF STATE

See, also, this title in. index to Code Oriminal
Procedure.

Accepting bribes, 176.

SEDUCTION

See, also, this title in indea: to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Promise of .marriage, accomplices, who are, p.
48, note.

Evidence, pp. 903-936, notes.

Indictment, p. 933, note.

Instructions, pp. 936, 937, notes.

Marriage, abandonment after, 1450.
Abandonment after, evidence, p. 940,

note.
Indictment, p. 940, note.

Instructions, p. 940, note.
JDffect, 1449.
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SEDUCTION (Cont'd) SHERIFFS

Married man, knowledge that offender is, See, also, this title in inde» to Oode Oriminal
1451. Procedure.

Punishment, 1447. Acceptance of bribe by, 190.
Seduction defined, 1448. Arrests, failure or refusal to make, 326, 327,

389.SEED OYSTERS

Gathering without license, 922.

SEINES
See Fish.

SELF-DEFENSE
See Aseault and Battery; Homicide; Man

slaughter�' Murder.

SELLING INTOXICATING LIQUORS
See Intoxioating Liquors.

SEMINARIES
Fire escapes, 867a-867d.

SETT WITH DOMINOES

Betting at, 557.

SEVERANCE

See, also, this title in inde» to Code Oriminal
Procedure.

Trials of principals, accomplices, or acces

sories, 91.

SEWERS
Destruction or injury of, 821.

SEXUAL INTERCOURSE
See Eornication ; Incest; Prostitution ; Se

duction.

SHAFTS

Mines, 1593, 1594, 1601.

SHEEP

Herding within half mile of, residence! 1250,
1251.

Killing, etc., to injure owner, 1230.
Marks and brands, altering or defacing, 1377.

Illegal, 1376.
Scab, certificate as to condition of, 12436.

Oonstable, etc., compensation, 1265e.
Oost, 1265d.
Defenses, 1265d.
Dipping, 1284a, 1284c, 1284g.

Failure, 1265a.
Arrest, 1265b.

Dismissal of cause or trial of complaint,
1265d.

Driving, 1262.
Across land of another; 1267f, 1267h.
Over public road, 1267g, 1267h.

Importation into state, 1267c, 1�7h,
1280.

Inspection, penalties, 1275-1278.
Moving from one county to another,

1267d, ,1267h.
Moving within county, 1267e, 1267h.
Refusing examination of, 1265c, 1268.
Running at large, 1265.
Scab defined, 1267b, 1267i.
Selling or buying, 1267a, 1267h.
Witnesses, compensation, 1265e.

Theft of, 1355.

SHELLS

Taking of, permit. 9230.

Refusal to receive persons arrested, 3243�,

327.
Bribery of, 187�189.

Evidence, p. 104, note.
Examining trial, p. 105, note.
Indictment, p. 105, note.

Instructions, p. 105, note.

Oollections, failure to report, 395, 396.
Conversion by, 366.
Deputies, appointment, 110g.

Compensation, 110g.
"Unauthorized appointment, 434.

Disorderly and bawdy houses, duties as to.
506.

Failure to report to adjutant general, 433.
Failure to turn over records to new counties,

393.
False personation of, 424.
Fees, 110.

Accounts of, 113b.
Amounts retained, 115, 118.
County or state not liable for deficiency,

115, 118.
Disposition of, 115a.
Failure to charge up, 113.
Receiving rebate of, 113.
Reports and statements of, 11Of, 113c�

115, 115c, 118.
Exceptions, 115b.
Failure, 113.
Quarterly statements, 116, 118.

Retaining out of delinquent fees; 110d�
110e.

Juries, selection, failure or refusal, 427.
Militia, neglect of duty relating to, 390.
Purchase of property sold for taxes, penalty�

M�
.'

Removal from office, 143.
Purchase of witness fees, 380.
Sanitary code, duties in relation to, �07.
Vagrancy, duties as to, 637, 640.

SHIPPING

Contracting stevedores, 999pp, 9991'.
Master of vessels, false declarations by, l003�

SHIPS
See Vessets.

SHOOTING

Public places, 473.

SHRIMP

Sales without license, 923.
Taking without license, 908.
Unlawful methods of taking, 906, 907.

SIDINGS

Railroads, building, etc., 1522j-1522k.

SIGNATURE

Defined, 31.
Filling up over, 933.

SIGNBOARDS

Destruction or injury of, 821.
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SODOMY (Cont'd)
Evidence, p. 257, note.
Indictment, p. 257, note.
Punishment, 50'7.
Questions for jury, p. 257, note.

1181.
pp. 730, 731, SPRINGS

Poisoning, 10'77-1079.

Counterfeiting, 954.
Altering as, 955.
Dies, making or having in possession, 959.
Gold and silver coin defined, 961. '

Passing counterfeit coin, 958.
Passing of diminished value, 960.
Passing, what constitutes, 962.
Punishment, 957.
Resemblance, 956.

SIMPLE ASSAULT

Degrees of assault, 1018.
Punishment, 1019.

SINGULAR WORDS
Inclusive of plural, 23.

SLANDER
Defined and punished, 1180'.
Evidence, pp. 732, 733, notes.
General reputation of female,
Indictment or information,

notes.

Instructions, p. 733, note.
Justification, 1181.
Procedure, 1181.
Truth, 1181.
Verdict, p. 734, -note,

SLATE
Removal from psemises of another, 1248.

Evidence, p. 763, note.

SLAUGHTERING

Animals, regulation of business of, 1364-1372,
1375.

SLEEPING CAR COMPANIES

Free passes, etc., 1532-1539.

SLEEPING CARS

meaning, 801.
Contagious diseases barred from, 80'1.
Cuspidors for, 801.
Expectorating on floors, 801.
Lavatories, expectorating' in, 801.
Negro porters, separate compartments for,

801.
Sleeping in berths in cars by prohibited,

801.
Ventilation and heating, 801.
Water coolers, 801.

SLOT MACHINES

Keeping or exhibiting, 551-556.

SLUNG SHOT
Assault with, 1024a, 1024b.
Carrying in church or assembly, 477, 478.
Sale, etc., to minors, 1048.
Unlawfully carrying, 475, 476.

SMALL POX

Quarantine, sanitary code provisions, 801.

SOCIAL CLUBS
License taxes, p. 80', note.

SODA WATER'
Trade-marks or labels, 1392-1394-

SODOMY

Accomplices, p. 257, note.
Defined, 507.

SPEARS
Assault with, lO'24a, 1024b.
Carrying in church or assembly, 477, 478.
Sale, etc., to minors, 1048.
Unlawfully carrying, 475, 476.

SPECIAL COACHES
White and negro passengers, 1523.

SPECIAL RATES

Railroads, discrimination, 1517-1520, 15220.

SPEED

Automobiles, 815.

SQUIRRELS
Limitation of number taken and sold, 874,

875.
Sale in Montgomery County, 876.
Shipping, 876a.

STATE

See, also, thi8 title in indew to Oode OriminaZ
Procedure.

Bringing stolen property into, 1431, 1432.
Claims against, officer buying, 370'.
Clerks or employes, accepting bribes, 178.

Bribery of, 177.
Contracts with, interest in by officers, 120',

121.
Defined, 22.
Finances, refusal of information as to, 1578.
Illegal contracts affecting, 119<-122a.
Included in "person," 24.
Institutions, illegal contracts, 120-122a.
Liability for deficiency in fees of officers, 115,

118..

Money collected for, failure to report, 395.
Offenses against, classification, 58.

.

Collection of taxes, etc., 123-149a.
Dealing in fraudulent land certificates,

161-163.
Dealing in public land by officers, 164-

167.
Illegal contracts, 119-122a.
Misapplication of public money, 96-118.
Misprision of treason, 94, 95.
Occupation taxes, dealers in nonintoxicat

ing malt liquors, 157-160.
Soliciting orders in local option dis-

tricts, etc., 150-156.
Personal property, 168-173a.
State flag, 173b-173d.
Treason, 92, 93.

.

Officers, accepting bribes, 175, 176.
Bribery of, 177.
Refusal of information, 1578.

Personal property, failure to perform duties
relating to, penalty, 173.

Inventory, etc., 169-173.
Duty of predecessor in office to make,

172.
,- Duty. to make, 168, 170'.

B'ailure, penalty, 173.'
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STATE PURCHASING AGENTSTATE (Cont'd)

Sworn copies for secretary of state
and comptroller, 169.

Militia, sale, etc.. , of arms, etc., of, pun
ishment, 173a.

Responsibility of persons in charge of,
171.

Purchasing agent, interest in contracts with
state, 120.

Rebate or gift to, 120.

STATE BANKS

See Banks.

STATE B,OARD OF PHARMACY

Duties, etc., 771-781.

STATE BOARD OF PUBLIC ACC'OUNT.
ANCY

Creation, etc., 999rr-999vv.

STATE BOARD OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Arrests by, 806.
Creation of, 800.
Examination and inspection of buildings and

premises, 808.
False testimony before, 810.
Investigations, 809.

.

Members of as peace officers, 806.
Oaths, administration by, 809.
Reports to, animals with charbon or anthrax,

805b.
Sanitary code, 801.
Sheriffs, etc., duties, 807.

STATE BOARD OF VETERINARY
MEDICAL EXAMINERS

False certificates to veterinarians, 362a.

STATE BUILDINGS

Burning, 1211.

STATE CAPITOL
Pass keys, 848.

STATE CEMETERY

Driving in, 843.

STATE CHEMIST
Commercial fertilizers, 999a-999fff.

STATE COURTS

Judges, accepting bribes, 175, 176.

STATE ENTOMOLOGIST
Diseases of bees, 1288a-12880.

STATE FLAG
Sale of goods bearing imprint of, 173d.
Use for advertising purposes, 173b-173d.

STATE INSTITUTIONS
Female employes, hours of labor, 1451h,

1451l, 1451m.
Seats for, 1451k-1451m.

Property, responsibility for, 171.

STATE l\IINING INSPECTOR
Mines, operation, etc., 1592-1606l.

STATE OFFICERS
Buying claims against state, 370, 37L
Drunkenness, 200-203.

Interest in contracts with state, 120.

STATE RANGERS
Sanitary code, duties in relation to, 807.

STATE RECLAMATION ENGINEER

Resisting, 342.

STATE REVENUE AGENT

Appointment, 1488.
Books and records of officers submitted to,

1489.
Compensation, 1490.
Duties, 1488.
Report, false, 1490.

STATE TREASURER

Accepting bribes, 176.
Improperly receiving private funds, punish

ment, 103.
Payment of public moneys to, by officers,

108a.

STATE UNIVERSITY
Board of managers, nepotism, 381-387.
Board of regents, survey of mineral lands,.

167.
Hazing, 1038a-1038f.
Lands, survey of mineral lands, 167.
Officers, nepotism, 381-387.

STATIONS

Railroads, 1521b-1522.
Names, 1567-1569.
Train bulletins, 1531d.

STATISTICS

Labor, 'bureau of labor statistics, 158�1591.
Vital statistics, 801.

STATUTES

See, also, this title in indeaJ to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Amendment, p. 2, note.
Constitutionality, rules for determining, p. 4,

note.
Construction, pp. 4, 6-8, notes.
Cumulative penalties, 20.
Definitions, change of, 18.
Enactment, p. 2, note.

Emergency clause, p. 2, note.
Subject and titles, p. 2, note.

Ex post facto laws, p. 9, note.
General rules of construction, 9.
Ignorance of law no excuse, 14.
Mistake of law as excuse for crime, 46.
Modification by subsequent law, 15.
Offenses against law not in force at time of

commission, 12.
Previous offenses, effect of Code on, 19.
Repeal, effect of, 1�.

Implied repeal, p. 11, note.

Report of defects in, by attorney general, 8.
By district and county attorneys, 8.
By judges, 7.

Special provisions to control general, 5.
Statutory definitions, 21-31.
Substitution of new penalty, 17.
Time of taking effect, 13.
Unintelligible law not operative, 6.
Words specially defined, 10.
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STOLEN PROPERTY

1099

See Animal8; Oattle,
Bills of sale, purchase without taking, 1408.
Clandestine driving across Rio Grande, 1403.
Dogging when fence insufficient, 1246.

Insufficient fence defined, 1247.
Driving from range as theft, 1356-1358.
Driving out of county without owner's con-

sent, 1407. STORES

Estrays, taking up and using without com- Labor statistics, 1585-1591.
plying with law, 1391.

Unlawful disposition of, 1390.
Herding within half mile of residence, 1250,

125l.
Hides, counties not exempt, 1415, 1415a.

Failure to examine by inspector, 1�98.
Inspection, book and record of, failure to STREET CARS

keep, 1399.
Book and record of, failure to return

certified copies, etc., 1401.
Certificate of, omission from, 1400.
Counties exempt, 1414, 1414a, 1414b.
False certificate, 1397.
Sale without, 1405.

Purchase without bill of sale, 1408.
Shipping hides imported from Mexico

without inspection, 1404.
Inspection, counties exempt, 1414, 1414a,

1414b.
Counties not exempt, 1415, 1415a.
False certificate, 1397.

Marks or brands, altering or changing with
out recording, 1379.

Counterbranding without consent of own

er, 1402.
Driving out of county to market without

road brand, 1406.
Improper recording by clerk of county

court, 1412. 'ST'REETS AND ALLEYS
Outside of pen, 1411.
Using more than one, 1410.
Using unrecorded, 1378.

Sales; agent selling without power of attor
ney, 1409.

Turning loose in territory adopting stock law,
1241.

Burglary on, 1322.
Actual breaking in daytime, 1323.
Attempts, p. 818, note.
Evidence, p. 818,'note.

Indictment, p. 818, note.
Instructions, p. 819, note.
Other offense committed, 1324.
Rules applicable, 1325.
Theft by servant, 1326.

Quarantine regulations, violations of, 797.

STEAMSIDP COMPANIES

Bills of lading, 1540-1550.

STENOGRAPHERS

Appointment of relation as by district judge,
387.

STEVEDORES

Contracting stevedores, 999pp-999r.

STOCK

'STOLEN ANIMALS

Provisions relating to, 1359-1375.

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Bringing into state, 1431, 1432.
Accomplices, p. 47, note.

Evidence, p. 923, note.

Indictment, p. 922, note.
Instructions, p. 923, note.

Receiving, 1349.
Accomplices, infant, pp. 48, 51, notes.

STORAGE

Intoxicating liquors, in local option districts,
604,605.

STOREHOUSES

Throwing stone or firing .gun or pistol at,
1239.

STOREKEEPERS
Sea Accountants.
Educational and eleemosynary instltutlons,

appointment, etc., 121.
Bond, 121.
Excess of supplies, 121.
Interest in contract for supplies, 121.
Penalty for violation of articles relating

to, 121.
Provisions, clothing, etc., receiving by,

penalty, 122.
• Reports, 121.

STREAMS

See, also, this title in inde» to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Obstruction, 811.

Cleaning, 801.
Contagious diseases barred from, �Ol.
Cuspidors for, 801.
Expectorating on floors, 801.
Ventilation and, heating, 801.

STREET RAILROADS

Children, free transportation under five years,
1572, 1574.

Free transportation under five years, mis
representation as to age, 1575.

Half fare, 1570-1575.
Misrepresentation as to age, 1575.

,

Fares, 1570-1575.
Free passes, etc., 1532-1539.
Special coaches for white and negro passen

gers, 1523.
Tickets, sale in lots, 1571, 1574-
Transfers, 1573, 1574.

Automobiles, 814-820.
Control by commissioners courts, 825.
Glass, etc., depositing on, 826a.
Horse racing on, 474.
Obstruction, 812, 823.

Regulations by commissioners courts, 824.
Traction engines on, 822.

SUBORNATION
Perjury or false swearing, 318, 319.
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SURVEYORSSUBP<ENA

f

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Witnesses, unlawful issue, 114, 392a.

SUBSTITUTION
One instrument for another as forgery, 942.

SUDDEN PASSION

Corrected field notes, failure to return, 412.
Destroying or defacing corners or lines, 416.
Homestead surveys, refusal to make, 413, 414.
Locating unapproved headright land certifi-

cates, 162.
Mining claims, failure to survey, 417.
Willful alteration of lines, 415.

Indictment, p. 188, note.

Homicide in without use of deadly weapons,
1149. SURVEYS

Manslaughter, 1129. Counterfeiting, 947.
Forgery, 947.

SUFFRAGE Uttering forged instruments, 949.
See Elections.
Offenses against right of, bribery and undue SWINDLING

influence, 206-211. See, also this title in index to Oode OriminaZ
Classification, 58. Procedure.
Election of United States senators, 295a- Benefit to defendant, 1424.

295v. Board or lodging, obtaining by fraudulent rep-
Miscellaneous, 270-288. resentations, 1428, 1429.
Persons, judges, and other officers of elec- Definition, 1421, 1422.

tion, 212-264h. Elvidenee, p. 915, note.
Primary elections, 289-295. Exchange of property on false pretenses, evi-
Riots, unlawful assemblies, and violence, dence, p. 917, note.

265-269. Indictment, p. 917, note.

Executor, etc., converting estate, 1426.
Fraudulent disposition of mortgaged property.

1430.
Evidence, p. 921, note.
Indictment, p. 920, note.
Instructions, p. 921, note.
Questions for jury, p. 921, note.

Indictment and information, pp. 911-914.
notes.

Instructions, p. 916, note.
Money defined, 1423.
Other offense in perpetration of, 1425.
Punishment, 1427.

Gaming on, 301.
Horse racing on, 301.
Match shooting on, 301.
Nine or ten pin alleys, use of on, 301.
Public amusements on, p. 144, note.
Sales on, drugs, p. 144, note.

Evidence, p. 145, note.
Exceptions, 303.
Former jeopardy, p. 143, note.
Indictment and information, p. 144, note. SWINE

Instructions, p. 1443, note. Killing, etc., to injure owner, 1230.
Liquors, p. 144, note.
Punishment, 302.

Violations of laws, accomplices, p. 49, note.
Principals, who are, p. 42, note.

Working on, barbers, p. 144, note.

Exceptions, 300.
Farmers, p. 144, note.
Injunction, p. 146, note.
Liquor sales, p. 144, note.

Punishment, 299.

SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC IN- TAXES
STRUCTION Occupation taxes, see Licenses and License

Taxes.

See, also, this title in index to Code Oriminal
Procedure.

Assessment, failure or refusal of national bank
officers to furnish statement, punish
ment, 135, 136.

Failure or refusal to render lists, indict
ment, p. 83, note.

Punishment, 134.
Time for prosecution, p. 83, note.

Omitted property, failure to comply with
law relating to, 420f.

Pretended transfer or sale to avoid, 137-
139.

Refusal to swear to, punishment, 134.

SUICIDE

Principals, p. 44, note.

SUNDAY

SUNDAY SCHOOLS
Disturbance of, 296-298.

Accepting bribes, 175, 176.
Compensation of county judges as, 110c.
Examination questions, selling or giving away,

1512.

SUPERINTENDENTS
Roads, failure of duty, 831.

SUPPLIES
See Elections.

SUPREME COURT

See, also, this title in index to Code Oriminal
Procedure.

Judges, accepting bribes, 175, 176•.

SWITCH TRACKS

Railroads, 1522a-1522f.

SWORD CANE
Assault with, 1024a, 1024b.
Carrying in church or assembly, 477, 478.
Sale, etc., to minors, 1048.
Unlawfully carrying, 475, 476.

TABLES

Gaming, keeping or exhibiting, 551-556.
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TAXES (Cont'd) TAXES (Cont'd)
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Assessors, accounts, settlement, sworn state

ments, 113d.
Assuming responsibility for for reward,

125.
Deputies, appointment, 110g.

Compensation, 110g.
Exacting usury, 124.
Failure to charge up, 113.
Fees, 110.

Accounts of, 113b.
Amoun ts retained, 115, 118.
County or state not liable for deficien-

cy, 115, 118.
Disposition of, 115a.
Receiving rebate of, 113.
Reports and statements of, 110f, 113c,

115, 115c, 118.
Exceptions, 115b.
Failure, 113.
Quarterly statements, 116, 118.

Retaining out of delinquent fees, 110d,
110e.

Omitted property, failure to comply with
law relating to assessment of, 420f.

Reports, failure to make, 400.
Selection of juries, failure or refusal, 427,

429.
Violations of law relating to state tax

boards, etc., 420.
Assuming responsibility for for reward, 125.
Collection, obstruction of, 129.

Occupation taxes, failure to enforce, 140.
Riots to prevent, 452.

Indictment, p, 201, note.
Unlawful assemblies to prevent, 444•.

Collectors, accounts, settlement, sworn state
ments, 113d.

Assuming responsibility for for reward,
125.

Deputies, appointment, 110g.
Compensa tion, 110g.

Exacting usury, 124.
Extortion, 123.
Failure to comply with law relating to de

linquent taxes, 420a-420e.
Failure to enforce collection of occupation

taxes, 140.
Failure to pay over public money, punish

ment, 107.
Venue of prosecution, 107.

Fees, 110.
Accounts of, 113b.
Amoun ts retained, 115, 118.
County or state not liable for deficien-

cy, 115, 118.
Disposition of, 115a.
Failure to charge up, 113.
Receiving rebate of, 113.
Reports and statements of, 110f, 113c,

11� 115�
.

Exceptions, 115b.
Failure, 113.
Quarterly statements, 116, 118.

Retaining out of delinquent fees, 110d,
110e.

Issue of illegal receipts for licenses for
sale of intoxicating liquors, 633.

Issue of unauthorized receipts, 145.
Occupation tax receipts, unauthorized is

sue, 127.
Payment to county or city treasurers,

108b.
Payment to/state treasurer, 108a, 144.

Punishment, 109.

Purchase of property sold for taxes, penal
ty, 143.

Removal from office, 143.
Reports, failure to make, 144.
Retaining public funds after notice rrom.

comptroller, punishment, 96, 97.
Selection of juries, failure or refusal, 427,.

429.
Tampering with poll tax receipts, 220, 224.
Transcripts, failure to forward, 126.

Corporations, false swearing as to indebted
ness, 362.

Franchise taxes, failure to report, 148.
County clerks, failure to examine reports of

collectors, 146.
Failure to file reports of collectors, 146.

Delinquent taxes, collection, failure of district
attorney to comply with law relating to,.
420a-420e.

Foreclosure of tax liens, failure to com-·

ply with laws relating to, 420a-420e.
Lists, publication, failure to comply with

laws relating to, 420a-420e.
Notice of failure to comply with law relat

ing to, 420a-420e.
Statements of on demand, failure to com

ply with laws relating to, 420a-420e.
Donation to City of Galveston, 98.

Misapplication, 99.
Equalization boards, violations of law relating:

to state tax boards, etc., 420.
False affidavits, 139.
Franchise taxes, failure to make report, 148.
Officers, purchase of property sold for taxes,

penalty, 143.
Purchase of property sold for taxes, re

moval from office, 143.
Poll taxes, loaning money to pay, 220, 239.

Receipts, becoming agent to obtain, 220,.
229.

Becoming agent to obtain indictment,.
p. 115, note.

Delivery to fictitious persons, 249.
Failure to transmit or deliver, 220,.

252.
False affidavit as to, 247.
Obtaining money on, 220, 251.
Refusing to return, 220, 250.
Tampering with by collectors, 220,.

224.
Unlawful payment by candidate for elec-·

tion, 220, 233.
Indictment, p. 116, note.

Receipts, unauthorized issued by collector, 145 ..

Unlawful delivery of by collectors, 238.
Sales, purchase by officer, penalty, 143.

Purchase by officer, removal from office,
143.

State revenue agent, 1488-1490.
State tax board, violations of law relating to

state tax boards, etc., 420.
Transcripts, failure of collector to forward.,

126.

TEACHERS
See Schoo! Teachers.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COM
PANIES

See, also, this title in inde» to Oode Oriminal'
Procedure,

-

Destruction of wires, etc., 1228.
Evidence, p. 749, note.

Indictment, p. 749, note.
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TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COM
PANIES (Cont'd)

Divulging contents of warrant, etc., telegrams
relating to crimes, 335.

Female employes, hours of labor, 1451h, 14511,
1451m.

Seats for, 1451k-1451m.
Free service, 1532-1539.
Hours of labor, operators on railroads, 1555.
Obstructing messages, 1228.
Permitting use of wires, etc., for deals in fu

tures, 544.
Vulgar or profane language, 471.

Complaint or information, p. 205, note.

TEMPORARY INSANITY
Defense to crime, 41.

TEN PIN ALLEYS

Betting at, 557.
Keeping or exhibiting, 551-556.
Permitting minors to remain in, 1053.

TERRAPIN

Breeding season, taking during with seines or

nets, 911.
Return of certain size to water, 912.
Sales, minimum weight, 910.

Without license, 923.
'raking without license, 908.
Taking with seine without license, 916.
Unlawful methods of taking, 906, 907.

TEXT BOOKS

Influencing or attempting to influence adop-
tion, 1513c.

Preventing use of books adopted, 1513a.
Receiving commission or rebate on, 1513b..
Receiving greater price for supplementary

books, 1513d.

THEATERS
Discrimination against, 1481.
Female employes, hours of labor, 1451h, 1451Z,

1451m.
Seats for, 1451k-1451m.

Fire escapes, 867a-867d.
Lease of, 1483.
List of bookings, 1482.
Operation on Sunday, 302.
Public houses of amusement, 1480.
Regulation, 1481.

THEFT

See Robbery.
See, also, this title in indem to Oode OriminaZ

Procedure.

Accessories, p. 52, note.
Accomplices, who are, p, 48, note.
Agricultural products, 1345.

Evidence, p. 868, note.

Instructions, p. 868, note.

Animals, accessories, p. 52, note.
Bill of sale, want of prima facie evidence

of illegal possession, 1359.
Definition, 1338.
Evidence, p. 880, note.
Indictment, p. 880, note.
Instruction, p. 881, note.
Principals, p. 44, note.

Asportation not necessary, 1331.
Ass, 1353.
Automobiles, jurisdiction, p. 768, note.
Bailee, conversion by, 1348.

THEFT (Cont'd)
Bringing property into state, 1431, 1432.

Accomplices, p. 47, note.

Evidence, p. 923, note.
Indictment, p. 922, note.
Instructions, p. 9�3, note.

Burglary, 1303-1326.
Cattle, 1354.

Bill of sale, want of prima facie evidence
of illegal possession, 1359.

Evidence, p. 881, note.

Indictment, p. 881, note.

Complaint, indictment and information, pp.
831-834, notes.

Conversion by bailee, 1348.
Evidence, p. 871, note.

Indictment, p. 871, note.

Instructions, p. 872, note.

Questions for jury, p. 872, note.
Cutting and destroying timber, 1294.
Defined, 1329.
Evidence, pp. 834-848, notes.
Filed paper, 1346.
From person, attempts, 1352.

Evidence, p. 879, note.

Indictment, p. 878, note.
Ingredients of, 1351.
Instructions, p. 879, note.
Punishment, 1350.

Goat, 1355.
Horse, 1353.

Bill of sale, want of prima facie evidence
of illegal possession, 1359.

Illegal marking and branding of animals,
1376.

Instructions, pp, 849-856, notes.
Justifiable homicide in preventing, 1105.
Mule, 1353.
Own property, 1335.
Part owner, 1336.
Personal property includes domestic animals,

1338.
Petty theft, 1341.
Possession and ownership in same person,

1333.
Indictment, p. 861, note.

Possession, what constitutes, 1334.
Principals, who are, p. 41, note.
Prison property, 1615.
Private oyster beds, 920.
Property, defined, 1337.

Indictment, n. 864, note.

Property of value, 1330.
Punishment, general penalties not applicable,

when, 1342.
Particular excludes general, 1339.

Question for jury, p. 848, note.
Receiving

�

stolen property" 1349.
Accomplices, p. 48, note.

Infant, p. 51, note.

Evidence, p. 874, note.

Indictment, p. 874, note.

Instructions, pp. 874, 875, note.

Recognizance, p. 876, note.
Record book, 1346.
Return of property, 1343.
Robbery, 1327, 1328.'
Sheep, 1355.
"Steal" or "stolen," 1344.
Stock, driving from range, 1356-1358.
Taking, wrongful, 1332.
Value of $50 and over, punishment, 1340.
Value of property, indictment, p. 856, note.
Voluntary- return of property, 1343.
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TITLES
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See Homicide; Murder.
Arrest of officer, p. 9BO.
Defense to crime, 44.
Evidence, p. 901, note.

Prosecution for murder, 1143.
False imprisonment by, 1039-1046.
Fraudulent acquisition of property by, indict- TORPEDOES

ment, p. 8W, note.

Instructions, p. 828, note.
Indictment, p. 931, note.
Prosecution for crime to extort money, 1187.
Robbery by, 1328.
Sending threatening letters, 1446.
Settlers on school lands, 1453.
To take life, 1442.

Seriously made, 1443.
Question for jury, 1444.

What not included, 1445.
Whitecapping, 1189.

Wilfully driving stock from range, evidence.rp.
882, note.

Indictment, p. 882, note.

Instructions, p. 882, note.
Wrecks, stealing from, 1347.
Wrongful taking, evidence, p. 860, note.

Indictment, p. 860, note.

Instructions, p. 860, note.

THREATENING LETTERS
Sending, 1446.

THREATS

TICK

Eradication, election to determine, 1284h.

TICKET AGENTS

Certificate of authority, 1525, 1526.

TICKETS

Railroads, redemption of unused, 1527-1530.

TILE

Destruction or injury of, 821.

TIMBER

Cutting and destroying, evidence, pp. 786,
787, notes.

Indictment, 1291, p. 786, note.
Proof of ownership, 1292.

Instructions, p. 786, note.
Owner defined, 1290.
Pecan timber, 1295.

Injuring, 1296.
Indictment, p. 788, note.

Punishment, 1289.
Repairing roads not included, 1293.
Theft, 1294.
Timber defined, 1290.
.Walnut timber, 1295.

Cutting and floating, brands, 1297.
Buying or selling without, 1001.

Record of, 1298.
Venue of prosecutions, 1302.

Certificate of clerk as evidence of owner

ship, 1300.
Report of, 1299.

Mines, 1594.

TIME
Taking effect of statutes, 13.

Forgery or counterfeiting, 947.
Uttering forged instruments, 949.

TOBACCO

Sale, ete., to minors, 1049.
Warehouses and receipts, 969-977e.

TOLL BRIDGES'
Entering on with intent to avoid payment of

toll, 813a.

TOLL ROADS
Obstruction of, 837t.
Reasonable use of, 837r.
Rules and regulations, 837q.
Trespass on property of, 837s.

TONSILLITIS

Absence from school during, 801.

Shooting in public places, 473.

TOWNS

See Cities and Towns

TOWNSITE COMPANIES
Sale of corporate stock, 999vvv-999z.

TRACHOMA
Exclusion from school of persons suffering

with, 801.
Quarantine, sanitary code provisions, 801.

TRACTION ENGINES

Transportation over bridges, etc., 822.

TRADE

Conspiracies in restraint of, 1454-1479.
Offenses against, 58, 924-1007.

TRADE-MARKS

See Labels.

Counterfeiting, punishment, 1395.
Establlshment, 1392.
Possession prima facie evidence of unlawful

use, 1393.
Unlawful use of mark of another, 1392.

Punishment, 1394, 1396.

TRADE UNIONS

Trusts, monopolies and conspiracies in re

straint of trade, 1478, 1479.

TRAIN BULLETINS

Railroad station, 1531d.

TRAIN DISPATCHER

Railroads, 1531a.

TRAINS

Regular running, 1522i.
"Unlawfully boarding, 1531.

TRAMPS

Vagrants, 634-ti40.

TRANSFERS

Counterfeiting, 947.
Forgery, 947.
Street railways, 1573, 1574.
Uttering forged instruments, 949.
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'TRANSIENT MERCHANTS

License taxes, p. 80, note.

'TRANSPORTATION
Animals affected with contagious or infectious

diseases, 1284a-1284g.
Bees affected with diseases, 1288a-1288o.
Wild animals or birds, exceptions, 891.

Punishment, 890.

'TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES
See Railroads.
Female employes, hours of labor, 1451h,

14511, 1451m.
Seats for, 1451k-1451m.

Free passes, ete., 1532-1539.

'TRAPS
Unlawful taking of fish with, 906.

TRAVELING SALESME,N
License taxes, p. 81, note.

'TREASON

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Definition, 92.
Misprision of, definition, 94.

Punishment, 95.
Punishment, 93.

'TREES

Cutting and destroying, owner defined, 1290.
Pecan timber, 1295.

Injuring, 1296.
Procedure, indictment, 1291.

Proof of ownership, 1292.
Punishment, 1289.
Repairing roads not included, 1293.
Theft, 1294.
Timber defined, 1290.
Walnut timber, 1295.

Cutting and floating, brands, 1297.
Brands, buying or selling without, 1301.

Oertificate of clerk as evidence of own

ership, 1300.
Record of, 1298.
Venue of prosecutions, 1302.

Cutting, report of, 1299.

'TRESPASS

Negligent homicide in attempting to commit,
1127.

Property of toll roads, 837s.

'TRIAL

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Accessories, 90, 91.
Accomplices, 89-91.
Argument of counsel intent, etc., in assault

and battery, p. 564, note.
Instructions, abortion, p, 634, note.

Accident as defense to crime, p. 25, note.
Accomplices, p. 50, note.

Adultery, p. 235, note.

Aggravated assault, pp. 575, 576, 579, 582,
584, 587, 588, notes.

Punishment, p. 589, note.
Animals, altering or defacing 'marks or

brands of, p. 889, note.
Running at large, pp. 760, 763, notes.

Arson, p. 742, note.
House, p. 743, note.

TRIAL (Cont'd)
Assault and battery, p. 563, note.

Ahility to commit, p. 566, note.
Self-defense, p. 569, note.

Assault with intent to murder, pp. 596-
601, notes.

Assault with intent to rape, pp. 608, 609,
notes.

Assault with intent to rob, p. 610, note .

. Bawdy houses, etc., keeping, ete., p. 248,
note.

Sales of intoxicating liquors in, p. 305,
note.

Bigamy, p. 225, note.

Bribery, pp. 101, 106, notes.
Sheriff or peace officer, p. 105, note.

Burden of proof, pp. 29, 30, notes.
Burglary, pp. 803-809, notes.

Vessels, etc., p. 819, note.

Conspiracy, p. 928, note.

Cruelty to animals, p. 754, note.
Cutting and destroying timber, p. 786,

note.

Dealing in futures, p. 271, note.
Desecration of graves, p. 259, note.
Disturbance of religious worship, p, 140,

note.
Divulgence of proceedings before grand

jury, p. 160, note.
Dogging stock .when fence insufficient, p,

762. note.

Driving stock from range, p. 891, note.
Driving stock to market without bill of

sale, p, 884, note.
Drunkenness in public or private place,

p. 109, note.
Embezzlement, p, 906, note.
Estrays, unlawful disposition of, p. 892,

note.
False entries in books of account, p. 560,

note.
False imprisonment, p. 614, note.
False packing of goods, etc., pp. 521, 522,

notes.
.

False personation of officer, p. 195, note.
False swearing, p. 159, note.

Forgery, p, 507, note.
Alteration of instrument, p. 508, note.

Authority to sign name, p. 511, note.
Knowingly uttering forged instru-

ment, p. 518, note.
Land titles, p. 517, note.

Fornication, p. 237, note.
Fraudulent acquisition of property by

threats, p. 828, note.
Fraudulent disposition of mortgaged prop

erty, p. 921, note.

Gaming, keeping or renting premises for,
p, 290, note.

Playing cards in public place, p. 279,
note.

Gaming table bank, etc., keeping or ex

hibiting, p. 282, note.

Homicide, pp. 636, 637, notes.
Corpus delicti, p. 640, note.
Evil or cruel disposition exhibited, p.

720, note.
Excusable homicide, p. 668, note.
Gross negligence, p. 638, note.
Justifiable homicide, adultery, p. 645,

note.

Presumption from use of weapon,
pp. 649, 650, notes.
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Prevention of felonies, p. 648, note.
Self-defense, pp. 657-662, notes.

Means or instrument used, pp. 717-
719, notes.

Negligent homicide, attempt at felony,
p. 671, note.

Self-defense, attack, pp. 664-666, notes.

Retreat, p. 662, note.

Illegal marking or branding of animals,
p. 888, note.

Incest, p. 230, note.

Injury in assault and battery, p. 564, note.
Insanity as defense, p. 19, note.
Intent in assault and battery, p. 564, note.
Intoxication, 41, p. 24, note.
Keeping open saloon on election day, p.

119, note.
Keeping and storing intoxicating liquors

in local option districts, p. 322, note.

Killing animals to injure owner, p. 752,
note.

Libel, p. 723, note.
Malice, p. 728, note.

Local option districts, pursuing business
of selling intoxicating liquors in, pp.
301, 302, notes.

Maiming, p. 611, note.
Malicious prosecution, p. 194, note.

Manslaughter, pp. 673-675, notes.
Adequate cause, pp. 679, 681, 682,

notes.
Insult to female, p, 685, note.

Provoking contest, p. 688, note.

Punishment, p. 688, note.
Sudden passion, pp. 677, 678, notes.

Materiality of statements in perjury, p.
157, note.

Misapplication of county or city funds, p.
60, note.

Miscegenntion, p. 226, note.
Misdemeanors, second and subsequent of

fenses, p. 1018, note.
Mistal;:e of law as defense to crime, pp. 26,

27, notes.
Murder, pp. 70(')-708, notes.

'I'hreats.vpp. 714, 715, notes.
Obstruction of public. road, p. 451, note.
Obstruction of railroad tracks, etc., p. 750,

note.

Pandering, p. 255, note.
Passing forged instrument, p. 513, note.
Perjury, pp. 152, 154, notes.

Poisoning food, etc., p. 635, note.

Presumption of intent, p. 29, note.
Rape, p. 628, note.

Age of female, p. 631, note.
Attempts, p. 632, note.

Force, p. 629, note.

Fraud, p. 630, note.
Penetration, p. 631, note.
Punishment, p. 631, note.
Threats, p. 630, note.

Receiving deposits by insolvent bank, p.
266, note.

Receiving stolen property, pp. 875, 876,
notes.

Resisting arrest, p. 170, note.

Robbery, pp. 825-827, notes.
Sale or gift of intoxicating liquor to minor,

pp. 305, 618, notes.

Sales, etc., on Sunday, p. 146, note.
Sales of intoxicating liquors in local op

tion districts, pp. 315-317, notes.

1 PEN.CODE TEX.-70

Sales of liquors without license, pp. 330,
331, notes.

Seduction, p. 936, note.
Abandonment after marriage, p. 940,

note.

Slander, p. 733, note.
Stolen property, bringing into state, p.

923, note.

Swindling, p. 916, note.
Theft, pp. 849-856, notes.

Agricultural products, p. 868, note.
Animals, p, 881, note.
Conversion by bailee, p. 872, note.
From the person, p. 879, note.
Wrongful taking, p. 860, note.

Unlawful practice of medicine, p. 408,
note.

Wilfully driving stock from range, p. 882,
note.

Issue of insanity, p. 19, note.
Severance, principals, accomplices, or acces

sories, 91.
Verdict, accomplices, p. 50, note.

Aggravated assault, p. 589, note.
Assault with intent to murder, p. 601,

note.
Forgery, pp. 508, 516, notes.
Perjury, p. 153, note.
Rape, p. 629, note.

Robbery, p. 827, note.
Running at large of infected animals, p.

777, note.
Slander, p. 734, note.

TROLLEY Wt[RES
Mines, 160&-160&.

TRUST COMPANIES

Funds, embezzlement or misapplication of, 523.

TRUST FUNDS

Appropriation of, 367-369.

TRUSTS
See Anti-Trust Law; Monopolies.
Act of agent as act of principal, 1467.
Agricultural products exempt from operation

of law relating to, 1477.
Attorney general, duties, 1459.

Fees,1464.
. Quo warranto proceedings, 1458.

Conspiracy in restraint of trade defined, 1456.
Contracts in violation of law void, 1465.
Corporations, forfeiture of charter, 1458;

Forfeiture of charter, incorporation of
company to which property has been
transferred prohibited, 1460.

Defined, 22.
District or county attorneys, commencement

of prosecutions, 1475.
Fees, 1476.

Entering into agreement to form, punishment,
1470.

Foreign corporations, prohibition against do
ing business in state, 1461.

Prohibition against doing business in state,
incorporation of other company to which
property has been transferred, 1463.

Formation of, punishment, 1473.
Limitation of prosecutions, 1474.
Live stock in hands of producer exempt from

operation of law relating to, 1477.
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TRUSTS (Cont'd) UNLAWFUL ASSEMBLIES (Cont'd)

Monopoly defined, 1455. Illegal objects, indictment and information, p.
Operating in violation of law, punishment, 200, note.

1471. Perpetration of, 448.
.

Penalties for violation of law, 1464. Indictment and information, p. 198, note.
Persons outside state, punishment, 1472. Lawful meetings excluded, 449.
Precedence of actions brought under law, 1469. Lawful meetings included where lawful pur-
Prohibition against, 1457. pose agreed on, 450.
Punishments for violations of law, 1466. Laws, held to prevent execution of, 437.
Quo warranto, 1462. Obstruction of collection of taxes, 129.

Institution by attorney general, 1458. Occupations, held to prevent pursuit of, 445.
Trade unions, exempt from operation of law Held to prevent pursuit of, indictment, p.

relating to, 1478, 1479. 199, note.
Trust defined, 1454. Rescue of capital felons, 438.
Venue of prosecutions, 1474. Rescue of felons, 439.
Witnesses, immunity, 1468. Rescue of persons accused of capital felony,

440.
TUBERCULOSIS

Quarantine, sanitary code provisions, 801.

TUMULTS

Elections, 267.

TYPHOID FEVER

Quarantine, sanitary code provisions, 801.

TYPHUS F�VER
Quarantine, sanitary code provisions, 801.

UMPIRES

Accepting bribes, 180, 181.
Bribery, 179, 181.

UNDERGROUND WORKINGS

Mines, 1606d, 1606e.

UNDERTAKERS

License, 784-788.
Reports of deaths, 801.

UNION PASSENGER DEPOTS

Railroads, 1522.

UNITED CONFEDERATE VETERANS
Unlawful wearing of badges of, 425.

Rescue of persons accused of misdemeanors,
442.

Rescue of persons accused of other felonies,
441.

Sitting of tribunals, held to prevent, 443.
Taxes, held to prevent collection of, 444.

UNLAWFULLY CARRYING ARMS
See Arms ; Weapons.

UNLAWFULLY SELLING INTOXICAT.
ING LIQUORS

See Intoxioating Liquors.

UNLAWFUL MARRIAGE
See Incest; Marriage.

UNLAWFUL PRACTICE OF :MEDI
CIN:E

See Medicine; Physioians and Surgeons.
UNWHOLESOME FOOD

See Food.
See, also, this title in indem to Oode OriminaZ

Procedure;

USURY
Exaction by assessors or collectors of taxes,

124.

UNITED SONS
VETERANS

OF CONFEDERATE UTTERING

Forged instruments, 937.
Relating to land titles, 949.Unlawful wearing of badges of, 425.

UNITED STATES
Persons in civil or military service of, at

tempting to influence voters, 220, 256..

UNITED STATES SENATORS
See Bleciione,

Elections, provisions relating to, 295a-295z.

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
See State University.

UNLAWFUL ASSEMBLIES

See Affrays�· Disturbanoee of the Peace;
Riots.

.

See, also, this title in index to Code OriminaZ
Procedure.

Carrying arms in church, .etc., 477, 478.
Defined, 435.
Disturbances of. families, 447.
Elections, 266.

Held to prevent, 436.
Frightening by disguise, 446.

VAGRANCY
Complaint, information or indictment, 638, p.

342, note.
Defined, 634.
Evidence, p. 342, note.
Habitually associating with prostitute, 634-

640.
Jurisdiction, 639, p, 343, note.
Penalty, 639.
Sheriffs, etc., duties of, 637.

Duties of, failure to perform, �O.
Unlawfully soliciting orders for intoxicating

liquors, 635.
.

VENUE

See, also, this titZe in index to Oode OriminaZ
Procedure.

Abandonment of wife or children, 640e.
Failure to make returns for occupation taxes,

147 .

. Floating or sale of logs' without brands, 1302.
Forgery of land titles, 950, 952.
Misapplication of public money, 97.
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Obstruction of public road, p. 452, note.
Officers for failure to pay over public money,

108.
Pandering, 506b.
Trusts, monopolies and conspiracies in re

straint of trade, 1464. 1474.
Unauthorized contracts by officers, etc., of

educational or eleemosynary institutions,
119b.

Unlawful consolidation of railroad companies,
649.

VERDICTS

Keeping or exhibiting, 551-556.

VISIBLE MEANS OF SUPPORT
Persons without as vagrants, 634-640.

VITAL STATISTICS

See Sanitary Oode.

Sanitary code provisions relating to, 801.

VOTERS
See Elections.

See, also, this title in indelJ) to Code Oriminal VULGAR LANGUAGE
Procedure.

Accomplices, p. 50, note.
Aggravated assault, p. 589, note.
Assault with intent to murder, p. 601, note.
Forgery, pp. 508, 516, notes.
Perjury, p. 153, note.
Rape, p. 629, note.
Robbery, p. 827, note.
Running at large of infected animals, p. 777,

note.
Slander, p. 734, note.

VESSELS
See Sailors.
See, also, this title in indw to Oode Oriminal

Procedure.
Burglary of, 1322.

Actual breaking in day time, 1323.
Attempts, p. 818, note.
Evidence, p. 818, note.

Indictment, p. 818, note.
Instructions, p. 819, note.
Other offense committed, 1324.
Rules applicable, 1325.
Theft by servant, 1326.

Going ashore from without permission, 791.
Landing from infected ports, 789.
Master, false declaration by, 1003.
Passing quarantine station without permis-

sion, 790.
Quarantine, 789-799.
Sailors, employment, 1452.
Sinking, etc., 1227.
Throwing ballast into sea when, harbors, 1004,

1005.
Willful burning, 1215.
Willful destruction, etc., of, 1227.

VETERINARIANS
False certificates to, 362a.
Licenses, application for, 799b.

Examinations, 799b.
Exceptions, 799b.
Fee, bond for keeping of, 799c.

Disposition of, 799c.
Exceptions, 799c.
Payment, 799c.

Registration fee, 799d.
Practice by, charge to grand jury of law re

lating to, 799g.
Compliance with requirements, 799a.
Exceptions from operation of act relating

to, 799f.
Unlawful, 79ge.
What constitutes practicing, 799f.

VINEYARDS

Robbery, 1234.

Disturbance of the peace, 470.
Use of over telephone, 471.

Complaint and information, p. 205, note.

WARD

See Guardian and Ward.

WAREHOUSES
See Public Warehouses.
Fire escapes, 867a-867d.

WARRANTS

See, also, this title in indelJ) to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

City depositories, 1584.

WASH HOUSES

Mines, 1606k.

WASTE

Waters, 8371, 837m.

WATER

Poisoning, 1077-1079.
Tampering with meters, 993.

WATERS AND WATER COURSES
Artesian wells, defined, 837k.
Canals, injuring, 837.

Obstruction, 837f.
Pollution, 837£.

Diversion of water from, 826, 923i.
Drainage works, destruction, 836a.
Headgates, etc., interference with, 837d.
Johnson grass, 837j, 837jj.
Obstruction, 826, 923i, 1253.
Obstruction of ditches, 836.
Pollution or obstruction of, 695-695d.

Duties of state board of health, 695d.
Injunction, 695b, p. 387, note.
Intent, p. 386, note.
Time for compliance with act, 695c.

Russian thistle, 837j, 837jj.
Streams, use of for conveying stored waters,

837b.
Unlawful interference with, 837c.
Waste, defined, 8371.

Penalty, 837m.
Water, taking without permit, 837a.
Watersheds, diversion of water from, 837g.

Taking waters from, penalty, 837i.
Permit, 83Th.

Works, injury, 837e.

WATERSHEDS

See Waters and Water Ooursee,
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WHOOPING COUGHWEAPONS

See Arms; Deadly Weapons.
Assault with, 1024a, 1024b.
Carrying at elections, 209.
Carrying in church or assembly, 477, 478.

Indictment, p. 219, note.

Intent, p. 218, note.

Jurisdiction, p. 219, note.

Display of as disturbance of the peace, 470.
Homicide in sudden passion without use of

deadly weapons, 1149.
Sale, etc., to minors, 1048.
Shooting in public places, 473.
Unlawfully carrying, 475, 476.

Evidence, pp. 216, 217, note.
Burden of proof, p. 31, note.

Indictment and information, p. 217, note.
Intent, p. 208, note.

Jurisdiction, p. 210, note.
Use of to commit robbery, 1327.

WEIGHERS
See Public Weighers.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

Bags and packages of commercial fertilizers,
999£.

Cotton, stamping on bales, 993a.
Stamping on bales, defacing, 993h.

Defacing, separate offenses, 993c.
Failure, separate offenses, 993c.
Unlawful deductions for tare, 993d-

993f.
False, definition of false weight oc measure,

991.
Destruction of, 992.
Penalty for using, 990.
Tampering with electric current, water or

gas meters, 993.
Mill products, 712-716.

Mines, 1603, 1604.
Oyster measures, 923j.
Private weighers, factors, etc., not to employ,

997.
Produce, owner may weigh, 998.
Public weighers, false balances, use of, 994.

False certificates by, 995.
Persons other than to weigh, 996.

Weighing without complying with law, 999.

WEmS
Fish ways in, 872.
Unlawful taking of fish with, 906.

WELLS

Poisoning, 1077-1079.
Evidence, p. 635, note.

Indictment, p. 635, note.

Instructions, p. 635, note.

WHEAT
Warehouses and receipts, 969-977e.

WHIPPING

Prisoners, '1610.

WmSTLES

Railroads, .failure to sound, 1524-

WHITECAPPING

Defined, 1189.
Punishment, 1189.

WHOLESALE ESTABLISHMENTS
Fire escapes, 867a-867d.

Absence from school during, 801.

WILD BIRDS
See Game.

WILD FOWL
See Game.

WILD GAME
See Game.

WILLFUL BURNINGS
See Arson.
Arson rules applicable, 1213-
Attempts, 1224.
Boards, 12H.
Boats, 1215.
Bridges, 1217.
Buildings other than house, 1214.
Completion of offense, 1216.
Corn, 1214.
Death ensuing from, murder, 1223.
Fences, 1214.
Flax, 1214.
Fodder, 1214.
Grain, 1214.
Grass in inclosure of another, 1225.
Grass with intent to injure, 1226.

Indictment, p. 748, note.

Hay, 1214.
Lumber, 1214.
Personal injury caused by, double punishment,

1222.
Personal property insured, 1220.

Evidence, p. 747, note.
Personal property of another, 1221.
Prairie, 1218, 1219.
Ships, 1215.
Vessels, 1215.
Wood, 1214.
Woodlands, 1218, lZ.U1.

WINE
Trade-marks or labels, 1392-1394.

WINE-GROWERS

Regulations concerning sales by, 613.

WITNESSES

See Evidence; False Swearing; Perjury.
See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal

Procedure.

Acceptance of bribes by, 192.
Attachment of, unlawful issue, punishment,

114.
Bribery of, 191.

Evidence, p. 106, note.
Compelling testimony, prosecutions for deal

ing in futures, 547.
Divulgence of proceedings before grand jury,

316.
False swearing in pension proceedings, 317a.
Fees, purchase of, 380.
Female in prosecution for pandering, 506c.
Immunity, trusts, monopolies and conspiracies

in restraint of trade, 1468.
Violations of act relating to fire insur

ance, 663.
Violations of Anti Pass Law, 1539.

Particular prosecutions, blacklisting, 1199.
Keeping or exhibiting gaming tables, etc.,

574.
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WITNESSES (Cont'd) WORDS AND PHRASES (Cont'd)
Political contributions by corporations,

257.
Sale of intoxicating liquors in bawdy

houses, etc., 593c.
Violations of election laws, 234.
Violations of law relating to sheep with

scab, 1265e.
·Perjury, testimony before state board of

health, 810.
Persons sending anonymous letters, 1184.
Principals, accomplices, or accessories for

each other, 91.
Process, duplication of, 1577.
Subpoena for, unlawful issue, 114, 392a.
Wife in prosecution for pandering, 50&.

WOMEN

See Females,
Defined, 21.

WOMEN)S RELIEF CORP
Unlawful wearing of badges of, 425.

WOOD
Willful burning, 1214.

WOODLANDS
Willful burning, 1218, 1219.

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Unlawful wearing of badges of, 425.

WORDS

Causing homicide, 1086.

WORnS AND PHRASES
See, also, thi8 title in indelD to Oode Oriminal

Procedure.

Abduction, 1059.
Abortion, 1071.
Accomplices, 79.
Accusation, 26, 346.
Accused, 25.
Adequate cause, 1130.
Adulterated, 700;
Adultery, 490.
Affirmation included in oath, 30.
Affray, 469.
Aggravated assault and battery, 1022.
Alter, 928.

.

Animal, 1231d.
Another, 929.
Anyone, 21.
Any l)€rson, 21.
Arms, 350.
Arson, 1200.
Artesian wells, 837k.
Assault, 1008.
Assault and battery, 1008, 1017.
Ascendant, 22.
Assignation house, 593b.
Attempt, 1321.
Battery, 1017.
Bawdy house, 496, 593b.
Bet or wager, 588.
Bigamy, 481.
Blacklisting, 1193.
Blind tiger, 60L
Breaking, 1308.
Bribe, 193.
Bucket shop, 538.
Burglary, 1303, 1304.
Capital offenses, 56.

Castration, 1037.
Child, 22.
Circulating, 1156.
Commercial fertilizers, 999ddd.
Commissioner, 999z.
Concentrated commercial feeding stuff', 731.
Concentrated feed stuff, 732.
Condition, 22.
Conspiracy, 1433.
Conspiracy in restraint of trade, 1456.
Convict, 27.
Counterfeiting, 954.
Coupled with ability to commit, 1013.
Criminal accusation, 26.
Criminal action, 26.
Criminal process, 28.
Criminal prosecution, 26.
Cruelty, 1231d.
Daytime, 1310.
Dealer, 727.
Dealing in futures, 536.
Dealt, 556.
Deface, 840.
Defendant, 25.
Descendant, 22.
Disfiguring, 1035.
Disorderly house, 496, 593b.
Double punishments, 64-66.
Drug, 600.
Drunkenness, 203.
Embezzlement, 14143.
Entry, 1306, 1307.
Excusable homicide, definition, ll1L
Exhibited, 556.
False imprisonment, 1039.
False swearing, 312.
False weight or measure, 991.
Feionies, 55.
Food, 699.
Force, 1064.
Forgery, 924.
Fornication, 494.
Fraternal benefit societies, 665.
Fraud, 1066.
Futures, or dealing in futures, 539.
Gambling-house, 563.
Gaming bank, 552.
Gaming-house, 563.
Gaming table, 552.
Gold and silver coin, 961.
Guardian, 22.
Habitual drunkards, 596.
Hard labor, 72.
He, 21.'
Homicide, 1081.
House, 1201, 1309.
Importer, 739.
Infant, 22.
Injury, 1009.
Instrument in writing, 927.
Instrument of writing,' 353.
Insufficient fence, 1247.
Insurance agents, 644.
Jail, 348.
Kidnapping, 1056.
Lawful act, 1115.
Legally confined in jail, 347.
Libel, 1151.
Livestock commission merchants, 999g.
Loan brokers, 999j.
Lodge system, 665a.
Lumber, 1301.
Maiming, 1033.
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WORDS AND PHRASES (Cont'd)
Maker, 1154.
Malicious, 1175.
Man, 2l.
Manslaughter, 1128.
Masculine includes feminine, 23.
Minor, 22, 38.
Misapplication of public money, M.
Misbranded, 701.
Misdemeanors, 55.
Misprision of treason, 94-
Money, 1419, 1423.
Money and notes, 136.
Monopoly, 1455.
Murder, 1140.
Negro, 484.
Nepotism, 381.
Nursery, 726.
Nursery stock, 725.
Oath, 30.
Offense, 53.
Offense against gaming laws, 585.
Office, 22.
Officer, 349.
Officer of government, 102.
Officer of the law, 432.
Open house, 616.
Order bill of lading, 1542.
Orderly house, 616.
Owner, 1231d, 1290.
Parent, 22.
Pecuniary obligation, 930.
Perjury, 304.
Person, 1231d.
Personal property, 1338.
Person includes state or corporation, 24.
Petty offenses, 57.
Played, 556.
Practicing, 799f.
Preceding, 29.
Principals, 74-78.
Printing included in writing, 30.
Private agency for hire, 9990.
Private residence, 1305, 1314.
Property, 1419.
Prosecution, 26.
Public building, 841.
Public election, 587.
Public ginner, 978.
Public grounds, 846.
Public house of amusement, 1480.
Public place, 472.
Public warehousemen, 9439.
Publisher, 1155.
Pugilistic encounter, 1508.
Quiet house or place of business, 616.
Railroad corporations, 648.
Rape, 1063.
Relation, 1136.
Relationship, 22.
Representative form of government, 665b.
Riots, 451.
Robbery, 1327.
Secretary, 999z.
Seduction, 1448.
Shingles, 1301.

WORDS AND PHRASES (Cont'd)
Signature, 31.
Singular includes plural, 23.
Slander, 1180.
State, 22.
State officer, 371.
State or district ouicer, 20l.
Steal, 1344.
Stolen, 1344.
Straight bill of lading, 1542.
Succeeding, 29.
Swindling, 1421, 1422.
Theft, 1329, 1337.
They,2l.
Thr�at, 1065.
Timber, 1290.
Torture, 1231d.
Transferred or in any manner have affected,

931.
Treason, 92.
Trust, 22, 1454.
Under the influence of sudden passion, 1129.
Unjust discrimination, 1517.
Unlawful act, 1124.
Unlawful assembly, 435.
Vagrancy, 634.
Ward,22.
Warehouses, 969.
Waste, 83n.
Whi te person, 484.
Whoever, 21.
Woman, 2l.
Writing, 30.

WORK AND LABOR
Hours of, female employes, 1451h-1451m.

Public buildings and works, 1451a-1451d.
Railroad telegraph and telephone opera

tors, 1555.
Sunday, exceptions, 300.

Punishment, 299.

WORKSHOPS
Female employes, hours of labor, 1451h,

1451l, 1451m.
Seats for, 1451k-1451m.

Fire escapes, 867a-867d.
Labor statistics, 1585-1591.

WORS,HIP
See Religious Worship.

WRECKS,
Theft from, 1347.

WRITING
Inclusive of printing, 30.

WRITTEN INSTRUMENTS

See, also, this title in index to Oode Oriminal
Procedure.

Forgery of, 924-94'3.

YELLOW FEVER

Quarantine, 789-799.
Sanitary code provisions, 801.
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